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PREFACE. 

_ This volume is designed to be a working hand-book for all engaged or 

interested in Criminal Investigation. It has, by special permission, been 

- translated and adapted from the well-known work of Dr. Hans Gross, 

_ Professor of Criminology in the University of Prag and special lecturer 

: on that subject in the University of Vienna. Translations have already 

appeared in various languages, including French, Spanish, Danish, Russian, 

Hungarian, Servian, and Japanese. Few men are so well fitted, by train- 

ing and experience, as Dr. Gross to compile a work like the present. He 

P has, to use his own words in his introduction to the first German edition, 

_ been for many years “body and soul” an Investigating Officer. - As 

_ UM. Gardeil, Professor of Criminal Law at Nancy, says, in introducing 
_ the French Translation to French Criminalists, Dr. Gross is “an indefati- 

iH gable observer; a far-seeing psychologist; a magistrate full of ardour to 

unearth the truth, whether in favour of the accused or against him; a 

f clever craftsman; in turn, draughtsman, photographer, modeller, arm- 

{ ourer; having acquired by long experience a profound knowledge of the 

: practices of criminals, robbers, tramps, gipsies, cheats, he opens to us the 

4 researches and experiences of many years. His work is no dry or purely 

f technical treatise; z¢ is a living book, because it has been lived.” 

_ -The aim of the adaptors has been, while omitting nothing of general 

4 or particular utility to any person investigating crime, no matter in what 

‘ capacity or part of the world, to combine and include therewith a mass of 

q information of peculiar interest in India. At the same time they have 

1 attempted to apply many of the illustrative criminal cases and principles 

_ contained in the original work to the Indian point of view. Many sections 

of Dr. Gross’s work have been greatly enlarged and elaborated, and no 

_ pains have been spared to bring the whole quite up to date. 

The book, following the author’s arrangement, has been divided into 

four parts’ Part I. is designed, in the first place, to enunciate those 

_ general principles and qualities, the lack or neglect of which proclaim an 

investigator unfitted for the sphere in life in which it is his misfortune to 

be placed ; and, in the second place, to inform him in a general way 

what assistance science can afford in the investigation of crime, and 
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in a more detailed manner to show in just what cases expert knowledge 

may be effectively brought to bear. Advice is also given regarding the 

examination of witnesses and accused and the inspection of localities. 

Parts II. and III. deal respectively with various heads of knowledge and — 

certain handicrafts with which every Investigating Officer should be 

thoroughly well acquainted; while Part IV. gives information upon the 

methods of criminals in committing particular offences, much of which 

may be new even to experienced detectives. 

This Indian and Colonial edition, while omitting some portions of the 

original which would be of no use to the practical worker, for example, 

the slang words of Bohemian gipsies, thus contains much new and 

interesting matter, the better to adapt the book for India and the Colonies, 

and also to bring the last German edition of 1904 thoroughly up to date. 

These new passages, derived from the writings of specialists, the latest 

criminal intelligence, and the somewhat extensive experience of the adap- 

tors as criminal lawyers, are interwoven with the text. 

For the specialist, desiring to pursue his studies further in any specific 

department, Appendixes I. and II. are particularly intended. Appendix I. 

contains the information which, in the German original and in many 

works of this description, is relegated to foot-notes. Experience teaches 

that in a volume designed as a popular handbook as well as a scientific 

guide, such foot-notes are embarrassing, breaking the general thread of 

the discourse and distracting the attention of the reader. Accordingly 

each authority, as and when mentioned in the text, is distinguished by a 

consecutive index figure, under which figure in Appendix I. the complete 

reference will be found. <A few exceptions to this rule occur in the cases 

of important writers, whose names and the titles of whose works are 

given in full in the text. Appendix II. is an alphabetical list of the 

authorities included in Appendix I. or specially quoted in the text, with 

references to the various pages of the book on which each is mentioned. 

These two Appendixes combined will thus, it is hoped, be found by the 

student to constitute a complete working apparatus. The Index is a 

comprehensive Index to the whole work, with cross references, of which 

we shall only permit ourselves to say that we have endeavoured to make 

it as useful as every index should be. Y 

The German and French editions of this work were each published 

in two volumes. For a book of reference, presenting no definite line of 

demarcation, the two-volume format is neither convenient nor popular. : 

Any one accustomed to employ as working tools such books as Taylor 
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On Evidence’, or Taylor's ‘“‘ Medical Jurisprudence”’, will cordially 

agree. At the same time, a great and bulky book is a terrible nuisance. 

We believe that, with the help of the modern paper-maker, who has 

provided a thin yet opaque paper, of strong texture and adapted for block- 

printing, we have been enabled to offer our readers a book, great but not 

bulky, which will prove no nuisance but a pleasure, physically, to handle 

and to read. 7 

A word may be said to anticipate the possible criticism that the 

_ translation is too free. We have made no attempt to produce a strictly 

I literal interpretation. In translating a classic, where the style and 

i language may be as important as, perhaps more important than, the 

matter, verbal accuracy may be desiderated; but, where the matter is all 

in all, we believe its import can be best conveyed through a medium 

natural to the reader. This is perhaps more especially the case where the 

- original is in German, and from the pen of a German scientist, though 

we must admit that few German pens are less open to the reproach of 

_ German dryness than the lively and often humorous weapon wielded by 

_ Dr. Gross. Hence, while neither deprecating scientific accuracy of treat- 

~ ment nor shirking the lime labor et mora, we have endeavoured to present 

- our results in a language readily understanded of the multitude. 

As to the illustrations, those appearing in the German work are re- 

_ produced from the original blocks, but a very considerable number are 

special to this edition. Plates II.—VI. are from original impressions 

- and drawings supplied by the Government of Madras; Plates VI1.—XI. 

_ are from photographs furnished by Mr. Joseph Farndale, Chief Constable 

of Bradford, as acknowledged in the text; Figwres 40, 41, 42 are copied 

from Egerton Castles ‘Catalogue of Weapons in the Indian Museum, 

_ London”; Figures 45, 61—77, 129 and 150 are drawn, by permission of 

the Inspector-General of Police, Madras, from examples preserved in the 

Museum attached to his Office. The botanical drawings, Figures 116— 

121 and 126—128, have been prepared from specimens procured with the 

assistance of Lt. Col. J. L. Van Geyzel, I. M. S., Chemical Examiner to 

the Government of Madras. The plants portrayed in Figures 122—125, 

not being readily obtainable in Madras, recourse was had to the illus- 

trations in Lyon’s Medical Jurisprudence, so frequently referred to in the 

text. The blocks, both half-tone and line, for all the illustrations here 

specifically mentioned and also for Figure 82, have been executed by 

the Methodist Episcopal Press, Madras. The blocks for Figures 43, 

44, 46—50, 52, 53, 55, were lent by Messrs. Oakes & Co., Ltd., the 
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__| well-known gunsmiths of Madras. To all collaborators here mentioned _ 

be / our cordial thanks are due. 
| 3 

} Many works of experts have been referred to and from some of these — 

excerpts have been made, we trust to no unreasonable extent. We B 

believe that no quotation or extract has been taken from any author * 

without acknowledgment in loco, and we have endeavoured so to frame 

our selections that they may prove signposts, guiding the reader from ~ 

our pages to the fountainhead. 

Despite the most assiduous care on the part of both editors and t 

printers’ readers, we fear many press errors have crept in; for these, 

and all other deficiencies, we can only plead the difficulties attending the ~ 

production of a First Edition of a work of this nature, and hope that, 

with the aid of our friendly critics, they may be amended, should a Second 

Edition be called for. In this connection we have specially to thank 

Lt. Col. J. L. Van Geyzel, already mentioned, for kindly reading the 

proof sheets of Chapter XVI, sections viii and ix; and Chapter XVIII, 

section li, sub-section 2, and making many valuable suggestions. Our 

thanks are also due to Mr. K. S. Gopalratnam Iyer, B.A., B.L., who has 

carefully read the final proof-sheets of a great portion of the book. 

In conclusion, we trust no one will imagine that the author and 

editors claim for this work either completeness or finality. The extent 

of the subject forbids the former, the nature of it vetoes the latter. In 

remedying its deficiencies and imperfections, we hope to receive the 

assistance of all who take a living interest in the subject. ‘Such support 

has enabled Dr. Gross to enlarge his work to its present dimensions, and | 

to furnish it with a comrade in the shape of his “Archiv fur Kriminal- 

Anthropologie und Kriminalistik”’, now in its twenty-fourth volume. 

Any information or suggestion, no matter on how small a point, will be 

thankfully received by us and utilised for rendering any future igpe 

more serviceable and thoroughly up-to-date. | 

JOHN ADAM. 

J. COLLYER ADAM. 

q 
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INTRODUCTION. 

_ The aim of this book is to be as practical as possible. It is not a law 

{s book, though we confidently hope that it will be of the greatest interest 

to lawyers. It is not a work on medical jurisprudence, though we trust 

that medical men will find it useful and suggestive. It isa Manual of 

Instruction for all engaged in investigating crime, its aim being, not only 

to deal in detail with subjects coming directly within the province of a 

_ criminal investigator, but also to inform that official in what cases and in 

what manner specialists may or must be resorted to. At what stage of 

the inquiry the réle of the expert begins, depends almost entirely upon 

the person conducting the inquiry. If the latter is unaware, for example, 

that a chemist can bring out with the help of his science an almost 

invisible impression of a finger upon a drinking glass, there is small 

chance of the drinking glass either being examined or ever reaching the 

chemist’s hands. An investigator with a fair equipment of knowledge 

will be aware, almost instinctively, just when to invoke the assistance of 

experts in many cases wherein another would not dream of doing so. 

_ We of course foresee and meet on the threshold the charge of encroach- 

‘ing upon the province, and thereby attempting to dispense with the help, 

of specialists. Nothing could be more harmful than such advice, nothing 

could so expose the investigator to mistakes as such fancied independence. 

But there is a vast gulf between permitting an Investigating Officer to 

undertake work beyond his sphere and instructing him how to recognise 

when he ought to resort tv experts, what experts should be chosen, and 

what questions must be submitted to them; just as an attorney requires 

' long training and much knowledge of law to be able to state his case 

effectively for the opinion of the advocate. Cwutlibet in sud arte perito 

credendum est. | 

_ Asarule, these three considerations alone will present themselves. 

But there are also cases, nor are they extremely rare, where the Investi- 

gating Officer must himself play the réle of expert. 
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1. In all cases where no real experts exist and where a little q 

reflection alone is required; e.g., in cases of falsification of documents, — 

as to inaccuracies, anachronisms, inconsistencies, in the text as a whole, 

unless the case has to do with documents of such age as to necessitate the 

aid of experts in history or genealogy. Other instances are the observa- 

tion of footprints, the deciphering of writing, questions concerning super- 

stition, etc. . 

2. In the numerous cases where, no expert being at hand, it is 

necessary for the Investigating Officer to act without delay, for ex- 

ample, make an arrest, conduct a search, or revisit the scene of a crime. 

The Investigating Officer is often placed in such a situation. Out in the 

country, it happens as often as not that no qualified medical man is to be 

found in the place; or it may be that the nature of the case itself precludes 

the Investigating Officer from at once consulting a medical man, though 

medical knowledge would be of great assistance to him. There are again 

cases in which the Investigating Officer is obliged to journey far into his 

district. He cannot take a medical man with him from head-quarters in 

all such cases, in fact his first information may not show the slightest 

necessity for one. Suppose for example a District or Assistant Superin- 

tendent of Police is summoned to what is reported to be a very important 

case of arson, necessitating his personal investigation. He goes off 30, 40, 

or even 50 miles, away into the wilds of his district and discovers that the 

arson has apparently been committed to conceal a murder or an attempt- 

ed murder. He has to decide whether an incinerated corpse is that of a 

murdered man or of one accidentally burnt in the fire. He has no medical 

expert with him—he has no means of getting one within a reasonable 

time—he is under the necessity of at once coming to some conclusion on 

the matter—he must rely entirely upon his own special knowledge; his 

method of procedure at this moment will have the very greatest influence 

upon the result of the inquiry. 

3. Finally and not the least important, especially as regards India, 

experts of the first rank are seldom to be found. The Chemical Exami- 

ners to Government, the Lecturers on Medical Jurisprudence at Head- 

quarters, the Government Experts in Finger-prints, know well just what 

they have to say and do and how to say and do it; but the same cannot 

be affirmed of the ordinary country hospital assistant or apothecary, who 

is perhaps only at the outset of his career and indeed can seldom be 

called an expert at all. In some parts of India the danger is all the 

greater, when, as in the Presidency of Madras, hospital assistants are 
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salled upon to make post-mortems, to draw up reports, and give evidence 

in important murder trials. The ordinary official of this grade does so 

_ without the slightest hesitation, makes statements and draws conclusions 

with the utmost rashness, declining to admit his inability to reply to a 

question a far more experienced man would shrink from answering, and 

entirely forgetting that the life of a fellow human being may be dependent 

on his words. This is no random assertion ; the records of our Criminal 

- Courts amply bear it out, and high medical authority could be quoted 

for the opinion that no non-gazetted medical officer, 2.e., no one below 

_ the rank of Assistant-Surgeon, should be permitted to conduct a post- 

| mortem examination in a suspicious case and make a report thereon. 

"i Frequently medical men, even men of long experience, have never learnt 

the art of drawing up a satisfactory report in a criminal matter. . They 

_ may know their trade thoroughly and be able to give most useful informa- 

tion, but are incapable in a criminal matter of applying their knowledge 

and answering questions put to them with any precision. Without the 

5 slightest intention of frustrating the ends of justice, they fall victims to 

* the wiles of the expert cross-examiner, losing both their heads and their 

tempers. Finally a workman, a shikari, or a cultivator cannot be ex- 

_ pected to find just the correct expression or to put into words exactly 

: what he desires to say, especially from the point of view of the Investi- 

| gating Officer. It must never be forgotten that the best of experts is far 

+ from being a criminalist. The Investigating Officer must therefore know 

~ something more than what is set out in the Codes, if he wants to obtain 

a answers to the point. And if he is entirely ignorant on all matters 

| ‘ connected with outside knowledge, he cannot gain that assistance from 

b specialists which they would otherwise be able to afford. 

| The reason of the remarkable success of the original of this book in 

Europe is due to the circumstance, forcibly stated by M. Gardeil, already 

quoted, that ‘“‘it responds to a real demand ; it fills a gap, which not only 

existed in the juristic literature of Germany, but exists to-day in France 

_ and most other countries.’’ The realization of the same lacuna led the 

Congress of the International Union of Criminal Law, held at Linz, 

' August 1895, to pass the following Resolution :—“ In order that criminal 

{ investigators may be better trained and educated for the work before 

a them, it is desirable that the texts of the criminal codes should not be the 

sole subjects of instruction ; it is to be hoped that—by special courses of 

instruction or otherwise—wider and deeper notions may be imparted to 

them on the general causes of crime, the striking peculiarities of the 
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criminal world, and the best methods to adopt in criminal inquiries and — 

the infliction of penalties’. 

We most cordially endorse the view here formulated. An Investi- — 

gating Officer requires in the execution of his duties very much more — 

knowledge than can be given him by the Codes, supplemented by anno- — 

tations and case law. No doubt the Investigating Officer can find much ‘ 

of the requisite information in a mass of books, yet some is to be found, ~ 

nowhere ; as to the books themselves, they are not always to his hand, 

and when he has them at his disposition, he speedily realizes that a man 

without some knowledge of a subject cannot intelligently use a scientific 

manual. It is impossible for him to find the notions he is in need of, 

united in one systematic whole; and he has often neither time nor oppor- 

tunity to question anyone in a position to give him information. He is 

thus generally compelled to fall back on his own resources, or on some 

guide easy to consult and capable of giving him the starting point neces- 

sary in the majority of cases that arise. In fact he wants a book of 

‘First Aid’. The present volume is intended to be such an auxiliary; 

in any event we trust that the beginner will find in it a practical guide, 

at least for the outset, on his journey, and possibly even through the inevi- 

table slough of despond. 

We should not here overlook the valuable work now being done in 

practical training by the Police Schools, recently established in many 

parts of India. We trust both teachers and pupils in such Institutions 

will find something useful in our pages. : 

When the scheme of the book first took shape, the idea was to have 

the different parts treated by specialists: medical jurisprudence by a 

physician and surgeon, the science of arms by an armourer, the chapter 

on photography by a photographer, etc. We must allow that if treated 

in this way the various chapters would have been set out in a more 

scientific manner; but it soon appeared that we should miss our true 

aim ; there are in fact enough works on such subjects, but unhappily they 

have not been written for the Investigating Officer or with the aim he 

pursues kept steadily in view, the result being that he cannot find what 

he has immediate need of. The specialist cannot place himself in the — 

position and stead of the jurist, who, without being a specialist beyond 

his own profession, ought nevertheless to possess special information; the 

expert can teach him many things, but not those just necessary. This — 

plan was therefore abandoned and the work has been written throughout 

by the author and the adaptors, profitting, it is thankfully acknowledged 
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® by the abundant labours of others, supplemented at every turn by per- 

- sonal research and experience. 

For various reasons some subjects of interest to an Investigating 

Officer have not been treated of exhaustively: a full discussion would 

~ encroach too extensively upon subjects outside his province, would be 

_ beyond the compass of a handbook, or perhaps prove profitable to the 

criminal classes and so harmful to the public. 

We may here enter a perhaps unnecessary caveat against any sup- 

position that Investigating Officers are expected immediately to sit 

down and “cram”’ this book from beginning to end or at once to attain 

the ideal of an Investigating Officer promulgated in Chapter I. That 

is in truth an ‘“ideal’’, a ‘“‘counsel of perfection’”—but if there were 

no mountain tops who could exclaim Excelsior ? . 

The object of the book then is to show how crime is to be handled, 

investigated, and accounted for, to explain the motives at work and the 

objects to be attained. The legal aspect of arson, for example, and the 

punishment appropriate thereto, the principles of the criminal law, the 

laws of evidence, and the rules of procedure to be followed in the trial of 

a case are barely within our limits; but how the arson was accomplished, 

what means and assistance the incendiary had at his disposal, how its 

origin may be accounted for, the character of the criminal and—here comes 

in criminal psychology—the weight to be attached to the testimony of 

the witnesses, the consideration of errors in observation and deduction, to 

which judge, jury, and all who have to deal with crime, are exposed,— 

these things are part and parcel of our subject. 

Abstract legal knowledge is practically worthless where the Judge, 

Magistrate, or Policeman cannot make it fit in with facts, when he does 

not understand the witnesses, or appreciates them erroneously, when he 

assesses wrongly the worth of sense perceptions, when he is led astray 

by every bit of roguery, when he does not know how to make use of 

traces left behind by the criminal, and especially when he does not know 

the numberless facts systematised in Criminal Phenomenology. 

It must be admitted that at the present day the value of the deposi- 

tion of even a truthful witness is much over-rated. The numberless 

errors in perceptions derived from the senses, the faults of memory, the 
far-reaching differences in human beings as regards age, sex, nature, 

culture, mood of the moment, health, passionate excitement, environ- 

ment, all these things have so great an effect that we scarcely ever receive 

two quite similar accounts of one thing; and between what people 
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really experience and what they confidently assert, we find only error 

heaped upon error. Out of the mouths of two witnesses we may arrive at 

the real truth, we may form for ourselves an idea of the circumstances of 

an occurrence and satisfy ourselves concerning it, but the evidence will 

seldom be true and material; and whoever goes more closely into the 

matter will not silence his conscience, even after listening to ten wit-— 

nesses. Evil design and artful deception, mistakes and errors, most of 

all the closing of the eyes and the belief that what is stated in evidence. 

has really been seen, are characteristics of so very many witnesses, that 

absolutely unbiassed testimony can hardly be imagined. If Criminal 

Psychology teaches us this much, so the other parts of the subject show 

us the value of facts, where they can be obtained, how they can be held 

fast and appraised—these things are just as important as to show what 

can be done with the facts when obtained. The trace of a crime dis- 

covered and turned to good account, a correct sketch be it ever so simple, 

a miiscroscopic slide, a deciphered correspondence, a photograph of a 

person or object, a tatooing, a restored piece of burnt paper, a careful 

survey, a thousand more material things are all examples of incorruptible, 

disinterested, and enduring testimony from which mistaken, inaccurate, 

and biassed perceptions, as well as evil intention, perjury, and unlawful 

co-operation, are excluded. As the science of Criminal Investigation 

proceeds, oral testimony falls behind and the importance of realistic proof 

advances; “‘circumstances cannot lie’, witnesses can and do. The upshot 

is that when the case comes for trial we may call as many witnesses as 

we like, but the realistic or, as lawyers call them, circumstantial proofs 

must be collected, compared, and arranged beforehand, so that the chief 

importance will attach not so much to the trial itself as to the Preliminary 

Inquiry. 

The truth of this is but too often apparent in India, and can well be 

exemplified by the procedure of High Court Judges hearing Criminal 

Appeals. Their first act on taking up the papers is to examine, with the 

greatest care and so far as the often very incomplete record will permit, 

the progress of the inquiry ; and if serious flaws are found therein, as not 

infrequently is the case, they attach little or no weight to the depositions 

of the witnesses at the trial. 

We venture to hope that this book will be of use to many besides 

Investigating Officers properly so called. Throughout the work the — 

expression “Investigating Officer” is used as a compendious term to 

include all persons engaged in the investigation, official or non-official, of 
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criminal cases. In India an inquiry is conducted sometimes by Magis- 

trates (under Chapter XIV of the Criminal Procedure Code), sometimes 

by the Police (under the same Chapter and the various Police Acts), 

? sometimes by interested parties, assisted, more or less, by their legal 

advisers. To all these classes, as well as to judges of all ranks and 

_ medical officers of all grades, this work is intended to appeal. 

) We may remind our readers that the subject with which this book 

M deals in part, Criminal Phenomenology, is but one branch of the wider 

" science of Criminology. The study of this subject has not been taken up 

_ by English-speaking nations with any sincerity of purpose or vigour of 

attack. One or two explorers, indeed, have grappled with the subject, 

but the text books used are for the most part those of other nations— 

ltaly, France, Germany. Even in the United States, lawyers have chiefly 

‘directed their attention to what is known as Criminal Politics. This 

‘subject—it can hardly be called a branch of Criminology, standing as it 

'does on a footing of its own—comprises two sub-branches; firstly the 

science of the criminal law, which indeed all nations have been forced 

to consider, and secondly penology, the science that treats of the punish- 

ment and prevention of crime and of the management of prisons and 

reformatories. America has attempted, and with considerable success, to 

define the principles upon which the infliction of punishment should be 

based, and the exposition by her lawyers of the principles of the criminal 

law has been accepted and admired both in England and in India. The 

Italian School has dived deep down into the psychological branch of 

‘criminology and has propounded many original ideas, but according to 

| the general opinion of Kuropean criminologists it has to some extent 

‘lost sight of the practical in its desire to carry its pet theories to a 

“never attainable conclusion. French criminologists on the other hand 

have studied the subject from amore utilitarian point of view, paying 

"particular attention to what is termed Phenomenology. 

_ It is, however, to the German speaking races we must turn to find 

| Criminology thoroughly attacked in all its branches. This science has 

been by them recognised as a subject for really serious study, and very 

few German Universities do not possess a chair of Criminology, with 

“courses of lectures and classes thereon. The appended table gives the 

scheme drawn up by a recognised authority, and shows the place occupied 

by Phenomenology in the syllabus. 

we i Pee fet ee Le ek eae Ui Bo |edit 0 AR A Ada Aa RRA HR 
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Criminology. 

Criminal Anthropology. Criminal Sociology. Criminal Phenomenology. 

Ls a 
Criminal Objective Criminal Social Crimes. Subjective 
Somato- Criminal = Statistics. | Criminal Criminal 
logy. Psycho- Psycho- Psycho- 

logy. logy. logy. 

Procedure Investigation 
of of | 

Criminals. Crimes. 

Criminal Politics. 

Criminal Law. Penology. 

Note.—As these pages are passing through the press we are in receipt 

of a work just published, Psychology applied to Legal Evidence, by 

G. F. Arnold, I.C.S. We regret we can do no more here than welcome 

it as an original and interesting contribution to the science of Criminal 

Psychology. 
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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION. 

PART I.—GENERAL. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE INVESTIGATING OFFICER. 

Section i.—General Considerations. 

Or all the duties that an official can be called upon to perform in the 

course of his service those of an Investigating Officer are certainly not 

the least important. That his services to the public are great and his 

labours full of interest will be generally admitted, but rarely, even among 

specialists, is full credit given to the difficulties of the position. An 

Investigating Officer must possess the vigour of youth, energy ever on the — 

alert, robust health, and extensive acquaintance with all branches of the 

law. He ought to know men, proceed skilfully, and possess liveliness 

and vigilance. ‘Tact is indispensable, true courage is required in many 

_ situations, and he must be always ready on emergency to risk his health 

and life; as when dangerous criminals are to be dealt with, fatiguing 

journeys to be undertaken, persons stricken with infectious diseases to 

be examined, or dangerous post-mortems attended. He has moreover to 

solve problems relating to every conceivable branch of human knowledge; 

he ought to be acquainted with languages, he should know what the 

medical man can tell him and what he should ask the medical man; he 

8 must be as conversant with the dodges of the poacher as with the wiles 

of the stock jobber, as well acquainted with the method of fabricating a 

will as with the cause of a railway accident; he must know the tricks 

of card-sharpers, why boilers explode, how a horse-coper can turn an old 

screw into a young hunter. He should be able to pick his way through 

account books, to understand slang, to read ciphers, and be familiar with 

the processes and tools of all classes of workmen. 

But it is not on the day of his appointment alone that an Investi- 

gating Officer can learn all this or acquire the activity and perspicacity 

necessary to his work. It ought therefore to be a fundamental rule not 
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to nominate as Investigating Officer any but those who, besides their 

mental and bodily fitness, possess a veritable encyclopedic culture, who 

know the world, have observed life, and have acquired manifold experi- 

ences; finally, who are ready to place at the service of society with all 

the energy of which they are capable the knowledge thus painfully 

acquired. Every criminal expert knows that the Investigating Officer in 

the exercise of his functions may be compelled to draw on all, absolutely 

all, the varied knowledge he has amassed, and that he will feel at least 

once in his life a profound regret for his ignorance of what he has 

neglected to acquire. 

If an Investigating Officer is wanting in such general information, 

the cause is lack of interest in the work; and in this case he will never 

make a good Investigating Officer. He will do well to seek without delay 

to utilize his legal knowlédge, which may perhaps be of great value, in 

other branches of judicial work. As an Investigating Officer he will not 

only fail to play his réle well but his life will be miserable; he will be 

definitely forced to busy himself with affairs that do not interest him and, 

being deficient in the necessary information, he will never secure good 

results. He will be obliged to confess, sooner or later, that he is not 

occupying a situation suitable to him; and nothing is more discouraging 

to a man than work under such conditions... He who would spare himself 

such disappointment ought to make sure of possessing the qualities 

indispensable to an Investigating Officer before entering on this thorny — 

and difficult career. : 

But knowledge alone is not everything. The Investigating Officer 

must possess not only legal and other acquirements, a general training, 

special fitness, and ideas ever ready for development, but also such a 

complete devotion to his profession that even outside the exercise of his | 

official functions he will be always seeking to learn something calculated 

to extend his knowledge. He who seeks to learn only when some notable 

crime turns up, will have great difficulty in learning anything at all. 

His knowledge should be acquired beforehand by constant application in 

his ordinary life. very day, nay every moment, he must be picking up 

something in touch with his work. Thus the zealous Investigating 

Officer will note on his walks the footprints found on the dust of the 

highway; he will observe the tracks of animals, of the wheels of carriages, 

the marks of pressure on the grass where someone has sat or lain down, 

or perhaps deposited a burden. He will examine little pieces of paper 

that have been thrown away, marks or injuries on trees, displaced stones, 
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broken glass or pottery, doors and windows open or shut in an unusual 
manner. Every thing will afford an opportunity for drawing conclusions 

and explaining what must have previously taken place. For what we call 

_ “adducing proof” consists only in concluding from the knowledge of one 

fact the knowledge of other facts which must have followed or preceded 

" it. And these lessons must be learned in advance in connection with 

matters of small importance and not waited for until some murder has to 

be investigated. Quite insignificant words uttered by passers by, strik- 

ing the ear by chance, or little suspicious acts accidentally observed, may 

afford precious opportunities for putting two and two together. It is 

equally useful to get others to relate events, insignificant or important, 

_ at which they as well as oneself have been present. These recitals, sup- 

i posing that those who make them really wish to speak the truth, are 

extremely interesting on account of their variations; and this is the 

simplest and indeed only way of learning how the depositions of witnesses 

should be appreciated. 
Nor ought the budding Investigating Officer to neglect any oppor- 

_ tunity of obtaining information concerning any profession, the work of 

an artisan, technical processes, etc., etc., nor, last not least, of learning to 

know men. For this every man with whom we come in contact may 

be taken as an object of study, and whoever takes the trouble can always 
we 

learn something from the biggest fool. 
wt 

Section iiiThe Duties of the Investigating Officer. 
EEE OEE RT LE AB NA RA ANNALS DS UGA S $1) AN TH ills SEO A 

If we now ask ‘“ How should the Investigating Officer set about his 

_ work ?’’ we can come to but. one conclusion ‘“‘ His whole heart must 

be set upon success.” If not, he Feduces his work to the mere dispatching 

of documents and firing off téports as fast as he can. If he would 

succeed in each inquiry his work will be by no means easy, smooth, or 

peaceful ; on the contrary, he w ll have to devote himself completely and 

continually to his task, working with all his might and never pausing for 

rest. Ne * 

Nervous people are useless ag investigators. Success in a mission 

means the complete elucidation of the business in hand. No matter 

what may be his profession, a man must, if he be conscientious, bring 

his task to a successful termination. But here is not a task in which 

one can advance little by little, along a natural and clearly demarcated 

route, terminating when one has completed a certain amount of work 

mapped out in advance; there is always a new problem to unravel ; 

| 
1 
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the investigator whose work is half done has accomplished nothing. 
| 
‘ 

Hither he has solved the question and quite finished the work; that — 

means success: or he has done nothing, absolutely nothing. 

“Obtaining a result’ must not be confused with ‘producing an 

effect.” The work of the investigator ought to make neither noise nor 

sensation: suffice it that the culprit must be discovered at any price. 

To succeed in his mission the Investigating Officer must just conimence 

his work at the start with the resolution of devoting to it every effort 

humanly possible and the determination not to pause till it is finished. 

The end has not been attained simply by the elucidation of the affair in 

an ordinary way. It is very easy and convenient to say, “It is impossible 

to go further.”’ But if one says continually, ‘Another step in advance 

must be taken,” one finishes by advancing several leagues. In every case 

that he has to solve the Investigating Officer has first to obtain facts, 

often not without worry and trouble. As adversaries he has the accused, 

and often the witnesses, circumstances, natural events, difficulties that 

crop up as time goes on; and if he loses sight of the proverb, “If you 

don’t allow yourself to be beaten to-day, you are saved a hundred times 

over,” then on the first difficulty arismg he will throw up the sponge. 

He will take a difficulty for an impossibility and say “‘ Thus far and no 

further.” ‘4 . 

Section iiii—The Procedure of the Investigating Officer. 

When the Investigating. Officer starts work, the most important 

point for him is to discover the exadtufioment when he can form a 

definite opinion. The importance of this cannot be too much insisted 

upon, for upon it often depends, and I difficult cases almost always, 

success or failure. If he should come oo soon to a definite conclusion 

relating to the affair, a preconceived opimion will be formed, to which he 

will always be attached with more or legs tenacity till he is forced to 

abandon it entirely: but his most precious moments will by then have 

passed away, the best clues will have been lost, often beyond the possibi- 

lity of recovery. If on the other hand he misses the true moment for 

forming an opinion, the inquiry becomes a purposeless groping in the 

dark and a search devoid of aim. When will the Investigating Officer 

find this true moment, this psychological instant, of which we speak ? 

it is impossible to lay down a general rule or to foresee in a given case: 

all that can be said is, that the Investigating Officer will of necessity 

always find it if he set to work under the guidance of fixed and 
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7 immutable principles, never losing sight of the fact that a “definite 

r opinion” on an affair as a whole will not come to him all of a sudden ; 

to arrive at it he must advance step by step while making use of such 

_ “definite opinions” as may be prudently formed about phenomena, facts, 

and isolated events as they arise. 

The case must be taken up from the start with an open mind. 

The complaint or information received by the Investigating Officer ought 

to have no other value in his eyes than this statement, “It is said that 

such and such a crime has been committed at such and such a place.” 

i Even if details about the perpetrator, the injury, the motive, etc., are 

published, he should attach no more importance to them than if he had 

heard the remark, “‘it is said that the affair must have happened thus’. 

Supposing that an important crime is involved and the Investigating 

Officer repairs to the scene, certainly a great number of strong and lively 

g impressions will bring themselves to bear upon him and the task of 

_ gathering them together will be hard enough. In addition, he will receive _ 

‘ communications from all quarters; officials, authorised and unauthorised, 

desire to make statements more or less important; he does not wish to 

pack them off, for they may tell him something which he will be able | 

to turn to account in forming at once, if he is so disposed, a definite 

opinion. His work at this important stage of the inqury must enter 

into great detail; just as if he gathered up with a sponge one by one all 

the drops of water he sees, in order, when it is quite soaked, to squeeze 

’ into a basin all the drops that have been collected. No matter for 

the moment whether the drops are clear liquid or dirty slush, he gathers 

— them all in. Little by little as the work advances, certain opinions and 

ideas become separated and fixed: such or such a witness makes a good 

impression and one begins to believe what he states ; one gets an idea of 

the way in which the author of the crime reached the spot; one takes 

account of the instruments he has employed; or finds certain indica- 

tions which confine within eyer narrower limits the period of time in 

which the deed must have been*committed. 

When a certain number of ideas‘on the incidents of the case, con- 

sidered individually, seem at length determined, the Investigating Officer 

‘ will seek to obtain a precise idea of the way in which everything has 

j happened, even if only the most general view be possible. Perhaps the 

- conclusion will be forced on one that the real facts are not what they 

"appear on the surface and that a false complexion has been given to 

them ; or on the other hand one may be enabled to say with certainty 
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that a crime of such or such a nature has been committed. In short j 

the Investigating Officer will be far enough advanced to set up an out- 

line or frame work on which a provisional theory or scheme may be 

developed. To set out this scheme beforehand will be superfluous and 

dangerous; superfluous because it may have to be changed at any 

moment, dangerous because with a prematurely formed plan one can 

easily get off the track and follow a wrong direction. We do not imply 

that the Investigating Officer must not at the beginning establish a 

classification to be followed in his operations, for without that he would 

only grope about, finding nothing and advancing nowhither : but between 

& provisional classification to guide inquiry and a definite scheme of the 

crime there is a great difference. ? 

But if it is difficult to construct the plan of campaign, it is still 

more difficult to conduct the inquiry according to that plan. One cannot 

compare the scheme of inquiry with a scheme devised in view of circum- 

‘stances which can be brought into existence and modified at will. It is 

drawn up in view of circumstances which alter of themselves, which are 

often unknown, and which do not depend on the person applying the 

scheme. It resembles, not the design of a house to be built, but a plan 

of campaign. It is based upon data which the Investigating Officer 

possesses, or believes himself to possess, when he constructs it. It must 

be rigidly adhered to as long as these data are unchanged or have under- 

gone only their natural development, but it must be modified in part or 

in whole as soon as these data are found to have changed or to be false. 

One would imagine that this could be done quite naturally and spont- 

aneously, but such is human nature that so simple a principle is rarely 

conformed to. 

The greater difficulty there is in securing anything, the more one 

holds on to it; that is why fools are so obstinate. They never willingly 

abandon an idea, because they have had trouble in getting it into their 

heads. Now the scheme of an inquiry is difficult to follow out, and, 

when one has already worked in conformity therewith, it is not willingly 

abandoned ; but still pursued unthinkingly and almost automatically. It 

happens at times that one perceives all of a sudden in one’s work that 

one is following with exact minuteness a plan based upon data the falsity 

of which has become apparent long ago, or which are so modified that 

the work constructed, if not built altogether in the air, is quite crooked. 

This advice may seem pedantic: yet, however unimportant an inquiry 

may be at each step (examination of witnesses, visits to localities, tech- 
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| nical or expert reports, and even combinations spontaneously imagined), 

| the information upon which one’s scheme has been based, must be 

| verified anew, to ascertain if the data remain unchanged and, if not, in 

what way the scheme must be modified. 

It will therefore be not only the easiest but usually also the best and 

safest way to construct the hypothesis in the simplest possible man- 

ner. Strange and extraordinary suppositions should be disregarded. 

_ And never forget that one great stupid fault which a criminal nearly 

7 always commits, especially in big crimes. It has happened hundreds of 

times that criminal investigators, already on the right track, have left it 

_ thinking: “The man who has committed this crime cannot have been so 

i foolish as to do that,” but innumerable cases prove that he has been so 

; foolish ; it matters not whether he was confused, suddenly frightened, 

has made a miscalculation, acted hastily, or what not. It is therefore 

_ always best for the Investigating Officer to take the simplest view at the 

outset. | 

Pfister in his “Curious Criminal Cases” rightly says:—‘‘ The 

greatest art of the Investigating Officer consists in conducting the inquiry 

in such a way that the initiated at once perceive that there has been “a 

_ directing intelligence,’ while the uninitiated imagine that every thing has 

fallen into place of its own accord.” But in order to perceive this 

“ directing intelligence,” the whole must rest upon a scheme continually 

verified and thoroughly carried out. How often do we not come across 

inquiries where the Investigating Officer has started on an excellent plan, 

but has adhered to it with desperate tenacity even when the data upon 

which it was based have long since changed. Thus to continue to follow 

a line the falsity of which has been demonstrated, may sometimes prove 

more fatal and more dangerous than to grope about with no plan at all: 

in the latter case it is still possible to hit the right clue, in the former it 

is absolutely impossible. ‘The case where an inquiry runs the greatest 

risk of failure is when the scheme supposes a certain person to have been 

the author of the crime; and after having worked entirely with this idea, 

it suddenly becomes evident that that person is innocent. 

When an almost incalculable amount of time has been lost on 

such a false scent, it may be concluded as a general rule that the in- 

quiry will prove abortive. The Investigating Officer has expressed his 

ideas on the manner in which things have come about, he has utilised 

the elements of proof in view of a predetermined result, and, what is 

graver still, he has allowed time to slip away. And now his original 
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supposition has been found to be false; he has first to combat his own 

discouragement and that of his assistant: if a new scheme is drawn up 

he cannot muster the same degree of interest, and the elements of proof 

seem neither so certain nor so useful. Many have disappeared and can 

no longer be found, and with each production of new proofs he will 

make the objection, or others will make it for him, that in the original 

scheme they would have borne another meaning and pointed to another 

conclusion. There is only one way to obviate such a danger, never to 

allow himself to be dominated exclusively by one idea and never to follow 

exclusively that sole idea. | 

In the preceding pages the title ‘Investigating Officer’ has, as 

explained in the preface, been used in a comprehensive sense, but it will 

be well to point out that there may be two or more Investigators. In 

India in particular, the Criminal Procedure Code, in addition to taking 

care that the Magistrate possessing jurisdiction should be kept constantly 

in touch with the labour of the police, provides both for an “ Investiga- 

tion’’ by a police officer and an ‘“‘Inquiry” by a Magistrate [Section 4, 

(k) and (l)|]. These may be going on.simultaneously, and if there be 

friction or jealousy between the two authorities, only the most sanguine 

would hope for success. But let us assume—and we trust the assump- 

tion is permissible—that both are working together with a single eye to 

promote the ends of justice. That he may develop or modify his plans 

in the way described, the Magistrate, to economise his forces, must have, 

understand, and know how to make use of, his associates and subordi- 

nates. It is common enough to hear the remarks, “ The Magistrate is 

not a policeman”; “'That is police work”; “'The Magistrate has 

something else to do.”’ Those who adopt this tone can hardly quote in 

its favour success scored by them. ‘The Magistrate of course ought not 

personally to interfere in matters which do not concern him; but he 

should keep the reins in his hands and guide the whole team; whatever 

the police do ought to fit in with the scheme of the Magistrate. The 

actual work may at times have to be done by the police alone, but the 

police should work strictly under the directions of the Magistrate™. 

The police are sometimes found in a false position in being placed 

either too high or too low. ‘Too low, when the Magistrate deems it 

useless to march abreast of the police, does not desire to work with them, 

and draws, between their work and his, too deep and inflexible a line of 

demarcation. ‘Too high, when the Magistrate accords the police com- 

plete independence, lets them have all their own way, and afterwards 
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peccepts as absolutely definite and certain what has been done solely on 

_ their own responsibility. The police will be found in their proper place 

_ only when the Magistrate co-ordinates the efforts of both, works sym- 

Ps pathetically with them in the recognised interests of justice, keeps them 

= well acquainted with all he has done and all he intends to do; when 

_ in short he has but one ambition, to bring the work to a successful 

conclusion. But if on the one side the Magistrate thus marches hand 

_ in hand without jealousy, he must on the other firmly demand that 

_ the control of the inquiry be placed immediately and completely in his 

hands; that nothing be done without his knowledge, and that every thing 
he has ordered be carried out in the way prescribed. Every police officer 

_ who has his duty at heart, should willingly accept this situation. The 

ends of justice will be furthered, and the Magistrate will have at his 

: disposal men devoted to him, and, because they have confidence in him, 

i working well and expeditiously. But the Magistrate must know his 

% men, not only know their worth in a general way, but know what they 

_ are thinking about in each particular case. 

That these principles are by no means chimerical as regards India 

_ was the view of the Police Commission of 1903. The following sentences 

_ from its Report (Sections 124 and 125) may be aptly quoted to enforce by 
authority what has been advanced above. After referring to the various 

Sections of the Code of Criminal Procedure in which the respective func- 

tions of the Magistracy and Police are enumerated, the Report proceeds : 

“This is the connection which the law intends to exist between the 

Magistrate empowered to take cognizance of police cases and the police. 

It involves the first information being sent to this Magistrate, his being 

_ able to watch the case from the first, to order investigation where the 

' police are not investigating, or to proceed to take up the case himself, 

and his being kept in touch with the police investigation up to the very 

last. His connection with the case is intended to begin with the first 

information and to continue to the end: throughout he is intended to 

_ exercise an intelligent interest in it. These provisions are very generally 

, lost sight of. The intention of the law is defeated when the first infor- 

" mation is sent, not as required by Section 157 to the Magistrate having 

; jurisdiction, but nominally to the District Magistrate, really to a Court 

_ Inspector or other official at headquarters, who files it until the case is 

sent up finally for trial. It is also defeated when the Magistrate assumes 

_ what he imagines to be a judicial attitude, and never looks at a paper or 

q takes any interest in the case until it comes before him in Court, and 

2 
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proceeds to dispose of it with regard only to what is put before him by 

the parties without any effort to do what more he can to arrive at the 

truth. A valuable check on Police work and valuable powers in criminal 

administration are thus lost. 

“The intention of the law is that the police and the magistracy 

should work together, the former investigating the case for the Magis- 

trate, and the latter conducting the magisterial inquiry or trial, weighing 

the evidence collected by the police, sifting further any points that have 

been missed or inadequately treated, hearing all that the accused has to 

say or adduce on his own behalf, and deciding the case in the interests of 

truth and justice. That the Magistrate should be unduly ready to accept 

the police view of a case without giving the accused a fair hearing and 

endeavouring to sift the case to the bottom is unjust and contrary to the 

intention of the law. It is equally unjust and contrary to the intention 

of the law for a Magistrate to assume a hostile attitude towards the 

police, to deny them a fair hearing, or to be diverted from the endeavour - 

to ascertain the truth by a prejudice against them.” 

Suppose that in an important case sufficient light has been thrown 

on it to arouse suspicion against a particular person or to give an 

accurate idea of the nature of the offence (for instance, whether it be 

a theft or a pretended theft for the purpose of hiding a breach of 

trust). The Investigating Officer in the course of the inquiry ought to 

come to a conclusion one way or the other and form his opinion. Admit 

that the proof is strong enough for suspecting X to be the perpetrator of 

the crime and for ordering his arrest. As we have said, the Investigat- 

ing Officer ought not to follow blindly and solely the idea that X ean 

alone be the author of the crime; but neither ought he, under risk of 

complicating the case, to set out at the same time in several other 

directions. It is at this moment he must possess his men, know them, 

and see that they serve him. The Magistrate will possess them if, as we 

have indicated, he is on good terms with the police and with his subor- 

dinates ; he will know them if he constantly keeps in contact with them 

not only now but beforehand; and he will know they will serve him if in 

choosing them he takes into consideration first their character and 

education and then the ideas they have on the case in hand; for one 

ought to make some concession to a man’s ideas and employ him ona 

suitable task. 

Now suppose that certain police officials have been the first strongly 

to suspect X. The best way to make use of their zeal and good-will will 
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be naturally to make them continue to follow the same track and search 

‘for other motives for suspecting X. If the suspicions against X are not 

overwhelming, the Magistrate will not forget that some police officials are 

of a different opinion and have even suspected another person. 

As these latter officers must have some grounds in support of their 

opinion, the Magistrate will ask for these reasons, and, if they do not 

: appear to be altogether illfounded by reason of other grounds that con- 

 tradict them, those very officials who have conceived the idea ought 

to be entrusted with the duty of following their own clue. If other 

officers take yet another view of the matter, these again will be charged 

_ with watching that idea, the fruit of their own reasoning ; that it will be 

the object of the most careful attention we may be quite certain. When 

the Investigating Officer has taken care to employ upon every imaginable 

clue which promises to bring forth some discovery the men most fitted to 

- each, he is then free to direct all his efforts to the point where in his 

own opinion the correct clue is to be found. He will from time to time 
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collect the reports of those searching in other directions, will examine 

- their information, and compare it with his own results. Should he not 

even then be convinced that the other clue is the mght one, this method 

_ of proceeding will spare him many disagreeable surprises. It often enough 

_ happens that the real criminal is supposed to be found and is actually 

handed over to justice; the police assume that all is over and fold their 

“ i DE MN AB BBLS By te RIVE 2 RW ee me Be arms. But the Magistrate goes on with his inquiry and 1s finally obliged 

_ to release the supposed “real criminal,” to the discomfiture of the police ; 

_ there is nothing more to be done; the matter is ended till ‘“ further 

orders,” and immediately sinks into oblivion. 

Another important matter relating to the police is, How to act when 

_ things have gone wrong? It is quite natural that the Investigating 
¥ Officer should not spare himself, but he must treat with equal severity 

all who work with him and are under his orders, to enforce their per- 

t forming their duty to the end; he must act with rigour every time he 

_ discovers a breach of duty. But if the faults committed turn out to be 

only mistakes, he should treat them with the greatest indulgence, letting 

_ his subordinates clearly understand that nowhere is it so necessary to 

_ acknowledge as soon as possible a mistake which has been committed, 

as in the service of public order and justice. Above all it must be 

- well recognised, that as nowhere else is it easier to make a mistake, 

_ so nowhere should mistakes be more readily pardoned. It cannot be 

_ repeated too often that nowhere is a mistake more fatal and more 
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dangerous than where the question is that of discovering a crime and 

its perpetrator ; but it must also be said that nowhere can a mistake 

be more completely repaired, provided it is discovered at once and 

frankly acknowledged. An individual cannot be expected never to 

make mistakes, but what must be rigorously demanded of every one 

occupied in criminal matters is, that he be honest and conscientious 

enough to immediately recognise and freely confess his error. 

If the question be asked, To what points the Investigating Officer 

should direct the attention of the police? the answer will depend entirely | 

and exclusively upon the case in question, for no general rule can be laid 

down on the subject. But we may say that the Investigating Officer 

ought to attempt to delineate to his subordinates the salient character- 

istics of the case. Only the man possessed of psychological training 

can carry out the task. The most experienced police officer may very 

well perform to perfection everything necessary to his own functions, 

but he can rarely specialize the characteristics of a given case. This 

is the work of the Investigating Officer. He will distinguish the present 

from similar cases in the past. He will look for its special character 

by reference to the actual crime, to the victim, and to the suspect, draw- 

ing indications therefrom as to the directions in which, at least for the 

‘moment, search need not be made. The police officer finds it just as 

easy to accept views pointed out to him and grasp the details of a crime 

when his attention has been drawn to them, as he finds it difficult to 

form the first picture of a given case. 

Finally it is part of the business of the Investigating Officer to indicate 

to the police (we are speaking now specially with regard to towns or 

large villages) the principal persons who can give information about 

important crimes,—drivers of public conveyances, coolie messengers, 

prostitutes, etc.“ Though the importance of these persons is well 

recognised yet recourse to them is often neglected. Their importance is 

manifest for three reasons: firstly, they are not in regular employment 

and generally possess time and opportunity during a great part of the 

day to observe their neighbour’s business. Their districts and resorts 

are habitually fixed and during their hours of idleness they can notice 

anything that takes place out of the ordinary or in any way singular. 

From these persons one will in most cases obtain information as to the 

customary conduct of such and such an individual, be he the victim or 

the criminal, what he used to do and used not to do, with whom he 

associated, what were his earnings, how much he spent, when he went 

i; 
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a ‘out, and when he came in, and so on. ‘They may also be able to tell of 

something unusual that happened at the time of the crime, either as 

regards money paid, meetings, goings and comings, or the demeanour of 

the parties. The second ground for the importance of these classes of 

persons relates not so much to themselves as to the criminal himself ; 

~ who will in a very great number of cases have had relations with them 

before and perhaps after the crime. Often after the commission of a 

 erime, a suspect will be in funds and will try to get away quickly and 

without being seen from the neighbourhood of the crime. This is when 

he will engage a public conveyance. He will employ a messenger to send 

off letters, raise money, or make purchases for him. And finally he will 

need amusement and distraction and will have recourse to a prostitute. 

— The third ground for the importance of this category of persons is that 

~ each class forms a body of which the members have very extended rela- 

tions with one another. A hackney carriage driver, in towns of ordinary 

size, knows nearly all the others of the same fraternity, a commissionaire 

knows the other commissionaires, a prostitute other prostitutes. In 

consequence of the relations existing between these persons, what one 

knows the others learn, and the police officer can therefore generally 

_ obtain from them the information he wants. But in this he will not suc- 

- ceed if he only starts on the day following some great crime to make 

_ the necessary acquaintance with these classes. This he must have done 

long before, he must know these people and possess their confidence ; 

_ then alone can he obtain information on the points he wishes to know 

about. But it is the Investigating Officer that ought previously to draw 

the attention of the police to the importance of these points. He ought 

not indeed to manufacture satellites and spies, but simply take measures 

to bring a number of persons into co-operation with himself in the 

service of justice. 

There is an old adage that the Investigating Officer can often re- 

_member to good purpose, namely, “ Cherchez la femme’, ‘‘ Look for the 

woman at the bottom of it’. Sounding rather like a phrase in a novel, 

_ every practitioner of experience will certify that it contains a large portion 

of truth. A mistake however can be made in relying on it, in two ways; 

either by believing that the crime, no matter what, has been instigated 

_by a woman ; or by declaring the explanation sufficient only because the 

tame of some woman has been mentioned during the inquiry. In the 

‘first case one goes too far, in the second the goal has not yet been reached. 

The proper procedure is to endeavour, without any pedantic obstinacy, 
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to look for a woman as having been an influencing factor in the crime. 

The suggestion of a crime does not always of necessity emanate from a 

woman, but one will frequently find that the most important deeds done 

before or after the crime itself have been done at the instigation of a 

woman or on account of a woman. This is assuredly not a minor point. 

We never feel sure of our case when we can assign no motive for some 

important action revealed by the inquiry, and we are not disposed to be- 

lieve that such an action has taken place so long as we do not know what 

the motive is. The Investigating Officer will therefore always do well to 

admit at the beginning that a woman may have something to do with 

the crime ; it 1s not necessarily so, but inquiry in that direction should be 

recommended. ‘Take the simplest of facts; a farm servant steals wheat 

in order to buy a pair of shoes for his young woman; an honest wood- 

cutter has turned poacher so as to be able to cut a dash in new buckskin 

breeches before his girl; or let us go further and take a great political 

trial, in which we see how an offended beauty stirs up partisans to carry 

out projects tending to the overthrow of the state; everywhere we find a 

woman. 

Offences against property are committed for the purpose of getting 

married or spending the proceeds on prostitutes. At balls, dancing parties, 

and public assembles of all kinds, brawls for the most part break out on 

account of women. The safest hiding place for stolen objects is with a 

woman of apparent innocence. It is almost always with the aid of a 

woman that criminals succeed in escaping and concealing themselves. In 

frauds and coming on a large scale, women are almost always the agents 

for putting the false goods into circulation. The worst gambling dens 

are invariably run by women, crimes of passion innumerable have been 

conunitted on account of women, and many men have turned criminal 

through associating with them. Every criminal expert almost without 

exception, having a certain amount of experience, is wont in criminal 

matters to go in search of the woman as a matter of course. Doubtless 

inistakes and errors may arise from that procedure, but for all that one 

must never forget the adage, ‘‘ Find the woman at the bottom.” 

Section iv.—Preconceived Theories. 

The method of proceeding just described, that namely, in which 

parallel investigations are instituted, which to a certain extent mutually 

control each other, is the best, and one is tempted to say the only, way 

of avoiding the great dangers of a “ preconceived theory ’’—the most 
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_ deadly enemy of all inquiries. - Preconceived theories are so much the 

i more dangerous as it is precisely the most zealous Investigating Officer, 

- the officer most interested in his work, who is the most exposed to them. 

sk The indifferent investigator who makes a routine of his work has as a 

- rule no opinion at all and leaves the case to develop itself. When one 

_ delves into the case with enthusiasm one can easily find a point to rely | 

on; but one may interpret it badly or attach an exaggerated importance 

to it. An opinion is formed which cannot be got rid of. In carefully 

_ examining our own minds (we can scarcely observe phenomena of a purely 

y psychical character in others), we shall have many opportunities of study- 

k ing how preconceived theories take root; we shall often be astonished to 

"see how accidental statements of almost no significance and often purely 
Po BP OSA» | 

hypothetical have been able to give birth to a theory of which we can no 

iz longer rid ourselves without difficulty, although we have for a long time 

recognised the rottenness of its foundation. 

Nothing can be known if nothing has happened ; and yet, while still 

- awaiting the discovery of the criminal, while yet only on the way to the 

: locality of the crime, one comes unconsciously to formulate a theory, 

- doubtless not quite void of foundation but having only a superficial con- 

~ nection with the reality; you have already heard a similar story, perhaps 

Y you have formerly seen an analogous case; you have had an idea for a 

‘ long time that things would turn out in such and such a way. This is 

- enough: the details of the case are no longer studied with entire freedom 

of mind. Or a chance suggestion thrown out by another, a countenance 

which strikes one, a thousand other fortuitous incidents, above all losing 

sight of the association of ideas, end in a preconceived theory, which 

neither rests upon juridical reasoning nor is justified by actual facts. 

| Nor is this all: often a definite line is taken up, as for instance by 

postulating, “If circumstances M. & N. are verified then the affair must 

certainly be understood in such and such a way.’ This reasoning may 

be all very well, but meanwhile, for some cause or other, the proof of 

M. & N. is long in coming; still the same idea remains in the head and 

: is fixed there so firmly that it sticks even after the verification of M. & N. 

has failed, and although the conditions laid down as necessary to its 

adoption as true have not been realised. 

| It also often happens that a preconceived theory is formed, because 

| the matter is examined from a false point of view. Optically objects may 

' appear quite different from what they really are, according to the point 

_ of view from which they are looked at. Morally the same phenomenon 
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happens, the matter is seen from a false point of view which the observer — 

refuses at all costs to change; and so he clings to his preconceived — 

theory. In this situation the most insignificant ideas, if inexact, can 

prove very dangerous. Suppose a case of arson has been reported from a — 

distant locality: immediately in spite of one’s self the scene is imagined ; 

for example, one pictures the house, which one has never seen, as being 

on the left-hand side of the road. As the information is received at 

headquarters the idea formed about the scene becomes precise and fixed. 

In imagination the whole scene and its secondary details are presented, 

but every thing is always placed on the left of the road; this idea ends 

by taking such a hold on the mind that one is convinced that the house 

is on the left, and all questions are asked as if one had seen the house in 

that position. But suppose the house to be really on the right of the 

road and that by chance the error is never rectified ; suppose further that — 

the situation of the house has some importance for the bringing out of 

the facts or in forming a theory of the crime, then this false idea may, 

in spite of its apparent insignificance, considerably confuse the investi- 

gation. 

All this really proceeds from psychical imperfection to which every 

man is subject. Much more fatal are delusions resulting from efforts to 

draw from a case more than it can yield. Granted that no Investigat- 

ing Officer would wish by the aid of the smallest fraud to attach to a 

case a character different to or more important than that which it really 

possesses, yet it is only in conformity with human nature to stop the 

more willingly at what is more interesting than at what belongs to every- 

day life. We lke to discover romantic features where they do not exist 

and we even prefer the recital of monstrosities and horrors to that of 

common every-day facts. This is implanted in the nature of every one, 

and though in some to a greater, in some to a lesser extent, still there 

it is. A hundred proofs, exemplified by what we read most, by what 

we listen to most willingly, by what sort of news spreads the fastest, 

show that the majority of men have received at birth a tendency to 

exaggeration. In itself this is no great evil; the penchant for exag- 

geration is often the penchant for beautifying our surroundings; and if 

there were no exaggeration we should lack the notions of beauty and 

poetry. But in the profession of the criminal expert every thing bearing 

the least trace of exaggeration must be removed in the most energetic and 

conscientious manner; otherwise, the Investigating Officer will become 

an expert unworthy of his service and even dangerous to humanity. We 
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cannot but insist that he should not let himself slip into exaggerations 

‘that he should constantly with this object criticise his own work and that 

of others; and that he should examine with extra care if he fail to find 

traces of exaggeration. These creep in in spite of us, and when they exist 

no one knows wheré they will stop. The only remedy is to watch oneself 

most carefully, always work with reflection, and prune out everything 

having the least suspicion of exaggeration. It is precisely because a 

certain hardihood and prompt initiative are demanded of Investigating 

Officers that one finds in the best of them a slight leaning towards the 

fictitious: one will perceive it in careful observation of oneself and get 

rid of it by submission to severe discipline. 

A psychologist of repute has stated that great artists, poets, and 
actors, are “mostly neuropathic individuals.” We are sure that in saying 

this he does not intend to suggest that the occupations connected 

with art, poetry and the stage are conducive to madness, but that a 

certain neuropathic nature leads those who follow them to become what 

_ they have become, 7.¢., their nature is the cause and not the effect of their 

occupations. But not only those who are called poets, artists, and actors, 

_ have this neuropathic nature ; many other people in less poetic professions 

possess it. Though in an unpoetic profession, they may be so highly 

intellectual that they may be called (as Krafft-Ebing has called them) 

_ “neuropathic people.’’ Their nerves it may be said are of such a nature 

that they are poetically inclined. Those gifted in this way are the 

greatest amongst us, but at the same time they have the heaviest respon- 

sibility in using such gifts. 
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A special variation of the preconceived opinion consists in holding to 

_ the characterization first given to a fact. This characterization is based 

on the first impression and may be entirely justified by that impression ; 

but another consideration comes in, namely, to see if what has been 

- noticed at the beginning continues to bear the same aspect throughout 

the inquiry. It is self-evident that details must be modified, but we do 

not here refer to these; we confine our attention to the nature of the 

crime. 

The most important examples to be noticed here are those where the 

: ; problem is whether a violent death is caused by suicide or by unknown 

causes. Too much attention cannot be given to cases of this kind; they 

5 will be treated of later, e.g., Chapter xvi, Section vi, “‘ Poisoning” : 

- Section iii, “‘ Death by firearms ’’: Section iv, ‘Death by strangulation.”’ 

_ Above all a minute examination must be proceeded with where persons 
La 3 
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are’ believed to have beet drowned, to have fallen from a height, to — 

have been suffocated, or to have died of sudden illnesses (with vomit- 

ings, diarrhoea, cramp, etc.). ‘ 

It is safe to affirm with certainty that an enormous proportion of such 

cases is due to the hand of another. Many other crimes are often in 

reality quite different from what one wanted to take them for. The 

Investigating Officer of experience will disregard at first sight quite a 

series of crimes and will enquire whether he does not find himself in the — 

presence of something quite different ; to this category belongs robbery — 

with violence, or armed with deadly weapons. People often pretend to 

have been victims to this grave crime where they wish to cover up 

the loss of money. The Investigating Officer must therefore be on his 

guard when a person declares that a sum of money has been stolen from 

his custody, even the grave wounds which the victim of the theft will 

pretend to have received may be disregarded. Often a man who has 

gone wrong, lost at cards, dissipated or hidden the money held in trust, 

will inflict such wounds on himself. The author has met with two 

cases of this kind in which a peasant, having lost at play the money 

received for the sale of his cattle, made pretence of robbery merely to 

avoid the reproaches of his wife. 

Rape, again, is often set up to hide the downfall of a young girl who 

wishes to avoid her shame, by turning the pity and sympathy of every- 

one towards her; girls often enough invent attacks by quite unknown 

persons or, graver still, they bring false accusations against persons 

named. In such a case the real seducer is hardly ever accused of the 

rape,—he is spared—and no charge is made until the fact of pregnancy 

is certain. Then the woman allows herself to be seduced by a second 

person and the latter only is accused of the rape. Unhappily in this case 

the proof of the falsity of the charge can often only be made later on, at 

the birth of the child; the date of this shows that conception must have 

occurred long before the pretended rape. In such a case, therefore, one 

must never neglect immediately after the birth to have the child exam- 

ined by experts in order to know whether or not it has attained its full 

term, for, as we have supposed, at the time of the pretended rape the 

woman was already a long time enceinte. 

It is not uncommon to find people inflicting wounds on themselves® ; 

such are, besides persons pretending to be the victims of assaults with 

deadly weapons, those who try to extort damages or blackmailers; thus 

it often happens that after an insignificant scuffle, one of the combatants 

er 
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shows wounds which he pretends to have received. 'l'o this category 

also belong people who declare that certain named persons have recently 

caused them wounds which in reality date from a long time before: the 

profit made in such a case from dislocations, old sores on the eyes or ears, 

and above all from rupture, is well known. Ninety per cent. of affections 

of this kind, pretending to arise from recent quarrels, bad treatment, etc., 

date from long before. Profit is also made from wounds received from 

‘machinery, etc.; they are exaggerated or fraudulently mixed up with old 

complaints®- : the cure is also purposely delayed. We are acquainted 

with not a few cases where, when the author of the wounds is worth 

powder and shot, all sorts of means are employed to keep them open 
a 

or aggravate them in order to obtain a bigger indemnity. Railway and 
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It is only too little HpowD that many quacks follow the profession of 
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“helping people who require “an artificial sickness’. In some countries 

~ in which conscription exists, these gentlemen drive a roaring trade in 

giving young men illnesses to free them from military service. They can 

confer heart disease, carbuncle, jaundice, boils, skin diseases and injuries 

of every kind, 

; | Singular, but not so very rare, are cases where individuals castrate 

themselves and impute these mutilations to nomads, gypsies, tinkers, 

-pedlars, &c., but always to unknown people. It 1s characteristic of these 

-yoluntary mutilations that most frequently those who perform them do 

not quite complete the operation, and that they are for the most part 

‘men who manifest excessive piety4?"™, or lead a solitary life, as shepherds, 

gamekeepers, &c. 

Among wrongs to property, theft and arson are the most frequently 

sunulated. In the first case loss of fortune and breach of trust are most 

- 

j 

; 
frequently sought to be disguised under the pretence of theft ; as a rule 

it is not very difficult to prove the falsity. The most important point is 

that the Investigating Officer should continually remind himself that the 

theft might very well have been a sham. In many cases the point must 

be elucidated ; it is not necessary to make a noise about it straight away, 

: but let him keep this idea ever before him and examine from this aspect 

each of the circumstances. After asking himself what any fact would 

signify if there had been a real theft, let him ask himself what that 

fact would signify if the theft were only concocted. The Investigating 

” Officer ought never to permit himself to abstain from making this exam- 

: ination by the rank and situation of the supposed victim of the theft, 
} 
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by the cleverness of the mise-en-scene, or by any other consideration. ; 

Not only must the self-made victim be shown up, but inocent people — 

who may be suspected must be protected. & 

It often happens that people set fire to property belonging to them- — 

selves in such a way as to arouse a suspicion that a fire has been started 

by others; their aim is often to obtain the amount for which they are — 

insured, often to hide the bad state of their affairs, often to get rid of the — 7 

traces of a murder or.some other crime. In many cases the proof of 

these facts is not so difficult as it appears. The important point is always — 

to remember that it is possible that they may have wished to hide j 

something ; this ought not to be from the start a suspicion amounting to 

strong probability, but only a door open to every explanation. In order _ 

to know exactly the attitude to be maintained towards what has passed, 

all the circumstances of the crime must be clearly taken into account and 

submitted to strict logical examination from their cémmencement to 

their last stage. If at a given moment something has not been explained, 

suspicion is justified and pause must be made at the point where the 

logical sequence is broken, for the purpose of examining if there is no 

better way of explaining the fact. If one is found the rest of the inquiry 

1s easy. 

Section v.—Certain Qualities essential to an Investigating Officer. 

It goes almost without saying that an Investigating Officer should 

be endowed with all those qualities which every man would desire to 

possess—indefatigible zeal and application, self-denial and perseverance, 

swiftness to read men and a thorough knowledge of human nature, edu- 

cation and an agreeable manner, an iron constitution, and encyclopaedic 

knowledge. Still there are some special qualities whose importance is 

frequently overlooked to which attention may be peculiarly and forcibly — 

directed. 

First and above all an Investigating Officer must possess an abundant — 

store of energy; nothing is more deplorable than a crawling, lazy, and 

sleepy Investigating Officer. Such a man is more fit to be a gentleman- 

at-large than an Investigating Officer. He who recognises that he is 

wanting in energy can but turn to another branch of the legal profession, — 

for he will never make a good investigator. Again the Investigating 

Officer must be energetic not only in special circumstances, as when, for — 

example, he finds himself face to face with an accused person who is hot- 

headed, refractory, and aggressive, or when the work takes him away 
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from office and he proceeds to record a deposition or make an arrest 

without having his staff or office bell to aid him; but energy must always 

be displayed when he tackles a difficult, complicated, or. obscure case. 

It is truly painful to examine a report which shows that the Investigating 

Officer has only fallen to his work with timidity, hesitation, and nerv- 
ousness, just touching it so to speak with the tips of his fingers; but there 

is satisfaction in observing that a case has been attacked energetically 

and grasped with animation and vigour. The want of special cleverness 

and long practice can often be compensated by getting a good grip of the 

case, but want of energy can be compensated by nothing. Those in- 

comparable words of Goethe, true for all men, are above all true for the 

criminal expert, 

“Strike not thoughtlessly a nest of wasps, 

But if you strike, strike hard.”’ 

The Investigating Officer must have a high grade of real self-denying 

1 SIC EARN OA UF AD BN AP PD A A SA 3 A A I A power. It is not enough that he is a clever reckoner, a fine speculator, 

a careful weigher of facts, and possesses a good business head, he must 

_be self-denying, unostentatious and perfectly honest, resigning at the out- 

Le Ped foe ir set all thoughts of magnificent public successes. The happy-go-lucky 

apprehension of the policeman, the effective summing up of the judge, the 

clever conduct of the case by a counsel, all meet with acknowledgment, 

astonishment, and admiration from the public, but such triumphs are not 

for the Investigating Officer. If the latter be working well, those few 

people who have had an opportunity of really studying the case as it goes 

along will discover his unceasing and untiring work from the documents 

_ on the record and will form some correct idea of the brain work, power of 
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- combination, and extensive knowledge which the Investigating Officer 

has employed. The Investigating Officer will be held responsible for the 

- smallest and most pardonable mistake, while his care and his merits are 

seldom acknowledged. Let him be conscious of having done his duty in 

_ the only possible way. Beyond this we can only say, “ Virtue is its own 

— reward.” 

_ . Another quality demanded at any price from the Investigating Officer 

_ is absolute accuracy. We do not mean by this that he must set out 

details in the official records exactly as they have been seen or said, for it 

~ goes without saying that this will be so done. The quality indicated 

| consists in not being content with mere evidence of third parties or hear- 

say when it is possible for him to ascertain the truth with his own eyes 

or by more minute investigation. This is to say no more than that the 
te 
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Investigating Officer should be accurate in his work, in the sense of — 
e being ‘‘exact,’’ as that word is used in its highesf scientific signification. 

Indeed the high degree of perfection to which all sciences have to-day 

attained is entirely due to “exact” work; and if we compare a recent — 

scientific work, whatever the subject, with an analogous book written — 

some decades ago, we will notice a great difference between them arising 

almost wholly from the fact that the work of to-day is more exact than 

that of yesterday. Naturally in all inquiries a certain amount of im- 

agination is necessary; but a comparison between two scientists of our 

time will always be to the advantage of the one whose work is most 

exact: the brilliant and fruitful ideas of the scientist which astonish the 

world being often far from sudden and happy inspirations but the out- 

come of exact research. In close observation of facts, in searching 

for their remotest causes, in making unwearied comparisons, in insti- 

tuting disagreeable experiments, in short, in attempting to elucidate 

a problem, the Investigating Officer will observe it under so many 

aspects and passing through so many phases that new ideas will sponta- 

neously come to him which, if found to be accurate and skilfully utilised, 
‘ will certainly give positive results. Since ‘exactness’, or accuracy of 

work, is of so much importance in all branches of research, this accuracy 

must also be apphed to the work of the Investigating Officer. But what 

is to be understood by accurate work? It consists in not trusting to 

others but attending to the business oneself, and even in mistrusting 

oneself and going through the case again and again. By so proceeding, 

one will certainly bring about an accurate piece of work. A thousand 

mistakes of every description would be avoided if people did not base 

their conclusions upon premises furnished by others, take as established 

fact what is only possibility, or as a constantly recurring incident what 

has only been observed but once. True it is that in his work the 

Investigating Officer can see but a trifling portion of the facts nor can 

he repeat his observations. He is obliged largely to trust to what 

others tell him and it is just here that the difficulty and insufficiency 

of his work lhe. But this inconvenience can to a certain extent be 

remedied ; on the one hand by wherever possible making sure of things 

for himself instead of accepting what others tell him; and on the other 

hand by trying to give a more exact form to the statements of others, by 

comparison, experiment, and demonstration, for the purpose of testing 

the veracity of the deponent’s observation and obtaining from him some- 

thing exact, or at least more exact, than before. In endeavouring to 
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verify the facts for himself the Investigating Officer must personally 

examine localities, make measurements and comparisons, and so form his — 

own opinion, If a small matter which can only be established by accu- 

Yate observation is in question, data furnished incidentally must not be 

relied upon but only ascertained facts and investigations specially carried 

out. | 
In an important case the circumstantial evidence had been brought 

together and conclusions thereby suggested drawn, results which might 

“have been of decisive importance in clearing up the case. At the last 

‘moment it came into the head of some outsider to ask if the distance 

between two points was really two thousand paces. That was one of the 

grounds of the argument so artistically built up: in fact two witnesses 

‘had declared the distance to be two thousand paces. It was decided to 

send a policeman to visit the ground, and when the distance was found 

‘to be only four hundred and fifty paces the new conclusions rendered 

necessary contradicted the former ones. ‘This is a typical example among 

- hundreds of similar instances. 

It is much more difficult to point out how depositions can be rendered 

more exact, when they cannot be verified by actual inspection, de visu. 

Let it be granted that the witness is really desirous of speaking the truth 

and is merely a bad observer. In general, the matter should be elucidated 

by experiment, by ocular demonstration. Suppose a witness affirms that 

he was beaten by H. for ten minutes. Let a watch be placed before 

him and ask him to take good note of how long ten minutes lasts and 

then say whether it was really ten minutes. After a quarter of a minute 

he will exclaim, “It certainly did not last longer than that.” Again a 

‘witness asserts that he is perfectly certain that he heard a cry coming 

Trom below, but trials on the spot prove that he never can guess cor- 

“rectly whether a cry comes from right or left, above or below. Again 

a witness says that, though he did not look very closely, H. held at least 

Rs. 12 in his hand; that he can swear to. ‘* Very well,” he is asked, 
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_~ How many coins have I at presentin my hand?” “Also about 12,” he 

answers. But there are twenty-three. Again a witness declares, ‘ When 

once I see a man I always recognise him again.” ‘‘ Did you see the 

prisoner who was being taken out as you came in?” you ask him. 

Certainly I saw him very well,’ he answers. ‘‘All right, go and pick 

him out from ten other persons.”’ 

A witness estimates an important distance at, let us say, 200 yards: 

Jet him be brought out of doors and say how far might be 100, 200, 800, 

} ‘ 
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400 yards; if now these distances be measured, one can easily judge if . 

and with what degree of accuracy, the witness can judge distances. As 

this judging of distances is often necessary, it becomes important to 

measure before-hand from a convenient window certain visible fixed 
points and to note the distances for future examinations. For years the 

author had many occasions for doing so from his office-room window and 

knew for instance :—to the left corner of the house—65 yards; to the | 

poplar tree—120; to the church spire—210; to the small house—400; to 

the railway—950. By these distances he has often tested witnesses. If” 

the witness proves fairly accurate in -his estimates, his evidence may be 

considered important for the case under investigation. One can even 

rectify wrong estimates, if for instance we find out that the witness. 1s 

accustomed to estimate always too high or too low; we can correct them 

by a species of personal equation. ~ 

Such checks“&!” give the most instructive and remarkable results ; 

who ever practises them will soon be convinced that their importance 

cannot be exaggerated. ( 

If accuracy of work is necessary in even the most insignificant cases, 

it becomes in the highést degree important in serious cases where 

increased working material must be laid out for the future and a base 

of operations established. Here often the most incomprehensible things 
happen. While perusing the papers connected with grave cases one often 

remarks that, the base of operations once established, the work has been 

carried on with the greatest care and accuracy and much sagacity has 

been expended. But all this has been a dead loss, for in establishing the 

base of operations an accessory circumstance of seeming insignificance 

has not been accurately observed or estimated, a false premise has been 

included, and the whole of the stately fabric built up so laborioush 

reposes on a tottering and yielding foundation. Two cases will be 

described giving a clear idea of what has been said. 

In the first, interesting for more than one consideration, the singabil 

fact came to light that the Investigating Officer actually stood for a long 

time above the corpse of the murdered man without being able to find him, 

A blood-stained coat was found on the bank of a river in a fairly large 

town: about the same time a man named J. S. who lived not far from 

this place disappeared. On inquiries being made the coat was discovered 

to be that of J. S. The latter could not be traced. Fifteen days later 

an old saw-setter turned up and declared that one morning (just after the 

disappearance) he had noticed traces of blood at a certain spot near the — 
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| ‘river in question but not on the bank where the coat had been found. The 
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saw-setter could not read and was very deaf, so that he had not heard 

till some time afterwards about the disappearance of J. S. and of his 

probable murder. The place where the traces of blood were found was 

beside a bridge and at that point the river was banked up to a consider- 

able depth and bordered by a very high wall. Behind this wall the snow 

gathered from the streets of the town was usually thrown. After every 

snowfall great masses of snow were thrown over at this place, and, as in 

winter the river hardly ever came up to the foot of the wall, a bank of snow 

twelve feet long and twelve feet deep often became heaped up and did not 

melt till late in the spring. From the blood discovered by the saw-setter, 

which had long since disappeared, it was supposed that the dead man 

had been thrown over the spikes that crowned the wall on to the bank 

of snow below, and that he had been immediately buried beneath the 

‘sweepings of a heavy snowfall that had taken place on the night of his 

disappearance and which had been collected and thrown over in the early 

morning. ‘This took place on the 15th December. It had snowed again 

on the 20th and 27th December, and on each occasion fresh quantities of 

snow had been thrown on to the bank in question, but during that winter 

“no snowfall was so heavy as the first. The investigators began to shovel 

FS these masses of snow into the river for the purpose of finding the corpse 

of the murdered man. Representatives of Justice were present in order 

- to draw up reports in the event of a discovery being made. Now the 

- Investigating Officer desired to know whether the first snowfall had 

really taken place on the 15th December, that is to say, on the night of 

' the disappearance of J. S., he himself having no exact recollection on the 

~ point. He was informed that the 15th December was the date of the 

~ second snowfall which was not neatly such a heavy one as the first, so 

that the body ought to be found resting on a bed of snow of a consider- 

_ able depth formed by the first very abundant snowfall. It was added 

— that on the 15th, this bed must have been 6 to 8 feet in height. It was 

then decided to dig until they had arrived approximately at the first bed 

of snow, where the murdered man ought to be found. They dug and 

— shovelled away the snow and when what remained was no more than 

four feet in depth and it was certain that they had long before reached the 

first bed the work was abandoned. But the saw-setter though old and deaf 
was not mistaken ; for when the late spring had melted away the snow, the 

~ corpse of the murdered man was found quite at the bottom, on the ground 

bordering the river and at the very spot over which the Investigating 
) 4 
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Officer had stood for hours when the snow was being shovelled away. 

The explanation was simply that the people questioned by the Investi- 

gating Officer concerning the date of the first snowfall were mistaken ; 

the fall of the 15th December was not the second but the first of that 

winter, the corpse had been thrown over the wall when as yet no snow 

had been deposited beneath it, and it was therefore necessary to search 

below and not above the first bed. If the Investigating Officer had 

been more accurately informed about the date of the first fall, he would 

have removed that bed as well and the corpse would have been found. 

But much time had run on and to this day the author of the crime is_ 

unknown. 

The second case also relates to a murder and points out how inexact 

indications furnished by a large number of witnesses might have turned 

suspicion from the real criminals and let it fall upon an entirely innocent 

person. Two peasants of evil reputation and involved circumstances, 

Sp. and B., had induced a third peasant T., an old man, to accompany 

them to a cattle market, some considerable distance away, for the purpose 

of purchasing cattle. They left their common residence at §S. together 

in the early morning and walked as far as L. where they rested during 

the middle of the day. At three o’clock they set out again with the object 

of going by way of V. to D. there to pass the night, so as to arrive 

the morning after at M. the place where the market was to be held, only 

a league distant. The next day T. was found stretched in the ditch beside 

the road between the places L. and V. but nearer to V. He was badly 

wounded in the nape of the neck and was unconscious; in the course of | 

the following day he came to himself and declared that all three had, 

as we have said, left L. after their midday meal just as the hour of 

three was striking on the church clock and had continued on their way; — 

after having walked for about an hour, Sp. and B. all at once asked 

whether the market would not be forbidden owing to cattle plague and — 

said that information about it would have to be obtained in a village 

some distance from the road. But T. had declared that there was nothing © 

to support their idea and besides that the information could be obtained 

at any inn along the road. Those on the road, he had added, were better 

informed than those away from it; and it was useless to further lengthen 

their already long journey by making a detour by that village. But Sp. 

and B. were so obstinate about it that T. supposed that they had some- 

thing to do there which they wished to hide from him, probably the 

purchase of a beast which they did not want him to know about; and so- 
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he had told them to go to the village while he would slowly continue on 

is way until his two companions should rejoin him on the road after their 

' But the two were away a long time and he sat down to await 

~ them on a mile stone, turning his back to the road, for the wind was 

g violent and raised up a great dust. All at once he received a tremendous 

blow from behind on the head and he remembered nothing more. The 

“money set aside for the purchase of the cattle had disappeared. 

Some days later T’. died of his wounds without the possibility of again 

- questioning him. Sp. and B. declared, in a way that certainly bore out 

: _ each other’s statement, that they had really been to the village for no other 

7 purpose than to obtain information regarding the market; that they had 

even at an inn questioned two wayfarers about it and that they had then 

started to rejoin T., but had not found him on the road and had seen 

~ nothing of him lying in the ditch. They had then come to the conclusion 

a that he had gone on to V. or D., but as they had not found him they 

i had proceeded to the market at MI. They had not heard speak of a man 

having been half killed until they were on their way back. They had 

- even been invited to go and see him at the house of a peasant, because he 

had been identified by no one. They had then recognised their comrade 

| 
: the last days of autumn. Preliminary inquiries pointed to the fact that 

Sp. and B. had the intention of attacking T. at night fall and of killing 

him and stealing his money. In order to plan at their ease the details 

4 the attack, they had made the pretext of going to the village to 

ask for information concerning the market; for they very well knew 

That they had not seen him when he was already doubtless wounded 

and stretched in the ditch beside the road was explained by the fact that 

‘when they passed the scene of the crime it was already night, being in 

‘that T., who was the worst walker of thet hree, would not agree to the 

i detour. They could not possibly know that T. would sit down on the 

_ stone and turn his back to them, but they would probably have chosen 

~ for the place of the crime a forest to be passed through after dark. But 

: 1 aving seen him in a position so favourable to. their scheme and the road 

_ being at that part very deserted and quiet, they had immediately seized 

_ the opportunity of striking him down from behind and plundering him. 

| : There was but one cirumstance in favour of the accused, namely that 

the story as told by them was not improbable. A stranger might have 

_ killed T. and plundered him and the two men would have been unable to 

see him in passing, because it was already dark. In fact many of the 

country people were questioned and unanimously stated that at that time 
? 
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of the year, if one left L. at three o’clock and made the detour by the 
village in question, one could not, at the slow pace of persons fatigued as 
the three men in question then were, arrive at the scene of the crime 
before it was quite dark. That the departure from L. took place at 
three precisely was spoken to not only by the two accused but also by 
many other persons with whom they had kept company at the inn. One 

of the former had even remarked ‘There goes three o’clock, we must 

be off as we have still a long way to go.” In spite of this weak point in 

the prosecution, Sp. & B. were found guilty. 

At the beginning of spring the accused demanded a revision of the 

case; they succeeded in effect in to some extent shaking the case for the 

prosecution. They fastened suspicion on a young man of bad character 

who used to roam about in the neighbourhood of the scene of the crime 

and as the point in favour of the accused already indicated, namely, 

whether they could have seen T. lying wounded in the ditch, always 

preserved its importance, they proceeded to arrest the young man and 

revise the case against Sp. and B. At this juncture the Investigating 

Officer took it into his head to investigate the incident on his own account. 

It was naturally impossible to await the end of the autumn, which was 

the time of year at which the crime was committed, so he asked two 

astronomers to indicate that day in spring which as regards light, sunset, 

etc., would most closely correspond with the day in autumn on which 

the crime took place: he then repaired to the scene on the given day 

accompanied by a magistrate. They left L. at three o’clock precisely, 

walking slowly, as Sp. B. & T. were supposed to have walked; they 

made a detour by the village and remained there as long as Sp. and B. 

said they had remained, in order to give the accused the benefit of all the 

circumstances in their favour. When they arrived on the scene, 1t was 

still broad day-light! They then made every imaginable trial. They 

lay down by turns in the ditch on the side of the road where T. had 

fallen from the milestone on receiving the blow and where he had been 

found on the following day. They then alternately went back along the 

road, turned round, and advanced, and came to the conclusion that from _ 

no matter what side of the road, and even at a considerable distance, one 

could not miss seeing that a man was lying in the ditch and no one could 

possibly pass without perceiving him. Only after lengthy experiments did 

night fall. It was thus settled that the statements of all the witnesses 

rested on false suppositions and the only circumstance which had shown 

in favour of the accused did not, after exact verification, exist at all. | 
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A number of analogous examples could be cited; every Investigating 

q Officer has come across them during his career. Just because they are so 

frequent they cannot be too strongly insisted upon; and the decisive import- 

: Q nce of having the base of operations very firmly established cannot be too 

frequently pointed out. Besides, as has been indicated, it is mankind’s 

4 nature to cling to points of support which have but little’solidity ; one hears 

of a circumstance (often but incidentally referred to by a witness) and is 

easily disposed on its verification to base an argument upon it. Perhaps 

this argument is not without merit and, giving satisfaction, another and 

yet another argument is made to cling to it. The case grows interesting 

and a successful result is in sight. All the points thus gathered together are 

most minutely and carefully gone into, but meanwhile the re-verification 

of the primary fact on which the whole structure is based has been neg- 

lected. Carried away by zeal and the desire to bring the case to some 

conclusion, the Investigating Officer has proceeded too fast and without 

21 (A ND te LI. 0 A the calm and prudence requisite to such inquiries, and so all his work has 
ae been in vain. There is but one way to avoid this, to proceed “steadily ”’, 

be it at a walk, at a trot, or at the charge; but in such inquiries a halt 

inust from time to time be made and instead of going forward he must 

look back. He will then .examine one by one the different points of the 
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inquiry, taking them up in order from the beginning. He will analyse 

each acquired result even to the smallest factor of those apparently of 

the least importance, and when this analysis is carried to its furthest 

limits, will carefully verify each of these factors from the point of view 

of its source, genuineness, and corroboration. If the accuracy of these 

elements be established, they may then be carefully placed one with 

nother and the result obtained examined as if viewed for the first time. 

he case will then generally assume quite another complexion, for at the 

outset the sequence was not so well known; and if it has a different aspect 

tom at first each time the matter is so revised, the question has to be 

asked whether it is in proper adjustment with the whole argument which 

has been formulated and whether there is any mistake to rectify. If the 

whole result is defective, the Investigating Officer must have sufficient self- 

denial to confess, ‘‘ my calculation is false, I must begin all over again.”’ 
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Section vi.—Knowledge of Men. 

| One of the requisites necessary to enable an Investigating Officer to 

work with accuracy is a profound knowledge of men, for after all he can- 

ot advance a step without utilising the agency of men. The people who 
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play a réle in an inquiry are only useful to furnish proofs; they render | 

just as much or just as little service to the Investigating Officer as he | 
knows how to exact from them. The impression of a foot found on the | 

scene of a crime is absolutely of no significance to an ignorant Investigat-_ 

ing Officer, but it is a decisive proof if he knows how to make use of it. 

A witness will tell nothing or make but inaccurate and unimportant state- . 

ments to an incompetent Investigating Officer, while the very same wit- 

ness will make precise, true, and important statements to an Investigat- | 

ing Officer who can read him at a glance and knows how to handle him, — 
And if an Investigating Officer who has no knowledge of men by chance — 

discovers the truth, it is worthless to him. There are witnesses who really 4 

desire to tell the truth, but when witnesses do not wish to do so the result i 

is truly lamentable. The record shows only how the Investigating Officer | 

has let himself be duped by the witnesses and led by them just where they — 

chose. A treatise on the knowledge of human character, teaching how q 

really to know men, has never yet been written and probably never will 

be; we can but indicate certain methods available in particular cases, few 
ey 

‘ 
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though these unfortunately are. 

A most important and really valuable means is the study of docu-— 

ments, if there be any, forming the record of the career of the accused. — 

One can then start with more confidence. If the matter is of some — 

importance, the old record must be studied as if bearing on the case in — 

hand. It is not sufficient for example to merely read through the state- — 

ments of the accused and to look up a few important registers,—the — 

record must be studied in its entirety, the whole history must be gone i 

through step by step and in its fullest development, in order to see how | 

the accused has defended himself on previous occasions and compare that 

defence with his present one. It is astonishing how men stick to the 

same defence and justification of their conduct, even after a long space 

of time. This is not to say that an individual who pleads guilty once | 

will do so always, or that if he has once endeavoured to vindicate himself 

by throwing suspicion upon the witnesses, that he will repeat the charge 

upon every occasion; nothing in life repeats itself with such servile ~ 

accuracy ; but the broad lines of the picture, the whole impression that — 

the examination has produced, will be renewed as often as he is examined. 

Every Investigating Officer who, following the procedure indicated, studies — 

at the outset the antecedent record of the accused will receive at the- 

commencement of the new examination the impression that the accused 

is striking out a new line; but as the examination advances he will regain, — 
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ittle by little but very accurately, the impression as a whole and will 

be definitely convinced that his man has not changed. The process is 

"indeed identical, only perhaps with the difference that the individual has 
in the mean time acquired more experience, has become more cunning 

‘and more circumspect, or on the other hand that he has become older 

and has fallen away somewhat in craftiness and address. The picture 

e eviously seen has become tarnished, but the broad lines stand out quite 

p jlainly. If one is in possession of the records in several cases relating to 

“the accused, and if they have been carefully studied, one will know his 

man so well as to be able to say in advance how he will behave and what 

Ber etiations he will give, on what points he may be believed, about what 

he will lie, and how he must be handled in order to extract the truth 

from him. The study of old records is very important not only in the 

case of the accused, but also as regards important witnesses who are 

themselves old offenders or who have given evidence in other cases. In 

this way one often discovers how easiest to handle the witness, what to 
say to him, how far to believe him, and the readiest method of proving 
1im to be a liar. 

Another guide to the knowledge of men consists in bringing to the 
examination the closest attention and in seeking all the time to read the 
very soul of the man. The Investigating Officer who examines his 

witness only in order to complete a formality, who closes the inquiry 

solely in order to make an end of it, will certainly find few occasions 
of increasing his knowledge of men. If the Investigating Officer wishes ° 
to know men, every individual who enters his room must become an 

pre worthy of study from the first moment. The manner in which 
2 presents himself, looks around, allows himself to be questioned, 

re pein asks questions in return, in a word the way in which he behaves, 
sught never even in the most insignificant affair be a matter of in- 
Be ference to the conscientious Investigating Officer. He must always 
make himself form an idea as to whether the person has spoken the 
‘truth and the whole truth, or whether he has lied, or passed over 

omething in silence. He must also look for the motives prompting 

t] 2 individual to act in the way in which he has done, how his state- 

ments fit in with the circumstances which have to be taken into account, 

the effect he is desired to produce, what was of importance to himself, 

and what means he has employed to make his testimony appear sincere 

| md accurate. The Investigating Officer ought to remember, or better 

‘still note down, what he has thus observed or believes he has observed. 
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This will be of use to him during the course of the inquiry. If in its — 

course he finds a circumstance proving the accuracy or inaccuracy of © 

the previous observations, he secures in the first case confirmation of 

the view taken and in the second will endeavour to find out why he has. 

been deceived and discover where and how the error has taken birth. 

Before finally leaving a case the Investigating Officer has a fresh — 

opportunity at the time of the general revision, always necessary on — 

other grounds, of going over all he has observed and comparing it with ] 

the results obtained; this work costs much time and trouble but great — 

profit is obtained from it in the shape of valuable and interesting observ- — 

ations for future guidance. Above all, where the Investigating Officer — 

has succeeded in completely elucidating an intricate case and has arrived 

at an unexpected result, then it is most useful to go again over the — 

inquiry and verify all the depositions of the witnesses, noting how they 

accord with the now known course of events. He can then understand — 

why such a witness spoke with so much hesitation or why another was — 

so embarrased, and he comprehends a mass of equivocal and uncertain — 

statements. Many things which appeared to be quite contradictory now 

fit in together neatly: he can explain the tone of voice, the doubt, or the 

assurance, shown by the witnesses while giving evidence; for future 

cases this task is most valuable. | 

Yet it is not in the exercise of his duty that the Investigating © 

Officer can best acquire this knowledge of men, but in his daily and 

ordinary life, in his relations with his fellows, and in the course of 

ordinary events. He does indeed learn while working and every case 

teaches him something new; but his necessary occupations give him 

so much to do and in so many ways that they are not precisely the — | 

best suited for imparting instruction. In following his profession he 

must always be in possession of pre-acquired knowledge; this may be 

perfected and increased, but the true time for studying is gone. The 

principle reason is that nothing can be properly learned without actual 

experience. ‘Practice is better than precept,’ rightly says a popular 

proverb. But experience can be very well gained in private life, while it | 

is not always convenient to acquire it during the exercise of one’s pro-— 

fession. ‘To this end everything in hfe can be utilised — every conversa-— 

tion, every concise statement, every word thrown out by chance, every 

action, every aspiration, every trait of character, every item of conduct, 

every look or gesture,—observed in others, be it only for a moment or 

during a long course of years, and compared with events as they arise, 
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ascertained facts, and realities. The Investigating Officer ought indeed 

tc keep a balance sheet for every man with whom he comes into 

~ contact, noting down therein his observations upon his acts, his words, 

| and physiognomy, balancing them with events, making comparisons, 

and controlling and verifying them. The best way to fill his diary, 
if he keeps one, will be to write down observations on himself and 

ners But many things can be learned without written notes. As 

Brie we find no difficulty in remembering the impression made upon 

us by the actions of others and do not easily forget the discovery of 

the mistakes we have made as regards them. To him who goes through 

life with no desire to enlighten himself, these disillusionments only 

‘produce a painful impression; but he who wishes to profit by his ex- 

periences in life can obtain from them lessons of utility. “The best 

employed money,” says a Frankfort Philosopher, “is that of which we 

have been defrauded, because with that money we have purchased the 

circumspection necessary to life.”’ 

The Investigating Officer can also profit by those painful experiences, 

which are the most numerous in life. They invariably arise from false 
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ideas we have acquired and, when the mischief comes, we may yet derive 

great profit from it, if, instead of bewailing our loss, we look upon it as 

an “interesting problem” and try to find the cause. The Investigating 

Officer will in such a case revive the idea first formed, attempt to discover 

Bw he formed it, and compare it with the experience just undergone : 

the mistake committed may then be recognised, he will not repeat it, 

and will be able to make use of the acquired results of experience in his 

profession as criminal investigator. 

_ Other experiences than those in which we ourselves take part may 
prove valuable. The smallest observation may some day be of decisive 
importance. We are told something and believe it and later we discover 

its inaccuracy ; something is told us which we do not believe and after- 

‘wards find to be quite true. This sort of thing appears of little import- 

ance in life, but there is matter for instruction in it if we care to find 

‘out how we have allowed ourselves to fall into error, how the mistake 

' arose—whether voluntarily or not,—how we might have been able to 

‘discover the truth at the time, and why we did not discover it. Perhaps 

z subsequent events will even enable us to find out the exact reason why 

the truth was kept dark, how our mistake came about, and finally the 
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ruth itself. Let us place ourselves in our former position and consider 

. what our conclusion would then have been. By acting frequently in 
5 
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this way we will be the less liable to make mistakes when analogous 

cases crop up. | 

What is above all of importance in private life is to ferret out the 

motive for a lie. When a story about something has been related either 

to ourselves or to others, false in some particular which we only discover 

later on, we more often than not carry the matter no further, because it 

is of no importance in itself ; but if we wish to gather a lesson therefrom we 

will try—by a direct method for preference, as by frankly and honestly 

asking the question—to discover why the le had been put in circulation. 

Most often we will find that the lie has been started out of human weak- 

ness rather than through real perversity. Throughout life we will find 

that lying is infinitel¥ more common than is generally believed. We 

shall be much less disposed to be indignant about falsehoods if we re- 

cognise that the motives for them are most often perfectly childish and 

foolish. What an Investigating Officer has thus learned in private life 

can often be utilised in important cases. He will understand that a man 

is not necessarily in league with a thief because he has not spoken the 

truth, and that if he has told a falsehood it is often out of vanity or some 

other little human weakness. But in an actual case the motive which 

has led the Investigating Officer into error is of little importance. In 

many cases he will avoid being deceived by remembering these shabby 

motives; but when even he has been convinced that the witness is not 

in league with the author of the crime, he ought always to go on investi- 

gating, in order to find out whether the witness had not some other 

motive for lying,—a motive which must often be sought for in quite 

another direction. 

Section vii.— Orientation ”—Finding his Bearings. 

The Investigating Officer is “ orienté,’ that is, “has found his 

bearings,” (the metaphor is derived from the mariner’s compass), when | 

he knows his department, his district, his subordinates, his auxiliaries, 

the means at his disposal for facilitating his work, his possible diffi- 

culties, in short when he is acquainted with every thing he may com 

across in his official career and what may be of service or disservice to 

him. He must not forget that every case of even ordinary complexity 

presents or may present so many difficulties that when he comes to. 

attack it he has neither time nor opportunity for studying the means 

calculated to lighten his labour or solve his difficulties. All this ought to 

have been seen to beforehand. 
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Suppose that an Investigating Officer has just arrived at his post 

j in some part of the country. His first duty is to make the acquaintance 

_ of his superiors and subordinates. It is self evident that the most im- 

_ portant person to him is his principle assistant—the magisterial clerk, 

or police inspector, or station-house officer, as the case may be—for 

E all depends on this man’s intelligence, willing co-operation, and knowledge 

of the district and people. When he can be trusted, his information is 

- most valuable to the young Investigating Officer, more especially if the 

~ assistant happens to have been for a long time in his post. The Investi- 

h gating Officer will then try to obtain information about the other officials 

so as to know what to expect from them. Every official under govern- 

~ ment, no matter what his duties, is bound to promote the general welfare 

and it is incumbent on him in important cases to lend assistance to 

officials in other services. But in order to command the help of other 

_ officials when needed, the Investigating Officer ought to be on good terms 

with them beforehand and in his own sphere to show himself as service- 

able to them. This co-operation may be most varied and extend to every 

imaginable branch of information. Asa rule the ‘most important thing to 

know is, to what extent one can rely upon and trust people with whom 

one has business. 

In the district in which the author started work, there was an old 

tax-collector who knew the people and country thoroughly, in whom 

he could repose the most absolute confidence, and who rendered him 

inestimable services. Nearly every day the author used to overwhelm 

him with questions and his kindness in answering them was inex- 

haustible. He had lived in the district for a long time, was a tireless 

walker, and, knowing the smallest village and its inhabitants, was 

f quainted with every thing he could be asked. ‘Can A be relied 

on?’ ‘Can you also get from X to Y by way of Z?” “If someone 

‘steals a cow at M and brings it to N, can he go by way of the mountain 

at 0?” ‘What would be the weight of the largest trout that can be 

‘poached from the stream P?” “Has Q really the reputation of being 

"a man of violence?’ To a thousand questions of this kind, he would 

reply accurately and without hesitation. 
There are men of this description everywhere, only they must be 

found out. With such men at his disposition, much labour and trouble 

‘and many mistakes may be obviated. One such person is naturally 

not enough to give information, the Investigating Officer must have 

_ them in every village and in each district. He ought naturally to 
2 9 
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procure certificates of good character and good conduct and other in- 

formation respecting different persons from the local police authorities, 

which should find their allotted place among his records. But anyone 

who has any experience knows full well that the value of such documents 

is In most cases very small. In theory these certificates should come 

from the members of the community itself, whereas they are in practice 

drawn up by officials and frequently a mere clerk prepares them. In 

such cases, but more especially in the latter, personal opinion, favour 

and disfavour, relationship and friendship, enmity and jealousy, play — 

a great part. Where is there, for example, a Village Magistrate who — 

has not in his village either relations or friends or someone with whom 

he is quarrelling or at arm’s length? 

If the Investigating Officer knows this, and he ought to know it, 

he cannot in good conscience base his opinions or decisions entirely — 

upon a certificate thus drawn up. ‘To act conscientiously and wisely — 

he ought to have men in whom he can trust, to whom he can have 

recourse in difficult cases. It must not be thought the act of a spy to 

obtain information from people in whom we have confidence concerning 

individuals whose testimony is for the time being of importance. But 

jt is not only when the need makes itself felt that such persons must be 

sought out; they must be already known for a long time and have been ~ 

often tested, so that implicit reliance may be placed on them. Perhaps — 

the Investigating Officer will not be ready at first sight to admit the ~ 

utility of these people, but when he has to appreciate the effect of an 

important but uncorroborated statement, or compare the value of two ~ 

contradictory depositions, or still more to come to a conclusion as to : 

the possibility of some one committing a crime of which he is accused, y 

then will he be too thankful to find an honest, serious, and trustworthy ~ 

person, who knows the situation and can give information concerning the 

character of the persons in question. In European countries the most — 

trustworthy information will generally be derived from the parish priest, 

but such a source of information is almost wholly wanting in India. 

The opinion of the military authorities upon old soldiers furnished in~ 

discharge notes and other documents is also of great importance. The — 

officer in command of the company of the man in question has.had 

sufficient opportunities of observing him and that at a time when his — 

character is revealed most forcibly and clearly. The accuracy and justice — 

of the notes made by military officers, even when recorded a long time 

previously, is often most striking. 
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t . The Investigating Officer ought to study as accurately as possible the 

local topography. From the moment an official becomes an Investigat- 

ing Officer, he is no longer anything but an Investigating Officer. All 
that he does, observes, studies, or hears, ought to be subordinated to the 

single aim of knoWing how he can make use in his work of what he has 

rned. He ought not exclusively to occupy himself with one side of 

— his knowledge ought to be extensive,—as extensive as possible. 

: 
- view of making use of it as an Investigating Officer. He will be indeed 

yerything can be of service to him, and it is exactly for this reason that 

ought to obtain information about everything—but always with the 

“unable to “go for a walk”’, in the sense of strolling with mind at rest, 

enjoying peacefully the beauties of nature. He cannot go to the band 

merely for the pleasure of listening to the music. In all the walks he 

» makes, either for pleasure or duty, an ordnance or survey map should be 

in his hand so.as to study thereon all the roads, hills, and water courses, 

engraving their names upon his memory. He ought to know to whom 

' the smallest hut belongs, to make note of every road traversed, to seek 

out known localities, and establish their relative situation, their distance 

apart, and the means of communication between them, to know what can 

be seen therefrom, and how far the view extends. When he sets out he 

should look at his watch and should afterwards mark on the back of his 

map the time it takes from point to point. A peasant can but give in 

jours or parts of an hour or native measures of time, as naligais (24 
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Bsintec), or jams (3 hours), the distance from his house to the temple, 

the toddy shop, the chavidi, the tannah, the nearest railway station, etc., 

.. for he finds it inconvenient to arrive late at a religious ceremony, 

hiss his train, ete. If he is questioned upon any other distance, he will no 

doubt always answer promptly but also invariably inaccurately ; and this 

ay often be the source of grave mistakes®®. It is not always possible 
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when necessity arises to have the distance measured by an official and 

herefore a note of it should be taken in advance as opportunity presents. 

There are localities which the Investigating Officer must examine in the 

light of future events—hotels and drinking shops and brothels, because 

f brawls that may take place in them, mortuaries because of post mortems 

hat may be carried out there, ponds and wells in villages on account of 

ssible accidents by drowning, forests because of poaching and illicit 

lling, etc. He must try to become acquainted with the local police 

‘stations, the organisation of forest guards, the beats of the preambulating 

Police force, salt and abkari circles, tanks and irrigation systems, the 
ae 
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manner of closing doors, windows, stables, and outhouses. Within the 

distance of a league one often finds quite dissimilar practices. 

Attention must also be paid to industrial works and technical instal- — 

lations, which vary greatly according to localities; because, when the 

case arises, one often finds very great difficulty in understanding them 

from the descriptions given of them, which are always more or less 

defective. A flour-mill, an oil-mill, a saw-mill, a blacksmith’s forge, | 

a stone quarry, a coke furnace, a brick and tile kiln, and many other 

industrial establishments, differ in appearance in different localities and 4 

cannot be pictured from mere description ; to know what they are really 

like, they must have been seen. Every one has found by experience 

that he can form but a very inexact idea of one of these places from 

a mere verbal description ; on the other hand it is thoroughly compre- 

hended if seen only once. <A great many educated people have never — 

entered a flour-mill or a saw-mill in their lives, and yet such establish- — 

ments have considerable interest. This is all the more surprising as ~ 

every one must have passed, say an oil-mill, hundreds of times and could | 

have inspected it without any inconvenience. The Investigating Officer — 

should never let slip an opportunity of visiting an industrial establish-_ 

ment or factory, of having everything shown and explained to him in 

the most detailed manner; he will generally find the management ready 

to afford every information. Every man, especially the plain man, is ~ 

pleased when interest is shown in his work and what he happens to be 

doing; when he can teach and explain anything, he always exhibits — 

willingly and readily whatever there is to be seen. If one already knows © 

something of what he is showing you, so much the better; he will be 

the more disposed to speak. If one knows nothing, care must be taken 

in questioning him, for ordinary folk cannot imagine that educated people 

know nothing of such every-day things. He will become distrustful and 

circumspect, fancying that he is being played with. One must be con- 

tented in such a situation with examining, asking short questions and 

listening ; on the next. occasion things will work better. 

If the Investigating Officer has some technical knowledge of this kind 

he can in many cases facilitate his work. Take for example a mill, not 

a very rare thing, and suppose that the Investigating Officer has never in 

his life set foot in one. An accident takes place in the mill, or a 

burglary, or a fraud or embezzlement by the staff, or a fire, etc. Hach 

of these cases will have some connection with the technical constructio a 

of the mill. The accident has been brought about for instance by a fault — 
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- of manufacture, or material, or want of supervision in some part of the 

building ; the burglar will also have profited by some portion of the 

machinery; the staff could not have carried out the frauds without 

knowing the plan of the interior and the relative position of the various 

_ departments ; as regards fire one cannot possibly find how it has taken 

place without knowing the complete fitting up of the mill. How can an 

Beavestigating Officer conduct the inquiry in such a case when he possesses 

not the slightest assured base for his investigations? Let it be again 

_ remarked that the recollection of places once seen is easily retained— 

most men find little difficulty in remembering places; even when the 

| Wictails have been forgotten, the memory is soon refreshed when a witness 

begins to speak about them. 

Another important point is that of the means of communication in a 

Biistrict, main roads, ordinary roads, cart-tracks, footpaths, etc. It is not 

difficult to become acquainted with these. The Investigating Officer has 

only to find and mark on the map all the roads he has passed over and 

e whether they are correctly set down, which will probably be the case. 

As regards the principal arteries, corrections will mainly show where a 

main road has degenerated into a side track through the making of a 

new main road, or when a second class road has been promoted to the 

position of a main road. He will also note down any other changes that 

may have taken place, such as new buildings, houses abandoned, changes 

in the nature of the crops, alterations in water courses, etc.; in short 

’ 

Hf 

: 
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- 
i: map must be always kept up to date. Nor should ordinary foot 

bridges newly made or disused be forgotten; nor wells, tanks, marshes, 

| ponds , or other pieces of water be overlooked. To these latter special 

al Ftion must be given. On a map the extent and direction of the 

water may be seen, but this is not enough. We must note the depth, 

nature of banks, change in the volume of water, sluices, fords and dais, 

| in short all particulars in connection with the water. For water plays a 

- role in many a criminal case, and it is not easy to do good work while 

2 U nacquainted with its usual aspects. 

Finally, attention must be paid to the interior of houses. When in 

the country the Investigating Officer has examined in full detail several 

peasant’s houses, big and small, he knows practically all others, for they 

wre constructed in accordance with a small number of types. But these 

“several types must be known. The various parts of the houses and the 

ises they are put to must be noticed. Otherwise great difficulties would 

’ encountered in the very first case of theft or burglary. Much 
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confusion was caused in a case some time ago in Madras until it came out 

that the presiding judge was unaware of the ordinary plan of a Hindu 

house with one or more courtyards behind. Never having been in one, 

he imagined that the rooms facing the street formed, as in a European: 

cottage, the whole house. , 

It is also of the greatest importance that the Investigating Officer 

should be thoroughly posted up about the experts that he will have at 

his command when the occasion arises. Naturally he ought to be 

perfectly well acquainted with the special talents, singularities, and — 

weaknesses, of the most important experts—the medical jurisprudents. 

But experts in other departments ought also to be known to him, such 

as experts in firearms, building, valuations, etc. All these should be 

known beforehand; he must learn what to expect from them and 

how they may be usefully employed. But for this it will not suffice 

merely to know their profession, this can be done by reading; their 

particular talents and singularities must be accurately ascertained. 

When a person is a good linguist, or has travelled, is a numismatist, 

has knowledge of horses, possesses a microscope, or a well-trained dog, 

he does not publish it to all the world, but each of these circumstances — 

may be of the greatest utility in the mofussil. In the first case he 

can act as an interpreter, in the second make sure whether a criminal 

is speaking the truth about his supposed travels, in the third he can 

examine false coin, in the fourth discover a horse fraud, in the fifth 

lend his instrument to the medical man, and in the last lend his dog 

to track down some criminal. A photographic camera will always be — 

-useful. And even where an’ individual has.no other peculiarity than | 

that of having been born in a different country, he may still be useful | 

in exposing some foreigner or stranger pretending perchance to belong : 

to that very same country but actually speaking quite another dialect. 

In the smallest towns there are always certain people in possession of 

knowledge which may subsequently when occasion arises prove to be 

most valuable. | 

If in towns the police force and its auxiliaries are of great value to 

the Investigating Officer, the rural police are none the less so, for without 

them he could do little and often nothing at all. But the result obtained 

with the aid of the police will in fact depend on the Investigating Officer 

himself. If the Investigating Officer is on good terms with the police 

force and knows how to make use of it he will be assured of good 

results ; otherwise the result will be negative; and in the latter case the 
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Investigating Officer is always at fault and not the Police, But a 
subordinate is not a machine; even a policeman, put into uniform and 

subjected to military discipline, preserves his individuality ; you cannot 
kill it and must therefore submit to learn how to make use of it. This 

is why the Investigating Officer should possess the most accurate inform- 

ation as to the humour, character, and education of his assistants. Take 

for example the case of a Magistrate directing an investigation by the 

"police. Undoubtedly it is the business of the police Superintendent or 

it, nspector and not of the Magistrate to select the individual officer to be 

‘employed for any special duty; when the magistrate writes, ‘send a 

policeman to do so-and-so’’, such an order is irreproachable as an 

official order,—but is it enough? One officer is distinguished for tact, 

an other for energy, another for unusual physical strength; if in a 

difficult case one of these qualities is specially demanded, everything may 

be lost if the right man is not employed. But quite possibly the 

Inspector does not know all the particulars of the case or the plans of the 

Magistrate ; often he has no time to study the details; and if the Magis- 

trate does not go beyond a dry official letter, no great result can be 

expected. But if the Magistrate knows the men and their special quali- 

fications, he will take care to have a consultation with the Inspector as to 

the man to be detailed. Then he will have the officer sent to him, explain 

the case, and give him his opinions and plans; he will listen also to the 
views of the officer, he will take precautions against incidents which 

may crop up, he will discuss with him the various ways of setting to 
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work; in a word he will explain the whole matter as clearly as possible. 

Thus posted up the officer will certainly do his best; his self conceit, 

thus awakened, will prove a powerful stimulant. And if his work is 
‘Well done, he should be congratulated on his success; a cordial word of 

encouragement and praise is so quickly given and goes so far. Think of 

he difficulty of a policeman’s work: often heavily laden, often insuffi- 

ci ently protected from cold or heat, he has to tramp many miles to fulfil 

& mission for which he is solely responsible, strictly tied down by the 

innumerable ligaments of red tape, unable to take counsel with anyone. 

He must display the finest tact, indomitable courage, do neither too 

much nor too little, and finally reduce the whole to the limits of a 

complete and accurate report. If he has done all this without mistake, 

his co-operation must prove most valuable; and it is only common 

ustice on the part of the Magistrate, whom he has saved so much 
‘ouble and work and whom he has provided with so useful a foundation 

a 6 
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for his further inquiries, to tender his devoted assistant a word of 

acknowledgement and thanks. He should also express his satisfaction 

in presence of the man’s comrades and superiors; honour to whom 

honour is due. Well earned praise is the best stimulant of zeal; nothing 

discourages a man so much as to find his superior always discontented, 

constantly finding fault, and never having a good word to say of anyone 

or anything; this must be kept in view in all our relations with subor- 

dinate officials. | | 
Section viii—Jurymen®—), : 

The idiosyncracies of Indian Jurymen have perhaps but little interest 

for the Investigating Officer ; indeed India and England are probably the 

only civilised countries, in which the officer, be he policeman or magistrate, — 

who has investigated an offence has, except rarely and accidentally, 

nothing to do directly with its presentation before the higher tribunals. 

Indirectly of course he has, for upon the evidence collected by him 

will be based the brief of the Public Prosecutor or prosecuting Police 

Inspector. Occasionally he may have to “instruct’’ these Officers, but 

the “instruction” generally consists only of a readiness to answer any 

questions that may be suggested to them by the record. Still it will be 

useful for the Investigating Officer to bear in mind that his work may ~ 

at times be submitted to a body of men whose decisions often can be — 

explained by no discoverable principles and whose intellectual and moral 

faculties work in mysterious ways. Considering also that his labours — 

will be presented to this body by a third person, it is all the more in-~ 

cumbent on him to endeavour, before the case leaves his hands, of 

eliminate every possible cause of error discernible by the eye of ordinary | 

human intelligence. | 

In this view, the Investigating Officer will endeavour to present the — 

case to himself as it would appear to a person absolutely devoid of the © 

experience he himself possesses. Every Investigating Officer will recall 

to memory how difficult he found it, when first starting on his career, to 

discover what was decisive and what not, what was true and what false, 

what possible and what impossible. He was impressed with a so-called — 

“proof ’’ which an experienced jurist would at once detect as worthless 7 

many things appeared to him as irrelevant which the instructed e} om 

would fix on as the crucial point. He possesses knowledge of legal 

theories, of substantive law, and of procedure. The juryman kno $ 

nothing of these things ; he is expected all of a sudden to plunge into the — 

whole history of the case, he has to understand the position of the various © 
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counsel, see what is proved for and against, retain in his mind a whole 

"mass of detail, possess special knowledge, follow the pleadings, take note 

of the leading points, co-ordinating and making use of them, and finally 

bring a just judgment to bear upon the whole case,—all this without 

previous education, without experience, without practice. It is a hundred 

times beyond what any man can fairly be called upon to do. The 

ieee = poe advocate who has spent long years of his career appearing before juries 

and pleading before them, learns to read their faces and to tell the Sasa 

TMG ' moment when they begin to understand the case. Generally jurymen are 

@ ot wanting in a praiseworthy desire to comprehend everything ; their 

‘faces betray the nervous effort they make to see clearly, the expression 

grows more and more attentive and strained, it becomes a real mortifi- 

cation to them when they fail to follow the thread of the argument. At 
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“last these faces, causing the advocate such anxiety, relax and express 

satisfaction ; the jurymen see clear. But what has dissipated their per- 

| jlexity ? Alas, it is too often some insignificant and irrelevant statement 

of a witness, enunciated with emphasis; the reading of a good conduct 

ce tificate of no importance, a word let fall by the judge, a mere guess of 

ar expert advocate, may decide the case in the mind of the jury. The 

wyman clings to this insignificant detail, he never gives it up, he decides 

xy it the guilt or innocence of the accused. 

_ The Investigating Officer should therefore in the course of his in- 

lt iry never forget that his work may one day be placed before a jury of 

ie uninitiated. These bestow great attention upon the mode in which 

m inquiry has been conducted, they are always trying to find out if 

he Investigating Officer is worthy of belief or not. As judges they are 

so incompetent ; an inexact though absolutely unimportant piece of in- 
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wmation, an insignificant contradiction, an unimportant gap, which a 

u yinan has himself discovered in the inquiry, is sufficient motive for 

istrusting the whole case for the prosecution; it loses all value in their 

ves; and the accused is acquitted in face of the most overwhelming 

proofs of his guilt. On the other hand a smart bit of procedure, the 

velation of an accessory fact, or some other circumstance, will so please 

“jury that it will condemn the accused simply from confidence in the 

> 

Public Prosecutor, the very man whose duty it is ‘‘to run the accused in.” 

a What has been said is no exaggerated statement; facts easily verify 
meee, oem 6 Mar fire sae Co ee ee 

, A juryman, a huntsman, has been heard to say, “It was enough for 

e to see that the Public Prosecutor knew the close time for stag 

inting ; he was the man for me, and I said ‘guilty’; for if the accused had 
+ 
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not been really guilty, the Public Prosecutor would have let him off long 

ago.” A tradesman said, ‘I cannot make up my mind to a verdict of 

guilty, for there are some points in the case not properly cleared up ; the 

Public Prosecutor does not seem to know much about the different kinds’ 

of coffee.’ Another juryman could not get over the following contra- 

diction; a witness had said before the Committing Magistrate, “The 

man wore a black cap’; at the Sessions he said, “The man had a dark 

coloured cap”; even if there had been a contradiction it was absolutely 

unimportant. | 
Again the Investigating Officer should be careful to arrange in as’ 

sumple, clear, and comprehensible a manner as possible, all the documents 

that may have to be read at the trial,—search lists, inquest reports, — 

reports of experts, previous depositions, letters, etc. Above all, the proofs 

of evidence must be taken down from the witnesses with scrupulous 

accuracy ; and it should be impressed on the witness to say exactly what 

he has seen or heard and not merely something like it. Many persons — 

suppose it is matter of indifference which of several synonyms is em- 

ployed; frequently it is of no importance, and an experienced judge 

knows it does not matter if a witness who has spoken of ‘ breeches” 

now uses the word “pantaloons.’’ But the juryman who is unsettled 

by every little circumstance, who is on the pounce to detect contradic- 

tions, 1s astonished at this difference of expression and does not know | 

what the consequences may be. 

It is dangerous for a Public Prosecutor to put forward conclusions, 

trusting to the Investigating Officer. “Both he and the judge may have 

the best of grounds for placing confidence in the Investigating Officer. | 

But it is otherwise with that amateur judge,—the juryman,—the slight- 

est contradiction or mistake will destroy all confidence, all the more if the i 

juryman be an expert or imagine himself to be one. One instance will — 

suffice. The question was whether a bull when running could overthro 

the fence of a garden. The Investigating Officer had stated in his report — 

that, in his opinion, considering the construction of the fence, it was 

impossible ; this was a point in favour of the accused. But among the | 

jurymen was a butcher, who maintained with persistent obstinacy that 

a bull could break down any fence whatever and this opinion alone 

was sufficient to convince him of the guilt of the accused. Argument 

was useless; the butcher kept repeating, ‘‘A mad bull is capable of 

anything and everything’’; so the accused was found guilty although : 

there was really nothing against him. 
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All this is very human and easily explained; we are all ready at all 

times to put forward our own knowledge, professional or special, parti- 

~cularly when we know nothing about the matter really at stake. The 

by ords, “ Allow me, I know this class of business,’’ constantly used even 

~ when there is no question of business at all, is regularly in evidence 

an ong jurymen, often entailing most unfortunate results. For the same 

reason care must be taken to guard against any mistake, even in the 

op inutest detail; if one of the jurymen discover a mistake, however 

"inelevant to the issue; the result of the whole case may depend on that 

and that alone. 

3 Finally, as has already been indicated, the case must be put before 

re he jury with the greatest simplicity attainable. The mistakes and mis- 

_ understandings that arise when documents are read out, pass all belief. 

' The juryman sees and hears during the case so many things he has never 

seen or heard before; he is introduced into a strange world where he has 

. to strain every nerve to comprehend but a little of what is going on. If 

the case is badly put before him, his trouble is increased and he sees 

ev erything awry. 

_ And if the documents, such as search lists, occurrence reports, etc., 

are crammed full of technical terms—understood well enough by police 

and lawyers—his confusion is worse confounded. But even if such be 

carefully excluded, a jury may comprehend nothing, if the document is 

ot written in easy language, with clear statements logically agreeing 

with one another, so that the conclusions follow naturally, with no con- 

Clusion based upon a supposition however probable, and every point easy 

t 5 see The whole should be such that the most simple-minded may 

comprehend it readily and without hesitation ; to secure this it is a good 

plan to read the whole beforehand to some trustworthy but ignorant 

fellow and make him repeat the sense of what has been read to him. 

' One will then hear the most astonishing things; ideas which one thought 

ta pressed clearly and beyond the possibility of mistake, are found to be 

misunderstood ; conclusions have been drawn just the opposite of those 

a esired. When alterations have been made so that our man thoroughly 

understands the matter, it will be found that the phrases and words 

él Be Ployed are the simplest possible: then we may risk putting it before a 

jury with comparative safety. 

j J The best method to adopt in every case that is to go before a 

“jury is to arrange everything as if one were dealing with a child; stick 

to the truth, draw no conclusions, exclude everything that may appear 
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contradictory, use the simplest words, and be absolutely clear. In this 

way failure may sometimes be avoided™, 

Section ix.— The Expeditious” Investigating Officer. 

The struggle with crime is after all only a war for which the first 

necessity is plenty of money; money is the best aid for the conduct of 

criminal justice. With money, we can secure the best men and can pro-| 

vide them with every modern aid to success; with money, Investigating 

Officers may be remunerated suitably to their work and position, but in- 

return we may expect to enlist picked men who will recognise that they 

must devote time and trouble in preparing themselves for a difficult but — 

well paid career. Money can procure the best reports from the best 

experts, if adequately remunerated they will spare neither time, nor trouble, 

nor experiment. With money, independent witnesses can be procured, 

who if properly recompensed for loss of time and travelling charges will 

come willingly when they know anything about the matter, while if the 

examination of such a witness involves a material loss to him, he will try 

to conceal the fact that he knows anything, so as not to be obliged to 

appear before the court. With money, we can make journeys, researches, 

and costly experiments. And finally with money, a sufficient number of 

officials may be appointed, particularly Investigating Officers, so that 

each may work at his ease, with care and application, without overwork | 

and hurry and without being interrupted at every moment. T 

But if the service is undermanned and the pecuniary allotment is— 

insufficient, what is to be done? In answer to this query we have the 

invention of ‘the Expeditious Officer’. What is this product of the 

official imagination? He is an Investigating Officer who never com- 

plains of having too much work and who in truth never has too much ;_ 

for he closes his inquiry in a simple, easy and rapid manner. He neither 

creates nor discovers any difficulty; in his office are no ‘ Gorgons and 

hydras and chimaeras dire,’ nor other monsters. He brings his inquiries 

to a conclusion before too many questions and too accurate investi- 

gations can swell them out and transform them into minotaurs bound 

to swallow up his time. . | 

Indeed every inquiry may be closed extremely quickly if one wishes ; 

if one considers it unnecessary to take the evidence of certain persons 

who have been named, there is no need to enter their names in the list of 

witnesses for the prosecution, and if they are not on the list, there is no 

necessity to question them; here is time gained at once. Let some 
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ignorant persons be asked whether a visit to the spot will help to clear 
x up the case and they will reply no; here then 1s sufficient excuse for not 

_ paying the visit and here again time is saved. A band of thieves is 

accused of having committed a dozen burglaries. There is quite enough 

evidence to get them convicted and one is not absolutely obliged to start 

the police upon investigations which may perhaps bring to light another 

dozen which the same band has committed; here again time is saved. 

' Suppose there is a big cheating case, it is quite the thing to pick up 

- certain “well established’’ facts and stop there; doubtless to do the 

thing well one ought to place the matter on a wide basis and to study and 

clear up in its entirety the procedure of the person who has committed 

- fraud and examine the whole business from the point of view of 

ep ovalty to one’s employers: but is one under any obligation to do so? 

sl By not doing so more time is saved. Again what a lot of work there is 

a jo fix the real blame in an accident case. What endless consultations 

i. ith experts, what repeated visits to the spot, what minute questionings, 

S ull taking up such an enormous amount of time; by fixing the respon- 

‘sibility upon the first workman who is found at fault, the whole case is 

ended like a shot. These examples might be multiphed without end; a 

little time saved in each inquiry ends in the gain of a considerable amount 

in the long run; the inquiries run on all right and when our artistic 

ou ae 
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Investigating Officer is sufficiently skilled in suppressing the difficulties 

‘and obstacles that may prove troublesome in quick work, he will well 

deserve the title of “ expeditious.” 

_ Let the Investigating Officer who has no qualms of conscience when 

gathering such laurels, act thus if he so desires. It would be useless to 

ry to turn him from his course. Whether he will be able to look back 

vithout remorse upon his work even though his fame for being ‘“ expe- 

litious ” has brought him many substantial advantages, is another 

uestion. No one will suggest that inquiries should languish or be 

conducted slowly, that it is necessary to write or do what is absolutely 

superfluous, or to pigeon-hole papers so as to gain time for some happy 

Mspiration to arise; but in a serious inquiry we must seek out what may 

owever indirectly furnish or corroborate proof of the guilt or innocence 

of an accused. The Investigating Officer who neglects this primary 

‘duty incurs a very great responsibility. The conduct of every inquiry 

osts much time and trouble; the smallest piece of forgetfulness or the 

Ye st pardonable carelessness may have the gravest and worst conse- 

ences : to do good work and to be “expeditious”, are two things 
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which mutually exclude each other. Every Investigating Officer should 

renounce the vain glory of being considered ‘ expeditious ”’. 

Section x.—Accuracy and Precision in Details. 

We shall now notice certain details which, small in themselves, are 

of importance when taken together. It seems superfluous to state that 

the Investigating Officer should avoid all disorder, and yet it too often 

happens that an Investigating Officer who has not a natural instinct for 

order and neatness does not keep his eye close enough to many small 

matters, especially when he is much worried in his work. This often” 

occasions subsequent regret; it most frequently happens in an inqui 

which at the outset appears to be of no consequence but which afterwards 

becomes important and assumes enormous proportions. 

At the outset things have not been put in proper order; the oppor- 

tunity when more care might have been taken properly to tabulate the 

case and records, has passed unnoticed; and the Investigating Officer 

suddenly finds himself in complete disorder and confusion in a matte . 

which has become extremely and urgently important. Notes must 

therefore be kept in most minute order, the most insignificant; things ! 

must be written down at once, so as not to accumulate for a future date 

fully occupied with unexpected work. Mistrust the hourly expression, 

“T will not forget’’; for the moment, it is remembered ; tomorrow, it is 

forgotten. This is all the more dangerous because it is just the more 

important things which one thinks will never be forgotten, and in con 

sequence it is just the important things that are forgotten. Appointments 

with witnesses, things to be attended to on a certain day, adjournments, © 

and in short all those things that have to be done at a certain fixed date 

must be carefully noted down. Further the notes already made must be | 

run through so as to find out not only what time remains free, but also _ 

what has been assigned to the following days; otherwise one may be 

disagreeably surprised at the last moment by an adjournment which is 

about to expire or a formality absolutely necessary to be accomplished. 

The Investigating Officer should be inexorable in demanding from his 

clerk a legible handwriting??®. One cannot demand from a person who 

does not ‘possess it an elegant hand; but anyone, given the will, can write 

legibly. The Investigating Officer must in case of need inspire his cler k 

with this humble ambition ; the clerk thinks perhaps that he gains ¢ 

few minutes by writing rapidly; but those who have to read the record. 

himself included, will lose hours in deciphering what has been writter 

too speedily to be legible. | 
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Equal care must be taken with regard to paging and numbering, 

the marking of exhibits, and marking for identification other objects 

not exhibited but connected with the case. If the subject-matter of the ml 
. 

crime (such as the articles stolen or the accounts fabricated), correspond- 

ence, photographs, &c., are not described accurately or are not placed in 

their proper position in the record, endless confusion will perhaps result 

b and certainly great loss of time. The best descriptions of objects are 

_ good for nothing if they cannot be referred to at need. It may appear 

1 almost incredible, but we have heard the statement, “ According to the 

_ photograph, this is certainly the man,” and yet no one knows what 

- photograph has been shown to the witness. Or again the witness on 

being brought into the presence of A & B says “It is the taller of the two 

2 that committed the crime,’ but no one who has not the pleasure of 

i knowing A & B can say which is the taller. Again on reading the letters 

2: dated 1, 3, 5, 10, Jan., the witness affirms, “‘of these letters only those 

- in the good handwriting were written by me,” and whoever has the task 

of getting up the case is forced to pick out the letters indicated by exam- 

- ining the handwriting. The perpetration of inaccuracies is not only a 

mark of disrespect towards those who may afterwards have to go through 

Ron work, but it is far from conscientious, for grave confusion and error 

_ may result therefrom. 
In certain cases it is necessary for a tabular statement to be drawn 

up. This is specially recommended wherever there are several charges 

against the accused, or where several accused are involved. This table 

will miss its aim if only drawn up when the work is over or if it con- 

} tains merely a few madequate headings. The Investigating Officer must 

: not forget that his table has a double aim: it ought to facilitate the work 

of anyone who has to go through the record subsequently to the Inves- 

~ tigating Officer, and it ought also to enable the Investigating. Officer 

himself to take in at a glance the case as a whole, give him a lead as 

ae BO whether = ek is complete, a epee rane to revise it if necessary. 

: : raw up a table divided into a greater or less number of bAcainge: “his 

he fills in as the work advances and opens headings corresponding to all 

the important points of the inquiry. These headings ought not in any 

~ When? How? With What? “but ought also to indicate the accomplices, 

the circumstances for and against, the different criminal characteristics, 

a confession or offer of damages, and other important circumstances, If 
4 
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these headings are filled in as the case goes on, the Investigating Officer — 

in the course of or at the end of the enquiry has but to cast his eye — 

over the table to know if all is complete or if there is yet some point to 

clear up. To judge of the care and accuracy of an Investigating Officer — 

it often suffices to see how he has drawn up a tabular statement. 

Of very great importance are the so-called plans or tables on which 

the result of the enquiry is shown in a graphic way, so that the connec- 

tion of the most important incidents can be gathered by a single glance 

at the plan. For this purpose it is by all means necessary that. the chief — 

and important points of the enquiry must be selected and only these 

ought to be put down on the plan, because putting down anything un-— 

important is not only a loss of time and trouble, but also irritates the 

reader, as then he must give wrong values to some portions of the table. 

The possibility of using such plans happens very .often and especially 

when the enquiry deals with the movements of a person or a thing; this 

occurs for example if an accused committed several crimes at several 

places or if he had important meetings at several places. Also, if an — 

object has passed from hand to hand, if at a big affray many injuries — 

(especially to several persons) haye been inflicted, finally if a connected 

proof against one man has to be constructed out of many rather trifling 

incidents which only by being linked up show their real value. For 

example; A arrives at X on the 16th January, he meets B on the 17th ~ 

January, sells his coat on 18th January, he asks for work from the person 

C on the 19th January, he buys a black hat on 20th January, etc. 

In the department for samples of criminalistic work in the criminal 

museum at Gratz there is a sheet of paper (reproduced on the next page) 

which shows a complete although rather difficult enquiry. In a certain 

rather large district many false 50 florin notes appeared. The inquiry 

had the result of showing that these notes were traced back to one man 

who again had received them from several people in Italy, where (near 

Adine) a big gang of forgers was detected, the members of which circulated 

these notes. The result of the enquiry has been reproduced by the In- 

vestigating Officer on paper so that the whole is reduced to the simplest 

fashion. From below upwards:—all the people are marked down as they 

received the bank notes till they joined in the hand of one man (Saglio), 

from whom again upwards can be traced the origin of the notes. 
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CHAPTER II. 

EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES AND ACCUSED. 

Section i.—General Considerations. 

The object of the examination or interrogatory is to inform the 

Investigating Officer of the occurrence and all its details, as if he had 

been present in person. If the witnesses examined have actually been — 

present, they should tell what they have seen or heard in such a manner ~ 

that the Investigating Officer may imagine that he himself has seen or 

heard. If the witnesses only give indirect circumstantial testimony, the 

facts they speak to as being connecting links should produce on the © 

Investigating Officer the same effect as if he himself had witnessed them. — 

If the person suspected confesses, his testimony will practically have 

the same weight as that of an accomplice; if he denies, his statements 

will complete the information obtained in other quarters. * 

Finally, the testimony of the expert enables the Investigating Officer 

to view the whole case, not alone with his own eyes, but with the assist- 

ance of the expert’s knowledge. In short the result of the testimony 

recorded should be such as to enable the Investigating Officer to under-— 

stand the case, as if he had himself been present and in possession of the — 

necessary knowledge. If this result is attained, the inquiry is at an end. ~ 

If not, of two things, one; either it was in reality impossible to collect 

sufficient proof, or, if it was possible, the Investigating Officer could not — q 

find it. In the latter event, either the inquiry is incomplete,—in which | 

case the gaps may at some future time be filled up; or it has fadled, and | 

the mistake cannot be set right. In the former case the Investigating 

Officer has been baulked by fate, in the second he has bungled. An 

Investigating Officer may be said to do well in proportion as he is able — 

to reduce the number of inquiries in which the necessary basis of proof ~ 

cannot be secured. Further, to form an opinion as to the ability of an | 

Investigating Offieer, it is necessary to see whom and how he interro- 

gates; for witnesses are so to speak the skeleton of an inquiry, their 

evidence being the flesh and blood; if, among the persons necessary to ~ 

be questioned, some have been omitted, the skeleton is incomplete and 

* The rules of procedure and evidence as to confessions in India are strict ; but the prac- 

tical result, when a confession is in evidence, is as stated above; and in both cases, the courts, 

as a rule of practice, require corroborative testimony. See Section iii post. 
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unstable; if all have been examined but their testimony is defective, 

| there is indeed a body, but it is lifeless or at least weak and good for 

nothing. 

4 The Investigating Officer frequently decides in a very easy manner 

the question as to whether any specific person should be examined as a 

Bivitiness or as an expert in any matter; he has before him the complaint 

or the police occurrence reports, in which certain persons are named as 

~ able to furnish information ; they are summoned and interrogated ; they 

and the accused introduce the names of other persons, who are examined 

in turn, and who may introduce perhaps a third lot of names. This 

Process goes on until no one is mentioned or at least no one not yet 

eeemined, The Investigating Officer will then perhaps find it necessary 

_ to examine experts; all these statements are collected together to form 

- the record, and the inquiry may be considered at an end. The whole 
business has gone forward easily and naturally ; one conclusion has led 

step by step to the next; every person whose name has been mentioned 

has been heard; the whole is complete; there is no gap in the inquiry. 

a Jl this is true, in a certain sense; naturally an Investigating Officer 

who has worked in this way, cannot be charged with laziness or neg- 

5 cence. But he can be reproached with having simply turned the 

handle and played the tune on a barrel-organ, of having been the 

sport of events like a morsel of wood carried along by the stream, of 

having followed all the formule without directing or conducting to its 

close the inquiry. Let the Investigating Officer who is insensible to such 

reproach, go on in his old way; that is his affair: but he who has sworn 

to do his duty and to do his very best, should face the matter otherwise 

=2gRes SNR 8 

ager 
a | 

ic ee and look upon it, above all, as a systematic whole. He must always keep 

Clearly before him the fact that in the natural development of things 
nothing happens per saltwm, by fits and starts, nothing comes about 

vhich is inexplicable, isolated, incoherent: every result follows naturally 

Or on its cause, every fact can be explained, is one among many united 

acts, has a plain story to tell. Humanity had a beginning, it has been 

sShioned, without interruption, without gaps, not by chance but by 

Becicn, The same may be said of every thing springing from man, his 

ar guage, his actions, his will, and his capacity, his efforts and the 

esults he obtains, all is a living organism developing gradually and 

PRIS MR mR a 

| 

aturally,—an organism put together with the greatest care, and in 

yhich everything that exists in any specified place has its reason for 

being there and must of necessity be found there. So is it with all human 
AA CRI | RAS AT 6 TE MN 
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actions ; not one of them happens by pure chance unconnected with other | 

happenings, none are incapable of explanation; they are fruits which 

must of necessity develop under the influence of nature and individual 

culture, fruits whose formation is explained by the organism producing 

them. They are attached to the individual, as the leaf is attached to 

the tree on which it has grown; they emanate from the individual as 

naturally and as surely as the fruit emanates from the tree. We do now 7 

look to gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles. 

If the Investigating Officer is penetrated with this idea, then, in tacardll 

to every crime in which he is interested, he will remember this; that the 

people mixed up in the affair are necessarily and naturally connected 

with it, whether their role be active or passive, whether they be com- 

plainants or accused or only outsiders. Just as a scientific naturalist, 

examining an organism which he has not before seen, or which belongs 

to periods of creation long ago disappeared, can recognise with what. 

other organisms it was born, lived, and disappeared; so the Investigating 

Officer from mere scrutiny of the deed, can say what sort of people have 

been mixed up in it, what sort of people have been round about. Not 

chance meetings nor the readiness of the persons first questioned, should 

guide the Investigating Officer; but the systematic re-building up of the 

case, the clear and first conception of its natural development. Of course: 

he will interrogate those who have seen how the criminal set to work; 

that will form part of the first statement of facts. But how did the 

affair start, why did it happen in this particular way, what were the | 

motive and the final object, what obstacles were there, how were they | 

surmounted, what were the antecedent facts, and how connected with 

the catastrophe? All that has to be built up, and to answer such | 

questions the Investigating Officer must not trust to the windfalls of — 

chance and the cordiality of the witnesses. And then what is to be done 

if no one has seen anything, if there be no witness to the deed itself. 

and consequently no connecting thread? Here comes in the supposed 

art of heaping testimony on testimony, of making the necessity for one | 

witness spring from the testimony of another; and if the Investigating” 

Officer have recourse to this plan, summoning the persons first seen in 1a 

vicinity or who have heard any rumour, and then interrogating all the 

mortals named by them, he will be almost always led astray and founé 

wandering from the goal. ‘The Investigating Officer must in such a case 

reconstruct the occurrence, build up by hard labour a theory fitted i 

and co-ordinated like a living organism; and just as on seeing the frui 
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he will recognise the tree and the country of its growth, so from the 

scrutiny of the deed he can presume how it has been brought about, 

_ what have been the motives, and what kind of persons have been em- 

ployed i in it; the secondary characters in the picture will find themselves. 

_ How can one acquire the necessary precision of glance and how 

- form the picture in any particular case? No precise rules can, indeed, 

be laid down on this point; but certain it is that even in the most 

eon case, if one conjure up in the mind’s eye, quietly, prudently, 

and thoughtfully, the way in which events have occurred, one will always 

arrive at a safe conclusion as to the circle or class in which persons who 

‘I snow something will be found; it is for the police to get a hold of their 

-' names. ‘These persons will be examined as witnesses, but whenever an 

% dvance has been made one must begin anew, making fresh deductions 

and rectifying previous conclusions, so as to hit upon new circles where 

persons likely to furnish information can be found. But an Investigat- 

a4 gegen etna te np REPENS ooo 
ing Officer must never and under no circumstances allow himself to 

follow the paths along which he is pushed, be it designedly or accidentally, 

by the various witnesses. Apart from the fact that the reconstitution of 

the crime for oneself is the only effective method, it is the only interesting 

one, the only one that stimulates the inquirer and keeps him awake at 

1is work. FR A I RNR 

Apa iL LNT 

_ The procedure to be followed in interrogating parties is prescribed 

by law, and these rules will of course be followed. But that is not all. 

The legislator cannot in a few words lay down how an Investigating 

Officer must proceed to get into his interrogatory what must be largely 

uupplied by experience and capacity. Much of these are required; zeal 

and readiness are also essential; but the possession of instinct is indis- 

1] ensible—the Investigating Officer is indeed born not made—and the 

evelopment by assiduous study of knowledge of men; while often a 

e spicuous mind, clear and penetrating, will alone effect the desired 

olution. The tact—that faculty which nothing can replace—to light 

Mes (LT SR OT 

astinctively upon the best way to set to work, is a natural gift. Who- 

soever does not possess it will never make an Investigating Officer, though 

e be endowed a hundredfold with all the other necessary qualities ; with 

e best intentions in the world, he will stumble against everything 

athout discovering anything ; he will intimidate the witness who wishes 

give him important intelligence; he will excite the babbler to babble 

ill more; he will encourage the impudent, confuse the timid, and let 

the right moment slip past. Whoso has tact can instinctively distinguish 

EAM SE AK LR MAS EMR RRL ONE 
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what is purely individual from what is general; whoso is devoid of tact 
never can. Now an Investigating Officer who cannot do this is not fit 

to question a witness, for every man differs essentially from his neigh-— 

bours; every man has a presence of his own, sees, hears, and feels 

differently from others, relates what he has perceived in his own way ; 

yet men are all the same and individual differences disappear and are 

swallowed up in broad common outlines. The groundwork is always 
the same, the form alone differs. We see the differences clearly, if we 

stick only to the form ; but on examining the groundwork we find things — 

identical and invariable. Fortunate is he who can distinguish the 

merely formal from the fundamental. The advice that can be given’ 

under this head is intended more particularly to direct the attention of 

the Investigating Officer to special circumstances likely to give rise to 

difficulties and mistakes, What is here supplied is extracted from the 

larger work of the author on “ Criminal Psychology ” ©, 

Section II.—Examination of Witnesses. 

There is but little real difference between the testimony of witnesses 

and the statements of suspected or accused persons. But they are arrived 

at by different routes; in the case of witnesses the truth should be di- 

rectly deducible from their depositions, 1n the case of the accused it can 

be inferred only indirectly from the manner in which he endeavours to 

justify himself taken along with information gathered from other quarters. 

Therein lies the essential difference and not in any external formalities. | 

But this difference is so important that it will be well to treat the two | 

classes separately and confine ourselves in this section to witnesses alone. — 

In the examination of witnesses the principal task of the Investigat- 

ing Officer is twofold; he must watch carefully that all the important 

points of the case are taken up and dealt with, none being omitted; and 

he must further make sure that the witnesses speak the truth, the plain 

truth, the whole truth. We have already shown how to ensure the 

former end; to obtain the truth from his witnesses the Investigating © 

Officer has still to contend with two classes of difficulties; on the one 

hand the witness may have the best intentions of telling the plain and 

entire truth, but it is absolutely impossible for him so to do. He has 

observed badly or has badly comprehended what he has observed. On 

the other hand the witness may have the deliberate intention of lying. 

The method to follow and the precautions to adopt, differ in the two 
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cases. The difficulties in the former case are greater and harder to 

overcome than those in the latter. 

A. When the witness desires to speak the truth. 

: Let us place ourselves at a perfectly general point of view. We note 

at once that in daily life in connection with the most ordinary occur- 

 yences, different persons perceive them differently and describe them 

' differently. Many matters of this kind can be cleared up by making 

all the witnesses give faithful accounts of the events in which each has 

4 taken part, or which have occurred in the presence of several persons. 

It is a small matter whether the fact be important or insignificant, for 

E frequently witnesses who have to depose to the most important circum- 

stances in a sensational case, do not imagine at the time that something © 

apparently so insignificant will one day be of first importance. Take 

~ any occurrence in which you yourself have taken part along with others, 

; and make these others describe it, one by one and separately ; you will 

_ be stupefied to find how differently the occurrence will be reported by 

a each, without the shghtest hesitation or uncertainty on the part of any 

£ ‘of them. To profit by such an experiment, you must at the time of 

observing the occurrence intend to make the experiment subsequently ; 

and consequently must have yourself followed the course of events with 

aul scrupulous accuracy; so as to be able later on to decide which of the 

witnesses are the better observers. It is not sufficient to attend to the 

mere words of the recital; you must note the greater or less assurance 

_ with which each tells his tale, and endeavour to discover the cause of 

_ the inaccuracies of each: false perception, temperament, age, social posi- 

i tion, interest in the matter, these considerations and a crowd of others 

: influence the narrative ; and when after a series of observations you have 

i Yr oted how certain classes of people (people of sanguine temperament, 

children, professional men, etc.) commit the same inaccuracies in their 

observations and statements, you will be driven to believe, when a real 

case arises, that the inaccuracies of a witness belonging to one of the 

categories already observed and registered are produced in the same way. 

_ We shall now discuss the fundamental principles underlying the 

/ deposition of a witness—his power of perception and his memory ; 

“and shall then treat of certain special points connected with inaccurate 

statements, 
a 

8 
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1. FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

(a) PerceptionS'—®), 

If we wish to ascertain the facts in accordance with the depositions of 

the witnesses we shall constantly insist that each witness shall tell us 

absolutely only what he has seen or what he has heard, and leave to us — 

the work of drawing conclusions. But the great error is frequently com- 

mitted of accepting the story of what has been seen or heard as if the 

witness himself excluded all reasoning, all induction: that is to say, to” 

consider as accurate what he has told us from the moment that we are 

convinced that the witness wishes to speak the truth. Now if we believe 

that the account given of the sense-perceptions of the witness excludes all 

reasoning there is no motive for seeking this “ratio concludendi”’, certainly 

more important than the “ratio sciendi’”’, a matter with which every 

jurist must occupy himself. But in the record of almost all the percep- 

tions of sense there is found not only a reasoning but a series of 

reasonings. A simple example will show this. When for instance I say — 

“There is a glass”, I would appear to report a very simple sense- 

perception. But let us look at it a little closer. To express myself 

exactly I should have to say something like this: ‘As I have never 

known myself to be the victim of hallucinations; as I have not been, so 

far as I know, in bad health; as further I have no reason to suppose 

that any one has been trying to deceive me by an optical illusion by 

means of mirrors or some physical trick; as besides I have no ground for 

surmising that there is upon the table a picture so artistic as to make a — 

painted glass appear a real glass; as finally I cannot imagine that the 

people of this house have their table glass of rock crystal; I feel entitled 

to state that what I saw on the table was an ordinary glass.” 

Of course it is not suggested that one should go so far and give such — 

a complete series of reasoning every time that a deposition is taken down; 

every one knows what is intended by the words “I have seen a glass.” 

But every one ought to know also that such an affirmation contains 

reasoning, and reasoning the correctness of which must be frequently 

examined. If consequently an Investigating Officer of very minute — 

accuracy has taken down—‘I saw a man walking some distance off, 

the man had a long smock and looked lke a woman,”’—the insinuation | 

thus inserted that the man might have been disguised, is surely ridi- 

culous; but if on the other hand the witness had said ‘‘I saw a woman,” 

one could still very well admit that the person in question was a man, 
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the witness having judged the sex of the person only from external 

- appearance. What is necessary is not to stick down on the record the 

whole chain of reasoning, but to bear constantly in mind that the depo- 

sitions suppose such reasonings and that, in such reasoning, mistakes 

and even important mistakes may be committed. Let us put on one 

side for the present morbid phenomena and consider only what happens 

daily when our senses and spirits are in a perfectly normal state®. We 

have only to think of the way in which our senses perceive a thing and 

_ the manner in which we come to present it to ourselves, to be convinced 

_ that we very seldom in examining an object take note of all the details 

_ which characterise it and which really cause us to have such and such 

an idea of it. The best example is offered by figures which we call 

_ “figures of harmony,” and which, having typical forms, that is to say, 

forms corresponding to known types, render superfluous the accurate 

analysis of their different parts. When we read, we do not spell out 

every letter, we seize at the first glance the whole word; we only take 

to spelling if we come across a word in a foreign language or with a 

_ novel grouping of syllables; hence it comes that we constantly fail to 

notice small printer’s errors, especially if the words are rather long and 

q 

HE MIA BA EAI Kk dA SM ANA, 8 BL, A if the mistake does not modify essentially the appearance of the word. 

In the same way a clever pianist seizes only the general look of the 

notes, especially chords, without examining each in particular. But it 

is especially at cards or dominoes that this can be best observed; the 

player does not count the pips on the cards one by one but seeing before 

him the group, he says, “It is a seven or a nine.” If these images did 

not conform to a known type, if the pips were arranged in different ways 

or in a perfectly arbitrary manner, the player would be obliged to count 

" every time, at least for the high cards. 

Something analogous occurs in all perceptions and more frequently 

than we ordinarily suppose: what enables us to seize more easily the 

‘aspect of a whole is that we seek and store up in our memory certain 

characteristic features from which we can immediately spot the object. 

When in a room I see a clock-face, I am convinced that there is a clock 

there, even if I have not seen it very clearly and even if the look of the 

’ clock-face and the objects around it give but a vague idea of the clock; 

later on I shall perhaps recall exactly what the clock was like. If in 

crossing a room for the first time I see with a side glance and indistinctly 

in a corner something glittering in white, I will say ‘there is a stove”: 

- because I have seen the characteristic signs of a stove and have not seen 

i [EUG SED) 5 MSN RIE OAAT MG SAN 7 8 | RE TI LTS A AMIS BER eT eye 
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a stove in any of the other three corners of the room. If I see flying in 

the fields a big bird with a very long tail, I at once say “there goes a 

pheasant’; and if in a menagerie I can see only indistinctly a big beast 

with a long trunk, [am sure it is an elephant. It is not always as easy 

as this to draw conclusions from characteristic signs; the nature and the — 

education of the person drawing the conclusion makes such estimates 

very different and of varying degrees of correctness. The specialist for 

example knows very well the true characteristic feature of objects enter- — 

ing into his speciality and will not be deceived even if he has seen but — 

one of these features. The medical man knows for instance that there is 

a consumptive or a strong smoker in his consulting room, if he hears — 

the one coughing or the other walking about. But it is not the same in 

all cases and curiously enough it is particularly the objects of ordinary 

life of whose characteristic features we are completely ignorant. We 

may here learn much from scene painters in theatres who with a few 

telling dabs of colour conjure up before us the most beautiful images. 

Their process consists for example in laying hold of what appears dis- 

tinctive in a basket of roses, and although these essentials consist only of — 

a few spots of colour they make us really see a beautiful basket of roses, 

the light, the distance, and the imagination of course helping. It would — 

be of the greatest importance for us if the scene painter could tell us the — 

precise rules according to which he works, if for example he could tell — 

us how he represents upon the canvass just the most brilliant lights, the 

deepest shadows, and the most striking colours. But up till now scene 

painters have not found any such rules; they work in a purely empirical 

manner, which is proved by the fact that they cannot correct any mis- | 

takes. If their basket of roses does not produce the intended impression — 

they never try to touch it up, for that would be always useless; they 

just make another one. We may conclude from this that every person — 

does not recognise an object by the same distinguishing features; if the ~ 

painting representing a basket of roses were placed alone upon the scene — 

probably one part of the public would think it very well painted while — 

the other would wonder what in the world it was. But on the evening — 

of the representation, when all the necessary decorations are on the 

scene, the whole public will find the basket of roses very good indeed. — 

The reason of this fact is that in certain circumstances the senses can 

be ‘‘ prepared.” In the present case we will admit then that the painter ~ 

has been able to give in a typical way for one part of the public the ~ 

characteristic features of a basket of roses, for the other those of an .# 
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old castle, for another those of a wood, and for the rest those of the 
background. But it is sufficient if one part of the scenery be exactly 

_ represented, for the sense of sight is already prepared to be captured and 
so disposed to find the whole of the scenery correct; the idea created 

~ that’ one object is well represented extends and applies itself to other 
objects by a sort of induction; thus the person who thinks the painter 

. has rendered the old castle excellently well, will at once find that the 

basket of roses, the wood, and the background are equally well re- 

- presented. This psychological phenomenon is very clearly shown in 
panoramas, which have recently become so numerous ; the principle trick 
- of these panoramas consists in putting in the foreground real objects 
- (stones, trunks of trees, wheels, etc.) which become to all appearance 

parts of the: picture. The eye of the spectator is attracted by these 

objects, is convinced of their materiality, and immediately transfers 

is impression to the portion that is only paint and canvass, so success- 

fully that the whole spectacle appears real. 

4 These phenomena of the inductive faculty are of first importance for 

the expert in criminology. Frequently in our daily work we come across 

analogous impressions of the same class as just described, perhaps less 

sharply accentuated, a circumstance which renders such an image or 

eidolon all the more dangerous, because the illusion more readily escapes 

attention. 

BY 

It must not be forgotten that a witness, at the moment. of 

being an actual spectator of the occurrence, or at the time of reporting it, 

: frequently 1 in a state of agitation and over-excitement which leads him 
Bh 
Fb glide easily from one conclusion to another. Once these inductions are 

‘in full swing, it is difficult to say where they will stop; and if this is the ae Ve 
Case with impressions arising under normal conditions, the reality is 

: 5: BP riously accentuated when certain things have strongly struck the 

er isations and especially that of sight. Let us then consider further the 

roblem of that mobile picture which we have just been describing. Se ¢ 

is arding the theory of Georg Hirt, according to which this mobility or 

ty of vision is due to the fact that the retina is always exposed 

) rays of light of varying length, let us stick to the older and undoubt- 

dl correct theories, which make the phenomenon simply a matter of 

Xperience. As soon as we mention experience, the question of true or 
, g g a: ot ae 

falls inferences comes to the front. 

4 F This kind of vision is nothing but an inference or induction. We 

tonelude that what appears to stand out in solid relief, does really so 

stand out ; because we have proved a thousand times by actual touch, 
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that objects bearing exactly the same appearance are material and solid. 

But we push our conclusions still further, and by the same visual illusion 

accept as real not only bodies of which we have seen the like a thousand 

times, but those which we come across for the first time. We ha ve 

never seen a living whale, but if we came across one in the Artic Seas, 

we should never for a moment doubt that it was a real whale. This 

however, is only an inference based upon similarity; on our hypothesis, 1 

would be absurd to suppose that the whale was painted on canvass; bu 

in numberless cases, the conclusion will by no means be so certain, and 

frequently the spectator, on more or less good grounds, draws a false 

inference based on appearances, without the slightest suspicion of the 

reality of what he believes himself to have seen. ‘This can be easily seen 

in most optical illusions. Perhaps the most striking is that of the 

intaglio: a head of sufficient size is expertly graven on a precious stone 

to a spectator about a yard away such a head stands out in relief like ¢ 

cameo ; the only difference is in the lighting effect, the spectator being 

unable to appreciate the minute variations in length of the rays of light. 

according as they strike the concave head hollowed out of the stone c 

the convexity of a relief. Yet to the expert, the light is a perfect test 

for in the cameo the surfaces turned towards the luminous centre at 

lighted up, while in the intaglio the same surfaces being reversed, are ir 

shade. If then a man has before him an intaglio illuminated by rays o 

light coming from the left, he can at the same instant see it as a cameo 

the sole condition being that he should wish so to see it. For that 1 

suffices that, consciously or unconsciously, he should imagine the rays off 

light coming from the right, for the aspect under which the head appeat 

to stand out in relief is explained only by thinking of a cameo. Now 

constantly act in this fashion, we see or believe we see a whole series 0 

things starting from certain data. If the first idea is right, we see right 

if our exemplar starts with the idea that the light comes from the left 

he will not be deceived over the intaglio, but if he starts with the erre 

neous impression that it comes from the right, immediately the came 

starts up before his eyes. | q 

It is all the more necessary to take note of errors springing from thi 

first false idea or conception, because we are never really aware of it 

presence, or at best forget it at once. In any given case we must wit, 

the aid of known facts segregate the idea or notion which served as 

starting point; we must then by a scrupulous inquiry verify whether ¢ 

not there is any ground for suspecting a mistake in that idea; if there, 
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is, we must then endeavour to find the cause. This has an importance 

of its own, and when we have discovered wherein certain assertions are 

incorrect, we must not rest content with a mere statement of the facts. 

Indeed in most cases we can directly discover only the incorrectness of 

subsidiary statements; but, in working backwards to the idea which is 

their cause, we can sometimes find by the mere process of reasoning, 

: amongst the other important statements, some which can only arise from 

fundamentally incorrect ideas or conceptions. This is all the more 

important because frequently as the result of certain perceptions which 

TS e believe we possess, we arrive at conclusions which are not in accord- 

ar ce with our own experience. Take again our example of vision. If 

it mediately after sunset we look at a low hill situated in the. west, 

- objects seen on the summit of this hill produce the effect of simple 

' silhouettes or outlines without substance and without relief. Behind 

dl em the sky is strongly illuminated by the setting sun, and the face of 

rt he object directed towards the spectator catches so httle light that it is 

ir possible to distinguish differences of hght and shade. Thus although 

we know perfectly well that these objects are solid, we cannot help think- 

ing of them as mere outlines; and if we have no reason for correcting 

this false appearance we will not do it, we shall simply say we have seen 

silhouettes. 

af Note also that we have not as yet taken into account what may be 

De 

a 7 ~ illed “illusions of the senses.” If it be admitted that almost all sense 

Bception: are based upon inductions, it follows that only those arising 
$FA,.. ay: 

rom a physical cause in the body itself of the individual ought strictly 
je peaking to be called “illusions of the senses.” Thus there will be an 

‘illusion of sense,’ if owing to a lateral pressure on the eyeball images 

fe seen double, or again if two points of a compass separated a little 

listance be placed on the top of the thigh or on the back or on some other 

part of the human body deficient in nervous tissue. Instead of feeling 

e two sensations of touch the person believes that there is only one. 

part aia cases of this kind, what is commonly called an “illusion of 

‘senses’? is in no sense an illusion but only a false induction. If 

B tooksing through a red glass we see the landscape red, our eye is not 

ceived; we have only made the mistake of not taking the red glass into 

ae 

bunt. If a little before rain falls, the mountains appear nearer, it is 

t because the eye is deceived but because in calculating the distance we 

ye forgotten that air charged with humidity refracts the light. In the 

ame way if a stick is held slanting in the water, refraction makes the 

; SAS AN. GSE. 4 PON? OM. ee 4B nat 
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portion submerged in the water appear to be raised up, so as to form an 

obtuse angle with the other portion. There is no error of the senses, © 

for if the stick be photographed it will appear in the photograph also 

broken in an obtuse angle. There will be no mistake unless we believe 

that the stick is really broken; if we do so, it is only an error of reasoning’ 

owing to having forgotten that the refraction of light is not the same in 

water asin air. There are a great many similar cases: it is only necessary 

to mention the numerous phenomena of radiation of light, phenomena , 

in which light surfaces appear larger than dark ones on account of their 

greater power of radiation. Thus a black rectangle between two white 

surfaces appears narrower than a white rectangle of the same size be- 

tween two black surfaces. People clothed in black appear thinner than 

when they are dressed in white or light materials. A line with divisions 

appears shorter than a continuous line. A square divided by a diagonal 

appears broader than high, while a square divided by a vertical appears 

higher than it is broad. Clothes of uniform colour appear greater than 

they really are, especially if they have longitudinal lines, while clothes of 

different colours or-with transverse lines appear smaller; lines which go 

in a parallel direction, such as railway tracks, avenues, &c., appear to con- 

verge, and vertical lines cut across by short oblique parallel lines always 

appear to diverge from the vertical in the direction opposite to that of the 

cutting lines. But in all these cases our senses are not in error; only 

we do not take into account the optical laws which come into play and 

consequently accept the appearance for the reality. Yet all these illusions 

and a crowd of others may exercise a decisive influence on the depositions 

of witnesses and the grossest mistakes may slip into the inquiry if we 

simply accept a deposition without looking for the deductions of which 

it is the result. And here we have not only to deal with simple cases 

as, e.g., Where a person clothed in white and seen by night is depicted by 

the witness as a very tall man, when in fact he was only a boy. False 

conclusions of this sort may be the starting point of a whole series o 

facts falsely conceived, because from one sense-perception falsely inter=” 

preted may hang a whole series of mistakes, both in the idea whi 

we have of things and in the way in which we report them. It is nol 

always so easy to establish the cause of error, 7.e., how the perception ha 

been led astray; an explanation by a technical term such as refraction 

radiation, etc., is not always enough; we have often to do with very com 

plicated psychical phenomena. We know, e.g., that if objects appeal 

unexpectedly at night, especially on a dark and misty night, they ar 
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seen prodigiously enlarged. This phenomenon is a fairly complicated 

. one: suppose that on a foggy or misty night I see unexpectedly a horse 

_ whose outline appears very indistinct on account of the mist. I know 

_ from experience that objects which appear to have indefinite outlines are 

usually at a great distance; I know further that very distant objects 

_ appear smaller than they really are, so when this horse which I fancy to 

be very far away seems to have ordinary dimensions, I can only suppose 

that its real proportions are enormous. The train of ideas is then as 

follows :—I do not see it distinctly, therefore it is very far away; but in 
spite of the distance it retains its natural size, therefore if I were to see 

it close at hand it would be immense. 

It is self evident that a person does not reason in this way, slowly 

and step by step; his conclusions are produced with the rapidity of 

_ lightning and without reflection, and he arrives direct at the conclusion 

without stopping at the intermediate stages; it is therefore frequently 

 yery difficult to discover the train of ideas and how the mistake has been 

committed. If the man who has seen, finds in past events an inexplicable 

gap, the affair will appear to him strange and mysterious simply because 

_ he cannot explain it; and this is how arises that tendency towards the 

- mysterious which often plays such a great game in the depositions of 

ih witnesses. Thus if we see, of course in disagreeable circumstances, a 

horse galloping without hearing the sound of his hoofs; if we see the 

trees swaying without perceiving any wind; or if we meet on a fine 

~ moonlight night a man, apparently without a shadow, every such thing 

FE will appear mysterious and disquieting because there is something want- 

a ing which ought logically to be there. We know also what a state of 

Monind a man gets into when he believes he has seen something mysterious. 

i k When a person has become thus unsettled not a single one of his sense 

: perceptions can inspire confidence; we must even suspect the truth of 

- what he professes to have seen or heard before he became the victim of 

* terror. We must also remember that very few people are willing to 

| admit that they have been in a funk—perhaps they don’t even know it 

: _ themselves. It therefore becomes all the more necessary to throw light 

~ upon the subsequent inferences made by the witness, because that is the 

_ only way of finding out the unsettled state of mind in which he has been 

_ and which may be the cause of serious mistakes. 

__ An important source of error arises from the way in which observya- 

_ tions are joined together or split up. This frequently happens in observing 

_ moving objects: we know well the many blunders to which we are 
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exposed when it is a matter of deciding which body is moving: often we — 

do not know whether it is the railway carriage in which we are that is — 

moving or whether it is the carriage upon the parallel line of rails. Again 

from the top of a bridge, if we look for a long time at the running water, — 

at last it appears to us that the bridge is moving up stream. | 

The cause of these phenomena is, that we are incapable of appre-— 

ciating anything else beyond the displacement of one object relatively 

to another. But it is a different matter when we wish to split up a- 

movement into its component parts. How often do we come across” | 

facts like the following. The witness is incapable of saying whether the 

accused has thrown the glass of beer at his victim’s head or whether he 

has struck him with it, and often enough one set of witnesses say one 

thing and one set the other. It by no means necessarily follows that one 

set of the witnesses has lied®?, provided we take into consideration the 

relative slowness of perception, 1f we may use such an expression, 7.¢., 

that a certain time is necessary for a visual impression to be fixed on the ~ 

retina. In our example the witnesses have seen the glass raised and they 

have seen it fall on the head of the victim but all the intermediate facts 

have escaped them ; they followed each other too swiftly for each to make 

its own separate impression. This gap is filled up with the help of 

inductions, and the way in which each witness fills it up depends on his” 

individuality or the humour in which he happens to be at the moment ; — 

generally the witness sticks to the idea which he formed at the beginning | 

of the incident: seeing the accused raise the glass one witness says to 

himself “‘ He is going to strike him”’; another says “ He is going to throw 

it at him”’; and when the complainant has got the glass on his head, each 

witness has filled up in his own way what had escaped his observation — 

and imagines he has seen the action in the way in which he expected it 
would happen™. 

This fact of the relative slowness of vision is of the very first import- 

ance and the best method of enlightening ourselvess on this subject is 

with the aid of instantaneous photographs. We all know e.g., that when 

we look at the instantaneous photograph of a horse at full gallop, we say 

we have never seen a horse look like that before. The cause is that the 

photograph has fixed the motion during a period too short for our sight 

to be able to retain it. Thus we seize with the eye, without recognising 

the fact, a whole series of images succeeding each other rapidly, and we 

unite these instantaneous images into a single image which has never 

really existed as such. | (a 
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This image has never had a being; we look for it in vain in the 

instantaneous photograph, which cannot show our visual picture, the 

x lattter being a combination of several instantaneous positions. In prac- 

EY ‘tice the phenomenon is produced in the following manner :—Suppose 

an action, very quickly executed and composed of certain positions a, 

b,c, d, e, f, g, h, 2, k, l, m, positions which, on account of their very 

rapidity, cannot be perceived separately and distinctively by the human 

eye. Each observer then will group together a certain number of these 

positions to form a group-image, but the images thus formed will be 

very different ; because, on the cne hand, the moment at which the 

- different observers begin to group the images may by chance not be 

the same for all; and on the other hand, because a man who observes 

| quickly requires only a small number of positions to form his group- 

image, while a man who observes slowly requires a larger number. In 

the first case the group-images formed by the positions indicated above 

will be grouped thus; for the first observer: ab c—d e f—g h i— 

kim; for the second observer, who began to observe very soon after the 

first, the group-images will be thus arranged: b ¢ d—e f g—h i k. 

In the second case, that is, where the power of observation is more or 

: less rapid, the man who observes quickly and requires two positions only 

_ to obtain a mental picture will have his group-images thus: a b—e d— 

te t—g h—i_ k—Il m; while the other, who requires three positions, will 

: have them thus: ab c—de f—g hi—kilm. These group-images thus 

' diversified by their composition may have still greater differences. Let 

us suppose that one or more momentary positions, for example, a, d, g, k, 

have escaped for some reason being noticed by one or other of the 
- observers or that they have produced upon him only a vague impression. 

The constituent elements of the group-lmages will then naturally be 

quite different, and different witnesses will report the same fact in a 

' different manner, although they all observed it equally well. 

ae In practice it is of course impossible to find the difference between the 

- diverse group-images formed with the aid of the same instantaneous 

- images; the scientific theory of their formation has been explained here 

~ only with the object of showing how positive facts may be observed in 

absolutely different fashions. 

Of equal importance, but less capable of analysis, are acoustical 

illusions or mistakes of hearing. They are undoubtedly more frequent 

_ amongst sick persons than optical illusions, but of these we shall not here 

treat. Let us only say in passing that the Investigating Officer should 

a 
aA 
4 
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satisfy himself even more minutely than for optical illusions, whether — 

there is any question of acoustical illusion due to morbid conditions of 

the body, if so, anything further must be left to the physician. We can 

here only consider mistakes which may be committed by persons in good 

health or who, although supposed to be in good health, are temporarily — 

in a state different from the normal. We refer in particular to people — 

who have been greatly terrified or have fancied themselves in danger of : 

- death ©, This abnormal condition must be taken into account, especially _, 

when questioning people who have been dangerously wounded in a riot, 

robbery with violence, attempted murder, etc. 

Fear, terror, pain, produce all sorts of mistakes on their own account; 

all the more will they do so when people find themselves in a condition — 

practically equivalent to the morbid state. They suffer real hallucina-— 

tions and hear words which have never been pronounced. Thus they 

hear voices of people pursuing them and threats which have never been 

uttered; and at the same time they hear the voices of persons offering 

them assistance, although there is no one in the neighbourhood. 

In this connection there are some remarkable illusions. Sonietimes 

certain words long forgotten appear suddenly to strike upon the ear. A 

case 1s reported of a sailor who when on the point of drowning heard 

distinctly before losing consciousness these words pronounced by his 

mother ‘Johnny! Have you eaten your sister’s grapes?.’”’ He had 

heard these words in infancy and had never thought of them since. — 

In this case nobody could for a moment imagine that these words had — 

been really spoken to the drowning sailor. But suppose that a person, — 

the victim of a crime and severely wounded, declares that he heard some — 

remark or other; there is perhaps at the moment no sufficient reason for 

doubting the truth of the statement. Further it is necessary to be ex- — 

tremely careful not to admit without verification statements of witnesses 

concerning the direction, the distance, or the intensity of the human voice. 

One has only to make certain experiments and examine the hearing 

faculty of a few people to discover the strangest things. The majority 

of people cannot tell you whether a voice comes from above or below, 

from the right or from the left, from before or from behind, from a 

distance or close at hand; and very few people know how defective their 

power of observation is in such matters. The reason often is found in— 

the circumstance that one cannot readily bring oneself into touch with — 

the locality, e. g., the street of a town, hills in the country, etc. | 

Further, every one does not possess the gift of hearing sounds i 
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- distinctly and the majority of people understand what they hear not 

et om the exact words themselves but from the general tenor of the 

phrase. There would be nothing serious in that, if everybody picked up 

t true meaning; but people give what they believe to be the true 

“meaning, so that we are compelled to take into account their manner 

of comprehension and in consequence endeavour to reconcile an infinite 

diversity. If instead of one witness we have several who tell us what 

they have heard, we can at least compare their different statements 

and correct one by the other; but if we have only a single witness, we 

‘often commit the mistake of accepting his deposition as absolutely cor- 

rect, simply because it is not contradicted by that of another witness. 

Thus even in ordinary circumstances we must be cautious and ac- 

cept only with reserve what a witness pretends to have heard. All the 

more must it be so if there are special difficulties in the way,—if for 

example the voice comes from a great distance, if it is shrill, muffled, or 

' presents any other abnormal peculiarity. The same is true if the person 

whose voice has been heard is of different nationality from the listener, if 

he speaks another dialogue, or is better or less educated. Prudence is 

also necessary if the witness hears the voice unexpectedly or if he does 

- not mark the connection between the words he has heard and the action, 

still more if there is any ground for supposing that the witness has been 

' mistaken as to this connection. We must remember that here memory 

is not yet in question, we are dealing only with inaccurate perceptions, 

_ where the witness is giving an incorrect account of what he has seen or 

heard immediately afterwards. Note also that stupid or uneducated 

i people not only find it difficult to repeat word by word what they have 

heard, especially when the sentences are of some length, but also they 

; constantly distort the sentences when they are compelled to repeat word 

for word. We must therefore be content with getting them to tell us 

b ‘the general sense of what they have heard, but we must of course from 

» the first instant take care that the witness really knows all about the 

- affair, otherwise in reproducing the sense of the words he has heard 

he will certainly twist the meaning according to the idea he has taken. 

i Under certain circumstances, something may be due to Phonismus, an 

‘acoustical sensation caused by light, and Photismus, an optical sensation 

caused by sound. These sensations are not experienced by everyone, 

| but appear to be not infrequent, e.g., the strange noise heard by many 

people at the rising of the Aurora Borealis. Such results are probably 

due to strong association of ideas. 

Ps 
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There is not much to be said about mistakes of the other senses, their — 

place being of secondary importance. Everyone knows that the sense 

of touch gives rise to many mistakes ; such mistakes are of great import- 

ance for the criminal lawyer when it is a question of wounds. We know | 

for instance that wounds made by a dagger or a bullet give only the : 

impression of a shock; and that insignificant contusions cause extreme 

pain, while we hardly feel a mortal wound. People who have in the 

course of a riot received a number of slight wounds and one severe one, 

are generally incapable of telling when they received the severe wound. 

Further such wounded persons cannot as a rule state exactly how they 

: 

received the blows. In short the statements of wounded people, where — 

the sense of touch is involved, must be received with great caution™ | 

Another fact frequently overlooked must be taken into consideration ; 

it is that the different parts of our body fulfil their functions normally — 

only when they are in ordinary positions. If for example we take up a pea — 

between the thumb and the first finger, we feel only one pea although — 

the tactile impression has been conveyed by two fingers; but if we cross 

the third finger over the fourth and place the pea between the extremity 

of these two, we feel it doubled, as if there were two peas, because the 

fingers are not in their natural positions and thus transmit to the brain 

a double tactile impression. 

In other words the double sensation is the true sensation, but when — 

the fingers are in their ordinary position, experience comes into play and — 

we feel only one pea. As an another example, if one joins the hands — 

crossways and turns them inside and raises them up so that the fingers 

of the right hand are still on the right and those of the left still on the ~ 

left, the faculty of localising the finger is absolutely lost; and if any one : 

tells you, without touching it, to raise one of the fingers, say the third of — 

the right hand, you will be certain to raise the corresponding finger of — 

the other hand. We also know that the sense of touch is one of the © 

least developed. If not exercised as it is in the case of a blind man, it © 

requires the help of other senses and especially that of sight. Thus ~ 

perceptions of touch alone are always less certain than others because 

they depend upon asmall number of very rough signs. The same 

phenomena may be perceived in a social game much played by children. © 

In this game they pass from hand to hand underneath the table per- 

fectly harmless objects, as a piece of dough, a potatoe, a kid glove wetted — 

and full of sand, etc. If one take into his hand without seeing it one of . 

these objects, he thinks he is touching some hideous monster and throws ~ 
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j t away. By the sense of touch he has had only the sensation of cold, 

V vet, movement, that is the common characteristic of the idea of a reptile. 

e imagination completes the sensation and the idea of a reptile is 

Psnsmitio’ to the brain. 

To these defective sensations, due to touch alone, must be added a 

F "species of transmissibility of tactile impressions. If for example ants are 

running about near where one is seated, one immediately feels the sens- 

ation of ants running about under one’s clothes; and when one sees 

or hears the description of a wound, one frequently feels pain in the 

corresponding part of one’s own body. It may be taken for granted that, 

with witnesses of an impressionable nature, this tendency may be the 

cause of serious mistakes. 

pee This want of independance, so to speak, of the sensation of touch, is 

‘intensified by the fact that all sensations are relative, and most markedly 

‘in this case. We feel a cellar to be hot in winter and cold in summer,’ 

because we perceive only the difference between its temperature and that 

of the outside atmosphere; and if, after having plunged one hand in cold 

‘water and the other in hot water, we place both in tepid water, the 

former will have the sensation of heat and the latter of cold. We have 

frequently in magisterial reports, to deal with tactile sensations; we must 

be always careful to take into account their lack of certitude. 

ph Certain strange phenomena may here be alluded, to the raison d’étre 

of. which is to be found in the irregular structure of the human body, e.g. 

walking in a circle instead of straight. This phenomenon is especially 

noticeable when walking in a fog in an unfamiliar locality, or in the forest 

at night time, and particularly if the person be to some extent out of his 

ser ses, as sick, frightened, intoxicated, stunned, or weak from loss of 

blood. It appears very strange that sometimes a murderer or robber 

ns ead of running straight away walks in a circle round the place of the 

deed, a fact which may be proved by footprints or witnesses. Nobody 

nov w-a-days would assert that a person who has been running round in a 

sircle in this way is for that reason alone incapable of telling the truth. 

“ As to taste and smell, they are frequently perverted by illness; and 

fen a man in good health finds it difficult to say if his senses of taste 

ane smell are normal, for it is impossible to submit them to any standard 

of comparison, 

ie The parts played by these two senses in our life is less important 

shar those of sight and hearing. We can readily ask a person if he sees 

well or hears well, and even test his ability; but it would be useless to 
oe 
+ 

“a 
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ask him if he can taste or smell properly and with normal accuracy, for 

we have no means of testing the correctness of his reply. Besides 

extraordinary changes take place in these senses. If for example ir 

judging of food by its look alone, we conclude that we have before us a 

dish of sweets when in reality it is a plate of salted viands, we shall on 

tasting have the sensation of neither, but only a horrible taste im the 

mouth. The savour of the sweets is mixed with that of the saltec 

provision, just as if we had really mixed up the two meats on the plate. — 

It must be particularly noted that in the case of smell, the sens- 

ations of pleasant and unpleasant are most diverse. One person delights 

in the smell of rotten apples, another in that of a wet bath sponge; wha 

one calls the horrible smell of carrion, another hails as a delicious gamey 

odour. Some women consider assafetida to be the best perfume; mos 

people would say the smell was stinking. The odour of garlic, it is uni 

-versally known, is very diversely appreciated; and many people canno 

endure such common perfumes as musk and patchouli. | 

Thus when it is a question of determining the correctness of a smel 

perception, great care 1s necessary, and all the more because the sensi 

bility of the organ varies so much with individuals. Some people ca: 

smell a cat in a room, others can recognise persons by the mere odour 0 

the clothes they are wearing, while others are unaffected by the stronges 

stenches. At the same time, the sense of smell is of an extraordinary 

persistence. An odour, scented but once, is recognised ten years after 

wards; it raises up before our eyes with the greatest fidelity all th 

objects perceived at the same time. This fact may occasionally be 

importance in testing the recollection of witnesses. | 

(b) Memory™. 

The second faculty to be taken into account in the psychical lif 

of a person under examination is his memory. Memory is a thing s 

marvellous and so complex, manifesting its activity in so many divers 

ways, that the Investigating Officer can never study it enough. All the 

facts of a case must in the end be established by the truthfulness an 

accuracy of the memories of the witnesses. 

According to Forel, the province or function of memory is three 

fold ; 

(1) The fact observed must produce an impression; 

(2) That impression must be recalled ; 
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(3) The impression must be recognised as identical with the fact 

observed. 

| “T saw yesterday,” he says, ‘a white bear for the first time in my 

4 hfe, and to-day I think thus, (1) the white bear yesterday made an im- 

_ pression on me; (2) I have to-day reproduced within me the image of 

the white bear; and (8) I am assured of the identity of the image seen 

Be cstcrday with that reproduced to-day.’”’ This example really tells us 

: everything that is to be said as to the activity of the brain in the case of 

_ memory, and all we have got to do is to show how it works out in parti- 

~ cular cases. We have already dealt with accuracy of perception, upon 

which naturally the other operations, and especially that of reproduction, 

— depend. | 

® The second stage then is the reproduction of the impression. Its 

' accuracy depends on the degree of precision with which what has been 

_ perceived, whether well or ill, re-appears, and the mode in which the 

inevitable gaps are filled up. One may fill up these gaps accurately by 

“comparison with the whole picture, or inaccurately by fanciful imagin- : 
oi ings. Sometimes they are never filled up at all. 

i 4 It is only sometime after this second operation that we begin to 

_ establish the identity of the perception with its reproduction ; by ex- 

a ~ amining if the two correspond and to what extent the greater or less 

tied of a statement depends on the success of this examination. 'T'o 
_ return to Forel’s example ; the accuracy of the first stage will depend on 

_ the precision and care with which one has looked at the white bear. The 

i second stage, that of reproduction, gives its picture, more or less imperfect. 

_ For instance the image of the white bear may be very accurately repro- 

3 uced, but the observer has not noticed whether it had a tail or not. If 

the conclusion drawn from the whole look of the bear is accurate, this 

i ‘gap will also be accurately filled up, but if the observer gives reins to his 

imagination, he may confer upon the animal an appendage which it has 

— noright to possess. But if neither analogy nor imagination come into 

_ play, the gap is not filled up, and the witness does not remember what 

sort of a tail the beast had or whether it had a tail at all. 

After the reproduction comes the establishment of identity between 

the two pictures and here accuracy depends on the greater or less strin- 

q r ency of our examination. 

The Investigating Officer must, in every important affair, carefully 

distinguish between these three operations of the mind, whenever he has 
pe 10 | 
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reason to suspect that the memory of a witness is not trustworthy. | 

If he searches at random in the hope of finding the weak spot, he will 

certainly fail; but will almost certainly succeed if he examines separately 

the three stages enumerated. Thus he will first question the witness as 

to how long the perception lasted, the way in which it was produced, 

the circumstances accompanying it; he will thus, leaving aside all ques- 

tions of accuracy, discover the “solidity’’ of the perception. Next he 

will ask how the reproduction was made and particularly how the gaps’ 

were filled up; and lastly he will devote his attention to the way — 

in which the identity between the perception and reproduction was 

established; it is almost always during this last examination that the 

mistake is found. Do not say that this procedure will take up too 

much time; in every case less time is lost in establishing, even with the 

greatest trouble, the accuracy of our facts, than in allowing a mistake | 

to slip in and in consequence futilely examining a cloud of witnesses. 

We must distinguish between the conscious and the unconscious 

activity of the memory. G. H. LEwss shows by a physical example the 

unconscious activity of the memory. Ifa key be placed on a sheet of white 

paper exposed to the sun, and afterwards the key be removed and the 

sheet of paper placed in the shade, the image or rather the shadow of 

the key will re-appear before the eyes on looking at the sheet of paper 

even after a considerable time. There are even memories that influence 

us and make us, without knowing why, act in one way or another. 

Forel says: “If, while absorbed in a philosophical problem, I avoid a 

pail of water, I have unconsciously in going round it made a whole train 

of thoughts.’ This remark is of great importance in the present con- 

nection. Indeed we are able on many occasions to explain a person’s 

| 

actions by this theory of unconscious memory. Yet how frequently 

do we fail to take account of this factor, sometimes through forgetful 

ness, sometimes through ignorance, sometimes through sheer stupidity. 

Further it appears to us most improbable that a man could perform 

unconsciously actions which we could perform only after mature con- 

sideration. We must therefore know a person’s nature, for then only 

can we judge whether we have in fact to deal with a question of un- 

conscious memory, and if so, to what extent. We may take it, in a 

general way, that the unconscious memory is the most trustworthy. 

because it is based on a long line of experience. | { 

Another point of great importance in dealing with the recollections 

of other persons, is to find the connecting link between the differen 
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‘remembrances. We all know how we,so to say, helpour memory. One 

- associates different reminiscences with each other, one fact remembered 

furnishes data which lead directly to the recollection of other facts®? & ©, 

_ For example, suppose one desires to know when he has bought a certain 

_ object, being perfectly unable to call to mind the purchase. But he re- 

# members that on the day of the purchase he carried the parcel in his 

. hands until his fingers were cold: hence the season was winter. Then 

. he remembers that he put it in the inside left-hand pocket of his over- 

7 coat ; therefore it must have been last year, because in the preceding year 

his overcoat had no pocket on the left-hand side: then he remembers 

: that on arriving home he found his friend X there; therefore it was 

a Wednesday, because X came only on that day of the week. X ad- 

“ Binired his new overcoat, therefore it had just been purchased. Then 

a he finds from the tailor’s bill that this overcoat was sent home early in 

‘. November, and thus, keeping in mind that the day of the week was 

- Wednesday, the exact date of purchase can be fixed. 

5 We are constantly forming such trains of association: but stupid 

uy people do not do so readily; and to obtain from them accurate informa- 

tion it is not enough to give them time to think and reflect; they must 

be helped, and upon the skill with which they are helped will depend the 

, accuracy and precision of the information obtained from them. 
- . Naturally we take into account the physical surroundings and social 

: ‘position of the witness. We refresh the memory of a countryman by 

: talking to him of interesting agricultural happenings: we wake up an old 

4 ‘woman by recalling to her mind religious festivals ; we remind the loafer 

~ or cockney of some scandal running round the town at the time. But even 

when we have not to do with such typical characters, the best method 

still is to get into conversation with people and thus try to arrive at more 

— assured information. Here once more practice makes perfect. We may 

~ get splendid successes, but none the less must ever be on our guard 

a gainst risky combinations. If the question of time be of importance, it 

is a good practice to place on the record the whole series of images 

“registered on the tablets of the memory, Thus the ascertainment of 

the exact time is put in a conditional form—for example, “If it be true 

" that the event A happened contemporaneously with the event B, and if 

“the event B took place close to C, and if the witness D was at that 

: moment at ©, then the event A also took place close to C’’—and any one 

can say for himself whether this conclusion is accurate or not, by 

“serutinising the intermediate steps. 
=) 
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A method of great importance in assisting the memory is to replace — 

the witness in the same surroundings. This is a common phenomenon 

in our daily life. Sitting in my study, I think of certain business I have 

to transact in a certain direction when I walk abroad. When I get into — 

the street I have completely forgotten all about it, and all my efforts to 

stir up my memory are useless. But if I return to my study and seat 

myself as before, I shall recollect every thing. Here is the undoubted 

explanation; I again unconsciously experience all my former sense im- 

pressions, the same aspect of my writing table, the same tick-tack of the 

clock, the same soft and easy chair; and what I was thinking of then 

returns spontaneously. As Professor Grashey says: “there 1s a very 

remarkable law: impressions which act simultaneously on the cerebral 

envelope are linked or, so to say, associated with each other.” 

Such linked ideas are most important: we know that certain sense- 

impressions, as the sound of bells, certain effects of ght, and—most 

persistent of all—odours or smells, have the faculty of evoking in our 

minds memories long since forgotten. Such observations are as inter- 

esting as important. Reminiscences which have wholly disappeared from 

our minds are thus reconstituted, slowly and with difficulty, by the aid of 

such sense-impressions. 

But what use can we make in practice of this well-known fact. The 

answer is that the best way to make a witness remember with accuracy 

and detail a certain occurrence, is to place him in exactly the same — 

circumstances as when he first made his observations. But it is not 

enough simply to take him to the place; we must reproduce the — 

surroundings as they were at the moment of observation. We should — 

select if possible the same hour and the same season; and, without 

attempting a purely theatrical display, remember that the more accurate — 

is the ‘“reconstitution,’’ the more useful it will be. We specially — 

recommend this procedure in complicated transactions, when, for ex- ~ 

ample, the order of events is important, or when there are several [ 

actors in the drama and the part played by each has to be determined. 

We are often powerless, relying on memory alone, to recall the different — 

scenes of an occurrence; but find no difficulty if we place ourselves on — 

the spot and among the surroundings which we occupied at the time. | 

Following this course we often obtain the most astonishing results: — 

people who in the Magistrate’s chambers will remember nothing, change — 

completely when they find themselves on the spot; they recall first the — 

accessory details and subsequently some most important fact. Of course 
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e must not expect that the witness, when taken to the spot, will be 

ized with a sudden inspiration. Give him time to collect his thoughts 

d find his bearings; talk to him about the scenery and matters of no 

nportance ; bring up casually the missing links in the story, or the 

mrtions he has already remembered; and thence you can lead him on by 

ep ‘ees to recollect all he has seen. But here there is a danger, and a 

reat danger, to be shunned; nothing must be suggested to the witness 

) as to lead hin to testify to matters of which he is ignorant. The 

wnger will be less, if, without giving him special information, the witness 

peerrsenind by simple questions to which he can reply by a plain 

Yes’ “No.” Nor must we ever forget that memory itself has its 

llusions: we frequently imagine that we have formerly seen something 

hich in reality we have never seen. It is a well known fact that this 

/no proof of mental aberration; it happens to men in a perfectly 

“normal condition of mind when suffering from mental or physical fatigue. 

uch mistakes happen most frequently in connection with localities ; 

ow often has one the feeling, “I have been in this place before,” 

lowing well that he never has been. Such hallucinations are easily 

oduced in emotional witnesses and may lead to most dangerous 

sults. 
Such errors (Paramnésie) may be explained in various ways. Leibnitz 

Pe, pe eiones Insensibles) was one of the first to study these questions 

_ was followed by Dugas, J. J. Van Biervliet, J. Soury, A. Lalande, 

u pion Anjel, W. Sander, Jensen, Langwiser, Wiedemeister, Huppert, 

a , Wigan, Maudsley, Neuhoff, etc., and every modern hand- 

ok * raeialney. This literature shows that the phenomenon is 

frequent occurrence and for that reason it is important in criminal 

ve pee setions Dickens even introduces it in David Copperfield. One 

anation has been given as follows:—the brain works in two parts 

I when the subject is not in a perfect state of health one of these 

netimes receives an impression the fraction of a second before the other. 

is first impression gives one, at the time of receiving the second impres- 
n, the idea that he has been somewhere, or seen something at some 

, ne time, though his memory immediately corrects him and his 

reasoning power proves the.absurdity and impossibility of his imagining. 

believe that the majority of people are ashamed to mention having 

‘perienced this mental illusion; for we have very seldom heard the 

ject opened, though when asked whether they have ever experienced 

people frequently reply in the affirmative. 
eet ye | wee) ew Se ee yr rie? OE & 

, 
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The phrase of Ribot, despite its paradoxical air, is most true and im- 

portant to be borne in mind; “ Forgetfulness is but a special state or 

condition of the memory.’ What he means is that a man can retain in 

his memory only a certain number of things; if the memory is too full — 

of insignificant details, important matters cannot find room and are re- 

membered only after the others are forgotten. We apply this rule by 

recalling to the memory of the witness the minimum of details of — 

secondary importance; otherwise no room would be left for the important 

fact. The difficulty is to know how to select from minor details just 

those which will serve as stepping stones and foundations for those of 

serious import. . 

2. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS, 

(a) Strong Feeling as a cause of inaccuracy of observation. 

If men perceive the most insignificant facts in the most diverse 

manner, even when it is impossible that these facts should produce on | 

the observer any emotion preventing him from observing with absolute 

calm; how much more will their impressions be diversified under cir 

cumstances calculated to produce in the onlookers excitement, fear, or 

terror. The fact is that in a such a state they are absolutely incapable 

of observing accurately. Examples are innumerable; we may cite one o 

historical interest relating to the execution of Mary Stuart, Queen of 

Scots. When, between 1830 and 1840, the coffin was opened, it was 

discovered that the Queen had at her execution received two strokes of | 

the axe, one of which had only slashed the nape, while the second had 

separated the head from the trunk. Now we possess a series of accounts 

of this execution, dating from the period itself, and all distinguished by” 

abundance and exactitude of details, but not one of these accounts 

mentions the first blow which merely injured the nape of the neck. 

Yet judging from the careful way in which these accounts have been 

recorded, this detail would certainly have been reported had it beer 

noticed by any of the spectators; but all were evidently in such a state 

of agitation that not even one of them observed the false blow, and woul 

all if questioned in a court of law have probably sworn that only on 
blow was dealt. i: 

Recently the author had the opportunity of verifying this by al 

analogous circumstance. He was present at an execution at which fo 

some reason or other the executioner wore gloves. After the execution 

he asked four officials who were present what was the colour of the 
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executioner’s gloves. Three replied, respectively, black, gray, white; 

while the fourth stoutly maintained that the executioner wore no gloves 

i all. Yet all four were in close proximity to the scaffold; each replied 

without hesitation, and all four are still perfectly confident that they 

made no mistake. 

_ Again a man of reserved and calm temperament, an old soldier, 
DSA A ERIN RS HA AINA NON A Bae met 

“reported the day after a railway accident which he had witnessed, that 

; there were at least one hundred dead, that he had himself on extricating 
(19 oA mL himself from the smashed carriage seen many human heads, cut off by 

the wheels of the vehicles, rolling along the track. As a matter of fact, 

‘one man was killed and five persons wounded: all the rest was due to 
ie | . 

| the imagination of a man ordinarily most composed but at the moment 

ANU ARIA AOE 
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suffering under strong excitement due to fear. Another railway ac- 

: cident furnishes an example of what a man in a state of terror can see 

and hear. A brewer, a veritable Hercules, in the prime of life and in no 

Way nervous, having jumped from the smashed carriage, took to running 

across the fields to the neighbouring town, three-quarters of an hour’s 

ee istance, in the full belief that he saw and heard the locomotive of the 

‘train puffing and blowing after him. This man, the prey to his imagi- 

nation, had run so hard that he caught an inflammation of the chest, from 

which he died some months afterwards. The fact that he thus ran with 

such excess of vigour, proves conclusively that in his imagination he had 

SM AR a» ma 

teally seen and heard the pursuing locomotive. 

- Sometime ago it was related in the papers that in a prison in 

Norway a famous criminal named Gudor had escaped, during his walk- 

ing exercise, by suddenly attacking his warder. ‘The latter, seeing a long 

cnife glittering in the hand of Gudor, fled. Gnudor fled also. On being 

e aptured, it was found as the result of a minute inquiry that he had 

LS EL TT ET IO, OE SH RIT 
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brandished a bloater in the air, and this bloater the poor man in his 

terror mistook for a long knife. 
_ It is interesting to note that in the murder of President Carnot by 

he Italian Caserio not a single person saw the blow struck though the 

‘murderer had jumped upon the foot-rest of the carriage, pushed aside 

Carnot’s arm, and thrust the dagger into his abdomen. In the carriage 
a SI ' three gentlemen were seated, two grooms were standing behind, mounted 

: ea) 

“Officers were accompanying on either side, and yet no one saw the Pre- 

sident stabbed and the murderer would have easily escaped if he had 
Yefrained from calling out in a loud voice while running away :—‘‘ Vive 

Panarchie.”’ 
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Each one of us has probably made similar observations®” on our- 
selves or our friends, but we often fail, in the practice of our profession, 

to appreciate their value. In the cases just described it is easy t 

discover the cause of the error. If several persons have observed the same 

fact at the same time and one alone amongst them has seen something 

extraordinary, there is a good ground for suspicion as to what he pretends 

to have seen. But how frequently does it not happen that there is only 

one witness who, through excitement, observes incorrectly, without the 

circumstances ‘being such as to betray the falsity of his impression 

How many times is an Investigating Officer compelled to draw from 

such an “observation,” due entirely to the imagination, conclusions of 

the gravest nature. We cannot, indeed, often demonstrate in criminal 

matters that such observations are false, but we may safely conclude thai 

they often are so. 

How can the mistakes which may spring from this faulty observatior 

on the part of witnesses, we avoided? The only thing is to check every 

deposition inconsistent with the others and presenting the slightest trac 

of improbability. We must never go to sleep, lulling ourselves to repose 

with the thought, “In spite of everything, this is how it must have hap- 

pened, however unlikely: the story may be, for the witness—so absolutely 

worthy of confidence—must be telling the truth.” In such a fix only om 

course can be followed; we must ‘‘ reconstitute’’ the whole affair in al 

its details, taking no account whatever of the statement of the exceptional 

witness. If before introducing this deposition it was easy to build 

the case, while afterwards inconsistencies and improbabilities spring 

the statement of the witness must be accepted with extreme caution. 

and that all the more, if it is the only thing which inculpates the accused 

If the statement of the witness appears improbable and if at th 

time of the occurrence he was in a state of excitement, his story mus 

be criticised with the most minute and scrupulous care. If the impre 

bability of the statement is glaring, there is no difficulty, because w 

are at once put upon our guard. The danger arises when the observs 

tion of the witness has been at fault, when he tells in perfect good fait: 

a most likely story, and thus creates great confusion. A long investiga 

tion ensues and only at the end of it, if at all, is the mistake discoverec 

Fortunately this rarely happens except when a witness is in an unusua 1 

excited state; when he is perfectly collected he rarely hears or sees wha 

is absolutely non-existent. It is therefore always safe to commence b 

being incredulous of a single uncorroborated statement and taking step 

/ 
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to ascertain the condition of the witness at the time. If he has suffered 

from excitement, we must further enquire as to its duration, whether 

momentary or whether producing a permanent effect. 

The author himself has been witness of a fact which had nothing 

to do with criminal matters, but was of the greatest importance in 

preventing a too ready credulity. A young peasant whom the author 

had known from his infancy and believed to be absolutely incapable of 

lying, had for the first time in his life visited a large town and gave 

- a most animated description of all the wonders he had seen. What had 

_ impressed him most was a menagerie of wild beasts; he spoke of all the 

beasts, described their appearance, told how they had been fed, and how 

the trainer had managed them; at last, said he, there came a gigantic 

- serpent which rushed on the lion to devour him ; suddenly naked savages 

_ jumped up who fought with and killed both the lon and the serpent. 

_ The explanation was simple; the scene described was represented on a 

_ huge picture hung at the entrance to the tent to attract the public as is 

: usual with travelling menageries. But the peasant had seen that day 

so many new and marvellous things, that the scene had appeared to him 

_ perfectly real, and when relating it the picture became reality, so that 

i he reported in perfect good faith what the picture represented just as 

if it had really taken place. How many times has it not happened in 

_ criminal cases that we have been led astray in a similar manner®, 

: Here is an analogous case, a peasant, a man of intelligence, retired 

f from active work, told the author one day when on business in the Law 

Courts, that the medical expert had cured him of deafness in the most 

~ remarkable manner. The doctor had, he said, looked into the interior of 

his ear and with much difficulty extracted bit by bit a large beetle, whose 

_ several parts were collected on a piece of paper and shown to him; the 

_ body, head, and legs were all there, and the deafness had disappeared. A 

little while after the medical man was asked how he had brought about 

- this marvellous cure, and explained that he had only withdrawn from the 

peasant’ s ear an obstruction of wax. The peasant had been much run 

- down and worried by his deafness and very frightened at the operation. 

: M4 he joy of being cured had so played upon his emotions that this 
creature of his imagination is quite explicable. He was certainly not 

lying but really the victim of a false perception. 

& In a criminal case, where an incident as related is not absolutely 

“unbelievable, no one would have doubted in the least the veracity of a 

“man of excellent reputation who had no reason to tell a lie. 
11 
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(b) Inaccurate observations following wounds on the head. 

Great prudence must be observed in examining witnesses who have 

received wounds on the head. It frequently happens, and for that 

reason is of primary importance, that the wounded person is the principal - 

and at times even the only witness®. Care is all the more necessary 

in that the doctor himself is never able to say with certainty whether or — 

not the wound has had any influence upon the mental condition of the 

patient. The question of the nervous “centres” is far from being ~ 

definitely solved. : | 

Speaking generally we may say with Forel®®; The seat of memory 

for visual images is in the occipital lobe of the brain, for auditory images 

in the temporal lobe, for co-ordination of movements between the vertex 

and the frontal lobe. 

The books which treat of this subject furnish numerous examples of 

intellectual disorders due to wounds in the head. Holland relates in his’ 

‘Mental Pathology,’’ that one day he completely forgot the German. 

language, owing to great fatigue. Abercrombie, the surgeon, one day 

injured his head by a fall from his horse; there being no medical man 

at hand, he dressed and bandaged the wound himself, in a perfectly 

professional manner ; but he had absolutely forgotten that he had a wife 

and children. Carpenter tells of a child, who having fallen on his head 

remained unconscious for three days. On regaining consciousness he had 

forgotten every thing he knew before except music. The author will cite 

several criminal cases and others within his own experience, which go to 

show what care must be exercised in recording the depositions of persons 

who have been wounded in the head. | 

The first of these deals with a peasant, who, on his way to a fair, had 

been set upon, severely wounded, and robbed of his money, intended fo 

the purchase of a cow. When interrogated the next day this man was 

perfectly conscious; he related his story with the most minute accuracy, 

and his account was in absolute accord with the results of the enquiry. 

But he affirmed obstinately and regardless of all objections, that the pur- 

chased cow had been stolen and not the money destined for the purpose. 

It was pressed upon him that he was going to the’ fair and that the 

robbery took place the evening before the fair; that people had seei 

him 15 minutes before the attack and he had no cow with him ther 

etc.; he would reflect 2 moment and always make the same reply ; “ That 

does not matter; the cow was stolen, I do not know what she was li : 
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39 _ nor how much she cost, but I had a cow.’’ In this case the maccuracy 

' of the statement could be easily proved, but what would have happened 

had the consequences been different and the Investigating Officer set off 

on the quest for the unlawful possessor of a cow that had never been 

/ stolen ? 

. A miller’s man had received in a riot a blow on the head from a stick, 

so violent that his skull was fractured and he remained for a long’ time 

in an unconscious state. Questioned two days afterwards he stated with 

% perfect confidence that the man who struck him was very tall and had a 

d long black beard. Fortunately among all the persons mixed up in the 

' affair there was none that in the slightest degree answered this descrip- 

tion; besides several witnesses affirmed that the culprit was a short 

_ young man with a fair moustache. If there had been no eye-witnesses, 

and if a man answering the description given had been mixed up in the 

affair, he would certainly have been arrested on the strength of the 

clearness and certitude of the statement made by the wounded man. The 

: latter, 14 may be remarked in passing, had no motive for shielding the 

- guilty man, as they were perfect strangers. On his restoration to health, 

he was again questioned, when he described the same person as the other 

| witnesses, but explained that it appeared to him, stretched in a semi- 

Fe onscious state on his bed, that a tall man with a long black beard was 

; trying to drag him from the bed. 

The next is a case which, though not a criminal matter, is most instruc- 

_ tive on more than one ground. It concerns a friend of the author’s, a 

tnan absolutely trustworthy. This gentleman, Mr. §., visited one day 

with several friends the estate of his uncle. To get there, they had to 

eross a chain of mountains and profited by the opportunity to do a little 

‘chamois hunting. In descending, Mr. S§. fell from the top of a rocky 

wall and received severe injuries,—a broken leg and fractured skull—so 

' shat he was carried in an unconscious state to the house of his uncle 

where he remained a whole week in the same condition. What is most 

“Yemarkable is that Mr. 8. has not the least recollection, not only of 

his fall, but of every thing that happened during the hour and a half 

receding it. He remembers the smallest details, of the start, of the 

ascent, of the talk he and his friends had on the way, &c., up to the 

‘homent when, just before reaching the summit, he pointed to the others 

‘tree which recalled certain memories of the chase. From that moment 

ll recollection vanished, although they had spoken of several important 

“Matters. On reaching the summit they breakfasted, drinking only spring 
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water, and spoke of getting up a hunting party; later on when 8. 

advanced along the rocky wall, his friends cried out to him to be careful, 

and at that moment he fell so unfortunately. But 8S. is ignorant of all — 

that; the fall has entirely effaced every recollection of what passed — 

during the hour and a half. On waking up after the seven days during 

which his loss of consciousness lasted, his memory reverted directly to 

the talk about the tree mentioned above. 

Suppose that a similar thing had happened to a criminal seriously 

wounded during the commission of an offence; he would affirm that he — 

knew nothing at all of what had passed during the hour and a half 

preceding the moment of his wound. Who would believe him? and, if 

he were a witness, who would credit him straight off? People would 

simply say it was impossible, and he would be pressed with questions— 

cross-examined in short—until he began to recount all sorts of things, — 

which might very well have happened but of which in reality he knows — 

nothing. | 

Another remarkable feature of this case is that Mr. 5. although un- 

conscious made several quite sensible utterances. On leaving home his 

mother had entrusted him with a message for the uncle he was about to 

visit. Now when he was carried unconscious to his uncle’s house and 

the latter in alarm called out his name, S. delivered his message accu- 

rately and clearly, although it was rather complicated, and immediately 

relapsed into his state of absolute unconsciousness. 

If it had been a criminal matter, absolutely no importance would 

have been attached to the utterances of the injured man; they would 

have been put down to delirtum and allowed to pass unheeded ; further 

if the wounded man were inculpated in the crime, there would have been ™ 

suspicion of his simulating, or at least exaggerating, this unconscious ~ 

state, since otherwise he could not have suddenly recovered consciousness 

so as to speak for an instant in a reasonable manner. 

We learn from this case that in such matters the most unlikely 

things are quite possible, that isolated facts have no value in themselves, 

but must be considered in their connection with each other, and that 

every important notion arising during an inquiry, must be submitted to 

a special investigation before being recorded as an ascertained fact. { 

Here is another characteristic case. A high official, Mr. C., was. | 

returning in a carriage from a round of inspection ; the horses took — 

fright; C. was thrown out of the carriage, seriously wounded on the — 

head, and remained lying unconscious on a little-frequented road. — 
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About half-an-hour later he recovered his senses, went on foot to the 

country house of a friend close at hand, entered the dining room without 

‘announcing himself to any one, and there remained seated on a sofa. An 

‘hour afterwards,—this happened in the afternoon—the master of the 

ii ouse found him there and C spoke to him quite sensibly. In the course 

of conversation the host noticed that C was under the impression that 

‘he had been in the house since morning and had breakfasted there. 

When at last the wound on his head was observed, he professed to know 

nothing, neither of his injury, nor of his fall from the carriage, nor of 

: any accident whatever, and persisted in his statement that he had been 

| there since morning. Not until evening when he was seized with trau- 

'mmatic fever accompanied by delirium did he wholly lose consciousness. 

Here again the same thing would have happened as in the previous case 

had a crime been in question; no one would have believed an accused 

person, a proved thief, for example, in his pretence of having entered the 

house without knowing how; and if C had been the victim of an act 

punishable by law, as an attack by a robber, he would probably have 

“known no more about it than he did of his fall, and by his statement 

' would have led the Investigating Officer completely astray. 

- Such cases are by no means rare. An engineer was passing an inn 

‘accompanied by an old gentleman, when a soldier suddenly rushed out 

‘i nd threw himself upon him. Some drunken soldiers had been fighting 

iP the inn, several of them had been “chucked out’’, and one of them 

nflicted on the unsuspecting engineer as he passed a blow with a sabre 

r n the head which knocked him down. As the fight went on in the road, 

he old man ran away to obtain assistance from a neighbouring village. 

" hen he returned to the inn, accompanied by some of the villagers, he 

iet the engineer; the latter knew nothing of the occurrence and won- 

e3 ae where his companion had got to. He would not allow him to 

eak of the attack or of his wound; and yet the wound was so serious 

th at when he came to be examined surgically, the brain itself was found 

ti Bic exposed. 

felt may also be remarked that according to Oesterlen this oblivion of 

neidents happening before a wound also occurs with persons who have 

‘been struck by lighting and have subsequently recovered. 

_ ‘The following case is most instructive on several grounds; it caused 

great excitement, and no wonder, early in the year 1893. On 28th 

] arch 1893, a murder, having theft for its motive, was committed in 

the house of one M. Brunner, a school-master at Diebkirchen in Lower 
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Bavaria. Two children of the school-master had been killed with blows — 

of a hoe and his wife and the servant had been mortally wounded with 

the same instrument and were found unconscious. The school-master, 

who occupied a room apart from the others, had when first questione | | 

shown himself so upset and given such extraordinary answers that he ) 

was taken to be the guilty person; nor was this presumption dispelled | 

until his wife recovered consciousness and could be questioned. She | 

told the Investigating Officer that on awakening from a deep sleep, she 

found the bed all wet; as day was just breaking she saw that it was — 

blood and again became insensible. Besides that, she could tell nothing | 

in spite of many questions put to her; she was absolutely ignorant of 

when, how, and from whom she had received such severe wounds, all — 

on the head; and had even to be told by a third person that she was | 

wounded at all. When the record was prepared, she signed without the — 

slightest hesitation the name, ‘‘ Martha Guttenberger,” instead of her 

own “Martha Brunner.’ The Investigating Officer inquired of the | 

neighbours if by chance ‘“‘ Guttenberger’’ were her native name, but 

was told “no’’. He then inquired if there were any other person 0 

that name, and found that a former sweatheart of the nurse was so 

called, and that the school-master had forbidden him to enter the house 

on account of his misconduct. The Investigating Officer jumped at this 

casual indication; Guttenberger was pursued, arrested at Munich, ane 

immediately confessed. ; 

Thus, and Madam Brunner subsequently confirmed it, the school- | 

master’s wife had recognised her assailant at the moment when h 

struck her, but she had forgotten the circumstance owing to the seriou , 

wounds in her head. But not altogether. The picture of the crime o 

Guttenberger had in reality entered into her consciousness but in th 

second sphere, so that she had only a vague idea that the name G t 

tenberger was of primary importance ; and she felt she had sufficient: 

met this demand by declaring his name instead of her own. ‘This 

proves once more that Maz Dessoir ® was right in supposing that 

there are at least two spheres of consciousness ;—the first or highe | 

and the second or lower ; in the latter of which are received always o 

alinost always facts of which we take only partial account or which ai | 

wholly distorted 6-8, ee 
But there is yet another point of view from which we must con= 

sider wounds in the head; that is in the case of criminals long since 

cured. Sander and Richter rightly call attention to the fact that even 
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n our days medical men are slow to look for stich influence ; although 

Delbruck®, for example, out of 58 prisoners attacked by mental maladies 
ound 21 with old head wounds, and Knecht), found 73 similarly marked 

mut of 214 criminals examined by him. See also Schlager ®”. 

The Friedrich’s Blidtter reports a case which inculcates prudence. 

The subject had been guillotined; a post-mortem examination disclosed 

he existence of grave cranial defects. Radiating scars were found on one 

7 ha lf of the cranium, which, arrested in its development, was one-third less 

than the other. These scars coming from fractures of the skull had been 

‘produced by a kick from a horse received at the age of 14, which had 

Fits. a AA I RES OR TR ERS AP NR I RR RENN I = a 

‘prevented the natural expansion of the cranial sutures. Gaulke ® reports 

an identical case. In making a post-mortem examination on a man who 

had been imprisoned for strangling his wife, he found that a complete 

hemisphere of the brain was wanting, the space being filled by a hydatid. 
AN SAMO AMR ed A RA 

| This had been caused by a fall on the head. For other cases see Dr. 

Paul Guder, etc.,9 © 10, 

i % The net result of the foregoing is that it is the bounden duty of the 

In vestigating Officer to consult a medical expert, on every occasion on 

y hich he learns that the accused has been wounded on the head. He 

will often be informed of this if he notices on the person interrogated, 

gars on the head, a striking asymmetry of the cranium, etc. 

(c) Differences in the observing powers, resulting from differences in the 

iy) natural qualities and intellectual culture of the observer. 
by 

_ In the examination of witnesses the principal difficulty for the Investi- 
SALARY LAE RRB IE MINE, On jating Officer is to appreciate the value of their depositions. If he is 

content with satisfying himself as to whether or not the witness be 
rv stworthy, and has a character as a well-behaved and moral man, he 

a et ae ee 
ill have followed the usual formulas but will have made no true investi- 

ution. He can truly investigate only, by means of hard work, taking 

to account the differences in the fashion in which the various witnesses 

have observed ; and by then going on to try to establish what these 

SLA EN <I 
ifferences really are, and how the different groups of persons see things. 

' Lei e he has abundance of materials, he finds them in every enquiry, in 

“@yery examination, and if he only knows how to use them he must of 

cessity attain positive results of great general value. This has not 

| t been generally achieved and the reason is that the psychologists have 

not these observations at their disposal, while the jurists who possess 
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them, have abandoned the work of inference and deduction to the 

psychologists. Thus each of us has to-day at his disposal only the mate- 

rials which he has himself painfully gathered together ; but the leading 

principles, the general rules, have as yet been propounded by no one. 

However with a stout heart and hard work each of us can localise a 

certain number of starting points which later on will be of great utility. 

The root of the matter is, as we have already indicated, to establish 

this fact :—that the witnesses, however anxious they may undoubtedly be 

to speak the truth, have told different stories, while if they had observed: 

accurately, they should have all given absolutely identical accounts. 

This done, we must endeavour to discover the cause of the difference 

between their statements. Here the Investigating Officer will do well te 

begin by trying to find out whether the fault does not he with himself 

and his bungling way of setting to work. Let him consider above all 

whether he has not pressed the witnesses too far. No one in the world 

is by nature an exact observer, and if he has not noticed a particular 

detail, all the questions in the world are worthless. Moreover it fre- 

quently happens that a detail, which to-day is of decisive importance, 

could not appear in any way material at the moment when the occur 

rence was observed. This importance is discovered only afterwards, and 

the Investigating Officer, who himself knows to-day how important it is, 

is too often powerless to place himself in the situation in which the 

witness found himself at the moment when he witnessed the occurrence 

which to him then appeared absolutely insignificant. For example, the” 

witness has seen a man come out of a house and has looked at him, just. 

as we are in the habit of glancing at any passer-by. Later on it turns | 

out that this man has committed a crime in the house; then the) 

inquisition of the unfortunate witness begins, and every attempt is mad | 

to force him to know that of what he is perfectly ignorant, “ But yor 
Die 5 

have at least seen if—’’; “ But you must at least know that—’’; and s 

on. Asa matter of baci we know no more at the end than at the begir 

ning, and that is the best thing that can happen; the worst result 1 

if the witness be harassed into making a false statement. If there a 

many witnesses and their statements differ, of two things one—eithe 

they have not been examined after the same fashion or, if they have, t 

method was a bad one. | 

In the first case, what ordinarily happens is this: we question tl 

first witness quietly, and if he does not know much, we do not lo 

patience but console ourselves with the thought that the others will 

; 
| 

E | 
| 

I | 
5 
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_ better posted up. But as we go on with witness after witness this hope 

_ dwindles; then we lose temper and press the witness, with the result it is 

_ true that he tells a long story, but the accuracy of the statements 

becomes less and less. When then we come to compare the recorded 

: Bp positions, it is seen that there is no agreement, solely because the 

i witnesses have been pressed in different directions. The witnesses have 

- observed right enough but the Investigating Officer has examined them 

badly. 

| We do not of course mean to say that an Investigating Officer should 

- question in an indifferent and dry manner, for there are many people, 

and especially country people, who at the beginning of an examination 

know “absolutely nothing’; and what they really do know can be 

' extracted only by cross-examination. The witness must be questioned 

with care and accuracy but not driven and compelled to give out what 

he does not know; these are two very different modes of proceeding. 

: But if after having really treated all the witnesses in the same way, 

: we still obtain different statements, there must be really a difference in 

"the method of the witnesses. But the origin of these differences must 

not always be looked for solely in differences of observational powers, for 

ied the primary cause is to be found in the office of the Investi- 
pet 3; a Officer himself. This is important from a psychological point of 

view when we come to estimate the value of depositions. 

It constantly happens—and this is most true of India—that for one 

Treason or another witnesses take it into their head that we want to make 

‘them responsible for the crime; it may be that they are afraid of being 

suspected of being themselves the perpetrators, or that they are conscious 

AS ERE Beye as 

iittala ict Looe = ogee : 

negligence which may have facilitated the perpetration, or that they 

. be considered as abettors or accessories of the accused, &c. In all 

these cases and in a hundred such, the witnesses will, despite their best 

‘intention to speak the truth, fashion it the way apparently most useful 

(0 themselves. They will rely on certain details, they will slur over 

thers, they will arrange the various incidents in a new manner, and if 
the Investigating Officer examines attentively all the depositions he 
a? 

Will recognise the existence of a group of persons deposing inaccurately ; 

he group of frightened people, always imagining preriselxes suspected 

and constantly shuffling. 

' The Magistrate befogs himself and confuses the whole inquiry, if, 

ing himself a man of imagination, he has in hand a witness as highly 

ndowed with that quality as himself, and knowing something of the 
12 
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affair. Often in such a case he allows himself to come to rash conclu- — 

sions, which he does not conceal from the witness. The latter, yielding 

to his own inclination, willingty accepts these, and goes on to pad them 

out in his own way. The judge proceeds to build, on. the fresh details added 

by the witness, new hypotheses, and thus each in turn giving the other 

a lift up, both are lost in the clouds. In the result, the Magistrate no 

longer knows what the witness has told him, and the witness cannot dis- 

tinguish between what he knew before and what he has picked up from 

the Magistrate ; so that the resulting deposition is for the most part the — 

product of the combined imaginations of Magistrate and witness. 

We must not imagine that an honest witness will at all hazard stick 

to the truth. It is difficult to believe how far the imagination of emo-— 

tional, though highly intellectual, persons will carry them. Besides, 

in such cases, each of the parties clings to the authority of the other; 

the Magistrate to that of the witness, who, he thinks, must know all 

about it; the witness to that of the Magistrate, who is deemed to be 

well versed in the law. Thus each, just as he desires, finds in the 

authority of the other room to give a loose rein to his imagination, and 

both are highly gratified. | 7 
To convince oneself of this fact, one has only to note how easily 

emotional persons can be made to relate occurrences which they have 

never seen or heard, and that without any recourse to suggestion. In 

spite of their earnest desire to stick to the exact truth, on the first 

opportunity they strike off to the right or left, and at last can no longer 

distinguish between what they have really seen and what they have only | 

imagined. With such persons the Investigating Officer cannot be toe 

careful or reserved, especially if he himself be of an imaginative turn. 

But the plan to be adopted will be just the opposite, with a reserved, 

laconic witness, one who weighs his words and, simply through indiffer 

ence, says no more than he is obliged to say. We do not for a moment 

suggest that that the witness should be cross-examined or bullied inte 

saying what is wanted. No, he must be piloted very differently; we must” 

gently lead him along with us, show him the deep interest we ourselve 

are taking in the matter, and the time we have devoted to it, explain te 

him the importance of his own statements, make him understand hoy 

important it is that he should tell everything and describe everything it 

exact conformity with truth. Then we see the witness brighten up, littl 

by little, when he begins to understand the Magistrate and his business; 

when he has got to that stage, he realizes the importance of caref i 
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" reflection, of remembering, and of communicating everything which re- 

_ turns slowly to his memory. Thus the Investigating Officer may obtain, 

- not without difficulty it is true, the most valuable testimony from the 

most indifferent witness. Hence we must always begin by making sure 

_ of the natural characteristics of the witness beforehand, treating him in 

* accordance therewith. 

But it is not enough to take into account the natural disposition and 

7 characteristics of the witness; his environment, his idiosyncrasies, his 

- opinions, &ec., are of just as great importance. Many persons even in the 

gravest emergencies allow themselves to be influenced, more or less, by 

their religious, political, or social standing, by considerations of family, of 

profession, perhaps even of club or society, and that without the slightest 

- intention of departing by a hair’s breadth from the truth: there are many 

details which they wish neither to see nor to hear, or they see and hear 

them otherwise than the actual happening, so that a witness who would 

naturally be for the prosecution, becomes one for the defence, and vice 

_ versa. 

- More than once it has happened to the auther, in consequence of a 

strange answer given by a witness, to make enquiries as to his personal 

status, and as a result of these enquiries to value his statements very 

FP differently. 

. Finally the age and the sex of the witness are of importance. Of 

course we cannot fix absolutely the age at which witnesses are more or 

*“ worthy of credit; we must in addition and even to a greater extent 

i ake into account all the other elements which go to make up a man, his 

: natural qualities and intellectual culture. But still certain broad rules 

may be laid down as to age. 

[ In one sense the best witnesses are children of 7 to 10 years of 

Bee (05), Love and hatred, ambition and hypocrisy, considerations of 

eligion and rank, of social position and fortune, are as yet unknown to 

Ba them; it is impossible that preconceived opinions, nervous irritation, 

pb long experience, should lead them to form erroneous impressions; the 

a ind of the child is but a mirror that reflects accurately and clearly 

| What is found before it. These are great advantages, accompanied 

however by certain corresponding drawbacks. The greatest is that we 

¢annot place ourselves at the point of view of the child; it uses indeed 

z I = same words as we do, but these words convey to it very different 

‘ideas. Further, the child perceives things differently from grown up 

: eople. ‘The conceptions of magnitude—great or small, of pace—fast 
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or slow, of beauty and ugliness, of distance—near or far, are quite different 

in the child’s brain from in ours: still more so when facts are in question. 
Facts to us perfectly indifferent, delight or terrify the child, and what for 
us is magnificent or touching does not affect it in the least. We are 
ignorant of the impression produced on the child’s mind. 

There is yet another difficulty ; the horizon of the child being mel 

narrower than ours, a large number of our perceptions are outside the 
frame within which alone the child can perceive. We know, within 
certain limits, the extent of this frame; we should not for instance question 
a child as to how a complicated piece of roguery was committed, or how 

adulterous relations have developed; we know it is ignorant of such 

things. But in many directions we do not know the exact point where 

its faculty of observation commences or stops. At times we cannot 

explain how it does not understand something or other, while at other 

times we are astonished to see it find its bearings easily among matters 

thought to be well beyond its intelligence. We are as a rule too dis- 

trustful of the capacity of a child. We have rarely found too much 

expected of it, while we have often discovered that it knew and noted 

much more than any one imagined. 

The same experience occurs to us in daily life. How many times do 

not people speak in its presence of things a child is not supposed 

understand, only to discover later on that it has not only understood very ~ 

well, but has combined the information with other things heard before or i 

after. Again it must not be forgotten that a child is peculiarly exposed | 

to external influences, whether designed or accidental. Any one, know 

ing that a child is to appear as a witness in a court of justice, if he is 

interested in its statements and has the chance of influencing it himself, 

will almost certainly exert that influence. The child, as yet devoid of 

principles, places great faith in the words of grown-up people;. so if a 

grown-up person brings influence to bear on it, especially some time after 

the occurrence, the child will imagine it has really seen what it has beet 

led to believe. This result is obtained with certainty if the man proceed 

slowly and by degrees, leading the child to the desired goal by repeatet 

simple questions, as, ‘Is it not so?”’ ‘It was not so, was it not thus »? 

The result is the same, when the influence is undesigned. An im 

portant event happens; it is naturally much talked of, all sorts o 

hypotheses are started, there is gossip of what others have seen or migh 

in certain circumstances have seen. If a child, which has itself seen 

something of the occurrence, hears these conversations, they become 
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deeply engraved on its young mind, and ultimately it believes it has itself 

| ‘seen what the others have related“, 

_ One must therefore be always careful in questioning children but 

their statements, if, judiciously obtained, generally supply material of 

3 "great value. 

4 In passing from the child to the succeeding age, it becomes necessary 

to distinguish sex; for just as sex differentiates in external appearance 

the youth from the girl, so are they differentiated in their methods of 

_ perception. 

ie An intelligent boy is undoubtedly the best observer to be found. 

~The world begins to take him by storm with its thousand matters of 

interest; what the school and his daily life furnish cannot satisfy his 

_ overflowing and generous heart. He lays hold of everything new, strik- | 

_ ing, strange, all his senses are on the stretch to assimilate it as far as 

possible. | No one notices a change in the house, no one discovers 

the bird’s nest, no one observes anything out of the way in the fields ; 

but nothing of that sort escapes the boy, everything which emerges 

_ above the monotonous level of daily life gives him a good oppor- 

- tunity for exercising his wits, for extending his knowledge, and for 

| attracting the attention of his elders, to whom he communicates his 

"discoveries. The spirit of the youth not having as yet been led astray 

by the necessities of life, its storms and battles, its factions and quar- 

- rels, he can freely abandon himself to everything which appears out 

of the way; his life has not yet been disturbed by education though 

“he often observes more clearly and accurately than any adult. Besides, 

he has already got some principles ; lying is distasteful to him, because he 

in it mean; he is no stranger to the sentiment of self-respect, and 

he never loses an opportunity of being right in what he affirms. Thus 

a is, as a rule, but little influenced by the suggestions of others, and he 

i les ribes objects and occurrences as he has really seen them. We say 

Q gain that an intelligent boy is as a rule the best witness in the world. 

It is a different affair with a young girl of the same age. Her natural 

qualities and her education prevent her acquiring the necessary know- 

I and the breadth of view which the boy soon achieves, and these 

e the conditions absolutely indispensible for accurate observation. ‘'T'he 

ial remains longer in the narrow family circle, at her mother’s apron 

i rings, while the boy is off with his playmates, picking up in the fields 

nd the woods all sorts of knowledge of the ordinary aspect of common 

thing 8; which is the best training for discovering, distinguishing, and 
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observing anything extraordinary or out of the way when it turns up, 

With his father and his playmates the boy learns to know the great sum 

of practical things of which life is composed, and which one must know 

before being able to talk about them. The girl has no training of this 

sort; she goes out less, she has little to do with workmen, artizans, or 

tradesmen, ,who are in many ways the school-masters of the boy anxious 

to learn; she sees nothing of human life, and when anything extra- 

ordinary happens she is incapable, one might almost suggest, of seizing it 

with her senses, that is to say, of observing accurately. If besides there | 

be danger, noise, fear, all which attract the boy and serve to excite his 

_ curiosity, she gets out of the way in alarm, and either sees nothing or 

sees it indistinctly from a distance. 

A young girl may even in certain circumstances be a dangerous 

witness, when she is interested in the matter or is herself perchance 

the centre. In such a case strong exaggerations and even pure inven 

tions are to be feared. Natural gifts, imagination, dreaming, romanti 

exaltation, such are the natural degrees by which the girl, too young 

to have had any interesting experiences of her own, arrives at last at 

‘“Byronism.” Now Byronism is a sort of ennwie or weariness of life 

always urging one to seek for change; and what happier variety coule 

there be than a criminal matter in which the little lady finds hersel! 

mixed up“, It is interesting enough in itself to appear in the witne 5 

box, to make a deposition and to intervene in the destiny of another 

but how much more noteworthy is it when an important matter is 1 

question, when the attention of everyone is turned upon the witness 

when all the world is breathless to learn what she has been asked, wha 

she has replied, and how the case is going to turn. Thus an insignifican 

theft is easily magnified into a robbery with violence; the witness, ov 

of a miserable swindler, manufactures a pale and interesting young man; 

coarse word becomes a blow; an insignificant event develops into a roman 

tic abduction; stupid chaff turns up as a great conspiracy. A young gl 

is also a very dangerous witness at, and often previous to, the period of ne 

first menstruation, or as it is called in India “ attaining her age.’’ Mar 

women remain similarly influenced throughout their whole life, befo: 

“e 

and during each period of menstruation. Climate is frequently a fact 

in causing this aberration. In short, too great care cannot be observed i 
interrogating a young girl, to whatever class of society she belongs 4, 

But, to be just, we must recognise on the other hand that no o1 

notices and knows certain things more cleverly than a young girl. | 
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he: imagination does not carry her away, she can furnish information 

‘more valuable than any grown-up person. The reason is the same as 

“we have given for her exaggerations and inventions. Her school, her 

ite, her daily tasks, do not afford sufficient nourishment for her imag- 

a jnations and her dreams; the sexual instinct begins to awaken ; she 

searches around her, almost unconsciously, for incidents touching, how- 

ever remotely, this sphere. No one discovers more rapidly than a 

sprightly young girl approaching maturity the little carryings-on and 

intrigues of her neighbours: the delicacy of her sensibility enables her to 

seize the least shade of sympathy which the pair she is observing have 

for each other; and long before they have found it out themselves, she 

' knows what their true feelings are for each other. She notes accurately 

the birth of the intimacy; she knows when they spoke for the first time. 

And she anticipates long before what the result will be, reconciliation or 

‘Tupture ; in short she knows everything earlier and better than any one 

else in her circle. 

Connected with this is the trick young girls have of spying on certain 

‘people. An interesting beauty or a young man acquaintance have no more 

Yigilant watcher of all their goings on than their neighbour—a little girl 

of twelve to fourteen. No one knows better than she, who they are, what 

‘they do, what company they keep, when they go out, and how they dress. 

‘She even notes the moral traits of those coming under her supervision,— 

‘their joy, their grief, their disappointments, their hopes, and all their ex- 
periences. 

are school girls—always supposing that they are willing to tell the truth. 

From youth we pass to adults who though in the flower of their exist- 
ence are far from furnishing the best witnesses. The adult is in general 

If one desires information on such subjects the best witnesses 

‘the worst of all observers. Finding himself in the happiest epoch of his 

life, full of hope and ideals, interested only in himself and his desires, the 

‘yo ng man finds nothing important but himself. Childhood is far away: 

middle-aged and old men have long ago ceased to exist for him; what 
th ley do is of no importance, the world is the empire of youth, what 
‘interests it is alone of value; nothing else is worth troubling about. 
4); The ideal representative of this age is the young lady to whom the 
disappearance of the world would be a matter of no moment compared 
‘with the momentous matter of a ball; or the student to whom his club 

og is the most serious thing under the sun. All this of course 

ges with time; but youth with its plenitude of force is the personi- 

cation of that robust egoism which takes possession of the world and in 
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all its diversions sees only itself. Any one who has critically watched 

himself and watched others, knows all this; whoever has had the oppor-— 

tunity of questioning young people about important facts happening in~ 

their neighbourhood, is at once irritated and delighted at the suibline 

indifference exhibited. 

But if perchance the young man has observed, his deposition will be 

true and trustworthy, he has preserved his good principles, not yet 

scattered by the storms of life.’ 

In middle age man employs all the forces with which he has been ~ 

endowed by nature; his good and bad qualities alike have reached their 

fullest development; and what the middle-aged man and woman want to 

perceive, they can perceive and describe. Their career, the goal of their 

labours is fixed; their hkes and their dislikes are formed and that 

decisively ; the middle-aged man thus has a clearly defined position in all 

circumstances; when it is a question of testimony as to justice or injustice 

he advances with a firm and decided step. 

True, this is the case only with the man of sound moral principles. 

For there is no period of life in which man is assailed more violently 

by his passions, malevolence, egoism, self-seeking, discord, than when he 

mounts to the highest plane of his life, when he is the most active but 

also the most unreasonable. These passions never exert their influence 

on him more strongly than at this age; their omnipotence makes him an 

unconscious liar; and there is no witness more difficult to tackle, or 

more dangerous, than the man in full possession of all his faculties, both 

good and bad. | 

If you ask the difference between the word of a man and that of 2 

woman, we can only reply in the words of the poet, “man has great ideas, 

woman profound sentiments; for the man, the world is his heart; for 

the woman, her heart is the world.’’ This explains the vast difference 

between the standpoints of observation of the man and the woman. We 

can even say beforehand how a man and a woman will assimilate a fact 

which they have both seen. And what is interesting and instructive, 

and at the same time right to establish with certainty, is exactly that on 

anticipates what one is going to hear. We are then armed against any- 

thing which may lead us astray or befog us, and moreover we can go 

straight to the point, before an inaccurate and distorted statement has 

been definitely recorded. 

The old man comes last; he is either sweet and conciliatory, or sou 

and cynical, according to his luck in life. His senses and faculties of 
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" observation are weakened, but experience tells him by a sort of insight | 

_ what his eyes do not catch, and frequently his opinion may be summed 

_ up in the words, “'T'o understand, is to forgive.” 

In fact, the old man has become a child again ; accurate perception of 

external objects is wanting but also his passions are dulled. He sees 
simply and without cunning, the difference between the sexes is again 

accentuated, the old man and the old woman see and understand things 

_ like children, and the suggestions of another in favour of this or that 

"regain their power, just as when they were young “), 
¢ 

¢ B. When the witness does not wish to speak the truth. 

ba Everyone knows that it is impossible to lay down a rule for prevent- 

ing witnesses lying, but that they would lie much less, if Investigating 
7 Officers would only give themselves more trouble. That is a fact which 

everyone must admit who knows with what rapidity Investigating 

: vie fiicers frequently interrogate the most important witnesses. It is true 
oy have generally no time to do otherwise. But it is just this rapidity 

which is the cause of the numerous false depositions to be found on our 

records. The only means of remedying this evil, which eats into the 

very vitals of the State and society, is for the Officer to carefully prepare 
his interrogatory, not to be afraid to remind the witness at length that 
he must speak the truth, and to probe him to the bottom, especially if he 

has the slightest suspicion that his statement is false. But to enable the 
tt vestigating Officer really to manage the affair in his own way in the 

nterests of the State, he should have much more time at his disposal 

han he generally has. If this be so, the number of officers should be 

increased. If the Investigating Officer has sufficient time for his work, 

: good results may be expected and justice will’ be done under the best 
possible conditions. 

_ Whoever is acquainted with the progress of an inquiry, knows that 
cite examination may preserve the Investigating Officer from the 

ravest blunders. ‘This is all the more important in India where the 

rst inquiry, or as it is in this case technically called “ investigation, ” 

Becencrally made by the police, who cannot put the witnesses on oath, 

and to whom the witnesses dre not (by a change in the law made in Act 

ro 1898) compelled to speak the truth. True, the “ Investigating ”’ 

Slice Officer can take the witnesses before a Magistrate (under Sec- 

on 164, Criminal Procedure Code) to have their statements recorded 
13 
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formally and on oath, but by this time the mischief has probably been 

done. The Magistrate may himself, instead of ordering a Police “ Investi- 

gation,” hold a ‘‘ Preliminary Inquiry,” (Section 159, Criminal Procedure | 

Code), and it is to be regretted that this course is not more frequently 

adopted. When the Magistrate does so inquire, he should lay himself 

out for a thorough and scientific examination of the witnesses. In 

either event, the case is too often presented to the trying or committing 

Magistrate in a state of hopeless confusion“™. | 

The importance of a minute interrogatory is clearly shown in the— 

case where a complicated plot has been laid to deceive the Investigating 

Officer and the falsity of the depositions must be exposed. 

Take the following case concocted in a very short time and by abso- 

lutely ignorant women. It was a case of affiliation, in which the attempt 

was made to father a child on a well-to-do but mean peasant. ‘The 

fraud was discovered and the mother of the child, as well as her mother, 

were prosecuted for defamation: both denied it and appealed to the testi- 

mony of a woman, who they asserted could give important evidence in 

their favour. As soon as this woman was summoned she was visited by 

the two accused; but she could in no way confirm the occurrences to. 

which they wished her to speak; then they tried to get her to promise to 

give false testimony. She would not consent, but in response to their 

urgent entreaties consented for a certain sum to sell them the summons 

and not to appear before the Court. Another woman was readily foun d 

to appear in the witness box, fortified by the summons of the real ~ 

witness, and agree to corroborate all the statements of the two accused, 

Fortunately the Investigating Officer examined this woman carefully and | 

at length, and when he came to speak of matters that the real witness | 

must have known, her personatrix got into difficulties, hesitated, and 

could give no satisfactory replies as to certain personal details, & 

Thus the Investigating Officer succeeded, not it is true without difficulty, 

in establishing that the person in the box was not the person that should ~ 

have been there. 

This might be thought an isolated instance but the author has come ~ 

across at least two other cases where a substituted witness has appeare 

with the summons of the genuine one. In one case the deception was 

discovered by minute examination; in the other the witness gave himsel 

away at the end of his examination, by signing his deposition in his owt 

name. Questioned by the Investigating Officer he was so upset tha 

there could be no doubt that he had intended to deceive justice. 
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Now if within a narrow circle one knows no fewer than three cases in 

which this trick has been somewhat cleverly attempted, how frequently 
must it be tried on and how few must there be who can detect it. Often 

_ too the most detailed and meticulous examination fails to disclose the 

falsity of a cleverly got up statement; the problem then is, which is the 

_ craftier, the Investigating Officer or the witness? But the Investigating 

' Officer always holds the best hand of trumps in this contest. The 

_ Investigating Officer is the calmer of the two, for after all the witness is 

, playing a dangerous game and risks his liberty, while the worst that can 

3 happen to the Investigating Officer is once more to be made a fool of. 

_ Besides the Investigating Officer knows the whole record of the case; he 

_ knows approximately what may be true and what must be false; the 
+ al 

"depositions of the witnesses as the inquiry advances are stories which 

should fit into the whole building ; he can denounce them as false when 

: they do not so fit in. Above all the Investigating Officer is in the happy 

oS of being able to ask questions, which the witness, unless in very 

exceptional circumstances, cannot do. By questioning, and questioning 

thoroughly, the Investigating Officer always arrives at a point of which the 

witness has not dreamed, and on which he has not consulted his accom- 

| plices; the shghtest indication of contradiction betrays to the Investigating 

' Officer the weak point of the “convention” between the witnesses and 

a he accused, and he has only to follow up on the same lines to pierce 

the whole tissue of lies. But to arrive at this result he must take full 

a dvantage of the superiority of his situation, he must question freely 

and record every reply. ‘The growth of these useful materials does not, 

wu need not, materially swell the record; if the Officer has well studied 

the matter, 1f he knows clearly what he wants and the gaol he has in 

View, if he interrogates only on points of real importance and records 

e replies briefly and concisely, he will have fewer words but more 

; natter, and the record will be no longer. ‘This job, of course, is not 

always very pleasant, but the Investigating Officer is not there to amuse 

mmself; and he who is afraid of such worries should not become an 

investigating Officer. 

: _ an example, we may take the case where an Investigating Officer 

s to combat a false alibi,“"—"® certainly the most dangerous obstacle 

the conviction of the real malefactor. Karl Stenwer it was, we believe, 

who truly said, ‘“‘to be a good poacher, three things are indispensable: 

“gun that takes to pieces; a blackened face; and a good alibi.” That 

‘is just what happens in countries where poaching is common. In the 

p 
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mountains, things almost always happen thus: a wood-cutter goes — 

poaching, the keepers surprise but cannot catch him because he has — 

got the start of them; the gun is concealed in a crevice in the rock; — 

and the cattleman and his wife swear that at the very hour when the 

keepers pretend to have seen him, he was in their hut, patching his 

working clothes. Everything is carefully and beautifully arranged before- 

hand, and all goes well so long as the Investigating Officer does not poke 

his nose into details, does not put questions too precise and troublesome, 

and asks everything he is at: liberty to ask:—how they were seated, 

how long they were together, what they did, what they said, in what — 

order things occurred, &c. If the Officer has taken the indispensible 

precaution of summoning the accused and his witnesses at the same 

time, and of so ordering his examination that a witness once examined — 

cannot communicate with those yet to come, it will be very odd if he 

cannot get contradictory statements. The most complicated proofs of 

alibi, concocted by the most experienced scoundrels, are just the same. 

The only difference is that they are perhaps got up more carefully ; 

yet we believe it is always possible to prove the falsity of a false alibi; 

the job sometimes involves a lot of trouble, necessitating wearisome and 

repeated examinations, but cannot fail to bring to light contradictions. 

The most difficult cases to deal with are those in which an alibi is 7 

set up, all the incidents attaching to which are perfectly true, the time 

or date alone having been changed; 1.e., if the crime has been com- 

mitted on a Monday, a meeting which has taken place on a previous day 

is transferred to the Monday. Then of course all the details given by © 

the different witnesses will fit in. If this procedure be suspected, the 

best plan is to cross-examine the witnesses regarding the incidents of pre- 

vious and subsequent days. In other words, having satisfied oneself that | 

the alibi is false, the next problem and the only one will be, how to break” 

down the witness as to date? As all the incidents deposed to actually 

occurred, cross-examination as to them will be not only waste of time 

but will tend as well to establish the truth of the story. We mus 

consequently proceed to incidents outside the witnesses’ story. Richart 

Harris, K.c., in his book “ Hints on Advocacy ” discusses this question at_ 

considerable length. He points out that such questions as, Where wer 

you the day before? or The day after? are useless. You must take th 

witness entirely out of the circumstance and ask something which he doe 

not anticipate. You must ask about dates as much previous or as m1 

subsequent to the day in question as possible. 
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Even if the accused be in prison we must not imagine that all neces- 

sary precautions have been taken. So long as one cannot keep each 

accused by himself, compel him to solitude even in his walks, surround 

him with absolutely incorruptible warders, it will be impossible to prevent 

_ him communicating with his friends outside. The greatest danger in 

this respect comes from his co-prisoners ; especially when they are “ under 

: remand,” for one never knows when the inquiry against any one of them 

_ will not suddenly break down and the man be set at hberty. In such 

circumstances the accused have always taken the necessary precautions ; 

4 they have arranged among themselves what each shall tell the friends 

and relations of the other, if he ever gets outside the prison walls. Thus 

it is that, as we all know, it frequently happens that an accused suddenly 

starts an alibi which he has just thought of. We cannot understand 

_how this man could be so indifferent to his fate, as not to have bethought 

himself sooner of so easy a means of at once proving his innocence. But 

we understand it all when we find out that another accused, confined in 
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the same cell as this man “of the bad memory,” has just been set at 

liberty ; to him has been entrusted the working up of the alibi. 

If we cannot show that a person detained in the same cell has been 

liberated, we may be sure that the accused has managed to get a letter 

- smuggled outside, giving the particulars of his scheme, for who would 29 PAV ATOLL Heme I 

have so poor a memory as to forget for so long so important a defence. 

But once we establish that a false alibi has been got up, we can have a 

fine game with the witnesses. 

As a general rule, it is more difficult to unmask false witnesses when 

their evidence has nothing to do with an alibi; then the chief weapon 

of the Investigating Officer, the discovery of contradictions, becomes 

useless. Whoever wants to prove an alibi always takes care to have at 

‘least two witnesses, for he knows it is not likely that one will inspire 

confidence. But in other cases, especially when an accused wishes to 

present the whole circumstances of a case, it is often difficult for him 

to produce more than one witness for each particular moment. If then 

we have to combine the evidence of several witnesses, the contradic- 

tions which may appear in small details and especially in incidents of 

very short duration, do not count for much. For instance if a man 
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wishes to prove that he has not taken part in a row, and that three 

Ww itnesses can corroborate his statement, they will naturally be questioned 

only as to the moment at which the complainant was wounded. The 

false witnesses will be careful not to enter too much into details or to 
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affirm anything too positively; it will be enough for them to swear that 

at the moment at which the complainant was wounded, their friend was — 

not near him. But they cannot say exactly how everything happened, — 

“the row was too great,’ and ‘“‘ the whole affair was over in a minute.” — 

It is difficult to say how in such a case we can discover contradictions ; 

but if that method does not succeed we must try another. : 

The preceding rules of course ldse none of their value; study and 

get up the case as minutely as you can, and cross-examine thoroughly. 

But another rule may be added; discriminate as closely as possible the 

various portions of a witness’s deposition. It is not sufficient to wait 

until the deposition becomes, for some reason or other, suspicious, for as — 

soon as such reason arises, we have the end of the thread in our hands and 

can ordinarily unravel it with ease. But it is necessary to face in ad- | 

vance the possible falsehood of every statement of witnesses. To do so is 

not to display exaggerated mistrust, but is only a proof of prudence and 

experience ; for one has often found false depositions slip into an enquiry 

in the most innocent and least suspected form. 

Starting from this principle, we first try to see if for some reason the 

witness is not speaking the truth, though desirous of doing so. If no 

ground is discovered for adopting this hypothesis, we must ask ourselves 

if perchance the witness does not wish to tell the truth; this will lead 

us to search for some reason for his desire, a search which may indeed 

lead to the conclusion that no such reason exists. Such a ground may — 

perhaps be found in the personal relations of the witness with the ac- ! 

cused or the wounded man; or perhaps in some real connection between — 

the witness and the occurrence itself. In the former case it may not bé 

difficult to establish friendship, relationship, or some other tie; but 

in the latter, an accurate knowledge of all the circumstances can alone | 

show if the witness is to any extent interested in the result of the 

investigation, if he has himself been an accomplice, or if he is afraid of 

being considered an accomplice, of the accused. 

If we find that the witness has any sort of connection with the 

affair, we must, to some extent, accept with mistrust all that he says and ~ 

verify every one of his statements; we must spare no trouble to ascertain 

the point of view at which the witness stations himself. This is not so. 

difficult as one would think; the witness almost always betrays him- 

self, if only by a word. We can in this connection learn much from the 

novelist, by compelling ourselves when reading a romance to guess which 

will be the hero and which the villain of the story, and that from the 
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_ very beginning before the author has expressly pictured them as such. 

Almost always our guess will be correct, often thanks to a single word. 

The hero may have the very worst character but he will never be avari- 

’ cious, stingy, envious, untruthful, or spiteful; he will not always be 

‘ depicted as an ideal of masculine beauty, but he will never be bald, he 

_ will not squint, he will not have bad teeth; or if he has, the teeth will be 

left out, and he will possess instead “a broad and lofty forehead,” or ‘‘a 

_ piercing glance”; he may be clad carelessly or out of the fashion, but his 

linen will always be scrupulously clean. The villain will perhaps be pre- 

sented to us at the outset gifted with every physical and intellectual good 

quality; under the mask of an honest man, he will insinuate himself into 

the heart of the ingenuous reader, until he finds that the author makes 

him speak with “harsh” voice, or ‘cast a furtive glance,” or appear 

“dressed with a tawdry elegance.’’ Our man would never have received 

: ‘such epithets, had not the author intended later on to unveil him as a 

— scoundrel. 

This is precisely the procedure of a witness who desires to save the 

guilty and inculpate the innocent. In the former case he will be careful, 

: especially if he is apt at the work, to attribute to the accused some 

_ bad qualities and prudently to admit those traits in his character which 

it isimpossible to deny; but he will guard himself against saying any- 

_ thing likely to render the accused contemptible or to permanently injure 

him in our estimation. On the other hand, does he wish to prejudice the 

accused? At the start he will be genial, he will excuse, he will embel- 

lish; then all at once he will make use of some epithet which will attract 

the attention of the Investigating Officer and remind him to be prudent; 

the witness imputes to the accused matters too grave to be considered as 

stated conscientiously. | 

s For observations of this kind one need not be a great psychologist ; 

with good will and sustained attention almost every one will in time 

"arrive at the exact moment at which the witness lets slip the word that 

betrays him. Of course, we have not yet undisputable proofs, but the 

Investigating Officer has strong foundations for suspecting the sincerity 

- of the witness’s statements. It is not as a rule difficult to verify the 

: justness of the suspicion. He has only to relate or describe to the 

Witness some fact having an important bearing on the innocence or guilt 

of the accused, and of which the Investigating Officer is certain, either 

from having witnessed it himself, or heard it from absolutely trustworthy 
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As everything can be comprehended ard related in several different 

ways, the suspected witness, if really disloyal, will tell his story in such a — 

way that the Investigating Officer can at once see how he is disfiguring ~ 

the facts. But a distinction must be drawn between the false witness — 

and he who is only partial. Nor must a mere slight colouring in the 

description be taken too seriously; indeed it is so clearly distinguish- 

able from the real false deposition that confusion is hardly possible. 

If the verification has been to the disadvantage of the witness, a 

second verification may be necessary as a check. But if the latter only ~ 

confirms our suspicions, the best course is ordinarily to tell the witness 

straight what we think of his story; we shall at least thereby prevent 

him from continuing his lies. It often happens, especially when we 

are dealing with people not particularly obdurate, that the witness at- 

tempts, more or less impudently, to le to the Investigating Officer, then 

turns round and tells the truth as soon as he sees that the Investigating 

Officer is not going to allow himself to be taken in. We may assert 

indeed that it is all the fault of the Investigating Officer, for if he had 

paid better attention from the very beginning he would have easily 

prevented the development of the whole tissue of falsehoods. ‘There also 

he must open his eyes and especially note carefully the contradictions in 

the deposition of the witness, and those between the deposition and the 

- facts; for there is no check more powerful and more surprising to such a 

witness than a clear and striking “ocular demonstration.” ) 

Of course attention must also be paid to small details ; for instance, 

the witness pretends that a certain man has read him something whereas 

the man in question can neither read nor write. Again a witness affirms 

that his house was in danger of catching fire, although it was not in the 

direction in which the wind was blowing at the time; or he asserts he 

remained out of doors half-an-hour with naked feet, although the snow 

was knee-deep.’ The witness states that the river frequently rises so 

high that it overflows; we have only to look at the stones emerging bu 

a little above the water, to see that they are covered with a thick bed of 

moss which would not be there if the stones were frequently submerged. ‘ 

The witness says his son had already drawn his attention to something; 

a small calculation shows that at the time in question the son was only 

four years old. 

Similar examples of contradictions and self-evident impossibilities 

are frequently met with in our records; they supply the surest method 

of demonstrating to the witness the falsity of his deposition,—but we 
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must first discover them. This is never very difficult if one gives 

sedulous attention to the examination, listens carefully to the reading 

of the record, and always pictures to oneself in imagination what the 

vitness has related. The last is indispensible and of the greatest 

assistance. Words alone do not contradict each other so strongly or 

clearly as facts, or at least one does not notice so clearly the contradiction 

in the words. But if we compel ourselves to build up in our mind the 

scene as the witness has described it, or as we know it from previous 

4 ecitals, and to adjust what we are told with what we already know, if 

a. the course of the narrative of the witness we follow closely the facts 

and allow in thought the whole scene to unroll itself at the very spot 

where, according to our previous information, it must have taken place, 

it is almost impossible for an improbability or an impossibility to escape 

us. We must always abandon ourselves wholly to the business; thus 
4 
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only can our task be fully accomplished. . 

We have already mentioned cases in which the wrong man comes 
am mee 

forward as a witness. Sometimes when a medical examination has to be 

undergone a substitute is sent. Kaspar Limen refers us to the historic 

( ase of the Countess of Essex (Lady Francis Howard) who sent another 

young person instead of herself to prove her virginity “”. Such cases 
a Ta 
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~ happen very often now-a-days. The author remembers a case where A 

injured B with a stick but without fracturing a bone. B, summoned to 

appear in Court, sent C, who happened to have fallen from a tree and 

broken his arm. C appeared, gave the name of B, was examined and 

cross-examined, and the fraud was not detected until much later, by 

which time B had succeeded in obtaining much heavier compensation 
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from A. In another case instead of a woman A, a pregnant woman 
3 was sent to Court to personate A and prove that she was pregnant. 
sometimes the wrong person comes forward as the accused. The person 

D suspected of forgery sends E, who personates D, and states that he 
shalf blind and therefore unable to commit forgery. He undergoes 
medical examination, his blindness is proved, and the prosecution of D 
is dropped. In another case F’, accused of concealment of birth, declared 
a to be too ill to appear at Court. A commissioner was sent to 

ie house, where an old woman showed him her daughter lying in bed. 
medical examination took place, the result of which established that 

he girl had never had a child at all, certainly not within a few days. 

| or on doubts arose, leading to the suspicion that the sister of the 

g rl had taken her place in the bed and been examined in her stead. 
14 
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In another case H was summoned for fraud, and sent J, who was arrested 

as H. After J had been in jail for 4 or 5 days, H succeeded in leaving 

the country and J declared his real identity. In another case K had 

‘been allowed out on bail, and on the day of the first remand L appeared 

in his stead and was committed to jail. Advantage was taken of a change 

of Magistrates, but the clerk of the Court observed something different 

about the appearance of the man. It turned out that K had gone to 

bed and was too lazy to get up, so he sent L who was also on bail for 

another offence. K fully intended to give himself up but wanted to 

have another day’s leave. 

All these cases prove how easily and how often such substitution can. 

and does happen although the consequences may be of the greatest 1m- 

portance. It is difficult to avoid them altogether, as each witness cannot 

in all cases be properly identified. But if anything strange appears in 

the case, such as peculiar behaviour on the part of the witness, we must 

make it a rule to be specially careful. 

A question which in many cases assumes great importance is as to 

the value to be attached to the statements of dying persons“, These 

statements may have to be taken into account in various ways; thus the 

Investigating Officer may have to question wounded persons or those | 

suffering from poison; he may have to record the depositions of persons 

who on their deathbed betray secrets long safely guarded, and accuse 

someone of a crime; sometimes dying persons salve their consciences © 

by accusing themselves of crime; perchance they may testify to the” 

innocence of one who has been convicted. In many such cases the 

dying statement has a special importance because on account of lapse 

of time or some other circumstance, every other proof is wanting. If 

the Investigating Officer has been able himself to question the dying 

person or perhaps to administer an oath, the difficulty is less, because 

he has had the opportunity of noting for himself the way in whie! 

the deposition has been given and so forming an opinion on its value. 

But very often it has been impossible to secure the presence of thi 

Investigating Officer, and the statement is made to third persons wh 

hand it on to him. 

Naturally such witnesses must be questioned with special accuracy 

and appropriate precautions ; particularly in every case the medical expet 

should decide whether the dying person is in a fit condition to make 

sensible statement. If the medical man gives an absolutely affirmativ 

reply to this question, another arises,—does the fact of being at thi 
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point of death exercise any special influence over the truth of the 

statement ? The opinion of lawyers varies greatly on this point, some 

declare that the words of a dying man are true and infallible in all 

_ cases ; others are of opinion that they must be valued on the same footing 

as those of any other man. This is the view adopted by the Indian 

_ Legislature, as enacted in the “‘Indian Evidence Act,’ Sec. 32. ‘“‘ State- 

ments, written or verbal, of relevant facts made by a person who is 

dead . . . . are themselves relevant facts . . . (1) when the 

statement is made by a person as to the cause of his death, or as to any 

of the circumstances of the transaction which resulted in his death, in 

cases in which the cause of that person’s death comes into question. 

_ Such statements are relevant whether the person who made them was 

; or was not, at the time when they were made, under expectation of 

Mdeath .) .) v> 2?) The’ last proviso differentiates the law of India 

- from that of England, where such a statement cannot be legally used — 

as evidence unless it be proved that the deceased was, when making it, 

| ‘in expectation of death.’ 

Clergymen and especially catholic priests, who have heard a thousand 

times the last secrets of the dying, must have had much greater experience 

than lawyers on so important a question. The opinion of enlightened 
and unprejudiced priests is that the answer depends upon whether the 

- dying man is or is not a true believer. In the former case every credence 
'can be given to his statement, since, in the firm conviction that he is 
"about to appear before the supreme judge, he will certainly not burden his 
conscience with a grave sin. The difficulty is to know whether the 

| dying man is or is not a true believer. 
. Assuming that he is not a believer a further distinction must be 
drawn. In the first case the dying man has no need to be cautious 

because his memory cannot be injured by what he says, or because it 

“thatters little to him if it be, so long as he is sure that no injury can 
befall his relations in honour, fortune, or any other fashion. Here the 

leposition made in presence of death is true, even if the deponent has 

not been in life one to whom absolute credence could be accorded. But 

when it can be proved that the unbeliever still takes an interest in his 
"Own memory and his relations’ welfare, and that interest is affected by 
“his statements, then the latter is of no more value than if made at any 

other period of his life. If he was an honest man, he will speak the 
uth also on his death bed; but if not, he may well have lied, even at 

1e Supreme moment. 
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C. Pathological Lying. 

Between the state of a person who desires to speak the truth and 

that of another person who does not so desire, there are what may 

be called intermediary positions ; such is the case where a person, not 

having at a given moment the intention of lying, yet under the influence | 

of habit presents his facts in such a manner that their falsity becomes at 

once apparent. 

This is not as a rule due’ to sickness or disease. But there must 

have been undoubtedly a train of circumstances, causing the individual 

to be, at least temporarily, in an abnormal state of mind leading him 

to accept falsehood as truth. Such cases present great difficulties to the 

Investigating Officer, for while these les are without motive, at least 

any apparent motive, yet the impression produced by such persons is 

absolutely normal, and their statements are always so cleverly and 

clearly presented that one would never, apart from extraneous cir- 

cumstances, suspect their falsity. Such cases, which may be called 

‘pathological,’ occur particularly among persons gifted with a, lively 

imagination, among woman and children, and pass through every grade 

from the small exaggeration to the complete invention of the whole story. 

The most interesting example is furnished us by Goethe; he says 

in the second book of his work “ Truth and Falsehood,’ that he often | 

related stories he had himself imagined, as narratives of events that 

had really happened to him. He concludes thus; “If I had not learnt 

gradually and in conformity with my natural bent to transform these 

imaginings and braggings into works of literary art, such a beginning 

would undoubtedly have had very serious consequences for me.’’ The 

first to treat of normal sources of errors of memory was Maudsley™®, 

followed in order by Sully”, Krdpelin™®, and Dr. Delbriick 9, 

The last, who has dealt with the matter exhaustively, cites a great 

many cases in which people have told false stories, through an instinet- 

ive impulse to lie, but, in spite of there being lack of discernment 

between true and false, these cases cannot be classed with those we have 

described as “ pathological.” Evidently, we must put on one side al 

instances in which there is real disease, to which Delbriick has eiver 

the name ‘‘ Pseudologia phantastica.”’ It must be left to the medical 

expert to decide whether the impulse to lie and deceive is developed t 

such a point as to enter into the domain of “hysteria”? and “ mora 

insanity.”’ But the Investigating Officer encounters his greatest diffi. 
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culties when he has to deal with people whose character is what 

Forel “calls ‘‘ Ethico-Idiotic”, which renders them absolutely in- 

capable of speaking the truth. This may go further than one would 

suppose; take for example, the case of the woman, hysterical it is true, 

cited by Reinhard 9—'™, who wrote herself false letters, sent to herself 

anonymous messages, and finally at last became thoroughly convinced 

of the genuineness of all she had herself written. In this connection 

Ripping", recommends extreme caution in the interrogation of women 

who are enceinte, or have been recently confined ; these frequently give 

long accounts of things that never happened although at ordinary times 

absolutely truthful and worthy of credence. 

_ Even in the simplest circumstances, the Investigating Officer himself 

may be the cause of much difficulty; if for example he has to do with 

T pe aE — 
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_ timid or conscientious witnesses he may by his mere questioning drive 

them into making false statements, by bringing them to believe at last 

; that they have really witnessed things that have never taken place. To 

this feature Bernheim" has given the characteristic name of “ retro- 

active hallucination.’ Great care and caution is in such cases the best 

support of the Investigating Officer. 

Readers who desire to pursue further this difficult subject will find 

abundunt material in the works of the authors cited above. 

Section iiiitmExamination of the accused. 

As is probably known to most of our readers, the examination of an 

' ccused person in Kurope is legally much more thorough than is con- 

emplated by Indian Law, and is occasionally in practice carried to a 

“pitch which shocks our sense of fairness. Yet even in India we have to 

leal with statements and confessions of accused persons, and the follow- 

1g section will furnish suggestive hints to those whose business it is to 

iterrogate, or record the statements of an accused. It will be useful 

however to summarize the Law of India on this point, so that it may be 

ept clearly in mind while perusing the following pages. 

1. Under the Oaths Act, no oath or affirmation can under any cir- 

“cumstances or at any time be administered to an accused person. 

_ 2. Any statement made by an accused person may be used as an 

F dimission”’ as evidence against himself, and in certain exceptional cir- 

cumstances on behalf of himself (Evidence Act, Sec. 21). 

3. Admissions which amount to confessions are placed on a special 

footing. A confession must inculpate the person making it himself, 

5 
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otherwise it cannot be used against any other person inculpated in it. — 

A statement which merely purports to throw the blame on some one- 

else cannot be used as evidence against that other. 

4. Under no circumstances and at no time shall a confession made 

to a police officer be proved as against a person accused of any offence 

(Evidence Act, Sec. 24). 

5. A confession caused by an inducement, threat, or promise by a 

person in authority (¢.e., not only official authority, but e.g., of a master 

over a servant, employer over a workman, &c.,) is irrelevant as evidence — 

(Evidence Act, Sec. 24), but if, in the opinion of the court, the impres- 

sion caused by any such inducement, threat, or promise has been fully 

removed, the confession may become relevant (Evidence Act, Sec. 28). 

6. No confession made by any person while he is in the custody of a 

police officer, shall be proved as against such person unless it be made 

in the immediate presence of a Magistrate; but if any fact is deposed to 

as discovered in consequence of such information or cenfession, so much 

thereof as relates distinctly to the fact thereby discovered, may be 

proved (Evidence Act, Secs. 26 and 27). 

7. When more persons than one are being tried jointly, and a 

confession made by one of such persons affecting himself and a co-accused 

is proved, the Court may ‘take such confession into consideration as 

against such other person”, as well as against the person making it. 

(Evidence Act, Sec. 30). 

8. The Criminal Procedure Gode lays down how a confession made 

before a Magistrate, as in No. 6 above, shall be recorded. The mode is the — 

same as stated in No. 10 below, and in addition it is laid down (Cr. P. C., © 

Sec. 164) “No Magistrate shall record any such confession unless, upon | 

questioning the person making it, he has reason to believe that it wai 

made voluntarily; and when he records any confession, he shall make | 

a memorandum at the foot of such record to the following effect. “ 

believe that this confession was voluntarily made. It was taken in m} 

presence and hearing, and was read over to the person making it am 

admitted by him to be correct, and it contains a full and true account of 

the statement made by him.” A careful Magistrate usually exclude 

the police and leaves the accused in charge of his own officers for som 

time before recording his statement, so as to allow the supposed baleft 
influence of the police to evaporate. | 

9. When the case is one for committal to Sessions, the Magistrat 

“may” after the evidence has been taken, “examine the accused for tl 
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purpose of enabling him to explain any circumstances appearing in the 

evidence against him” (Cr. P. C., Sec. 209). At the Sessions trial this 

examination must be tendered and read as evidence (Cr. P. C., Sec. 287). 

In ordinary trials and in Sessions trials, the accused may at the close of 

the prosecution case be similarly ‘examined’ (Cr. P. C., Secs. 253, 

289). It has been over and over again laid down by the Indian High 

é Courts that such an examination is intended solely, as the section says, 

_ “to enable the accused to explain any circumstances appearing in the 

_ evidence against them,” and should not be allowed to degenerate into 

- cross-examination or still less into an attempt to trap the accused. 

5 Unfortunately Magistrates and even Sessions Judges do not always lay 

this injunction to heart, with the result that their examination of the 

accused often reads as if lifted bodily from Le Journal or Le Matin. 

10. Statements or confessions made under any of the circumstances 

_ mentioned in Nos. 8 and 9 must be recorded as prescribed in Sec. 364 of 

‘ the Code of Criminal Procedure, and any irregularity appearing on the 

face of the record as to the fulfilment of the conditions of Secs. 164 or 

4 364, can only be corrected by calling evidence, generally that of the 

Magistrate himself, to show that all the required formalities have really 

~ been complied with. 
(1) Wherever the accused is examined by any Magistrate, or by 

any Court other than a High Court...... the whole of such examination, 

_ including every question put to him and every answer given by him, 

shall be recorded in full, in the language in which he is examined, or, if 

that is not practicable, in the language of the Court or in English: and 

4 ch record shall be shown or read to him, or, if he does not understand 

the language in which it is written, shall be interpreted to him in 

4 a language which he understands, and he shall be at liberty to explain or 

add to his answers. | 

es ““(2) When the whole is made conformable to what he declares is 

the truth, the record shall be signed by the accused and the Magistrate 

f or Judge of such Court, and such Magistrate or Judge shall certify 

“under his own hand that the examination was taken in his presence and 
“hearing, and that the record contains a full and true account of the 
* statement made by the accused. 

7 “ (3) Incases in which the examination of the accused is not re- 
cc ded by the Magistrate or Judge himself, he shall be bound, unless he 
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sufficiently acquainted with the latter language ; and such memorandum 

shall be written and signed by the Magistrate or Judge with his own 

hand, and shall be annexed to the record. If the Magistrate or Judge is 

unable to make a memorandum as above required, he shall record the 

reason of such inability.” 

Notwithstanding such elaborate precautions in favour of the accused 

it is astonishing how many convictions are, in India, based upon con-_ 

fessional statements. Bearing these rules in mind we now proceed with our 

general analysis. . | 

The examination of an accused person is the most difficult of all 

tasks for an Investigating Officer who appreciates its value. We can here 

give only a few hints. He who knows men, who is gifted with a good 

memory and presence of mind, who takes pleasure in his work and 

zealously abandons himself to it, who keeps always scrupulously on the 

legal platform, and who sees always in the accused a fallen brother or 

one wrongfully suspected, he will question well. But an officer who 

is wanting in a single one of these qualifications will never do any good. 

And yet even these qualifications are not all: there are other con- 

ditions which the Investigating Officer ought indeed never to lose sight 
of but which are exceptionally necessary in the examination of an 

accused. 

Thus the officer must compel himself to be sincere even to the limits 

of pedantry, impenetrable by any shock. It appears supremely natural 

that an honest man should speak the truth; and yet the Investigating 

Officer is tempted only too often by excess of zeal, to alter, be it but ir 

the minutest detail, the deposition of a witness, the report of an expert, 

or some other document, which he communicates to the accused—“ tc 

assist him in making a clean breast of it,’ often too he is led to pretené 

to know something of which he is ignorant, or knows only imperfectly 

or to affirm something without substantial grounds. 

But how terrible are the consequences? the fear that the falsehoot 

may be discovered, the confusion if the accused remains incredulous, th 

life-long torments inflicted by conscience! What at the moment uy 

peared but a slight “‘inaccuracy,’’ lives in our recollection as time goes on 

as an infamous lie; its effect, if it had any, seems to us a success unfairl: 

obtained, and the man whose guilt was certain will be transformed int 

an infiocent victim. Calm and absence of passion are also indispensibl 

The officer who becomes excited or loses his temper delivers himself into” 

the hands of the accused, if the latter, wiser than the officer, preserves hi 
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_sangfroid, or even with happy foresight, sets himself deliberately to 

exasperate his questioner so as to get the better of him. Certainly it is 

not always easy to maintain a calm demeanour; the crime may be of a 

nature to justify disgust or hatred, the accused may deny everything too 

impudently, may be always evading the real object of the question, may 

be unwilling to understand, or may talk only nonsense, but in spite of 

_ everything the Investigating Officer must never forget that he has to 

do his duty and that his duty enjoins on him not to allow himself to 

* be beaten by the accused. A conscientious officer, however naturally 

2 irascible, will not allow himself to be carried away; he will be constantly 

repeating to himself these words, “It is my duty.” 

Further an Investigating Officer who is afraid of the accused is lost. 

It is difficult not to feel fear when one is naturally timid, but as we have 

“already said, whoever is wanting in courage has no business to be an 

Investigating Officer. Besides we have all seen examples of men by 

nature cowardly who, thanks to their own determination and force of 

long habit, have quite forgotten that there was a time when the rolling 

" eyes of an accused’ made them feel very uncomfortable. 

a We would not assume for ourselves the responsibility of advising 

that an Investigating Officer should never take precautions for his safety 

as regards the accused, as having him put in irons, guarded during his 

examination, &e.; let each man do what he thinks necessary. The 

author's opinion is that such inquietude is always and without exception 

superfluous. Will not a mortifying impression be produced upon the 

‘accused when he finds himself dragged in chains into the office of the 
Investigating Ofticer and by excess of precaution surrounded by warders, 

or if he notices that, before he has been brought in, scissors, heavy ink 

bo les, paper knives, and all dangerous utensils which he might snatch 

up and use as weapons of offence have been carefully put aside, or even if 

Pape officer maintains a respectful distance and changes his tone whenever 

impose upon him by this means or convince him by his arguments. 

And even when all precautions have been taken, even if the accused 

ye brought shut up in an iron cage, if he really wishes to do anything he 

‘can always do it. But that is of no importance. It is as rare to see an 

iecused raise his hand against an Investigating Officer, as to see a meteor 

all someone in its fall; should any mischief befall an Investigating 

Mficer at the hands of an accused person, the former can always 

Onsole himself with the reflection that it is certainly his own fault. 
> 4 16 

6 accused raises his voice or clenches his fists? The officer will not 
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There are other and better means of self-protection which the In-— 

vestigating Officer has always at his disposal; among these are perfect 

composure, prudence, and procedure in strict conformity with law 

and humanity. There are, it is true, extremely dangerous prisoners, with 

whom extreme caution is never out of place. One must become accus- 

tomed in such a case never for one moment, not even one single moment, — 

to remove one’s eyes from the individual, to cease following and watch- 

ing all his looks, all his movements. Further, one must never sit down 

near a suspicious character ; both in attack and in defence one should — 

always be standing ; for if one is seated when attacked, the mere getting 

up and putting oneself on the defensive causes considerable loss of time. 

If the accused be seated—as he ought to be—and the officer be ee 

the latter has the advantage whatever happens. ! 

Further, one should stand as near the accused as possible without 

attracting his attention. One observes him better, does not forget 

constantly to keep an eye on him, he is not so tempted to do anything if 

he sees the officer close to him, and if the worst come to the worst, one is 

in the best possible attitude for seizing him. | 

But all that. is only to frighten him. The author has interrogated 

hundreds of accused and has never come across one who made as if te¢ 

attack him. There are indeed but few cases where such an attempt 

would have been of any use; for example, in a very small court or office 

room, with no warders or police in the passages or at the doors, the 

accused might try to get away in this manner. If in such a case th 

Investigating Officer is not accompanied by a clerk or peon, or if thi 

latter is at a distance, he must never for an instant take his eye off th 

accused, as for instance to search for some document on the recor¢ 

for then if the accused be armed he may very well endeavour to be 

down the officer and attempt to fly; but here there are so many GPs 

and so many imprudences, that such a concatenation of circumstane 

is almost impossible. | 

Another case in which the accused may raise his hand against t 

Investigating Officer is where the latter shows himself unfair, passionat 

rude, or contemptuous towards the accused, thus exciting his anger. - 

in such circumstances, one of those misfortunes to which human nati : 

is exposed befalls the Investigating Officer, it is only what he deserv 

Do not say “There must have been a mistake, perhaps the accus 

fancied that he was being treated or judged in an unjust manner, wh 

in reality it was not so.’ That does not usually happen. The aceus 

| 
| 
| 
| 

7 
| 

. | 
| 
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to whatever class of society he belongs, is most precise, and just like a 

child, if one treats him with unjust severity. He will never rebel 

against severity, and the most perverse is impressed when he sees the 

official doing his duty zealously ; the harshest severity will not affect the 

accused if he finds the Investigating Officer at the same time exhibiting 

towards him a humane good-will, and not endeavouring solely to crush 

him whenever possible, but setting out in relief as zealously everything 

which can establish his innocence or attenuate his offence. 

Z The very technique of the examination demands a knowledge and 

% understanding of the man with whom we have to do. If the previous 

ie history of the accused has been registered only at the end of the record to 

' septich he has been a party, we need not expect any good to come of the 

7. _ whole inquiry, for the Investigating Officer has not taken the trouble to 

i study the accused before setting to work, and if he has not done so he 

must have omitted many points absolutely necessary. But if we find the 

antecedents of the accused carefully registered at the beginning of the 

“record, the whole inquiry will be conducted at least carefully and intelli- 

a= 

4 In thus setting out his antecedents with accuracy we learn above 

all what sort of man is before us, we can hark back to events of long 

ago and establish, with the help of questions, many things which, if 

pot strictly relevant to the matter in hand, often enable us to form an 

/ accurate estimate of the character of the accused. As a general rule 

“the accused here speaks the truth, at least to a great extent, and if he 

- does not do so, we can learn thereby to recognise his usual style of lying, 

i cL addition, we can quickly pick out the lies. We take notes and estab- 

. ish certain periods, then we make him go over the story again a little 

ra y er, and then note the impossibilities, the contradictions, the gaps; 

a iso we can often pick up from the old records, antecedents incidentally 

‘Mentioned by the accused and compare them with his story. If we 

re all them to the accused, at the same time letting him see that we are 

no going to allow ourselves to be imposed upon, he may not unfrequently 

he led to renounce his intention of lying about the matter in hand, 

anc penitently admit his guilt, when the affair under inquiry is imper- 

- ceptibly introduced. It is a good plan not to draw too accurate a line 

between the antecedents and the examination strictly so called, but rather, 

pro eeding in chronological order, to arrive gradually at the moment 
“at which the crime has been committed, in the hope that he will begin 

himself to speak about it. 
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We do not assert that in this way a confession should be dragged out — 

of the accused; that would be both dishonest and useless. What we say 

is that nothing is gained by making his confession a painful task to him. — 
We are convinced that in rendering his avowal easy, we are acting in 
his best interests, for it is always to his interest to confess; his actions 
appear in less sombre colours, he is sure of a less severe punishment, — 
and the disburdening of his conscience is a blessing to the most hardened — 
criminal. | 

It is merciless, ov rather psychologically wrong, to expect anyone ~ 

boldly and directly to confess his crime, perhaps an abominable offence ; 

persons with an extensive acquaintance with men of the lowest charac-— 

ter know only too well what repugnance they feel in employing the 

correct expression, even after a complete avowal. Persons of a some- 

what higher moral grade, often shrink from using the word ‘steal ”’ 3 

while the number of periphrastic expressions employed to avoid uttering 

the simple word “kill” is extraordinary. Now if it is repugnant to such. 

people to pronounce a single characteristic word, it must be much more 

painful for them to make without ceremony a confession of their mis-— 

deeds in a connected recital. We must smooth their way, render their 

task easy. Often also we must seize the exact moment when confession | 

is easiest to the guilty man; we must often have abundance of patience; 

we must advance slowly, step by step; we must make troublesome 

investigations, if the guilt is only partially admitted or if from a number 

of facts the accused recognises only some. We must often in such a case 

make very accurate distinctions; frequently an accused admits only up to 

a certain point, that is to say, as far as he can go without compromising: 

an accomplice, or again up to the time when his conduct becomes 

criminal, or perhaps when a less serious crime may be transformed into 

one carrying a heavier punishment, as ¢.g., theft in a dwelling-house 

into house-breaking and theft. | Re 

There often exists, even among the vilest specimens of humanity, 7 

certain standard of honour which it is most important the Investigating 

Officer should appreciate at its true value. Frequently the attempts o! 

the accused to prevent his crime appearing worse than it really 1s, are 

very like an attempt to deny everything that can possibly be denied 

We cannot, hardly without exception, be absolutely certain as to what 

is true and what is not true, unless, in the course of our examination 

we come to know the character of the accused sufficiently well to enabl 
us to judge what line he is most likely to take. 4 
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To sum up, we must never shrink from any trouble which will help us 

o know the accused, his history, and the necessary details of the matter 

in hand, for nothing will so entirely and so definitely sweep away any 

| ascendency we may have acquired over him as to betray ignorance of 

details, even the most insignificant. If the accused notes any gap, any 

“mistake, any piece of ignorance on the part of the Investigating Officer, 

he at once intrenches himself behind it, and all the labour, all the 

 sagacity of the officer are powerless to make him abandon his asylum. 

A 

fe With regard to an important point in connection with “Confessions,” 

referred to in the author’s ‘‘Criminal Psychology ’’“?”, we can only 

“mention here that false confessions are very often made through in- 

sanity. 

"quite unnoticeable, the confessing person appearing perfectly normal to 

“the non-professional“, In several cases of poisoning (by gas and 

1 mushrooms) very strange false confessions have been made and the In- 

_yestigating Officer cannot be too careful™®. 

Such cases are very dangerous, for the insanity 1s sometimes 

' We may here add a few words on the question of physiognomy. 

“There are few sciences the value of which has been more exaggerated 

by its partizans and more unjustly depreciated by its adversaries. The 

lance seems to incline in favour of those who attribute to it consider- 

pble value. Certainly it is going too far to fix certain types of the human 

ce and to pretend that one can deduce from certain features, structures, 

Be icurs, and their relations with one another, definite mental and moral 

ee toriation: but it is beyond doubt that the experienced critic can 

Tearn from the lines of the face and play of the features much more, and 
4 nore satisfactorily, than anyone could tell him. We cannot of course give 

b ere a precis of physiognomy, but we know enough to enable us to re- 

commend strongly to an Investigating Officer the study of the subject both 
I scticaliy and practically. We certainly do not pretend that he should 

‘take in his hands the antiquated Lavater and pin his faith to him. But 

whoever studies attentively the works of modern writers on this subject, 

as Mantegazza®® and Baer”, will find that even to-day we can learn 

: auch from the founder of the science. It is not easy always to say 

9 hen he is deceived and when he is right. _ He is deceived, as we have 

a said, when he exaggerates the value of typical characters; he is 

‘ins ructive when he teaches us how to read the general character of 
e+ ‘ 

a physiognomy. 

_ It was his fate, for instance, to mistake for a portrait of Herder, a 

ortrait he had long looked for, that of a murderer executed in Hanover 
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and to read in the features all the qualities he had supposed to exist in. 

Herder. But again he is invaluable when he says, eg., “I chiefly 

recognise the true sage and the truly honest man by the mode in 

which they listen . . . They have a certain brightness in the eye, 

a clearness of vision, in which serenity and liveliness appear to unite, 

something intermediate between the lightning flash and the extinguished 

glimmer of a dying eye.’”’ No one can even to-day give an Inyestigat- 

ing Officer a more precise lesson. ‘To observe how the person questioned 

listens is a rule of primary importance, and if the officer observes it, 

he will arrive at his goal more quickly than by hours of examination. 

Undoubtedly the features must not be wholly neglected. _Rubeis is 

quite correct when he says; ‘‘ suppose that one of your intimate friends 

covers his face so as to conceal the forehead, the chin, and half the 

cheeks. The eyes, the nose, and the upper lip are alone visible, and 

yet you will recognise him at once. But if he puts on a mask which 

covers the half of his forehead and the small space between the eyes 

and the upper part of the nose, you will no longer recognise him.” 

These rules and a hundred others of great value, the Investigating 

Officer cannot discover for himself, however hard he tries, even in the 

course of a long experience ; he must seek them in books where they are 

laid down scientifically; then in his practice he can extend and perfect 

his knowledge, and the time devoted to his preliminary studies will 

certainly not be thrown away. 

It is impossible to leave this question of the treatment of an accused 

person by the Investigating Officer, without saying a word as to what is 

called ‘‘ The school” of Lombroso. Indeed the works of Lombroso ané | 

in particular ‘“ L’homme criminel,’ ‘“ Le criminel politique et la_ 

Revolution,” ‘‘ L’>homme de génie,” “‘ Génie et folie,” ‘‘ La criminelle e 

la prostituée,” are to be found to-day in the hands of all criminal ex | 

perts and have exercised on all of them some, at times great, influence 

The high authority wielded by Lombroso is due not only to the abundane 

of the materials provided by him, to the number of new ideas, and th 

captivating audacity of his reasoning ; it is due also to the fact that his 

theory is in absolute accord with the nihilistic tendency which, to-day 

penetrates everywhere. ‘This modern tendency to bring everything 

the game level consists in the negation of distinctive characteristics, an 

just as the social ideas preach equality, so the natural sciences profe 

that altiving beings have the same origin ; physical science propount 

the identity of forces, and medical science affirms the impotency of 
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thousand remedies once deemed to be infallible. Why then should we be 

surprised if this nihilist tendency penetrating into our science has created 

this doctrine,—there is no difference in nature between the criminal and 

' Bthe honest man; the former is only a hereditary degenerate, gifted with a 

\ morbid constitution ; and if we do not go on to draw the logical con- 

' clusion—there is no difference between good and bad, it 1s only because 

| we do not dare. If Lombroso did not exist, there would be a gap in the 

Bes evolution of modern ideas. 

Let us examine a little the basis of this new doctrine. One of the 

: erman authors“, who knows it best, summarises it thus :—Accord- 

‘ing to this doctrine all true criminals possess a continuous series (of 

“the nature of cause and effect) of physical characteristics, the existence 

of which is proved by anthropology, and of moral characteristics the 

t xistence of which can be proved by psychophysiology; these charac- 

- feristics constitute of criminals a particular variety, an anthropological 

| type of the human race, and those who possess them are criminals by the 

stern decree of fate—even if they are never found out,—and that too 

if mdependently of all social and individual conditions. Such a man is 

hb orn to be a criminal, he is as Lombroso puts it, delinquente nato, the 

ge nuine original sinner. This hypothesis does not pretend to deny that 

acquired qualities or social influences (education, habit, temptation, 

-_” will not occasionally make a man a criminal; on the contrary, 

_ the theory may be developed to recognise the existence of criminals by 

passion, by chance, or by habit; but it seeks to explain the existence of 
woe 

timinals by nature, by an innate disposition. The indications of this 

Aispositon are certain physical peculiarities not the result of bodily 

lisease ; and its elements are certain fundamental qualities of character 

ar nd morality, clearly distinct from the symptoms of mental disease ; and 

the knowledge of which enables the psychologist to declare that those 

dossessing them cannot help becoming criminals4¢4—88), 

~ Now the School of Lombroso sets itself to discover and establish the 

latomical variations to be found in criminals, their primary character- 

of 

Stics, variations in rudimentary organs, variations in secondary sexual 

x haracteristics, variations in multiple organs, variations resulting from a 

arse em ogee et PIE stoppage or diversion in development, and finally, acquired characteristics. 

_ It cannot be denied that the ‘school’ has succeeded in proving the 

{ xistence of these anatomical variations in a certain number of criminals, 

“but it has been impossible to push the demonstration far enough to 

“establish a determinate type of criminal. This has been proved by 
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Dr. Kirn®® in a most convincing manner in a brief brochure. He shows 
that, truly enough, one can in examining carefully a certain number of 
convicts discover some mental anomalies and various marks of degener-. 
acy, but these never appear in identically the same fashion, and far from 

being typical appear in the greatest diversity, setting all rules at defiance, 

Further one frequently finds one symptom of intellectual weakness, but 

very rarely in combination all the symptoms characteristic of ‘“ moral 

insanity.”’ Thus there being no correspondence in individuals taken one 

by one, there can be no question of a criminal type. 

The theory of Lombroso has been completely demolished by Dr. 

Néicke in his dissertation on ‘The methodology of a scientific anthro- 

pology 8" in which he comes to the conclusion that the works of 

Lombroso, “‘ with their arbitrary processes, their exaggerations and 

premature conclusions, in no way answer to what one has a right to 

expect in a scientific work.” The truth is “there is neither criminal born 

nor type of criminal.”’ E 

The chief dogma of the positive school is thus destroyed, but we may 

pause to ask whence has it drawn the materials necessary to these 

seductive conclusions. It has noted and utilised the statistics furnished 

by prisons; and here it cannot be denied that the numbers cited and 

furnishing such and such percentages are here and there pretty high; but 

only here and there. Often the percentage is so low that no conclusion can 

be drawn from it, for whenever the percentage is very low we are always — 

liable to find that chance has had something to do with the calculation of 

the statistics. Further it is frequently overlooked that the percentage — 
obtained for a particular criminal anomaly must be compared with the 

corresponding percentage among non-criminals. Ordinarily this compa- 

rison is impossible, for one can carry on investigations only upon eriminal 

confined in gaols ; occasionally, on certain points, we may make enquiries 

among men, but not among women, so that no-one can say in what 

proportion any particular anomaly is met with among others thar 

convicts. ‘The enquiries undertaken in schools, barracks, and hospitals, 

and the notes made at post-mortem examinations, can furnish but ap 

proximate information; for it cannot be imagined that a definite and 
representative section of the whole human race is here dealt with. Bu 

if it cannot be asserted that a certain anomaly is met with in a wel 

established percentage of the whole race, then the percentage found fo 

criminals is of very doubtful scientific value, however accurate th 

inquiry may have been. Suppose for example it has been establishec 
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that a certain anomaly is found among 10 per cent. of all criminals ; 

that is of no value unless it can be shown that a different percentage 

prevails among non-criminals. But if it is pretended that this anomaly 

‘is found among only 5 per cent. of non-criminals because that proportion 

has been found to exist in schools, barracks and hospitals, it is only an 

approximate supposition; for no one knows in what proportion the anomaly 

| might be met with among that other section, and far the larger section, 

of men who are outside schools, barracks, and hospitals. Besides the 

materials at disposal in each of these inquiries are special and do not 

- represent the bulk; at school we find youth; in the barracks picked men 

from a physical point of view ; in the hospital, the poorest portion of the 

_ populace. But approximate suppositions are not scientific proofs. 

In truth the weak point of the conclusions derived from statistics by 

— Lombroso and his followers arises from the theoretically false way in 

' which he builds up his figures, whereby the whole basis of his system 

crumbles away. Admit what Lombroso says: The anomaly A is found 

among « % of the convicts in all the prisons of the world, the anomaly B 

in y %, the anomaly C in z % and so on; then to conclude that these anom- 

‘alies will be found in the indicated proportions among all the criminals 

of the world, is false. We could only draw this conclusion if we could 

in the two camps, establish the percentages of anomaly, and compare the 

results, we should be safe. But here the materials are not only uncertain 

but inaccurate. Lombroso has examined convicts in prison ; that his 

I materials may be complete, he must examine all who have been pre- Rabe 

p 

* 
> 

been thieves if they had not been well off, or poachers if they had not 

been lucky enough when young to be appointed game-keepers. 

- ‘Thus we cannot say that convicts represent an unfluctuating and 

: ertain proportion of criminals, for that cannot be proved. No more can 

“we tell, even approximately, the number of old offenders now at liberty, 

he number of living criminals who will be punished some day, the 

i 
hal 
mber of undiscovered criminals, and the number of those who, natu- 

‘Yally disposed to crime, will never for one reason or another enter the 

@iminal ranks. But if such numbers cannot be fixed even approximately, 

there is nothing to rest on to establish the proportion in which an 

16 
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anomaly will be found among convicts, in comparison with criminals at_ 

liberty. It may be objected that in a series of years we may arrive 

at sufficient certainty if the proportion remains the same, although the 

prison population may have changed. Without taking into account that 

we should have to wait many years to apply this test, it would prove 

only one thing, namely, that the proportion remained the same among 

convicts, and there would still be no possible comparison between crimi- 

nals inside prison and criminals outside it. : 

The arithmetical error committed by Lombroso is ‘rai a double ont ! 

on the one hand he does not take into account all the criminals which he 

should include, and on the other he counts the criminals at liberty among 

his honest men. Thus if convicts be C, honest men H, and criminals at 

liberty X, he compares C with H and X, instead of comparing © and X 

with H. And he cannot help himself, because X is an unknown 

quantity. \ oral 

Thus we can say that the figures furnished by the positive gudbiooll of 

Lombroso and on which it has built up such grave conclusions, are taken 

wholly at hazard; we can say that the percentages which should ser re 

as proof are calculated on numbers drawn by chance, and that the rela- 

tion of such number to the total number of men is and must remair 

absolutely unknown. | 

We do not deny that the general researches of Lombroso have awak- | 

deny that Lombroso has shown, better than any of his predecessors, that 

our prisons contain more than one moral wreck or individual of stunted j 

ened a crowd of ideas and established many important facts. Nor do 

mental development, who would be far better in an hospital for incurables. 

To Lombroso belongs the immortal merit of having insisted on the care 

with which we should proceed in dealing with such individuals. But hi 

theory reaches no further. ‘That persons of feeble intelligence, full 5 

hereditary defects and morally shipwrecked, fall into crime more readil} 

than others, has been known for ages; and when we are advised to k 

more careful of them than we have been up to now, when it is a que 

tion of their punishment, we receive the advice with many thanks; bh 

that is no ground for the criminal expert suspending his work and _yiel 

ing up his place to the medical man alone. ee 



CHAPTER III. 

INSPECTION OF LOCALITIES. 

Section i.—Preparation. 

&, ’ His report? of an inspection of localities is a real touchstone for the 

Investigating Officer. In no other duty are address, power of observa- 

tion, logical reasoning, methodised energy, and keeping the end ever in 

_view, so clearly revealed ; and nowhere else can more striking examples 

of awkwardness, feebleness of observation, disorder, vagueness, and hesi- 

tation be found. When the Investigating Officer receives records from 

other Courts he is obliged to find out the peculiarities of character of 

the official who has prepared them; by this means he will know what 

‘to think of the work of his colleague. If he find among the records a 

"description of a locality he need but read it to immediately form an idea 

“of the value of the remaining documents. An unskilful Investigating 

FA Officer will never furnish a good report of this description, while on the 

other hand such a document will reveal a good Investigating Officer at 

lis true value. In a judicial inspection of localities it is necessary to 

Jeonform to a sort of technical formula (technique) in the method of pro- 

| cedure and this formula is acquired only by conscientious preparation, 

complete absence of excitement, and by dispassion. ‘The latter must be 

/obtained at all price and must be divested of all affectation. Above all 

he must take care to be well prepared and have everything arranged— _ 

even to the smallest details. Local inspection is only ordered in the 

most important cases; but then the gravity of the case, the unlooked- 

or incidents, the feeling of heavy responsibility, the emotion produced 

by horrible and sorrowful sights, in addition to other circumstances, in © 

themselves act so violently upon the Investigating Officer that he has 

no need of other difficulties of an incidental nature to distract his atten- 

tion, already sufficiently absorbed, even though these lesser difficulties 

may have an importance of their own. 

In the first place then the Investigating Officer must be careful to 

5) stain a clerk who is willing, brisk, and clear-headed. Should the clerk 
f nd his task tedious or work with an ill grace, the Investigating Officer 

/tuns the risk of being himself unconsciously influenced by him and may 

aeglect to make so minute an inquiry as he otherwise would do in order 
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not to further dishearten his assistant: if the clerk be a slow writer the 

best part of one’s time is lost and the most zealous of Investigating 

Officers begins to feel himself becoming disgusted or impatient,—accord- 

ing to his temperament. Moreover the time allotted to each excursion is” 

nearly always limited, and the Investigating Officer is often hindered in 

making the necessary observations for the sole reason that the clerk is a 

dawdler. Further the clerk should be intelligent, so that he may seize 

with rapidity the information dictated by the Investigating Officer, be 

able to assist him, and devote his attention to details pointed out to him 

by the Investigating Officer, to observe on his own account and point out 

to the Investigating Officer what may have escaped the latter—four eyes 

are better than two. The author always recalls with a feeling of thank- 

fulness the services of one of his assistants who during five consecutive 

years seconded him when attached to one of the largest and most 

important Provincial Courts. At first it took a deal of trouble to knock 

this man into shape, for all his schooling had been acquired at but a 

primary school, but to his indefatigable zeal, sincere attachment, unceas:- 

ing wakefulness, and natural gift of observation, the author owes mos 

valuable discoveries, and more than one success obtained in importan nt 

inquiries should be entirely attributed to this honest and simple-mindec¢ 

subordinate. It is true that in the smaller Courts one has not awa 

good material at his disposal, but the Investigating Officer should 

given the best at hand when he is setting out to examine the scene off 

crime. 

Being then in possession of a useful assistant, care should be tail 

to make him perfectly conversant with the matter in hand; all th 

facts, theories, and possible solutions should be explained to him, h 

must be told to observe for himself things that the Investigating Office 

foresees he will be unable to attend to, and in short the whole scheme o 

the inquiry must be discussed with him. To try and make mysterie 

with one’s assistant is not only ridiculous but can in no case be of ar 

utility whatsoever. If he be unworthy of confidence, he is unfitted fe 

his post and must be at once got rid of; but if he is worthy of conf 

dence, he may as well be made acquainted a little in advance with wh 

he cannot fail to see when he comes to carry out his personal duties. q 

The author has made a point of not communicating his plans t 

soon to the clerk but only immediately before carrying them into exeé 

tion, when it was certain that he would not be leaving again before ti 

work was begun. However worthy of confidence a man may be, J 

: 
| 
| 

j 
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tongue is frequently stronger than his head and heart, and his chatter 

may do a great deal of harm. It must not be forgotten that the clerk, 

by virtute of the law itself, is not a mere writing machine; he is 

employed by Government to help the investigation, and has the right 

to give an opinion. «It is self-evident that he cannot be allowed without 

restraint to put his spoke into every wheel, for then the Investigating 

Officer would lose his authority. Such conduct would also be productive 

of disorder and in many cases the thoughtless boasting of the assistant 

‘might upset all the master’s plans. Where the Investigating Officer is 

thus in the habit of informing his clerk of his projects and initiating 

him into his schemes, it is a good plan to arrange that should the clerk 

‘wish to inform the master of anything he should write it down on his 

writing pad. When the Investigating Officer notices that the clerk is 

starting to scribble, he should, so as not to draw the attention of any 

‘one, stop dictating for some excuse or other and then when he sees that 

' the clerk has finished he will start reading over his shoulder (as if 

looking for the thread of his ideas for the purposes of continuing his 

' dictation), all that the clerk has written. Often the most precious in- 

formation will be found thus written down; as for instance, ‘‘ you have 

: fo gotten to search such and such a box,” or “the accused is throwing 

ANDRA 1) Rt AR RTs A AA BTS AU SATEEN A LN Oe AR RN OY a RE APTANA A ANS RD EL SO 
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uneasy glances towards the fire-place,’ or even, “it seems to me that 

the person is holding an open knife behind his back’’; all which in the 
PRI DA ere iurdour of work had been overlooked. 

- Further all necessary tools and aids should be kept in continual 
SEE readiness ; these we shall discuss minutely later on. But there are other 

details no less important. Care must be taken to have the means of 

ransport quite ready, to be properly equipped for the time that will be 

aken up, and to give the necessary notices to witnesses and assistants, 

s, for example, in an exhumation to the grave digger and the persons 

who will identify the body, etc., so that they may be found on the spot. 

‘his also applies to experts, municipal representatives, and the like. SF SIU MM RRM, UI API 

; is almost always a priceless advantage to have with one from the 

itset a representative of the Detective Department. He can be made 

use of in a thousand ways, and many a difficulty and much loss of time 

nay be avoided: if nothing else, rogues and idlers must be kept at a 

Stance, arrests made, articles and localities watched, necessary in- 

juin ies pursued in the neighbourhood, conversations between accused 

sons and witnesses prevented, houses and persons searched, and many 

ler similar details often of decisive importance attended to. STOUT I Wa AAAI, CAE AB, TEM 3 TORRE <9 
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Section ii—What to do at the Scene of Offence !5!—160 , 

On arrival at the scene of the crime certain things must be attended — 

to which are common to all cases, be they of simple theft, robbery, 

murder, arson, or misdemeanour. The first duty is to preserve an 

absolute calm. With it everything is won, without it everything is” 

compromised. An Investigating Officer who fusses about, sets to work — 

aimlessly, starts a plan only to drop it, asks everybody useless questions, — 

and gives orders only to cancel them, makes a most painful impression on 

those engaged with him in'the inquiry and destroys any confidence they 

may have had in his successful management. In such a case, it is all 

up with the zealous co-operation and sustained attention of his assistants. — 

But if the Investigating Officer shows perfect confidence with no trace of 

excitement, and acts as with a sure prevision of the results, everyone | 

willingly submits to his orders and each does his very best and the result 

of the enquiry is assured. '‘T’hus when the Investigating Officer reaches — 

the spot, he must beware of speaking at random and starting to do 

something without rhyme or reason. Man indeed is naturally the vic- ~ 

tim of excitement and in the presence of an important event can find 

no better way to control his agitation than by issuing orders wholesale, 

altering them, and at all hazards making things hum. In the same way 

soldiers are more at ease on the field of battle when they can themselves 

join in the actual fighting, fire off their rifles, and make a noise; but the 

superiority of a company is proved less in the fight than when it is held 

in reserve, observing quietly what is going on, allowing the bullets to 

rain upon it, and watching the wounded carried to the rear. The first 

point is therefore quietly and attentively to take stock of the situation; 

the Investigating Officer ought to find his bearings, correct if need be the 

impression that he has already formed about the case on its first being 

reported, and modify his plans accordingly. od 

These latter considerations are of importance. As soon as the In 

vestigating Officer is informed about a case it absorbs all his thoughts (01 

at least, ought to do so), he immediately makes a mental picture of the 

case itself and all connected with it, in a definite form, with precise 

outlines ; when travelling to the spot he bases upon this idea his conje 

tures as to how the offence has been committed, and builds, upon. his 

mental picture of the spot, the plan of inquiry to be pursued. The ide 

may take root in his mind to such an extent that he cannot rid himsel 

of it either in part or in whole even when the scene is actually displayec 
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before his eyes, and frequently causes him to go wrong in his reckonings. 

For this reason the faults of his first impression must be corrected on 

the spot and his plans and intentions modified accordingly. The scene 

of the crime must then be inspected both in its general aspect and in 

detail and must be considered as far as possible in relation to the facts. 

he time allotted to this close examination is far from being lost and the 

results compensate largely for any apparent delay. 

After this the Investigating Officer must find out the persons best 

. able to give information about the case, which will enable him to become 

at least approximately acquainted with its circumstances. If the case 

is one of slight importance or the investigation but an incidental one 

a is found necessary in the course of the main inquiry, he is already aware 

of what it is all about. But if it is a first inquiry with reference to 

some important crime, such as murder or arson, or some big accident 

of such as a railway collision, boiler explosion, etc., he should endeavour 

to find a representative of the authorities, a policeman, a municipal 

inspector, or a person directly interested in the matter, as for example 

: a ‘relation of the murdered man, the sufferer by the fire, a skilled work- 

: nan, from whom to obtain preliminary information. Habit above all 

’ helps the Investigating Officer in examining people with a view to obtain 

; 2 is preliminary information ; he learns little by little not to waste time 

over details, while forgetting nothing of importance; and however in- 

ya xperienced he will commit no grave mistake if he always remembers 

th e old and precious maxim of the jurist. 

Quis, quid, ubi, quibus, auxiliis, cur, quomodo, quando ? 

Who, what, where, with what, why, how, when. ? 

‘What was the crime, who did it, when was it done, and where, 

How done, and with what motive, who in the deed did share ?”’ 

a - these words be always kept prominently before one in one’s office, 
they will be impressed on the memory and imagination, and prevent 

many a grave mistake. 

a 

3 

; ained, the next care should be to make a selection among the people 

im terested in the case. The Investigating Officer must watch that all 

When the information that can be gathered up rapidly has been 

s 

ie have given or who can give information do not go too far away but 

Temain on the spot. If possible it is as well to submit the witnesses to a 

cen ain surveillance so as to prevent them from gossiping uselessly with 

another. For witnesses and more especially people of little educa- 

1, women, and children, cannot help discussing the case and the case 
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only, and telling one another what they have seen, to such an extent that 

they do not exactly know in the end what each does know, 7.e., they mix 

up what they have themselves seen and heard with what has been told 

them by others. 

True, the witnesses may have talked to each other and heard each 

other’s stories beforehand, but in every case nothing leads them to talk to 

such an extent and exclusively about the case as their being collected to- 

gether on the scene of the crime in the very presence of the Investigating 

Officer, thus making the affair, as it were, stand out in full relief. While 

taking these measures, the Investigating Officer should attend to the 

preservation, in as complete a manner as possible, of existing vestiges 0 

the crime and take care that they are interfered with as little a 

may be; he must at once establish, PI, whether the corpse of the 

person who has been murdered is still in the same position as when the 

crime was discovered, he must distinguish among the marks of foot 

steps those made before the dicovery from those made afterwards: by 

the curious, etc. The exclusion of everything happening after the 

moment when the crime was committed is a very special task for th 

Investigating Officer, all the more so as the most regrettable error 

may arise from the neglect of it. 

There are known cases where the Investigating Officer has describe 

with the most minute accuracy the position of the corpse and draw. 

therefrom the most ingenious conclusions, while unhappily the evidene 

pointed out that the corpse had been turned several times by differer 

persons before his arrival and had therefore been placed in quite a diffe 

ent position. Again a jacket of rough cloth found on the corpse playe 

an important part in the case until the discovery was made that it ha 

been simply placed over the body to hide from passers-by the horrible) 

sight of a fractured skull. Bayard as far back as 1847 related a case i 

which the physician who was summoned stepped in the blood and the 

walked all over the building leaving blood stains everywhere, whi 

subsequently caused so much trouble and confusion as to completely spt 
the investigation. Here is an instance where the consequences : 
have been much graver. In a case of arson a footprint was discovel 

which undoubtedly corresponded with that of the accused. It was inde 

his, but it had not been made at the time of the crime, but subsequentl 
when on his speedy arrest he had been taken to the place by a policemé 

We shall describe yet another case which forcibly points out wh 
danger may arise from the introduction into the examination — 

e.g 

NIC 

oo 
> 
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' localities, of details which are purely accidental. The story seems almost 

“incredible but it is absolutely true and all who were connected with it 

~ will remember it perfectly well. The extraordinary combination of cir- 

cumstances which characterise it, render it all the more instructive. A 

lady, the proprietress of a factory, in counting out her money, had made 

up five little packets of 1,000 florins in paper and placed them, so she 

; believed, in the cash box. Next day she found only four packets there, 

although the cash box was as well secured as it had been the previous 

“night. The lady believed that her maid-servant had got hold of the key 

‘and had removed the packet of 1,000 florins from the cash box during 

‘the night. This could be done the more easily as the office where the 

cash box was kept was on the ground floor while the living rooms, 

which communicated with the office by a spiral staircase, were on the 

first floor. The maid on being arrested protested her innocence and 

at was only after a search that lasted a week that her trunk could be 

Ri discovered. This trunk was carefully searched in the office of the In- aS MT PASE eters) Sea a 

ce yestigating Officer and its contents, consisting for the most part of old 

and valueless articles, were exposed on the table and carefully examined 

without discovering anything suspicious. It was only on lifting up 

the lot a strip of paper was found underneath on the table on which 

yas printed besides several letters the words “1,000 florins in 1 florin 

notes.” It was one of the strips that the Austro-Hungarian Bank was 

in the habit of using for rolling up round sums of money paid out, 

indicating, e.g.; “100 florins in 1 florin notes” or “500 florins in 10 

florin notes” or “1,000 florins in 5 florin notes.’’ The complainant 

vas immediately asked whether the packet of notes of which she had 

een robbed was tied up with a similar strip. She declared that 

he often changed money at the Austro-Hungarian Bank and often 

eceived her money wrapped up in such strips, and frequently made 

se of them in her own counting house when she counted up her cash, 

it she could not say whether the packet in question had one or not. 

or unately the Investigating Officer discovered written on the ribbon 

le date 22/8 in very small and almost imperceptible characters. It 

v as established that this date was written by the clerk in the bank who 

d counted out the bundle of 1,000 florins that was wrapped round by 

i 3 particular ribbon, but as the accused was arrested on the 22nd 

gust it was inexplicable how this ribbon came among her things. At 

ith it all came out. The examination of the trunk took place on 

tember Ist in the office of the Investigating Officer, and while it was 
17 
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going on, a clerk brought that official his monthly salary. Now he had 

received the packet of 1,000 florin notes from the bank and after taking — 
off the unlucky cover had carelessly placed it upon the table then covered 

by the belongings of the accused. The Investigating Officer and the 

clerk had not noticed this and so the strip of paper assumed such enor-— 

mous importance. But suppose that by some chance the date on the 

strip had been but a few days earlier—which might very easily have 

been the case—there would then have been no reason for searching for 

its origin; a chance which was all the more extraordinary since there — 

was nothing against the supposition that the ribbon had passed from the 

bank into the hands of the lady and had afterwards been stolen by the 

servant along with the 1,000 florins. A perfectly innocent person would 

thus have been convicted simply because an object which had nothing 

to do with the case had not been eliminated@®, 

Section iii—The actual description of the scene of offence. 

Having established with all necessary prudence what does and does 

not form part of the subject matter to be examined, all connected in any 

way with the case must be definitely ascertained and described. 

In this connection there is one golden and inviolable rule :—Never 

alter the position of, pick wp, or even touch any olject before it has been 

minutely described in the report. ; 

The Investigating Officer must never forget that it very rarely happen | 

to find everything clear and distinct from the beginning. As a r 

the Investigating Officer has not the slightest idea of what turn the cas 

will take, he does not know what may be of importance, or what will bi 

denied and therefore have to be proved. At this early stage everythi ng 

may be of importance and nothing too small or insignificant to have a 

decisive bearing upon the case. The situation of an object—an inch o 

two to left or right, to front or back,—a little dust, a splash of dirt eas. 

to efface, may all turn out to be of the first importance. The nature 

impulse is to immediately touch any object of apparent significance, as e.g 

an object left on the scene of the crime by the criminal. It is laid ho 

of and moved about, and only afterwards is it recognised that the obje 

in itself signifies very little but that everything depends on its position= 

which can no longer be fixed. 4 

Again the involuntary impulse is at first to seize the hands of t 

murdered person to see if there is any hair or scraps of clothing of the 

criminal in them, but it may turn out that some little detail, such as 
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smear of blood upon the hands effaced in seizing them so heedlessly, 

would have been of much greater importance. Now in order to follow 

the important rule—‘ never to change in any way the condition of the 

scene before it is described in the report’’—it is necessary to make sure of 

the preservation of that condition. Footprints should be protected by 

‘coverings of little boxes or small planks resting on two or three stones. 

‘Traces of blood and forgotten or discarded objects should also be carefully 

covered up, especially if they are in the open air and the hour is late, 

and, moreover, lines should be drawn round objects which may be con- 

if used with others (such as foot prints, etc.). When all this is in order 
BN EAD AE DA DOD ORES AS AOR EA Sh NAN 

and everything useless has been eliminated, the report can be commenced. 

No one supposes that a report should be a model of style, but a certain 

. Md ins ASAE AD 

- grammatical accuracy and logical sequence are indispensible. This is in 

: the first place important to the person dictating the report, for he will 

- only be able to do good work if he is convinced of the accuracy of what 

he states without having to wait for its confirmation afterwards; if he 

deals carefully with each point on its own merits and without connecting 
i it with those that follow; and lastly if it proceeds logically and according 

to a determined plan, passing from the general to the particular and so 

woiding the treatment of the same point twice over. Secondly, the 

arrangement is of importance to the reader, for he will only understand 

the matter clearly if he finds the style of the report lucid and logical. 

Anyone who has perused many such reports knows how difficult it is to 

aT SANTA Re <2 NM TATE” 1 ARMY ET make use of them when badly drawn up, how little convincing they are, 
RD: 
or how easy it is to miss important points from the difficulty of under- 

tanding what the Investigating Officer intended to express. 

- Nor is it very difficult to establish a determinate form remaining 

always the same in its principal features. It will suffice to recall the 

: iles laid down for drawing up an inquest report. In all cases a general 
“As SEE SPARE: SNe, 

escription of the spot must be set out, stating where it is and how it is 

sached. ‘Then state whether it is a house, field, wood, etc., that is in 

lestion ; next indicate the neighbourhood precisely; and then describe 

he actual scene in detail, always having regard to its connection with the 

Se under inquiry. 

at The extent of the description in the first place naturally depends on 

ie nature of the crime. In all cases (we are not dealing with accidents) 

he following must be described :— 
' i. the place itself ; 

ii. the direction from which the guilty person came ; 
* 
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iii. that in which he went away ; 7 

iv. the spots whence the witnesses have seen, or could have seen” 

anything, | | 
v. all points where traces of the crime are to be found or where © 

they might have been expected to be found, but where in 

fact there are none. | 

The notification of even purely negative facts should not be neglected, 

for on the one hand they may lead to positive inferences and on the 

other reassure the reader and show him that they were not forgotten 

altogether. Suppose, ¢.g., traces of blood are mentioned as having been 

found in the room of a murdered man; it is not sufficient merely to enu- 

merate these but what has not been found must also be stated as, e.g., 

that there was no bloody water in the wash-hand basin nor any unprints 

of blood-stained fingers—or hands; or if the report concerns a search 

for compromising papers which has been without result, it must be ex- 

pressly stated that no ashes of burnt paper were to be found in the 

fireplace. The special circumstances attaching to each particular crime 

must of course be set out, e.g., in cases of arson the objects more espe- 

cially exposed to danger or anything that may have assisted or impeded 

the wind—in riots, places from which weapons have been taken (such as 

a fence, pile of wood, thatched roof of a hut, etc.). 

After the general sketch, the actual place of occurrence must 

described in detail, as e.g. in cases of murder the room containing the — 

body of the victim, in cases of burglary the place where the house was 

broken into, or in arson the place where the fire first started. And here | 

a certain order must also be observed. With a room or other inclosed — 

space the door should be taken as a starting point and the same direction — 

followed as the hands of a clock, 7.e., standing in the entrance and facing | 

into the room, start from the left hand and go round the room towards 

the right hand; in this way one will be certain that nothing has been 

forgotten. First déscribe the size, shape, height, and other peculiarities 

of the space in question. Then go from the entrance towards the neares 

left corner, then the left-hand wall, then the wall facing the entrance, 

then the right-hand wall, then the remainder of the wall to the right 0 

the doorway, and finally the objects in the middle of the room. I 

the course of this description the windows and the doors will be noticed 

Next describe any alterations in the state of the moveables in the rool 

consequent upon the crime in question, damage done by blows, blood 

stains, changes in the situation or position of objects, damage to windows, - 
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doors, etc; and finally a minute description of the subject-matter of the 

crime (¢.g., a broken safe, a dead body, etc.) with all the particulars 

necessary to a detailed description. 
In doing this the Investigating Officer must proceed step by step 

examining minutely at the same time its description as written down. A 

piece of cloth for instance lying on the ground will be primarily described 

according to the impression it produced when first observed, as ¢.g.— 

“Quite near the corpse, an inch from the left hand, a red cloth rolled 

up in a ball, apparently of cotton and about the size of a pocket- 

handkerchief, one corner sticking out, lying on the ground in the 

direction of the head of the body. On picking up this piece of 

cloth it is found not to be cotton but half silk. It is a three-cornered 

scarf with hemmed borders and each side 17 inches (43 cms) in 

a length. It is unmarked and has a hole in the middle about the 

| size of a pie piece probably due to use. Under the scarf is no trace 

of blood or anything remarkable. It is not indentified by anyone 

present, (naming those present, A, B, C, etc.) ; it probably there- 

, fore did not belong to the murdered person.” 

a He then passes on to all the important details that may serve to throw 
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light on the case, footprints, marks caused by fire-arms or tools, impres- 

sions of all kinds, in short everything which may have been produced by 

the guilty person, and everything which may have been articles left 

behind by him “® 

In these sub-divisions as well as in the general preliminary description 

an invariable order must also be rigidly adhered to. The same order or 

direction followed at the beginning must be continued when treating of 

the details. If for example the description of a corpse has been com- 

menced by proceeding from the head to the feet, it is best first to describe 

ety important objects found in the neighbourhood of the head and finish 

vith those near the feet. In making an abstract of these details a 

measuring rule must as far as possible be used and the distances indicated 

xxactly, for. one never knows at the time what may. be of use subse- 

quently. All expressions should be avoided which only serve to fill 

“Up a sentence without giving an exact idea of anything. Expressions 
99 66 ich as “not far from there, some little distance away,” ‘“‘a little 

Seles PORE GEN: C= 9 ME TIRES MSA. FRAG FEN PR MINE OS Se aig id PR Bier,’ “further behind,” “away at the bottom” ought on no condition 

© occur in a report. That such expressions should be used is easily 

derstood, for the Investigating Officer has everything before his eyes 

id such an expression as ‘“‘ quite near” is perfectly clear to him,—but 
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the person who has to read the report may have quite different ideas of — 

the distances. Anyone who has paid attention to this detail will allow 

that there are few reports where such expressions are not to be found and ; 

that these very expressions have often rendered it difficult for him to” 

properly appreciate the case. re: 

The expressions “on the right’’ and “on the left.” may only be used 

when they admit of no ambiguity, as for instance ‘on the right hand of 

the corpse” or “on the left bank of the river.”” In all other cases these ” 

words must be totally discarded, for even such expressions as “to the — 

right of the spectator” or “to the left of the entrance” may give 

rise to ambiguity if the position of the spectator is not stated or if it is 

uncertain whether the Investigating Officer is within or without the 

entrance, and in what direction he is facing. But if all this has to be 

There- 

fore, be exact. The points of the compass should be used as far as 

possible to describe the position of objects, for then no doubt can arise 

in the mind and the description can always be checked subsequently. 

But in a building, and above all in a room, it is in certain cases more 

convenient to choose, if possible, fixed points which have already been 

noted down and to state e.g., ‘‘on a line extending from the head of the 

stated at length, the description becomes tedious and obscure. 

corpse to the corner of the room where the fire-place is situated and ata 

distance of two feet from this latter.” In this case the distance should 

without exception be taken as starting from a point which remains fixed. 

It would not do to say for example ‘‘on a line extending from the head 

of the corpse to the corner where the stove is situated and at three feet 

from the head of the corpse,” for the corpse will be removed and on 

subsequent measurements being taken it may be difficult to find this 

point again. In addition to this the direction of measurement rust be 

in most cases indicated. It is not enough simply to say “at 12 fee 

from the apple tree in question was found. . . . .” but say “at 1! 

feet from the apple tree in question in the direction of the corner of th 

house situated to the north-west. . . . .” | bod 
This sometimes necessitates a very long description but the Invest: 

gating Officer must not be disheartened by that; it may be necessary t 

say at length as follows:—‘‘ This door, single, not double, is 3 ft. 

inches broad. Starting from the hinge side which is towards the nort 

and going towards the lock side which is towards the south, measure 1 
inches along the bottom where the door touches the floor. From th 

point draw a perpendicular to the line formed by the bottom of the close 
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door and from this perpendicular measure off 7 inches starting from 

‘the door. At the spot thus obtained was found a piece of watch chain.” 

When the situation of an object is of essential importance the distance 

must be fixed by two measurements. This will be absolutely necessary 

where there are, forvexample, splashes of blood on the wall, from which 

the position of the accused, or of the person attacked, and the kind of 

blood, may be deduced. In such a case, where a horizontal and a 

-yertical are involved, the floor should always be taken as the horizontal, 

for a spirit level would be necessary to lay a horizontal on the wall. The 

vertical may easily be found with the aid of a thread to which a knife, 

‘stone, or some such object is attached. H.g. for a drop of blood on the 

wall a plumb-line should first be constructed (a line with some small 

heavy object hanging from it), then hold this plumb-line at the point 

- where this blood-stain is to be found (taking care not to touch cr graze 

it) and make a mark where the line touches the ground. 
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Before completing the description of an enclosed space the Investi- 

- gating Officer must be well assured that nothing connected with the 

crime has been neglected or forgotten. For this it is not sufficient to 

th row a rapid glance around, but every object must be carefully and 

attentively reconsidered so as to make certain that nothing important has 

been overlooked and to see whether or not, after all that has been done, 

the matter does not bear a different aspect to that which it bore pre- 

viously or some detail which at first appeared to be of no consequence is 

not now of some importance. In a recent case a cigar-holder with an 
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amber mouth piece was found near the corpse of a murdered man and 

ve marks of the teeth upon it brought about the detection of the 

4 urderer (see chapter V, section 11, (g) ;. ““ The Teeth’’). 

_ If any independent person who knows the room in question be near 

end he should be sent for and asked to help in the examination of 

he room and its contents. Such a person will be better able to notice 

Beenges that may have taken place than the ( Pareaigasing Officer 

0 now sees the room for the first time. 

ti is impossible to notice everything which may subsequently turn 
it to be of importance even though folio volumes be written, for there 
He always certain details which will be passed over owing to the difficulty 
ott foreseeing their value. Jn one case it turned out to be of great signi- 

tance to know whether the sun shone into a certain part of the room at 
ertain hour of the day, and for this purpose the locality had to be 

cially revisited though very far distant from the place where the court 
NE RS GON, AD nc UOT PM DER ee 
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was sitting. In another case everything depended upon whether any 

sand was strewn about on the floor of the room, a point that no-one had— 
thought it worth while to observe. Such an omission will never be a 
reproach to an Investigating Officer, for only chance would make him 

think of noting down such details ; but it would be a grave fault for the 

Investigating Officer to neglect details of which, though insignificant in 
themselves, the subsequent importance might have been foreseen, The 
old axiom of the Civil Law ‘De minimis non curat lex” does not hold 
good for the Investigating Officer. Only too often he must seek the — 
strongest proof in the smallest details. Everyone has seen, everyone has 

read in thousands of criminal tragedies, cases where some trifle has 

become the pivot upon which the whole case turned ; and yet the capital 

fault in inspecting localities very often consists in the neglect of small 

details, the importance of which would have been apparent if a proper 

and sustained attention had been brought to bear upon them. | 

The following cases are cited from the author’s own experience. On 

one occasion everything rested on whether or not at the hour of the 

crime the latch of the door was oiled or made a noise; on another, 

whether a half burnt cigar was in an ash tray or beside it; again, 

whether there was a spider’s web near a nail in the wall; on another, 

whether there was still some kerosine in a lamp (?.e. whether it had beer 

extinguished or had burnt itself out); im a murder case the assailant 

would certainly have gone undiscovered if the Investigating Officer had 

not thought of examining the top of a wooden partition about 8 feet 

in height and not reaching to the ceiling. He saw that the top of th 

partition was covered with a thick coating of dust save in one plac 

where the dust had been displaced, and naturally concluded that a mai 

must have quite recently climbed over the partition at the spot. Hi: 

made a search and discovered the accused among people living in th 

room separated from the scene of the crime by the partition in questior 

When the description has to be made in the open, the same metho 

should be followed. It is distressing to see how badly the work is some 

times done. In reading certain reports one can clearly see what troub 

the Investigating Officer has taken in writing down the result of h 

labours and what difficulty he has had in finding a starting oti 

generally the most unfortunate point of all is chosen—how pain ul 

he has made his way through his description and how, recognising t 

insufficiency of his work, he has attempted to remedy it by ma ci 

all sorts of conditions, modifications, and explanations, which have b 
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“served to completely obscure what before had perhaps some approach to 

clearness. For all that, the matter is not really so difficult; but the 

Investigating Officer must first perceive clearly what the matter is about 

and what is to be described. He must moreover remember that the 

reader will not have-the scene under his eyes and cannot therefore re- 

present it to himself in the same way as the Investigating Officer who 

_ has seen it all; and he must make up his mind to proceed according to 

; ‘a definite plan and not jump about, now here, now there. If he has 

a principle and remains faithful to it, not only will the description be 

meomprehensible and useful but his task will be greatly facilitated, one 

pehing following from another, and he will not have the trouble of making 

» ahatd few lines additionsand references which he himself has brought 

about, and of having to face difficulties of his own making. What 

"principle to choose will be indicated by the nature of the case; yet it 

would be well for the Investigating Officer before actually commencing 
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a is work to consider how the case will proceed if he acts according to 

such and such a plan. - If he foresees difficulties, he must set to work 

in some other way. 

The systems followed by an Investigating Officer may be divided into 

“ subjective’ and ‘ objective ”’. 

q _ The mode of procedure will be ‘‘ subjective’ where the various objects 

= 

ind places are described in the order they presented themselves to the 

Tnvestigating Officer or to the accused himself; 7.¢., in the order in which 

he Investigating Officer sees them as he comes from a certain direction 

0 ‘in following the direction taken by the accused at the times of his 

arrival and of his departure and flight. This method is not always a 

e y good one because e.g. the accused may perhaps have come and gone 

n the same side though by different roads. But it is very convenient 

im certain circumstances and especially when it is thought that by this 
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nethod the report will better adapt itself to an enquiry on the spot. 

The procedure is ‘“‘objective’’ when the Investigating Officer deals 

ae with the localities themselves without having regard to the 

ection followed, as e.g. beginning at the east and advancing step by 

» towards the west, or by choosing some fixed point such as a street 

| ouse and advancing from it in other directions as towards a street, 

*, or boundary. | 

=. it be repeated that no method can be absolutely recommended 

every case, the choice must ultimately depend on the case itself. It 

| be easier to decide by first making a sketch plan (Chapter XII.) 
18 
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which should always be made before the written description. With this _ 

always before his eyes, the Investigating Officer will soon find out what 

is the best method to follow in each case. 

Search for Hidden Objects “®), 

If one desired to call attention to every place where objects bear- 

ing in some manner upon a case might be found hidden, a list would 

Section iv. 

have to be drawn up of all objects situated either in houses or in the 

open air, and large enough to shelter a corpus delicti. There is little 

probability of finding anything of importance if the attention be confined 

to safes, almirahs, beds, boxes, stoves, or chimneys. Absolutely every 

thing must be examined, for there is no place where important objects 

cannot be hidden. The following for example are a few of the hiding 

places discovered by the author or his friends :—the horsehair stufling of 

a sofa, a bird cage, the space between the back of a picture and its. 

protecting board, the hole of an old key, the manger in a stable, a pot in 

which soup was actually boiling on the fire (it contained 28 gold coins), a 

prayer book, old boots, a dog kennel, the space between two upright mull- 

stones, wine barrels, a spectacle case, a pill box, old newspapers, a cucko D 

clock, a baby’s clothes; and on one occasion the criminal himself was 

discovered in a dung heap, a small opening having been made to give him | 

air in the side nearest to the stable wall. In India weapons and even. 

other objects are constantly concealed in the thatch of houses or sheds; _ 

jewellery and small portable objects are buried, either tied up in a cloth 

or in an earthernware pot, in rice or grain heaps and in wells. In one 

case where a large number of documents, in value about Rs. 50,000, were — 

stolen, solely for spite, it is understood that they were boiled to puly : 

in the caldron used for boiling the cattle food and were then run of 

through the town drain. 

Moreover the accused himself must always be carefully searched 

This the Investigating Officer often neglects to do, either out of regar 

for the accused, or from timidity, or some other inotive. Certainl 

search is a grave afront to the liberty of the subject, and such a measure 

should only be resorted to after mature consideration and in the las 

extremity, but if resolved on, it must be carried out energetically and n¢ 

only the house but the man himself must be searched. In the g 

majority of cases the hidden object will be found upon him, for everyor 

is naturally inclined to carry on his person suspicious or dangerous” 

objects—just as he is wont to carry objects of value—believing they ur 
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“more secure. The task is greatly facilitated if it is known what is to be 

searched for, for then many places where it cannot be hidden may be 

excluded. Unfortunately the objects searched for are often small and 

easy to hide such as money, jewels, papers, poison,—such things can be 

- hidden almost anywhere. The presence of the accused may render the 

_ task easier, for his face and glances often indicate to a keen observer 

_ whether the search is in a likely place or not, whether the searcher is 

“hot or cold.” If objects of some size are sought for and it is ascertained 

that they are not hidden in places easy to be got at, they must be looked 

for in the structure of the building itself. But as it is scarcely ever 

_ practicable to make a thorough search by demolishing the building, the 

Investigating Officer may employ certain artifices of the simplest kind 

and keep his eyes well open. | 

Suppose that the objects have been walled up. It is useless to take 

into account those parts of the wall which can be easily seen, for it is 

a: scarcely probable that anything is hidden there—at least when there is 

“no reason to suppose that the plaster has had time to dry. Asa rule the 

walling up is behind mirrors, or boxes, or in cellars, and the place may 

be recognised by the freshness or inequality of the plastering. If the 

piace is not found thus and there is still room to believe that the objects 

are hidden in the walls there is nothing else to be done but to knock 

nd tap the walls and listen for the hollow sound indicating a cavity, 

gpoting whence such sound is produced. This work is really quicker to 

execute than might be supposed. ‘The search for a hiding place under a 

B coden floor is more difficult, and, as the floor cannot be completely taken 

U ap, indications of a recent disturbance must be sought; and such 

Z idications do, as a rule, exist. In an ordinary plank, the heads of the 

nails driven into the boards must be examined. When the floor is first 

acted the nails holding the planks to the cross beams are driven in 

as far as possible so that the heads of the nails are a little below the 
i face of the floor, to prevent the feet from catching upon them. This 

sing the case, it is difficult to pull out the nails, especially if the floor 

as been often scrubbed and the nails have become somewhat rusted with 

1e wet. With the nails holding so tenaciously to the floor it is 
Impossible to extract them without damaging the wood round them and 

t aces of such damage cannot be effaced. If therefore the wood round 

i he nails appears to be bruised or damaged in any way, it can with 

ttainty be presumed that something is hidden in that place. It is use- 

s to lift the planks where no such indications are to be seen. 
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A very frequent case, especially in India, is where something has — 

been buried in an earthern or mud floor. Here water should be poured 

in fairly large quantities on the suspected surface; the place where the 

water filters through more rapidly than elsewhere and where at the same — 

time bubbles make their appearance, is the place where the soil is broken 

and where digging has been recently carried on. It is the same when — 

the covering is of bricks, flagstones, or such hke. In time a quantity of 

dust or sand gathers between them which by its own weight and humi- 

dity forms a kind of firm cement. If then water be thrown over this — 

paving it sinks in but slowly, being as it were drunk up little by little. 

But if the flagstones, etc., have recently been taken up ‘and laid down — 

again and the interstices have been filled up by sweeping in sand or 

dust, which does not as yet hold together like cement, the water will 

penetrate very rapidly and air bubbles be seen mounting to the surface. 

It is always difficult to carry on such searches in, the open air. ~The — 

large expanse of space hinders methodical bicean and success ‘must 

often depend on luck. There is one possible expedient when the object 

is to discover a corpse, to make use of a good bloodhound. But it is” 

useless to take the first setter or bloodhound that comes along. Hew 

dogs have a good enough scent. If the Investigating Officer needs help — 

in such cases it will be of little good to him to issue an order for a 

hunting dog, for he is pretty sure not to get one of any use. In this case. 

of peace. This is the more necessary since helps of this kind are often — 

met with when not looked for, while generally not to be found on the : 

spot when they are wanted and where, owing to the nature of the case, 

one might have hoped to find them. A tanner was the owner of quite a 

common watch-dog having absolutely no resemblance to a hunting dog 

but which—out of pure voracity—could even from a great distance scent 

out any carrion. The local sportsmen used to borrow him after each 

shoot, to look for the game killed which had been undiscovered by thi 

dogs. The tanner’s dog would find anything animal, alive or dead, an 

he would pull up just as quickly before a recently killed deer and th 

body of a cat dead long since; but he would find both. One day whet 

they were seeking the body of an idiot who had disappeared and who wa 

suspected of having been murdered by his brother-in-law, this dog di 

covered the body a long way off in a wood. At that moment it was y 

possible to establish that the idiot had succumbed to an attack of epilep 8 

but some days later a post mortem would have been unable to prove thi ; 
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no violence had been used and the brother-in-law would have gone 

through life with the suspicion of murder hanging over him. 

But this matter can also be managed in a systematic way. In Paris, 

“where every year an astonishing number of people disappear, especially 

children, the police keep dogs which are trained like the bloodhounds of 

Cuba, where they used to be employed for tracking fugitive slaves. In 

such cases some clothes, etc., belonging to the person to be caught, are 

‘placed to the nose of the dog which is then brought on the trail. If 

3 this trail is fairly fresh, the dog will follow it without caring for the 

hundreds of other trails crossing the right one until the fugitive is reach- 

‘ed. A short time ago a dog was mentioned ina Paris paper as having 

‘ succeeded in finding for the police its twenty-fifth lost child. If we 

/ compare this with the splendid results of the Austrian and German war- 

i logs, it must be allowed that dogs can help usin many cases. We do 

7 lot claim that the state should keep official dogs of this kind, but if a 

| policeman or any other ofticial should show special interest in training 

dogs for this purpose, Government should give him some assistance 66-16?) 

‘Here we may also repeat that it is very helpful to study nature. We 

lave mentioned that a considerable number of murdered people are 

: yuried in rather deserted places, especially in the jungle ; a great number 

f these are often dug out by jackals and other animals who easily scent 

¢ ® such spots “. When a corpse is not completely covered, it is of 
= 

ourse easy for dogs or even men to find it. In the Province of West 

russia in the summer of 1867 two murder cases were discovered through 

nd ;, ERE SE 
4 murdered bodies having been uncovered by foxes. Moreover crows, 

wens, kites, and above all vultures, etc., will at once collect and so it 

not unprofitable to watch for this sign. The body of a murdered 

ynan was once found in the following way: the teachers of the sur- 

unding schools told the children to report as soon as they saw many 
ra 
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ws, ravens, etc., gathering anywhere; some of them made such a 

port, with the successful result that the murdered person was traced. 

A most instructive incident arose during the search of a dwelling 

ouse. A poacher had fired upon a game-keeper who thought he 

: gognised his assailant. ‘The house of the suspected person was searched, 

le principal object sought for being the gun. The search was carried 

ut with the greatest care, the house being turned out from top to bottom. 

t no trace of gun or ammunition was to be found, and the inquiry was 

ared closed. During the search a heavy rainstorm came on and the 

ich party remained in the house waiting for it to stop. The house in 
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question was built like most peasant houses. It had a ground floor divided 

by a corridor, at one end of which was the front door and at the other 

the back door, while the doors of the kitchen and living rooms opened or 

to it. The front and back doors, except in winter, remained open all day. 

It was in this corridor the search party awaited the end of the sto n 

The rain coming down heavier and heavier and beginning to come in a 

the front door, they shut the latter and there they found, hanging on thi 

inside of the door, which had up till that time been leaning against th 

wall, the gun and a pouch containing powder and shot. | aq 

A similar case (communicated by M. Stelal, Vicar of Glein) also relate 

to a poacher. Numerous thefts of game had taken place for some yea 

in a certain part of the country and the bell-ringer of a little church w: 

suspected. No proof however could ever be obtained, the most min t 

searches in his house being without result. It was only after his dea 

that his gun and accessories were discovered hidden under the high alta 

of the church, where no one seems to have thought of looking. } ‘ir 



CHAPTER IV. 

EQUIPMENT OF THE INVESTIGATING OFFICER. 

The work of the Investigating Officer is like all other pursuits; the 

“material side, the tools necessary, are of inestimable importance. More 

than one great success, more than one great failure, have been due 

exclusively to the fact that, on the one hand, the Investigating Officer 

had ready on the spot all the aid necessary for his investigation or, on 

the other, that he either had no implements at all, or those which he had 

were defective or unsuitable. 

_ Perhaps some will consider what follows useless or trivial; but 

a xperience has shown that an Investigating Officer who possesses a 

| travelling office box or bag, in perfect order and provided with all neces- 

. ies, will find his work much facilitated, and will ensure greater speed 

his labours. Such an outfit has been at times the sole cause of a 

reat success. 

_ First let us consider in detail what is indispensible. 

1. A supply of paper is of course a necessity. This should include 

everal sheets of writing paper of the best quality. In an inquiry 

‘. ordinary Government official paper should never be used, it is 

g enerally of very bad quality, and you may live to repent employing it. 

| 2. Several envelopes of various sizes. 

3. Several sheets of blotting paper. 

4, A certain number of all the usual official printed blank forms, as 

quest reports, warrants, summonses to witnesses, etc. One must not 

b for the time of starting to put these in order; they should be 

Riches immediately on the return from each inquiry. With these 

nonld be carried pocket editions, text only, of the Penal Code, Code of 

minal Procedure, and Evidence Act. 

f 5. A good map of the taluq or district in which one is about to 

itavel. To save space it is better to have an unmounted map, as its use 

aed infrequent. 

6. The Investigating Officer will also be provided with pens and 

ils. These should be of the best quality. Good pens mean quick and 

1 dle writing, whence economy of time and consequently greater care and 

re y in the inquiry. For steel nibs a good globe or ball-pointed pen 

1e best, as it does not penetrate or catch the paper, and thus permits 
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swift and easy writing. The use of fountain pens is now almost uni 

versal in India among officials. The advice to be given as to them is, to 

shun cheap imitations by unknown makers. Nothing is more trust- 

worthy than a fountain pen by a reliable maker—everyone has his own 

faney—but a pen without such guarantee and previous trial should be 

rigorously discarded. ; | 

7. For ordinary pens a pocket ink bottle is necessary. Care should 

be taken to see that it shuts closely and is re-filled after each investiga- 

tion. The ordinary spring-top cases with indiarubber on the hd te 

seal the bottle are not very satisfactory. In fact all rubber articles” 

perish very rapidly in India. For the fountain pen, a Swan Fountain Pen 

Ink-filler should be carried. It consists of a bottle of ink, with a filler 

forming the cork, contained in a cylindrical wooden or metal screw to ) 

case. The ordinary filler can be obtained for Re. 1 from any dealer it 

fountain pens, and will be found invaluable in travelling. As a reserve 

in case of need, a little nigrosine or ink powder should be carried. 

this is supplied to and used in every office in India, nothing more need b 

said about it. The ‘Swan’ Ink tablets, which can be had in variou 

colours, in Nickel tubes, at 8 as. and Re. 1 are also very convenient. 

8. A yard measure. | 

9. A pair of compasses. 

10. A pedometer, though not perhaps indispensible, is most useful 

it is the shape and size of a watch. If one wishes to measure a long dis 

tance, one sets the needles on all the dials (units, tens, &c.) at zero, put 

the instrument in the pocket and walks off. For greater certainty on 

may put the instrument in one’s boot, when every step will certainly b 

registered. Thus better results are obtained than by merely countin 

paces, while the great advantage accrues that he who carries it can loo 

about him and devote his attention to other matters, which is quit 

impossible while continually counting. 

11. Tracing paper and cloth. The cloth is useful for removing trac 

of blood, and in all circumstances when paper is not strong enough. 

12. A bottle of plaster of paris and another of oil. These are mair 

of use for preserving footprints and impressions (see Chapter XII1.) — 

13. A brush. The brush is useful for taking impressions of sol 

objects and surfaces in relief, with moistened blotting paper; such 

marks made by a tool, as a chisel, cuts by a knife or hatchet, damage 

material objects, ete. As to the method of doing this (see Chapter X 

14. Sealing Wax. | ‘| 
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15. Two small glass tubes. These are useful for making quickly 

any simple experiment, for instance to see if a substance found in the 

body of a corpse or in the course of a search, be arsenic or not. Arsenic 

is the poison in most common use, hence it is important to detect it 

quickly, as its discoyery may ‘lead to an immediate arrest. These test 

Bids should be of clear, thin glass, closed at one end, from three to four 

nches long, and the thickness of a lead pencil, (see Chapter XVL.). 
| 16. Two wax candles of the length and thickness of one’s finger 

are often useful. 

17. A compass. 

18. An iron box with matches. If smokers themselves often forget 

" their matches ; how much more careful should Investigating Officers be in 

' making sure of being always provided with this indispensable accessory. 

_ 19. A piece of soap. It isa great comfort to have a wash after a 

- search, handling dirty clothes, perhaps dirty bodies, etc. Soap is also 

| useful to take small impressions, as of keys, teeth (in case of bites), etc. 

| 20. A good magnifying glass. This most useful friend should be 

/mounted in a broad rim, so as to be protected from scratches, for a 

cratched magnifying glass is worse than useless. 

— 21. A camel-hair brush. This is useful for oiling footmarks before 

‘taking the impression and also for removing traces of blood, etc. 

22. Some.gum arabic. 

23. Some thick, smooth notepaper. Ordinary paper is too coarse and 

‘rough for preserving small articles, while glazed paper contains too many 

foreign admixtures. 

. q 24. The office seal. For greater convenience this may be used with- 

it a handle, so that it takes up no more room than a coin, say five 

lillings or five francs, or even a rupee. 

_ 25. A few sheets of manifolding paper. The use of this is too well 

nown to require explanation. The best appliance to use when travel- 

ig is a hard and sharp lead pencil. | 

_ 26. Some tisswe paper. This is handy for taking impressions of fine 

fe se8, as Of wood, a stone, etc., where blotting paper would be too 

a “oT. A. good witch: 

SE For the carriage of all these indispensable décosauries, the great majo- 

y of our readers will have recourse to the time-honoured “ Office box.” 

or travelling purposes this is a most cumbersome companion ; it requires 

pecial attendant to carry it, the key is usually in some receptacle carried 
a 19 | 
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by another peon—and they are never to be found in the same place at the 

same time. Its corners are painfully in evidence in country carts, jutkas, 

and such like. Its internal arrangements are generally chaotic and must 

necessarily be so, unless special care has been devoted to them. We 

have seen office boxes fitted up as ingeniously as a lady’s jewel case, but 

that is due to the rare idiosyncracy of the owner. : 

For those who desire a self-contained receptacle, which can be carried 

in time of need on the person of the owner without inconvenience, we 

strongly recommend a leather bag like a courier bag or military sabre- 

tache (See Plate J, Fig. 1.) This will hold everything required, protect 

the contents from damp, and be easy to carry. Military experience 

shows that if well balanced and resting on the correct spot, which can 

always be found after a few trials, its existence is forgotten after a march 

of a quarter of an hour. It should be about 10 inches long by 8 inches 

broad, divided by partitions lengthways and with an outside pocket. 

the top two leather loops about 5 inches long should be firmly sey n. 

through which passes an ordinary belt. The latter must be so adjustec 

that the bag hangs or rests on the top of the left thigh, behind; there 11 

will remain immoveable, even on a quick march. The best fastener i 

by means of a ring passing through a slit in the flap, and secured by pit 

and chain. 4 

One compartment should be reserved solely for paper, the sh cet 

being folded, where necessary, first lengthways and then crossways. 

All the accessories, together with the bag, should then be taken to— 

saddler or binder, who will fix them by means of slips of leather or line 

on pieces of stout cardboard, the size of the bag, just as is done wit 

toilet articles in a travelling bag. These boards can then be slipped in’ 

the divisions of the bag and withdrawn at will. But we must repeat thi 

it should be made a rule to replenish the bag on the return from evel 

journey and not wait until the next setting-out. These sudden starts a 

generally made only in important cases, but it is just in such cases th 

one has plenty to think about and cannot be bothered with rememberti 

if all the little necessary articles are in order; he should be able just 

take up his bag and be ready. This advice may appear puerile but no-c 

who has once experienced what it is to be without the necessary a: ti 

at the critical moment will so consider it. . ; 

It will greatly assist in keeping the receptacle in perfect readiness. 

have a list of all the articles it should contain legibly written and gum n 

inside the flap of the bag or the lid of the office box. ¢ 
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Other things may be usefully carried according to the fancy of the 

officer. In particular a few simple medicines should always be handy ; 

early rising, a hot journey, bad food, may always bring on a headache, 

“diarrhoea, etc. In these days of tabloids and concentrated medicines 

this requirement is éasily satisfied. Antipyrin, chlorodyne, sal volatile, 

and quinine, or better some reliable fever pill containing opium, and a 

few similar common remedies, are easily carried and may make all 

the difference between comfort and misery, that is, between success and 

failure. Anglo-Indian officers accustomed as they are to travelling and 
rr 15a RD APL ARON) A ON oa See! 

camping out hardly require a word of advice as to food and drink. But 

vhen starting away from a camp on an expedition which may last many 
7 ° NAAN = LARD! 

‘hours, the precaution of taking a few preserved provisions, two or three 

ottles of wrated waters and a flask of best brandy should never be 

y mitted. It seems almost absurd to indite a warning against drinking 

P infiltered water drawn from country wells or tanks, yet we have known 

; he most valuable lives thrown away by absolute disregard of the simplest 

mecautions, and even in spite of specific warning. 

: - Smokers should always have a few cigars in reserve, for how often 

does not one in his haste forget his cigar case. A post mortem, for 

instance, is not a very pleasant thing for the mere lawyer, if he cannot 

' noke; even the brandy flask may be a very present help in such 

circumstances. 

For the majority of our readers it will be unnecessary to say anything 

‘on the subject of transit, that vexed question for the lawyer when away 

fron: railway lines or towns. Every official can rely upon the revenue 

f thorities or the village officials to provide for him; for us others, 

0 cksheesh and extortionate charges are all we can fall back upon. 

| Starting, however, from centres where there is a fair supply,—and 

; being a high placed official with fast-trotting horses,—the traveller 

: ll find that for a comparatively short journey, where speed is essential, 

here is nothing to beat the poney-jutka. (‘Jutka’ is the Madras name, 

;similar vehicles may be found all over India.) The best type in 

uth India is known as the Vellore Jutka—yet even with it the dis- 

mfort is extreme and the jolting indescribable. Yet they get over the 
yund ; a good jutka poney in fair condition should always be good for 

| miles in three hours or a little more. 
v hen urgency is not essential or when no other means of convey- 

a ALE RY A) IH NNT 
ean be obtained, the ordinary covered country cart may be made 

; comfortable. The best foundation for a bed therein is a thick 
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layer of twigs, freshly clipped; they are better than straw and make : 

very good spring mattress. Some straw may if desired be spread on 

top, and with a thick rezai or small mattress over all, one can sleep com- 

fortably from sunset to sunrise, covering 25 miles or thereby. Be sur 

to have your bag and reserve provisions and drinks in the cart witl 

you, for your attendant carts with servants and impedimenta (saman, 

have a way of getting lost en rowte and not turning up till long afte 

you have arrived at your destination. ah a 

Carry, as a rule, a supply,of copper coins. ‘Travellers either give n 

bucksheesh—which leads to dire discomfort, if not worse; or give far 

too much, being generally thought fools for their pains. A pice here an 

there, especially if given to the real helpers, will work wonders, far mor 

than as many rupees given to a headman or an officious loafer. 

tlie 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE EXPERT AND HOW TO MAKE USE OF HIM. 

Nee, ee nena 
Section i.—General Considerations. 

_ Experts are the most important auxiliaries of an Investigating Officer ; 

in some way or other they nearly always are the main factor in deciding 

acase. True it is that the Investigating Officer whose work lies for the 

most. part up-country, has not skilled experts always at his immediate 

disposition, but, in important cases, he is able to refer to experts at head- 

quarters; on the other hand, experts of even very small value can give 

Pe ee ee 

excellent results; but everything depends upon knowing how to make 

ise of them. Indeed it is often less important to know who is to be 

1 estioned than to know how, wpon what, and when questions must be put. 

- But it is also an important thing for the Investigating Officer to 

know just whom he ought to apply to ¢.e., what kind of expert he ought 

0 select ; moreover he must know what the expert is capable of telling 

him in each case, that is to say, where his knowledge begins and what 

re the natural limits to it; and finally he must seize the proper moment 

01 putting his questions, z.e., the moment when he is in possession of 

ufficient material to render any further research superfluous. He will 

01 instance only be in possession of the best information on interrogating 

n observer at the microscope in cases where medical men are incapable 

f enlightening him ; at other times sportsmen and shikaries will be able 

0 give him satisfactory replies, where learned experts in arms may fail 

im. In this connection the explanations of the latter may be of little 

, some special knowledge being required in each case. 

As regards the limits of the expert’s knowledge, the Investigating 

fficer must be particularly careful not to ask too much, for if he were to 

i 9 so he might look ridiculous; on the other hand if he does not ask 

ough he may deprive himself of information of great value. A case 

recalled in which the Investigating Officer desired to know whether 
F s blood stain on a piece of cloth was that of a boy or of a girl; another 

Investigating Officer took a stove to pieces and sent it carefully packed 

: to the chemical examiner with a request to know whether bank notes 

had been burned in it or not ; and a colleague of the author recently met 

| Wath a case in which it was asked whether the arsenic found in the corpse 

d be indertified with that found in a sausage“. On the other 
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hand every Investigating Officer knows of cases in which the solution 

of problems, seeming to outsiders almost insoluble, has been obtained 7 | 

in this way experts in physics will discover, by a magnetic process, | 

traces of iron, where chemical experts have found nothing ; botanists once 

furnished the author with certain proof that some branches of hops had 

been cut with a particular knife. What can be performed with the 

assistance of electricity, the refinements of photography, radio-active rays. 

Roéntgen Rays and other acquisitions, 1s simply illimitable. 

As regards the moment at which advice should be asked, care must 

be taken not to lose too much time ; but knowledge of the circumstances — 

attending the crime must be given to the expert. It is often stated that 

the expert has only to occupy himself with the object to be examined : on 

a wound for example being shown to him, he should determine its 

nature, the time necessary for its healing, and say generally what will be 

its consequences ;—but this is not all; he ought also to tell us the weapon, 

position of the criminal, and mode in which the blow has been delivered. 

The numerous difficulties which such cases present and the nuinber of 

different causes which may produce the same effect must not be forgotten. 

That a conscientious expert is aware of all the circumstances attending 

a crime, has read the depositions of the witnesses, and has seen the 

supposed weapon, etc., is no reason for his coming to a precipitate con 

clusion ; but, thus informed, it will be possible for him to weigh ever) 

circumstance, obtain a general idea of the occurrence, and affirm more 

clearly, with more certainty, and, what is very important, less discursively, 

than if the aids in question had been refused to him. It must not De 

forgotten that to-day, in spite of, and perhaps because of, the great 

progress of science, people make statements with much less assurance 

than formerly. One has only to compare books on medical jurisprt 

dence written 30 years ago with those of to-day to see that the wiital : 

of those days, acting upon a small number of cases at their disposal, A1¢ 

not hesitate to state general principles, the correctness of which are no’ 

much shaken: for experimental science, now much more extensive, he 

found out so many exceptions that in the long run they sometime 

become more numerous than the so-called rules. | i 

This principle must be applied to other domains and we must no 

boast of our own knowledge which is always more or less incomplete i | 

we do not know the exceptions ourselves we have but to demand them « | 

specialists. By conforming to this rule we will obtain astonishi | 

results. The specialist will refute a well established conviction leading 
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to say “I believe it is always thus,” with a series of exceptions in which 

it is not always thus. In a recent case medical experts who on ex- 

amination in the witness box affirmed positively that it was impossible 

for a cavity to form in lobar pneumonia, when confronted with authorities 

in cross-examination admitted that such a thing was quite possible. If 

therefore experts themselves may be mistaken how much more should 

| the Investigating Officer be unashained to question others upon things 

‘ which seem beyond all doubt. Moreover the circle of experts must be 

enlarged as much as possible. Some Investigating Officers in many years 

"have never made use of any other experts than doctors, analysts, and 

eunsmiths ; it has never crossed their minds to consult workmen and 

artisans of all kinds. They have not thought that they might be able to 

Yobtain most precious information from such sources. 

The author must confess that he has often had business with experts 

without knowing at the outset what they might be able to tell him. 

He once sent for a cutler and gave him a knife found in the wound of a 

purdered person and asked him whether he could give any information 

ibout it; the cutler replied that such knives were only manufactured in 

he north of Bohemia. And this information brought about the discovery 

f the criminal. A turner pointed out that an article the criminal had 

ft behind must have been turned by a left-handed person®*1™, The 

erson arrested (who denied the crime) came from a distant town. Search 

as made in that place for a left-handed turner, who, when found, 

lentified the accused as the person who had bought the article from 

m. linguists have indicated the nationality of the writer of a letter ; 

@ schoolmaster has guessed the age of a bank-note forger, then unknown, 

ym the mistakes in writing which he made; and astronomers have 

ven the day in spring which, as regards the evening light, corresponded 

th a certain day in autumn. In the last case the Investigating Officer 

as able to visit a locality in spring in order to find out if the criminal 

uld be able to see, and must have seen, such and such a thing at a 

tain hour on a certain day in the autumn. (See Chapter I, p. 28.) 

\ numismatist was able to play an even more important réle as an 

ert. A coin with a figure of St. George was found on the scene of a 

ie (on the face St. George, on the reverse a ship with Christ and his 

ciples) ; a witness was able to swear that the accused owned a coin 

which had a ship on one side (he had not seen the other side). The 

Wimismatist affirmed that this coim was most probably a St. George 

: , for there are very few other coins bearing a ship and, besides, 
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it was impossible for the accused to be in possession of any of those 

others. | f 

It is self-evident that numerous consultations with specialists have no 

results; but one must not allow oneself to be disheartened by the 

number of consultations made, nor discouraged by checks in any parti- 

cular case. If one is content to examine and measure accurately the 

instrument of the crime in conjunction with the expert, without going 

any further, the result would be hardly appreciable. If one entered upon 

a fairly long technical discussion with the specialist, especially if he is a 

simple-minded person, and if the case is related and explained to him, 

little by little, much useful information will be gathered in. | 

Often quite a series of workmen, etc., will have to be consulted when — 

it is believed that some peculiarity is due to a certain kind of skill connect- | 

ed with some particular trade. One day for example an important theft, | 

extremely skilfully carried out, was committed in the following manner | 

A thief, a former servant of a banker who lived alone, had slipped during | 

the daytime into the room next to the bed-room of his old master. The : 

thief was aware that the banker was in the habit, before going to bed, of 

locking the door between his bed-room and the room where the former 

was hidden. He therefore resolved to wait until the old gentleman wé 

asleep, then slip into the bed-room; take the key of the safe from the be 

table, open the safe and complete the theft ; which indeed he did. Bw : 

so as not to be shut out in the room where he was hiding, it was neces-| 

sary to make the banker believe that he had already locked the door ( 

communication. The thief therefore shaped a small piece of wood to co 

up the slot, or square opening into which the bolt of the lock penetra 2 

When the banker went to lock the door before getting into De 

the bolt was unable to enter the hole in the door-post, thus producing tl 

same effect as if the door had been already locked; and indeed, 6 

banker declared afterwards his belief that he had already locked the de 

without remembering having done so. ‘The door therefore remain 

unlocked and the thief was able to carry out his project ; but he had | 

the little piece of wood, which was prismatic in shape, in the slot ar d 

was shown to various experts. The first was a locksmith, who vy 

sensibly remarked “ the person who made this works more minutely th 

we do; it was not necessary to cork the hole with so much care, ¢ 1 

an ordinary little piece of wood would have done well enough provi 

that it was of the proper length”. A turner was then questioned, ¥ 

on seeing the piece of wood was of opinion that its workmanship indica 
| 
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man who knew how to carve. A turner turns but does not carve, and 

so it could not have been a turner who was concerned in the theft. A 

wood-carver was next questioned and he was able by chance to indicate 

an instrument used exclusively by makers of boot and shoe trees. ‘This 

nstrument was procured and the Investigating Officer was easily con- 

inced of the accuracy of the wood-carver’s statements, and, on the result 

being communicated to the victim of the theft, the thief was easily found: 

in fact the last servant whom the banker had dismissed had formerly 

een a tree maker, and indeed went back to that trade whenever he was 

put of a place. 

It is besides astonishing to note the difficulty which people have, 

specially persons of the working classes, in getting rid of their usual 

manner of working; it seems quite natural to them and seeing nothing 

ut of the way in it themselves they have no fear of discovery. They 

magine that it appears quite as natural to others; thus a weaver makes 

a weaver’s knot, a miller one like those with which he ties up his sacks 

flour, a sailor makes a sailor’s knot, a fisher a fisherman’s knot, a 

utcher makes the same kind of knot as that which he uses to tie the 

rd to the horn of the animal to be slaughtered, and the gipsy who, in 

saking into a room, fastens the doors to avoid surprises, ties the stick 

fhich he employs for that purpose with a cord in quite a singular 

vanner “), Tardieu tells of a case regarding a so-called “artillery 

not”, and Hofmann, in his Legal Medicine, of a case of suicide of a silk 

orker who used a knot such as he employed in making shawl fringes”. 

/ goes without saying that there are no professional experts in the 

sence of knot-making; the only thing to be done is to question people 

hom one believes to have some special knowledge until the right man 

hit upon. Cases of this kind are numerous: a new-born child had 

en killed with a knife thrust in the back of the head (at the place 

here the head joins the spinal column) “in the same way as one kills 
partridge,” said the Mayor, who was an experienced sportsman, and 

deed the lover of the dead child’s mother was a young sportsman. 

‘the case of “ Madame Henri” in which a body was found in a sack 

‘the river, it was shown by a police officer that the sack had been 

wn up by a woman and then bound and tied up by a man®™. 

_ But if experts are capable of informing the Investigating Officer on 

any points care must at the same be taken not to ask them (and 

ecially medical ones) for too many or for too precise explanations. 

s author has no intention of reprobating the ridicule with which the 
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Investigating Officer is covered who asks a doctor foolish questions or — 

who requests information which cannot, in the present state of science, — 

be conscientiously given. He would merely recall the fact that a medical — 

man, like all other men, sums up the person who questions him from the 

way in which the questions are put. Profound medical knowledge is — 

certainly not required of the Investigating Officer; but it is necessary — 

that his questions be not too absurd“; it is only too easy for the 

medical man to be placed in such a position that he 1s forced to ask — 

himself how, in spite of all the knowledge he has so laboriously acquired, — 

such infantile questions can possibly be answered. If he persist in = 

demanding answers which cannot be given to him, not only does the 

Investigating Officer deprive the medical man of all pleasure in his work 

but he also exposes the whole case to an irremediable check. It must be — 

repeated that the Investigating Officer has not always at his beck and 

call the medical jurisprudents and experienced professors provided with 

all necessary instruments who are to be found in great cities. He is — 

often obliged to work up-country with doctors who are quite young, very 

old, or with little training. They may be the best practitioners in the 

world in general practice but they are not medical jurisprudents in the 

proper sense of the word. Only those who have had long experience of — 

them can know what qualities a good medical jurisprudent should have; 

he ought certainly to be a specialist in all branches of medical knowledge, — 

ought to know all the difficulties to be met with, and have special ex-— 

perience of criminals. It would not be fair to the medical jurisprudent, 

who represents all branches of medical science, to pretend that any country | 

doctor, even the very best, can be a medical jurisprudent i 

— = 

worthy of confidence. 

It is for this reason that the Investigating Officer should take care 

not to ask the medical man for too much. It is natural for a man to— 

prefer to say “the thing is so” rather than “I do not know” and, some- 

times, the doctor will make precise replies when pressed by an Investi- 

gating Officer, replies which will not bear the examination of science. 

has been necessary for the best known professors in medical jurisprudence 
to boldly avow :—‘‘ We do not know this, nor yet that, and many other 

things besides ’”’—and yet the scientists of former times used to make _ 

most categorical statements. Take but a few examples. With whe 

certainty did they not use to distinguish ante mortem from post mortem 

wounds? And yet every medical jurisprudent of to-day points a 
é most convincingly that the so-called distinctive signs are not always 
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infallible. Again medical jurisprudents used to determine very accurately 

a beginning and the end of a gash or cut, a point perhaps very import- 

ant in a case of murder or suicide ; modern medical men dare not in most 

| Rares form an opinion from the mere sight of the wound. And with 

‘what certainty they used to distinguish between the blood of wounds and 

that of menstruation. Yet it is now admitted that this distinction is one 

_ which is not to be depended on and which can only be made in particular 

' eases. Formerly the possibility of ruptures of the larynx, of precipitate 

birth, and rupture of the umbilical cord in living persons was absolutely 

| denied “*?, To-day these possibilities can be no longer doubted. 

Section ii.—Role of the Medical Jurisprudent. 

Of all the experts an Investigating Officer has to deal with the most 

important and the most frequently questioned are medical jurisprudents ; 

| with them therefore the Investigating Officer should enter into very 

ntimate relations. It may be that the relations between the Investigat- 

ug Officer and the medical jurisprudent have no direct value in a 

ase ; yet they are of the very highest importance. If they are purely 

rofessional in the sense that they are exterior, the manner of treating 

1e most important and the greater number of cases in which medical 

I See atents play a réle will be also professional and exterior. But if the 

mnection between the Investigating Officer and the medical jurisprudent 

Esloser and more amicable by reason of the interest taken in a common 

ise, the mode in which that cause is treated will bear witness to the 

ely enthusiasm and active co-operation of both persons. It must of 

cessity be presumed that the Investigating Officer and the medical 

isprudent are interested in their respective professions, for if they have 

interest in them, they are as much to be pitied as they are unfit to 

der any service whatever: all they can do is to turn to some other 

If on the contrary they have zeal and energy, working together 

encourage their efforts, and their collaboration will considerably aid ee 

solution of the problem. 

. The author always recalls with a feeling of thankfulness a deceased 

QD d who was like himself attached to a large provincial court ; he, as 

rict Medical Officer and medical adviser to the court and the author 

vestigating Officer; we worked 5 years together and settled not a few 

. Many of these cases necessitated journeys of some distance, not 

which was made without freely discussing the case in question 
iva 
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and obtaining from a medical-legal point of view every possible explana-— 

tion concerning it. The cases in which he took part were considered 

common property and one as much as the other used to do his best to 

throw light upon them. It is impossible to imagine how work was 

stimulated, what lessons were obtained for the future, how the task was 

lightened, and, the author does not hesitate to say, what success crowned — 

this collaboration. Neither the Investigating Officer nor the medical — 

jurisprudent, especially the latter, can.do good work if the relations be- | 

tween them are not close and intimate. To the advantages indicated — 

above, another must be added; it is thanks to these relations that the — 

Investigating Officer can more easily learn to know the occasions when he — 

ought to consult a medical man. In many cases he neglects to question 

an expert even when the latter may be able to furnish him with im-_ 

portant information ; the reason being that the Investigating Officer is — 

incapable of exactly appreciating the extent of the knowledge the expert 

or medical man possesses. ‘This is a difficult thing to learn profession- 

ally but it is easily learned privately. 

In cases into which medical knowledge enters the medical man must 

always be questioned even when the solution of the problem appears to 

surpass the limits of human knowledge: e.g., when a long space of time 

has elapsed since the commission of the crime. Thus Liman relates 

that from the corpse of a man ‘so extensively decomposed that it had 

become black and green, it was possible to determine by the condition of 

the heart that death was due to a stroke of apoplexy and that in conse- 

quence the man must have died a natural death. The same professot 

reports that the bones of King Dagobert which were disinterred 

St. Denis twelve hundred years after his death were so well preserved | 

that it was possible to observe every mark of violence committed on his 
person (182-183) _ 

We may also mention the six thousand skulls contained in the eryp 

of the St. Florian Convent near Ems in Upper Austria. They dat 

from an unknown battle which is supposed to have taken place toward 

the end of the great migration, and are so well preserved that historiar 

have been able to determine, from the wounds upon them, the shaj 

of the weapons of the period: e.g., one skull bears a wound made I 

an arrow which (See Plate I., Fig. 2) could have had only one sha 

edge “, It goes without saying that such old facts as these q 

scarcely be of interest to the Investigating Officer but they prove th 

it is never too late to furnish proof of some particular fact; a medi¢ 
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_ jurisprudent ought always to be questioned before hazarding such an 

assertion 5), 

We now pass to the réle of the medical jurisprudent in particular and 

will first speak of the manner in which he must be utilised. 

A. Cases relating specially to Medical Jurisprudence. 

To this category of cases belong post mortem wounds, illnesses, offences 

against morality, shamming or malingering, questions concerning the 

force and skill required for and the age of certain acts, and a great 

number of other questions which crop up every day. Practice alone can 

_ teach us what are the questions themselves and the way to attack them : 

and if in the course of time one has succeeded in reducing the number of 

these questions, one notes that it is precisely the good information obtained 

- from the medical jurisprudent to which that reduction is due. Let us 

be content with a prudent reply, a little vague rather than too precise ; 

but let us question the medical man in all cases where there is room to 

suppose that he can see further than an outsider. If one accepts a 

_ hypothetical reply from the medical man, one will know that he has 

replied in that manner on purpose, especially if, later, one comes to the 

- conclusion that his answer could not have been more definite. Between A 

_ and not-A there is more than the whole alphabet although each letter may 

_ have its own importance; the medical man should therefore not be pressed 

_ and should be allowed sufficient time ; when he examines a wounded man 

_ on the first occasion he is not perhaps quite sure what to say,—allow him 

a second or even a third examination. One is certainly less exposed to 

- mistakes when the medical man draws up no report at all, than when, 

_ pressed by the impatience of the Investigating Officer, he makes a report 

which he would have drawn up quite otherwise if the wounded person 

1 had been submitted to him for a second examination after a sufficient 

interval. 
ies 
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: This is still more true as regards post mortems; if the medical man 

ean say nothing immediately, he must indicate the investigations to be 

made to complete what the post mortem has brought to light; we repeat 

® that it is incorrect to say that the medical man has but to. pronounce 

_ upon the actual situation and that the investigation has nothing to do 

x WwW ith him “86 ; the medical man only sees in a medical examination or in 

 & post mortem, the result and, in many cases, he hardly occupies his mind 

with the means that have brought about that result. 
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The number 6 may as well be the product of 2 and 3 as the sum of 

3 and 8 or 4 and 2, etc.; so in most cases it is the manner in which 

the circumstance has come about that is the important thing, and the | 

medical man can after all only arrive at a conclusion if he has read the 

brief. Besides there is no fear that this knowledge of the case may 

beguile him into error, for he knows the result and if, by chance, the 

indications contained in the papers he has read lead him on to a false 

path he will always have a constant check in the fact itself; he will 

indeed perhaps be able to point, out inaccuracies in the statements of 

the witness to the Investigating Officer. The interrogatory and the 

inquiry are one. Each completes the other and, if the medical man 

knows that the Investigating Officer is not so foolish as to require . 

from him mathematically incontrovertible replies, the knowledge he 

may possess of the facts of the case will induce him to make a prudent 

statement rather than draw up a hasty and precipitate report “8. 

Besides those cases in which the Investigating Officer necessarily 

requisitions the assistance of the medical man, there are others in which 

he may be of assistance. We will now mention some of these. 

B. Preservation of parts of a corpse. 

It often happens that a corpse cannot be identified on account of 

decomposition being too far advanced and neither the structure of the 

body nor the articles of clothing, etc., found on the deceased showing any 

peculiarity to aid identification. And yet the identification may perhaps 

in certain circumstances be of the greatest importance “®. Let us 

suppose e.g., that we wish to establish that a corpse is really that of a — 

man seen two weeks before in an hotel; no one knows him, but the wit- 

nesses state that they would be sure to be able to recognise him on 

seeing the features. They cannot remember, e.g., his clothing, and they 

do not recollect having seen his watch or pocket-book, etc., they cannot — 

say whether he had a particular cicatrix on the thigh, or other exterior 

marks of identification. But if his features are so disfigured by de- — : 

composition that no man is able to recognise them, the medical specialist — 

‘regeneration process’’ described by ‘ 
must be asked to carry out the 

Professor von Hofmann. 

Professor von Hofmann says “89 :— 

“The head is cut off, the brain removed and several deep cuts made 

in the back and sides of the head; it is then placed in pure run=— 
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ning water. In twelve hours time the green colouring of the skin 

of the face will for the most part have disappeared or have got 

blanched, and the swelling greatly diminished; the top of the skull 

is then replaced and the skin of the head sewn up again. The 

head is then plunged into a concentrated solution of alcohol. After 

another twelve hours the green colouring and the swelling of de- 

composition will have so completely disappeared that the face will 

finally assume its normal condition and present the appearance of 

a-corpse newly embalmed. Instead of the above solution, chloride 

of zine may be employed with equal success. Of course the pos- 

sibility of reconstructing a face has its limits, especially when the 

hair has already fallen off and the skin of the face begun to be 

perforated with holes—in such a case nothing can be done.” 

This process is all the more valuable in that the head when rendered 

recognisable may be preserved, at least until the hearing of the case, 

- and may be again shown to the witnesses. Attention has been called to 

it here as it is probably unknown to many medico-legal men up country 

though it is often necessary to make use of it. Two things should be 

» mentioned: firstly, when recourse is had to this process in localities 

where running pipe-water cannot be obtained (and this happens more 

- often than not), all that need be done is to plunge the head into some 

stream or flowing river, taking care to do so on some spot where con- 

tamination to the water will not be a source of danger ; but in this event 

xrecautions must be taken to prevent the head being damaged by the 

nimal life of the water (such as fish, etc.,) which may in a single night 

estroy nearly all the skin,—thus causing the loss of all our trouble. 

. box of convenient size may be pierced on its four sides with four 

urge holes and covered with thick cloth, or better still the netting of a 

yery fine sieve: the water will then enter and leave freely and even the 

“smallest animals will be excluded. 

- Secondly :—There cannot be in these days (even in India) many 

aces so isolated that the chloride of zinc cannot be procured during the 

e ve or fifteen hours the head is in the water; it can be found at any 

spensa y or even in the nearest bazaar and one or. other ought to be 

asily procurable within the requisite time. 

For forensic purposes formalin is also very useful. It acts like 

tits of wine but with much stronger effect. It may be used both for 

servation and disinfection. It completely removes the smell of a 

se in a very advanced state of decomposition “%—1%, ee ee ee ae 

Py 8 
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A preserving solution given by Rensburg is also good if it really does 

what is stated of it. It 1s said to be not only antiseptic but preserves 

the colour of the remains, and, even after years, remains preserved with 

it are said to be quite fresh “971%, 

In wounding cases preservation of pieces of bone is of equal import- 

ance. It is even often necessary to preserve bones of people not yet 

dead ; when e.g., splinters of bone (generally bones of the head and the 

tubular bones) have been abstracted either by operation or in the course 

of healing. The medical jurisprudent must always attend to the preser- 

0 a ee re 

vation of such pieces of bone as they may sooner or later form material 

for conviction. When the wound has caused death it is especially 

necessary to preserve such pieces of bone and in most cases the wound — 

is to the skull. The damaged skull itself should be most-carefully — 

preserved 2), Wounds will be much better seen upon a prepared and — 

macerated head than upon one still covered with bloody skin and scraps 

of flesh which render observation extremely difficult. If the head be 

neat and clean, it may be taken in the hand as often as necessary, ac- 

curate and minute measurements can be taken, and even experiments 

may be made with the view of determining the instrument employed. — 

Moreover if new information be obtained the skull may always be re- 

examined to more advantage than when the inquest took place. Finally, 

the damaged skull may play an important réle at the trial itself and may 

be the means of proving the innocence or guilt of the accused. 

Two remarks should be made :—In University cities it is the business _ 

of the laboratory attendant to look after the maceration and preparation _ 

of the bones which may be seen heaped pellmell in the water troughs and ; 

upon the drying shelves. The assistant is even allowed to prepare what 

may be, from a legal point of view, an important skull. But the Investi- — 

gating Officer should on no condition tolerate this; for small splinters of 

bone may be lost, new wounds made, or bones mixed up, or even the 

whole corpus delicti itself may be lost. It is the Investigating Ofticer ant 

the official expert who are responsible for the identity and integrity of th 

corpus delicti; the laboratory assistant is in no way responsible. TI 

corpus delicti loses all its authentic character and demonstrative value 

it leaves the hands of the Investigating Officer or the expert; the Invest 

gating Officer ought therefore to insist upon the manipulation of a sk 

being made either by the expert himself or, if by one of his servants, th 

under his direct supervision, and such work should never be execu 

contemporaneously with any other work. tii 
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Secondly, as regards the manner in which skulls should be mended; it 

is very instructive to gather and carefully put together all the parts of a 

skull in fragments. On the one hand one acquires the conviction that 

no piece is missing ; on the other one may observe how, in what direction, 

or with what instrument, etc., the wound was given. The author 

_ remembers the effect produced on one occasion upon the jury by a medical 

_ jurisprudent in showing them a skull which seemed quite intact. He 

had carefully gammed cigarette papers over it, then, with a slight pressure 

_ of the hand, he broke it into a thousand pieces, just as it had been 

smashed by the blow it had received: that is the way a wounded skull 

: should be put together for demonstration to the jury; it is an incorrect 

_ process to join the pieces solidly. The author once saw a skull which had 

been broken into a quantity of little pieces by the head of a hatchet and 

carefully struck together by the laboratory assistant with the best fish glue; 

¢ neither the fractures themselves nor the direction of the sutures could 
a longer be seen. And the worst of it was that it was impossible to remedy 

_ the mistake, for the glue refused to melt even when steeped for a long 

_ time in water. 

As has been stated, splinters of bone ought to be put back in their 

place and held together on the inside with very fine gummed paper. 

Prof. His®® gives a method of reconstructing faces which, if proved 

- to be good, must be very important. Working with the skull of Johann 

- Sebastian Bach he averaged the thickness of the flesh on the human 

- face and covered the skull with a coating of plaster of Paris of that 

_ thickness, and is stated to have oe a face quite like that in the por- 

trait of the composer. 

a The importance of this les in the possiblity of thus identifying a 

q “murdered person. But as the thickness of the flesh on the head varies, it 

is doubtful whether it would succeed in all cases. If the age and sex of 

the person are known these may be taken into account and success is 

possible if there be a suspicion of whom the skull belongs to, for then on 
_ reconstruction some one may see a likeness; but a person who knows the | 

“suspected victim should not perform the operation, as he might un- 

intentionally force the features of that person into the face he was 

constructing. 

_ Certain hints regarding age and sex may nearly always be found from 
an anatomical examination of the skull. 

on In conclusion we must point out the danger of attempting to identify 

: solely by means of clothes, dress, and papers found on a corpse. There 
21 
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are many known cases in which such articles have been emnplas 

purposely to mislead the Investigating Officer (296-208), 

It is always good to hand over a head to a medical man for pre- 

servation in formalin (formic aldehyde solution) or spirits of wine, etc. 

That it is important to be careful in identifying corpses is proved 

by many mistakes which have been made—even by wives of their 

husbands, etc. ,2, 

In cases of corpses swollen out by drowning, the corpse of a thin 

old man has often been taken for that of a stout young man, (see also 

Sec. ii (c), * Hawr ag 

C. Tattooing. 

Tattooings which exist or which have existed on the bodies of living or 

dead persons may be very important in determining identity ; they must 

therefore be examined and described in detail. Let it also be stated 

that attention must be paid to tattooings which are no longer visible ; 

there is no doubt that they may disappear from view; they fade away 

either through lapse of time or, if the work has been badly done or 

unstable colours have been used, even after a short time. They may also 

be made to disappear artificially by submitting them to the corrosive 

action of an acid, especially indigo extract (indigotin disulphonic acid), 

(Parent Deuchatel). 

Dr. Variot @°-*) mentions a device whereby nothing but a scar 

is left; the application of a paste containing salicylic acid-and glycerine — 

(for about a week’s time) will make the tattoo mark disappear @, 

Another method has lately been suggested as the best ; a strong solution 

of tannin is put on the tattoo mark which is then treated with a needle 

in the same way as in tattooing, and finally a strong solution of nitrate 

of silver is used. Tardieu also tried the following: acetic acid and fat, | 

then potash, hydrochloric acid, and finally solution of potash. But the 

result of all these methods must always be that a scar however slightly 

visible will be left. 7. 

If for some reason or other one suspects that tattooing now invisible 

has existed upon the body of a living man, the medical jurisprudent should 

be asked to carefully examine the place where, thanks to some indication © 

or other, we may hope to find it or failing such hint the places where 

tattooing is most usually found (forearm, breast etc.) If it has been 

artificially removed, even the naked eye will discover very noticeable 

cicatrices, the form, size, etc., of which are easily described. 
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In regard to the time which tattooing takes to disappear Caspar Liman 

says “8, that even on old invalids he found the marks clearly to be 

~ noticed after 40 or even 50 years. Amongst 36 tattooed persons he found 

2 with the marks faded, 2 half, and 4 completely disappeared. A similar 

comparison is given by Hutin®, who found among 3000 invalids more 

than the sixth part (506) tattooed. Tardieu™® found even more striking 

numbers ; as the people he examined mostly had used chalk, 96 % of the 

tattooed marks had not vanished. The materials employed will disappear 

in the following order, cinnabar, gun-powder, washing-blue, ink; chalk 

mixed with lampblack will keep longest. 

About the age of the tattoo mark in general not much can be said. 

The scar after the operation is soon healed and does not change much for 

along time. More or less strength in the colouring does not prove any- 

thing. A fresh tattoo with little pigment and an old tattoo with much 

_ pigment look nearly alike, but when the tattooing has been performed can 

_ rarely be laid down afterwards. Only in a few cases can one judge this, 

2.é., if a child has been tattooed on the back, the design will lose its form 

as the child grows up, the same will happen with a circle tattooed on the 
arm of a strong young man, as he becomes old; the mark of the inocula- 
tion will often move far away from its original place as years go on. 

Lately a young American girl was shown in many European centres 

with beautifully tattooed designs over the whole body. These were 

certainly genuine and interesting, but it was false to state as was done 

to the audience that her father did them when the lady was a child, 

as the designs would have lost their correct forms and become irregular 

‘and distorted if they had grown with her. 

In some cases this circumstance might be important, if the age of the 

tattoo mark is desired to be ascertained. 

If the tattooing has disappeared naturally the medical man will in most 

"cases be able to discover, with a strong magnifying glass, the cicatrices 

in the form of pricks or marks of a needle, or stitches. In many cases 

these cicatrices are so well preserved that it is easy to reconstitute the 

_ whole design ; this reconstitution is rendered easier if the part of the skin 

in question be vigorously rubbed with some colouring matter such as ink, 

~ lamp-black, or oil, etc.; the colouring matter will adhere better to the 

~ cicatrised places which, becoming blacker than the other parts of the 

ski n, causes the tattooing to show up distinctly. 

J 0 In proving the existence of tattooing upon a corpse the same method 
q is followed ; we have even a further important proof in cases where it has 
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disappeared long before. As Follin, Markel, Virchow, and others point 

out, the small colouring particles penetrate as far as the lymphatic 

glands nearest to them, where they remain and go no further; they 

lodge for preference in the periphery of the gland and on enlargement 

may be observed as much in the whole gland as in certain sections of it. 

They can, naturally, be better seen through the microscope, but the. 

cinnabar so often employed as colouring matter looks reddish when rays 

of light fall upon the gland and has a black aspect when they traverse 

it (see Hofmann). The examination of the gland should in such cases 

be always made by a medical man. It must also be remarked that 

tattooings upon wet corpses and upon mummified and dried up corpses 

are not easily recognisable; in the first case the parts of the skin in 

question must be taken off and dried and in the second they must be 

soaked in water. 

Let us now call attention to the general importance of tattooing. 

It is not necessary to go as far as a number of specialists @!6-!) such as 

Marro, Macassagne, Batut, Salillas, Drago, Ellis, Greaves, Bergh, etc., 

who, following the example set by Lombroso in 1874, consider tattooing 

the characteristic sign of habitual criminals. Be that as it may, tattoo- 

ing is very important; Kurella @ has clearly demonstrated this in 

finding tattoo marks upon 14 per cent. of his subjects. 

It may be laid down as a general proposition that tattooing is. almost 

exclusively met with among people of an energetic disposition, a disposi- 

tion already revealed in the career such people have chosen. ‘Tattooing 

will generally be seen upon soldiers, sailors, butchers, fishermen, wood- — | 

cutters, smiths, etc.; rarely on tailors, weavers, or waiters. Not only 

can energetic people better support the pain caused by tattooing, but— 

their character leads them to the display of something uncommon and 

difficult of acquisition. In this connection sexual sensuality plays an 

important réle, why it is difficult to say; but the motive seems to be 

that strong and sensual natures find pleasure in placing their bodies on 

view; they admire their own persons and love others to admire them 

also; it is for this reason that among persons of the feminine sex 

tattooing is in Europe generally only found among prostitutes; though 

it should be noticed that women of the cultivating classes are also 

frequently tattooed; in Bosnia for instance a girl or woman of the ~ 

catholic peasant class is seldom to be found without it. It mostly con-— 

sists of a more or less decorated cross on the forehead, the chest, or the | 

Upper part of the arm ®), a 
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A curious circumstance is mentioned by Mashka; he examined all 

prisoners before and after the period of detention and found that most 

of them were not tattooed before but only after leaving the prison, this 

_ shows that the chief reason is the tediousness of the incarceration. Also 

_ Gunter asked 24 tattooed persons for the reason of undergoing this 

operation, and the reply in nearly all cases was—tediousness or imitation. 

| If we add to what we have stated that this rude body toilet is found 

chiefly among common people (Lombroso says among people of Celtic 

origin) we shall have collected all that concerns tattooing among crimi- 

nals. We will be able to conclude that we only meet with tattooing 

: among people of energy such as murderers, hooligans, house-breakers, 

= 
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, -etc., and on the other hand among people of a sensual nature such 

- as bullies, sodomites, ravishers, and others who commit crimes against 

: morality, but not among cheats and thieves. It should further be noted 

i that the simple and honest man is content with certain characteristic 

| figures; the sailor carries an anchor or dates and initials ; soldiers, swords 

a: rifles ; the butcher, crossed axes, etc.; and the tattooing is generally 

"placed on the inner aspect of the right forearm. A grosser and less 

- honest nature is not content with that; it adorns itself with allusions 

> ae of its probable end, (e.g., “le bagne m’attend’’ or a gallows, 

a Be Sa of the design or by the place in which he is tattooed (the 

"sexual parts or the buttocks). 

Ae Now it is very natural that among people of gross and energetic 

If the person is by nature of obscene imagination it is revealed by 

‘natures and doubtful morals many criminals exist. If therefore many 

7 riminals are tattooed it is that the same reason (natural grossness and 

f in morality) has produced two effects, tattooimg and crime. In this 

Ties the whole correlation existing between tattooing and a criminal; 

ut it is none the less indifferent to us and every tattooing upon a 

- prisoner ought always to excite our interest. 

’ That not only criminals and those of criminal instincts tattoo them- 

selves is shown by the fact that to-day among the young English nobility 

tattooing is the height of fashion. This is not done in the usual way 

‘with hot needles, but by professional artists with the help of electrical 

| apparatus (the galvanometer system). 

_ The age of the custom is shewn by the fact that B. Karl Blind 

‘Seeks to prove that the old Germans paid homage to this custom and it 

y ras a sign of the nobility. In 787 a law was passed in Northumberland 
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against this heathenish custom. See also “ T'ractatus de superstitionibus”’ 

by Magister Nicol, 1405 @” in which he declaims against this custom of 

“ pricking’’. as a superstitious and forbidden practice. 

D. Mental affections. 

A question, the value of which is not sufficiently appreciated, is to 

know in what cases the Investigating Officer is morally obliged to submit i 

an accused person or an important witness to medical examination or 

observation. It goes without saying that a furious madman, idiot, or 

person of undoubted melancholic character should be placed in the hands_ i 

of the medical expert; this indeed has been done for centuries. But the 

progress of mental and legal science demands now-a-days that atten- © 

tion also be paid to mental maladies which an outsider is incapable of 4 

recognising ; care must be taken that people who are really ill be not 

punished for acts committed in an access of madness. It is only by the — 

most minute attention and the most conscientious strictness that we are 

able to avoid those terrible errors formerly committed when numbers of — 

weak-minded persons were punished on the ground of their perversity : 

or monstrous infamy. 

Such cases are as difficult to deal with as they are sad to think of and, — 

everything considered, the mental condition of every accused person and i 

every important witness who makes a statement must be examined®), 

Reasons of convenience and the exigencies of time and money alone pre- \ 

vent us from making the obligation to have medical examinations in every _ 

case a statutory one; but if it is impossible for this to be done, science, — 

conscience, and humanity order us to act with generosity when the 

least doubt of the responsibility of an accused person for his acts arises ;— } 

to study our man carefully when his mental condition appears suspicious ; i 

and not to refuse to allow his re-examination by doctors even when they 

have already declared perfectly sane a man whom we believe to be some- 
what wanting. When a jurist makes a mistake upon a medical question — 
—and it is not impossible for him to do so—and he has interrogated a j 
lunacy doctor without obtaining any result, his conduct can only 6 ch | 

honour to his conscientious scruples; every medical man will tell him 
that it is far from easy, even for a specialist, to decide whether an indivi- 4 
dual is sane or not ; every honest man will be of opinion that it is better 
to examine, from the point of view of their responsibility, many sane 
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people than punish a single person who is rendered irresponsible by 

mental illness. | 

Looking into the matter more closely we find that here again the 

. Investigating Officer ought to be something of an expert and consider and 

_ observe to a very considerable extent. He ought at least to be sufficiently 

informed to know, without committing absurd blunders, when a medical 

man ought to be consulted. It will therefore be for him to come to a 

certain preliminary decision which will set the case going. If the In- 

vestigating Officer calls in medical men, the responsibility is upon them ; 

but if he thinks right not to interrogate them, no one else is likely to do 

i; so for him and the Investigating Officer alone incurs the whole responsi- 

4 bility. But the Investigating Officer who desires to act conscientiously 

-and spare himself severe remorse in after life, will be tempted to order 

i too many medical examinations rather than too few; and in order to 

Z limit himself and not demand superfluous examinations he will find 

2 himself obliged to acquire a certain amount of expert knowledge on his | 
y difficulty of his profession consists precisely in the obligation to acquire 

own account. ‘This it must be confessed is no easy thing; but speaking 

generally the functions of an Investigating Officer are not easy and the 

as he goes on a mass of knowledge of which he is completely ignorant at 

~ the outset. | : 

: The ways of procuring the information the Investigating Officer 

 Yequires in this connection are numerous. Above all he should study 

quite a number of treatises on medical psychopathology; the subject 

: § ems a perplexing one at the outset but after a while the difficulties 

ob gin to vanish, especially if one has the good fortune to fall in with an 

- expert who is willing to point out the most useful books and assist in 

: smoothing over the worst obstacles. But the knowledge so acquired 

_ would be a dead letter if one were to stop there; the Investigating Officer 

who takes his profession seriously should attend a course on mental 

‘diseases at some medical college. It is only by seeing and studying the 

‘demonstration and explanation of different cases in relation to every 

subject that he will become capable of making use in practice of what he 

has imbibed from books; only then will he really be able to understand 

the phenomena described.. Even the best books are incapable of giving 

the reader an exact idea of what the author means when he uses phrases 

fo express varying degrees of intensity with regard to any particular 

‘phenomen. Such phrases as ‘a wild look,” “incoherent speech,” “slow 

‘thinking ” and other similar expressions convey to a person who has no 

inte 
ry 
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acquaintance with such peculiarities, either too much or too little. He 

takes the troubled look of a sane person which is of no consequence for a 

‘wild look ’, worthy of mistrust, or else he imagines the expression to 

imply a horrible rolling of the eyes, etc., while the real wild look, the 

psychopathological look, seems perfectly normal to him. ‘The truthin | 

such a case can only be pointed out by a lunacy doctor and with living | 

subjects; books alone are insufficient. H 

The most instructive cases for the Investigating Officer are those | ; 

which he has had to elucidate himself; in such cases he is able to see the 

manner in which the doctor examines the patient, he can gather infor- — 

mation upon a mass of things, and finally he considers the report the — 

expert has drawn up. If he scans only the last lines of this carefully 

composed certificate for the sole purpose of finding the word mad or the 

words not mad, the reading of the report, or for that matter of a thousand 

reports, will teach him absolutely nothing. But how easy it is for him 

to learn something ; the report treats of the case which he has managed 

from the start; he had to deal with the patient when he believed him to 

be ‘‘sound,’’ he remembers how the first traces of suspicion came into 

his mind, he knows what he himself thought of the case in general and 

all the symptoms in particular, and now he has the expert’s detailed 

report in his hands; in it he sees described and scientifically explained i 

the observations he has made as an outsider, and is thus enabled to F 

correct his opinion. If certain details still remain obscure and doubtful i 

it is possible for him to procure enlightenment and information from the 4 

expert; and his own judicial experience will at least show him how he — 

ought to go on with the case. He must be able to say afterwards that he — 

has minutely observed the patient, carefully studied the report, asked the — 

expert for explanations, and read certain cases in point in special books. : : 

As a basis for such studies the work of Professor Krafft-Ebing — 

“Fundamental Principles of Criminal Psychology for the use of Lawyers’ 

cannot be sufficiently recommended. Every Investigating Officer should 

have this book by heart before entering upon functions so full of respon- — 

sibility as his are (252-258), 3 

Well known specialists have essayed to facilitate the Investigating © 

Officer in dealing with the cases where he ought to consult a medical 

jurisprudent: to this end they have enumerated the distinctive charac- 

teristics of mental derangement, characteristics easy of observation and | 

capable of. making even a person who is not a specialist in mental j 

diseases suspect a mental affection. According to Casper Liman the 
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medical man should always be consulted in cases in which the following 

characteristics appear :— 3 

1. Hereditary dispositions, where it is known that the parents or 

family or relations of the family (including children) of the individual 

_ are or have been attacked with mind troubles. 

2. Wounds affecting the brain (wounds on the head), severe illnesses 

4 accompanied with brain complications, such as puerpual fever, brain fever 

_ from over-study, etc. 

| 3. Nervous diseases, epilepsy%®, hypochondria, hysteria, etc. 27-88), 

4, Alcoholism. 

5. Various maladies of the body (headache, insomnia, giddiness, 

cramp, paralysis, delirium tremens, etc.). 

, 6. Hallucinations. 

7. Visions. 

8. Enfeebled intelligence. 

9. Periodical return of certain phenomena. 

10. Peculiar bearing. 

11. Extraordinary manner of writing. 

; Professor Krafft-Ebing mentions several points which might lead us 

_ to consider a man sane when he is really not so :— 

| 1. Amadman’s act may have a motive just as well as that of a per- 

 fectly sane man. 

: 2. The fact that the action is an isolated one in the life of its 

author can only allow of practical conclusions in an abstract way. 

| 3. Premeditation, cunning, and prudent calculation are not incom- 

_ 4, Nor are consciousness of guilt and responsibility for it. 

5. Nor even repentance after the act. 

6. The insane person may speak perfectly rationally. 

7. Even in madness there is method and logic. 

Besides this he gathers together important particulars of which notice 

must be taken in considering mental affections, such as the antecedents, 

the report of the crime, the complaint, drunkenness, knowledge of the 

act, the manner of its commission and accessory circumstances not in 

“direct conformity with the object of the action, e.g., a particular exhibition 
of cruelty, useless acts of destruction, etc. Moreover the alleged crime 

‘must be particularly examined objectively when it is a case of spontaneous 

ession made by a man of melancholic and reserved temperament, for 

confessions may themselves be false. 
22 
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There is room to suppose that a person is mentally diseased when he 
commits, with no apparent motive, crimes against his parents and those 
dear to him, or friends, or public officials, etc.;.also when he tries to make | 
out that his act is much worse than it really is; or seems apathetic in the 
face of most moving events; or again when he is extraordinarily excited or 
violent, loquacious or taciturn, or when he absolutely refuses to heax the 
action itself spoken about. In such cases it must be remembered that 
an individual struck with temporary madness may have lucid intervals 

when his words are perfectly rational. 

Other suspicious phenomena are a radical and inexplicable change in 

the manner of living and character of a person, accompanied with 

indifference for relations formerly of great importance (7.e., business and _ 

family relations), irritability, sudden taking to drink, vagabondage, sexual 

excesses, feebleness of memory, rapid cerebral fatigue, denunciation of 

morality, negligence in bearing and person, pugnaciousness, destructive- 

ness, irritation, jealousy, complaints of slanders, uttering threats—-even 

before the Court, complaints of bodily illness and pain—especially of 

nervous varieties, anxiety, apprehensiveness, headache, insomnia, fear of 

becoming mad, imaginary troubles, melancholy or excessive good spirits, 

being tired of life, attempts at suicide, complaints of being troubled — 

with peculiar thoughts, exaggerated religiousness formerly foreign to the 

character, apprehension of something terrible happening with vague 

indications as to the misfortune, menacing, warnings, or threats to 

friends, attempts to deprive himself of means that offer to commit a 

crime. Krafft-EHbing also mentions other inquiries to be made where 

there exist in the family of the accused, e.g., grave brain, nerve, or mental — | 

maladies, suicides, chronic drunkards, or peculiarly immoral or criminal 

manner of living; again where the age of the accused disposes him to | 

commit such and such an action, e.g., certain crimes against morality — 

at the beginning of old age, or false accusations of imaginary crimes — 

at the age of the development of puberty, or where at, the period of 

menstruation a woman generally acts in some abnormal way and the 

crime has been committed during such a period: there are women who 

do things at the period of menstruation which would never enter their 

minds at any other time ®®, | 

The author would especially call attention to ‘the peculiar manner 

of writing”? spoken of by Casper-Liman ° (see above). This manner 

of writing is peculiar to mad persons and of great importance to the 

Investigating Officer who has more occasion to observe it than the 
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- lunacy doctor and to whom it is easier to discover an anomaly in 

handwriting than in the expression on a face. The Investigating Officer 

_ has occasion to read so many things written by sane persons that he 

acquires great experience by doing so and can notice better than other 

| people anything out of the ordinary in handwriting. Moreover the 

Investigating Officer can hardly dispense with paying attention to sus- 

| _ pected writing if he wish to avoid disagreeable situations), 

{| Certain people afflicted with mental troubles are very fond of writ- 

i ing: especially when misanthropic they are prone to substitute letters 

or petitions for personal relations. Moreover people suffering from the 

| - monomania of persecution are particularly fond of appearing before the 

courts believing they are safest there. | 

| -We have all had experience of habitués among this latter class of un- 

fortunate madmen who come from time to time to seck news of their 

| suit, legacy, fortune, etc. It sometimes happens that these persons will 

- on no account appear before the court for fear of being shut up, deceived, 

_ or even executed; they prefer to make their accusations in writing, 

such accusations of imaginary crimes come before every court and 

cause most disagreeable confusion, when, led astray by apparently per- 

fectly reasonable explanations, cases are rashly taken up against the 

parties accused. 

Since when an urgent matter comes before an Investigating Officer a 

doctor is not always at hand, he will be obliged to go on- with the inquiry 

himself; it is therefore desirable he should be acquainted with these 

“Special ways of writing peculiar to insane persons. They may be found 

in the office of every registrar and a registrar of any experience will 

, immediately recognise them ; the young Investigating Officer has but to 

ead them with great care in order to discover their characteristic signs. 

- One can hardly define in what the originality and the distinctive features 
4 
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of these documents consist, the habit of dealing with them will, so to 

| speak, reveal their sentiment. It is especially to be noted that these 

dy es are generally of great length and repeat themselves over and 

er again; amplications and exaggerations are generally to be found 

‘ Ena in themselves are certain indications of the falseness of the com- 
+e plaint (¢.g., the petitioner says he has had his head split or has been 

shut up for three months with only a small piece of dry bread each 
a day). The construction of the phrases is often involved, incomprehensi- 

ble, and stiff, often again short and full of little prepositions,—but it is 
Hever natural. It is a striking fact that a man afflicted with a mental 
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disease, almost always makes use, when writing, of words, of extraordi- 

nary formation and inordinate length. He is often betrayed by this.* 

But all that an insane person may say or write is not always devoid 

of truth or inaccurate, and every accusation, even coming from a person 

notoriously mad, is worthy of examination ®, It only too often happens 

that people profit by the circumstance of an individual’s madness to say 

“all the same, no-one will believe that madman.’ If this be so the 

unfortunate lunatic is at the mercy of the whole world and exposed to the 

exploitation, teasing, and bad treatment of ill-conditioned and ill-minded — 

people, especially when they find out that their victim’s repeated complaints 

have not been believed. It is therefore the duty of the Investigating Officer 

to verify the accuracy of all the statements of a lunatic ; on every occa- 

sion he should make sure that there is really no truth in the case even 

where the evil complained of has been found on previous occasions to be 

false. We remember a case in which a crazy old peasant had made in-— 

numerable representations to the authorities in which he declared that 

“his enemy” had made before his house or on his way, pits, traps, and 

similar contrivances, by which he would be killed or injured. Many of 

these representations were furnished with clear sketches of the asserted 

pitfalls, etc. These representations became known to the people of the 

neighbourhood and on one occasion the village boys played a practical 

joke and really made a pit before his front door and filled it with manure. 

The unfortunate man fell right into it and was nearly drowned. 

We shall now direct attention to several points which the Investi- 

gating Officer should carefully note. . 

1. It is often necessary to cite lunatics as witnesses; they should 

never be sent away merely on the ground that they are demented, for 

they can sometimes render considerable assistance. It has been fre-_ 

quently remarked (267 that madmen, especially certain varieties of madmen, 

are excellent observers; they are not nearly so adverse to telling the truth 

as many people who rejoice in all their faculties, for they do not allow 

themselves to be guided by considerations of propriety; they have also 

* As an example of such a letter we give the following :—Fortwénde Beobachtetwerdens- 

Fatalitét (continual watching-of-coming-fatalities) ich bitte wi Untersuchingsgefilligkeit 

beg you to-persist-in-your-searching) der Mann hatte einen Braunrock an (The man had on 2 , 

brown coat) dieser gross artigen grobheitsauftiirmungen (these great stormy-insults) der Richter 

hat mir schon mit meinen Feinden em Einwerstiéndnisgesicht (the judge shows me on his face 

that he has already come to an understanding with my enemies) Mein Ochse litt an ein on 

he-be-doubly-damned). Certainly such word formations are extraordinary and exhibit ax 

unhappy disease of the mind and the necessity of caution. 
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more opportunities for observation, for things are done and said in the 
presence of a lunatic which would not be done or said before others; 
it is self-evident that the statements of a madman must be well weighed 
before being utilised as evidence in a case. 

2. Everyone knows that delirium causes a man to commit all sorts 

of actions; we often believe we have to do with deliberate acts when 

they are but the result of an attack of intermittent fever; in such a 

case errors are easily made, for the invalid generally conducts himself 

in quite a normal manner and it is only during the short intervals of 

an attack that he performs acts for which he cannot be held responsible. 

When therefore the Investigating Officer learns that the accused suffers 

' from time to time from these attacks he should not neglect to consult a 

physician. 

3. Krafft-Hbing @8-?™ remarks that very vivid dreams often conti- 

' nue their effect after the sleeper awakes; in such cases the incidents in 

' dreams are often taken for realities. Numerous inaccurate statements 

are explained in this way—perhaps also more than one piece of supposed 

| perjury. It is said that such dreams are especially common among 

 epileptics 27-279), 

4. Not less important are acts committed in a state of somnam- 

bulism, (see Kvrafft-Ebing who indicates special books and the most 

important cases on the subject). Somnambulists mostly attack the objects 

nearest at hand, generally people they suddenly meet, and they often 

develop a strength which bears no comparison with that of their waking 

state. This phenomenon is especially noticeable among young people 

in their first sleep, and after great intellectual or corporeal efforts. The 

recollection of these acts is either completely effaced or else preserved 

in the vaguest possible way 276-27 | 

5. Just as the satisfaction of certain corporeal needs (such as eat- 

ing, drinking, sleeping, smoking, yawning,) is contagious, so certain acts 

of the insane may arouse imitation among people of perfectly normal 

- condition. Especially noticeable is the contagion of hysteria, epilepsy, 

and other psychological epidemics—at one time so frequent 7-8), But 

the imitation of an isolated action of a lunatic may also take place, 

especially by young persons who have been for a considerable time in his 

society @), 

6. When the accused declares that he has only committed a great 

crime with the intention of being executed@and under the pretext 

that he is too cowardly to commit suicide, his declaration must not be 
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brushed aside without further examination; it may have some foundation, 

especially when we have to deal with people who are melancholic by 

nature or mentally deficient. All such cases should be referred to the 

medical expert. . 

7. The theories regarding “moral insanity’’, “fixed ideas”, and 

other species of mania, are so important to the Investigating Officer that it 

is absolutely necessary for him to familiarise himself with them, and. study 

some leading work 5-22 on the subject such as Krafft-Ebing’s “‘ Hints on 

recognising, and appreciating from a legal point of view, sickly conditions — 

of mind.” This kind of brain trouble is so uncommon that it often 

remains unperceived ; and if the Investigating Officer does not detect it, : 

the medical jurisprudent is not consulted; and as such kinds of affections 

hardly ever show themselves during the course of the trial the accused is 

condemned though not really responsible for his actions. 

8. Now-a-days the theory of reflected acts has assumed some im- 

portance @-), By a reflected act is meant one coming between a pure 

reflex act wholly independent of volition and an act done with full 

consciousness, and is only realized when reflected upon in the sub-con- — 

sciousness (through habit, analogy, etc.) @®. 

9. An objective and sure sign of drunkenness and i degrees is 

given by H. Gudden®*-™®, [tis to be particularly remarked when one 

has to do with tipplers and genuine habitual drunkards that such people 

are most untrustworthy. At first sight one does not know every tippler, 

but one can judge them from their tearful whimpering and accusations 

of others. When the question of the conjugal fidelity of his wife is 

ostentatiously brought forward and maintained by a man he is almost | 

always a chronic alcoholist @. 

10. About the signification of homosexuality, one must be to-day 

particularly clear, and take up a position on the question. It should be 

thoroughly understood whether the same is a disease of the mind, a vice, 

or an innate peculiarity. One has to put before oneself a long chain of 

developments which begin with the normal sexual man and extend over 

the man and woman of light character, to the effeminate and the virago, 

and from these to the declared hermaphrodite. The unnatural character 

of the hermaphrodite and the repugnance we feel towards him, must 

lead us to look on him as a being for whom punishment is not the 

proper treatment@™, 

11. Upon the much disputed subject of the lessening of the ordinary 

mental faculties, see Schrenck-Notzing and Cramer @ , 
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q 12. The numerous and for us often weighty signs (twilight condi- 

3 tions) are well handled by Mérchen ™® in treating of the marks of the 

; true and masked epileptic (nightly wetting of the bed), and the frequent, 

? prominent, and inexplicable skin-bleedings on the neck, shoulders, and 

: behind the ears (stigmata). See the experienced Pfister ®®. Nearly 

é every epileptic lies, is violent, and a bigot. 

13. Masochism, Sadism, and Fetichism are treated in text books on 

Psychiatry, Psychopathology, etc. Only a suggestion of their important 

- appearances is given here. 

(a) Masochism appears when the afflicted person allows himself to 

_ be ill-treated by his partner, in order to be wholly sexually excited or to 

attain the full enjoyment of the act of generation. 

f (b) Sadism conversely is when the afflicted person for the same 

_ object ill-treats his partner, chokes, bites, pricks, beats, etc. Hereby 

alone many murders can be explained, the man or woman having for 

once gone too far. 

(c) Fetichism appears when for sexual objects or for sexual stimu- 

f lus a person purloins such things as plaits of hair, cloth-bags, shoes, 

stockings, apron-strings, etc. As a rule this peculiarity goes with 

| ‘secret vice. 

| (d) Saliromania is the name given to the desire to soil and spoil 

clothes of women with ink, acid, etc. One concludes this behaviour has 

a sexual origin, a sort of fetichism bound up with sadism®™. 

E. Hypnotism. 

In the first edition of this book the author wrote :—‘‘ At the end 

of this chapter hypnotism must also be mentioned. It is a doctrine 

which has been received by specialists in so many different ways that 

it is impossible for an outsider to take up any decisive attitude with 

regard to it. This theory of hypnotism partakes of the destiny of all pro- 

_blems which have been treated in a premature and unscientific way by 

people of doubtful learning and character; it is therefore difficult to say 

whether, in giving their so-called opinions, they have been influenced by 

a desire to speak the truth or by other more or less obscure motives. 

Thus it has happened that, among the most distinguished specialists, 

some have considered hypnotism to be a positive science while others 

have only asked with regard to it, who is the cheat or who the dupe. 
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“But if the medical man can quietly study, make experiments, and — 

observe, it is not so with the jurist; if hypnotism and what is claimed 

for it exist, it would seem to be the duty of the Investigating Officer to — 

attack a° subject all the difficulties of which have as yet hardly been fore- 

seen; no one indeed knows how we are to approach this task nor how to 

deal with it in order to obtain a successful result. Now-a-days jurists 

neither can nor ought to take action in the matter; as yet they have not 

sufficient scientific material at their disposal, and it 1s beyond doubt that 

the premature adoption of a point of view which has not yet been made 

clear would cause more harm than the conservative ignorance of a person 

who holds himself aloof. But it is not necessary for us to take up such 

an extreme position; we have only to retain an attitude of observation 

and expectation; to take a great interest in the subject and study it, 

making observations on our own account and calling in the expert on — 

every occasion on which we fall in with a case in which it crops up, 

so as to cover our own responsibility. But let us go slowly! We 

recommend Investigating Officers to become familiar with the work of 

Dr. von Lilienthal, Hypnotism and the Criminal Law.” 

In the 2nd edition the author wrote :— , 

‘Since the Ist edition was published the question has taken another 

and more scientific aspect. The jurist who casts a glance through the 

flood of books on the subject can no longer hold aloof as an out- 

sider from the question of hypnotism. The works of Delbriick, Forel, 

Bernheim, Sully, Ribot, Krafft-Ebing, Morel, Dessoir, Rieger, Liegeois, 

Miiller, Obersteiner, Richet, Shrenck-Notzing, Preyer, Moll, Wetterstrand, 

Liébault, Beaunis, Schmidkunz, and in particular the contributors to the — 

Revue de Uhypnotisme and to the Zeitschrift fiir Hypnotismus of Gross- 

mann, have cleared up the question in a scientific manner; the existence 

of hypnotism can no longer be doubted, and the jurist ought to consider 

how he must deal with it; since the last edition we have been bitterly 

reproached with not attacking the question: Schmidkunz™ says :— 

‘Professional lawyers have neglected the importance of suggestion to 

such an extent that others have been obliged to fill up the gap as soon 

as possible; their negligence consists either in complete indifference 

or else in violent attacks.’ Henceforward let us no longer be reproached 

in this way but, when medical men have given us incontestable and 

irrefutable material, attack the question in so far as it concerns our pro- 

fession. We will at the same time know how to oppose any interference 

with ows special business.”’ 
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Forel has said in a small treatise :—‘‘ Hypnotism is obliged to 

traverse, like every fresh truth, three phases: denial, struggle, and accep- 

tance’’; but the author is of opinion that the last phase, that of acceptance, 

ought, like every other new thing, to also pass through three stages, 

namely timid welcome, unmeasured exaggeration, and correct appreciation. 

It seems that as regards hypnotism we have already arrived at the 

exaggeration stage of the phase of acceptance. Forel is right when he 

declares :—‘“‘the adversaries of hypnotism who said yesterday, ‘it is all 

trickery and illusion’, and who say to-day, ‘this hypnotism is terribly 

dangerous, it must be fought with and annihilated,’ will perhaps say to- 

morrow ‘but this is old history which we have been long aware of’.”’ 

This last observation is very just. Indeed, not taking into account the 

Indians, Egyptians, and other Oriental peoples, as to whose knowledge 

of hypnotism we have ample proof, we find in history a number of 

others who have mentioned hypnotism in terms more or less clear “2 :— 

Aesculapius, Bollstadt, Paracelsus, Helmont, W. Maxwell, A. von Nettes- 

heim, Cardanus Campanella, Giordano Bruno, Porta, A. Kircher, Anton 

Mesmer, Braid, Liébault, and Bernheim, no less than contemporary men 

of learning, mark the stages of the development of this theory, a theory 

which has to-day become so important. 

If we desire to obtain an idea of the value of this theory for ourselves 

we must study, however superficially, the very essence of hypnotism ; 

otherwise the Investigating Officer will be incapable of knowing when he 

is face to face with a case of hypnotism and must consequently have 

recourse to an expert. 

We must at the outset agree with Max Dessoir®® (Das Doppel-Ich, 

Berlin, 1889) that human personality divides itself into at least two 

spheres which are, theoretically, quite distinct, namely ‘the waking 

state’’ (the superior consciousness) and the “‘ dream state’ (the inferior 

consciousness). The latter state is by no means unknown to us; it exists 

whenever we dream or when, in a fit of sleepwalking or distraction, we 

act without knowing what we are doing. It is in the sphere of this 

inferior consciousness that all the acts of a person under the influence of 

hypnotism are placed and by arranging these phenomena in a category of 

known facts we attempt to form a clear idea of that state. Hypnotism 

has most resemblance to sleep. Suppose we were to see a person asleep 

for the first time—the phenomenon would appear much more strange 

than anything seen or heard with regard to hypnotism®®. But we 

“may distinguish sleep from hypnotism by designating the latter (as does 

i 23 

es 
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Forel®'), by the phrase “state of suggestibility.”” To “suggest” is to 

produce a dynamic change in the nervous system of a person under the 

influence of another person, inducing in the subject an idea that this 

change is taking or has taken place. As to auto-suggestion, it is the sug- 

gestion a man effects upon himself either consciously or unconsciously. 

We can therefore distinguish as determining motives as 

1. A supernatural agent :—magnetism, mesmerism, telepathy, pre- 

sentiment, visions, etc. 

2. Suggestion :—as formulated since the time of Braid, 1843 and 

Liéboult, 1864. 

3. All somatic, corporeal, or materialistic theories which presume 

peripheric influences on the extremities of the nerves (fixity of look, rub- 

bing of the forehead, etc). 

The second theory (suggestion) alone has any scientific value 818), 

Only one kind of hypnotism is then established by science, 7.e., that con- 

sisting of the suggestion of ideas. 

_ It would be superfluous to analyse the way in which it takes place in 

practice; whoever feels any disposition for these questions, dangerous as 

they are, may find the necessary information in almost any work on 

hypnotism®'*—*! but it is better to leave such experiments to medical men. 
In the hypnotic state itself three stages may be distinguished :— 

(1) SommoLEeNncE,—state in which the subject can still open the eyes. 

(2) LigHT SLEEP,—(hypotaxis, charm)—state in which he partly 4 

submits to the influence of suggestion. ; 

(3) DEEP SLEEP,—somnambulism with amnesia (forgetfulness) 

after waking “18, 

Miiller also differentiates between deep sleep with or without posthyp- 

notic hallucinations, i.e, the subject may, after coming to, remain under — 

the influence of what has been suggested to him while in the hypnotic 

state. 

We have also to distinguish (Bernheim, Liégeois, Obersteiner, etc) :— 

(a) MENTAL SUGGESTION: here the thoughts of one person act — 

upon other persons. Peronet “ relates how he ordered a person to play 9 

the piano until it was suggested to him to stop. He placed himself 

behind the pianist while he was playing and began to wish energetically 

that he would stop playing, and, at that very moment, he stopped. a 

(b) RETROACTIVE HALLUCINATION :—by which a person 1s persuaded 

that certain facts have happened. The person believes these facts though 

they have never taken place. 
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(c) NEGATIVE HALLUCINATION :—by which it is suggested to a 

person that certain objects present have disappeared (e.g., that a person 

present has gone away: the subject no longer sees the person though he 

is still there.) 

If it be asked-up to what point people can be Rypnotived we learn © 

from Forel that a man with a healthy mind may be hypnotised when 

there is no “auto-suggestion’’ not to be hypnotised, 7.e., where the 

patient does not battle against the hypnotiser. According to Obersteiner 

one person in every three is absolutely proof against hypnotism, one in 

three is moderately affected, and one in three is perfectly hypnotisible. 

Liébault and Bernheim have hypnotised thousands of persons, very few of 

whom have opposed any resistance. Wetterstrand has found 97 re- 

fractory persons out of 3148, Renterghen and Heden found 395 out of 414 

susceptible to hypnotism. Speaking generally it may be said that from 

80 to 95 per cent. of men may be hypnotised. People having mental ill- 

nesses are not included in this figure: they are hardly ever hypnotisible. 

The effects of hypnotism have been established scientifically. Forel 

_ says:—By suggestion in hypnotism one may produce, influence, and 
_ impede all the subjective phenomena known to the human mind as well 

a as a large number of the objective functions known to the nervous system ; 

only the functions of the ganglions and the reflexive movements of the — 

spine, as well as those of the base of the skull, seem to escape the influ- — 

: ence of suggestion. Suggestion may even act upon the so-called somatic 

- functions, such as digestion, perspiration, and menstruation. It may 

_ even in very rare cases produce bloody stigmata.” 0) 

The post hypnotic effect, ¢.e. ulterior obedience to orders given during 

the hypnotic state, does not occur with all persons. It may last minutes 

or days and Liégeois “ even mentions a case where suggestion was 
effective at the end of a year: the hypnotised, says Miiller, may be in the 

most abject state of submission to the hypnotiser ; from the point of view 

of phenomena of the mind and the nervous movements he may be in 

a condition of absolute dependence. 

In the hypnotic state it may be suggested to haan that they are 

| ignorant of certain languages (Forel), that they are animals, that they 

are of another sex or age to what they really are (Krafft-Hbing). The 

senses and memory may be sharpened (Obersteiner) ; the subject may 

‘Yecognise the owner of an article by the smell of it; the servant of a 

clergyman was able to recite Latin and Hebrew passages, which she 

was unable to do in the waking state. An old lady transformed herself 
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in turn into a peasant, a general, a little child, a young man (Richet). If | 

it is suggested to a hypnotised person that certain acts be done within a 

certain time, the suggestion is coercive in character; it must be done as 

suggested but always with the idea that another has constrained the sub- 

ject so to act; and the latter is generally aware that he has been so 

constrained by the person who has hypnotised him; but again if it is 

suggested that what he does is of his own accord, he believes so. If all — 

this be true the whole question is a very serious one. 

As regards the handwriting of a person while in the hypnotic state 

we find that such writing hardly differs from the subject’s writing in the 

waking state. Ames discusses this at some length. He tells of an 

experiment tried in the following circumstances. A trial was made upon 

a young man, Mr. Guy Oppelt Mason, who had never been hypnotized. 

He was put under hypnotic influence, and was requested to write two 

specimens of hishandwriting. After being awakened, he wrote a specimen 

in his normal state. He said that he had not written the hypnotised 

specimens; at least, he did not remember anything about it. A com- 

parison of the two specimens showed that about the only difference was 

the size. Mr. Mason, while in the hypnotic state had been told that he 

had the toothache, etc., and consequently was more or less agitated when 

he sat down to write. While there were a few slight differences in some ~ 

letters and in the pictorial effect, on the whole the two specimens were 

wonderfully alike, and are most convincing that hypnotism, and no 

doubt other forms of double consciousness, cannot destroy the charac- 

teristics in handwriting. <A curious feature in both specimens was the — 

same mispelling of a word. 

We are thus driven to ask what importance the question of hyp- 

notism has from the criminal point of view. Hither, says Riger, the 

whole question is of no importance in criminal law, having existed and — 

having been known for long but meriting no attention from that stand-— 

point, or, it has become important solely by reason of great discoveries 

made since the drawing up of our present criminal codes. If we com- 

bine these two opposing phrases we may perhaps discover the truth; 

the thing has existed for long, has had its influence, but its criminal 
importance has not been appreciated at its true value and is only now 

becoming recognised by us. The effects of hypnotism were formerly 

well known, but not as such; Delbriick, indeed, shows that they have 

been utilised in poetry; e.g., Gattfried-Keller in his book “Le ver 

Henri” relates the history of a child of 7 years old who disgracefully 
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slandered several boys older than himself by a quite imaginary story 

suggested to him. 

To understand the complications we meet in connection with hyp- 

notism we have but to consider some results obtained by specialists in that 

science. If for instance operations and accouchments may be painlessly 

performed in these days under the influence of hypnotism © we may 

also be allowed to presume that common and immoral assaults may be 

performed upon hypnotised persons: thus a man is said to have been 

castrated during an hypnotic sleep. Liégeots made a lady confess before 

an audience to debts to the extent of six thousand francs; he suggested 

to her that he had lent her that sum sometime before. At the Congress 

of Jurists at Ziirich a hypnotised boy swore that one of the gentlemen 

present had stolen his handkerchief and after a new suggestion he swore 

he had never made such an accusation. 

Liébault and Bernheim state that more than one case of illness and 

even cases of death must be put down to “suggestion”’ and they recall 

“the ordeals and judgments of God” of the middle ages. The thing 

seems almost unbelievable but really it is not so; doctors and especially 

military doctors have often observed that the will of a man may in 

- certain circumstances prolong life; people dangerously ill live until the 

happening of such and such an event, ¢.g., the arrival of an expected 

relative; soldiers gravely wounded on the field of battle live until the 

moment when some one finds them—thanks to the energy of their will. 

In the Russian and Austrian wars it was several times noticed that 

soldiers of Slav origin, whose character is weak and resigned, often suc- 

cumbed to wounds which were not really mortal, while the energetic 

character and love of life of the Germans enabled them, in spite of 

grievous wounds, to struggle with death until the moment when help 

arrived. 

But if the influence of the will upon life and death is so great even in 

anormal state, it must be admitted that this influence may be increased 

in certain circumstances by the will of another. In the same way, that 

is to say by suggestion, and especially auto-suggestion, certain presenti- 

ments of death are explained. 

The effect of suggestion upon daily life cannot be presumed to be the 

culminating point that may be attained by hypnotism. That goal will 

be reached when hypnotism is able to bring about certain purely somatic 

phenomena; these phenomena are not only very remarkable but from 

& criminal stand-point may be full of the most surprising consequences. 
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If e.g., it is possible, as stated above, to retard or advance menstruation, 

it is natural to suppose that abortions may take place by suggestion, 

and, in consequence, by hypnotism. It is even stated that blisters may 

be made to appear on the body of a hypnotised person by telling him 

that a strong plaster has been put on him, whereas in reality it is only 

a piece of wet paper. The same phenomenon is produced by touching 

a person with a cold object and suggesting that it is burning. If all 

this is true we should not be astonished if the simple contact of a finger 

and the affirmation that there, are cicatrices there, produce bloody 

stigmata. 

In this connection another question naturally arises. Is it not possi- 

ble to bring about in like manner all kinds of ecchymoses, traces of 

strangulation, etc., which may have the gravest consequences? In 

another sense is there not room for fear that in certain circumstances 

all sorts of abuses are committed on persons susceptible to hypnotism ? 

Liégeois on this account advises people not to stare for long at one 

point when alone with a stranger, for, in this case, the danger of 

being hypnotised would be very great. It is related that one of the 

Baronesses Rothschild was thus hypnotised and robbed in a railway 

carriage. Forel even goes so far as to advise persons who are easily 

hypnotised ‘to be hypnotised by a medical man in whom they have 

complete confidence, and who would suggest to them that no one else is 

able to hypnotise them but he himself. Here indeed is prophylactic 

vaccination. 

Many professors of hypnotism fear that Investigating Officers may 

suggest false depositions or false confessions to a witness or accused person 

by bending their recollections by unconscious suggestion or retroactive 

hallucination. It is certain that this happens; the explanation is quite 

natural, since, by persuading oneself and others, one is liable to commit — 

very grave mistakes without its being possible to say that there is wilful 

suggestion. In all cases it 1s possible to control the accuracy of a wit- 

ness’ statements by exercising an excess of complacency. One has only 

to question him in the same manner as before upon facts which one — 

knows have not happened; if the individual in question still replies in 

the affirmative, it is very probable that all that he has stated before is — 

also untrue. ty 

As to acts done by the hypnotised person after hypnotism (post-hyp- : 

notic action), they do not appear to be very dangerous. The hypnotised 

person when asked to do so while under the influence of hypnotism will — 
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drink, e.g., a glass of water, bow to a person, etc., but he will show re- 

pugnance and embarrassment when he is told to overturn a chair, 

throw ink about, or do other absurd things. But if he is asked to do 

something serious e.g., to throw some one out of the window, to give a 

blow, or to seize a,person by the body, he will not do it, for as the absur- 

dity of the demand increases so also the resistance of his own will grows; 

for, that will must triumph over the foreign will which has suggested 

these things in proportion to the absurdity of the exactions of the 

foreign will. In relation to this another question arises:—'T'’o what 

extent are the statements of a hypnotised person to be believed? We 

cannot trust them very far. Foul has recently said (in a private letter) 

that it must not be forgotten that when all is said and done it is always 

the same cerebral substance which is dictating the statements in the 

waking as well as in the hypnotised condition, so that the force of will 

not to speak the truth can only be paralysed to a certain extent. If one 

wishes therefore to undertake experiments which in themselves are not 

allowable, 7.e., to try to find out the truthfulness of hypnotised wit- 

nesses or accused persons, the results obtained will be little worthy of 

reliance (24-327), 

Opinion is divided upon the question whether justice can profit by 

hypnotism and if so what the profit will be; it will be interesting to 

_ study what men such as dw Prel, Liégeois, Fr. C. Miiller, van Deventer, 

_ Schmidkunz, and L. Drucker, etc., have said on this subject. 

If we sum up all the cases imaginable in which the criminal expert 

has to deal with hypnotism®® we can say :— 
<h 

1. It may affect the property or moral character of the person 

_ hypnotised. 

2. Every kind of extortion may be committed with its assistance. 

3. It may suggest crimes to be committed. 

4. It may suggest illnesses, ete. 

5. The courage necessary for the performance of a crime may be : 

- suggested with its help. 

6. Persons who have committed no crime may be unjustly accused 

by a person under its influence. 

7. On the other hand a person who has knowingly committed 

a crime may plead suggestion by another. 

8. Traces of wounds and strangulations may be produced by sugges- 

“tion and subsequently serve as proofs. 

_ 9. Abortion may be brought about by suggestion. 
n 
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10. All kinds of illnesses—especially of the nerves, and convulsions, 

may be the consequence of illicit or awkward hypnotising. 

11. Involuntary suggestion may be practised by the mare) 

Officer himself or other persons to be questioned. 

We may say, generally speaking, that the dangers of hypnotism are 

not so very great and are better known than formerly, thanks to new 

theories which have carried us a considerable way forward. Difficulties 

always become less as we learn to know them better. All the Investi- 

gating Officer need keep well in mind is that he should call in an expert 

on every occasion when he discovers the least trace of hypnotism. 

If we compare what has been said at the Criminal Anthropological 

Congress in Brussels, for example by Benedikt, Voisin, Berillon, Crocq, 

Houze, Ladame, Masoin, Motet, Mendel, upon criminal suggestion with 

the modern conception thereof, we find a remarkable coolness or indiffer- 

ence in the value attached to it. We cannot be far wrong in ascribing 

this healthy change chiefly to the great lawsuits of modern times in 

which suggestion played an important part and in which the first masters 

took trouble to make the problem clear. It was thus with the process 

against Anderson Grey (Cowly County, Kansas) ; then the much talked- — 

about ‘‘fascination trial”’, and again the extremely learned proceedings 

against the murderer Berchthold in Munich. In all these processes one 

had the living material, the visible effect before one. One felt the 

gravity and the significance of the question, and so exerted oneself to — 

make the thing clear and exclude all extraneous matter. One went on 

to describe the “faszineeren”’ (fascination) (already in 1855 called by — 

Braid “ Monoideisieren”’) of suggestion and to give the public clear 

statements about it. That for example put forward by Professor Hirt — 

of Breslau in the Czynsky case was perhaps the clearest on the subject. — 

He said :—“ One can compare the superficial part of the brain, where 

according to the observations of to-day the memory, feelings, and sen- 

sations play, so far as concerns a conscious normal thoughtful person, — 

with a sheet of paper which is ornamented with thousands of letters—_ 

these letters are the thoughts. When I by some means or other, as for 

example was done by the accused with Baroness Z., by sharp looks and 

strokes with the hand before the face, put the victim into a sleeping — 

condition, then the letters fade more and more, as the individual gets 

tired, and are finally imperceptible in deep hypnotism, indeed altogether 

wiped out. When I then suggest something to the patient I write new 

characters and signs on the piece of paper, which the sleeper hears, reads, 
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and without criticism believes to be true, that is to say takes for his own 

thoughts. The clearer the writing of the suggester, the more impres- 

sive the suggestions that follow, and on waking they cleave to the 

consciousness of the hypnotised subject, he takes them home with him 

and works with them. The more frequently the suggestions are re- 

peated, and the deeper the hypnotic sleep is, so much the clearer and 

lasting are the characters which belong to it, and so much the more 

likely to influence the actions of the person sent to sleep (post-hypnotic 

suggestion.) ” 3 | 

’ Equally weighty and important were the different opinions given 

by Dr. Freiherr von Schrenck-Notzing and Professor Grashey in the 

 Berchthold trial, in which mainly the question of suggestion of the 

witnesses as well as the further question of how far in that particular 

case the province of the expert extended, led to the final solution. Again 

' the question of the working of post-hypnotism is not nearly so interest- 

ing as it once appeared to be, as the strength and length of the effect 

are shown to be very insignificant. This is best illustrated by the case 

i related by Hrnvest Naville, in which Dr. Liébault suggested to an idle 

- stubborn child the desire to work. This lasted, however, only a short 

‘e time, the child became once more idle, and attempts at the same sugges- 

: tion did not succeed. This case is well established. 

= Without doubt we shall continue to study the question with the greatest 

care and call to our help the expert when a case of hypnotism comes 

before us—but the complicated importance which the matter was formerly 

believed to possess no longer exists. 

F. Colour Blindness. 

Colour blindness is more widespread and more important than is 

generally believed. Since 1777, when Joseph Huddart™ first mentioned 

this peculiarity when writing to Joseph Priestly, and John Dalton dealt 

with the subject more deeply in 1794, colour blindness has been the 

object of most extensive study and investigation. The number of persons 

who ought to be considered victims of colour blindness to a greater or 

less degree cannot be established. The percentage given in the respec- 

tive works of Wilson, Seebeck, Young, Helmholtz, Maxwell, Favre, Feris, 

Stilling, Blaschko, Holmgren and others®*—*” varies from 3°25 % to 8 %. 

We may assume the average to be 5 %, thus making one man in every 

20 to some extent colour blind ; it should be added that colour blindness 
* 24 
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is much more frequent among men than women and its most usual form 

is a confusion of red with green or yellow. 

Frithiof Holmgren “8-5” draws the following distinctions :— 

1. Total colour blindness, i.e., the individual in question can only 

distinguish that a colour is dark or light. He can only see, e.g., red on 

red, or grey on grey; we cannot say how he really sees the colour for 

we are unable to discuss it with him owing to our having no correspond- 

ing notion of it ourselves. 

2. Partial colour blindness—(a) Typical, t.e., the individual cannot 

distinguish certain determinate colours :—as a rule he cannot see (a) red, — 

(b) green, (c) violet. 

(b) Incomplete, z.e., he distinguishes with some hesitation either 

all or only certain colours. 

The importance of colour blindness arises in many contingencies. In 

the first place it is rarely admitted by those who are victims of it. Most — 

men are unaware that they are thus afflicted and when they do know © 

they hate to confess to it, as though they were guilty of some crime. It 

is beyond doubt that it may be very important to an Investigating Officer ; 

it is especially dangerous in all cases where colour signals are in question, 

for it may bring about grave accidents on railways, ships, or in mines ; 

it must be taken into account when there is a question of the colour of, 

€.g., @ garment, in identifying persons (the man in a green coat), or 

when looking for traces of blood. A colourblind man can see blood only 

on a green background (as for instance on the grass or on green or yellow — 

clothes), and that with difficulty. If therefore the Investigating Officer 

has the slightest suspicion that he has to deal with such a person and if 

the designation of the real colour is of importance, he will hand over the 

witness to a medical expert. 

G. The Teeth (355—359) , 

The very important help which can be given by the experienced 

dentist is far too little appreciated. He should always be consulted 

when any traces caused by teeth are discovered, e.g., wounds caused by 

biting, forgotten or discarded smoking materials (cigar ends, pipes, cigar 

or cigarette-holders, etc.,) marks on pens or pencils, etc. In questions 

of identity, dentists in cities can frequently help by making sketches of 
a) 

teeth they have operated upon. When one considers the assistance a 

dentist can give we cannot help thinking that he is called in far too 

seldom 355-359), 
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Some time ago a banker was murdered in St. Petersburg and near him 

was found a cigar-holder with an amber mouthpiece. The holder was 

so shaped that it could only be held in one position in the mouth, and a 

close examination showed that it had two marks,- which must have been 

made by two teeth of unequal length. ‘The banker had no such irregular 

teeth, but his nephew had, and, their suspicions aroused by this simple 

but important discovery, the authorities soon learned enough to warrant 

them in arresting him on the charge of murder. 

Section iii. The Microscopist. 

However perfect the construction of the microscope may be, however 

great the services rendered by this admirable instrument, it is not yet 

much employed by the Investigating Officer. 'l'o examine blood, esta- 

blish the existence of sperms 36), to compare hair, is about all the 

good at present the microscope observer is to the Investigating Officer. 

Other examinations are the exception, although there are innumerable 

cases where the microscope expert might be able to give the most 

interesting information and even clear up more than one dark mystery. 

And the explanation of this is that the Investigating Officer does not 

know what the observer at the microscope is capable of telling him 

and that the latter is unaware that the Investigating Officer requires 

his help or in what way he requires it. The result is that they remain 

strangers to one another where they should, in many a case, walk hand 

in hand together. ‘This ignorance of one another goes so far that in 

the numerous works upon microscopes and their employment, all the 

services they are capable of rendering are mentioned, with the exception 

- of those they are capable of in the domain of criminal law. If we con- 

sider the benefits we owe to the microscopist in the domain of hygiene 

we are almost forced to say that the microscope alone has rendered this 

science practicable. Bacteriology, examination of water, air, soil, or food, 

the determining of the nature of a large number of illnesses, and many 

other important branches of the science of hygiene, would have absolutely 

no existence unless it were for the microscope. And the reason is simply 

that the hygienist knew the services the microscope was able to render 

him ; he asked for those services and received them, just as the Investi- 

gating Officer would have obtained them if he had thought of questioning 

the microscope expert. If these two persons come into contact so rarely, 

itis the fault of the Investigating Officer and not of the other, for the 

observer at the microscope is in no way obliged to ask the Investigating 
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Officer what he wants. Besides he cannot even know, in spite of the best 

will in the world, when his existence will be of utility, for the domain of — 

the criminal law is too much out of his line, and he does not know the ~ 

difficulties and requirements of the Investigating Officer. | 

To remedy this difficulty nothing can be done but to collect in 

practice as many cases as possible in which the Investigating Officer has 

invoked the help of the observer at the microscope, and with success. 

Only when a large number of such examples have been collected will it 

be possible to systematize them and thus inform the Investigating Ofh- 

cer not only of isolated examples of cases in which the microscope — 

expert can help him but also furnish him with a list of these cases 

systematically grouped and co-ordinated. Speaking quite generally it 

may be said that the microscope expert is useful in all cases where it is 

desirable to see anything more clearly than with the naked eye, also where 

it is necessary to establish the composition of an object without destroying 

or deteriorating it—which the chemist is nearly always obliged to do ; 

finally, in cases where it is necessary to distinguish and differentiate the 

physical (as opposed to chemical) parts of a body, that is to say, when 

~ mechanical separation and not chemical analysis is desired (e.g., determi- 

nation of various powdered bodies of a mixture, apart from the elements 

of which those bodies are constituted). 

In the following paragraphs a small number of cases will be cited in 

which the Investigating Officer has a right to hope for the help of the 

microscopist. It should be remarked that these examples are not intended 

to form a complete or nearly complete list of all possible cases; the object 

of the author is to encourage and to continue this work in the same — 

sense and ask his colleagues to callin a microscopic expert on every 

occasion he may be of any use—and thus oreatly benefit criminal justice. — 

The reader is moreover warned that practically no difference is made — 

with respect to examinations made with a magnifying glass; such a 

distinction cannot be drawn, for in certain cases the one instrument is 

employed and in others the second, while both are often used together. 

Both examinations are united in the term ‘ microscopic examination.’ | 1 

A. Traces of blood. 

When the existence of blood-stains is to be determined it is the 

Investigating Officer’s duty to look for them with the utmost attention, | 

collect and preserve them with the greatest care, and hand them 

over to the expert as soon as possible. What the Investigating Officer 
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_ will also be effected by not bothering with articles which bear no traces 

of blood. It must not be forgotten that traces of blood do not always 

bear the aspect giyen them in criminal romances; a blood-stain may, 
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_ should do in such a case will be considered in Chapter XIV—* Traces of 

_ Blood”; here we simply point out how and at what stage the expert must 

be utilised. It will be especially important to obtain his co-operation at 

the outset so that he may be of assistance in discovering the traces. 

This search is te be made methodically and nothing omitted which 

may possibly prove to be a blood-stain. A saving of time and trouble 

according to its background, assume all imaginable colours: it may also 

, have been hidden by something which chance or premeditation has placed 

there. In fact, the search for blood traces in extensive areas such as large 

| rooms, fields, or woods, is not so easy as one might imagine. In the 

_ way of example it is cited that blood-spots which were quickly exposed 

to the sun, according to the experiments of Hammeris, even after five 

days became fawn-grey®®, Special experience and knowledge such as an 

: expert alone possesses are necessary. or this reason his help must be 

invoked as often as possible; but if the expert is being made use of, his 

advice and experience must also be utilised to preserve and pack up the 

_ objects. This is important because the expert, when examining them, 

knows from having seen with his own eyes exactly what procedure has 

been followed, what measures have been taken, and what the aspect of 

the objects was immediately on their discovery. He can thus form a 

fair opinion of changes which sometimes take place. The author would 

also add, not from a feeling of distrust, for he believes the Investigat- 

ing Officer to be even more conscientious than the medical man, but 

for other reasons, that everything should be done by the Investigating 

“Officer and not by the medical jurist. For it is his opinion that the 

report may be impugned if it is stated therein that ‘the blood-stains 

were collected and preserved by the chemical examiner.’ It is the 

Investigating Officer who should attend to this business, at the same 
_ time mentioning in his report that he has done so under the supervision 

of the expert, i.c., the medical officer. This procedure guarantees the 
truth and increases the value of the operation ; it also points out the 

auxiliary réle of the expert. As to his primary réle, we must try and find 

out what the Investigating Officer should ask the microscope observer, that 

is to say, what he has the right to ask and what it is his duty to ask. 

Above all it must be recollected that the fresher and more intact are 

the traces the better the expert can reply °°). 
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It goes without saying that a large number of objects facilitate the 

work, and, though small quantities may give a satisfactory result yet 

it will be the duty of the Investigating Officer to give the expert as large 

a quantity as possible. He ought never to leave behind any objects 

under the pretext that there is already enough of them. One never 

knows what turn the case may take; one cannot say at the outset that 

different objects will not give different results. It is certain that the 

expert can in nearly every case distinguish blood-stains from other stains. 

Even when the stains might lead us into error by, their more or less 

perfect resemblance to blood, science possesses sufficient means of enabl- 

ing an indisputable judgment being formulated. 

However great the resemblance between blood-stains and marks of 

paint, rust 964865 chewing tobacco, and the mouldiness of certain mush- 

rooms, the expert cannot be deceived. It is not the same however if 

he be asked whence the blood comes 87) Science of to-day can 

distinguish the various kinds of blood by the shape and colour of the — 

blood globules: it is known that those of amphibious animals, fish, — 

birds, the camel, the dromadery, and the lama are elliptical, and those — 

of all other mammifers are quite round. But as a matter of fact the size 

of the globules of blood varies in the different mammifers; they are 

largest in man. 

We have also a number of measurements at our disposal which 

indicate the size of the blood globules of the various mammifers. ‘These 

lists are only of theoretical value to us and are but very rarely utilised 

in questions of law. In the first place the dimensions indicated are 

not always the same; it is only possible to give a maximum and a 

minimum for each animal, e.g., for a dog ‘0060 to ‘0074 millimetres, 

for a rabbit from ‘0066 to’0070 millimetres, so that a globule of blood 

the size of which is found to lie between ‘0066 and ‘0070 may belong to 

either of these animals. Moreover these lists indicate measures of a 

thousandth part of a millimetre or often even of ten thousandth parts of 

a millimetre ; the absolute accuracy of a measurement cannot therefore 

be answered for in a criminal matter. Finally, it must not be forgotten 

that these measurements are only definite when the blood cells have 

been dried in discs, and have been submitted to no foreign influence ; 1 

will be rare to obtain all these conditions for a blood-stain serving 7 
corpus delicte. 

It is therefore permissible to presume that there are exceptiona 

cases in which definite results may be attained®®, The author would — 
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reiterate that no Investigating Officer should be content with merely plac- 

_ ing the objects in the hands of the expert and awaiting his report. He 

_ does his duty only when he interests himself in the expert’s work, when 

he goes to find him in his laboratory, watches his results, and communi- 

cates to him new information obtained in the course of the inquiry, and 

— consults with him upon that information. If he does not do this it may 

happen that the pivot on which the case in hand turns is quite different 

at the time when the expert sends in his report to that when he first 

took. cognisance of the objects; this singular fact may then happen, 

the expert is still contenting himself with trying to find rephes to 

- questions which have long ago ceased to be of importance while he 

j does not reply to questions which in the meantime have become im- 

‘ portant: this evil can only crop up where the relations between 

Investigating Officer and the expert are not constant and close ; the 

author affirms that he has never received a bad welcome nor found any 

- impatience on the part of the expert; the hours he has spent in various 

laboratories are among those most full of suggestions and most instruc- 

' tive in his career. | : 

To come back to our subject, let us presume that the expert declares 

- to the Investigating Officer that the globules of blood of a corpus delicti 

are well preserved and can be easily measured; let us also presume that 

- the accused asserts that the stains in question come from some animal 

he has killed ; and let us finally presume that the animal indicated by the 

accused is not a rabbit, dog, Indian pig, or other animal frequently 

found in physiological laboratories but on the contrary an animal whose 

blood globules have never been measured or registered as regards their 

size. The globules of blood are perhaps very large, as large as those 

of man, or perhaps are very small, smaller than those of mammifers 

‘whose blood has been already tested and measured. In the former case, 

| i.e., when the globules are very large, the statement of the accused must 

/ at least be considered to be possible, although generally unworthy of 

credit. In the latter case, ¢.e., when the globules of the animal are 

extraordinarily small, the allegations of the accused will be immediately 

 Yecognised as absolutely false. 

_ The author’s opinion is that in such a case the expert ought to be 

requested to obtain some blood not of one merely but of several of those 

animals and measure the blood globules. Considerations of expense will 

of course be objected and it will be asked what the cost of such informa- 

tion will be. We do not hesitate to state that the money question is of 
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value in criminal law only when the expense is superflous or if like 

results can be obtained by more economical means. Beyond that we 

declare that it is immoral and unworthy of a civilized state to omit to 

obtain information which may condemn a guilty or save an innocent 
‘ ‘ i mee 

man, simply because it would cost too much money ; no citizen should 

complain of seeing the money he has paid in taxes being spent in the 

| 

. 

cause of justice. 

Another question that may be asked is whether the blood in question — 

is arterial or venous blood? This question is generally confounded with 

the following: ‘‘ Do traces of blood which have been discovered proceed 

from a large or small wound?” Venous blood may indeed also spout 

out (e.g., if a brisk movement is given to a wounded member or if it — 

is contracted strongly and suddenly), but as a rule only arterial blood 

comes out with any force; if therefore there are large splashes of 

blood upon an article, especially upon a plane surface, e.g., a wall, it is 

natural to suppose that an artery of a wounded or killed person has 

been severed in the neighbourhood of those splashes. The medical 

man%#—875) can therefore say not only that it is arterial blood but he 

may also be able to indicate at what distance and in what position the 

individual was at the moment when he received the wound. ! 

In certain circumstances one can and even ought to ask other ques- 

tions. Does the blood come from a wound, or piles, or an abcess? Is 

it the blood of menstruation or blood lost during defloration? ¢%-3® Ts 

the blood mixed with brain or other matter of the body ?@®-88) Ts if 

due to bites of fleas, bugs, or mosquitos? But it is not always possible 

to answer these questions. <A definite decision can only be arrived at 

when foreign matter characteristic of the actual case is found in the 

blood, e.g., absence of fibrine, presence of oxyhemoglobine or blood par- 

ticles in cases of flea and bug bites. In this connection the expert may 

be able to furnish very precious information—but not in every case. 

As regards excrement, and other residua of the blood, proceeding from 

‘blood-sucking insects, see Schawenstein, Janecek , Hofmann S® 

Schéfer , Frigerio 89, Briand and Chaud @, Ludwig “”, ete. 

As regards the age of a blood-stain the question may be put but ir 

most cases the reply will be vague “®, The general impression of the 

case, the examination of accessary circumstances and all the materi 

available, may perhaps enable the expert to form an opinion on thi 

subject. Success is sometimes obtained by employing arsenic or chlori 2 

water. The reply in every case will be very approximate, at least whe 
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there are no other particularly significant circumstances which can be 

taken into account. (See also Chapter XIV.) 

; ' B. Excrement. 

— 
It may be asked whether an expert can shed any light upon the 

examination of excrement. We say without hesitation that the expert 

can give the most valuable information. In regard to this two very 

instructive cases are usually cited in the books. In the first of these a 

person had been murdered—it was probably a crime passionnel. Suspicion 

fell upon a young man the outside of whose trousers was stained with 

human excrement; the examination of these stains and of the fcecal 

matter of the intestines of the murdered person showed conclusively that 

there was no connection between the two foecal matters, one coming from 

_ meat and the other from vegetable food. 'The second case gave decisive 

results. Near a small town there was discovered floating down a stream 

. the corpse of a young woman who had been robbed and murdered. The 

é *nost-mortem was carefully performed and the foecal matter examined 

with attention ; seeds of fresh figs were found in it; but in the small town 

in question there were fresh figs in the garden of only one house; with 

the aid of this clue it came out that the servant of that house had enticed 

the young girl into the garden, given her figs, and then raped and killed 

her. The state of digestion of the figs exactly corresponded with the 

time which had elapsed between the eating of the figs and the murder of 

_ the gir] ©”, 

In a recent case “®, an old woman was murdered, and foecal substance 

found at the scene of the crime contained ascarides (thread-worms). The 

_ excrement of six men suspected of the deed was examined and only in 

that of one man (and that after repeated and varied experiments) were asca- 

rides found. He was charged and convicted of the crime. Excrement 

is also important in other ways. Mller recounts that it was turned to 

- good purpose in the case of an arrested criminal whose excrement was 

submitted to microscopic examination after he was taken into custody. 

Although such examination cannot be entirely relied upon, yet it can be 

recommended in some cases. When for example in the case of an 

important criminal the suspected person is arrested very soon after the 

crime, his last dwelling place and nourishment may be of importance, 

and then the examination of his first stool after his arrest is to be 

~ recommended. 
‘. 25 
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In treating of superstition (Chapter X) we see that wrong-doers not 

unusually deposit their motions on the place of the crime. In such cases 

the preservation of foecal matter may be of much importance. 

It is recommended that these questions should at least be taken into 

consideration. - a oe eee Sh CCl Sr . 

C. Hair. (399). 

Hair may be found under all manner of circumstances and more 

may be learnt from it than is generally supposed. It goes without saying 

that here again the Investigating Officer’s business is not to make the 

necessary examination of the hair when found, but in all cases where 

there is any possibility of finding hair which may serve to detect an 

unknown criminal, to look for it and pass it on to a medical man or a 

microscopist. If we consult a scientific work treating on this subject, 

e.g, Dr. Emile Pfaff’s®, “The hair of man, its physiological, patho- 

’ we shall be able to obtain therefrom logical and legal importance,’ 

conclusions as interesting as diverse. 

As to examination of hair it would be out of place to detail here 

all the results of science on the subject, but the author desires, guiding 

himself by the works of Pfaff, L. Sonnenschein and Dr. Alex. Classen ®, 

Dr. von Hofmann ™®, and:Drs. Gisterlen®?, Maschka®®, etc., to indi- 

cate from what points of view the microscopist may be useful to the 

Investigating Officer when the latter sends him an important hair. 

We should in the first place not lose sight of the faculty of absorption 

possessed by human hair; it is capable af absorbing gases, odours, ete., — 

with extreme facility and retains them for a relatively long time. This | 

detail is of importance when it is desired to determine whether a man, — 

be he alive or dead at the moment of examination, has been in a place — 

impregnated with a gas or smell, a point upon which the whole case may 

turn. It is true that these gases do not remain for a long time; the 

examination ought therefore to be undertaken immediately or, if that 

cannot be done, the hair must as far as possible be protected from exterior 4 

influences. The Investigating Officer ought to take the precaution of — 

placing the hair in a perfectly clean receptacle of small size and hermeti- 

cally closed. a 

It is hardly necessary to remark that in all such cases the receptacle 

should be clean ; it ought besides to be of relatively small dimensions as | 

superfluous space will absorb the gas of the hair; finally the mann or 

of its closing must be such as to prevent the air gscaping. Such 
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details are frequently overlooked. The hair should be taken with abso- 

lutely clean hands and placed in a bottle having a wide neck and fitted 

with a close fitting cork, or better still, in a receptacle of white metal, 

or in case of need in an ordinary bottle. The stopper or cork and the 

inside of the lid of the metal receptacle, as the case may be, should be 

slighted rubbed over with absolutely pure fat; this fat will render the 

closing more secure, will attract and absorb the escaping gases, and may 

itself be an object for examination. 

Here again the Investigating Officer ought to do what an expert 

would do. He ought to describe with scrupulous exactitude the manner 

in which he has proceeded. The expert will then be able to know if the 

methods followed by the Investigating Officer in preserving the objects 

do not sufficiently guarantee the correctness of his examination, or if on 

the other hand it excludes the possibility of error ; in this way, by stating 

clearly his procedure, the Investigating Officer will be fortified against 

the common objection that such examinations cannot be satisfactory as no 

one knows what has happened to the object while in his hands. 

If the hair is preserved in a box of white metal, the lid may be sold- 

ered on, an operation which the most awkward tinsmith of the village 

_ will be capable of performing ; but special care must be taken to see that 

he does not heat the box or its contents. On the box being handed to 

the expert, he must be minutely informed of all that has been done; it is 

then his task to ascertain whether the hair has absorbed and retained 

smoke, perfumes, poisonous vapours, or characteristic odours and gases, etc. 

Another important réle of the microscopist consists In examining hair 

- which has been found in suspicious places for the purpose of ascertaining 

whether or not it belongs to a particular individual. The commonest 

case is where hair has been found in the hands of persons who have been 

killed. This happens more frequently than one would believe ; indeed 

if the hands of the victims were more carefully examined it would be 

_ found even more frequently. 

It is often irritating to see how the first constable who arrives or the 

doctor who first inspects the corpse, examines the hand of the dead 

person carelessly and imperfectly: they sometimes even wipe it or seize 

it briskly ; they notice the hair perhaps if it is in tufts in the hands, but 

_ they most certainly miss isolated hair when they act in this manner. 

The hands must therefore be examined in the most minute manner and 

that only by authorised persons. The preservation of the object when 

found ought to, be commenced at once and with all possible care: the 
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best thing to do is to fold it in a piece of clean paper and enfold the — 

latter in a second piece. On the first or inner cover write at once how — 7 

and by whom the hair has been found. It is not sufficient to state:— 

“hair found in the right hand of N. N.”, the situation of the hair must be _ 

expressly indicated, e.g., ““ between the thumb and first finger,” or “lying 

obliquely across the root of the first finger and the ball of the thumb.” 

The best method is to make a drawing—as minute as_ possible. 

This is not difficult. The Investigating Officer has but to place his 

hand with fingers extended upon a sheet of paper and then trace its 

outline with the pencil. Whether the fingers of the corpse were con- — 

tracted or not is indifferent in the present case, the important thing is to 

have a sketch of a hand on which the length and position of the hair — 

may be indicated with a stroke of the pencil. Any one is able to make 

a drawing of that kind. 

‘The drawing (Plate I, Fig. 3) here given has been intentionally made 

in a primitive manner; and yet the sketch will show the position of the 

hair better than a long description. It may also be important for the 

expert to know where the end and the root of the hair lay. There are 

two ways of indicating this :— 

1. If the particular hair is not to be handled on account, for instance, 

of blood attaching thereto. ‘The only thing then to be done is to place — 

the hair on a sheet of paper and fix it- thereto with bands of paper 

gummed over it (Fig. 4). These bands should not be gummed all over 

but only at the extremities, so as not to injure the hair with the gum; 

a sketch is then made as before and the extremities of the hair set out on — 

the paper carrying the hair itself as well as upon the sketch, using the — 

same letters (Figs. 4 ¢ 5). There can then be no doubt of the position 

of the hair on the hand of the murdered person. | 

2. If it is unnecessary to take such precautions, e.g., in the case of 

a hair found in the hand of a strangled or drowned person, the position of 

the root and the tip of the hair may be decided at once; the procedure 

followed is the same as that of wig and plait makers, who are obliged to 

arrange the hairs so that all the roots and all the tips respectively — 

come together. The hair should be therefore seized between the thumb 

and the first finger (Plate I, Fig. 6) so that the hair is perpendicular (of 

course the position of the hair in the hand of the dead person has pre- 

viously been well determined). | a 

Keeping the first finger immoveable the tip of the thumb is rubbed 

gently up and down the hair using the tip of the first finger as a rest; the 
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root of the hair is then of necessity in the same line as the hair itsef; if 

the hair moves downwards the root 1s below and moves down; if the di- 

rection in which the hair moves is upwards the root must be above and 

moves upwards, but the tip of the hair must finally he between the finger 

and thumb. | 

Indeed a hair when enlarged and depicted schematically appears as 

in Fig. 7. The hair has corticiform prominences which run from the 

root towards the tip (Mig. 6); when it 1s between the fingers which rub 

upon one another it can only move if the corticiform prominences catch 

upon the unevennesses of a finger: the hair therefore moves along, the 

root always going away from the finger. When the tip has thus been 

determined or to speak more accurately the direction of the tip, and when 

the root or rather the direction of the root has been established, it is noted 

on the sketch (thus in Fig. 4, instead of a and b we put T and R). 

Tf several hairs are found the same procedure must be followed for 

each of them ; each one should be separately preserved (presuming that 

they are not stuck together with blood), and each one is placed aside there 

and then. The beginner should take warning not to think that he will 

be able to keep everything in his memory and that it is unnecessary to 

note down and describe everything; for we do not remember everything, 

particularly after a certain time has elapsed and when the emotions 

which are always produced in an important case interfere with and 

confuse one’s impressions. 

The examination of hair may assume an important role in various 

sexual crimes. ‘T'wo instances are generally cited in the books, in both of 

which the acts were committed with animals; in the first case a horse’s 

hair was found between the fore-skin and the glans of an individual sus- 

_ pected of having committed an unnatural crime upon a mare; in the 

second case a servant woman was accused of having had connection with 

a large dog and when the hair of her sexual parts was examined the 

- black hair of a dog was discovered. 

; The same phenomenon sometimes occurs in cases of rape; it 1s pos- 

sible that during violent sexual intercourse the hairs of the sexual parts of 

one person come out and get mixed with those of the other ; andit may 

/ even happen that on account of uncleanliness they remain there for a fairly 

long time. In such cases therefore it is recommended that an examination 

be made with the object of discovering such strange hairs on both persons 

(that is of the accused as well as of the victim), and if any be discovered 

they should be handed over to an expert for examination. 

oes a 
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It must be remembered that every hair discovered during the course 

of an inquiry may be of the greatest. importance when it is possible to 

prove beyond all doubt that it belongs to the accused person. 

Pfaff ™® cites a very instructive case which well illustrates this: A 

man was gravely wounded by an unknown person on a very dark night. 

The author of the crime, whose appearance was absolutely unknown, 

dropped his cap in his flight and it was brought to the authorities. 

Inside the cap two hairs were sticking. These hairs were sent to the 

medical jurisprudent for microscopic examination. Pfaff found that the 

hairs were light grey but that they had in the medullary substance a large 

number of pigmentary cells which were as black as jet ; he concluded from 

this that the hairs belonged to a dark man still fairly young but who was 

beginning to grow grey. It wasalso established that the individual must 

have had his hair cut very shortly before the crime for the sections of 

the hairs were still sharp. Finally he found the roots of the hairs were 

very much wasted; he concluded from this that these hairs, which 

carried mammilliary. prominences in their epithelial parts which must 

have been produced owing to perspiration, must have grown at the edge 

of a kind of tonsure caused by the beginnings of baldness and he 

further concluded that the individual in question was inclined to stout- 

ness since he had perspired freely in the head. The observer at the 

microscope thus gave the following description of the criminal :—“‘A 

man of middle age, of robust constitution, and inclined to obesity: 

black hair intermingled with grey hair, recently cut; commencing to 

grow bald.” 

Similar deductions may be obtained in many cases; one must never 

be prevented by the trouble that is necessary nor the cost which must 

be incurred in making them. 

It happens fairly often that a criminal while taking flight or in the — 

course of the struggle loses his nead-covering and that the latter is — 

handed to the Investigating Officer, but how often is this head covering 

examined to see whether or not hairs may be found there and how many ~ 

times when hairs have been found are they sent to a skilled microscopist ? 

Examination of hair is also necessary when we may establish thereby — 

the identity of a corpse or the age, constitution, etc., of a dead person, — 

which information owing to advanced decomposition would not otherwise | 

be obtainable. If there be the least suspicion of crime a little of the 

hair of the corpse should always be taken and handed to a microscopist 

in order that anything which can be established may be established. 
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If the question be asked what in a general way the observer at the 

_ microscope’ can teach us concerning the distinctive characters of hair, the 

_ answer will be that he is above all and with absolute certainty able to 

_ distinguish between the fibres of plants and between the hair of animals 

_ and the human hair. He also knows how to distinguish between the 

_ hair which grows on the various parts of the human body. The books 

set out (e.g., Pfaff") the distinctive signs which characterise the various 

kinds of hair, e.g., the hair of the head of a man and the hair of the head 

_ of a woman, eye-lashes, eyebrows, the hair of the nose and ear, of the 

_ beard and moustache, of the hair in the arm pits and on the back of 

_ the hand, on the forearm, on the shoulder, on the chest, in the pit of the 

stomach and the umbilical parts of a man; also between the hair on the 

upper and lower parts of the buttocks, on the foot, and on the sexual 

_ parts of a man and woman, on the perineum, the anus, and the scrotum. 

All these different kinds of hair have their distinctive characteristics 

_ which prevent any error being made in differentiating between them; the 

a expert may therefore be asked if necessary upon what. part of the body 

the hair in question has grown and further whether the said body is that 

_ of a man or a woman”), 
The expert is also able, within certain limits no doubt, to determine 

_ the age of a person by examining some of that person’s hair; it is espe- — 

cially easy for him to do so if the hair be given to him with its root, for 

_ the root of a hair dissolves in a solution of caustic potash, and the younger 

. ‘the owner of the hair the more easily does it do so; the hair of children 

_ will dissolve immediately, but that of old people will resist the action of 

_ the solution of caustic potash for hours; with several hairs of the same 

| person various experiments may be made and the average time necessary 

for the dissolution of their roots be established ; it may then be determ- 

“ined what are the persons of a known age whose hair will dissolve in 

~ the same space of time and the approximate age of the person whose 

“hair is the subject of examination may be thus determined. 

There are indeed other means of determining the age of a person 

from the hair, e.g., by the diminution of the pigmentary cells, of the 

medullary substance, and the spaces-or gaps thereby produced; thanks 

to this means we can tell whether perfectly white hair belongs to a 

young man who is growing grey early in life or toa really old man. 

‘The hairs of the sexual parts of a young girl have the tips very fine, 

while the tips of those of an old woman are calviform ; in both sexes the - 

‘in the’arm pits is very slender in youth and as the subject ages it 
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will in that locality reach a diameter of ‘15 millimetres and even more; 

in a word the observer at the microscope has at his disposal, besides 

the methods of the dissolution of the roots of hair by a solution of 

caustic potash, the means of furnishing at least approximate information 

as to the age of a person. Moreover, as we have seen, a medical jurispru- 

dent can at least in certain cases indicate with more or less accuracy the 

characteristics of a person from an examination of hair; sometimes 

indeed he will-be able to say in what manner the hair has been looked» 

after (use of various pomades, dyes, etc.) from which many an important 

clue may originate; even the exterior aspect is able to teach us whether ~ 

it has been drawn out, cut, chopped, and this in some cases is of the 

greatest importance. For instance an examination of hair cut at the 

place where a wound has been made on the head, often teaches us ‘more 

concerning the weapon employed than an examination of the wound 

itself. 

The Investigating Officer should therefore never neglect to hand over 

the hair to a medico-legal expert for microscopic examination when a 

wound on the head is in question and the weapon employed is unknown. 

Some other circumstances also merit the attention of the Investigating 

Officer; on every occasion that he notices any peculiarity whatsoever 

about the hair of a corpse, either at an inquest or an exhumation, he 

ought to immediately question a medical expert. For instance a common 

symptom in cases of poisoning by arsenic or mercury or narcotics, is the 

easiness with which the hair can be torn out, especially the hair of the 

private parts. | 

Hair is of great importance legally from another stand-point, it resists 

decomposition for an extremely long time. It is evident that we cannot 

cite as an example mummies and mummified bodies preserved in vaulted 

tombs or other favourable places, nor even the example of dried pericrania: 

it is natural that the hair will remain preserved when the conditions of 

preservation are so favourable that those parts of a body which putrefy — 

easily, such as the muscles, tissues, skin, etc., do not-decompose ; but we 

speak of that large number of corpses which, found in extremely un- 

favourable conditions of preservation, still carry the hair astonishingly’ 

well preserved. If then the question be whether a corpse ought to be 

exhumed, or whether the time which has elapsed leaves no room for hope 

that an important result will be brought about, the exhumation must 

always be decided upon when there is a chance that an examination of 

the hair of a corpse will furnish any information about the individual, 
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__as for instance his very identity. If the death of the individual has taken 

_ place not very long before it must be presumed, if the conditions as to the 

soil, etc., of the place of interment are in any way favourable, that the 

hair is well preserved. Here it may be noted that the hair of young 

_ persons decomposes more rapidly than that of old persons, that dark hair 

_keeps longer than fair hair, and that the hair of the head keeps best of 

all; the hair of the sexual parts putrefies the most rapidly. 

Guder™® states that hair mixed with substances in putrefaction, 

changes colour to no considerable extent; at the most it will become a 

little lighter or a little darker. This observation is of importance when 

the identity of a person is sought to be established. 

So Casper Liman™” draws attention to a case in which the hair of a 

person buried for two years had so altered that his relations would have 

failed to recognize him had not his false teeth precluded any doubt @8—", 

Under such circumstances attention should be drawn to the fact that in 

decay not only temperature, moisture, surroundings, and so on, but also 

very essential individual peculiarities work together, so that conclusions 

drawn from the degree of the decay as to the time of death will be seen 

to be very important™®. For the decision of this time the appearance of 

- certain insect larvae may be of great importance“, A complete 

- discussion of the questions relating to Rigor Mortis, Putrefaction, etc., 

- and the deductions to be drawn therefrom will be found in the standard 

- work on Medical Jurisprudence by Taylor, edited by Stevenson, Vol. I, 

~ Chaps. III—VII. An admirable summary of the question, drawn up 

with special reference to Indian conditions, will be found in “Outlines 

‘of Medical Jurisprudence for India” by Gribble & Hehir, Chap. VII. 

_ Reference may also be made to ‘“Lyon’s Medical Jurisprudence for 

India” by Lt. Col. Waddell, I. M. S., (Third Edition), pages 67-74. 

| 4 However great the services which are rendered by the microscope 

may be, the jurist must not always count too much upon its assistance. 

Especially is it of help when the identity of hair is in question or the 

determination of whether a particular hair belongs to a particular person. 

If the reply is in the negative, the matter is completely elucidated ; in this 

ease we have an absolute proof of the innocence of a man, and that is 

» one of the finest triumphs science can bring about; for the observer 

} at the microscope is able to say with absolute certainty that a tuft of 

smooth fair hair does not come from a black curly head, and this single 

piece of evidence should suffice to solve the question. But the same 

‘¢annot be said when the question is answeréd in the affirmative and it 
26 
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appears that the two samples of hair are identical @). There is indeed 

but one identicality whereas non-identicality permits of innumerable : 

differences, and in this case, chance may take a much more important 

place than in’the former and we criminal lawyers know better than any 

one what chance is capable of doing. Quite recently an old woman 

whose business was the pledging and redeeming of articles at the 

| 
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pawn-shops was murdered. In the hand of the corpse were found 

three hairs which the woman must have torn from her aggressor 

during her desperate resistance. Suspicion fell upon the victim’s own 

son and the three hairs found upon the corpse as well as some samples — 

of the hair of the son (who was in custody) were sent to microscope 

experts. The latter happened to be two scientific celebrities whose 

names were known all over Kurope; they went into the matter with 

the greatest care and with all the aids of modern science, and cir- — 

cumstantiated their results in the most detailed manner. The three 

hairs found in the hand of the corpse were from six to seven ems in — 

length, were dark brown in colour, had been torn out (the roots were 

preserved) and seemed to have belonged to a man of from twenty to forty 

years old. Under the microscope two of the hairs were brown but the 

third had some parts brown and others black, a fact which immediately 

struck the specialists as well as the outsider. Just above the root it was 

brown, half a centimetre further on it became black, then again brown, 

and half a centimetre further towards the tip it became black again. 

This is a phenomenon which specialists tell us 1s most extraordinary and 

very rare. Hair of the accused person was then taken from three differ- 

ent parts of his head, it being cut just above the roots; this individual 

was twenty-nine years old, his hair measured from six to seven 

centimetres in length, it was dark brown in colour, and examined under 

the microscope was about the same thickness as the three hairs. Finally 

they counted the hairs and placed them one by one under the microscope ; 

about two-thirds of the hairs were brown and the other third presented |) 

absolutely the same peculiarity as the brown and black striped hair 

mentioned above. And yet the son in spite of the strange coincidence of 

this phenomenon, which according to these experienced medical men is 

so rare, was not the assassin of his mother; when subsequently the) 

murderer of the old woman was discovered it was found that his hair we 

also striped in the same way and was astonishingly like that of the soi 

of the deceased woman. We learn from this case that even the fac 

that distinctive signs of quite exceptional character are to be found i 
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_ both the specimens examined, does not always prove that the hair under 

- comparison is indeed hair coming from the same head. 

| Almost every man has on his head a few of the other essentially 

_ different hairs, for instance blonde persons have almost always a few dark 

_ thick hairs. The author knows a lady who has rich wavy soft hair, but 

on one place, about as big as a rupee, on account of a scar caused by a 

wound received early in life, the hair is straight, rough to the feel, and 

noticeably lighter in shade. No one would believe that a hair from the 

scarred place and one from another portion of the head belonged to the 

same person. | 

Dr. Guder remarks that, when proof of the ‘“identicality ” of hairs is 

to be considered, the matters with which they are artificially coloured 

- must not be forgotten; this colouring matter may be got rid of in vari- 

ous Ways, ¢.g., washing in water, dilute hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, or 

chlorine water. 

D. Other cases relating to Medicine. 

Besides the cases already mentioned, which are frequent enough, the 

"Investigating Officer will order microscopic examination in cases relating 

to post-mortems and other medico-legal inquiries. Suppose for instance 

that the question is to establish whether an individual has been in an 

‘atmosphere filled with dust, smoke, or other substance, or in a liquid 

other than pure water, the microscopic examination of the respira- 

tory channels and also often of the hair will generally furnish accurate 

‘information; the spittle of living persons and the contents of the 

"respiratory channels of dead persons should be examined. Even a 

| microscopic examination of substances contained in the stomach (obtained 

by vomiting or at the post-mortem) often gives better results than a 

ol emical examination will, when it is desired to determine, e.g., the 

nature of the food absorbed @; the same holds if organic poisoning be 

suspected—especially vegetable poisons, the presence of which cannot 

always be proved chemically®®. 

i The author is firmly convinced that a great number of murders by 

| poison would be discovered if the contents of the stomachs of people 

dying by “suicide”? or whose cause of death is set down as doubtful 

“were examined. - Considering the great number of poisonous plants which 

grow freely on the earth, and remembering that their properties are 

known to everyone and that the alkaloids of a certain number of them 

‘ean hardly be determined, we cannot help being convinced that many 
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plants are employed for criminal purposes much oftener than is officially 

known. 

An old botanist, Dioscorides von Anazarbos, concludes his ‘“‘ Botany” 

with these words “There are many other plants growing in the fields — 

and forests, hedgerows and brushwood, but no one knows their names 

any more than I do; as regards poisonous plants we are in much the 

same position as we were 2000 years ago.” 

If we take the first work on toxicology to hand (as Blyth on Poisons) — 

or a treatise on the poisonous plants of a country or even a work on ~ 

legal chemistry or for India such a book as Cheevers’ or Lyon’s “ Medical — 

Jurisprudence,” we will find a number of noxious plants enumerated of | 

which it is said that the proof of their having been absorbed by a human : 

organism can only be determined by botano-microscopic means, that is to — 

say that the botanist ought to search for particles of the plants in eva- 

cuated and digested matter and examine and determine their nature. 

We cite but a few of these plants :—the water hemlock (Cicuta virosa) ; 

the little hemlock (Aethusa cinapium) ; the water oenanthe (Oenanthe 

crocata) ; the spurred rye (Secale cornutum) ; the black hellebore (Hel- 

leborus niger) ; the sabine (Juniperus sabina) ; and all the poisonous 

mushrooms and toadstools, etc. All these plants may be easily found 

anywhere in Europe; in one evening ramble enough may be collected to 

poison a whole village. 

Several of these plants, as the sabine and hemlocks, are to be found 

in India. There also are commonly met with, the Sabadilla (Veratrum 

officinale) ; Veratrum album, viride, &c., commonly called hellebores ; 

marking nuts (Semecarpus anacardiwm) ; Madar (Calotropis gigantea) ; 

croton seeds and oil (Croton tiglium) ; and Datura (Datura fastuosa). 

As most of these plants are administered in India, both as poisons and 

as abortifacients, in the form of seeds, leaves, bark, &c., it is evident 

that microscopical examination for the purpose of detecting solid parti- 

cles, where these are not visible to the naked eye, is of prime importance. 

Both marking nut and specially the Lal-chitra, or Plumbago root 

(Plumbago Zeylanica), is introduced in solid pieces into the vagina as 

an irritant; portions being frequently retained, death is the commo 

result of non-expulsion (see Chap. XVI., Secs. vi & vii.) 

The microscopic proof will not be very difficult to carry out, if th 

plant has been given in its entirety that is to say as a vegetable or ev 

as a dish (e.g., toadstools served up as mushrooms). It is usually easil 

discovered in the stomach, intestines, or vomited matter, etc; if it h 
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been given as a decoction it will perhaps be possible to find in the urine 

a more or less large particle of the plant. ‘The greater number of these 

noxious plants have so characteristic an aspect that a small piece such 

as the point of a leaf or the fragment of a thorn, is sutticient for the 

microscopist and botanist to recognise“? (see Chap. V, Sec. vi; Chap. 

XVI, Sec. vi). 

As to microscopic examination applied to Fire-arms and Ammunition, 

see Chap. XI, ¢ Chap. XVI, Sec. ii. 

E. Falsification of writing (428—429), 

The first examination to which writing, supposed to have been 

falsified, is submitted, is that of the microscope: the microscope in no 

way damages the object and in every case brings us very near the 

solution of the problem. Manipulations made upon the paper, such as 

erasures, obliterating with water, the employment of corrosives, etc., 

which are invisible to the naked eye, become astonishingly clear under 

the microscope. 

Differences between makes of paper may be discovered with complete 

- certainty, as when for instance a false sheet of paper which has an 

- absolute resemblance to the other sheets, at least as regards its exterior 

aspect, 1s inserted into a document; false seals, water-marks, false grease- 

spots, and yellow-stains, may all be at once discovered under the micros- 

cope; the ink of genuine writing will resemble, to the naked eye, that 

‘of the forged part, but under the microscope differences will appear so 

clearly that they will be recognised by the naked eye, attention having 

been thus directed to them. LEven the nature of the pen employed may 

_ be deduced and it may be determined whether the pen had a sharp point 

- and entered the paper deeply, or whether it had a broad and soft point 

_ which glided lightly over the paper. Thanks to the enlargement, writing 

executed with a steel pen may be distinguished from that done with 

a quill, or that with a hard pencil from that with a soft one, etc., 430-4, 

' See “Falsification of documents,” Chap. XVIII, Sec. ii., and the present 

chapter Sec. viii.) 

F, Examination of Cloth, Woollens, Linen, &c. 

é: The examination of cloth stuffs is of some importance when the 

question is the identification of woollen cloth, linen, thread, paper, &c. It 
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goes without saying that in these cases the advice of a merchant or manu- 

facturer will in the first place be taken when it is desired to know whether 

a piece of cloth belongs to such and such a weaving, or a piece of paper 

bearing a certain trade-mark has been made by a particular mill, ete. 

In ordinary thefts that is what will have to be done; but if the case 

is one of great importance the advice of a manufacturer, merchant, etc., 

will not be sufficient, but an expert will have to be questioned. With — 

the help of a microscope the latter will be able to judge of the fineness of 

a stuff by the number and the'strength of the threads which cover a 

square centimetre of the texture, as well as by the manner in which they 

are twisted ; as regards each individual thread he will determine its sub- — 

stance and state whether it is of cotton, flax, wool, or silk, etc; finally, he 

will be able to say by studying other details whether the fragment found 

is part of a particular garment, whether a handkerchief has been taken 

from a certain dozen of handkerchiefs, whether the threads with which 

a corpus delictt has been sewn are the same as those which have been 

employed in mending the coat of a person suspected, or whether the paper 

forming the wad of a fire-arm is the same as that found in the house of 

the presumed murderer, etc. The. manufacturer would have made a 

thousand mistakes and would have declared, e.g., that a particular stuff 

was made by him when in fact it had been cleverly imitated by the 

criminal, but the microscope would not be duped in this way. 

The cases in which examination is necessary are more numerous than 

one would believe. But it will be always well when the identity of © 

material is in question not to be content with an exterior resemblance ~ 

however similar the articles in comparison may appear to be; the observer 

at the microscope ought always to be examined before forming a conclu- : 

sive judgment. Experience teaches us that many things Which are 

really identical are thought to be different and inversely many things 

appear to be absolutely similar which are in fact not at all so. 

The identity of a thread is often of extreme importance and may be 

established by the microscopist with very great accuracy. It must no 

be forgotten that to obtain his results it suffices to have almost imper- 7 

ceptible little ends of threads and such are always at our disposal 

whenever a wrong doer leaves some object behind him on the scene of 

the crime. In one case some threads offered important clues: these 

threads had been sewn into an apron which had been left behind by 

some burglars. The apron was of the same blue linen used in the aprons 

of innumerable workmen, but the thread of the hem was without doub 
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the same as the only sewing thread found in the house of a suspected 

individual. Here is another example: the thread with which the 

exercise book of a schoolboy had been sewn together established the 

identity of the corpse of a child. There was no doubt that an outrageous 

and murderous attack had been made upon the child whose corpse was 

found in a nude and half decomposed condition under some branches in 

a forest. The school books of the child were missing; ata short distance 

from the corpse was found an exercise book in fairly good preservation ; 

the cover and the written pages had been torn away and no definite 

indication could be obtained from the book. But the mother of the 

_ child knew with what thread she had sewn up the last exercise book 

f of the child and she handed it to the Investigating Officer and micros- 

} copic examination proved the two threads to be the same. In another 

’ case a thread with which some strips of tinder had been sewn together 

(for the detailed account of this case see under Arson, Chap. XIX) 

was compared with a thread in the fur cap of the accused and brought 

about his conviction. In another case a microscopic particle of thread 

had remained attached to a chisel at the place where the blade meets the 

handle. The experts were able to affirm that the particle of thread must 

_ have belonged to the upper border of the pocket of the waistcoat worn by 

U the supposed criminal on the day of the crime. 

Ne ey oer tien 

_ The observer at the microscope can also give us much information as 

- regards linen from which the marks have been unpicked, Extreme care 

and special skill are required for this operation, to enable him to tell that at 

such and such a place a mark has been unpicked ; but in the majority of 

oy hat has been unpicked at the place. This information is of great 

al mportance when it is desired to establish whether the unpicked mark is 

e thread with which the mark was made; he will nearly always find 

hese traces especially when the linen has been washed and ironed several 

: ines : if the piece of thread found is then compared under the micros- 

cope with the thread with which the other articles have been marked it 

is possible to establish its identity with almost absolute certainty. 

- It is hardly necessary to mention that it is often of great utility 

to make an attentive examination of paper: in serious cases of forged 

doc uments, libels, threats, and all other crimes committed with or on 

pe per, domiciliary search is frequently indispensable and will always 
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bring about the discovery of a more or less large quantity of paper 

belonging to the accused. If paper presenting the least resemblance to 

the subject-matter of the crime be found, it should always be submitted 

to the examination of the specialist. The objection will be often wrongly 

made that the majority of the people of a locality buy their paper at 

the same establishment or at least at a very small number of establish- 

ments, so that the most certain proof of the identity of two papers 

cannot serve for very much. But in these cases it is characteristic that 

nearly every individual who commits a forgery is afraid to make use of 

paper sold in his own neighbourhood. Experience teaches us that if 

such a document be shown to sellers of paper near the house of the 

accused the result will nearly always be negative; the paper in question 

will not be found to form part of the recent stock in such shops, for the 

author of the crime is afraid to use this paper; in most cases the corpus 

delicti is torn from an exercise or other book, or is the second page of a 

sheet of paper of which the first sheet has been already used. If the other 

half is found at the residence of the accused the proof of identity made — 

by the observer at the microscope will be practically conclusive. 

G. Examination of stains. 

It may be affirmed with almost absolute certainty that the examination 

of stains is a veritable touch-stone for the observer at the microscope. 

Here he can obtain the most decisive proof from the smallest and, in 

appearance, the most insignificant objects, but in this class of cases the 
Investigating Officer also has an opportunity of showing his skill in 

carefully preserving the corpus delicti in its original condition and 

without in any way damaging the stains. But will he be able, generally 

speaking, to fix his attention upon these little objects, and, from the 

results furnished by the expert, draw the conclusions which proceed from 

them ? Here again it is the old question, all the skill of an Investigating 

Officer consists in knowledge how to conclude, combine, and_ utilise. 

Let us take a few examples hap-hazard showing the great value of the 

examination of stains. | 

1. On Weapons and Tools. 

Besides those cases in which blood is the object of search the exami 

nation of weapons is important for other reasons; the weapon may fo 
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- instance while being cleaned or carried about be dirtied by contact with 

various substances. The following case has come to the knowledge of 

the author. A drunk and swearing individual entered the garden of a 

_ café where he met a dragoon who split his skull with a blow of his 

sabre. At the request of the Investigating Officer all the sabres of the 

dragoons who had leave from barracks on the previous day were collected 

next morning.and submitted to microscopic examination. No trace of 

blood was found upon any of them, but one had a tiny lttle notch 

in its cutting edge in which was a fragment of a blade of grass which 

_ was hardly visible in spite of considerable enlargement under the micros- 

cope. As the inquiry had been commenced at once and as the blade of 

grass in the notch had been sufficiently protected by the sheath of the 

sabre to prevent it from drying, it was possible to say that this blade of 

~ grass could not have been sticking to the sabre for any length of time, 

since it had preserved its freshness. The dragoon to whom the sabre 

belonged must have, as indeed he afterwards confessed, cleaned his blade 

upon the wet grass after having delivered the blow; he had then wiped 

it with a cloth, but the fragment of grass had remained in the notch. 

- This case is instructive, for it shows that the examination should not be 

restricted to the search for a single object (as in this case traces of blood) 

but it ought to be extended to all the isolated or extraordinary peculiarities 

~ which the object may possess; but the work of the expert is of no real 

utility if he be not instructed as widely as possible by the Investigat- 

ing Officer upon the course of the case and its smallest details. If in 

_ the above case the expert had received an order only to look for traces of 

blood upon the sabre, he would have fulfilled his task by merely giving a 

reply in the negative. But here he knew the case in detail and he was 

able at the first sight of the blade of grass to make up his mind as to how 

it came there and say that it was of the greatest importance. 

In the same way traces of earth, dust, fibres, and dried up hquids, 

 ete., may furnish excellent clues. 

The Investigating Ofticer will of course never dispense with the 

obligation to order microscopic examination for the sole reason that he 

ean see nothing particular upon the weapon in question, etc.; in the 

first place the microscope will be able to bring about the discovery of 

“many important things which have not been perceived by the naked 

eye, and in the second place every expert knows that he ought to take 

the weapon or instrument to pieces and search for suspicious sub- 

stances in the joints and places of adjustment. ‘Thus a hatchet may 
“27 

os ° 
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have been cleaned in the most careful manner, so that nothing will be — 

discoverable even with a microscope; but if the iron be separated from | 

the handle perhaps objects of great importance will be found either in 

the aperture or on the part of the handle where it meets and joins the 

iron. q 

The following instance may be cited. In a district where hops are 

grown with much. success a large quantity were cut down one day, a | 

short time before the harvest, to about the height of a metre from the 

eround. ‘T'hese hops belonged to one of the most skilful cultivators 

and, the plants dying, he suffered damage to the extent of more than a 

thousand florins. Suspicion fell upon a neighbour who also grew hops 

but with much less success; that he envied his more skilful and industrious 

competitor was well known, for he had made noattempt to hide his feelings. — 

The police officer who made the first inquiries had already on the day 

following the crime taken possession of the pocket knife of this person 

and handed it to the Investigating Officer. It was a large knife with a_ 

very strong bent blade such as is used by gardeners and vinetenders; 

there was only one peculiarity about it, it had been quite newly sharpened. — 

One could not help thinking on seeing it that it would be an excellent 

instrument for easily and quickly, in passing so to speak, cutting down 

strong branches of hops. The knife was handed to a medico-legal man 

who was a thoroughly good operator with the microscope, and he was 

completely instructed upon the case. The inquiry necessitated preliminary 

study, consisting of the examination under the microscope of the structure 

of the hop plant and especially of its rind. It was found that the 

branches of hop were covered with little and big spurs of a very charac-~ 

teristic nature; the rind or peel of a large number of other plants which 

also have these little spurs was then examined and the spurs thereon were 

found to be so different that it was absolutely impossible to confound 

them with those of hops when placed under the microscope. Even those 

spurs which resembled them the most, namely, the spurs on the branches 

and stalks of the melon, the cucumber, and the pumpkin, have distine- 

tive signs which exclude all possibility of mistake. The outside of the 

knife was examined, but nothing was discovered; the rivets were thet 

taken out and on a close examination of the place where the end of th 

blade is joined to the handle a large number of such spurs were found 

on examination under the microscope they were found to be spurs of th 

hop plant ; and it was impossible for any one to doubt that the knife he 
been used quite recently to cut hops. 
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On another occasion the microscope was instrumental in furnishing 

an important proof that a bar of iron, in the form of a crowbar, carried 

traces of brick dust. This piece of-iron had a rusty place about 4 to 5 

_ inches from its sharp end and there a red stain was noticed. Under the 

i microscope it was found that this stain was the remains of some brick 

_ dust incrusted in the iron; there was no manner of doubt that this rusty 

part of the crowbar had been brought down with force upon a brick. Now 

in the case of burglary in question a similar instrument had been made 

use of as a lever in attacking a wall; it could therefore be presumed that 

_ the crowbar had been inserted into the wall and had been pressed with 

, force against a brick, thus causing the stain in question. Moreover this 

4 particular crowbar had been in constant use so that the brick dust could 

5 not have been of long standing, it was therefore practically certain that 

- this instrument had been employed in this burglary. 

Very often one can also decide with regard to instruments for working 

_ in wood, whether they have been used for certain work, as by notches in 

-pickaxes, hatchets, large knives, chisels, etc., in which may be seen with 

7 the magnifying glass remains of the material. In the same way it can be 

é decided what sort of wood has been sawn by the teeth of a saw. Thus 

it was once shown by microscopic examination that certain sawdust in 

the teeth of a saw proceeded from pine-wood not cherry-wood, although 

_ the bystanders could not be sure about it with ordinary eyesight’. 

The dirt under the finger nails of the victim and of the alleged author 

of the crime should also be examined under the microscope. This dirt 

- teaches us in the most definite way what has taken place, for it is com- 

posed of what has last come into contact with the individual in question. 

if the latter be a living person no time should be lost in taking possession 

of the dirt. 

4 We remember a case, ¢.g., in which there was grave suspicion that 

| _ the dirt under the finger nails of a criminal proceeded from blood. The 

/ tnicroscopic examination (carried out at the inquiry office in Niiremberg, 

f 1896) decided that the colouring substance was berlin blue®®, 
Ge 

: 2. Dust. 
AM 

_ According to Liebeg, dirt is matter in the wrong place; so we may 

say dust is our environment or surroundings in miniature. An object 

covered with dust gathers to itself infinitesimal particles of bodies which 

happen to be at a greater or less distance from it. Neither dirt nor dust 
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are determinate bodies; the former is composed of small particles which — 

come into contact with an object and remain there for some reason or 

other; while the latter is composed of small particles ground up to form 

‘the powder deposited upon the object. Dust may indeed be brought 

aE 

from great distances by the wind, but in the majority of cases it comes 

from the immediate neighbourhood; thus by recognising the constituents 

of the dust upon a specified article it is possible to indicate approxi- 

mately the objects surrounding it. 

The dust of the desert will contain little besides pulverised earth, 

sand, and small particles of plants; the dust of a ball-room, crowded with — 

people, will in great measure proceed from the fibres from which the — 

clothes of the dancers are woven; the dust of a smith’s shop will be for — 

the most part composed of pulverised metal; and that upon the books of 

a study nothing but the reunion of the particles of earth carried in on 

the boots of the master of the house and the servants with very tiny 

particles of paper. Examining more closely, we find that the coat of 

a locksmith contains a different kind of dust to that on the coat of a 

miller: that accumulated in the pocket of a school-boy is essentially — 

different from that in the pocket of a chemist; while in the groove of 

the pocket-knife of a dandy a different kind of dust will be found to 

that in the pocket-knife of a tramp. All these examples are drawn — 

from the author’s own practice and in all of them neither a deter- 

minate body nor a particular particle of a determinate body was being 

searched for; but the dust was collected: for microscopic examination | 

and in each case new clues were found therefrom enabling the inquiry to 

proceed. | . i 

One day, for instance, there was found upon the scene of a crime a 

garment from which no information could be obtained as to its owner. 

The coat was placed in a strong and well gummed paper bag which 

was beaten with sticks as vigorously and for as long a time as could be 

done without the paper tearing; the packet was left alone for a short 

time and then opened, the dust being carefully collected and submitted te 

a Chemical Examiner. Examination proved that the dust was entirely 

composed of woody fibrous matter finely pulverised; the deduction draw: 

was that the coat belonged to a carpenter, joiner, or sawyer, etc. Bu 

among the dust much gelatine and powdered glue was found, this ne 

being used by carpenters or sawyers the further deduction was draw 

that the garment belonged to a joiner,—which turned out to be in fac 

the case. 
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The dust which collects, so quickly and in such quantities, in the 

_ pockets of clothes is also very important; this is especially so when the 

: clothes are not frequently brushed and shaken. It tells us from its 

_ composition the whole history of a person during the time he has worn 

i the garment. In the first place it is no doubt composed of pulverised 

particles of the material of which the pocket is made; to this is added 

the dust of the atmosphere in which the person lives, which may 

' enter the pocket directly or through the cloth or other fabric; then 

| there is the dust deposited by articles placed in the pocket, such as 

| crumbs of bread, tobacco dust, particles of paper, metallic powder, wood 

4 dust, etc.; finally we have the dust covering the hands so often placed 

in the pockets. All this forms a composition which will contain at least 

one element from which the quality, trade, and occupation of a person 

tay be determined. 

Just as important is the dust in the groove of a pocket knife, ¢.e., in 

the space between the two sides of the handle in which the blade lies 

' when the knife is shut. However clean a pocket knife be kept, an as- 

_ tonishingly large quantity of dust and even larger particles will collect in 

it. In almost all cases the nature of this dust can be accurately deter- 

mined, and it indicates with the greatest certainty where the knife has 

been and what it has done. All such articles, always or nearly always 

| carried on the person, give the same information, e.g., the leather folds of 

the outside of a purse or card case, the outside edge of a watch case, as 

well as the interior edge (which is indeed called the “ dust catch’’), also 

‘the jewels of watches with the incrustations thereon, which pick up all 

‘manner of dust. Examinations of this description should be undertaken 

in all cases where it is desired to establish the identity of a person who 

carries such articles about him, and also when the articles are found by 

‘themselves and information is sought regarding their owner, and finally 

when the articles are found in the possession of people who have evidently 

‘no right to them and their true owner is being searched for. 

No doubt examinations of this sort never guarantee certain success ; 

‘but they should not for all that be classed among those ‘forlorn hopes ”’ 

employed when we are at our wit’s end to know what to do. If the 

work be executed with care by the expert or Investigating Officer the 

percentage of successes will not be inconsiderable, especially if we have 

other materials and clues to aid, as unfortunately is not always the case, 

with which the results obtained by microscopic means may be combined. 

It may be confidently asserted that it is never allowable to neglect these 

aay) 

a 
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inquiries in any case of importance. They may succed, and this is suffi- 

cient reason for saying that it would be unpardonable to neglect them ; — 

and if this microcosmic inquiry does succeed, the Investigating Officer 

may say with pride “Das sind die Kleinen von den Meinen.” ‘These 

little ones are mine’ (faust). His little sprites indeed will have obeyed 

and seconded hin. | 

3. Stains on Clothes, ete. 

Here again microscopic examination is generally restricted to the © 

search for stains of blood and sperm; and yet what precious information 

can we not obtain in other directions. In a crime of any importance no 

stain on the clothes of a suspected person should be permitted to pass 

‘unnoticed; nor must one allow oneself to be drawn into forming a- 

preconceived opinion and asserting: ‘“‘ who knows from what time this 

stain, which has moreover no connection with the crime, dates?’’ But it 

is impossible to distinguish with the naked eye whether a stain is really too 

old to be of use, while with a microscope the matter may perhaps assume 

quite a different complexion. We cannot then assert at first sight that a 

stain has no connection with the crime, microscopic examination is alone 

capable of telling us this; and even the connection may not be discovered 

at once, but only on subsequent investigation ; besides it 1s not necessary 

for the stain to have direct connection with the crime to make its composi- 

tion a matter of interest. Thus we may instance the discovery, in a 

murder case, upon the trousers of the suspected murderer, of a large stair 

of singular aspect, which had thickened and stiffened the material at one” 

place. The microscopist, who was examining the trousers for blood | 

stains, examined this stain under the microscope and was able to establish 

that it was composed of a mixture of ashes, sawdust and glue; it wa 

therefore putty with which joiners fill up cracks and other inequalities 1 

wood. ‘This stain could not possibly have any connection with the crim 

for investigation of the locus in quo proved that there was none of thi 

fresh putty about. But the Investigating Officer questioned the suspecte 

individual upon the origin of this stain and received, though in a slo 

hesitating manner, what seemed to be a fairly satisfactory explanatio: 

which however he proceeded to verify. As the inquiry became long dray 

out and no further proof could be adduced against the suspect, he was ( 

the point of being released, when it was found that his explanation w 

completely false. It was presumed that his conscience was not perfec 
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clean as he had attached importance to a stain of whose origin perhaps 

even he himself was unaware, and had thought fit to recite an entirely 

- false story about it. His release was postponed and he was subsequently 

convicted of the crime. 

| Microscopic examination of ‘marks of dirt will often be regarded as 

_ the only experiment possible when one has no halting-place for the 

purpose of carrying out a long and costly chemical examination, and it is 

i necessary at least partially to decide the question. By a microscopic 

examination little or nothing is lost. It costs little, can be quickly per- 

_ formed, and perhaps a decision can be arrived at. For example, marks 

q taken for stains of sperm might under microscopic examination prove 

to be paste, food, etc. Even if the microscope gives no sure information, 

one can always have recourse to chemical examination. 

Speaking generally it may be said that what has been stated above 

“concerning dirt and dust applies equally to stains on clothes: they 

“proceed from the place where the wearer of them has been and also from 

those substances with which he comes in contact. In many criminal 

trials, the work of the Investigating Officer consists entirely in esta- 

lishing at what place the accused was at a specified time. The stains 

| “which he discovers and the nature of which he can identify will perhaps 

enable him to determine at least some stages of the road followed by 

the accused. 

cis 

4, Mud on Footwear. 

~ Mud or sand attaching to feet and footwear often indicates more 

readily than the most minute investigations the place where the indivi- 

‘dual carrying it has been. Such examinations are of the greatest interest 

When we have to deal with dead bodies or suspected persons; it is desired, 

0.4, to know whence come the former and where they have stopped last, 

or again whether the latter have been at the place of the crime. 

- It goes without saying that such an inquiry has small chance of 

being conclusive if the ground is everywhere of uniform nature, e.g., the 

‘same clayey soil for several leagues around, or mud in the streets of 

a city, etc. But even in these cases it would be imprudent to advise the 

neglect of examination of the mud upon boots, shoes, sandals, or other 

footwear, and on feet, for such examination may possibly bring about the 

discovery of fresh details sufficient at least to indicate the direction in 

which subsequent information may be employed. 
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Suppose the case of a man found dead in a town; there is every | 

reason to believe that he has not left the town; there is no other mud 

upon his shoes than that of the streets, which is practically identical : 

throughout the town. If it is important to know where the individual — 

has last been, e.g., whether he has been killed far from or near to the | 

place where his body has been discovered, it will be well, at all hazards, f 

to hand over his shoes to the microscopist who will examine the various — 

elements of the mud upon them; it is even possible for these elements to — 

allow of certain conclusions; ag., manure, vegetable debris, the fruit of — 

trees, to be found only in certain roads and lanes in the city, may, be 

discovered ; also fragments of minerals only employed in the composition 

of certain roads, or chalk, or brick dust, which permit of the deduction 

that the man has been in a workshop or manufactory. welll 

- The matter is easier and has more chances of success when the 

investigation takes place in the country; there the nature of the soil is 

more varied; the rooms of the houses are not paved and the floors are often 

covered with characteristic materials. The author is acquainted with 

- two cases of this kind. In one it was desired to convict a man of theft 

in a mill; in the other the accused was suspected of having hidden a large 

sum of stolen money in a hollow willow tree near the bank of a stream. 

In both cases the mud on the boots of the accused was examined and in 

both cases two layers of mud were found separated from one another, in” 

the first case by flour and in the second by fine sand. In the former the 

accused had walked with muddy boots in the flour lying about the 

mill: in the latter he had also walked, first in the mud, then in the 

sand of the river bank, and then again in the mud. In both cases the 

two layers of mud and the intermediate substances were identified so 

thoroughly as to preclude all doubt as to their origin. 

Prof. Jeserich®® gives a third case in which diatoma were found in 

the sand sticking to the shoes of a murdered person, whereby the place 

where the man must have been was ascertained. 

Section iv.——The Chemical Analyst. 

Here we may be brief ; in effect, the chemist will be employed in al 

cases in which the microscopist may be called in. In many cases bot ; 

are necessary, for there are few cases of a purely chemical category ; th 

analyst has frequent recourse to the magnifying glass or microseoj 

before or after his chemical work, for the purpose of completing or chee 

ing it. Conversely, the microscopist can hardly do analyst’s work, and § 
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- we can only attain satisfactory results from the combined action of the 

_ microscopist and chemical analyst. Speaking generally we may say that 

the Investigating Officer does not employ the analyst or chemical exam- 

_ iner frequently enough, and that many cases which have remained in a 

_ state of obscurity would have taken another turn if the expert had been 

_ consulted. This is especially true in all cases of poisoning, where recourse 

i to a chemist is only had where pieces of arsenic as big as a pea, or a strong 

- odour of phosphorus, opium, or other substances which exclude all 

/ doubt, are found in the stomach. Yet we feel we cannot be reproached 

_ with looking at the dark side of things when we assert that the Chemical 

_ Examiner should be resorted to in every case of sudden death which the 

' inquest has not completely explained, or even in the casé of a long illness 

which, without natural reasons, has ended in death, and this especially if 

' any possibility of a criminal prosecution arises“®. When one skims 

' through a work on medical jurisprudence and notes the numerous 

- substances which, in relatively small doses, are capable of causing 

3 a man’s death, when one remembers the uncertainty of the signs of 

- poisoning as revealed by the history of the patient’s illness and the 

 death-certificate, and when, finally, one thinks of the modern exten- 

sive diffusion of superficial chemical knowledge, and the facility with 

which nearly all chemical products, even the most dangerous, are 

procurable, one is astonished that many cases of poisoning even 

‘more difficult to discover do not occur. The Investigating Officer 

ought therefore always to pay attention to the possibilities in these 

eases and considerations of money and trouble should not be allowed to 

enter into the question. 

% Nor should the other side of the matter be lost sight of. Often 

‘death remains unexplained and is believed to indicate a crime, whereby 

suspicion may rest for long years upon the innocent ®, It is the duty 

of the Investigating Officer to prevent the happening of such a state of 

things just as much as it is his duty to bring about the conviction of the 

i guilty. We are aware of a large number of substances, not venomous by 

: nature, which, when they become tainted, are harmful or deadly; they 

“may be absorbed through imprudence or without anyone being to blame, 

80 it is allowable to presume that these substances have caused inex- 

plicable and suspicious deaths. But the chemist if consulted would clear 

up the matter. ‘Take, for example, poisoning by coal gas, trichinous or 

tainted meat, poison developed in sausages or cheese, poisoned shell-fish, 

oysters, lobsters, tainted fish, wine, beer, vinegar or other articles of 
28 
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everyday use, in fact the whole range of ptomaine poisons, finally the — 
frequent cases of poisoning through culinary utensils 47% , 

The ptomaine alkaloids (e.g., collidine) lead to the most serious — 

mistakes; they may arise entirely through the decomposition of the dead 
body, are often highly poisonous, and in many cases bear a great re- 
semblance to the plant alkaloids. Their behaviour under physiological ] 
tests may also lead to confusion. For full details the reader will refer to 

such standard works as Lauder Brunton’s ‘Materia Medica,’ and Blyth 

n “Poisons.” A useful working summary will be found in “Legal 
Medicine” by Major Collis Barry, IM.S., Vol. I. Chap. XLIII. Equally — 
important in this connection is poisoning by carbon monoxide fumes. 

Brouardel, Descotst, Ogier, and Hofmann relate a case in which a man 

was killed through gas fumes in a limekiln. His wife though innocent 

was condemned as a murderess and remained in prison for some years. 

In short every suspicious death requires minute investigation by the 

Investigating Officer; it is not sufficient merely to ask the analyst 

whether there be poison in such and such a stomach, without giving him 

any indication of the direction his researches should take; if he has no’ 

starting point his examination becomes difficult and costly; but, if he 

knows all that the Investigating Officer has been able to learn in his 

inquiry, he will easily, quickly, and surely complete his share of the work. 

If we wish to know what the Investigating Officer can demand of the 

chemist, we should say: the Investigating Officer ought not to have 

too many scruples in this connection especially as regards the question of 

time. We know that after a long space of time the existence of certain | 

poisons, particularly arsenic,* is ascertained!-™®), and the interval during | 

which organic poisons may be discovered after their absorption 1s never 

so short as is commonly believed. Sonnenschein and Classen found tha 

traces of morphia in the intestines could be discovered after 18 months 

although the corpse had been buried in circumstances favouring decom 

position; it is not therefore for the Investigating Officer to decide whethel 

too much time has elasped since the death of the victim “-®, ( 

him leave the solution of this question to conscientious and experie nce 

experts. « 

Moreover, the Investigating Officer ought not to fear, in corte’ ot 

cumstances, to raise the question of whether the poison has not be 

* Prilss relates that once on the deal boards of a floor upon which a person poison : 

by arsenic had spit, arsenic was still found, although the floor had been scrubbed 40 tim 

Phosphorus has been discovered six weeks after death. | 
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introduced into the body otherwise than by the moutn, but has been 

given perhaps in quite another manner, ¢.g., through a wound either 

already existing or made on purpose. It is related, it is true in a 

novel, that in a certain German Military Hospital (1871) a jealous 

- woman, who was acting as a nurse, took from the wound of a soldier 

on the point of death a composition of blood and pus which she intro- 

duced into the wound of another soldier who was slightly wounded, with 

the object of bringing about his death. As we have stated, it is simply 

a story from a novel but the thing is quite possible. Just as possible, 

and indeed very frequent, are cases of death caused by the prick of a 

3. poisoned needle. These wounds are made in passing and no one pays 

Battention to them, owing to their apparent insignificance“®, Such are 

some of the difficult questions an analyst may be asked. Besides in 

_ inquiries relating to the death of a man the Investigating Officer will also 

_ have recourse to the analyst in all those cases which belong specifically to 

_ the sphere of the microscopist. The Investigating Officer will himself get 

_ to know by practice which of the two will be capable of solving a particular 

a “question ; but if he does not know, no great harm will be done; for the 

‘specialist he asks will soon tell him that the work is the business of his 

“colleagues ing 

Section v.—The Expert in Physics. 

If the medical jurisprudent cannot enlighten us, if the microscopist 

ay nd chemical analyst are incapable of elucidating the matter, recourse 

' thust be had to the expert in physics. The cases in which one can and 

Fe ght to approach him are legion; no one would be able to completely 

enumerate them; each day brings new ones and every zealous Investi- 

gating Officer, desirous of developing his knowledge, will increase them 

yet more. Here we will again repeat an observation already made; in 

- order that the physicist may lend his aid to the Investigating Officer 

- the latter must ask him for it. The Investigating Officer it is who must 

to the physicist to ask if he can help him in a given case:, it is not 

for the physicist to come and offer his services to the Investigating 

' Officer. The expert in physics studies, experiments, discovers, and 

: Fetiichas, it is for the Investigating Officer to read, weigh, and question. 

_ The Investigating Officer ought then to recall his former knowledge, 

generally at once forgotten, which has accompanied him from college into 

Pp ig tical life; he should try to complete it and keep it in touch with 
“Modern science by reading at least the reviews which always teach the 
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reader something about the new results in various natural sciences and — 

the services rendered by them. And also as it is his duty to inquire of 

everything he sees and hears, how it may be utilised in his profession — 

(and he can utilise all science), so he ought never in reading these 

reviews to forget to ask what advantage may be gained from what he — 

has just read; he must attempt to imagine practical cases in which he 

could call in the expert in physics to utilise the new results of the — 

science. In real cases when they arise he will certainly remember his — 

meditations and call in the physicist. | 

Indeed we require that the physicist as well as all other experts —~ 

should interest himself in his business; when he has been often ques- 

tioned and knows approximately what the Investigating Officer requires — 

he ought to make inquiries on his own initative and draw the attention — 

of the Investigating Officer to the information which he is able to furnish 

and of which the Investigating Officer is ignorant. 

In the following pages we shall enumerate a few cases in which the 

physicist can second the Investigating Officer, confining ourselves to 

general indications and contenting ourselves with citing some exainples ; 

we simply wish to demonstrate that the physicist in many cases is really 

capable of giving us information and enlightenment.* Speaking gene-— 

rally, it may be stated: the physicist must always be called in when tt ts 

important to determine the effect of the natural forces which have 

exercised any influence upon a matter within the purview of the Penal 

Code ; it goes without saying that every man is capable of determining 

this effect, but the scientist can better observe vt and with more accuracy 

and justice, especially in cases requiring special knowledge, such as those 

involving calculations and the use of scientific appliances. 

Let us presume for example that the fact of an article having been 

thrown has become of some importance in a criminal case; a stone has 

been hurled against a window“, wall, or upon a roof; the questions: 

now are, to establish the spot where the person who threw it was stand- 

ing, the force with which he threw it, the size and weight of the stone, 

the direction in which it ricochetted, the time at which the event took 

place, and many other similar questions. True it is that anyone cam 

draw such conclusions and make such observations, anyone, that 

to say, who has “two good eyes” at his disposal and who has nol 

forgotten what he has at other times learned concerning “ ballistics”’ 6 

* The authors would be very happy to receive communications regarding cases in whic 

the Investigating Officer has been aided by experts in Natural Philosophy. 
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4 the science of calculating the force with which things are projected ; 

- but with what accuracy and correctness will not a man do this, who, all 

his life, has been occupied with the study of these questions and who 

comes armed with all the special knowledge required for such a case. 

Where an outsider sees nothing useful, the specialist perhaps observes 

all that is necessary to clear up the case. 

The same may be said of a large series of optical questions, when, e.g., 

it is desired to know how a light effect has been produced, what has been 

its action, what amount of light has been necessary for the perpetration 

of determinate acts, how a certain shadow has been produced, how far it 

has stretched, what object has caused it, at what moment of the day the 

sun has produced such and such an effect, or at what hour in the night 

_ the moon has shone in a particular manner, and a thousand other ques- 

tions. 

| Ina recent case in the Cuddapah District a man who was attacked in 

_ the night was said to have been lying on his left side on a cot facing the 

‘ northern and open side of a chavadi or shed, the foot of his cot being a 

_ few feet from its eastern wall. It was alleged the stabbing took place 

about mid- -night and just as the moon was rising, the injured man stating 

in the witness box that he was lying awake andi ‘watching the moon 

rise” when his assailants came up and attacked him, and therefore he 

recognized them. No one in Court was able positively to say whether 

at that time of the year he could possibly have seen the moon which, if 

-” story was true, must have been a very northerly one. Had this 

ri witness’s story not been completely broken down and found to be false in 

~ other directions it is probable that he would have been believed when he 

~ asserted that he saw the moon rising. It would have been impossible 

to have adjourned the case, which was a sessions one, to a date upon 

| hich the moon would have been in an equivalent position and it is very 

fa oubtful whether any physicist could have been summoned for that trial. 

: But had the Investigating Officer taken the precaution of verifying 

Lo geetorehand the man’s story by communicating with an expert in Natural 

Philosophy there would have been no such difficulty as was raised in this 

= upon this point. 

oe Other information relating to the sun may also be of great importance; 

_ whether for example the sun has been able to give a certain amount of 

7 eat, and at what moment of the day, and what accessory circumstances 

| must be taken into account : whether the rays of the sun can have fallen 

at a particular hour of the day upon a glass of water so as to make a 

BR aS He, ape 
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sort of burning glass: whether the heat of the sun can have changed the 

shape of certain objects, ¢.g., by shrivelling them up, breaking them, 

causing them to split, or expand. Other questions concerning the effect 

of hght are: how long a piece:of cloth must have been exposed to the 

heat of the sun in order to fade to a certain degree; how long would it 

take for a piece of paper (especially the modern kinds of paper which are 

full of igneous material) to become yellow or brown with exposure to 

the sun’s rays; or how long an object must have remained in the day- 

light to have undergone a certain transformation, etc. | 

As regards draughts, the wind, and storms, very important questions 

may arise; whether e.g. during a fire, it is the wind or a draught caused 

by the heat, which has carried a piece of burning straw or a wooden tile 

(shingle) ; what direction of the wind may be deduced from such or such 

circumstances; whether a particular object has been able to resist the 

hurricane, that is to say, in attempting to fix the time of its having been 

placed in position—was it in existence before the tempest, the time of 

which is known? Questions concerning rain and snow are at times more 

important still; what has been produced by their agency, from what 

direction they have come, how often it has rained upon a certain article, 

etc. In this connection also we have the effects of frost, which are of — 

a determinate character and may lend force to certain suppositions. 

It may be asked whether a particular object has been acted upon by — 

frost, and with what force, and how often; also what other atmospheric — 

phenomena have acted upon the body in question and what has been the ~ 

duration of the action. | 

To this category also belong the following questions :—A stolen object 

has been hidden and discovered™®; has it been buried? and if so, wrapped 

up or not? and for how long? what was the nature of the soil? were 

there other articles with it? The manner of their preservation, especially 

when not in the air, sometimes alters them -and these alterations are 

especially noticeable in objects of delicate colour and structure, so that the 

physicist may often draw conclusions of great importance. y 

There is yet another and well known branch of the physicist’s 

business,—namely cases concerning the effect and properties of water. 

Has an article been in the water and if so for what length of time? 

has it been carried along by running water or sunk to the bottom? if the 

latter, what is the nature of the bottom? how far has the article bee 

carried by the river and what was the nature of the current? How long 

must it have taken a body of given weight, shape, and size to traverse a 
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} given distance? When the banks are irregular and covered with vege- 

tation it may be necessary to make detailed and accurate trials and 

experiments. Other questions are, the effect of water upon banks or 

flooded places, and the length of time such places have been covered. 

Investigations concerning corpses found in the water are particularly 

_ important; it 1s necessary e.g., to establish the successive conditions of 

the corpse in the water; where it has gone, whence it has come, what 

obstacles and currents it has traversed, etc., all such questions are within 

the sphere not of the medical man but of the physicist (see Chap. VJ, 

Sec. v, Bodily Injuries.) 

To this domain also belong inquiries regarding the effect of artificial 

- heat apart from actual burns on the body, when it is desired, e.g., to 

establish the length of time an object has been exposed to a more or less 

severe heat, and the kind of heat, 7.e., whether produced by a particular 

stove, as by an ordinary cooking stove, or a special furnace. 

Other examinations should also be enumerated bearing on breakages, 

tears, splits, or scratches on all sorts of articles when desirous of knowing 

their direction, as also the time and manner of their production (whether, 

. e.g., naturally or artificially). This information is often of the greatest 

:. importance and can only be obtained where the observer is intelligent, 

knows the exact nature of the damaged article, and how to appreciate 

y, the value of other phenomena accompanying the deterioration, such as 

- direction, force, time, etc. This is heavy work, especially in giving advice 

: on a case of negligence and the damage resulting therefrom—railway 

"accidents, explosions, fall of buildings, landslips, etc. In such cases, 

~ minute examination of secondary details (e.g. a split screw),: intricate 

"calculations, and a penetrating eye are alone capable of elucidating the 

| truth. 

Let us finally take a passing glance at those two great motive forces 

bee 

of our times, magnetism and electricity. The least service magnetism 

_ renders us is the discovery of iron in cases where a chemical examination 

ia not possible for some reason or other; as for electricity, we do not 

_ yet know all the services it can render and how far it will go, or exactly 

what results the electrician will some day be able to afford us in criminal 

_ matters. 

_ Speaking generally the Investigating Officer ought not to forget that Si 
“m many ways his work resembles that of the physicist, especially when 

he has to draw conclusions from the effects he finds upon articles. In 

dealing with such effects he must determine the forces producing them, 
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just as the physicist explains the phenomena of nature. If then the 

Investigating Officer questions a physicist in a general way the latter, 

finding himself in his own domain, will perhaps not confine himself to 

the questions asked, but in his turn will raise further questions which 

the Investigating Officer has overlooked. 

In forgeries also (as to ink, paper, writing materials, files of docu- 

ments, etc.) the physicist can afford the chemist and the microscopist 

important help obtainable in no other direction. 

Section vi.—Experts in Mineralogy, Zoology, and Botany. 

Experts in Mineralogy “® and Zoology are but little consulted by the 

Investigating Officer; the former is only utilized for the examination of 

minerals and to establish their particular properties, or he aids the micro- 

scopist when, e.g., it 1s necessary to determine the nature of a mineral 

so as to deduce therefrom the origin of dust, dirt, or stains, etce.-— and 

indeed these are often important points for elucidation. The rdle of the 

zoologist is scarcely more extended: he can determine the nature and 

origin of animal wool; assist in forming a judgment upon blood globules ; 

determine the functions of certain animals; tell us what they are capable — 

of doing and producing; give us information concerning poisons pro-— 

ceeding from animals; aid the medical man in many _ histological, 

anatomical, and physiological cases, and thus complement the latter’s 

knowledge. | 

We must repeat that nowhere is there greater danger than when we | 

neglect to call in the expert and ourselves dabble in the matter. No £ 

doubt the layman who observes closely will discover something and form | 

correct conclusions, but the true working insight is only to be obtained | 

and judged by the expert. The zoologist finds important employment | 

when the question arises of how long a man lying in the open has been 

dead, under what conditions animal life of various sorts (especially 

insects) appear at different times upon every corpse. If the death does 

not take place in the cold part of the year, certain flies at once appear, 

somewhat later certain beetles, etc., are found, until at last, sometimes | 

after many months, certain animals bring about the final work of des 

truction of the non-osseous parts. In such circumstances zoologists car 

often afford important and reliable information “°—® , | 

Finally some known attributes of animals are of importance. Iti 

only necessary to consider this and consult a zoologist. So once in— 
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- certain case it was desired to know how many hours a drunken man 

- had lain in water. At first it was said that he could only have been 

there one or .two hours, because in his clothes live fleas were still 

4 found “®, On account of the importance of the case inquiries were 

_ made, and it was discovered that fleas can live as long as 16 hours under 

; water. Flies, spiders, caterpillers, etc., die much more quickly under 

water. 

It is for the botanist to play the greatest réle ; he can indicate poisonous 

_ or abortive plants, discovering the smallest pieces; he can determine the 

nature of powdered substances composed of plants, seeds, and fruits; he 

can study the juices of these plants and the preparations made therefrom. 

_ These indications are often important, especially when such vegetable 

‘ matter is discovered in a house search or upon the person, or in the 

stomach and intestines of deceased persons, or in the matter vomited or 

¥ passed by them. It must not be forgotten that the smallest atom of leaf, 

the most minute piece of bark or fibre, suffices for the botanist to recog- 

_nise the entire plant. 

It is often of equally great interest to know how to determine the 

nature and origin of a piece of wood with the assistance of a small piece 

- which has been found; when, ¢.g., it is desired to indicate whether a 

splinter of wood comes from a weapon, instrument, utensil, post, or 

‘living tree, etc.; or when the nature of the piece of wood may tell us 

. the locality where a certain person or object is to be found, the place 

t ‘whence it has come, and the objects with which it has been in contact. 

The botanist is also sometimes able to tell the age of an injury toa 

i living plant, its aspect before healing up, the way in which it has been 

made, and the instrument employed; he may be able to tell us the 

force which must have been used to produce on a piece of dead wood 

such and such a mutilation or change, the time when a leaf or a fruit 

“must have been damaged (e.g., by a shot from a firearm), the place 

of origin of certain pieces of plant, etc; the shape of an instrument 

which has produced such and such a cut or mark on a piece of wood 

“discovery of the traces of a clean cut by a knife demonstrating the 
absence of a toothed saw). 

The intervention of the botanist may be of special importance in 

obtaining information regarding certain textile fibres; e.g., in determin- 

‘ing the nature of the fibre (flax, hemp, jute, cotton) ; in identifying 

‘threads and parts of threads (twine, ordinary thread, &c.); in studying the 

effect of certain liquids (paints, acids, or alkalis, etc.) upon vegetable 
7 29 
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fibres (change in shape, length, colour, and aspect) ; in determining the 

age of textile fibres and the place where they have remained (includ- 

ing such questions as the age of a cord, whether a piece of string has — 

been for a long time in the water, whether a piece of linen cloth has been 

exposed to great heat, or whether some cotton stuff has been buried.) 

A whole series of questions are connected with the chemical and— 

physical properties of vegetable matter ; in these cases the botanist should — 

work with the microscopist, the chemist, and the physicist. Such ques- 

tions are the absorption of gas, odour, and, fumes, by vegetable fibres ;_ 

the explosive properties of flax, hemp, and jute dust; the spontaneous 3 

combustion of vegetable fibres impregnated with oil (tow, flax, thread, 

engineer’s waste, etc.) ; the hidden combustion of ignited fibres (saltpetre 

treatment) ; the duration and certainty of the combustion of materials 

composing wicks (arson, explosions); the dangerous combustible pro- 

perties of celluloid; the spontaneous combustion of damp hay, newly 

carbonized paper, or vegetable carbon; the proof of the existence of the 

juice of plants upon metals, (e.g., on a knife which has been used to cut 

fresh plants or fruit), or upon garments (e.g., stains made by grass upon 

coats, and the age and the origin of such stains). It is permissible to 

assert that the botanist may come to our assistance in the most difficult 

important, and interesting cases. * | 

Section vii.i—The Expert in Firearms. 

As indicated above the examination of firearms requires, more thar 

anything else, the assistance of a whole series of different experts; as é 

rule only a gunsmith is called in, but this the author considers a mistake 

Now-a-days local gunsmiths no longer exist as in former times, they are 

- as rare as the local clock-makers of old; for both the local gunsmith ant 

clock-maker sell instruments they have received ready-made from 

factory; at the most they have only placed the various parts of the instrt 

ment together and know how to do certain repairs. The firearm ar 

the watch are made only in the factory and the merchant or shop-keepe 

cannot be expected to understand in a special. manner their interi 

mechanism. “fe 

Even when dealing with a gunsmith who knows his trade we fi 

his knowledge restricted in most cases to being able to indicate the orig 

* Upon the frequently recurring mistakes concerning poisoning through mineral 2 

see Chapter XVI. Sec. vi. Poisoning. 
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- and the price of the weapon, the names of its different parts and other 

mechanical details, which, it must be confessed, will have in most cases 

a certain value. But he will not be able to say much regarding the use 

to which the instrument may be put, the effects which it is capable 

of producing, the connection existing between the arm itself and the 

bullet employed, besides numerous other questions of capital importance. 

Recourse must therefore be had to the experienced sportsman, the medical 

man, the inspector of musketry, the physicist, the chemist, and the 

microscopist; in many other cases moreover, where the question is to 

_ determine the effect of a bullet on different substances, yet other experts 

' who are conversant with these substances must be questioned ; in many 

cases experts consulted by the author have been unable to give a satis- 

factory reply, when an ordinary workman has answered without hesitation. 

The dresser of stone can tell us the resistance of the various kinds of 

stone, the locksmith can explain to us how a certain effect has been 

produced upon iron, and the botanist can indicate with accuracy the time 

and the season at which a bullet has struck a living tree and lodged in 

the wood. 

_ As regards the practical method of procedure in examining experts 

care must be taken not to allow different experts to make their 

experiments at the same time and give their advice together. The 

Investigating Officer who is directing the inquiry easily loses a concise 

- view of the case when one expert draws conclusions from one side and 

~ another from the other side; it is difficult to understand the work of each 

and it is impossible to reconcile the different statements and the con- 

clusions given upon the whole. He must therefore, before all, obtain a 

_ clear idea of how the various experts are best to be consulted, and arrange 

' to question after the others, those experts who with their experiments 

} destroy in part the documents and material objects at his disposal. 

_ Once the experiments are made and the reports sent in, the Investi- 

gating Officer will be able, following the case and the results of the 

reports, to bring the experts together either all at once or in several 

-Gategories; in this way he will perhaps find the agreement or the 

- explanation of doubtful questions or questions resolved in different ways; 
- when the experts are already aw cowrant with the matter and know what 

they have to reply they will agree together much more readily than if 
they have been allowed to work together from the outset. This method 

of procedure has yet another advantage; important corpora delicti, 

Serving as objects of conviction, are less exposed to being lost or injured 
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when they are sent to but one or two experts at a time, instead of in the 

space of a quarter of an hour being passed through a great number of 

hands. 

Besides examination regarding the origin of a firearm, the effects — 

produced thereby, the mode of its employment, and its connection with — 

such and such bullets, etc., questions relating to the science of arms — 

properly so called, and besides those questions which it is within the — 

province of the medical jurisprudent to decide, there are yet other — 

examinations of decisive effect which are within the competence of the — 

chemist. Suppose for example it is desired to establish whether a bullet — 

has been taken from a stock of bullets found upon a suspected individual, 

it will certainly not suffice to establish that it is of the same size, the 

same shape, the same calibre and the same weight as the others; it is 

also necessary to prove that their chemical composition is identical @”. 

Pure lead is but rarely employed for the making of bullets, tin, zine, 

antimony, bismuth, and arsenic being mixed therewith, even traces of — 

silver may be found; if then the quantitative analysis of the chemist 

shows that the alloy is the same in both cases, this will be a decisive 

proof of identity. This examination may also be of great interest in 

many other cases. If, for example, we have the firearm of the suspected 

individual and a bullet, and if the weapon be coated with fresh lead 

inside, it is for the chemist to withdraw this lead from the barrel and 

analyse it as he has analysed the bullet; if then the analysis of the bullet 

corresponds with that of the lead in the firearm, it may reasonally be 

presumed that that particular bullet has been fired from that particular — 

firearm, especially if the composition of the lead is uncommon or con- 

tains an abnormal proportion of some other element. ven when it is — 

impossible to make these two analyses and compare the results, as fot 

instance when we possess only the bullet, it 1s well to submit the latte1 

to chemical examination; this may furnish the proof of a composition ‘ 

but little used, which, in default of other clues may perhaps afford som: 

indication regarding the author of the crime. If the bullet has not beer 

manufactured by the man himself but has been made in some factory, its” 
chemical composition may very well lead to the discovery of its place 0 

manufacture, for in this industry the same alloy is not every wher 

employed. Finally, in certain circumstances, there may be traces < 

powder upon the bullet, which, chemically analysed, are capable of givin 

an indication regarding the explosive which has been used. Such traces 

sometimes remain upon a bullet even when it is lodged in the huma 
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body; they were clearly distinguishable upon the French bullet which 

the author’s grandfather carried behind his eye for 46 years (from sabia 

to 1845) and which was only extracted after his death. 

Chemical analysis may be of the greatest importance when it is 

desired to know when or how long before a certain firearm has been fired. 

Spey eae ee 
The Investigating Officer does not naturally have to deal with the 

manner in which such an examination must be made, an examination 
i 

which however is very curious in that it can only indicate whether the 

weapon has been fired off a very short time before. The mofussil Investi- 

gating Officer would therefore be very much behind time if he thought 

of sending the firearm to the capital for this analysis. Sonnenschein & 

Classen“ ® in their Handbook of Legal Chemistry indicate the following 

_ process; it is so simple that it may be employed if necessary even in the 

country by any doctor or hospital assistant and frequently brings to light — 
rob 
decisive results. It is true that this process can only be employed if the 

explosive has consisted of the ordinary powder which still remains 

: in common use. The firearm in question must be withdrawn as soon 

as possible from the action of the air; for this purpose the barrel is 

4g hermetically corked and the breach wrapped up in cloth. The examination 

oe be carried out as soon as possible. First the discharged barrel is 

_ rinsed with distilled water and the solution obtained filtered and examined 

: for sulphuric acid (with barium chloride), alkaline sulphides (with salts 

of lead), and salts of iron (with ferocyanide of potassium). Let us pre- 

sume that the barrel is dark brown, contains neither rust nor green 

x _orystals of ferrous sulphate, and that the solution is hght yellow in 

colour, smells of sulphuretted hydrogen, and with salts of lead gives 

| a black precipitate. It follows that the fire-arm must have been fired 

thin 2 hours. If the colour is clearer still and there is neither rust 

:. crystals, but traces of sulphuric acid are discovered, more than 

2 hours but less than 24 hours must have passed since the moment 

- the Weapon was fired. If the barrel has numerous stains of oxide of iron 

and the reagent proves the existence of iron in the water, the weapon 

has been fired at least 24 hours before and at most within 5 days. 

If the oxide of iron is in large quantity but no iron salts are found in the 

: solution, at least 10 days and at most 50 days have elapsed. 

_ If the firearm after having been fired has been immediately reloaded 

without having been cleaned, the cylindrical portion of the pull-through 

: bs the cleaning rod, has a dark grey colour during the first four days and 

ing the following days it is yellowish grey and the water contains 
a 
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distinct traces of sulphuric acid. If the weapon has been cleaned before 
being loaded the second time, the colour is light red or yellow ochre — 

during the first two days, during the following days becomes dark red, 

and after 12 to 15 days becomes and remains grey ; the powder will have — 

a light red colour owing to the oxide of iron attaching thereto and the 

reagent will show no signs of sulphuric acid. If the firearm has been 

reloaded immediately after firig the colour will be green but will quickly — 

attain that described above. If the barrel be rinsed with lime-water, — 

red colouring will also be noticed. Finally, if the wad is of paper contain- 

ing alum or plaster, and the reagent shows the presence of sulphuric | 

acid in the water with which the wad is washed, it proves nothing. 

In all cases we also recommed the examination of the bullet with a 

magnifying glass ; information is then obtained about the number, pitch, 

shape, and depth of the rifling, the substance and structure of the wad 

- which has left traces upon the lead, upon the manner in which a muzzle 

loader has been loaded, and upon many other points of importance. 

Section viiiiHandwriting. 

As to the value to be placed upon the appreciation of manuscripts 

the most divergent opinions exist; some have made a science of it and 

yet do not know how to sufficiently appreciate the results of their 

examination, while others consider the knowledge so many persons 

pretend to possess as the mere product of the imagination or at least of 

gross exaggeration. ‘ 

No lawyer is obliged to form a decision on one side or the other, but 

he must take up a position on the subject and form an opinion upon it 

whether he believes in the study of graphology or not; before however 

a lawyer decides this finally we should advise him to give the matter 

some consideration. No sooner do we in a matter of human knowledge 

establish a certainty and assign limits to it, no matter how wide thos 

limits may be, than we find that knowledge cannot be thus limited; i 

other words, all knowledge is capable of development—how far w 

do not know. None will deny that it is worth while for all educate 

persons to form some opinion on graphology. At least everyone wi 

allow that the writing of an uneducated peasant looks different to th 

writing of an educated lady, that the child does not write lke the ol 

man, that the writing of a farmhand will not be mistaken for that | 

a learned man. However, as soon as one has gone so far, one he 
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confessed that there is such a thing as graphology, in fact one has 

acknowledged the principles of it to be correct. If one goes further— 

speaks of a copied, pedantic, interesting, fickle, nervous, or energetic 

handwriting and recognises the writing of the aristocratic lady, the 

soldier, the merchant, the scholar, one has gone a long way in the 

rudiments of graphology, and would act inconsequently, as is done by 

people prejudiced against graphology, by declaring that the things esta- 

blished were not capable of a wider and more scientific development. 

If data in greater number were collected, if more cautious and more 

; accurate experiments were made, then it would be possible to individual- 

_ ize, generalize, and establish rules, thus leading to the increase of 

knowledge, a knowledge which must inevitably go very far. That 

— when more exactly and scientifically studied can be brought 

_ to a more workable knowledge, no one can well doubt. That there is a line 

in some subjects beyond which we cannot go, is easy to see. Would any 

f one for example maintain that chiromancy, the study of the connection 

between the lines of the hand and the fate of the criminal, should be 

advanced to a science? No earnest man would maintain that, for the 

little we know of it, chiromancy is anything but doubtful, and where 

_ there 1 is absolutely no truth there can be no development. But as regards 

-graphology there are acknowledged facts, and it is therefore permissible 

: 

a3 
_ to think that it is capable of development. 

7 As early as the 17th century a work on the subject appeared, namely 

7 the e “ Tdeographia Prosperi Aldorissi”, by Camillo Boldo; at the begin- 

) 

“ning of the 18th century an anonymous book was published in Paris 

a styled “The Art of Judging the Character of Men by their Handwriting.’ 

Gethe and Lavater were interested in the subject, and Hentze, who for 

a considerable time published appreciations of manuscripts in the 

“Leipzic Illustrated Journal’’, also wrote a volume called ‘Die Chiro- 

= ammatomantie’’ “; other well known experts have also written on 

the subject, as for example Michons®®, Hrlenmyeyer “”, etc.; Dr. Scholz 

% Beenshed in 1881 ‘“ Writing and its distinctive hetiuchistiunion ”  Zim- 

mali, Mendius, Machmer and many others “6-4 have also written 

ob treatises from which the Investigating Officer can learn many things 

which will help him in his profession. The latest and perhaps the best 

work on the subject is ‘‘ Ames on Forgery, its Detection and Illustration,” 

wublished at Boston, Mass., U.S.A. in 1901. 

i? We may say at once that there are few people so well fitted to be 

handwriting experts as Investigating Officers themselves. Ames in the 
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work just cited states ‘ the expert is the man who knows,’ and he then 

proceeds to briefly consider the lines of study and experience calculated — 

to confer the highest order of skill upon a handwriting expert. | 

First. The study and practice of handwriting as a teacher, in the — 

constant observation, criticism, and suggestion to learners afforded by 

such an occupation. 

Second. The preparation of publications devoted to writing and other { 

phases of penmanship, involving the careful preparation of models for the 

engraver and the critical scrutiny of plate reproductions of such models. — 

Third. The preparation of critical and technical, literary and scientific — 

instructions for the student of penmanship. 

Fourth. The accumulated experience arising from previous exami- 

nations of disputed writing and the. multiplied precedents of Court 

opinions, rulings, and the verdicts of juries, in cases on which the expert 

has been previously employed. 

Fifth. The occupation of an engraver or lithographer where the 

frequent reproduction of handwriting, and especially autographs, is invol- 

ved. The careful drawing of his models upon the plates prior to engraving | 

and the critical comparison between models and reproductions lead to 

nice distinctions and the detection of delicate personal or individual 

characteristics. ; | | 

Sixth. The constant professional observation of handwriting in any 

line of financial or commercial business tends to confer skill. It should 

be said here, however, that the average bank cashier or teller bases his 

opinions and his identifications generally upon the pictorial effect, without: 

recourse to those minuter and more delicate points upon which the skilled 

expert rightly places the greatest reliance. Such testimony cannot be 

compared for accuracy or value with that of the scientific investigator of 

handwriting. It follows, then, that one who is endowed with more than 

ordinary acuteness of observation, and bas had an experience so varied ¢ 

extensive as to cover most of these lines, is likely to be best fitted 1 0 

critical and reliable expert work. 

It will be seen that an Investigating Officer of experience and int 7 

gence, (and we are entitled to presume that a person in the position of 

Investigating Officer is a man of experience and intelligence), aga 

least have followed the fourth line of preparation laid down by 

A study of the books abovementioned will as we have said be of grea 

service to the Investigating Officer, but more important still are san 

vation and personal study, followed with zeal and regularity, whic 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
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_ will convince Investigating Officers that examination of handwriting has 

_ now-a-days become a science. The examination of manuscripts is of 

_ value to the Investigating Officer in two ways; it enables him in the 

first place to know his men and next renders it possible for him to solve 

_ the preliminary question, namely, ‘‘are the presumptions sufficient to 

assume that two writings are identical and to warrant the employment 

_ of an expert on the subject?” An Investigating Officer is in a better 

position than any one else to obtain the knowledge necessary for this, 

not only has he to examine many writings, but he nearly always comes 

to know the author of them. He can therefore verify the conclusions he 

has arrived at on examining writing by personal dealings with the writer. 

_ Every criminal record offers, from this point of view, ample material ; 

in the notes and signatures of the Investigating Officer’s colleagues and 

clerks, and the signatures and writings of witnesses and accused persons, 

and often also, in letters and other documents forming part of the papers 

in a case, sufficient material is to be found ; all that is necessary is for the 

Investigating Officer to take an interest in the subject—and it must be 

presumed that every zealous Investigating Officer does so. The course 

to be followed is not difficult to point out. The writing must be studied 

and an attempt made to read all that can be read in it; the results 

‘obtained must then be compared with all the information obtainable 

from other sources as regards the individual in question, and, finally, 

; ‘one must try to find out, when things are not clear, how and where 

a mistaken judgment has been formed. All this indeed is easy to say, 

but the work itself requires much time and trouble, though these are 

largely compensated by the interesting results obtained. As regards the 

first part of the work it is necessary to proceed in the most methodical 

way. In the first place it is necessary to become familiar with old forms 

of letters generally used by old people who have learnt them many years 

before ; but in doing so it must not be forgotten that the employment of 

such forms is no absolute proof that the writer is an old person any 

‘more than the employment of more modern letters proves the writer to 

‘be a young person. Certain persons who have had an old writing- 

“master and whose character is not very independent often employ for 

long afterwards, or even throughout their whole lives, the letters they 

have first learned. ‘There are also people who have taken to the habit of 

“using antiquated letters out of sympathy for the archaic or for an old 

n. In the same way there are old people who have preserved their 

youthtu! character and who like to do everything as young people do: 
30 
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they follow the fashions of the day; they reject the old letters as they 

would an old-fashioned garment and adopt new forms of letters as soon 

as they come in. But this is exceptional, and as a general rule people do 

not change the writing to which they have become accustomed—-espe- | 

cially when well advanced in life. Ames cites two cases of character reading — 

from handwriting which show what store he lays by fashion in writing. 

He states as follows:—Not long since the writer was present with a 

party of ladies and gentlemen where the reading of character from hand- 

writing was the subject under discussion, when one of the ladies took — 

from her pocket two letters, and handing them to him, asked an expres- 7 

sion of his opinion respecting their authors. Inspecting one of them, he 

said, ‘‘ The writer was upward of sixty years of age, a careful, methodi- 

cal, experienced business man, and probably the head of some corporation — 

or large business.’ Inspecting the writing of the other letter he said, — 

“The writer of this is between thirty and forty years of age, a keen, 

active man of affairs, probably the secretary or chief clerk of a corpora- 

tion or a large business house.’’ The lady who had solicited the opinion 

at once clapped her hands, exclaiming that nothing could be more 

truthful, adding that the one was president of a savings and loan 

company and the other was secretary of a corporation. “ Now”, she 

said, “‘I would just like to have you explain to me how you could tell 

that.’’ The reply was, taking the first one: ‘Here is a strong, clear, 

legible, and practised hand, very methodical, without blot, change, or 

erasure from beginning to end, and is written in a round-shaped hand, 7 

which must have been learned more than forty-five years ago, as that 

school of writing has not been taught in this country within that period. 

This, with the dignified, deliberate appearance of the writing fixes his 

age at over sixty years, while the practised style of writing indicates 

a large experience in the business world. The good judgment, taste 

and accuracy manifested in the writing show corresponding traits 17 

business; while the concise, clear, and intelligent statement of th 

subject-matter is indicative of an able, lucid, and comprehensive grasp ¢ 

business affairs. ”’ | } 

As to the other letter he said: ‘“‘This is an elegant Spenseria 

hand, which must have been learned at a much more recent date, an 

hence by a younger man. It is written with great facility, indica in 

young and trained muscles in immediate practice, and the compositi 

and subject-matter is such as to indicate a mind trained and famili 

with the business world. Here, therefore, is a man not above medit 
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_ life and possessed of the requisite qualifications for the active duties of 

the secretary or chief clerk of some large business enterprise.” 

Having determined this outside question the next thing to be done 

is to see whether the writing examined is by one who writes little or 

- much. This presents no difficulty and though it may not be easy to 
| express in words what is meant by a “running” hand everyone knows 

~ how to distinguish an awkward, heavy, and embarassed script from a 

free; practised, and flowing one. This is exceptionally easy in the Ver- 

nacular languages of India, where penmanship is a profession and the 

i cursive script of the ready writer is so totally distinct from the laboured 

handwriting of the man who is accustomed to do little more than sign 

his name or address a post card. But the result of this is of great 

importance, for hereby whole groups of persons may be eliminated and 

_ it may be once for all decided that the writing in question is not that of 

a person belonging to such and such a group. 

z A more difficult question is to discover the sex of the writer; yet. 

even when one is not accustomed to examining writing one may in the 

- majority of cases make this distinction without mistake. A little ex- 

" perience and practise will soon make it almost impossible to commit an 
' error; and herein lies the ground work of much success, for when one 
_ has obtained a certain sureness one will be also able to discover feminine 

: raits in the handwriting of a man and masculine traits in that of a 

woman which will always materially contribute towards the characteri- 

Se Bbticn of an individual @™. 

The next problem concerns mainly the exterior form of the writing 

and consists in classifying the writing of men according to their profes- 

ions: thus it is easy to recognise the rapid, light, uniform, and legible 

riting of the tradesman. ‘The writing of learned men usually presents 

this peculiarity that although often very illegible the characters bear a 308 A I 

= aa ertain resemblance to print: the reason probably being that owing to 
¢ 

is continual reading the writing of a savant begins to bear a certain 

ikeness to print. The writing of soldiers is more like that of trades- 

pple but it is clearer and more energetic,—more sure of itself. The 

f iting of civil servants and other officials can as a rule only be des- 

wibed as “filthy.” The school-master, who finds himself obliged to set 

beautiful copies to his scholars, is incapable of permitting himself the 
wm Qos SE BE 

Xury of a writing of his own; even in everyday life he still writes 

= es. Finally medical men who are always busy write their letters 

y much hike their prescriptions. 
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Nationality moreover is brought out in handwriting; a Frenchman 

or an American writes like no other person, and when one studies their 

handwriting carefully one comes to the conclusion that a man with the 

national character of a real Frenchman or a real Yankee could not — 

possibly write otherwise than he actually does write. | 

Of course there are exceptions but one is tempted to agree with 

Dr. Frederic Scholz who says ‘‘ When a professor writes like a copyist — 

and a merchant like an:artist they have missed their vocation”; no 

doubt here also secondary influences must be considered: the imitation 

of the writing of a revered person, e.g., one’s father, or in India one’s — : 

school teacher, the imitation of some strange hand or other which one 

has found convenient, pretty, or original; heredity also plays its réle in — 

this matter as well as certain physical conditions of the body ; short- 

sighted people write as a rule very minutely. But all the secondary in-— 

fluences act either only upon the purely exterior phenomena (size of 

writing, distance between the lines, etc.,) or else they indicate certain 

qualities of character (spirit of imitation, want of personality, etc.) 

To know how to distinguish these peculiarities of character is the 

most difficult as it is the most important operation in examining hand- 
writing :—‘‘ We write not only with the hand, but also with the brain,” 

says Scholz, and in this he is right. Another experienced graphologist 

states.—‘‘ Writing is not a mere chimerical art, but is an outburst of the 

heart, an exponent of life and character, more reliable than the delinea : 

tions of the countenance to the physiognomist.” The most difficult thing | 

to do is to compare, not the writings of persons of different character, | 

but those of the same person in different moods. With much reason the — 

various signatures of Napoleon are usually cited in this connection; few | 

men have experienced so strongly as he the whole gamut of impres 

sions; few men have seen so many events as he: 1804, 3rd Decembe 

1805, 1806, 21st September 1812, 6th October 1812, 13th October 1813 
abdication, 4th April 1814, St. Helena. What changes of destiny, wha 

changes in disposition, what changes in writing. The study of thes 

eight signatures is more instructive than “a whole shelf full of books. 

It seems quite impossible to confound the dates of the various signatur 

and mistake those of the zenith of the fortunes of Bonaparte for th 

made by him at St. Helena. ‘id 

We need not deal with peculiarities of handwriting which are #l 

outcome of an illness; such cases are for the medical man. It is t | 

duty of an Investigating Officer to question a doctor whenever he finds — 

| 
j 

‘a 
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{ extraordinary phenomena in the handwriting of an accused, Such 

_ phenomena are for example letters and words in the wrong place, inabi- 

lity to transcribe words and writing without making mistakes, peculiar 

and disused forms of letters, letters and words which can easily be 

confused, in short, anything unusual and unnatural. There is no doubt 

_ that many brain diseases (e.g., paralysis) are discoverable in writing long 

before any trace of the infirmity is otherwise noticeable. It is important 

for the lawyer to remember that stutterers, when they are idiots, write 

as they speak. In the first place they frequently make needless and 

incomprehensible scratchings in the middle of the writing and in the 

second place they leave out letters, e.g., for ‘the frog is green” they write 

“the fog is geen.”’“8 In anonymous, threatening, insulting, and stupid 

letters and writings received from idiots such lapses alone frequently 

betray them. ‘There are also certain exterior phenomena, not so difficult 

to determine, the influence of which upon writing is very important for 

Investigating Officers“®?. They may be easily discovered if one has at. 

~ one’s disposal for purposes of comparison one or several Specimens of the 

E writing of a man when these influences have not been acting, but they 

= 
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may also be determined when one has no such independent writing 

_ with which to compare the matter under examination: that a writing 

3 has been dictated may be established by the presence of certain faults 

— which could only exist through words having been badly heard, or 

because the writing and spelling show a degree of culture inferior to that 

the wording of the document, and above all, because it is evident 

hat the writing has been done without thinking. What this means can 

he dly be expressed in words but it may be understood by examining 

a writing which one is certain has taken much trouble to execute. It 

will be noticed that there is a particular connection between the writing 

and the work of the mind which is always missing in a writing which has 

een dictated. 
q The same may be said of a copy, which, as a rule, is more carefully 

lone than a writing done straight away; corrections are few and the 

Writing has a certain appearance of completion. The same is also note- 
5AM, SRR EAA APS ANA oP PoP MEE SSRN Worthy in forgeries, which have the character of copies owing to the way 

In which the pen is dipped in the ink. Let us first consider a piece of 

~ dictation or a rough draft having no erasures and written right off with no 

cons iderable pauses for reflection. When writing with the same pen and 

it > same ink, etc., each time a dip is taken the same quantity of ink is 

en on the pen and about the same number of words written; when the 
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ink on the pen is nearly done the letters become paler and are clearly — 

distinguishable from the other and blacker letters. But nervous and — 

excitable persons do not: wait till there is no more ink on the pen: they — 

take more ink long before they need, thus betraying by the total absence 

of pale places their state of nervous excitability. The paler parts may 

be easily discovered with a magnifying glass and once found we know 

when the writer has dipped his pen in the ink. These places should — 

then be marked and the letters written with each dip counted. If the 

number of letters between the dips is almost identical the writing may 

be presumed to have been written at once or from dictation ; the writer ~ 

has dipped his pen in the ink at the moment when there was no more 

ink on it to go on with. But if a noticeable difference be found between 

the number of letters in each group, the counting must be continued ; 

let us suppose that the number of letters in several groups is the same 

and that all at once the number becomes very much greater, the con- 

clusion to be drawn is that the writing has been interrupted as e.g., for 

reflection. He has stopped writing when there was still ink on his pen, 

he has then reflected, or taken a pull at his pipe or his peg, re-dipped his 

pen in the ink and started writing again, so that there are no pale letters 

at that particular place and the distance between the two pale places is 

therefore considerable. Of course a person dictating may also make : 

pauses but the dictated matter has other characteristic signs which pre- | 

vent any confusion. ‘These remarks do not of course apply to those who 7 

use fountain pens. 

It is quite otherwise with a copy; the copyist dips his pen not only 

when he needs ink, but also frequently does so on reading over and as: 

/ 

similating portions of the matter he is copying. If a person be observec 

while copying it will be noticed that he takes more ink whenever hi 

begins a new paragraph though he does not really require it. The 

consequence is that pale places are either entirely wanting in a copy 0 

come at every irregular intervals. As regards very exact copies as, ¢.g 

in imitating a writing, the personal experience of the author is that pal 

places do not exist at all. The forger makes each stroke slowly, on 

after the other (or else but one or two at a time) looking at the mod 

continually as he does so; he therefore takes advantage of these natur 

pauses to dip his pen in the ink with the result that pale letters do 1 n 

exist at all. ty 

Another phenomenon, the effect of which is also not difficult to 2 

cognise, consists in haste or marked carefulness. Haste in writing 
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characterised by large irregular letters with the angles round rather than 

_ sharp, the writing quickly loses its primary direction; straight writing 

_ becomes sloping and sloping writing straight. The distance between the 

_ lines is irregular ; the final strokes of the words, especially at the end of 

a paragraph, are elongated, and the position of the writing on the page 

is not observed, as may be seen from the margins at the top, bottom, 

and sides of the paper. ) 

Converse phenomena may be observed in writing where special care 

has been exercised. The first thing to notice is that a new pen has 

been taken on beginning to write, the letters written therewith being 

unmistakably sharp and fine; the writing is much smaller, the angles 

of the letters more pronounced, the full stops are round, (?.e., do not tail 

towards the right), the paragraphs are well separated from one another ; 

‘in short the exterior form of the writing has been carefully attended to. 

__ A person who is forging a document finds it necessary to take special 

‘care over each detail and the more he attempts to hide this care the more 

‘is it betrayed: his desire is to make believe that he is writing with a run- 

- ning hand when in fact he is taking the greatest trouble in the world. 

= An individual who is capable of falsifying a writing so that it really has 

the appearance of a running hand knows his business aw fond and is a 

: past master in the art of forgery. But every imperfection in his writing 

"will at once reveal a contradiction although at first it may be difficult 

§ to say in what it consists. Only after further consideration will it be 

qi possible to say “The writing is by a running hand—and yet it is not so”’; 

| once this result is attained the answer to the puzzle is clear ;—the writing 

1s made to pass for a running hand but has not in ‘fact been written with 
a running hand. It is much the same with a transcript; it is generally 

AAR ARAL As LAER POND SR] ISR SA LTA RD 

carefully done and there are few corrections but the whole has a certain 

‘stiff appearance. 
_ As important and moreover not difficult to recognise is when a 

person has written under conditions different from those to which he 

“18 accustomed. We all write quite differently when sitting at home 

“at our own desk and using our own writing materials, undergoing no 

Si range influence, than we do when with a wretched office pen we 

have to sign our name, on our feet, bending over unaccustomed paper. | 

: To find out such derangement in accustomed habits it is unnecessary 

to proceed to comparison ; one has only to note the form of the letters 

to become convinced that the writer is accustomed to use the pen but 

: the same time that the whole writing shows a certain awkwardness. 
= 

oy 
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It is of course true that if a person is not a practised writer it will be very — 

difficult to say whether or not he has written in normal conditions. 

This is very common in India in the case of signatories and witnesses, 

who frequently can write only their names and a few common words. — 

The most important thing an Investigating Officer can extract from 

a writing is, in every case, the character of an individual. ‘To be able to 

do so is partly a matter of natural disposition and partly a matter of - 

experience. In the following pages the author will point out how this 

experience may be acquired and will consider, in a general way, the — 

value attaching to handwriting and how it ought to be appreciated. — 

Persons who are convinced that the examination of handwriting is able 

to give information on a number of matters and who seriously desire 

to undertake the study of this science will be well advised to proceed © 

methodically ; as to those who only wish to study the subject superfi- 

cially they will pass by on one side all that is of real fascination in 

the pursuit. In proceeding methodically the learner must first make a 

collection of manuscripts of persons whose character, age, occupation, 

etc., are well known to him. These manuscripts should be taken one 

by one and read ad hoc, 1.e., with the intention of finding some definite 

peculiarity, ¢.g., in an old man’s writing everything which may be con- 

sidered as the result of age, such as antiquated expressions, trembling 

script, awkwardness, archaic forms of letters, etc. All such indication 

will be noted and similar peculiarities searched for, first in manuscripts 

written by persons of the same age and afterwards in all the others a 

one’s disposal. If, in the latter, phenomena are also met with which oni 

has so far believed to be signs of advanced years, one will try to find ou 

the reason for their existence in the writing of the younger persons, an 

will leave on one side all the characteristics not specially belongin, 

to the writing of old persons. If, later, one comes into possession f 

another of these latter mentioned writings it will be verified with resp 

to these characteristics and the new data obtained will be added to t 

list already commenced. This register will undergo many alteratior 

new distinctive signs will often be discovered, but on the other hai 

peculiarities also found in the handwriting of young persons will con 

nue to crop up and must be struck out of the list. The same pre ced 

will be followed in making lists from every imaginable point of view: 

from the point of view of age, sex, size, nationality, position, prof 

sion, occupation, intellectual condition, natural disposition, benevole1 

or penuriousness, boldness or timidity, morality, inclinations, qual t 
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character, physical and mental organisation, situation in life and often the 

intention of a writer, in sum all those qualities which go to make up 

_ human nature. And this work will be double: in the first place the 

_ point of departure will be the writer, and the writing must be searched 

_ for signs of some special tendencies really forming part of the charac- 

ter of an individual: we know for instance that he is a weak man 

_ and we look for indications of a weak character in the writing. When 

we believe we have discovered such signs they must be noted and accu- 

rately verified as was done when drawing up the list of distinctive 

. signs of old age. In the second place our point of departure will be the 

_ writing itself, and in it we will try to discover everything that can be 

; _ discovered and verify it until the results arrived at coincide with those we 

i have obtained from our study of the individual. When this work has 

z been practised for some time the result obtained may be that the inform- 

- ation concerning the individual will not correspond with the indications 

drawn from the writing ; but at the same time it will be found that it is 

“not the latter indications but the former that are inaccurate. Writing 

‘never lies, and it will prove our former opinion to have been fallacious. 

After having examined in this way all the manuscripts at one’s dis- 

ae posal it is necessary to: group them; we should compare them, keeping in 

view the questions of age, sex, special peculiarities, and finally the kind 
¥ 

of bsanuscript (hurried notes, careful work, etc). As soon as a grouping 

from a particular point of view has been made, the writings should be 

ittentively examined for such common characters as may be easily re- 

Ber sbered ; it is in the highest degree suggestive and interesting to 

‘make and study such groups and manuscripts: when one has begun to 

come interested in this kind of work one soon gives one’s self up to it 

with a passion which grows all the more as little by little one discovers 

the enormous profit to be obtained therefrom; this profit increases in 

omen to the skill of the operator and the pleasure the latter finds 

in his occupation increases in like proportion. 

ti Criminalists have at their disposal material of high value only acces- 

be ible to themselves, such as the signatures of persons who have been 

| licially examined along with their general description and depositions. 

z hen carrying on this study of manuscripts a document such as a 

4 eposition should never be handled without an attempt to gain some 

profit by that study. First look at the signature and read all that can 
be read in it, then, relying on the facts set out in the deposition itself, 

: me accuracy of the opinion formed therefrom may be verified; with a 
p 31 
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little practice this does not take long and the minutes lost are largely 

compensated for by what is otherwise gained; one soon begins to do this 

out of habit and does not neglect it even when in a hurry. <A glance — 

taken at the end of the deposition and we immediately conclude :— 

“ Artisan, 40 or 50 years old, open-hearted, trustworthy, honest, small 

in stature, careless,’’: then the description, profession, age, etc., is 

looked at and our opinion found to be accurate. Then the tenor of — 

the document is examined and our opinion again borne out. More time — 

is required when the opinions formed do not agree with the facts found, 
for then the fault must be sought for; but soon one seldom or never — 

makes a mistake. This study takes up but little time, presents a— 

variety of surprises, and becomes as interesting as it is useful. The 

author advises everyone to study handwriting in this way. 

_ Another almost mechanical method of seizing peculiarities in writing — 
may here be mentioned; all that is necessary to be done is to go. over . 

the writing with a dry pen, piece of pointed wood, or even after some 

practice simply with the eyes, exactly following the outlines of the 

characters; but this must be done almost as quickly as if one were 

writing oneself. Without exaggerating anything and without being the 

dupe of one’s imagination one finds oneself, when doing this, trans- 

ported into a particular state of mind, corresponding to that governing 

the writer when actually writing the documents under examination. 

One experiences nervous excitement, irritation, pleasure, or anger, when 

the writer has been excited, irritated, pleased, or angry; nor does one 

only feel the disposition of the individual at the moment when he has — 

been writing, but also the peculiarities of his character and nature; for | 

this however a certain amount of practice and a capacity for feeling : 

the emotions of others are necessary. Here again it is important to | 

re-examine a writing for the purposes of verification when one ha 

subsequently become better informed about an individual. When fo 

example the writing of an accused has been examined and a certai 

opinion formed about him, the whole work should be done over again an 
the two results re-examined when, subsequently, his guilt or innocence | 

has been definitely established. ld 

When the identity of two writings has to be established, there 

nothing else to do but to apply to a particular case what one has a ott 

learned from an appreciation of handwriting. He who in comparit 
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anything it will be in an exceptionally easy case. The only correct 

method is to study, examine, and determine the characteristics of each 

writing apart and then to compare the results obtained, but not the | 

writings themselves; only after having carefully done this can the two. 

documents be compared together for resemblances and differences. Now 

for this it is necessary to have special notions of what is meant by the 

words ‘‘resemblance’’ and “ difference’; we do not understand by this 

mere similarity or dissimilarity in the form of the letters. Everyone 

‘makes the same letter in quite a different way at different times, even 

AER A AO OE COINS OE 
indeed often in the same line; and besides it is easy to imitate each letter, 

even the most characteristic. The identicality of letters really only exists 

mT me eae 

| if the same brain has formed them, if they proceed from the same 

thought, the same character, and the same nature. T'wo letters may have 

a marked air of resemblance but they are always different from one 

PR A A PL ed he 

another if the same brain has not dictated them or if they have not been 

i written in the same mood. ‘This is the alpha and omega of all 

| appreciation of writing; the man who is capable of finding this difference 

/ will be able to formulate a correct judgment. It is true that in addition 

5 to this, other processes exist which may help us in judging a writing. 

5, Fig. 8. 

It is useful for instance whenever writing is to be examined critically 

‘draw certain lines which enable characteristic peculiarities to be dis- 

vered. ‘These lines are horizontal or demarcating lines: four of them 

ould be drawn, such as we see in the first writing books of children, 

i instead of being straight these lines will be broken (Fig. 8) joining 

actly the upper and lower extremities of all the letters. The straight- 
t line will be that joining the lower edge of the letters without loops 

‘or tails, (ace mno ete.); taken together the four lines will present 

‘characteristic peculiarities very important for comparison. 

- But if a writing has been forged and in consequence written slowly 

F nd with many pauses the direction of the’ line alters in a most noticeable 

way, for the pen after each pause no longer finds the exact point at which 

ic uld have continued to write had no interruption taken place. The 

therefore be markedly interrupted though the characteristic 
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distances between the lines may not at all be lost. If the case is an 1mpor- 

tant one the documents should be, and are as a rule, photographed; these — 

photographs may then be handled at will and many things are often dis- 

-covered in them which are missed when examining the document itself. 

Further, interruptions in words taken singly are very important. As _ 

a rule-words are written without stopping and in one continuous stroke. — 

There are however exceptions :-— | 

1. When the word is so long that one is obliged to move the fore- — 

arm which rests on the table, the pen is also moved. ia 

2. When, also in long words, near the commencement of the word 

an i has to be dotted or ¢ stroked. When these signs come at the end of 

a word one, as a rule, writes the whole word before placing the sign, in 

other cases the word is usually interrupted in the middle, the sign being 

placed and the word continued. Take for example the word “ misunder- 

standing’, one probably stops after the first s and dots the i and then 

goes on to the end of the word before dotting the 7 in ing and finally 

stroking the ¢. 

3. When certain letters do not join easily with others as e.g., 8 

or after certain capital letters, B, Z, D, etc. ; sometimes also after certail 

small letters, g, d,1; and finally one sometimes breaks off in the middle of 

a letter itself, e.g., in p, d, k. ; 7 

4. When the person writing has got into a habit of breaking « of 

frequently without any particular reason. ; 

In every case such interruptions are characteristic of all writing 

and must on that account be minutely studied both in the undispute 

and the disputed documents. If there is forgery or falsification in th 

latter it will be noticed that the interruptions are few and unnatura 

that is, they cannot be explained by one of the above-cited reason 

The interruption is made simply to look at the model and for reflectio 

This indeed is the infallible sign of the forged writing. ad 

An important substratum for further and often important obs 

vation is the handwriting of -school-children, that is, in the count 

where the children do the writing for the whole household; seh 

copy-books or parts of them have before now played an important p 

in criminal cases, and the best, often the only, help has been given 

the school-master, who has known the handwriting of a scholar ¥ 

certainty. That one should avail oneself of such help is self-evident. 
The way in which the pen is held should also be considered; 

whether both points of the pen are pressed equally, or whether one of 

i 
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points is pressed more or less heavily than the other; as a rule it is diffi- 

cult to change the way in which one holds or presses a pen; finally, the 

observations which have already been made above with regard to dipping 

the pen in the ink and the interruptions consequent thereon are very 

important. ’ : 

As to the spelling, upon which too much value is often placed, it 

proves absolutely nothing. The forger may know how to spell and yet 

intentionally introduce mistakes into what he is writing; he may also 

make many mistakes in his ordinary writing while in the forged document 

he may have looked up some of the words in a dictionary ; besides, nothing 

prevents him from having it corrected by another person; if there are 

faults both in the undisputed as well as in the disputed writing and 

these faults are not identical, this also proves nothing; it must not be 

forgotten that only a person who writes without mistakes observes the 

rules of grammar ; a person who cannot spell follows no rule (at least 

generally speaking): sometimes he makes one fault, sometimes another, 

and sometimes he will write the word correctly just by.chance. Those 

who, like Investigating Officers, are accustomed to read letters from 

all sorts of people know how much the spelling of uneducated persons 

differs. 
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Ames gives some interesting information regarding tracing. There 

are, he says, two general methods of perpetrating forgeries; one by the aid 

of tracing, the other by free-hand writing. These methods differ widely 

in detail, according to the circumstances of each cases. 

_ Tracing can only be employed when a signature or writing is present 

in the exact or approximate form of the desired reproduction. It may 

ihen be done by placing the writing to be forged upon a transparency 

over a strong light, and then superimposing the paper upon which the 

orgery is to be made. The outline of the writing underneath will then 

appear sufficiently plain to enable it to be traced with pen or pencil, so as 

10 produce a very accurate copy upon the superimposed paper. If the 

Outline is with a pencil, it is afterward marked over with ink. 

= tracings are made by placing transparent tracing paper over 

if i to be copied and then following the lines over with a pencil. 

This tracing is then pencilled or blackened upon the obverse side. When 

i is placed upon the paper on which the forgery i is to be made, the lines 

: pon the tracing are retraced with a stylus or other smooth, hard point, 

ich impresses upon the paper underneath a faint outline, which serves 

i guide to the forged imitation. 

seapad: 
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In forgeries perpetrated by the aid of tracing, the internal evidence is 

more or less conclusive, according to the skill of the forger. In the 

perpetration of a forgery the mind, instead of being occupied in the usual 

- function of supplying matter to be recorded, devotes its special attention — 

to the superintendence of the hand, directing its movements, so that the — 

hand no longer glides naturally and automatically over the paper, but 

moves slowly with a halting, vacillating motion, as the eye passes to and 

from the copy to the pen, moving under the specific control of the will. 

Evidence of such a forgery is manifest in the formal, broken, nervous — 

lines, the uneven flow of the ink, and the often retouched lines and shades. — 

These evidences are unmistakable when studied with the aid of a micros-— 

cope. Also, further evidence is adduced by a careful comparison of the 

disputed writing, noting the pen-pressure or absence of any of the delicate — 

. 
; 
a 

: 
a 

unconscious forms, relations, shades, etc., characteristic of the standard 

writing. | 

Forgeries by tracing usually present a close resemblance in general 

form to the genuine documents, and are therefore most sure to deceive — 

the unfamiliar or casual observer. It sometimes happens that the original — 

writing from which the tracings were made is discovered, in which case 

the closely duplicated forms will be positive evidence of forgery. The 

degree to which one signature or writing duplicates another may be rea- 

dily seen by placing one over the other and holding them to a window — 

or other strong light, or by close comparative measurements. i ai 

Traced forgeries, however, are not, as is usually supposed, necessarily — 

exact duplicates of their originals, since it is very easy to move the paper — 

by accident or design while the tracing is being made, or while making ~ 

the transfer copy from it; so that while it serves as a guide to the 

general features of the original, it will not, when tested, be an exact 

duplication. The danger of an exact duplication is quite generally under 

stood by persons having any knowledge of forgery, and is therefore 

avoided. Another difficulty is that the very delicate features of th 
original writing are more or less obscured by the opaqueness of tw 

sheets of paper, and are therefore changed or omitted from the forge 

sunulation, and their absence is usually supplied, through force of habi 

by equally delicate unconscious characteristics from the writing of th 

forger himself. Again, the forger rarely possesses the requisite skill 1 

exactly reproduce his tracing. Many of the minutiae of the origin 

writing are more or less microscopic and for that reason pass unobserv 

by the forger. Outlines of writing to be forged’ are sometimes simply 
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drawn with a pencil and then worked up in ink. Such outlines will not 

usually furnish so good an imitation as to form, since they depend wholly 

upon the imitative skill of the forger. 

Besides the abovementioned evidences of forgery by tracing, where 

pencil or carbon guide-lines are used, which must necessarily be removed 

_by rubber, there are liable to remain some slight fragments of the tracing 

lines, while the mill finish of the paper will be impaired and its fibre more 

or less torn out, so as to lie loose upon the surface. Also the ink will be 

‘more or less ground off from the paper, thus giving the lines a grey and 

lifeless appearance. And as retouchings are usually made after the guide- 

lines have been removed, the ink, wherever they occur, will have a 

_ blacker and fresher appearance than elsewhere. All these phenomena are 

plainly manifest under the Microscope. Where the tracing is made 

fe directly with pen and ink over a transparency, as is often done, no rub- 

bing is necessary and of course the phenomena arising from rubbing do 

not appear. | 
_ In concluding this section the author would add that there are dis- 

tinguished experts in hand-writing who often proceed in conformity with 

really scientific principles ; to these we may confide without apprehension 

work within their competence; but we must not neglect to make our 

ywn observations in order to compare them with those of the expert, in 

he interests of our inquiry. On the other hand there are experts who 
mat ee, Se ae me Tn 5 

roe sed in an unscientific and cut-and-dried way; when we have only 

ach at our disposal, it is much better to do the work ourselves. 

= —. 
a 

me ‘ Section ix.— Photography. 

. ~ * A. Importance of Photography from a judicial point of view. 

Photography is indeed neither an art nor a science; its artistic or 

Cientific claims it owes to various arts and a great number of sciences ; 

t the debts it has incurred have been paid with usury. It may be said 

10w-a-days that there is no art or science which has not recourse to 

Teh ae eet cian: SRE 2 ography and does not owe it precious and incalculable benefits*3—*™. 

j eae! brilliant are the services rendered by photography to the 

tinal law ; however recent the applications of photography in criminal 

: . may be, yet to-day they are none the less multitudinous and 

"e even exists a whole series but dimly foreshadowed. We know 

ioximately that we are able to employ photography in certain 

istances and how we ought to do so, and yet we know but an 

= : = 
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infinitesimal-number of the cases in which it may be useful. The number 

of these cases will increase, for we are not content with having direct re- 

course to photography properly so called, but profit besides by all the 

applications of photography in other sciences. | Whoever reads a photo- 

graphic review without losing sight of the part played by photography in 

criminal matters, will soon be convinced that, perhaps in a very short 

time, we will be in a position to apply new principles to at least some — 

questions. We benefit moreover from the following circumstances. We 

have among lawyers a pretty considerable number of amateur photo- 

-graphers, who know how photography may be made use of in criminal — 

cases; we need not therefore fear that precious discoveries and experi-— 

ments will remain unapplied. No doubt we must proceed systematically — 

and gather together everything which may be of assistance in this con-— 

nection. To obtain a bird’s eye view of the matter, two questions may 

be asked with regard to the services of photography: What are the 

services it may render to criminalists to-day ? and What are the services 

which we may expect from it in the future? As regards the former it 

would be necessary for the jurist as well as the amateur photographer, 

and generally speaking every person conversant with the applications of 

photography, to continually ask if, in the particular case he is studying, 

recourse can not be had to photography. As regards the latter point it 

must be asked in what sense photography will have to be developed to 

solve such and such a difticulty. After this all the experiments made wh on 

questions are asked must be gathered together for subsequent profit.* 

To-day Rontgen rays have become of immeasurable importance to us. 

For it can be said that they in certain cases bring the same certainty as f ) 

the living body that in the dead only post-mortem examination ca ! 

afford. That thus extraordinary results are achieved need not be insisté | 

upon. A full review of the many cases in which Rontgen photographs can 

already to-day be used from the forensic standpoint is to be found in the 

works of Goldfield®®, Levinsohn®™, Nessel™®), Gastpar@”, Benedikt@ 

Holzknecht®™, Stélzing®?, and Tréger®®. The rapidity with whi 

these questions have developed is shewn by the fact that in the thire 

edition of this book we wrote ‘‘what the French (namely Dr. Grasse 

in Montpellier and Dr. Ferroul in Narbonne) have reported about see 

through solid bodies may well be a little exaggerated.”’ 

* The authors would be glad to receive communications from their readers concel 

cases in which photography has rendered services to justice or any indications whats 

bearing upon the manner in which photography may be used in specific cases. 
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Let us first deal with the personality of the photographer who 

comes to the aid of the Investigating Officer; here we are able to make 

a distinction, at least in theory: many cases occur where it is merely 

necessary to photograph without worrying whether the result is more 

or less successful; it is always possible to rectify and correct in the 

_ report of the case even grave faults in a photograph. Such photographs 

may be, e.g., the place of a fire, the position of an individual who has 

been killed, the scene of a railway accident, landslip, or explosion, etc. 

If the photograph does not produce an exact impression it may be stated 

in the report as follows: ‘‘ The distance between the buildings A & B 

does not seem so far to the eye as on the photograph; it only extends 

according to measurements to double the length of the house A”’, or 

“The position of a corpse was not so perpendicular as might be be- 

lieved from the photograph; the grass upon which it lay was sloping 

about 12 degrees.’’ 

_ Such photographic proofs, where it is only required to give an idea 

of localities or reproduce the position of objects, the general impression, 

or certain details, may be made by any one who has taken up photo- 

praphy ; it is not necessary to call in the professional photographer 

ex expressly for the purpose; the amateur photographer is more than 

§ Eifficient. And as it is often embarassing, or at least costly, to engage a 

professional photographer, it is desirable that the greater number of 

Tnvestignting Officers become amateur photographers ; in this way photo- 

il may be obtained in numerous criminal cases, thus elucidating the 

case and facilitating the work. 

_ It is in this way that the well-known chemical legist Dr. Paul 

5 ae &. serich has worked for many years. On commissions which he has 
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attended he has never ceased to insist upon the importance of photo- 

gr ees from a criminal point of view*; photography, he says, is entirely 

ol jective and always impartial; it is capable of fixing certain details 

ba 1ich may perhaps be of subsequent importance and of which no one 

s dreamed at the time of the inspection of localities. It is for this 

x a son that the sensible advice is given of taking several views from 

. different sides, for it frequently happens that at the time of the visit to 

. th e scene of the crime the important and decisive side cannot yet be 

aa" Concerning the objectivity and the apparent untruthfulness of photography too much 

10h be said. We must try and find out why photographs frequently create a wholly wrong 

ession (see infra p. 264). 

d 32 
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And indeed many Investigating Officers have already recognized the 

importance of photography; we often find appended to the report of an 

inspection of a locality a photograph made by an Investigating Officer — 

in his capacity of amateur photographer, and it is needless to add that the 

report has gained enormously in clearness and simplicity thereby.* No 

_doubt the State cannot order every Investigating Officer to buy a photo- 

graphic camera and its accessories, to procure all the necessary chemicals, ~ 

and impose upon him the always wearisome duty of developing, printing, 

washing, fixing, and mounting. But little by little it will recognise 

the importance of photography from a criminal standpoint. The state ~ 

ought to facilitate the use of photography and furnish photographic 

apparatus not only to criminal courts but also to all important police 

stations; almost everywhere will be found an Investigating Officer or 

head-constable who will learn to work it and who will take over the 

business @, By buying a large number of cameras their price, which is 

now-a-days not high, will be far from excessive and the profit obtained 

therefrom will largely compensate the initial outlay. So much for cases in. 

which the Investigating Officer himself, or through a photographer called 

in by him, ought and can take photographs. It is quite otherwise in 

cases in which the scientific photographer or rather the photographic 

scientist comes in. It is these latter cases which give to photography the 

important and unexpected place which it occupies in criminal investi- 

gations; it has already assumed this position though it may as yet be in 

its infancy and every day may bring to light a new side of its importan e. 

Perchance in a little while we shall hardly be able to understand ho W 

we were able formerly to conduct any case without invoking at each | 

moment the aid of scientific photography. It seems absolutely impos: 

sible to exaggerate the importance photography will assume severa 

years hence. . o 

But care should be taken not to hope for too much. A short tim 

ago for example a question was raised “‘ Can a thought be brought on ti 

a photographic plate?’ Mr. Ingles Rogers seeks to answer this in “Th 

Amateur Photographer.’ His efforts are indeed remarkable. He Axe 
eae! - 

. 
| 

/ 

* The author however considers that it is no part of a lawyer’s functions to awaker ; f 

curiosity of the multitude; the lawyer in taking photographs may omit something of importar 

It would be best for him to take along with him a clever and educated amateur photograph 

or some one attached to the courts or in the police, of more than ordinary intellige 

and acquainted with photography. To such a person the Investigating Officer could express 

wishes on the spot and then get on with his own work. 
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postage stamps on a black card, and gazed at them fora moment. The 

room was then darkened and a sensitive.photographic plate was fixed in 

the same place where the stamps had been. When Rogers examined the 

plate 20 minutes later he found two clear pictures of the stamps upon it. 

These are reproduced in the Amateur Photographer. But were they 

really the stamps thought about ? 

It is difticult to indicate the line of demarcation between the work of 

the ordinary photographer and of the scientific photographer. This 

depends on the one hand upon the case itself and on the other upon 

the photographer. One case may be so simple that any photographer, 

no matter who, may suffice ; another may be so difficult that the man of 

science will be obliged to call in aid the whole of his knowledge. On 

_ other occasions it will be the previous culture of the photographer which 

will tell us whether or not he is capable of doing the work. In a special 

case, if the Investigating Officer has some idea of drawing, physics, etc., 

he will set to work, when another deprived of these qualifications would 

have to abstain. In the following pages some examples will be cited in 

which recourse may be had to photographers; but no distinction will 

be made between the work of the ordinary and that of the scientific 

photographer ©. 

ai 

—_ ~~ 
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a B. Particular cases of the employment of Photography. 

It is hardly possible to exhaust by complete enumeration the number 

‘of cases in which photography may be employed; it would be necessary 

to gather together with great trouble all cases known to date and, even 

if all were registered, the list would no longer be complete to-morrow. 

No other pretention is here made than to give a few examples in order 

j0 encourage others to search out new realms in which photography is 

capable of rendering us service. Speaking generally it may be said that 

it should always be employed when it is desired to obtain absolutely 

Objective, permanent, and easily controlled proofs capable of bringing 

; a bout a conviction : the sensitized plate is the new retina of the man of 
os cience (Prof. W. Vogel) ; it may then be said that photography may be 

employed every time that there is room to suppose that the camera sees 

fu rther than the eye, or, if it does not see further, each time that an 
-obje t should be fixed for future reference. The photograph is the 
- image reflected by a mirror but it is a fixed image ; this definition itself 
Pp ves that photography, however paradoxical the assertion may appear, 

a 
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shows us more than the eye, even when it shows us no more than the 

eye can see. A painter, and especially a portrait painter, after having 

worked for a certain time, places his portrait before a mirror and con- 

siders the image which the latter reflects; he often discovers great 

faults which he was incapable of seeing upon the portrait itself. The 

reason is that when one looks for a long time at an object, especially 

when one has been doing so since its origin, and been assisting at the — 

whole of its development, one always sees it under the same aspect, — 

which prevents certain defects being noticed; but when the image is 

reflected by the mirror one sees the object under lateral inversion and in 

consequence under another aspect; details may then perhaps be dis-— 

covered which have formerly escaped notice. In photography exactly — 

the same may be said; an object has been observed with great minute- | 

ness and application; a whole series of observations have been made 

regarding it; nothing striking has been noticed about it because one has 

become accustomed to its appearance; but if it be photographed, the new — 

colour, the new situation, and the new aspect enable us to see it from 

another point of view and reveal fresh details which have not yet been 

discovered. 

Here then we have to start with quite a number of cases in which 

photography may be useful, that is to say, each time that an object and 

its particular relation and position with respect to other objects is difticult 

or impossible to explain; e.g., in the case of an accident supposed to have 

been caused by a criminal hand but which cannot easily be explained in 

its entirety, the photograph of the scene of the ‘accident will be able, 

perhaps at once, perhaps later, to furnish the desired explanation. It is 

the same when one has doubts regarding the manner in which thieves 

have set to work in a burglary, when the position of a corpse is unnatu- 

ral, when conclusions may be drawn from that position without having 

sufficient proof for doing so at one’s disposal, and finally when it is F 

question of the appearance of wounds, writings, results of arson, etc 

We have all had occasion to say, “‘This position ought to give me au 

important clue for finding the correct point of view”; such a reflectio 

ought always to make us photograph the object. The photograph in fa 

procures us another point of view, another way of looking at things, ar 

often the desired explanation. And if the Investigating Officer who h 

himself seen the surroundings of the offence does not find the solutic 

perhaps another to whom the photograph is subsequently shown, W 

find it therein: but if no photograph exists, no one will any longer ha 
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the exact position of the object before his eyes and we shall never obtain 

the explanation we are looking for. 

Another class of cases exists in which objects may be photographed ; 

first, on every occasion on which it is the duty of the Investigating 

Officer to see and describe an object and its position in such a manner 

_ that persons who have subsequently to deal with the case may be enabled 

' to form as clear an idea thereon as possible. Theoretically, the Judge 
Hy 

ae trying the case, the Public Prosecutor, the expert, the counsel for the 

defence, and the jury or assessors, ought to see everything the Investi- 

gating Officer has seen. As this is generally impossible, the Investigating 

Officer has to supply the lack of the direct view by description. But 

how much clearer, more convincing, and more objective, this description 

“would be, if he supplemented it with photographs. In cases such as the 

following we ought to photograph: places where a man has been killed, 

where there has been a quarrel, where a child has been abandoned, where a (2 2 TP A L  SLaRLA E 

- pe erson has been the victim of an accident, the scene of a fire, the scene of 

i ar important railway smash, boiler explosion, collapse of a bridge, house, 

or other building, the scene of a burglary, dacoity, or the counterfeiting 

of coin, a disputed water channel in cases of rioting connected therewith, 

; ind many others which will occur to the mind as occasion arises. 

We will here cite a typical example demonstrating that photography 

‘May aid us even without our knowledge. During the riots at the time 

‘of the marriage of Prince Croy at Brussels several young men were 

irrested who pretended that they had taken no part in the affray and 

; been carried into the crowd by chance and against their will. But 

a policeman happened to notice that an amateur photographer had not 

lowed the occasion to escape of taking an instantaneous photograph 

the riot from his window; the photographer was asked for a proof, 

rich was immediately enlarged; and~it turned out that several of the 

om ee RE” Tn SB 

wing men under arrest, the so-called ‘ passive spectators ’’, were in the 

otograph : they were distinctly recognizable and as unhappily they 

re represented with mouths wide open to shout and arms in the air 

idishing sticks, they immediately gave up the line of defence that 

y had been dragged into the disturbance against their will. 

a report of a similar case appeared in the “ Daily Express”’ at the time 

he assassination of President Mackinley. During that fatal visit of 

‘murdered President to the Buffalo Exhibition, the Kinematograph 

Bbiccourse in constant activity. An exquisite series of living pic- 

| shows the President.as he delivered his address and shook hands 
a ie Sie mk ee 
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with the people who approached him. All his movements shortly before — 
the moment when the fatal bullet struck him were fixed upon the films. — 

When some days later these living photographs were developed at the 

Edison Laboratory and examined by officers of the Criminal Investi-— 

gation Department, a discovery was made of the greatest importance. — 

Among the closely packed multitude surging around MacKinley, one 

face and figure stood out with striking distinctness. It was Czolgosz. 

The first pictures of the series show the President as he steps on the © 

platform and begins his speech. A man is next seen making his way 

with difficulty through the crowd. Various people whom he pushes reck- 

lessly aside turn round on him with angry looks. Undisturbed, however, 

he forges ahead and seems to succeed in making his way through the 

living wall. Then he stands still for a second and turns his face un- 

suspectingly towards the camera. Desperate resolution can be seen in 

‘his eyes. Then he goes on further, pushing and thrusting, until he is 

almost immediately before the President. Again he faces the camera. 

At this moment he seems agitated and excited. Now his hat is knocked 

over his eyes and hastily he puts it back. He then looks wildly around, 

and appears as if waiting for some one in the multitude and expecting a 

signal. Thousands of people are in the picture with him, but most of 

them stand with their backs to the camera. The features of all whe 

turned round are clear enough to make them recognizable in the photo 

graph. From these films drawings were taken for the secret, Police 
| 

/ 
Service, with the object of discovering by their help some clue to th 

confederates of the murderer. a 

Acquittals have also been brought about by “‘accidental photography. 

“The Amateur Photographer” relates how an Englishman was accus 

in Rio-de-Janeiro of the murder of his Brazilian colleague. A few day 

before the two had a violent quarrel but this was stated to have Dee 

amicably made up and on the day in question they went together for 

sail in the harbour in a small yacht. In the evening the Knglishmi 

returned with the dead body of his friend on board, and stoutly maintai 

that death was due to an accident, his companion having fallen from 1 

mast-head on to the deck. An oar was missing and the medical expe 

gave it as their opinion that death was the result of a blow on the 

with a stick and that an oar might probably have been the weapon us 

An inquiry was proceeded with and the previous quarrel made thi 

look very black against the accused. Now a passenger on a steamer had 

happened to take a snap-shot of the harbour and, on developing it, ad ; 
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spot was noticed on the white sail of a small yacht which chanced to be 

in the neighbourhood.- On this being enlarged the spot proved to be the 

~ body of a man falling from the mast, thus conclusively proving the truth 

of the Knglishman’s story and bringing about his acquittal. 

Apart from such situations perishable objects and those likely to 

change their appearance should also be photographed. Firstly, wounds, 

_ especially when the instrument with which they have been made is 

unknown or when the relative position of the aggressor and the victim 

is doubtful, or when it is not certain whether the wound has been in- 

_ flicted upon a person while living or after death. Secondly, footprints, 

_ impressions of which cannot be taken and whose relative position is of 

, some importance; it may even be said that all footprints ought to be 

mee erephed before the impression of them is taken; thus provision 

‘would be made against every eventuality, for the impression may not 

Bicsea and the footprint may be destroyed. Thirdly, the same holds 

with jinger-prints upon the body of the victim of an assault or upon 

a her objects; apart from their scientific interpretation, the size, shape, 

a general appearance may be of great mportance (see post Section x1, 

# Hinger-prints). Fourthly, the position of a person killed ought always 

‘ i0 be photographed and from different sides, if one is sure that the corpse 

)still in its original position and has not been moved by earlier comers. 

_A whole series of important clues will, the author believes, be furnished 

by the following property of the photographic process. This process 

i en ders red and brown darker and clearer than they appear to the eye, 

yand the photographic plate also reproduces the colours red and brown 

‘ ven when a human eye cannot see them at all. This peculiarity explains 

the often cited case of ‘The small-pox woman.” A woman, apparently 

in he best of health, had her photograph taken, and when the photo- 

grapher developed the negative he noticed that the face and the neck 

Were spotted over with a multitude of dark marks; yet the photographer 

Tid not remember having seen such marks upon the skin of the woman ; 

re a. increased when he learnt that the woman had become 

| e days later and that her illness was small-pox. This fact is only 

feable on the assumption that the marks of the illness were already 

xxistent when she posed for her photograph but that they were as yet 

u : sli htly red and that the sensitized plate had registered them when 

e hu han eye was unable to perceive them. 

ixperts in colours are also aware of similar phenomena. Photo- 
ws 

hs sometimes show marks on the face, e.g., on the cheeks, which are 

- 
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not noticeable naturally. These are old injuries which the lapse of years : 

has rendered invisible to the eye, but they have left a little redness 

which is clearly brought out by photography. 

These remarkable facts lead us to believe that it is possible in a 

general way to render brown and red marks yet in a latent state visible — 

by photography. very pressure exercised on the skin of a man results 

in the breaking or at least in the inflaming of the small veins, and — 

each time redness is produced. If the pressure has been very feeble — 

the redness will exist objectively but will not be discernible by the : 

eye. This redness is particularly common after scratches, attempts at — 

strangulation, blows with the fist, falls, squeezing, and also after inflam-_ 

mation caused by poison, heat, rubbing, etc., when the attacks are not 

severe. But in most cases the important thing is, not to prove that there 

has been an attack of a particular violence; it suffices to know that there 

has been an attack; and the traces must be looked for both on the victim 

and on his aggressor, who no doubt wishes to pass them off as marks 

of resistance in a case of legitimate defence. The question is specially 

serious if the victim has been-wounded when already at the point of 

death and when the beats of the heart are already weakened. In these 

cases the blood can no longer spurt forcibly from the injured blood- 

vessels, and even an energetic attack may produce only a slight redness®®, 

It is easy to conjecture cases which may be met with in practice; e.g., 

a person has been suffocated by cushions or other soft articles, so that no 

exterior trace of violence can be perceived. The verdict would most 

likely be “natural death’’, but the photograph will perhaps discover very 

distinct traces of strangulation or perhaps indicate that the individual 

in question has been firmly held and then stifled. In the same way : 

there may be found on an individual who has apparently committec 

suicide by hanging, bruises or effusions of blood towards the skin whick 

the eye will not notice but which the photographic plate will rende: 

visible ; these contusions will often permit of the supposition that deatl 

has been preceded by a struggle (see Chapter XVI, Section iv). 

It is also important to establish the existence of traces of resistant 

on the person of the supposed aggressor; the person assaulted may hay 

given him blows or scratches, or attempted to choke him, but so - 

that the camera is alone able to discover the marks. Moret t 

redness produced (we are of course always dealing with white-skir 

persons) may have been very distinct at first and have Spee 

the time of arrest, so that only photography can establish its existence 
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‘It therefore seems the right thing to do, in all cases of suspicious death 

of white persons, to have the corpse photographed as well as the suspected 

assailant, when resistance is believed to have been offered, and to search 

on the body for traces of redness. Nor ought we to forget objects from 

which an attempt has been made to obliterate marks of blood, e.g., linen, 

floors, walls, etc. It is difficult to submit large surfaces to chemical and 

microscopic examination, but if they be photographed, perhaps the places 

where such marks exist will be discovered ; and the particular spot once 

found microscopic and chemical examination may be proceeded with (see 

Chapter XIV, Section iv). In certain circumstances the photographing 

of internal organs may also be recommended, e.g., the brain, mucous 

“membrane of the respiratory channels or stomach, when it is not known 

Flin eee 
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whether such redness is natural or not. In poisoning cases it may be 

possible to determine with greater accuracy the moment when the poison 

has been absorbed. When, e.g., fairly large particles of arsenic remain 

for some time attached to the mucous membrane of the stomach, the 

latter becomes enflamed at the places where the arsenic has remained 

longest. If this redness is imperceptible to the eye it is possible for 

“photography to discover it, and therefrom can be deduced the length of 

time the arsenic has been in the stomach. x 

q With respect to this it should be remarked in a general way that on 
na ceetgpeaaia ES es Seep Deco aoe = he 

an ordinary photographic plate colours do not come out as in the reality, 

that is to say, they do not make the same light and dark impression as 

th Bey make in nature (even those plates know as “ orthochromatic plates” 

re. een of completely remedying this): red and brown become as 

s been said, darker, blue and violet generally appear lighter but also at 

“times darker, according to the chemical nature of the colouring matter. 

Fluorescent bodies influence the shades of colours in various ways; green 

; generally become somewhat darker, yet bodies are known, e.g., the green 

flower of the gooseberry which come out quite light; natural colours 

otograph better than artificial; the photograph of a bouquet of natural 

flowers will give a much more accurate impression than that of a painted 

bow quet however faithful the painting may be. In many cases these 

small details must not be overlooked ®, 

2 _ We should also mention that in some circumstances it is good to take 

several photographs of a person who is shamming. For example, when 

5 See BIg oT eT big ie ghtiem 

experiments in the matter to communicate the result to them, especially with reference 

to dark-skinned persons, 

ol . 33 
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q 
dealing with an accused who constantly contracts the muscles of his face, — 

rolls his eyes, makes impossible grimaces, etc., and thus leads us to suspect — 

shamming, he should be placed in a room lending itself to photography, — 

well lit and furnished with a trap permitting observation without being 

oneself seen; a sufficient opening is also arranged to hold the camera which — 

is brought into play when the person under observation is in a good — 

position and is behaving naturally ; needless to say the photograph must 

be an instantaneous one. | 

Nor must it be forgotten that magnesium-light photographs are often 

necessary. When, e.g., a corpse has been found on a busy road and it is — 

not advisable to wait for day-lght (owing to the heavy day traffic) to- 

photograph blood or footprints, the spot must be photographed with the — 

aid of artificial light. 

We now come to photography of objects observed under the micros- 

cope ?; this is not the business of the Investigating Officer but in 
some cases he ought to absolutely insist on its being done. We sug- 

gest that the microscopist should sign no report without adding thereto 

a photograph of what he has observed under the instrument. Dr. 

Paul Jeserich was probably the first to draw attention to the necessity 

of such photographs. 'The idea came to him when during the argument 

of a case he heard the objection raised that what the experts had seen’ 

under the microscope and taken for blood was perhaps only mushroom: 

mould or grains of starch. This objection could not then be refuted, 

since the objects microscopically examined had long before decomposed 

and been destroyed, being thus incapable of further use in the case. 

This drawback is easily got over by asking the microscopist to prepare 

and exhibit photographs of his experiments. Any mistake on the pa 

of the expert may thus be excluded, for in his zeal he may perhaps 

see many things which are non-existent. He presents his photograph — 

saying, as much for his own peace of mind as for that of others: 
“look at the photograph and form your opinion.” The theory oh 

the expert’s duty is merely to aid the Court in forming an opinic¢ 

is well laid down both in England and India. With fngerpriniilll 

instance it is for the expert to point out resemblances to the Judge an 

jury and leave them to draw their own conclusions as to identity ¢ 

impression. That identity of impression means identity of pena 

of course purely a question for the expert (see Sec. xi). 

Proof of this kind may be given at any moment—even after me 

years, provided that the record of the case is still in existence ; and 
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| particularly easy to lay before a Judge and jury. The Parisians in 

1871, when sending letters and despatches by pigeon post, gummed them 

| side by side upon a wall (like tapestry) and then made a photographic 

reduction of the whole surface (measuring several square metres) upon — 

a sheet of paper several centimetres square. This reduction was then 

rolled up inside a quill and attached to the pigeon’s tail. On arriving 

_ at its destination the little photograph with its hundreds of letters was 

| enlarged by the microscopic lantern and projected on a screen or white 

wall and anyone who expected a letter had but to go and read it. Let 

us apply this process to judicial photography; the microscopic photo- 

graph of the object in question as well as of the objects which it is 

to be compared with or differentiated from may be enlarged in open 

court, thrown upon a wall, and explained to the Judge and jury by 

_ the expert. By this means the possibility of error will as far as possible 

be averted. 
zm J 

This procedure will be adopted not only in determining the presence 

of blood, sperm, poison, or one or other of those numerous substances 

which the microscope is capable of recognizing and which can be seen 

directly, but also in connection with other microscopic phenomena. Here 

is a most interesting case: in a house destroyed by fire the: half-carbo- 

‘nised corpse of the landlord was discovered and there was room to believe 

that a murder had taken place; we know that fresh blood has certain 

microscopic properties which alter greatly under the action of certain 
‘chemical agents. But if blood be submitted to the action of carbon 

monoxide, which is most poisonous, it does not alter under the influence 

of chemicals ; the question was whether the person had been suffocated 

in the fire or killed before it began. In the first hypothesis the blood 

would present the characteristics of blood that has absorbed carbon 

monoxide, and one breath of this gas undiluted is quite sufficient to 

affect the whole blood of the body in a most marked manner. Dr. 

Paul Jeserich experimented with a few drops of the blood which still 

: smained in the heart of the corpse and was able to establish that 

death was due to suffocation. At the same time he took a photograph 

" of the spectrum and exhibited it at the trial, when the corpus delicti had 

already been long in a state of putrefaction. 

The same expert has also exhibited in Court photographs of his ex- 

} periments with hair (e.g., in the crime passionel of Bochum): the jury 

yas then in a- position to consider the case just as if they had seen the 
laterial objects mentioned by the expert. 

6 LP LS LLY) a 
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The use of magic lantern slides or even of radiographs (sciagraphs) — 

may yet play a great réle in the Law Courts. Anyone who has had to — 

show and explain a very small object in Court is aware of the inadequacy 

of present methods. The explanation has to be given over and over 

again; to the several witnesses, the Public Prosecutor, the complainant 

or Plaintiff, the defendant and his counsel, and the Judge and jury. All 

who have business in courts know how tedious and defective is this — 

method. But with a whitewashed wall, or a sheet, or piece of white | 

paper stretched on a frame or on the wall, the objects may be shown — 

enlarged by means of the lantern ; not only can transparencies be shown 

but also wood-engravings, photographs, prints, handwriting, etc., in short 

everything on paper which transmits the light and whose size permits of 

its entering the apparatus. The necessary darkening of the Court would 

be a difficulty which a little ingenuity would soon overcome. Theo- 

retically this idea has been widely approved and has already been turned 

to practical account®®, 

Photography is also of great importance from the point of view of 
a the examination of manuscripts®®. We have already mentioned that in — 

comparing handwriting recourse should be had to photography so as for — 

example to be able to make drawings upon the photographs, which would — 

be impossible on the original. But photography can also furnish direct 

proofs, for it brings to light things which could not be seen by the 

naked eye. In this connection Jeserich of Paris, Gobert of Berlin, and — 

Eder of Vienna were the initiators; since their first experiments it 1s_ 

known that photography is the easiest method of discovering erasures, | 

obliterations, and rubbings out, which cannot be seen with the naked 

eye. By choosing a suitable position the contrasts may be increased, so 

that the parts of the writing which remain appear to us with a darker 

tint. It is also easy to determine the employment of various chemical 

products ; indeed those parts of the paper where they have been applied, 

have a different colour when photographed. Very often writing effaced 

by an acid becomes quite readable in the photograph. 

Photography is also able to detect the presence of various kinds of 

ink which may have been employed; in this way we are frequently able 

to prove a forgery. The forger often finds (with great trouble) an inl 

with the same colour as the original but to the eye alone does it appear 

identical. If a suitable light be chosen for photographing the writing 

(e.g., gas), and the plate be properly developed, the two apparently simula 

writings will come out, the one light gray and the other dark brown. 
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comparison of handwriting, photography is also of some value in other 

ways. Above all it is possible to reduce the two writings, the forged and 

the genuine, to the same scale, thus enormously facilitating comparison ; 

again it is possible to get rid of the troublesome difference in paper, since 

the photos are on the same paper. If need be, comparison may be facili- 

tated by photographing (as advised by Jeserich) one of the two writings 

on a transparent film which is then placed upon the other writing. Points 

_ of resemblance may thus be very accurately compared. 

Finally work is enormously facilitated by making photographic en- 

largements of the two writings. These should be as large as possible. 

_ After a long examination of writing, especially very small writing, the 

sight becomes confused, so that it is difficult to see things clearly ; and it 

is often necessary to interrupt the work. But with enormous letters to 

work with, observation is very easy; moreover all the details, differences, 

- resemblances, hesitations, places where a dip of the pen has been taken, 

| stoppages, and all other points connected with a writing are better judged ; 

_ and in a short time a sure and definite decision may be pronounced. 

‘Comparison by means of enlargement with the projection apparatus has 

‘succeeded admirably. 

. It is even sometimes possible to read, with the aid of photography, 

writing which, so. to speak, does not exist. When for example, one 

writes with a very hard pencil upon a writing block or upon a blotter, the 

writing leaves an impression on the next sheet of the block or upon the 

blotter; nothing is visible to the naked eye, but if the sheet or blotter 

be greatly enlarged by photography the writing thereon may often be 
very distinctly read. 
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Not only can written characters be observed by means of photography 

but as a rule any object which has been in contact with a writing. Thus 

Dr. Bein, of the Sheriff's Court of Berlin, was consulted as to whether 

jhere had formerly been a stamp upon a bill of exchange; he photographed 

he bill of exchange and at the same time a blank bill to which a stamp 

lad been affixed for a very short time. The difference was astonishing 

nd the answer to the question asked could be given in the negative with 

the most absolute certainty. (Phot. Arch. 1891, No. 681). It seems to 

sindeed that this example (proof of contact of two bodies) can give a 

elear idea of the incalculable series of cases belonging to all possible 

ranches in which photography is capable of rendering the greatest 

rvices. But such cases must be looked for and when found made a 

te of. Another case had to do with the forgery of the name of a 

© - = > : 
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deceased person to a receipt. No question of fraud had been raised when — 

traces of obliterated writing were accidentally observed, while looking at — 

the paper by the reflected oblique rays of the sun, on those portions of the — 

paper not actually covered by the later writing. These traces were copied — 

as accurately as possible and the copy superimposed on the new writing 

so that the blanks in the copy were filled up. Thus the original seript 

was accurately determined. By photography the fraud was rendered 

unmistakeable. | 

Advantage may possibly be drawn from what is called ‘‘ Composite’ 

photography. The idea arose some years ago and the following experi-— 

ment was performed. About twenty persons were chosen and made to 

sit one after another so that the head of each was in exactly the same 

position. Their photographs were taken one after the other, a three 

seconds exposure being used. A very slow plate was employed, 2.e., it 

required an exposure of 60 seconds, so that by the time it was completely | 

exposed the twenty persons were photographed, and the result was a 

composite picture of them all. The possible application of this in crimi- © 

nal investigation is as follows. In an important case it is desired to | 

know what an accused looked like five years ago. If a photograph of ~ 

him taken 10 years ago can be found the man is photographed the same | 

size, attitude, and with the same style of hair and beard, etc., as in that | 

photograph. A composite picture is then made of the two photographs | 

and the result may possibly give us some idea of what the man looked — 

like five years before. This suggestion is made for what it is worth. 

Composite photography has indeed been reduced of late to a fine art and | 

most beautiful pictures have been produced by combining the heads o 

well-known beauties belonging respectively to various countries thus ob 

taining examples of the type of beauty characteristic of each country | 

(See Strand Magazime, March, 1906.) | 

In a general way the fact must not be lost sight of that photograph 

often bear a different aspect to the real object, from the point of view 

dimension, reciprocal situation, and especially general impression. Hedy 

rich Streintz © has pointed out the reason, but very few cameras ; 

present use can remedy the defect. It is some explanation that ago 

photograph reproduces objects much more distinctly than we can : 

them. When at some distance from a tiled roof we cannot. distingui 

one tile from another; a painter recognizes this by representing the r 

with a uniform colour corresponding to the impression. The Japan 

seem to see more distinctly than we do for they represent such obje 
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' with minute accuracy and their drawings thus appear to us very crude. 

It is the same with photography; it reproduces the tiled roof much more 

accurately than we see it; we only perceive a brown colour. It is thus 

that photography appears to us to some extent untrue and wanting in 

naturalness : added to this, a certain depth and other effects of light and 

distance exist and in short the image appears unfaithful. As we have 

already remarked, such defects and their explanation must be pointed out 

to the Court. Moreover it must not be forgotten that the photographer 

usually at hand has rarely a correct idea of what to do; he knows how to 

embellish a portrait but he does not know how to take an accurate one ; 

the direction therefore from which the photograph should be taken must 

| never be overlooked and it would be well to remember the following points: 

| 1. The sun should be upon the side of or behind the camera. This 

adds to the clearness of the photograph ; if the sun is behind the object, 

the photograph will be flat, as if taken during cloudy weather. This 

‘ latter principle must then be applied, if perchance it is really desired to 

: give an impression that the photograph has been made in dull weather. 

2. When photographing persons in the open air it must be remem- 

bered that when the light comes from the front of the camera it flattens ~ 

the face, when it comes from above it renders the countenance dark 

and forbidding, and that the direct rays of the sun cover the face with 

marks and give it a hard expression. 

3. When it is necessary to photograph house interiors, a photo- 

graph by artificial light should be obtained, in which case the windows 

do not interfere. If this is quite impossible, the dark part of the room 

nust at least be hghtened by light reflected by mirrors to which some 

10vement is given. 

; 

| 
| 
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4. Sometimes, when for example it is necessary to photograph 

apidly in the middle of the night, if it is absolutely impossible to procure 

| magnesium, it is possible to make use of lightning powders which may be 

repared at the nearest pharmacy: e.g., 6 parts of saltpetre, 2 parts of 

Iphur, and 1 part of sulphurated antimony are reduced to powder and 

ghtly filled into tubes of paper; or saltpetre may be melted in a vessel 

er a lamp and flours of sulphur added thereto in small quantities. 

ach time the sulphur is thrown upon the melted saltpetre a bright light 

Sc ts. But these powders«can only be employed when the resulting gas, 

ich has a disagreeable smell, has sufficient means of escape. If one 

S long enough time to have an exposure of say several hours, a few 

ips may be sufficient for lighting purposes. cea ar a nL MT IR sad FIRST SGA SA 
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5. Upon every photograph the scale of reduction must be indicated ; 

the best method is to photograph at the same time the measure of com- — 
parison. In photographing a vertical surface which will in consequence 

not be deformed, since its various parts will not be at different distances 

from the camera, e.g., the facade of a house, it would be well to 

photograph a man at the same time; proportions will thus be accurately 

indicated. : a 

6. With each photograph the date, hour, temperature, light, points 

of the compass, time of exposure, kind of camera, and the lenses employed — 

must be indicated. | 
7. Shining and light objects present great difficulties to photography. 

We must be specially careful not to dust them, for if that is done they 

come out still worse. When possible, shining objects should be neutralized, — 

for example iron and glass objects with plumbago or with a mixture of 

magnesium carbonate and milk, or Russian talcum mixed with essence of © 

turpentine. These washes harm neither the photograph nor the article 

photographed and are easily got rid of. 

8. In photographing machinery (e.g., after accidents) care must be 

taken not to do so when other work is in progress near by; the vibration | 

of other machinery in motion would greatly spoil the photograph. f 

9. Photographs of very fine objects in relief, e.g., imscriptions, 

deteriorations on objects, papillary lines, etc., should be taken in a very 

strong lateral light, for shadows augment the relief; if the latter come 

out too strong the fact must be mentioned in the report. | 

We have said above that photographs may appear to us to a certain 

extent to be untruthful, but it must be noted that from a theoretical stand 

point it is by no means so certain that the camera is a bad reproducer of ~ 

objects. We ourselves perhaps do not see things exactly from the point of _ 

view of perspective. When for example one shows his hands to a person 

sitting in front of him so that one of them is about a yard nearer him 

than the other, they will appear to be of equal size; but if a camera be 

put in place of the person and the hands photographed the hand nearest 

the camera will appear much larger than the other. According te 

the laws of perspective, this latter phenomenon conforms to the reality 

for the hand nearest one ought to appear larger to the eye, only we d 

not notice the difference because conclusions drawn from expertei u 

influence our observation. We know the two hands are really of equi 

size and this knowledge has so powerful an action that we see them o 

equal size although, being in perspective, they ought to appear unequa 
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On looking at the photograph of the hands, however, the principle of 

| 9 experience no longer acts with the same force; on the contrary, we 

remember that what we are looking at is a picture and attribute the 

fault to it and say it is an inaccurate reproduction, for we see upon 

| the picture an exact reproduction from the point of view of perspective 

"and we notice an enormous difference in size, but it does not seem to 

agree with the reality. Let it not be said that “ wide-angle objectives ”’ 

- as they are called, which for example photograph two corners of a room 

at the same time, prove the entire contrary. This objective (if it does 

not distort) no doubt reproduces objects as they are in reality only we 

cannot seize them without turning the eyes. At one glance we observe 

but very little of a thing at a distance of five or six yards. We only 

perceive distinctly an object of about the size of a chair without moving 

the eyes; what lies to the right and left of the chair we are looking 

at is seen by us only approximately; we only see it accurately if we 
‘ "remove our eyes from the chair. If therefore a “wide-angle objective” 

is employed to photograph two walls of a room at the same time (at a 

‘distance of five or six yards) the resulting picture appears quite strange 

to us, because in nature we cannot see so much at a single glance; we 

say the picture is inaccurate although each particular object therein is 

reproduced exactly and distinctly. The lens shows more objects than 

can be seen contemporaneously by the naked eye, but these objects are 

not reproduced inaccurately. 

C. Recognition of Criminals from their Photographs. 

In all countries photography is employed for the identification of 

persons, especially since its uses have so largely developed. But it 

only done systematically in large towns where the police adminis- 

tration is particularly well-skilled in the method. Paris is at the head 

f this movement as a perusal of the book (now in its 2nd edition) 
Judicial Photography, by Alphonse Bertillon, Chief of the Identification 

Department, Prefecture of Police, Paris, ®-5! will readily demons- 

a f te. , | 

; a It is beyond all doubt that this branch should be organised everywhere 

: and not only in the principal towns. ‘The photography of criminals by a 

uniform process, the reciprocal interchange of portraits and their correct 

e tilisation, are of such great importance that this process should be 
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evated into a methodical system. Only in this way will photography 
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be capable of rendering considerable services; but if the miserable money 

question prevents us putting the project into execution as rapidly as we 

would wish, it is still necessary to proceed according to certain rules, 

when we prepare and make use of photographs of suspected persons or — 

criminals. ‘Taking Bertillon’s book as a guide we shall refer to the most 

important points. 

1. What is the best position for the individual to be photographed — 

in? This question depends upon the object of the photograph. For the 

comparison of two photographs, or of a photograph with a person, the — 

best is beyond all doubt a sharp profile; it is in this position that outlines — 

show up best; the various prominences of the face are not projected 

thereon, and it is easy to measure with accuracy the dimensions necessary 

for comparison. But it is quite another thing when it is desired to identify _ 

a person from his photograph; then a profile is absolutely useless. Indeed 

we only see a person’s profile in one position, while we see more or less 

the front face in all other positions: we are often unacquainted with the 

profile of a person whom we know intimately. We are surprised to find 

that an individual we are in the habit of seeing constantly has, when we 

look at him sideways, quite another aspect to that which we imagined. 

A person’s face seen from the front does not appear strange to us but it is 

not characteristic, because the nose is wholly projected and thus difficult to 

distinguish, and because the ears, so important for purposes of recognition, 

are deficient in clearness of outline. The most favourable position will 

therefore be the three-quarters face, because then the nose stands out 

distinctly, one ear is visible, and moreover because in this position we are 

best able to recognize people. ‘T'wo proofs however must be taken ; that 

of the profile and that of the three-quarters face, thus doubling the expense 

and the number of photographs to be preserved. In England this is got 

over by placing the subject to be photographed in the three-quarters 

position and arranging a mirror beside the face which reflects the exact 

profile. So as to get the mirror at the wished for distance from the fac 

the lower right hand corner of the mirror is cut away thus making ; 

place for the shoulder. In this way, on the same negative the profi 

and the three-quarters face are united. Bertillon rejects this method: I 

asserts that if such a double photograph be shewn about everyone woul 

immediately know that it had to do with a suspected individual; but i 

these matters everyone always does know this when a photograph is shov 

and besides the method is so practical that its universal adoption must ] 

recommended. * 
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| 2. The position of the individual to be photographed leads to 

another question ; Is it preferable to photograph the bust or the whole 

| figure? In a general way it may be said that a face is more easily re- 

cognized the larger it is; therefore the bust is to be recommended. But 

| if the individual in question has some peculiarity easy of recognition, the 

- full length photograph is to be preferred. Such a proof has also the 

_ advantage of permitting, if need be, the enlargement of the head, whereas 

the person is not always at our disposal to photograph his feet. We must 

/ not suppose that peculiar movements or twitchings will be reproduced 

. in a photograph of the attitude or physiognomy of the subject. If an 

| individual is afflicted with such movements, it is recommended only to 

| photograph the bust, because the witnesses, and not only uneducated 

witnesses, always look on a full length photograph handed to them for 

_ the particular movements they know so well, and if they do not find them 

: they fail to recognize the photograph. 

: 3. As regards the format of the photograph Bertillon considers 

~ reduction to one-seventh of natural size is best. This is no doubt a con- 

venient format, as the long reign of Cartes de visite demonstrates. The 

head reduced in this proportion is always large enough to be readily 

"identified, even by people who seldom see photographs. We think however 

t hat size is not of so much importance; and it matters little whether the 

| natural size is reduced to a sixth or an eighth. The essential thing is to 

- employ the same scale of reduction. Indeed the exchange of photographs 

is generally carried out when distances are great and comparison is much 

fa ilitated when the photographs are not of different sizes. It would be 

best to adopt a uniform scale of reduction for all photographs made for 

the use of justice and the police. This would not be difficult to carry 

jut in. practice. | 

a 4. As to the tone of the photographs, that is to say whether they 

should be lighter or darker, and in consequence whether there should be 

1 shorter or longer exposure, it is impossible to give a general answer. 

The face of the sitter is nearly always adapted to a particular tone 

md an experienced and intelligent photographer always knows on merely 

looking at him whether the photograph will be better (i.e., more like) 

| according to whether the tone is lighter or darker. If the photographer 

_ cannot tell this, the best shade must be found by degrees, for the difference 

5 is often so great that the tone is no indifferent matter. 

- 5. The usual format must often be departed from, especially when 

is desired to compare a photograph with a particular object. If for 
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example the description of a person is given, the photograph must be — 

taken so that the most important signs indicated in the description are 

reproduced; if a photograph already exists, the new photograph will of — 

course, to facilitate comparison, be made in the same style (as regards — 

size, position, tone, paper, etc.) as the old one. 

6. If two photographs with different hair, beard, etc., are to be 

compared (if, e.g., in one photograph the individual has an abundant head 

of hair and beard while in the other his hair is short and he is clean — 

shaven, those places on the photograph on which hair appears must be 

covered up. For this purpose Bertillon has specially cut papers or { 

stencils which however are only of use when both photographs are of 

equal size and the position is also identical. The simplest method is as 

follows :—The photograph is placed upon a window and over it a sheet 

of white paper is fixed, upon which is outlined with a pencil the parts 

covered with hair, thus beginning above the forehead where the hair 

starts, thence descending the temple and cheek, then passing above the — 

moustache and under the nose and then reascending the other cheek and 

temple to the forehead. ‘This line is then cut with a sharp knife. ‘The 

same is then done with the clean shaven face, ¢.e., a line is drawn where 

the hair would come if the person was not clean shaven. If the photo- 

graph is gummed to a mount it-must either be steeped in water and 

detached, or else the drawing must be done on tracing paper and 

transferred to ordinary paper. The two sheets having been cut they a e 

placed on the photographs and the two compared. If they are of the 

same man the result is astonishing; the photographs as a whole have 

absolutely no resemblance whereas when the hair on the head and face 

is covered the resemblance is striking. This is only in accordance with 

common experience. likenesses are usually detected and persons recog- 

nized by the portion comprised between the lower half of the forehead 

and the upper part of the nose, including eyes and eyebrows, 7.e., just the 

portion covered by the mask in masked assemblies or balls. — a 

7. Examination of the photograph with a good magnifying glass i 

also to be recommended; in this way cicatrices, warts, scars, etc., invisibl 

to the naked eye may be discovered; but too much must not be ex pec 

ted from a magnifying glass, for a too great enlargement causes th 

unevenness of the paper to appear and thus leads to confusion. x 

8. Always strictly observe the principle of never retouching 

photograph ; professional photographers may be allowed to do this a a 

are adepts in the art of flattery, but a judicial photograph must resembl 
a 
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| the sitter and every retouch spoils this resemblance ; when a retouched 

" photograph has been handed to us, the retouching must first of all be 

got rid of. According to Bertillon the best method is to wet a ball of 

~ cotton wool with turpentine and cautiously rub it over the photograph, . p y photograp 
| being careful to dryat immediately. The rationale of this process is not 

quite clear as there are two kinds of retouching; one is done with a 

pencil on the negative and it is therefore impossible to remove anything 

' from the positive ; the other is done indeed on the positive but with 

water colours, which can only be removed with water and not with 

turpentine. ‘There is but one case where retouching may be permitted 

- i.e., when the photograph is not made for personal use but for outside 

- authorities and when there are faults on the plate causing marks and 

blemishes. Such marks may be mistaken for warts, moles, cicatrices, 

' etc., and must therefore be retouched to prevent mistakes. 

9. In comparing photographs the following cases may occur :— 

(a) Comparison of one portrait with another ; 

(b) Of a portrait with an accused ;_ 

(c) Of a portrait with a person at liberty ; and 

(d) Of a portrait with a person’s recollection of the subject. 

(a) Comparison of one portrait with another. In the rare cases 

vhere two photographs are of the same size, measurements may be at 

mce taken with the compasses. If the hair and beard are in the way 

hey should be covered up as shown above, and particular signs (warts, 

icatrices, etc.,) must be carefully looked for. If none of these signs © 

ppear on the photographs, the probable date of the photographs must 

e considered and if need be a medical jurist consulted. If the portraits 

e of different sizes they must be enlarged, the smaller more in propor- 

on than the larger ; and if the colour of the one is totally different. to 

t of the other, a new photograph is indispensable. Thus both portraits 

te of the same size. As we have said, only really satisfactory results are 

tainable by getting rid of everything interfering with the comparison. 

(b) Comparison of a portrait with an accused. The precaution 

clothing and dressing the hair of the accused as he is in the photo- 

staph is never superfluous. In a difficult and important case it will be 

est to photograph him in the same size as the portrait; it is always 

ie to compare one photograph with another than to compare a 

pc Sy Am GRY) A MOGI? PRAIA otograph with a person. 

Be fc) Comparison of a portrait with a person at liberty. Here we 

: to deal with cases where we have to decide whether a particular 
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person we are searching for is living in a certain locality. Let it not be 4 

forgotten that the persons sent out for this purpose will only succeed 

when they have the portrait firmly impressed on the memory ; if they 

meet the suspected individual they cannot first pull the photograph from 

their pocket and refer to it for comparison; all the features of the — 

photograph should be carried in the memory. ‘The person must be made — 

to engrave the photograph in his memory feature by feature and we must — 

ascertain that he has done so by examining him on the various details ; 

hair, beard, moustache, shape of eyelids, position of the eyes, cheek — 

bones, nose, ears, etc.; even peculiar gestures, manner of bearing, glance, 

etc., must not be overlooked. We assert that no policeman can at first 

answer such questions even though he thinks he has looked at the 

photograph very well. The art of observing must be learnt like every- 

thing else. If the policeman knows his photograph by heart he will in 

most cases recognize, if he meets him, the person he is after. (See the 

Portrait Parlé, Chapter VII). | 

(d) Comparison of a portrait with our recollection. We generally | 

attach importance to this method of recognition only when the witness — 

has frequently seen the person he is supposed to recognize. Supposing 

he has seen him only once as, for example, an individual who has cheated, 

robbed, or wounded him and gone off, the witness’s opinion will be O1 | 

little value. His recognition will inspire more confidence when the 

witness is able to pick out the person from a number of similar photo | 

graphs, and does not recognize him merely because he had a moustach 

and there is in the collection only one photograph of a person with 

moustache. But the greatest precautions must be taken, for enormou 

difficulty is always experienced in recognizing persons from photographs 

especially when the person recognizing is a simple-minded fellow wh 

has rarely seen photographs and has never before tried to find resemblar 

ces. his is clear from the following example :—in nearly all garrist 

towns a photographer is to be found near the barracks who has a supp 

of large pictures (coloured lithographs) representing a dragoon, artiller 

man, hussar, etc., galloping on horseback and brandishing a sword ; t 

raw recruits flock to the photographer who takes their photograph t 

same size as the ready-made lithograph, cuts out the face and car oft 1 

gums it upon the face of the hussar or horseguard, and the war 

finds himself in possession of his portrait complete on horseback and 

colours, which he sends to his amazed relatives. One of these pho 

graphers related to the author how on one occasion he had photograph 
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more than a dozen recruits who paid their money and left addresses to 

‘which the photographs were to be sent when ready; but unfortunately 

he lost the numbers designating each soldier; he therefore sent hap- 

hazard a dragoon to each of the addresses indicated; not a single 

complaint was madé although perhaps not one of the fourteen or fifteen 

pairs of old people received the portrait of their own son; this shows the 

f difficulty with which people recognize photographs. 

10. It is appropriate here to call attention to what has been said 

‘about the distance at which we can recognize persons. Dr. Vincent in 

Legrand &: Saule’s “Tuegal Medicine” lays down that, presuming the 

eyesight to be normal and the light good, one is able in broad day-light 

to recognize :— 

. (a) Persons whom one knows very well, at a distance of from 50 

te 90 yards; when there are particular and very characteristic signs, 110 

_yards ; in exceptional cases up to 165 yards. 

| (b) Persons one does not know very well and has not often seen, 

rom 28 to 33 yards. 

F (c) People one has only seen once, 16 yards. 

_ By moonlight one can recognize, when the moon is at the quarter, 

yersons at a distance of from 21 feet, in bright moonlight at from 23 to 

_ 33 feet; and at the very brightest period of the full moon, at a distance 

a Be from 33 to 36 feet. In tropical countries, as in India, the distances 

x moonlight may be increased. 

These are only approximate indications ; in practice they are of but 

ight value. In the first place the statements concerning good normal 

ey yesight and good light are vague and in addition certain supplemental 

. ircumstances often have decisive influence. The gaseous air of the town 

¢ ompared with the limpid atmosphere of the mountains diminishes the 

‘ya ‘ange of vision by at least ten per cent; the position of the sun, the 

background, the wind, and the temperature also combine to affect it 

5 i perhaps the same extent; and our faculty of combination, which 

1consciously comes into play, may corroborate our perception so that we 

uy be completely led into error. If a person at a distance of say 220 

S sees a man first come out and then go into the house of A, and 

10ws that A lives alone in that house, he will suppose, if the man he 

has seen resembles to a certain extent the exterior aspect of A, that the 

1 nan is indeed A and will maintain the fact, as if he had seen him very 

stinctly. But he has not seen him properly and his perception is 

re! y the result of conclusions which may be false. In such cases 
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verification must always in important and serious cases be carried out — 

on the spot whereas in less important cases it may be carried out 

elsewhere but under conditions as similar as possible. | 

Here again we must not be content with measurements expressed in- 

paces or in yards, for the majority of persons do not know what distance 

50 paces really is. | 

11. It is important to copy the photograph many times; Bertillon 

asserts that in urgent cases several thousand copies of a photograph have 

been made in a single night; it is useless to dwell upon the immense | 

value that the rapid propogation of thousands of Ee of the he 

of a suspected criminal may have. 

12. When it is required to multiply photographs in great naa 

it must be remembered that it can only be done with the assistance of © 

zinc engravings; it 1s indeed easy to insert in the columns of any 

newspaper a zinc plate mounted on wood, for an engraving on zine 

represents in a way a stamp composed of lines in relief corresponding 

to the lines of drawing. An engraving on zinc may be made from any ~ 

drawing but not from a photograph, for a photograph only contains tints. 

If therefore it is desired to publish in haste in the police and other 

papers a man’s portrait and we possess only his photograph the following 

process must be followed. 4 

Some one skilled in drawing traces boldly upon the photostagl th 

features of the person so that the outlines are clearly visible; this is a 

matter of a few minutes. The photograph is then decolourised with 

chloride of mercury which leaves only the drawing unattacked. This 

drawing is reproduced by photography upon a plate and engraved o1 

zine and the block thus obtained is inserted in the newspapers. Thi 

kind of drawing is not beautiful but is foes easier to identify thal 

photograph ©!®, | ¥ 

Concerning the modern processes of reproduction invented by Jusi 

Harber, and Stolle, Gn Paris, Gelatine-Bromide paper is employed) se 
Reiss ©, aie 

yall 

Section x. Anthropometry—Bertillon System. 4 

The Bertillon system of measurement known as “ Anthropometry” 

‘ Bertillonage’’ has, since the first edition of this book (1892), come i 

tremendous favour though at first it was, like every new thing, vigorou! 

opposed as needless and absurd and was even put down as a comple 

dl 
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“swindle by certain ignorant persons. To-day however the system is in 

full swing and no modern police force thinks of underrating its value. 

There is however one difficulty which people have created for them- 

selves, arising from the many so-called “improvements”? which have 

been grafted on to the system. No one can maintain that Bertillon 

perfected his system right away leaving it incapable of improvement, but 

it must be admitted that that gifted investigator avoided everything ab- 

_ solutely unnecessary and inexpedient. ‘The author has for years pointed 

out that the real value of Bertillon’s system lies in its internationality, 

7.e., in its general applicability to all races. This however can only work 

smoothly when alterations and improvements are as much as possible 

discarded so that the despatch of a row of figures will be sufficient to 

enlighten the police at the other side of the world. It will not then be 

necessary to telegraph Size X, Seat-height Y, Span Z, but merely X,Y,Z. 

If, however, the foot-length for instance is omitted in a description and 

the circumference of the knee is substituted therefor, confusion will result. 

Bertillon in originating the theory was cleverer than all his predecessors 

and he is also cleverer than all his successors. Things should be left as 

he has arranged them and in this way alone will important results be 

obtained. The greatest enemies of a good innovation are those who seek 

to improve it out of existence. | 

_ By “anthropometry” is generally understood the most rational method 

of measuring the dimensions of the human body, in order to establish the 

identity of an individual. We are already dealing with embryonic anthro- 

‘pometry when we indicate a person’s height and his distinctive signs 

(such as extraordinarily large or small hands or feet), also when we 

compare footprints and finger-prints. But the science took a remarkable 

leap forward when M. Alphonse Bertillon of Paris introduced the em- 

_ ployment of anthropometry into the police department for the recognition 

: of old offenders sailing under false colours. In this science the great 

iF thing to determine “5% js what parts of the body should be measured. 

' The reply is: in an adult everything is measured which does not change, 

th at is, everything which depends for measurement upon the bone and 

cartilages. The muscular fibres, the fat, and the ganglions alter even 

ina short time ; the bones and cartilages on the contrary preserve their 

| di mensions permanently except in very rare cases. The following 

| | measurements should therefore be taken :—the total height of the body, 

tl le height of the bust, the sitting height from the chair to the top of 
the head, the distance between the tip of the middle finger of one hand and 
a 35 . 
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that of the other when the arms are extended horizontally, the lengths 

of the forearm, the foot, the thigh, and the different fingers. Also 

certain diameters of the head, especially the circumference (just above 

the ears) and the depth (from the forehead to the nape of the neck), 

the dimensions of the nose and both ears, the last often showing great 

differences. 

It goes without saying that special instruments and a certain amount 

of skill are necessary to take these measurements promptly and accu- — 

rately; there must be a special police department, as in Paris, where x 

these measurements are taken, docketed, and pigeonholed. Gradually { 

such offices will be opened everywhere; to the Investigating Officer — 

their utility is indisputable and their application wellnigh universal. — 

But in cases in which Investigating Officers find it necessary to take — 

these measurements themselves it must be noted that old measure- 

ments not appertaining to the bones and cartilages are deceptive and — 

that the dimensions should always be taken with a rigid square, measure- — 

ments with a tape not being admissible; if therefore we measure the — 

height of a man, he must be placed against a wall and a rectangular | 

piece of wood placed upon his head, one side of which directly touches — 

the wall while the other is held firmly to the top of the head. 

In measuring the length of the foot it is placed on the ground and — 

exactly against the heel and the big toe four-sided bodies are placed, e.g., — 

a little box, a big book, a brick, etc., the sides of the two rectangular 

bodies which face one another should be parallel and the distance 

between them is measured ; 1f we were to measure with the tape a false © 

measure would be easily obtained, for it is difficult to determine the — 

beginning and the end of the measure and moreover the tape often has 

to pass over places which are not straight and not always the same. In ~ 

taking measurements on photographs, they must, to ensure accuracy, , 

considerably enlarged. It is not absolutely necessary for the photographs 

to be of equal size, for in finding out the relative measurements it 1s easy 

to compare them; but it is absolutely necessary to make the enlarge 

ments with the same camera so that the distortions which may possibly 

take place may be the same for both. In taking the measurements it i 

good to commence with the dimensions of the whole face and then pas: 

to the various features; special attention must be paid to the dimension 

and details of the ears which are as a rule very characteristic. ff 

But it rarely happens that the Investigating Officer is himself drive 

to take these measurements; he will only haye to do so when measur 
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ments taken by anthropometrical agencies have been communicated to 

him. To give an idea of the method of procedure of these institutions 

we cannot do better than refer to the work of Bertillon, “ Appendix to 

' Anthropometrical Classification and Identification.” In the chapter in 

which the author ‘explains how the photographs in the possession of 

Paris police are utilised, he tells us that the Paris police had in 1893 

about 120,000 photographs of Parisian criminals; when a criminal is 

arrested the first thing to be done is to find out whether he is an old 

offender; if he is, his photograph will be found in the album of criminals. 

The first step is to ask the gentleman’s name, which if he gives correctly 

his photograph is soon found. But if it cannot be found under the name 

given, it must be looked for in the album under another name. It goes 

without saying that it is impossible to verify 120,000 photographs each 

time a Paris criminal is arrested. The process is therefore methodical. 

E _ Firstly the measurements of the individual arrested are taken. Now 

from the 120,000 photographs 30,000 may be subtracted right away as 

being those of persons under 20 years of age. The remaining 90,000 are 

| divided into 3 groups and each of these 3 groups is sub-divided into 3 

| others and each of these latter into 8 more, and so on. In the first place 

_ the 90,000 photographs are divided into 3 series of 30,000 each according 

to the length of the head, which is either large, medium, or small. Hach 

; of these series comprises 3 groups of approximately 10,000, based upon the 

01 eadth of the head which also may be large, medium, or small, and each 

' of these groups is again divided into 3, according to whether the middle 

finger is large, medium, or small, each group containing about 3,333 

photographs. The three different lengths of the foot again divide each 

| of these 3 groups into 3 others composing 1,111 photographs, which are 

t sub-divided according to the length of the forearm into groups of about 

| 870; these latter are further divided according to the height of the person 

: mto 3 groups of about 120. 

i _ This last group of 120 is not sub-divided into three as before but 

| split up according to the colour of the eyes, the length of the little finger, 

E k 3 span of the extended arms, the height of the bust, etc., till we obtain 

® groups of about 10 photographs in which we search for our man. 

ts It goes without saying that fixed measures must be established for 

| 
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‘the various groups; it must for example be well understood what 1s 

Meant by large, medium, and small length of the foot, so that absolutely 

' 10 ambiguity may arise. ) 

Let us take an example. The man’s head is a mms. in length ; he 
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therefore belongs to the group of 30,000 having medium-sized heal 

60,000 photographs are thus eliminated. The breadth of his head is } 

mms; he therefore belongs to the group of 10,000 who have small-sized — 

heads. He has a middle finger measuring ¢ mms. in length; he there- 

fore belongs to the group of about 3,333 who have long middle fingers. — 

His foot is d cms. long; he therefore belongs to the group of 1,111 

who possess medium-lengthed feet. His forearm measures ¢ cms. in 

length; he belongs therefore to the group of about 370 who have long 

forearms. ‘His height is f cms.; he belongs then to 120 short men. His ~ 

brown eyes, the length of his little finger, and the height of the bust, 

determine his position in that group, and finally his portrait may be found 

in a very limited number of specimens. Thanks to this ingenious process 

it is possible to assert with mathematical certainty and in a few minutes 

whether or not the photograph of a particular individual is to be found 

among 120,000 photographs. 

It is easy to understand that the most important and the most 

difficult thing connected with the work is to measure the 120,000 offen- 

ders @, These measurements are dealt with in Part I. of M. Bertillon’s 

book; in Part II. he deals with ‘‘ Descriptive information,” ‘ Forehead, 

nose, ear, hair, beard, corpulence, etc.”’; and in Part III. with special 

characteristic marks. According to Bertillon at least 5 of these should be 

given, as he maintains that every man has from 8 to 12 marks and 

characteristics. Whoever examines his own body will find at least so 

many. If attention is paid to all of these a much more accurate, trust- 

worthy, and lasting picture will be obtained then the best photograph 

We give the following facts :—The Paris police identify on an average in 

the course of a year 450 to 460 persons who, but for Anthropometry 

would remain unrecognised or carry on their malpractices under fals 

names. This makes about four cases in every three days. _ it 

Bertillon goes yet a step further and that an important one. Wii 

the help of what is called the ‘‘ Portrait Parlé” he teaches the polie 

how to detect individuals who are at liberty with the greatest certe int 

even when they have much altered in external appearance. For a de 

cription of this method see Chapter VII., Section i. i: 

The Bertillon method has now become so important that the ide LC 

measuring the whole population over the age of twenty has been broach 2 

Not only for criminal cases but for the identification of persons who a 

the victims of crimes, suicides, the insane, and insurance cases, it wou 
(521) be vegy valuable 
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Section xi.—Finger-Prints. 

A. Advantages over Anthropometry. 

The adage that however good a thing is it may be bettered, or displaced 

by something better, is very applicable to the Bertilion method of anthro- 

pometrical measurement. Thus it is that the newly revived idea of 

the utilisation of finger-prints for identification purposes threatens to a 

great extent to take the place of anthropometry. With finger-prints 

and anthropometry combined there should be little trouble in identi- 

fying an old offender. But the advantages of finger-prints over the 

_Bertillon system have become so well established that it is doubtful 

_ whether the latter cannot with perfect safety be dispensed with alto- 

- gether as unnecessary for purposes of identification. These advantages 

_ have been well set out in a memorandum published by the Dresden 

nvestigation Department :— 

| kh RAAL A AAA IN AA AN SYR A YMA nas . 

1. Anthropometry. 

1. The instruments are expensive, easy to spoil, and only to be 

- obtained from certain suppliers. 

: | 2. The persons who carry out the measurements must have had a 

' Special and complete course of instruction. : 

3. The measurements of the body can only be taken at appointed 

“measuring stations, and by appointed measurers. 

4. If the measurements are not properly taken, or being properly 

taken are wrongly read or transcribed, the mistake cannot be discovered 

"at the office where the records are kept and thus all chance of successful 

sult is spoilt. 

5. The taking of the measurements demands time, for to be reliable 

ley must be repeated three times. | 

_ 6. It is necessary for the body to be partly exposed. 

7. The measurements of young people alter as they arrive at maturity. 

_. 8. Double search is often rendered necessary. 

“4 2. Finger-Prints. 
_] 

7 _ 1. The necessary accessories—a piece of tin, a bit of indiarubber 
and printing-ink, are above all cheap and easy to procure. 

_ 2. Any person can after half-an-hour’s practice take clear finger-prints. 

_ 3. The finger-prints can be taken by any policeman at any place. 

’ 
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4. To check a sequence of recorded finger-prints, the comparison 

of a single impression suffices. 

5. The prints of the whole 10 fingers can be taken very much more 

quickly than body measurements. 

6. It is not necessary for a person to remove his clothes. 

7. The pattern of a finger-print never alters during the life of an 

individual. | 

8. Mistakes being impossible, no second search is necessary. 

B. Practical application of Finger-Prints. 

Finger-prints are now in common use for the detection of criminals | 

as well as the elucidation of criminal mysteries in nearly all civilised © 

countries. They were first generally employed in India under the 

auspices of Mr. Henry of the Bengal Police, now Chief Commissioner of 

the London Police, who has naturally greatly promoted their adoption in 

England. Mr. Joseph Farndale, Chief Constable of Bradford, has also 

taken a leading part in encouraging their practical use in England, and 

most European countries have followed suit. It has been known for a 

long time that the lines on the fingers are different for each person, alsc 

that in the course of a year they may come together or go further apart, 

but if nothing in the shape of a wound has taken place they do not really 

alter. Welker, the anthropologist, gives the impressions of the palm ol 

his hand for the years 1856 and 1897 which fully confirm this. The 

finger-tips of a mummy in the Natural Museum of Vienna show afte 

thousands of years clear papillary lines. They can be seen on corpse 

that have lain in water for a week, the lines only disappearing wit. 

mortification. ven when the tip of a finger is lost, the new tip show 

the same pattern, though of course transversal wounds disturb this. 2) 

From the most ancient times the Chinese have used the lines on th 

tips of the fingers of criminals for their identification. Sir Wailliai 

Herschel adopted this method in India in doing business with the nativ 

instead of their usual signatures; and in the Indian army finger-p in 

of the soldiers are always taken and preserved ©; Galton 63-829 wi 

the first to see the advantages of this system and by his careful obsery 

tion and collation of examples brought it into favour as a means” 

recognition of old offenders. i 

Classification of finger-prints is not really difficult. With the he 

of a magnifying glass the marks are examined in all possible ways ul 
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carefully noted down. It is seen that a line is broken or divides into 

two separate branches, or two lines come together to form one ridge. 

All points such as these afford excellent means of dividing the various 

classes of finger-prints or identifying with greater certainty two pictures 

of the same finger taken at different times. And here we come to the 

kernel of the whole question. These remarkable signs which appear 

on the body three months before birth and after death only disappear 

_ with the final dissolution of the corpse, maintain their formation unaltered 

during the whole life-time. Take for example the two pictures of the 

forefinger of Sir William Herschel, the right hand one dating from 1860 

‘the other from 1888. Although in the latter the lines are somewhat 

broader and fainter, yet the first glance shows them to be the same and 

' closer examination proves that the lines of the 1860 finger-prints are 

- exactly the same as those of 1888. Galton compared at lengthy intervals 

the finger- -prints of eight persons and at the first examination he noticed 

296 particular points which he found exactly the same at the second 

| 
i 

| 
i 
' 
i 

H 

| 
° 
2 
i 

3 

: Rimnination. There is no possible doubt as to the durability of these 

signs; the dimensions may alter a little with time, but their character 

- remains the same, just as a piece of lace can be twisted in all directions 

: without damaging its original pattern °-%, The accompanying plates 

| have been kindly lent to the authors by the Madras Government. They 

; were issued with a Government Order upon the utilisation of finger-prints 

r India which contained a considerable amount of information on 

‘ the subject. In explanation of the plates the Order stated as follows :— 

“For the information of officers, who may have occasion to examine 

nger-prints with a view to verifying the identity of the individual from 

yhose hands they have been taken, it is necessary to premise that the 

in pressions recorded form clear and distinct patterns which are constant 

‘and ineradicable. Hach individual’s hand presents a separate set of im- 

ressions which a slight scrutiny suffices to distinguish from the finger- 

ints taken from any other hand. Nor do the impressions taken from the 
‘same hand at different periods of life change with lapse of time except, as 

has been remarked, for alterations ‘such as would be found in lace, which, 

uf ax being washed and stretched, will show the same pattern and number 

of 1 eshes, although they may be somewhat distorted in shape.’’ There 

ve three main types of pattern, namely, “arches,” “loops,” and “whorls,”’ 

ecimens of which are shown in the accompanying Plate II. 

_ “The pattern is an “arch” when the ridges in the centre run from 

side to the other of the bulb without making any backward turn or 
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twist; a “loop’’ when there is a single backward turn but no twist; — 

and a ‘“ whorl” when there is a turn through at least one circle. Loops — 

on the fingers may further be distinguished as either inner loops when — 

they open towards the thumb side, or outer loops towards the little finger — 

(Plates II. and III.). 

“In the police department, it is customary for the purposes of classi- — 

fying the finger-prints recorded in numerous cases to assign a separate 

descriptive formula to each pair of hands, and the manner in which this 

is done is explained at length in rules 11 to 13 of the revised edition of — 

the departmental manual entitled “ Anthropometry as applied to the 

identification of criminals.” For the purposes of the present rules it 

will, however, ordinarily suflice to examine each finger-print either by 

the naked eye or with the aid of a magnifying glass in order to ascertain 

if in each case the distinctive pattern corresponds with that noticeable in 

the impression previously recorded. Thus, supposing Plate III. (left 

hand) to represent the permanent record, it would be necessary to ex- 

amine the new set of impressions in order to make certain that the 

pattern of the fourth or little finger was a loop, that of the third finger 

a whorl, and soon. A variation in any one case would be sufficient to 

leave no doubt that false personation was being attempted. Should the 

general patterns correspond, a closer examination may, if thought neces- 

sary, be made (either with or without a magnifying glass) in order to 

ascertain whether each line in a particular impression coincides in 

appearance with the corresponding line in the finger-print forming the 

permanent record. 

“To further illustrate these rules, Plates IV. to VI. sppenddan i 

been prepared in the office of the Inspector-General of Police. Plate IV 

exhibits impressions of the thumb and fingers of the right hand take: 

with an interval of 24 years. Plate V. represents the correspondin 

impressions of the first and second fingers enlarged. Plate VI. is” 

skeleton chart of Plate V. and shows the axes of the ridges with tl 

points of reference numbered.”’ asi 4 

Windt divides finger-prints into four main types of pattern’ which ] 

calls “loops,” ‘ whorls” and “composites.” This is also tl 

classification adopted in England. ‘To these arithmetical and alge rai 

values can be given so that 1024 combinations can be made 7 

These are the bases of a very learned system introduced by F. K. Kam 

London. | 

But not only are arene em of importance for identifying a 

99 66 arches, 
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PLATE Vf 

CORRESPONDING PORTIONS ENLARGED 

of 

FIRST and SECOND FINGERS (PLATE [y) 

26-11-95 & 31-vii-97 with axes of ridges 

ip: 
Ist Finger 26-11-95 Ist Finger 3 l-vis1-97 

&. 

7 cq 
2nd Fiager 26-11-95 2nd Finger 3] -vii-97 
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SKELETON CHART OF PLATE W 

Showing the axes of the ridges with pomts of reference numbered 

Ist Finger 26-11-95 (st Finger 31. yti-97 

a | 

| 2nd Finger. 26-11-95 2nd Fiuger. 8{-vii-97 
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. Beer bottle. 
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classifying old offenders but they are also of great value from another 

point of view, namely, the actual elucidation of particular crimes. It 

is to Mr. Joseph Farndale that elaboration of this branch of finger- 

prints is largely due, though as already mentioned, Mr. E. R. Henry, 

Chief of the London Police, first brought the subject to the front in 

England and the standard work on the subject is written by him, namely, 

“The Uses and Classification of Finger-prints.”” It is now established 

that in the detection of crimes too great value cannot be placed upon 

finger-prints as the following cases cited by Mr. G. EH. Mallett (Strand 

} Magazine, May, 1905) will show. 

The first case was in the early part of the year 1905. An office in the 

chief street of the city of Bradford was entered by means of breaking a 

glass panel in the door, and money and stamps were stolen. In pulling 

out the glass from the door the thief left a finger-print on the glass, which 

“was brought away, photographed, and enlarged. Suspicion fell on a 

person whose finger-prints had previously been taken and on the file 

being searched his left thumb was found to be identical with the impres- 

ion on the glass. 

_ In another case several burglaries had been committed in the district. 

The property stolen was of a kind which could not be readily identified— 

thiefly cash. After several of these robberies had passed undetected, 

here came at length an instance where a small polished wood box, used 

0 contain homeopathic medicines, had been removed from its customary 

sition. In consequence this box was carefully examined, and the lid 

as found to bear a finger impression, which was photographed. <A 

erson was suspected of the offence who had previously been in custody, 

nd it was natural, of course, at once to proceed to enlarge the finger 

pression on the medicine box and compare it with the registered impres- 

ion. When it was found that the impression on the box was identical 

ae ith that of the suspected person, orders were issued for his arrest. A 

umber of incriminating circumstances appearing against him, he was 

mvicted. 

In a case, in September 1904, a beer-bottle played an important part. 

- Cash was stolen from a club in Bradford. The thief got in through a 
Wl wine dow, and had helped himself to a bottle of beer. The finger-print on 

¢ bottle was very obscure indeed, but after being chemically treated, 

p notographed, and enlarged, it came out clear enough for the purposes of 

- identification. Suspicion fell on a sailor who had been observed by the 

in the district. Circumstances led to his arrest and he failed to 

36 
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account for some money. He was remanded and his finger-prints were 
taken. His right middle finger corresponded exactly with the impression 
on the beer-bottle. In passing it should be noted with regard to this case 
that without the finger-print it would have been impossible to obtain a 
conviction. (See Plates VIII. & IX.) 

The next case is not without its humorous element. Two men were 

how 

eS Cer? 

found in possession of a quantity of stolen property. They were arrested 

on suspicion. Their explanation was that the property had been given to 

them by a man unknown to carry away. Inquiry was made, and it was 

found that the articles had been taken from the house of a minister who 

was away on his holidays. The thieves had got into the minister’s 

residence by removing the slates over the bathroom. After getting 

through the ceiling of the bathroom they let themselves down on to the 

floor below by means of the bathroom door, which stood open. In doing 

so some finger-print impressions were left on the top of the door. One 

impression was a very plain one. The bathroom door was taken bodily 

but very carefully from its post. The door (seven feet high) was treated 

with the utmost respect, and, protected by paper, was conveyed on a 

cart to the town-hall, where it was carried up to the detective studio and ; 

photographed. | | . 

The last case cited by Mr. Mallett is perhaps the most remarkable of — 

all. It was reported to the police on a Sunday that the premises of a — 

well-known bowling-green club in Bradford had been entered on the — 

Saturday night, and some five hundred bottles of whisky and other liquor ~ 

had been carried away to an adjacent wood. The customary careful | 

examination of the premises showed that the thieves had been helping — 

themselves to whisky. Apparently only one vessel had been used—a 

small tumbler of thin glass. On this there was a finger-print, very E 

faintly discernible. The finger-print was chemically treated, photogra- 

phed, and enlarged. Considering that the impression was upon glass, it 

was wonderful how clearly the ridges of the finger were eventually repro- 

duced. The impression was evidently of the “whorl” type. There was 

no clue of any kind in this case, but on looking at the register the impres- _ 

sion of the finger of a man was found who had been remanded some time 

previously for another offence, but had been discharged. In this case the 

man whose finger-print was on the glass was at once arrested, and wher 

he was charged with the robbery confessed to being guilty; and he gave in 

formation to the police which enabled them both to arrest another man 

implicated and to recover part of the stolen property. (See Plates X. & XI, | 
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One of the most remarkable murder cases of modern times was the 

trial of the brothers Stratton aceused of a crime which took place on the 

27th of March 1905 and became known as the “‘mask murders”. An old 

man and his wife were brutally murdered one night in their shop and 

their cash box rifled. All that was left behind by the burglars were three 

masks very roughly made from the tops of stockings and a finger-print 

on the tray of the cash box. This was the first time finger-print evi- 

dence was ever submitted in an English murder trial and the criticism 

with which it was received is interesting. Enlargements of the photo- 

graphs taken of the finger-prints found on the cash box and Alfred: 

Stratton’s right thumb were produced by the Police Inspector, while copies 

and magnifyng glasses were handed to the jury to enable them to follow 

the parallel characteristics of identity that the officer pointed out on 

_@ large chart which he held up. He asserted that he could find no 

_ characteristic visible in the print on the cash box which did not agree 

with Alfred Stratton’s thumb. ° In cross-examination the Inspector said 

“That in points, which he could not agree with counsel were discre- 

pancies, the pressure applied by the digit would play a large part. It 

was only a mark of perspiration and dust on the cash box, and a mark 

made on evenly distributed ink in the other. Pressure would give a 

curved line in the one, and lack of pressure a straight line in the other. ” 

It was pointed out to the Inspector by the aid of the compasses that 

the distances between certain points of identity relied on by the witness 

varied as much as the twelfth of an inch on the cash box print and Alfred’s 

thumb print. The Inspector explained this by saying that the two enlarge- 

ments were on a slightly different scale, and he added that as they were 

thirteen times the natural size the difference of one-twelfth of an inch 

- would have to be divided by 13, and so would be infinitesimal in the ori- 

ginal prints. Finger-prints of the dead couple and of all who were in the 

habit of being in.the house were also presented to the jury to show that 

_ the finger-print gn the tray of the cash box could not possibly be theirs. 

. The Judge in summing up said that, as to the finger-print identification, 

: where the prints were taken for the purpose of identification of a criminal 

~ whose impressions the police already possessed, the system seemed to be 

as extremely reliable.’ But it was a different thing to apply the system 

to a casual mark made by the perspiration of the thumb on an object. 

: You could not expect that it would correspond with the same degree of 

a accuracy. It would be blurred and the other taken from the suspect 

Ai would be clear. So it was in this case. 
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“Consequently, ’? the Judge continued, ‘this is not so satisfactory as 

it would have been if you could suppose the murderer had a pot of ink 

and made a definite impression. But there is one thing that is clear 

about this. If it is true that people’s fingers do vary so much as has 

been described there is an extraordinary amount of resemblance in the 

two photos and to a certain extent it is corroborative evidence. None of 

you, I should think, would like to act on this alone. The point is not 

whether you will go on this alone, but the point is whether it is not sub- 

stantial evidence corroborating the other statements that Alfred Stratton 

must have been one of the men on the scene of the murder.” 

Both prisoners were convicted, sentenced to death, and executed. . . 

The law as to the Judicial use of finger impressions in India is 

contained in The Evidence Act, see 73, (as amended by Act V. of 1899). 

Thus amended the section wveads; ‘‘In order to ascertain whether a 

finger impression is that of the person by whom it purports to have been 

made, any finger impression admitted or proved to the satisfaction of the 

Court to have been made by that person may be compared with the one 

which is to be proved, although that finger impression has not been 

produced or proved for any other purpose. The Court may direct the 

finger impression of any person present in Court to be taken for the 

purpose of enabling the Court to compare the finger impressions so taken 

with any finger impression alleged to have been made by such person. ” 

It is clear two questions arise ; (1) What does identity of impression 

prove? Here the expert gives unimpeachable evidence that identity of 

impression means identity of person. (2) Does such identity exist? 

Here the expert can do no more than point out the grounds on which his 

opinion, as to identity or non-identity, is based, leaving the Jury or the i 

Magistrate to draw his own conclusions from this, as from any other | 

evidence. | 

The point is best illustrated by an example; we accordingly quote the 

relevant portions of an appeal heard in the Calcutta High Court (24th 

March 1905), see 1.L.R., 32 Calcutta, p. 759. | 

“The accused, Abdul Hamid, was alleged to have falsely personated — 

one Moshrof Ali, and in such assumed character to have admitted the © 

execution of a bond purporting to have been made in favour of one Guron — 

Ali, his cousin’s husband, and to have presented the same for registration 

on the 5th November 1902 before the Sub-Registrar of Adhunagar. It. 

appeared that on the 11th instant, the real Moshrof Ali went to the 

Sub-Registrar, and lodged a written complaint before him that some 
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person, not named, had falsely personated him and got the said bond 
registered, upon which an inquiry was held resulting in criminal pro- 
ceedings being instituted against the accused and certain others......... 

“During the trial one Mahomed Amin, a Sub-Inspector in the Crim- 

inal Investigation Department of the Inspector-General of Police, was 
examined as an expert on finger prints, and he deposed that the thumb 

impressions on the forged bond and in the Sub-Registrar’s thumb register 

corresponded with the thumb impression of the accused taken before the 

| Magistrate, but not with that of Moshrof Ah. 

“The Jury returned a unanimous verdict of not guilty, bis abit ies 

| the Judge put to them the following question :— 

“@. Do you find that the thumb impressions Exhibit I. (d)—on the 

| bond—is not the impression of the accused ? 

) “A. We are not ready to accept the evidence of the expert as 

‘conclusive. We do not think he is properly qualified to give an opinion. 

“The Judge, disagreeing with the Jury, referred the case to the 

High Court under Section 307 of the Criminal Procedure Code on the 

ground that their verdict was perverse.” | 

1B Ae ae ae a le ALE ORL RINNE GR Ps ROTTER MR AAT RI 

In the course of their judgments the following remarks were made by 

the Judges. 

“ Henderson, J. 'Uhe only other evidence which reference may be made 

is that of...... Mahomed Amun, a special Sub-Inspector on Rs. 30 a month 

in the Criminal Investigation Department, who was brought down from 

Calcutta to give evidence as an expert as to the correspondence between 

the thumb impressions of the accused with those on the bond and in the 

thumb unpression register kept at the Registry Office. He said that he 

vad studied finger impressions for five months in a training school and 

‘8 months in the Office of the Inspector-General of Police, and that he 

lad examined two or three lakhs of impressions and had himself taken 

shhousands of impressions. He was of opinion, apparently without any 

eservation, that the thumb impressions made in Court by the accused 

orresponded with those made by the person, who presented the bond, on 

e bond itself and in the thumb register. He gave his reasons for his 
if pinion, stating the various points of similarity, and his opinion is, there- 

ore, entitled to be treated with very great consideration. I have myself 

subjected the impressions to a careful study both with the naked eye and 

a agnifying glass. The impressions are unfortunately blurred and 

any of the characteristic marks are, therefore, far from clear. This 

mnders it difficult to trace the marks enumerated by the expert witness 
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as demonstrating the correspondence between the two sets of impres- 

sions. I am unable to say more than that in some respects a distinct 

similarity can be traced. Under these circumstances, I should hesitate — 

to say that the Jury were wrong in not accepting the evidence of the © 

expert, more especially when the evidence to corroborate his testimony — 

was of such an unreliable character............. 

“Geidt, J. The Sessions Judge, however, is of opinion that the — 

evidence of the Sub-Inspector from the Inspector-General’s Criminal 

Investigation Department is quite sufficient to fasten the personation on — 

the accused. The Sub-Inspector took an impression of the accused’s 

thumb before the Committing Magistrate G@t is marked Exhibit 4), and — 

professing himself an expert he declares that this impression is made by 

the same person as the impressions, marked Exhibit 1 (d) and Exhibit 2, 

made on the document and the register. If this evidence be accepted, it — 

would corroborate the testimony of Kabel Krishna, and put it beyond — 

reasonable doubt that 1t was the accused who presented the document 

and admitted its execution. The Jury have, however, declined to regard | 

the Sub-Inspector as an expert, and to act on his opinion, and it 1s neces- | 

sary for us to consider whether they were wrong in so doing. Now 

though the classification of finger impressions is a science requiring 

study, and though it may require an expert in the first instance to say | 

whether any two finger impressions are identical, yet the reasons which 

guide him to this conclusion are such as may be weighed by any intelli- | 

gent person with good powers of eyesight. In the present case the | 

Sub-Inspector has enumerated nine different marks by which he has come | 

to the conclusion that Exhibit 4 is the impression of the same thumb | 

as Exhibits 1 (d) and 2. I have examined these impressions for myself 

with the aid of a magnifying glass, and endeavoured to test the Sub : 

Inspector’s reasons. His first reason is that the pattern in the two set: 

of impressions is the same, and his fifth is that the central core or ridg 

is the same. ‘These reasons can readily be verified by a comparison of th 

impressions, but they do not carry us very far, for it is obvious they ma 

co-exist in the thumb impressions of many different persons. With tk a 

two exceptions I have been unable to identify the marks enumerated I 

the witness as existing in the two sets. For instance, the Sub-Inspector 

second reason is that the number of ridges between the right delta ai 

the inner terminus is the same. The Sub-Inspector has not mention 

the number of ridges thus indicated, and they are so blurred and r 

together, that I am unable to count them for myself. a 
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“The Sub-Inspector’s third reason is as follows: 

“The fifth ridge below the right.delta ends abruptly, also the seventh 

ridge ends at the same point as the fifth ridge, the third ridge bores a 

little way and then stops. 

“T am able to follow these features in Exhibit 4, but cannot distin- 

guish them in Exhibit 1 (d) or in Exhibit 2. I need not go in detail through 

the other distinguishing marks: it is sufficient to say that, though I 

ean often perceive them in one impression (generally Exhibit 4, in which 

the ridges stand out the clearest), I am unable to say that they exist in the 

other impressions. 

“The Sub-Inspector is a person who failed for his B.A. Examination, 

and has been only a little more than a year in the Police. Considering 

the difficulty I have in perceiving the-marks which lead him to say that 
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- the impression marked Exhibit 4 is made by the same person as Exhibits 

1 @ and 2, I cannot say that the Jury were wrong in declining to regard 

him as an expert, whose opinion they were bound to accept without the 

- corroboration of their own intelligence as to the reasons which guided him 

_ to his conclusion. 

“In making these observations I desire to throw no doubt on the 

science of finger impressions, or on the validity of the conclusions which 

may be established from a similarity in their marks. But in the present 

ase I am of opinion that the similarity of the two sets of finger im- 

pressions has not been established ; and as the remaining evidence is far 

3 rom cogent, I would refuse to disturb the verdict of the Jury. ”’ 

: C. The manner of recording Finger-prints. 

— ‘The examination of finger-prints is no easy matter. It is therefore 

above all necessary that good and true impressions should be taken which 

an be kept and compared with others. To make true and sharp copies 

ontaining no gaps Galton gives two methods. Firstly, a sheet of glass 

‘a metal plate may be covered with lamp-black and a finger-print made 

hereon. At all parts touched by the elevations of the skin the lamp- 
ack comes off. The second method is the one now generally adopted. 

he finger is placed on a metal, glass, or porcelain plate on which black 
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rin er’s ink has been spread as smoothly as possible and the impression 

8 th en taken on a piece of paper. ‘The ink adheres to the elevations of 

AAMC a AAI > GUMME Ge 2 Skin which are thus reproduced on the paper. The difference between 

etwo methods is that in the first it is the hollows in the finger which 
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are reproduced, whereas in the second it is the elevations; thus in a 

manner resembling the negative and positive of photography. ~The 

latter method is certainly the best and easiest. 

The following are the rules laid down by the Indian Government for 

the taking of finger-prints :— | 

“The apparatus required for taking impressions consists of the 

following articles :— 

“A sheet of tin or copper 104 inches by 7, or of such other size as 

experience may show to be most convenient, screwed down by its corners — 

to a board one inch thick; an ordinary printer’s roller and a tin of 

printer’s ink. Both roller and slab must be thoroughly cleansed with 

kerosine-oil on each occasion after use, dried with a rag and put out of 

the way of dust. | 

“The manner in which impressions should be taken is explained 

below :— 

(i) Squeeze a drop of ink on the plate and work it with the roller 

till it forms an even layer over the surface. The ink must be so thin as ~ 

to allow the color of the plate to show through it. | 

“qi) Then take the little finger of the left hand, roll the bulb 

slightly on the inked slab and roll it again on the paper in the space 

marked for that finger; do the same with each of the other fingers and 

thumb in succession so that the imprints of them may be taken in thei | 

allotted places on the paper. | 

‘“Notrre.—A drop or two of kerosine-oil added to the init! makasdeeaeee fluid 

The inked finger should only be rolled once on the card from one side to the 

other and then removed cleanly without smudging the pattern. To afford 

clear scope for identification, the whole of the finger (or thumb) between the 

tip and first joint must be impressed.” | | 

Section xii.—Geometrical Identification. 

W. Mathews ®® (British Journal Almanac, 1890, p. 412) makes at 
ingenious proposal &®; according to him photographs may establish th 
identities of persons with absolute certainty even after the lapse of 
number of years since the time when the last photographs were taker 
His system is based on the no doubt accurate idea that certain dimensio 
of the face of an adult human being do not change, if, at all events, ther 
have been no illnesses or injuries to the skull in the meantime. a 

The photographs to be compared are first very greatly enlarged ai 
in the same proportions. The greater the enlargement, that is to sa 
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the larger the photographs to be compared are, the more decisive will be - 

the proof; for the errors of measurement which may be committed will 

be of less importance. 

} 
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Fig. 9. 

: Next a fundamental line (Fig. 9) is drawn through the pupils of the 

- eyes; the distance separating the middle of the two pupils is divided into 
two equal parts; through this dividing point a perpendicular aa is drawn, 

_ and two parallels are drawn thereto through the pupils (bbécc). Finally 

" parallels are drawn to the fundamental line o 0 above and below that line 

as far as the chin and the roots of the hair; these parallels are numbered 

1, 2, 3, ete. The distance between the horizontal lines is exactly the 

ame as the diameter of the iris, that is to say, of the pupil of the eye on 

the picture. 

_ The verification of identity may be done in two ways :— 

| 1. The two portraits are cut into two pieces along the line aa and 

e halves.of each are interchanged. If the portraits are of the same 

rson all the other lines will fit. 

_ 2. The two portraits (unmounted) are placed one upon the other, so 

lat the lines 00 and aa coincide. If the portraits are identical the other 

nes will also coincide. Case se AREER AE TINT LE ATTN REIN TRAY ise 

) 

_ This method is to be recommended in important cases. 

37 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE LEGITIMATE SPHERE OF THE PUBLIC PRESS. 

It is natural for the Investigating Officer to find it impossible to 

escape from the influence of the great power wielded by the Public Press ; 

we have therefore to discuss the position he ought to take up as regards 

that influence and in what way it may be of service to him. 

The connection between the Investigating Officer and the Press is 

based upon a community of interest; the Investigating Officer is inter- 

ested in crime and everything connected with it and the daily Press is 

interested in great measure in the same questions. An experienced 

journalist who had accurate information of what the public preferred — 

to read in its daily paper, once furnished the following list in which the 

heads are arranged in order of importance :— 

1. Births, deaths, marriage, and divorce. 

2. The reports of crime and criminal trials. 

8. Local news. 

The serial story. 
4.~+ The theatrical news. 

The short story. 

Special telegrams. 
5.+ Political communications. 

Leading Articles. 

6. Scientific notes, and reviews. 

From this list it may be seen how much people are interested in com- 

munications relating to crime, and as the interest of the public is the 

interest of the journalist, the place of honour is given to these communi- © 

cations. The experienced and expert journalist would rather give up 

every other article in his paper than the first report of a criminal case. : 

And this is where he finds himself in conflict with the law, for in all 

civilised States the precipitate divulgence of details connected with judi- 

cial cases is considered to be more or less illegal. True it is that there 

are few laws more often broken than those of which we speak: every-day 
we read in the paper exact descriptions of crimes which have just bee! 

committed, especially when these crimes are particularly outrageous am 

horrible. How much truth can be found in such reports is anothe 

question; more than one of us have been unable to help saying t 
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ourselves on reading these newspapers reports,—‘I seem to have heard 

of a case like that’’; so much had the case brought to the notice of 

the Investigating Officer on the previous day been disfigured. 

It is easy to understand how this comes about when we observe the 

manner in which the news given by the paper is fabricated ; the Investi- 

gating Officer and his assistants have sworn to guard their professional 

secrets, and in every crime the manner in which it has been committed 

is considered to be relevant to the matters to be embraced by this 

_ professional reticence. In consequence of this the Investigating Officer 

_and his auxiliaries wrap themselves in the impenetrable mantle of secrecy, 

and tell the journalist nothing; the reporters therefore fall upon the 

| watchmen, the witnesses, and their relations, upon the jailors of the 

| prison, upon the cabman who has driven the Investigating Officer to the. 

| scene of the crime, upon the people of the house, and upon other persons 

who have or may have some knowledge of the matter,—and then 

: compose their narrative, a narrative said to be “worthy of all belief.” 

We may cite the case of a reporter who with particular cunning had 

| entered into the closest relations with the house-maid of the Investigating 

| Officer, in order to learn from her what her master related to his wife at 

‘able with reference to interesting cases. In this way are those horrible 

‘descriptions which overflow our newspapers fabricated, of which “ we 

egal gentlemen” take no notice, saying :—“‘ these newspaper reports are 

‘all quite indifferent to us.” 

But they are not in reality so indifferent, and, if regarded more closely, 

‘we must be convinced that these inaccurate reports do harm; in the first 

‘place falsehood in itself is evil and for that reason alone ovght not to be 

jlerated. The importance and power of the press are far too great not 

) pursuade us that it causes an immense amount of prejudice by furnish- 

g continually, as it does, inaccurate statements of facts. 

We must moreover consider the influence which the report may exer- 

2 upon all those persons who have something to do with the case, be 

intimately or remotely. Whoever has seen or heard something of the 

ase in question” takes a particular interest in it. Every such man 

himself an absolutely excessive importance, and whenever an 

Mdividual’s eyes fall by chance upon a list of names among which he 

finds his own, and his attention is, as we are sure it will, be first drawn by 

4 name, he will become particularly interested in the case, for he ‘thas 

mr some part in it’; he reads minutely everything connected with it 

everything which he knows better than any one else. But, if he has 
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some real knowledge of a case he will be called as a witness and will be no 

longer able to depose with an unbiased mind since he has read inaccurate — 

reports. 

Not only the man in the street but Investigating Officers themselves — 

have a certain confidence in everything in print and allow themselves in — 

spite of many disillusions to be influenced by newspaper articles; ‘‘there 

must be some truth in it’’ one thinks, and if one reads several times over — 

the account of the case otherwise than as one has seen it oneself, one | 

ends by doubting oneself, and, in spite of the best will to speak the truth, — 
one gives an account of the case different to what one would have given ~ 

if not under exterior influence. 

Newspaper reports, moreover, induce the public to form a definite © 

opinion upon the case itself and upon the culpability of the author of the — 

crime, so that the verdict is often pronounced by the public long before 

the competent authorities have delivered their judgment. The official 

verdict, once given, is no longer in agreement with public opinion, which 

latter was based on erroneous information; moreover the public does not 

change its opinion, even in view of the light which is shed during the 

hearing of the case; the decision of the authorities is criticised ; and it is 

not necessary to set out the bad effect of everything which is calculated — 

to disturb the confidence which ought to be placed in the Powers That 

Be. This tendency of the press has in quite recent times, and parti- 

cularly in London and New York, attained the dimensions of a public 

scandal. Trial and conviction by the half-penny journal has more terrors” 

to the criminal than the Old Bailey itself. The only thing that restrains # 

these journals is the fear of proceedings for contempt of court or actions, | 

civil or criminal, for defamation. In India no such check is, as yet, | 

recognised ; for, putting aside the half-score or so of leading papers, there | 

is hardly an issue of a journal in India that would not in England lead © 

the Editor and Publisher promptly to the bar of the Courts. | 

The only means of remedying this evil is to allow the Investigating 

Officer to himself communicate the essential matters concerning crimina, 

cases to the newspaper; the latter on its part would be compelled tc 

keep silent upon all the other details of the case. There seems to be 
an air of censure about this, but in reality it is not so bad as that. It 

the first place we do not mean that the question should be regulate 
by law, for we imagine that it will be generally very easy to come to a 

agreement upon this subject with the reporters of the local paper even in” 
a large town. The Investigating Officer would provide the reporter | 
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with the news in question while the latter would engage only to print the 

communications of the former, and to insert on their part everything 

which the Investigating Officer desires to make public. __ 

The tact of the Investigating Officer will guide him in what should 

be printed in a given case, and how and when it should be published. 

We do not desire by any means to advise the Investigating Officer to 

give the papers inaccurate information in order to baffle the unknown 

criminal or inspire his accomplices with confidence, etc. But it is not 

necessary to tell all that one knows or all that one suspects, or, if one 

- wishes to tell it, the propitious moment must be awaited. The manner 

in which what may be told should be told is not, speaking generally, easy 

to indicate ; and it is not even easy to express it in a particular case ; but 

it is possible to find the correct method by taking into account all the 

- circumstances accompanying the crime. The best way to proceed will. 

be for the Investigating Officer to himself write out the note for the 

paper without long hesitation or reflection ; and then consider the conse- 

quences which it will have from the point of view of the ‘author of the 

crime in the event of his reading it, the same applying to the accomplices, 

: witnesses, etc., if they come to know of it; at the moment when the note 

‘is drawn up the general turn of the case will be fairly well known and 

after a little reflection the effects of the note will also be guessed. 

More than one success in important criminal cases may be traced 

: entirely to the use that has been made of a newspaper, but on the other 

hand, it is also certain that one is exposed to very great dangers when an 

: wkward use is made of the press. Here is an example of this: in a 

case of murder accompanied. by theft, it had been possible owing to 

aseries of fortuitous circumstances to describe very accurately, imme- 

a lately after the crime, a number of the articles stolen, although the 

_ murdered person lived all alone and had no dealings with the world. It 

| ‘was supposed that the author of the crime, then still unknown, was well 

aware of this peculiarity of the woman in question, and would not fear 

to sell the stolen articles at the earliest possible moment. In order to 

Tapidly inform the pawnshops, the Investigating Officer resolved to 

a publish at once the description of such of the stolen articles as were 

accurately known; and succeeded in doing so in the evening papers, 

al Ithough the murder had only been committed on the morning of the 

; ‘same day. But this publication had a contwary result to what had been 

- un ticipated, for the author of the crime had, extraordinarily enough, got 

_ tid of no article that morning and it came out later on that it was only 
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in the evening, after the papers had appeared, that he sold such of the 

stolen articles as had not been described in the evening papers. In this 

case it would have been much better to have kept back the description. 

On the other hand those mysterious airs so often affected by the — 

authorities are quite ridiculous and often harmful. One will be doing 

the right thing if one takes into account the consequences which the 

divulgence of information may have. If there is no adequate reason to 

suppose that this divulgence will have bad consequences there need be no’ 

hesitation in speaking out. | 

But special care must be taken that the information published is 

accurate. The following cited case shows this. It is also an interesting 

example of the value of unprofessional expert advice (Chap. V. Sec. i). — 

Quite recently in London a lady committed suicide by poisoning in a West- — 

End Hotel. The “Morning Leader’ in its report says:—‘‘ She took the 

greatest care to destroy every possible trace of her identity, even to buying 

new clothes and underclothes which bore no apparent mark of any kind. — 

But she missed one little detail—the red thread figuring on her dressing- 

jacket. This mark was given out at the inquest as a laundry mark : 

HUXAOZ. 

“Those letters have been published far and wide—in England, France, _ 

Germany, and in America. Hundreds of laundry-keepers have been ~ 

interrogated, with EU XAOZ as a clue to work upon. After a lapse of © 

days, the President of the Laundry Association has come forward and 

has proved, after his expert examination, that with the exception of the | 

_E, these supposed letters are numbers stitched in angles. He, therefore, 

reads the inscription thus : ; : 

H. 48,992. 

“There is a possibility that the last figure may be an O—but, in his 

experienced eye, the others are plain. He is convinced that they do not 

form a laundry mark, because laundry people never use so many figures. 

He thinks that the mark is a dyer’s and cleaner’s mark. Thus, says he, 

it is certain that this row of figures has been entered, as a reference, i 

the books of some dyer and cleaner’s firm; and it is possible that the” 

name and address of the owner of that jacket may be entered alongside.’ 

When the Investigating Officer succeeds in obtaining the good-will 

the reporters he can in return for his complacency expect many kindness¢ 

when dark days arrive. The Investigating Officer often finds it neces 
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sary to have official notes published ; but official advertisements have this 

peculiarity that no one reads them, especially those persons whom they 

most concern ; but if these publications are inserted among the general 

news of the day they are read with avidity and their object is attained. 

The discovery of witnesses and of the owners of the various articles, 

' questions concerning such a state of affairs or such an event, invitations 

| to come and inspect certain articles in the possession of the Investigating 

_ Officer, the search for people who have disappeared, and a thousand other 

similar communications which would fill up without result the Police 

_gazettes and papers, would have some chance of success, if they appeared 

in the public press under the head of “actualities.”” When important 

matters are in question a few words may be added to the note requesting 

_ other papers to notice it in their columns. 

i _ In such cases the press is for the most part quite ready to assist 

| justice, especially the more important and better class of paper. On one 

: 0 casion, for example, persons a long way off were placed in a position 

to give information in a case about which a note had appeared in a small 

| sountry paper; this note found its way into the principal papers of the 

apital, and finally, even American papers, which had reproduced it, were 

eceived. Some of them indeed had added a few words to the note 

mbodying the assurance that they had been happy to be able to serve a 

ood cause. And, what is more important from a fiscal point of view, all 

his costs the State absolutely nothing. 

; But in order for the Investigating Officer to be able to make use of 

1 press, he must not only hold the journalists in hand and proceed 

ith tact, but he must also be allowed complete and entire liberty by the 

ithorities. The latter ought to know whence these notes originate and 

at the Investigating Officer is conducting the case as it ought to be 
ad ceted, and not come down upon the paper some fine day for the 

remature divulgence of secrets which are considered to be harmful to 

2 investigation. 

i) 



PART IIL—KNOWLEDGE SPECIAL TO THE 

INVESTIGATING OFFICER. 

CHAPTER VIL. 

PRACTICES OF CRIMINALS. 

In this chapter we shall deal with some of the smart tricks and 

dodges employed by rogues and criminals. The Investigating Officer 

who endeavours to learn and keep count of these will obtain the know- 

ledge of a great number of facts, will know in what direction and in what 

manner he must commence and continue his investigations, and will be 

able, more or less, to form an idea of the personality of the individual 

under observation. Among modern specialists, F. Ch. B. Avé-Lallemant, 

in his work, Das Deutsche Gaunerthum (“The practices of German 

rogues ’”’) gives the most accurate information on this subject. Although 

somewhat out of date in certain parts his book has furnished us with much 

valuable information, to which has been added our own observations 

collected from special works, from private communications, and from 

personal experience. 50 Sil 

Section ii—Disguising the face. 

Criminals have constantly recourse to disguises. With what clever 

ness and persistency they keep on disguising themselves, and yet it 1 

not superfluous to urge attention to the matter; for indeed there ~ 

nothing which malefactors will not try to simulate, nothing they will n¢ 

try to dissimulate. Frequently the medical man alone can decide wheth 

or not there be dissimulation, and it will be the business of the Inves: 

gating Officer to place no faith in pretended infirmities and maladi 

and to call in regularly the advice of the medical man. i 

But here again there are numerous cases where it is impossible 

fall back upon the medical man; it may be the nature of the aif 

excludes medical assistance or, it may be, an important decision m 

be come to before being able to call in the aid of the physician. 7 

may therefore mention some of the disguises which a criminal assun 

| 
| 
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for the purpose of altering his appearance from the description given 

in the warrant of arrest. As a general rule it may be laid down that 

a novice commits a crime and afterwards disguises himself; while the 

- expert criminal disguises himself before the commission of the offence. 

The former therefore tries to escape in disguise; the latter, on the con- 

trary, in his natural appearance, and consequently he finds himself much 

more favourably situated than the former. If the criminal be captured 

_ or even placed under observation, the disguise is easily detected and 

| the individual is generally quickly convicted of having committed the 

offence. 

Suppose then that a novice at the game commits a piece of roguery ; 

he has no beard and wears his hair cut short; he is pursued on this 

description but travels disguised in a red beard and a long-haired wig. 

This disguise will be quickly detected and he will be compelled to dispense 

_ with it. The expert scoundrel does exactly the opposite: when commit- 

_ ting the fraud he dons the red beard and the long-haired perruque ; he is 

so described in the warrant; he is pursued; but immediately after the 

offence, he throws away his beard and wig and the most minute search 

Mth car r Hae ai igh Sale Min M4 oS RL i 
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can no longer discover him. 
When a warrant of arrest, containing a description of the “man 

wanted,” is studied, a certain point of view must be assumed ; everything 

‘which appears unnatural should be considered as suspicious and unau- 

thentic ; it matters little whether this unnatural appearance be artificial, 

designed only to disguise the individual, or whether it be genuine. In 

both cases, the fugitive will get rid of it if he can. If, for example, the 

warrant says—‘‘ an unkempt black beard ’’—either it was false, or it has 

been shaved off after the crime and before the flight: if it is said—‘‘ he 

‘wears blue spectacles ’—either they have been put on specially for the 

re ime and then removed, or the criminal is really in the habit of wearing © 

blue spectacles and has got rid of them during his flight, however accus- 

tomed he may be to wear them. Even special signs incorporated, so to 

speak, with his person will not be of much value. Thus the criminal 

1 nay, at the moment of the offence, assume a very high-toned or falsetto 

yoice; or if the timbre of his voice is naturally high he will pretend, 

often with great difficulty, to possess a deep-toned bass voice. He will 

: ulse thus disguise his walk, carriage, mannerisms, costume, even his 
+ height. ‘ | 

_ For instance, a swindler had managed to cash with a banker a 

; mnt er of A coupons most cleverly forged; but the description the 
: as 
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banker gave of the man, which was immediately published, was not true : 

in a single particular; the beard, the spectacles, the hair, the dress, the — 

voice, the corpulence, the height, all were false. The strangest part was — 

that the man was described as being below middle height, although he 

was notably tall. As a matter of fact, on his visit he wore a long great- ’ 

coat ; the banker’s desk, about the height of an ordinary bank counter, — 

was boarded up in front, hence the man could easily cover the short 

distance detween the door and the desk and back again with his knees 

bent; thus in the bank he produced the impression of a short man. 

Swindlers also pretend to special characteristics, clubfoot, stiffened arm, 

deformed hand ; and if this be mentioned in the description, generally in 

big black type, the inexperienced constable or Investigating Officer sees 

only this peculiarity and pays no attention to people who do not walk — 

lame, who have no stiff arm or withered hand. It is the same with 

birthmarks, warts, etc. A well-known railway pick-pocket, at the 

moment of effecting a big theft, made on his cheek a large mole with 

carpenter’s glue mixed with grated leather. A cash-keeper, who had 

committed serious defalcations, had a large natural wart by the side of 

his eye. This wart was specially mentioned in the warrant of arrest ; 

but the fugitive had, immediately after the offence, shaved it clean off and 

placed spectacles on his nose. The small cut made by the operation was : 
horizontal, 7.e., from the eye towards the ear, and when afterwards a 

very fine, straight reddish scar was produced, it looked exactly lke a 

mark caused by the pressure of the arm of the spectacles. Waddell 

(Lyon), p. 523, notes that the bruised roots of the Lal-Chitra (Plambago) 

applied to the skin cause vesication and quotes a case reported in 1898 of 

a false charge of dacoity having been made at Murshedabad, Bengal, in 

which the alleged injuries of the complainant were shown by the Civil 

Surgeon to have been artificially produced by the application of this 

irritant. ; 

The art of beautifying has in these days attained great perfection : 

warts, burns, red stains, scars, freckles, etc., are removed without an} 

difficulty ; even discolourations of the skin can be removed without 

leaving any roughness, thanks to the process invented by Dr. I. Paschki 

of Vienna: the skin covering the portions affected is tattooed wit 

special colours, it remains reddish for two or three days, but at the er 

of a week assumes a normal tint. We can reatlily understand th 

criminals often display a lively interest in these processes of beautifics 

tion. An infallible method of making faded scars visible was discoveré 
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nearly a century ago by Devergie™. The places on which scars, 

especially of burns, are supposed to have existed, are lightly beaten with 

the palm of the hand until the spot becomes red. The old scar will 

appear white and of its original shape. In all this class of business face 

massage now plays a great part. 

The changes in physiognomy produced by changes of complexion are 

_ well-known; and whoever is acquainted with the excellent composition 

of the pigments usually employed, will not be surprised at criminals 

making such frequent use of them. It is specially easy to transform 

a dark rough complexion into one of a delicate rose tint; it is more 

difficult to turn the blonde into a brunette, espcially when the illusion 

has to be effective’ at close quarters. A deep rouge tint can however 

“in some cases be remarkably well imitated with a solution of perman- 

ganate of potash. This colour takes well, lasts a long time, and resists 

- washing. 

An artificial paleness generally goes along with a sickly appearance; the 

person affecting it walks slowly, painfully, and doubled-up; his neck is 

; carefully wrapped up with a shawl and he coughs incessantly. Women 

are special adepts at this kind of imitation. (For tattooing, see pp. 162 

et seqq.) ‘The criminal is enormously assisted in his task if he comes to 

‘know the description given of himself, and that is easy enough. In 

important cases it appears in all the newspapers, in other cases it is 

‘inserted in the police journals and circulars, which in their very nature 

Pe nd to attain their object cannot remain hidden in the hands of the 

_ authorities, but must be brought to the knowledge of dealers in second- 

hand goods and antiquities, pawn-brokers, and the like, to acquaint them 

with the nature of the missing articles. But among such people, the 

person wanted can but too easily learn the contents of the warrant. In 

5; F n extremity he applies to the authority itself either directly or through 

the intermediary of a comrade, who, on the pretext of giving information, 

_ obtains a sight of the warrant for the arrest of his friend and his exact 

d escription. ' 

_ Such impudent boldness is more common than one would suppose : 

in no other way can be explained the rapidity with which fugitive crimi- 

~ nals obtain such accurate details of the description given of them. But 

__ whoever should preach prudence in this direction would do more harm 

_ than good; for we cannot overlook the files of descriptions which must 

“Yemain valueless if not published as widely as possible. Besides they pass 

through the hands of so many people that the individual described has 
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little difficulty in obtaining the desired information. The only remedy — 

for this danger, and that but a partial one, is to prepare the description — 

of the fugitive with much thought and minute care; that is to say, ina 

given case, we shall ask ourselves—which are the details that must be — 

necessarily true ?z.e., that cannot be changed, e.g., a stature singularly 

short, a missing limb, the colour of the eyes, the form of the nose, etc., 

and which are those that can be changed. From what we have said 

above, the number of the members of the former class is seen to be 

small and cannot be too much restricted ; in fact it will be well to deem — 

any characteristic absolutely unchangeable, more as an exception than 

a rule. | | 

For all the other special characteristics, we must ask in what manner 

and with what object, falsification can take place ; an approximate result 

will soon be arrived at, and we must stick to the description thus obtained. © 

The most difficult task is that of the police officer who with the deserip- 

tion furnished to him must search for the criminal throughout the whole 

town, in hotels, in passing trains, etc., without having the time to compare 

persons, one after the other, with a description containing characteristics, | 

some disguised, some real. He can succeed only by practice and a_ 

natural gift for taking in things at a glance. The task of the Investi- 

gating Officer is easier when an individual suspected of being the criminal 

“wanted” is brought before him. If the description does not agree with 

the appearance of the man he will in the first place bear in mind that 

almost the whole may be false; he will then make sure that some 

mistake of observation has not slipped into the description when written 

down; finally he will examine one by one the signs which do not corres-. 

pond and verify their intrinsic value, that is to say, will see whether the 

divergence noted may or may not be the result of falsification. We do 

not say that a definite decision must be immediately pronounced, for no 

change can be pronounced impossible so long as the specialist has not 

been consulted. u 

The author has often believed that certain transformations were im. 

possible, but been speedily deceived by the medical man, the dentist, th 

orthopaidist, the maker of trusses, belts, etc., the hair-dresser, and womar 

expert in the arts of the toilette. very experienced surgical belt make 

can tell us how to conceal and how artificially to produce, e.g. deviatio 

of the spinal column, hunch back, deformity of the foot, etc., every the : 

trical hair-dresser can furnish information on the changes wrought in 

visage, or as they call it, the mask. 
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Having just indicated how important it is for a policeman to have an 

accurate and rapid glance of identification, we may here call attention to 

a method introduced by Bertillon of anthropometrical fame. It is called 

graphically the “Portrait parlé” or speaking likeness. We all know the - 

remarkable descriptions which are found, even in these days, on passports, 

_ licenses, in police gazettes, etc.: face oval, chin round, nose medium, 

“mouth moderate, etc. The officer, who, armed with a description of this 

kind, is sent in search of a criminal, may just as well stop at home. 

Even the aid rendered by a photograph, still sometimes employed in case 

of need, is very much a matter of luck; failures amount to more than 60 | 

per cent., and for various reasons :—the defects of the photograph, differ- 

ence in age, changes in hair, beard, corpulence, etc. ‘To Bertillon there 
3 
2 | 
? 

t 
belongs the credit of having devised a complete process, without the aid 

of photography, founded solely upon a precise and scientific description 

of a certain number of the features, which enables the officer who knows 

: how to employ it, to find and identify in the middle of a crowd, and that 

with certainty, the individual whose “ Portrait parlé’’ he possesses. 

The system is taught to the police of Paris, by a teacher employed by 
VW. Bertillon. The instruction, theoretical and practical, lasts for two 

‘months, twenty men forming a class. 

' The theoretical course consists of lectures or classes in which the 

| professor describes in exact and scientific terms the various characteris- — 

ics of the forehead, the nose, the ear, the lips, the mouth, the chin, 

te. The walls of the lecture-room are covered with numbered life-size 

Photographs of heads, so that when the description is finished the pupils 

in look around and point out heads containing the characteristics des- 

| ‘bed. Here for instance is the description of the nose, quoted from the 

; Recapitulary table of descriptive marks, as entered in the new model 

; : sscriptive card,’ which is a summary of the lectures on the ‘ Portrait li” 

HE Nose.—Depth of the root: small, medium, large. 

b Profile: concave, rectilinear, convex, arched, irregular, 

i | sinuous. 

Base: raised, horizontal, depressed. 

Height: . 

Projection: small, medium, large. 

Svze: | ; 
i” 

MTICULARITIES.—The root of the nose may be very narrow; or very 

rge; high or low: the root may be broken. 
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The profile may be in the shape of an S: it may be flat, fine, or 

broad ; or the nose may be broken: 1t may be curved to right © 

or left. : 

The tip may be tapering, or thick, or bi-lobar, or flat; twisted to — 

right or left; blotched and pimpled. 

The partition (septum) may be disclosed or hidden. 

The nostrils may be stiff or mobile, recurved, dilated, pinched up. 

All the features and the general contour of the head are thus examined 

and described in succession with perfect precision. ‘The next lesson is 

on colours ; the colour of the iris, hair, beard, complexion ; then morpho- 

logical characteristics, first in profile, then full-face. As the professor 

describes a trait he draws it on the board, and asks the students to search 

for it among the photographs on the walls. The eye is quickly trained, 

and after a two months’ course of five lectures weekly of 14 hours each, 

the student is able to construct a speaking likeness, or to search for a 

person by the aid of a speaking likeness, which he either has written on 

the card or fixed in his head. 

Practical work also helps him. From the second month of the course 

a descriptive card, serially numbered and drawn up in conformity with | 

the principles of the “ Portrait parlé,’ is prepared for every perso n | 

arrested and brought daily to the office for anthropometric measurement, _ 

These cards are given to the students and when all the criminals, one or 

two hundred or even more, are assembled in the great hall, the students | 

are ordered to go amongst them, and pick out and bring up the person or 

persons whose card or cards they possess. In a very few days the | 

students can pick out their men in two or three minutes. At the en 

of the second month, on leaving the school, they are provided with 

formidable and accurate instrument for the recognition of malefactors. 

Section iii—False Names. 

The assumption of a false name or alias is one of the greatest diff 

culties encountered by the police and the magistracy; whoever ¢a 

appreciate at its real value this difficulty and its troublesome consequence 

will not perhaps be inclined to laugh at the counsel of despair, namel 

to print painlessly but in indelible writing, on a part of the body n 

usually visible, the name and birth-place of every convicted criminal, ai 

even of every individual in general. But as this bold proposition ‘ 

has little chance of adoption, we must find other means of arriving at 
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solution in those troublesome cases where we cannot help suspecting 

some individual of passing under a false name. In every case such 

people must be shadowed ; for no one desires to move about in the world 

under an alias merely for amusement or for some trifling offence as yet 

unexpiated. : : 

Generally speaking, the reasons for assuming a false name are the 

following: either our man has escaped from confinement, or he is obliged 

to fly in consequence of some serious crime committed, or he prefers to 

travel under a distinguished, high-sounding name, imposing upon and 

living at the expense of fools. Sometimes we find in the same individual 

two of the reasons indicated or even all the three. Of course no definite 

‘rule can be laid down for ascertaining with certainty the true name of 

0h A Ahh AR AA BE NiO BAT} NRA NA AO OE BRR TS NETS ~ 

such a person, but one can, and not so infrequently as might be supposed, 

_ establish a man’s identity in round about ways, provided always one does 

: not shrink from taking a little trouble. 

First, we must see if the individual.in question possesses any papers of 

identification, If he has, they must be examined for the purpose of see- 

ing if they have been forged in whole or part (see Chapter XVIII. Sec. ii.). 

If they be wholly false, or at least false so far as names and descrip- 

jlons are concerned, they must be treated simply as non-existent ; perhaps 

a starting point may be discovered by communicating with the authorities 

who have issued the certificate, if, indeed, this portion of the document 

e authentic. It may be asked for instance on whose behalf the certifi- 

| cate was issued, and thus may be discovered the original owner of the 

“paper, who can perhaps inform us how he lost it and into whose hands 

t has fallen. 

"Of course the description of the original proprietor must be carefully 

ompared with that of the man in possession, the height, corpulence, 

hair, etc.; but especially the trade recorded: from this point of view the 

erson in possession of the certificate may even be examined by a specia- 

‘list. Thus one can establish, with more or less certainty, that the 

dividual is in illegal possession of the certificate, however loudly he may 

‘protest. If the suspect has got no letter of identification, or if the name 

(4 i nd on a genuine certificate is false, we must never forget that almost 

ary man in assuming a false name tries to find some assonance or other 

lation with his real personality,—a strange but common obstinacy.| 

s the baptismal name is often preserved, or the family name is simply 

Bred or transformed 1 in some manner. (See Chap. XV., “ Ciphers.’’) 

‘he following are some examples of name transformation, drawn 
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from the experience of the author. Sonnenberg becomes Sterhthal; | 

Reimoser becomes Reinhuber ; Herlog becomes Rehgol (each syllable 

reversed); Maudis (Slav) becomes by permutation Daswmi; Maller re- 

versed is Rellam; Mandl— (Maun=Latin Vir) becomes Virl; Mundinger 

(Mund—Maul=mouth and Ding=Sache=thing) becomes Maulsacher. 4 

Such transformations are not discovered at a glance. Of those 

quoted, Daswmi was deciphered and Maulsacher suspected, the others 

were not observed until the real name was known. In one case a mother 

took her daughter’s name, in another the name of the birth-place with | 

the termination-é7 was assumed, and in two cases the name of the illegi- 
timate father slightly changed was taken,—Hohnmater for Hollmaier 

and Kreuziger for Kranziger. 

Each individual case will give us some information as to how fo pro- 

ceed to discover the individual’s real name. We can evidently only give 

some hints upon important points. If it is of real importance to establish 

a person’s identity, much time must be devoted to it. A method the 

author has found very successful is to make the suspect converse as much a 

as possible. ‘ 

This class of gentry have in general travelled much and seen much 

It is a good plan, when one knows how to tickle vanity, to make ther 

describe their travels and their career. Most often our man pretend: 

that he was born on boardship, among gipsies, on a journey, or in some 

other romantic fashion; then he joins a troup of travelling comedians 

bearleaders, rope-dancers, circus performers, etc., and traverses the worl 

with them ; then he takes an engagement as servant with a dealer 11 

cattle or horses, or goes to sea as a sailor or stoker, the vessel -bear 

some common name (Pluto, Neptune, Venice, St. Mary, ete.,) and th 

captain is dead, or perchance has remained in America, or else he was 

disorderly sort of man who failed to maintain his registers in order, I 

such case it is impossible to establish if the man has really been in th 

service he pretends to or not. | 4 

One listens to all these tales, makes a note of them, or better sti 

takes them down in shorthand without being observed by the speak 2 

little by little a morsel of truth slips into the recital; then come des ori 

tions of countries and people that he has really seen, at the same i 

come relations he has had with these people, in fine reminiscences one 

past life. When his story runs dry, the Investigating Officer interrt 

the conversation and proceeds to gather all the information he can : 

books of travel, etc., as to the countries, people and things of which t 

| 
| 

. 

| 
. 
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man has been speaking. At the next conversation he can dwell on these 

descriptions and thus draw out more precise details. The truth will 

come to light by degrees and perhaps it will be possible to form an idea 

of a man’s trade, of his occupation, even of his origin, of his relations, 

and other ties. Meanwhile the Investigating Officer will be able, by 

q noting his language and dialect, to limit, more or less closely, the area in 

_ which he must have been born. He will then have recourse to an expert ; 

if, for example, he has been able to determine that the man is a North 

: j German, he will call in another North German to speak to his country- 

‘ man; he should be able within certain limits to determine the district 

_ where the particular dialect is spoken. Then, on some pretext, a con- 

_ versation is started, and if the agent is a clever man he will always 

- discover some of the countries with which the suspect has some acquain- 

tance, and may, with good luck, light on the exact neighbourhood 
PFU URN 

of his birth. When nothing further can be discovered by these means, 

the Investigating Officer will apply to the authorities of the supposed 

place of his birth, and will send them his photograph, his description, and 

all the details that have been discovered (his probable trade, travels, 

relations, etc.). When this has been carefully done with a sufficiency 

of time and trouble, then the Investigating Officer, if he has any luck at 

all, should easily establish the identity of the individual and have the 

‘satisfaction of rendering harmless a most dangerous person. An instructive 

case may be here related in detail. 

<ppemecRseBN sy" 5 RHR ene es al 

- The author was a Magistrate of a small town; about three leagues from 

this town was situated a watering place or Spa, celebrated throughout 
ie be a ee 

he world. One morning early, he rode over to this station on some 

magisterial business which was soon finished. But as the horse had 

ast a shoe and the only reliable farrier had gone out, delay in this 

Watering place until late in the afternoon became compulsory. The 

fayor and Inspector of the Baths was an old aristocrat, a retired cavalry 

F officer, who had accepted the appointment as something to do. He was 
. well educated and intelligent, a bachelor, a jolly fellow, who took an 

interest in everything going on. The author spent the day in the Mayor’s 

Wespany, who pointed out a man, of foreign demeanour, who had been 

Staying in the town for some time. Very tall, of friendly manners, ex- 

tremely elegant, dressed like a real dandy, he was to be found wherever 

tr 5 tything was going on, preferred to mix in the best society, was not an 

lid, and spent his money recklessly. He called himself the Baron 

de V., a native of Hanover. ’ 
| 39 
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This young man did not look like a genuine nobleman, as also thought 

my companion, who was most jealous of the reputation of his town | 

and related all sorts of stories about him. We were both much inter-— 

ested and resolved to shadow him throughout the afternoon. We fol-— 

lowed him in the park, in the saloon of the bathing establishment, in 
a restaurant, in a café, and observed his strange goings-on. The most 

striking thing about the man was the way he spent his money ; he 

appeared to take delight, not in making purchases, but in throwing his 

money about. Now this is an infallible sign of a man of little cultivation, .— 

who has gained without difficulty a fortune he has not always enjoyed. 

This mode of spending is as characteristic as it is difficult to describe ; it 

cannot be defined otherwise than by the words—spending money for the 

sake of spending. Further we were surprised to find our man boasting, 

without rhyme or reason, and often in an importunate manner, of his high 

and noble rank, while his manners appeared to show little confidence, and 

even to betray a certain disquietude, far from being in accord with his 

boisterous gaiety. All this was so characteristic and at the same time 

so interesting, that we continued our study as long as possible; we came 

to the conclusion that our man was probably dissipating a fortune 

inherited from an over-selfish father, and that to fit in with his pleasures 

he had assumed a high-sounding and aristocratic name. 3 

The incident had passed from the auther’s mind when one day a 

gendarme brought before him “ the Baron de V.” The gendarme ha¢ 

learned that de V. was gambling heavily and had invited him to establisk 

his identity. De V. declared that people of his rank were not in th 

custom of carrying about papers of identification, dismissed the gendarm 

abruptly and rudely, and made prepartions for quitting the watering plac 

on the morrow. ‘This precipitate departure, immediately after receivin 

the invitation to establish his identity, appeared suspicious to the gen 

darme, who arrested him and brought him before the Court. , 

excessive zeal on the part of the gendarme seemed very unlucky, for t 

Court did not know what answer to make to the man just arrested al 

who kept on demanding to be informed what fault he had committe 

He showed himself polite but indignant to the highest degree at 6 

insult inflicted on him, talked loudly of the embassy, where, he said, ¢ 

Magistrate would be obliged to justify his conduct and where 1 7 

unpleasantness awaited him. rg 

Soon however we began to talk more quietly. His father, he sa 

was a land-holder in Hanover; his family was descended directly fr 
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William the Lion, and was closely connected with all the families which, 

little more than a dozen years after the annexation of Hanover, were still 

known throughout the whole world (Borries, Hodenberg, Hammerstein, 

etc). After the annexation, he added, his family emigrated and since 

then he had spent his time in travelling far and wide. He related all 

this quite naturally and with just sufficient explanation; he appeared 

really to speak the true Hanoverian dialect, and conducted himself other- 

wise like a gentleman. What nevertheless made the Court doubtful was 

his refusal to furnish the address of anyone who by telegraph could sup- 

ply information about de V. He was ashamed he said to allow reference 

to be made through the Court to his relations and friends, many highly 

placed, a course which would ruin his future, etc. As he was absolutely 

guilty of no offence, proof of his innocence would soon be forthcoming ; 

he would therefore rather remain under arrest than gi as a 

gested. 

All this not being satisfactory, he was asked to describe his coat of 

arms: he replied with hesitation,—‘‘A helmet above, a shield below, 
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_ arabesques all round, and plenty gold and silver everywhere.” But in 

spite of precise questions, he could tell nothing about his real armorial 

bearings, crest, colours, supporters, etc. That a “ Legitimist ’’, who had 

with his king left his country and his fatherland, should be ignorant of 

- his own arms was a certain proof of his being an impostor, and accordingly 

he was not released from custody. 

_ Fortunately a copy of the Almanach de Gotha, which gives the list of 

all the families of Barons, was at hand, and a reference to it showed that 

vhile there certainly was a family of ‘‘ Barons de V.”’ there was no 

“Otto, Baron de V.” the name given by the prisoner. ‘The information 

i e had given as to various members of the family was fairly accurate, 

but contained blunders which no genuine member of the family could 

ave committed. This conclusion arrived at, he was remanded under 

rrest, in spite of his rage and repeated threats. But what was to be 

done? All that we had as yet proved was that he was a liar passing 

under a false name, but he could not be accused of any grave offence 

stifying his detention. 

On reflection, it was remembered that there lived in the town an old 

. laster-turner, a native of Mecklenburg, who had somehow or other got 

randed in the little place. He was sent for, and a fairly long conversa- 

1 with the prisoner took place in his presence. The old Mecklenburger 

eit as his opinion that though the man spoke the Hanoverian dialect 
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very well, yet he was a native of Hamburg, a place this expert knew from 

his infancy. Photographs, descriptions, etc., were then sent to Hamburg, 

_ Hanover, Bremen, Liineburg, and Oldenberg, and within a week it was 

known that the man’s real name was Otto H., that he had kept an inn in 

the neighbourhood of Hamburg, and was “ wanted” by the authorities — 

of Osnabriick for manslaughter, and by those at Dresden for a great theft 

of valuable securities. Further inquiries showed that his mother had at 

one time been a chamber-maid in the family of the Barons de V., thus he 

was able to know approximately all about the family; he had retained 

his own Christian name, Otto. 

We may here remark that information afforded by such yearly 

publications as the Almanach de Gotha, the various Peerages, Landed — 

Gentry, etc., is often most serviceable, though not always quite complete. 

As the information concerning each family is for the most part furnished — 

by the family itself, its value varies. The historical part is frequently — 

inaccurate, at least the genealogy often goes further back than serious 

criticism would permit. But this isa matter of little importance for the 

Investigating Officer. Dates concerning members of a family still alive 

or recently deceased, are almost without exception accurate, for there is 

no reason for making false statements which would be immediately 

corrected by readers who know. Even the ages of ladies are accurate, 

not being furnished by persons who have already reached an uncertain 

age but dating even from the birth of the person, and being passed on 

from year to year &”), @ 

Besides the dialect spoken by the unknown, and which almost always, 

with a little trouble, betrays the place of his origin, there are few devices | 

or rather we should say, only petty devices, to fall back on. For the — 

most part they leave us at fault. It is a good plan to make the suspect _ 

undergo a medical examination; such an examination may disclose 

exterior indications, as a deformity, birth-mark, etc.; one may perhap 

discover signs of circumcision, indicating that the man isa Jew; perhaps 

also there may be tattoo marks on the arms or chest. These are vers 

important, they may show that the person belongs to the army or nay y 

and sometimes display his initials, etc. “®. It is generally easy to dis 

cover signs, which are of importance as indicating the trade to which th 
person has belonged “#~*), Thus by constant handling of a plane, tk 

joiner becomes lopsided; tailors and shoe-makers from the seden a 

nature of their occupation develope a characteristic curvature of chest ar 

shoulders; hairdressers have one shoulder higher than the other. 
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striking instances are pointed out by Felix Hément in an illustrated essay, 

La Photographie Judiciaire®”, who further presses the point that 

photography can reveal what is hidden from the naked eye. (See Chapter 

V., Sec. ix.B.). Thus handling the reins produces wales on the inner sides 

of the fingers of coachmen; the chisel causes thickening of the skin 

between the forefinger and thumb of engravers, etc.; the, traces of the 

_ last are seen on the right thumb and upper part of the thigh of cobblers; 

_ the skin on the ball of the little finger of printers who have to tie the 

7 type together with string is thickened; writers, students, clerks, and 

artists have frequently a wale on the right middle finger from holding 

| the pen or pencil, as well as a perceptible thickening of the skin of the 

left elbow. Seamstresses have plentiful needle pricks on the left fore- 

ae glass-blowers have the cheeks baggy and the muscles developed ; 

Nine-pin players have a wale on the middle finger near the nail; the 

Bblace where the handle of the brush comes can be easily seen on the 
i) NR 1 MAAR ae hands of painters and varnishers. A curious illustration is given by 

Jrooke (p. 52) as to Malabar Nambudris :—‘‘ The Nambutiri Brahman 

men bathe three times a day; women and children only once. ‘The men 

nay be recognised by the thick indurated skin between the first finger 

nd thumb of the right hand, where the loin-cloth is being held while 

ping wringed dry.’ (See Chapter XIII. Sec. 11.) 

It is also very important to examine the man’s clothes, being parti- 

ularly careful over the seams, unripping those portions where the 

oth is folded several times, as the coat-collar, waist-band, trousers- flap, 

: .; we often thus discover papers that the suspect does not, for some 

ason or other, wish to part with, as letters, paper-money, even his true 

pa vers of identification, preserved for different circumstances. <A very 

rious discovery was thus once made. ‘The man had inserted’ in the 

ning of his hat, a piece of newspaper, folded several times, as is fre- 

ently done to make a rather large hat fit. This bit of paper, filthy with 

ease and dirt, contained among other things a short account of a high- 

y robbery which had been committed by two persons several years 

sviously. According to the paragraph, one of the robbers had been 

ght and convicted, the other had escaped and had not up to that 

e been captured. One might easily look upon this as a mere accident, 

i indeca the prisoner declared, in the most natural way, that he had 

tat school with the convicted robber, that the article in the journal 

) come into his hands by chance, and had been used to pack his hat, 

ght second-hand. Besides, he added, the sad fate of his old school- 
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fellow, fallen so low, had painfully impressed him. But on forwarding 

the extract with the portrait and description of the unknown to the — 

authorities where the robbery had been committed, it was found that the — 

man was in fact the second robber, unfound up till then; he confessed | 

he had preserved the article out of pure ‘interest in his case.”’ ; : 

Another case (September 1903) made the round of the newspapers. | 

In Paris a certain Lemot was murdered and the police had no knowledge 

of the murderer. A few weeks later a policeman found a man asleep 

in the Jardin des Plantes on a bench, out of whose pocket a number ~ 

of newspaper cuttings had fallen. The policeman read these, which 

were all about the case of Lemot; and when the man awoke and was 

questioned, in his half-waking state he confessed that he was indeed the 

murderer. ; Hf 

The psychological method is sometimes successful, but is more diffi- 

cult to make use of. There are naturally no rules for its employment. 

We must observe the individual as closely as possible so as to know his 

intellectual qualities, dive in thought into his private life, and draw our 

conclusions from the particulars so discovered. Of course luck must help 

us here. One day a police-officer came with a request to see an unknown 

prisoner, believing that he was on the track of an absconding cash-keeper. 

When he saw the man, his belief was confirmed and he started a conver- 

sation. The suspected man knew of the theft, and when he saw that he 

was suspected of being the thief, he flew into a passion and declared that 

sooner than be taken for a thief, he would confess that he had escapec 

from prison where he was confined as a murderer. 

Even for ‘High Class’ malefactors, Hochstapler, swell mobsmen, case 

so frequent and so difficult, no other means can be suggested 5859), B 

this designation we now-a-days understand a man who knows how t 

give himself the manners of a person in easy circumstances and ¢ 

good reputation so as to be able under this guise to commit swindle 

thefts, and other plants. Generally they are men who have received 

| 

good education in their youth, or who at least have had opportunities 

picking up the appearance of such. Without exception they are m 

of ability, full of dexterity and presence of mind, but with a love of | 

easy and idle life which prevents them turning to any regular and hone 

| : 
| | 

| | 

i 
i 

occupation. ee 

The modus operandi of the swell mobsman is well enough kno 

from the daily press, which is always ready to give publicity to — 

exploits. Fashionably dressed, he steps into a jeweller’s shop and ste 
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while pretending to select, or he causes the valuables selected to be 

brought to his hotel, takes delivery, and disappears through another door 

(see Chap. XVII, Sec. vi.) ; he goes to the banker and collects the amount 

of a forged cheque; he manages to get introduced to the highest social 

circles, runs up heavy debts and disappears ; he cheats at play and that on 

_a large scale; he becomes engaged to one or several wealthy young ladies, 

~ and makes off with the moneys borrowed from presumptive fathers-in-law ; 

f he buys houses and estates without paying for them, mortgages them, and 

/ disappears; he gets into business relations with a merchant and runs up 

debts in his name; in a word, he knows marvellously well how to play 

upon that weakness of mankind that allows itself to be bluffed by a high- 

; sounding name, fine clothes, easy and self-possessed manners ; he knows 

there are fools to be found always and everywhere, and lives at their 

expense until he is caught. : 

5 The position of the Investigating Officer with respect to this gentry 

is a delicate one, especially when there is no specific offence to charge 

them with; the Investigating Officer has always the fear of committing 

a mistake and arresting an honest man. We repeat, the only and safest 

: plan is to observe whatever is not “quite the thing” in these people, and 

_ that does not as a rule demand much time; in his bearing, his dress, his 

: way of introducing himself, his manners, his tales, his affirmations and 

i denials, contradictions and inaccuracies can be speedily detected, and then 

the Investigating Officer can tranquilly set about his real work. The 

Db assy gold, the gipsy coral, the sham ermine appear genuine only at a 

| distance to any one knowing even but a little of such things; the suspect 

| can be easily upset by making him give a detailed account of his previous * 

areer; the improbabilities, the contradictions, the fantastic and con- 

cocted adventures, are not difficult to recognize; the rest of the work 

Vay be Beery left to the telegraph, photography, and perhaps “ Burke’s 

eerage.”’ 

Lay, 

TRA RAMEE, ASP REBEAS mS 

The time expended in establishing the identity of an individual, or at 

ast in making certain that he is not the person he pretends to be, is 

ever lost, for, that accomplished, the crime for which he has been 

ested is already discovered and half proven. If the great land-holder, 

he self-styled “ Chevalier de X. ’, has run into debt, he will be speedily 

victed of swindling when he is proved to be a man without name or 

tune; if the self-styled ‘ Countess Y.’’, suspected of cheating at cards, 

iS no other than an, ordinary cocotte, the proof of the cheating will not 
ery difficult. 
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In every case in which one has to do with a fashionable swindler one 

will naturally endeavour to fix the exact scene of the crime; but the — 

greatest care and the most trouble will be bestowed on the identity of the 

swindler. Above all this rule should be rigorously followed when a false — 

name has been given or there isa suspicion thereof. Our records show 

a shockingly large number of penal cases in which the most dangerous — 

people have been mildly punished because they have chosen to conceal 

their real names, and give themselves out as innocent. This decep- 

tion succeeds most beautifully when the accused is cunning enough to ~ 

take the name and parentage of some real living respectable man whom 

he has perhaps met in an inn and whose papers he may have purloined. 

The law makes inquiries at the home of the supposed accused, and 

receives the most satisfactory account of his previous life. The only 

thing to be done in such a case is to watch our man carefully, the old 

jail-bird belongs to such an easily recognisable type that the practised 

eye can scarcely be mistaken; but if there be the slightest suspicion © 

that a false name has been given, then one must secure without fail ab — 

the alleged home of the suspect a good photograph. If the name and 

the person agree, the question can be almost always settled with | 

certainty. 

The author recalls the following case. An honest artizan; a black 

% 

smith, was in prison for rioting and hkely to be punished, because the 

records of his own district showed two convictions against him for large 

robberies. ‘The smith denied having suffered the punishments, but wh 2 

it was demonstrated to him that name, age, birthplace, etc., were rightl 

shewn, he was silent, and acknowledged the justice of the punishment 

| 

Through the circumstance that his work-book showed work done i | 

| 
Bavaria while according to the robbery he should have been in Vienné 

it was discovered that the convictions did not agree, and at last the sile 

man admitted that a long time before he had lost his papers of identit | 

These had been found and used by a vagrant who had as supposed own | 

of these papers been twice convicted. The name, age and hirthpla ! 

agreed but the conviction was wrong. It is well-known that su | 

things happen very often. 

Section iii.—Pretended illnesses and pains. 

Hardly one of the afflictions to which humanity is subject has | 

been worked up and simulated by criminals. The reasons for s 
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shamming are many. If the rogue is at liberty, he often assumes infir- 

mities for the purpose of begging ; blindness “, deafness, paralysis, skin 

eruptions, and other disabilities assumed by beggars are so well-known, 

that they require but a passing reference. It is a common trick, too, 

for beggars to insinuate themselves into houses with stories of children 

sick at home, always taking care to add that the illness is small-pox, 

diphtheria, or some other contagious malady, so that to get rid of them 

quickly people give them much larger alms than would usually be given. 

These maladies, as well as pretended cramps, epilepsy, spitting blood, 

etc., are not particularly interesting to the Investigating Officer. The 

following cases are the most important from his point of view. 

A. Illness of witnesses or suspects summoned before the Court. 

___ It is often observed that of two or more persons summoned before a 

magistrate, only one turns up; the other is unwell, has been kicked by a 

horse, or otherwise prevented from appearing on the appointed day. The 
_ 19 anol eR A GAD oN I SEES ee 

_ Investigating Officer then thoughtlessly questions the individual present 

| and sends him away with a strict injunction to see that the other appears 

| on the morrow without fail. Of course he does, for the person questioned 

| to-day has learned in the course of his examination what it is all about; 

| he knows what he has said, reports it to his friend, and the two can at 

leisure agree as to what statement is to be made on the morrow. 

b 4 And not only do accomplices act thus, but apparently most straight- 

. f orward witnesses, who for some reason or other do not wish to speak the 

t th; often the accused and witnesses work together for an acquittal, 

; he latter testifying falsely in the interest of the former. In such cir- 

| cumstances the very fact that a witness though summoned is not present, 

4 nould rouse in the mind of the Investigating Officer a suspicion that 

' there is something unusual in the affair; either the accused or the wit- 

on esses are anxious to work together, or both have made common cause, 

‘en nd the only resource is to send away, every time, the person who appears, 

ie nd see to it that all the persons cited appear together, without excep- 

. 
' 

“it this sort of thing happens, one must be doubly careful to ensure 

t the individuals interrogated succeed each other without interrup- 

o, and that the persons to be examined are allowed no opportunity, 

m in the Court house or police-station, for communication with each 

he . If only two persons are to be interrogated, it is imperative that 
| 40 
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the examinations follow each other without interruption. If there are 

several persons, those not yet examined must be kept together in the © 

witnesses’ waiting room, and each one immediately on the conclusion of 

his examination must be compelled to leave the Court house, without — 

being afforded an opportunity of meeting the persons not yet interrogated. 

If the matter is important it is not sufficient to pass orders to this 

effect, persons already examined must be carefully watched, a precaution 

which will be well compensated for by the accuracy of the depositions — 

obtained. . is) ta 

The best plan, in important cases, is to hurry on the examination of 

the witnesses as much as possible, without giving them time to discuss 

the matter in detail; one will also do well to proceed with the inquiry at 

the scene of the crime, thus preventing the witnesses having to journey 

together to the Court house. This journey is always dangerous, for on 

the way the coming examination will naturally form the subject of 

conversation; and the matter is discussed at such length that finally 

nobody knows what he has seen himself and what he has heard from 

the others. This is of constant occurrence in India where witnesses 

have frequently to make long journeys on foot or packed by the dozen 

in country carts or third-class railway compartinents. But if the In- 

vestigating Officer arrives on the spot soon .after the occurrence and 

immediately proceeds with his inquiry, the statements he collects will not 

yet be disfigured. Of course the witnesses should not be collected 

together in a crowd so as to give them time for talk; while one is being 

questioned, another, naturally the nearest, will be sent for; so that no 

one knows whether he is to be called at all, or has time to talk to anothei 

witness. Acting thus, one will take every precaution humanly possible 

To sum up, the most important maxim will always be; “the more 

quickly a witness is examined, the more accurate will be his statement.” 

Lapse of time dulls the memory and gives opportunities for discussions 

which befog the whole matter. 

B. Sudden illness of accused or witnesses when under examination (562-564), 

ill by chance or in consequence of great emotion and excitement, but i 

the majority of cases a sudden fainting fit, an epileptic attack, or som 

other nervous seizure, is not genuine. The trick will be recogniz 

when it is seen that the attack always occurs at a time favourable to t 
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witness. ‘Thus when the man is driven into a corner, when he does not 

find a ready answer, when he contradicts, when the Investigating Officer 

pulls him up sharp, that is the psychological moment. In such a case 

little can be done, for even if the trick be guessed, the sick man cannot 

be compelled to stop shamming, the scoundrel has effectively gained time 

and that is all he wanted. 

It follows that it is nota matter of indifference to the Investigating 

_ Officer whether there be shamming or not; on the one hand, he will be 

convinced that there is a screw loose somewhere, since simulation has 

_been deemed necessary ; on the other hand, he may induce the man to 

throw up the sponge, by showing him that nobody is taken in. The 

Investigating Officer will then, always and without exception, have 

recourse to the opinion of a medical man, and meantime will observe 

| closely the phenomena accompanying the faint, fit, etc.; he will make a 
Ja) 70 A A A a AA NRRL ALN A SR noah —— — 

| note of his observations on a sheet of paper, so that he may communicate 

; them as completely as possible to the medical man. If the phenomena 

have been accurately observed, the medical man may be able to give his 

- opinion on the question of shamming with as great certainty as if he had 

- himself seen the attack. This is the best thing to do, for it will seldom 

~ be possible to have the medical man at hand quickly enough to witness the 

- seizure, while usually the condition of the sick man improves with extra- 

ordinary rapidity on the arrival of the physician. If the latter declares 

_ the whole thing a pretence, the Investigating Officer can take a high hand 

if it occurs again, explaining to the person that his game is up, that it is 

ex tremely dangerous, and adds greatly to the suspicions against him. 

Some recommend the use of little strategems or tricks, which they 

onsider permissible. Thus, they say, it is a good thing to talk with the 

lerk, paying no attention to the individual twisting about in his attack 

xf nerves, about matters which will be unpleasant for him to hear. Thus 

; may be said that he has already made a confession, or that one of his 

scomplices has given him away; the shammer, indignant at the lies he is 

earing, will suddenly begin to listen, will twist about less, especially if 

me talks in an undertone. The story is told of a gipsy, suddenly fallen 

an epileptic fit, who recovered at once when he heard the magistrate 
a, 

x 

ay that it would be necessary to send the man to an hospital for the 

nsane, where he would be compelled to sit on ice and be douched with 

jd water several hours a day. ‘The gipsy was at once himself and 

mnised to have no more epileptic fits. But such tricks cannot be coun- CA Oi OAT EOE: ROTA IIT IE AMA A RO LENS RE IED aN 

aced, however useful they may prove in special circumstances; for 
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in no case should the Investigating Officer descend to deliberate lying; — 

while on the other hand, if the shammer is not taken in by the trick, the — 

Investigating Officer is completely disarmed. J 
_ One permissible device, which often succeeds quite as well when 

one is right in assuming simulation, is to say calmly and firmly that — 

the whole thing is a sham and that the accused by his conduct is doing 

no good to himself. If the latter perceives that he is not believed he 

will generally give up the game. he 

But, as we have already said, the all important thing is to make 

sure that the attack is a sham; and as one cannot always have a medical 

man in attendance, as the attacks do not always last until a medical man 

can arrive, and as in so-called chronic affections (as partial deafness) one 

cannot await the arrival of the medical man (for example on a journey), 

it is useful to know some methods of treating cases of no great compli- 

cation. » 

1. Shamming blindness. 

Blindness may be simulated in many ways, some of the crudest 

description. Dr. Litton Forbes (see Strand Magazine, March, 1906) 

mention an ingenious device. He met a man in Paris who asked for 

charity on the score of blindness. The writer proceeds; ‘ ‘The man. 

attracted attention. He walked quickly and with an air of confidence. 

He looked fixedly at me, and his eyes seemed to give expression to his 

thoughts. There was no uncertainty in his gaze, no shifty movements, 

no drooping or quivering of the lids. His story told of blindness from 

deep-seated inflammation in both eyes, which the doctors had pronounced 

incurable. He had at command a rich vocabulary of technical terms, 

some of which he misplaced absurdly. On closer looking into, the eyes 

did indeed present a curious appearance. In each the pupil had almosi 

disappeared. The iris or coloured portion had absorbed the central blac 

spot. The pupils had become mere pinholes, but what remained of ther 

was bright and well-defined. A glance was enough for anyone familié 

with eye affections. he man was an imposter. He had instilled a dru, 

named eserine, the active principle of the Calabar bean, into each ey 

This had contracted the pupils temporarily, without any permane 

injury, but the appearance produced was well calculated to lend weig 

to his other statements.” It is added that “he might with more effe 

have used atropine. This alkaloid is the active principle of belladonm 
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| and has the effect of enormously dilating the pupils. In fact, the pupil 

- may be made to absorb practically the whole of the coloured portion of 

: the eye, and the black pupils then violently contrast with, and appear in 

_ relief against, the white portion of the organ. A very strange and weird 

appearance, well calculated to move the benevolent, is thus induced. 

_ Such a deception could be suspected readily enough from the fact that 

_ the size of the pupil was greater than in any known disease. By looking 

into the eye also with the opthalmoscope certain characteristic appear- 

4 ances would be found wanting. The enlarged pupils could also easily be 

- reduced in size by eserine, or would reduce themselves in a very few days 

if the individual were kept under observation.” 

_ Dr. Forbes gives a useful test for detecting simulated blindness of one 

u eye, a common form of deception among conscripts and recruits. “IRfa 

pencil, say, be held about two inches distant from the eyes of a person 

- with natural vision in both eyes, he will have no difficulty in spelling out 

| each letter in every word of a line of small type. If, however, he tries 

to do the same with one eye closed, the pencil will effectually cover the 

pupil of the open eye, and several consecutive letters will be lost to view. 

tence, if the supposed one-eyed ‘recruit can spell out the letters of each 

“word with a pencil held in front of him, he has in truth performed an 

im possible feat, and the imposition at once stands revealed.”’ 

2. Shamning Deafness. 

_ When deafness is feigned it is a very troublesome job for the Investi- 

| wing Officer, especially when the inquiry is a hurried one which cannot 

Be postponed, and there is neither time nor opportunity to call in a 

Medical man. If we suspect the person to be shamming, it is important 

‘let him see at once that we are not taken in. There are several ways 

doing this which even an amateur can make use of. 

Avé-Lallemant recommends the employment of ushers or attenders to 

jut the questions in a loud voice into the ears of the deponent, until he 

‘A simple method is to strike the ground with the foot or let some 

ry object fall behind the suspected individual. The man really hard 

earing perceives the disturbance, owing to the conductivity of the 

nd, the chair, his body; he “feels the noise’? more or less: on the 
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other hand, the pretender thinks he ought not to hear the noise ; hence — 

the former turns, the latter remains motionless. 

If a person, as frequently happens, pretends to be deaf in one ear, the 

truth can be discovered with certainty by causing two persons simultane- 

ously to whisper different words in the two ears. If one ear be quite deaf, 

the person can understand what is whispered in the other ear and can 

speak it. But if he can hear with both ears, what is whispered on the 

two sides becomes so confused that he understands nothing and can 

repeat nothing 65-867), 

Casper-Liman however, remarks, and rightly, that the best means of 

detecting a simulated deafness is to observe the features, though this 

plan serves rather to enlighten the Investigating Officer than to confuse 

the pretender. But if the Investigating Officer during the inquiry con- 

tinuously watches the features of the person under examination and 

notes the impression produced by certain questions or remarks on the 

supposed deaf man, he will soon see, by a flash in the eyes or a protesting o 

motion of head or hand, that he has been understood. If the Investi- 

gating Officer then quietly and firmly explains this, the “deaf”? man wil 

generally abandon his now useless attempt. . 

The same observations apply to deaf-mutes, for deaf-mutes are all 

persons deaf from birth, who have consequently never learned to talk. 

If then mutism is feigned, deafness must be feigned also, for it is very 

rare that one becomes mute after birth, and such cases are still more 

rarely simulated. It must also be remembered that, according to the 

observations of Liman, Naschka, and Toscan, deaf-mutes hear almos 

all the noises produced by solid bodies, stamping of feet on the grounc¢ 

fall of heavy articles, etc.: they therefore turn round, while the pretende 

remains unmoved “8, = 

A method which frequently succeeds has Hach suggested by Kladll | 

mann-Weien®™, namely to cause the deaf person to write somethin 

One really deaf, who has been taught to write in an institution for de: 

mutes, will write correctly and without orthographical faults, while t 

pretender writes by sound and hence often incorrectly. 

3. Shamming Epilepsy. 

_ Epilepsy is simulated not only before a magistrate to avoid an 

terrogatory or a conviction, but before the military authorities to ese 

from service. Such simulations belong for the most part to the dom 
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of the medical jurisprudent; but it is frequently important for the In- 

vestigating Officer to be able to decide at once whether an attack of 

epilepsy be real or feigned; for example, when about to arrest a person 

upon a warrant or, as just indicated, when a suspect desires to interrupt 

an embarrassing examination. If the Investigating Officer discovers the 

‘trick at the first glance, he will of course proceed very differently from 

how he would act if in doubt. Besides, we may have to wait a long 

time for the medical report; for shammers are generally very careful 

not to have a fit in presence of the medical man. Even if the latter be 

summoned speedily, our man will cut his fit short, so that no complete 

diagnosis of it can be made. As a rule, feigned attacks are good imita- 

- tions and consequently difficult to detect. The reason doubtless is that 

‘ no one feigns an epileptic seizure without having often seen one. Un- 

fortunately this terrible malady is so wide-spread that opportunities 

for observing it are only too frequent. Much has been written upon the 

sasiest methods of detecting feigned epilepsy; all treatises on Medical 

7 RB rispradence deal with the question; and army surgeons have also 

_ published many handbooks treating of this and other feigned disabilities 

‘or military service (as Dr. W. Derblick, HE. Heller, etc.) ; each one has 

“characteristic symptoms on which he relies, depreciating those of his 

olleagues; so that on the whole little really reliable remains. _We can 

Owever, say :— 

1. An attack is always suspicious when it comes on at a critical 

t oment favourable to the individual attacked, at the moment of arrest, 

‘during an examination, etc. It must not of course be forgotten that 

xtreme emotion, great fright, etc., may bring on a nervous attack in the 

use Of persons really ill. 

_ 2. The manner of the fall is important. The individual whose 

‘attack is genuine, does not select the spot of his fall, he falls without 

iking any precautions or guarding himself with his hands; thus he is 

en severely wounded, especially on the face, as he falls forward. The 

ammer sinks down gently, protecting himself in his fall by stretch- 

5 meus his hands or opening his elbows. Even if he does not act thus 
4 1 should by chance hurt himself, he cannot completely repress some 

mifestation of pain, as a contraction of the features, etc. 
ns ve 

ise 

Oe ne aan 

99 fs. The “startling but very characteristic”? cry of the epileptic, so 
all known and, once heard, so impossible to forget, this unique cry, 

poe 2 A ec ding from the throat and accompanied by foaming at the mouth, 

We plutot qwaigu,” as the French Doctors say, “hoarse rather than 
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shrill,” will afford satisfactory proof only in certain cases. It the sick 

man repeats the ery frequently or continues it for some time, he is” 

certainly pretending; but if he cries out only once, then the attack 

is genuine or the imitation perfect; if the ery be absent, the attack 

may yet be genuine, for it is often wanting in the case of well known 

epileptics. i 

4. An important symptom and one impossible to imitate is the 

muscular contraction, those convulsive movements and peculiar tremblings - 

of the muscles in the region of the back and the nape of the neck ; what 

might be called “muscular anarchy,” or confusion. Some very strong” 

men, especially expert gymnasts, can produce this contraction in the 

upper part of the arm, but no one can at will provoke it over the whole 

body ; in the true epileptic this phenomenon occurs spontaneously. The 

individual who feigns, throws his lmbs about on all sides, shakes, 

trembles, struggles, but the play of the muscles is wanting. ee 

5. Perhaps the most important symptom is the colour of the face, 

which in the true epileptic first becomes extraordinarily pale and then 

changes to bluish violet. The person feigning can never produce this 

paleness artificially, although many men can produce the lividity as often 

as they wish ©75—87), | 

When a person under examination is seized with an attack of epilepsy, 

true or false, it is above all necessary not to lose one’s head; for, as just 

stated, fright and emotion may produce a genuine seizure; such fits 

therefore do occur from time to time, and in the case of the young 

Investigating Officer unaccustomed to such shocking sights, deprive im 

of all presence of mind and prevent calm observation. What he usually 

does in his otherwise excusable excitement, is to run about crying fol 

help, looking for water, throwing himself about, so that when the medi- 

cal man questions him as to what he has observed, he is incapable o} 

furnishing any information. If a case of epilepsy does occur, the Investi: 

gating Officer must, as a man, deal with it as genuine, affording the sie! 

man such help as is usual in such cases. Care must be taken that th 

patient does not injure himself, by removing from his vicinity all angular 

objects; he must be allowed fresh air and his tight-fitting clothes mus 

be loosened ; the attempt must be made to introduce between his : cet 

some elastic body, a cork, a folded linen pad, wood, india-rubber, so t na 

he may not bite his tongue, taking care that this gag does not slip in 

his mouth and choke him. Nothing else can be done; have patience an 

look out for signs of shamming; sending at once for the medical man t 
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~ succour the genuinely afflicted or unmask the hypocrite. But this must be 

remembered, that nearly, every true epileptic lies, is violent, and bigoted. 

4. Shamming Paralysis. 

j Dr. Forbes points out that physicians themselves are sometimes 

_ deceived by cases of sham Paralysis, and gives the following details 

“A man was brought into hospital by a sympathetic policeman. He 

~ was able to state that, being on the top of an omnibus, he suddenly and 

~ completely lost all power in his right leg and arm. His speech was not 
‘ much affected, nor were any unusual symptoms present. Here was a 

case apparently of paralysis of one side of the body. All might have 

gone well so far as the deception was concerned, had not one of the 

; 
of a particular case. 

nurses recollected having seen the same man three weeks before suffer- 

ing from similar symptoms. Now, a case of genuine paralysis is never 

= quickly recovered from, and suspicion was aroused. In genuine paralysis 

there are, of course, present various symptoms which affect different 

Bats of the body. ‘These symptoms are all in harmony with one 
RES, Me ‘a petra 

_ another, and more or less interdependent. The man was, for instance, 

et told to put out his tongue. It came out quite straight, but in genuine 

2 paralysis affecting the right side, for instance, the tip of that treacherous 

organ should distinctly diverge to the left. In this respect it would be 

_ out of the patient’s control. Again, when the sole of the foot on the 

paralized side was tickled the man drew up his leg. This was a capital 

‘ee and fatal error, and showed a lesson but half learned. The leg should 

at ave remained quite motionless and insensible. In such cases at public 
‘Sin stitutions it is better to let the malingerer himself ask to be discharged. 

an ee treatment was simple in this case. The man asserted he had no 
; “feeling in the leg. 1t was gently but firmly explained to him that a hot 

4 _ iron passed along the course of the nerve always gave excellent results, 

and would in the case be quite painless. A pretty vigorous electric 
current was also applied. ‘This treatment was so successful that the 

“sufferer there and then decided to walk out, and that without assistance.”’ 

(a 5. Sham Fainting Fits. 

To be able to recognize a pretended faint is most important for the 
Investigating Officer as the attack rarely lasts until the arrival of a 

| 41 
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medical man. The infallible sign of a genuine faint and one easy to 

observe is the extreme and sudden paleness, which, just before the attack, 

spreads not only over the face but also over the mucous membrane, lips, — 

gums, ete. If this phenomenon be wanting the fit is a sham. For the 

paleness is not the consequence but the cause of the faint, it is nothing 

but lack of blood in the brain and head that brings on the attack and is” 

indicated by the paleness. The eyes remain motionless, the pupils are 

generally strongly dilated, the eye does not move when touched, the 

winking of the eyelid ceases. : 

The awakening from a true fainting fit is very different. from the 

recovery from a feigned one. But special knowledge or at least consider-— 

able experience is necessary to discriminate. For the amateur it must 

suffice to note the profound paleness which no one can produce artificially. 

There is a spurious fainting fit occurring almost wholly amon o 

women. A shock, anxiety, congestion of blood in the head, anzmia of 

the brain substance, is followed by a slight giddiness; the brain follows 

suit, there is light-headedness, imagination, a little comedy in short. It 

is easiest and pleasantest to shut the eyes and sink down. The sufferer is 

pitied and a half-way definition is found: the condition is not a real faint, 

but it is not false. The English phrase, as characteristic as untranslat- 

able, comes to our aid, “she fainted away.’ Eighteenth century writers 

called such attacks “the vapours.” | 

6. Pretended Insanity. 

It frequently happens that a person under examination makes himse! 

out to be a bigger fool than he really is; this is often very advantageou 

for the accused and some of the witnesses, but for the Investigatin 

Officer it is as troublesome as dangerous. For the guilty man th 

advantage is twofold; on the one hand he may hope not to be suspect 

of an offence requiring perhaps a considerable amount of ingenuity for i 

accomplishment ; and on the other hand he manages to be tho g 

unable to understand a simple question, and so gains time for reflectic 

A similar pretence is perhaps quite as convenient to the witness w 

for some reason or other, does not wish to speak the truth; perhaps- 

wishes to shield the accused, perhaps he is afraid of compromis; 

himself in telling the truth, perhaps he is afraid of contradicting anot 

witness. However wearying and annoying such a pretence may be, 

Investigating Officer of ordinary sharpness with a minimum of pay 

gical knowledge will easily discover the trick. 

=| 
] 
| 
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) Two methods may be adopted but both lead to the same goal, proof 

_ of contradiction. In the one this contradiction occurs between different 

statements, some of which are deliberate and cunning, while others are 

awkward and stupid. In the other the contradiction is found between the 

_ words and the expression in the eyes of the person interrogated. 

As to the former method, it will be difficult for the cleverest person, 
pan meeseenys ce Ha especially in-the course of a long examination, not to give, at least once, 

_ an intelligent answer. The Investigating Officer must know how to 
' entangle a witness, provoke him about the case, lead him on to show 

himself in his true colours, and if he extracts but one answer more intel- 

_ligent than the rest, he may safely conclude that the man is shamming. 

It is the same with the antagonism between look and word, between 

eye and mouth. No intelligent man has an idiot’s eyes, and no idiot has 

“intelligent eyes. The whole physiognomy, the deportment, the gestures, 

“may deceive, the eyes never; and whoever is accustomed to watch the 

eyes will never be taken in. 
1/125 24 NM MYA ARN FR AA RRP SOS 99 It is true that what we call “the expression of the eyes’ exists only 

00 MR eS 

“partially in the eyes themselves; the parts neighbouring on the eye 

produce the chief effect, and these parts can be transformed at pleasure 

Rint ry Mins’ by means of the corresponding muscles; but this forced change cannot 

last long nor be mistaken for a genuine expression. A comedian of a 

most intelligent countenance, can often make himself look a thorough 

uss, but his eyes, despite all his art, will be never truly brutish for more 

i ‘than a few moments. 

_ If then we have the least suspicion that the person we are interrogat- 

¥ ing is trying to make himself out a fool, we have only persistently to keep 

' our eye on his, and however hard he tries to appear stupid and indifferent, 

‘he will be unable, especially if he finds himself cornered, to prevent at least 

me intelligent glance escaping. Remember also that the shammer, when 

e thinks no one is looking, casts a swift and scrutinising glance on the 

Be tevtine Officer to see whether or not he believes him. If the In- 

stigating Officer can catch but one of these glances, he can no longer 

ve any doubt as to his man; if he be certain the man is shamming, he 

y speedily tells him straight that he is found out. The Investigating 

sr will then explain to the suspect why he does not believe him, 

ill impress upon him the consequences of the attitude he has assumed, 

I Beentinne his examination without bothering about the pretended 

ocy, and frame his questions to suit the intelligence he may reasonably 

clude the man to possess. 

$M OLS. aR 
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7. Shamming Catalepsy. 

Catalepsy, which in its extreme form is quite indistinguishable from — 

ordinary death, always demands the intervention not alone of a medical 

man but of a medical expert in diseases of this nature. We quote two © 

cases, cited by Dr. Litton Forbes, to show that even such unusual pheno- — 

mena may easily come within the sphere of the Investigating Officer. | 

“A remarkable case of simulated catalepsy has recently been reported. — 

A man condemned to death threw himself voluntarily into a cataleptic — 

condition. Strong stimulants, such as ammonia applied to the nostrils, ~ 

needles inserted into the body, and immersion in cold water, all failed to 

induce any response. At last alcohol was forcibly administered. ‘This 

caused partial intoxication, disturbed the mental equilibrium, and so 

restored consciousness. Another remarkable case is that of a soldier 

in France whose death had been certified by the regimental surgeons. In 

The 
first incision, however, at once restored consciousness, and the now woun- 

ded man suddenly sat up, while the medical men rather ignominiously 

ran away.” In conclusion, it cannot be said that the Investigating 

due course they proceeded to make a post-mortem examination. 

Officer goes beyond his legitimate sphere of action in unmasking such 

pretenders. ‘The happiness or misery, the honour and liberty of a man 

often depend upon the accuracy of a single deposition and the Investi- 

gating Officer is there to safe-guard the rights of everyone. He will be 

grossly wanting in his duty, if he does not consecrate all his attention and 

all his labour to compel the witness to speak the truth. | 

. 

Section iv._Signs and Signals ®®. | - 

By the word Szgns—French, Signes—German, Zinken—every scoun- 

drel understands “‘a secret mode of communication” ®™. The great variet} 

of these signs, their multifarious application, and their extended employ 

ment render them of the greatest importance for the Investigating Offi or 

they can elucidate for him facts which. without their help would I 

insoluble enigmas. For example a robbery committed appears altogeth 

impossible; only one thief has been seen and caught, but he cannot t 

made responsible, as, for the commission of the offence, the co-operation 

several persons was essential, and no connection can be discover 
between him and others. Again, secret communications in prison mé 

paralyse the greatest efforts of the Investigating Officer, who is unable to 

unravel these communications if he does not know the secret signs. 
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Further we may lay it down as the duty of the Investigating Officer, 

_ especially in the country, to busy himself not only with the isolated cases 

_ which may come up before him, but also with everything which happens 

_ within his jurisdiction—as to the people wandering there and the ties by 

_ which such vagabonds are connected: if then any such individual com- 

mits an offence within his jurisdiction, the Investigating Ofticer, personally 

_ instructed as he is, will be able to supply his subordinates with useful 

3 er eatinty to aid them in their inquiries. 

It will be a great satisfaction to the young Investigating Officer when 

fe important case turns up, to find the police, abkari, forest, or reve- 

nue subordinates, etc., come full of confidence to apply to him, to get his 

help and be guided by him. It is just the minute study of the ways 

of criminals which will as a rule, enable an Investigating Officer in any 

‘special case, to advance surely and methodically; after the crime, it is 

too late to study the ways of scoundrels, that must be done in time of 

Any one. interested will find a mass of information in J. M. 

Wagner’s Rothwelsche Studien (“Studies in Argot’’), We give a brief 

f t mmary. 

A. Graphic Signs. 

_ Graphic Signs are most interesting from every point of view and 
UN YA oO Um 5siiat i, a wy 

c leserve special study“. They carry us back to the old signs of incen- 

laries and assassins, in vogue for centuries. They were originally used 

bs bands of malefactors with extended ramifications, to designate houses 
Lo lestined at an appointed time to be attacked, pillaged, and, if necessary, 

ined after the slaughter of the inhabitants. They were usually simple 

ae ae cae: 
n form, generally consisting of an oblique line with strokes at the sides, 

ich as are to-day found in large numbers. Some of these signs are 

opied by Ludwig Bechstein, (‘Deutsches Museum fiir Geschichte’’) 8. 

fe riginal works, containing incendiary signs and surviving to our day, are 
— 
f ee of incendiaries, numbering 340, published in 1540 A. D.”’ 

sa s book includes several signs used to-day by wandering vagabonds, 

‘th lough over four and a half centuries have elapsed since that date ©. 

7 
_— 

; the most interesting perhaps is a little work,—‘‘ Signs and words 

bs. At first these signs were only a sort of mark for designating houses to 

j bu ned or attacked, just as a forest-guard marks trees to be cut down. 

ms an arrow with several oblique strokes showed a house to be burned, 

arrow with little circles at the end of the oblique strokes showed that 

necessary combustibles were already to be found in the house. 
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Later on there appeared, besides these objective signs, others of a 

subjective nature, which were merely a kind of coat of arms or crest | 

of the person who bore it. This was the general tendency of the period. — 

Just as the emblazoned bearings of the nobles enabled them to be recog- — 

nized though concealed beneath their coats of mail, so the house marks 

designated the owner of the house and everyone dependent on him: 

masons, carpenters, and sculptors had also their emblems serving as_ 

distinctive marks of the master workman who had built a house (the 

‘“Mark Master Mason’’) or carved a statue; traders were also distin-— 

guished by special marks, and the incendiaries made use of their signs to 
show that such and such a member of the band had been there and 

would return. These incendiary signs go very far back, certainly to the 

15th century at least. At the time of the reformation they were very 

common, and it was generally believed that the incendiaries were mem- 

bers of bands sent by the Pope into Germany to annihilate the Lutheran 

Reformers by fire and sword “*. , 4" 

Incendiaries and their marks are met with most Sraqusaitla during the 

Thirty Years War and at other times when brigands, vagabonds, and 

sharpers enjoyed complete freedom. One can hardly imagine the number 

of cases of robbery, murder, and incendiarism committed at this epoch 

The descriptions found in the “ Simplicissimus,” in Philander von Sitte- 

wald, in Alexander Simth, in Sigismund Hosman, and later in the lives 

of famous brigands (Lips Tullian, Schmule Schickel, Michl Hentzschl, 

Nickl List, Jonas Meyer, Schmuel Lébel, and many others) Bah to us 

to-day as horrible inventions of romance. 

An Tyme sign, dating from that epoch, has been preserved on — 

— JI the wall of a lonely chapel in the midst ¢ 

the Thuringian Forest (Fig.10). Tt 

& zl . a Ge, first line is the summons, the second tl 
response to the invitation. The form 

Fig. 10. means, ‘ The fourth house from here i 

the direction of the arrow will be attacked on the night when the moc 

is next in its fourth quarter.’’ To decipher this line it was not necessary 

know how to read books, for any one could understand it; and anyc 

who could understand it was welcome. Now all sorts of vagabor 

passed that way; they read the invitation, and each one who wisl 

to have a share in the job added his mark with black lead, red chalk 

burnt stick, or a knife; for every criminal had, and has to this day 

mark known to all his friends.. Thus we find in the lower line, a b: 
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a die, a key, a pot, a chain, five marks of five incendiaries, and the 

_ organiser of the crime had only to come and look to be sure of the 

assistance of these five individuals. We shudder even to-day in thinking 

of the terrible significance of these marks, apparently so harmless; but 

_ few among us know that the tamed offspring of these savage ancestors 

| still exist, and make under our very eyes their marks, which are read 

~* and understood. . 

We have only to observe closely chapels, farmhouses, crosses, palings, 

walls, especially in lonely places and at cross-roads, to find signs of 

criminals in abundance. Certainly they do not often now-a-days point 

to murder and incendiarism, but they indicate that such and such a 

~ comrade has been at the spot, alone or in company, on a certain date and 

_ that on a certain day he has departed in a certain direction. The most 

i q important indications for these birds of passage are those pointing out 

the houses where beggars are hospitably received ; the most dangerous is | 

the intimation that a robbery is about to be committed in the neighbour- i 
| hood, and that assistance is required. A few of these signs may be 

a usefully given here. 
.% 

7 Sti cllisinit cites as examples: a key with an 

rrow—mark of the burglar (Fig. 11) ®. 

Fig. 12. 

a it Cards with an arrow—mark of the wandering 

- card-cheat. 

We Fig. 13. 

; * | Avé-Lallemant takes Fig. 14a as the sign of tramps in general; but it - 2 

1s badly copied and ought to represent | 

a heart with three nails Fig. 140. 

Tl his is the ancient distinctive mark 

¢ the nail-maker, hence of the nail- 

4 nak er on the tramp. The author a b 

3 able personally to note this as fig. 14. 
‘sign of a nail-maker who subsequently took to the road. 

-) 

Ad 
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Figure 15 is the mark or sign of the tramp in general, it indicates - : 

“only direction and date. The zeros stand 

yo OH 4h 58, for children, the long strokes for companions, : 

Fig. 15. the half-stroke for the wife. The date. 

4-12-’58. The mark sometimes differs in — 
different countries, e.g., the strokes may be children and the zeros com- | 

panions or accomplices. The following marks are taken from the* 

author’s own collection, formed over a series of years. : 

26 LS Cs 
<— tree FN 

Fig. 16. 

Figure 16.—A country scene with a fir tree, drawn without lifting the 

- pencil or graver ; the very common mark of a famous tramp who had once 

been a landed proprietor. Such pictures traced with a single stroke are 

much favoured by malefactors and bear witness to their great antiquity. 

They are met with especially during the transition period from the 15th 

to the 16th century. Albrecht Diirer had wonderful skill in this class 6: 

work; and drew the magnificent designs on the borders of the prayer-book 

of the Emperor Maximilian. = 

Figure 17.—The sign of a baker, signifyin 

ews Br — —*1 was here on 5-11-72, I shall return o 
See s20-12.-”72..” | ‘hi 

Figure 18 is one of the most interesting the author has met wit 
The bird, drawn with a single strok 

represents a parrot, alluding to #1 

great loquacity of the owner of t 

yg NE | 00 t if mark, who was a famous hou 

breaker. The second sign is a chur 

FS oe the third a Key. Below, we 

three round objeets on a line; tl 

according to the calendar of t 
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Styrian peasantry, is the emblem of St. Stephen, 7.e., three stones placed 

on the ground, alluding to the martyrdom of the Saint by stoning. 

They here indicate the date, viz. St. Stephen’s Day, 26th December. 

By the side is an infant in swaddling clothes, this indicates the birth of 

the Saviour, the date being 25th December. The whole thus means. The 

owner of the parrot sign intends to break into a church on 26th December. 

He desires accomplices, and will accordingly be in the neighbourhood of 

_ the sign (a lonely chapel in a wood) on 25th December to meet whoever 

turns up. The police, knowing the importance of the signs, took a copy 

to the Magistrate, a priest helped to interpret the liturgical emblems, and 

on Christmas day four dangerous criminals were captured near the chapel 

‘in the wood. 

Figure 19.—An open book, a broken baton, a human foot, and three 

dates. The interpretation is unknown. 

Besides these signs there are others in- 

- tended to communicate useful information | 22S.\¢" |] 

_ to other wanderers. This shows clearly the =s— 

comradeship, one might almost call it the ee 

organisation, existing among these vaga- Fig. 19. 

bonds; all the members render each other 

2 ooh. Dye) ee ANER LA TNA me 1! em NER RnR HERES ISIE OAPPRAREISS = 

Pe RE ele Salata 

a6 as SOLALOLNe 

mutual services, without even knowing each other, in the hope at some 

other time of obtaining assistance in return. 

OK & 
Fig. 21. Fig. 22. Fig. 28. 

ee ee Oh es ae el chee 

10,6,3 <___ 47 ji,20, 

| Big. 20. 

Marks on houses where alms are or are not given. 

_ Ficure 20 is very common. An open hand signifies that one will 

ind a ,enerous hand, in the 4th, 7th, 11th, and 20th houses to the right, 

and in the 3rd, 6th, and 10th to the left; it is thus an indication that one 

may beg successfully at these houses. Sometimes a special mark is put 

on each house, to show if it is worth while stopping there to ask for 

hi The sign is generally very simple: an empty circle, Fig. 21, shows 

iat here something may be obtained, probably a coin; a cross, Fig. 22, 

dicates that nothing can be had; while a combination of the two signs, 

ig. #3, means; “people do give something here, but nothing a tramp 
; - 42 
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wants; 2.e., you will only get a piece of bread, a glass of cider, potatoes, — 

an egg, or something else to eat—no money. ”’ | 

abe 
Fig. 25. | 

Fig. 24. Tramps’ signs. Fig. 26. 

English criminal sign. Warning against the police. 

English criminals employ similar marks “®, Fig. 24 is found in” 

England as well as on the continent and means that stolen goods can be _ 

disposed of at the house thus designated. Marks of a violin and flute, 

in their simplest forms, are also very common, Fig. 25. The violin is a 

good sign, ‘‘ people are bountiful’’; here is an allusion perhaps to the 

old saying ‘“‘the heavens are full of violins.’’ The flute means just the 

opposite, taken perhaps from the proverb, “you can come here to play 

the flute” —and no more. Figure 26 is a sign giving warning that th 

police are very active; the signs speak for themselves. | 

Sometimes also these signs are accompanied by other marks contain- 

ing a menace or a prophecy, or perhaps also 

inviting to join in an attack. Some years 

\ J ago in Hastern Styria a gendarme was found 

By murdered, his body being pierced with in- 

ae numerable stabs with knives. An inspection 

en of the scene of offence showed that he hac 

Pig. 27. sat down by the road side to fill his pipe, : 
the tobacco spread out, the pipe half-fille 

On account of his conscientious strictness, he was feared and hated b 

the tramps and gipsies, who had traitorously attacked and murdered hit 

in the manner indicated. A few days after his death there was foun 

on a ruined wall not far from the scene of the crime a rough drawir : 

Fig. 27, the meaning of which is evident. It was an easily recog nis 

caricature of a face surmounted by the gendarme’s plumed hat; 6 

military moustache is very typical. Round the head four daggers a 

clearly drawn. | . 
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The drawing was certainly not made after the murder, for it had been 

half effaced by rain and no rain had fallen between the day of the crime 

and the day of the discovery. Here was clearly a threat and call for 

help.; if the discovery had been made in time the officer could have been 

warned and thus saved his life, at least he would not have taken such a 

lonely night journey alone. This shows how carefully the places where 

such signs are likely to be found should be scrutinised and the signs 

themselves noted. 

But the old heraldic signs formerly used by criminals are being 

gradually supplanted by international written signs, which can be used 

_ anywhere. Just as heraldic ornaments and the distinguishing of houses 

_ by escutcheons and crests are disappearing, to be replaced by monograms’ 

_ without colour and without meaning, so the old original and interesting 

- marks of criminals are disappearing. Nicknames take the place of the 

. picturesque crest. ‘This is of course due to the great modern spread of 

_ reading and writing. Thus inscriptions of the class shown in Fig. 28, 

are frequently found. 
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Fig. 28. Fig. 29. 

_ In contrast to*this modern tendency we may cite criminal marks 

found in a mountainous and lonely district of Lorraine inhabited by well- 

ic do peasants, Fig. 29. All these were shown to belong to members 

- Of the same band, for the marks were all taken from the same book. 

OA scording to this book, these signs mean: (1) Demoniwm Mercuri; 

 Q) Intelligentia Saturni; (3) Sign of the guardian angel for Saturday, 

alled Cossiel. These marks are found in the ‘‘ Pnewmatologia occulta et 

vera,” published at Salamanca“, This celebrated book of magic pro- 

“bably came into the hands of a band of rogues, who were so captivated 

le ewith that the magic signs in it awoke from their sleep of centuries 

to a new life. 
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To this class also belong gipsy signs, which in some way or other 

indicate their presence in a neighbourhood, not only 

when they have made an innocent transit, but also — 

BN A when they have committed some crime; in the — 

latter case, however, they conceal the signs more 

Fig. 30. carefully or mark them on places difficult io find. 

The most common mark is a shaded triangle, which — 

is supposed to represent a harps it is generally found on houses where 

the gipsy has passed the night. (Figure 80). The gipsy also suspends ~ 

strips of clothing from a house, a stake, a tree, etc.; this is a certain © 

sign that one of the fraternity has passed that way, and he has — 

been able for centuries to make the country people believe that these — 

rags are bewitched, producing diseases in the persons touching them; — 

hence no one is bold enough to lay hands on them and they remain — 

there for the information of other gipsies as they come along. As a 

general rule this sign is found near cross-roads or wherever the gipsy — 

following may be in doubt as to the route taken by the one in advance. 

At other times gipsies employ wands twisted together, branches, or 

even blades of grass or straw, rolled one on the other. They take for 

example the branch of a tree with three shoots, being careful to bend 

the middle branch in the direction to be taken; or they place by the road 

side three stones, one on the top of another, a sign not likely to be 

noticed by the initiated but quite plain to him who knows, Mig. 31, 82. 

AM id NW Fw == 

fig. 31. Fig. 82. 

Gipsy signs. , 

The author for a long time believed that these signs were specia. 

peculiarities of the gipsies, which they might have brought with # or 

from their Indian home. ‘This is however a mistake, as the Germat 

Schonbach has shewn. In an unprinted sermon, (Leipzig Manuscript 

No. 496), of Berthold von Regensburg, who was without doubt h 

greatest preacher of the Middle Ages, the speaker says :—“ The devi 

does as the robbers, who put certain signs on the way, so that wande: el 

think they are on the right way while these signs lead straight to ti 

den of the robbers. Of these signs there are three. Crossed twig 

stones placed together, and connected rods or briers.’’ These are exac a 
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- the three last mentioned signs showing the gipsies’ road and we must 

accept it that these signs nave for more than five hundred years been * 

widely known and used among the common people, though they are now 

forgotten by these people and remembered only by the conservative gipsies. 

But even this acceptation must be limited by the fact that the use is 

specially of German origin. For evidence of this (pointed out also by 

_Schonbach), see Gross, Archives®®, As however the gipsies were certainly 

in Europe as early as 1417 A. D. and, if, as one theory makes out, they 

were fugitives themselves, they would naturally make common cause with 

the invaded inhabitants, it is just as likely that they were teachers as 

‘taught. The latest research on the subject is thus summed up by 

W. Crooke, (“Things Indian,” 1906, p. 247). 

“The connection between the European gipsies and the East is 

obvious from philological considerations alone. But the circumstances of 

their westward migration have long been disputed. On one theory their 

arrival in Kurope, which is recorded for the first time in 1417, was due 

4 te the escape of fugitives before the armies of Timur, who reached India 

z a 1398. Another suggestion connects them with a body of Jat minstrels 

i imported from India to Persia by Bahram Gur about 420 A.D., whence 

: 7. gradually worked their way into Europe. A third theory identifies 

them with various Indian vagrants of the present day, such as Doms, 

Bediyas, or Nats. Lastly, Mr. F. H. Groome identifies them with a 

‘ prehistoric body of wanderers from the Kast, who brought with them the 

wt of working in bronze. On this view of the case, the modern gipsies 

‘ n y be akin to some of the present vagrant tribes, but the separation 

occurred at a very early period. 

“Attempts have been made to identify the gipsies in a special way 

| with two of these wandering tribes, the Changars and the Doms, the 

‘former name being supposed by some to be the origin of the title 

| Fi ngari,’’ the latter of ‘“ Romani.” The Changars, whose name is sup- 
ce 99 

“posed by Leitner to mean “grain-sifters,’ are a vagrant tribe of the 

| njib—the men employed in agriculture, and particularly in reaping, 

d the women in sifting and cleaning grain. The Doms or Dims are a 

espread race, found all through North India. The best group of them 

‘is found in the Lower Himalaya, where they are mostly respectable 

7 tisans. The Dtim-Mirasi, if he be really identical with these people, 

i is a wandering minstrel. The Dom of Behar is a foul outcast, a scaven- 

er, and eater of carrion, and is employed on the duty, odious to the 

Hindu, of providing the fire for cremation.” 

“a 
“| 
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If along the road there should be sand or bare earth or snow, the — 

‘ gipsies make their marks on the ground, which are clear but of course not 

lasting ; as a rule, they make three strokes, the middle being the longer 

and indicating the direction in which they have gone, Mig. 32. 

A list of gipsy signs has been published by von Wlislocki ®, Theodor 

Seelmann and Heinrich Glucksmann™®, The latter declares that gipsies 
3 

of a certain stock, and particular gipsies of that stock, have special 

signs (hairs of animals, rags; bits of wood, etc.) as. if they were 

families of tribes. These signs are combined with others, in order to — 

give information to stray gipsies. The personal sign, for instance, 

partly covered with cow dung, gives warning of police; human ex- 

crement betokens success and luck; an elder twig—illness; a half-burnt 

elder twig, with straw—a death; a fir-twig—an engagement; a willow- 

twig—a birth; an oak-twig—the return of a traveller, or an arrested 

comrade; a birchen rod—a capture by the police. Skin or leather 

cuttings notify a person to hurry to a rendez-vous. Holes in the leather 

betoken a town, when square,—if round, a village. If, for instance, two 

round, one square, and again one round hole are found in a piece of 

leather, then the gipsy must pass through two villages and one town 1 : 

order to reach the next village—the place of meeting. Pig’s bristles 

portend approaching luck, the hairs of dogs danger and insecurity, frag- 

ments of glass a dead animal. To understand the somewhat startling | 

science of gipsy fortune-telling and card prophecy, one must also pay | 

attention to the graphical signs which the wanderers draw on the walls ol 

houses, either with a nail or a bit of coal—figures the inhabitants do no 

notice, as they are scarcely distinguishable from the marks made by time 

wind, or weather ; but which to those who have the necessary knowledgt 

are of extreme importance. According to Wlislocki, a cross means thé 

{ 
i 

] 

there is nothing to be had; a double cross—rough usage; a circle—liberal 

treatment; a double circle—unusually benevolent people; two longitudin: 

lines, and over these two cross-lines—the home of a Magistrate or an hh 

vestigating Officer; a double circle and under it two lines—a theft of w | 

gipsies are suspected; a vertical line—the joyful news ‘‘Here we ha | 

found”’ (that is ‘‘stolen’’); a triangle—‘‘ Here by cards or fortune-telli | 

money may be made’’; a circle over a cross urges to a deed of reven; 

two serpentine lines show the desire of the woman of the house to hi 

children ; two vertical lines bound together by one serpentine line sk 

that the woman will have no more children; two serpentine lines thro 

a circle betoken the death of an old woman; through two circles, the de 
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of an old man; points in a circle show inheritance through death; a ser- 

pentine line cutting a triangle—the death of householder; two such lines 

through the same figure—the death of householder’s wife; a serpentine 

line through two circles—the unfaithfulness of the wife; a circle between 
ive apt oO 

two serpentine lines—the unfaithfulness of the husband; a vertical with 

a horizontal line under it, and under this again a circle—matrimonial 

designs, etc. It is easy to see that these signs are very useful in fortune- 

SAAS REPL PED SRA A ORI 

telling and card prophecy, and itis worth while to notice the camaraderie 

of these people who help one another, expecting in the same way to be 

helped in turn. | 
Be et All these gipsy signs are certainly met with among other tramps, but 
a ‘they prove that the man employing them, if not a gipsy himself, is at 

- least in close touch with gipsies and has become practically one of (ig an 

themselves. 
ce A A These marks of criminals must not be confounded with those of 

peripatetic grinders, made on the houses where they have received scissors, 

Fak nives, etc., to sharpen. There is no doubt that their marks closely 

resemble those of criminals and trace their origin to the times when 

_ knife-grinders, who were also generally umbrella-menders, were wont to 

wander along the roads in company with tramps of all sorts. When 

hen a grinder has collected during the day a number of knives and 

sissors, all so much alike, it would be impossible for him to return 

hem to the true owners without a special mark for each house (such as 

yers, laundrymen, and dhobies use). These marks often furnish a use- 

ul memoria technica, they are curious and sometimes ancient, but their 

ily importance for us is to distinguish them from true criminal signs. 

Then we are in doubt, we must ask the first grinder we meet, whether 

rambulating or stationary; for each knows accurately the marks used 

y other grinders. | 

A curious and somewhat impertinent sign which was at one time 

lieved by the author to be purely local, but is now shown (by Klaus- 

of Berlin”) to be very wide-spread, is that of a human caricature 

~ —————— 
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lowed by three marks of interrogation. The plain meaning of the 

sn, wherever it has been discovered, is unmistakeable: ‘‘ Where is the 

shief ? Can’t you catch him?” 

+) 

MB Stee” * 4 

B. Hand Signals. 
wy 

Sign als or signs made by the hands, as means of communication 

veen malefactors, constitute a complete alphabet, the letters being 
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formed by the different positions of the fingers; sometimes the ordinary 

well-known deaf-and-dumb alphabet is employed. But this alphabet is 

not identical in all countries and though the changes are not in essential 

constituents, yet they are sufficient to prevent the deaf and dumb of 

different countries communicating with each other by this means. It 

is said to be different in the case of criminals, who have so altered 7 

the alphabet as to make it in a sense international. Be this as it may, 

the important thing for the Investigating Officer is not so much to 

understand the alphabet employed, as to realize the fact of its existence, 

to know that two accomplices can carry on a conversation from the 

prison windows across a wide courtyard. If this fact be borne in mind, 

he will be spared many surprises arising from an unexpected harmony — 

between the statements. The Investigating Officer who does not bother — 

himself about these communications, or thinks it beneath his dignity to 

take account of them, not only makes himself ridiculous when he comes 

to interrogate the suspects but conducts his inquiry merely as a matter 

of form, for the sake of appearances, and so fails in the performance of — 

his duty. | 

Another mode of communicating with the hands is to write slowly in 

the air with the fingers words that a quick observer can easily read 4), . 

All such modes of communication are specially employed during those 

‘confrontations,’ or bringing of the parties face to face, which many 

persons are so enamoured of, but which the present writer considers both 

insufferable and dangerous. One may confront honest and unsuspected | 

witnesses ; a mistake leading to grave consequences may thus often be | 

readily cleared up, and also fresh starting points may thus be obtainec 

which repeated interrogatories could never furnish. But, beyond that. 

“confrontations” have many drawbacks and at most afford an easy way 

of getting out of a corner by simplifying the rest of the inquiry. Who 

ever knows with what ease and rapidity two malefactors can come to: 

thorough understanding by means of their secret alphabet will take car 

not to let them have such a simple and easy means of communicatior 

at the moment of the confrontation and during the preparation of th 

record, they will perfectly comprehend each other, in spite of the stx ict 

est supervision. F 

In the widest sense of the word, these “signals’’ include every i 

of mutual understanding, arrived at by means not comprehended by t 

uninitiated. These understandings, often leading to serious consequence 

are arrived at when prisoners are allowed to communicate with th 
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relations and friends, even under the very eyes of the Investigating 

Officer. Often the latter will be astonished at the explosive violence 

with which persons, deemed absolutely incapable of any emotion, throw 

themselves on each others necks, weep, cry out, express their feelings in 

the midst of renewed embraces, until the Investigating Officer thinks 

this exhibition of grief has lasted long enough and separates the weeping 

participants. Generally the only object of all this scene is to slip into 

the possession of the accused, a letter, a file, or some other small object, 

or to whisper in his ear hints for his defence or the name of an alibi 

witness. On the other hand the accused may slip over to the visitor 

‘some small object which he has hitherto been able to conceal, or in turn 

to whisper some words in his ear. 

Avé-Lallemant relates the case of the concubine of a prisoner who 

passed from her mouth to his a piece of gold, with which he shortly 

afterwards attempted to bribe the warder. The same writer suggests, 
—— 

Peo Ma Ltd a oe va a wy 
and on good grounds, that the infants women bring with them are often 

dangerous; it is not surprising that the prisoner should spend a long 

time nursing and caressing his child, but at the same time he takes care 

_ to secure all the objects which the infant is made use of to convey. 

: - True a certain amount of smartness is required to thus give and 

' receive, in spite of the close supervision exercised over prisoners; but 

hose who are dangerous are not precisely the unskilful ones, and all 

Jossess more or less the cleverness of the pickpocket. 

a To prove the adroitness of these gentry, an example may be given 

jo show how readily such exchanges may be effected. A police official 

ne day informed us that he had something interesting to communicate. 

In going to the lock-up we found a pick-pocket who, having just 
sega? 22 pea! “OITA YL SI 

te 
ompleted a sentence of imprisonment, was about to be handed over 

to a foreign power. The criminal had been ill, and well-cared for by the 

ithorities, and on the eve of his extradition had offered to ‘show some- 
fe 

hing.” This “something” was then shown. The speciality of our man 

as to ask for “a light.” The prisoner asked one of the company to 

place an object like a pocket-book in the inside pocket of his frock-coat 

out without buttoning it; then the victim was requested to light a cigar 

1 hand one to the experimenter. The latter, in a natural manner, 

hrew his great coat over his arm, and advancing with a polite bow 

jues' ed a light for his cigar. The person addressed, consented, keeping 

the time an eye on the book that represented the pocket-book. The 

n took a long time to light his cigar and was very clumsy over the job.. 
43 
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The cigar would not catch fire, and the other party had to take two or 

three strong pulls at his, to give more fire and make the lighting easier. 

At last the cigar burned ; the thief made another polite bow and retired, — 

but the book was no longer in the pocket. The hand under the great — 

coat had worked so cleverly that the book was extracted without the — 

slightest contact being felt. It was certainly remarkably clever to distract — 

the attention of a person fore-warned, by a show of pretended clumsiness. 

How easy it must be then for criminals of this nature to transfer objects 

when both parties are active and can warn each other by a glance, a sign, i 

a movement, that there is something to give or to take. 

But even the over-prudent Investigating Officer who deems he has — 

avoided all danger by forbidding, ‘“‘embraces, handshakings,’’ etc., — 

cannot prevent these people from communicating with each other by | 

signals, glances, movements of the hands, etc.; the communication may 

be short and swift, but will convey everything essential and compromise ~ 

the success of the inquiry. A single moment may cause the irrevocable ~ 

loss of all the trouble taken, all the skill employed. | 

Among the modes of communication reference may be made to the 

secret writing of prisoners. Everyone knows that this writing exists, — 

for persons even use “sympathetic” or invisible ink for perfectly inoffensive 

purposes. These inks are solutions of salts of cobalt, copper, iron, ete.,— 

sulphuric acid and water, milk, urine, ete. Some of these are not worth 

much from the present point of view, as they necessitate the use of 

chemicals both for writing and for reading what is written. ‘The prisoner § 

under lock and key will not find it easy to find chloride of cobalt or | 

protochloride of iron to write with, nor a solution of gall-nuts to enable | 

him to bring the writing to light. Only substances easily procured are 

dangerous and important; such are, as concerns writing coming into | 

prisons, allinks that become visible by heating, rubbing with burnt paper, 

ashes, dust, etc., for such agents are easily found in every prison. If, 

e.g., one writes with a solution of chloride of cobalt, the gentle heat of a 

stove or of a burning match will make the writing appear, at least for 

the moment. If the writing be made with a solution of gum arabic, one 

has only to breathe on the letter and then rub it with ashes or dust, and 

the written characters stand out quite distinctly. The breath causes the 

gum on the surface to become sticky, and the dust thus adheres to the 

gummy characters but not to the paper. Evidently the necessary in 

gredients, especially dust, are found in all prisons. if Va 
F 

Particularly dangerous inks are such as can be made to appear and 

: 
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_ disappear several times; the accused can thus read them over and over 

again; he can also with this ink make notes of things he does not wish 

to forget, and even carry them about with him. Whenever he wants 

to refresh his memory he can do so at his ease. Such inks are very 

- numerous; the best, and best known, is that called “ Weidmann’s” ink— 

one part of linseed oil, eight parts of liquid ammonia, a hundred parts 

of water. Before writing, this ink must be well shaken and the paper 

- moistened, when the writing will be visible but will disappear when 

_ dry. Another ink, easy to prepare and consequently much used, is the 

following: copper is dissolved in hydrochloric acid, a little azotate of 

_ potassium is added, and the whole diluted with water, until the writing 

obtained is no longer visible. Everytime the paper is heated the writing 

starts up in dark yellow, completely disappearing when cold. 

Great attention should be paid to writings of this kind and it must 

not be forgotton that such secret intimations are generally found between ait Sion 

_ the lines of documents otherwise perfectly harmless. 

Letters coming out of prison are almost always written either with 

‘urine or with milk; the writing is easily made clear by heating or rubbing 

with dust. Such communications generally pass between one prison 

‘and another, but are also sent to the outside world. Even when the very 

natural precaution is adopted of not allowing the prisoner to write except 
Pe FR EM WAT BIOL GG MK ED RMA NR A Bla ML UN 6A AA PD A Apia CLIN ARG ht ENTER ANAM AA NR ‘under the supervision of the warder, it may be possible to change the 

‘paper for another on which he has previously written with urine, or to 

‘ ribble without being observed a few words with urine during the formal 

writing of the letter. The author knows of the case of a female prisoner 

oy ho, while writing in the office of the Superintendent of the Jail himself, 

‘moistened a small piece of pointed wood with milk from her own bosom, 

_ and thus inscribed several lines between those written in ink. There are 

a _ two expedients to get over these tricks; to heat every letter that enters or 

Z leaves a prison or, better still, to let nothing either come in or go out. 

_ ‘The first method should be always employed ; the second should be 

e adopted in all important cases. When a letter arrives addressed to an 
a a cused under detention, he should be sent for, the letter should be read 

: - to him, several times if he desires it, but should never be handed over to 

him ; the fact of reading the letter should be entered on the record and 
the former attached to it. In this there is an additional advantage; no 

7 paper enters the prison, and it is well-known that the margins and backs 
of letters are often used for fresh correspondence. When a letter of a 

Jerson under detention is to be sent out of a prison, the letter should 

PATI M NREL TEPER 456 HNN OETTARS 0 RABRDAU MT OP #17 
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be carefully copied and then compared and signed by the prisoner in 

presence of the Superintendent or the Magistrate himself; the original 

should be attached to the record and the copy posted. 

But in spite of every precaution we may be taken in, as the foll agp 

case will prove: the proprietor of a small piece of forest land was sus- 

pected for many years of receiving stolen property and conveying it 

across the frontier. He was arrested, his wife being allowed to remain 

at liberty ; she was under her husband’s orders, could not be suspected 

of wishing to run away, and had in the house several little children, one 

being an infant at the breast. The man at his first examination denied 

everything but expressed a strong desire to speak to his wife. In spite — 

of the distance she was accordingly brought to the courthouse. ‘The 

unusual insistence of the man appeared suspicious; accordingly an inter- 

view was refused, but the prisoner was allowed to send any message he 

chose to the woman. After a lot of bother, he stated that all he wanted 

to say to his wife was, that she should look well after the cattle, as he — 

had done until his arrest, and see that they had plenty nourishment. — 

This apparently harmless message was accurately communicated to the 

wife. But doubts remained and the same day a police constable was — 

sent to see the cattle possessed by the couple. His report was that they 

possessed three goats and a half-starved horse, used for carrying the — 

stolen property across the border. Undoubtedly the Investigating Officer 

had been humbugged and been made the agent of conveying an ambi- 

guous and disastrous message. The matter remained an enigma for a | 

long time. Later on the Investigating Officer had in confinement a j ; 

young woman who had grown up among gipsies and had been taught to 

steal with great skill. A great deal of interest was taken in the girl | 

because it was suspected that she had been stolen when a child, although _ 

inquiries as to her origin proved fruitless. She showed her gratitude 

for the interest taken in her and the kindness shown her by giving a 

great deal of hitherto unknown information about the manners and 

customs of the gipsies, and among other matters about their double 

speech. Asked as to the meaning of the expression “feed the cattle,” d j 

the girl said it meant locally “deceive the officers of the law and admit | 

nothing.’”’ ‘Thus the meaning of the message from husband to wife wa 

“T have admitted nothing; do not you admit anything, on any consi i 

ation.” Of course the language of swindlers and thieves is full of { 

ambiguous expressions, most of which are however perfectly well- kno | 

Another mode of communication is by means of letters deeply cut 1 : ery: 
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wood. Thus if letters be deeply graven in soft, smooth wood, so that 

the deeply cut characters form together a word or phrase, and if, above 
Ak Aa 

these characters, the wood be scraped with a sharp knife or better still a 

piece of glass until the writing is no longer visible on the surface, it may 

be made to reappear by soaking the wood. In fact, the fibres of the 

wood, where pressure has been exerted to form the letters, remain 

compressed, although no trace of the compression is visible to the naked 

AE eA le i i AANA 
eye. If therefore the portions of wood thus compressed be soaked in 

water, they swell and the writing stands out clearly in relief. Any wood 
ANTRAL 

may be used, but the finer the grain (as maple or pear) the better the 

chance of success. Accordingly every morsel of wood coming from out- Pi Bee 

‘side must be examined, as the handles of brushes, combs, and mirrors, or 

of tools, boxes containing provisions, etc. In one case the writing was 

on a wooden spoon, and only appeared when the spoon was put in the 

- soup. It was represented that the individual was ‘“‘so accustomed’”’ to 

this spoon; and no difficulty was therefore raised to his using this 

“harmless” utensil. | 

Of another kind of communication the following example may be 

given. In a big affair, twenty eight persons were arrested; the cells were 

limited in number and it was quickly seen that the persons under deten- 

tion communicated with each other in various ways. The inquiry was 

Seriously interfered with and military supervision was requisitioned ; 

accordingly soldiers did sentrygo night and day in the corridors. This 

supervision was at first successful, but after a few days it was seen that 

the answers of the accused were changing all round—they were evidently 

again in communication. The Superintendent of the Prison went on 

watch himself and observed that from the peephole, or inspection hole, 

of each cell, left purposely open to render supervision more easy, a hand 

was protruded as the soldier passed and deposited a small article on the 

top of his cartridge-pouch, hanging on his back. As the soldier passed 

the next cell, another hand appeared, removed the object placed on the 

cartridge-pouch, and so on: thus the soldier guards were the innocent 

-means of communication between the prisoners. As they had no paper, PE (MNES ALES, BARR ANA PYY ORRYe TLT) UA FE ART AMS IIASA SN tl SJL EU: 

“> 

the prisoners used scraps of linen torn from their shirts. The only pen- 

cil they had travelled with the letter, and all the world could use it. 

ont 

C. Signals of recognition. 

_ These are essentially international and enable members of the criminal 
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classes to recognise each other anywhere. Wherever they may be, ina hotel, 

in a shop, at church, on the railway, in prison, if two members of the © 

criminal classes meet it is important that they should recognise each other — 

at once, so that they may act together, or not interfere with each other, — 

or perhaps not try their games on each other; a card-cheat, for example, — 

only wastes his time in endeavouring to entrap another cheat. For the 

Investigating Officer it suffices to know that these signals exist, are : 

known, and understood wherever criminals congregate. If an Investi- — 

gating Officer ignores this fact, he will be continually meeting strange — 

things he cannot explain. For example a man is accused of having — 

attempted to rob a fellow passenger in a railway carriage. The accused — 

in his defence pretends that it was impossible for him to make such an 

attempt as a ‘“‘ gentleman’ was seated opposite to him who would have 

seen everything; and besides he would not have dared to steal under the — 

very eyes of the gentleman. The latter had continued his journey to an _ 

unknown destination; but could not be an accomplice as he had got into 

the train half-a-day before the accused. One might perhaps believe this — 

story, did not one know that a single movement of the hand exchanged — 

between the two was enough to assure them that neither had anything to 

fear from the other. . | 

Again, in a hotel, a swindler sells something false as genuine, pretend- 

ing to be absolutely honest, so much so that two perfect strangers are 

greatly taken with the article, declaring they would have bought it, if the 

dupe had not previously practically completed his purchase. True enough 

the two men are strangers but just as truly a single sign enables them to | 

play the game of the cheat. { | 

It is exactly the same with card-sharpers, who assemble, especially on | 

market days, in hotels and other places of public resort, and immediately | 

assist each other though they may have never met before. They play 

with each other a harmless game, in which now one,,now another wins. 

This works admirably and the people about gain confidence. Or they 

play at guessing puzzles, and the guesser generally gains although he whe 

has propounded the puzzle declares it insoluble. They play, at first, only 

for love, but when the spectators get excited and join in, they play no 

longer for love but for the hard won money of the countryman, whi 

suspects nothing and loses everything. Or one plays while an accomp ic 

sits behind his partner and indicates the cards held. In any event thi 

recognition prevents a swindler from wasting his time in trying to du r 

another member of the fraternity. 4 
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Fig. 33. | Fig. 34. 

The signals employed are numerous; among the Roman nations, 

especially among Italians and French, a ereat number are recognized, 

Pitre ® (“ Archives de Lombroso,’ 1X., 1888) has collected 48 signals 

of recognition employed by Italian criminals alone. For our purpose the 

two here illustrated are the most important, being known by all the’ 

scoundrels of the civilised world for centuries; Fig. 33 is most commonly 

used in the North of Kurope, Fig. 34 in the South. 

By taking note of these signals we can understand how certain crimes 

which we have refused to credit become possible; we were sure they 

could not be carried out without accomplices and we could discover no 

trace of connection with third parties. 

P Another signal, of less interest to the Investigating Officer but of 

great importance to criminals, consists in closing one eye and squinting 

with the other towards the nose. It is a piece of face play we all know, 
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and often indulge in as a joke, to show some secret understanding. In 
the life of a swindler the sign is of great importance and often forms the 

Et Lalit 0 ee ee Se OP te Geer eT starting point of a more or less prolonged partnership in crime. 

It must be remembered that the “friendships”’ of these gentry do 

D ot generally last long. ‘There are many causes leading to the disruption 

of harmony between them—the division of the spoil, suspicion of 

treason, difference of views as to the mode of carrying out a scheme, 

jealousy of the superior cleverness of one, discontent at the clumsiness of 

he other, etc. Often too they are dispersed as a consequence of the 

biscarriage of some plot, by imprisonment for different periods of 

etention, and other accidents. Besides it is not to their interest to 

“Temain too long in company, for the foregathering of a number of 

‘persons, who enjoy a bad reputation with the authorities, is suspicious 

anc attracts an amount of supervision most disagreeable to them. Thus 

ere is a continual changing in criminal partnerships ; they unite for one 

> two schemes, share the danger, the booty, and the secrets, and sepa- 

te never to meet again. ‘Thus they are always under the necessity of 

ag new accomplices, and for that only a little address is required, 

ESET SLA EELS ML PES EAEMEL ETM IN SES 18 LRAT 
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Men pursuing the same aim, whether good or bad, meet and recognize 

each other easily, we might almost say instinctively. This phenomenon — 

is based to some extent on our knowledge of ourselves. Hach of us — 

knows to some extent his own qualities, and easily recognises them in 

others. An observer will quickly perceive that ardent huntsmen re- 

cognise each other as quickly as pederasts, that chess players and men — 

of science will take to each other as quickly as gamblers and tap-room — 

‘companions; so one sharp will pick out another among hundreds of 

honest men. A wink of the eye to make sure one is not deceived, a 

response of recognition—and the same evening they commit a robbery in 

company; both alike risk their liberty, but each is absolutely sure of the 

devotion of his new comrade. This is the only explanation of the 

inconceivable rapidity with which those people make friends who come 

no one knows whence, and who have hardly arrived before they are. 

found working hand in hand. | 

We may here recall the report of a police officer upon a big house- 

breaking, which stated that the author could be no other than a famous 

operator, who had always a very characteristic plan of operations, were it 

not that he had been released from a long period of imprisonment only ~ 

two days before; and could not therefore have had the time to recruit the 

three or four accomplices absolutely necessary for the commission of the 

offence. Accordingly he let the man slip quietly away, and only later — 

was it proved that he had organised the robbery; one of his accomplices 

admitted that he had found and enlisted his assistants by this sign. 

D. Acoustical Signs. 

These may be divided into two classes— 

1. Calls and cries of warning. 

“Calls ’’ consist almost exclusively of imitation of the cries of animal 

especially those that are accustomed to make a noise at night. Naturally 

persons planning a night attack on a person in a forest or jungle, or” 

night attack on a house, do not call to each other by name or make an 

noise that would attract attention. The cry of an animal, especially whe 

well imitated, is never suspected, and when there is a previous unde 

standing it is as certain a call as the names themselves. i 

Thus is imitated the crowing of a cock, the pipe of the quail, ih 
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croaking of a frog near water, or of a toad, but above all the hooting of 

the owl. Owls are everywhere, in the forests, in the fields, in the 

- mountains, in the marshes, in isolated spots and close to human dwellings. 

Early in the evening -as well as before dawn, the ery of the owl is never 

suspected; it is even used in broad day by hunters summoning each 

other to the woods. No animal fears it, white men have a superstitious 

dread of the hoot of the owl; hearing it they will sooner stop their ears 

than watch their pockets. According to the distance, the hoot of the 

small barn-owl (Striz Scops) or that of the great night-owl (Striz Noctua) 

is used (see Fug. 35). : 
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This matter may be important. When the question is whether an 

attack in a forest or a house-breaking 
-9- oN -0- Liryt 

has been committed by one man or by pot——y— -—2 
: # EE OE SAA A ENS 
_ several as accomplices, the witnesses Es 

' should be asked whether shortly before a 

or after the crime they have not heard p~—)—-%—-#——#-e—_t-e—— 

the hoot of an owl. If the answer be 
ir . the affirmative, it will be a strange eae et ee ga 

coincidence if just at the time and Fig. 35. | 

place of the crime an owl should have | | 

been hooting. Watchmen of all kinds should also keep their ears open 

a such sounds. 

As for cries of warning, all kinds of noises are made use of; as a rule 

they are heard only when things are going amiss and the only resource 

left is flight: for this a very distinctive convention is necessary, a whistle, 

a clapping of the hands, a loud cough, is enough as a signal of danger. 

_ In each country, and in each division of every country (as in North 

and South Germany), special words have become appropriated to such 

‘purposes. These belong more particularly to the argot of the various 

listricts and it would be of no practical use to make an enumeration of 
h om here 697-599), 
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2. Phonetic communication in prison. 

. _ This means of communication is more wide-spread and more danger- 

‘ous than ordinarily believed. It is generally imagined that it is impossible 

for criminals to transmit long and precise messages to each other; short 

mmunications it is supposed are useless, and not worth wasting time 

er. Such an opinion shows that a man has never known his own 
4,4 
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prison, that he has never taken into account the consequences of such — 

correspondence, in short that he is a silly dupe. 

Take the situation of an accused under remand, who has nothing to | 

do but to sleep or to wake as the humour takes him; who has nothing © 

to think about but his case; who knows that prudence and a reasonable 

explanation can alone save him; what is most important to him is to 

come to an understanding with a co-accused, so that both should stick — 

to the same story; or to get another prisoner about to be released to 

undertake to find him witnesses for an alibi, to cause the traces of the | 

crime to disappear, or even to remove the corpus delicti to a place of safety. 

Of course there is no great mischief done when a young. peasant who 

has killed a hare to make a pair of breeches of the skin gets by chance — 

into communication with a servant who has stolen a silver watch; but 16 

is otherwise with two dangerous criminals whose conviction will be a — 

boon to society. The whole life of these people is spent in gaining an 

existence by illegal methods, in avoiding justice, and, when they are caught, © 

in recovering their liberty; they know how to profit by the slightest chance 

of intercommunication ; all their thoughts, all their efforts are directed a 

to the discovery of “the little loophole,” that is necessary to them. | | 

Whoever will take the trouble carefully to study prison life, will very 

quickly learn how things go on, even in the best managed establishments. | 

Near the doors and the windows, by day and by night, in the cells or at ~ 

the walking exercise, one hears phrases, words, numbers, inarticulate — | 

sounds; which prove that noises have been heard, for otherwise the 

system would not be carried on so methodically. The most extraordinary 

stories are told as to means of communication employed. One man 

pretended to be a fool and uttered nothing but numbers; in the neigh- 

bouring gallery another man was wicked enough to mock the poor fool; 

when the one below had finished bawling out his numbers, the ma n 

above commenced his mocking. And so they went on time abow 

When at last it was discovered that the two were carrying on a conver- 

sation, it was too late. 

In another prison two very pious Jewa were confined who dail 

chanted Hebrew melodies. But the peculiar thing was that they a 

sang at the same time so as to interfere with each other: it was onl 

found out later by chance that the pair were communicating by ne 

their chants and psalms and that they had been able to tell each othe 

everything they wished. | 

When persons under detention sing in prison, everyone is . a 
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pleased: the prisoners are assumed to have nothing to complain about 

and they are permitted to sing away to their hearts’ content; but no one 

_ pays any attention to the meaning of their songs. But if the Investigat- 

ing Officer would take the trouble to bestir himself, he would be surprised 

to find that the text, or ‘motif,’ of the songs is some portion of the in- 

vestigation. Signals, and not unimportant ones, are made by whistling : it 

is said that by practice persons can thus come to understand each other 

| perfectly. This is quite possible: one has only to consider the wide vogue 

of the system ‘‘ Hakesen,” that is, communication by the means of blows 

_ struck on an object. In certain countries the practice became so extended 

and common that completely new buildings had to be erected at great 

expense. Cells were built with triple walls, and Avé-Lallemant says 

. that once at Weimar clocks were placed in the prison corridors, so that 

the vibratory sound of the pendulums should interrupt the communica- 

tions of the prisoners among themselves. The most interesting example 

is that of the unfortunate Fang v. Spaun who, towards the end of the 
ce 18th century, was confined as a “state prisoner”’ for ten years at Mukeez 

and Kufstein. - He had discovered that a certain Frenchman (afterwards 

a uke and Minister) was confined in the next cell and wished to commu- 

nicate with him. He began by knocking frequently on the wall, but 

always 24 blows at a time, until his neighbour came to understand that 

the 24 knocks designated the 24 letters of the alphabet. After this res- 

pe nse, Spaun commenced knocking, once, twice, thrice, etc., until the other 

understood that these meant a,b,c, etc. Thus in a short time the two 

could perfectly understand each other and talk freely. The Frenchman 

yas released before Spaun, but did not forget him and later on procured 

him a pension. It is said that Spaun went to see the Frenchman at 

Munich and began to knock on the door as of old. “It is either Spaun 

‘or the Devil,’ cried out the Frenchman. <Avé-Lallemant declares that 

t the present time the Morse telegraphic alphabet 1s in common use in 

risons, the dash and dots being represented by sharp and prolonged 

mocks. When we remember the many persons, besides telegraphic 

x mn ployés, such as railway clerks and other railway servants, night watch- 

men, etc., who are acquainted with the telegraphic alphabet or at least 

> ave opportunities of becoming acquainted with the system, when we also 

zt Pe ee i ie tc e Mee ee L Shee ORR Uk il 

5M L/D BARR ARTE CADET ANTS & SEM, eA MELTED TNS 8 ala ‘ 

Consider that these signals are to be found in every popular treatise on 
Lysics, Wwe can understand how easy it is for criminals to come.to an 

reement as to the use of this alphabet; thus anyone in any prison can 

va ys telegraph by the Morse system. 
ua 
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It is a good plan for superintendents and warders when they hear 

this knocking to knock back; this will at least interrupt the communica- 

tion : it should always be done when a new prisoner is brought in; the — 

ultimate result being that intercommunications are thrown into utter 
confusion. | 

It is stated that prisoners confined on the same story often communicate — 

in the following way: they lhe down flat on their faces on the floor and — 

speak slowly and distinctly along the planks. If the person in the other 

cell, however far away, places his ear to the plank, he can hear perfectly — 

everything’said. Of course for this the co-prisoners must have a previous — 

understanding and must also have arranged the hours of the interviews. 

It is certain that correspondence can be thus carried on; one has only 

to think of the incredible distances at which one can hear the sound of 

cannon, the galloping of horses, the tread of men, etc., when the ear is 

applied to the ground. It can also be tested in practice, by trying it in 

our own houses between rooms most distant from each other (6% 695), 

3. Marks of Stigmata on the Face. 

“To stigmatise’’ is to place a mark on the person of a criminal who - 

has been guilty of treason to his fellows. In old times, among bands of © 

criminals, spies and traitors were killed outright or tortured until death 

ensued. later they were beaten and left half-dead in the street, with - 

a vertical cut on one cheek and sometimes on both cheeks. A cut on the 

cheek heals quickly and leaves no mark when the edges of the wound are 

accurately brought together and sewn up, as is done after students’ duels. 

But if the wound be not thus carefully treated, it remains gaping and _ 

results in a large fleshy scar, which continues red for a long time. If then 

a criminal perceives such a scar on the cheek of one of his associates, he 

knows to beware of him. But the Investigating Officer also will be on 

the look-out when he has to do with a man with a villainous face and R 

cheek disfigured by a great scar. 

Some assert that these stigmata are very rare at the present time, and 

Avé-Lallemant avers that he has only seen one man, an old Jew, 80 

marked. This may perhaps be true for the North of Germany, but ir 

Austria and Eastern Europe the thing is common enough, especially 

among gipsies. The author has frequently had to do with gipsies 0 

both sexes bearing marks which, by their own admission, were those ¢ 

“stigmatisation’’. The admission itself does not go for much, as th 

marks are there to speak for themselves. 
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Not far from the Hungarian frontier is a district infested with gipsies. 

“In the east of this district is a police station. The station-house officer, 

a middle-aged man, very active and intelligent, had by long experience 

acquired a most intimate acqaintance with gipsy customs—the way he 
CA OY MNES EM AI AAI OE NL DEEPEST AE COD OE 

| travels, the route he follows, the neighbourhoods where he steals, how he 

gets his information, what he steals, how he gets clear away, where he sells 

his booty, in fact all the special customs of the gipsies were as well known 

to him as if he had lived with them for years. Of course this station- Biba FR Ee BLT 

house officer was equally well-known to the gipsies, and so feared by 

them that he had become practically useless at that station... "He was 

accordingly transferred to another district equally ill-famed for the 

numerous house-breakings committed by gipsies. 

One day a gipsy came to this station-house officer and endeavoured 

_ by mysterious cries to enlist his confidence: at last he showed a fresh scar 

- on his cheek, stating that his comrades had unjustly accused him of 

treason and thus stigmatised him; now out of revenge he desired to 

become a traitor in real earnest; and offered himself as a spy in the service 
of the station-house officer. The latter accepted the offer, the gipsy was 

well-informed and worthy of confidence, the station-house officer was 

apprized of many house-breakings before they took place; if he always 

arrived too late to catch the robbers, that was not the gipsy’s fault; 

no more was he to blame if he could assist the station-house officer to 

discover only a small portion of the booty and that of little value. But in 

time it was observed that, by some strange coincidence, every time the 

gipsy gave information about a proposed house-breaking, a much more 

serious one took place several leagues away. In short, the whole thing 

was discovered to be an imposture. The gipsy, a new Zopyrus, had 

saused the wound to be inflicted on his cheek, so as to be able to assist 

his comrades. He always diverted the attention of the authorities to 

ome trifling occurrence, while his confederates thus safely carried out 
: host profitable expeditions in other quarters. 

_ ‘True, on another occasion a member of a band with wide ramifications 

Zenounced a most serious crime which was to be committed. Some years 
ii informer, a woman, was seen with a great scar on her right 
a heek. We may well suppose that here was cause and effect. 

os In all cases Investigating Officers are bound to be ‘extremely careful 

When face to face with persons thus hall-marked. The only rule is, 
ek case must be treated according to its peculiar circumstances.” AT QML MR RGAE SU PLT A HLM (DHA) PIER TOT) BE, BALAN EN NE 

' 
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ne 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

SLANG OF CRIMINALS. 

In this chapter the author treats of the slang peculiar to German 

criminals. To us the study of such slang can be of but little practical 

utility. Those whom it interests we refer to the German original of — 

this work, 4th Edition, Vol. I., pp. 346—400. As regards India and — 

other parts of the Empire each ‘district and dialect has its. own criminal 

slang and it will be the duty of Investigating Officers to make them-. 

selves acquainted with those words peculiar to the districts in which they 

have to work. 

Much ingenuity has been exercised in finding philological explanations: 

of slang words. The difficulty of tracing the fons et origo of slang words 

is extremely great, as there is no law to guide one. Generally, a perver- 

sion and a pun may be looked for. | 

“Much slang is due to rhyme, and when the rhyme is a con:pound 

word the rhyming part is sometimes dropped and the other part remains. 

Thus Chivy is slang for face, ‘‘Chivy (Chevy) chase” rhymes with ‘‘face”, 

by dropping “chase” chivy remains, and becomes the accepted slang 

word. Similarly, daisies‘ boots” thus: ‘“‘daisy-roots’’ will rhyme with 

“boots,” and by dropping “ roots,’ the rhyme, daisy remains. By the 

same process sky is the slang for pocket, the compound word which gave 

birth to it being “sky-rocket”’ ‘“‘ Christmas” the slang for a railway 

guard, as “‘ Ask the Christmas,”’ is, of course, from the rhyme “ Christmas 
b card”; and ‘raspberry’? the slang for heart, is from the rhyme 

“raspberry-tart.” (Cobham Brewer, “ Phrase and Fable.’’) f 

Barrére in his introduction to “ Argot & Slang” quotes Charles 

Nodier as follows: “‘ Everybody must: feel that there is more ingenuity im 

argot than in algebra itself, and that this quality is due to the power if 

possesses of making language figurative and graphic. With algebra, onh 

calculations can be achieved; with argot, however ignoble and imp 

source, a nation and society might be renovated...... Argot is generall 

formed with ability because it is the outcome of the urgent necessities ¢ 

a class of men not lacking in brains...... The jargon of the lower classe 

which is due to the inventive genius of thieves, is redundant with spark 
ling wit, and gives evidence of wonderfully imaginative powers,” and 
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goes on to point out how slang is but a bastard tongue grafted on the 

mother stem, and though it is no easy matter to coin a word that shall 

‘remain and take rank among those of any language, yet the field of 

argot, already so extensive, is ever pushing back its boundaries, the 

additions surging in together with new ideas, novel fashions, but espe- 

cially through the necessities of that class of people whose primary interest 

~ it is to make themselves unintelligible to their victims, the public, and 

their enemies, the police. | ‘ Argot,” again quoting Nodier’s words, “is 

- an artificial, unsettled tongue, without a syntax properly so called, of 

which the only object is to disguise under conventional metaphors 

ideas which are intended to be conveyed to adepts. Consequently its 

. vocabulary must needs change whenever it has become familiar to 

: outsiders.” 

a _ It may be remarked that to the student of English slang, French and 

: other continental Argot is not without considerable interest. A large 

proportion of the vocabulary of argot is of Romance origin and of this 

d Inglish slang has absorbed much. Many other languages have also lent 

us slang words. “From the French bowilli”’ says Dr. Latham, the 

jhilologist, ‘we probably get the prison slang term ‘bull’ for a ration 

of meat. Chat, thieves’ slang for house, is obviously chdteau. Steel, the 

‘ami iar name for Coldbath Fields Prison, is an appropriation and 

ibbreviation of Bastille; and he who ‘does a tray’ (serves three months’ 

mprisonment) therein, borrows his word from our Gallican neighbours. 

Te from the Italian we get casa for house, filly (figlia) for daughter, 

lonah (donna) for woman, and omee (womo) for man. From the 

terman we get durrynacker, for a female hawker, from dor, ‘a village,” 

ind nachgehen, ‘to run after.’ From Scotland we borrow duds, for clothes, 

nd from the Hebrew shoful, for base coin.” We cannot do better than 

rep oduce with additions the list of books given by Barrére dealing in 

ome way or other with slang. We expressly recommend the writings of 

ev. J. W. Horsley who has had intimate acquaintance with criminals 

sa prison chaplain. For the rest, as we have stated, each Investigating ET RA) ae TS Ned ha 

et ee 

)fficer must study for himself the slang of the criminals with whom he 

Comes in contact. He will find any knowledge thus acquired will be of 
ines imable service in the elucidation of crime. In India the various 

istrict manuals may be of some assistance, many of them give useful 

vocabularies of local dialects, while Mr. Pawpa Rao Naidu“ mentions 

ne useful slang words and phrases common among railway thieves— St ee en 

ecially Koravars. 
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The following list is in addition to that in Appendix T. (606629 ;__ 

Barrére (Albert). —Argot and Slang, London, Whittaker & Co. 

Ainsworth (W. Harrison) —Rookwood.—Jack Sheppard. aa 

Bamfylde-Moore Carew.—The History and Curious Adventures of. 

London. 

Brewer (Cobham).—Phrase and Fable, Cassel, Lenaae 1904. 

Brome (Richard).—Joviall Crew; or, The Merry Beggars, 1652. | 

Chatto and Windus —The Slang Dictionary, Etymological, Hees 

and Anecdotal, London, 1885. 7 

Davies (T. Lewis O.).—A EBEP Smee English Glossary. Lodaotal 

1881. | a 
Dickens (Charles).—Works. . a 

Farmer (J.8.) & Henley (W.E.)—A Dictionary of Slang and Colloquia 

English, 1905, Routledge & Sons. 4 

Fielding (Henry).—Amelia—The History of the life of the late Mn. | 
Jonathan Wild the Great. 

Greenwood (James).—The Seven Curses of London.—Dick Teraple.- - 

Odd People. | 

Harman (Thomas).—Caveat or Warening for Common Cursetors. 

London, 1568. iol 

Hobson-Jobson.—A Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and 

~ Phrases, and of Kindred Terms, London, 1903. _ a 

Horsley .(Rev. J. W.).—Autobiography of a Thief, Macmillan’s Maga- 

zine, 1879.—Jottings from Jail, 1887. 

Kingsley (Charles).—Westward Ho!—T wo years ago. 

Lytton (Henry Bulwer).—Paul Clifford.—Ernest Maltravers. ” 

Paupa Rao Naidu.—The History of Railway Thieves with Hint 

on Detection, Madras, 1904. a 

Pascoe (C. E.).—Every-day life in our Public Schools, London. 

Sims (G. R) —Rogues and Vagabonds. tal 
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CHAPTER IX. 

' WANDERING TRIBES. 

Section i.—General considerations. 

We shall commence with some remarks upon the manner of living of 

wandering tribes, the author having learned by experience that it is 

_ difficult to have relations with so remarkable a people when not sufficiently 

_ known, and that the elucidation of a case in which they are involved is 

very much facilitated by some amount of familiarity with them. The 

 ¢ ipsy differs in every respect from the civilised man, however coarse and 

- degraded the latter may be; and all that one has learnt and brought into 

| practice in dealing with other types is of absolutely no utility when one’s 

business is with the gipsy. Northern Europe is not so exposed to this 

terrible scourge as to induce its Investigating Officers to pay much 

uitention to it; a few hints as occasion arises seem to them quite enough. 

3ut in South and South-East Europe, and especially in Austria- 

dungary, a case is rarely met with in which gipsies do not play some 

dle, and here Investigating Officers may perhaps find a few things of 

vhich they are ignorant. 
_ The difference which separates the gipsy so entirely from other 

riminals is as great as the resemblance which gipsies have to one 

nother. Gipsies have remained unchanged since they have lived in 

ivilised countries and on reading the oldest documents, government 

rders, and reports of cases in which they have been concerned, we 

innot help thinking that we must be dealing with the gipsies of our 

wn time‘. In the course of centuries gipsies have spread throughout 

|countries; they have remained, until the present day and wherever they 

re to be found, similar as regards height, build, appearance, language, 

a anners, and way of living. Dr. A. F. Pott®® and Dr. Miklosich 

é latter is one of those professors who have the closest acquaintance 

4 ih their language), in speaking of Romany or gipsy language, say 

Hollows :—‘“the gipsy dialects of all the numerous countries from which 

y have collected information, in spite of the infinitely varied and power- 

‘Influence exercised upon them by foreign idioms, are united and 

mogeneous and form really but one language”; thereupon Miklosich 
| 45 
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reduces all the gipsy dialects of all countries to a single neo-Indian 

dialect, forming with the Cafir language and the Dardu dialects a single — 

linguistic group®®, De Gerandu says—‘ between the gipsy of the French — 

departments neighbouring on the Pyrenees and the gipsy of Hungary it — 

is impossible to establish any difference.” Schwicher®® says—“almost 

the same habits, the same virtues, and the same vices, are found among — 

the gipsies of all countries”; and Liebich, a well-known criminal lawyer, — 

remarks :—“ one real and authentic gipsy is a type of all the rest.” On 

reading descriptions of the gipsies of countries other than our own we can- ~ 

not help thinking that it is our own gipsies who are being described. _ 

_ These ideas regarding a resemblance as remarkable as it is difficult to 

explain, ideas which are shared by all those who have any knowledge of 

gipsies, are apparently contradicted only by the fact that one observer is 

delighted with the beauty of the figures and faces of gipsies, while 

another finds them much less beautiful, or that; e.g., two gipsies, the one 

a French gipsy and the other an Indian one, hardly understand one 

another. But the reason is simply this, that on the one hand the French 

gipsy has mixed with his language as many French words as on the other 

hand the Indian gipsy has mingled Indian words with his, and long 

sojourn in the same country leads the former to speak in the manner and 

with the accent of the French, and the latter in the manner and with the 

accent of the Indian. If the Indian gipsy were able to write something 

in his language and if the French gipsy were able to read it, the latter 

would be sure to understand what his Indian brother had written, and 

the small number of foreign words would not trouble him very much; 

and even when gipsies would, owing to modifications in pronunciation 

not be able to understand one another, it would be found that they 

nevertheless speak the same language, a language which is the daughte 

of the root language of India, and the European gipsy would none th 

less be found to be nephew of the Indian. They call themselves Sint 

because they assert that they come from Sind, 7.e., Ind (Hindustan, 

Speaking of Romany (the Gipsy language) a learned Slavonian said the 

he found it interesting to be able to study a Hindu dialect in the heé 

of Europe. (Leland “English Gipsies” Chapter VIII, p. 109). — Th 

language contains about 5,000 words the chief of which are corrt 

Sanskrit. 

‘All over India numerous wandering tribes are to be found like t 

Bediyas of Bengal; the Nats, Sansiyas, and Kanjars of the United Pr 

vinces; the Mang, Mahar, or Dhed of the Deccan. These tribes practi 
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the usual gipsy industries—mat and basket-making, knife-grinding, and 

the like. The facility of their occupation makes it an easy cloak for 

more nefarious practices, as is the case with the European gipsy. Some, 

like the Gulgulias of Bengal, live by begging and pilfering, and exhibiting 

trained goats and monkeys. The woman sell drugs to cure ear and 

tooth-ache, and for less reputable purposes. The Panjab, again, has 

' a tribe of wandering blacksmiths, whose home is their cart, in which 

they carry about the tools and materials of their craft. There are, 

again, wandering bodies of tumblers, rope-dancers, acrobats, jugglers, and 

| 

: 
z snake-charmers. Many of these groups are perhaps not ethnologically 

connected, but their way of life closely resembles that of their brethern in 

Europe. 

“These people speak a variety of thieves’ slang, based on one or other 

of the dialects of Prakrit—a later tongue allied to Sanskrit. Lahnda, 

: “the west language,’ spoken in the Panjab along the Indus valley— 

_ roughly speaking from about the latitude of Delhi to the Kashmir border, 

the ancient country of Kaikeya—has been identified by Dr. Grierson with 

the tongue of an Aryan race, the Kaikeya Pisachas, of whom he thinks 

the modern gipsies are the descendants. The so-called gipsy dialects of 

India, of which no less than thirteen are spoken in the province of Berar, 

| have not yet been thoroughly investigated by Dr. Grierson in the course 

of the Linguistic Survey. Many of them are mere thieves’ argot, as 

when a London thief transforms “police”? into ‘“icelop”’ and finally 

“slop,” the Indian Dom calls a Jamadar, or Police Sergeant, Majadar, 

“the sweet one.” 

_ “A large part of the crime of the country is due to these people. Their 

methods of crime vary in different provinces. In the United Provinces 
A LRU PN ETRE LREANA RL LTE EERO TW BR 1 auch of the dacoity and gang-robbery is their work. Some years ago 

the Coercion Act was applied to the most notorious tribe, the Sansiyas. 

She most criminal were interned in a reformatory, while the younger 

FEE ME REO RLS lembers were dispersed on the estates of native land-owners, and efforts 

yere made to train them to agriculture and other industries. But the 

‘experiment failed, because they were indisposed to follow any respectable 

EL DRA TR 
DCC apation, and constantly deserted their settlements.’ (Crooke ‘Things 

Indian,” pp. 248, 249.) 
| Mr. A. T. Crawford, “ Reminiscences of an Indian Police Official,” 

hapter XVII., says of them. ‘They are exceedingly intelligent and 

servant,.very active in their habits, the lads being as carefully trained 
running and athletic exercises as they are trained in the skilful use of 
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their fingers. They are good actors, and able to assume almost any — 

disguise; very plausible and insinuating in their address, scrupulously 

clean in their persons and habits, and somewhat addicted to finery 

withal. They rarely drink; their womenkind, all expert thieves them- 

selves, have or had a reputation for virtue. They are very staunch to 

each other, and no police officer ever succeeded in getting any reliable | 

information out of a Bamptia.”’ ; 

Wlislocki ®, who has lived among the gipsies and knows them per-— 

fectly has characterised them the best :—‘“‘ Their moral qualities,” he says, — 

“are a strange mixture of vanity and vulgarity, of coquetry, seriousness, — 

and light-headedness, and an almost complete want of manly judgment and 

intelligence accompanied by a perfidious ingenuity and cunning, which 

are the usual complements of a general ignorance ; in addition, they have 

also in. their ways and habits an outrageous sycophancy tending to the 

spoliation of others; they have not the slightest regard for the truth and 

sustain the per and the contra with an effrontery at which they cannot 

blush—shame being to them entirely unknown. The pain of blows’ 

alone can make them pause and in their sentiments they are even more | 

sensual than they are cruel and vindictive.” — 

To this excellent picture we may perhaps add that Wlislockt was ~ 

acquainted with the ‘“‘ Kortorar’’, a wandering Transylvanian tribe, the | 

members of which, if all the descriptions of it are to be believed, are © 

considerably superior to the general run of gipsy. When dealing there- | 

fore with gipsies with whom we have business, any praise which may be | 

found hidden away in the passage we have just recited must be greatly 

diminished ; and, while not forgetting the incorrigible laziness, thirst for | 

vengeance, and extreme cruelty common to the ordinary gipsy, we musi 

also mention a trait of character which he possesses in a very high degree 

namely, an incredible cowardice which passes all limitation. Indeed thi 

fundamental trait of the gipsy is the most important from the point o 

view of the criminal expert, since not only to judge of the character o 

a gipsy, his acts, intentions, motives, and his aim in view, but also t 

know whether a particular act has been committed by gipsies or not, th 

fact must be continually borne in mind that a gipsy and cowardice ai 

inseparable. | 3 ' 

In answer to this we are often reminded of how in 1557 the gipsi 

defended, on behalf of Francois Perenyi against General Puchheim, #1 

castle of Nagy-Ida (near Kaschau) and there showed proof of bravei 
i 

In the first place this is almost the only case that we know of in histo 
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of gipsy courage, and, moreover, on this occasion they were sheltered 

_ behind walls and intrenchments, and finally, they only defended them- 

selves with the courage of despair in order to save their own lives— 

which indeed they ended by losing. Nor can any conclusion be drawn ’ 

from the fact that gipsies sometimes make good soldiers. Another case 

has recently cropped up in which some gipsies showed fight on being 

evicted from some waste land on which they had squatted. But these 

gipsies, who were known as the Black Patch gipsies, soon gave in, and 

it appears that only one or two of them, and these women, did anything 

more than throw a stone. | 

“Tt is only after having been a soldier for a long time and become a 

practised pillager,”’ says Captain Sulzer of the Austrian army, a man 

who had a thorough knowledge of gipsies, ‘‘that the gipsy exposes his breast 

to the bullets of the enemy with the ordinary courage of the soldier, nor 

é does he seize a wayfarer’s purse without first, from the ambush of a 

' thicket, killing him or rendering him incapable of resistance. On more 

2 

1 
: 
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han one occasion I have had experience of this in Transylvania, Walachia, 

-and Moldavia; I have seen one determined man, a stick in hand, put to 

‘flight half a village of gipsies, and in Transylvania there is a proverb to 

the effect that with a wet rag fifty gipsies may be put to flight.” 

But there is no need to travel in Walachia to become convinced of 
K h is. 

Hardly a day passes in which we have not occasion to see how a 

ingle policeman or even a game-keeper, armed merely with a sword, can 

nake short work of a whole band of gipsies. At one period of the 

uthor’s professional career he had dealings with gipsies extending over a 

onsiderable space of time. One day a single policeman brought in a 

ind of more than thirty gipsies, about twenty being men, whom he 

ad arrested on suspicion of theft. They had only one van with them 

nd the policeman had seized the horse by the bridle. None of them had 

ied to escape. Their jailor related to the author that he had asked 

em why they had allowed themselves to be arrested by a solitary 

iceman. “Sir” the eldest of them had replied, “the policeman 

had a rifle and in that rifle were seven cartridges.” To the remark 

it the policeman could not have killed them all, the jailor received 

é following characteristic reply :—‘‘ Oh no, certainly not all, but at 

ist seven, and none of us was desirous of being one of the seven.” 

‘gipsy,” says Smith, “a big cowardly hulking fellow, and an Eng- 

man, had long had a grudge against one another. The Englishman 

d not get the cowardly gipsy to fight it out. At last the Englishman 

* 
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offered the gipsy half a crown and a gallon of beer to let him have one 

round with him. The gipsy consented to this condition. The money was 

paid and the beer drunk, after which the gipsy wanted to back out of the 

bargain. Before the big gipsy would at the last minute undertake to 

fight the little Englishman, the gipsy stipulated that there was to be 

‘no hitting upon the noses.’ The Englishman did not like this shuffling, | 

but he agreed to it, and they stripped for the encounter. For a few 

minutes they sparred about until the gipsy saw his opportunity to hit 

the Englishman full tilt upon his nose, which he did with a tremendous — 

force sufficient to break it. When the gipsy was asked why he did it, he 

said, ‘I could not help it, my hand slipped’.” | 

Equally characteristic is the fact that all murders committed by 

gipsies of which the author has heard tell have been committed only 

upon persons asleep, or attacked from behind and from an absolutely safe 

ambush, or killed with the aid of poison. It is certain that a gipsy has 

never been known to commit a crime where there has been any danger 

to be faced. j 

The truth of this is not impeached by the fact that gipsies often 

make excellent spies.. It is particularly interesting to note how a gipsy 

does not mind being employed in this trade, for the skill he can make 

use of when engaged in his own work of thieving is thereby proved. 

Schwicher relates how in 1625 Wallenstein was able to congratulate him: 

self on the employment of gipsies as spies. Jean Zapolya, the Hungarian 

usurper, employed them against Ferdinand of Austria, and the Impet ia 

General Count Basta would have been unable without the assistance ¢ 

| 

a gipsy to have introduced a letter into Bistritz when that town we 

beseiged in 1602. In Upper Hungary seven gipsies and a French 

Engineer named Pierre Durois (who had lived among them for se ven 

years) were made use of in 1676, and with their assistance the King | | 

France was enabled to obtained plans of the principal strategic positio: 

of Germany and Austria. Grellmann) remarks, and with reason, th 

the gipsy lends himself perfectly to spying because he is so easily 

tracted by a money prize and because he is always in needy circumsta 

ces, and also because his peculiar ideas of ambition and pride lead him) 

think that he becomes in this way quite an important personage. 

must be remembered that the gipsy has: wandered for centuries, 

often in difficult circumstances, over countries entirely unknown to h 

and has thus acquired a strongly developed bump of locality. He m 

know what it is to have to seek out a locality with which he is acquain 
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only by hearsay and where, e.g., the band is going to cominit some theft ; 

_thatis, he must know how to find the shortest and safest way, how to split 

up the band and bring it together again, to follow with the plunder a 

different but as safe-a road on the return, to find his band suddenly scat-- 

tered and yet able to pick one another up again in a pre-determined spot, 

all without map or compass, without knowing how to read, and without 

being able to question the inhabitants. And this is what a band of 

'_gipsies has to do every day. 

In the campaign of 1878, immediately after the taking of Sarajevo, it 

was necessary to establish communication between the eastern wing and 

the main body of the Austrian army. One night about 2 o’clock two 

_ hussars rode up to the outposts with despatches for the Commander-in- 

| Chief. They had only been pointed out the direction which they had to 

| follow and been ordered to find the Austrian outposts who would send 

| them to General Philippovic. The two hussars,—a corporal and a pri- 

| vate—left on horseback about nightfall, had to cross a most difficult 

portion of country, occupied on all sides by the Turks, had on two occasions 

30 take to the water and swim, and yet arrived safe and sound in a very 

short space of time. The author asked the corporal how he had been able 

o find his way in a country absolutely unknown to him, and he made the 

haracteristic reply :—‘‘I didn’t know, but my comrade there, is a gipsy.”” 

Mhereupon the author looked at the other hussar and noticed by the feeble 

ig at of the camp fire the ruffian-like face of the veritable gipsy, who at 

hat moment was ten times more interested in a half-smoked cigarette 

man. in the whole country-side. It was learnt later that this gipsy and 

is corporal successfully effected their return. If you would know how 
2 gipsy finds his way about you have but to ask his brother the 

bird of passage” how he finds his way to a far distant country and 

eturns. - 
3 This faculty, which we can hardly realise, must never be lost sight 

when we wish to know whether a particular act has or has not been 

mmitted by gipsies; we must remember that they find their way 

a St ed x 

ubout everywhere, that they never make a mistake in direction, that they 

ee everything, and take part in anything. It may be said without too 

0 _ a eeeration that all is possible to the gipsy and, if it is asked 
t this word “all” means, we may say that it embraces cunning in 

UE 8 RI AYES EIT 
hi aghest degree, skill, effrontery, astuteness, and greed. : 

2 gipsy must be considered to be the product of his natural 

* er and the life which he has led for centuries: his food, dwelling, 
fi 
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combat with the elements, the fact of his having been persecuted like a q 

beast of prey, added to the natural intelligence peculiar to man, when com- — 

pounded together must produce a being in a sense powerless but to whom 

in another sense nothing is impossible. It must be remembered that, d 

since his appearance in Europe, the gipsy has always been governed in all - 

his pre-occupations and anxieties by the same narrow and limited circle 

of thoughts: he desires to go freely and without being interfered with 

wherever it is his pleasure to go; he does not desire to rule anyone and — 

he does not desire that anyone should rule him ; it is his greatest happi- ~ 

ness to be able to abandon himself to his laziness and he consequently 

seeks to obtain from him who works all that is necessary to satisfy his 

small number of wants. Honour, country, family, government, nation- — 

ality, the past and future of his race—ideas which have led every civilised © 

people to the highest rungs of destiny and to the finest actions, are 

things absolutely unknown to the gipsy; on the other hand we find that | 

he possesses an idleness which passes all bounds, an animal hunger, a 

sensual love, and a trace of vanity. He has no other resources and the 

combination of these factors has naturally no other result than to induce 

him to obtain by illegal means the goods of others. | q 

If we remember that civilised man has for thousands of years stub-— 

bornly consecrated his efforts to the attainment of divers aims and ends | 

of which each man claims for himself an exclusive application, while the 

gipsies have from time immemorial consecrated their knowledge and 

their forces to trying to live at the expense of others, we will not be 

astonished to find that the latter can do many things which would seem 

impossible to other men; and the fact that they are endowed with 
almost an equal number of attributes as the civilised man is thus 

explained. Y F 

Section ii—Their methods of stealing. 

The most important thing for us as regards thefts by gipsies, is the 
extreme skill which they employ. This importance arises especially fro m 

the fact that when a theft is committed people who form part of the 

household, and particularly domestic servants, are often accused, and accu- 

sed wrongly, of being the authors, simply because it is supposed “that i 
is impossible’ that an outsider could have had “ sufficient knowledge o 
the habits of the household” to be able to commit the theft in question, 
and that the skill and effrontery necessary to get into. the house were of 
a kind “‘that could not be reasonably attributed to anyone.” But ir 
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most of these cases gipsies have had “this skill, effrontery, and gift of 

observation’ which could be attributed to no one. What the servant 

_ who has lived for many years in the house, and what the neighbour who 

has lived for a long time near by, have not noticed, the old gipsy woman 

who has come begging or fortune-telling has observed in a very few 

minutes, and with the aid of these revelations such combinations have 

_ been made as have enabled the most brazen-faced theft to be carried out. 

_ The place where a “mouse cannot have passed’’ has been passed through 

_ by a little gipsy boy as easily as if the door had been opened wide, and 

: where an acrobat could not have gone in spite of all his skill the gipsy 

can conquer with his hook—that instrument that he never fails to carry. 

The locksmith is capable of quickly and surely finding the faulty point 

in a grating, the system of a lock, or the feeble spot in a door hinge, 

only if he is allowed to observe these objects from all sides; the gipsy 

needs but a glance or a jerk from outside to know exactly what he ought 

to do. 

Compare the time and the trouble taken by a mason or an architect in 

‘measuring and examining a wall before pronouncing an opinion upon its 

9 apacities of resistance and solidity of construction, with the hole dug by 

the gipsy in a wall. The latter has found the thinnest, dampest, and most 

easily broken spot, where moreover no obstacle is made by furniture inside. 

At the place chosen by him we will find no stone of large size which he 

might have to turn, or which might cause him to demolish unnecessarily a 

larger portion of the wall. He generally attacks that part of the wall 

which is not so thick as elsewhere owing to the situation of the chimney, 

and where he has no fear that pieces of tile or of mortar will make a noise 

‘in falling. He is able from outside to take his bearings in the house so 

is to find the wished for room without having first to open closed doors 

_ or pass near the sleeping inhabitants, and, if at times he cannot do other- 

- wise, he knows better than anyone else how to pass near sleeping persons 

"without knocking over the smallest article or making the slightest noise. 

“it can only have been a ghost” says his victim afterwards; ‘‘ how can 

_ anyone have passed so near my bed, I, who hear everything?” Yes, the 

_ gipsy goes and comes like a phantom, noiselessly, one might almost say 

E W ithout existing, desiring evil and doing it. 

i. All that remains to him is his particular and persistent odour which 

} Can never deceive one and which one never forgets when one has once 

s melt it. It resembles, they say, the odour of the negro—which is equally 
J 

characteristic. Judges who know this odour and have a fairly keen 

: 46 
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sense of smell perceive, on entering the law courts, that gipsies have been : 

brought there. It seems to stick to the walls. This circumstance can— 

often help to give us information about the presence of gipsies. If | 

gipsies have committed a theft somewhere they have had to stop a certain 

amount of time and must have touched more than one object; the greater 

part of the time they have opened boxes, unmade beds, etc., so that — 

the clothes and linen are scattered about pellmell and have had an ~ 

opportunity, especially cotton cloths, of become impregnated with the 

odour, which they preserve for some time. If then it happens that a — 

person who knows the odour of gipsies comes along a little time after 

the passage of the thieves he will be able to say with ereat certainty © 

whether or not they were gipsies. One cannot give a better idea of 

the odour of gipsies than by comparing it to a mixture of the smell of fat 

and the smell of a mouse. 

If the skill of the gipsy in penetrating into the interior of the house 

is remarkable, it is still more admirable to observe the prudence with 

which he prepares his way of escape and guards against all surprise. 

Like every other hardened thief the gipsy thinks always of flight, but 

with his dexterity and promptness he has no need to prepare it so 

conveniently or in such detail as the ordinary thief: one bar of the 

window grating bent over to one side, a little opening in the wall, or a 

_ half-opened cleft in the door is sufficient in case of need to enable the 

gipsy to disappear once for all with the agility and the suppleness of a 

weasel, so that when his victim arrives on the scene of the theft he | 

always believes that the thief has gone a long time, whereas in reality he 

has only just escaped from under his nose. : 

The gipsy always guards against surprise by means of sentinels an 

outposts, who, with an incorruptible and indefatigable attention, observe 

and give warning of everything that happens. They have the sight of 

the owl and the eye of the fox, enabling them to recognise, even during 

the night-time, each passer-by long before the latter has perceived the 

sentinels, and in the silence of their immobility they hear all steps whick 

approach ; gipsies are moreover trained to this service from infancy a nd 

they are consequently better suited to this task than anyone else. Add 

to this that the gipsy is hardly ever alone or in company with but a fe v 

others; he is much too great a gossip and too fond of society to live i 

isolation. Nothing is more displeasing to him than to be solitary. The re 

fore he travels and steals as a member of a large band and each membe 

of the band, man, woman, and child, is a comrade in theft, upon whor 
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he can count, so that his sentinels are many and his outposts well 

recruited. The gipsy sets out to thieve accompanied by his comrades, 

- including women and children; the men help him in the theft itself; 

the women mount guard and assist him in carrying away the plunder ; 

the children do the same, and are besides obliged to pass between the bars 

of windows or squeeze through little openings so as to open doors from 

the other side. It is of the greatest importance for the success of the 

enterprise that the outposts be well furnished. This is an old principle, 

which they vigorously observe, for the more numerous the outposts the 

greater is the security ; the greater the security the calmer the thief will 

be; and the calmer the thief the greater will be the booty. Calmness in 

carrying out the theft itself is a distinctive trait of the gipsy. After the 

theft one gathers the impression, which it is difficult to get rid of, that 

the thieves have searched for, chosen, and carried away the stolen articles 

with the greatest calm and tranquillity. This can only be explained by 

the great safety in which the gipsy works, for he has as many associates 

as there are members in the band to which he belongs. 

The second precaution always taken by a gipsy is to bar the doors 

to prevent any surprise from the inside (see Part IV., Chapter XVII 

“Theft ’’). As soon as he has penetrated into the place which is to 

‘be the theatre of his activity he starts by seeing to the doors which 

lead to the other parts of the house from that in which he is going to 

operate. Even when he finds a key on the inside he is not content with 

turning it. He knows too well that the ordinary lock of a door offers 

but a doubtful guarantee of safety. He therefore proceeds to prop up 

the door when it opens towards him or to tie it up if it opens away from 

I im. ‘The first operation is very easy (see ‘Theft’ w.s.); the second 

_ requires a certain amount of skill, for it is necessary to tie up sufticiently 

firmly the latch to the bar so as to prevent the wood being split or a 

s knife introduced and the cord cut. For this purpose the gipsy prefers 

a metal wire to a cord. In all cases the skill which the gipsy shows 

in tying up doors must be recognised. If it can be said that the opera- 

tion has been executed promptly, simply, noiselessly, and with much 

_ ingenuity, it is for certain the work of a gipsy. 
 1t would be an exaggeration to say that, each time such a discovery 

is made, gipsies are at the bottom of the case, for one finds often enough 

| that all sorts of vagabonds of forbidding aspect form part of these gipsy 

_ bands, living and thieving with them for a time and afterwards, having 

learned from the gipsies their manner of stealing, starting work on their 
ARE 
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own account. No civilised man, however degraded he may be, can live — 

with the gipsies for long. Their mode of existence is so injurious to the — 

health that the gipsy alone is capable of supporting it. Moreover their 

habits are so shocking, they are so dirty, so cruel to animals, their food — 

is so disgusting, etc., that in time their manner of living must become — 

quite insupportable to anyone who is not himself a gipsy. Outsiders — 

may also use gipsy methods but they use them in quite a different way 

to the real gipsy. It must sometimes have been noticed that whereas — 

the gipsy works with much elegance, the outsider who has learned his — 

methods proceeds very clumsily. We may say that whenever the doors 

are not barred the authors of the burglary are not gipsies. They never — 

omit to make fast the doors unless they have some reason for not doing 
so—as when, é.g., the doors lead into rooms which have no other doors 

and whose windows are covered with gratings. Before starting work the © 

gipsy knows the exact situation perfectly. . 

Another means of recognising whether or not a given crime is the 

work of gipsies is to compare the qualities necessary for the accomplish- 

ment of that crime with those qualities which are well-known to belong 

to gipsies, and to then consider whether a gipsy could have committed — 

the crime in question. In this connection his great cowardice must not 

be lost sight of. As has already been seen the crime should not be ~ 

laid to the account of a gipsy when the circumstances show that the 

criminal has been exposed to some danger, ¢.g., if in a case of murder 

he has boldly faced his victim. A theft will never be committed by a, 

gipsy in a house where several men reside from whom resistance may be 

expected. a 

If a thief who has been surprised has taken to flight, and made good 

his escape with incredible skill by following the gutters, eaves, water- 

spouts, creepers, or leads, etc., he may very well be presumed to be a 

gipsy; if, on the contrary, he has made a bold leap, without exactly 

knowing the height, at the risk of breaking a leg, impaling himself, or 

doing himself some other injury, he is certainly not a gipsy. It may De 

remarked that when the gipsy goes thieving he very often has arms in 
readiness ; he takes with him his cudgel and his battle axe; he even goes 

to work with an open knife in his mouth to have it ready to hand if he 

be surprised. If surprise takes place, he tries all means of getting away 

before having ‘recourse to defence, and in every case he attempts to make 

off as fast as his legs can carry him. It frequently happens that gipsies ia 

when in flight fire upon their pursuers but only when, thanks to the > % 
fi i" 
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darkness, they are out of danger and can hide behind a house or a tree 

and there take aim in comfort. 

When they do dare, the manner in which they commit a crime is also 

very significant. The policeman who has been treacherously attacked 

and killed by gipsies will be found to carry numerous deep wounds—which 

for the most part must have been inflicted after death. The gipsies have 

continued to strike, partly to increase their safety by making certain that 

their victim is quite dead and can do them no harm, and also partly to 

satisfy their cruel desire to kill; they glory in being able to hack a 

detested enemy with impunity. 

A very striking trait in the gipsy is his insatiable and bestial greed. 

To see something desirable and to lay hold of it are with him one and 

the same thing. In those countries which suffer most from gipsies it is 

known what care ought to be taken of the swine-flesh when gipsies are 

about during the slaughtering. And what we must notice here is that 

it is not from having learned by the fact of the slaughtering that there is 

_ swine-flesh at such and such a place, for no gipsy is unaware that 

' peasants have from time to time swine-flesh, but it is entirely the sight 

_ of this flesh itself that has incited the gipsy to return and steal it. 

“We cannot do better,’ an old gipsy once said, “then place a piece of 

_ gold on a gipsy’s tomb, his hand will grow and shoot from the soil to 

seize it.”’ 

Every peasant knows how dangerous it is to allow anything valuable 

or which may induce covetousness to be seen when gipsies pass—but 

how often does it happen that the gipsy sees the peasant? and how 

rarely it is that the peasant sees him? The gipsy glides like a fox round 

the house, the village, the temple, or the palace, seeing all and being seen 

_ by no-one, and only when he has departed with his booty is it supposed 
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that perhaps gipsies have been there. 

The lawyer Kavenk of Lavbach has drawn the author’s attention to 

a particularly crafty method of gipsies with regard to horse-stealing. He 

has noticed that gipsies regularly steal horses when a horse-fair will be 

held within the next day or so in the neighbourhood of the theft. The 

man from whom the horse has been stolen expects to catch the thief and 

Hl L the horse at the fair, and so he neglects to follow the thief and take 

| steps for the recovery of the horse. The gipsy counts on this, and 

’ calculating that it will be the argument of the man he has dispoiled, by 

the day of the fair he is far away. Such incidents truly show the gipsy 

_ to be a shrewd psychologist. 
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Section iii.—Child-stealing. 

Do gipsies really steal children? Everywhere it is said and believed — 

that they do, but no-one has ever seen them do it; stories have been — 

written about gipsy child-stealing which make one creep; but no authen- 

tic account of any such case exists. It must also be remembered that 

gipsies are very prolific and in consequence have no need to bring up — 

other people’s children—without taking into account the fact that such 

thefts would expose them to great danger. Indeed, thanks to this ~ 

general wide-spread belief that gipsies steal children, a strange child, 

perhaps blind or crippled, found in their hands would always awaken 

people’s suspicions and would probably lead to the gipsies being lynched. 

In the author’s opinion the stories of thefts of children bring one — 

back to former times when the gipsies used to be accused of cannibalism 

and when they were executed by hundreds after having made confessions 

obtained by torture. All that must have been only a product of popular — 

imagination, which fixes everything that is strange and monstrous upon 

people of peculiar appearance, who cannot be understood and who are 

pre-disposed to do evil. ) 

There is one particular which may deceive us; according: to popular 

belief gipsies steal for preference children who have red hair (bolo 

hammeshro) and indeed, according to the gipsy, golden or red hair is 

lucky. And from this circumstance it may be said that gipsies, who — 

have only black haired children (expect albinos), have only a step to 

take to procure these ‘lucky children,” and that step is to steal them. 

There is no doubt that gipsies who come begging and telling fortunes as_ 

a rule take particular notice of children with red hair, and have perhaps — 

even gone so far as to state in terms that this was a quality which 

carried happiness; and since the belief that gipsies steal children exists, — 

it is permissible to believe that people who have children with red hair - 

have sometimes been greatly upset on account of the gipsies, fearing to 

see their darlings subsequently abducted, for ‘‘do gipsies not steal every- 

thing they want?” . 

This fear that the child runs a risk of being stolen may, by the mere 

force of repetition, have led people to believe that gipsies have at times 

really stolen ‘red-headed children: does one not see every day fiction thus” 
turned into fact? As such stories are so often related it can but be 

expected that they will give birth to the belief that gipsies do carry off 

red-haired children. In this case the general opinion of people upon the- 
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subject and the superstition which gipsies are known to possess concerning 

golden hair cannot be a purely fortuitous coincidence; but the one must 

proceed from the other; and here we have an example of that common 

fault of logic which has been the cause of many paralogisms and which 

consists in considering phenomena, one of which is not the consequence 

of the other, as being complementary to one another and having mutual 

- support—simul cum hoc, ergo propter hoc. 

In the only case in which the author has suspected gipsies of having 

stolen a child, the missing child was indeed a little girl with red hair. 
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Section iv..—_Their good points and their superstitions. 

Nid AS A RA i lie 

It is unhappily never possible to be sure that a gipsy has any good 

points at all; his gratitude, for example, is often hypocrisy, though he 

protests it in such a way that it seems humanly impossible not to 

believe in it: not one single case does the author know of in which a 

gipsy has shown real gratitude, whereas those in which he has shown 

black ingratitude do not need seeking for. 
One day gipsies broke into a large peasant’s house and stole every- 

thing that it was possible to carry away, so much so that the owners 

were reduced to the direst straits. Hverything led to the supposition 

that the authors of the theft were gipsies. On the victims being asked 

about this they replied that they had not had gipsies in the house for 

‘some time and that they had not even had any of them calling at the 

house—at least to their knowledge. They also related, to show that it 

could not have been gipsies, how a little time before they had found in 

the forest, during a snow storm, a gipsy woman who was in the pains of 

child-birth and was incapable of proceeding on her way, and how they 

had taken pity on her and gone to her assistance. The woman was 

delivered in their house, was ill for a long time, and she and the child 

B were loaded with care and attention, this latter fact being also spoken to 

by the neighbours. When she was well enough to continue on her way 

_ She expressed her gratitude in such a manner that those standing by her 

“could hardly keep back their tears.’ On her departure, as well as 

during her illness, she had often assured them that they would find that 

| she at least was not wanting in gratitude and would take care that no 

q gipsy would ever harm “this good house.”” hese people affirmed that 

_ Wwas impossible not to believe her. But the police were less credu- 

lous and so obtained as accurate a description as possible of the woman, 
.) a 
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(she was blind of one eye and extraordinarily big), and, a short time — 

afterwards, caught her, her band, and a part of the stolen property. — 

She had shammed at least a part of her illness in order to obtain infor- — 

mation as to the disposition of the house, the habits of its inhabitants, — 

and other details; she had even taken impressions of the keys, and the 

gipsies had thus been enabled to profit by all the information that she 

had been able to gather. 

Nor can we any longer believe in their boasted reverence towards the 

dead any more than in their pretended gratitude. It is said that the — 

gipsy ceases to lie when he is asked to repeat what he has said, adding 

thereto the words ‘“‘op 7 mulende”’ (by the dead). The author has no ex- | 

perience of this; if it be true that the gipsy dare not lie when he has taken 

this oath, it is not by reason of “piety to the dead’ but only an account 

of his ridiculous and childlike fear of ghosts, which is, so to speak, the — 

alpha and the omega of all his religious sentiments. It is very character- 

istic that the word mulo means among the gipses at the same time a 

corpse, a spectre, and a vampire, so that to a gipsy a dead person and his | 

ghost (which they fear beyond everything) are practically one and the 

same thing, so that they dare not take to witness insincerely a ‘“‘ mulo” 

or a “‘ mulende.”’ 

There is another point which the author would like to mention and ~ 

to which sufficient attention is not paid and that is that the gipsy, who © 

has always some Christian knowledge (we do not say ideas), makes prac- 

tically no difference between dewel (god) and beng (devil). Dewel has ~ 

nothing in common with the diabolos, teufel, diable, devil, but belongs 

to the Indian family, deww, an idol, in Persian dev, an idol, and divos, 

god, and to the root diw, from whence is derived deos, Zevs and the 

genitive of Jupiter (Zeuspater), Jovis. These two words, Dewel (god) 

and Beng (devil), mean to the gipsy supernatural powers of good and evil 

and he does not take the trouble to differentiate between them. For 

purgatory he says: bengeskeri jak (devil’s fire) as well as deweleskero jak 

(God’s fire), and things which are far from agreeable to him he call 

“divine’’; for example deweleskero tstro (God’s weather or tempest); 0 

again, he says, speaking of an animal which has died, ‘‘God has killec 

him ’’—an expression which the ordinary person would turn into “He 

gone to the devil.” See also Borrow &™. | a 

When a people have so few religious notions that they may be said f 

have practically none at all, God does not appear to its members as tl 

Father of the Universe, a good and protecting Almighty, but only as ai 
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| irritable, hostile, and superior Power; they confound the idea they have 

| of God with that which they have of the devil, and come to believe in 

spirits and ghosts, which soon take a more important place in their 

minds than their ideas, confused as they are, of God and the devil. 

The Investigating Officer who has to deal with gipsies and has learned 

to know this people, so different to all others, will not be astonished at 

| this view of them. All that has been done for them in the course of 

- centuries is to hound them from place to place and persecute them ™®, 

| Attempts to civilise them have been for the most part temporary, violent, 

and as much in contradiction as possible with gipsy nature. Nothing 

_ more has been done for them. We criminal experts have only to deal 

with them when they thieve or commit other criminal acts against 

_ the public; no one troubles about those crimes of which they are one 

_ another’s victims. Have we ever intervened when one gipsy has received 

- from another gipsy a cruel beating or mutilation? Who has ever placed 

| his veto upon the numerous cases of procurement of abortion practised 

amongst the gipsies? Who has protected the honour of their young 

_ women—many of whom become mothers when they are still children ? 

Who has avenged a gipsy who has been poisoned by others? Who 

_ knows exactly what is that terrible poison of theirs called “dry”? Who 

has seen a gipsy cared for in hospital? Of what do they die? Where 

2 ‘do they go? Where are their graves ? | 

Section v.—Instruments used for theft, poisoning, etc. 

Asking ourselves what we find remarkable about gipsies (when our 

~ profession places us in direct relations with them) we are forced to the 

conclusion that the results are deceptive. Rarely do we find a gipsy in 

_ Possession of a housebreaking implement which is really of use, such as 

= other professional thieves are accustomed to carry and regard as their 

iz “most precious possession. ‘Though working hurriedly, the gipsy is none 

the less a skilled blacksmith at need, and he is a locksmith by birth, 

yet in spite of this he makes no instrument of theft, false key, etc. 

_ He is too lazy to make them and too timid to carry or keep them. Nor 

is it in his nature to work with false keys and artificial instruments ; he 

zi ets into a house by the window or in any other convenient manner ; for 

he has previous and accurate information as to the strength of the locks, 

E I d with a knife, twisted nail, etc., can open almirahs with astonishing 
‘Skill: he may be primitive but he is practical and sure. 

47 
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Gipsies are always found in possession of fishhooks and lines. The — 

hooks are put to various uses according to their size and shape but are — 

hardly ever used for fishing, in which sport the gipsy rarely indulges. — 

The fish-hook of the gipsy principally serves to catch with ease and 

certainty all kinds of birds: hens, ducks, geese, and, if need be, even © 

pigeons. The men, and sometimes the women, approach quietly a flock — 

of such birds, not in the immediate neighbourhood of a house, but at a — 

little distance and not under supervision, and throw some bread crumbs — 

to them. These crumbs are said to be impregnated with a substance : 

likely to attract the birds; sometimes said to be chives, sometimes assa- 

foetida, and sometimes crushed aniseed. When they have been baited — 

with this food, larger balls of it are thrown to them and finally one — 

~ containing the fishhook. ‘This hook is attached (as in fishing) to a silk 

cast fastened to a strong gut cast or sometimes to a thin metal one; 

the bird is naturally enough caught on the hook, pulled in, and gets 

its neck twisted; it is then fastened to a lace already arranged under the 

gipsy’s clothes. The other birds are frightened for the moment but soon 

come back, and the operation re-commences. At times also for geese, — 

artificial bait is used ; in this case the gipsy uses pieces of green rag or — 

even, in case of need, leaves, fashioned into an artificial frog which easily 

deceives a goose; a hook is hidden inside the frog, which is then drawn | 

before the flock of geese, at the same time being made to jump by means — 

of the line. A goose cannot resist this temptation. Thus the gipsies’ 

procure a dinner and the peasants believe that their birds have been lifted — 

by a fox; they do not suspect the game the gipsies have played upon them. : 

Another use for the fishhook, and a much more dangerous one, is its’ 

employment as a throwing weapon. Three or four hooks 

are bound together and set into a leaden ball split open and 

then reclosed (fig. 36). A single hook may be used but it 

is much less efficacious than a system of hooks, which 

becomes attached to an object whichever way it falls Gn the 

same way as does a ship’s anchor); the leaden ball is to : 

) lend the apparatus the necessary weight to allow of its 

being accurately thrown. As regards the throwing, gipsies, | : 

especially the children, are remarkably skilful. Among ¢ Il : 

races children amuse themselves by throwing stones, but their particular 

object in doing so is to throw them as far as possible. Not so witk 3 

the young gipsy; he gathers together a heap of stones of about the size { 

of a nut and then chooses a target, such as a fairly large stone, a small 

¢ 
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_ plank, or an old cloth, at a distance of from about ten to twenty paces; 

he then launches his stock of projectiles, never tiring of throwing them 

at the same target. He keeps going for hours and soon acquires such 

skill at this exercise that he never misses anything larger than one’s 

hand. When he has reached this stage he is given a throwing hook and 

arag, the latter being placed at a certain distance from him. He soon 

ends by catching it everytime. ‘The young gipsy throws the hook in all 

possible and imaginable ways. ‘The occupation is very characteristic of 

the gipsy: it gives him a distraction devoid of trouble and offers him the 

prospect, when his skill has increased, of gathering in valuable spoils. 

The young gipsy comes out of his apprenticeship when he is able to 

strike and carry off a piece of rag thrown upon the branches of a tree 

~ among which he has to cast his hook. 

| The practical utility of this accomplishment is to enable him to carry 

> off linen, clothes, and such like things, in houses into which it is difficult, 

not to say impossible, to penetrate. In this way he fishes for linen hung 

up to dry in an enclosed courtyard, entrance to which is difficult or dan- 

- gerous. It is really with astonishing skill that the gipsy fishes in the 

_ ‘ downstairs rooms through a barred window for the clothes of a peasant 

' who is eating in the next room. He even goes so far as to-fish clothes 

- hanging from pegs; here he raises them until they are just on the point 

of falling to the ground and then draws them towards him until they 

.. } reach his greedy hands. This operation is as quick as sure and it rarely 

- happens that the coveted article gets caught by a chair, etc., so that the 

iz hook has to be abandoned. As a rule the work is brought to a happy 

2 conclusion and results in a good haul. 

bs Sometimes the fisher removes articles through the open windows of 

- lofts and graneries, if they be not too high, or again he hides behind a 

hedge and fishes off the horse jools from the backs of horses standing 

waiting for their masters in the road. No doubt the latter can, through 

the window of the inn, see “all the people passing up and down the 

- road”; but as to the gipsy behind the hedge, neither has he seen him 

nor will he see again his new-jool. A great number of those ‘‘mysterious”’ 

_ thefts, the authors of which have not been seen and whose approach to 

_ the scene of the theft cannot be explained, are thus quite easily accounted 

for. Gipsies have even, they say, fished hams hung in the chimney for 

| smoking after having hoisted themselves on to the roof, which in such 

 @ases is not very high. 

Gipsy talismans and medicines are always more or less cabalistic in 

‘ » 

a 
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nature. Various greases and burnt or unburnt hair play an especially — 

important réle in the composition of love potions and erotic powders. — 

The author is not aware of the composition of their famous medicine for 

procuring abortion, which all gipsies are said to know and possess; it 

seems to be infallible and the only real abortifacient. | 

The gipsy is generally found in possession of phosphorus and arsenic. 

This does not indicate that any danger need be expected from them, for 

the former is exclusively employed as a medicine for animals, whereas | 

the latter only seems to be used for the destruction of rats and mice. — 

Every gipsy willingly engages in this sport and does so the more readily — 

as it is an excellent way of visiting a house and its outhouses in the most 

minute manner without attracting any suspicion. 

When the gipsy wishes to poison someone he uses neither phosphorus | 

nor arsenic nor the like; he uses his infallible “dry” (also called “dri” — 

or “‘drei’’) which is unknown to anyone else and is the most terrible of 

poisons. It is said to be a fine brown powder made with the spores of a— 

mushroom, (perhaps the Asper gillus niger). These spores grow in 

animal organisms, developing a greenish yellow shoot of about twelve 

to fifteen inches in length. This powder is dissolved in lukewarm liquid 
and the spores, becoming fixed in the mucous membrane and rapidly deve-. 

loping there, bring on consumption, coughing, often spitting of blood, and 

death finally ensues after two or three weeks. When the body becomes 

cold the mushroom also soon dies and disappears so completely that after 

death no trace of it can be found ®, | i 

Section vi.-—Attitude before the Authorities. 

It remains to speak of the attitude of the gipsy before the authorities. 

We commence by repeating that one must know the gipsy in order to be — 

able to find out the truth and even in order to do him any justice. The 

difference between the gipsy and any other man is very great and the 

more one knows of this remarkable race the more is one astonished that, _ 

in civilised countries, in times when everything levels, a race which has | 

no resemblance to any other has survived. Later on we shall mention a j 

few proverbs which are significant of the gipsy and which may help t 

characterise him. 4 

When brought before the authorities the gipsy at first conduet 

himself in a manner which is at the same time savage, prudent, ¢ 

somewhat groping. Like the Jews and Oriental peoples he is fond of 
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answering all questions with another question so as to gain time for 

reflection. This is so much a habit with him that he often says when 

asked his name: “ What name can a poor gipsy have ?’’—if asked his age 

_ he rephes “ What age can I be ?” “ How can I tell when I came into the 

world?” ‘‘ Who is able to say my age ?”’—if asked if he has already been 

punished he replies by a perfect deluge of protest: ‘‘ Why do you wish 

_me to have been punished?” ‘‘ Who has said that I have been punished ?” 

_‘‘Have you ever seen mein prison?” ‘Do I look like a man who has 

- been already punished ?’’; then commence his protestations of innocence 

in the past, the present, and the future. Soon he comes to himself; his 

modesty disappears, and his effrontery, self-consciousness, and even his 

pride, come to life in a torrent of words which it is preferable to allow 

him to give vent to. The author agrees with other Investigating Officers 

that it is best to allow all great talkers to finish without interruption 

rather than pull them up, as some advise. It is useless waste of trouble 

to ask a gipsy to be brief; he will then begin his story all over again and 
“not only will nothing be gained but the time already spent will be 
wasted. It is excellent on the other hand to write down or to have 
‘written down by a clerk everything the gipsy says. He is often dis- 
covered in the most flagrant contradictions, often also this procedure 

bothers him and he commences to express himself more briefly. In all 

cases his boldness and self-confidence increase visibly as the examination 

‘goes on, especially when the Investigating Officer is calm and silent. 
The gipsy takes this for stupidity and gets bolder. One may perhaps 

ppear to be somewhat convinced by his reasoning ; thereupon he lies the 
i sder Suppose one doubts just a little some good action or other or 
‘some noble quality which he pretends to possess, he exaggerates it all 

be the more. He should be allowed to work himself up for a while with 
his own words (a certain dose of frankness may always be expected from 
g even the boldest and the most intelligent) and then, when the moment 
f a rrives, his contradictions should be shortly and energetically pointed out 
a to him and the proofs against him brought together. 

bt Rarely can we obtain the real truth from a gipsy; but one quickly 
“Notices that his crime may be brought home to him when he loses his 

Idness and begins to supplicate and complain. The naiveté which 
duces him to lie all the more, while pretending in the rest of his 

conduct consciousness of and repentance for his crime, must not be lost 
e ght of. The gipsy does not know the proverb which is otherwise so 
4 rue :—*‘the more one recognises that one is wrong the more pig-headed 
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one becomes ’’; and the more he notices that his crime is out and that he 

is vanquished, the quieter he becomes and the more does his confidence 

and effrontery desert him. But even when the gipsy makes a confession, 

he does so not without hesitation, the ample use of equivocation, and 

even, if possible, a fresh batch of lies. The author only remembers one 

single case of receiving a full confession from a gipsy with at the same 

time important information concerning his accomplices. A man and his 

wife were suspected of having committed, some time previously, a crime 

with which a gipsy had some distant connection. This gipsy, a little 

while after this first crime, had been convicted of wilful murder and 

sentenced to imprisonment for life: he had already been imprisoned for 

several years. During his examination he denied, (as also did the couple 

above mentioned), with imperturbable obstinacy, ever having known the - 

victim or yet the suspected couple; he knew nothing about anything. 

He made the mistake of relying on the circumstance that some time had 

elapsed since the crime was committed and did not know that immediately 

after the crime a searching inquiry had been carried out, the results 

of which were now before the authorities and enabled them to know . 

exactly how the crime had been committed and reconstitute it even as 

regards its smallest details. When the gipsy, who was a cunning 

rascal, found himself to be so grossly mistaken and that everything was 

known much better even than the authorities actually allowed him to 
think that it was known, he remained silent for a little while and then 

began :—‘‘ I am a poor devil shut up for the rest of my life. You surely 

do not wish to hang me for this new business and besides you cannot 

sentence me to a longer term of imprisonment than imprisonment for 

life; this couple wishes to throw unjustly the whole blame upon me; 

I shall tell all.’ He then related the whole story of the crime, the 

accuracy of which was immediately verified, and he added some sup- 

plementary information which the author found of great interest from a 

psychological point of view. The man and the wife were not of the 

same nationality, the man being a German and the woman a Hungarian. 

The gipsy said to me:—‘“if you do not wish to condemn the innocent 

unjustly and make the case even more notorious than it is, these two 

people must be treated on their merits, that is to say the German in 

one way, and his wife, who is not a German, in another way.” ‘The re: 

upon he began to characterise the German and the Hungarian races 

with surprising acuteness and clearness. All that he said concerning 

the German race was not exactly flattering, but all the same he was 
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right. The author was even inclined to abandon in some degree his un- 

favourable opinions concerning gipsies, if this one had not spoiled all by 

giving him some advice as to their capture. His instructions were so 

mean and so diabolically cunning that all the baseness of this infamous 

race was shown up anew. We tried to make him understand that the 

authorities could not possibly take the steps he advised, but he looked at 

us in stupefaction, shrugged his shoulders, and was silent. 

i. Section vii.—Their corporal characteristics. 

As regards the corporal qualities and capabilities of the gipsy they 

- must in no way be judged according to the ordinary standard by which 

we judge the rest of mankind. This is especially true when the question 

is whether such and such a thing is “possible or not” to a man. One 

can in general say that a man has been able to do such or such a thing ; 

but it is not the same with the gipsy, and it is best to believe him capable 

of anything. This is especially the case when distance is in question, as 

when it is said :-—“ If the roads are good, and if one knows the way and 

is unencumbered, one may go there in so much time; if the road is bad 

“and one does not know the way, and is loaded with baggage, in so much 

time’; this may very well apply to the average mortal but not to the 

gipsy. Be the road good or bad, know he it or not, carry he anything 

with him or go he free, it matters not to him; when necessary he can 

’ ng Ps px 
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_ cover his distances with incomprehensible rapidity, knowing no obstacle 

but one—the wind. This peculiarity has been often remarked ; gipsies 

_ cannot bear the wind and are distressed when they have to struggle with 

it. Another thief steals for preference on stormy nights; not so the 

 gipsy ; he hides himself when his enemy howls. If he be obliged to set + 

a: 
« 

out in the wind it takes him longer to cover his journey than any other 

7 man. If a theft has taken place on a stormy night it may be safely 

_ presumed from the outset that the authors of it were not gipsies. 

- The illnesses and the sufferings of the gipsy ought also to be judged 

 Gifferently to those of other people. Care must be taken not invariably to 

conclude that illnesses contracted while a gipsy is in prison are mere 

z shamming. Even when the doctor is unable to discover what is the 

tter the gipsy is none the less often ill, and dangerously ill, Just as the 

i... is when he is forced to live in the plains or the dweller in the 

plains when transported to the hills, and just as is the bird of passage 

‘y when shut up in a cage. The gipsy has become accustomed for centuries 
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to a life in the open air and cannot support the deprivation of it any more — 

than he can the change of food and clothing, and the imposition of the 

order and employment consequent to regular life. He falls ill, at first in 

mind, and then in body, and, if his liberty, the sole means of curing him, 

cannot be given him, he should not be tormented the more by taking him ~ 

for a sham and treating him as such. | q 

It is important for the Investigating Officer to notice the rapidity 

with which the wounds of gipsies heal, owing doubtless to their oriental | 

origin. At least this peculiarity has been remarked among eastern ~ 

races. The author has been informed by a German doctor who was_ 

attached to the Viceroy of Egypt and was, for a considerable time, 

head of the Cairo Hospital, that the power of healing among the Arabs, | 

for example, is extraordinary. One day a fairly old man fell from the 

roof of a somewhat low house upon a stockade, in such a way that he 

was transfixed on three bars which entered the upper part of the thigh 

and passed out again for about a hand’s breadth. And that was not_ 

enough, for the unfortunate man had been removed from his position 

so unskilfully and with so’ few precautions that the bars considerably 

enlarged the wounds; and yet the three wounds healed without suppura- 

tion or fever. No doubt the climate there was not without its influence, 

but all the same the wounds of gipsies, both in Europe and in other 

parts of the world, cure with astonishing rapidity. The gipsy is very 

sensible to bodily pain, and yet he is able to continue his wanderings 

| 
| 

with severe wounds and above all it is wonderful what he can support 

when he is in flight. A gipsy had been run down at a horse mart by 

a carriage and had been so badly hurt that the doctors of the hospital tc 

which he was carried in an unconscious condition considered that it 

would be several weeks before he would be well. Probably the conscience 

of the patient was somewhat troubled, for, the third night after the acei 

dent, he escaped by the window and disappeared—not forgetting to carry 

off with him his bed clothes. : ‘a 

If then the question is, whether or not a gipsy, wounded at such ané 

such a moment, has been able, in spite of his wounds, to do such ant 

such a thing, care must be taken to view the matter in a differen 

manner to that in which it would be viewed if he were not a gipsy. I 

the same way if the question is, at what time a wound already cicatri .e 

has been received, in the case of a gipsy the time must be considerabl 

diminished, for, as an experienced surgeon once told the author, “ one Se 

the wounds of gipsies closing before one’s eyes.” 
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The gipsies and their partisans attribute the promptness of these 

cures not to bodily constitution but to the medicines they are supposed 

to employ. Recently a constable wished to arrest an extremely danger- 

ous thief who had lived for a long time among the gipsies. The thief 

- engaged, in an inn, in a fight with fire-arms with the constable. The 

' constable fell; as to the thief his lower arm was completely shattered by 

a bullet of the constable. But he was able to take to flight and meeting 

a lad who had often given him shelter he said to him :—‘“ If I can only 

get to my people (the gipsies), they will soon cure my arm, otherwise I 

am lost.” These words prove the confidence which this man had in the 

i art of healing as practised by the gipsies. 

¢ The same may be said of the illnesses to which the gipsy, like other 

men, is subject, but with this difference, that the former remains in the 

open air without shelter and is sometimes even obliged to continue his 

march. There are many gaps in the statistics regarding gipsies but all 

the same it may be supposed that mortality is no greater among them 

; than among others. We meet among them a surprising number of old 

men of astonishing freshness and vigour. 

In the small number of cases in which the gipsies have illnesses, it 

~ would be false to conclude that the theft could not have been committed 

by a band of gipsies simply because, for example, their children were 

stricken with the small-pox. Such a circumstance would in no way 

- deter them, a fact which also explains the sudden appearance of con- 

_ tagious illnesses which have been communicated by gipsy beggars and 

thieves. 

Section viiiiGipsy proverbs. 

_ We shall end this chapter with a few specimens of proverbs of and 

- concerning gipsies, for, as we have already said, no better aid to know- 

- ing a people exists than the proverbs of which it is the author or those 

“which others have applied to it. Above all the Investigating Officer 

_ ought to know the people with whom he has to deal. 

The following proverbs have been selected from various sources :— 

“ Better a donkey to carry you than a horse to throw you.—If you 

keep a secret in your heart no one will ever know it.—Choose neither a 

wife nor a cloth by the light of the moon.—Do not seek for what you 
cannot get.—It is not thieving that is shameful but the being caught.— 

It is easier to steal than to work.—He who holds the ladder is as bad as 
re 48 
Vie 
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the thief.He who loads you with flattery has deceived, or wishes to 

deceive, you.—To wait to be asked to eat is to risk being often hungry.— 

A happy life makes good friends.—Children tell what they do, men what 

they think, old men what they have seen.—The fool has his heart on his. 

lips, the wise man has his lips in his heart.’’ The foregoing are specimens 

of proverbs of the gipsy’s own making. The following are about the 

gipsy :—“‘ They live like gipsies” (when husband and wife come to- 

_ blows).—‘To be a gipsy.”—‘ You howl like a gipsy.”—‘ The gipsy 

does not know how to hold the plough” suas t work).—*‘ He tides ; 

a gipsy horse” (he lies).—‘‘ Gipsy» trade”’ 2.e., theft. | ul bona 

All that is bad, valueless, or deceitful s he epithet igigeg iy Ne: ae 

brass—=gipsy gold. Fish full of bones=gipsy carp. Wild grapes which 

no one can eat=gipsy grapes. Bad wine=gipsy wine, etc. cite 

All this shows how the gipsy imposes upon the countryside and is’ 

hated for it: detested and harried by everyone, it is by injuring and 

destroying that he lives out his wretched life. (For gipsy signs, See 

Chapter VII, Section iv. Gipsy magic and superstition, Chapter X. See 

also Chapter XVII., Section vi, A and E. =, 



CHAPTER X. 

SUPERSTITION®, 

It is curious to notice the effect of superstition, even at this day, upon 

the criminal classes. 

Criminals often rely upon the superstitions of others; often also they 

are slaves to superstition and allow themselves to be led by it to quite 

‘inexplicable acts. 

_ An accurate knowledge of superstitious practices will be of some 

utility to Investigating Officer's ©, for such a knowledge may obviate 

much confusion and prevent many errors in criminal inquiries. Great 
PPelwe Hatem OL re Tern Teh Do Mprined Bak 

importance is often attached to a fact or action when one has merely to 

deal with a piece of superstition or other practice of the kind having no 

meen eeeon with the crime itself. The grossest superstition still reigns 
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(0 day in the world of crime and is much more alive than is generally 

believed ®, The author has himself seen ‘‘ soporiferous candles,’ made 

of the fat of virgin children, and used to see whether anyone is still 

wake in a house about to be burgled “9, Many great crimes are only 

Elicable by superstition. If one were to reject these abominable acts as 

being due to an abnormal state of mind, one would be committing an error, 

the doer of them is perfectly sane but is wrapped up in a cloud of super- 

tition. Hven to-day we meet, not only all those doings of the slaves of 

jhe south connected with the belief in vampires ©, but also those neces- 

piating the use of the blood of innocent children, and, above all, acts 

connected with what is called the “feast of the heart.’ At all times it 

as been believed that the heart of a stillborn child, eaten while yet warm, 

sives supernatural force and renders the eater invisible, thus aiding him 

pisteal. F. Ch. B. Avé-Lallemant cites numerous cases of this kind”, 

3 Similar cases have also been reported more recently, such as the. murder 

_ Swedish woman, Anderson, who was well advanced in pregnancy, 

ub ee esti, Hamburg, in 1879 and the murder committed 

veral years ago at Simmering near Vienna “*-®, Also the recent Irish 
: @ where a woman was diabolically illtreated because she was believed 

to have a devil. (Crossland, ‘The Wild Irish,” 1905.) 
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To show how strong superstition still is in Berlin we have. but to 

turn to the many curious requests made to the officials of the Society 

for the Protection of Animals in that city. A woman went to the depot 

and asked to buy three drops of blood from a coal black dog, which — 

she affirmed would ward off illness. The dog must not be killed by 

poisoning but by hanging. Dog’s fat is in great demand by the super- 

stitious multitude, for it is asked for almost daily at the institution ; it 

is supposed to be a preservative against phthisis. With a white cat, 

killed at midnight, a woman expected to discover hidden treasure. That — 

donkeys are “lucky” animals the officials learned everyday ; these long- 

eared gentry were only bought to bring luck. 

Among the Londoners it is a common superstition that a piece of raw 

steak buried in the garden at dead of night will cause the disappearance 

of warts from the person. The steak however must have been stolen or 

it will not produce the desired effect. A‘stolen herring-tail serves the 

same purpose on the Continent. . 

An Investigating Officer should take superstition into account when 

he cannot otherwise explain an act or motive. He cannot proceed with 

too much prudence, for it is almost incredible what actions are com- 

mitted from superstitious motives. To this day in Italy, and especially 

in Sicily, itis believed that treasure can be unearthed with the assistance 

of the blood of innocent children. In 1894, on one occasion 24 children, 

and on another 20 children, were murdered for this object. This super- 

stition travelled to Germany more than a century ago with the Italian | 

“‘stone-seekers’’ (half miners, half diggers for hidden treasure). It is ; 

to-day firmly believed by Italian stone-masons and builders. On the 

Continent of Europe there is everywhere a firm belief that the Jews — 

use the blood of Christian children in their ritual. This has been e 

emplified by recent law cases 6), 7 | 

In India superstition often leads to the gravest crimes. Only thi 

other day the disciple of a holy man was consentingly done to death 

The facts of this case, which was tried before the Sessions Judge o 
Dacca, are most instructive and we take them from the judgment of t 

High Court of Calcutta to which Court the case was referred. Thi 

accused were three in number namely Lal Mohun Mozumdar, a smal 

unqualified medical practitioner, living and carrying on his professioi 

in a village in the Dacca district, Prosonno Mundul, a Sanyasi, at 

one Kalla Chand Sadhu. The two former were disciples of the Sadh 

who was a réligious mendicant. Lal Mohun became acquainted with 
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the accused Kala Chand, called the Sadhu, in August or September 

1904 when the Sadhu, accompanied by the accused Prosonno, came to 

Lal Mohun’s village, and by his (Lal Mohun’s) invitation took up their 

quarters in his bart. and stayed there in the mantab ghur for some days, 

after which they went away. The Sadhu returned during the middle of 

_ November. During all this time the Sadhu appears to have obtained a 

_ great influence over Lal Mohun, who was told by him that he was the 

% Kalikavatar or last incarnation of Vishnu, who is to come before the 

i end of the world. After the Sadhu’s return on the second occasion and 

on the Monday preceding the day of the crime, which took place on 

_ Thursday, the deceased Ananda Bhuimali appeared at Lal Mohun’s bari 

4 and was given food. The accused Prosonno arrived on Tuesday. On 

the next two days all these accused and the deceased Ananda were , 

_ together: the two Sanyasis and the deceased living in Lal Mohun’s 

a mantab ghur. According to the statement of Lal Mohun, on the day 

id Sadhu and he would have a celestial body. According to the statement 

_ of Prosonno, the deceased said to him. ‘“ Why the Gossain remains un- 

or, Gossain is Juggut see (universal preceptor), he will give me 

After your killing me the Englishmen and all the people will 

az ome to know of the great power he possesses.” It also appeared from 

the evidence of J itendro, a witness for the prosecution, that a day or two 

fore the occurrence the deceased said to Prosonno, “ Kill me for the sake 

it true religion that the glory of Kala Chand may spread over the world.” 

_ Prosonno in his confession says that at three o’clock on the day of the 

‘ urrence the deceased requested him to preach the true religion after 

| alling him, and made a shastanga before the Sadhu, namely, saluted 

"the Sadhu by lying prostrate before him. What followed appears in the 

S statements of the accused Lal Mohun and Prosonno, and in the evidence 

“of the witnesses Jitendro and Jogmaya, who witnessed the killing, and of 

the witness Umesh, who spoke to the first assault upon the deceased. 

In the presence of the Sadhu and Lal Mohun, Prosonno knelt on the 

. deceased’ s back and pressed the Sadhu’s ¢riswl (trident) into the nape of 

his neck. After that he dragged him away by the hair to the south. 

‘Sometime after Ananda returned to the Sadhu. According to the con- 

q fession of Prosonno, both he and Ananda took the charnamitra (sacred 

4 ashings from the feet) of the Sadhu, and then Ananda said ‘‘ You have 

failed to do anything with the trisul, cut me down with some cutting 
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instrument.” The witness Jotendra deposed that on the return of the 

deceased the latter prostrated himself at the feet of the Sadhu, who said 
“The Jom or incarnation of death has come back.’’ al Mohun asked © 

“Ts this the time?’’ The Sadhu said “ Yes.” Then Lal Mohun caught 

Ananda by the hair and Prosonno put his feet on him and cut his throat — 

with a ganja knife. Then both Prosonno and Lal Mohun pulled Ananda’s 

head backward in order to break his neck. When attacked Ananda is” 

said to have cried out to the Sadhu to save him. The Sadhu then told 

them to throw the body away. After this some houses were set on fire ~ 

and the wife of Lal Mohun and the women folk of his relations were 

brought before the Sadhu. They were stripped naked and made to pros- 

trate themselves before him, and some of them, including the accused Lal 

Mohun’s wife, were made to stand astride a fire. They were subjected 

to various forms of ill-treatment, the details of which being of an obscene 

character are not repeated here, but which were fully described in the 

evidence. al Mohun took an active part in the ill-treatment to which 

his wife was subjected. | 

As there was no doubt that the man who was killed was party to his 

own death the accused were only convicted of culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder. Prosonno and the Sadhu were sentenced to 

transportation for life and Lal Mohun to rigorous imprisonment for 

ten years. . 

A universal Indian superstition is that of the “ foundation-sacrifice ”; | 

this probably took its rise in an attempt to propitiate the “ earth-deities ” 

of the spot. The sacrifice is considered so indispensible that the su- 

perstition is transferred to the English. ‘‘ Whenever we build a great 

bridge or harbour mole our engineers are suspected of being on the look 

out for victims, and people are careful not to wander abroad at night 

during the time the foundation is being laid’’ (Crooke, p. 268, and see 

Sir E.C. Cox in his Indian detective work, ‘‘ John Carruthers ’’, Cassell 

London). | i 

Cases in which a person attempts with the help of alchemy to becon 

younger are also not unimportant. The means used are nearly alway 

dangerous to life and when death is caused” by them, murder by thir 

persons may easily be wrongly suspected. ai 

A case is reported by M. Freidmann 6-0 of Wiesbaden of tw 

soldiers who agreed that the one should shoot the head off the other. ‘TE 

victim firmly believed that the survivor could with certain words © 

sorcery charm his head on again and that after the operation the lati 
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would be able to discover hidden treasure. The first half of the experi- 

ment was duly performed and apparently without any difficulty, but the 

sorcerer dismally failed to replace his comrade’s head as agreed upon. It 

_ was established that he did not intend to kill his friend but, with his 

j assistance, for them both to discover hidden treasure, nor could he be 

considered negligent or careless as he did what he did carefully and on 

_ purpose, being convinced of the harmlessness of the act. If he was 

punished for anything it was for mere ignorance and stupidity. This 

incident actually took place as recently as 1900 

P In another direction a knowledge of superstition can explain a 

previously inexplicable laxity of morals; for instance the almost universal 

. superstition that sexual illnesses can be cured by intercourse with a girl 

_ under the age of seven 69), 

Proudhon rightly says that the superstitions of people often closely 

approach to a law of nature; and so a lawyer must take superstition 

into account when motive and precedent cannot otherwise be found ©, 

Section i.—Superstition attaching to dead bodies and to objects 

abandoned at the place of the crime. 

AE ee aes 

_ Almost every thief carries upon him a magic sentence or formula of 

- immunity, and it often happens that he leaves behind him on the scene 

of the crime some object which belongs to him, for he believes that in 

this way his act will pass unperceived, or at least that he will not be 

suspected. 

- The mistress of a famous house-breaker had abandoned, one winter’s 

y: night, her child of ten months old, leaving beside it her own shoes which 

_ a@shoe-maker had just made for her. The shoe-maker lived only a few 

- furlongs from the place and therefore was able to point out the criminal. 

' The latter confessed later that she had only abandoned her shoes so as 

not to be discovered. For the same reason a rough (who had already 

undergone 18 years hard labour for murder) had relieved himself near 

_ the body of his victim at the scene of the crime. This latter circum- 

z stance, it may be said in passing, served, in a-round about way it is true, 

to discover the criminal; the doctor of the district noticed that the 

excrement must have belonged to a man of herculean build; and in fact 

| the murderer was the most robust man the author has ever seen. 

In North Germany murderers believe that they will never be dis- 

Covered if they leave their excrement at the place where they have 
) : 
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committed a crime. While the excrement preserves a vestige of warmth 

the crime itself even cannot be discovered. It is therefore often found 

carefully covered up with a cloth or a hat in order that it may retain its 

heat the longer and so put off the discovery of the crime. Only last year a 

quantity of excrement was found on the scene of a large burglany in a 

jeweller’s shop in Berlin $™, 

For the same reason a criminal washes his hands or intentionally 

leaves foot-prints on the scene of the crime; in these cases he also leaves 

behind something belonging to him and thus hopes not to be discovered. — 

In a big burglary case the bloody impression of a man’s hand was 

found upon an almirah and many conjectures were raised on the matter. 

It was believed that the criminal was badly wounded, or that there had 

been two of them and that they had come to blows over the division of 

the booty. When at last the burglar was discovered it was found that he 

had inflicted a slight injury upon his own hand and then rubbed it over 

with the blood in the hope that he would not be discovered if he left 

behind him his blood and the impression of his hand. 

A discovery of quite peculiar significance when made upon the scene 

of a crime is that of datwra seeds. The datura (Kuropean variety 

datura stramonium) is a species of weed commonly called thorn-apple or 

jimson weed. It is a plant which is interesting by reason of its effects, 

of its history, and of its employment. It is a poison which brings on 

giddiness and insensibility and occasions death even when used in small — 

quantities, especially on an empty stomach, and moreover not only the © 

seed but the whole plant is harmful. The root, the leaves, the flowers ; 

which are particularly fine, and the magnificent fruit, are all danger- 

ous and must be handled with precaution. If the leaves of this plant 

are placed upon a heated stove and the vapours given off inhaled, 1 

sort of feebleness, accompanied by visions and cramp, supervenes, Ar 

ointment made from the crushed seeds, applied to certain parts of the 

body (especially in the arm-pits), produces a sensation of lightheaded. 

ness, upheaving, and flight, and a feeble dose of a decoction of them 

produces erotic sensations. Kampfer, while traveling in Japan, cami 

across a narcotic prepared with datwra and tried to smoke it. Hen 

that he seemed to be riding the clouds on horseback. ) 

If we consider the whole of these effects together we find an ex 

planation of the avowals made by the unhappy victims in trials fe 

witchcraft 8, But if the days of such trials are past yet dat 

is still employed. It was introduced into Europe rather late and cam 
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_ through the south of Russia and Siberia, from India “®, the true Indian 

species being the datura alba. It is alleged to have been the poison used 

in the honey eaten by the soldiers of Xenophon. Its first appearance 

in Europe was undoubtedly with the gipsies, who brought it with 

_ them; it still plays to-day a large rdle in gipsy legend and gipsies have 

_ some always on their persons. ‘The gipsies have their own story of its 

_ origin. They relate that there was once a sage who commanded his wife 

. _ never to do anything without his knowledge. Once she disobeyed him: 

_ whereupon he bit her and changed her into datura. Her children, who, 

as a result of the parental curse, were forced to spread over the whole 

; world, took the seeds of their maternal plant with them to all the cardina 

L points of the globe. Such is the gipsy story of their own origin and the 

i _ reason why they have always seeds of datwra (peshosheskro) upon their 

| persons. This is what they themselves affirm and facts seem to bear 

io them out, for we find, almost without exception, seeds of datura at places 

' where gipsies have committed a crime. They are said always to leave a 

i. few seeds, but as at times it happens that they are short of them and as 

| they often hide them in out-of-the-way corners, they are frequently not 

H “noticed. This peculiarity is little known to other people and no one else 

: would be likely to use this as a means of diverting suspicion from himself 

and throwing it upon the gipsies. As for the reason for this habit, an old 

2 once told the author that it was because of the evil spirits who 

| sometimes annoy thieves at their work. He also said that they “throw” 

Bihic seed at evil spirits; but as the seeds are often hidden and not thrown, 

bs the old man was probably telling a lie. At all events it may be pre- 

sumed to be an act of superstition since they put these seeds to other 

y bi inalogous uses. 

Datura is employed in India to make people unconscious and also to 

x ake away any memory as to what has gone on around them. 

+The native women of India are supposed to deliver themselves over 

Bes their lovers in the very presence of their husbands to whom they have 

Bo: yen a decoction of it. The husband sees all, but it matters little for he 

E on remember nothing, Indian thieves also employ it in the same 

H as do the gipsies. The connection we find here again between the 

sies and India is noteworthy. (For a full description of its appear- 

ice, employment, and action as a poison see Chevers, pp. 179—219.) 

aa BAnother common practice of gipsies is to leave at the place of the 

q e au. a stick, generally a walking stick. A gipsy informed the author 

a i this was done to prevent the dogs barking. : 
49 

ge 
x ca 
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Section ii—Superstition attaching to objects carried on the person. 

We have so far only spoken of superstitious articles which have been 

found left behind upon the scene of the crime, we must also discuss those 

found upon thieves themselves which must be considered in the nature 

of charms: they throw a characteristic hght upon their possessors. 

One finds for instance, up in the hills, while searching houses of 

people accused of poaching, small roots in the shape of a hand which, 

so say those questioned on the subject, are very efficacious in warding 

off the illnesses of domestic animals. A cunning poacher has already 

secreted in the forest his arms and ammunition and all instruments of 

the trade he follows. He assures us that he has never fired a gun in 

his life, that he has never tasted goat, and that he would hardly be able 

to distinguish between a stag and a cow. But even when he has no 

ammunition, poaching instruments, or remains of game in the house, 

this little root suffices to betray him. It is a little hand of St. John 

shaped from the root of a fern dug up on the night of St. John (the 

summer solstice, 24th June), and which has an important use when the 

poacher, at the time of the new moon, makes his enchanted bullets which 

he fires with unerring aim. 

It is also very suspicious to find a person in possession of sacramental 

bread. Hither he will perpetrate a crime or he has already done so, for 

the possession of such is supposed to make ‘the Magistrate inaccessible | 

to the bearer.” It is well to pay attention to such things which most 

people would consider quite harmless. Df 

Special attention must be paid to those objects which their owners | 

believe to be little capable of awaking suspicion and which for that reason 

they do not hide. So also with the spring-root or mandrake. This plantyy 

which was esteemed and so much boasted of in the middle ages, is still 

in our times more believed in and more extensively used than one would 

suppose. In many places crafty criminals, who to all appearance are 

well educated, pay a high price for it. When it is pure it is the root of 

the alruna (mandragora officinalis), but the roots of the peony and of the 

white vine (pryonica alba et dioica) are also employed; as well as certain 

roots of ferns and of the euphorbia lathyris and the alliumbictarialis 

in case of need. All of these, but especially the first mentioned, when 

dried and shaped a little with a knife, have the form of a little man, and 

in the 18th century were supposed to be productive of happiness, riches, | 

love, and influence. To-day they are only useful in opening closed locks, | 
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or at least in opening them without too much trouble with the help of a 

picklock and skeleton-key. If one of these alruna or mandrake gentlemen 

is found upon a suspected individual, we may be sure we have to do with 

a veritable expert in house-breaking ©%5-696), 

Resembling the “soporiferous candles”’ made of the fat of innocent 

, children, which have already been mentioned, is the ‘“‘slumber-thumb”’, 

used only by gipsies. It is the left thumb of a corpse nine weeks in the 

grave and disinterred at new-moon. Possessed of one of these thumbs 

a person may penetrate at night into a house without fear of awaking 

the people therein. Gipsies of all countries are said to possess a “slumber 

thumb”; the author has himself never seen one. French thieves, among 

whom these “theft thumbs” bear the name of main de gloire®”, are 

to-day no doubt in possession of them. Amongst the objects found on 

suspected persons and which render them all the more suspect, are | 

proverbs, incantations, and exorcisms. These always point to criminal 

conduct. 

The right hand of a suicide is also made use of in Hastern Europe, 

especially in Poland and the countries adjacent thereto. The right hand 

of the corpse of a suicide, nine days in the grave, is taken and dried, and 

the door of the house in which stolen goods are suspected to be con- 

cealed is knocked therewith seven times. If the inhabitants do not wake 

it is presumed that the dead person “holds them in sleep”. This was 

exemplified in a recent case, reported in many newspapers. 

That human fat is used for various erotic objects and for love 

- charms, and that warm human blood effects superhuman cures, especially 

for epilepsy, is shewn every day by numberless newspaper reports and 

f - law proceedings ®®. Human fat is kept, in spite of the assurances of 

Ee apothecaries to the contrary, in the shops of nearly all country apothe- 

. caries, and for the same purpose the lard of dogs, bears, badgers, apes, 

: and wolves is taken and preserved. But warm human blood cannot be 

obtained from an apothecary, that can only be had with the help of the 

 eriminal. 7 

; “a An abominable superstition which has not served for robbery, but may 

have caused many cases of poisoning, is the belief that the froth from 

the mouth of a lately deceased person will cure habitual drunkenness, 

pif the froth be mixed with the drink (wine, brandy) that the tippler is 

; in the habit of taking. In the same way it is believed that all that is 

“loathsome and unwholesome can be removed by love potions and love 

charms 6%—102)_ The same and similar superstitious means were used 
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for prolonging life. A careful attention to such things, which are often 

neglected, can prevent many mistakes; often by such knowledge a strong 

suspicion will be aroused which will lead to the discovery of a criminal. 

It is believed, for instance, that epileptics can be judged by drinking 

water in which a corpse has been washed “™®, or by masticating rotten 

coffinwood, and that wounds in middle life can be cured by adzupocere, 

i.e., the extraordinary transformation of adipose membrane and muscle 

of a corpse found in stagnant water or a damp grave. 

Written charms and incantations must not be considered to have no 

existence. The author has come across two; on one occasion on a gipsy 

half-blood and on the other upon a card-cheat of most elegant appear- 

ance. That they are so seldom found is no proof whatever that they 

have practically ceased to exist: they are not found simply because they 

are not looked for. No doubt they will not be discovered carefully 

folded and put away in the pocket-book of the criminal, but, tattered, 

filthy, almost repulsive, they are preserved in some hidden pocket, or sewn 

into a hem or collar. The value of these documents, apart from their 

historical worth, is very great to criminalists. By their means indeed 

the Investigating Officer can find out one side of the character of his man — 

‘ 

' 
» 

and be sure that he has to deal with an individual who has to exercise. 

caution, for honest folk have no need of such incantations. * mer 

The spells called the ‘“ Stick-spells”’ are not less remarkable from our 

point of view. ‘They are of several kinds. The spell is uttered and com- 

mitted to writing when the stick is cut, which is‘done only at appropriate 

times and accompanied by particular formalities -", It differs ac- 

cording to the use to which the stick is to be put, be it to facilitate a 

journey or strengthen a cudgel with which defence is to be made against — 

brigands, vagabonds, and dangerous animals of all kinds, in particular | 

against snakes. If these incantations only serve to strengthen and develop ] 

the natural qualities of the stick there are yet others which give it super- 

*As an example of the form of such formule one is here given which in the summer of 

1897 was found amongst the property of a person suspected of stealing a large sum of money 

(7,550 florins). 

‘* Into the Judge’s house I went 

A vision of three dead men was sent 

The first is dumb 

The second winks ‘‘ come”’ 

O help me Holy Mother of God of Lazendorf”’ ; 

See H. Gross, ‘* Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.’’ Bd. II p. 88, where remarkable vai ax 

tions of this widespread benediction are given.(705) 
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natural qualities. ‘They prevent the owner from losing his way, protect 

him from the Will-o’-the-wisps and other terrible dangers of the journey, 

and even enable him to strike down an absent person “1-72, For 

each operation a special stick cut for the purpose of the person to be 

chastised, whose name must be included in the spell, is necessary. 

Such a stick has played an important réle in establishing the culpabi- 

hty of a woman and brought about her conviction for poisoning. This 

woman had been imprisoned on purely circumstantial evidence and her 

prosecution was about to be dropped, for there was no proof forthcoming 

that she had lived on bad terms with the person whose life had been 

attempted or that she had ever uttered anything which might lead to the 

supposition that she hated the victim and desired to be revenged. Before 

liberating the accused the Investigating Officer made further search at her 

house, and he found, in a prayer-book, an old letter upon which was 

written a “stick-spell.’’ In this formula the object was indicated by his 

initials and those of the place where he lived; there was a demand that 

the stick (which remained to be cut) would strike him in absentia ‘‘ because 

he loved one other than he ought.” ‘The existence of bad terms between 

the two was thus established and not long after the woman made a com- 

plete confession of the crime. 

We have also picture-charms and picture-spells which trace their 

origin to a similar belief in working in absentid, or from a distance. The 

possibility of influencing from a distance a person of whom a model in 

wax, etc., has been made, has been accepted from the earliest times. It is 

necessary however that an objective resemblance be established between 

the person and the picture. In the wax of which the image is made such 

things are needed as hair, nail-pairings, blood, urine, perspiration, etc., of 

the person concerned, or the wax must be brought into contact with his 

_ footwear, clothes, etc. One is reminded of the great significance which 

the “ Atzmann ” “3-9 or image made of wax, etc., had in German witch 

- cases, and the vols or voits had in the French Royal Law cases, when it 

' was asserted that the lives of kings had been aimed at by such pictures. 

In Catholic village churches, especially in places of pilgrimage, copies of 

- human and animal figures or single limbs in wax, lead, or silver, are to 

q be found, which owe their existence to the belief that by their assistance 

; illnesses can be caused to vanish from men and animals. 

Finally we have murder-prayers and murder-masses. The murder- 

4 prayer means that with the help of mystical accessories (hair of the person 

| ' concerned plays an important part) the life of someone is “ spirited away ”’. 
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he has abstracted money, an almirah into which he has broken, or even, 

in case of need, a latch which he must have lifted. Our magician then 

examines this object with the greatest attention, at the same time carry- 

ing on certain mysterious practices and asking all sorts of questions. 

She then gives her reply, which is naturally very vague, a neighbour, a | 

' member of the family, a person of the house, a stranger, or a pretended 

friend is suggested. Certain other general complementary indications 

are given and when the victim combines what he or she has heard with — 

his or her own point of view a certain conélusion is come to as to the — 

identity of the author of the crime, an idea which is sufficiently precise ) 

to communicate to the authorities and send them off on a false clue, 

thus doing a great deal of harm. | 

It is known that such performers often make use of middlemen to — 

obtain information regarding the previous history of the foolish persons 

who come to them. In many cases however the fortune-teller does not 

require a middleman, for he is a good reader of human nature and 

is helped by his client’s simplicity, who, all unawares, gives him more— 

materials than he requires to produce an impression as a great reader of | 

the past. 

Quite recently an immense sensation was created in the spiritualist 

world by the exposure of a famous medium (one of those curses of modern 

- society) who enjoyed a great reputation, members of the peerage even hav- 

ing been to consult him. ‘To show the methods of these gentry we cannot — 

do better than give a report of the exposure as told to a representative of | 

the London “Morning Leader” by a gentleman well known as a believer 

in spiritualism, who indeed expressed his gratification at himself being © 

_ the person to show up the fraud. A séance had been held at which some 

interesting phenomena were said to have taken place which astonishec 

most of those present. After the séance the chair which the medium 

had used was placed aside and wrapped in a rug, the medium expressing 

his desire that it should not be handled, lest any detrimental psychic force 

residing in the handler, should affect it. But there had been present a 

gentleman of very great literary experience who was a student of, ani 

writer on, the subject of criminology. This gentleman was a man ¢ 

keen powers of critical observation who was always desirous of knowin 

and seeing everything of a psychical nature. Hearing how the chai 

had been desired to be taken care of, he suggested its examination. 1 

continue in the words of the “Morning Leader’s” informant “we wer 

into the room where the chair was, and removed it from the rug. But ih 4 
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moment I touched the chair my psychometric power asserted itself, and I 

exclaimed, ‘ You are perfectly right. Here is a secret chamber.’”’ This 

- gentleman defines psychometric power as ‘the ability to read, by sensa- 

_ tion and intuition, the surroundings of persons, places, and things through 

the magnetism which surrounds such persons, places, and things. ’ 

“The next thing we did,” he continued ‘“ was to search for a spring. 

But finding none, we forced the back of the chair open, and discovered 

that it had been locked, a keyhole becoming visible in the forcing. We 

_ therefore had a key made to fit the lock, put the chair carefully together 

again, and had a photograph taken, showing the secret apartment. 

“Last Sunday we called a meeting with the object of laying our plans 

_ for the séance, which was to take place on the following night. I need 

oy not say that, as the sequel has shown, they were laid well. 

“On the night of the séance the medium, as was his custom, offered 

4 himself at the outset to a searching personal examination, which was 

carried out by Mr. M., who is also the possessor of the psychometric 

_ power. Mr. M., with another, entered the cabinet in which the medium 

does his spiritualistic work (it is his own cabinet, by the way). After the 
- medium had been stripped and examined, Mr. M., asked him whether 

anything was secreted either in the curtains of the cabinet or anywhere 

else, and whether the chair was all right. ‘I think,’ said Mr. M., ‘Tl 

- examine the chair outside the cabinet.’ The chair was accordingly 

_ brought out. The keyhole was speedily laid bare, and when the specially- 

= key had been inserted and the secret chamber laid open, the scene 

was most dramatic. The medium turned ghastly pale, his eyes protruded, 

. he clasped his head in his two hands.” 
io af 

7 a P. as 
) 

. The secret chamber revealed the following varied contents :— 
. 2 A collapsible dummy head, made of pink stockinet, with flesh-colored 
mask (with pieces of stockinet gummed over the eye-holes) ; the loose 
s - Stockinet was doubtless used to represent the shrunken skin at the neck ; 
e six pieces of fine white China silk containing in all 13 yards; two pieces 
a of fine black cloth (doubtless used in the so-called dematerialisations) ; 
: - three beards of various shades; two wigs, one white and one grey; an 

: “extending metal coat-hanger for suspending drapery, to represent the 

"se ond form, with an iron hook on which to hang the form; a small flash 

| electric lamp with four yards of wire with switch, which could be used 
| _ when the medium was away from the cabinet to produce so-called spirit 
lights within; a bottle of scent, pins, and a powder-box to produce the 
_hecessary ghostly pallor. 
- 50 
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he has abstracted money, an almirah into which he has broken, or even, 

in case of need, a latch which he must have lifted. Our magician then 

examines this object with the greatest attention, at the same time carry- 

ing on certain mysterious practices and asking all sorts of questions. 

She then gives her reply, which is naturally very vague, a neighbour, a 

member of the family, a person of the house, a stranger, or a pretended | 

friend is suggested. Certain other general complementary indications — 

are given and when the victim combines what he or she has heard with 

his or her own point of view a certain conélusion is come to as to the 

identity of the author of the crime, an idea which is sufficiently precise 

to communicate to the authorities and send them off on a false clue, 

thus doing a great deal of harm. 

It is known that such performers often make use of middlemen to — 

obtain information regarding the previous history of the foolish persons | 

who come to them. In many cases however the fortune-teller does not 

require a middleman, for he is a good reader of human nature and — 

is helped by his client’s simplicity, who, all unawares, gives him more — 

materials than he requires to produce an impression as a great reader of — 

the past. 

Quite recently an immense sensation was created in the spiritualist 

world by the exposure of a famous medium (one of those curses of modern — 

- society) who enjoyed a great reputation, members of the peerage even hav- 

ing been to consult him. ‘T’o show the methods of these gentry we cannot 

do better than give a report of the exposure as told to a representative of : 

the London “Morning Leader” by a gentleman well known as a believer _ 

in spiritualism, who indeed expressed his gratification at himself being 

_ the person to show up the fraud. A séance had been held at which some 

interesting phenomena were said to have taken place which astonished 

most of those present. After the séance the chair which the medium 

had used was placed aside and wrapped in a rug, the medium expressing 

his desire that it should not be handled, lest any detrimental psychic foree, 

residing in the handler, should affect it. But there had been present a 

gentleman of very great literary experience who was a student of, and 
writer on, the subject of criminology. This gentleman was a man of 

keen powers of critical observation who was always desirous of knowing 

and seeing everything of a psychical nature. Hearing how the chair 

had been desired to be taken care of, he Mii its examination. Te 

continue in the words of the “Morning Leader’s”’ informant ‘we went 

into the room where the chair was, and removed it from the rug. But the 
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moment I touched the chair my psychometric power asserted itself, and I 

exclaimed, ‘ You are perfectly right. Here is a secret chamber.’”’ This 

- gentleman defines psychometric power as ‘the ability to read, by sensa- 

_ tion and intuition, the surroundings of persons, places, and things through 

the magnetism which surrounds such persons, places, and things.’ 

“The next thing we did,” he continued “ was to search for a spring. 

- But finding none, we forced the back of the chair open, and discovered 

that it had been locked, a keyhole becoming visible in the forcing. We 

therefore had a key made to fit the lock, put the chair carefully together 

again, and had a photograph taken, showing the secret apartment. 

‘“‘Tiast Sunday we called a meeting with the object of laying our plans 

for the séance, which was to take place on the following night. I need 

not say that, as the sequel has shown, they were laid well. 

“On the night of the séance the medium, as was his custom, offered 

himself at the outset to a searching personal examination, which was 

earried out by Mr. M., who is also the possessor of the psychometric 

power. Mr. M., with another, entered the cabinet in which the medium 

does his spiritualistic work (it is his own cabinet, by the way). After the 

medium had been stripped and examined, Mr. M., asked him whether 

_ anything was secreted either in the curtains of the cabinet or anywhere 

- else, and whether the chair was all right. ‘I think,’ said Mr. M., ‘I'll 

© examine the chair outside the cabinet.’ The chair was accordingly 

7 brought out. The keyhole was speedily laid bare, and when the specially- 

made key had been inserted and the secret chamber laid open, the scene 

_ was most dramatic. The medium turned ghastly pale, his eyes protruded, 

| _ he clasped his head in his two hands.” 
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; va The secret chamber revealed the following varied contents :— 

t A collapsible dummy head, made of pink stockinet, with flesh-colored 
~ mask (with pieces of stockinet gummed over the eye-holes) ; the loose 

oe stockinet was doubtless used to represent the shrunken skin at the neck ; 

six pieces of fine white China silk containing in all 13 yards; two pieces 

of fine black cloth (doubtless used in the so-called dematerialisations) ; 

three beards of various shades; two wigs, one white and one grey; an 

extending metal coat-hanger for suspending drapery, to represent the 

second form, with an iron hook on which to hang the form; a small flash 

<2 electric lamp with four yards of wire with switch, which could be used 

ie when the medium was away from the cabinet to produce so-called spirit 

Tights within; a bottle of scent, pins, and a powder-box to produce the 
Biccotsary ghostly pallor. 
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Another kind of divination is made with the aid of an instrument 

which, according to von Wlislocki (‘Concerning Wandering Gipsy 

Folk”’), was formerly employed by the gipsies of Transylvania, but is 

now-a-days very extensively used and finds numerous applications. This — 

apparatus consists of a little box pierced in one side with a small hole 

to which the eye is applied, a diaphragm being inserted on another 

side which only allows as much light to penetrate as the owner of the 

miraculous box thinks proper.’ Opposite the first mentioned hole is a 

mirror ‘5—”6 inclined in such a way that a person looking through the 

hole sees reflected an apparatus placed in the box. This apparatus con- 

sists of a cylinder, fan, or circular slide, representing several different 

things, such as an old woman, a young girl, or even the devil. The 

magician then asks the person seeking information and wishing to see 

the thief that has pillaged his or her house to look through the hole. 

He lets a little light through the diaphragm into the interior of the box 

and, by means of the cylinder, fan, or slide, shows what seems to him 

best fitted to the case in point (for example, the old woman). The — 

portrait shown is obliquely reflected into the mirror which again reflects — 

it at the same angle of reflection into the eye of the observer—who is 

thunderstruck. It goes without saying that the portrait itself is not 

a good one, that the lighting is insufficient, that the time is relatively — 
short, and that imagination does the rest. In this way is completed the 
portrait of a person who has already been suspected by the victim of the 

theft. She pays well for this revelation and then runs to the authorities, 

whom she assures that the thief can be only the person whose portrait 

she has seen in the box. Naturally she does not mention how she has 

arrived at this discovery: the magician takes care, by the use of threats, 

to prevent her doing so, but she explains the matter (the magician has 

generally given her the necessary instructions) in such a way that the 

authorities are obliged, whether they wish it or not, to take some action — 

upon her depositions. 

or 

Figs. 37 & 38. | | 

There exists another apparatus which is very often employed by gipsies: 

and if the author be rightly informed only by them”. It is a large 
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hoop of thin wood (like that used for a drum or a sieve), on which the 

skin of an animal has been stretched. The wood of the hoop should 

have been cut in a particular manner and the skin must be that of an 

animal stolen at a particular time.* Figures are then made upon the 

skin, generally 9 or 18, or 7, 14, 21, as in Figs. 37 & 38 supra. 

T'o reply to a question the gipsy throws upon the skin as many seeds 

_ of datura as there are figures drawn on the skin, and then strikes as many 

blows with a hammer or a piece of wood upon the frame as there are 

seeds, at the same time pronouncing magic formule. ‘hese blows make 

the skin vibrate and the seeds jump. The manner in which the latter. 

group themselves during the blows is of some importance and their posi- 

tion round.the figures, after the last blow, gives the true solution, and it 

is according to that-position that the question is answered. The drum 

is especially employed for questions of love, and when it is necessary 

to know whether or not to put into execution a formulated plan and 

_ whether the issue will be good, but above all for the discovery of thieves. 

_ For this purpose the instrument is of very great importance. Some years 

ago the author was informed within a few days of a number of thefts. 

The theft was generally stated to have taken place sometime before, 

in some cases indeed, a very long time before, and the reason assigned 

why information of the crime had not been given was simply because no 

one had been suspected. All these denunciations, as numerous as they 

were sudden, had this in common, that they stated the names of the 

‘criminals without indicating any precise or convincing facts to prove that 

it was indeed such or such a person who had committed the theft, itself 

in most cases already forgotten. At last an old peasant woman, from 

whom a considerable sum of money had been stolen 30 years previously, 

‘came and accused her brother, with whom she had lived on excellent 

terms ever since. He was a man of the highest character, rejoicing in 

_ the universal esteem of all who knew him, and in fact at the time of 

‘ie he denunciation he was Mayor of his town. Being unable to under- 

_ stand such an accusation the author began to question her very closely 

and finally learned that, a little while before, a “celebrated” old gipsy 

woman had traversed the country working miracles with he magic drum. 
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; _ * This belief that a thing used in certain superstitious practices should be stolen is as 
| _ widespread as the belief that certain things should be found, begged, acquired by heredity, 

 0r made by oneself. This may throw some light upon thefts committed by persons who are 
ee) 
therwise perfectly honest ; (as in the case already referred to where warts are removed with a 

iece of steak or the tail of a stolen herring.) 
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People had crowded to her and the good wife who had.come to the 

author had thus learned that the theft had been committed by one of her 

near relations who at present occupied a “ high position.” As she had ~ 

no other near relation in a high station it could be no one but her 

brother the Mayor. Further investigation showed that all the surprising 

accusations received were without exception due to the gipsy’s magic 

drum. If the accusations had been less numerous or less surprising, 

much harm, or at least much useless work, might have been the result. 

The ‘hereditary sieve,” which is well-known all over Germany, has — 

some analogy to the drum. It is employed in various ways to discover a 

thief. Beans (stolen if possible) are thrown into it one by one, a name 

being pronounced as each goesin. If the bean jumps out of the sieve, the 

owner of the name pronounced is innocent; if the- bean remains in the 

sieve, the person named is the thief. Sometimes also the hereditary sieve 

is suspended from the edge of an hereditary table by an hereditary key— 

all these articles having come down from the father or grandfather. — 

Then various persons are named and when the sieve begins to move the 

thief is found. 

Similar is the still popular “‘sieve-spin’’; here two fingers are inserted 

in the handles of the blades of a pair of scissors, the points of which are 

stuck into the wooden ring of the sieve; the operator begins calling out 

names of suspected persons and at the right name the sieve moves‘™. 

The most important rdle in divination belongs to card-reading ™. 

It gives information regarding the unknown and has more influence and 

is more wide-spread than is generally believed. Card-reading is as old as 

cards themselves, and neither ignorant nor highly intelligent people have 

ever been wanting to believe in the captivating charm found in the 

mysterious positions of cards; the co-religionists of Wallenstein and of 

Napoleon I., have no more disappeared than the disciples of Marcolini, 

Aliettes, and Lenormand ™, 
Man is naturally keen to raise the veil of the future in a simple and. 

convenient way. ‘There are people full of spirit but devoid of conscience 

to whom it is a great satisfaction to ferret out what they can learn con- 

cerning their neighbours, combine what they have heard with what they 

can penetrate with the aid of psychology, and use the whole for the pur- 

poses of prophecy, gaining thereby a rich and easily acquired income; 

it is but another fundamental trait of the character of man, which vanity, 

avarice, and love of well-being do not allow of being easily hidden or even 

disguised. It seems therefore to be a natural necessity that the card: 
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reader has throughout all ages replied to innumerable questions of the 

heart, commenced many a dispute, and laid many an Investigating Officer 

by the heels. It is the last case alone that is of interest to us here, and 

what has already been said concerning the influence of divination applies 

also. » The victim of a theft often runs to a card reader before going to 

the authorities, or at least after but a little while, if justice has not 

immediately placed its hand upon the guilty person. She, or he, then 

comes back with very precious data about the author of the crime, to be 

communicated to the authorities. The latter are deceived, and often 

allow themselves to follow the false clue pointed out to them, abandoning 

perhaps a better one which they have already discovered. 

But how, it may be asked, is it possible to avoid such unlucky errors? 

The rule so often recommended to Investigating Officers must here be 

repeated: always insist upon obtaining the ratio sciendi. Let this rule 

never be neglected and one will find, in nearly every case of this kind, 

that the person listened to is only resting his statements upon imaginary 

facts, and it will not unfrequently happen that one will obtain the confes- 

sion—‘“‘it was a card-reader who told me.” 

It would be useless to give here acomplete account of the theory of 

_ card-reading, the rules vary greatly according to time and place"?”: every 

' card-reader has perhaps his or her own particular method of arranging the 

cards and telling their meaning. Yet it is remarkable that the significa- 

' tion of the different cards is everywhere and always the same. Whoever 

: cares to take every opportunity of getting information on this subject will 

_ never notice very great differences. ‘The person who asks for the revela- 

& tion is always the queen of hearts, if a woman—the knave of hearts, if a 

' man; the ace of spades signifies hope, the queen of diamonds a bad friend, 

ete. Only a small number of cards are of importance to us: we give them 

all because it often suffices to name, off hand, the proper card, in order 

to unmask the witness in these doubtful cases. 

4 A lady of good education who had been the victim of a theft said to 

the author one day at the end of the interview, in answer to the remark 

that it would be difficult to convict the thief—‘‘ yet I had great hopes.” 

‘These words provoked his attention and he replied: “the seven of hearts 

was on top, then?’ (the seven of hearts signifies good news when it is on 

_ top). The lady replied in confusion “ Yes, but how did you know it...?” 

» Hearts.—Ace—success in all enterprises. Aing—an elderly person 

i avourable to the inquirer. Queen or Knave, (according to the sex of the 

; uirer)—herself or himself, his wife or her husband, his or her lover. 
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Ten—happiness in love, health, etc. Nine—success in near enterprises— 

but, Take care! Hight—concord, peace, happiness, marriage, birth. Seven 

—good news. 

_ Diamonps.—Ace—mourning, grief, quarrels, losses. King—an elderly 

person who is injuring the inquirer without knowing it. Qwueen—a — 

doubtful and false female friend. Anave—a false and deceitful male 

friend. Ten—small hope of love or happiness, etc. Nine—idle gossiping, 

evil reputation, suspected by the ‘police. Hight—separation from a person 

loved. Seven—socicty of false friends. 

CiuBs.—Ace—uillness, death, prison. King—priest, or lawyer. Queen 

or Knave—hostile and dangerous persons. Ten—misfortune in all un- 

dertakings. Nine—losses to which one is exposed. Hight—loss of honour — 

or goods, theft. Seven—bad news. 

-SpapES.—Ace—hope, a journey. King—a good friend. Queen or — 

Knave—well disposed persons who bring misfortune by their want of — 

tact, and prattling, ete. Ten—according to circumstances means happy — 

marriage or divorce. Nine—great honours in sight. Hight—vreconcilia- — 

tion with an enemy. Seven—good society, hotel, conversation. | 

The significance of the card also appears from its position. Other — 

methods of fortune-telling, including the “points” system ‘%2-®8, draw- 

ings in sand or earth %”, need only be referred to here. 

Section iv.—Treasure-finding, Dreams, and Chiromancy. 

We now come to those practices in which superstition is used for 

the purpose of emptying the pockets of credulous people. With the 

advance of civilization such cases have become rarer than formerly, indeed — 

in Western countries they are seldom met with; but in India we hear — 

of most surprising stories, the common folk and even the higher classes — 

often believing the most absurd tales. In a recent case a pretended 

Sanyasi so impressed an old couple with the belief that, aided by certain | 

ceremonies, for which of course they had to pay, he could produce a large’ 

fortune in money and jewels by digging in the corner of one of the rooms_ 

of their house, that they parted with nearly all their savings before they 

were drawn from his clutches. Quite recently a case was reported fron 1 

the Bombay Presidency in which another of these holy gentlemen played 

his game so well that he managed to make off with a large quantity of 

jewels belonging to a worthy and it was supposed an enlightened rajah. 

The jewels were placed in a box, the box was locked and the key given 
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to the rajah, who was informed that if mantrams were said over the 

box, the deity would enter it and would triple or quadruple the jewels. 

Ceremonies were performed during many days, much money being paid 

to the Sanyasi for-his services. One fine day the Sanyasi disappeared, 

the box was opened and was found to be empty. It was afterwards 

discovered that the box had been opened with a false key and the jewels 

had been sent to the nearest large town within a few days after the holy 

man had commenced his operations. He had continued, drawing: money 

the while, until he saw that the patience of his dupe was becoming 

exhausted, when he disappeared. ‘This man had, moreover, confederates 

in the place to impress the rajah with his holiness and bona fides, so that 

_ the latter would be more easily disposed to believe in his miracle-working 

_ powers. 

The various methods used in such cases are so numerous that it would 

_ be impossible to describe them. One or two of the artifices used may 
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_ however be briefly stated, to give an idea of how these cheats go to 

work. For example, we have the bewitching of cattle, the only object of 

which is to ease the purse of the owner. In treasure-finding or the trans- 

formation of valueless articles (generally charcoal or rags) into gold or 

banknotes, the trick consists in obtaining from the person who is being 
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deceived a loan of some object of value, which is immediately made away 

with. They demand for example that all the money in the house be 

placed in a box. The whole is then covered over with charcoal. Of 

course there is not enough charcoal and while more is being brought the 

money disappears. The chest or box is sealed up with all sorts of magic 

‘rites accompanied with the express recommendation that it is to remain 

¢ osed and is not to be touched during a considerable lapse of time (seven 

weeks, ninety-nine days, or until the night of the new moon) ; then all 

the coal will be transformed into gold. This is the usual way of proceed- 
54M RAE. SA LATIN GAY 2 FY BLESS RETA URI GA Lek NL - ing, the details of course varying continually. The search for treasure 

* Joes not differ much. Usually a stranger turns up in the village toddy 

shop and, by chance, begins to speak of hidden treasure; if he can judi- 

- ciously lead the others up to the subject so that they appear to have 

ste ted it and not he, so much the better. He, for his part, gives out 

th at the thing is theoretically acceptable. They go on talking until one 

a of his hearers lets out that there is also a man in the village who believes 

i in it. The stranger waits until he can gather the name, and if possible 

he position, of this believer in hidden treasure—and such people are to 

¢ found everywhere. Some time elapses, and then the accomplice of 
) 
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the stranger appears on the scene. It is the former and not the latter 
who repairs to the believer and obtains great influence over him, because 

he, not having been seen by many people in the village, can more easily 

relate, in a mysterious and detailed manner, a number of facts about his 

victim. He passes insensibly to the question of treasure-finding. The 

practised magician then commences, with the aid of enchantments of all 

kinds, to fix upon the place where digging is to commence. He has, of 

course,’examined this place previously and he provokes much astonish- 

ment when he is able to say that at a quarter of an hour’s walk from the - 

house, and at about a hundred paces from the cross roads, there are two 

mango trees and between these two trees there is a little bush. At that 

spot they must dig. Everything is exactly as he has indicated: they dig 

and find there an old chatty, closed up and very heavy, which the cheat 

has taken care to place there beforehand. He absolutely forbids the pot — 

to be opened until the specified moment. But in the meantime all the 

money and silver that can be found must be placed upon the chatty and 

it must be reburied. The ryot sometimes sells everything he possesses 

in order to obtain sufficient silver to place on the chatty, and the whole is 

then carefully buried. Of course the thief makes off with the money ~ 

that very night. When such a case happens, all that the authorities can — 

do is to make it as widely known as possible, so as to prevent the recur- — 

rence of such cheating and at the same time bring about the discovery of — 

the cheat. To prepare a note for circulation among the police is not 

enough, the occurrence must be published in full detail in the native — 

press if it is to be made as widely known as possible “®), 

Sir H.C. Cox, Bart. (Bombay Police) recounts some of the Indian 

methods of performing the confidence trick, generally carried out by work- 

ing upon the credulity and superstition of the lower classes. He has 

often met, he says, ‘men carrying about vessels of sacred water from 

the Ganges, a thousand miles from that venerable stream, who re- — 

tailed precious draughts to the faithful at the most fanciful prices. So — 

efficacious, they assured their purchasers, were the virtues of the holy 

fluid, that however much was expended in the course of the day was 

miraculously renewed by Mother Ganga during the night. Certainly 

the jars of the vendors were always full in the morning.” He describes — 

the common trick of doubling rupees: ‘“‘ A golden road to the attainment — 

of affluence is to be found in the trade of doubling rupees. <A professor — 

of this Rosicrucian mystery repairs to an out-of-the-way village and offers — 

to double as much money an anyone will lend him for a night. The a ; 
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chevalier d’inglustrie has, of course, engaging manners and a flow of 

cheery conversation, which soon ingratiate him with the credulous 

rustics. At first there is a little hesitation in coming forward. ‘Then 

perhaps a woman in her husband’s absence consents to risk a rupee out 

of the scanty house-hold stock. The next morning it is returned to her 

with an additional coin of the same value. This creates some sensation; 

‘and a number of people come forward with one or two or more rupees, 

all of which bear fruit in the same way. After a few days our friend is 

out of pocket by perhaps fifty rupees; but his reputation is now immense. 

People crowd to him; and even the careful village money-lender thinks 

| that this is an opportunity not to be lost. Nearly two hundred rupees 
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- are handed over to this universal benefactor, in confident hopes of their 

f duplication ; but the next morning there is lamentation, for the wonder- 

' ful stranger 1s gone, and the rupees with him.” 

In the Mazagon Police Court, Bombay, the following curious case 
was heard :— 

Complainant was a resident of Panwel taluk, in the Kolaba. Collec- 

torate. In February, 1905, the second -accused requested him to find out 

'@ magician, who, by virtue of his occult powers, could discover a hidden 

treasure. He added that if the complainant did so, he would be able to 

' Secure a share in the treasure. Next day, as if by accident, the first ac- 

sused turned up and, stating that he had been starving for three days, 

begged for food. Complainant offered to employ him as a labourer on five 

P nnasaday. This the first accused indignantly rejected, on the ground that 
i ie had not fallen so low as to trouble himself with manual labour, when 

/he was endowed with extraordinary powers, by which he could kill a 

“man in a moment and discover treasure without particular exertion. 

_ Remembering the offer the second accused had made to him on the pre- 

oy ious day, the complainant told him’ that a man wanted to employ his 

art ‘in a lucrative scheme. Explanations followed, and the complainant 

“introduced the first accused to the second, who took him to the house of 

| Govind Limbaji, the complainant, in Girgaum. It was in evidence that 

Go vind was the master of the second accused. Govind wanted to put to 

; ie proof the powers of the first accused and directed him first to kill a 

- tree for him. ‘The first.accused called for a cock, but as there was some 

d fhiculty in procuring the bird, the pseudo magician offered to kill a man 

¢ } a and instead. Selecting the second accused as the victim of his 

“powers, he ealled for camphor, red powder, lemons, and incense burning 

: icks , the usual paraphernalia required by Indians who profess to practise 
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black magic. Reciting incantations in some unknown, gibberish, he 

apparently worked in such a fashion as to throw the second accused into 

a strong fit of shivering and agony, and to prostrate him at last on the 

ground as if he was dead. Govind manifested alarm at such a terrible 

catastrophe, but the first accused quieted his fears by confessing that he 

could resuscitate him at will. _Counter-charms were then worked by 

him to nullify the effects of the fatality, when the dead man slowly begat 

to revive, and ultimately became alive again. 

Govind accepted the first accused for a master of magic well versed 

in his art, and declared that he was a fit and proper person to unearth 

the buried treasure. But to accomplish this object the magician asked 

for from four to five hundred rupees, at the lowest estimate. Govind 

‘said he had not such a large amount with him. Complainant was sub 

sequently induced to pay a part of the. money on consideration of his 

going shares in the business with him. One of the first accused’s 

many requirements for his purpose was a number of poultry to feed, 

as he said, two obstinate devils, who, unmindful of his spells, appeared 

to have been bent upon causing. obstruction and committing mischief, 

More money was required for one reason or other, and when the com. 

plainant was at his wit’s end how to get it, the accomplices suggested t¢ 

him to raise funds from some of his Bombay acquaintances. Acting in 

accordance with this advice, the poor man went to one Moroba Bhikhaji 

who, by dint of questioning, brought the whole fraud to light. Thi 

matter was reported to the Police, and the accused were arrested in du 

course. 

In such cases moreover we must not forget the accomplice. Knowin 

that for the moment he is doing nothing criminal or even reprehensib 

in merely talking about treasure seeking, he often does not take sufficie: 

care to hide himself. He has probably spoken in his own dialect ar 

for want of another subject to open the conversation, has dilated upon h 

travels and adventures. He may have described towns and localities 

made allusions to his former trade or profession. In a word it may 

very easily possible to obtain such data as may enable him to be d 

covered as well as the actual thief who has, in most cases, not cor 

upon the scene until a long time afterwards. 4 

The interpretation of dreams" 8 and chiromancy are not so uni 

portant as might at first thought appear. Both may indeed engen 

among certain persons ideas so fixed that they strongly believe in a 

And as by chance prediction is sometimes borne out on certain points 
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facts, such people end by building up proofs based on mere suspicion 

calculated to deceive the most experienced Investigating Officer. 

The author once had to deal with a case in which a peasant woman 

had had her hand examined and had been informed that she would one day 

_ be poisoned. This idea preoccupied her day and night. She sought out 

_ asecond fortune-teller, who, unfortunately, told her that she was menaced 

_ by a danger coming from her husband. These two predictions were in 

_ agreement: she would be poisoned by her husband, with whom she lived 

: on good terms. A long time afterwards this woman was attacked by 

_ pains in the stomach of no consequence, but her imagination, emotion, 

and fear, combined to make her so ill that it was found necessary to call 

: ina doctor who diagnosed traces of vegetable poisoning. It is possible 

y that the doctor had not made his inquiries with much skill, and, as he 

ce questioned her on the supposition that it was really a case of poisoning, 

- the woman replied ‘‘yes”’ to all the questions put in that sense, and, in 

_ consequence, her husband was arrested. It was only after some time 

." vhen the woman had been removed to the hospital of the nearest city 

that it was ascertained that she was suffering from gastric hysteria, and 

her husband’s innocence was established beyond all doubt. Her state, 

which was in no way simulated, characteristically improved when the 

impossibility of her having been poisoned was pointed out to her. 

When the Investigating Officer has to deal with a case in which he 

believes divination to have played a réle he is at a great advantage if he 

is aware of the methods employed. At all events he will very quickly 

obtain the confidence of the person deceived if he shows him that he also 

has some knowledge of the subject and does not need to call in a third 

garty to help him. It must not be forgotten that a person taken in by 

livination shows by that very fact that he or she believes that there is 

sow ething important and worthy of believe in divination, and, if the 
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investigating Officer understands nothing at all about it, there is a re- 

er rettable gap in his knowledge. Often the person interrogated judges of 

> science and capabilities of the Investigating Officer by placing himself 

Bis position. He thinks and believes “that if the Investigating Officer 

sn’t know that he can’t know much else.” 

“To acquire this knowledge is not difficult. If the interpreter of 

c re ams “'—™ is to be examined, all that is necessary is to buy (for 

q os few pence) one of his “ Egyptian Dream Books,” taking care at the 

same time to find out of what country the accused is a native. These 

joks vary somewhat and the employment of one more than another is a 

OM 
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matter to be considered. But when all is said what they contain is very 

similar. : 

It is otherwise with chiromancy ‘“'—-™) which, since Artemidor, Carda- 

nus, Porta, v. Hagen, Pritorius, Gocklenius, etc., has not varied in its 

chief points. This fixity has been considered by Paracelsus to be a proof 

of its truth; according to him, chiromancy is not a mere chimera, and he 

makes it rest upon “sure and certain foundations.’ In spite of the 

wide-spread practice of chiromancy it is not easy to get accurate informa- 

tion on the subject and one generally has to fall back upon tradition and ~ 

hearsay, although in recent times there have been numberless pretenders 

to the art. 4 

The most information on this subject is to be found in Wlslocki’s 

book which has served as a euide to the author. 

According to him the line A (ig. 39) at the 

wrist denote riches and honour. If the line B 

touches the line A, the person will obtain them 

by marriage or, at least, through a person of 

the opposite sex. The eminence of the thumb 

at C when furrowed with little lines signifies 

illness, misery, an unhappy marriage, and ¢ 

premature death. If the folds at the joimt of 

the thumb are furrowed that signifies misfor- 

tune. Happiness may be hoped for when the 

line B ends in the line A and when the emi- 

nence C issmooth and rounded. When B and 

Big. 39. D join the greatest happiness may be lookec 

for. If the line EK cuts the line D the happiness will be destroyed by . 

envious people. When the line E is missing altogether its absence signi- | 

fies a long life full of happiness and prosperity and a happy marriage, 

especially when the eminence under the middle finger is large. Whe 

furrowed with little folds, this eminence denotes marriage in the neg 

future. If the line F cuts the lines B and D, one’s unhappy lot can onl 

be attributed to'oneself, for one is false, avaricious, and mean. If the lin 

F does not come up to the line D, or joins it at the line EH, the owner 

the hand will die a violent death. If the space under F does not conta 

any folds the death will be by drowning. If, on the contrary, the space 

filled with wrinkles, fire will be the cause of death. If the line F reach 

the line D and if the fourth and little fingers are covered with wrinkl 

and folds at the joints, the person in question will live in good heal 
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to an advanced age. Thin and long fingers denote much illness; short fat 

fingers signify health.. Happy is the person in whose hand the line A 

_ joins the line B and the line B the line D; E should be missing altogether, 

_ F should reach to D, and the surface C should be smooth and rounded. 

The different beliefs attaching to the fingers, their size and length, 

white marks on the nails, etc., denote only happiness or misfortune, and 

do not interest us here. There is still a strange and wide-spread belief 

that by means of a drop of blood placed upon a nail one may find out 

where to find a lost or stolen article. Wlislocki relates that for this 

purpose the Transylvanian gipsies let three drops of blood from the 

middle finger of the left hand drop upon the middle nail of the right hand. 

A youth should then interpret the shapes taken by the drops of blood 

and say what he sees. | 

= It is curious that as long ago as the year 1490 Getler von Kaisersberg 

SERRE OE T iM 

S said, ““ What of those prophets who predict and recover stolen goods ? 

_ they make figures on a nail rubbed with oil and a young virgin girl or 

stainless child looks at the nail and says what is to be seen.” ‘‘ Some look 

P at the nail placing above it some St. Gumper leaves sprinkled with oil ; 

then a little boy looks attentively, says what he sees there, and denounces 

_ the thief.” 

Section v.-—Superstitions regarding oaths. 

Here again superstition has not yet disappeared, and it is the more 

dangerous because many people on taking an oath would conform to the 

truth if they did not believe that they possessed a means by which they 

ean take a false oath with impunity. And to-day people have still many 

4 sz means. One can for instance take a false oath without fear if one 

> resting the eyes upon a hoopoe (a holy bird with a hooked bill and 

cinnamon crest; a pewet will do, it is always lucky in court), if one has 

upon one’s person a bone of one’s own dead child, or if one folds the 

_ thumb (especially Jews who swear upon the Thorah or Pentateuch). 

: Others are safe when they place the left hand upon the hip, or spit before 

and after taking the oath, or when they place several little stones in the 

; ‘mouth or a gold coin under the tongue. Other methods are to wrench 

off a trouser button by turning it round while\ being sworn or to have 

st me misletoe leaves in one’s boot beneath the. sole of the foot, or to 

| zarry on the person a morsel of sacramental bread, etc. 

. Pa In some parts it is a judicial custom to open the window when a 

“peasant takes an oath. It is thought that then the devil can come in 
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and fetch away the soul of a false witness ; he cannot come in through a — 

closed window.* 

A number of other superstitions used in Court have to do with the dead. 

They are Slavonic by origin, and are widely spread. The cloth with which — 

the chin of a dead person was bound must be taken into Court when one — 

has to appear there, and so long as the knots in the cloth remain tied, the — 

law cannot harm one. It is equally efficacious to carry in one’s boot the * 

cord with which the feet of a.déad person were bound so that one’s — 

adversary cannot get the better of one; it is also well to wipe one’s face ~ 

before the Judge with a cloth that has belonged to a dead person. 

The best thing to do is to inquire of the poor people in the district — 

in which one is working what are the usual superstitious practices to be 

found there. If one then suspects that a witness is perjuring himself, one — 

may be in a position to find out whether he is carrying some such article | 

of protection. 

In India, especially among the Lumbadies and Singalies, oaths made ~ 

by members of criminal tribes are held to be most binding, and it is said — 

that formerly a practice of ordeal by fire was prevalent to prove inno-— 

cence ; instances of this of late years have occurred, proving the existence — 

of the custom. (F.S.Mullaly ‘“‘ Notes on Criminal Classes of the a 

Presidency.’’) 4 

In a case that was being tried in the Calcutta High Court the other 

day, counsel for the defendant suggested that if the plaintiff would hold 

his son’s hand and swear that the tender in dispute was duly made, he ~ 

would not contest the suit. The plaintiff, after consulting his attorney, 

suggested that if the defendant would swear by Ganges water that the 

tender was not duly made he would give up his claim. The defendant 

agreed to this. The attorney said that, personally, he was opposed to 

Ss Sn Ta eee Ni such nonsense, but as the plaintiff and defendant desired it, if His 

Lordship would allow it, he had nothing further to say. Thereupon 

some Ganges water was procured, and the defendant entered the witness 

box, poured some of the water into the hollow of his right hand and said 

that the tender was not duly made. Such procedure is legalized Py “ 

Indian Oaths Act (1878, Sections 8—11).: x 

* The same custom is said to prevail in the Upper Alps, but is otherwise explained. There 

the devil does not come in by the door or window, but down the chimney. He gets out best 

however, through the window, the panes of which do not hurt him; but so that he may no 

injure the panes when he takes the soul of the man with him, the window is opened for him. 

Old servants of the Court, in the country, to this day do not fail, in certain cases, to throw the 

window open and so prevent perjury. , 
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Omens are of the greatest importance among the criminal classes of 

India and many acrime is postponed when they are unfavourable. Mudllaly 

has summarised the customs of many of the criminal tribes and discussed 

this superstition in his ‘Notes on Criminal Classes.” He gives the follow- 

ing list of favourable and unfavourable signs believed in by most criminal 

classes. 7 

-1. A crow flying across their path from left to right is good. 

2. A snake seen moving across their path from left to right is good. 

3. An antelope bounding from left to right is good. 

4. A crow flying from right to left is indicative of great success. 

5. A child pulling the cloth of one of the party before he sets out 

is bad. 

6. A jackal seen crossing their path from left to right is bad. 
7. An owl hooting to the left is very unpropitious. | 

The. Investigating Officer should not neglect these questions. The 

belief in superstition is to-day much more widespread than is ordinarily 

believed and many an error may be avoided by paying a little attention 

_ to this weakness of humanity. 

We will conclude this chapter with a list of the lucky and unlucky 

hours referred to on p.390. They are universally known among Hindus 

and great care is exercised not to transact any important business during 

the Rahu-kalam. In fact such a list will be found publicly suspended in 

Registration Offices in the Madras Presidency. 
‘é 
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CHAPTER XI. 

CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF WEAPONS. 

Some knowledge of weapons, especially fire-arms, their construction, 

use, and effects, will be advantageous to many Investigating Officers in 

India, just because in this country their employment is so much restricted, — 

and acquaintance with their peculiarities consequently limited. The 

operation of the Arms Act at once reduces to small proportions the : 

numbers legitimately entitled to carry fire-arms, and undoubtedly, like all 

repressive legislation, increases the amount of secret and illicit use. The 

many cases of injury by the deliberate use of fire-arms, and also the large 

number of accidents arising from their reckless and ignorant manipula- 

tion, combined with the difficulty of discriminating between deliberate 

shooting, a ‘rash and negligent act’’ (Sec. 304A, I. P. C.), and pure 

accident, show how very necessary knowledge, even if elementary, of. 

dangerous weapons must be to those in authority. a 

Undoubtedly the best and most complete text book will not teach 

much to one who has never in his life handled a gun and one may be a 

very distinguished lawyer without knowing how to load a rifle. Th 7 

the best plan will be to get some sportsman or other expert to show and 

explain the working of a few guns and pistols. Of course nothing can 

take the place of early familiarity with fire-arms, the practical knowled Fe 

thus gained being completed by a study of the best recent treatises on the 

subject. Thus fortified, the Investigating Officer in any given criminal 

matter, will perhaps be able to offer a better opinion than so-called 

experts, such as gunsmiths, who understand well enough how to adjus 

the different parts of a weapon, or to mend an old gun, but who knoy 

nothing of ballistics, of the technicalities of shooting, or of the ot ne 

scientific notions involved. : 

The following pages, compiled from various works"—® on the sub 

ject as well as personal experience, are intended merely as a vade mecun . 

to refresh the memory. | 

Section i.—Fire-arms. 

The Investigating Officer is in a more complicated position than b 

soldier or the sportsman, the latter are satisfied with acquaintance witl 
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weapons of one or at most two or three types, while the former must 

know all types, of all ages; one has only to look at a collection of arms, 

as at the India Museum or the Government Museum, Madras, to com- 

| prehend that a criminal act may be committed as easily with a musket 

of the 15th century as with the latest American model. Indeed accidents 

are much more likely to occur with old weapons than with new. Through 

weakness, bad working, or the mere ignorance of the person using them, 

it is more easy to make a mistake than with the handier, better fitted, 

and more familiar modern implement. Just consider the ninety-one 

: movements which in 1615 Walltansen, in his ‘“‘ War on Horseback,” con- 

: sidered necessary preliminaries for firing a shot, with the three or four 

; sufficient in a Remington, Winchester, or Mannlicher. Other motives 

sometimes operate. Thus a servant, wishing to commit suicide, selected 

from his master’s collection of arms an old matchlock; this weapon 
“having an enormous calibre appeared to him most likely to ensure rapid 

death. If his intention had been to kill someone else, he would probably 

to command success have selected the same instrument. 

Apart from the causes to be mentioned presently which lead generally 

to the use in country districts of old fashioned weapons, enormous num- 

: bers of fire-arms of the most antiquated description are to be found in 

"India, especially in Native States. The Indians took readily to the use of © 

‘the new instrument of war. Many of their pieces of cannon exist to-day, 

nd like the Malk-i-Maidan and the Lamchhari, at Bijapur, weighing 

‘respectively 42 and 22 tons, command the respect of the most indifferent 

_ globe-trotter. The Bundook (Banduk), the common Hindustani name 

or musket, was well-known in the form of the matchlock early in the 

6th century, and the name is said by Yule (Hobson-Jobson, s.v.) to be a 

orruption of ‘Venice.’ Many of these old weapons are magnificient 
pecimens of art, in steel, ivory, and inlaying and damascening of every 
ind. Crooke mentions as a sort of Comic Opera development of the 

raze that “the Guicowar of Baroda made a battery of gold guns manned 

y gunners with pink fleshings” (Things Indian, p. 22). One of the 

ditors remembers seeing a petty Zemindar in the Nizam’s Dominions 

Si ending from the railway train. He was received on the platform by 

mob of his retainers, whose appearance demanded no effort of the imagi- 

at: on to carry one back to the days and haunts of Rob-Roy. The dress 
a AUR EBA, STA RAINE ANT = SAR STI! ERB aN 

as the tartan cloth draped to form kilt and plaid, the daggers were of 

le best skeen-dhu pattern, while the fire-arms were of the most motley 
eription, some being matchlocks, six feet and more in length, many 

52 
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flint-locks, the stocks being inlaid with silver and ivory in the most 

perfect designs. Many such ancient weapons were to be seen among 

the retinues of Native Chiefs at the Coronation Durbar at Delhi. 

Fig. 40, 41, 42, are drawings of three weapons selected almost at hap- 

hazard from those represented and described in Wilbraham Egerton’s 

‘Handbook of Indian Arms,” “ and exhibited in the India Museum. 

Fig. 40 (No. 424) is a matchlock, with tiger-head muzzle; Fig. 41 (No. 

546) is a very remarkable weapon, a revolver-gun matchlock, with four 

chambers; Hig. 42 (No. 738) is a flint-lock gun showing very clearly the 

mechanism of ignition. The ofticial descriptions are as follows :— im 

Figure 40, “No. 424, Matchlock; “'Toradar”’ ; barrel lamang 

with gold at the muzzle and breech; tiger-head sacha stock decorated 

throughout with lacquered arabesques in gold, on a black ground, and 

strengthened by side plates of steel, richly damascened ; one: straight and - 

slender, capped with ivory. Gwalior. Length, 5 ft. 7 in.’ q 

Figure 41, “ No. 546, Matchlock revolver gun; four chambers. The 

barrel and chambers ornamented throughout with floral damascenings 

in silver, bearing here and there traces of gilding. Heavy wooden stock ; a 

supply of match cord is wound round the butt. Indore. Length, 5 ft. 10 in.” 

Figure 42, “ No. 733, Flint-Lock Gun; ‘‘ Banduq Jauhardar ”’; Damas- 

cus barrel of splendid workmanship, with gold enrichments damascened 

at the mouth and breech, the latter inlaid also with Arabic inscriptions ; 

ebony stock, attached to the barrel by four bands of enamelled gold; butt 

of the curved Afghan shape, inlaid with medallions and plaques of trans- 

lucent enamels on gold. Haidarabad, Sind. Length, 5 ft.5im.” | 

In all countries however we find old-fashioned guns, what may be | 

called ‘‘ family weapons’’, used not only for sport but for protection 

against robbers and wild beasts. When percussion guns were in vogue 

the country people still used flint-locks, and when breech-loaders came im 

percussion guns in turn became unfashionable and therefore cheap: 

though still perfectly serviceable, and displaced the old flint-locks. Iti 

the same everywhere : the common man who does not wish to spend tor 

much money, especially when the object is not one of prime necessity 

always buys the fashion that preceded the last. He thus obtains at a lo 

price objects of good quality and quite useful, which have been discarde 

solely because something better, perhaps only more fashionable, has t uke 

their place. It is the same with clothes, tools, machinery, carriage 

books, and a thousand other things. This fact is by no means unit 

portant; it will often help us to guess, from the arm found, the station 1 
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life of the owner; and conversely, knowing the person suspected, to con- 

clude the nature of the weapon he would be likely to use. 

A. General Considerations. 

As it is extremely improbable that an Investigating Officer will ever 

have to do with heavy guns or artillery we confine our remarks to sma iP 

arms. These are generally guns, rifles, pistols, revolvers, and magazine 

weapons. The constituent parts common to all these arms are: the ~ 

barrel, the stock, the plate, and the accessories. It is according to the 

differences presented by the three first mentioned, that fire-arms are 

classified and named. 

If the barrel is long and the butt end of the stock transyerse to it, so 

that, when fired, the weapon can be placed against the shoulder, it is 

called a gun or rifle. Ifthe barrel be short and the stock curved down 

so that the weapon must be held in the hand when fired, it is a pistol or 

revolver. If the plate is so constructed that the weapon can be loaded 
only from the muzzle end of the barrel, we call it a muzzle-loader ; if on 

the other hand it is loaded at the plate end we call it a breech-loader. a 

If the weapon has one or more short barrels loaded separately, it is 

an ordinary pistol; if, on the other hand, it has only one barrel and a 

turning cylinder permitting several shots to be fired in succession, it is ¢ 

revolver. It is clear that in the most important weapon, the gun, thi 

differences in the barrel and in the plate may be innumerable. Spealkiny 

generall y— . . 

(a) The barrel is the metal tube in which the charge is place 

ready*for firing and in which it is exploded. This tube must compres 

the gases developed during combustion, and give the missile its prope 

direction. The barrel is now almost always of steel, formerly we find” 

constructed of iron, and even bronze, copper, brass and other metals. 

(b) The stock is that part by which the weapon is held and whi 

supports the barrel. It not only enables us to hold and maniqulalill 

4 

arm, but to it also are fixed the plate, the rings surrounding the e 

and the other accessories. It is almost always of wood; in small po ck 

pistols and revolvers it may be of horn, ivory, vulcanite, and even : 

In Fig. 42 the stock is of ebony and the rings by which the ball re » 

attached to it are of gold. , 

(c) The plate contains or supports the apparatus for the dischar 

of the weapon. Whatever its shape, its object is by means of a gen: | 
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pressure, to produce a violent and sudden blow, causing the ignition of 

the powder directly or indirectly through a morsel of fulminate. 

(d) The accessories include all the parts of the weapon besides the 

_ three just named; as the sight, the muzzle, the barrel-rings, the bed- 

_ plate, the ram-rod, the trigger guard, &c. These accessories vary in 

f importance: but must not be wholly neglected. For example, it may be 

most relevant to an inquiry to know whether a gun be well or badly 

} ; sighted. 

B. Different kinds of Fire-arms. 

1. GUNS (INCLUDING RIFLES). 

3 Guns may be classified from several points of view,—single, double, or 

~ more barrelled—muzzle- or breach-loaders—rifles or shot-guns. We shall 

"classify them according to the projectile; the important point for us is to 

know the nature of the wound inflicted, and consequently the nature of 

_ the projectile employed. 
a, | 

7 : (a) SHOT GUNS. 

7 Shot includes all projectiles in the form of small balls, loaded into 

the barrel not singly but in quantities, and not compressed but simply 

retained by the wad. 

| \ While bullets are cast in moulds, shot is obtained by allowing molten 

lead to fall through a sieve, from a sufficient height, into water. Visitors 

to London will remember the well-known shot-tower on the Surrey side 

i of Westminister Bridge. The melted lead in falling takes the form of 

drops, and enters the water as small round balls. To render the lead 

_ more liquid, from 4 to 4 per cent. of arsenic is generally added; this 

detail is not unimportant when the shot has remained sometime in the 

“human body. Intermediate between bullets and shot, come buckshot; 

_ here each shot is of the size of a pea and is cast in a mould like a bullet, 

_ but in use several are loaded together like ordinary shot. 

- Shot is generally manufactured according to numbers, each number 

Indicating a specific size. The pellets are so small that no person could 

“Mheasure them without delicate scientific apparatus, so they are distin- 

guished by the number of pellets per ounce weight. The following table 

may be accepted as a fair standard. 
e 
w" 
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Table giving the number of shot in one ounce of | 

Newcastle chilled or soft. shot. a) Vii 

Sind: esq. aa. |AA.| A. BBR, | BB B.}1/2/3/4/51617181 9110]. 

Pellets peroz. | 11 | 40 | 48 a0 64 | 76 | 88 |104)122)140)172/218/270 340/450|5801850 

There is shot much smaller than this; the size known as 12 contains 

1250 pellets per ounce, while D runs up to 2600 pellets. These very 

small sizes are however in practice used only by naturalists shooting | 

small birds, so as to avoid injuring the plumage. Buckshot can be 

distinguished by the circular mark and the remains of the “jet” of © 

molten metal, caused by the fact that the two halves of the mould do not 

fit with mathematical accuracy, and the necessity of a small opening for 

pouring in the liquid. From the difference between shot or buckshot 

and bullets, arises the difference between shot-guns and those carrying — 

bullets, the former allowing of a lighter barrel than the latter. In sport- 

ing guns of good damascened steel, the muzzle of the barrel is sometimes 

as thin as paper, cutting like a razor, while the arm loses nothing in ~ 

quality and is perfectly safe. If however the projectile be forcibly com- — 

pressed or rammed down into the barrel so as to close hermetically all 

passage to the gases of combustion until it leaves the barrel, the latter i 

must offer a strong resistance to the expansion of the gas and also probably | { 

to the pressure of the bullet; hence the barrel must have an increased 4 

thickness. We may therefore fire a bullet from a shot gun, provided : 

that the barrel is sufficiently thick and that the calibre of the bullet is — 

not greater than that of the barrel. But we cannot of course fire a 

either so far or with such precision as with a rifle, the gun not being 

intended for this purpose. So also we may fire shot from every bullet a 

gun, so long as the manipulation of the cartridges (in breech-loaders) i 
presents no difficulties. Log 

With a non-rifled muzzle-loader, it is indifferent whether shot or 

bullet be used. If the barrel be rifled, we must be careful not to employ 

shot, as they destroy the rifling. The pellets rebound with great force — 

from the edges (‘‘lands’’) of the rifling, leaving there a little lead called © 

‘leading’, or “metallic fouling’. This must be removed by the armourer — 

with a file, which alters the calibre and thus causes much inconvenience. 

If then shot has been fired from a rifled gun, there must be some special 

reason—as people do not usually set about destroying their guns just — 

for fun. 
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These remarks are intended to draw the Investigating Officer’s atten- 

tion to this point: that one can never be too careful in drawing a conclusion 

or making a guess, as to the projectile employed, from the suspected 

weapon; and, vice versd, from a projectile found to the weapon probably 

‘employed. A too hasty conclusion can never be justified and may lead 
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" to grave consequences. There are many reasons why a weapon may 

» have heen loaded improperly, that is, with projectiles other than those 

. for which it is intended: carelessness, ignorance, chance; the supply 

| of proper projectiles may have run out; or through deliberate intent. 

Intent again may have different motives, the most important being a 

desire to mislead as to the character of the weapon employed. 

For example, a man wants it to be believed that a bullet has not 

been fired from a well-ascertained shot-gun, say, the only fire-arm he is 

supposed to possess. He secretly gets hold of a rifle, of say six grooves ; 

| with this he fires a bullet from a distance into a bank of sand or into the 

water: the bullet is uninjured, but the traces of the six “lands” of the 

rifling are distinctly visible. Or if he lives near a rifle-butt, he can pick 

up plenty bullets that have missed their aim and show no other trace of 

usage but the marks of the rifling. He then loads this bullet, wrapped up 

in some moss, into the barrel of a shot-gun ; the weapon will not be 

injured, as the bullet does not touch it; he can then fire on a man, and, 

at a short distance or point blank, with a deadly aim. When this bullet 

with its marks of six riflings is found in a corpse, it is unhappily too 

likely that suspicion will fall not on a shot-gun and consequently not on 

the guilty man. 

_ Further let us suppose that shot has been discharged from a rifle; usu- 

ally, one discharge is enough to produce “leading”; but, if this leading 

is so slight that a little cleverness can destroy it with a wad-extractor, 

then whatever traces may remain are at once destroyed by firing a bullet 

- from the rifle. Further, if this sportsman knows the dodge of enclosing 

the shot in a small linen bag, which will-not tear until it arrives at the 

muzzle, there will be no “ leading”’ at all. 

4 _ Therefore, once more, be very careful in drawing conclusions. 

a Naturally when we find shot, we suppose it has been fired from a shot- 

~ gun; and when we find a bullet we conclude that it has been fired from a 
‘ rifle of corresponding calibre and rifling ; but we must never forget that 

the fact may be quite otherwise, and above all we must not dismiss legiti- 

nate suspicions on the sole ground that ‘the projectile does not fit the 
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We can now classify shot-guns according to the nature of the barrel 
Bi 

and the plate. 

a, The Barrel. 

(1) The material of Gun barrels. 

The material of the barrel is important to us from only one point of 

view; that is, in recognising and describing the material we may be able 

to discover the owner. It is unlikely that a young peasant should possess | 

a gun with high-class damascened barrels. Minor matters may some-_ 

times come in useful. The material of the barrel of a shot-gun is of no 

importance as to its accuracy of fire, the cohesion of the grains of powder, — 

the range, the liability to misfire, &c. A man may shoot very straight, ~ 

at a long range and with perfect certainty, with the most ordinary iron” 

barrel, and get exactly opposite results with the best drawn-steel barrel 

ever made. Of course we assume that both barrels are in good condition — 

(not twisted, flattened, &c.). As we shall see presently the charge alone — 

is, from this aspect, of importance. Do not then be led away by amateur 

experts, who will tell you, “this shot was never fired by the famous 

damascened steel Laminette, the shot would certainly have gone further a 

or remained packed longer ’”’; or again, “ with a wretched iron gun it is — 

absolutely impossible that in firing from such a long range the shot — 

should not have been scattered’’; such statements indicate only an 

absolute lack of judgment, for the material of the barrel has nothing to — 

do with the accuracy of the firing. Some indeed suggest that the form 

of the inside of the barrel is important, and that for a good gun the | 

bore should be conical, diminishing towards the muzzle; this narrowing 

of course being exactly proportioned. But this statement has never been 

established by proof. Another matter is the solidity of the barrel and its — 

safety for the sportsman. It is easy to see that an ordinary iron barrel is — 

much more subject to rust, to twisting, or to splitting at the muzzle. — 

Also, and this is important, the more carefully the barrel has been made, — 

the less the danger of its bursting and wounding the person firing. 

Further, if the original material is good, the weight can be reduced, so — 

that good barrels will be thinner than ordinary barrels and consequently 

lighter in weight and easier to carry. 

But all this is not of much importance for criminal investigation, our 

hints on this point being only to facilitate the understanding of records, 

reports, descriptions, &c. o- 

The simplest material is iron or steel. Iron, owing to its weight, is 
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employed only for low-class cheap guns. Solid steel is rarely employed for 

shot-guns, as it must be bored and boring costs money. All the qualities 

desiderated for a good gun-barrel are to be found in steel manufactured by 

the Damascus process. Whether for gun-barrels, sword-blades, or knives, 

Damascus steel is invincible. It is produced by the welding together of 

thin plates of steel and soft iron alternately. If we thus weld together 

(by hammering on an anvil when hot) rzbbons of steel and iron we have 

ribbon Damascene. If threads are used, we get ordinary Damascene 

work; but if the threads of iron and steel are carefully plaited before 

welding, we obtain the highest quality. The price and the resisting 

power rise in proportion. 

In the manufacture of a’ barrel from Damascus steel the ribbons or 

_ threads are rolled round a core of the same calibre as the barrel; they 

are then hot-hammered until thoroughly welded. The barrel is then 

_ polished and engraved with an acid (vinegar or aqua fortis). This attacks 

_ the steel more than the iron, so that a design is produced showing the 

positions of the iron and steel. These designs assuming many different 

forms (with which we need not here trouble ourselves) have been imitated 

“in many ways, the result being called ‘‘ damascening ’’—an art not to 

be confounded, as it often is, with the process of manufacture. Webster, 

s. v., always a reliable authority, enumerates the following modes of 

“ornamenting metal” by the process of damascening. 

“(1) That in which the design is formed by means of wires laid in 

so that they project : (2) that produced by engraving the design with deep 

cut lines, inlaying gold wires, and rubbing them down level: (3) that in 

which the design is made by small holes which are filled with gold and 

burnished: (4) that in which gold leaf is laid on a rough etched surface, 

‘to which it adheres in part (Kuft-work) : (5) that in which the design is 

.3 simply etched upon steel or iron,” as in common gun-barrels; “ and (6) 

that in which the pattern or watering is produced by a mixture of silver 

or other metal with the steel, with which it does not perfectly alloy.” 

We need hardly point out that “damask” as applied to silk, linen, and 

° her stuffs has a similar origin. 

_ We thus obtain a barrel not only thin and light but offering special 

Security to the sportsman. When an iron or steel barrel bursts, it splint- 

‘ers into pieces which scatter themselves far and wide, while a barrel of 

xtrem ~~ rare (94), 
53 
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(2) Number of Barrels. 

Single barrelled shot-guns are not very common, but are still manufac- 

tured to be sold to country people at alow price. Old ones, however, are 

often found, inlaid with gold or richly damascened, which the owners 

would not willingly throw away. This we have seen to be common in 

India. 

The number of the barrels has no influence on the accuracy of fire; 

double-barrelled guns are most commonly used now-a-days. 

Two kinds of guns are important for the Investigating Officer to be 

acquainted with. They are single barrelled and not easily recognised at 

first sight: walking-stick guns and guns that take to pieces. They may 

occasionally be constructed to take a bullet but are usually shot-guns. 

Walking-stick guns are often very remarkable. The barrel is made and 

painted so as to resemble a bamboo; the handle is usually crutch-shaped 

and contains all the firing apparatus, which may be taken off and carried 

in the pocket, or even folded up in the handle itself. Fig. 43 shows such 

a gun with a detachable butt. 

The Investigating Officer must keep a sharp look out for a weapon of 

this kind during a house-search, or in describing the articles found on an 

accused. Every article bearing any resemblance to a walking-stick gun 

must be carefully examined; every stick, even the most innocent in ~ 

appearance, must be taken in the hand to test its weight, for a walking- — 

stick gun is always naturally heavier than an ordinary stick of similar — 

appearance. The sound made by a walking-stick gun, even when put 

down gently on the ground, is characteristically different from that of an — 

ordinary walking-stick, even if the latter be heavily ferruled. There can ~ 

be no doubt that many crimes are committed with this traitorous weapon. 

If further it be used with smokeless and noiseless powder, we may believe 

anything of its powers. | 

Guns which can be taken to pieces are as important, and in certain 

cases even more important, than walking-stick guns, These weapons are 
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often constructed with the greatest skill. A simple form is shown in 

Fig. 44. 

— —s 

Fig. 44. 

When we consider the ingenious mechanism of many of these weapons 

we can appreciate the remark of an old forest guard, “A clever poacher 

carries his gun in his waist-coat pocket”. Hence we must never allow 

ourselves to be led away by the assurance of witnesses, that the suspected 

person “certainly carried no gun’”’, or after a search, ‘‘no trace of a gun 

could be found ”’. 
The author recollects a case in which a game keeper had been killed 

by poachers, where the only object found on the search was a piece of a 

gun-barrel about 53 inches long, with the furrow of a screw running 

through the wall of the barrel. It was concealed in a pot in the kitchen. 

Although this had naturally attracted attention, no other portions of the 

weapon were brought to light at that time, although a subsequent and 

more careful search disclosed them all to be ‘in the house. Pieces were 

- found in a truss of hay, in a horse collar, behind the crucifix, in a crack 

ina large lump of salt, and in a split in a rafter. The accused believed 

| - that his house was continually kept under observation, and therefore had 

not dared to seek an out-of-doors hiding place. In India the roof-thatch 

would prove a fertile hunting ground. 

8. Explosive Action. 

Bi) Guns may also differ according to the mode in which the explosive 

yy agent is set in action. By this we understand the apparatus by which 

the gun-powder placed in the gun is ignited. The object is to procure 

a the result with the greatest rapidity, facility, and certainty. We can 

| well understand thatit has been a long and weary way from the original 

e system, where the powder in the barrel was set directly on fire by a piece 

_ of red hot carbon or a wick (the matchlock, see Fig. 41), to our up-to-date 

Bs coesing magazine rifle. Keeping in view the two elements of 

ot paratus of ignition and method of loading, we shall now classify guns 

as muzzle-loaders and breech-loaders. 
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(1) Muzzle-loaders. 

* In muzzle-loaders the charge is introduced by the muzzle of the barrel 

and poured or rammed into the breech chamber,’ where the powder is 

ignited. The arrangement is exactly the same as in a cartridge and can 

be seen in Fig. 47 by imagining the detonator removed and the cartridge 

case to represent the walls of the gun-barrel. First comes the powder, 

then the thick wads by which the powder is firmly rammed home, to 

prevent as explained (swpra) the escape of the gases of ignition, then the 

shot or bullet; in the case of shot a thin wad is added to prevent the 

pellets falling out. 

The Investigating Officer will rarely have to do with a matchlock, but 

flint-locks are fairly common. In a gun of this class there is on one side 

of the plate a scooped-out projection (the pan, bassinet) in which a little 

powder is placed ; a hole pierced through the barrel allows this powder to 

communicate with that in the barrel. To keep the powder in the pan 

there is an elbow-shaped cover, kept down by a spring, the perpendicular 

part of which is faced with steel. Opposite this is the hammer, holding 

a piece of flint. When the hammer falls, the flint strikes the metal, 

which rises, uncovering the powder; and at the same moment the same ~ 

stroke produces a spark which ignites the powder in the pan, this in turn — 

igniting that in the barrel. The details of the mechanism are shown — | 

very clearly in Fig. 42. 

The flint lock was an extraordinary advance on the matchlock and | 

other old fashioned devices but had its own drawbacks: it often missed 

fire, the powder in the pan either not igniting or not igniting the charge | 

(“a flash in the pan’’). Damp and rain were also great enemies, (‘‘ keep | 

your powder dry ”’). : | 

If then an Investigating Officer suspects a flint-lock to have been used, 

he must consider the points just enumerated. For example, was it rain- 

ing at the time and moment when the shot was fired? There is also an ~ 

appreciable interval between the firing and the ignition in the barrel; — 

hence a person not accustomed to a flint-lock always fires behind the 

object aimed at, when the latter is moving. ; re 

The flint-lock betrays more readily than any other fire-arm that “a 

has been recently fired. The smoke of the powder leaves distinct traces 

in the pan, the channel, and the neighbouring parts; the marks made Dy 

the flint on the steel are shining and not oxydised; and the marks on the 
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flint whence small pieces have been chipped of in firing are, when recent, 

easily recognised. Of course, other things being equal, one can shoot 

with a flint-lock just as safely and as far as with any other make. 

| More frequently we come across the percussion gun. ‘This originated 

_ in the discovery, towards the end of the 18th century, of substances 

 (chlorates, fulminates, etc.) igniting not by a spark but by a blow or 

shock. It was only a step to place this substance in the pan instead of 

the powder, and to allow the hammer to fall directly upon it, without the 

_ intervention of flint or steel. The progress was easy to the ““ percussion 

cap’, wherein the fulminate is placed in a capsule or cap of copper, fitting 

on to a projection or “ nipple’, which takes the place of the pan and on 

_ which the hammer falls directly. 

) This species of gun was long considered absolutely perfect and such 

weapons, of the best quality, are still in very common use in country 

- districts. They would not be employed, except with some special motive, 

_by regular sportsmen, amateur or professional; hence when the question 

is of a percussion gun of unknown ownership, the first conclusion will be 

that it belongs to a peasant. : 

"The questions, “To whom does this gun belong?” ‘‘ With what 

” kind of gun was this man killed?” are of frequent importance; and in 

looking for an answer we must take into account the make of a gun and 

its accessories. For instance, if a muzzle-loading percussion gun has 

~ been used, we must in making a search look out for accessories peculiar 

to this weapon, @é.g., the small tool used to place the caps quickly and 

"easily upon the nipple, and consequently useless with a breech-loader. 

‘ ‘Also if we find a ramrod plug, wads, shot-bags, powder-horns, and 

such like, we know they belong to a muzzle-loader. These accessories 

are often of a very primitive make. ig. 45 shows a powder flask and 

sh ot-bag taken from a Moplah in the out-break at 

Manjeri in March, 1896, in which 93 Moplahs were 

illed. If the Investigating Officer knows nothing 

DOU t fire-arms and has to carry out a search of this 

kind, he should take care to have with him some trust- 

- vorthy person who does know. Such persons, it is 

true are not rare, and confidence may often—not 

always—be reposed in them ; but we cannot too often 

peat, that the Investigating Officer must not wait for 

1c time of trouble to arise, he must, like the soldier, 

€ in time of peace always prepared for war. Fig. 45, 

MINN Ss 
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(2), Breech-Loaders. 

Breech-loading guns are to-day in general use. By this title are desig- 

nated all fire-arms in which, by a special mechanism, the barrel can be 

opened and loaded from the rear, that is the end nearest the butt. After 

introducing the charge, the weapon is closed. Although fire-arms of this 

description form the modern model, their invention is by no means recent. 

Museums show specimens as old as the 16th century, many constructed — 

with wonderful ingenuity. It was long before they became popular, 

mainly on account of the complication, inherent weakness, and difficulty 

of procuring a hermetic seal, as compared with the “ simplicity and 

strength’ of the muzzle-loader. An impetus was however given to in-— 

ventors when rifling came into vogue, on account of the slowness of the 

process of loading when the bullet had to be forced into the grooves of 
‘ the rifling. The most important development was the “system Lefau- 

cheux’’, wherein the barrels are hinged and swing to or from the false 

breech. In one guise or another this forms the foundation of almost all 

the modern breech-loading shot-guns. But though Lefaucheux brought 

out his gun in 1832, it was invented 130 years before by an unknown — 

master-armourer, whose work can be seen in the Dresden Museum. 

fig. 46. ; 

The action is clearly shown in Fig. 46, which is a quite moderr 

weapon. The ends of the barrels are thrown up, showing one cartridge ti 

in position, the other about to be inserted. . | 

i? 

. 
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The first military breech-loader was the Needle-gun invented by 

_ Dreyse in 1838, adopted- by Prussia in 1841 and in use during the war 

of 1870. The various species of military rifles since invented are legion. 

In shot guns, there are three systems of percussion, pin-fire, rim-fire, 

} central-fire. In the pin-fire, the original invention of Lefaucheuz, a pin 

passes through the cartridge perpendicular to the axis, fitting into a small 

| recess in the barrel, the hammer falls on the pin which causes the cap to 

~ explode. Rim-fire is practically unknown in common use. Central-fire 

_ cartridges, introduced by Lancaster, are now almost universally employed. 

Here the cap is in the centre of the cartridge case behind, so that the 

; axis of the cap coincides with that of the cartridge. A small pointed 

"projection on the hammer strikes and explodes the cap. 

Fig. 48. 

4 Figure 47 shows such a cartridge, actual size; while Fig. 48 gives 

he same in section. In each the cap or detonater is seen in the centre of 

he back plate. In the latter, next to the cap comes the powder, then 

1e wads, then the shot, and finally a thin wad to keep the shot in place. 

(b) BULLET GUNS. 

x sert here figures, exact size, of bullet-cartridges. Fig. 49 is that of a 

‘Winchester Central Fire repeating Rifle, fzg. 50 that of a Colt Automatic 

Revolver, 
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Guns of this class generally have a single steel barrel; sometimes they — 

are double barrelled ; and occasionally we find a gun with one barrel 

smooth for shot and the other rifled for bullet. For us the most impor- — | 

tant point is the mode of loading, as many muzzle-loading rifles are to be — 

found. It isat times necessary to distinguish between shots fired from a 

muzzle-loader and from a breech-loader respectively. Here we must 

remember the way in which muzzle-loaders are charged; the powder is 

first poured down the barrel, the mouth of the barrel is then covered 

with a well greased piece of cloth, called a ‘“‘patch’’, on which the bullet 

is placed, pressed down, and finally rammed home. Hence only certain 

projectiles can be used. The long slender bullets of modern small-bores ~ 

cannot well be treated in this way: round balls or short cylindrical — 

bullets with conoidal ends are generally employed. A round bullet is 

the almost certain mark of a muzzle-loader. Besides, the bullet almost ( 

~ always bears marks of. having been thrust down the barrel, especially : 

when a too small bullet has been used which rebounds from side to side. — 

Of course such marks must not be confounded with any caused by the — 

bullet in its flight striking a hard object. ‘ 

Marks are also left by the patch, but this happens on the contrary 

when the bullet fits very tightly. Hence the patch is compressed between 

the bullet and the rifling; the result being visible on the bullet. The 

marks of the rifling (7.e., of the ‘“‘lands’’) are not impressed accurately and al 

are even wanting where the patch has been folded; in looking at such | 

a bullet, uninjured by hitting a hard object, the impression is at once — 

given that it has not been in direct contact with the riflmg. A more ~ 

accurate description is impossible, the effect must be seen: and whoever 

has with his eyes compared a bullet thus fired from a muzzle-loader with 

one fired with no intervening envelope from a breech-loader, will never 

forget the difference. % 

Again it frequently occurs, if the bullet be of soft lead, 2.e., without any : 

alloy of tin, zinc, antimony, etc., that the complete design of the patch is 

imprinted on the metal. On examining the projectile carefully with a 

good magnifying glass, we can frequently find such accurate traces of the 

cloth as to be able to identify the material employed. A poacher was 
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suspected of having killed a gamekeeper. No bullets similar to that found 
in the body were discovered in his house; but he was in possession of 

several rags (apparently designed for patches) of a kind of sackloth or 

gunny, evidently torn from an old flour sack. The projectile found in the 

corpse and these rags were subjected to microscopical examination ; a suffi- 

ciently large imprint was found on the bullet, and taking into account the 

special arrangement of the threads, their thickness, and their number in a 

_ given square unit, the experts were able to state that the bullet in question 

must when fired have been wrapped in a patch exactly similar to those 

found in the poacher’s house. 

The importance of the patch thus used with a bullet, and of the paper 

_ of the wad used with shot, is well recognised by criminal experts. Indeed 

it can hardly be exaggerated, for they frequently lead to startling conclu- 

- sions; as when a man wraps up a bullet in a fragment of his mistress’s 

pocket handkerchief, or uses one of his love letters as a wad. Hence 

these must be looked for with great care, but as usual we must not jump 

too hastily at conclusions, for the criminal may have laid himself out to 

deceive us and transfer the blame to innocent shoulders. In every case 

the presence of a patch proves the use of a muzzle-loader—always sup- 

posing the patch has not been put there for the express purpose of 

deceiving the Investigating Officer. But if no patch be found no conclu- 

‘sion can be drawn, for it may have been destroyed or lost. Besides, 

when the bullet fits loosely in the barrel, a patch need not be used; the 

projectile may be wrapped in paper, moss, dry leaves, etc. 

Z The constituent parts of a bullet-gun—barrel, stock, etc.,—are essen- 

tially the same as for a shot-gun. The most important variation, from 

our point of view, is in the rifling of the barrel. The barrel is naturally 
thicker than for a shot-gun, the ball having to be more tightly compressed 

“by it. The cavity traversed by the ball is the chamber or calibre ; the 
walls of the chamber are the thickness. If for example the thickness of 

the barrel be 3 mill., the calibre or diameter across the lands, 10 mill., the 

total diameter will be 16 mill. (3-4-1043), or ‘625 inches. in 
ia Rifling seems to have been originally introduced merely with the 

_ object of diminishing the fouling of the barrel and facilitating cleaning. 

: Sa he powder on burning leaves a black, slimy residue, which dries quickly 

; and forms a sort of crust. This crust lessens the calibre of the barrel, 

rendering the introduction of the bullet more difficult. When there is 

| “vifling, this residue gets into the grooves, leaving a free passage to the 

bullet. Hence the early rifling consisted of straight grooves, each exactly 
_. 54. 
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parallel to the axis of the barrel. But soon a twisting or spiral direction - 

round the axis was given to the groove. One result of this was to retain — 

the bullet longer in the barrel, whereby resulted more complete combus-— 

tion of the powder with increased force. But the great advantage was — 

that the spiral imparted to the bullet a rotation or spin round its own axis, 

which spin was preserved by the bullet on leaving the barrel. Hence, 

according to the well-known principle of gyroscopic stability, whereby a — 

rotating or spinning body retains its axis of spin, perfectly and simply 

illustrated by the ordinary humming top, the ball on leaving the barrel — 

preserves its axis of spin, and goes straight in its trajectory, “ equalizing 

in all directions its tendencies to erratic flight,” just as the top spins — 

upright on its point until friction and wind-pressure gradually destroy the 

rotatory spin. 

- The hollow portions of the rifling are the 6é grooves,” the projecting 

portions between the grooves are the “lands.” The 

d u number of the grooves varies, 3,4, 5,6,7, ete., so also 

i does the form. A common form is that known as— 

Cc “concentric,” see the sectional Fig. 51, where the | 

breadth of the groove a b is equal to that of the land, — 

| cd. Again the corners may be rounded off, giving 

Big. 51. the sectional figure as a waved line, as in the Metford — 

system. ‘The depth of the rifling varies: if the grooves are too shallow, 

they do not produce the proper effect—if too deep, they are not filled ~ 

by the lead, and the gases of combustion escape. The spiral or twist | 

of the rifling is the “ pitch,’ just as in a screw. The pitch may be 

measured by the angle made by the groove with a line parallel to the 

axis of the barrel, or more easily in practice by the length of such a line 

intercepted between two twists of the same groove, 7.e., the distance 

parallel to the barrel in which the groove makes one complete circuit: 

of the barrel; thus in the Martini-Henry there are seven grooves and 

each makes one turn in 22 inches. As the length of the barrel is 33°2 

inches, the rifling makes 13 turns in the length. If, as we look along t 

chamber from behind, the spiral starts from the left and rises towards 

the right, then we have right pitch ; 7.¢., the spiral runs “ clock-wise”, 

as in an ordinary corkscrew. If it starts from the right and rises to ‘he 

left, the spiral runs ‘“ counter-clock-wise”’; the famous French Chass p01 

was rifled on this principle. In every case the matter of prime impor: 

tance for the Investigating Officer when either a rifle or a projectile 

comes into his possession, is to examine carefully everything appertaining 4 
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to the pitch, number, and shape of the rifling, for such an examination 

will enable him at once to draw conclusions as to the projectile or rifle 

- employed, and may later on provide absolute proof, when the missing 

arm or projectile is discovered. 

a. Muzzle-loaders. 

A common problem for an Investigating Officer is to. know whether a 

certain specified gun has a long and accurate range. We have already 

' seen that in shot-guns the quality of the shooting depends only on the 

charge; if the gun be properly loaded and in good condition one cannot 

- help shooting well, (always supposing that one can shoot at all). It is 

_ different with bullet-guns: with them the first consideration is the con- 

struction of the barrel, which can generally be easily estimated without 

” even firing off the weapon. If all the little exterior details have been 

_ carefully executed, we shall not risk much in concluding that the barrel 

itself has been carefully constructed. This, indeed, is an a posteriori 

= argument, but correct none the less, for the gunsmith would not expend 

| -money and labour on the accessories to a rubbishy barrel. Conversely, if 

" the stock be of a common wood, if the sights are badly fixed, the plate 

rough and unpolished, we may readily guess that the barrel is a poor one 

also. Buta barrel may be first class when it comes from the hands of the 

gunsmith, and may be ruined by the ignorance of the owner, fouling, 

‘age, or luck. It should therefore receive at least a cursory inspection. 

~ When the weapon is a muzzle-loader, only the end of the barrel can be 

| examined, for one can see through it only if the breech be removed ; 

perhaps there is no gunsmith handy, and besides in a preliminary inquiry 

nothing must be done which might change or modify the condition of 

_ the weapon. | 
If the Investigating Officer is provided, as he ought to be, with a 

“ barrel-reflector,’’ Fig 52, it will be 

of considerable help to him; if not, he 

=. must have recourse to the old device of 

; sergeants and corporals, when troops 

were still armed with muzzle-loaders. 

= © Mig. 52. Take a strip of stout white paper 

about eight inches long and in width slightly less than the diameter of 

the chamber. Placing the butt of the gun on the ground with the muzzle 

towards a window, we can slip the paper into the barrel, and, getting 
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the latter at the proper inclination, the light is reflected from the paper 

against the upper part of the chamber. We can thus see clearly if the 

grooves are clean or rusty, if they are sharp or show signs of usage, if 

there be powder crust or particles of lead; in short, we can say if the — 

barrel is in a condition for good shooting. Of course in this way we can — 

examine only the upper end of the barrel, but there is no reason why the — 

other parts should be in a different condition. What destroys a rifle-barrel 

is when, using it frequently, we neglect to clean it ; if the muzzle end be © 

dirty or shows marks of use, the rest will be in the same condition. The — 

barrel of a rifle rarely becomes twisted or warped, through the stock 

becoming damp ; the walls are too thick for this kind of deterioration. 

We must always take the greatest precautions when a gun connected — 

with any offence falls into our hands. A muzzle-loading rifle generally 

gives most trouble, owing to the difficulty of drawing the charge, while — 

the handling of the accessories of a rifle are more delicate than of a shot-— 

gun. Hence we shall give a few hints on this subject. 

First of all, it is indispensable to ascertain whether or not the weapon 

has passed through the hands of strangers since the offence was comnnitted ; 

that is, is it still in the same condition? All the information available — 

on this point must be carefully recorded before proceeding to describe the 

weapon itself. This description should be accurate and minute, even in — 

the case where someone has touched or handled the arm previously, — 

either for amusement or with an object. And the ordinary rule of © 

conduct must be followed, write a full description before touching the 

weapon. Only then can it be taken in the hand, and even then we must 

be careful to do nothing which would permanently alter the condition of 

the rifle, unless there be some absolute necessity. We can see an Investi- 

gating Officer hastily picking up a gun just found, cocking it with an_ 

‘expert’? hand, not observing that the exploded cap has fallen among 

the grass,—blowing down the barrel to see if it is unloaded, and finally 

inserting his little finger in the muzzle to see if the weapon has been | | 

recently fired; he has learned a lot, not perhaps altogether without im- 

portance, but on the other hand there are a crowd of questions which © 

must remain for ever unanswered owing to the bungling of the Investi- 

gating Officer. In every case when a gun is taken in hand for exami ae 

tion, whether because examination cannot be longer deferred or because 

the critical moment has arrived, all our movements should be slow and 

deliberate, all details must be recorded and all legal formalities strictly 

observed. Not only duty and conscience but ordinary good sense tell } 
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this. Quickness may gain time but will only create difficulties for the 

future. ‘asf 

Having thus taken up the weapon carefully, we complete the descrip- 

tion by noting any new detail hitherto overlooked; anything abnormal 

on the under side may be noted—dew, spots of blood, traces of rust or 

other dirt, etc. Then we cock the gun, being careful to hold the plate 

over a plane, smooth, clean surface, so as to catch anything that may 

fall. At the same time we expressly call the attention of all present 

to what we are doing. In his young days the author attributed to 

ridiculous and antiquated pedantry the manner in which his venerated 

chief and teacher was wont to proceed, when thus in public examining 

a gun; but he now finds it the only method. He would commence 

thus :—‘‘I cock this gun which has been discharged ; as you see, gentle- 

men, it moves easily and silently to half-cock ; it can be pushed a little 

further and there sticks fast. Meantime I find upon the nipple, which 

"is very rusty, a copper cap, of which the side walls have burst in five 

irregular pieces. As far as can be seen at the moment, for we shall defer 

for a little a more minute examination, it appears that a morsel of the cap 

| has flown off. We find besides that the cap is covered with recent ver- 

~ digris, both on the sides and on the flat top. I request you, gentlemen, to 

carefully observe and confirm this peculiarity, for we may draw therefrom 

the conclusion that some time has elapsed since the gun was fired. For 

f the cap had received its coating of verdigris before firing, the blow of 

he hammer and the explosion would have caused the disappearance at 

east of the verdigris on the top of the cap. The experts will be able to 

alculate for us the time necessary for the formation of this verdigris ; 

jut to facilitate their task and render their reply more certain, we shall 

Lote that verdigris covers about one-third of the upper portion of the 

cap. As to the sides, we shall say that the largest of the five pieces has 

erdigris on about one-fourth of its surface, and the others on, approxi- 

nately, one-half. Are we agreed on this point, gentlemen? For when 

he cap leaves our hands to pass into those of the experts, everything 

nay change. This point being important, we shall direct attention to 
= 
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the exterior circumstances in which we have found the weapon, for these 

 Gircumstances may have influenced the formation of verdigris. 

_ “We observe then- that the granary where the gun was found is not 

3 1 ell protected from the rain, as witness the holes in the roof, and further 

_ the ammoniacal vapours coming from the stable below have left very 

ignificant traces. These are circumstances which, together with the 
) 
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action of the gases of gun powder and fulminate of mercury set loose by 

the explosion, are favourable to the formation of verdigris on the cap. 

We now place the cap on one side, wrapped up in paper, sealed, and 

properly ticketed. Cin 

‘“ But as it is indispensable to know, whether, when, and with what, 

a shot has been fired, we examine the barrel. Introduce into the muzzle 

a piece of twisted paper; it is blackened; hence we conclude the gun has 

been recently fired; we preserve this piece of paper also. Now we draw 

the second charge, using for the purpose the wad-extractor of the gun itself. — 

Thus we take out a paper-wad, we unfold it carefully and see that it is a 
piece of a newspaper—which paper we do not yet know, but we find on 

it intimation of a death bearing a certain date. This also is recorded 

and preserved. Now we carefully extract the shot, we find small shot 

and buck-shot mixed. As shot is easily lost, we count it at once: there 

are « small pellets and y buck-shot. Then comes the second wad, which 

must be very carefully extracted, as some shot frequently adhere to it. 

In fact, in unfolding it two small pellets roll out, which we put with the 

others, correcting the total number. This second wad is also a piece of 

newspaper—‘ The Pioneer’; putting the two pieces together they a ‘ 

seen to come from the same leaf. On the second we find, written in 

pencil, a sum in addition. The figures are well formed, even elegant, — 

and the handwriting firm; it is that of an educated man. We come | 

now to the powder, which is loosened by the aid of the wad-extractor 

and poured out on a sheet of paper. Powder grains vary greatly in size 

(see Hig. 53); the size here is medium; the grains are angular, the 
Pa «a of ets . 1 ints ez ased > if ees. colour sit there are no-white points 

¢ “64223 e Raat on the surface, hence it is not damp 

‘Vehees “PELE the grains are hard, the powder 

fig. 58. been well mixed. It does not dis 

colour the paper, and is therefore of a good make. We thus have befor 

us, gentlemen, a good powder, in sufficient quantity, and as carefull 

loaded as can be done with paper wads.”’............ i 

Proceeding thus we can in a short time obtain everything necessar 

to enlighten us. Besides we have prepared the way for the experts, 

“ Experts in fire-arms”’, see ante, pp. 226—230). Further, nothing he 

been destroyed, and the examination can be repeated if necessary. Bi 

how many reports do we not see like the following ?—‘‘ The weapon’ we 

handed over to experts to be unloaded ; they report that it was loaded wit 

a quantity of shot.” 
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Great care and special skill are necessary in drawing a bullet, well- 

rammed home, from a muzzle-loader. As the bullet has to be bored 

straight by means of a bullet-extractor, an instrument like a corkscrew, 

and as it should be injured as little as possible, the best thing is to call in 

a gunsmith, who will of course perform the operation in the presence of 

the Investigating Officer. But if we must have the ball immediately, we 

can only do the best we can with the implements at hand; but above 

all we must not draw too soon, that is, before the extractor has got a 

good grip, for nothing destroys a bullet more. If we have not a proper 

extractor, we can use an ordinary gimlet, welded by the nearest black- 

| smith to a long iron handle. If all these expedients fail and we are still 

determined to have the ball—for example, if a shot has been fired from a 

double-barrelled gun, and we desire to draw conclusions from the second 

charge as to the first—the gun must be taken to pieces at the breech. 

This can be done by any gunsmith, almost by any blacksmith; the bul- 

let can then be pushed out with a stick—and undamaged. In taking 

the gun to pieces care must be observed not to discharge the gun. Fur- 

th er, the end of the stick with which the bullet is pushed out should have 

1 hemispherical depression, so as not to flatten the projectile, or at least 

Lot to flatten it more than was done by the ramrod in loading, a detail 

, ten useful to know. 

Pp If we wish to discover the owner of a muzzle-loader, it is alwavs 

_ good thing to have it taken to pieces; from a breech-loader, owing to 

. e construction of the weapon, we do not learn much by taking it to 

i eces. ‘T'o clean a muzzle-loader properly, it must be taken to pieces ; 

hen something may be left or disarranged which may furnish a starting 

I bat for further inquiry. We can also look for the mark of the factory 
IA gees sae eee, BOS Pe 9h! 

1 gunsmith, In taking a gun to pieces, particular attention should be 

aid to the tube underneath in which the end of the ramrod rests. This 

3 constantly being exposed to the outside world, and foreign matter can 

e easily deposited in it. The author once found therein a scrap of paper 

Ss aL eX 

or taining several lines of writing; true they turned out to be useless, 

ut another case might bring better luck. 
AE, TSF SARA FEE a | 
=} { 

8. Breech-loading rifles. 

No class of fire-arm has undergone greater transformation than the 

eech-loading rifle. It would be impossible within our limits to give 

yen a summary of the changes since, say, the Franco-Prussian war of 
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1870, and for the purpose of this work it would be useless. Military 

Weapons and ammunition are not allowed to be sold at all in India, even 

to those allowed to carry arms; and in special cases, the strictest regu- 

lations are in force. Hence if a crime is committed by such a weapon, 

the offender is either a soldier, or someone who is in illicit possession 

of the arm—as in the case of the many outrages on the North-West 

Frontier. In such a case the ordinary Investigating Officer will have no 

concern, or if perchance it should come under his cognizance, he will hate y 

a whole army of military and medical experts to fall back upon.* — It may “ 

be remarked however that such euns occasionally come into the nandill 

of innocent purchasers, who buy them cheap without anticipating the 

impossibility of procuring proper ammunition. When this occurs, any 

catastrophe may happen. | 

2. PISTOLS. 

These weapons are not now much used, being superseded by Revolvers 

and Magazine Pistols, even for duels and suicides, which till recently 

brought Investigating Officers in contact with them. ‘a 

3. REVOLVERS. 

This weapon, in our days the commonest used by criminals, is by 

no means a new invention; but 
owing to difficulties of construe- 

tion and ignition, cannot be said 
to have come into general us 

until the introduction of the well. 
known ‘Colt’? in 1835; sine 

that day revolvers have change¢ 

less in construction than am 

other fire-arm. ‘To elucidate ow 

; remarks we here give an illustre 

Hig. 54. tion of a ‘Colt’? Revolver read; 

for firing, Fig. 54 and another, also of a “Colt” of to-day, showing th 

revolving mechanism, Fig. 55. a 

* Dr. Gross enumerates over 100 different systems, besides “‘ et ceteras’’(198.@), The deserij 

tion of the military rifles in use to-day in Europe fills 80 pages of the War Office ‘* Text Bot 

of Small Arms.”’ 
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At present only two systems, differing little in essentials, are in use— 

-needle-fire and central-fire. The mechanism is the same as for breech- 

loading guns. The central-fire is most in vogue, because it closes the 
5 

breech more hermetically, and is more convenient, the hammer lying 

"behind the cylinder. The many variations introduced to facilitate load- 

‘ing and unloading have no influence on the quality, the precision, or the 

‘range of the weapon. Every-thing depends on the construction of the 

( PEER AP EID: I PRTIEN re revolver itself. But as the question, ‘What effect can this revolver 

_ produce ?”’ is one we have constantly to answer, we shall furnish a few 

- details. 

The author has himself heard an otherwise intelligent gunsmith 

“declare, as a judicial expert, “ With this revolver I should allow anyone 

to fire at me at 15 paces as often ‘as he liked”’, because it was an old, 

Besa, pinfire weapon. At the same time he declared that another 

Yevolyer was a most dangerous weapon, “no matter at what range’’, 

ly because it was a new, central-fire arm of large calibre. The two 

statements were equally incorrect ; a shabby looking revolver may be a 

first class instrument, while another of most formidable aspect may be 

q quite harmless. In fact, with a revolver you may shoot very well with 

“one shot, while with the next, the bullet hardly quits the barrel. This is 

explained by the construction of the weapon. 

Bea livery revolver comprises the butt or handle, g; the hammer, h; the 

trigger, d; the frame, gw, of which the barrel / forms part; and the 

evolving chamber, ¢, (Fig. 54). The last is clearly seen in Fig. 55. It 

55 
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is a cylindrical piece of steel with 5, 6, or more chambers arranged 

concentrically round the central axis, which is pierced and traversed by a 

spindle (also used as an unloader) passing through the front frame, 

through the cylinder, and finally entering a recess in the back frame. Thus 

the cylinder is kept firmly in position. As it revolves, each chamber in 

succession is brought behind the barrel, through which the bullet from - the " 

cartridge passes on pulling the trigger. At the same time the cylinder 

revolves automatically, and another chamber is brought up to the barrel. 

The ammunition is, almost without exception, central-fire bullet cartridges. — 

It is clear from this description that the bullet must, so to speak, 

jump from the chamber into the barrel, which causes a certain loss of 

the explosive gas and therefore of power; the amount of this loss will 

depend on the care and accuracy with which the weapon is constructed. 

The axis of each chamber when in position should be an exact prolonga- 

tion of that of the barrel; and the calibres of the two must be exactly 

the same: in fact the nearer the two together approach to a single 

barrel, the greater the efficiency. Hence the inefficiency, often the 

danger, of a cheap revolver. el 

It is evident that one or more of the chambers may be more 

‘efficient’ than the others; hence it is not enough to look at a revolver, 

or even fire a single shot from it, to estimate its real value as a shooti ng 

implement; we must also, in any given case, endeavour to determine — 

from which chamber the shot has been fired. The usual way is,—a 

revolver is found with one chamber discharged, the others loaded ; the 

intelligent constable who finds it, unloads the five barrels for the sake o: 

safety, and removes the empty cartridge for the sake of symmetry ; neni 

the Investigating Officer has a revolver, five loaded cartridges, an empty | 

cartridge case, all carefully preserved. An expert then examines minutely ~ 

the weapon and reports that, of the six chambers, only four fit the barrel, 

and could give a good result in shooting. The sole question in the 

inquiry may be, does the weapon shoot well or badly ; and now no one 

can tell from which chamber the shot in question was fired. We m 1s! 

therefore ascertain which chamber was used, and in testing the weapon 

must employ the same chamber. To experiment with the others woul 

be just as if, to test a particular weapon, we used another “ very like of x 

One consideration must be remembered in appreciating a revolve 

that is, the ammunition. A manufacturer of sporting cartridges know 

that if he turns out rubbish he will lose his customers and his reputa 

tion; the sportsman knows a good cartridge from a bad; but the purchas 
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of a revolver, more often than not, is supremely ignorant. He buys a 

revolver for fun—to shoot at bottles or chatties, or to defend himself 

from robbers or dacoits, or to commit acrime. _ If, in the first case, the 

shooting be bad, he puts in down to his own inefficiency or bad luck; in 

the second case, he is glad he has not hurt his assailant more grievously ; 

‘in the third, he will take good care not to complain to the manufacturer. 

Of course there are many gunsmiths who supply only ammunition of 

excellent quality; and in India, where the trade is carried on under strict 

: 
: 
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supervision by licensed dealers, there is less hkelihood of bad ammunition 

being put on the market. 

Account must also be taken of the age of the cartridge. If the bullet 

is firmly fixed in the brass cartridge case, if the cartridge, well greased, 

has been kept in a dry but not too hot receptacle, the cartridge may 

- remain in good condition for several years; if otherwise, the fulminate 

~ will decompose rapidly. This indeed may occur even when the cart- 

~ ridge has been well-cared for; this is “spontaneous decomposition ’’, or 

“oradual decomposition’. 

Another point is often important; we are sometimes asked if more 

‘or less accurate shooting is possible in a bad light, at night, in a dark 

wood, etc. One aid in solving this problem is to know whether the 

person firing is accustomed to shoot in the American style. We usually 

fire by pressing the trigger with the index or first finger; the American 

mploys the middle or second 
finger for this purpose, ex- 
tending the first finger along 

the barrel, Fig. 56. This 

permits him to aim approxi- 

mately, using his finger as a 

guide. We can aim more 

~asily in this way, when we 
van only see vaguely or hear Big. 56. 

Jersons speaking whom we cannot see. If one tries to shoot thus in 

(BE LEM | PREM TEA ANT BL. ALLA My EY ere oe Ba) LL 2! SHEL 

‘ he dark, or with the eyes closed, on a person speaking, one will see that 

a very good aim can be taken. 
a 2 

Cc. Ammunition. 

_ Ammunition is not less important, and often more important, than 

jhe weapon itself. It is evident that for a long range and great accuracy 
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the gun-powder, other things being equal, should be completely con- 

sumed and thus develope all its strength. or this the projectile must 

be rammed close to the powder so as to retain it in the barrel as long 

as possible and thus ensure complete combustion. ‘Take a rifle: if the 

bullet be too small for the barrel, the gas escapes all around it without 

producing any effect, and the bullet itself is hastily expelled from the 

barrel along with a large quantity of unconsumed powder. But if the 

bullet. fits tightly in the rifling, the gas cannot escape, it produces its 

full effect, and the powder is completely and uniformly consumed. Take — 

now a shot-gun; totally different considerations apply. Here the place 

of the bullet is taken by the wad (between the powder and the shot), 
This is true whether the weapon be a breech-loader or muzzle-loader. 

But the case of the breech-loader need not trouble us; then we use 

cartridges, and the manufacturer takes care that the wad is all right. 

It is different with muzzle-loaders. The owner uses as a wad all sorts 

of things—paper, tow, rags, moss, straw, hay, leather; there are also sold | 

felt wads, well enough made, but commonly used for any calibre of barrel, 

irrespective of fit. In an inquiry therefore one of the very first questions: 

to ask is—‘‘ What wad was used ?”’ ) 

1. POWDER. 

Gun-powder has varied little in its constituents since it was first known 

in Europe about 1300 A. D.® It is composed of saltpetre, sulphur, 

and carbon; it owes its expanding force to the sudden development of 

gas, containing from 56 to 64% of carbonic acid; it explodes when 

raised by a sudden blow to a temperature of 250° to 320° C (482° te 

608° F); and the temperature created at that moment is from 2, 500 

to 3,000° C (4,532° to 5,432° a, These particulars may at times prove 

useful. | cia 

The gases liberated are; carbonic acid, azote, carbon oxide, with traces 

of sulpuric acid, hydrogen carbonates, and nitrate compounds. The 

residue is composed of sulphate and carbonate of potassium, sulphurate 

of potassium, and a little unburnt sulphur and carbon. An important 

point (as when fire has been produced by a train of gun-powder) is that it 

in the open air, a grain of powder can ignite another at a distance of § 

to 10 times its own diameter. { 

Good powder can be recognised by the following points:—it has 2 

uniform slate-grey colour, without white spots; it does not stain; it de 6 
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' not crumble easily between the fingers. Damp has a great influence on 

gun-powder, so that, when desiring to test its effects, we must always 

_ register the degree of humidity. Experiments with mortars have shown 

that, when perfectly dry, powder will project a missile 280 yards, the same 

powder with 14 % of humidity will project it barely 30 yards. 
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2. THE PROJECTILE. 

For the sportsman or the soldier this is simple enough, he has to do 

with his favourite shot or his country’s bullet. Far otherwise is it with the 

Investigating Officer when a wound or murder is under inquiry; apart 

from all the legitimate projectiles, he has a host of illegitimate; scraps 

of lead, pieces of iron, metal buttons, nails, stones, earth, clay, wads of 

. all kinds, and even the ramrod itself®. The only thing to be done in 

- such a case is to experiment, experiment, experiment ! 

_ With reference to legitimate bullets, the principal point is to consider 

the effect produced by various makes, ¢.g., the smashing effect of the 

- bullet of the needle gun or chassepot type compared with the non-stop 

effect of the modern hard, small calibre bullet. This is dealt with in 

fg hapter XVI, in the section dealing with Wounds by fire-arms. 

D. Objects hit by a projectile. 

- It sometimes becomes important to examine not only the object 

lirectly aimed at, but all the objects which may have been touched by 

he projectile or projectiles. The quest is often sumple enough; suppose 

one has fired in the open air at a man with shot; it is easy to look for 

races of the pellets which have not hit the victim, in any place where 

here are trees, rocks, or buildings. Scratches on trees are easily recognised 

i once. If the shot has struck the tree directly, the hole of entrance 

will be contracted. On stones or rocks there are star-like marks, as if 

Mee lie ilk we, b f 

made with a lead pencil. Leaves, twigs, ears of corn, etc., should also be 

examined. 

' If we know the respective positions of the shooter and the wounded 

EB ER BOT AOE 

lan, the inquiry is much simplified. We take up our position where the 

tmer stood, and look in the direction of the latter; we can thus judge 

1e probable extent of the cone of dispersion of the shot, and make our 
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search and take our measurements accordingly. Then, we can establish } 

the force of the shot, and deduce the range, charge, &c. We. can also. 

thus determine the cone of dispersion, and hence see whether the person 

hit was in the middle or on the edge of the cone; this is most importe nt 

when the problem of intention or accident comes in. When it is a ques- 

\tion of the position of the person hit—and complainant and accused 

often give different stories—a comparison of the effects on the wounded | 

man with those produced on the surrounding trees, &c., may often settle 

the matter. ‘ . 

Further, the projectile found in the body of the victim may be com- 

pared with that recovered from neighbouring trees, &c. If all the shot 

are the same, it proves nothing. But if the pellets are mixed, of various 

sizes, and appear to come from the same discharge, and if the accused 

possesses shot mixed in the same proportions, that will be at least one 

proof against him. bine 

_ With bullets it is different. The bullet most frequently is 1d et in 

the body and seldom leaves marks on other objects. But it is otherwise 

if the bullet has missed its aim, or if after a first unsuccessful shot a 

second has been fired; in these cases the direction and range of the bullet 

may lead to important conclusions ®”, Take the following case. <A police- 

man endeavoured to arrest in a solitary inn a man notorious for his feats 

of housebreaking and horse-stealing. He was apparently going quietly, 

but suddenly, when the constable was off his -guard, rushed from the 

room and fired on the constable from the passage. The latter replied 

and there was a regular skirmish. ‘The constable fell and the robber 

fled seriously wounded. The inn keeper and his servant took refuge in 

the kitchen at the first alarm, and the subsequent proceedings did not 

interest them. To reconstitute the scene with absolute accuracy, nothi ng 

was needed beyond an examination of the marks left by the bullets; ever 

the nature of the robber’s wound could be told; he had evidently opened 

the door with his bloody right hand and a broken silver finger ring hac 

fallen at the spot. Behind this one of the constable’s bullets =a 

bedded in the wall; clearly the robber had raised his right hand t 

fire, when the hand was hit by a bullet which, breaking the ring ar 

traversing the lower part of the arm, lodged in the wall, heel 

found, it was enveloped in morsels of cloth, similar to that of the sleey 

of the robber’s coat. . 

Plates of glass pierced by a bullet are frequently objects of caref 

inquiry, for in many cases of assassination the murderer fires through 
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_ window on his victim seated quietly within. Given his choice, he will not 

fire through an open window, the risk of being heard or recognised is so 

much greater. A plate of glass pierced by a bullet should always be 

carefully preserved. This can easily be accomplished by first pasting 

on the glass a sheet of strong paper of the same size. The paste may be 

ordinary flour and warm water. If the glass be much damaged, a 

second person may press with the palms of his hands on the side opposite 

to that on which the paper is to be applied. If any pieces fall, they 

should be at once replaced and pasted on. If there are many fragments, 

| they must be pieced together like mosaic, a tedious job but worth all 

" the trouble. Care must be taken not to remove any foreign bodies or 

‘marks on the glass, as traces of smoke, dirty finger prints, &c., e.g., the 

criminal in inspecting the interior of the room from outside may have 

_ rested his hand on the glass. When the whole is thoroughly dry, the 

plate may be removed from the frame, either by cutting all round with a 

glazier’s diamond, or picking out the putty—an easy task. 

_ With regard to the hole made by the bullet, we may say generally 

that the greater the velocity the cleaner the 

hole. A weak shot from a bad weapon pro- . 

duces almost the same effect as a shot fired 

close; it crushes the glass without making a 

lean cut opening. A feeble shot acts indeed 
like a stone thrown by the hand ®®, and a shot 

ired close, splinters up the glass by the force of 

he explosion of the powder. But when the 

elocity is high, we may find a clean round hole Fig. 57 

mite without cracks or starring. If the velocity be medium, the result 

3 pas shown in Fig. 57. Here the bullet on striking has produced the 

ar-like cracks, and then proceeding on has broken off the triangular 

sints of glass between each two cracks. 

To ascertain on which side glass has been hit we must look for the 

iny splinters, leaving little shell-shaped grooves on the edge of the open- 

r g, caused by the ball on leaving the glass, carrying away the last scales 

(So to speak) which it has touched®®, The fracture of the glass being, 

a a term it, conchoidal, the side of the glass where these 

all fractures are found will be that by which the bullet departs. 

These scales or splinters can also show the direction of the shot. If 

ie latter has been at right-angles to the plate, the former are arranged 

retty evenly round the opening. If the shot be fired at an angle, e.g., from 
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the nght, then there will be more splintering on the left and vice versa. 

So accurate is this result, that the acuteness of the angle can be safely 

calculated from it.* Sometimes it is important to decide which of several 

injuries to a pane of glass occurred first, as when several shots have been 

fired of which only one has taken effect. An example will best show 

how this ean, under favourable circumstances, be accomplished. <A horse 

galloping through a street cast his shoe with great force against a plate 

glass shop window. On the glass could be distinguished three star-like 

centres with radiating spurs, the distances between them correspond. — 

ing almost exactly with the distances” 

between the three calkins of the shoe. 

See Fig. 58, a, b, c. The fractures 

radiating from a run unbroken in all 

directions. Of those radiating from b, 

three are unobstructed, while two are 

stopped by those from-a; of those from 

c only two are unobstructed, the others 

being stopped by the rays from a and 

b. Hence it is clear that the shoe 

struck the glass first at a, then at 0, 

hig. 58. and finally at c. seo 

When a shot is fired at a person through a pane of glass, we have one 

of the rare cases where, given 

two points, we can calculate the 

third ®®, Suppose, Fig. 59, that 

a shot has been fired through 

the window b of a house, at a 

person at a. If the hole 

the glass be b, the person firing 

must have been somewhere 1 

Big. 59. the line abe. It is only the 

necessary to walk up the slope with a gun at the shoulder, until th 

muzzle comes in line with ¢ ba. 

<3 Ti the criminal museum at Graz are a series of framed window-panes, shot throu 

by students with various missiles and under various circumstances. On each is a card recor 

ing weapon, missile, charge, direction of aim, distance, angle, direction of wind, etc., 

that comparisons can be made with known data. ‘s 
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Section ii.—Cutting and Stabbing Weapons. 

A. General Considerations. 

This subject need not be dealt with at any length for such weapons 

are well enough known to us all. It will suffice at the most to recall 

some of the technical nomenclature in order to assist, in his description 

of a weapon, an Investigating Officer or Magistrate who may have for- 

gotten it. Here also every weapon ought to be given the name generally 

adopted. 

The word “ weapon”’, taken in the broadest acceptation of the word, 

includes all objects which may, perhaps only momentarily, serve for 

attack or defence, though not absolutely destined for this employment. 

For example, a hammer, a piece of iron pertaining to a carriage, an 

ox yoke, a drill, or in India such agricultural implements as mamooties, 

Ry AB A 6 A EL AR wae Mi 
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; kodalies, aruvals, and the like, together with the universal rice-pounder, 

- the use of which is generally quite inoffensive, may very well be termed 

“formidable” weapons if used for attack. It will be out of the question 

- however to deal in detail with such instruments in view of the infinite 

~ number of articles which may be made use of; it would be absolutely im- 

| ; ossible to exhaust the material and indicate the nature, employment, and 

effect of all weapons selected in this way. But there is one point to which 

our attention should be drawn: there are certainly many more wounds 

made with articles of this kind than are produced by real weapons, and 

is of the greatest importance to thoroughly establish with what instru- 

ment a wound has been made, for the nature of the instrument is often 

the only indication of who the accused is, of his intention, the effect pro- 

| luced by the instrument, and, finally, of the whole manner in which the 

rime has been carried out. If the wounded person is unable to desig- 
jaa eC 43 edie Als ill line i@ 

nate the instrument employed by his assailant, and the witnesses have 
As. tH 

lot seen that instrument, the examination of the wound alone will not 

ermit of the doctor pronouncing a very. definite conclusion. Tf he be 

tudent and conscientious he will not venture to speak in other than 

general way; he will only be able to say, for example, ‘“ there is no 

reason why such and such an instrument may not have been employed ”’. 

it is to quite other people recourse must be had in order to discover by 

‘duction the nature of the article, and these people are those who, by 

ABR VANS EBSA TE 
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leir position in life and trade, have to deal with tools and implements 

lalogous to the instrument employed. Such persons must therefore 

called in. As a rule one has always some general indications: the 
56 
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condition of the wounded man, the place of the crime, the manner of 

attack, the shape of the wound and the effect produced thereby, the blood-— 

stains, all serve in nearly every case to lessen the circle in which the 

instrument must be sought. To these must be subsequently added, in 

order to still further narrow our limits, the depositions of the witnesses. 

and the other results of the inquiry, so that one finally ought to ae | 

pretty well in which direction research should be directed. 

Let us suppose someone has been wounded: the medical man can — 

only tell us one thing, namely that the weapon employed’ must have : 

been blunt, heavy, and not of great size. This is little enough. The 

post-mortem and a minute examination of the part of the skull which has” 

been struck, allow of the supposition that this instrument has been fixed 

to a handle, for the wound is a glancing one; a stone wrapped in a cloth — 

could not therefore have been employed. Further the thickness of the 

skull proves that the blow must have been delivered with violence. It 

is not improbable therefore that the weapon used was a hammer. But 

what Investigating Officer knows the innumerable kinds of hammer, 

essentially different from one another, in use among blacksmiths, joiners, 

stone-masons, tin-smiths, and other artisans? Perhaps the man best 

able to furnish the information on this subject is again an intelligent 

villager, accustomed himself to carry all these articles to be repaired in _ 
the artisan’s workshop, and consequently having had occasion to see 

them. The village blacksmith is also a good man to consult. If the 

wound presents a characteristic aspect, this man will always be able to 

say that the artisan possesses tools ike that seemingly employed in the 

case in question. Suppose that the edges of the wound are not clean cut, 

leading to the supposition that it has been made, not with a flat, but 

with a convex surface. If we do not ourselves know it, our villager will 

be able to tell us that such a hammer is employed by cobblers and by 

tin-smiths. If there be a second wound proceeding from a blunt edged 

instrument, about two inches long, our man will eliminate the tin-sm th 

and only indicate the cobbler, whose hammer carries on the opposite sid 

a blunted edge. We will then send for a cobbler and all his hammers an¢ 

compare the latter with the wound. Of course all cases are not so simple 

as this imaginary one ; but good results may certainly be obtained if on 

does not recoil before the necessary trouble of interrogating a suffi sien 

number of persons. 

It will be very difficult in most cases to exhibit the wound itself; i 

must therefore be photographed as large and as faithfully as possible 

Sr 

a 
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taking the precaution, at the same time, of getting a medico-legal man to 

prepare, for subsequent use, the portion of the skin struck. The photo- 

graph, the prepared skin, and the piece of bone, will always help a person 

questioned to give some useful information. A very natural precaution, 

; 
5 
i 
| 
Et 

: 
‘ 
Z and one often neglected, is to procure an instrument analogous to that 

with which the wound appears to have been made. Even when a man 

of the trade, that is to say, one who is in the habit of using instruments 
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of this kind, makes a definite affirmation that, in the case in question, 

such or such a weapon must have produced the wound, and even when 

medical jurisprudents pronounce the thing possible, a similar instrument 

must be procured and compared with the wound. One may know an 

article very well and have often seen it, but 7t may appear to have quite 

another aspect when examined with a definite purpose, especially when, 

” considering it as the cause, it is compared with the effect produced. 

B. Cutting and stabbing weapons properly so-called. 

_+Probably every Investigating Officer has a very good idea of modern 

Kuropean weapons so that it will not be necessary to do more than give 

1 short definition of some of the most common. Arms which have only: 

r historical interest may be passed over in silence. 

1. Sword-arms. 

- Under this heading are comprised all weapons which are carried in 

‘sk eath or scabbard and suspended to a belt, and whose length is such 

iat they reach from the hip to or near to the ground. | 

é - @ The sabre is curved slightly (common sabre) or considerably 

| (urkish sabre). It has a sharp point and two cutting edges for about a 

larter of its length, and has frequently a longitudinal groove, the object 

which is to diminish its weight. 

_ (b) The sword is quite straight and has two cutting edges; it is 
= A | EME: OT = 

used for piercing or slashing. 

' (c) The yataghan or Afghan sword is a short, nearly straight sabre. 

Lt as two cutting edges for a quarter of its length and may be employed 

| ‘a piercing instrument. , 

(a) The cutlass was formerly of the same shape as the sabre. To- 

/ it is more like a hunting knife; it is quite straight and has a simple 

dle and guard. 

Bah AST URI i ABI EE 
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ig 
2. Arms in the form of a knife. 

(a) A knife, properly so called, has a back and one cutting edge. 

(b) A dagger or poignard has no back but two, three, or even 

four cutting edges, so that the cross section of 

' yx the blade is lozenge shaped (Fig. 60). The 

edges of a two edged dagger may in. excep- 

Fig. 60. , tional cases be undulating in shape (Fig. 67). 
This peculiarity has no influence on the aspect of a wound. iol q 

3. Arms in the shape of a lance or spear. . a 

It rarely happens that we come across wounds made by arms in th , 

shape of a lance or spear. But such is possible, especially in Europe, 

consequent upon an affray between military and civilians. Army lances 

have almost always heads with four sharp edges and the wounds pro- 

duced by them correspond in shape thereto. 

T’he only other weapon of this description which need be referred to is 

the bayonet. Bayonets used formerly to be straight with four edges. 

This form was replaced by a kind of yataghan slightly curved, which v 

in turn superseded by the modern bayonet, which is short and like a kni 

Wounds produced by bayonets are fairly frequent and have their own ch ha 

racteristics, which should be known. No opportunity should be let sini 

examining wounds which one knows to have been produced by a bayonet 

4, Indian Weapons. a J 

The usual weapons employed in crimes committed in India are of a 

agricultural nature such as aruvals, kodalies, mamooties, etc., but the wai 

like hillsmen and the dacoits and robbers of the plains invariably posses 

spears, battle axes, and daggers, specially made for the purposes of crim 

The Indian mountain tribes usually carry weapons for close quarter 
According to Balfour (Cyclopedia of India) the bahbudi (the strong). 

the Afghan knife, for cut or thrust; it is straight-backed, broad ne wt 

handle, and fining to a point. The kukri of the Gurkha has oie ie 

handle, and an incurvated, sickle-shaped blade, widening at the mi d 

and drawing to a point. The moplah knife has also a short mean va 

blade. The Burmese dah is a short, straight weapon, handy for ‘ { 

purpose at home and in battle abroad. Adya katti is the sword of 1 

Coorg mountaineers. For the cutting blow is the abbasst, a heavy ¢ "0 

blade, with an outward curve, and suitable for a mounted soldier. 4 
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(in the Madras Criminal Museum). 
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s—(in the Madras Criminal Museum). 
Implements used as weapon 
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_ shamsher or talwar hasa slight curve and a side-guard. The shah-bakka 

has a basket guard. The arangi is for cut and thrust. The kirch also 

| isa straight sword. The gauntleted hata or saif is a long weapon used 

in athletic exhibitions. | 

4 Balfour states that at present the club form of weapons, the gurz or 

- mace, the bladed mace, the tabar or battle axe, are rarely seen, but 

judging from the number of specimens of these which have recently 

found their way to the Madras Criminal Museum we think he must be 

mistaken. 

As to daggers their form is most varied. Migs. 68 to 71 are four 

representative specimens. For descriptions of other blades see Balfour's 

Cyclopedia, Vol. I, p. 162. 

Spears as instruments of crime do not appear to be so popular as 

tangis and tabars. In the Deccan and Kandesh three kinds are to be 

found,—the bhala for horsemen, the barchi for a footman, and the halda 

or broad hunting spear. tf 

_ By the courtesy of the Inspector-General of Police of the Madras 

Presidency we are enabled to reproduce a number of instruments each of 

which has played a part in some crime, indeed the majority of them have 

een used in the commission of one or even more murders. 

Figure 62: is a battle-axe or Kodalhkutti (called in Hindustani a 

tbar). It is about 4 feet in length. 

_ Figure 63: tangi from the Ganjam district. Nearly 4 feet in length. 

_ Figure 64: a similar weapon coming from Jaipur. 

_ Figure 65: is also over 4 feet in length. As will be seen it is studded 

ith sharp metal points and looks a most deadly weapon. 

_ Figure 66: a tappal or postal runner’s spear from the Tinnevelly 

trict. Attached to it can be seen the jingling ring. With this spear 

man was stabbed in the chest. 

Figure 67: knife with which four persons were killed. 

Figure 68: dagger used in an affray in the Chingleput district. 
| Figures 69, 70 & 71: daggers with which murders have been com- 

Figures 72 & 73: implements used by toddy-drawers. 
* Figure 74; kodali from the Tinnevelly district. 

- Figure 75: aruval used by a famous Tinnevelly dacoit. 
i igure 76: Kangoon aruval employed in a dacoity in Madura. 

Figure 77: Madras aruval. 
A a. 
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PART IIIL—CRAFTS SPECIAL TO THE 

INVESTIGATING OFFICER. 

CHAPTER XII. 

DRAWING AND ALLIED ARTS. © 

Section i.—General Considerations. 

Among the numerous things that an Investigating Officer ought to 

understand and be able to do himself, are certain technical processes 

which he must learn if he does not desire to be embarrassed at every 

moment and to throw into a like state those employed under him. ‘The 

difficulty and importance of his work make it imperative for him to secure 

the clearness and certainty of all he does, to avoid errors and obscurities, 

and to use every effort to prevent the accusation or condemnation of in 

innocent person. Often an enormous file of documents sheds less light 

than a single sketch or tracing. Anyone obliged to deal with authorita: 

tive reports drawn up by another must have often noticed how his opinioi 

of the case formed on reading the record is completely changed on findin, 

a sketch somewhere on the file; for a sketch makes an exact impress 61 

on the mind. Now an Investigating Officer can himself greatly facilitat 

his task if he has special skill in such matters, and is not obliged to hay 

recourse to lengthy and complicated descriptions of what could be mot 

easily represented by technical means. In the middle of his work tl 

Investigating Officer will be attacked by self-reproach and nervousness 

apprehension will daunt him when he finds the case taking another tut 

to what it did at the outset, and he perceives it now impossible to b ‘i 

together important items of proof simply because he did not know how 

proceed at the right moment. Through being unacquainted with a 

technical process, he has no record of, and so has completely lost, Dro 

which have become most important. No one can teach magic, and it 

just as difficult to set out shortly how one can become a skilled draugh 

man; but some advice can always be given. q 
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In the first place the opinion may be advanced that a man who is 

| very awkward with his hands is as little fitted for the profession of an 

Investigating Officer as for that of a surgeon, mechanician, or microscope 

operator. A certain manual dexterity is very necessary in this calling. 

The Investigating Officer has too often to serve himself and use his own 

hands to be worried with calling in another to help him in every 

case. Moreover manual dexterity is constantly accompanied by a certain 

keenness of glance; that is to say whoever possesses the first of these 

qualities does not of necessity possess the other, but whoever has a keen 

eye almost invariably possesses a quick hand ; this has been proved by 

experience and it seems that manual skill and perspicacity may be mani- 

festations of one and the same faculty. The necessity of this “ handiness ”’ 

_ for an Investigating Officer cannot be doubted for an instant and all 

young Investigating Officers, lawyers, and criminologists are strongly 

urged never to neglect a single opportunity for perfecting their manual 

skill in no matter what branch. When the Investigating Officer sees or 

_ hears someone engaged in some special piece of work, he must not think 

Cee wn La i A GO, A TN 2 ON AE 

it does not concern him or is of no use to him; he can make use of 

everything in the realms of science and art, and if to-day he sacrifices a 

: few minutes in observing someone at his work he may perhaps spare 

himself in the future hours and days of labour in acquiring what may’ 

10t after all be worth what he would have learned in those few moments. 

Let us add that the Investigating Officer cannot allot and consecrate to 

uch an apprenticeship special periods of time, which he may never be 

ible to find; as a rule he will only have at his disposal odd portions of 

ime which he may thus usefully employ and which would otherwise be 

uite lost. Of the branches of manual skill necessary for the Investigating 

Iicer drawing must be placed first. 

Section ii.—Drawing. 

_ We do not pretend here to offer a drawing guide to those who do 

not even know how to hold a pencil®®, Such men will find the task of 

nvestigating Officer most disheartening. Nor do we address those who 

ne ve undergone a complete education in drawing and know how to make 

‘sketch at least fairly well. We only wish to come to the aid of those 

ho can draw a little, but who are as yet unacquainted with the art of 

dducing such a plan as is necessary for their work. In this respect 

STEN SLM, ALERTS ANANTH * ORRURS* RRL TUNE RTA 
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e task of the Investigating Officer is limited. He is in no way required, 

57 
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e.g., to represent the scenery of the country around the arena of a riot 

over a water channel or in the vicinity of a railway smash. If a scenic 
representation is requisite in such a case, either photography must be 
resorted to or a special draughtsman called in. But the Investigating 
Officer must be able to make a sketch plan of the room of a house, an 

entire dwelling, the environs of a house, a piece of land of moderate 

extent, and the like. | 

Punctilious accuracy of measurement may be laid down as a first 

general and inviolable rule. No doubt in many cases a plan rapidly 

sketched at first sight may prove amply sufficient; if well drawn, such 

sketches will often throw stronger light upon and give more informa- 

tion about the situation than an accurate drawing in which all the details 

are scrupulously measured to within a fraction of an inch but which as a 

rule does not give so good a general idea as the rough sketch itself. The 

latter is perhaps inaccurate in all its details, but it is taken from a wider 

point of view and guides the person using it more quickly to the conclu- 

sion aimed at by the drawer and without measuring all over again. But 

it is no easy thing to make such a sketch. A skilled draughtsman, who 

has no need of our advice, will find no difficulty about it; an inexperi- 

enced draughtsman ought on the contrary to try to supply by accuracy his 

lack of skill. No draughtsman should attempt to make a drawing partly 

from measurements with the tape and partly from distances guessed at 

sight. This method can have no good result. It has the advantage 
neither of the picture-effect of a sketch made at sight, nor of the accuracy 

secured by careful measurement, while possessing all the objections to 

both processes. With this ‘mixed’? method it often happens that, e.g., 

the extent of each room is measured and represented with the greatest 

accuracy ; while the articles of furniture are measured and set down only 

approximately and at sight or after but a hasty measurement. The con- 

sequence is that nothing fits in; the last piece of furniture has no space 

provided for it between the others and the wall; or perhaps the space 
finally left in the middle of the room is too large or too small; or at les st 

the sketch when finished ‘‘does not succeed in conveying an exact impres- 
sion”. Now itis really this ‘exact impression” which is of the greatest 

importance. But if it is impossible to understand from the sketch that 

such and such an event can have taken place, needless doubts spring u 0; 

doubts which seem to be perfectly justified but which would never have 

arisen had the sketch conveyed an “exact impression”’. If subsequen ys 

after fresh inquiries, new outlines are to be inserted—‘“ the place again is 
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in default”, and all because the drawing is partly accurate and partly 

guess work. Accuracy ought therefore to be the primary rule. 

The second rule will be :—try to obtain a general impression of the 

place to the sketched before actually starting work. This is often neg- 

lected and the neglect is made apparent by the first glance at the sketch. 

The work is commenced in a corner and continued, as often as not, until 

the paper gives out. Accessories are drawn with accuracy and in the 

most prominent place while what is important is neglected or abbreviated. 

It can be seen that the draughtsman has commenced his work before 

’ knowing what he really had to do. It is therefore of the first necessity 

- to start by delimiting the space in question, to note well what is essential 
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and what may be of less importance. The size of the sketch and what 

~ it ought to embrace, at what point it should be commenced and how it 

~ should be put on the paper, even how the latter will be held when in 

use, so that the result may be as convenient and clear as possible—all 

. his must be worked out in the head before taking the pencil in hand. 

The third rule is, to ascertain the precise moment at which the sketch 

should be made. It should not be taken till the Investigating Officer is | 

in possession of sufficient information as to what should and what should 

not be included and it ought to be completed before the examination of 

the witnesses. If the drawing be made too soon it causes inconvenience 

afterwards, and if too late, time and trouble are lost without any corres- 

ponding gain. For if a witness is heard before the plan is made,:it is 

necessary to say, for example, “at the first window, to the right of the 

er trance, which is to the east of the stable’’, whereas if the sketch has 

been already prepared it is sufficient to say, “near the window FE”. 
LAP ANNAN (6 WERT! Bie ‘h tee SY) Fe wan 
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Such descriptions, costing time and trouble, may be very frequent, mak- 

ing in all no insignificant loss of time. Again how worrying it is to 

use a drawing, when it is necessary, in perusing the depositions of the 

witnesses, to have to study these descriptions at length, only to discover 

hat a door so exhaustively described is really the door P in the sketch, 

th at by the “living room’”’ is meant the room H, and that “the tall 

“aga tree near the vanka’’ is simply the tree A. Confusion may even 

Do ee ie sl GO er he cr be produced by the same object being referred to in different ways in 

 yarious documents. The Investigating Officer may, e.g., on the day 

when the scene of the crime was inspected, have designated in his report 

| » certain door as follows :—‘‘ the second door on the north-west side of 

he house, starting from the street’; when, some weeks later, a witness 

E $ being examined, the Investigating Officer may have forgotten this 

4A& ~ 7 . 
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designation and writes in the report of the witness’ statement “ the doo 7 

leading to the stream nearest the village’’: and the reader of these 

documents will have to make very detailed investigations to discover 

that the same door is meant in both cases. } 

It will doubtless happen at times that additions have to be made sdf 

the sketch after completion; certain objects for example may acquire 

fresh importance in the light of the examination of witnesses or accused. 

But that is no inconvenience; the essential thing is that the sketch — 

be finished before the hearing of the subsidiary witnesses. In obeying 

the foregoing general injunetions the following ancillary rules must be 

followed. 

1. Never forget to record the precise situation according to the 

points of the compass, not only approximately but with the aid of the 

compass itself. | 

2. Do all the measuring yourself, leaving nothing to others. 

3. Set down nothing superfluous; that will only produce confusion — 

and difficulty. , 

4. On principle, never postpone anything, e.g., never wait till your 

return home to copy out your work with more accuracy or fill in cata 

details from memory. Thus you will not be at the mercy of the good 

resolutions one generally makes when in a hurry to finish up a day’s — 

work. We cannot really observe things unless we are on the spot and 

can at every moment obtain a fresh impression of them. When we get — 

back home we do not start work again immediately and when at length — 
we do set about the business “of completing from memory’’, our memory 

fails us and we do not complete at all or, what 1s worse, we “aa 

incorrectly 8, ¢ 

5. Never mix up the sketch with the text of the report; but on the a) 

contrary always make it on a separate sheet of paper which can be kept 

on one side and compared with the text; for it is a nuisance to hii 

to hunt back. all 

6. If possible, the metric system should be used, thus giving 

decimal scale, e.g., 1 centimetre to 1 metre. 43 

7. Alphabetical designations ought to be pencilled in on tia sp 

and the drawing remade at home in ink or better still Chinese ink *, 7 

ea 

* French Chinese ink is to be recommended. It is an unalterable solution used as in 

and when dry cannot be effaced. Sketches are often exposed to all sorts of risks such as rain 

sneezing, spitting, etc., when e.g., in the hands of the jury. If ink be made with indelibl 

materials the advantage is often very great. i's 
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letters without exception being in red ink, thus rendering the whole 

much clearer. 

When the drawing is ready, it is well to protect it from being soiled, 

wetted, etc., because it will probably often be used, perhaps even in the 

open air, to be shewn to witnesses and jurymen. ‘The drawing should 

therefore be dipped, slanting-wise, into a solution consisting of one part 

of stearine and three parts of collodium. After a quarter of an hour’s 
2 Mee i dG A AANA NN IRR a A ARINC NCSA tg ALC - drying the sketch will be proof against damp or rough usage ”, 

We have already given in Chapter IIT., Section i111 some hints with 

- regard to the sketch; we shall now deal with the plan properly so called. 

A. Plan of the interior of a house. 

Here the easiest task is to deal with a single room in a house. In 

" doing this the scale must first be settled; as a general rule a metre of 

actual length may be represented by a centimetre on paper, thus making 

the proportion 100 to 1. In English measure this will be approximately 

the same as 8 feet to 1 inch. 

One should commence by first drawing one side a) measured in the 
inside of the room Figure 78. Then 3 

determine whether the angles a b are dies 

rightangles. This may be easily done K IN] 

by pushing a square table into the B 

Cc 

corner and noting whether it fits N 

well or not. If the angle be right | 

the perpendiculars ad and bc are 

srected, from aand b. If not, the | Ba 

angles must be determined. The Sch| © 

simplest way is to cut a piece of s" 

stiff paper to exactly fit the angle, ; eat 4 and then draw the angle on the @ 

plan by laying the paper angle upon Fig. 78. 

“it. Next, measure the side cd on the floor and compare it with cd on 

the paper. If the results do not agree there is some error which must 

be found out and corrected. When the interior dimensions have been 

accurately drawn we proceed to the thickness of the walls, which is easily 

yind from the doors and windows. As regards the former, care must be 

ken to deduct the thickness of any wood facing or projecting joist. 'T'o 

tain the exact thickness of this facing, take care to measure it from the 

Mi, Piette, ora 67 ¥ LAB ESN 5 LEIA LAPLANTE | ALTAR TAN EELS NONE LAR GANS WH KERTH Ah GENS R IR BRI HR ARUN ES ay 
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line where it joins the bare wall. If the measurement of a wall without 

windows and doors (bc) cannot be taken otherwise, we must definitely 

state that it could not be done. Doors and windows should be drawn 

as they are usually done in plans. Having indicated the height of the — 

room we pass on to the articles of furniture. These for the sake of clear- 

ness should be denoted by the first letter of their names, thus ‘* bed” 

by B, “stove” by S, “desk” by D, ‘‘almirah” by A, “ teapoy”” by — 

T, and the “chairs” by C‘,C“;C”, etc. In Fig. 78 the letters are the ~ 

first letters of the German names. ‘There B=bed, C—box, O=stove or — 

fire-place, Sch = writing-desk or table, K=-chest of drawers or almirah, — 

N=commode, 8, etc.—chairs. 

The drawing should be made one wall after the other. The measure- : 

ment from the corner @ to the edge of the desk is taken, then the desk 

itself, then from the desk to the window, etc. The measurements should — 

always be verified after each wall is completed by adding the various — 

measures together. For instance, from corner @ to the desk, the length | 

of this latter, the space between the desk and the window, the breadth ’ 

of the window itself, the space between the window and the almirah, 

and finally the depth of the almirah, should be added together and the 

sum total compared with the total length of the side of the room. If 

they do not agree, the measurements must be gone over again until the | 

results are in accord. | 

A simple but ingenious method of displaying a room and its contents — 

is that called “‘ cross projection”; the resulting figure being in the form of — 

across. In this process, see Fig. 79, perpendiculars are erected on the 

sides a b, b c, c d, d a, in height proportionate to the height of the room 

on the selected scale, and the rectangles completed. Then each rectangle — 

represents the wall of the room adjacent to the base line upon which it 

stands. The furniture, doors, windows, etc., in or standing adjacent to 

such wall are shown in elevation in the rectangle. Look for example at 

Fig. 79. The Yectangle at the top represents the north-west wall of the 

room, on it we see in position, from left to right, on the floor, the top of 

the bedstead, a stool, a chair, and on the wall, a picture, the door of a safe 

or cup-board in the wall, a clock, another picture. Similarly on the 

south-west wall we see the stove and the length of the bed, above the bed 

is a shelf with a water-jug, candlestick, etc., thereon. Thus a very clear 

mental picture of the contents of the room and their disposition can be 

formed. Naturally the fittings standing in the corners appear twice, 

once on each of the walls meeting at bi point. 
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fig. 79. Cross Projection. 

B. Sketch of Dwelling. 
CHARS AE 4S, SARI THAT RS aos 

es _— . 

To sketch a flat or floor containing several rooms, and still more 

_ a whole house, offers decidedly greater difficulties. The same scale, say 

. 1 to 100 or 1 in. to 8 ft., should if possible be retained. We may first try 

4 to procure the plan of the house, which the owner occasionally possesses. 

P* Hf obtained, it should be examined carefully, and if found to be correct, our 

| own plan may be based upon it. But as often as not this resource fails 

ind a new plan must be drawn up. The important point is to choose a 

convenient working base and to select a happy spot on the plan to start 

: from. When this last is well chosen the rest follows easily. As a 
} i 
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general rule fix on the room or passage into which one enters from the 
4 principal door.* We should choose 

c ee in the house in question, Fig. 80, . 

Ww A ff the lobby V of which the south-east 

oat [| | outer wall, judging from outside, 

l {a ought to consist of the extension of 

il D E Seh ff the outer walls of the staircase St 

Berar of and kitchen A. Let us mark on ~ 

f Sp. PR the line a b, in the middle provi- 

Lo a SS iit sionally, the width of the bey Va 

ia K _ILs sul then, on the south side, the thickness 

a ot. C bof the inner wall, the depth of the 
Fig. 80. kitchen A, and the thickness of the 

principal wall a ce. } 

Do the same on the east—the thickness of the wall, the depth of the 

staircase St, and the thickness of the wall bd. We have now settled 

the length of the front of the house. For safety the dimensions may 

again be taken from outside. If access is possible from without, the 

lengths, ac and bd, may be at once measured and set down. “Then, 

returning to the lobby draw its two long sides, which will fix the end 

opposite the front door, it will be seen in room W that the last mentioned 

end wall of the lobby is prolonged to meet the side wall ac. Then ¢ d- 

may be measured and drawn. Having finished the measurement of the 

side to the south-east of the work room A and the staircase St, all the 

measurements of A, Sch, and St, will naturally have been obtained. On 

the south-west side of the house we note a wall running in an oblique 

direction. The two sides of the kitchen K towards the south-west ~ 

and north-east must therefore be measured, thus giving the amount of 

deviation of the oblique wall. It only now remains to measure the north- 

west and north-east sides of the pantry Sp, the remaining dimensions of 

Ff and of the servants’ room D determining themselves. a 

This is the plan to be generally followed. The important point is to 

have a fixed base, to start from a room measured with accuracy, to think 

out how all the lengths may be obtained, and at the same time how to 

spare a number of measurings. This is not however possible in olk 

houses full of nooks and corners where no results would be obtained by 

* The fault is often committed of commencing by drawing the room in which the cri me 

has taken place; when this has not a favourable situation it is seldom that an accurate distrt- 

bution of the rooms can be made. 
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measuring as above. In such houses, the structure of which has been 

modified and completed at different times, the thickness of the walls 

often varies in a most surprising way. A wall in one room may be one 

foot thick and contihue into a neighbouring room in a straight line with 

a thickness of 3 feet or more, with no real reason except that to-day 

the mode of construction has changed. Moreover a wall may go on 

thickening so much that its horizontal section may be quite triangular 

in form. The author once underwent a painful experience of this fact in 

+ connection with a case of prison-breaking. The prison was located in a 

very old and dilapidated cloister. On passing down a long corridor C 

Prt) ee We ee tr Te ey 

’ (Fig. 81), on one side of which ‘the cells pIeH 2 

| KZ, etc., were situated, one came into the ij P 

~ reception room A in which the prisoners’ | 

"clothes were kept. As may be noticed, at A 3 ee 

' the door leading from C to A the wall was . RE 

of considerable thickness, so much so that Ez, Ez. 

that entrance (which was closed by a heavy 1 a 

iron door) seemed quite like a tunnel. Fig. 81. 
Naturally everyone supposed that the thickness of the wall continued 

throughout its whole length, until one fine morning several prisoners in 
the cell adjacent to A pierced the side-wall and made good their escape 
yy the window in A. At the opening made by them the wall was 

aardly a foot thick and the work of perforation could not have taken more 

han an hour. No one knew why the wall had been built in this way. 

Phis instance is cited to point out that the making of a sketch often 
afiords an opportunity of discovering such peculiarities, which must be 
aken into account if the sketch is to be an adequate one. 
_ Having completed the sketch of one storey of a house, we may find it 
lecessary to draw those above, and for this the outline of the first sketch 
lay be referred to. It must not be forgotten however that the walls 
f a higher storey are as a rule a brick or two less in thickness and 
hat the rooms are sensibly larger in consequence. Also some of the 

ma pea ay Ve a ALLE Oe! 7 e x 
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partition walls may be missing in the higher stories. But if there is 
i 

‘am extra one, it will have been noticed already from. below, for it will be 

esting either on a vaulted arch or on an iron girder. In this case new 

measurements are absolutely necessary. 

: oecen houses, except in large towns where great blocks of flats or 

s have been constructed, are usually simple in plan. They are 

n Bsraty one storied, although of course, and especially in towns, 
| 58 
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superstructures may be erected on the roof. Yet although the construc-— 

tion be simple, a plan is often imperative. In one case, in the Kurnool 

District of Madras, where some wealthy chetties were charged with 

having broken into a house, smashed up a safe, and stolen jewellery worth : 

Rs. 50,000, the inmates swore they saw the whole thing from the kitchen, — 

where they were kept under watch and ward. A plan, made by the 

Magistrate who inquired into the case, demonstrated conclusively that a 

person in the kitchen could not possibly see anything in the room in ~ 

which the safe was placed. 7 

There are of course in India, as in all countries, many types of — 

houses, modified by climatic and other considerations, but the prevailing — 

type in Southern India and Bengal is based on the requirements of 

the joint family. It consists of two or more compartments or court- 

yards—the first probably intended for the public and male members of 

the family, the second for the women and cooking, while a third could be 

added on for the married son, (where space was available). In towns, 

the same type being preserved, the rooms surrounding the court-yards” 

are frequently let out to tenants, and thus a number of families may 

horde in what at one time was a good old family house. q 

Figure 82 gives the ground plan and elevation of two houses in 

George Town, Madras. These houses are numbered 60 and 62; No. 61. 

is a two storied house, the walls of which rise high above the flat roof of 

60 and 62. P,P, represent the pials, facing the street; V, V, the ol 

passage generally called in Southern India the Vasal. C, C, C, show the ~ 

compartments. They are open in the centre, surrounded by veranda 

(the pillars indicated by the small circles) on which the living rooms open. 

It will be seen that these two houses communicate at the back by the 

roofs, and from these one can easily walk in a radius of a quarter of 1 

mile over the roofs and walls of adjoining houses. The two X, X, on th 2 

section represent the points on the roof where the victims were found, one 

dead, the other apparently on the point of death. The case for the pro- 

secution was that the thief or thieves entered by the front door of No. 62, 

which had been left unbolted, got on to the roof and proceeded to the roof 

of 60. The owner of 62 hearing the noise followed the thief to the re of, 

tackled him, and was stabbed fatally. Another man sleeping down-stairs 

in No. 60 (in the room marked X) rushed up, was in turn attacked, ¢ n 

as has been stated was left on the point of death. One of the thieves 

attempted to escape by running back through No. 62, but on reaching — 
the bottom of the stairs leading into the compartment, C, tumbled over | 
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| a cow tied up there. This brought the women sleeping round to the 

_ Spot, who professed to recognise him.. He therefore rushed back and 
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finally disappeared over the house tops. The case ultimately broke down 

on the ground of doubtful identification, but it would have been impos- : 

sible for the jury to understand the evidence without a plan such as is” 

here reproduced. | 

C. Sketch of the Environs of the House. 

A sketch of the environs or surroundings of the house may be required, ~ 

either for itself.or to indicate the general lie of the house, the detailed — 

plan of the interior being the principal object. In making a sketch of ~ 

this kind the question of space must be carefully considered. Above all 

it is necessary to determine what surface the whole should cover (whether | 

a quarter, half, or whole sheet of paper, etc.) and then what extent of it 

the sketch will cover. The easiest means of arriving at a solution will be © 

to measure approximately the space of which the plan has to be made. 

At least half of this should be reserved all round for surroundings so that : 

the space absolutely necessary be properly set out in relation thereto. | 

Suppose one wants to set out the whole sketch on a quarter of a sheet of 

writing paper, that is to say on a surface about 8 inches by 7 inches. It 

must first be ascertained what is the extent of the ground to be sketched. | 

Suppose it comprises a garden surrounded by a hedge and containing a_ 

dwelling-house, stable, and outhouses. We will take half the breadth of 

the paper for the length of garden, that is to say 4 inches, in such a way 

as to have 2 inches margin to the left and right for the surroundings. ~ 

We now cross the garden lengthways and find it to be 748 paces and 

taking each pace to be 32 inches we have in round figures 24,000 inches= 

2,000 feet. Now 2,000 feet of ground are represented by 4 inches of paper, 

so that one-tenth of an inch of paper will equal 50 feet of land and with | 

a rule measure divided into 10ths of inches an easy scale is obtained. If 

metrical measures be adopted the whole is immediately simplified. Now E 

if we desire to draw a house of a frontage of say 66 feet 8 inches we know 

at once it should take up only one-third more than 1/10 inch of the paper. 

We set down then in the case given below on a reference line a b (Fig. 88) 

the 2,000 feet—=4 inches, we measure the lines ac, cd, de, and eb ; we tal ke 

for each 50 feet of actual measurement, 1/10 inch, and using the com- 

passes put down on the paper the lengths thus obtained—to measure “ 

angles at c, d, and e, would be too difficult. We therefore draw at d 8 

auxiliary line perpendicular to a 6 and measure it as well as a b, and thu 

without measuring the angles obtain the points ¢, d, and e. 

| 
! 
| 
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In like manner the dimen- 

Pere ee ee eee ee tree wer eng er To 

— . 

sions of the house and its * ae G84 

dependencies are measured ais = oe 
and reduced, as weil as any ¥ o 

ground of real importance, as ee ‘“ 

- in the above case the garden. b a ' - 

| _ he extent to which ae u - 
“ Lo 

! 
_ paths, sheds, flower-beds, etc., 

should be depicted depends 

"upon the various objects in Fig. 83. 

view. Everything superfluous must be avoided, but anything which 

» may become important subsequently ought never to be neglected. The 

| surroundings should then be put in, 7.e., the ground all round, so far as is 

necessary to make the bearings of the house and curtilage clear, (see the 

_ sketch Fig. 83 which has, intentionally, been made as simple as possible). 

In these drawings use should always be made of the conventional 

signs adopted in geographical and survey maps. These signs are generally 

known and understood even by people to whom they have not been 

specially explained. For the most part indeed these signs are so signifi- 

sant that they can hardly be misunderstood. A sketch made with them 

gains in clearness and can be more easily grasped. It is understood with- 

mut trouble and proves the work to have been done with accuracy and 

ttention. The following list may be adopted, if the Investigating Officer 

s not accustomed to follow any other special system. 

Streets over 15 ft. wide. 

DSSS LOE AR, RIE i ARTA LIAS GAT BT RIE VRTIAE TE RS SRR ON AILSA LT TO TN ‘ 

we is ee? by 

Sc cnEEEEnEiememene Streets over 74 ft. wide. 

ees Streets below 74 ft. 

wweeyee rere ress —— Main road. 

a —— Narrow carriage road. 

fene----------— Mule or bullock path. 

: | Baris... Bei: Bee vince oin'e saints UBOUND Gath. 

eae = Double line railway. 
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—E— Single line railway. 

cceeechsnd=ne Reese =e Bes District boundaries. 

ce sce scone ese sstemm stem eovmemne — Parish or taluk boundaries. 

—x& —— , ‘Steep ola on the vie 

a — Broken ground. | 

aca” & = — Water-course with bridge (for pathway). 

eS a Brook, water channel. ) 

Pig cine ie te —— Hedges or hurdles. 

ail Miia vai laa saan Planks. 

pete | Walls. 

LOA Dwellings. 

Boundary stones. 

Boundary trees. 

Sign posts. 

Sandy tracts. 

Wood, forest, jungle. — roel 

Garden. \ _ 4 

Swampy ground. 

Cross. 5 
oO - Inn or toddy shop. 
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| | ory : Monastery, temple, sie. 

Tf 4 ; Church. | 

| Es z Cemetery. 

| of -Picottah. 

| ttt | Clay, or rubble, pit. 

i # Single trees. 

Arable ground, fields. 

il goa 
Me ay 0 a 

Meadow, maidan, grazing ground. 

wt till oe @¢@@ 

Me HW) fete ete 

fot pty td 

Vineyards, tea & coffee gardens, etc. 

Orchards, topes, etc. 

Domestic buildings. 

Castles or palaces. 

Chapels. 

Monument. 

Wayside shrine. 
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Factory. 

(Juarry. 

Pool, tank. 

Spring. 
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Well. 

Cistern, 
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In tracing these signs attention should be paid to certain details ; the 

lines should be drawn cleanly and clearly and when there are two (as for © 

main-roads, military roads, etc.) as nearly parallel as possible; signs show- 

ing various forms of cultivation (fields, forests, etc.) should not be too. 

large and the shadows cast should be marked by horizontal lines. Thus 

for a wood we make a circle, to the left the outline is clear, to the right 

there is the outline of a shadow, immediately below we draw a line to- 

wards the right ; and so on. It is the same for fields, where, however, 

the shadows cast by trees, pillars, or walls, should tend a little upwards.* 

The work will be considerably facilitated if special drawing pens be 

used and sheets of paper large enough to allow of the characteristics being 

comfortably filled in. Besides one will become accustomed in this work 

to hold the pen in the traditional manner, that is to lean it, not as when 

one writes in the angle where the thumb and forefinger meet, but on the 

third joint of the forefinger, counting from the tip. The pen thus runs | 

sensibly parallel to the top and bottom borders of the paper and itself 

traces the marks indicating shading in their place, that is to say on the 

right side of the drawing, this being in accordance with the supposition 

we have made, namely, that the light is coming from the left. 

All these signs should first be drawn large and then smaller ¢ 

smaller until they are obtained as small as is compatible with the cleat 

and accuracy of the drawing. 

As far as possible the drawing of straight lines by naa showman be. 

avoided, it being better to use aruler. The best drawing appears to be 

careless and incorrect when the lines are trembling and tortuous. a 

The sketch may be coloured with chalks or water colours. By using 

a special colour for each class of object it will be difficult for mistakes 1 to 

arise. The following list is in general use and may be taken as a guid e 

Light blue—water. Black—glacvers. =) 

Carmine—dwellings. Dark blue—vineyards. - 

Light grey—wood colours. Ultramarine green—hamlets. 

Burnt sienna—strata. Zine green—meadows. a 

Chrome yellow—roads. — Silk green—gardens. RS, 

Umber—felds. Olive green—brambles, bus es. 

es 
* Tt would be most useful in India if Courts were to insist upon plans submitted. to tk 

being prepared in the manner and with the conventional marks here laid down. Experience 
shows that such plans are prepared on all sorts of scales or on no scale, on scraps of paper ¢ 

every description, and generally scribbled over with unintelligible vernacular writing, supposet 2 

to be descriptive. With proper measurements and descriptive marks, the plan can be read b 

any one irrespective of ANG ORG Vee eye tells all, ay 
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D. Sketch of a larger portion of country. 

This kind of work, which is the most difficult of all, is fairly frequent. 

The tracks left by: the criminal often lead us far from the scene of the 

crime; at times it is important to know whether the spot may be seen 

from a distant point, and what may be seen from that point, and a sketch 

_ is the sole means by which a clear idea of the relations between one point 

of the country and another may be obtained. 

In this work we must also look round and make up our minds how 

much of the country should be included in the sketch. This question 

is much more difficult to solve in the present case than in the preceding, 

for the greater extent of land under observation renders the task more 
i AR LAL a we I ll hme DALE A AALAND ARIA A RF RED RRNA RRR ES 
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of 

complicated and troublesome, and the dealing with, or omission to deal 

with, some part or other of the country, immediately assumes a great 

importance. In such cases therefore detailed information must be 

gathered previously by questioning and consulting witnesses and so 

finding out what it is necessary to take into account. This determined, 

the extent fixed on should be measured in the simplest way possible, that 

is, by pacing it. In the simple metrical method the number of paces is 

multiplied by 8 and the last figure suppressed (1 pace = 80 cms == 32 

inches). Suppose the distance paced be 600 paces; multiply by 8 = 4800, 

suppress the last zero and we obtain 600 paces--480 metres. In English 

we multiply by 32 in. (one pace) and divide by 36 inches (one yard), 7.¢., 

multiply by 8 as before and divide by 9. Thus, kes! B3Bi odd yards. 
9 

Next measure the paper to be allotted to this extent of ground and try 

SEPT NE WR RAE GFE PO oN I AR PAN I A GP ey Bd na! Na ~ 

to find a convenient scale between the paper and the ground. 

- As to the actual work itself the easiest case is when a fairly straight 

line such as a main road, path, railway, water-course, hedge, an uninter- 

rupted succession of agricultural boundaries, etc., crosses the length of the 

surface to be drawn. Such a line, which is not of course supposed to be 

mathematically straight, so facilitates the work that the advice may even 

_ be given to displace if need be the natural base of operations a little, if 

by doing so we are enabled to obtain a base of this kind. This pro- 

; cedure may necessitate, it is true, the inclusion in the sketch of more than 

SSCA (MRP LAREN AH FB A ATI! TTL MAES AF PRLS GS 

: is absolutely necessary, but we thereby gain so much in ease and certainty 

_ that the extra trouble is not thrown away. If no such straight line can 

~ be found—which does not often happen—one must be imagined, making it 

‘pass through certain fixed points (a house, isolated tree, boundary stone, 

_ €tc.) and using it for a working base. This method can always be employed, 
7 59 
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Sy, 
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Fig. 84. 

Take then for an example of such work the sketch Fig. 84 which is, 

it is hardly necessary to say, considerably reduced. In reality a figure 

three times as large would be required to contain everything necessary. 

The best case will be where a road @ 6 runs across the sketch. In | 

its absence an imaginary line joining the agricultural boundaries, ¢ d } 

may be chosen, since the boundaries of the fields, of the meadows, of 

the wood, and of the adjoining meadow also form an approximately 

straight line which may be surveyed and measured. Otherwise the 

following straight line will have to be imagined ;—from the house below 

e to the tree that is visible at a distance below f, then to the edge of | 

the vineyard below gg, and from there to the shrine below h, (the lette: s : 

are placed outside the sketch so as not to interfere with the clearness of ! 

the drawing). Supposing the situation to be such as we have represen- 

ted first, we commence by drawing the road and determining all the 

dimensions with reference to it. Beginning at the point a, we follow th 

road towards b, measuring by pacing all the various distances betwee 

the points determined by the different lines which cut. the road; th 

results found should be converted to scale and noted down. In the firs 

place the carriage road crosses from right to left, then on the right han 

is the boundary of a field, on the left of a meadow, to the right agam 

the boundary between a field and a meadow, to the left the outskirts ¢ 

a wood and the boundary of a vineyard, to the right a hedge, to the le’ 

the boundary of the vineyard, to the right that of a field, and finally 

bridge. We measure up to point 6, add the various distances, and check — 

the result with the previous measurement of the complete distance fror 7 

atob. In the event of these disagreeing new measurements must bh 
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taken and errors corrected. Now suppose perpendiculars to be dropped 

- from all the chosen points to the working line (the road) and that these 

ave measured, as also is the distance which separates from a that point 

where the perpendicular in question strikes the road, 7.e., one starts from a 

counting the paces till arriving at the spot where one supposes that the 

_ perpendicular, raised from the point where one is then upon the road, will 

strike the house (under the point ¢). This gift of finding the perpendi- 

ry PLATO DT ELEM L OS 5 O 

SEAS AA RES LAT UN RELA AS NE AT EET RR 
cular is, strange to say, common to almost every one; very seldom is any 

mistake made. The length found on the road will be marked on the 

sketch and the pacing continued up to the side of the house, counting as 

before and marking the distance. If the counting has been accurate and 

_ the ordinates from the house nearly perpendicular to the road, the house 

~ will of necessity be located correctly. The other points and limits will 

be proceeded with in like manner. lEKach point is determined by two 

- lengths; first on the road, then on the perpendicular or ordinate from 

the road to the object, on left or right as the case may be. 

In certain cases the taking of these measurements may be dispensed 

with in whole or in part. When one has determined, for example, with 

accuracy the position of the house under e, one can measure directly the 

neighbouring boundary between the two meadows parallel to the road, by 

starting from the house and walking parallel to the road and towards the 

ast so as to determine the point where the meadows begin, their size, and 

then the position of the tree “seen in the distance’? (under f). Then, 

turning somewhat to the south, measure the short distance to where the 

vood begins, its extent and, going northwards, the short distance to 

Where the vineyard begins, the size of its eastern side, its length as far 
us the water-course, finally from there to the shrine. Of course the 

guiding line, the road, must not be lost sight of, so as to keep at the 

proper height. For verification, the measurement of the perpendicular 

oining the last point (shrine) with the road should be taken, so as to 

nake sure that the desired distance has been kept. 

_ Drawings in relief are often of great value but only skilled artists can 

3 ie duce them, and the hints here given are not intended for them. 
% 
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. A Section iiii— Drawing on Squared Paper. 

, _ When the object to be drawn is small and almost or entirely flat, 

fawing on squared paper is frequently recommended and is very advan- 

tageous. This method may be easily employed by anyone who is not 
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hopelessly awkward with his hands, and accurate results may be ob- | 

tained by its use. It consists in dividing the surface to be drawn into 

large squares and the paper into small squares, reproducing in these 

latter everything that may be seen im naturd in the large squares. 

No doubt difficulties still exist but they are minimised to a very large 

extent. fityhy 

Suppose that a certain number of drops of blood which have dried — 

| upon a plank have to be depicted. 

ALi Bi El D x The large sketch represents the 

T He er 4 4 y: actual subject-matter and the 

O small one the finished drawing. — 

I : ‘ae q First examine the portion of the 

plank to be drawn and its dimen- — 

Il dTeNR, LQ Ww ‘sions. This is then delimited by 

\ a4 means of a set-square, setting 

IV W’ down the lines A A’ € II’ at 
Pg 

» ines Q right angles. These are then 

V 9| 6 vy’ divided into a certain number of 

equal parts, the more there are 

A. 6B co U6UDbthCUrE of them the more accurate the 

A teae result will be; parallels are then — 

fee a drawn so as to obtain a certain 

a'be'a'e! number of squares of equal size. 

Fig. 85. It is hardly ever possible to draw 

them straight off with pencil or 

chalk, etc.; as a rule cotton-threads must be employed. When the first 

division of the periphery is made, nails are driven in at the ends of the 

lines A to HZ, A’ to E’, I to V, I’ to V’, using iron nails on a wooden 

floor, wooden pegs on the ground. If this is not possible, four planks may 

be placed in the form of a square around the space in question, nailing 

them roughly together or keeping them down with impromptu weights 

and driving the nails into them. Then take the first reel of thread tc 

hand and bind the nails together so as to form the corresponding 

net-work. The ends are then lettered and figured (4, J, etc). Then % 

large square like the first is drawn on the paper, containing the sam¢ 

number of squares, lettered and figured in like manner, and in oacl 

square of the paper is drawn what is found in the corresponding squar 

of the reality. The operation is surprisingly easy and accurate am 

may also be employed for enlargements. 
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Whoever has acquired a certain degree of skill, for a totally unskilled 

"person will find it difficult, can for this object use an instrument such 

as a Pantograph ®® or Mechanograph, etc. Whoever procures such an 

apparatus receives With it the instructions, so details for the use of it 

are superfluous here. For this purpose the Dikatopter of Henry Eppers 

(Brunswick) can be recommended. By this apparatus the object to be 

drawn is thrown on the drawing paper between two mirrors, in its 

Prete ee) ot natural size or smaller or larger as desired, so that only the outlines need 

be represented. This apparatus is small and light to carry, and requires 

for use only moderate skill. In the author’s opinion the best of the 

apparatus for this purpose is the old Camera lucida or obscura, invented 

by Wollaston, 1809, which shows up clearly and occupies very little space. 

Every optician has these in stock and teaches their use. 

_ Excellent service is rendered by a net-glass, which requires little skill 

. and can be had from every optician. It generally consists of a black 

~ mirror about 15 cm long and 9 cm broad which reflects the picture essenti- 

ally smaller. It is enclosed in a light wooden frame with holes, through 

the holes fine threads are drawn, and these divide the surface of the glass 

into about 15 squares. If one desires to represent a landscape, trees, 

be ildings, etc., one recedes from the object to be represented until the 

- scene to be drawn is reflected by the mirror. The paper to be used for the 

lrawing is then divided into 15 squares of the same size, either larger 

m smaller squares than the squares on the mirror, as one thinks fit, and 

vhat is shewn in each square in the mirror is drawn in each square of the 

aper. ‘The drawing is very correct and requires little trouble or skill. 
i 

Section iv.—Modelling. 

- The subject of this section is, to speak accurately, only the modelling 

| f maps in relief; that is to say, modelled sketches reproducing the 

atures of the countryside. Experience teaches that the most accurate 

nd best made sketch of a countryside has two faults: it is not possible, 

even when the declivities of heights are indicated and hatching put in, to 
D5 RE EE. PARTIE AI KAR ROA RERY RTA AN TEST 98 sem k8 TNL - obtain an exact idea of elevations and depressions and determine what 

Thay be seen at various points and what is the relative height of one 

| y ce to another. Moreover an uneducated man will rarely find his way 

ith a sketch. Even when he assures you that he understands it, you 

. an never be certain that he really does. With a relief map on the 

‘contrary even a peasant will recognise the country, especially when he 
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has been allowed a little time and given a few explanations. He sees 

with pleasure his house and the neighbouring wood, and the ability to _ 

understand comes quickly and easily. The preparation of a model in 

relief is certainly not an easy matter, yet it requires much less skill and 

trouble than might be supposed. When the work is done, it makes a 

much greater impression than one would expect, having regard to the 

trouble expended upon it. | in 

The rough model of a relief map can be vandesd in several ways. The . 

most accurate is obtained by transforming a flat ordnance or survey 

map directly into a relief map. Every ordnance and survey map is pro- 

vided with contour lines, ¢.e., curved and irregular lines which join up 

points of land, round a projecting point or hilltop, situated at an equal — 

height above sea level. The heights of the different points are moreover 

indicated in figures. If then we wish to employ contour lines in con- 

structing a relief map, we first determine the part of the ordnance or 

survey map which has to be made use of. Suppose this to be a rectan-— 

gular part of the map which would be represented with contour lines, 

Fig. 86. A piece of tracing paper is taken and all the contour lines are 

traced in their respective situa-— 

is. & y __ || tions. The back of the tracing 

| yp paper is then blackened with 

a eh | pencil, charcoal, or the ashes of 

c a piece of burnt newspaper, and — 

sons A c each contour line is traced on 
; C . al 

ye ent a pie of card-board, ne one 

Fig. 86 within the other but side by 

base side, so that, e.g., contour lines 

aaa, bbb, ccc, ddd stand by themselves. 

All these separate pieces are then cut out with a knife, thus obtaining 

a separate portion for each contour line. This done, they are placed one 

upon the other just as they were placed one within the other on the me P 

and when exactly in place they are gummed together. The heights indi. 

cated on the map become real heights, resembling steps. ‘To re nedy 

this last, these steps are rubbed over with a mixture of loam and bre 1 i 

the bran to prevent cracking, lightly sprinkled with liquid gum. The 

cutting out of the card-board is very troublesome, it is therefore preferable 

to make use of plates of loam made by rolling out a lump of loam with 

a rolling pin till the desired thickness is obtained. On these plates the 

different contour lines are traced by piercing them out with a fine needle 
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It is then easy to cut out the contour line plate from the plate of loam. 

The plates are then placed one upon the other and the steps rubbed over 

as before with loam and bran. The base of the whole is a plate of potter’s 

clay resting on several sheets of paper. When placed on a plank we 

have successively a plank, paper, a base of potter’s clay, and the various 

contour lines in their order. The paper is to allow the potter’s clay to 

contract without difficulty while drying, the paper shrinking slightly at 

this stage. When the potter’s clay rests directly on the plank it adheres 

to it too strongly and splits. Theoretically the thickness of the card-board 

or loam is accurately determined. If the map we are working with is to 

the scale of 1 inch to 2000 yds., a hill 500 yds. in height should only have 

a height of inch. This however would not be prominent enough, and as 

the height is something quite relative and as it is only proposed to indi- 

5 adh ARAL He RTA CN Mi 1 AS i aeiaeres seinen encima ba - 
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- cate the relation of heights to one another we may boldly give each contour 

~ line at least ¥ inch of depth, i.c., the thickness of strong card-board. 

| The method indicated has the fault of being on much too small a 

seale, it is therefore preferable to represent the relief with much larger 

dimensions. In this case the extent to be taken. is first determined on 

the map, a rectangular piece of the same size is cut out of a sheet of 

paper and the latter is then placed on the map so that only the part to be 

re sproduced cannot be seen. The scale of the relief map is thereupon 

decided, ¢.g., 10 times larger, and the map is drawn in that enlargement 

on a sheet of paper to serve as a model. On this enlarged model 

all the heights marked on the map are particularly noted. In rough and 

hilly country such indications are very numerous. A wooden board of 

corresponding size is now taken and a sheet of strong paper fixed upon 

it. The enlarged drawing is placed on this paper and all the points 

; indicating heights are pierced. At each of these points a headless nail 

is driven in, till only as much as will represent the desired height re- 

mains above the board. If for example the scale is 1 inch to 2,000 

yards then, enlarged by 10, 4 inch represents 50 yards. It follows that 

ut a point where the height indicated is 350 yards the nail will project 

& L$ inches, and where the height indicated is 175 yards it will project 

‘Finch. When all the nails have been driven into the board and their 

height and position checked, each nail is buried in half moist loam (mixed 

with bran) till it is just lost sight of. This done, the various heights 

are levelled with potter’s clay, referring to the map for guidance, or better 

| till, ‘after nature, and the relief map is finished sooner than one would 

“expect. Buildings are represented by quadrangular morsels of the clay of 

a ig RPGS LIN M1] EET, SAAR STALE AS ion 
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proportionate height. When the whole is dry, any cracks formed in 

drying are filled up with clay, and if extra clearness is desired the plan 
may be painted in water-colours, fields should be green, roads brown, 

water blue, and buildings red, see p. 464. The different conventional 
signs explained above are put in in Chinese ink in the same way as in an 
ordinary drawing. | 

For a person who has achieved a certain degree of skill these reliefs 

are best made either on the spot, or from an accurate survey map. The — 

plan most to be recommended is to make a relief sketch in outline from 

the map and then proceed to the spot and fill in details from nature. — 

We do not pretend that the work is quick and easy nor do we advise 

it to be undertaken in other than important cases where the topography 

of the scene of crime plays a considerable part. In all cases where the 

trouble of making a relief plan has been taken it will be recompensed 

by success. In many cases it will be possible to have the work done by 

a specialist. In all large towns modellers, sculptors, figure-makeyrs, etc., 

are to be found, to whom this task may be entrusted and who, though 

they may never have done the like before, will with the indications fur- 

nished to them quite understand what they have to do. | 
erm i 

Section .v.— Moulding and Stereotyping. 

These are operations of a technical character which may be employed 

by anybody and are most useful to fall back upon. | af 

(a) Moulding may be resorted to whenever the shape of any article of 

small size, the original of which for some reason the court cannot hay 

at its disposal, is of importance. For instance—the impression of a bullet. 

slight damage to a wall, the form of some article of furniture, a stone, o1 

the like, the teeth or fingernails of a corpse where it has been establishe¢ 

that the victim has defended himself by biting and scratching, keyholes 

keys, bars of a grating, and a thousand other similar objects. invegl 

The material mostly used is wax or guttapercha softened in hot water 

also if need be, potter’s clay, dough, or kneaded crumb of fresh bre: vd 

Best of all is the followimg kneaded mixture given by Dr. Kollei 810 

5 parts India rubber, 1 part sulphur, and 2 parts each magnesia, ilde 
¢ 

t§ sulphur of antimony, and coal pitch. 

Moulding wax may equally well be used. This is obtained by meltir 

together 10 parts of white wax and two parts of venetian turpentine to 

moderate heat, and adding to the mixture little by little some potat 
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starch, kneading the whole till the substance has reached the consistency 

required for the work in question and the variations of temperature. 

With the aid of this modelling wax the most accurate-and exact models 

may be easily and conveniently made. Also 3 parts wax, 1 part schellac 

may be dissolved together; or 1 part wax, $ part oil and 1 part rye flour 

mixed with heat. For large representations a mixture of 8 parts cement, 

16 parts chalk, 2 parts strong lime water, and 1 part petroleum is 

excellent ; this mixture is very strong and lasting and does not crack. 

When use is made of potter’s clay, dough, or any substance containing 

water it must be remembered that the moulds obtained shrink in drying. 

In this case measures should be taken with the compasses and noted for 

‘purposes of verification. It is hardly necessary to explain how these 

moulds should be taken. The wax is slightly heated and pressed upon 

_ the object in question. This in no way injures the original and the 

impression may be carefully examined and compared with the model 

and the work repeated until the moulding is an entire success®”, 

_ (bd) Stereotyping. For larger and flatter objects use may be made of 

the stereotyping process, an excellent mode of reproduction, much too 

rarely employed. It especially lends itself to the representation of large 

and unequal surfaces, which may have acquired importance on account 

for instance of a wound caused to someone who has fallen upon them. 

[hese bodies are generally in the nature of stone flags, surfaces of walls, 

jooden surfaces, and such like. Stereotyping may also be employed for 

hore extensive damage, the origin of which is desired to be discovered, or 

yr the reproduction of fairly flat forms which may have attained signi- 

cance through having brought about accidents, etc. 

_As regards this operation of stereotyping it will suffice to indicate 

1e process advised by the “Royal and Imperial Austrian Commissicn 

for the preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments” to its corres- 
is 

ndents, for taking copies of inscriptions engraved on stone. Some not 
p# S= 

strong, white, unsized printing paper* is taken and moistened with 

sponge or piece of cloth dipped in water until it is quite softened and 

.* Printing-paper not containing lime is difficult to obtain now-a-days. One must get 

é blotting-paper for smaller things, or fine silk-paper. Filter-paper (such as is used 

i ch emists and photographers) is well adapted. The modern toilet-paper is also applicable, 

ag distinguished by considerable toughness. The best cast-paper (that which Mommsen 

ied ‘to stereotype Roman inscriptions was particularly good) is to be obtained from the 

” manufacturers Gebr and Ebart, Mohrenstrasse 13-14, Berlin. It is compact, plastic, 

tough. Impressions can be taken with it easily and rapidly. Single sheets cost 10 

ww 
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then placed upon the surface to be reproduced. The paper is then pressed — 

in with a not too hard clothes-brush till it penetrates all the parts of 

the surface of which the impression is desired. Should the paper tear in 

places (which often happens when the original is very rough or has deep — 

cavities) a large sheet of paper, thoroughly moist and with torn (not cut) | 

edges, is placed over the tear and beaten down anew with the brush, — 

until a continuous bed of paper, well beaten in, is obtained. A second 

sheet of the same paper is then taken and damped, not this time with — 

water but with thin binders-paste, or a solution of gum arabic or animal — 

gum, a soft brush being used. This is placed over the first paper and 

beaten in with the brush as before until the 2nd sheet has followed and 

adhered to the first in the hollow places. If the paper employed be very 

thin or the second sheet tear like the first, a third must be taken (being 

damped with starch, glue, gum arabic, or animal gum as before) placed 

on the former and beaten in again with the brush. It is a good thing 

to use thin blotting-paper for the first layer to cover the first cracks 

and toilet-paper for a second layer. Blotting-paper is very plastic and 

unites closely;.and toilet paper produces by its toughness the necessary 

resistance. 4 

The whole must be allowed to dry and then carefully drawn off. 

These impressions are almost as exact as plaster casts. They are very — 

light and can be easily rolled up without damaging them. Indeed in — 

many cases they are altogether excellent and quite indispensable. If in 

a hurry, the drying may be done at a fire or over hot plates. The papet 

should be quite dry before removal. if 

When the surface to be dealt with is very large, several sheets of 

paper are placed side by side, the borders of one overlapping its neighbour 

by at least two finger breadths. It is as well not to cut the edges of th 

paper and if necessary a strip should be torn off, rough borders holdi 1 

together more firmly. In this case the edges of the sheet forming th 

second layer should not be placed on the edges of the lower sheets but | 

that the middle of the second sheet covers the overlapping borders of : 7 

lower ones. ae 

When the surface to be reproduced is very small, excellent casts mi 

be obtained by following the same process but using cigarette paper. 

very light brush must be used and the paper pressed very careful 

Great care should be taken that the second and gummed sheet nowh 

overlaps the first, otherwise it will adhere to the surface treated a 

render separation difficult. 
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Section vi.—Reproduction of Drawings, Printed matter, etc. 

There are many contrivances in use now-a-days for manifolding ; it 

- would however be but of place to describe them here. ‘The nearest type- 

writing office can always give the fullest particulars of the latest inven- 

tions 812), 

Section vii— Piecing together torn paper. 

j Simple as this kind of work appears yet it no less offers numerous 

' difficulties and is often very awkwardly carried out. An Investigating 

_ Officer often receives torn pieces of paper of small size, not infrequently 

_ of the utmost importance when pieced together. For this purpose we 

_ procure a plate of glass, or better still some tracing cloth of good quality 

and transparency stretched on a board and fastened with four drawing 

pins. The pieces of paper are then set out, preferably on a dark back- 

ground, and we first try to distinguish the back from the front of the 

paper, by noting, e.g., whether one side is written on and the other not, 

or one side is darker than the other. If possible, the pieces of paper are 

all placed the same side up. We then look for those pieces which have 

two clean cut sides and which necessarily form the corners of the sheet. 

On these being found they are placed in their respective places and give 

us four very useful fixed points. We then look for all the pieces which 

he ve only one clean cut side and divide them into four groups according 

© whether the cut edge is on top or at the bottom or the left or right 

ides. his is as a rule not difficult owing to the writing generally found 

m the paper. These lateral pieces are placed in position using the cor- 

nel pieces for guidance and with luck an entire frame is obtained into 

which the remaining pieces are filled in after some adjustment. This 

mne the pieces are gummed on the plate of glass or the tracing cloth, one 

ter the other in the order in which they lie, commencing at the top 

ft hand corner, care being taken to bring the various edges as close 

4 gether as possible. While this is being done it must be remembered 

that the tears are hardly ever perpendicular to the surface of the paper, 

ut are generally directed towards the right on the upper surface of the 

japer and the left on the lower surface, thus forming an oblique surface 

as FF RIAL CNA AAI IE PRN TARE EERE EE SOE Separation. In this case the edges must be exactly slipped in, one 

ler the other. The pieces should therefore be only partially gummed 

it first, and only when the piece which has to be slipped under the first is 
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in position should they be finally gummed down. Never gum to a non- — 

transparent plate even when there is nothing on the back of the paper — 

for in some cases the inquiry may turn on the question of why there is 

nothing on the back. 

There is another method, which however requires much more pains. 

In this process we use perfectly clean (by preference distilled) water, — 

with which the fragments are carefully moistened before being brought 

to the right position on a glass plate. They stick with water smoothly ~ 

and securely to the plate. When this is done, then a second glass plate 

is laid on the paper of exactly the same size as the glass plate under- 

neath, so that the paper is enclosed between two glass plates. Then 

follows a thorough drying, the plates not being touched until the water 

between them is evaporated. Gentle warmth will assist when one goes” 

carefully to work. The plates are then safely and hermetically bound 

together with pasted slips of soft tough paper. This is the method used 

by the Director of the Court Library in Vienna, Professor Karabacek, to 

preserve valuable papyrus records. 

If the paper in question has been written with copying ink, care must 

be taken not to moisten the paper. In that case naturally no good copy 

can be obtained. — 

When the paper has been submitted to certain processes rendering it 

illegible, recourse must be had to photography; this never fails to assist | 

us. A sheet of paper was exhibited at the Chicago Exhibition of 1893, | 

the writing on which had been made quite illegible by rubbing and | 

mastication, side by side with the photograph of the same sheet. T he 

undecipherable traces left on the paper became perfectly legible in the 

photograph. 

The following case will show how important is the rains togethe 

of torn paper. . 

One morning a peasant, an old man of considerable means, car 

before the Investigating Officer and declared that he had been shot th a 

night before. He narrated how he had started from a place calle 

and had followed the main road through the village of J with the objec | 

of proceeding to G. While passing before a road-side cross, near a in . e 

a man advanced and demanded of him his money and watch at 

mouth of a revolver. r 

The peasant had turned away, whereupon the highwayman snatche od 

his watch and at the same time fired. The bullet entered his right ee | 

the robber made off, and the peasant remained for a considerable tim 
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besides the cross in a state of unconsciousness. On coming to his senses 

he returned to the village of J to seek the assistance of the doctor of 

that place. The latter dressed the wound and sent him in a carriage 

to the hospital. The medical examination revealed a hole produced by a 

bullet extending from the ear towards the buccal cavity. The peasant 

having given an exact description of the author of the crime, police were 

sent out to arrest him and the Investigating Officer went off to the scene 

_ of the occurrence. | 

He was then most astonished to notice that the large pool of blood 

_ produced while the peasant lay wounded and unconscious on the ground 

was situated in the turf behind the cross, which was a large stone one, 

whereas the road where the attack was said to have taken place passed 

in front of the cross. This circumstance induced the Investigating Officer,’ 

- who had no other clue, to repass along the road traversed by the peasant 

" while going to the doctor and take the precaution of being accompanied © 

by a police officer. 

Here was found the only clue which might enable some light to be 

thrown on the concomitant circumstances. When close to J the Investi- 

gating Officer noticed some small pieces of torn paper behind a heap of 

stones. The largest of these pieces bore the words “to live’. The paper 

thus seemed to be important and a search was made for all the pieces 

of paper. This was by no means easy, the wind having scattered them 

over a field of stubble. Fortunately the school children turned up on 

the road and gave willing aid in the search on being promised a kreutzer 

(2 pies) for each piece of paper. Since the police had arrested two lads on 

suspicion of the crime and the injured peasant was on his deathbed, it 

vas necessary to establish with all haste what connection, if any, these 

pieces of paper had with the case. Half a night’s work sufficed to 

trange and join the pieces on a glass plate. The contents established 

hat the peasant, overwhelmed by a law suit he had just lost and being 

esides in a bad state of health, had made up his mind to do away with 

limself; he bade farewell to his wife by whom he had had no children, 

leaying her his property, and named as heirs two illegitimate sons. 

Or this writing being shown to him the old peasant made a complete 

sonfession, stating that he had fired the shot himself behind the cross, 

ut on coming to his senses had regretted his act and referred to the 2 ACME Y 3) MF0F BEBE FRAN LIRE TI SS, BAA Sie EA SARDINES RELA GN OAL NNR TET ABA TY RV ATE . 

pa edad . : f 
ctor at J for assistance. On the way there he had taken care to tear 

“Up and throw away the letter of farewell he had previously written, 

Which was to take the place of a will. He died shortly after his 

7 
- 
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confession. ‘The reconstructed document not only gave the two lads who — 

had been arrested their liberty but also assured the two sons of the 

peasant, who had never been recognised, a considerable fortune. | 

In conclusion it may be remarked, that one can save paper in a bad — 

condition if one moistens it with the solution mentioned on p. 453 (to be — 

obtained from dealers in photographic articles). Important papers are 

often much crumpled, also, when kept in damp dirty places or found near — 

burial grounds or in water, full of bacteria, which soon lead to decay. If ~ 

such papers are much handed about between lawyers and witnesses, 

unfolded, smoothed out and folded up again, they soon become unreadable — 

and only an expert can handle them. ‘Treatment makes the paper strong, — 

solid, and proof against bacteria, in short so far as regards ordinary 

handling almost indestructible ®®. 

Section viii.—Preserving and Deciphering Burnt paper. 

A process somewhat analogous to the preceding but of much greater 

difficulty and rarely accompanied by success is the reconstruction of burnt 

paper, or rather to speak strictly ‘“‘carbonised” paper. It occasionally 

happens that burnt papers are found during official searches which might, 

on reconstitution, throw considerable light on the case. The accused,” 

expecting an inquiry, has taken care to burn papers compromising him. | 

It is not however impossible to save some of the writing or printing upon 

paper which has been burnt. Anyone who has often thrown letters or 

other papers into the fire and noticed their destruction will remember 

how the writing or printed character sometimes remains very legible on 

the carbonised paper. The writing or letters generally stand out in a 

light grey—almost mouldy colour—or else quite black. In spite of mucl 

investigation and experiment we have failed to determine under wha 

conditions this phenomenon takes place, whether a certain quality o 

paper or writing or printer’s ink is requisite to produce the effect, o1 | 

whether it entirely depends upon the action of a special kind of ink on ¢ 
special kind of paper, or again whether a certain temperature, air-current | 

etc., is necessary. Doubtless the most influence is played by the mode 0 | 

carbonisation, 7.¢e., the temperature and air-current. It is often notice 

able that one portion of the same writing is a pale black, another 

brilhant black, while yet another part is greyish white. a 

Let us suppose the Investigating Officer to have discovered whil 

searching a house that the stove contains burnt papers and believes th or 

-» vee 
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to have an important bearing upon the inquiry. Often it will be im- 

possible for him to deal with them immediately owing to other work to 

be attended to. He must therefore secure the stove in some way or 

_ other, either by closing and sealing it or else by setting some one to 

_ watch it, till he finds time to attend to it. He ought however to imme- 

diately take away the pipe, that is the part joining the stove to the 

_ chimney, and close up the opening with rags, etc. This is necessary, as 

a strong draft rushes through the stove—especially when it is cold out of 

_ doors and warm in the room—which keeps the carbonised paper in the 

stove in continual motion causing pieces to become detached and fly 

~ about. In short the objects are continually subject to a deterioration 

which must be prevented. ‘The communication between the stove and 

chimney haying been removed the draft of air ceases to exist. 

For the work itself a considerable quantity of tracing paper must be 

procured (as transparent as possible) and fixed with drawing-pins on a 

- board. Plates of glass should only be used as a last resort. If they are 

indispensable, panes of glass broken into more or less small pieces should 

be employed. Finally a solution of gum arabic, as colourless as possible, 

is necessary. We now proceed to extract the burnt sheets from the stove, 

watching them carefully and avoiding any draught. 

_ The best method consists in slipping under each piece of burnt paper, 

starting with the uppermost, a band of paper of corresponding size, and, 

using some firmness, drawing them out one after the other. The tracing 

paper or pieces of glass should be all ready on a work-table placed near 

he stove. The tracing paper or glass is then covered with the gum, 

about as much surface being gummed as the size of the piece of 
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Bete burnt paper. On this bed of gum we now cautiously place the burnt 

aper and press it down very gently with the finger so that it becomes 

gummed to the tracing paper or glass; little by little this flattening out 

process is proceeded with more boldly and with more force until it is 

inished and the burnt paper is entirely gummed down. Care must be 

sxercised never to touch the gum with the finger before pressing down 

‘the smallest portion of burnt paper or entire pieces will be torn from it 
SiS ALY ABOLISH, RANEY STATS = 2 nd quite lost. The greatest difficulty arises from the fact that the 

burnt paper is not flat but convex and twisted as well as being dry and 

| fre gile. On being stretched out it is hollow in many places and stands 

fell away from the gummed surface. When therefore it is flattened out, 

breaks up into numerous pieces which fall, certainly upon the gummed 

: wface, but not in the right place. The mosaic so obtained presents an 
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unsightly appearance. Here there are large cracks; there the papers — 

overlap, and to read the whole is very difficult. To remedy this incon- | 

venience the carbonised paper must be damped, an operation which 

happily is generally successful, for the paper is nearly always strongly 

hydroscopic. 

In this connection the author has tried various methods which all 

have their advantages and their,disadvantages. One of these is to soften 

the different leaves while actually resting on the gummed surface. A ~ 

sheet of tracing paper or glass of the desired size is gummed over and | 

the carbonised paper placed upon it. Small objects such as little pieces — 

of wood, stones, etc., about three finger-breadths high, are then placed all 

round the apparatus, and upon them 1s stretched a piece of cloth several 

folds in thickness and well damped. The ends of this cloth should come 

in contact with the top of the table, but should not touch the burnt 

paper. Both the latter and the cummed surface are therefore in a moist 

atmosphere. The burnt paper softens and becomes flexible (this unfortu- 

nately does not always take place), the gum does not dry up, and in half 

an hour or more the flattening out process is complete and the gumming 

may be easily accomplished. When in a hurry, if a warm stove is at 

hand, several gummed sheets covered with burnt paper may be placed 

in a sieve held above a basin of boiling water, the operation being thus 

completed more rapidly. But processes in which the burnt paper is 

softened upon the gummed surface have this great disadvantage, that the 

edges of the paper, twisted and deformed by the carbonization, become 

immediately fixed to the tracing paper or glass, so that it 1s no longer 

possible to join them completely together or fix them down properly 

This method should only be employed when the burnt paper is scarcely 

distorted at all or when it is possible to place its convex surface iI 

contact with the gummed sheet. In this case it will only be resting 

upon a restraining surface while the raised up edges when sufficientlh 

softened come to rest in their appropriate places on that surface. Whe1 

this process is impossible owing to distortions of all kinds in the papet 

the burnt paper will have to be softened before being placed on th 

gummed surface. The softening process will be the same as above, # ' 

pieces of paper being placed beneath a wet cloth or in a sieve ov 

boiling water. Then, when sufficiently softened, flat, and united, — she 

are placed upon the gummed sheet. When the paper is sufficient 

softened its removal is never an easy matter, for in that state it is 

fragile and tears so easily that the operation is but rarely accompanie 
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‘by success. Another method, in many cases more sure and convenient, 

consists in placing the several pieces of burnt paper upon the surface of 

water contained in a fairly large receptacle, such as a wash-hand basin. 

The basin should be white inside so as to better observe the fragments. 

When the latter float they may be lifted out upon dry gummed paper 

and the whole placed upon blotting paper or any inclined surface to 

dry. The pieces obtained in this way are more legible. Unfortunately 

the burnt paper does not always float. Frequently, doubtless when 

there is much baryta in the composition of the paper, it sinks with 

‘rapidity and can only be caught up with difficulty—often indeed it 

- cannot be fished up at all. We must in this case try to catch the sinking 

paper before it has reached the bottom and to this end the gummed 
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paper is placed under the water so that the burnt paper comes to rest 

upon it. | 

: There are unfortunately many kinds of paper which, when burnt, 

‘refuse to become impregnated with water, remaining always friable and 

stiff in spite of all efforts to damp them. In this case little can be 

hoped for, for carbon which cannot be softened breaks into little bits 

- when gummed. No doubt it may be softened in oil, but then all the 

characters, formerly legible, generally disappear. We may add that the 

skill of hand necessary for this work cannot be obtained without practice, 

nor can it be supposed that everything will work well when necessity 

arises; without some preliminary trials—however few they be—no good 
eT nl Dan Th! Se 

result can be obtained, and when something of importance is to be pre- 

served, documents of value will certainly be damaged. 

q When all the pieces of burnt paper in the stove have been collected 

‘and gummed so as to leave nothing beyond a few little bits of no 

Importance, we cut up the papers on which they have been gummed, 

leaving as narrow a border round the burnt paper as is possible, and 

shen begin the troublesome business of reconstruction. The paper is 

one the less fragile in spite of the gumming and it must be handled 

vith caution. Moreover nothing can be read-except when looking at a 
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eases, only, with the aid of a lamp. When some connection is formed 

4 between the various pieces, we do not gum them, for a double thickness 

srtain angle, making the light fall in a particular manner, and, in most 

4 of tracing paper and gum would render it impossible to read the reverse. 

_ The side gummed to the tracing paper is besides nearly always unread- 

“able. We must be contented therefore with numbering the different pieces 

80 as to know their order. 

oe 61 
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Further it may be remarked that pieces on which nothing can at 

first be read should not be cast aside, for a chemist may be able to at 

life into this apparently dead material. If he can do nothing, recourse 

must be had to photography, professional photography alone can be of 

service in this connection ®™. iat Al 
N 

Finally, paper which has been quite recently burnt and which has ‘ 

not been completely consumed, may sometimes recommence to burn on 

coming into open contact with the air. This must not be forgotten ot or 

the Investigating Officer may be surprised during the night by a fir 

breaking out in his desk where everything has been deposited till the . 

morning. | 1 0) ii 



CHAPTER XIII. 

FOOTPRINTS AND OTHER IMPRESSIONS. 

Section i.—Footprints. | 
ee ee ee 

A. General notions. 

Footprints are often of decisive importance, but we must know how 
Sete DK Oia b Ch ie BEES Ly 

_ to observe, preserve, and utilize®® the impressions in order to be able to 

get any good out of them. Kecourse is rarely had to them, for several 

" reasons which it is impossible to pass over in silence. As a rule, foot- 

prints are but seldom found where they are wanted. Moreover, when 

they exist, they are rarely entire and complete, and for that reason are 

considered of no value. As regards really clean footprints, it seldom 

. happens that they are preserved so as to remain intact, or to inspire 

certainty that they have some connection with the case. People who 

» have come upon the scene of a crime after it has taken place also leave 

traces of their feet, fouling the important print, so that one can no longer 

tell which is the significant footprint and which the useless one. On the 

~ other hand when well preserved traces do exist, the essential thing is to 

be able to interpret them and to know how to make good use of them. 

" On this science is dumb and has hardly even approached the question. 

Books treating on the subject are very few and deal with but a small 

number of experiments. Experiments besides are not easy. A mass of 

material of all kinds is necessary in order that experiments may be made 

from different points of view (gait, tread, footwear, ground, &c). Then 

yery accurate measurements must be taken and numerous groupings of OF, Sabb ty Sie 1 a 

arts arranged, while the results obtained must be carefully preserved 

nd trials made regarding the best mode of their preservation. More- 

yer, preparatory study in fairly advanced anatomy and physiology must 

be undertaken; finally, and this part of the subject is the most fruitful 

in results, a series of views must be obtained by instantaneous photo- 

raphy. If one disregards the aspect of the human footprint during the 

smallest fraction of a second, it is impossible to pronounce definitely upon 

atters of this kind. : 
The first step taken in this direction has been made by the well- 
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own system of photography, Anschutz, of Lissa (Posen), which has 
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given us most excellent instantaneous photographs of men running. The — 

American Muybridge has arrived very near to the solution of the problem 

by making at the same moment three photographs of a man running, one 

_ from in front, the second from behind, and the third from the side; this 

was effected with the help of three cameras each containing 12 plates — 

worked by electricity. This series of experiments has not yet been 

completed, and in order to make use of them, more of such minute 

experiments must be made from other points of view, without mention- — 

ing a profound study of the results already obtained. As we now know — 

the direction in which experiment ought to be made we have the right — 

to hope for success and definite conclusions, but none the less several 

years’ work is required in order to arrive at precise and practical results. 

Much may be expected of photography; with it the tread of the foot. 

may be photographed from below. ‘To do this a ladder placed at a cer- 

tain height and in a horizontal position is covered with plates of very 

strong crystal and a man walks upon them with bare feet and advancing 

slowly. Meanwhile the foot is photographed from below and as often as 

possible, through the glass. The operation is difficult but gives surprising 

results. : 

The author delays the publication of the results of his personal — 

investigations (already terminated or yet to be terminated) until he has_ 

quite completed the necessary studies. In the meanwhile he intends in — 

the following chapter to give what is already to be found in the special _ 

literature on the subject ©®—*, drawing on his own experience for such 

observations as seem to him of interest. : 

gp . ene te A De 

B. How to observe Footprints. 

1. PREPARATORY. 

The necessity for the Investigating Officer of observing traces of foo : 

prints whenever opportunity is offered to him has already been pointed 

out. In European towns it is a difficult task, for on their pavements, 

carefully swept as they are, no prints are left and the observations which 

may be made upon a muddy portion of the road would be too short t¢ 

give serious results. The country, on the other hand, and most India‘ 

—— — SS —_ —es ee: 

cities, offer in this connection inexhaustible resources: in the mud, th 

snow, and especially in the fine dust of the main roads, what oppor 

tunities there are for interesting observations! It is a veritable book, a 

reading as instructive as it is captivating. It isin the country that our ~ 
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studies must be carried on. Whoever desires to commence the study of 

footprints upon the scene of the crime will discover practically nothing at 

all. A footprint is an impression, in a sense like all other impressions 

but in fact very different from them. And in addition it is not always 

well defined and when it is defined one cannot take it away with one; 

even if one could, it would be impossible to search the whole town and 

make experiments with every citizen to see if he is the author of the 

crime. These considerations detract,from the value of footprints. One 

must learn how to see, and one cannot learn how to see without practising. 

| What does an outsider see through a microscope? What does a hunts- 

~ man see or hear in the field and the forest when all seems dead to another? 

~ what does the artist see in a picture which is to an unartistic person but 

an assemblage of coloured figures? What is wearisome chaos to a beginner 

_ is a world full of life and ideas to the man who knows. A few footprints 

~ do not amount to much, but to the Investigating Officer they may mean 
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everything, upon them may depend the success of his work—the salva- 

- tion of an innocent and the conviction of a guilty person. One sees that 

" this microcosm which leaves these prints is not wanting in importance. 

Here, again, the Investigating Officer ust unite his observations in a 

5 mpathetic whole. It does not suffice to look at large numbers of foot- 

prints; by only looking at them no order can be given to his ideas, 

1othing will be retained, nothing will be grouped, and the utility of what 

nay have been seen will, through seeing too much, be nil. To be able 

jo obtain some advantage from these studies, one may commence by 

jonsidering attentively, and following, for example on a dusty road, the 

- impressions of the feet of small and big persons, of boots and bare feet, 

of the footprints of animals, and the wheels of vehicles intermingled 

confusedly. The beginner will be unable to freely discriminate between 

hem and will have enough trouble in differentiating the footprints of 

inall and big men and those of people with boots and without boots. 

n time he will notice that the fashions of the shoes or boots are very 

ifferent; the nails, the heels, the shape of the sole, etc., will present 

differences. A repeated impression will especially attract his attention 
c. 

by its dimensions and large size. Here he will lose it, there it will 

4 pear again and he will greet it with ever increasing interest; the 

eginner has found a footprint; he is now upon “a good track,” and 

A RA NIRA BAS INCRE AE RSI vill begin to take an interest in the matter. Let us then continue to 

follow this large footprint. We find an impression of it of particular 

“distinctness. We stop and examine it closely; we can count the nails, 
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observe that some of them are missing, and that the right shoe which has 

been mended carries on the sole a little bit of leather strongly fastened on. 

Now it is impossible to lose or confound this footprint. We go on further 

and we perceive that our friend has all at once left beside the traces of 

his feet that of a stick. He was no doubt tired and leaned upon his stick 

which he had up to then been carrying under hisarm. In the meantime 

we note that the mark of the stick is not that of an iron ferrule nor a 

regular round surface such as a stick in long use would have. The marks — 

are pointed and dug into the ground. We retvrn to the spot where we 

perceived the trace of the stick for the first time and look around us, and 

then what do we discover? Beside the road the branch of a thorn bush, } 

of about the thickness of the thumb, has been quite recently cut. Our 

friend therefore was not carrying the stick under his arm. He cut the 

stick, rounded it off roughly, and in that way the cleft-shaped impressions” 

were made. Let us follow our man. All at once he has obliquely crossed 

the road and has then gone backwards and forwards several times. What 

could have been the reason? The state of things seems to reveal nothin | 
At 

the border of the road we perceive in the dust the impressions of short 

and yet the whole is cleared up—thanks to a prolonged examination. 

foot-steps belonging to a child with bare feet. These footprints come | 

down the road, and it may be noticed that all of a sudden they begin to — 

go backwards and forwards although the feet do not appear to have turned” 

round, the toes being always pointed forwards. Just at this place 1 | 

path begins towards a house, situated at a little distance from the road. — 
In the dust of this path one sees the trace of a dog which comes and | 

goes. Now, it is clear. The child was going along the road. ‘The dog | 

came from the house and began to bark at the child which, too frightened 

to advance, was forced to give ground. Our friend coming along the 

road has chased the dog with the stick he has just cut and he and the © 

child have then continued on their way in opposite directions. -* 

Let us continue to follow our friend. Here he has met an acquain= _ 

tance—for his footprint strikes across the road, as does that of some one 

who was coming in the opposite direction. They have spoken togethe 

for a long time, for they have often changed their position. One of then 

has emptied his pipe, for there are ashes on the road; he has relit it, fo : 

several freshly struck matches are lying on the ground. Some have bee el 

tramped into the dust by the heel of our man. Now, we have som 

hope of catching him, for the talk with his friend must have taken plael 

not much more than 10 minutes ago. He has used numerous matches t a 
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' light his pipe. It must therefore be that the strong wind which has been 

: blowing for about 10 minutes was blowing at that time. At length he 

has continued on the road, but not alone. He is accompanied by the 

acquaintance with whom he has been talking for so long and who has 

retraced his steps to go along with him. ‘The pipe has burnt well, and 

there must have been strong tobacco in it, for the smoker has expecto- 

rated beside his footprints on several occasions. The second man is of 

‘small stature; for, if we measure exactly, we find that for ten paces of 
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our man his companion takes.eleven, and in consequence his legs are 

sensibly shorter. What has made him decide to turn back? It is easy 

" to guess; at 60 paces we perceive an inn near the road and the footprints 

lead to it. 
We continue on our way, to attend to our own business, and several 

“hours later we return by the same road. Long before we near the inn 

in question we again find the footprints of our friend; we recognise them 

and are certain of them. Yet they have another aspect. At times they 

are at the edge of the road, at times in the middle, at times the impres- 

sions start away, one from the other, while at times they cross one 

nother ; we notice sometimes large strides and at other times small ones. 

We then make a determination as to time; our friend has remained a 

0 g tume at the inn. 

_ No doubt we do not always have the opportunity of deducing so much 

from a single print, but it will always be possible, if circumstances are 

10t too unfavourable, to obtain some positive imformation. It suffices to 

horoughly examine the footprint one follows, and to engrave in one’s 

nemory all the distinctive marks which prevent us losing it, even if it 

ise ppear for a little while among others, or under the effect of unfavour- 

ble conditions. 

_ Another mode of observation is to select among several footprints 

yhich follow or meet one another, those of one particular person and then 

etermine whether they belong to a man or woman, to a tall or short 
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erson, to a person walking or running, etc.; and to thereupon try to 

a ich the person in question and to verify the accuracy of the supposition 
X 

made. To do this with some certainty nothing better can be recommen- 

ed than to accurately observe the walk of every one we meet and who - 

t ives footprints, and then compare the footprint left with the information 

me may have been able to obtain regarding that person. Redoubled 

tention will be given to the mark when it discloses certain peculiarities, 
A ‘ 

When it, for example, belongs to a person who takes steps of extraordinary 

eS Fy. 7 2 
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length or shortness, who stamps or shakes, loiters or deviates, to a man 
who has bow legs (in the form of an O or X), who limps dragging a leg” 
behind or leans upon a stick, etc. When some such thing is noticed — 

one will try to determine if the footprint itself presents any striking 

peculiarity, and if so whether the peculiarities in walk can be connected 

with those in the footprints. | 

All such observations are only of value if noted down in writing and | 

systematically classified, and, being repeated as often as possible, ranged — 

alongside one another for reciprocal control. It is only when they rise 

above the suggestions of simple accident, when the series of observations 

is as extensive as possible, when the same fact often appears accompanied 

with the same phenomena, that one can really, within the limits imposed ~ 

upon the judgment of man, speak of cause and effect. When for example 

one has once or twice observed that in certain steps of extraordinary 

length the outside corner of the heel of the shoe makes a very deep 

impression in the ground, this may be the effect of chance or of a 

peculiarity of the person. If this fact is noticed often without finding 

any exception, it may be presumed that one has discovered a connection 

of cause and effect, 7.e., a rule. And if one finds a single impression 

with the border of the heel-print particularly deep, one will say this trace — 

is that of a person who at least at this moment took steps of extra- 

ordinary length. 

For a science like that of footprints, which is yet in its infancy, the 

number of experiments can never be considered great enough. No clear 

ideas can be obtained on the subject until after having collected much 

material and performed numerous experiments. People interested in the — 

matter may exercise themselves practically in the observations spoken of — 

above by studying artificially made footprints. This is always possibl 

on a suitable surface ; fine dust, the half dried mud of the road, not too dee} 

freshly fallen snow which has not yet begun to melt. Footprints of a 

kinds can be made: stationary, walking (slow or fast), running, or ju np 

ing. Then again walking on a flat surface, uphill or down, burdened an 

not burdened, tired or fresh, &c. Each footprint thus produced shoul 

be studied most minutely and carefully compared with the others to fin 

out what there is in common, note the differences between them, at 

apply the results obtained to the observation of the footprints of anoth 

person. 4 

Most particular attention should be given to the impressions of bai 

feet, impressions which may be preserved to serve later as an accura 
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means of comparison. The best method of obtaining these impressions 
is to produce them on paper. .The paper should be fixed to the floor of a 
room, if possible with drawing pins. When the paper is not fixed it rises 

at each step and the impressions do not*take on clearly, Then a tin 
vessel is taken, 12 to 16 inches long and 8 inches wide, in which is placed 
a piece of cloth, felt, or folded linen, a little smaller in size than the 

vessel. This cloth is then damped with a solution of some finely pul- 
-yerized colour, as much as possible of an earthy kind, as for example dark 

» ink, burnt sienna, Kassler Earth, etc., which may be procured for a few 

_ pence in sufficient quantity to make numerous experiments. Ordinary 

ink or an aniline colour dissolves in water and does very well; but it is 
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difficult to get rid of these colours, whereas the powders mentioned 

disappear immediately on contact with water. This substance then is 

~ mixed with water and a little gum: arabic, so that the whole becomes 

of about the thickness of glycerine or oil. The colouring substance is 

then placed upon the piece of cloth in the vessel so that the cloth is 

completely impregnated. The vessel is then placed upon the floor. The 

Operator walks, and with bare feet, first on the cloth and then on the paper. 

‘Various ways of walking are tried, ordinary walking, standing, running, 

etc. The foot is not again moistened until the colour has almost com- 

pletely gone. | 

It is still better when (according to Ménkeméller & Kaplan ®) the 

sole of the foot is moistened with an alcoholic solution of chloride of iron 

before being reproduced on the paper. Then the copy is moistened with 

a solution of ammon. sulf. cyanide 25 parts, alcohal 100 parts, and ether 

1000, which gives a very clear copy “8”, 

_ In carrying out this experiment the operator must not neglect to 

note after each footprint how it has been produced, whether by walk- 

ng, standing, running, &c., as well as the peculiarities of the person 
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who produced it, as for example whether he be a man of say 30 years 

ld, 5 feet 10 inches in height, strong and healthy, with somewhat small 

dval shaped feet. One will also attempt to obtain impressions of the feet 

of other persons, of different ages and different sexes and in different 
+3 

| walks of life. Particular attention should be paid to the observation 
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of the footprints of persons whose walk presents certain peculiarities 

a such as swaying, loitering, bow-legged, springing or jumping sort of 

valk, heavy pace, &c. 
_ Every Investigating Officer ought to have as rich a collection as 

% ossible of those impressions, which keep well and never get rubbed out. 

62 
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Ina real crime he will try to make comparisons with the examples in this . 

collection and in this way will be able to obtain unexpected results.* 

The following passage borrowed from a newspaper is inserted in order } 

to point out to what lengths the observation of footprints may take 

us. It is not asserted that the Investigating Officer ought to push things 

as far as this, but it will not be without interest to know just how far in 

case of need the art of observing footprints can be carried. The extract — 

relates to the Khojies or trackers of Northern India. They are principally — 
to be found in the Panjab and are employed to trace stolen cattle by their — 

footprints (kori or pyra). They do this even for a hundred miles, and their — 

success, even through unpromising places, as sandy plains and gravel and 

kankar beds, and over rivers and swamps, is very extraordinary. The 

Panjab Khoji is similar to the Paggi of Gujerat. The system of tracking 

criminals to their homes and haunts. rests in India solely on the respon-_ 

sibility of village headmen for the good behaviour of their charge. 

‘The principal source of wealth of the natives of India and especially | 

in the neighbourhood of the large rivers such as the Indus and the 

Ganges consists in their horses and cattle. It is not astonishing that at 

the same time a particular industry is developed, I mean that of the 

theft of horses and cattle. When the thief is not immediately pursued it 

rarely becomes possible to see again the tail of the horse or ox which has. 

been stolen, at least without having recourse to a “ track-finder’’. These 

people who hail from Kapurthala State are the terrors not only of — 

thieves but also of all other criminals. This occupation like all others in 

India is peculiar to a caste in which it is perpetuated from father to son. 

There are families of “ track-finders’’ who pride themselves in possess- 
ing a genealogical tree so well established that a Kuropean nobleman 

would be jealous of it. The Khoji—that is to say the seeker-out, 01 

follower—is brought up from infancy to chase criminals and is careful Vv 

trained in view of this dangerous industry. In this way his skill an 

endurance is astonishing. A skilled searcher will recognise from the mos 

imperceptible signs the way in which the person whom he is pursuing 

has fled, whether he has lain down and how long he has rested if he ii 

tired, what he carries and a thousand other things. The writer of thes 

lines has recently had an opportunity of himself observing a Khoji at hi 

work. Some cloths and linen had been stolen during the night and 
ae ee ae - 3 

* This collection ought strictly to contain also footprints in plaster and cement ; but the 

are so large and heavy that only people who are special experts in the subject dream of collee 

ing them, Others must wait until we have Criminal Museums in our Law Colleges. 
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_ wished to put the skill of the Khojis to the proof. The footprint of the 

_ thief was soon discovered. Then commenced a veritable chase of. 

the following footprints which my eye, though none too bad, could 

_ not discover. “Here” said the Khoji, showing several almost impercep- 

 tible footprints, “the thief has rested for a few moments, he carried two 

bundles. Here he has rested again, but this time for longer.” In 

this way we followed the footprints all day and in the evening we caught 

the thief who fancied himself already in safety. The pursuit is often 

- hindered by serious difficulties. While the Khoji has marvellous skill in 

reaching the criminal, the latter is not often less cunning, and does all in 

his power to hide up his tracks. When he has gone a little way on foot he 

rolls a piece of cloth round his feet, and walks for a little while on all fours, 

walks backwards, or crosses a stream or river. But a good seeker does not 

- allow all that to lead him into error. Distance does not enter into account. 

I recently heard of a case in Cashmere where a Khoji had followed an 

assassin for about 200 miles and had at last found him in the prison of a 

little village where he had been taken in the act of theft. It often 

i eerpens that murderers commit crimes of lesser importance in order 

to put Khojis off the scent and thereby undergo a much less punish- 

‘ment “), Certain Khojis are famous for their knowledge of localities. 

‘They know the footprints of every person within a certain perimeter just 

‘as we remember a face. One day some jewels had been stolen from the 

residence of the Maharaja of Kapurthala. A Khoji was sent for, who 

after having found the footprints of the thief said quietly: it is so and so. 

The man named was found at the very moment when he was beginning 

to melt down the stolen articles. On the occasion of another theft the 

Khoji seemed to recognise the footprint but he would name no one, 

al though he was scoffed at by the natives for his supposed want of 

success. I learnt later by chance that the thief was his own son: it 

need hardly be said that this time he escaped. 

' We will cite another example of the extraordinary skill of the Khojis. 

~The tracker had followed a criminal as far as the bank of the Bias. 

“There he lost the track, the Maharajah having crossed the river with 200 

persons in his train. In the midst of so many footprints it seemed abso- 

lutely impossible to find the footprint again but the Khoji decided not to 

i yeup the pursuit. So as to better fix the footprint in his memory he 

ent back several miles following the old footprint again, came back to the 

iver, crossed to the other side, and recognised in the midst of more than 

)0 footprints that of the individual in question and found him after a 
« ig 
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pursuit of about eight days. It may be remarked that a Khoji can be 

seen here who has been paralysed for many years but who, in spite of 
this infirmity, mounts his horse and armed with a long stick follows the | 
traces of criminals of which he is the terror. His paralysis is due to 
poisoning. The Khojis are naturally not very sure of their lives. | 

‘In seeking for a stolen animal, the Khoji knows exactly whether it 

has been led, driven, or ridden. When the impréssions of the hind feet 

are stronger it may be concluded that the beast has been ridden, for — 

the natives do not sit in the middle but more to the rear of the animal. 

If on the other hand the beast is burdened the impressions of the hoofs 

are less far away from one another, for the step is naturally slower than 

when one drives it before one, &c.” | ; 

Our Police would no doubt be happy to be able to enrol some good 

Khojis in their ranks. 

2. OBSERVATION IN AN ACTUAL CASE. 

It is natural in criminal cases, especially when they are of great 

importance and the author of the crime is unknown, that the footprints 

should be carefully examined ®#—*®, We have already repeatedly said — 

that traces which exist must be carefully guarded from damage and that | 

the subordinate members of the police force and village servants should — 

be given instructions to that effect for they, in nearly every case, are first 

to arrive at the scene of the crime. Let us here call attention to a fault i 

which is generally committed. It is commonly only in the immediate | 

neighbourhood of the crime that footprints are looked for, and not further 

away. It rarely happens that we find on the scene of the crime itsell 

footprints of any utility, either through the criminal having taken the 

precaution to efface them or an account of their having been trodden upot 

and rendered invisible by the arrival of other persons. : 

These reasons no longer exist when we make investigations at som 

little distance from the scene of action. There nearly always exist 

somewhere a piece of clean land capable of receiving a footprint; ther 

the criminal has not taken so many precautions as at first and perha 

no one else has yet passed over this spot. No doubt it is much mo 

difficult to establish that a print which is at some distance away has a 

connection with the crime. But it is not nearly so difficult as is gen 

rally supposed. 4 

It is in the nature of things that a criminal does not return by th | 
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same road immediately after having accomplished his crime, but on the 

contrary he makes off in a round-about direction: he decamps behind 

the house, through the garden, and across the fields. If one looks for and 

finds here a fresh footprint which does not appear to be the continu- 

ation of an ordinary walk, it may be supposed to belong to the criminal. 

It will then be submitted to a most minute study, after we have been 

assured by the people in the house and by neighbours that none of them 

have come that way and that they can give no other explanation of the 

footprint than that it must belong to a person who has been on the scene 

of the crime before any of them and has been making off in this round- 

about manner. If moreover it can be proved that the footprint appears 

to be that of a person running, another step will be gained; and we will 

: obtain further confirmation if able to determine, e.g., that the footprint 

has been produced by a person who has passed there in the night and 

without knowing the ground. It may indeed be easily presumed when 

the individual in question has hit against a stone, fallen into a ditch, 

rolled over a bank, &c., that he has not passed that way in the day time. 

_ Other indications often exist: when for example a large number of 

articles have been carried away from the scene of the crime and the thief 

has rested on the road, and laid down his burden; or has lost or even 

thrown away one of the stolen articles. These are certificates of identity 

of the footprint as certain as can possibly be. Another strong case is that 

of a single footprint, evidently produced by the criminal and found near 

the spot, resembling other footprints which lead further away. In this 

last case especially one often neglects, after a footprint has been found, 

0 look for others at a greater distance. But anyone who knows how 

lecessar'y it is to examine carefully a footprint and studies several of 

them will not neglect even in this case to look for footprints that may be 

liscovered far away from the scene of action. 

_ Who now is the person who ought to occupy himself with looking for 

ind re footprints ? We reply without hesitation: the Investigat- 

g Officer. It is not our intention in expressing this opinion to give birth: 

oa es as regards competence with Medical Jurisprudents, like Zenker 

0 E Schievelbein or Vocke of Munich, by pretending that the Investigating 

Officer alone is competent in the matter; but we are firmly convinced 

ie 

? here as in all other cases the Medical Jurisprudent should only be 
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n , 7 - a lowed to intervene at the precise moment when the general principle 

lows him to, that is to say, when he is called upon to give his opinion 
> @ specialist upon the results of a preliminary inquiry into the whole 
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circumstances. We believe that the Investigating Officer is wrong in 

leaving all the work to the doctor, because he is too careless or too 

ignorant to do it himself and has not directly under his hand another 

specialist. If the doctor and the Investigating Officer have not turned 

attention to the study of footprints, they will obtain no result, either one 

or the other. In spite of all the knowledge which the former may have 

regarding the anatomy of the foot, the physiology of the phenomenon of 

walking, etc., he will be able to draw no profit from this knowledge, if he 

has not himself made a special study of footprints. As regards these 

studies they require much time and trouble, which the Medical Juris- 

prudent is handicapped in giving to them. We have far too high an idea 

of the sphere of the doctor and his functions in all the branches of medical — : 

science to think that he can specially occupy himself with the study of 

footprints. The Investigating Officer has much less to deal with than the 

Medical Jurisprudent. It is his business to occupy himself with those — 

things which are part of his functions, and in consequence he will be called _ 

upon to devote attention to the search for, preservation, and valuation — 

of footprints. If his medical expert takes an interest in the matter, the — 

Investigating Officer will accept with pleasure his assistance. For the — 

more eyes used the more things will be discovered. A medical expert 

who has studied the question is certainly in this connection the most — 

useful specialist the Investigating Officer can have. As the work in con- — 

nection with footprints is not as a rule of the most simple description — 

and requires time and trouble, the help of a medical man is all the more 

to be desired since the latter cannot help giving us a better idea of the 

case. He will then be able to formulate his opinion, which would have 

been asked for all the same even if he had no help from the footprints, | 

much more easily than if he had remained up to that moment entirely 

uninformed about them. Only the doctor can decide whether there is 

room to conclude from the trace of a foot that the owner of that foot has - 

some corporeal infirmity (is a cripple, apoplectic, or paralytic, etc.). The 

Investigating Officer will furnish the materials, will illustrate if need be 

by loans made from his collections of footprints and traces, and will ask 

his advice. | "I 
But, besides the medical man, the Investigating Officer ought fre- 

quently, even in this case, to have recourse to other specialists. If it bea 

question of booted feet, an intelligent shoe-maker can always give useful : 

information. He will be able, no doubt, to say whether the shape of the — | 

shoe is common in the neighbourhood, or, on the contrary, whence it is 
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likely to come; whether the boot has been repaired and what the repairs 

are; what class of persons is in the habit of wearing shoes of that kind; 

whether the wearer uses his shoes is in a peculiar manner, wears out 

more on one toe than on another; and what peculiarities in the bodily 

build of the wearer experience teaches him are present. A shoemaker 

who reflects (and the political cobbler has not yet disappeared !) can 

even point out sore places, for he has often had opportunities of observ- 

Lb 5 ha Al hg he AN 

ing, thanks to the complaints of his customers and the repairs that he 

has been obliged to do for them, that there is always a connecting link of 

, cause and effect between the pain and the resistance, which determines 

’ the wearing away of a special portion of the sole. Thus if one has a sore 

| place or corn on the ball of the big toe, one will naturally tread more 

’ heavily on the heel and outer side of the foot so as to relieve the pressure 

on the part that pains. 

| The specialist who in this case often renders the best service is the 

skilful and experienced sportsman. He has made preliminary studies 

very similar to those which are now occupying our attention. He has 

often observed the traces of game in order to obtain profit from that 

knowledge. He sees traces in a spot where another would hardly be 

able to see a mark. He therefore knows how to determine in what 

direction the trace continues, even when one has only perceived for a 

moment the impression, feeble and incomplete as it is, of a single foot- 

_ print, and what is still more valuable he alone knows how to pick up a lost 

_ trace even after it has been interrupted for a considerable distance. The 

experienced sportsman knows other things as well. He knows exactly 

the kind of weather there has been each hour for the last few days and 

what influence the temperature has upon traces. He is also able to say 

li A es 

_ when a particular footprint has been made, and he will not easily confuse 

with each other footprints which have not been made at the same time. 

‘He can thus follow better than any one else a special footprint in the 

‘midst of several others. The sportsman is also accustomed to observe at 

what speed an animal has travelled: he knows this by what he calls the 

a “glide,” or “slide”, that is to say the slipping which happens when an 

_ animal galloping alighis upon damp soil, as is nearly always the case in 

the forest, and as its feet touch the ground slides forwards to get into a 

“new stride. Deer, roe, and pigs make this mark very distinctly. It is 

- however clearly visible only in wet clay. On other soil one sees no traces 

ol it except when accustomed to note it, and this training the sportsman, 

and the sportsman alone, possesses. When we have at our disposal a 

yy 
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man of this description, of age and experience, one cannot do better 

than make use of him. Nothing can possibly replace an assistant of this 

kind, for he will be able to elucidate many cases which without him would 

remain unsolvable. 

Let us now pass to the different kinds of footprints. In the first place 

we must determine whether the person who has produced them was bare- 

footed or wore shoes, a matter which is of considerable importance in 

examining and utilising the print. Those who have occupied themselves 

with this question are not exactly in agreement. One side, Zenker for 

example, says that it is regrettable that one so seldom finds traces of 

bare feet, for they furnish the most information. Another, for example 

Shauenstein, remarks that the sole of a shoe furnishes, thanks to the 

nails, repairs, &c., so many signs of identity that 1t is much more easy to 

work with footprints of booted feet than with those of bare feet. The 

author thinks that the best conclusion would be to say: “the booted 

foot gives more clues, the bare foot has more physiognomy ” ; so that the 

observer, according to his temperament, may prefer the former or the 

latter. The scrupulous and accurate observer, trained to take exact 

measurements and having some taste for mathematics, will prefer the 

impressions of booted feet. -He will carefully take all the measurements 

of the sole, will count the nails, measure the pieces of leather nailed on 

to the sole, &c., and will give a perfect image of the general impression, 

an image which it will be difficult to confuse with others. The other 

observer capable of seizing, from a general view and the strength of his 

memory, a not very distinct impression—able besides to trust to his 

instinct for shape and form, by taking into consideration a certain number 

of signs which it is impossible to express in numbers but which none the 

less exist with absolute distinctness—such a man will work more readily — 

with traces of bare feet. The measurements in this case give very 

uncertain results, for the plant of the bare foot leaves always a rounded — 

impression and never presents fixed borders like the sole of the shoe, and — 

in consequence it does not produce a clean impression such as one is able — 

to utilise from the point of view of measurements. We must then look — 

for and describe, so far as possible, striking marks and appearances, with 

a view to render more accurate measurements which can at best be only 

approximate. The whole impression alone can elucidate the matter, and 

it gives in effect, when circumstances are not too unfavourable, a veritable 

physiognomy, even more precise and more characteristic than that of many 

a human face. = 
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One may then say with Masson, and rightly, that the details of all 

the impressions of a bare foot are in each particular case so distinctive and 

so characteristic that it is always possible to differentiate them, one from 

another, and recognise again the same impression. This is wholly true 

only when the impressions in question have been produced under iden- 

tical conditions. If, for example, one reverts to the process indicated 

_ above for producing by means of colouring matter impressions of bare 

feet, one will be able to convince oneself of the difference in aspect pre- 

sented by impressions made by the same foot. If the foot has just been 

' well moistened with the colour and is passed over packing paper which 

has been rolled up as one rolls a carpet, so as to make a continuous 

path, the first impression is well coloured, while the others become less 

and less so until quite indistinct. If then the Jast and the first impression 

thus produced be compared, one will see how difficult it is to find this_ 

famous “characteristic resemblance.” The difficulty increases if, in 

producing the first impression with the sticky colour, one slips the foot a 

little outwards, while in the production of the others one walks with a 

f m and confident step. The first footprint, gliding and well coloured, 

ind the last, firm and poorly coloured, present but a hopeless minimum 

yf this “ characteristic resemblance.” 

_ Similar results are obtained when various colouring matters are chosen 

that is to say of different consistency, viscosity, and colouring) upon 

lifferent foundations. The same foot wet with an equal quantity of the 

ame colouring matter gives upon an unplaned and rough plank a very 

afferent. impression to what it does upon a sheet of smooth and carefully 

tretched paper. i | | 

Masson denies the “‘great importance of pigments’’ (colouring-matters 

0n footprints, although all experience teaches the contrary. One should 

Otice when a person steps out of the water and walks on the smooth 

or round a swimming bath. The first marks of the quite wet feet are 

irge and full, as if made by a flat-footed person. The more the water wal ys te) Me ee Tet 

<aae ines, the smaller and narrower become the markg—this example is as 

Valuable for our work as many a long discussion. It is however to be 

noticed that we see, for example in deep, fine dust on the high road, many 

racks of flat-footed people. The reason of this is different. If the dust is 
pretty thick, the foot sinks in so far that the curve of the instep also forms 
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rt of the impression, when the curve is not pronounced. Then the 

pression looks as if it had been produced by a flat-footed person. But 

| closer investigation the deception is discovered, for in the track even 
' 63 
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the deeply impressed instep appears, while the truly flat-footed person 

always produces a flat impression, without moulding. 

It is easy to understand that the size of the prints may vary consid- 

erably. Thus Masson has found by measuring different footprints 

produced by the feet of eight individuals that the variations were— 

In length from cs .. 9 to 23 Millimetres. 

In breadth from EEE pik tok ry 

For the width of the narrow Her iteyy ee aki 

portion of the sole from 4 

For the inclination of the line ) 
0 to 21 ‘3 

of the toes from | ) 

These differences occurred not through different forms which the 

foot may take but when the same ground was chosen to walk upon and 

the same colouring matter and method of placing the foot down was 

observed. 

To sum up what we have said we come to the conclusion that the 

process to be employed for the impressions of booted and bare feet is 

quite different. For an impression of the former it always suffices for 

future use to have an exact description of the impression of the sole with 

the note of the measurements and numbers, care being taken to indicate 

all dimensions, the number of the nails (not only of those which exist but 

of those which are missing) in the front part of the sole and in the heel 

separately, the shape and condition of preservation of the latter, patches 

if there be any, and every other distinctive sign. If the question subse- 

quently arises as to the connection between the sole of which the impression 

has been found and that of a suspected individual, all that is necessary is — 

to measure and count the whole again. It is quite otherwise with the © 

impression of a bare foot. The impression as a whole, that is to say, its | 

physiognomy, cannot be reproduced by description, by drawing, or by © 

photography. It is besides impossible to fix it for long in the memory — 

and the comparison of a footprint formerly seen with that belonging to a — 

suspect arrested subsequently, when the former is no longer under one’s — 

eyes, is of no utility and can serve no purpose. We must have the two 

impressions on the table before us. We must measure and compare | 

them several times before being able to pronounce any opinion about 

them. And it is even necessary in reproducing the footprint of the 

person suspected for comparison with the corpus delicti to have the latter 

under one’s eyes so that the method of production of the two impressions 

may take place in as nearly similar circumstances as possible, Caussée, 
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who has made comparisons of this kind with defibrinated blood, has 

long ago stated that as much blood must be placed on the sole of the foot 

on the second occasion as there was when the first footprint was 

produced. Schauenstein thinks that this is easier to say than to do. It 

_ seems difficult but in reality, when the necessary precautions are taken, 

J. eee eer - 

_ the experiment is as easy as it is certain. ‘To ftnd the same base will 

not be difficult; the same wood with identically the same surface, the 

same flagging, the same paper, etc., can always be found. Nor is there 

_ great difficulty in finding out what colouring matter has been employed. 

If need be, specialists must be asked what was the colouring substance 

_ which has produced the first footprint. 

All that remains to be done is to determine the quantity of colouring 
a ik | A i ll a a al eC PLACA. i i A Pah matter used. This can only be done by reproducing a series of footprints. 

The man who is being experimented upon as described above is made to 

tread upon a plate washed over and impregnated with the colouring 

matter, so that the sole of the foot is completely covered, and then he is 

_made to give impressions of his foot, side by side, upon the base in 

question (without again rubbing the foot in the colouring matter), until 

the prints are almost unrecognisable. The footprint connected with the 

crime (we shall in future term this the original footprint) is then com- 

pared successively with the footprints that have just been produced and 

from among them is chosen that which shows just the same amount of 
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colouring matter as the original. This always and easily succeeds as 

the author has demonstrated in numerous cases. 

_ The colouring matter naturally comes off with a regularity which de- 

pends on its own nature and the nature of the ground; and, if it comes 

off in the same way during the experiment, the same thing must have 

happened when the original was produced. It is therefore necessary to 

fir d each time, by this easy experiment, a footprint resembling the original 

in the quantity of colouring substance, ?.¢., in the force and the precision 

of the impression. As regards the resemblance of the shape, that is to 

Se y, the question whether the individual suspected is identical with the 

author of the original, it is the work of comparison to tell us. What we 

wish to demonstrate now is the necessity of preserving at all costs all 

traces of footprints of naked feet, whereas those of booted feet may some- 

times be reproduced from accurate measurement and description. 

' Further on we will point out how to preserve footprints. Footprints 

should be preserved in the same way as blood marks. See Chapter XIV. 

} More often than not they will be found upon planks of wood or stone 

os P 
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flags. It is absolutely necessary to remove with the chisel and carry 

away the portion of the plank in question. In certain cases only, where, 

e.g., only portions of quite small size, such as the impression of a single — 

toe, have been preserved, it will suffice to remove the top layer of wood 

or detach with the chisel a chip of from 4 to # of an inch in thickness — 

carrying the entire impression. 

If it is not possible to take the original imprint, a photograph must — 

without fail be taken first, and then a drawing made. For this some- 

times in order to get good results one must above all things know in 

what the cement (the binding element) of the trace is soluble, 7.e., which 

of various solvents,—water, alcohol, turpentine, or benzine ~ hentia be 

: 
| 
§ 

tried on the edge of an unimportant part of the mark. For instance, if 

it appears that turpentine will be the best solvent, moisten a piece of — 

blotting-paper or filter-paper (a little larger than the mark) with turpen- 

tine, lay it carefully on the mark, and tap with a brush (of course with 

the point of the brush) until the blotting paper or filter paper adheres 

completely to the base. The paper is then again sprinkled with turpen- 

tine, tapped again, and allowed to dry. Finally the paper is slowly 

raised and with luck is obtained a complete copy, altogether negative, 

on the paper. Of course the experiment often fails and for that reason a 

photograph must be taken before the work is commenced. | 

We may here mention the work of the Frenchman René Forgeot 

who according to the “German Medical Journal” makes a special study — 

of “hidden” footprints. This is what he states: When a criminal rests 

his hand upon some upholstery or hangings or crosses a room barefoot, — 

the perspiration leaves hidden prints which may be recognised with the ~ 

help of chemical acids. If a piece of paper be touched with a damp 

hand the paper leaves no trace of the hand; but if after a more or less 

lengthy period of time a plate coated with ordinary ink is passed over — 

the sheet in question not only will the whole hand appear but all the 

details of the papillary lines. Thanks to the thousands of details of these 

papillary lines one is able to recognise the distinctive marks of a single — 

finger. In this way Forgeot has been able to determine from these im-_ 

pressions the identity of hands. This subject has been treated of ab 

length in Chapter V. 

As regards footprints Forgeot is studying the method of fixing | im-— 

pressions of bare-feet upon a plank and of fingers upon glass. Up to ; 

the present the best results have been obtained by a solution of 2 % of » 

nitrate of silver in the case of bare footprints on wood and osmic acid or 
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the vapour of hydrofluoric acid in the case of fingerprints on glass. It 

may be here mentioned that in the Anthropometric Department in Paris 

measurements of women are no longer taken ; fingerprints being made 

to replace these measurements. 

Meanwhile the distinguished investigator Frederick Paul of Olmutz®®, 

whom Criminology has to thank for a number of important experiments, 

has provided us with a list of clearly distinguishable materials which make 

copies of hands and feet on smooth, flat surfaces”, Such materials are, 

namely, powdered washing blue, powdered iron (which is to be obtained 

from every chemist), soot, carmine, cinnabar, all aniline colours, powdered 

7 ae bh Lik S.A dD Me A 8 DOL SO th) GE) ee 8 semen ry _ hypermanganate of potassium (protoxide of potash), brimstone of anti- 

mony, etc. The tip of the finger, for example, is impressed on a glass 

disc, which is then strewn with one of the before-named powders. This 

brings out the greasy papillary lines distinctly. The same simple method 

| serves to take a hand or a foot impression on a flat surface. 

It remains to mention a difference which arises between an impres- 

sion and a print; the former is produced on earth, mud, clay, snow, or 

' other soft mass and is much more frequent. It is relatively rare that 

one finds the ground composed of a substance on which when walking 

the sole sticks and leaves marks upon the ground or on any thing lying 

on the ground. These marks may be found when in a murder, etc., pools 

‘of blood are formed upon the ground in which the author of the crime has 

walked or when there are on the floor open vessels filled with coloured 

iquids which the criminal fails to see and knocks over in the dark as 

sometimes happen in connection with thefts committed in cellars. 

In looking for and appreciating these two kinds of impressions the 

“same procedure must be followed; but the method of preservation is 

different: the mark must be detached from the ground-work and the 

piece itself must be taken away. It is difficult to imagine a case in 

which this will be impossible or particularly difficult. As has already 

been said, these marks are only found upon planks and flat surfaces and 
it is easy to carry away the whole or a portion of these. It rarely hap- 

"pens that one finds in the open air a footprint as distinguished from an 

Mmpression on the ground, and even when such does exist it is by reason 

_ of the roughness and the inequality of the ground which itself will render 

the footprint absolutely useless. Yet it is not absolutely impossible, 

seeing that the author of the crime may have touched with his coloured 

“foot a stone abnormally flat or clayey ground particularly level. In such 

_ @ case the stone or the clod of earth must be taken up. ‘This operation 
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is not without some difficulty, for the upper surface of a bed of clay if 

raised for example with a shovel is apt to crack. The soil may be neither 

damp nor soft, for then it is an impression and not a mark which one 

‘would have. ‘The only thing to be done in such a case is to produce at — 

the spot where the mark is found a firm crust which will not break, and — 

without destroying the mark. ‘This may be done by pouring drop by 

drop upon the mark and round about it either carpenter’s glue (of the — 

consistency used by joiners) or silicate of potassium, that is to say, the — 

soluble glass which may be obtained at nearly every grocer’s, and by 

spreading this with a soft brush or a little piece of cotton wool. See — 

Sub-section K. 3 of this Chapter. It goes without saying that care must 

be taken that the coloured impression does not dissolve in the glue or the — 

silicate. In such a case the spreading must be stopped and the filtration of — 

the liquid awaited.. When this is done and the upper surface has become — 

hard, one may with a deep thrust of the spade remove as much of the 

surface as possible and take it away. ‘The piece thus removed may then 

be scraped with a knife underneath so as to detach the superabundant — 

clay and only preserve the upper crust containing the impression—thus _ 

making it easier to-carry about. When the upper bed of clay has been 

hardened with the silicate, care must be taken that the impression does — 

not deteriorate with time. ‘The acid or potash contained in the silicate 
| 

gives rise to effervescence in the form of very fine white crystals so that — 
2) 

the clay seems to be covered with a white jelly. It often happens that the — 

crystals of white soda rise up from parts of the upper bed of clay. Thes af 

become detached and fall off, thus deteriorating the corresponding portion | 

of the impression. ‘To avoid losing the impression altogether it must h 2 

photographed on returning home so as to preserve it whatever happens. — 

Photography is also a method used on the spot when it is impossible to” 

detach and take away the impression, as for example when it is found 

upon a rock. Vocke has already made trials with photography, but thes 

trials, he himself admits, have not been very successful. 

C. Origin of the Footprints. 

(1) SPEED. 

Every footprint is an incomprehensible problem to an observer whe | 

he does not know the elements which have produced it. Hach impression 

is the result of a movement, so that it is useless to speak of an impression | 
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produced in the stationary position; for that position almost always 

follows or precedes walking or running. It rarely happens that a person 

arriving on horse-back or in a carriage descends or mounts immediately 

and goes off right away without doing anything else but leave an impres- 

‘sion in the stationary position. Even in this case there would be no real 

impression of the stationary position for the raising of the foot to get 

into thé saddle or into the carriage is a movement corresponding to a 

continuation of walking. There would only be a real impression in the 

stationary position if a person carried by two men were to be placed 

| perpendicularly on clayey ground and lifted up again. 

All other ordinary impressions or prints, and therefore nearly every 

‘one that exists, originates in a movement of walking, running, or jump- 

. ing; it is therefore necessary to pay some attention to these different 

m ovements. We will take for guide the resumé by Dr. Landois in his 

Physiology of Man. This work, like nearly all those treating on the 

/ question, is based upon the labours of the brothers HZ. and W. Weber ®®), 

who were the first to describe the mechanism of walking. 

(a) Walking. 

: Let us consider the scheme of two legs (Fig. 87), in which the thick 

“lines denote the leg with which the walker starts off and the thin lines the 

“leg which follows the movement. The little circles designate, from top 

| © bottom; the joint of the hip, the knee, the ankle joint, the ball of the 

ig toe. Let us call the leg which moves first A and that which follows 
shind B. i 

| First Position—Position of repose—The two legs seen from the side 
AGA Ra <i 

ver one another; the vertical drawn from the centre of gravity of the 

ody passes between the two feet. 

_ Second Position—To start the body in the motion of walking, 

splacement of the position of the centre of gravity takes place, and the 

eight of the body passes to the leg B. This is produced by slightly 
lear ing the body to one side on the leg B. Two results are thus obtained; 

he leg A which is to produce the forward movement becomes free. 

[oreover the leg B ought, the moment afterwards, to support the whole 

| ight of the body, the centre of gravity must therefore fall no longer 

ety veen the two feet, but at the middle of the sustaining base of the foot 

_ This done the weight of the body is thrown into the direction of the 

V lk; the body and the legs are inclined forwards and the preparations 
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Fag. 87. 

for the first step are complete. For this there would be no need of a 

bending of the knee of A, if the bone of the leg and the tarsus or ankle 

bones were at right angles, that is to say continued to form the same_ 

angle as at the moment of repose or stationary moment. But this would 

have a double disadvantage; on the one hand the muscles which ought 

to carry the tarsus in this position would be too strained and become 

fatigued ; on the other hand the body would lose the support of the leg 

A, which would greatly complicate the balance. The tarsus of A is ~ 

therefore utilised as long as possible and this is done by rising (physiolo- 

gists term it “‘ developing ’’) from the ground, not all at once, but accord- 

ing to need, that is to say, first the heel, then the anterior portion of the 

sole of the foot, and finally the toes. But the result is a lengthening of | 

the ankle joint of the foot, 7.e., the angle of the bone of the leg and of the 

tarsus will become obtuse and therefore larger. Following this the whole © 

leg, from the hip to the points of the toes, will become sensibly longer. 

The point of the toe will then at this movement of A become an obstacle © 

on the ground and must so to speak remain there. To avoid this obstacle, © 

the lengthening of the leg due to the lengthening of the ankle joint of 
the foot must be compensated somewhere. This compensation can only 

take place at the knee, which is obliged to bend. | 

Third Position—The leg A is carried forward, the sole of the foot 

beginning at the heel, is placed on the ground. The knee bends so a 

to form, relatively speaking, the most acute angle during the whole « 

thestep. At the same time the tarsus of B leaves the ground and the 

leg B becomes completely stretched. 'The mechanical scheme shows 0 

‘that what happens is as follows: when 4 is carried forward the upp 

part of the body must also lean forward, for it would be a mechani¢ 

contradiction to incline the mass of the body in any direction other tha 

that in which the movement is going to be accomplished. The weight ¢ 
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the body ought even to favour this forward movement. When the body 

_ is inclined forward and rests in consequence more upon A, the distance 

_ between the joint of the hip of A and the place on the ground touched by 

the tarsus is less than that from the joint of the hip of B to the spot on 

. the ground where the tarsus B rests. But as-the two legs are of the 

same length, and the leg B being stretched out represents in its quality 

of “straight line’’ the shortest distance between the two extreme points, 

_ the leg 4 must make a sort of detour and take up its position by making 

' a broken line, that is to say, by bending the knee. As this bending would 

become fatiguing to the leg A the other leg must immediately make 

compensation. The leg B becomes longer by the raising of the tarsus 

from the ground and at the same time the tarsus of 4 makes its own 

upward movement and allows A to stretch out. 

Fourth Position—This does not differ essentially from the preceding. 

‘The ankle joint of the foot B stretches and the tarsus rises from the 

ground. ‘To obtain the necessary room for this the knee of A must be 

pushed forward and then immediately stretched. 

Fifth Position—The moment now arrives for the leg B to do iia 

; the leg A has already done (Second Position), 2.e., 1t ought to bend the 

knee and for the same reason. The leg A now stretches to such an 

| extent that the knee comes more behind than in the preceding position; 

Fahne | CR pmidiin SB lhnhtest 
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this is the only backward movement in the whole phenomenon of 

walking. 

_ Sixth Position—The two legs are brought together. A leans well 

forward and is nearly stretched out, B continues its forward movement 

(0 the 

_ Seventh Position—In this A is completely extended and B makes at 

the knee the acutest angle during the whole step. A is inclined forward, 

B being stretched to the ground commencing from the knee and at the 
Eighth Position—the third position is again obtained, A becoming B 

und B becoming A ; the movement then recommences. 

_ From the preceding analysis we obtain the following results : 

-. @) It is not correct to say as stated in books that walking is merely 

a falling of the body forwards, protected from an actual tumble by the 

§uccessive support of the legs. Even an idiot who followed to some 

extent this system would not walk in such a way as to carry his body for- 

. w ard in order to let it really fall, taking care at the same time to put out 

Biles to prevent the fall. very sane person walks by jirst carrying a 

@ forward and then leaning the centre of gravity of the body upon it, in 
64 
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order to be able to continue in the same manner with the other leg. 

Our diagram proves clearly that this is so and every experiment with 

walking demonstrates the same fact. It suffices to try and lean the body — 

forwards and only afterwards advance the foot, in order to discover that 

no one walks in this manner but every one does exactly the opposite : we 4 

first advance the leg and then lean the body. 

(0) It is not correct to say that the leg operates like a pendulum; 

on the other hand a complicated mechanical movement brings it to the — 

front. If the step were but the movement of a pendulum it would be — 

necessary for all the activity of all the hip muscles to be suspended, 

the leg would so to speak have to be “paralysed’’. It is quite impossible — 

to interrupt the tension of these muscles for long; as the diagram shows, 

it is necessary for a large number of muscular functions to take place — 

at the same instant in order to bring about the displacement of the 

centre of gravity and the bending of the joints of the knee and the © 

foot. Since so complex a movement is necessary, it would be very — 

difficult to paralyse the leg ; there can therefore be no question of a simple 

pendulum. 

It is easy to convince oneself of this by two experiments. One is to — 

compare the muscular activity produced at the first step, that is when ' | 

departing from the first or stationary position, with the muscular activity 

which develops during the course of walking. For the first step it is — 

evidently not a question of oscillation for it is necessary to raise the leg, — 

which up to this time has remained in a vertical position. No differ- i 

ence is noticed between the two activities. The second experiment is — 

to stand upon the left leg only, holding with the right hand, the arm being 

horizontal, to a door, etc., and raise the extended right leg backward and _| 

forwards as high as possible, “ paralysing’”’ it as much as we can and 

abandoning it to the laws of gravity; it will be found that it scarcely 

departs from the vertical position. Now if this is so when holding on : 

with the hand and when the muscles are quite inactive, there is much 

more reason to think that the same thing will happen when all the : 

muscles of the leg are in full activity, and this all the more so as when 

the leg is advanced one aims nearly always at some point which one 

desires to reach, a result which could not be obtained by mere oscillation 

This has nothing in common with the swinging of the arms while wal ie 

ing: the arms really do swing. But there is neither muscular tension 4 

nor bending movement and they receive the impulsion which makes them 

oscillate from the continual displacement of the centre of gravity, 
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This mechanism of walking furnishes us with the following results in 

connection with footprints or impressions. 

1. Since at each step the centre of gravity first goes over to the leg 

&B upon which the weight is carried, the load must glide from the interior 

to the exterior edge of the foot. What is shown by very clean footprints 

is a certain twisting which starts from the inside edge of the foot and 

goes towards the ball of the little toe and, in consequence of the thrust to 
2 Sse 

detatch the foot from the ground, passes suddenly under the big toe. 

We feel this immediately when walking barefoot, especially when the 

‘sole of the bare foot is rubbed with tallow and one then walks on a piece 
of paper. This twist is, owing to the force of the displacement of the 
equilibrium and the thrust of the foot, more easily perceived when walk- 

r BO) 7 A nen MM Bi taal b A oe SAME 1S 

' ing rapidly and when the paces are relatively longer, so that clean 

footprints alone can permit of any conclusion as to speed being deduced 

' from the fashion of the twist. 

| 2. According to the manner of placing the foot, that is to say, 

_ the plant of the foot, commencing with the heel, it must be admitted 

that the back part of the heel gives the strongest impulsion in walking 

and ought in consequence to appear much more strongly impressed than 

the rest of the heel. Hence nearly all men of normal stature use chiefly 

' the exterior and back part of the underneath part of the heel. Brandt ®® 

Lindaw has examined and measured a large number of boots and has 

found that 98 % of all the soldiers examined walk in this way, while only 

2%, press more on the interior surface of the sole and the heel. This is 

mportant, for in a case where the last peculiarity is found, it would be 

n almost conclusive sign by reason of its rarity. No doubt it must not 

e forgotten that M. de Brandt has only taken measurements of the 

Boots of soldiers, that is to say, picked men with normal constitutions. 

3. As the leg A begins to leave the ground while the leg B leans 

fc ward, the weight of the body hangs for 

1 moment upon the ball of the big toe of 

he leg A, so that the foot digs in so to 

eak, at that place. We have then there- Fig. 88. 

re in the footprint two particularly deep spots: the posterior edge of 

® heel, by reason of the energetic thrust of this edge into the soil, 

nd the ball of the big toe, by reason of the pressure which the body 

Xercises upon it. As there exists for the rest of the sole of the foot 

Tio cause for any deeper impression the imprint ought to be in the form 

of an arch with a sort of elbow near the top as in Fig. 88 (vertical 

> 
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dimensions exaggerated). The consequence is that the foot which has | 

produced a print, for example in clay, would no longer enter, after the 

drying of the clay, exactly into the footprint, but on the other hand will 

remain a little raised up in the front part, if the weight be rested on the 

back portion; and vice versd if the weight be thrown on the front. 

4. Since the leg on leaving the ground exercises ‘pressure through 

the ball of the big toe and that toe itself, this portion of the sole of 

the foot is that which produces on the ground and in the footprint the 

greatest displacement, so that in every footprint the inside portion of the 

front part of the foot presents an impression of the whole surface of 

contact from the moment when the foot was put down until the moment 

when it was lifted up. This part of the foot therefore appears larger in 

the footprint than it really is, and one would be tempted to believe that 

the whole of the anterior part of the foot should appear larger in the 

footprint than it is in reality. But it is not so, for at the moment of the 

displacement in question the exterior portion of the front of the foot 

is already on the point of being raised up. In other terms the exterior 

edge of the front of the foot does not remain where it is first placed. 

glides a little outwardly and only at that point produces the deepes 

impression, a circumstance which must not be forgotten when the foo 

or the shoe or boot 1s compared with the footprint. | 

5. The foot B, at each pace, at the last moment before leaving th 

soil, gives a thrust in order to supply the leg with the spring required t 

carry it forward. This is particularly necessary in quick walking, i 

~ order to obtain stronger propulsion and when the ground is smooth ant 

slippery in order to prevent sliding back. We find this characteristi 

among the footprints of people who are tall and strong or who carr 

burdens. As regards the former, because they walk more energeticall 

than others and thus give a more energetic thrust; and as regards tk 

latter because the leg carries a heavier load, and ought in consequen 

to give a more violent thrust in order to give a better spring forward 
The consequence of this thrust is that the anterior edge of the sole (it 

most distinet with booted feet) makes a deeper cut into the ground. — 

a then the ground is firm enough to receive o1 

f aes? it strong impressions, two marks alone, in t 

Gai 1 ‘ ) form of an arch, will be distinguished: 

Oy eget Os) posterior edge of the heel, Fig. 89, and 4 

anterior edge of the sole; the former as a noteh 

or groove, the second by the thrust; so that one can only perceive 11 ) 
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_ marks and-the whole footprint must be completed by dots. 

_. These marks are very frequent but often remain unnoticed by people 

who do not know what to make of them and do not take them to be 

- footprints at all. | 

Doubtless one is not very far advanced when one has only discovered 

two marks of this kind; the more so as one has still to commence to 

prove that these marks form part of a footprint. But if one succeeds in 

obtaining these marks, the length of the foot is secured and one can make 

certain that the footprint comes from a person who walks quickly or 

“carries a burden. Other circumstances will tell us which of these pre- 

"sumptions is accurate. The mark will come from a tall person if the 

‘distance between the two marks is considerable, that is to say, if the foot 

was large; or if the distance from this print to the next one is great, 

‘that is to say, if the steps are long and consequently the legs are long. 

Tf the foot is long as well as the legs, one can presume with almost 

perfect certainty that the person was tall. The carrying of a burden 

“mhay be recognised by a special disposition of the foot. But, when one 

‘cannot come to the conclusion that the person was tall or that any 

burden was carried, one may conclude that he walked fast. No doubt 

a tall person or a person who carries a burden may walk fast; there- 

f re we must always be careful to observe the ‘‘ backward scrape’’, 

sculiarity which is only produced by a person who, walking enue 

¥" ves with the leg B, or at least with the point of the foot of that leg, a 

rong thrust in order to obtain the impulse necessary to rapid walking. 

4 

e4 

i iding this ‘‘ backward scrape’, however slight the trace may be; and it 

1 especially noticeable when new shoes have been worn, the soles of 

which are not yet worn down at the edges. 

o 6. Distinctive marks are produced in sand, dirt, and thick mud 

ac ording to the manner of walking. The heel has, at one and the same 

fe can therefore always conclude that a person has walked quickly, on 

he e€, a movement from above downwards and another from back to front 

thus s pushing before it the yielding soil. The heel also gives way a little 

t the spot where it was first thrust, that is to say, where it first touched 

6 ground, so that the deepest impression of the heel is produced a little 

il of the place where it was in reality made. The substance in 

the cavity thus formed yields, owing to its mobility, but in other direc- 

tions than that into which it has been pressed by the heel, which, as 

have said, gives a push downwards and forwards. This matter 

therefore i is pushed forwards. But at the same moment the pressure of 

ei) 
fs 
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the anterior portion of the foot comes into play; this bears the load — 

of the body, now inclining forward, but does not remain on the un- 

stable foundation where it has first landed. It slips backwards, pushing : 

with the same movement of recoil the displaced matter backwards. 

A footprint or impression of this kind will thus show two deep im- 

pressions—of the heel and of the balls of the toes; and matter heaped — 

up between these two, sand, slime, etc.—that pushed forward by the heel 

and that push backwards by the balls of the toes. The two deep impres- — 

sions will correspond with the real distance between the heel and the 

ball, but will, owing to the slipping of the heel forwards and of the ball 

of the toes backwards, be nearer one another than in reality: that is, the: 

footprint will be sensibly smaller than the foot which has produced it. 

7. Tired, aged, infirm, or awkward persons are too feeble or unskil- 

ful to bend the leg B sufficiently at the knee, that is to say, to raise it up 

so that the anterior portion of the foot leaves the ground. If the ground 

be covered with sand, light snow, etc., the footprint of the leg B dragged 

along the ground will leave upon the snow, sand, etc., a trace more or 

less broken, on one side the right hand footprints and on the other the 

left hand footprints. If one of these dragged impressions be found, one 

may deduce therefrom some of the peculiarities just mentioned. ‘The 

sand, snow, &c., must not be too deep, for in this case the raising up of 

the foot to a sufficient height fatigues even robust persons who would also 

leave dragging impressions behind them. ; 

These deductions give us two results; they may be formulated in ¢ 

purely theoretical manner, although they may also be verified prac i- 

cally ; it suffices not to lose sight of the scheme of Fig. 87 and all the 

conclusions we have been able to draw therefrom. Many other deduce y 

tions may then be made from this scheme by asking, in no matter whab_ 

case, if a point still doubtful can be theoretically deduced therefrom 

This will be a method of control for all the observations we think thé a | 

we have made, so that we will never be in doubt, whether we have t 

deal with law or chance, when what we believe we have seen is vert af 

by theory. a 

Another result flowing from these conclusions is that the deduction 

made are only relative ; they can never be expressed by pre-cited data ar 

have only comparative value. It is impossible to give measurements OF 

fixed sizes; for the numerous factors—the size, the weight, and the othe | 

corporeal singularities of the individual walking, his burden, his gait, | 

and the variable nature of the soil—differ in every case, and may be combi- 
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ned in so many diverse ways that it is absolutely impossible to give precise 

indications on this matter. Nothing else then remains to be done than 

_ to point out what the Investigating Officer ought to examine with parti- 

- cular attention. When he has found his bearings he will easily carry out 

the necessary verifications. But he ought never to neglect to do so, for 

he has only this means of discovering errors of observation and the fal- 

sity of his conclusions. 

7 In the majority of cases these verifications offer no difficulty, for we 

_ have all the material necessary for the purpose: compact soil and a man 

able to move. Suppose for example, that the Investigating Officer has 

_ found, in the muddy soil of the forest, a footprint which he supposes to 

have been made by a tall man walking quickly. He will find out on the 

"same path a place presenting as far as possible the same conditions as 

the spot on which he discovered the original footprint. On this spot he 

will make a tall person walk rapidly and submit his footprints to a close 

- scrutiny and that from two points of view: he will try to discover in 

the experimental footprint the distinctive signs of the original footprint 

from which he concluded that it was made by “a tall person walking 

quickly”. This established, he will compare in the second place the 

experimental footprint with the foot of his subject, that is to say, he 

will take from both accurate measurements for purposes of comparison. 

' These measurements once obtained in one case he will try a second, third, 

and fourth experimental step, each time taking the measurements of the 

foot (or of the shoe) and of the footprint. In this way he will obtain 

: absolutely accurate correspondances ; for example, length of the shoe and 

‘the footprint equal, the extreme breadth of the footprint « millimetres 

| greater than that of the shoe; the impression of the heel y millimetres 

| narrower than the heel itself, etc. Having made a sufficient number of 

“experiments and noted that the resemblances have remained fairly con- 

“stant, he will be able to conclude boldly that the resemblances between the 

original footprint and the shoe which has produced it correspond to those 

Which have been found between the experimental footprint and the ex- 

‘perimental shoe; and he will be able to pass to the determination of the 

different measurements of the shoe or foot of the person who has produced 

the original footprint, taking this latter as the point of departure for his 

‘ealculations. This is no doubt troublesome work, but it is the only way 

to furnish accurate indications and obtain really satisfactory results. If 

one has but one indistinct footprint and no clue therefrom, another must 

be searched for, 
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Suppose the Investigating Officer has only one of those quasi-foot- 

prints such as we have mentioned in sub-section No. 6 above, footprints 

in sand, composed of two depressions and in the middle a heap of sand. 

He knows theoretically that the foot which has produced this print is 

larger than the footprint itself, from the distance between the footprints 

he can deduce the length of the legs, and in consequence the height, of 

the person who has produced the footprint. The Investigating Officer 

will also be able (see post) to discover whether the maker of the faot- 

print has run or merely walked, whether his toes turn in or out, whether 

or not he was carrying a burden, in a word a sufficient number of poim iS 

of departure to enable him to go on with his experiments. Followin, g 

the result of his conclusions he will select a person to walk under con- 

ditions identical with those thus assumed, upon a similar base, modifying g 

the data until the moment when the artificial footprint most resembles 

the original footprint. He must then proceed with several experiment: 

of verification under the same conditions, and if the results remain con- 

stant, he will be able, in spite of the likeness of the footprint, to suppose 

for example that he was “a short person, pointing his foot outwards 

walking slowly, and without carrying a heavy burden’. Notes wil 

naturally be taken with much care and precision of the dimensions of 

the sole of the foot of the subject experimented with, in order to con 

clude later as to whether the original footprint can have been producer 

by a particular foot. It is impossible to say more on this question, bu 

these several indications all have their own importance and the result 

obtained will always be worth the trouble expended on experiments ¢ 

this kind. 

(b) Running. 

Running is essentially distinct from walking, in that here we hi 

a movement where the feet are both in the air. Let us represent 

ourselves the picture of a man whose speed is continuously acceleratil 

and we will note that the thrust which he gives with the leg B is m 
and more violent (see page 508, para. 5), and that in consequence ¢ 

anterior edge of the sole makes a deeper and deeper cut. ‘The ste 

always succeed one another more rapidly; the leg B receives, that 

to the stronger impulse, more and more way, and places itself fur a 

in advance, that is to say, the steps become longer. The length of the: 

step is limited, partly by the length of the leg, partly by the tensi | 
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; of the muscles, which would become too fatigued if the step had always 

} the longest possible length. Let us consider a person taking long strides, 

5 Fig. 90. We note that the joint of the pelvis or hip joint a descends 

4 

. : say than the point a. The . 

hip joint and with it the i 

_ whole body will therefore rise 

- up at each step to a height 

_ equal to that which separates 

- the point a from the point a’. 

When this distance is very 

_ considerable, that is to say 

"till it reaches a position much lower than in ordinary walking: that is to 

Fug. 90. 

when the legs are stretched very straight and the step has an seg coemca 

length, this rising up of the body becomes in time very fatiguing, and not 

_ only is no strength, and therefore speed, gained by making too long strides, 

- but that which is expended in raising up the body is lost. When one 

feels that the rapidity of the steps cannot be increased with advantage, 

and that their length will only produce more fatigue, the leg B is placed 

- upon the ground more firmly in order to produce greater rapidity ; so 

much impulse is produced that the body receives a push forward and the 

‘leg A does not fall at the spot where it would have fallen naturally, but 

comes down at a distance further in front proportionate to the force of 

"the impulsion. This distance is the gain obtained in running over the most 

rapid walking; the more violent the impulse, the longer the body rests 

‘in the air; and the longer it rests in the air, the further it goes forward 

according to the laws of motion, and the foot comes to the ground again 

a proportionate space in advance. But this activity is not uniform, a fact 

“which is of great importance with respect to the origin of footprints. 

‘The footprint differs according to the method of running, a fact again 
“explained to us by the mechanism of walking and running. The leg A 

ought, for the reasons cited above (second position), to bend at the joint 

of the knee but ought to stretch again before being placed on the ground: 

‘This i is necessary, on the one hand better to sustain the body which is lean- 

‘ing forwards and, on the other hand, to gain more space, for the more the 

leg i is lengthened at the knee the further in advance the foot comes to the 

ground. But this extension of the knee requires precisely the same 

amount of time which the leg takes to go forwards. To this must be 

added in running the extra time during which the body under the 

influence of the impulsion of the leg B is being impelled forwards. Then 

ee. 65 
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the more violent the impulsion, the longer the duration of the impulse 

forwards and the longer the leg A takes to straighten out and gain spe 

As regards the tarsus or ankle joint, it is bound to the leg by tendons 

| and muscles in such a way that one 
maintains the other without constraint, 

¢ +h forming a right angle, and, as Fig. 91 

TEs ‘ proves, the leg must, when not strane 

Fig. 91. ched out, touch the ground at the be 

of the big toe, and when stdetch oe out at the heel. 

Therefore, if the thrust is feeble, the carry forward is short, the stride 

is small, and the foot comes to the ground on the ball of the toes; if the 

thrust is great, the carry forward is long, the stride is more considerable, 

and the foot comes to the ground upon the heel. In the former case, 

that of the gymnastic step, the running is slow and the footprint shows 

but a feeble thrust of B, a fairly strong impression of the ball of A, and 

an impression of a feebler nature of the heel of A. In the second case 

the running is rapid and the footprint reveals a violent thrust of B, ¢ 

fairly feeble impression of the ball of the toe of A, and a very strong 

impression of the heel of A. One may then conclude, from the length 

of the step, the force of the impression of the anterior edge of the sole; 

and from the depth of the impression of the ball of the toe, comparec 

with the depth of the impression of the heel, that there has been run 

ning, and also whether that running has been rapid or slow. : 

It must be admitted that other views have been put forward. Schauen 

stein for example, says: ‘‘ In running the impression of the heel is deepel 

than that of the ba}l of the toe”; and Zenker says: ‘The runner alway; 

alights upon the heel’. The author believes that the theoretical considera 

tions just discussed and which every person in running may at uD} 

moment verify by practice, show that the statements of Schauenstein an 

Zenker only apply to rapid running. What has just been said has its prac 

tical application, as is proved by what every gymnastic teacher tells h 

scholars. He gives them the following advice :—“‘ In long distance rur nit 

place first the ball of the big toe and in speed running the heel”’. e 

not the way he actually puts it; for in reality he generally says: “Inal 

distance race ; one must run slowly; in a sprint, one must run as quic! 

as possible”. Alighting on the ball of the toe is, indeed, only the resu ‘ 

the slowness of the running, just as alighting on the heel is the result 
the rapidity of the running. But to render the matter more compreh a 

sible, they are in the habit of indicating not the cause but the effect. 
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| To illustrate pictorially, and thereby establish more clearly the theory 

: just advanced, we publish some instantaneous photographs, for which we 

_ are obliged to Ottomar Anschiitz of Lissa (Posen). The two first positions 

- Land IL., Fig. 92, (Plate XII) represent two successive movements in the 

mechanism of the same pace of a person running slowly, that is to say, in 

manner which may be sustained for some time. We see that the person 

in position I. still-remains with the right leg upon the ground and is 

bringing about the jumping movement with the help of the forepart of the 

foot. The left leg is bent and forms an angle. It has time to straighten 

ont forwards before the moment when the right leg will have taken up the 

- position indicated in the second figure. ‘The lengthening of the left leg has 

‘continued during this time, so that the forepart of the foot comes first to 

the ground. The position of the left foot is important in considering the 

production of the footprint and proves by this alone that the plant of the 

- foot is quite visible to the observer properly placed (compare position IV.); 

and, by the stretching of the big toe from the ground, that the pose of 

- the foot in slow running is made by the exterior edge of the forepart of 

| the foot, after which the interior edge of the foot and finally the heel 

: only comes in contact with the ground. Positions III. and IV. show 

corresponding positions for the following step, that is to say, with the legs 

ene After position II. the left leg touches the ground and the 

ight leg carries forward until it obtains the elevated position in III. after 

which the extension forwards commences. It terminates when the right 

eg touches the ground, position IV.; the contact is reproduced, as is 

slearly seen here, first at the exterior side of the eminence of the sole of 

4 foot, for it has already touched the ground when the heel is yet in the 

air. To better understand the illustration we may add that the four 

igures are borrowed from a series of twelve views which go to make up 

Bsctly two steps, the position I. corresponds to photograph No.2; the 

dosition II. to photograph No. 3; the position III. to photograph No. 8; 

und the position 1V., to photograph No. 9. 

_ The four positions which we have given are the most important for us, 

or they represent the planting of the right and the left feet in turn. 

Phey are besides complete in themselves, for position III. shows the 

ght foot at the moment after position I. shows the left, and position 

V shows the former the moment after the latter assumes position II. 

It is quite different with a man running as quickly as he possibly can, 

93, and we see from the left leg, which is still stretched out, what 

rong impulsion has been given in order to obtain his stride. He 

———— SPR ATS ee Ee 
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has yet plenty of time, thanks to this vigorous push, to depart from the | 

position represented and go further forwards and straighten the right le m i 

But if at the position represented the heel of the right foot is alread 4 * 

visible nearer the ground than the point of the foot, as is shown by th a 

line which has been expressly drawn on the photograph, this differer ce 

will become considerably more as the leg straightens out, so that the foot 

will come down and fall upon the heel. Let us compare this figure of a 

man running rapidly with that of the slow runner of whom we have 

spoken above; the difference will immediately strike the eye. The posi- 

tion of the rapid runner nearly 

corresponds to the position IV. 

of the other runner. The latter 

has already sensibly advanced th 

right leg further than the rapi¢ 

runner and already, in spite o! 

that, he touches the ground with 

the forepart of the foot. The rapi 

runner is still holding the le 

perpendicularly. His foot is ye 

some distance from the groun 

and yet the heel is already ne: 

it than the forepart of the foo 

There therefore remains to 

much more time for the stretel 

ing out movement, and the he 

on which he will ultimately aligl 
will in consequence come yet nea’ 

to the ground. a 

(2) THE ‘‘TRACE”’ ITSELF. 

The word “trace” is used to express two distinct notions, firs 

means the whole series of continued impressions or the “tra 

‘“snoor’”’, and secondly, it means each separate footprint. The firs 

these meanings is that given to the word by sportsmen who spez | 

straight, hesitating, dragging, or crossing trails—expressions which né 
Al Bk oe 

rally indicate connection between the various impressions of the fo 

the second notion is that usually attaching to the word, viz., “the m 

of a foot’. In considering the first notion we arrive at the “ walking 

image ’’, and in considering the second at the “image of the foot”. 
yw 
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(a) The walking image. 

‘We understand by this the whole series of impressions left by a 

person walking upon soil capable of receiving them. 

H. Mayer®”, was the first to split up the image of walking into its 

different lines. If we pick out the lines most important to our subject 

_ we find :— 

(a) The line of direction. 

That is to say the line indicating the direction in which the pedes- 

trian is advancing aa, a’ a’, a’ a” (Fig. 94). 

(8) The line of march. 

That is to say, the line uniting the centre of the heels of the various 

- footprints. A person with a normal walk places the feet exactly one 

- before the other, in which case the directing line is identical with the line 
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of march. In Fig. 94, I. the line a a represents both the directing line 

and the line of march. If the heels of the pedestrian do not touch the 

directing line but the right foot remains on the right and the left foot 

on the left of it, the line of march is a broken line (6 bin lig. 94, IL.) 

and the walk is spread-eagled, loose, and awkward. ‘Since geometrically 

the line joining two points is greater when it is broken than when it is 

straight, 1t follows that the distance to be covered must be greater when 

the line of march is broken than when it is straight. Moreover a certain 

locomotive energy 1s emploved-to produce the right and left movement 

which must be subtracted from the force which produces the forward 

movement; on the other hand the surface touched and occupied by the 

feet in the case of II. is much greater than in the case of I. The base 

on which the pedestrian rests is therefore greater and gives more socu- 

rity and we ought to conclude that the walk indicated in IT. is that of 

persons who for the sake of security refrain from walking rapidly. This 

manner of walking is that of sailors, who get it by habit, aged and obese 

persons, woman who are enceinte, and finally all who, owing to some 

illness or other, cannot easily put one leg before the other, and get out 

of the difficulty by waddling along, e.g., people with hernia, gout, ete. 

The converse of this picture is produced when the right foot crosses 

to the left and the left to the right of the directing line. In this case °— 

also a broken line is the result b’b’ (Fig. 94, I11.), which differs from the 

line of march IT. in that in the former each footprint is inside the angle of — 

the broken line and in the latter outside it. This “crossed” trail is rare — 

and is peculiar to loiterers, phlegmatic, and drunken persons, who sway 

from side to side when walking. | 

(y) The line of the foot. 

So we term the straight line forming the longitudinal axis of the sole 

of the foot, with reference to the directing line, Fig. 94, cc, c’c’, ec”. 

The angle formed by the line of direction and the line of the foot is — 

called the angle of the foot. It expresses what we call walking with the © 

toes of the foot turned in or out. To characterise a person it is necessary : 

to know if he points his toes inwards or outwards, so that it is important 

to clear up this question when footprints are discovered. But precise 

facts concerning the angle of the foot can only be obtained when we haye— 
. . . fe! 

before us a whole series of footprints. In case of need a few conclusions © 

may be hazarded when we have at least two or three footprints to work 
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with. We may state as follows about the angle of the foot. We have 

naturally our feet much turned in, for new-born children have the ankles 

crossed, so that, if they could stand up upon their legs, the toes of the 

right foot would incline towards the left and those of the left foot towards 

the right. — 3 | 
It is remarkable that in many books the same thing is stated to take 

place with grown-up people who have been suspended by the top part 

of the body and whose legs have been left swinging freely. It is said 

that in this position the feet are also crossed, the ankles and not the 

legs, that is to say, the sole of the right foot rests on the ankle of the 

left foot, the heels being turned outwards and the toes inwards. The 

author has made this experiment with several persons and has had it 

; performed by two gymnastic instructors with nearly a hundred of their 

pupils, who were not told what it was all about; not one crossed the 

feet when suspended, e.g., from rings which allowed the body to hang 

freely. They all kept their feet either straight or turned slightly out- 

wards and, curiously enough, one of the feet was almost always more 

turned out than the other. 

. It may therefore be said that man, doubtless in consequence of the 

position of the foetus in the body of the mother, has at first a tendency 

to cross the feet which disappears under the influence of normal circum- 

stances and ought no longer to be considered natural. As regards the 

position of the feet in after lfe it depends upon diverse circumstances. 

Here natural dispositions must certainly be placed in the fore-front. Also 

the whole structure of the legs, the shape of the joints and especially the 

joints of the pelvis, influence the position of the feet. It may be noted as 

to persons who turn out one foot more than another, that this is very 

common with females and especially with young girls who are not yet 

entirely developed. ‘They state that they experience difficulty and even 

pain in the hip-joints when they try to turn outwards, to an extent equi- 

valent to the other, the foot which they usually point inwards. | 

_ The structure of the foot is of the same importance and we see, ¢.9., 

persons with flat feet constantly walking with their feet much turned out 

because the weakness of the tendons renders this position more comfort- 

‘able than another. It may also be said that habit goes for much in 

th e formation of the angle of the foot. This refers both to voluntary 

Jabit which consists in making every effort to acquire a good style of 

Walking with the feet turned out, as children are always told to do, and 

Iso to habit resulting from the force of circumstances. 
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The angle of the foot is none the less of importance in forward walk- 

ing. The structure of the knee joint and the ankle joint is such that 

they bend comfortably only in one direction. If these joints bend at the 

same time, the toes, heel, and knee rest in the same vertical plane, or in 

other words, if the knee and ankle have been bent naturally, a perpen- 

dicular dropped from the knee to the ground will 

pass through the toes and not to the left or right 

of them. In walking, a bending of these two joints 

takes place and, in accordance with their structure, 

the whole body takes a direction perpendicular to 

the axis of these joints and preserves this direction 

when in movement. The body will therefore receive 

at each step an impulsion in the direction indicated 

by the longitudinal axis of the sole of the foot 

touching the ground, thus: if the feet be straight, 

the movement will be forward, if the feet be turned Fig. 95. 

outwards the movement will be to the right and the left; see Fig. 95. 

Now in walking, the only object is to advance in the direction in 

which we desire to go; hence the propulsion or forward push given by 

the foot will have its maztimum value, 7.e., will carry us farthest forward, 

when the feet are straight; in this case the directions of the advance and 

the propulsion are identical. But when the feet are turned outwards or 

inwards, a portion of this propulsive force is wasted in carrying the body 

to the left or right of the path; while the remainder alone becomes 

effective in carrying the body forward. The more the foot is turned 

outwards—that is, the greater the angle between the line of the foot and © 

the line of march—the greater the waste of propulsive force. Stated ‘ 

scientifically, only the component of the force resolved along the line of 

march is effective, the component at right angles thereto is wasted. One } 

can therefore tell at a distance, of a person whose feet cannot be seen, — 

whether he or she be walking with the feet straight ox turned out; for 

the bodies of those who walk in the latter fashion make a movement at 
each step to the right or left in the direction of the longitudinal axis of | 

the sole of the foot. This movement only retards progress, and no one 

who places the feet straight need make it. One advances less rapidly 

when turning out the toes; every one feels this instinctively. Thus" 

people who work and have neither time nor energy to waste, who have’ 

in fact to get on, put down their feet straight; while a person who has 

plenty of time before him, who can arrive a little later at his destination, | 
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who considers walking to be an exercise for the body and walks for that 

purpose, and to whom the extra energy expended in going to the right 

and to the left does not matter, turns his feet outwards. Besides, this 

style is considered to be the most beautiful. We thus come to an im- 

portant conclusion. Straight footprints generally belong to members of 

the working classes, those turned outwards to individuals of a better 

class. We say “generally’’, for this is only an “indication” and not 

an absolute certainty. As regards the “normal position’, it has been 

the subject of much discussion; we consider it to be of little interest to 

Investigating Officers. On reading, for example, the ingenious deductions 

of the American R. Whiteman *®, who tries to prove that the parallel 

position of the feet is the ‘“‘normal’’ position, one involuntarily begins to 

ask whether a “normal” foot be not a foot which we do not use at all. 

_ But we are not dealing with infants and paralytics, the foot is there to 

be used, and according to the use made of it very variable “normal ” 

feet will result. at 2 

_It may in general be laid down that the angle of the foot remains 

almost constant for the same person, so that we may conclude with 

fair certainty that a footprint turned outwards is that of an individual 

‘who habitually walks turning the foot outwards at a corresponding 

angle. But many circumstances may influence walking. The simple 

act of thinking or speaking about it, is sufficient to make a person 

place his foot otherwise than he usually does. ‘T'o this may be added 

all manner of exterior influences: the wearer of tight or unaccustomed 

shoes, will not remain faithful to his natural angle, but will put down 

his foot so to avoid as much as possible the discomfort of the shoe. 

"A man ascending or descending smooth or slippery ground will keep 

his feet straight even when he is in the habit of turning them out- 

wards, for in this way he is opposed to the direction of shipping and 

less in danger of falling. People who carry heavy burdens have other 

notives for walking with straight feet. Every oscillation of the centre 

‘of gravity must be disagreeable if not dangerous to them, for, in carrying 

burdens, the centre of gravity is raised and may easily fall outside the 

, yolygon of sustentation, carrying the bearer with it in its fall. More- 

ver the bearer of a burden is not in a condition to easily correct at 

fill the oscillation produced by the displacement of the leg, for his legs 

- ’ a fiw wih + 

= ey ne eee rh el 

Paes Oa eae re by reason of their load less mobile and less obedient. He will 

msequently endeavour by all the means in his power to avoid this oscil- 

| ition to left and right and will not point out his toes, When therefore 
66 
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we discover that a trail has suddenly altered as regards the angle of the 

foot, if there be no other possible explanation, we may presume that 

the person leaving the footprints was burdened and has laid the burden 

down. If for example the footprints of the thief when he has arrived at 

the house turn outwards, and, when he has gone away, are straight, itis 

very probable that he has carried a heavy burden. If a person’s foot- 

prints turn inwards and then outwards, it is because he has laid down 

his burden or handed it over to some one else, etc. 

There is yet another reason why people who are enceinte or obese walk 

with the toes turned out. As has already been said above in speaking 

of the line of march (fig. 94, I1.), these persons have a walk which 

is spread-eagled, loose, and awkward, in fact they waddle. They oscil- 

late, with their line of march broken to the right and to the left and, when 

they accentuate this movement by turning the toes outwards, there is 

produced what already existed in the tendency of their walking: their 

walking with the toes out can only favour their mode of progression. 

It is very remarkable that everyone, even those who walk with the 

toes turned outwards, places the feet straighter when walking barefoot, 

running, or walking upon the toes. The first of these peculiarities is 

difficult to explain: The reason no doubt is that the outside edge of 

the sole of the foot is much less sensitive than the inside edge. In 

walking with the toes turned out the interior edge of the foot touches 

the ground more firmly, whereas, if the feet are kept straight, the 

walking is effectuated almost entirely upon the outside border. There- 

fore, when the foot is not protected by a boot or shoe, one instinctively | 

walks upon the least sensitive part. The fact that in running, or walking — 

upon the toes, the feet do not point outwards, is no doubt explained 3 

by the fact that in this case the heels are more raised and rub against | 

one another, which is avoided by keeping the feet straight and thus : 

the heels more apart. In running we must also take into account the 5 

peculiarity mentioned above, namely that walking with the feet turned My 

out does not favour the forward movement. As in running quick pro- — 

gression is the aim in view, we instinctively choose that position of the : 

feet most favourable in this respect. % 

Footprints turning inwards betray crossed or twisted legs: their ; 

origin being abnormal it follows that they are rare. The body is obliged — 

to follow the sole of the foot which is placed on the ground and the > 

result is that the body makes a very pronounced movement to one side, 

a movement which is both peculiar and characteristic but difficult to 
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describe. Persons afflicted with scoliose, that is to say, who have a 

deviation of the vertebral column, owing to unequal weighting on the 

pelvis, should haye unequal angles of the foot. But as a general rule 

they at length accustom themselves to place the lines of their feet sym- 

metrically, so that inequality in those angles are only found after very 

accurate measurement. | 

(8) The length of the step. 

_ This is the distance of one footprint from the next, measured from 

the middle of the heel of the one to the middle of the heel of the other. 

This distance depends upon the height of the person, the rapidity of 

the walk, and also upon habit. Drs. Beely & Krichhoff ® maintain that 

the force of the big toe also exercises an important influence upon the 

- length of pace, and Vétsch 6-8) makes it depend upon the mobility of 

the big toe. As a general rule it may be said that, of two equally agile 

men, the taller has the longer step; and it may be presumed that, of 

two parallel trails, the footprint occurring more frequently in the same 

distance belongs to the shorter person, and that occurring less frequently 

to the taller person,—presuming the two have walked together at the 

same speed. This supposition is corroborated when the longest interval 

between the footprints corresponds with the largest feet. It will never 

‘of course be absolutely certain, since, as has been stated, other circum- 

stances must sometimes be taken into account. Old people, invalids, 

people afflicted with hernia and other infirmities of the lower part of the 

stomach, take short steps although of tall stature. Moreover people 

who are in the habit of walking with precaution, habitually take short 

steps, for long steps would lead them into uncertainty or, so to speak, the 

/ invisible. It is for this reason sportsmen sometimes take short steps, 

’ for long ones might easily cause them to walk upon dried leaves or 

branches, which it is often indispensable to avoid. Long steps are met 

vith among soldiers who have been for years in the army, surveyors, and 

specially railway employés. These latter are often obliged to walk upon 

the permanent way and they prefer to walk upon the sleepers, which 

‘are not as a rule quite covered with ballast, rather than upon the ballast 

tself. But as the distance which separates these sleepers everywhere 

xceeds the length of the ordinary pace, they get into the habit of taking 

xtraordinarily long steps. 

_ For a person walking at the same speed,®” the length of pace, as 

@ rule, remains the same. If differences exist in normally constituted 
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persons they are due to outside circumstances; the walker wishes for 

example to avoid a stone or puddle, etc.,* or perhaps he has looked back 

while walking and so shortened his step. 

The length of pace varies from 50 to 100 cms. (20 to 40 in.) ; the 

average length may be taken: for the slow walk of people out for a 

stroll, 70 ems. (28 in.); for the average pace of business men 80 cms. 

(32 in.) ; for an accelerated pace like that of messengers 90 cms. (36 in.). 

To take longer steps is not economical and it may be presumed at the ~ | 

outset that a pace of a hundred cms. (40 in.) is only attained in running. 

A running pace of two metres (64 feet) is rarely met with. — 

In the higher technical schools of Karlsruhe (Baden) and of Han- 

over, important experiments have been made in later years upon the 

length of the steps of adults. The following observations have been 

made. Different persons were set to walk along a road, covering distances 

from 200 to 300 metres (220 to 330 yards). The shortest pace measured 

67 cms. (say 26 in.) the longest 97 cms. (39 in.). A pace of 78 cms. 

(31 in.) was the most frequent. Paces of more than 87 cms. (34 in.) 

and less than 76 cms. (30 in.) were rare. The mean of all these obser- 

vations gave 80 cms. (32 in.) as the length of a pace. One may therefore 

in measuring a road calculate the distance with sufficient accuracy by _ 

counting the paces. We also know the ground covered by the German i 

infantry at a fixed pace of 80 cms. (formerly 75 cms.) by reason of 112 } 

paces (formerly 108) going to the minute.t The pace diminishes with 

age. A man of 40 years old hardly takes any other pace than that of q 

about 30 inches while a man of the same height but 30 years of age | 

takes paces of from 32 to 33 inches. | 

If these irregularities in pace are not due to exterior circumstances, q 

as a rule easily discovered, we may conclude that they are due to some- 

thing abnormal about the person walking. If for instance it is found | 

that the length of the pace is unequal, that is to say, that the paces of 

the right leg followed by the left leg are equal to one another, but y 

smaller than those of the left leg followed by the right leg, which latter 

are also equal to one another, it may be presumed that the person ~ 

walking limps, either habitually or by accident due to some wound to the 

foot. The healthy leg makes the longest pace and the leg which is 

* This may be important in determining whether the person in question has passed the — 

spot only after a shower of rain. 

+ This is approximately 100 yards a minute. 
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feeble, short, or wounded, the shortest, for it has to be humoured. ‘To 

_ know which leg limps the longest pace has to be sought from the whole 

system of walking: the footprint in front of this pace comes from the 

sound foot, the one behind from the bad foot. As a general rule one will 

also find in this case a difference between the right and left footprints. 

If the foot be deformed, a difference in the impressions results. If the leg 

is unhealthy, the impressions of the two feet are similar in shape but 

they none the less differ by reason of the manner in which they are 

produced; the anterior portion of the foot or the posterior portion, the 

inside or the outside, etc., leaves an impression different to that of the 

other foot. In this case it is for the medical man to decide, if he can, 

what has caused the phenomenon. ‘The Investigating Officer ought to 

observe and note that the footprints present differences. The cause of 

the difference it is the business of medical jurisprudents to establish. 

Yet other differences may be present.. As has been said, in lameness, 

the step of the diseased foot is shorter than that of the sound foot, 

but the distances between the impressions of the right foot on one side 

and the left foot on the other remain equal. We have also seen above 

that in bandy-legged and cross-legged persons the line of march is broken, 

but the joing lines which pass through the centre of the right heels and 

those which pass through the centre of the left heels are none the less 

straight. But if the distances between each of the impressions of the 

_ right foot and each of the impressions of the left foot are different, and if 

the lines joining the right heels and those joining the left heels form an 

irregular zig-zag, it is because the central organ of the apparatus of loco- 

motion is defective, and the footprint belongs without doubt to one who 

_ suffers from brain or spine disease: he is a paralytic, inebriate, giddy, or 

badly wounded person. Such footprints ought of course to be attentively 

examined, and it is best either to show them to the medical man in 

naturd or else measure them with the greatest accuracy and remove them. 

The explanations of the medical man will then be listened to and in 

+ many cases he will even be able to tell under what influence the brain 

_ has acted: whether the footprints belong to a chronic invalid, a drunkard, 

~ or a wounded person, etc. 

; A FRAPS I RN JK RST TATE NAR REN A A ALERTED SERS WWM Rarsil Ww LETS 

e. Other kinds of walking. 

7 Besides ordinary walking we have also special kinds of walking which 

_ may in favourable circumstances be easily determined, and which often 
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furnish important information affecting the elucidation of a case. It is 

for example easy to recognise a stoppage, for the hind foot is then drawn 

forward and forms a second impression beside the other. It may even 

be guessed approximately whether the stoppage has been short or pro- 

longed, for, in the latter case frequent goings and comings and changes 

of the stationary position will be observed, while in the former case the 

regular alternations of the steps to the right and the left is interrupted by 

two footprints beside one another and then the walker starts off again, 

usually with the foot with which he has taken the last step. It is equally 

easy to tell if there has been a lateral jump, stepping aside, slow walking, 

or several steps made running, and numerous other similar variations 

from ordinary walking. These should never be allowed to pass unper- 

ceived and they must always be carefully noted down, for their importance, 

which may be considerable, often does not make itself manifest till later. 

A person may have been forced to walk backwards, or may have done 

so with the intention of causing confusion. The proof of a fact of this 

kind has always its own importance, for persons never try to deceive 

others without serious reasons. If one knows that the walking back- 

wards was done intentionally by the walker, the reason for his doing so 

must be found, and, this once ascertained, the whole history of the case, 

the motive for the act, or some other important factor will be laid bare. 

The footprints will nearly always tell us whether a person has really been 

walking backwards. In backward walking, the steps are. shorter, for our 

muscles are not accustomed to this kind of locomotion; the directing 

line is, for the same reason, and also because we do not know where we 

are going, hesitating and uncertain; the impressions present besides a 

quite distinctive digging of the toe, when the individual in question is 

forced to take relatively long paces, for to do so he must commence by | 

planting the point of the sole in the ground and then drawing or pushing Ft 

the foot. If the Investigating Officer suspects that an individual walking 

backwards has produced a suspicious footprint, he should himself do the 

same thing upon similar ground, taking backward paces of the same a 

length and then comparing the impressions: it 1s hardly possible to make — 

a mistake. 

It sometimes happens that similated or dissimilated footprints are 

found. These are produced when a criminal attempts to indicate a false — 

direction and the length of the road he has to traverse hardly allows him 

to walk backwards—when for example a case of murder is sought to be 

passed off as one of suicide, or a case of suicide as one of murder, (e.g., q 
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with persons who have insured their lives). In the first case there will be 

noticed the footprint of but one man, while in the latter there will appear 

the footprints of several, although in reality the facts are quite the 

contrary. This is done by tying to the feet shoes placed the wrong way 

round ; but an attentive examination nearly always permits the discovery 

of this. The author of the crime always commits in such a case the fault 

of choosing soil upon which the footprints may be cleanly impressed and 

have a good appearance, so that they will not fail to attract the attention 

and induce the desired interpretation. But when the footprints are clean 

they are easy to study and one soon discovers that they are unnatural and 

have not the same appearance as other footprints. It is difficult to 

explain, but one will immediately recognise from an examination of the 

footprint that the weight producing it has had something abnormal about 

it. Here again experiment will clear up everything. The Investigating 

Officer will make trial along side the suspicious footprints with shoes of 

the same size, but worn naturally, and he will immediately notice the 

difference between the true and the false. Moreover in all cases of this 

kind, if the operation has not been performed with care, the impression 

of the strap used to tie the shoe on backward, and which passes as a rule 

round the foot a little in front of the heel, will be discovered. 

The criminal may also have intended to cast suspicion upon another 

person, especially if he foresees in advance that suspicion will fall upon 

himself. In this case also he produces clear footprints which, so to 

speak, leap to the eyes, either by wearing shoes which differ essentially 

from his own and which he subsequently destroys, or by tying to his 

‘feet the shoes of another person. The former system is employed by 

those who have small feet and wish to produce large footprints, the 

latter by those who have large feet and wish to produce small footprints. 

‘A tall man who fastens to his feet the shoes of a woman may very well 

cause it to be believed that the criminal is a woman and, per contra, a 

woman who puts on the large shoes of a man, that it was a man who 

“committed the crime. One may often in this way, as has been proved 

‘by numerous experiments, produce footprints which deceive perfectly. 
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The discovery of such trickery is difficult but not impossible. An 

excellent method will be to compare the size of the impression with that 

a the step. The criminal, who is generally in an agitated state of mind, 

asily forgets that as a general rule big feet have long legs and in con- 
ne I A IS 

7 sequence make long paces whereas little dainty feet make short paces. 

lf this false proportion be discovered, suspicion will take shape and the 
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investigation be continued in this direction. If the suspicion be well foun- 

ded some irregularity will soon come to ight: the line of march becomes 

unsteady, the step seems hesitating and uncertain and, when the shoes 

are too big, dragging and heavy, and this is clearly seen from the impres- 

sions. When a little shoe has been arranged under a large one, not only 

the impression of the strap which fixes it may be perceived but often also, 

and especially when the sub-soil is deep (mud, snow, etc.), that of cer- 

tain parts of the large foot overlapping the small shoe. However diffi- 

cult it may be to establish this proof, it 1s worth the trouble of the 

attempt. Indeed, by procuring conclusive proof of the falsification of 

footprints, the criminal is more or less surely designated ; and on the 

other hand the innocence of individuals suspected owing to the false 

impression is not slow to see the light of day. Footprints fabricated in 

this way are not met with only in noyels. 

(b) The image of the foot. 

In accurately representing the manner in which a footprint is pro- 

duced the procedure above described must be followed, that is to say, 

we must colour the sole of our own bare foot by placing it on a mixture 

of some colouring matter, water, and gum arabic, and then walk upon 

paper stretched on the ground. Careful examination of footprints pro- 

duced in this way will inform us, not only about the real image of the 

bare foot, but also about the impression and the mark of the foot, bare or 

booted. If, after having once coloured the sole of the foot, the operator 

walks several times upon the paper so that, for example, three images of | 

the foot having different intensities of colour may be compared, he will 4 

notice at once that each particular impression presents in itself an infinity — 

of tints, although the sole of the foot has been covered all over with | 

a uniform coating of colour. The reason is that, on the one hand, the q 

sole of the foot is not a united and flat surface, but on the contrary is un- i 

equally modelled; and in the second place the pressure exerted by the | 

body upon that surface is very unequal and shifts upon the surface | 

weighted during the movement of the body. | 

If now we consider the manner in which the colouring matter be- 

haves during walking, that is, the colouring matter pressed between the 

paper and the sole of the foot, it will be seen that the damp and slippery — 

matter, has yielded at those places where it has been most pressed, in| 

other words, that the sole of the foot at the place where it is mos : 

ea 
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weighted comes on to the paper and drives back the colouring matter. 

It is then those places where the colouring matter is thus most com- 

pressed that will be the clearest; and the lighter the weight exerted on 

a part of the sole the deeper will be the image produced at that place. 

Let us consider now the images of one and the same foot once coloured 

and impressed three times while walking. We at once note that less and 

less colouring matter remains for use and that, as has been stated, each 

isolated impression shows a different coloration owing to the difference in 

pressure. One cannot well see on a single impression where and how 

the pressure is exercised: the whole three must be examined. We will 

’ consider them successively. See Fig. 96, I., I1., III. 
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Fig. 96. 

Impression I.—The lightest place and in consequence the most heavily 

weighted is that situated between the two eminences of the big and the 

little toes, underneath the three other toes. The next lightest place is 

‘near the heel, towards the outside edge of the sole of the foot. It is, like 

the first, clearly circumscribed and at its inside border, exactly below the 

prolongation of the thigh bone, perpendicular to the foot, there is a 

) particularly clear place. The body then principally rests upon these two 

} spots, behind the three middle toes and in front of the edge of the heel. 

he next lightest places are the inside border of the big toe, continuing 
67 
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towards the inside border of its eminence; then the outside border of 

the eminence of the big toe, and the middles of the toes themselves, in 

particular of the big and the little toe. One or more of these places 

thus serve to form an auxiliary or third support for the body, which would 

not find a stable base on the two most important points just mentioned. 

Kvery one is not in agreement about this. It is generally admitted that 

the body rests upon three points of support: the heel, the eminence 

of the big toe and that of the little toe. Hyrtl®®, Bardeleben®™, and 

Henle®®), say :—‘“‘ The sole of the foot rests behind on the edge of the bone 

of the heel and in front on the anterior articulations of the metatarsal 

bones, particularly the big toe and little toe, especially the former, thanks 

to the sesamoidal bone.”’ H. de Meyer®®, Szymanowskt®”, and Heuter®®, 

indicate as the point of support of the curve of the foot: (1) the posterior 

edge of the bone of the heel; (2) the exterior edge of the foot near the 

metatarsal bone; (8) the head of the first metatarsal bone. We believe 

that the illustrations speak for themselves. 

Impression II.—The principal mass of the colour remains upon Jm-_ 

pression I. What was superfluous has gone and we now obtain a good | 

result from which it may be clearly seen what parts of the sole of the — 

foot chiefly bear the weight of the body. We distinguish on this impres- 

sion (the effect cannot be seen so distinctly upon our reduced reproduction 

as upon the original impression) two kinds of colouring perfectly separate 

and distinct: the one dark and regular as if made with a small paint 

brush, the other having lines more finely and more irregularly drawn, ex- 

actly as if one had taken some printer’s ink or other thick colouring matter 

upon the point of the finger and then pressed it firmly down, in fact it is 

a footprint in the same sense as a finger-print. The former places are 

those more feebly charged, the latter more strongly, for the latter imprint 

is produced when the foot is taken away after strong pressure. The places 

most charged (mentioned in I.) have hardly any more colouring matter left — 

and the paper presents almost its natural appearance. Among the parts 

feebly charged there are: the exterior edge of the big toe, the entire edge — 

of the other toes, as far as the place where, by virtue of the convex shape j 

of the toes, a lesser charge commences. Next, a clearly delimited line, i 

running obliquely under the toes, as far as the place most charged referred 

to above, then the whole of the interior edge of the sole of the foot as far _ 

as the heel and the furthest back portion of the posterior part of the heel. — 

At the same time we see from the manner in which the colouring matter 

has yielded and the formation of the little so called veins, that the 
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general direction of the pressure has been from the exterior towards the 

interior, then from the heel forwards, and from the front portion back- 

wards on to the bail of the big toe, that is to say, the foot has been placed 

down commencing with the heel and has pushed forward the colouring 

matter situated at the back. The exterior edge of the sole of the foot has 

touched the ground almost at the same time and has chased the colouring 

matter inwards, while the ball of the big toe on leaving the ground has 

repulsed backwards the colouring matter beneath it. 

- Impression IIIT.—The last of these three impressions only points out 

more distinctly what is already noticeable in Impression II. It is easily 

seen what a heavy weight rests on the parts situated towards the forepart 

of the heel and the ball of the big toe, since the paper remains almost as 

free from colour as the interior edge of the big toe. Here the colouring 

substance has already been driven away. ‘The direction in which it has 

been pushed back is clearly indicated by the projecting veins, and it is at 

length possible to understand the effect of this species of bridge between 

the heavily weighted place in front of one side of the ball and the neigh- 

_ bouring part of the toes on the other side, since the little veins are 

beginning to show. This bridge serves to join together the place heavily 

weighted and the toes; since it is not heavily weighted, it allows the foot 

\ to pass at each propulsion from the ball on to the toes without propel- 

_ ling the whole weight forwards. 

The lessons to be drawn from these deductions are self-evident ; it is 

_ only when one understands how a footprint is produced, that is to say, 

the mechanical procedure, visible at each step under normal conditions, 

that one can understand and utilise different footprints or series of foot- 

_ prints produced under either normal or abnormal conditions, without 
being obliged to designate at every moment a footprint as being ‘“ quite 

enigmatical and non-utilisable.” It is naturally impossible for us to 
discover every imaginable case. Suffice it to say that when one is ac- 

quainted with the process of walking, one also knows if there has been 
' an obstacle, and if so the nature of that obstacle, in the crystalliza- 

tion, if we may be permitted to use the expression, of the footprint ; if 
the line of walk has undergone an intentional or unintentional devia- 
tion; if slips should be attributed to the nature of the ground or a 
‘jump which has been misjudged; whether a burden has been carried 
or whether dissimulation has been practised, and slowness or sudden 

 tapidity produced, etc. The question of the method of production is 
_ of particular importance when we have to deal with an impression so 
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defective that we cannot tell whether it is merely a feature of the ground 

or a footprint. In this examination the order in which the different parts 

of the sole of the foot touch the ground, and which is the portion most 

heavily and the portion most lightly weighted, should never be lost sight 

of. In this way the smallest inequalities in the ground and the faintest 

impressions will be dealt with, and it will be easy to establish whether 

one is in the presence of a partial impression of a foot or only of an acci- 

dental inequality in the ground. It will even be possible in many cases eae 

to reconstitute an entire footprint from one of these faint inequalities. 

This is especially important when a series of impressions passes along 

favourable ground, then on to a soil so hard or so soft that one no longer 

perceives more than small parts of the impression, and when it is neces- 

sary to continue to follow defective traces such as these until they again 

become more distinct. It is always indispensable in such a case to pay i 

attention to the mode of production of the impressions, for upon that all 

our work hangs. 

D. Measurements to be taken. 

We would first call attention to certain details connected with the 

manner in which footprints should be measured and compared. Much — 

prudence must here be exercised and nothing undertaken which shows no 

chance of success. On the one hand the foot itself varies considerably, 

e.g., it is much smaller in cold weather or after a long rest than during ~ 

hot weather or after a long march; on the other hand it is difficult to y 

measure, in as much as it is not a regular body and must be measured i 

differently according to the parts dealt with. 

Zenker says that the foot in repose differs half a centimetre and t 

upwards from the foot in activity owing to the weight upon it. This — 

may very well be in theory but the author has found it impossible of 

verification. An ordinary shoemaker’s measure is evidently of little value ~ 

here since absolute accuracy is necessary and 5 mill. is a very little 

thing, hardly the thickness of a medium sized goose quill, and as the 

dimensions of the foot can only be measured by dropping prependiculars. — 

If this latter operation is not absolutely exact, if the square employed 

presses on the foot more or less strongly, or if it accidentally touches | 

fresh spot, a difference of more than a half centimetre may result. ; 
It is the same with the comparison of footprints in the walking — 

and the stationary position. It is frequently stated as by Beely & Kirch- 

hoff,® that a footprint produced in walking is smaller than one produced — | 
‘- 

| 
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when the foot is simply placed upon paper. The author has never been 

able to verify this in spite of numerous experiments; on the contrary 

the footprints prodaced in walking often appear much larger than those 

produced in the stationary position. The quantity of colouring matter, 

the nature of the ground and its surface, united or unequal as it may be, 

the manner of posing the foot, etc., are all different factors; and it is in 

them that the causes of the more or less considerable differences in the 

dimensions of a footprint are to be found. 

Now everything that applies to the foot in general also applies to it 

| various parts, especially to the 

toes. Messon says, for example, 

_ that the impression of the four 

) little toes of the foot in the 

"stationary position is round, in 
walking slightly oblong; that 

the impression of the big toe, 

in the stationary position, is 

like that shown in fig. 97, I. 

and in walking like that shown 

in Fig. 97, II. All this is cer- 

‘tainly inaccurate. We do not I. Fig. 97. LT. 

doubt that Messon really saw what he tells us. But if he had repeated 

the experiment twenty times, employing each time more or less colour on 

different surfaces and with different individuals, he would have seen that 

the impressions of the toes of the foot are often round in walking and 

‘somewhat oblong in the stationary position, and that the shapes I. and II. 

of the big toe are to be found indifferently in the stationary position and in 

walking. The impression of the big toe depends upon its shape, for the 

weight varies precisely with that shape. The shape called ‘antique ’”’, 

where the big toe is shorter than the second toe, is often met with, not 
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only in statues, but in children and persons who go barefoot. But this 

‘is not a rule, and one often sees persons who go barefoot having the big 

e longer than the second. On the other hand we meet other persons 

who never go barefoot, whose big toe is quite classical in shape. This 

May be observed especially among women, wearing very tight fitting 

shoes which yet give easily and are quite supple. ‘The same may be said 

f the direction of the big toe. Its longitudinal axis should correspond 

with the longitudinal axis of the sole of the foot. It generally however 

orms an obtuse angle with the exterior edge of the foot, so that the big 

wee eee ee ee? ear ro Earle 
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toe seems pressed against the other toes. Badly fitting footwear is gene- 

rally the cause. Yet this formation is also to be found among persons 

who work barefoot in soft ground. It must not be forgotten, moreover, 

that people who go barefoot in summer often wear during the rest of the 

year boots which do not fit them and injure the feet. | 

In comparing the impressions with one another, it is important to 

place the foot or boot in question, anointed with a quantity of the colour- 

ing matter approximately equal to that of the original, upon the same 

surface as the latter; and then to draw one’s conclusions from the 

impression as a whole, in general and in particular, and to measure only 

where perfectly certain and sure starting points are to be found. 

It is the same with the impressions of booted feet. We have already 

seen (Fig. 88) that in certain cases the curve of the sole in the impression 

is quite different from what it is in the boot itself. Other important 

modifications are also to be met with when the foot has slipped back- 

wards or forwards or to the right or to the left, thus producing unfortu- 

nate disfigurations. | 

Often it is easy to perceive slipping but sometimes the reverse is the 

case. It may happen that the foot has slipped not only backwards or ij 

forwards but also to the side; unfortunately, one of the two surfaces of 5 

slipping may not be distinct and may pass unperceived, and thus easily a 

conduce to error. Suppose for example the forward slipping to be very — 

visible and the slipping to the left side to be indistinct. The longitudinal q 

axis need not be measured as it would give no guarantee, and it would 

be a mistake to measure minutely the dimensions of breadth and consider — 

them as accurate, for they would of necessity also lead to erroneous 

conclusions. One cannot then examine with too much attention the — 

question of whether slhpping has or has not taken place ; and when the — 

nature of the ground causes us to admit the possibility of the former — 

alternative, it must never be lost to view. 3 

If in the case of bare feet it is the whole impression, or as we have 

called it the physiognomy, which ought to be chiefly regarded, with q 

booted feet it is the details which are important; the nails, the edges, — 
patches, etc.: these must always be observed with the greatest accuracy. 
Not only their number and shape must be accurately determined, but 
also the distances between them must be indicated with care, for these — 

distances do not vary even in the case of slipping. The nails and the — 

soles may in cases of this kind lead not only to valuable conclusions but 

also to the most fatal errors, when their number is not the same in — 
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the impression and the original. It may happen, for example, that one 

of the nails of the shoe has come against an almost invisible stone or 

other resisting object on the ground and cannot therefore leave any 

mark in the impression. In this case it would be a false conclusion 

to presume that at the moment when the impression was produced a 

nail was missing at the part of the sole in question. Moreover, a nail 

may have been lost or replaced after the production of the impression, so 

that in the former case we would find in the sole a nail less, in the latter 

a nail more. The same applies to patches which have been added or 

lost. In a word there are an enormous number of important points 

which may arise in the future and which require those minute examina- 

tions to be carried out at the time. 

It is often difficult to establish whether a nail is new or not. In 

many cases the microscopist will aid the Investigating Officer by ex- 

amining the head of the nail in comparison with other nails to find out 

its stage of use, its point, the amount of rust, etc. In urgent cases the 

Investigating Officer should never neglect at least to examine for himself 

with the magnifying glass the heads of the nails and take the advice of 

an inteligent shoemaker. 

There remains yet to speak of the manner of taking measurements, 

when one wishes to compare the original impression with : 

that of a suspected individual. Messon suggests the , 

mode indicated in Fig. 98. The tracing of the lines of this 

Psu | 

figure is not complicated ; A B denotes the total length of | wee . 

the foot; C D its greatest breadth measured prependi- 

cularly to A B; C E the depth of the bend of the sole; « 

the angle C F J the slant of the toes. However good this 

process may appear in theory, it is only of practical value 

when we have an intact original impression and when, 

D 

in producing the artificial impression, exactly as much fig. 98. 

colouring matter is employed as has been in the original. If the original 

s not preserved absolutely intact it may frequently happen that one can 

only trace one or other or even neither of the lines A B,C D. The 

length of the line C EH depends not only upon the curve of the foot but 

also upon the quantity of the colouring matter. The author has made 

numerous experiments in this regard and believes that the simplest and 

the best method is to trace upon each of the impressions to be compared, 

_two lines prependicular to one another, lines which will constitute the 

starting point of all measurements. 
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Suppose an original but incomplete footprint is to be compared with 

a os that of a suspected individual. They 

le Ae would first be both accurately drawn 
h h ; ¢ 

0 i by tracing them on tracing paper, in 

ga" EX d order not to damage the originals. 

; 3 We will then look on the incomplete 

m U}——a" original footprint for two points as 

en J far from one another as possible but 

C7 Ps which have been clearly determined 

Pe upon the artificial footprint, for ex- 

ample in Fig. 99 the interior edge 

Fig. 99. of the heel at the place where the 

curve is most pronounced. We thus obtain the lines a b and a’ b’. We 

then look for a second fixed point from which a perpendicular is dropped 

upon a b. This point is chosen so that the second perpendicular should, 

as far as possible, extend into the footprint; here, for example, the exterior 

edge of the little toe, cd, c’ d’. We thus have two co-ordinate lines whose 

intersection gives us the point o from which every measurement and com- 

parison may be made. We now measure and compare all the points to 

be found upon the two co-ordinates: oe, o’e'; of, o' f'; og, 0'g’. To fix 

the position of any other point it suffices to measure two lines: one, the 

perpendicular from the point in question to the line a b or ed, the other 

the distance from the point of intersection thus obtained to the point o 

(i.e., the abscissa between the foot of the perpendicular and the origin). 

It follows, a perpendicular dropped from the exterior edge of the — 

impression of the second toe upon ¢ d will reach c d at 7. Let us call the — 

point on the second toe h; we are able to compare o i with o'i’, and ih — 

with 7h’. Or inversely, if a length (or abscissa) of 3 cms. is drawn | 

from o and o’ in the direction of d and d’, and a perpendicular raised from q 

this latter point, the distance 7 h will be the same as the distance 7h’, — 

5 ems. The latter or inverse process is followed when we wish to — 

compare curved lines with one another; we measure starting from o and — 

o’, two lengths of 5 ems., in the direction b and b, and designate the 

points thus obtained by /, n; U’,n’. From these points perpendiculars are: 

raised upon a b and a’b’, and lines / m, lm’ and n p, n’ p’ measured. If © 

these lines are equal to one another, one can be certain that the deviation 

of the interior edge of the sole is the same in both footprints. This — 

procedure is continued until all the important points are measured ; the — 
| 
| 

| 

more there are the better. The method seems more difficult to the 

i 
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reader than it really is in practice. It suffices to try it once to recognise 

its simplicity. : 

This method will only exceptionally be employed for footprints, e.g., 

when the impression is not deep and its curves do not prevent the 

tracing of straight lines. It goes without saying that the auxiliary lines 

will not be traced upon the footprint itself but upon the plaster cast, 

upon which it is easy to draw and which at the same time is a material 

object like a foot or shoe. 

If the impression of a booted foot is in question the reproduction on 

the tracing paper will be directly compared with the boot or shoe of the 

individual suspected. But if it is a bare foot, one will not naturally com- 

pare the reproduction on tracing paper of the original footprint with the 

bare foot of the individual, who would not be able to keep it sufficiently 

) still and from which it would be impossible to draw any conclusion. In 

this case the individual should be made to walk upon some substance 

analogous to that upon which the original impression has been made, that | 

is to say, a new footprint for verification will be obtained, of which a 

reproduction will be immediately taken on tracing paper. The two re- 

_ productions on tracing paper may be then compared. 

As a rule, there will be no need, when dealing with booted feet, to 

draw auxiliary lines, for more marked peculiarities will be here met with 

than the mere vague curves of a bare foot. With a pair of compasses or 

a measure the distances between the nails should be taken, also the dis- 

tance from the outside corner of the front part of the sole to the front 

eorner of the inside of the heel, or the length of the right side of the 

heel, etc., and the measurements found should then be compared. The 

original impression and the object of comparison may present small 

differences in measurements which will not invalidate our conclusion 

but, beyond that, it must not be forgotten that certain phenomena of 

‘drying and other modifications of shape take place, occasionally producing 

surprising differences. It is thus, for example, that an impression made 

from potter’s clay may contract as much as four-fifths of an inch when 

‘the clay becomes dry and the particular nature of the soil allows of 

| its drawing together, there being no obstacle on the surface. This is 

‘not very common for the clay, adhering to the base on which it rests, 

cannot shrink throughout its whole extent and is obliged to split. The 

total width of the parallel splits indicates how much the clay has con- 

tracted in drying. The consequence of this shrinking is naturally that 

one has to deal with dimensions which are quite untrustworthy. The 

68 
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distance between the various nails may be regular im naturd, e.g., one 

cm. In drying, the clay undergoes in its various molecules a stronger 

and stronger tension until it breaks at the place which offers the least 

resistance; after this it contracts more and more on each side of the 

split, the breadth of which increases with the drying: The latter process 

finished, the distance between the various nails which at first was 10mm. _ 

will have been reduced to about 8mm. But if a split 5mm. broad 

passes between two nails, the distance separating them will not fall from 

10mm. to 8 but will increase to 13mm. This phenomenon sometimes 

affects proportions more than one would believe possible especially when 

dealing with badly impressed footprints, and also where the clay happens 

to split across the nail. Thus if the split crosses the heel in the direc- 

tion of its length, two nails more will be found than appear upon the 

original. 

It would be a mistake to suppose that the phenomena of drying 

always take place in a uniform manner and that, e.g., the percentage will 

be the same at the toe as at the heel. Several factors must here be 

taken into account. The thickness of the bed of clay, the admixture of 

stones, grass, straw, pieces of wood, etc.; also, one portion of the foot- 

print may remain fresher than the other owing to trickling water, and — 

inversely one part may be more shaded than the other during the heat of ;: 

the day. The most remarkable phenomena of drying take place when 
the ground on which the footprint is impressed has been successively dry | 

and damp. We do not of course allude here to rain, which would destroy — 

the footprint altogether, but to humidity coming from the air, fog, ete. : 

Especially during the fine days at the end of autumn, in the night and — 

in the morning heavy mists occur which moisten and extend the foot- . 

print; during the day a summer-like heat prevails, under the action of 

which the footprint dries up and shrinks. Let these changes of temper-— | 

ature continue for several days and very unequal contractions result, so ~ 

that one cannot be too prudent in taking the measurements of the foot- 4 

print. In such cases it is absolutely necessary to question specialists, — 
m4 

such as a doctor who makes a hobby of physics, or else a professor of 2 

physics himself, and not to forget, if he is unable to observe the object 

for himself, to give him the most circumstantial details upon the whole — 

matter. Among those things to be noted will be the nature of the soil, | 

the conditions of dew and shade, the time which has probably elapsed ! 

between the discovery of the footprint and the moment it was made, the 

temperature and the weather during that interval, all other influences" 

— 
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to which it has been submitted, the method of reproduction, etc. When 

a specialist possesses all these data he will be able to say with what force 

_ the drying has acted, where its action has been strongest or feeblest, and 

what influence the cracks have had, etc.; in a word he will be able to 

reconstitute the footprint as it ought to appear without the effects of the 

drying action. Similar modifications will be found in dealing with snow 

when the upper surface has been successively thawed and refrozen. 

Snow footprints have often remarkable appearances. When they have 

been produced during a moderate degree of cold, the snow is pressed 

under the sole and especially under the heel, so that at the first drop 

in temperature that follows it freezes and becomes ice. If the snow 

then melts, these morsels of ice disappear less quickly and we find small 

pieces of ice bearing the shape of parts of the sole and heel, which 

- remain until long after the rest of the snow has disappeared. 

. But not only the impression itself may vary: that which has produced 

) it may also become larger or smaller. A foot in repose is, as has been 

already stated, shorter than a foot warmed by walking and swollen by 

the heat and the blood, the latter having a downward tendency; a dry 

" sole is shorter than a damp one, be the humidity due to a wet road or, in 

fine weather, to perspiration from the foot. The advice of a specialist 

~ will here also be very important. In India, specialists of this description 

| are no doubt few and far between, but we trust that, where one cannot 

_ be found, what has been stated will show the Investigating Officer how 

careful he must be in drawing inferences from footprints, and not with- 

out very good reason come to the conclusion that any particular footprint 

is that of a particular person. Not so very long ago in the Vizagapatam 

District one of the proofs brought forward against an alleged murderer 

was a footprint found on the scene of the crime, which was alleged 

to belong to the murderer. The Investigating Officer, on being asked 

how he came to this conclusion, stated that he had taken the accused 

» to the spot and made him place lis foot ir the footprint and that it 

fitted exactly ! - 
) 

E. Reproduction of Footprints. 

1. GENERAL. 

h We trust it is unnecessary at this stage to repeat that all important 

mpressions must be reproduced. One can hardly imagine an Investigat- 

ing Officer so indifferent or so inexperienced as to experiment with the 
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original footprint itself. It is however a fact that, in India at least, such 

persons exist, so that we cannot too strongly point out the danger of 

damaging an impression. Such damage may render it useless for the 

future, or a deterioration may be produced leading to the loss of one of 

the most important proofs in a criminal inquiry. ‘To do so voluntarily 

would be unpardonable, and it rarely happens that the decision which has 

to be made by the Investigating Officer is so pressing as to compel him 

to handle the footprint itself, before being able to reproduce it. If speed 

is so necessary, such a rapid examination must be made as will in no way 

cause damage to the footprint: e.g., the nails will be counted, distances 

measured with the compasses, etc. ®™, 

- Moreover the footprints which seem important should be covered 

with a large box and guarded by a trustworthy man. And here we may 

say that a trustworthy man does not solely mean a man who cannot be 

bribed. He is a man who will carry out his orders, and not allow him- 

self to be wheedled by a newspaper reporter, an inquisitive sahib, or a 

pompous Zemindar, into removing the cover and submitting his treasure 

to the attentions of an eager crowd. The Investigating Officer will then 

attend to the rest of his investigation and can return to the reproduction 

of the footprint when he has time. If a comparison is to be made, on no 

account try to fit the foot of the suspected individual into the footprint so 

as to destroy it entirely, as was done by our friend mentioned above. In | 

such a case, the suspected individual may be made to give an impression 

of his foot beside the original impression for convenience of comparison ; 

although with any acuteness the suspect can produce almost any impres- 

sion he likes. 

But even in making the reproduction we must not act without pre- 

caution. We must always remember, especially when we have but a i 

single footprint at our disposition, that, in spite of great skill and much 

care, an accident may always happen to destroy the whole impression. 

The Investigating Officer will then have nothing at all, neither footprint | 

nor reproduction ; and it goes without saying that at no price must the risk 

of such an eventuality be run. He will therefore do at first everything | | 

possible to obtain a representation of the footprint before touching it; 

that is to say, it will be described, drawn, exactly measured, and the 4 
measurements noted down. After having carefully done this and having — 

preserving it for subsequent comparison. How to do so? is far from an | 

easy question. ef 
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2. VARIOUS METHODS. 

The most radical method is certainly to carry away the original im- 

pression. Hodann®™ advises doing this by placing round the footprint 

an iron coffin as large and as deep as possible, (but where shall we find 

it ?), embedded deeply in the ground. ‘The soil is then dug all round the 

coffin with a spade, so that the footprint enclosed in the coffin rests upon 

a little mound isolated from the rest of the neighbouring ground. ‘The 

mound is then dug away to as deep a depth as possible underneath the 

footprint. The latter may thus with precaution be raised up, placed in a 

box, and carried away. Hodann himself says that his procedure is certain 

but complicated. Schauenstein replies, and rightly, that it is not so 

complicated but that the impression thus obtained has no great value, 

as dessication modifies its dimensions and shape, and as also it is lable 

to crack and split, etc.; for ourselves we believe that this method is good 

for nothing, for the footprint suffers too much during the transportation 

to which it is in most cases exposed. If the ground where it happens to 

be is dry, Hodann’s process is not practicable at all, for the whole thing 

_ breaks up into little pieces; if on the contrary the ground be damp, the 

transportation is no longer possible. On one occasion the author, after 

a case of train wrecking, discovered a footprint belonging without doubt 

_ to the author of the crime and planted by him at the moment when 
he had jumped over the railway fence. It had been drawn, described, 

measured, reproduced in plaster; and, as the case was an important one 

and as the operation was easy, the author resolved to remove the foot- 

print by following Hodann’s method. The piece of ground was placed 

) in its box upon a railway trolly. It seemed that these conditions of 

| 4 transport were the most favourable possible, for the trolly could be moved 

* carefully and a thick bed of straw had been placed under the box. In 

spite of all precautions the piece of soil with the footprint arrived in 

such a state that it was difficult to recognise the place where the footprint 

had been. The joltings and shakings of the relatively short journey,— 

the distance lay between two succeeding railway stations—had been 

sufficient to level the mass of earth in an absolutely regular manner. In 

_ acarriage on an ordinary road the same result would have been produced 

“much more rapidly, so that this process can only be recommended in the 

‘eases in which the footprint ought to be preserved at the locality itself. 

We might in certain circumstances utilise it, by employing one of the 

methods of fixture to be discussed later. 
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Another process, also recommended by Hodann, is to obtain a repro- 

duction with the aid of a mixture of equal parts of plaster, cement, and 

sand. This mixture is spread upon the footprint, covering it to the height 

of about an inch and surrounding it for about three finger’s breadth. A 

damp cloth is then spread over the whole and watered with a watering 

can until the mass is thoroughly wet. The reproductions thus obtained 

have a certain solidity, but they.none the less are always so friable that 

pieces may be detached with the finger even after several days. This 

process has besides numerous inconveniences; the watering for example, 

produces an inundation most disadvantageous as regards neighbouring 

footprints ; it is besides difficult to know if and when the mixture is damp 

enough. Again if the footprint is upon damp ground not yet dry at the 

moment of operation, the composition never becomes dry, which is of 

course very inconvenient in many cases. 

Hugoulin®™ indicates a process which would seem to offer great ad- 

vantages. He suggests the placing on the footprint of a grill whereon 

a sheet of tin is placed, a little larger in size than the footprint. Upon 

this live coals are deposited so as to heat the entire impression. ‘The 

grill, tin, and coals, are then lifted up and as much finely pulverized 

stearic acid is spread upon the footprint as the heated soil upon which 

the impression lies can absorb. As soon as the surrounding substance 

cools, the stearic acid solidifies and it is then only a question of skill in 

separating this crust of stearine from the surrounding substance. When 

the operation succeeds, a neat and clear shape is obtained, having the 

advantage of representing the footprint itself and not a mould of it. 

The disadvantages of this method are first the difficulty of procuring 

the necessary materials, and secondly the excessive care with which 

the stearic acid must be introduced and the print lifted up. Stearic acid 

can be procured in some places, since it will suffice if need be to reduce to 

powder a stearine wax taper. But it is impossible to obtain fine enough 

wax by purely mechanical methods. The pulverization has to be made 

by a process of dissolution and precipitation, by placing the powdered § 

taper in alcohol and when dissolution has taken place, adding cold 

water thereto until the stearine swims on the surface in extremely fine 

flakes. The liquid is then poured off and the stearine powder dried upon t 

blotting paper. Theoretically a fine substance is thus obtained. But in Pi 

reality the whole condenses while drying so that we only obtain a crusty xz 

substance, no finer than the stearine scraped with a knife. It is difficult Pa 

to prepare on the spot and to carry it with one is almost as embarrassing. — i 
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Finally, we must not forget that a footprint in earth or clay considerably 

changes in shape and in an irregular manner owing to the suddenness 

of the desiccation by heat, so that the stearine impression obtained will 

no longer claim any degree of precision. , 

' There is one case where this process may be recommended as being 

the only practicable, and that is when the footprint has been produced 

in sand, dust, or the like. In this case the heat does not alter the di- 

mensions of the footprint, the powdered stearine may be spread without | 

disarranging the grains of sand, and, when the stearine is allowed to 

cool, it is easy to detach the shape produced from the sand. ‘The author 

is inclined to follow the advice of Sonnenschein 8 who recommends not 

to commence by heating the footprint and then spreading the stearine 

powder thereon, but on the contrary to follow the inverse process. A 

large quantity of stearine powder is spread upon the footprint by scraping 

above it a stearine taper with a knife. A hot iron is then held over the 

footprint until the stearine is melted and has penetrated into the sand. 

At the places where the quantity of stearine was insufficient, a little more 

is scraped and the heating continued. The footprint may then after 

solidification be easily lifted up without any damage. Any operation 

on sand with cement is naturally impossible for it would completely 

destroy the impression, sand having no consistency. The stearine method 

is therefore the only one practicable. 

Jaumes 8 has modified Hugoulin’s method by employing stearine acid 

only at the fixing of the footprint. He follows Hugoulin’s process ex- — 

actly, but he fills the stearine crust with plaster of paris before lifting 

it up. This method has the same inconveniences as the preceding ; 
nike Si ek a jE Ae ~ 

there is still the difficulty of procuring the necessary materials, counter- 

_ balanced only by a somewhat less fragility in the product obtained. 

Hugoulin advises in certain cases the employment of moulds of glue, 

especially for footprints in snow. The joiner’s glue is melted, taking 

are however to make it a little thicker than usual. It is then allowed 

' to cool until it begins to congeal, and is then poured into the footprint. 

J t is best to leave the glue until a coating has formed on it. This is 

pierced, and the glue beneath is allowed to run out. It soon hardens 

‘into a jelly-like mass easily separable from the print; it will be quite 

hard in 10-12 hours. If the favourable moment during the cooling of 

the glue is seized excellent reproductions are obtained, even in the snow; 

leed, the cold of the snow absorbs the heat of the glue sufficiently 

quickly to allow the latter to harden before the snow melts, It is also 

Poke eee) at a dS 1M Date OS 
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possible to operate upon damp clay, damp earth, or mud. When the 

footprint is dry it must be greased, otherwise the glue mould could not 

be detatched. The advantages of this method are its simplicity and 

the facility with which the materials can be procured, for joiner’s glue 

is to be found everywhere. A relatively small amount of glue is neces- 

sary, 1t requires scarcely any time to heat and turn out, operations which 

any one knows how to perform. But glue moulds have also their bad 

points. They are not very accurate. It happens, e.g., that not very 

distinct impressions of nails are not reproduced and that the mould 

obtained shrinks, twists, and stfains sensibly in drying. Moreover a 

mould of this kind may during very hot weather become unrecognisable 

in a few hours. It is necessary in consequence to cover it with a cloth 

which does not touch it and must be kept continually wet, so as to enable 

a plaster reproduction to be made as soon as possible. When one has — 

only glue at one’s disposal, it may always be used, and indeed for foot- 

prints in snow no other method exists. It is a good thing before spreading 

the melted glue to stretch small pieces of thin string over the footprint 

in such a way as almost to touch the bottom. As the ends of the string 

will project on both sides of the footprint, when the glue is poured out we 

can easily seize them and raise the mould when cold with their assist- 

ance. This precaution is unnecessary for footprints in snow where the 4 

moulds are deserted by their melting environment. A 

Hofmann 8” recommends the employment of plaster or pulverized 

cement, and then follows Hodann’s process. ‘The author has made nu- 

_ merous experiments and can recommend cement only in cases of absolute : 

necessity. As it is impossible always to carry several pounds of cement H 

about with one, we have to fall back upon common country cement | 

which is nearly always useless. Specialists say, ‘Good cement is very — 

good; bad cement is very bad.” Indeed moulds in bad cement are value- 

less. Even those in good cement are not always very clear and they ~ 

harden. with difficulty on ‘damp eround even after a considerable time. j 

sand or water one is aibieed to add thereto, the mould oliestieae is a 

fit only to be thrown away. | 

cement and plaster since the action of plaster upon cement 1S always j 

unfavourable. Bruno Kerl (Treatise on Technical Chemistry ; Muspratt) | 

says that even two per cent. of plaster is injurious to cement and that the 
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presence of plaster, however insignificant, always retards the solidifica- 

tion of the cement. If obliged to employ cement to fill up a footprint, 

it is best to take 2 parts by volume of cement, one of sand (deprived of 

all clay), and one half part of pure water. With dry sand, mix first the 

cement and the sand: if the sand be damp, mix first the cement and 

the water, then add thereto the sand and pour out the mixture upon 

the footprint (Bruno Kerl). The cement increases in volume in the 

proportion of 100 to 118, so that the resulting cast is materially larger 

than the footprint itself. If we have no sand free from clay, and 

no time to wash the sand, then we take only cement with half as 

much water. It is difficult to prepare these moulds during frosty 

weather, for the water freezes before the’ cement has hardened and 

the mould does not solidify. The Tonindustrie-Zeitung®® recommends | 

in working with cement during a frost to dissolve in the water as 

much salt as it will absorb. This is theoretically accurate, for a 

solution of salt freezes with difficulty, but we have on several occa- 

sions made the experiment and obtained nothing but a sandy and 

crumbling mass unfit for any service. 

To sum up what has been said we conclude that all the methods 

already mentioned ought only to be applied exceptionally and in parti- 

cular cases. Moreover we can nearly always have recourse to the. process 

recommended by Krahmer®®, a very old process which employs plaster 

of paris. Wax is also quite as good and, in many cases, preferable. 

8. METHODS RECOMMENDED ®89), 

On the one hand we easily procure plaster of paris anywhere, and, 

_ on the other, use relatively little, so that its carriage is not onerous, at 

least when footprints are expected to be found. Good plaster, as used by 

sculptors, should be obtained and kept as dry as possible. It should be 

preserved for preference in bottles closed with a cork and wax, and filled 

as full as possible in order to prevent air remaining within. Before 

' filling the bottles, the plaster should be dried in the sun and care be 

taken that only perfectly dry bottles are employed. 

When it is desired to fill a mould, that is, in the present case, a foot- 

print, the mould should be carefully prepared for the purpose. First 
; Wy BLL RII EE AF CRN NES RAG TREE RO ELTA ER ERE SCS SSNS re se 

‘any small stones, pieces of earth, etc., which may have fallen should be 

| detached with precaution and any water which may have collected be 

Tremoyed with a rag or piece of blotting paper. 

69 
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If it is possible to solidify somewhat the walls of the footprint it 

will greatly aid the rest of the work. The best agent for this purpose 

is a solution of shellac in alcohol. If handy, obtain ordinary joiner’s 

varnish, the basis of which is nothing but shellac and alcohol. To apply 

this solution, use for preference a hairdresser’s scent spray, but in the 

absence of such the solution may be spread with precaution upon the 

footprint with a camel’s hair brush or morsel of cotton wool. This 

operation must be proceeded with cautiously, for a drop of the solu- 

tion, resting for example in the impression of a nail of a shoe would 

entirely fill it and render it invisible on the cast. This process only 

serves, aS has been said, to further solidify the footprint and is in no 

way indispensable. 

The next important matter is to devise some method of raising the 

cast, in other words, of greasing the footprint. We do not advise the 

employment of oil which would not remain on the surface but filtrate 

through into the ground without producing the desired effect. Any 

greasy body may be recommended having the consistency of an ointment 

or pommade, such as melted pork or beef fat, melted butter, a mixture of 

oil and hot tallow, or any ointment. With this the footprint is rubbed, 

care being taken to see that there nowhere remains any.mass of grease 

likely to produce incomprehensible and bothersome marks in the cast. 

Footprints in the sand or on a damp substance are the only excep- 

tions here. As has been pointed out above casts cannot be taken of © 

a footprint in the sand except with stearic acid, and footprints on damp 

substances would be damaged by the touch of a camel’s hair brush, the 

marks of which would be found upon the reproduction even when the 

greatest precaution may have been taken. For these substances there is 

besides no need of greasing, as the author has proved by numerous experi- 

ments. When the plaster has solidified in a footprint on wet clay, slime, 

etc., the cast comes away as easily as if the footprint had been oiled. If, 

in spite of all, the operation does not succeed, the plaster cast must be 

raised along with the footprint by means of a crowbar introduced under- 

neath them. The whole must then be placed on the table and the earth | 

surrounding the reproduction carefully taken away, picked away, so to — 

speak, from the cast. In this case the cast is naturally not white but the 

same colour as the substance in which the footprint has been made, and — 

moreover some small pieces of earth will still adhere to it. They may be — 

removed without any danger by washing the cast with a wetted brush, so | 

that finally a clean footprint is obtained, 
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As to the dilution of the plaster of paris there is but one thing to re- 

member. If the water be poured upon the powdered 

plaster it forms into a mass of pasty clots which will 

not penetrate into all the intricacies of the footprint. 

These clots would require to be broken up, an opera- 

tion requiring so much time that the plaster would —— 

commence to set before it was completed. To remedy Fig. 100. 

this inconvenience a vase should be used, half filled with water, into which 

spoonfuls of the powdered plaster are poured, or, better still, passed 

through a sieve, so that the surface of the water is equally and several 

times powdered over. This is continued until a little eminence forms just 

rising above the level of the water; see Hig. 100. At this stage no more 

plaster is poured in, and the mixture of water and plaster is rapidly stirred. 

The result is, a homogeneous soup without lumps or clots, which is 

poured on to the footprint. The operation must be performed rapidly in 

order that the plaster may not harden. But too great quickness must be 

avoided, or the layers of the soup in forming upon one another would 

| produce air bubbles, and the corresponding spot upon the footprint would 

remain empty. The best method is for one person to pour the plaster of 

’ paris slowly into the footprint while another spreads it carefully with 

a spoon, as it falls without touching the footprint, and thus assisting 

it to penetrate into all the parts. 

During this operation, at the moment when the ground is covered 

with a bed of plaster of about one centimeter’s thickness, small 

_ pieces of prepared wood should be placed, by a third person if rn 

- possible, upon the plaster, after which the remainder is poured 

out. If the footprint be very deep, we may when these sticks 

have been covered with about one centimeter of plaster, further 
SV _ superimpose yet more pieces of stick; Fig. 101. These pieces of 

wood are intended to form a skeleton inside the plaster cast and 

thus to give it more solidity. The plaster may be also stiffened fo-s= 8 
Y \~ 

) in another way. Besides the pieces of wood, twisted string 

may be placed, giving both solidity and stiffness. It should eh 

‘be remembered that the wood, as also the string, should be soaked 

beforehand in water, so as to be thoroughly wet through. Without this 

precaution the wood and the string would absorb water from the plaster 

of paris, swell, and cause the whole to split. It is also advisable, in this 

case, to allow certain of these ribbons to project, thus enabling the mould 

“to be seized and lifted up, when the right moment has come. 
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As regards the period of the operation, it will be found that good 

plaster thickens in a few minutes and becomes fairly set after about ten 

minutes. The mould may then be lifted up. The fact that good plaster 
sets so quickly and develops a certain quantity of heat has the further 

advantage of not hindering the work even during a hard frost. Only 

when the cold is extremely severe will it be advisable to light a small 

fire on the side whence comes the wind, in order to raise the temperature 

during the time necessary for the plaster to set. When the cast has 

been lifted it must be examined to see how far it corresponds with the 

footprint, and in the report the faults, omissions, etc., which have been 

produced will be most minutely noted down. Little pieces of earth, etc., 

sticking to the cast may be 1emoved as explained above by means of a 

wetted brush. 

The increase in volume of plaster is, compared to cement, relatively 

small and does not surpass on the average one per cent.; so that a 

piece one metre in length would measure after expansion 101 centi- 

metres: with a human footprint of 25 cms. in length, a fair average 

for a male, the reproduction in plaster will be 2°5 mms. longer (;;inch). 

For smaller distances, as from one nail to the next, the breadth of the heel, 

etc., the co-efficient of expansion is so insignificant that it may be alto- 

gether neglected. The operation will be particularly successful when one 

is able to use, in preparing the plaster of paris, water which has just been 

boiled but allowed to become cold. It contains hardly any air and 

prevents the formation of air-bubbles in the plaster ®, These bubbles 

may arise at important places and cause much trouble. It is therefore 

always necessary to guard against them. 

When it is desired that the plaster should harden slowly, for example, 

when the work requires great precaution or when some obstacle or other 

prevents the semiliquid mass being easily poured out, the end may be 

attained by mixing marsh-mallow root with the plaster. With 50 parts 

of plaster are mixed 1 to 4 parts of this root finely powdered, more or 

less according to the degree of retardation desired, and for the rest the 

procedure is as before. Thanks to this the plaster will only completely 

harden after about 12 hours; whether one will always have marsh-mallow 

root handy, is another question , 

It may perhaps be also necessary to render a plaster cast more per- 

manent, ¢.g., when it is desired to send it away, or when it is feared that 

it will deteriorate in the hands of the jury, etc. Plaster casts are indeed 

very fragile but thanks to silicic acid they may be rendered as hard as 
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stone. Professor M. Dennstedt®® describes a process which consists in 

plunging the plaster reproduction into a solution containing 15 per cent. 

of silicic acid and leaving it there until thoroughly impregnated. It is 

then placed in a moderately warm spot, and the operation repeated 

several times. The reproduction is next dried at a temperature not ex- 

ceeding 104° F. (40° C.) and then steeped in a solution, saturated when 

hot, of barium water at a temperature of 140° to 158° F. (60° to 70° 

C.), 1% is then sprinkled with tepid water, and allowed to dry in a gentle 

heat. A more simple method consists in steeping the cast in a solution 

of 1 part of alum and 5 parts of hot water and leaving it there for from 

15 to 30 minutes®™), 

If the plaster of paris used by sculptors cannot be procured, common 

plaster, such as is frequently employed by farmers as manure, will be 

obtainable. It is easily transformed into modelling plaster if care be 

taken to cook it. In doing so the procedure is the same as in roasting 

coffee ; the plaster is deposited in a receptacle placed over a fire and con- 

tinually revolved. The time this operation should last depends entirely 

on the quality and age of the plaster. We proceed tentatively; a little 

of the plaster is taken on the point of a knife, mixed with a few drops of 

water, and the result awaited. 

We consider that the value of wax is equal to or even superior 

to that of the best plaster. It is nearly always easily procured, every 

country grocer stocking it. The wax is melted and allowed to cool till 

it begins to darken, it is then poured upon the foot-print. It matters 

little whether the latter is in wet clay or in dry earth ; wax may always 

be employed except in snow, sand, dust, or the like. Much skill is un- 

necessary, the mould is easily raised as soon as the cooling has finished, 

and is clean and distinct. But it must not be forgotten that it is sensibly 

smaller than the original. 

| The same result may be obtained at a low temperature and on damp 

footprints with ordinary suet, which may be procured at any butcher’s 

| shop. Much precaution must be used on raising the mould. A piece of 

- earth must be detached therewith at the same time and made to fall on 

the ground by pressing on the edges until the suet be separated. It goes 

_ without saying that a plaster reproduction of this fragile object must be 

taken as soon as possible. 

_ Pitch and resin are also useful, especially in certain woody districts 

Where they abound. These are heated over a gentle fire and poured 

- slowly into the impression “®, 
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When none of these materials are obtainable, recourse must be had to 

cement, which is rarely to be found in good quality but which however is 

procurable almost everywhere. It is employed as stated above. 

In case of need, but only when the footprint is very hard and very 

solid, good reproductions are obtainable, by kneading clay, easily procur- 

able in a quarry, at a potter’s, or elsewhere, till it has the consistency of 

a paste and pressing it in little pieces on the footprint; this is continued 

until the latter is completely filled and covered with a small mound of 

clay. If the footprint has been well greased the clay is easily raised and 

if the necessary care be taken the lifting up may be carried out without 

danger. The cast should be shghtly baked at once. 

In the same way any paste of flour and water or of dough may be 

used. This has the advantage that it may be spread no thicker than the 

breadth of the thumb, thus making it easier to raise. The impressions, 

when pressure has been properly effected, are very accurate. Their only 

fault is that they do not exactly represent the undulations of the foot- 

print. The paste contracts too easily owing to its leathery consistency, 

but as we have said the distances and the reliefs are easily recorded. 

To summarise what has been said we must employ :— 

(1) for footprints in the snow: joiner’s glue ; 

(2) for footprints in sand, dust, flour, etc.: stearine ; 

(3) for other footprints: plaster, or wax, or in case of need—cement, 

fat or suet, clay, paste, or bread-crumb. 7 

Section ii. Other impressions. 

We mean by “ other impressions”’ all marks and imprints produced, 

in some way or other, in a soft substance®*—*8) It is unnecessary to 

say that every impression of this description may be of great importance 

and ought not to be neglected. ‘To observe, examine, and refer to them 

in the report is not sufficient, they must also be described and reproduced. 

They are often as important as and perhaps more important than, the 

footprint of the criminal himself. In many cases the observation and 

reproduction of such a trace present great difficulties but this in no way 

absolves the Investigating Officer from the obligation he is under to exa- 

mine it in the most thorough manner. ) 

Suppose for example, that the criminal has been walking with a stick 

the impression of which can afford us important information, may even, 

when sharply moulded, establish identification. When one reads in a | 

Wh) 
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report of a “medium sized stick’ with an “iron ferule”’, we do not 
‘ advance very far, for the words “‘ medium sized”’ and “iron ferule” are 

| expressions altogéther vague. But when the impression is accurately 

moulded and one has subsequently a chance of comparing the plaster 

reproduction with the walking-stick of the suspected person, it is possible 

to lay a proof of identity before the jury, which has as much value as 

that of two footprints. We may also gather from the depth of the im- 

print whether the holder of the stick has leaned heavily upon it or not, 

7.e., whether he was tired, aged, infirm, or burdened. Care will be taken 

to establish whether the stick was carried in the right or left hand. If the 

latter, we may suppose that the person was left-handed or carried his 

stick in the left hand because of pain in the foot, both matters of impor- 

_ tance as regards identification. 

Let us suppose that the individual in question carries his walking-stick 

in his right hand. In a slow sauntering walk he will place it on the 

_ ground every second step near the toe of the right foot. If he is going 

quickly and is really making use of his cane to accelerate his speed he 

places it at the fore part of each impression of the left foot. In this class 

must also be placed tired, aged, or infirm persons who, even when walking 

slowly, really make use of a stick to help them on their way. There are 

exceptions to this rule, though in the great majority of cases it holds good, 

as anyone may convince himself of by observation and experiment. 

The marks of horses may also be important. The most difficult thing 

this connection is to distinguish the four impressions which go to- 

gether. Those who are not well up in horses should refer to specialists. 

It is easy to distinguish between the fore-hoof and the hind-hoof from the 

position. It is nearly always a matter of difficulty to recognize, from its 

appearance alone, the fore-hoof or hind-hoof. As a rule the fore-hoof is 

‘ounder and more confined whilst the rear-hoof is more elongated and more 

pen. ‘The size and shape of the shoes, the number of the nails and the 

listance from one another, etc., are often so characteristic that their im- 

yressions may very well serve to establish identification. To determine 

the speed of the animal, the position and the relative distance of the nails 

from one another must be measured so that the specialist is able to give 

he necessary advice. The reproduction of the impressions is performed 

ee Tein pees = 1 

1 the same manner as for human footprints. It is hardly necessary to 

d that in certain cases other foot impressions, as for instance those of 

dog, may also be of great importance. 

The marks made by carriages are not without value, Therefrom 
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can be seen the breadth of the wheel, the 

distance between the right and left wheels, 

the manner in which the coachman has 

driven the carriage, the deflections to 

right and left he has been forced to make, 

what use he has made of his break, where 

he has turned, etc. Wheel impressions are also of importance from 

the point of view of the direction followed by the carriage, for the ground 

is often so hard that no trace of the horse can be found but only of the 

wheels, especially when the vehicle is heavily loaded. If the ground over 

which the vehicle passes is strongly compressed by the wheel, compact 

masses of dust, earth, mud, snow, etc., are detached from the track 

which are visible in the form shown in Fig. 102. These are due partly 

to portions adhering to the wheel of the carriage and partly to the con- 

tinuous crushing and pushing forward. In the illustration the result is 

greatly exaggerated, but it is quite sufficient to observe it with a moving 

vehicle, especially one heavily laden. Once seen never forgotten. 

As to other marks, as of bullets, shot, stones thrown, blows, crushings 

by vehicles, discoloration on weapons and implements employed, etc., 

they will be discussed in their proper places. In every case it is evident 

that such marks must be looked for, described, and, if possible, moulded. 

The manner in which this latter operation should be carried out depends 

upon each particular instance. They may be moulded with plaster, clay, 

bread-paste, putty, wax, gutta-purcha, etc., according to their shape and 

size, and in certain circumstances they may be traced. The universal 

rule is always to reproduce them, for we never know if we will not sub- 

sequently desire to recall the exact form of an impression of this kind. 

Neither must we forget, when opportunity offers, to mould anything 

which may give rise to an impression, é¢.g., the front teeth of a corpse, a ~ 

key, or other instruments and objects; we may not have them to hand | 

when wanted. 3 

Fig. 102. 

Finally we have certain marks on the human body such as callosities or : 

hard places and cicatrices. In any given case they may be of supreme value i 

in establishing the identity of a corpse or of a prisoner who has given 

attention to these marks in an excellently illustrated article (La Photogra: 

phic Judiciaire) in which he shows that as a rule they aré not very 



CHAPTER XIV. 

TRACES OF BLOOD. 

Section i.Search for traces of blood “%—*™, 

Traces of blood, which apart from the mere fact that blood exists are 

often considered of slight importance, are frequently, especially in big 

crimes, the most important elements in the case. In searching for and 

valuing such traces the Investigating Officer has an opportunity of prov- 

ing his zeal, good-will, and sagacity, but he also runs the risk, if he is 

wanting in these qualities, of compromising all the success of the inquiry. 

What the expert can tell us and what the Investigating Officer should 

ask him regarding blood-stains have already been mentioned above (see 

p. 188); we will now speak of what the Investigating Officer ought to 

do, either by himself or better still with the assistance and under the 

superintendence of medical men, in order to facilitate the work of the 

expert and obtain therefrom as much profit as possible. 

Here we shall specially deal with cases where the Investigating 

Officer has arrived on the scene of the crime unaccompanied by a medical 

man, either because he has had no time to summon one, or because he 

__ has considered one unnecessary. There are many cases, especially in 

the country, where “medical jurisprudents” who assist Investigating 

Officers are perhaps excellent general practitioners, but who are not 

really as well up in this class of work as they ought to be from a judicial 

point of view. In all such cases the Investigating Officer has only him- 

self to rely upon, and ought to do his very best to conduct thé case alone. 

But here again the work of the Investigating Officer who wishes to 

acquit himself conscientiously of his task commences long before the real 

judicial case begins. The person who generally arrives first on the scene 

of the crime is an inhabitant of the house, a neighbour, a village officer, 

or some other person, and we cannot conceive the amount of harm they 

- can do with respect to traces of blood. 

: Schauenstein®™, a talented medical jurisprudent, has laid special stress 

and in severe terms upon the curiosity of intruders, and the awkwardness 

_ of the local police, who efface and destroy traces of the highest value for 

the elucidation of a case. Time without number it happens that they 
| 70 
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make new traces by walking in already existing pools of blood and then . 

tramping all over the place, so that subsequently no one can tell whether 

the traces of blood have any connection with the crime or have been 

made afterwards by chance or owing to awkwardness and carelessness. 

Taylor & Bayard™” cite a mass of cases where the gravest confusion has © 

thus been produced 2-8), Jt is within the power of the Investigating 

Officer to prevent at least a great number of such accidents; no doubt on 

the scene of the crime it is too late to do so, but he ought to have taken 

precautions beforehand. | 

In large cities the police being promptly on the spot can generally 

prevent such accidents ; and with this view, the Investigating Officer 

should request the Commissioner of Police to issue the necessary instruc- 

tions to the force. Up-country this is no simple matter, but in compen-— 

sation it is easier to hold the crowd in hand. No other resource is 

possible than to profit by all opportunities which may offer of instructing 

the local police and village authorities in the best method of procedure. 

The latter, on their part, will exercise a satisfactory influence on the 

populace and as a matter of fact most of us know that country people 

are better informed as regards these matters than the denizens of towns. 

The inhabitants of up-country villages seem to know perfectly well that 

where there is no hope of saving the life of a victim of a crime, every- 

thing ought to be left am statw quo until the arrival of the authorities. 

For example, in England, and especially in London, people have in one 

particular this principle firmly engrained in them; namely that when a 

man has been found hanging, he should be left to hang. In such a case 

they think it inadvisable or even illegal to cut the body down until the 

police have arrived upon the scene. A well-known London coroner 

recently stated that it was certain that many a life had been lost owing 

to this superstition. No doubt if the victim is really dead when found the 

police may be aided by finding him still hanging. But such cases are 

almost invariably cases of suicide where it is not really so important to 

leave things undisturbed. Strangely enough people do not seem to act 

thus in other cases than hanging. 

The principle which should always be kept in mind is the following: — 

request the local police to tell the populace to leave, as much as possible, 

everything in the same state as it was at the moment of the discovery of — 

the crime; for their part, the local police should watch carefully, even 

when they have been called at first to the scene of the crime, that nothing 

be disarranged, effaced, or picked up before the person, be he an Inspector ~ | 
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or be he a Magistrate, who will conduct the inquiry arrives on the spot, 

to which we assume he has been summoned with all possible expedition. 

To illustrate the importance of this the following case is most instructive. 

In the Cuddapah District of the Madras Presidency a woman was 

discovered brutally murdered in the open. ‘The woman’s friends were 

prepared to swear to the identity of three individuals whom they alleged 

they saw running away from the scene of the crime. The local police 

knowing that a Sub-Magistrate was in the neighbourhood carefully 

left the scene of the crime undisturbed, at the same time arresting 

the three accused men. When the Sub-Magistrate arrived on the spot 

he proceeded with the utmost care to make an inspection of it. He 

discovered near the corpse in a pool of bloody mud some small beads 

which were found to belong to a necklace worn by the woman and broken 

in the struggle. He preceded to collect the beads and in doing so, he 

discovered a tiny piece of raw fleshattached to a piece of nail, which on 

examination was pronounced to belong to a man or a woman, it could not be 

definitely said which. There was little doubt according to the medical 

evidence that it had been bitten off by the woman from the finger of her 

assailant during her desperate struggle for life. On examining the three 

accused persons the fingers of all of them were found to be intact. This 

led to further inquiries being made when it came out that a man with 

whom the woman was alleged to have been intimate had fled the village. 

He was subsequently brought back from a neighbouring district and on ex- 

amining his fingers the tip of one of them was found to be missing. He 

was tried along with the other three accused and convicted of the murder, 

while they were triumphantly acquitted. Had the scene of this offence 

been disturbed, the end of the finger might never have been found, three 

innocent men might have been convicted, and the real criminal gone 

scotfree. 

If, however, it is absolutely necessary to approach the corpus delicti, 

_ the police must be instructed that the first thing to be done is to safe- 

/ guard with the greatest precautions the traces of blood upon the ground 

by covering them over, ¢.g., with pots, baskets, or boxes. If the blood- 

stains be too large they must be covered over with a species of bridge 

made by placing pieces of wood or bricks on each side upon which a 

plank rests; it is of course not enough merely to guard the largest and 

most visible traces; the small ones also should be seen to, for in spite 

of their apparent insignificance they are often the most important. It 

} is not necessary to guard stains of blood on walls, furniture, etc., it is 
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sufficient to prevent their being touched in any way. ‘The protecting 

circle cannot’ be sufficiently enlarged, for at the outset no one knows in 

what direction blood traces must be looked for or how far they may 

extend. In all cases the following rule can be laid down :—“ The greater 

the surface guarded the better ’’. 

If the crime has been committed in a house the place of its commis- 

sion must be isolated as much as'possible; if it has been committed in 

the open, it is necessary to trace as large a circle as we can around the 

spot and to isolate it completely °4—-%), 

When the Investigating Officer arrives on the scene of the crime his 

first business ought to be to make sure that neither he himself nor his 

men efface the blood upon the ground; he will do well to obtain inform- 

ation before repairing to the actual spot, regarding the places where 

blood has been found and the steps which have been taken to safeguard 

them, etc. Moreover, he should be informed about any persons who may 

have been at the place before the crime has become known. If such 

exist, he must question them minutely in order to find out the precise 

spot where they have been so as to ascertain whether they may have 

perchance walked in the already existing traces of blood. Finally it only 

remains to recommend the Investigating Officer on arriving at the scene 

of the crime itself to attend to the traces of blood first and foremost, un- 

less there may be particular circumstances connected with the crime 

which imperiously demand otherwise. Thus the Investigating Officer 

will be much freer in his movements for he will no longer be afraid of 

destroying at every step some mark of blood. 

It is especially necessary to remind the reader (see p. 189) that blood- 

stains are not always of the dark red colour of popular imagination, and 

this variation depends upon their age, the substance upon which they are 

found, the temperature, etc., which make them assume all imaginable 

tints ; reddish brown, greenish brown, light olive green, light rose: some- 

times they are almost colourless (Liman), so that they may be taken for 

anything else but blood. ‘The author remembers having seen, upon a 

multicoloured tapestry, splashes of blood having the most peculiar tints ; 

the various colours of the tapestry had acted differently upon the blood- 

stains. Here they had been dissolved in the blood, there the blood had been 

altered by them, and yet in spite of their difference in colour the stains fitted 

together so exactly that it was impossible to doubt their authenticity ; but 

if they had been separate, only a very few of them would have been 

recognisable. To establish the identity of traces of blood it is therefore 
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much better to be too scrupulous than the reverse; if a stain is not 

blood a microscope will say so and no great harm will have been done,— 

but it is not the same thing if certain blood-stains remain unnoticed and 

unrecognised as such. 

It is to be remarked that blood-stains fade rapidly in the sun®®, A 

piece of linen dipped in blood and laid in the sun keeps its colour longer 

underneath, while on the top it very soon becomes grey %”, 

Traces of blood, found upon the scene of a crime, are never without 

importance ; they must therefore (1) be looked for, (2) described, and (3) 

detacued and removed, or else drawings taken of them. Searches for 

blood often present great difficulties. On the scene of the crime the 

thing to do first is to ask: where is it possible to find traces of blood ? 

that is to say, where is the blood which has flowed from the wound in 

different directions? and finally where has the author of the crime possibly 

left traces behind him? This question answered, we begin to search 

step by step, always taking care to obliterate nothing. When uncertain 

whether a stain is blood we must consider whether or not it is possible 

for it to be blood, taking into consideration the apparent or presumed 

manner in which the crime has been committed. We shall first therefore 

look at the place where the wounded person has last been, or where the 

murdered man was found, then at the place where he has been or may 

_ have been after having received his wound, and finally at the spot where 

the aggressor may have been after the perpetration of his crime. 

This search is not always easy; few difficulties arise with regard to 

stains upon floors or walls but it is not the same thing with regards to 

blood-stains upon articles found in rooms, for their multiple shape, defec- 

tive lighting, and the colour of the furniture, etc., prevents their being 

noticed. On furniture of polished wood (which is generally reddish 

brown), traces of blood can only be seen with difficulty. In such a case 

one will always do well to make use of, even during the day time, an 

artificial light, for preference a candle, first because every corner may 

-* thus be submitted to a uniform. light which is impossible when the room 

is only lit by the side light of a window, and also because one will search 

- more carefully, examining one by one surfaces of small size. On the 

other hand the dried blood has generally an appearance of varnish so 

_ that it can only be seen if the source of light changes position. Finally, 

with the help of artificial light it is easy to see, as Olliver®®, Billon, 

_ Liman, and others have remarked, stains of a reddish brown colour 

- ona dark background, which can only be perceived with difficulty by 
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day-light, especially when they are small and few and far between. In 

an important case, in spite of the most thorough search on a cellar ladder 

no traces of blood were discovered. When the ladder was photographed 

by magnesium light, blood marks were discovered on one of the steps and 

could be seen with perfect clearness. The step was then detached and 

removed for examination. 

It being as a rule important to know whether a wounded person, 

especially if now dead, has been able to do 

certain acts after the blow and before suc- 

cumbing, and on the other hand, whether the 

criminal has himself been either wounded 

or stained with the blood of his victim, and 

has done any act after his crime, é.g., search- 

ed for booty, particular attention must be 

paid to those places which do not at first 

Fig. 108. strike the eye, but which are often found 

stained with blood; for example, the lower edge of drawers which have 

no handles to open them, or which may be opened without the assistance 

of handles; again in most cases, the author of the crime stains the wood 

forming the bottom of the drawer, when rummaging it for money or 

valuables. It is curious that almost every time a criminal has blood upon 

his hands he leaves traces thereof underneath the edge of the top of the 

table (at the part a in Fig. 103). Indeed one often sees common people 

cleaning their dirty hands under the table in this way, and so it is done 

by habit after crime. In India, the lower classes generally perform this 

operation by rubbing their fingers on the nearest wall, as every court- 

house and public building can painfully testify. 

The following case shows in what out of the way places traces of 

blood may be found. An old woman had been killed and robbed. The 

author of the crime had apparently given himself a wound in some way 

or other, from which the blood came drop by drop. When the place was 

inspected this fact could be easily certified to, for, beside the front door 

(a glass door with curtains) which gave straight on to the street, there 

were several groups of blood drops which could certainly not have come 

from the murdered woman. ‘The likely supposition was that the mur- 

derer had after the crime gone several times to the door in question and 

peeped through the curtain to ascertain whether the coast was clear 

for his escape; each time he had thus approached the door drops of 

blood had fallen from his hand and formed the groups above mentioned. 
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But the room had another entrance on to the court-yard, and thence 
| 

| along a corridor into the street. Quite close to this latter door (to the 

left on going out) was a fairly long table covered with a light cloth which 

. fell nearly to the ground. On searching for other traces this cloth was 

lifted up, when, wnder the cloth towards the back part of the table and 

on the ground, was found a drop of blood. No one could explain the 

presence of this drop of blood, at a spot which, as we have stated, was 

hidden by the portion of the cloth which fell from the table like a cur- 

tain. It was noticed however by the merest chance that on opening the 

door near the table a draught was each time produced, which blew the 

hanging part of the light table cloth under the table, so that the place 

where the drop of blood was found could be seen. It was therefore 

beyond all doubt that the murderer had opened the door with his right 

hand, that the cloth had been displaced by the wind, and that from his 

left hand a drop of blood had fallen which was hidden from view as soon 

as the cloth had attained its original position. This blood-stain thus 

brought about the discovery of this important point that the author of 

the crime was wounded on the left hand. 

Liman cites a case which shows the importance of searching for traces 

of this description. A warder of a Berlin prison had been found murdered 

in his bed ; the murderer was a prisoner on remand, who affirmed that in 

attempting to escape he had been surprised by the warder in a corridor, 

and had been maltreated by him to such an extent that he had been ob- 

liged to kill him in self-defence ; he had then, he continued, carried him 

to his bed. A careful examination brought about the discovery on the 

- wood of the head of the bed, of a little trail of blood containing a parti- 

~ cle of brain matter; it was therefore certain that the warder had been 

_ assassinated in his bed and not in the corridor; consequently the whole 

story of the defence broke down. A similar case is that commonly called 

the “Spicer case”, where the accused declared that his wife’s injuries 

| were caused by falling downstairs. The number, shape, and direction 

+ of the drops, often minute, established not only the fact that the case 

was one of murder, but also the position of the parties, the direction of 

the blows, and their nature), 

_ he importance of traces of blood, especially of those met with on 

“corpses, is also demonstrated by another case which, from the numerous 

and interesting difficulties it presented, is very well known to Austrian 

criminalists as the ‘‘ Krwmpendorf murder’’. The corpse was found covered 

"with numerous wounds and a mass of blood-stains to which, as often 
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happens, no importance was attached, for ‘it is natural for a corpse 

bearing numerous wounds to be covered with blood”. It was not till 

later, after the post mortem, that it was noticed that the shirt of the 

murdered man (he was wearing no under-shirt at the time of the crime) 

showed, near the shoulder, a very characteristic stain of blood, which 

seemed to be caked upon the cloth. After a series of examination and 

comparison it was concluded that this stain could only have been made 

by the murderer who, after having placed his knee in a pool of blood, 

knelt upon the shoulder of his victim. The mark of cloth was clearly 

seen impressed in blood upon the shirt thus giving a clue to the author 

of the crime; thanks to which it was possible, when a suspected indi- 

vidual was subsequently arrested, to establish with absolute certainty the 

identity of the texture of the cloth of his trousers, which had in the 

meantime been washed, and the bloody impression left upon the shirt of 

the murdered person. This was the strongest piece of evidence against 

the murderer. 

If an accused person is to be searched for traces of blood, one cannot 

make the search’too minute. In one case the accused had two small 

blood-drops on the back of his coat, between the shoulder-blades. It was 

presumed, and afterwards confessed by the accused, that the hatchet 

with which he had committed the murder had been immediately after 

the deed carried by him on his shoulder with the blade upwards. Thus, 

the two drops of blood had trickled off the hatchet and fallen on his coat. 

This case calls to mind one that Taylor often cited in which on the back 

of the left hand of an alleged suicide the bloody impression of another 

left hand could be distinguished. | 

If there is a possibility that the suspected person carries traces of 

blood on the soles of his feet, we must make sure about it, even if some 

time has elapsed and the accused person has travelled some distance. We 

must take off the boots, or if the suspected person is barefoot, his feet 

must be carefully washed, and the water must be kept for the examina- 

tion of an expert®®, How cautious one must be about drawing conclusions 

concerning the non-existence of marks of blood is shewn by the case 

cited by Taylor in which the murderer had made himself entirely naked, so 

that his clothes might show no marks of blood. With this may be 

compared the case described by Amschi® where in favour of the accused — | 

was the circumstance that soon after the deed, no one could find traces of | 

blood on him, although the murder had caused great loss of blood. This 

circumstance could only be explained by the fact that the murderer had, 
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until the day of the crime, been seen only in a very long overcoat, which 

from the time of the deed disappeared. Evidently the accused had worn 

the coat during the perpetration of the murder, and had then washed his 

hands and face and done away with the blood-sprinkled overcoat. 

It is much more difficult to discover and protect traces of blood in the 

open air than under cover. Besides the fear of obliterating or treading 

on them, we have also the anxiety of protecting them from the effects of 

weather and temperature. Rain and dew combine for their destruction and 

the wind and sun dry them up so thoroughly that they cake and become 

detached from their bases. If the Investigating Officer has time to deal 

with them at once he has nothing to fear, provided there is no rain. But 

if his attention has to be directed elsewhere and night or bad weather 

supervene, so that the Investigating Officer has to postpone their examin- 

ation till later, he must protect them as well as he can. It is often 

insufficient to cover them with pots and pans, etc., for the rain water 

may flow underneath the covering. In such cases, pieces of board, sheets 

of tin, or slips of glass, must be planted in the ground at the places 

threatened, to form a sort of rampart against the filtration of the water. 

Once those traces which have been discovered at the first glance are 

sufficiently protected, others, smaller or more hidden, must be searched 

for, which may be found upon grass, the trunks of trees, stones, or the 

ground. Such are often of great value and inform us at least whether 

the wounded person has arrived bleeding at the place where he has been 

_ discovered, whether he has been dragged there, whether the perpetrator 

| of the crime has tried to get rid of the blood upon him, whether the 

_ soles of his shoes were stained with blood, and many other often very 

- important points. 

It is especially difficult to determine the presence of blood which has 

fallen on ground containing absolutely no vegetation and which has 

‘become dried up thereon, because its colour in such conditions alters 

+ greatly according to the composition of the soil and the blood may be 

unrecognisable. In such a difficulty the author has on two occasions had 

recourse, and with success, not to a medical man, but to an experienced 

Sportsman. The sportsman is accustomed to find and follow the traces 

‘of blood of the animal wounded by him and he is able to say with cer- 

tainty: “this is or is not blood”. 

On another occasion a dog was successfully employed. Upon a road 

‘rur ning through fields, the dead body of a young and unknown man 

yas found covered with serious wounds. ‘The corpse was extraordinarily 
| 71 
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pale; the individual must therefore have lost a large quantity of blood, 

and, as the pool of blood found there was insignificant, it was presumed 

that the victim had been wounded somewhere else and had lost there, and 

upon the way traversed by him to reach the place of discovery, sufficient 

blood to cause his death; and indeed the whole of the way covered by 

the wounded man was marked with drops of blood more or less apart. 

These drops of blood led to a forest away from the road, where it was 

possible to follow them, though with much trouble. It was there con- 

cluded that the man had turned round and round in large circles. It 

appeared evident therefore that he had covered this road the night before 

and that he had wandered about not knowing what he was doing owing 

to the loss of blood®®. In spite of all the efforts of the persons investi- 

gating the matter they could not discover the blood traces denoting the 

starting point of these circles, that is to say, the place whence the victim 

had come. An excellent bloodhound was sent for, which commenced by 

twice going round the circle, but finally found its bearings and following 

up the trail arrived at a farm where a large pool of blood was discovered 

carefully covered up with earth. The inquiry revealed that the person 

found dead had attempted to commit a theft in the neighbourhood of 

this house, but had been discovered and maltreated by the farmer’s son ; 

he had lain for a considerable time where the pool of blood was found 

and had then tried to drag himself away. In another case a bloodhound 

discovered a piece of straw to which some brain matter was adhering. It 

was concluded that at this spot the body of the murdered person had been 

taken from a cart, and in fact the corpse was found buried close at hand. 

In searching for traces of blood the Investigating Officer will do well 

to make use of a good magnifying glass with which he will find it easy to 

rapidly examine a large surface, but on the other hand he will of course 

and in the most absolute manner, avoid touching the blood with damp 

fingers or on his own authority submitting it to any chemical reagent 

whatsoever. | 

The only reagent to be recommended to the layman as successful for | 

blood is the tincture of guaiac, as shown by Dragendorf™”. But even ; 

that should be resorted to only when the matter is extremely pressing, for { 

instance if an arrest depends on it, and the opinion of a medical expert — 

cannot be speedily obtained. It may also be safely used when there are — 

several stains so that the loss of one is of no importance. a 

Dragendorf describes the process as follows. Cut out the suspected © 

stain and lay it in a small clean vessel, such as a chemist’s measuring © 
y/ 
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glass, moisten it with distilled water, and wait for a time. Then lay on 

it a piece of thin, colourless, filter-paper of the same size, and press 

this firmly on to the stuff with a glass rod. After about 30 minutes take 

up the paper and with a clean glass rod lay on it some oil or spirits of 

turpentine and an equal quantity of freshly prepared tincture of guaiac. 

If no blue colouring appears, it is not blood; if the blue colouring 

does appear the suspicion as to blood is justified, although it may be some 

other substance. Such a test, however, though not absolute, is most use- 

ful in cases of doubt and emergency. 

Frequently it is of importance to know whether the person from 

whom the blood has dropped was, at the time when the drop fell, stand- 

ing still or moving, and in the latter case in which direction and how 

fast. For this purpose one can with advantage make a study of the 

| pavements and road ways in the immediate vicinity of large hospitals, to 

which many people go daily, soon or immediately after receiving an 

injury ; these injuries are as a rule either badly bound up or not bound 

up at all, so that they lose hy the way varying quantities of blood. To 

check what we have learned by such studies, we may experiment with 

the blood of animals or with a coloured sub- 

stance of the same liquidity as fresh blood. 

We shall be able to establish, first that each 

drop which falls from a tolerable height on 

_ a surface not too rough, produces a splash. 

_ If we let the drops fall on a sheet of paper Lh He 
with a steady hand, the globular drop flattens frig. 104 a. 

to an approximately circular disc, round which j : 
the splashes are pretty evenly distributed, 

Fig. 104 a. Next we lay on the floor a large 4 
sheet of paper, fill a glass tube, open at top and 
bottom, and about 20 cm. (8 in.) long, with 

animal blood, closing the tube with the finger. 
We then walk past the sheet of paper, opening 

the glass tube sufficiently to allow a drop to 
fall on the paper. If we now compare this 
drop, Fig. 104 b, with the other, we find two Fig. 104 b. 
differences; the form of the new drop is not circular, but elongated, and 
the splashes are not distributed evenly round it, but are to be found only on 
me side. If we repeat the experiment until we are certain of its accuracy, 
e shall find, as a rule, that the extension of the drop lies in the direction 

4 

( 
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of our movement ; and further, the splashes are now found only in the same 

direction ; that is, the splashes point in the direction whither the person 

from whom the blood dropped was at the moment proceeding. If we now 

in waking the experiment alter our pace, we find that the faster the move- 

ment the longer the spot or blot. This is explained by the spherical 

shape of the falling drop which, when it strikes the paper, continues its 
forward movement. In the same way, the faster the motion the more. 

are the splashes prolonged in the same direction. But this rule has an 

exception. If a person has a wound on the hand, and swings the hand 

while walking rapidly, the drop left by the backward swing will then 

show the splashes in the opposite direction, the hand having a backward 

movement. Mistakes will not however easily come about in this way. 

No person will form a conclusion on a single drop, but if several, say a 

row of drops, are observed, then all of them will certainly not have come 

from the backward swing of the hand, and we shall thus be nearly 

always able to establish with certainty the direction of the walker. 

Experiments may be easily made at first with ink. Any one who desires 

to minutely study the effect of drops coming from a moving object on a 

stationary one, or vice versa, has only to observe the forms of rain drops 
on, say, a railway carriage window. 

Section iiiHow to register and describe traces of blood. 

When the Investigating Officer has ended his search it will, in the 

majority of cases, be possible for him to form an idea, at least approxi- 

mately, of the course of events and the way in which the traces of blood 

have been produced ; he will recognise the importance of these traces and 

will know at least in what order he should proceed to describe them. 

But he will only start this work when he has undertaken and completed 

his general description of the locality. If the blood stains are few in 

quantity or if they are only of secondary importance they may be indi- 

cated and described upon the main sketch (see Chaps. III. & XII.). But 

if they are undoubtedly of great importance and particularly if they 

are very numerous and scattered in all directions, it is expressly recom- 

mended that they be specially drawn upon a second sketch, traced from 
the first against a window, indicating the furniture, etc., thereon sum- ry 

marily, but without designation by letters. In this manner space is | 

gained and the blood-stains may be represented with much more accuracy — 

and care. In most cases these two sketches will not alone suffice, other _ 
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sketches will have to be added thereto, reproducing the details of these 

traces of blood which it will then be possible to draw not only with per- 

fect accuracy but according to a scientific scheme. In proceeding thus 

it is much more easy to read and compare the sketches, thereby facilitat- 

ing the work, for the inconvenience of having too many things on one 

piece of paper is obviated. 

To more easily explain to the beginner this work, far from complica- 

ted though it be, we give an example as well as its explanation. 

F’ F" 
LL. Corpse of murdered person. a ‘ai 

K. Pier table. A LK | L iT 

Sto §’’’’. Chairs. = 

N. Night-table. 4 | 

i ah Tables | fo z. Is TH 

Sch. Chest of drawers. | y 

O. Stove. [ 

Fk’, F.” Windows. TT B 
Th’, Th” Doors. a 

Th 

Ce id dD 
Py ih: a 

_ a, Extended pool of blood. 4 

i. 8. Blood rubbed on the top part of the 8 g 

| table. U] Sh at: 
ry. Blood rubbed on the stove. | =a 

6. Splashes of blood on the stove. cr E: 
eé. Drops of blood on the ground. iy ae 

fd 
= 

B. Sketch showing the situation of traces of blood, Fig. 105 b. 

* The initial letters of the German equivalents are here used, this and the following 

ocks haying been prepared for the German edition. Of course English Investigating 

ficers will employ the initial letters of the equivalent English words; i.e. for L, K, S, 

|B, T, Sch, O, F, Th use C, P, Ch, N, B, T, Dr, S, W, D. 
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CG. Details of o (Fig. 106). 

Head and back of corpse with pool of blood 
commencing at the head. This pool of blood 

is reproduced in approximately the same dimen- 
sions as the body. Length of the three dotted 
lines: | 

Fig. 106. in the direction of x = ...... 

” 9 : YU = ceceee Cm. 

D. Details of £8 (Fig. 107). 

The top of the table B seen from below, with 

three marks of blood, probably made by the 

pressure of three fingers of a heavy left hand. 

E. Details of y (Fig. 108). 

Four drops of blood which have spurted on to the 

back part of an earthenware stove at a height of 187 em. 

. 1s an isolated round drop of blood, 179 cms. from 

the ground and 107°5 cms. from the corner situated 

behind the stove, the distance being measured horizont- 

_ ally. 

e and € are drops of blood which have been projected on to the ii 
‘i 

ground, at an angle of about 40°. 

The lines drawn on the walls, here represented by dotted lines on the 

floor, are line I = 106 cms., line II--197 cms., which fixes ¢; line II] = © 

82 cms., line IV = 221 cms., which fixes €. . 

then remains to be done but to describe the objects more accurately, re-_ 

producing them in their natural size and detaching if necessary the 

actual blood-stains themselves. } 

In the case with which we are dealing all these operations must b 
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it is not known whether the person killed has lost blood only at that 

spot ; if, for example, he has been brought to the place where found. It 

is evident that a medical man will be able to at once inform us on this 

point ; for the rest, it suffices to indicate the principal dimensions of the 

pool. Note that in every case, in view of subsequent verification, the 

lines delimiting the dimensions should be drawn at right angles to one 

another ; thus here the principal axis is drawn first in the direction of z 

and the other lines y and x are drawn perpendicular to z. As to the 

splashes of blood @¢ they should be preserved, without more ado, by 

taking off the top of the table and keeping it as a ‘‘ material object” 

for the trial. For further safety these traces of blood will be sketched and 

described. As to the other drops of blood y, it will be scarcely possible to 

proceed thus, there is no other means but to take a sheet of tracing paper, 

place it over the brick or stone and patiently trace the drops one by one. 

Any person can perform this task even if he has nevér had a drawing 

lesson in his life, getting someone to hold down the tracing paper, he has 

only to set to work with good will and success is certain. But it must 

never be forgotten that this work should on no account be commenced, 

however inoffensive it may appear, until the traces of blood have been 

carefully described. The misfortune may happen in tracing one of the 

blood stains that the base on which it rests breaks, so that we have 

neither the drawing nor the description. The safest plan to follow 1s, 

first describe, next sketch, and lastly reproduce from nature. 

As regards the drops of blood 4, «, ¢, it will be sufficient to describe 

and take the necessary measurements, and if they present any peculiarity, 

as for instance, splashes sideways, they should also be drawn in natural 

size and in some cases they must be removed. Even when fortunate 

enough to -be able to photograph the traces of blood, the duty of describ- 

ing and sketching them must never be dispensed with. They must be 

described, because every image without an explanation is lifeless ; and they 

~ must be sketched because a photograph, in spite of its accuracy, does not 

_ always produce the desired impression. A photograph produces every- 

: thing and the points to which the attention is desired to be drawn are 

_ often less visible and less to the front of everything else than they ought 

_to be. A photograph is, in such cases, very desirable, but it should never 

| be permitted to replace the hand sketch. As for blood-stains of larger 

“size, which, for some reason or other, cannot be traced or drawn by hand, 

- they must be copied if possible, with the assistance of squared paper (see 

Chapter XII., Section iii.) 

‘ 
3 
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Section iiii—How to detach traces of blood. 

All the traces of blood having been described, measured, and sketched, 

they can now be detached as they are, im situ if this be possible, and if 

their form and aspect seem sufficiently important to have some bearing 

upon the conduct of inquiry. But as every trace of blood may turn out 

to be important, so the following rule must be laid down: remove in situ 

everything which it is possible so to remove. The procedure differs 

according to the substance upon which the blood is deposited. We shall 

here study the more important cases. 

The best, safest, and at the same time the simplest method is natu- 

rally to carry away the article itself, as was done, for example, with the 

top of the table mentioned above. This may also be done in other cases, 

for example, with clothes, small articles of office furniture, paper, books, 

etc., also window frames, doors (see p. 284), pieces of wall-paper, etc. ; 

finally in the open air, when not too large, stones, branches and twigs 

of trees, which may be cut off and taken away. Moreover grass and 

growing corn stained with blood may easily be removed. A good pair 

of scissors or a sharp sickle is taken and the plant cut down level with 

the ground; the object is then placed in a box, if need be between two 

sheets of paper, where it is fixed in some convenient way (see infra). 

In removing plants stained with blood, it is essential in the majority 

of cases to preserve their freshness as long as possible; for in drying, 

they shrink, and the drops of blood, drying more quickly, often become 

detached from the plant, not leaving the slightest trace of their presence. 

To preserve the freshness of the plant the stem is cut obliquely with 

a sharp knife, and is then plunged rapidly into a mixture of water and 

glycerine or into lime water; the former is generally easily found, the 

latter almost always. Through the absorption of this fluid the flowers — : 

become blackish and faded. But, though weak and limp, they remain ~ 

moist, as the glycerine does not evaporate like water. To transport the 

plant, the liquid in question is placed in a small bottle and the stem in- 

serted through a hole in the cork. It will of course have to be carried 

in the hand. it | 

When the object is such that it cannot be taken away the blood must 

be removed along with a portion of the surface on which it rests, or may _ 

be detached, with or without injury to the surface. When traces of 

blood are found upon wood it will nearly always be possible to raise @ i 

part of the wood. Such would be done in the case of the blood-stains” | 
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«and «on the scheme constructed above; they are upon the floor and, 

as in all cases of this kind, must be raised and taken away. To perform 
this work a tradesman is necessary, either a joiner, turner, carpenter, 

barrel-maker, or any other worker in wood. Among the peasantry, plenty 

of persons sufficiently skilled are to be found who practically make the 
whole furniture of their dwellings. Such people are perhaps the most 

useful assistants, for they know how to lay their hands to anything. 

Suppose, for example, there are several drops of blood not covering a 

very large expanse of floor, touching only one or two planks; in such a 

case the simplest method is to cut out the planks above and below the 

blood with a cold chisel. It is sometimes better to use a horizontal saw 

instead of the chisel as, by an accidental rebound of the latter, the marks 

may be injured. In this way the object may be obtained in natura. 

_ While this work is progressing great care must be taken to protect the 

blood-stains and prevent them from being damaged by the splinters and 

_ shavings which fly about. On the pieces of wood when cut out their 

cardinal direction is indicated by an arrow and the letters N and S to 

denote the points of the compass. In this way no doubt will arise 

regarding their situation with respect to the principal sketch, These 

indications must never be forgotten, even on very small pieces of wood, 

for these may, in spite of their great importance, prove quite valueless 

_ if their true position be unknown. When it is not possible to raise the 

_ plank or beam throughout its whole depth, or when the drops of blood | 

_ are far apart, only the upper part of the wood is detached. A sharp 

chisel is dug into the wood above or below the blood in the direction 

of the grain, care being taken to insert the steel obliquely, at an angle 

of about 45°, until it is firmly fixed. The same operation is performed 

on the other side of the blood, and finally the handle of the chisel is 

= Bipressed downwards, thus pressing up a sufficiently thick splinter of 

wood ; if the latter be too thin it may twist and the drop of blood 

run the risk of peeling of and falling. When dealing with hard wood 

i (beech, oak, the wood of fruit trees, etc.,) two cuts are generally insuffi- 

"cient; the chisel must then be dug in all round the blood-stain on 

"the sides of a square, by which method instead of a splinter of wood a 

sort of quadrangular’ pyramid will be obtained, the large base of which 

_ carries the blood. The same procedure will be followed when the blood 

rests upon a wooden partition, a beam, or the branch of a tree. There 

14s no difficulty in raising the bark of a tree, but when it is thin like that 

of the birch, or pear, etc., we must be careful that the drop of blood does 
72 
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not become detached from the bark which, as we have indicated above, 

may shrivel up. The same methods will again be followed for furniture 

which cannot be removed in entirety, the more so as it is almost always 

easy to detach with a saw that portion of the article of furniture which is | 

desired to be preserved. If the furniture be veneered, the veneering 1s 

removed by cutting all round the place in question with a sharp knife 

and detaching it from the soft wood underneath. In this latter case the — 

surface is smooth and polished and the blood does not hold to it firmly, 

great precaution must therefore be exercised in performing the operation. 

If the splash of blood be important, and the surface so smooth that the — 

former may probably fall off, it should be protected. This is best done 

by covering a piece of fine transparent paper—cigarette paper is very 

good—with an absolutely clean solution of gum, and laying it on the 

surface so as to cover the drop. We must then get to work before the 

paper dries, otherwise the whole, paper and blood, might drop off. 

To detach traces of blood from a wall its surface must be submitted — 

to a preliminary inspection. If it has been several times whitewashed, 

it is best to attempt to raise the thin sheets of dried whitewash; but — 

if the wall has never been whitewashed, or but once, it is necessary to 7 

raise at the Same time a portion of the mortar. To find out the correct — 

method to follow, it is only necessary to scrape with a knife at some i 

place or other near the stain. If one can detach several thin and solid : 

leaves the first mentioned method is the correct one, if not, that is to say, : | 

if one comes directly to the stone and mortar, the second will be best. ~ 

But we must not lose sight of the fact that the operation may be un- | 

successful, so that, and it cannot be repeated too often, the blood must — | 

first have been described and sketched. The operation of detaching 

blood-stains from a wall is as follows: a piece of transparent tracing- 

paper, which every Investigating Officer should carry with him (see_ 

Chap. IV. or a piece of fairly strong glass of suitable size is gummed | 

over the blood. Pure gum arabic should be used which, provided it has ~ 

been mentioned by the Investigating Officer, will trouble neither the ‘ 

chemist nor the microscopist who may have to subsequently examine 

the object. To detach the whole more easily when the proper time ~ 

comes, the upper edge of the tracing-paper is not entirely gummed down, 

thus rendering it easier to seize ; if glass be employed, a ribbon of strong — 

paper or, by preference, a band of cloth, should be placed under its upper — 

edge, leaving the ends jutting out for convenience in removing the glass. 

The tracing-paper or the glass plate is then pressed firmly and cautiously — 
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_ against the wall, being careful to lean a pole slanting against it, as its 

weight might cause it to slip. After this, it is only necessary to wait 

until the gum is quite dry, which takes a considerable time. For this 

reason this work should be done at once, so that while the gum is drying 

we may proceed to another branch of the investigation. 

To ascertain the precise moment when these plates are dry, trials 

must be made at places on the neighbouring wall; several pieces of 

 tracing-paper or glass, should therefore be gummed to the wall in the 

same way as over the blood ; this work necessitates little trouble and time 

and prevents mistakes. When it may be presumed that all is dry, an 

attempt is made to detach one of these trial plates; if the operation is 

successful we may proceed to the proper plate, but if it comes to grief we 

' wait a little and then experiment with another trial plate, and continue 

so doing until it is certain that the corpus delictt may be detached with- 

out danger. If the surface, 7.e., the wall, has been several times white- — 

washed, it is desirable to obtain the latest coat of whitewash, or at least 

several of these coats, which will not be difficult, for, they do not hold 

solidly to the wall; but the precaution must be taken to detach the plate 

or the tracing-paper slowly and commencing from the top, inserting 

a sharp knife between the plate and the wall. In this way a certain 

number of layers of lime wash will be obtained, then the blood-stain, and 

_ finally the tracing-paper or glass covering the whole. To better and 

- more completely protect the arrangement it will be well to gum on the 

- back of it (2.e., on the surface of separation) a piece of thin wood, or a 

) piece of card-board or cloth. 

| But if the wall has not been several times whitewashed the operation 

is not so easy. It is then necessary, using a chisel or knife, to detach 

a layer of mortar, in order to obtain at least a sort of plate. When [ 
i the mortar is fine and not very friable the matter is easy; but if it is 
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coarse and contains little lime, the work is rather troublesome and we 

m ust proceed as with hard wood (see supra). The operator places his 

; I and upon the plate which might become detached and fall suddenly, 

‘then another person picks out the mortar all round the plate, and raises 

the portion of wall with a chisel; this portion will naturally be much 

“greater than is required. In proceeding thus it is hardly possible not to 

be successful; in all such cases it is the only method of bringing the 

“work to a satisfactory conclusion and no better method is known even for 

| letaching old mural-paintings. 

- When traces of blood have fallen on the ground and are of some 
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importance, the clod of earth must be detached with a knife or spade 

and preserved in a vessel to prevent either desiccation or the jars of 

transportation destroying its form in any way. If the earth be damp, the 

vessel ought to be impermeable ; if on the contrary the soil be friable (dust, 

sand, cinders, etc.), we must endeavour to obtain a certain amount of 

cohesion and thus prevent it from breaking up- and losing its shape. 

Specialists frequently remark in this connection, that one must be careful 

not to carry away, with the earth, certain animals, particularly worms. 

This is no doubt quite correct since such animals feed upon the organic 

substances of the earth. An earth-worm would absorb for example, the 

portion of the ground impregnated with the blood, which latter it would ~ 

digest, evacuating the inorganic substances, so that in a short time there 

would be nothing in the box but the earth and the worm, the blood 

having disappeared. If it were only a question of protecting the blood, it 

would be very easy to get rid off these animals, for example by heating 

the clod of earth, sprinkling tanning-water or a decoction of tobacco or 

other disagreeable liquids upon it. But the chemist and the micros- 

copist would object, and rightly, to all such methods, so that we can 

recommend but one plan and that a purely mechanical one. Before 

raising the clod of earth in question, the ground all round the blood is 

struck twenty or thirty times with a strong pole or a large stone, etc.; 

this striking is excessively disagreeable to worms, which if they are within 

the space in question, immediately come to the surface. | 

As to metallic objects bearing blood-stains, such as bolts, keys, locks, . i 

door hinges, etc., the best thing to do is to carry them bodily away; if | 

this be impossible, the procedure depends upon whether the object is | 

smooth or not. If there be roughness an attempt will be made to detach . 

the blood-stain, (after having of course described and drawn it), as above 

indicated for stains on walls, with this difference however, that a plate 

of glass can never be used, but always tracing paper; a piece of tracing 

paper will be gummed over the stain with gum arabic and detached ~ 

before the gum is quite dried. In the majority of cases the stain will _ 

thus be obtained in its entirety. If any of it be left behind it will be 

cautiously scraped off, placed in a clean piece of paper, and preserved. 

From perfectly smooth surfaces (glass-discs, glazed Dutch tiles, very flat | 

polished wood or metal, etc.,) one can remove traces of blood by laying on” : 

them filter-paper, moist but not soaked through, and pressing the filter- 

paper down firmly. After a time the two can be cautiously removed | 

together. 
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On the other hand it is absolutely necessary to protect the back of the 

plate thus obtained. The best method consists in taking a sheet of 

ordinary glass of sufficient size, covering it with gum arabic and pressing 

it upon that side of the tracing-paper upon which the blood-stain rests, 

the latter, enclosed between the glass and the paper, is completely safe- 

guarded and may be seen directly through the glass. The self-same 

methods will be followed when traces of blood are deposited upon other 

very smooth objects which it is impossible to remove, such as large pier 

glasses, large smooth stones, slabs of marble, stoves with smooth surfaces, 

as found in our scheme, Fig. 108. In all such cases an attempt must be 

_ made to detach the blood and safe-guard it in the manner indicated. It 

goes without saying that the gum must not be allowed to become quite 

dry; the tracing paper must be detached when the gum begins to offer a 

certain resistance. 

4: If the surface be rough, for example, rusted iron, a large undressed 

stone, etc., nothing else can be done but carefully to scrape off the blood, 

collecting it in a piece of paper held underneath and firmly pressed against 

the surface of the object. The paper ought always to be very smooth 
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letter paper, for the blood gets crushed on a rough paper, breaks up, and 

ends by becoming lost. ‘The best paper would be the glazed paper in 

which druggists retail their fine powders, such as aniline dyes, etc. ; it is 

extremely smooth and retains absolutely no particle of the powder; but 

_ yet we must discountenance the employment of this paper, for it is not 

always glazed simply by hot rolling, but with the help of various in-~ 

_ gredients which may subsequently gravely compromise the work of the 

- chemist. 

In desperate cases we must invent some device. The author had at 

“one time to handle a blood-stain on a rock of very hard gneiss. The hard- 

/ ness and the structure of the stone would not permit of blasting, scraping 

“was also impossible owing to the great roughness of the surface. The 

| face of the rock on which the stain lay sloped a little, so a ridge was made 

| Tound the drop of blood from the wax of a small candle from the outfit 

‘ease (Fig. 1, p. 196) ; then some clean water was dropped on the stain. 

In half-an-hour the drop was softened and loosened. It was then rubbed 

with a clean piece of wood and the mixture sucked up with filter-paper. 

The soaked filter-paper was put in a small clean glass, kept damp by a 

“few drops of water, and given to experts with an exact description of 

the circumstances, together with the wax ridge, the piece of wood, the 

“unused filter-papers, and a sample of the water used. The experts at 

A 
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once detected blood. Whenever blood has thus to be scraped, the work 

must be done as quickly as possible. Thus Casper Liman: praises an 

Investigating Officer who discovering, immediately after a crime, a 

blood-stain upon the thumb-nail of the suspected criminal scraped it off 

carefully and preserved it. It would have been still better, if he had — 

_gummed with concentrated solution of gum arabic a strip of tracing 

paper over the blood and thus, detached it; one can readily test with 

what ease a blood-stain can be removed from a nail in this manner; and 

if the individual suspected allowed his nail to be scraped he would be no . 

more opposed to the other process. | | . 

But the Investigating Officer ought always to ask, and the question is 

an important one, if, in certain cases, it would not be better not to expose 

traces of blood to the dangers which always accompany the operation 

of detaching them, and whether he ought not to postpone the operation 

until the inquiry has thrown more light on the whole case. Of course 

there need be no hesitation when the blood is found in places where it is 

exposed to the influences of the atmosphere, or may be exposed to damp, 

or the contact of persons, that is to say, when it is in the open air or in 

places which for some reason cannot be isolated; but if it is in a closed — ; 

space capable of being completely and surely shut up, and kept thus for 

some time, it is certainly better to leave it alone. If on the contrary ~ 

it is impossible completely to protect it, as will be the case in many 

circumstances, no risk must be run; it must be removed and taken 

away. -— 

As for every corpus delicti, so here it 1s particularly important that — | 

the description should be made at once, and as accurately as possible. : 

Moreover we must clearly state as regards each trace of blood what was ~ 

the fate of the victim, under what conditions the body if any, was found, — 

whether damp, dry, warm, cold, etc., and if it has been moved by others, | 

or could have been moved. These data may be of the utmost importance 

for experts®, Particularly important are many circumstances which ~ 
must be accurately reported to the expert, as, for example, that the blood 

discovered had been repeatedly frozen and again thawed, whereby the — 

blood corpuscles might be disturbed®®. Again, if the blood-marks had 

been subjected to ammoniacal vapours, as of a sewer or latrine, whereby 

the blood corpuscles are deprived of hemoglobin and loosened”, In the 

same way over-heating is worth mentioning. Liman relates that blood- 

marks on a coat could not be loosened because they had been ironed over 

by a tailor 18-919), 
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Section iv.—Search for traces of blood which there has been 

an attempt to remove. 

We must now say a few words concerning the search for blood there 

has been an attempt to get rid of; such search is by no means an easy 

matter, as criminals employ herein remarkable skill and cunning. For- 

tunately they often happen to forget just the essential thing; so that 

there is always a weak point, and not only a weak point, but, so far as 

concerns the criminal, a most grave error. ‘To discover this point often 

constitutes the entire work of the criminalist ; having found it, every- 

thing else is easy. ; 

First let us deal with the body of the criminal himself ; we will find 

only suspicious traces of important indicia upon him, when he is ex- 

amined within a short time of the commission of the crime. A person 

whose hands have been stained with blood, invariably washes them, 

and it isa most suspicious circumstance when a person of the lower 

classes presents absolutely clean hands, especially on a working day. This 

peculiarity ought always to cause us, if there exist other incriminating 

| circumstances, to submit the individual’s hands to a minute examination. 

_ Even upon hands carefully washed, traces of blood may, with a good 

magnifying glass, often be found, either under the nails, or upon or under 

_ the skin where the nails are imbedded in the fingers. In such a case one 

. will naturally attempt to detach and preserve these little particles of blood, 

* with the assistance of a knife or other pointed instrument. Of course, 

the suspected individual may not submit to this treatment; but in prac- 

% tice, the matter resolves itself into this, that, if the individual permits the 

_ removal of blood (an operation which ought if possible to be performed by 

a medical man), one is certain of obtaining it; whereas if he refuses, 

the fact is mentioned in the report of the investigation and the hands 

_ of the accused are examined in the presence of the medical man, the 

“Investigating Officer’s clerks or assistants, and two or more independent 

| witnesses ; the accused cannot oppose this examination; by doing so he 

: would make the case look very black against him, for his refusal would 

“amount to a tacit admission that there is indeed blood there. 

| _ More important still than the examination of the hands, is the exami- 

“nation of the face and hair of the criminal, who as a rule does not think 

if there being blood upon these parts of his body; he therefore does not 

Wash them or at least does so only very superficially. Here again 

Tecourse to the magnifying glass must not be neglected, for careful and 
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intimate examination. It goes without saying that this work legitimately 

appertains to the medical jurisprudent, but it generally happens that the — 

Investigating Officer comes in contact with the accused before he can 

have a medical man at his disposition; he will often be required therefore 

to undertake this work himself. In doing so, he will not be acting contrary 

to the law, for he will not be doing the work of the specialist, but simply 

collecting the materials of his inquiry, which is-his essential business. 

As regards clothes, linen, footware, etc., they should first be examined 

superficially to determine whether an attempt to wash them has been 

made, always a suspicious circumstance. The accused is frequently 

satisfied with scraping off the kind of crust formed by the dried blood, 

which however always leaves a stain not difficult to recognise. The 

washing is often done very carefully but is confined to those clothes — 

which directly strike the eye; the boots, the inside of the pockets ®™, — 

clothes of dark colour, or dark stains not easily noticed, are forgotten. 

Thus the author had on one occasion to examine a peasant, who had 

washed his clothes, much stained with blood, in the most careful and 

skilful manner, but had forgetton his boots. These boots, old, frequently _ 

wet through, hardly ever brushed, had taken on a reddish brown hue, so i 

that the numerous drops of blood with which they were stained were — 

invisible at some distance ; this person had not thought of taking off and — 

carefully examining his boots, but had kept them on his feet and, being © 

able to see them only at a distance, had not perceived the stains which © 

were the same colour as the leather. | 

In this class of cases it is of the greatest interest to know whether | 

the washing has been done with cold water or with hot. It is easy to | 

get rid of blood, especially fresh blood, by washing in cold water, whereas | 

hot water fixes the colouring matter, making it almost impossible to 

remove. Women know this better than men, for they have often to get 

rid of the blood of menstruation staining their linen; they therefore 

rarely commit the fault of washing out blood in hot water®”, which men 

regularly do in the hope of better success. Just the contrary happens: 

the blood-stains will remain visible, we do not say at the exact spot they 

were at first, but at least in what may be called the curtilage, 7.e., in hat — 

part of the material surrounding the stain properly so called, whence thi 

blood has spread in consequence of the washing. 

If the material be washed in cold water and with sufficient skill 6 

prevent anything being seen in the neighbourhood of the stain, it is no 

impossible that the colouring matter may be deposited by the water 
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the adjacent hems and seams and remain upon the sewing cotton and in 

the folds of the cloth. For this it is of course necessary that only the 

stain and its immediate neighbourhood should have been washed ® ; but if 

the hems and seams have been wetted at the same time as the stain there 

is always the possibility of finding therein particles of blood. In such a 

case we therefore recommend the investigator not to be content with a 

mere examination of the suspected parts pro- ‘a me 

perly so called, but also to unstitch the hems 7 

and seams in order to the more carefully ob- Sly 

serve them. Fig. 109 represents the left corner Yfy 

of the front part of a man’s waistcoat showing j 

the opening of the pocket. The smallest circle ‘J 

is the stain of blood properly so called, the bs 

larger represent the ‘curtilage’? mentioned Fig. 109. 

above. In the case in point we should examine, first the curtilage, then 

the hem abe, and finally the hem of the pocket de. 

The same procedure will be followed in examining instruments or tools 

which are supposed to have been washed; the blade and easily visible 

portions of a knife, for instance, may appear to be perfectly clean, where- 

as the covered places often contain in large quantity stains of blood 

deposited there either directly or brought there by the water in which 

the knife has been washed. Before placing an instrument on one side 

_as perfectly clean and therefore not to be regarded with suspicion and 

referred to the examination of experts, it must be taken to pieces and the 

hidden places examined. Thus the wooden haft or handle of a hatchet 

must be withdrawn from the iron blade in which it is fixed, in order 

to examine the outside of the former and the interior of the latter; at 

the same time it is necessary to observe any cracks to be found in the 

wood. As regards pocket-knives, and even knives with fixed blades, the 

rivets must be removed for the purpose of inspecting, separately and in 

detail, the various parts. Of equal importance are the cracks and splits 

in walking-sticks and cudgels, and the incrustations on metal tools of all 

kinds, be they artificial or naturally produced by rust. 

These operations must, in view of their importance, necessarily be 

_ performed by experts, or at all events in their presence; of course there 

are exceptional cases where the Investigating Officer is obliged to act 

himself; but in order to shield himself from every breath of suspicion, 

he must proceed with the very greatest prudence and the most scru- 

pulous propriety, taking care to call in respectable witnesses, a really 
73 
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trustworthy punchayet, not merely as a matter of form, but for the 

purpose of calling their attention in the most express manner and con-— 

tinuously throughout the proceedings, to every detail and every striking 

particular connected therewith. Nor must he neglect to describe with 

the utmost minuteness in his report all that has been done, to delineate 

every object having any possible bearing upon the case, and to obtain the 

signatures of the witnesses and of members of the punchayat to the com- 

pleted report. Although the Investigating Officer must be permitted in 

many instances a certain latitude of choice, a certain allowance of judg- 

ment, yet in the majority of cases it is not for him, especially if he be 

in the subordinate ranks of the service, to decide what may not be of 

subsequent utility. ven the shrewdest mind and most acute intellect 

cannot always foresee the march of events. 

Frequently enough attempts are made to get rid of blood deposited in 

the open air or in premises ®®), etc. ; in such a case it is always necessary 

first to establish with certainty that this attempt has been made. ‘This 

certainty may obtain the same value as the discovery of blood itself, for, 

in many inquiries, it suffices to know that there has been blood and 

where it has been. The shape, size, and the number of the stains found 

on a particular spot may be of secondary importance. If therefore the 

Investigating Officer is in a position to establish that there have been 

stains of blood, and that an attempt to obliterate them has been made, he 

must proceed as if they really existed, describing, measuring, and sketch- . 

ing the places that have been washed, scraped, or planed down. lHven 

in detaching traces where an attempt has been made to get rid of the 

stains, he must proceed as if the stains really existed, for some may have 

passed unperceived or, being more deeply impregnated, have remained 

visible in spite of all efforts to remove them. These efforts themselves 

may furnish us with characteristic indications: it is possible to deduce 

from the manner in which a portion of wall has been removed, the spot — 

where the largest part of the drop of blood has lain, the general bearing 

of the stains, the direction of the small splashes, and the instrument with 

which the wall has been scraped, etc. 

As regards wood, ¢.g., a beam, a wooden partition, and especially a 

floor, which has been washed, we must not despair of still being able to 

find traces of blood, especially if hot water has been used, as mentioned 

above. A floor, if not new, has often deep cracks and straight splits into — 

which blood frequently finds its way, unperceived by the criminal. The 

space separating two planks also absorbs the water used in the washing 
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at the same time as the blood, without the person washing taking the 

‘slightest heed. As in such a case the blood must be in very small 

quantities it will be best to remove the whole of the wood in question. 

For polished wood floors, special attention must be paid to the matters 

found between and under the different planks: dust, sand, tobacco ash, 

rubbish, and a thousand other substances. All this may have soaked up 

blood, or water mixed with blood, and may be of importance. It should 

therefore be collected and preserved, along with all debris of stones and 

other materials underneath the floor. It is just in these cases that it is 

necessary to accurately describe the spot where such an object has been 

discovered, for we generally have to deal with very small quantities, so 

that it is all the more important to know whence they come. 

Suppose it is necessary to remove with a chisel two pieces of wood from 

two adjacent planks. Before beginning an arrow 

should be drawn across the two pieces of wood, with % _~ b 

y a pencil having no peculiar chemical properties such 

as might interfere with chemical examination, the 

actual position of the object (Fig. 110) will be desig- ¢ 

nated by the points of the compass—N.S.; it will 

then never be difficult to determine the actual position “ b 

of the two planks. Everything will then be wrapped Hig. 110. 

and preserved in different pieces of paper ticketed as follows: 1 and 2, 

the two planks; 3, 4 and 5, contents of the cracks, aa’, bb’, cc’; 6, 7, 8, 

debris beneath the cracks, aa’, bb’, cc’. 

i If anything particular be found, for example a little ball which may 

consist of dried blood mixed with dust, it must be placed by itself and 

labelled as follows: 9 found in the crack cc’, at a distance of 14 inches 

from c’ in the direction of c, near the surface. 

, If for some unusual reason or other, it is impossible to raise and 

remove the plank, the cracks separating the plank must. be cleaned, as far 

_ as possible with a bent iron wire or any other suitable instrument, care- 

| fully preserving everything discovered. Fragments of wood, of the same 

length as the stains suspected to have been washed, must also be cut off 

_ from the two planks forming the crack in the floor; finally the floor is 

‘ scraped until perfectly white and everything removed therefrom carefully 

| preserved. It would also be advisable, in such a case, to carry away the 

instruments used in the work, (bent iron wire, knife, scraper), in order if 

_ need be to hold them at the disposition of the court; for here we have the 

" objection which must always be expected, that the instruments may have 
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been stained with blood, either at the time of the operation owing to a 

slight wound, or previously, and that the fact of blood having been found — 

by the experts proves nothing. If such objection be made, the instru- 

ments used need only be produced. 

An expert may soak the blood-stains with dilute sulphuric acid, subse- 

quently washing them with a solution of soda. 

Stains that have been white-washed over or mixed with broken earth 

will be easily recognised. In such cases we must proceed as if they have 

not been touched. 

Section v.—Fingerprints in blood. 

Finally there are certain traces of blood of particular importance, 

namely impressions made by a hand or several fingers coloured with blood 

or by certain portions of the sole of the foot. Finger-prints have been 

dealt with at considerable length in Chapter V., Section 11. and footprints 

have been most exhaustively discussed in Chapter XIV.; we shall not 

therefore repeat what has been already stated, presuming that the reader 

has already studied the subjects there. Several points however fall more 

properly under the heading “ blood”, which we shall deal with here. We 

have seen that it requires but a glance to note that on the finger tips 

there exist certain lines of peculiar formation, of very fine quality, and 

forming a relief upon the skin. We have all been struck with the 

existence of these lines but no one knows either their origin or their 

raison d’étre. It has been suggested that their origin is due to the nails: 

above them but this is wrong, for these lines also exist, in the clearest 

manner, on the palm of the hand, at the base of the little finger near the 

joint, as well as on the big toe and the sole of the foot. 

The impressions of papillary lines are of the greatest importance in 

dealing with the identity of traces of blood. We all know how often 

finger-prints. are found in wounding and murder cases; we have seen 

them for ourselves and, in 50 per cent. of criminal cases in which blood 

has been spilt, impressions thereof exist, although the criminal of course 

has had no intention of ‘leaving impressions behind him.” It is not 

difticult to understand the reason. From numerous murder cases, and 

even the confessions of criminals, we learn that these latter have an idea 

that it is easy to kill a person; they believe it to be a much easier job 

than it really is; they imagine that a single blow of a knife or club will 

suffice to despatch the victim. Hither in the excitement of the moment 
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the blow is too feeble, or else it does not touch a vital spot, or it may 

be that, speaking in a general way, death does not take place instanta- 

neously, but it generally happens that the victim although thought to be 

mortally wounded is still able momentarily to place the criminal in 

_ danger; the former may cry out, take to flight, or place himself on the 

defensive. ie 

Thus are explained those horrible struggles the details of which 

clearly appear upon the dissecting table, and from which we learn that 

the murderer, while only intending to deliver a single blow at his victim, 

has continued to strike long after his work is fully accomplished. In 

this case it is almost inevitable that the criminal gets blood upon the 

hand with which he has seized his victim, some instrument, or other 

object. It frequently happens that, immediately after the crime, the 

criminal in bis search for valuables, groping in the darkness, opening 

and shutting doors and windows, seizing jugs to wash himself, leaves 

behind on all kinds of articles the impressions of his hands and his 

several fingers. Let us add that blood lends itself admirably to the 

production of neat and distinct impressions; thanks to its greasy nature 

it spreads rapidly on the warm hand, and as it is also very sticky, it 

attaches readily to any object impressed, so that after the second contact 

there remains just enough blood to produce a perfectly clear impres- 

sion. 

It is therefore easy to explain the relative frequency of the presence 

of these impressions; they must be always sought after and registered. 

The most difficult part is the search for them, for they are as a rule 

small, made up of fine lines, are less easy to see than even the smallest 

drops of blood, and finally are frequently only to be found in out of the 

way places. It is true that these impressions are of no value from the 

present point of view when deposited upon a rough surface or when the 

hand or fingers have been simply wiped upon for instance, cloths, un- 

planed wood, rough metal, or those parts of the body covered with hair, 

etc. Clear and visible impressions will be found on those parts of the 

body of the victim which are smooth and hairless, as the forehead, 

cheeks, the bald head, the inside of the hand, etc. ‘To preserve them we 

can recommend but one method; namely to have the part of the skin in 

question carefully prepared by a specialist, and the blood mark photo- 

graphed, before the skin has become shrivelled and dried up.* 

* It has already been mentioned (page 264) that photographs of papillary lines should be 

taken in a very strong lateral light, shadows augmenting the relief. 
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Impressions are also to be found upon instruments used by the crimi- 

nal, e.g., on the handle of a hoe, the handle of a knife, on a crow-bar, 

and in India on such agricultural implements as mamooties, codalies, or 

aruvals (see p. 446); also upon smooth wood, such as house-hold utensils 

in soft or hard wood, or metal chatties or plates, or on windows or flat 

stones. 

Particular attention must be paid to certain portions of furniture. 

The underneath part of a table top (Fig. 103), drawers at the places 

where they are laid hold of to be drawn out, also to papers which the 

criminal has handled while searching for money, etc.; of equal import-_ 

ance are covers of books which have interested him. The traces having 

been found and described, it is above all necessary to establish with the 

assistance of medical experts from what portion of the body they proceed. 

This point it is frequently impossible to decide until after continuous trials 

and minute study which may, however, sometimes be carried out on the 

spot: the impression may come from the fore-fingers of the left hand, 

the palm of the right hand, left foot, etc. This point elucidated, the 

work becomes easier, and the most urgent thing next to be done is to 

establish whether these inypressions do not perhaps proceed from the victim 

of the crime himself. It may be that on being wounded he has placed. 

his hand to the wound and then upon some article or other or even his 

own person. Have we not often found in the hand of a murdered person 

tufts of hau, which he has torn out from his own head in the midst of 

his agitation and semi-consciousness. He may thus seize part of his 

body firmly with his own hand and thus produce an impression. 

We may compare this with a well-known case where the left hand of 

a murdered man showed a clear impression of a left hand—which could 

not have been his own. The importance of this question is beyond doubt, 

yet we deem it not inadvisable to elucidate it by reference to a criminal 

case which created a great stir at the time. 

Not many years ago a celebrated professor was found dead beside 

his bed. He carried several wounds on the fore-head and left temple ; 

these wounds were bleeding profusely and seemed to have caused his 

death, especially as the deceased was an old gentleman, unable to defend 

himself against such bodily attacks. This in itself was strange, but 

suspicion was doubled when it was observed that a drawer of the oftice- 

table in the room, at some distance from the bed, was open and the 

clear impressions of three blood-stained fingers were perceived upon a 

newspaper on the table. This newspaper was resting near the far corner 
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_ of the table. The stair-case leading to the deceased’s bed-room gave on 

toa large ante-room, whence the rooms occupied by his family were 

reached; his room which served both as study and bed-room, being 

however situated quite apart from the rest. He had chosen this isolated 

room so as to be able to work, go to bed, and get up at will, so that 

neither the family nor the servants had the least suspicion of what was 

happening on the night of his death. The murder theory immediately 

took shape, being supported by the suspicious position of the deceased 

beside the bed, the wounds upon his head, his excellent state of health 

the night before, and the open door, all leading to the same conclusion. 

4 Moreover, some very zealous friends of the professor had immediately 

noticed that some important manuscripts and chemical preparations were 

- missing from the study; besides, in spite of all plausible explanations, 

_ there was always the bloody hand of the murderer on the paper ; its 

significance was far too clear to admit of the idea of a natural death. 

On the top of all this some unhappy creature took it into his head to 

link up a series of the most insignificant facts and forge a story which 

_ spread throughout the town, growing from day to day, and, just as the 

horrible is always most readily believed, so a large number of people in 

the town were soon convinced that the old gentleman had been murdered 

and robbed by his own son. And the public found these suspicions all 

the more overwhelming, for the son was a man of calm and learning, 
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rejoicing in the general esteem. 

The magisterial i inquiry, most carefully conducted, resulted as follows. 

The old gentleman had been attacked during the night with heart failure, 

a complaint he frequently suffered from; full of solicitude for his house- 

- hold, as was his custom, not desiring to trouble the sleep of any one, he 

left his bed to search for some medicine in the drawer of his table. 

i Arriving there he had been attacked with another spasm and had fallen 

| ‘to the ground, wounding himself on the corner of the table. This was 

_ the cause of the wound in the temple, the corner of’ the table correspond- 

ing exactly thereto. The old gentleman had then placed his hand to the 

wound and tried to get up with the assistance of the table; this was the 

origin of the blood upon the newspaper. At last he managed to get back 

‘to his bed where he was the victim of a renewed attack which caused 

him to fall a second time, striking his head upon the foot of the bed, the 

carving upon which also exactly corresponded to the wound he had then 

received. Finally he had dragged himself as far as the bed-flounce, where 

he had succumbed to general failure of the heart’s action. 
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In spite of the irrefutable results of this inquiry, much time elapsed 

before the public abandoned its unfortunate pre-conceived opinion and 

did justice to the son of the dead man so cruelly wounded in his honour. 

With what ease and rapidity would not the whole of this troublesome 

case have been cleared up, if the theories regarding finger-prints had — 

been brought to bear and the papillary lines of the fingers of the deceased | 

compared with the ‘hand of the murderer’, which in public opinion was 

the strongest piece of proof ! 

Let us now, taking into consideration the consequences of this most 

instructive case, obtain some profit therefrom. We must, before every- 

thing, on every occasion where blood impressions are found, procure for 

subsequent comparison the finger-prints of the victim. If doctors are 

able to tell us with certainty from what part of the body the impressions 

discovered proceed, it is but natural to take first and foremost the corres- 

ponding impressions upon the corpse. But this is not enough, for later 

other traces may happen to be discovered belonging to the other parts of 

the body. There is therefore nothing else to be done but to take the 

impressions of all portions of the hand of the corpse, and if he is barefoot, 

as in India he generally is, also of the soles of the feet bearing the lines 

in question, an operation which indeed requires ‘but little time ©, _ 

It may happen that out in the country the printer’s ink advised for 

the taking of these impressions (see p. 288) is not to hand. This how- 

ever is not the only article which may be used. We have already — 

mentioned lamp black, advised by Galton. But both printer’s ink and 

lamp black are not the most appropriate in all cases. Any oil colourmay — 

be used, spread out on a metal or glass plate, upon which the part of the — 

body in question is pressed and then several times upon paper, quietly 

and firmly, until a successful imprint is obtained. Sometimes it suffices 

to press the finger, dried or slightly greased, upon a very polished ~ 

surface, e.g., glass, porcelain, or metal, on which is then sprinkled some 

flour, powdered colouring matter, or fine dust, taking care to blow away — 

any that does not stick. In the same way any colouring matter, soluble 7 

in water, may be used, as ink or black coffee, etc.,—the finger is damped 

therewith and pressed upon white paper. In case of need even colouring 

matter may be dispensed with. According to an experiment made by 

Gross Jun., it is only necessary to rest the finger on a plate of hot glass — 

for a moment. When for instance the funnel of a lighted lamp is seized — 

between the thumb and the fore-finger, and the fingers rapidly withdrawn, 

too quickly for a burn to take place, very good finger-prints are left upon al 
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the glass. These being due to the fatty matter secreted by the skin melting 

on the hot glass, the image obtained will soon be destroyed if still exposed 

to the heat; the lamp must therefore be at once extinguished and the fun- 

nel allowed to cool. Of course any hot plate may be employed in this way. 

We have seen (p. 281) that Messrs. Henry and Farndale have gone still 

further and have been able to preserve clear impressions of the fingers of 

criminals left while committing their criminal acts upon bottles and tumb- 

lers and even boxes. A drinking glass which has been seized by a burglar 

has but to be microscopically examined, if impressions cannot be discovered 

with the naked eye, and if finger-prints are found, on being treated with 

hydrofluoric acid, they will stand out quite plain. (See Plates VII to XI). 

In many cases all these methods are impracticable, especially in the case 

of a corpse; here the best thing to do is to select some plastic material and 

press it upon the fingers. In this way excellent imprints may be obtained 

with ordinary paste, heated wax, with fresh kneaded bread-crumb, clay, 

moistened earth, plaster just becoming hard, very fine tin foil, or, and per- 

haps best, the paste used by engravers®®, The paste is manipulated till a 

uniform surface is obtained, upon which the fingers are firmly pressed with- 

out pushing to one side or to the other; clear impressions are thus produced 

which may be examined by a magnifying glass. It is hardly necessary to 

add that the different impressions taken from a corpse must be ticketed 

with most scrupulous accuracy, or most vexatious confusion may arise. 

Finger-prints having been found on the scene of the crime and im- 

pressions of the fingers of the person killed taken, the next most pressing 

thing is to establish by means of experts whether these impressions do not 

proceed from the victim himself; if they do, they are of no value beyond in- 

forming us of what the wounded man did just before his death. But if the 

impressions do not correspond with the papillary lines on the fingers of the 

wounded man, it is a natural supposition that they proceed from the author 

of the crime. And in such a case they may be of value in two ways; firstly 

they serve to prove the innocence or guilt of a person under arrest, and 

secondly they may bring about the discovery of the actual criminal. As 

_ an instance of this latter we refer our readers to what is known as the Mask 

- Murders, fully reported on p. 288. In order to assist rapid and accurate 

comparison it is best to photograph the original impression of the bloody 

- finger and enlarge it photographically three or four times. If then it is de- 

sired to compare these impressions with those of an individual, the matter 

is perfectly simple; the fingers of the suspect are inspected through a mag- 

nifying glass and compared with the enlarged finger-print, 
74 
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To take a case: the bloody imprint of the thumb of a left hand 

(according to experts) is found on the scene of a crime and it is established 

that the lines on the left thumb of the suspected criminal are identical 

with those found. Presume moreover that the remaining facts are very 

strong against the individual in question and that he is charged and 

brought for trial. The similarity between the impressions constitutes an 

overwhelming piece of evidence against the accused and, as this simila- 

rity is difficult to demonstrate with small reproductions, the finger-print 

found on the scene of the crime must be photographed and enlarged as 

much as possible. Naturally the enlargement must not be so large as 

to confuse the lines, retouching being absolutely debarred, as such would 

completely spoil the argument. The impression of the left thumb of the 

accused is then taken, if possible with some drops of bullock blood in 

order to obtain a similar shade, and on the same background as the 

original, ¢.g.,:0n paper, wood, iron, glass, etc. This impression is also 

photographed and enlarged in the same proportion as the other, so that in 

both cases the conditions are alike. If then the impression found on 

the scene of the crime really proceeds from the accused person, the two 

enlarged photographs on being compared will present so striking a 

resemblance that no one, not even a man least acquainted with this sort 

of thing, would doubt their identity. 

It must also be remarked that papillary lines may be produced not 

only with blood, but also with all other colouring matters imaginable into 

which the hand of the criminal has been plunged. In certain circum- 

stances they may even be produced without colour as when the criminal 

places his fingers, etc., on a smooth surface such as glass. Let the reader 

try for himself, that is press his fingers firmly upon the window frame 

and note with what distinctness the papillary lines appear®”. 

For private enlargements the Investigating Officer may conveniently 

use a good projection apparatus.* 

Section vi.—Preservation of blood marks. 

The next question for consideration in dealing with blood-stains is — 

the precautions to be taken for their preservation so that they may come — 

into, the hands of the experts as intact as possible and in a state of — 

* The author used for many years and with much satisfaction in the Graz Criminal — 

Museum, the apparatus called “‘ Ala’’, made by A. Moll, Tuchlauben 9, Vienna, which costs ps 

only 38 florins (say about Rs, 60, delivered in India). 
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integrity which cannot be questioned. All who understand the signifi- 

cance of the expression ‘‘to work with accuracy’, understand that the 

work of the expert will be much surer, more valuable, and at the same 

time easier, when the corpus delicti is handed over to him in all its 

integrity. Unhappily experience teaches us that too often the greatest 

amount of imprudence is committed with respect to this. To take an 

example: one day a handkerchief stained with what appeared to be 

blood was found in the possession of a suspected individual; the hand- 

kerchief was a blue one and in consequence the stains were not easily 

noticed. This person declared that the handkerchief did not belong to 

} him, and that a stranger, who was no doubt the criminal, had made him 

a present of it on the road. Now the Investigating Officer to whom this 

suspect was brought had the unhappy idea of handing the handkerchief 

to a policeman with orders to show it to people in the neighbourhood 

and ask them if they knew to whom it belonged. Here then is our 

policeman, tramping the whole country side with the handkerchief and 

its suspicious stains, showing it in every residence, visiting every public 

i. house, and accosting every passerby, and finally returning with the reply, 

which might have been expected, that no one knew the handkerchief. 

But in what a condition were now the stains of blood? Instead of the 

shining and thick crusts of before, there were only insignificant marks, 

the last traces of the blood absorbed by the cloth. And with what amount 

of certainty could it subsequently be stated that they were really original 

blood-stains? How could it be proved that they might not be of quite 

recent date, that they did not proceed from the poiceman himself, who 

_ might have been bleeding at the nose or, without knowing it, from a 

slight wound in the hand. | 

4 Here is another example which clearly shows the necessity of pro- 

ceeding with precaution in such a case. It is an example borrowed 

from Schauenstein, the well-known chemist, who used regularly to cite 

it in his lectures. This case, interesting from more than one aspect, has 

: already been discussed from another point of view, in the first chapter 

of this book (p. 24 et seqqg). One morning on the bank of a river running 

- through a town a coat was found in fairly good condition, made of brown 

cloth resembling felt, much in use in hilly districts. The coat was 

handed to a police sergeant, but as it was much blood-stained it was 

transferred over to the authorities. There had been up to that time no 

report of any occurrence on the previous night near the spot where the 

coat was found. Professor Schauenstein was consulted as a matter of 
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precaution. After a very few hours Schauenstein waited on the In- 

vestigating Officer and made the following statement: the owner of this 

coat is no longer alive. Here is the explanation of this surprising declara- 

tion: Schawenstein had found in the half dried stream of blood which 

extended from the collar to the right hand pocket of the coat, one of the 

small bones of the tympanum known as the “ stapedial bone’ which is 

situated deep down in the interior of the skull. Nowa person with 

a wound so severe as to cause a loss of blood capable of detaching the 

stapedial bone could not live for any length of time and must have 

been at that moment most certainly dead. It was therefore apparent 

that this was a case of homicide, probably a murder, and subsequent 

investigations proved that the coat belonged to a cattle merchant who had 

in fact been assassinated the night before. The corpse was found under 

the snow only during the following spring. If all the necessary precau- — 

tions had not been taken, nothing would have been easier than to have 

lost the little bone which was sticking quite loosely to the coat. It would 

very likely have been presumed that the blood was the consequence of 

some insignificant affray, no particular research would have been made, 

and when, in the spring, the corpse was discovered, no doubt the con- 

nection between it and the coat found might have been noted, but it — 

would have been then too late to prove that the death was indeed due to ~ 

violence. 

We may in this connection mention the well known case, cited by — 

Taylor, in which a certain razor was identified as the instrument used — 

by a murderer, through finding thereon, in the dried-up blood, a shred of 

cotton, identical with the material of the night-cap, which had been se 3 

through, of the murdered man. | 

We shall now briefly pass in review the manner of preserving various — 

articles bearing blood-stains. First and foremost we must not lose sight — 

of two general principles: avoid all confusion, and pack solidly. The 

first principle means that the object must be denoted both inside and — 

out by words, figures, or letters, and that plenty packing material must 

be employed such as paper, boxes, etc. The second injunction is satis- 

fied by fixing each article so that it cannot move, but without damaging 

the blood thereon. Blood-stained clothes will only be packed in trunks, 

care being taken to fix them so that the blood marks are uppermost; 

holes are pierced in the trunk through which are passed cords with which 

the clothes are securely tied, being very careful the meanwhile not to 

damage the blood in any way. Blood-stains upon paper do not require 
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particular attention, especially when they are quite dry and do not form 

thick crusts; it is best to place them between two sheets of paper and 

put them away ina note-book, or among the papers belonging to the 

case. Often, indeed, we come across papers bearing blood-stains per- 

fectly intact among documents exposed for many years to all manner of 

risks. If the marks are upon small pieces of wood or splinters or upon 

_ shreds of cloth, in short upon any small or ight article, boxes of corres- 

ponding size must be obtained, the articles placed at the bottom, and 

fixed thereto with string passed through the box and fastened outside. 

' More difficult is the packing of large and heavy articles such as spades, 

noes, hatchets, axes, hammers, bars of iron, heavy sticks, etc.; all these 

- objects ought to be packed with much care, for they may fall and all the 

blood be knocked off 

When we consider the importance of blood marks and when we 

remember the ease with which they disappear on being shaken or rubbed, 

_ we are involuntarily seized with a slight shiver on reading a report end- 

; Ing as follows: “Finally material object No. I, difficult to handle owing 

| to its great weight, was intrusted to the Municipal Authorities for trans- 

portation to the police station.” But the “Municipal Authorities’ mean 

the Mayor,,the Chairman of the Municipality, or the Village Magistrate, 

who hands it over to a servant or peon, who in turn consigns it to some weecene ts taal gg ee 

tla att ah Si 

‘carter or bandyman, who happens to be on his way to town. Thus it is 

that the iron bar, or whatever it is, arrives at its destination unpacked 

and unprotected, perhaps in the midst of a cartload of oxen or pigs, just 

slaughtered; then it is handed over to the expert. What a ridiculous 

spectacle it is to see the expert proceeding conscientiously and minutely, 

following all the rules of his science and his art, to the examination 

of an .article which has been treated with so much negligence. He 

mesures it, weighs it, examines it in the most scrupulous manner for 

“traces of blood, some of which have been knocked off by the shaking of 

‘the cart, while others have only come into existence since the article 

Bracted on its journey. Action of this description is in the first place to 

take a fool of the expert and further shows a marked want of profes- 

sional conscientiousness; such an easy and graceful attitude in the 
7 onduct of an investigation may have the most unjust consequences, for 

: O! & person. 

It is evident that in packing neither trouble, time, nor money may 

be , spared ; the interest of the case also demands this. It is indispensable 
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that the boxes requisite for this manner of packing be procured; then 

the article is fixed to the bottom of the box, 

already pierced with holes in several places, 

through which cords are passed holding the 

article so firmly that no shock can detach it; 

see Fig. 111, which represents the method of 

Fig. 111. fixing a hatchet to the bottom of a box. It 

is hardly necessary to state that the cords should neither touch nor rub 

the blood-stains. 

If there be blood-stains on both sides of the hatchet it cannot be laid 

down as depicted; in such a case the article must be placed upon pads 

or cushions of paper, fixed on to the wood with nails so that the hatchet 

reposes with nothing to touch the blood-stains. It is only in case of 

absolute necessity, namely, when the article is too big to enter a box, 

that it will have to be transported without packing; but in such a case — 

the blood-stains must be safe-guarded in a very special manner. Sup- 

pose that we have some blood-stains at the point a (Fig. 112) on a long 

pole which for some reason 

or other cannot be cut; we 

attach blocks of wood above — 

Fig. 112. and below the blood with 

strong cords and surround the whole with little strips of wood and stout ~ 

paper, so that the stains are quite free, though being perfectly preserved 

from all external deterioration. For small objects such as shavings, 

scrapings from blood-stained walls, etc., these are preserved, as already | 

indicated, in paper (good, smooth letter paper) folded into little packets. — 

The first packet is wrapped in a second to prevent any particles being 

lost in transit to the hands of the expert. It is also very important that _ 

traces of blood, pus, sperm, or other organic matter, be sent to the ! 

expert as soon as possible; every day’s delay can only compromise the 

obtaining of a definite result, especially when the stains happen to b 

upon rusty iron 8), The rapidity with which we ought to proceed m 

such cases has been recently particularly insisted upon by F. J. Otto, — 

who states that a special order on this matter has been circulated by he ; 

Bavarian Government (dated 8rd May, 1880) to all the police authorities 

; 



CHAPTER XV. 

CIPHERS AND OTHER SECRET WRITINGS. 

ie Section i.—General Considerations. 

: The discussion of the subject of secret writing will of necessity have 

_ to be confined to very narrow limits, for were we to treat it exhaustively 

a large volume would hardly suffice. Solutions cannot possibly be given 

_ to all questions concerning secret writing, but we shall attempt to indi- 

cate to the Investigating Officer everything that may be of use to him in 

_ the majority of judicial cases. In this connection a distinction must of 

necessity be made. On the one hand we have cipher writing properly so 

- called; this is a superior kind used extensively in high diplomatic and 

_ military spheres: and on the other hand we have the common cipher 

writing practised either for amusement in private life or seriously in 

_ business. ‘The ciphers employed in guarding state secrets or in import- 

ant military communications form a woof woven more or less artistically, 

of which the uninitiated can very rarely unravel the threads. To 

accomplish such work, education, application, and luck of a particular 

kind, are required. Should one of these three qualities be missing, the 

- Inessage will never be deciphered. Every person however who is endowed 

_ with patience and a natural aptitude and is favoured by luck may be able 

to decipher secret correspondence of the simpler kind. Of this latter 

simpler kind, we will treat in this chapter. It will doubtless be difficult 

to distinguish complicated cipher writing from simple cipher writing, for 

between the cipher messages concocted with the assistance of different 

: systems and in divers languages and cryptograms composed with the aid 

of simple transposition of letters, there is a mass of systems of secret 

writings, some easy, some hard to decipher, making it difficult to draw a 

- distinction between those that are easy and those that are difficult to read. 

It may be added that this difficulty is purely subjective. To a person 

wanting in quickness and practice the most simple of cryptograms will 

"present the greatest difficulties, while a good cipher-reader attached to 

the Foreign Office or War Office will be able to read very complicated 

ciphers promptly and correctly, 

% : 
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It is hardly necessary to commence by saying how important it is in 

criminal cases for the Investigating Officer carefully to examine every 

scrap of writing that appears to be in cipher; for a cipher. correspond- 

ence discovered in connection with some crime is bound to contain 

information that will not stand the light of day and of which the 

authorities are to be kept in ignorance. If successful in reading it, the 

Investigating Officer will be able to see far into the facts of the case and — 

things will be cleared up much better than by long inquiries and investi- q 

gations. Secret writings are met with in judicial inquiries much more 

frequently than one would imagine, but they must be sought for), If — 

one takes the trouble to check the papers, notes, letters, and chits of the 

accused and to search in the pockets, seams, and folds of his clothes, — 

a mass of communications may be brought to light which on close — 
inspection may turn out to be a cipher correspondence. More than one 

letter seemingly devoid of sense, more than one involved remark, and 

more than one insignificant scrawl, to which at the outset no importance 

could be attached, may turn out to be nothing else than cipher writing. 

The inquiry, when a secret correspondence is found, will immediately 

take quite another complexion; at least it may possibly become much 

more important than before the discovery. Possibly the effect of packets 

of cipher letters found on the accused is absolutely nil, but this is an © 

eventuality never to be admitted at the outset; the correct supposition is 

the contrary one, namely, that if a cipher writing is found the matter is | 

vastly more important than it seemed to be: if a recently arrested thief, 

who has stolen perhaps only a silver watch, is found in possession of | 

cipher communications, the Investigating Officer may at least suppose 

that he has to do with a criminal of refinement, a band of thieves, etc. | 

The following principle should never be departed from ;—everything 

in cipher must be deciphered, or at least an attempt to do so must be 

made. How to proceed ? is quite another matter. At first sight a simple 

cannot possibly be distinguished from a complicated cipher. Some cryp-— 

tograms seem at the first glance to be very complicated (when, e.g. 

the vowel cipher has been employed and nothing but a long string o 

vowels can be seen), and yet are very easy to read. Again some appeé 

to be perfectly simple (made for instance according to the transpositi¢ 

of letters system), whereas the most skilful cipher-reader is unable 

decipher them. The Investigating Officer will have no other course bt 

to himself unravel all ciphers that fall into his hands. For this purpose” 

the following hints may be of use to him, or if he has more ambition amt 
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feels that he has the necessary amount of skill he may obtain one or more 

of those books which deal separately with the subject of secret writing ®®. 

Dr. John Ludv. von Kliiber’s “ Cryptography ’’ ® though no doubt very 

old can render great assistance. It forms the basis of all subsequent 

works on the subject and contains a list of previous writers 69, 

| According to all the books one can learn to read the most complicated 

4 and difficult cipher if one is only endowed with stubborn perseverance and 

- a certain natural talent in this direction. But there is no doubt that 

_ without a little luck nothing can be accomplished. A mere chance may 

enlighten what several days’ work has failed to make clear. This piece of 

luck must be lain in wait for and exploited when it comes. It is the same 

in all branches of an Investigating Officer’s work: when a satisfactory 

result is obtained it seems to be to his “luck” that it is due; but in 

reality through his skill and patience alone he had the “luck” to observe 

the favourable moment and to seize it. In addition the Investigating 

Officer who would decipher secret writings must have his heart in his 

7 work, perseverance, never failing interest; an observation that allows 

_ nothing to escape, and the gifts of combination and deduction. These 

are indeed general qualities which every Investigating Officer ought to 

‘possess. One might almost say that every man who is of the stuff out of 

4 which Investigating Officers are made is capable of reading ciphers. 

i In large towns the Investigating Officer may have the luck to come 

- into contact with recognised experts for the explanation of ciphers; such 

are retired military men who have held high staff appointments, diploma- 

- tists, and mathematicians. Such persons have generally dealt with similar 

- questions in the course of their career and continue to take so keen an 

| interest in them as will lead them to use their special knowledge for the 

- good of the public. But only exceptionally can competent persons of this 

' kind be made use of; in most cases the Investigating Officer will have to 

‘rely upon himself. Besides it must not be forgotten that in this con- 

- nection the Investigating Officer’s position is very much easier than that 

Bot the diplomatist or military man. The former has to decipher messages 

i ‘from the enemy. Neither as a rule can say what is the language of the 

of the first importance and the latter to make sense of a cipher captured 

“writing, who are the people in correspondence with one another, what the 

miting ought to be about, etc. One thing alone they know, namely, 

iat it is a communication made with the greatest art and with the 

inutest care—and this knowledge is not calculated to facilitate their 
y 

Of course they may have come into possession of the key, but in 
75 
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this case the “art of deciphering”’ in the sense we attach to these words 

will not come into play. | 

In the majority of cases the task of the Investigating Officer will be — 

much easier. With few exceptions the suspected person to whom the — 

communication is addressed or the one from whom it emanates is in a 

safe place; the Investigating Officer consequently knows, if only approxi- 

mately, the degree of education of the individual and in what language 

he has thought or written, can make suppositions about the nature of — 

the manuscript, can gather from the status of the accused the degree of | 

accuracy to be expected in the spelling—this last is most important—and 

finally, judging by his intelligence, can come to a conclusion as to the — 

kind of secret writing selected; for a tolerable amount of intelligence is 

required to understand and employ certain of the more complicated kinds — 

of cipher. To throw hght on this point the inquiry must be taken up 

anew for this very purpose and from the beginning—as must always be 

done whenever a particular point has to be cleared up which has not 

been dreamed of previously. The attention is entirely concentrated on — 

the information one is in search of at the moment, and when one is 

under the impression that he knows every word figuring in the course of | 

the inquiry he is correct only to a certain extent; they are indeed known 

in a general way, and those special points which have been the particular 

object of the inquiry are remembered, but certainly something new will - 

be discovered when the whole is gone through again and the investiga- 

tion directed towards another end. If therefore in the course of an 

inquiry a cipher writing is discovered, the whole record must be once 

more perused and the attention devoted to everything that may throw 

light on this particular point. 'This having been done, all papers belong- 

ing to the accused or having any bearing upon the inquiry in general 

must be re-read. This revision must be carried out even when one 

thinks he knows the whole case by heart. Then all the clothes, pockets, 

seams, inside linings, etc., must be examined in the minutest manner as 

well as every article connected with the inquiry, taking care to place on 

one side and register all written or printed matter, whether letters, 

syllables, words, phrases, figures, or peculiar strokes or characters, et 

Above all letters, notes, and chits, should be submitted to the most minut 

and thoughtful examination. They may furnish not only an indicatior 

about the subject of the cipher documents, but also give a direct startin 

point for deciphering the entire writing. The method of proceeding it 

deciphering a former communication may be discovered. Perhaps @ — 
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word may be underlined, or another which seems to have no reason for 

being where it is (e.g., in the middle of a phrase) may turn out to be the 

key-word unlocking the secret manuscript. Without this key-word the 

writing cannot be deciphered, and possibly the writer has noted it down 

somewhere for safety’s sake and called attention to it by underlining 

it, etc.; frequently also the word or the cipher key, the stencil or the 

secret alphabet, etc., as the case may be are written in a sympathetic ink, 

t.e., ink, words written with which are legible only when treated chemi- 

cally, or exposed to heat, etc. The paper is carried upon the person of 

the correspondent and the writing made to re-appear as often as desired. 

For this reason paper must be examined even where there is no writing 

at all to be seen, and care must be taken to ascertain whether secret 

interpolations are not to be found hidden between the lines in letters 

covered with ordinary writing. 

Figure 113 (p. 596) is a specimen rather of picture-writing than of 

secret writing, but which may be easily mistaken for the latter. Though 

_ it was connected with a civil action it is of none the less interest from our 

| point of view. In a suit dealing with a difference in accounts an aged 

4 peasant produced an old calendar containing the signs depicted. Accord- 

i ing to the explanation of the man, who could neither read nor write but 

' knew how to play the game of tarot, a species of whist, and in conse- 

_ quence understood the Roman numerals, he had marked out with signs 

rq the debts contracted with his opponent and read them as given under 

the illustration. | 

: | Suppose such a writing is found upon a dangerous criminal ; the first 

- idea would be that it was a quite undecipherable secret writing; but 

when the Investigating Officer knows that some of these writings are 

_ perfectly simple he will be able to read them as easily as any ordinary 

_ script. 
It sometimes happens that certain facts obtained quite by chance are 

of great importance; an accused who was the bearer of an: extensive 

secret correspondence possessed a watch on the inner cover of which the 

 maker’s number, 27491, was engraved. The cipher writing resisted all 

attempts to decipher it. Finally “luck” guessed that the accused might 

have used the cipher called Count Gronfeld’s cipher (otherwise General 

- Trochu’s cipher) and had chosen 27491 for the key number, as a convenient 

number for him to verify without having to make any suspicious note of 

| This is exactly what he had done, and with the help of the number 

of the watch the whole correspondence was easily read. It may also 
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PD ae om Bxue 

a o = 7 

: x 
Fig. 118. 

2 barrels of wine for 34 florins. Paid 11 florins leaving 23 florins. 

Pepip eka ok BES pea ei 55 yy) ea ihicy BR 
4 lots of fire-wood ,, 34 _,, Ad at: | UeeE eee a nothing. 

5 baskets of potatoes 12. ,, 50kr.  ,, nothing is 12 f1.50 kr. 

Hire of a cart........... Bi Oe BOoy. ,, nothing . 2f.50kr. 

A hand loan.............. 5 pine FORME: suk 3) nothing sia 

aereesi.s 2. Sux aids 15 | , ©» florins 7 10 florins. 

happen that a small pocket dictionary is found among the belongings of 

the accused, which will indicate, if printed in double columns, that the 

- word-system (see post) has been employed. Again it may be supposed — | 

that the criminal has upon him, doubtless well concealed, a stencil of 

paper or thin white metal, enabling him to read writing made with the 

assistance of its duplicate. In short, the Investigating Officer must re- 

member, now as always, that even the most cunning of criminals will 

commit “the fatal blunder” that is his undoing, so well-known and so 

often commented upon. Here the “blunder” is to carry on the person ~ 

the key, be it word, number, book, or stencil, to the cipher itself. In so 

doing the criminal believes himself to be in complete safety for he does 

not dream of his possible arrest. In short by submitting everything con- | 

nected with the inquiry and the cipher correspondence to a minute ané¢ 

profound examination and combining the acquired results in a thousa nd | 

different ways, the Investigating Officer may perhaps succeed in forcing — 

his luck, finding the necessary starting point, and even discovering the — 

solution of the whole problem. ; . a 
‘g 

= 
> +o 
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Section ii. Various kinds of ciphers. 

: | Among the many systems of secret writing in use those only have 

been chosen for description that are capable of being deciphered by an 

average Investigating Officer either on account of the simplicity of the 

system adopted or because the Investigating Officer has in some way 

succeeded in finding a clue or key to the enigma; for this key alone 

is useless if he does not know how to use it. Indeed in many cases 

it is impossible to recognise the system unless very familiar with that 

particular variety. For instance when a cipher word is found among 

' a person’s papers or some strange book in his possession, it may be at 

: - once assumed that the discovery, if only its use be known, may furnish 

"the solution of the whole secret writing. No attempt is made here to 

- deal with writing very difficult to decipher—even with the help of the key. 

: In the following pages little that is new will be found—at least as regards 

_ the essential parts of the subject; it is sufficient to reproduce what may 

. be read in the many and voluminous works on the subject. The old 

authority Kliiber, mentioned above, has been mainly consulted, as well 

"as the modern work of Pleissner von Wastrowitz. 

In all secret writings we find as a rule certain conventional signs 

which have a general signification : 

(2) Non-values, t.e., signs having no importance and signifying 

nothing, the sole object of which is to lead the decipherer astray; it is 

~ arranged for example that all the vowels, every third letter, all numbers 

divisible by six, and so on, do not count. In writing with the stencil 

this arrangement is useless, for only those letters or words count that can 

be seen through the openings of the stencil, while the non-values are 

added after the message has been written, in the portions covered by the 

(B) Signs of “antiphrasis”’, indicating that the phrase which 

follows should be understood in a contrary sense to its real signification, 

| (y) Signs of “ cancellation’’, signifying that the whole communica- 

: tion does not count and has no other aim than to mislead the reader. 

Such communications are very frequent and their object is to throw the 

. Investigating Officer off the scent and give him a mistaken idea of the 

neaning of the correspondence. 

; (8) Signs of change of system, indicating that use is being made 

| f a new key or table, that the writing is in another language, or that 
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after that sign the cipher must be read from right to left, etc. We now — 

proceed to describe a few selected systems. 

A. Numerical ciphers. 

1. The simplest method consists in replacing letters of the alphabet, — 

ordinary words, and common phrases, by one or several fixed numbers. — 

In the latter case the numbers are employed indifferently. 9 

2. Almost as simple is where the letters are expressed by two 

combined numbers; these numbers are previously divided into groups — 

and the groups numbered :—e.gq. : 

a@einrw dhmqz uv cglpty 

4 

pikos z 

3 7 1 8 

Every letter is thus represented by the figure indicating the place the 

letter occupies in its group (ca bduare 1, pnoq are 4) together with 

the number of the group in which it stands, e.g., g—24, k-—-37, ete., 

‘to-day’ would be expressed in the following manner :— 

54, 47, 11, 13, 64. 

3. We may mention here the cipher said to have been invented by 

Mirabeau. The letters of the alphabet are divided into five groups, each 

group bearing an order number, e.g. | 

‘aa 2 3 4 5: a 
maxok rinvt hbseq gg £. ecm e plydw 

12345 12345 12345 12345 12345 

Each letter is now represented by a fraction, the numerator formed 

by the group number and the denominator by the figure denoting the 

position of the letter in the group; since there is no number above fiv 

the figures 6 to 9 and 0 are employed as non-values to make up do bl 

fractions and ring the changes on anyone trying to decipher the mes 

sage; the word “silence’’ might be expressed as follows :— 

. $2953248 Without non-values.. SARE 

98 5 29 40 3 
With non-values..... BS 28 50. 2S) 28 meses 
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B. Alphabetical ciphers. 

1. The simplest cipher of this kind, called Julius Cesar’s cipher, 

consists, like the numerical ciphers, in the simple transposition of the 

letters of the alphabet ; e.g., a—f, gz, etc. Though not very safe, this 

- method is frequently employed to-day—so much so indeed that every In- 

_vestigating Officer must come across it some time or other. It is evident 

that this device may be rendered more difficult to decipher by neglecting - 

to separate the letters from one another, joining them altogether irres- 

pective of words, mixing in non-values, or employing like the Abbot 

_ Tritheim of Wiirzburg (1462 to 1516) from 10 to 25 letters of the alphabet 

one after the other in a definite order. Sometimes for instance the first 

3 word, line, or phrase, is written in the first alphabet, and the second 

_ word, line, or phrase, in the second alphabet, thus rendering the solution 

~ much more difficult. 

2. Resembling this is Krohn’s system ®® and several other systems 

of too great complexity to be adequately dealt with here. 

; 3. A cipher very often employed is a vowel cipher in which the 

accompanying key is used. It is self-evident that the order of the letters 

~ may be changed at will. Each letter is expressed by two vowels, which 

' are found in the key as follows. 

ee Rah eA ch cE 

coe | eh er) bya 

Bee G Wot hy) DT ee 

die Wie soe Os) ee ao 

eat Bp eevi ta i.e 

Bt SP ol Ee G 

The first of the two is at the extremity of the same horizontal line, and 

iuauoiuiau. 

_ This seems quite senseless enough but it may be made more puzzling 

_ by adding consonants as non-values and making up words therewith. 

| We might then obtain, e.g., the following message :— 

' “ Still much call upon him, luck ill, small fun’’. 

_ Several other arrangements can be made with this table. 
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This cryptogram will at first sight appear to have been written with 

the assistance of a system of words and will be extremely difficult to 
decipher. 

4. The extension of this system gives us the multiplication cipher, 

_ also called the square cipher, the undecipherable cipher, or the Russian 

cipher. It is said to have been invented by a diplomatist named Blaise 

of Vigenére in 1589. It is most extensively used, offers the greatest 

possible security, is easy to work, and only necessitates the possession of 

the appended table. 

If necessary, this table can be recomposed from memory, its employ- 

ment presupposes the existence of a key-word. Let us suppose the 

key-word to be “london” and the message to be sent “ start quickly”’. 

We commence by writing the message with the letters spaced so that each 

letter of the message corresponds with a letter of the key-word. When 

the letters of the latter are used up the word is begun over again thus :— 

Stet. fii wi ve kl oy 

ito Tt. a O or ye hoe Oh ae 

- We look for the first letter of the message s in the first horizontal line 

of the table on p. 600, and the first letter of the key-word 1 in the first 

' vertical line of the table, and, starting from the letter s, we descend the 

perpendicular line till we meet the horizontal line, followed from 1, at c. 

| This is the first letter of the cipher. In the same manner we take the 

second letters of the message and the key-word, t and o respectively, and 

- following the appropriate lines as before we obtain g, and so on till the 

mon wig c e¢ wp wey ot 

: then look for the first letter of the key-word in the first vertical line 

to the left of the table, then follow it till we find the first letter in the 

; cipher, c, and then ascend vertically to the top horizontal line where 

ve find s, which is the first letter of the actual message. And so on 

‘with all the remaining letters. 

$ Using the same table, numbers may also be employed. Taking the 

{ 76 
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same example as before the first letter of the key-word | corresponds with 

the number 11 just beside it and the first letter of the message, s, with 

the number 18 just above it. Then instead of taking the letter ¢ as 

formerly we take the sum of these two numbers, that is 29. The method 

is used much less frequently with numbers than with letters. The latter 

are nearly always used by fairly intelligent persons. Chance alone can 

be counted upon to elucidate cryptograms of this description, for in no 

cipher does chance play so great a part. The Investigating Officer may 

have the luck to find among certain papers belonging to the corres- 

pondents the cipher table, which may have endless variations, or he 

may discover the key-word. It will sometimes be possible by taking 

into account the character, social condition, and connections of a person, to 

guess the key-word. Generally it is a proper name and by making trials 

with names which have some connection with the individual the right 

word is often hit upon: we may try the native town of the cipher writer, | 

the country of his birth, the chief river of the country, the name of the 

town or country last visited by him, and the names of men who may have 

some notoriety or celebrity at the time, or who have some importance as 

regards his position or trade, e.g., purely local public men, or persons 

well-known in his particular walk of life. Rarely does a man of educa- 

tion, and hardly ever a man of no education, abandon the choice of the 

key-word to chance—laziness, natural indifference, and the attraction 

influenced over us by matters which we already know, all come into play 

and induce us in such cases to choose words with which we are familiar : 

rather than indifferent or meaningless ones. The Investigating Officer | 

has now an opportunity of exercising his faculties of combination and ~ 

deduction. Materials will rarely be wanting and success will not often | 

fail to crown his efforts. j | 

5. The cipher writing of Napoleon I. is based on an analogo 1S 
method, and is connected with a system invented by G. della Porta ir | 

1540. Here again a key-word is necessary. The table alphabet is formed 

as on p. 603. Omitting 7 and z there are 24 letters. These are first arran- 

ged in their natural order in two lines, with the marginal symbol AB 

The next alphabet is arranged also in two lines, but the last letter yc 

the second line is transposed to the beginning of that line, leaving a | 

its last letter, the marginal symbol being CD. In the third alphabet, 

comes to the head of the second line, reading x y n o p q r, etc.--symk 

EF; and so on through G H, I K, L M, ete. In this way it is clear | 

that 12 alphabets can be formed, | 
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res Mercia 8 tg ii ag WE 5 

Dero. pg, EB. Ct y wx y 

( a peered eh oh 1 kl m 

| Yori wep. Gg © 8 FU w xX 

ee” | Bumeees Gertie bot k «1 m 

( Styne peg ree tu ov ow 

_ Now suppose the key-word is B E D. Here we employ the three al- 

_ phabets given above, A B, H F,C D. The key-word is arranged under 

the sentence to be ciphered, as previdusly described, and any letter, say 

8, coming above B, will in the cipher become f and vice versd. Thus 

_ suppose the message to be sent is the words “nothing new”’, we obtain 

: the following cryptogram :— | 

nothing new 

BEDBEDB EDB 

aa haut.bt cq k 

In alphabet B, w corresponds to a; in alphabet H, ov corresponds to d; 

in D, ¢ corresponds to h; and so on. 
6. Count Gronfeld’s, also called General T'’rochu’s, cipher is notable 

r its simplicity. All that is required is a key-number and an alphabet 

agreed upon by the two correspondents, who must also know whether 

any letters as j or z are excluded. Suppose the key-number is 519 and 
———__.— aad Ak VL orm ALAC 

md that the message to be sent is:—‘“‘all goes well’? we commence by 

pacing the letters of the message and writing the key-number under- 

neath them as many times as is necessary. “207 6 RADE TAGES 

= 

ail -gioes- well 

Os ia Tia sat Ss a ae? Gas 

fmu mpox xoqm 

' Kach letter of the message is then replaced by the letter in the alpha- 

et which stands in the position relative to the former expressed by the_ 

lumber placed under the letter of the message. Thus the first letter in 
2 message is ‘a’ under which we find the number 5; we must therefore 

count off in the alphabet 5 letters from a and obtain the first letter of the 

eryptogram, /; the second letter is ‘1’ under which is the number 1, the 2nd 
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letter of the cryptogram, will therefore be m; the third letter is also ‘1’, but 

the number under it being 9 it is now represented by wu, and so on. This 

message is most difficult to decipher unless the key-number is known; 

but as has been already remarked it often happens in such cases either 

that the number is a common one as 365 or the current year, or that, if 

non-suggestive, it will be discovered noted down among the papers of the 

two correspondents ; once in possession of this number we write it under 

the cipher and, aided by these numbers and the fixed alphabet, we obtain 

each letter by counting backwards; thus instead of / we take the fifth 

letter before it, namely, a; and of m the letter before it namely 1, etc. 

oa 
C. Syllable and word ciphers. 

(a) Syllables. The syllabic system consists in inserting in a letter 

various syllables having a signification of their own apart frorn the 

letter. It is for'instance settled beforehand that only the first syllable 

of the third word in every line, odd or even, counts. The method when 

well carried out is extremely safe, but it is none the less rare, being very 

difficult of application; the style of the letter being generally unnatural 

and suspicious. | 

(8) Words. Heidel’s method. The letter is composed of two parts 

consisting either of the letter proper and a postcript or else of two 

distinct paragraphs (of course no third paragraph must be present in the 

letter). The words of the message to be sent are inserted in the first 

paragraph in their proper order. ‘The second contains the key, e.g., each 

word in the latter which begins with a ¢ indicates by the number of its ~ 

order the place in the first paragraph of each word which is to count. 

Suppose it is wished to communicate the following words:—‘‘I will 

come to your place to-morrow.” The letter may be written as follows :— 

‘“T have not yet heard whether Thompson will come but shall send ~ 

my servant this evening to ask him. If yous promised letter arrives in | 

time we shall be able to visit the place together. I should like to settle — 

the business before the day after to-morrow. Pi 
The idea is a good one but the time is short; as soon as I set 

Thompson we shall certainly take steps at once. I suppose it is quit 

an impossibility for you to accompany us on our visit? I shall let yo 

know Monday or Tuesday.” 3 

In the second paragraph the words 1, 8, 9, 17, 21, 34, and 47 each 

begin with a ¢, thus indicating that in the first paragraph only the wor ds 
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1, 8, 9, 17, 21, 34, and 47 are to be taken into account. For short 

communications the system is good enough but is easily betrayed by a 

forced and unnatural style. 

2. The book system is somewhat complicated but gives great 

security, always assuming the book is not found. ‘The two correspondents 

are each in possession of a copy of the same book (same edition) and 

agree that each letter of the message will be represented by three num- 

bers, the first denoting the page of the book, the second the line of the 

page, and the third the letter of the line to be used. Suppose the letter g 

is to be ciphered. Let us suppose g is the 17th letter of the 3rd line of 

page 4. The letter g will then be expressed by the three numbers 4,3,17. 

_ When the book used is unknown the message cannot be deciphered, but 

as in such cases possession of the book is indispensable, the Investigating 

Officer will probably discover some book among the belongings of the 

individual in question and will be careful not to lose sight of it; if he 

' subsequently comes upon a suspected cipher he will at all events first try 

7 to elucidate it with the assistance of the book. 

3. The lexicon cipher pre-supposes the existence of a similar dic- 

; tionary in the possession of each correspondent, the pages of which are 

; printed in double columns. In writing a letter each word is looked up 

- in the dictionary and, instead of the word found, the word in the same 

line of the same page but in the neighbouring columnis taken. With 

any pocket dictionary a cryptogram, easy to decipher, may be quickly 

‘composed. But the method has its inconveniences—either the de- 

' 
/ 
t ee | ; } 
b clension or conjugation of words must be dispensed with, thus causing 

_ obscurities and mistakes and betraying the secret method employed, or 

- declension and conjugation is used and the reader is quite perplexed. 

7 Again, when this method is employed, the Investigating Officer generally 

' di scovers the dictionary—all that is needed to read the cipher. If the 

: dictionary cannot be found and one is convinced in spite of everything 

/ that this system has been used, it may be worth while to attempt the 

8 olution by examining a dozen or more recognised dictionaries. When 

‘the two correspondents are known, we can sometimes tell beforehand 

‘y vhere the books have probably been procured, for it must not be for- 

r Bien that they can hardly have employed dictionaries used by them for 

i “number of years, for no two people possess two old dictionaries ab- 

gc lutely alike. As the last condition is essential, they must have been 

ecially bought for the purpose ; and the Investigating Officer will hardly 

1 to obtain them in some way or other. 
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4. The book system proper is the most perfect of cipher methods. — 

A special dictionary is used in which all words, writing, signs, and 

numbers are represented by groups of letters or numbers. As a special 

precaution in important messages a key-number may be added to or 

subtracted from the cipher numbers. In commerce, a code published by 

the International Telegraph Office at Berne is employed. In it the words 

to be ciphered are not expressed by groups of numbers but by other — 

words borrowed from the best known languages of civilization. , 

D. The Stencil or Blackline cipher. 

- Here the cipher is written and read either by placing a stencil over 

the paper, or a ruled paper, such as the blacklines used for teaching — 

writing, under it, the lines being visible through the paper written on. 

Its use can be easily detected, for in the first case the writing is not 

exactly straight while in the second we observe the transparency of the 

paper. The Investigating Officer will be unable to read the cipher — 

unless he can lay his hand on the stencil or the ruled paper. They — 

must be searched for among the belongings of the correspondents. ‘ 

Being small they will probably be carefully concealed, and the stencil 

may have been rolled or crumpled up. a 

E. Miscellaneous ciphers. 

(a) Angle-writing :—School children often make use of this method. | 

The letters are grouped 2 by 2, one being dotted and the other not. The 

method is clear from the diagrams; suffice it to say that a non-dotted ~ 

letter is represented by its appropriate angle with no dot, while a dotted 

letter has a dot in the angle. 

This cipher is naturally not difficult to read being based on a very 

simple system of transposition. On account of its simplicity it is much 

used by criminals. : ‘a 

hl. ms. ac. 

pr. fk. CO. 

bd. uw. ix. 
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weer ee fo eh EG EF OL om ne 

Peer ee pmuyv O a U A E 

og ehh emp gaeam? Silae: ai a eae Si 2 

See sp pe yee rr > A 

(8) Thread-writing :—Each correspondent is in possession of a stick 

j divided into 26 equal parts and in the spaces thus obtained the letters of 

_ the alphabet are inscribed in an agreed order. ‘“‘ Writing”’ is carried on 

by measuring distances on the stick with a white thread, starting from 

the end of the stick to the first letter of the message and there marking 

_ the thread with ink, then measuring from the first to the second letter, 

and marking the thread again, and so on to the end of the message; the 

thread is then rolled up and conveyed to the correspondent who has only 

_ to measure it on his stick in order to read the message. The latter can 

if necessary dispense with the stick by drawing its counterpart upon the 

table, floor, or wall, provided that the distances are fixed and easy to re- 

: produce, e.g., the diameter of a coin, the length of a match, the breadth of 

the thumb, etc. In this way correspondence may be easily exchanged with 

prisoners, for it is not easy to hinder the introduction into the cells of a 

| thread which may, e.g., be holding a garment or the dressing of a wound 

/ together. The Investigating Officer must therefore be on the look out. 

In the two preceeding cases the series of letters is fixed in an order 

| easy of recollection, e.g., from z to a, or by altering the letters in some 

| such way as follows :— 

mine b d, e.g; f h, i k, 7 1, ete. 

(y) Foot-rule cipher :—A line divided into quarters of an inch, milli- 

“Metres, etc., is drawn on a long band or strip, a table, wall, floor, etc., and 

3 in every second, third, fourth of these divisions we place a letter of the 

wiphabet. When writing with an ordinary yard measure, we measure off 

The number of quarter inches obtained (say 17) denotes the first 

stter of the message. The distance between the first and the second 

“letter is then taken (say 6) and the number of quarter inches denotes the 

“second letter in the message, and so on, the whole message being formed 

lusively of figures. Care must however be taken to distinguish the 

umbers obtained by measuring from left to right from those taken from 

nt to left. Suppose the customary order of the letters of the alphabet 

is been retained and the message begins with the word “ Albert”, It 
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is evident that to go from A to | we must first measure from left toright; 

then from | to b from right to left, and from b to e from left to right — 

again. ‘The numbers furnished by the measurement from right to left 

need not be specially marked, the others may be underlined, written in 

red ink, or marked with a point, etc. But this indicates at once that we | 

have to deal with a special kind of cipher. The author had never seen * 

this cipher described, when one day the governor of a prison discovered 

and handed to him a letter composed of figures which was supposed — 

to have been exchanged between two international thieves then under 

arrest. When the two men were immediately searched, a strip of paper 

was found on each of them. It was straight and thin and divided into © 

centimetres; it was immediately supposed that these strips were con- — 

nected with the secret message, and it was not till after considerable — 

trouble and patience that the author was able to discover the system — 

employed, a system which is certainly not wanting in originality. 

(8) Puncture-system :—This writing is also easy to introduce surrep- 

titiously into prison. Hach letter is represented by a number and the 

numbers are ranked together in a manner easy of recollection. 

A sheet of paper covered with writing or printed characters is taken, 

e.g.,an old and dirty piece of newspaper used for wrapping up something, .] 

which may be easily introduced into the cells. Suppose the alphabet to 

-be the following :— . : 

abcdefghik lmnop qrs t wv wx) yoga 
123 4567 89 101112131415 1617 1819 20 21 22 9394 95. 

and that the message to be sent is “no”, n is represented by the ~ 

number 13, the writer therefore counts up to the 13th letter on the paper | 

starting from the beginning, and pierces it with a needle. The next 

letter 0 is represented by the number 15, we therefore count on from the 

letter last pierced, n, till the 15th next letter is reached and pierced in 

like manner. It is certain that many a piece of news or information i: 

passed into the prisons in this manner. It must not be forgotten tha 

instead of being pierced the letters may be marked with sympathetic ink 

using for instance milk, so that the message may be read on heating a 

newspaper. 

(€) Playing card-cipher:—A pack of cards is arranged in a knoy 

order care being taken to note the top and bottom card of the pad 

The pack should be quite new or at least the edges should be newly 

cut. The pack is then held tightly together, and the message written, 
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generally in figures, on the side of it. The pack is then well shuffled and 

_ forwarded to the correspondent who places it in the pre-arranged order, 

presses the pack, and reads the message. 

Another way is to write a letter on each card of the pack in a 

_ pre-arranged order, and read the message by re-arranging them again in 

~~ the same order. | | 
| (€) Count Vergennes method :—lIt is said that at the end of the 18th 

Century the French Foreign Minister made use of a special method of 

corresponding with his foreign diplomatic agents when a letter of intro- 

- duction was handed to persons going from Paris to foreign countries 

and vice versd. <A traveller requesting such a letter would receive a paper 

which carried certain ornamentation on the borders furnishing informa- 

| tion regarding the bearer of the letter; or it might be conveyed by the 

manner of writing or printing, words underlined, and the numbering 

- of the letter. They could tell immediately from such a missive who 

its bearer was, what were his aptitudes, whether he was a safe man 

or a suspect, whether rich, poor, intelligent, a fool, married or single, 

the reason for his journey, who were his relatives, etc. It is not impro- 

bable that this refined method of correspondence is still in use among 

a certain class ©), 
It is related that the Russian and Polish Jews used to correspond with 

one another in the following: way when the postage of letters was still 

| very expensive. The recipient would take the unstamped letter, examine 

the envelope all over, and then refuse to pay the postage or receive it ; 

but he had learnt all he wished to know from the shape, colour, and size 

the envelope, from the special writing of the address, and from the 

manner in which the letter was sealed. It may be presumed that our 

under the nose of the Investigating Officer himself when he hands them 

letters addressed to them which have been examined and found to be 

“quite harmless”. 

q (9?) The Scytal Cipher of the Lacedemonians, derived, according to 

ward their orders to their commanders abroad, they wound slantwise a 

narrow slip of parchment upon a skutalé so that the edges met close 

ogether, and the message was then added so that the centre of the line of 

yriting was on the edges of the parchment. The receiver had a similar 

taff, and wound the paper upon it, and so alone could the contents be 

ad. This system is also known to sharpers. 
ledaed 
id 
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Section. iii.—Suggestions as to deciphering secret writing. 

We have already commented on the methods to be pursued by an 

Investigating Officer in deciphering secret writings and have noted some 

points to which his attention should more especially be turned, remark- 

ing that the position of the Investigating Officer is, in this connection, 

very different from that of the military man or diplomatist. The In- — 

vestigating Officer, it has been stated, should not attempt the work of ~ 

elucidating difficult cryptograms unless chance or skill have placed him ~ 

in possession of the key or other aid to their solution; in all other — 

cases he should refer to those more specially expert. In view of these — 

observations we shall do no more than enumerate in this section a few — 

general indications to be borne in mind. It may be asserted “no fixed — 

rules for the deciphering of secret writing exist’’, if by the word ‘‘rule” 

be understood, “‘ principles permitting of the solution of every cipher” 

these indications must therefore be taken to refer exclusively to Investi- _ 

gating Officers. 

1. We repeat that it is absolutely necessary that the Investigating | | 

Officer knows thoroughly the man he has to deal with; objectively this is 

nearly always possible, since in the majority of cases the correspondent 

is an accused or convicted person undergoing detention. : ; 

2. He ought also to have accurate information respecting the social — 

circumstances of the correspondent and do everything in his power to | 

procure the key to the secret writing or anything capable of giving any j 

clue thereto. 7 

3. To succeed in his work the Investigating Officer must be posses- 

sed of untiring patience, gift of combination in the highest degree, and _ 

a capacity to act with calm and reflection. As regards the beginner 

who misdoubts whether or no he has special aptitude for this work, he 

has but to call to mind his school and college days and recollect whethe | 

he proved himself strong in mathematics; nearly all those whose business _ 

it is to write and read ciphers are good mathematicians. 

4. Most important of all, it is necessary for the Investigati1 IT 

Officer to know the more important cipher systems; without this knot 

ledge he can do nothing. Suppose he be handed some correspondene . 

the multiplication cipher, that most commonly employed (see p. 60. 

and at the same time the diagram and keyword; he will never be abl 2 

solve the puzzle if he be ignorant of the general principles of crypt 

graphy; if, however, he be acquainted with the cipher systems usual y 
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employed, he will be able to detect a new method based on one of these 

known systems and thus be able to clear up the case without assistance. 

The rules to be observed are as follows :— 

| (a) Carefully transcribe the cryptogram, or better still trace it on 

a window or through some tracing paper. 

(b) Make a list of all the signs to be found in the message, 

- counting them and classing them in their order of frequency. 

__The order of frequency of letters and the commonest words in English 

is as follows :— 

Letters :—e ¢, (well ahead); then, aoni; rshdilcwnm; fygp)h; 

Ch 2 ET Z. 

Double letters :—ee oo ff ll ss. 

Words of one letter :—a, I and O. " 

Words of two letters :—of, to, in, it, is, be, he, by, or, as, at, an, so. 

Words of three letters :—the, and, for, are, but, all, not. 

Words of four letters :—that, with, from, have, this, they. 

— (c) Search for the vowels in the short words. These are more 

“easily found and furnish more certain starting points than the conso- 

nants. 
| (d) Write each letter as discovered under its corresponding 

* ci pher sign and if in doubt add a mark of interrogation. 

gq _ 45. It is absolutely necessary to pay attention to every article a 

criminal has tried to make away with; the police should therefore be 

especially recommended never to consider as insignificant any scrap of 

paper, wood, cloth, or the like, thrown away by an accused on his arrest. 

“It is the rule that a criminal who is in possession of a cipher letter or a 

cipher key will try to rid himself thereof either immediately on his arrest 

or as soon after as possible, and even when the constable notices this, the 

wccused will easily persuade him that the discarded object is ‘‘of no 

ignificance ”, especially when the former is unaware of its importance ; 

and yet such an object “of no significance”, ¢.g., a sheet of newspaper, 

a length of thread, or a piece of paper with holes cut therein may after 
ReaD ABR MDE 9B 2S, BORE SABA Ey 3) AAA RIT SNE 3) BET 

al be the pivot of the whole inquiry. 



PART IV.—PARTICULAR OFFENCES. 

CHAPTER XVI. : 

BODILY INJURIES AND POISONING. 

Section i.—General. 

In indicating here the most important points to be kept in view in 

the examination of injuries to the body, it is not intended to intrude 

upon the particular province of the medical man; but merely to give 

such brief hints to the Investigating Officer, be he magistrate, policeman, 

or lawyer, as may preserve him from making serious blunders, when at 

the first moment before the arrival of the medical man he finds himself — 

obliged to form a provisional opinion. 

The position of the Investigating Officer in such matters is somewhat 

delicate. He must know how to manage the affair himself, when no 

medical man is at hand, but at the same time should not go a step : 

further than the situation demands. He must direct the work of the : 

medical man and see that it fits into the general plan of the inquiry, but — 

on the other hand he must show all respect to the special knowledge of | 

the scientist. He must accept his statements with confidence, but should 

also, by skilfully directed questions, lead him to the special point demand- 

ed by the object of the inquiry. To accomplish this task successfully, 

to be able to discuss scientifically different-cases with the medical man 

without wearying his patience by useless questions and irrelevant sugges- 

tions, the Investigating Officer should possess a fair amount of medical 

knowledge, more at least than is usually expected from a man of ordinary | 

education. Such knowledge indeed the intelligent medical jurispruden 

expects the lawyer to possess, so that the latter may assist the forme 

and render his labours fruitful. He desires to be able to discuss matters — 

scientifically, for he knows only too well that conversation in whieh 

neither party understands the other renders all collaboration impossible. — 

The time when the medical man was content to tell the lawyer to hold | | 
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his tongue, has long since passed, and the medical man knows that the 

from ignorance of the scientific value of medical knowledge. 

Only the lawyer who has taken the trouble to acquire the medical 

disdain with which he was at one time treated by the lawyer only arose 

knowledge necessary for his duties can estimate at their real value and 

utilise the truly scientific attainments of the medical man; who is suffi- 

ciently intelligent to comprehend the lawyer and is not jealous of his 

medical attainments. It must be confessed that while there exist many 

- books on medical jurisprudence, they have been written neither by nor 

for the lawyer; the medical man, with the very best intentions, can 

_ never place himself at the exact point of view of the lawyer who has no 

medical education ; he does not know in what the Investigating Officer 

' is deficient; in particular he does not know the requirements of that 

officer when no medical man is available. 

‘} The following remarks are accordingly made solely from the legal 

- point of view; they are not mere extracts from books of medical jurispru- 

dence; they attempt to answer questions commonly arising in practice, 

| which must be answered before the arrival of the medical man. Instances 

of difficulties occurring from one cause or another will also be cited. 

Section iiWounds by blunt instruments. 

These injuries are the most frequent and among the instruments 

en ployed may be mentioned: the fist, smooth stones, sticks, poles, clubs, 

he mimers and, particularly in India, the handles or backs of mamooties, 

lathis, male bamboos, rice-pounders, and ox-yokes: also many household 

objects, as brass vessels, etc. Among the pokris or hooligans of our large 

towns, a soda water bottle (sometimes broken) is a common weapon of 
CELL eit) BO TAR Senn 2 EESTI EL I 81 A Ait AR AL A 
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Offence. In fact the number of objects that may be used for striking 

beating is unlimited, and the knowledge of what instrument has 

been employed is often of first importance in procuring the identifica- 

tion of the assailant. One sometimes comes across the most unlikely 

yeapons. 

7 In mountainous and other districts where the inhabitants are often 

mdowed with exceptional strength and exceptional brutality, strange 

things sometimes happen. One day a wood-cutter in the midst of a 

1arrel seized a large piece of wood over nine feet long, part of a tree 
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(fracture of ribs, fracture of collar bone, dislocation of hip’ joint, etc.). In 

a quarrel in a tavern a young man of gigantic height seized the heavy 

top of the inn table and brandishing it in the air brought it down on the 

heads of the young men who were fighting with him, inflicting a dozen 

grave wounds on the skull. With wounds made by blunt striking 

instruments we must class other injuries, somewhat difficult to distin- 

; 
| 

guish from those just mentioned. Such are wounds following a fall upon, 

a collision with, or a push against, some hard substance, and also wounds 

caused from large moving masses, as in railway accidents, boiler ex- 

plosions, accidents in factories, etc. 

As to all these kinds of injuries we note the following points :— 

1. It is not always possible to decide from the nature of the wound 

itself what kind of instrument was used; indeed the wound sometimes — 

presents appearances pointing to a cutting or stabbing instrument as the 

cause. 

(a) Although not strictly in this class there are cases which must | 

not be neglected, where an instrument to all appearance perfectly blunt 

yet has some sharp or pointed projection, more or less visible; such as a 

fence stake with a nail not very readily observed, or a small sharp splinter ; 

on a branch of wood. In one case, a farm servant had received on the. 

forehead a wound so deep and accompanied by such brain injuries that | 

it was believed to have been caused by a blow from a hatchet or a sword. — | 

The inquest, however, disclosed that he had received a blow from a : 

carriage cross-bar, which had a splinter over an inch in length. This 

splinter stood out at right angles to the hard beech bar, and was so firmly 

fixed that it could when gliding over the skin produce a wound bearing 

all the appearance of a slash or cut. In cases of this kind it must be 

remembered that the portion of the instrument which gave the wound its 

special character may be easily lost ; the nail may drop out, the splinter of 

wood may be broken off: and this is the more likely as the guilty person 

does not usually exercise special care in laying down the instrument he 

has used; on the contrary, in alarm at the result of his onslaught, he 

generally throws the weapon violently from him. One should neve 

therefore summarily lay aside instruments which at first sight appear t 

have no connection with the crime, but on the contrary examine thet 

most minutely for the purpose indicated. q 

(b) Instruments really blunt may in certain cases inflict lon, 

wounds with clean cut edges, especially on those parts of the body (@s_ 

the skull) where the skin is stretched tightly over the bone. In the case 
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just mentioned one of the young men who was struck by the table top ; 

. had a deep wound right across the skull, the skin being completely rent. 

The same result may happen from a blow on the front of the leg ; and 

; once, on a person on whom a heavy mass had fallen, there was found a 

clean cut in the integuments of. the abdominal wall. Hofmann has laid 

down that wounds caused by a cutting instrument are always wedge- 

shaped at the base, while the base of the wound caused by a blunt 

instrument is crushed or bruised; but the latest surgical authorities 

declare that it is often difficult and sometimes quite impossible to draw 

any distinction. It may be said that if the bottom of the wound shows 

» signs of crushing or bruising, the inference that the instrument employed 

" was blunt may be drawn; but in the other case, where the bottom is 

. wedge shaped, no inference can be safely drawn one way or the other. 

| This difficulty is little recognised in India, where hospital assistants and 

_ other medical subordinates as a rule profess their ability to distinguish 

- without a doubt between a cut caused by a blunt and one caused by a 

ih sharp instrument. In ordinary riots, where the combatants are armed 

a only with the sticks or bamboo lathis usually carried by country people, 

: there are frequently head wounds bearing all the appearance of incised 

/ wounds, from which the inference is sought to be drawn that axes or 

knives have been used, and the accused are consequently charged, solely 

on this hypothesis, with the serious offence of rioting armed with deadly 

, 2. Effusion of blood proves little in itself as to the force of the blow. 

The amount of blood varies with the form of the instrument, the part of 

e body struck, and even with the individual. It is well-known that the 

same instrument, used with the same force, may produce from an adult 

but slight bleeding, while causing considerable effusion from an infant 

or an old man. 

3. If the direction of the striking instrument has been. perpendi- 

cular to the part struck, the surface of separation of the wound appears 
>. 
sut, bruised, or crushed, while if the instrument has.glanced on one side, 

the wound is ragged or torn. 

4, If the blow has caused rupture of an internal organ, it is almost 
senses 1 EIST LAE ITER SAY MINE ESS MES SMELT IY . ilways fatal. Yet the wounded person may live for some time, for 

xample, with a rupture of the liver from five to eleven days—with a 

Tracture of the base of the skull, three to twelve days—with a rupture of 
the intestine, ten hours. In such a case this fact must be kept in 
View (966-970) | 
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In one case a man had been thrown from the top of a balcony or 

verandah, but there was no external wound. ‘Four days after he died — 

and his death was attributed to a stroke of apoplexy. The medical man — 

whose duty it was to inspect the corpses in suspicious cases, a country — 

surgeon, old and ill, was absolutely certain that death was not due to : 

internal injuries caused by the fall. A subsequent examination and — 

post-mortem of the corpse disclosed a rupture of the liver nearly two — 

inches in length. tN 

5. When considerable force is exerted, as in the case of a fall from — 

a height, crushing under a heavy weight, etc., serious internal injuries | 

may be caused without the slightest external mark. Even when there is 

no internal rupture, death may follow from nervous shock.* 

In a case of robbery a workman begged an old peasant who was— 

passing to take him along in his carriage on the pretence that he was ill, 

and the peasant agreed. As they were going along the old man fell 

asleep, whereupon the workman seized him, threw him out of the 

vehicle, went off at a gallop, and sold the horse and carriage in a distant 

village. Sometime afterwards the peasant was found dead at the very 

spot where he had been thrown out. Apparently he had fallen on his 

head, without losing his hat of hard felt, which saved him from any 

external wound. The post mortem discovered no injury; not an organ 

was damaged. As, however, it was impossible to attribute the death te 

a stroke of apoplexy, it was necessarily the result of shock; and so the 

medical men, taking all the circumstances into consideration, recorded ai 

their opinion, “that the man must have been thrown from the carriage’ ; 

though at that time nothing more was known than that the peasant hac 

the previous evening, quitted a neighbouring tavern: the whole t ut 

subsequently came out, the accused confessed, and every detail a 

verified. 

6. In public-house brawls, attacks of robbers, etc., fractures of fl 

base of the skull often happen®™®., It is now established that Val 

theory that the direction of the blow can be established from the ¢ sp 

of the wound is correct. oa 

* Nervous shock cases are becoming still more discredited sinee Virchow and N be 

In one case of death through being run over, in which no outward wounds were found, it 

said that the cause of death must have been an automobile with pneumatic tyres. Com 

Friedermann, ‘* Riding down cases leaving no wounds ’’, Periodicals of Medical Officers, No 

1902. P. Dittrich on ‘* Wounds and Death through being run over’’, H. Gross, “ Avel 

Krim. Anthropology und Krim.’’, Bd. XIII. p. 1. Haebier, *‘ Most severe wounds ‘ 

uninjured outward tender parts’’; Medical Experts Newspaper, No. 15, 1902, 71-973), 
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Section iii—-Wounds made by a sharp instrument. 

In this category are included instruments for cutting and stabbing ; 

frequently the different blows are combined—a blow with the point and 

sharp edge, a blow with the handle and the edge; and it is precisely in 

such a case that it is important for the Investigating Officer to form an 

idea of the instrument that has caused the wound, before the arrival of 

_ the medical man. Generally the shape of the wound, its dimensions, and 

Dhl 

| its situation, will afford some information on this point, although it is true 

that it will be difticult for the layman and even for the medical man to 

distinguish blows by some instruments, although very different from each. 

other. It is easy to confound a blow from a hatchet with one from a 

knife, or a blow from a piece of wood with sharp angular sides with 

that made by a sword. Above all the examination should be prolonged 

5 and patient; care being taken to place the wounded person in the posi- 

i ‘tion in which the blow was received. If one concludes that a certain 

— instrument has been used, the whole scene must be reconstituted in the 

a) mind and its possibility verified. If doubt remains, one passes on to 

‘another instrument, a new hypothesis is formed and tested ; and so on 

by a process of elimination until the real instrument has been found. 

This is a very simple method and gives even to an outsider a good 

idea of the whole affair, especially if the inquiry be conducted calmly 

and carefully. 

| 1. Among the wounds produced by cutting weapons some at 

east can almost always be referred with certainty to an easily deter- 

nined instrument. Thus wounds made by broken glass (which fre- 

t ently occur in tavern brawls) are arched and somewhat shell-shaped, 

like the broken outline of the glass itself. Straight cuts due to broken 

glass are rarely observed. In India, glass vessels are not much used for 

rinking purposes, but, as remarked above, broken soda water bottles 

are sometimes used in towns. Ina case tried at the Madras Sessions 

1 cently, the weapon was a soda water bottle held by the neck, the 

tom being broken off. With this a stabbing blow was dealt on the 

k just above the shoulder and collar bone, inflicting a terrible jagged 

vOU ind penetrating to the principal blood vessels. Death was almost 

stantaneous from shock and loss of blood. _ Again, wounds inflicted by 

sles and scythes never show a straight line but a broken zig-zag line. 

lis is because sickles and scythes are not sharpened in the same way as 

ives. Knives are sharpened to a straight edge, while scythes and 
78 
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sickles are thinned out by hammering on an anvil with a steel hammer ; 

they are hammered until thin enough to cut, but there still remains a 

slight serration, so that the wounds produced by them are irregular and 

very characteristic. A wound of this nature once seen can never be 

confused with another. From the peculiar shape of mamooties the 

wounds inflicted by them are rarely direct, but of a glancing or slanting 

character. On the other hand wounds inflicted by axes, or axe heads — 

with convex edges on long shafts, carried by the country people in many ; 

districts and commonly called in Courts “battle axes” (kodali kutty), are 

often, especially if well aimed, straight and clean cuts. See p. 441, 

and Figs. 62—77. | 

2. In wounds caused by cutting instruments the form of the wound 

rarely corresponds to the true form of the weapon. This frequently 

causes serious mistakes. Often an instrument is neglected, solely because 

it does not correspond exactly with the wound. Further, it is of very 

little use to compare with any instrument wounds which are either 

swollen or cicatrised and healing; indeed the process of healing which 

commences from the moment the wound has been inflicted, rapidly 

transforms the wound so that it is hardly possible to recognise the 

primitive form. Even some perfectly fresh wounds and those in which : 

healing is impossible owing to the death of the victim correspond but 

imperfectly with the instrument. The wound lengthens out when it ; 

runs along the muscle; on the contrary, when it runs across the 

muscle it contracts. It is evident that the edges of a gaping wound 

must be drawn together before measuring its length; for the edges 

of a gaping wound are two curved or bow-shaped lines, which are 

straightened by bringing the two edges together. It is only after this | 

operation that measurements can be taken; if taken before they will | 

be too short. a 

In few cases will the length of a stabbing wound made by a knife 

correspond with the size of the instrument, unless it be withdrawr 

from the body exactly as it has been inserted.. What most frequentl. 

happens is that the opening made at the moment of penetration wi 

be lengthened by the act of withdrawing the weapon. Stabbing wo in¢ 

made by a knife have another important peculiarity which frequent 

passes unobserved. They almost always present the form of a slit havin 

two pointed extremities; so much so that one is tempted to belie 

that the wound has been inflicted by a dagger, an instrument with ty 

cutting edges. To verify this, experiment may be made on a soft body- 
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clay, dough, wood, tanned skin, etc. ; if a vigorous blow be given with a 

pocket knife (é.c., a knife with one cutting edge and a blunt back) to such 

a substance the wound will undoubtedly be wedge-shaped. But these 

substances are not the human skin, and the experiment by no means 

proves that a similar. result will follow a blow on the human body. 

Examine the point of any knife; we see that this point presents two 

cutting edges for a distance of at least 2 inch. Beyond that, one of the 

_ edges commencés to thicken so as to form gradually the back of the 

knife. If then one sticks the knife into soft wood, for example, to the 

depth of 3 inch, the cut will have the form of a slit with two pointed 

ends, but, if one proceeds to force the knife further in, the back will 

straighten out one of the points into a line, the wound will definitely 

_ assume the shape of a wedge. When the knife is withdrawn, this shape 

of the wound remains, for the wood is not sufficiently elastic to resume 

its original form, that is a cut pointed at each end. 

But it is very different with the human skin, which is extremely 

_ elastic. When the point of the knife penetrates into the body to the 

- depth of half an inch more or less, it forms at first a wound with a sharp 

or pointed angle at each end; as the knife proceeds further in, the end in 

- contact with the cutting side of the knife naturally remains sharp and 

pointed; but the other end which is in contact with the back of the 

knife remains so also. This is because the back of the knife does not 

give its shape to the skin, but only causes further separation, so that the 

| skin continues to be torn in the original direction and still forms a sharp 

and pointed angle. Medical authorities call this property of the skin its 

“fissibility ’ or tendency to “split” (splitability) ; and point out that it 

1s prone to take different directions according to the different parts of the 

_ body. ‘The skin thus possesses the same property as some other sub- 

Stances, that namely of continuing to split or tear in the original direction 

sven under the action of a blunt body. The same phenomenon is 

_ Observed in tearing cotton cloth or paper which has been folded. If the 

uncut leaves of a book be cut with the back of a knife or a round pencil 

the result is seen in a simple form. | 

Thus when a wound has each end sharp and pointed, it must not be 

concluded that the wound has been inflicted by a dagger or other double 

“edged instrument; more frequently the wound has been caused by a knife 

ith a large round or square back. 

' Another peculiarity must be taken into account. Frequently the 

| round is somewhat narrower than the instrument employed. This is a 
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very important point, often leading to the exclusion from the hypothesis 

of some instrument which all the time was the weapon really employed. — 

Hofmann, who is believed to have first pointed out this interesting pecu- 

liarity, explains it thus. A case of this kind can only occur when the . 

point of the weapon is slightly blunted; when such a point touches the — 

skin, it depresses the latter in the form of a cone; a simple experiment 

showing this is to apply the point of a slightly blunt lead pencil to the — 

skin, say between the thumb and the first finger. When this depression 

has become somewhat extensive, the continued pressure causes the in- — 

strument to penetrate below the surface. But in consequence of this 

depression, the skin, which is extremely elastic, is much dilated, and 

when the pressure ceases and the knife is withdrawn from the wound, 

the skin contracts again, the result being that the exterior wound open- 

ing is narrower than the knife. he maximum difference between the 

size of the wound and that of the knife may be according to Hofmann — 

# to # inch, a quantity not to be neglected. 

3. Another important error may arise with reference to the number 

of blows struck by the knife; often one might think there have been — 

several, while in reality there has been only one. This will occur when — 

the blow has been struck on a part of the body where the skin is folded — 

back on itself, as on the necks of old and thin persons. On stretching 

the skin, one sees several cuts connected together in the form of the 

letter Z, or even completely separated one from the other. In the same ~ 

way, if a knife be struck into a piece of cloth folded or rolled up there 

will be several cuts. 

In one case a young peasant had his ear completely mutilated by a 

terrible wound. It appeared as if the ear had been transpierced by a 

number of blows by a knife, starting from the ear hole and going up- 

wards to the top of the lobe. The medical man at once declared that 

there had been only one blow struck. Owing to the folds of skin ai é 

the peculiar anatomical construction of the ear, the knife with a single 

blow caused a wound showing six strips of flesh; so that an outside 

would have imagined that there had been as many separate woun ds 

inflicted. 7 

4. If it is of importance to know in what direction the blow of 

knife has been delivered it should be remembered that a medical mal 

can seldom give precise information on the point by simply inspectin, 3 

the wound; hence all the accessory circumstances must be examined and ~ 

recorded with the closest attention; for instance, the position of tht 
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corpse, the shape of the wound, the number of traces (however shght) of 

effusions of blood, as well as where they are found, the position of the 

clothes, and, if the’ hypothesis of suicide cannot be safely put on one side, 

the position of the hand, whether open or shut, etc. 

5. Wounds caused by a sharp instrument may prove mortal, though 

there be no trace of hemorrhage. ‘They may con- 

sequently pass absolutely unperceived. Of these, the 

most important are wounds made by bayonets or 

other weapons of a similar shape®®. Every war 

_ furnishes an opportunity for observing a number of 

such wounds. ‘The most remarkable are wounds 

- caused by a bayonet with four cutting edges, as Fig. 114. 

in Fig. 114; the wound produced is in the shape of a cross the length 

being greater than the width, generally without hemorrhage, even if 

4 death ensues from the wound. One must therefore in all suspicious 

f cases search with minute care for marks left on the body by weapons 

| of the bayonet class, which are numerous. 

In one case a person had been killed by a blow from a gimlet in the 

abdomen, but the wound was not perceived by the examining doctor. 

| His oversight was excusable, for the wound could hardly be seen from 

the outside; although on examining the body and holding a post-mortem, 

it was clearly exposed. 

Again, it is very difficult even for experts to estimate the depth of 

- such wounds. The officer who makes the first investigation frequently 

reports, ‘“‘a small wound, insignificant and superficial, having no possible 

sonnection with the death of the individual’, while in reality the wound 

is both deep and mortal. his difficulty of.ascertaining the depth of a 
vound caused by a cutting instrument arises for the most part from the 

act that the wound closes upon itself owing to the contraction of the 

muscles underlying the skin and the first cellular tissue. The problem 

is still more difficult when the wounded person has turned at the moment 

ol receiving the wound; the parts are then twisted, when they regain 

their previous position the twisting disappears and the different layers of 

nerced flesh are superimposed differently from before; they have been 

isplaced and no longer correspond. Lach layer pierced is closed by an 

| inperforated portion. Thus one must act with extreme caution when 

one hears of an “unimportant blow with a knife” in a case of suspicious 

7 When the knife penetrates into one of the cavities of the body, e.g,, 
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the pleural cavity, the depth of the wound can as a rule be ascertained 

only on a post-mortem examination. The contrary is equally true. Some 

knife wounds present a horrible aspect and yet are not mortal or even — 

dangerous. This is notably the case with wounds of the head. A skull — 

in Professor Hyrtl’s collection bears in a cicatrised wound a knife blade — 

one inch in length. The individual died of an illness having no connec- : 
tion with the wound many years after the knife had been stuck in his 

head &6-97), The following case can be vouched for as authentic. One ; 

man had in a quarrel struck his knife into the head of another man, 

M, just where the hair commences to grow on the forehead. The knife 1 

was so firmly fixed that none of the persons present could pull it out. — 

M went to the blacksmith who tried his utmost to extract the knife with i 

his largest pincers but to no purpose. M then repaired to a medica] man, 

three-quarters of an hour’s walk, who at last succeeded in pulling out 

the knife with the help of a crow-bar. Fifteen days later, M appeared 

in Court to testify that he was quite well and completely restored to — 

health. 

Again an old shoemaker in a fit of frenzy drove five nails each about — 

two inches long into his head, and yet left the hospital perfectly cured. 

Many similar instances might be cited. We cannot often enough repeat 

the words of the celebrated surgeon Liston:—‘‘ Every wound affecting : 

the head, however slight it may be, runs the risk of becoming grave; — 

while however grave such a wound may appear to be, hope should never 

be abandoned.” | 

6. Very sharp knives do not always produce clean cuts; in fact a 

_. knife, however sharp it may be, the point 

J of which touches any part of the body, 

can produce only a slashed and irregular 

wound if its blade, instead of being guided 

in the direction of the wound, is hele 

obliquely thereto. If then, Fig. 116, | 

knife takes the direction a b the woun¢ 

would be clean cut; if on the other han 

it takes the direction ¢ d the wound wil 

be slashed. Wounds made not with tl 

point but with the edge of the knife at 

never very deep. 

Fig. 116. 

- 

7. Scratches®™® are often very important, especially when they aris 
from the resistance of the victim to an attack. When both individuals are — 
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available—the scratcher and the scratched—the nails of the scratcher 

must be at once examined, to see if there is any relation between the nails 

j and the scratches observed. ‘This examination must evidently be made 

at once, as the nails may be cut, pared, etc. The dirt under the nails 

(see p. 211) often affords strong evidence and should be examined by 

specialists. This must always be done when there is reason to suppose 

that a person assassinated has attempted to defend himself by scratching 

his assailant—a case by no means rare, women especially in despair have 

recourse to this means, when they have not been rendered defenceless at 

the outset. The dirt under the nails of the corpse should be collected by 

means of a piece of wood or paper folded several times; a knife should 

never be employed, as it may scrape scales from the skin and so lead to 

serious mistakes. Microscopic examination of this dirt will show if it 

contains traces of skin or blood; in which case the assailant should bear 

marks of scratching. On the contrary, if the corpse bear marks of 

1 ‘scratches and the dirt under the nails of a suspected person contains traces 

of skin and blood, some relation between the accused and the scratches 

on the corpse may be inferred.* 

8. One cannot be too careful in examining weapons put forward as 

the supposed instrument of crime; it is a strange fact, often observed, 

that a guilty person, while otherwise making a full confession, brings 

forward a weapon very different from that actually employed. An error 

of this kind may be the starting point for grave blunders. 

The Graz Criminal Museum contains a skull the roof of which is 

damaged by many dents given with a heavy shovel. On the corpse only 

a cut 3 centimetres long was to be seen, which looked as if it had been 

caused by a sharp knife; and at first a youth was arrested whose pocket- 

knife showed traces of what was supposed to be blood. So also in wounds 

to bones, the fissure and instrument do not always agree. The Graz 

Jriminal Museum possesses a piece of skull with the knife that produced 

the wound. The wound is almost rectangular, only a little longer than 

the breadth of the knife, but three times wider than the thickness of the 

lade. One would have imagined that the wound was caused by a wide 

wo-bevelled chisel or some similar implement. 

* Minakow 919) maintains that the greater the girth of the chest the wider the nails; so 
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vat one would conclude that very wide nails have something in common with a very wide 

1es . It is also maintained that the nails of the hand most used, which would be the right 

nd with right-handed people, are wider than the nails of the other hand. Such points, if 

tablished, are of great importance. 
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Section iv.—Wounds caused by fire-arms. 

In Chapter XI we have summarized the technical details likely to 

prove useful to Investigating Officers in dealing with fire-arms, In 

treating of wounds caused by the discharge of a fire-arm, the following — 

points have to be considered. . 

(a) The projectile or projectiles. 

(b) The wad, the patch, and the cartridge case, ‘ 

(c) The explosive gases. . 

(dq) Grains of powder unconsumed, 

(e) The flame of the powder. 

(f) The smoke. | | 

The production and even the existence of the effects caused by these 

various factors depend on the nature of the arm, the charge, and the 

distance at which the shot is fired, not to mention other accessory 

conditions, such as the action of the wind, the angle of incidence, ete. 

Obviously the results may be combinations of different elements, so that 

the same result may arise from different causes. Thus an arm of inferior 

quality with a heavy charge of powder, may at the same distance produce — 

the same effect as a superior arm with a smaller charge; or a first class — 

arm with a heavy charge may produce the same result as an inferior 

arm with a smaller charge fired from a shorter distance. In general the — 

best effects so far as accuracy and range are concerned are produced by 

breech-loading rifles, especially with modern bullets of small calibre; 

then come shot guns; and finally revolvers ®, Here again it is clear 

that the make of the arm is of great importance. Our remarks will for 

the most part have reference to fire-arms of medium quality. 

At the present time, in Europe at all events, we have frequently to 

deal with revolvers; they are cheap and easy to carry; they are also 

popular, because with one a person considers himself well armed; the; 

are easily loaded, and can be purchased almost anywhere. | It is also usefw 

to have the whole charge of the revolver collected in a single cartridge 

whereas for a pistol, the bullet, the wads, the powder, and the p er 

cussion cap must be carried separately. Revolvers in common use a 

for the most part of the worst manufacture, badly bored and wanting 1 

precision ; the bores of the cylinder do not correspond with that of th 

barrel and the gap between the cylinder and the barrel is so large the 

the bullet is obliged, so to speak, to jump from the cylinder into th 

barrel, which causes a great loss of the explosive gases (see Chapter 

p. 434). 
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The wounds caused by such revolvers are rarely classed by experts 
as mortal. But it goes without saying that under certain conditions—a 
fresh and fully charged cartridge, short range, and a suitable part of the 
body—a mortal wound may be caused as certainly as by the most perfect 
modern breech-loading weapon, with a defective charge and at long 

range. It is always necessary to be careful, where only the result is seen 

and other attendant circumstances are unobserved, to give no other 

opinion than that the result is serious or trivial. The officer who with- 

out hesitation should speak of “‘a shot fired at short range by an arm of 

long range’’, would prove only that he knew little about fire-arms; and 

would be likely to make the most serious mistakes. 

For the following details, reliance is placed chiefly-on the excellent 

work of Hofmann. 

The orifice of the wound is large, mangled, with flesh torn away, 

when the shot has been fired point-blank or the weapon is of first class 

quality. This is explained by the fact that in such cases the gases deve- 

loped by the powder penetrate directly into the opening made by the 

_ projectile, expanding under the skin, which is torn and in part blown 

: away. This happens especially when the part of the body struck is near 

a bone; the gas cannot then penetrate far into the flesh and is, so to 

speak, driven out again. A further proof of the shot having been fired 

_ point-blank, is that the hair or garments around the orifice are burned or 

/ singed, which is due to the heat of the flame of the powder. The 

_ presence of a sort of dry border around the orifice of entry of the bullet 

~ does not prove absolutely that the shot has been fired at close quarters. 

§ This border, though much narrower, is met with also in shots fired from 

a great distance, and may be due to the shock of the projectile; but if 

_ the wound is blackened by the smoke of the powder and if grains of 

: powder have penetrated the skin, it is certain that the shot has been fired 

point-blank. The presence of these grains of powder in the skin is of 

. g eater importance than usually recognized, as it is possible from them to 

& raw conclusions as to the construction of the weapon. Remember that 

the firing of the powder takes place from behind forwards; all attempts to 

set fire to the powder in front have failed. From the time that a small 

: quantity of the powder is set fire to, the impulsive force is developed, and 

"eventually the portion of the powder not yet consumed is drawn out of 

j > barrel along with the projectile. 

If the powder is very inflammable, if the barrel is very long, or if it 

be rifled so that the bullet is compelled to turn relatively very slowly, the 
ras af 
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powder has time to be completely consumed. But in the contrary case— 

powder burning slowly, short barrel, and no rifling—the powder is not — 

entirely consumed, a portion remains intact which is drawn out with the — 

lead, with sufficient force, if the range be short, to penetrate under the 

skin; it is impossible to efface the black mark caused by the grains of — 

powder, while marks made by the smoke are easily obliterated. | 

If then grains of powder are found imbedded in the skin, it may be 

safely concluded that the shot has been fired from a very short distance 7 

and with a weapon preventing the complete combustion of the powder. | 

So far nothing further can be stated with confidence, but the Investi- 

gating Officer should note minutely the number of grains and how they ~ 

are scattered; e.g., three grains on the jaw at such and such distances — 

from each other, ten on the forehead, four on the temple. If the grains — 

are on a flat surface, as the breast or the back, the best and easiest — 

method is to mark on a sheet of paper the positions of the grains and the — 

distances in the natural size. 

If subsequently the weapon be discovered, experts can in any parti- — 

cular case give important information. If there be several unknown } 

quantities, for instance if the range and the strength of charge be un- 

known, experts can naturally say little. But if the range be known and ; 

there is anything to lead to a conclusion as to the strength of the charge, — 

then experts can give very precise information; by experiment with the — 

weapon in question it can be verified whether it is capable of discharging 

against a fixed target an equal quantity of grains of powder. 

Again, the depth to which the grains of powder penetrate varies: 

between 1/32 and 3/32 inch (1 to 2 millimetres). These grains will be 

found buried in the object by the discharge of a large American revol- 

ver at the distance of one yard, but not at five feet; for a saloon pistol 

the distance may be seven feet; and for guns and rifles even further, 

according to the experiments made by Hofmann upon dead bodies. 

Other experiments however show that the combustion of the powder is, 

owing to the length of the barrel, more complete in guns than in pistol 

and revolvers; thus while the grains are thrown as far, they are more 

nearly consumed and the penetration is no greater than for the other 

weapons. | | 

As for other effects; a shot from a pistol will set fire to paper @ 

a distance of 20 inches; revolvers (of 9 millimetres=about 3/8 of an 

inch calibre) will singe the hair at a distance of 10 or 15 centimetres (4 4 

to 6 inches), and blacken the object up to 14feet, . 2 
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The following points should be noted :— 

1. Gun-shot wounds (using the phrase gun-shot to describe com- 

pendiously all wotnds caused by the discharge of a fire-arm) are distin- 

guished from wounds made by a knife or dagger by the channel of the 

wound. For the latter the channel is contracted as the wound goes 

deeper, while for the former the channel expands the further the projectile 

penetrates. But wounds from a fire-arm and from a sharp weapon are 

not often confounded. 

—————— ee 
id ‘ 

2. Shot discharged at short range may produce a wound similar to 

that made by a bullet; because the shot on quitting the barrel remains 

_ packed, separating only later to form what is called the cone of dispersion, 

’ for this phenomenon, like others of the same nature, is often influenced 

_ by many accidental and unforeseen facts. This distance may be from 

_ four to six feet and even more, it being difficult to calculate it with pre- 

; _ cision; in modern choke-bore shot-guns the distance is much greater, 

the object being of course to concentrate the shot and.so cause: greater 

destruction among a number of birds flying close together. 

| This dispersion of shot differs with, and has no co-relation to, the 

‘ 1 quality of each arm. Sometimes the pellets remain massed for a consi- 

: derable distance, but, when they separate, spread more widely than when 

fired from other arms where they separate immediately on leaving the 

barrel: but in all cases the cone of dispersion remains the same. This 

packing or cohesion of the shot depends on, besides their size and number, 

the strength of the charge and the quality of the two wads. The size of 

t ese last and the force with which they are rammed into the barrel or 

' cartridge are of enormous influence. Experience shows that the relation 

between the weight of the powder and the number of shot is of great 

im portance; with the same arm and wads absolutely alike very different 

results are obtained, depending on the relation between the shot and the 

powder. It is a well ascertained fact that when the pellets are enclosed in 

Ht a small cotton bag slipped into the barrel, as is the habit of poachers, 

they remain packed; the same result happens when the shot is mixed 

a vith about an equal quantity of sawdust. Thus nothing very precise can 

H 
t 
; 
i 

i 
d 

E 

2 

be asserted as to the causes of this packing of shot; and great care must 

: therefore be taken in forming too precipitate conclusions, as to, e.g., the 

: distance from which a shot has been fired, when the only factors one has 

| re the wound itself and some projectiles found by chance. But even 

“when the weapon itself can be experimented with, conclusive results 

“¢annot be arrived at, for the weight of the powder and shot must be 
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known. Further there are always unknown factors of primary import- 

ance, as for instance the position of the charge, the force with which the 

wads have been rammed home, and a crowd of other secondary matters. 

Experiments can easily be made on the cone of dispersion. Let screens 

of paper be placed parallel, one behind the other, at distances of ten 

paces between each. Let the first be fired at so that the shot pierce suc- 

cessively the screens (as many as liked may be used). Then by examin- 

ing the screens the scattering of the shot can be easily seen. Using 

a first class muzzle-loading gun, which permits the charge to be more 

easily regulated than a breech-loader, with the same weighed weight 

of powder and the same counted number of shot, with similar wads 

rammed home with equal strength, with the same wind, etc., all the 

conditions being as nearly as possible identical in the various experinients, 

in spite of every precaution the results were absolutely different, or at 

least so different as to prevent any practical conclusions of+legal value 

being deduced from them. 

3. The edges of the orifice made by the projectiles are not always 

turned inwards (inverted) as is commonly supposed, frequently there is 

so much tearing and mangling that there cannot be sdid to be either — 

inversion or eversion. Often the edges are raised up by the fat beneath — 

or bloated through advancing decomposition. ae 

4. Bullets properly so called (i.e., cylindrical with a rounded 

conoidal end) often make peculiar openings, not at all resembling those 

usually made by a shot from a fire-arm. Sometimes they are triangular, — 

appearing to have been made by a lancet; not rarely they resemble a 

knife thrust. | 

5. While there is little satisfactory authority as to wounds caused — 

by the wind of a passing ball, yet serious effects may be produced by the 

explosive gases from a blank shot, 7.e., without projectile. V. Beck examined © 

forty suicides, whose skulls were smashed into innumerable morsels, who 

yet had fired blank. Naturally in such cases the muzzle of the barrel ~ 

must be placed directly under the chin or in the mouth. It is not 

therefore impossible that a murder may be committed in this way, and 

all the more likely as it lends itself easily to the suspicion of suicide; it 

is a fair supposition that a person asleep, stupefied, or bound, may thus 

be killed by a blank charge fired point-blank. 

6. Although appearing impossible, wounds due to a fire-arm may be j 

confounded with wounds due to a cutting instrument. This mistake is —- 

in particular easily made in portions of the body where bones are found 
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directly under the skin. The following case was reported in 1893. A 

man was found apparently killed by a blow from a knife in the nape of 

the neck. The judicial post-mortem confirmed this supposition. The 

individual, it was believed, had received in the nape a blow from a knife, 

which not being very deep was not thought mortal. By mere chance 

suspicion was aroused that the man had been killed by a shot from a 

fire-arm; exhumation of the body and a new post-mortem confirmed 

_ this suspicion, for a revolver bullet was found lodged between two verte-' 

brae of the neck. 

| 7. Another difficult question which frequently arises is, whether 

death from gun-shot is due to suicide, accident, or murder“. Here 

_ medical knowledge and the post-mortem itself are of less value than an 

attentive, minute,-and exhaustive examination of the attendant circum- 

_ stances. Frequently too the Investigating Officer has to come to a deci- 

_ sion before the arrival of the medical men and before the post-mortem ; 

as to whether the presumption of murder exists, necessitating a judicial 

_ inquiry, or whether the case is so clearly one of suicide or accident as to 

—— 

_warrant the abandonment of further proceedings 

. Few general rules can be laid down for this purpose. The exterior 

prcumetances are generally the most important—the positions of the 
corpse and the weapon, the personality of the dead person, and analogous 

Matters. Here above all it is necessary not to lose one’s head and not 

to attribute any decisive signification to isolated facts and suppositions 

wanting in a solid foundation. On the one hand it must not be forgotten 

that persons who attempt their own lives have frequently the most odd 

and eccentric notions, so that from facts not clearly established murder 

cannot be presumed. Even the place of the wound proves nothing; 

es have been recorded where persons have fired at the stomach, dying 

Baty after horrible suffering *. Again it may happen that the shot goes 

Stray, owing to too heavy a charge, and the projectile goes elsewhere 

hi a the spot aimed at, the lungs for example, instead of the heart. On 

2 Other hand it must be remembered that it is often very easy so to 

<a 

Range matters as to make a murder pass for a suicide or accident, 

specially at a superficial view, and even after a more minute examin- 

tion. The situation and position of, the body may have been arranged 

artificially after the fatal wound; and false letters may be written in 

= ¥ an a | woe Th 
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mam a * It seldom happens however, that a suicide takes place through a shot through the eye, 
sh ough this is a sure means of death. Obviously the destruction of the eye is distasteful to 

@ Suicide. If a corpse is found having been shot in the head through the eye, it is to be 
coricluded, until the contrary is proved, that it is not a case of suicide. 
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which the victim bids a touching adieu to the world. A very important 

and in fact almost certain proof of suicide is the manner in which the 

corpse retains the weapon in its clenched fist. Many experiments on 

persons just dead, by pressing objects into their hands, have proved that 

they cannot retain such objects with the convulsive grasp of a person 

holding the object in his hand during life and in the death agony. The 

last point must not be overlooked, for it 1s possible a very refined murderer 

may place a weapon in the hand of a dying victim. 

A very remarkable and instructive case where the question was, 

accident or suicide? is that known as the Ardlamont Mystery. We 

quote the following account from an article by Lord Moncretff in “ Black- 

wood’s Magazine, June, 1906, p. 774. 

“T shall now proceed to the third case, that of the Lord Advocate 

against Monson and another, decided in December 1893, which is popu- 

larly known as the Ardlamont case, or the Ardlamont Mystery. As in 

the case of Dr. Smith, the charge against Monson was that he had first 

insured young Hambrough’s life for £20,000, and in order to obtain 

payment of the insurance first tried to drown him on the 9th August, 

and having failed to do so murdered him on the morning of the 10th 

August by shooting him in the head while they were out shooting rab- — 

bits together. The evidence as to the attempt to drown, taken by itself, 

would certainly not have been sufficient; but when it was proved that 

the man, who in company with Monson had been nearly drowned on 

the night of the 9th, was, while also in company with Monson on the 

morning of the 10th, shot dead by a shot from a gun generally used 

by Monson, the circumstances connected with the alleged attempt to 

drown became of great significance. It was an admitted fact in the 

case that the gun which shot Hambrough was Monson’s gun, a 12- 

bore fowling piece. Hambrough’s gun, and indeed the only other gu 

in the house, was a 20-bore. The cartridges which fitted the 12-bore 

gun were loaded with amberite powder and No. 5 shot (see p. 414) 

On the other hand, the cartridges for the 20-bore gun were no 

loaded with amberite, and only carried a charge of No. 6 shot. Th 

wadding of the cartridges of the 20-bore gun was, of course, muc. 

smaller than that of the cartridges of the 12-bore gun. Now fou 

pellets of No. 5 shot were found in Hambrough’s head, and a piece 

wadding of a 12-bore cartridge was found at the spot where his bod | 

was found. If Hambrough that day was shooting with his own 20- or ; 

gun, there would, I presume, have been no doubt that he was shot by 
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- Monson either by accident or design. Accidental shooting by Monson 

was excluded by the nature of the defence, which was that Hambrough, 

that morning, wished to try the amberite powder, which could only be 

done by using Monson’s gun, and that, in point of fact, although Monson 

had got Hambrough’s gun from the keeper to give to Hambrough, 

Hambrough went off with Monson’s gun, and Monson carried Ham- 

brough’s 20-bore gun. Monson did not mention this till three weeks 

later, and left it to be supposed that Hambrough was shot through his 

own carelessness by his own 20-bore gun. There was no direct evidence 

as to what took place in the wood, because the man Scott, who was 

_ present in the wood, absconded, or at least was not to be found at the 

date of the trial, and therefore the case had to be decided mainly on 

_ skilled evidence as to the nature of the wound, the level at which the 

gun must have been held or gone off, and the distance from which the 

i shot must have been fired. There is no doubt that guns do strange 

+ things when they are whisked out of the hands of the sportsman. I 

myself saw a gun, knocked out of the hand of a friend with whom 

| I was shooting by a large retriever, go off in the air and discharge a shot 

backwards within a few inches of its owner’s head. And, therefore, in 

‘Monson’s case a great deal depended upon the evidence as to the distance 

from which the shot was fired and the position of the gun at the time 

| when it was fired.” 

_ Another important and rather frequent circumstance is when the 

‘ weapon bursts. This generally happens when a suicide, determined not 

; to fail in his design, overloads the arm, which a murderer would think 

a juite unnecessary. Further a fire-arm pressed too closely against the 

e body is, especially if of a poor quality, likely to burst, owing to the 

F lability of the explosive gases to escape. The murderer would rarely 

} Te require thus to press the fire-arm against the body; and even if he did, 

b he victim would always shrink back sufficiently to produce, between 

' himself and the fire-arm a space by which the gases could escape. 

i On the other hand, the presence of the weapon is for the most part 
‘a 

nite indifferent ; it is common to find no weapon beside persons who 

ve undoubtedly committed suicide. This is generally attributed to the 

ft of the weapon by those arriving first on the scene, the weapon 

sd by a suicide being usually supposed to produce superstitious effects. 

‘The following is a most instructive case. Harly one morning the authori- 

t 8 were informed that the corpse of a murdered man had been found. 

the spot indicated, in the middle of a bridge crossing a rather deep 

rr 

“ihe 

/ 
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stream, the body was found of a grain merchant, A. M., supposed to 

be a well-to-do man, face downwards with a gun shot wound behind the 

ear. The bullet after passing through the brain had lodged in the 

frontal bone above the left eye. His pocket-book was missing and the 

seam of the inside pocket in which it was usually carried was ripped up, 

as if the pocket-book had been:rapidly and violently snatched out. His 

watch and chain were also missing, of the latter the ring attaching it 

to the waistcoat button was alone left. A policeman stated that A.M., 

had been seen the evening before in a spirit shop, where he drank with 

moderation and left about 10-30 P.m., stating that he was about to 

return home. To reach his house he had to pass over the bridge where 

he was found dead. In the spirit shop there was at the same time as 

A.M., an unknown, wretched-looking man, who throughout the evening 

drank but a single glass of spirits and left shortly after A.M. The latter — 

had several times taken out his pocket book, which appeared well filled, — 

though no one could say whether he had any money or how much. The 

supposition was therefore natural that the unknown had followed A.M., 

murdered him on the bridge, and robbed him; he was accordingly searched — 

for, arrested, and brought to the spot. He denied all knowledge of the 

crime and said he had passed the night in a barn, which however he 

could not point out to the police. Just when the inquiry was conclu-— 

ding and the corpse was. about to be removed after the post-mortem, 

the Investigating Officer observed quite by chance that on the decayed 

wooden parapet of the bridge, almost opposite the spot where the corpse 

lay, there was a small but perfectly fresh injury which appeared to have — 

been caused by the violent blow on the upper edge of the parapet of } 

a hard and angular body. He immediately suspected that this inj 

had some connection with the murder; examination with a magnifying — 

glass showed nothing important, but it was impossible to avoid the im: 

pression that here the murderer had thrown something into the watet 

and thus damaged the parapet. Accordingly the Investigating Officer 

determined to drag the bed of the stream below the bridge, when almos 

immediately there was picked up a strong cord about 14 feet long with 

large stone at one end and at the other a discharged pistol, the barr 

of which fitted exactly the bullet extracted from the head of A. 

The case was thus evidently one of suicide; A.M. had hung the stor 

over the parapet of the bridge and discharged the pistol behind his eat. 

The moment he fired he let go the pistol, which the weight of the 

stone dragged over the parapet into the water, but the pistol had struck. 
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violently against the parapet in passing over and so caused the injury 

observed. Experiment showed the trick to be quite easy and that the 

parapet was damaged every time. Subsequent inquiries disclosed that 

the pistol actually belonged to A. M., that his affairs were hopelessly 

involved, and that he had just effected an insurance on his life for the 

benefit of his family for a large sum. As the company did not pay in 

cases of suicide, A. M., had adopted this means to conceal the suicide and 

lead to the belief that he had been murdered. 

| 8. Another important point, not to be forgotten, 1s this; it is not 

uncommon to find large gun-shot wounds, while the dress covering them 

is not in the slightest degree injured. Dr. Bernard v. Beck writes thus. 

“During the campaigns of 1848 and 1849 as well as in duels with 

pistols, I have observed this phenomenon, especially with spherical 

projectiles. Once I found a deep wound in the arm with fracture of the 

~ humerus without any corresponding hole in either the cloak or tunic. 

+ _ Another time, I found a wound in the forearm while neither the chemise 

- nor flannel vest was pierced. I have twice seen the projectile bury itself 

- close to the iliac bone without injuring the linen and several times have 

found wounds in the region, and even in the joints, of the foot without 

injury to the boot”. Dr. Richter also has remarked that it frequently 

happens that the shirt or the soft upper leather of a boot is driven by 

the projectile into the wound without being pierced, If then a 

companion or the wounded man himself drags out the garment, he 

pulls out at the same time the projectile; which cannot therefore be 

found in the wound. The same author states that a doctor, on the 

battle field, searched in the brain of a wounded man for a ball which all 

the time was sticking in the trimming of his cap; yet the ball had hit 

he cap hard enough to break the soldier’s skull. Knotz relates an 
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inalogous case, in which a woman received a violent horn thrust from 

m ox. The skin arranged itself like the finger of a glove round the 

horn, but yet the abdominal muscles were torn. These surprising obser- 
>, 

ations may elucidate more than one insoluble case and prevent serious 
errors ; but they also teach those who arrive first on the scene of a crime, 

aither to leave everything exactly as it has been found, or, if it is 

bsolutely necessary to move anything, to make the most accurate 

eport to the medical man of everything that has been done, however 

significant it may appear to the outsider. If they do not, the ablest 

edical man may lose all his trouble. 
9. In dealing with this subject, it would for theoretical completeness 

80 
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be necessary to discuss in detail the effects of modern rifle fire; but as 

has been pointed out in Chapter XI, p. 431, for the purposes of this 

work, and especially in view of the conditions for the carrying and use 

of fire-arms in general and military rifles in particular in India, such a 

minute examination is unnecessary. 

The following general remarks will suffice. They are based on ex- — 

periments made by Dr. Habert with the Mannlicher Rifle, and may be — 

taken as generally representative of modern rifle practice. For other — 

experiments see the works of authors in Appendix [. (985-992 & Rae, 

It should first be noted that modern arms of precision produce very 

characteristic wounds, but the phenomena of these are not identical for | 

all distances, great differences being produced according to the range. | 

Roughly speaking we may distinguish four zones or ranges :— 

I. The first extends to about 500 yards. Here the projectile 

crushes the cellular tissue, reducing it to atoms and destroying its cohe- 

sion, over an extensive surface. 

II. The second zone, approximately from 500 to 1200 yards, is — 

that of “clean”? wounds. The bullet makes a clean passage through 

the fleshy parts and a hole of its own calibre in flat or spongy bones. 

Ill. At the third range, from 1200 to 1800 yards, the bullet breaks — 

and tears the part touched and causes much destruction; the bones are 

broken in a thousand morsels, the fleshy parts are mangled, and the 

orifice of exit by which the bullet leaves the body presents the appear-— 

ance of a crater, seven or eight times the size of the orifice of the entry. 

IV. Beyond this range the bullet begins to lose its force, although 

its killing power may extend up to 4500 yards. The bullet wounds the 

fleshy parts, shocks, splits, or goes round a bone; and at last produces 

only contusions. The explosive effect of some non-explosive projectil $ 

has been explained in various ways. That most generally accepted is 

that the effect is due to hydraulic pressure ; by which the incompressible 

liquids with which the organs and vessels are filled transmit the shock 

in all directions and thus produce an extremely powerful radiating effect 

The following observations may be made. j 

(a) The orifice made by the bullet in entering the body | 

generally small, and may, when the range is very short and the elastici | 

of the skin comes into play, as in the belly, be less than 3, inch i 

diameter. The opening is either a well-marked tear in the form of : 

star, or perfectly round, with very clean cut edges as if struck with @ 

punch. If the shot has been fired point blank, as in the case of suicides, 
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the skin round the orifice is burned and blackened, often in an irregular 

_ manner. Tor shots fired at a distance of one to ten yards the orifice is 

surrounded by a blackish circle, less than 4 inch wide, which is not due 

to burning but to the terrible crushing of the tissues. This coloration 

may also be produced at the orifice of exit. 

(b) In the first half of the zone, i.e., up to about 250 yards, the 

diameter of the orifice of entrance varies from + to % inch, and for greater 

distances, may extend to } an inch, a diameter rarely surpassed. If the 

projectile does not strike the body at right angles, the orifice of entry is 

lengthened or even forms a channel on the surface, and the edges and 

hair are buried more deeply in the flesh than with round orifices. When 

the bullet produces an explosive effect, the orifice of entry is often filled 

_ with splinters of bone buried therein, or presents strips of flesh hanging 

outwards. 

| (c) The diameter of the orifice of exit varies from 4 inch to 14 

inch. In the latter case the opening generally contains splinters of bone, 

and damage is also sometimes caused by the steel envelope of the bullet, 

- which may become detached. If the fragments of bone and morsels of 

muscle are thrown beyond the orifice of exit, the range was probably 

under 100 yards; and if a projectile, which retains its shape, quits the 

body at a spot where the skin is stretched tightly over a bone, as on the 

skull, the orifice is firm and tense, and so much resembles the orifice of 

f entry as to be easily mistaken for it. In these rare but important cases 

the orifice of exit is less than that of entry; and such insignificant 

orifices often lead to the assumption that the wound is of little impor- 

tance; careful examination alone discloses the severe internal injuries. 

| (d) If the projectile encounters little resistance, as in the in- 

testines, the orifices of entry and exit are generally small, and the 

projectile is not misshapen. 
. (e) If the projectile strikes a hard bone, and so gets misshapen, 

ar the steel envelope gets turned up, the orifice of exit will necessarily 

how traces of the same. 
GE 69, ODS (IPM TPA SAT Be Ay BY ORE Ah ARS AO Se 
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_ While these results remain true for ordinary rifles, it must be noted 

that recent practical experience, particularly in the Anglo-Boer and Russo- 

Japanese wars, has rather upset the old theories as to the killing and 

stor ping powers of high-velocity projectiles. Without going into un- 

c essary detail we may point out that the wounding power of a bullet 

t epends on (1) the kinetic energy, or power of doing work or damage, 

nparted to it by the explosion of the charge ; and (2) the facility with 
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which it converts its energy into work on striking an object. 

As to the former factor the power of any given bullet of doing work 

or damage depends on its velocity. Again, for a number of bullets of 

different weights moving with the same velocity, the power depends on 

the weight. The kinetic energy of a bullet depends, therefore, on its 

weight, and on the velocity with which it is moving. “ Kinetic energy”, 

or simply ‘“‘energy’’, is expressed in foot-pounds, which show the number 

of pounds weight that the energy stored up in the bullet would be capa- 

ble of lifting 1 foot in height at any given time; and may be calculated 

from the usual formula, a where 

w—weight of bullet in pounds. 

v-=velocity of bullet in feet per second. 

g=-the acceleration due to gravity, which, for purposes of approxi- 

mate calculation may be taken as 32. 

This formula shows that an increase in velocity has much greater 

effect in adding to the energy than a proportionate increase in weight, on 

account of the velocity being squared. Jor instance, if the weight of a 

bullet were doubled, and the muzzle velocity were unaltered, the muzzle 

energy would be doubled; but, if the weight were unaltered and the 

muzzle velocity were doubled, the muzzle energy would be quadrupled. 
ON Ee 

This explains one reason for endeavouring to give the greatest possible 

velocity to a bullet. The energy of a bullet is therefore easily and accu- 

rately determined when we know its weight and velocity. 

Turning now to the second factor, we shall find that there is no 

simple formula to enable us to calculate the facility with which the 

bullet gives up its energy, by converting it into work on striking an 

object. It depends on the following considerations :— 

1. The cross-section area of the bullet. 

2. The ability of the bullet to set wp or break up. 
3. The resistance 1t meets with. 

(1) The greater the cross-section area of the bullet, the larger 

is the hole it has to cut for itself, consequently more work 1s dane by 

the bullet in traversing the object. 

(2) If the bullet sets up or expands, it will do more work, for 

a 

} 

a 
‘ 
§. 

. 
a 

the reason given in (1). If the bullet breaks up, each piece cuts a track 

for itself, therefore it will do far more work on the object it passes 

through than if it made only one track. | ; e 

(3) The greater the resistance the bullet meets with, the greater | 

the amount of work the bullet has to expend in overcoming it. In 
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§ 
. 

other words, more of the bullet’s energy is expended on the object and 

less energy is carried on by the bullet in its flight after passing through 

the object. If the resistance were great enough to stop the bullet, all 

the bullet’s energy would be expended on the object. 

The above hints, summarized from the official ‘ Text Book of Small 

Arms’ ,®® give some idea of the principles on which the wounding power 

of a bullet depends. The author of the “ Text Book” then proceeds :— 

“Up to the advent of the modern small-bore rifle below °320 inch 

calibre, with its hard-coated bullet, there were no serious complaints of 

- want of stopping power; but, on the subject of the wounding power of 

small-bore bullets, the greatest diversity of opinion has been expressed. 

_ This appears to be due to several causes, the chief of which is the fact 

_ that the wounding power varies enormously in proportion to the striking 

' velocity and to the resistance the bullet meets with. Most of the 

experimental work in connection with this subject has been carried out 

"against dead horses or dead men as targets; a correct conclusion cannot 

be drawn from such experiments, as it is found from experience in South 

' Africa and elsewhere, that the small-bore bullet does less damage on 

| living creatures than the experiments would lead one to expect. The 

following extract from Suwrgeon-Colonel W.F. Stevenson's work, “Wounds 

m War’, emphasises this point: ‘It is now apparent that conclusions 

drawn from experiments made on dead animals or men are not borne out 

by what is observed when living men are wounded by small-bore pro- 

jectiles. Whether this is because dead animal tissue is harder or more 

resistant, the fats having solidified, and the liquids being greatly 

diminished in quantity, or from some other cause, is not just now quite 

sertain; but it is steadily becoming more and more evident that the 

: appalling destruction produced in dead animals and cadavers by small 

rojectiles, tried in any of the ways above referred to,* is not experienced 

vhen men are hit by them under the ordinary conditions.’ In con- 

idering the wounding power of bullets, it is advisable to divide the 

“subject into two parts :— 

Ist. The wotinding power at ranges where the bullet may produce 

xplosive effects. 

_ 2nd. The wounding power at longer ranges. 

5 * mene ways referred to consisted in either firing aes the full service chen arge KE tae’ various 

ges at which it was desired to test the wounding power of the bullet ; or in firing at a short 

1ge, with a reduced charge that gives the bullet the same velocity it would have at the 

fer range at which the experimentalist desired to ascertain its effect. 
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“'The explosive effect observed in some wounds is due to a cylindro- 

conoidal bullet, travelling at a high rate of speed, striking a hard bone, 

or meeting with great resistance, in its passage through an object. The 

many splinters into which the bone is broken are driven forward by the 

bullet with great velocity, and themselves act as secondary missiles, 

producing great destruction in the neighbouring tissues, and make an 

enormous exit wound, such as would lead one to suppose that the bullet — 

en 

itself had exploded. The effect has occasionally been observed where soft 

parts only have been traversed, but such cases are very exceptional. With 

rifles of the Martini-Henry class, such wounds might be produced up to 

150 or 200 yards, and, on account of the leaden bullet setting up and 

becoming deformed on striking the bone, the explosive effect might be — 

even more severe than that produced by the modern small-bore. On 

account of the higher velocity of the modern rifles, explosive effect may 

occur up to 300 or 350 yards. 

‘When soft parts are struck, bullets of the Martini-Henry type crush — 

through the tissues, causing more laceration and shock than the small- 

bore bullet, with its higher velocity, which cuts through the flesh more 

cleanly, making a wound which often heals in a very short time. ae ae 

‘At the longer ranges, from 350 to 800 yards, the small-bore bullet 

and the ‘450 produce bone fractures of about the same gravity. From 

800 to 1,200 yards the fractures produced by the small-bore are the less - 

severe of the two. At ranges over 1,200 yards, the small-bore, on 

account of its retaining its velocity better, causes greater destruction in 

striking bones than the larger bullet. 

‘At the longer ranges soft parts are more lacerated by the large-bore 

bullet; the latter may also complicate the wound by remaining in it. 

experiments with the Mauser rifle bullet of 311 inch diameter, it was 

found that the bullet never lodged in the tissues of the body at ranges p 

to 1,500 yards. | | 

“Taking the surgical results of the South African war, as a whole 

it appears that, although terrible wounds have been caused by explosiv 

effect, the small arm wounds have .generally been" more successfull 

treated than in the days of plain lead bullets. It is more common no v 

a-days to hear of cures being effected when the abdomen or brain ha 

been perforated than in the days of the ‘45 bore. Although this satisfa 

tory state of things must be partly attributed to the advance of scientifi 

and surgical knowledge, and also to the increased range at which moder | 

battles are fought, still the small-bore hard coated bullet must be gi i 
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its share of the credit in bringing about this humane result. 

‘The subject of the stopping power of small-bore rifles is of import- 

ance in the present day as the reduction of calibre is still proceeding. 

The last step in this direction is the Mondragon rifle of 5 mm., or ‘197 

+ inch bore, firing a bullet of six calibres or 1°22 inches in length, with a 

| velocity of 2,656 feet per second. 

“With such a rifle the velocity stated to be obtained must have an 

important influence on its wounding power. Explosive effects would 

_ probably be produced at greater ranges than at present. It also appears 

_ probable that such extremely small bullets would cause but slight flesh 

- wounds, which would readily heal.”’ 

It would thus appear that the modern small calibre, high velocity 

bullet, although it may wound at a longer range, is a much less deadly 

weapon than the old military breech loader. No one who has seen the 

_ terrible smashing and lacerating effects of the chassepot and needle- 

| gun bullets, and one of the Editors has seen hundreds, can doubt that the 

~ modern projectile is, if less effective, more humane. 

Section .v.—Marks on the bodies of persons strangled or hanged. 

_ All the questions connected with this subject may be summed up in 

one; was such and such a death by hanging a murder? Was the person 

"assassinated before being hung? It isa fair presumption—a presumption 

which experience shows to be well founded so far as India is concerned— 

that a considerable proportion of so-called suicidal deaths by hanging are 

2 feally caused by another hand. Of course in such cases the murderer 

will not select a mode of death leaving too distinct traces. One would 

jot hang up, under pretence of suicide, a person killed by a gun-shot 

yound or with a fractured skull; but this is frequently done in cases 

f poisoning, strangling, or even killing by means of a fine,and long 

abbing instrument. Recently a servant in an anatomical laboratory at 
3 . 

tacow was condemned for having killed his wife by driving into her 

eart a long needle. The case was as follows. Knowing the exact posi- 

on of the heart the murderer thrust in the needle; and prevented any 

leeding by pressing his finger over the wound; then he hung up the 
aN OER SAME TR ETT ORT EIN OARS SekanN ITEM AS 

7 tid vee a -" ¢ Mdy so as to simulate suicide, which was all the easier as the left breast 

the woman, being extremely developed and pendent, concealed the minute 

uund. If he had not boasted about it one day when drunk, the crime 

ould probably have never been discovered 6%”, 
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We constantly read in the daily papers of ‘‘ mysterious cases of 

hanging without any apparent motive’’; but how rare it is to read that 

in such a case an inquiry has been instituted, to see if it was not a case 

of poisoning 98-100) Many of these victims again have been strangled, 

a surer and less dangerous method, as the proof of murder is much more * 

difficult. A person may be rendered almost instantaneously unconscious 

or even killed by pressure on the carotid arteries and the vagus nerve. — 

Everyone knows how easily unconsciousness is produced, in a few . 

seconds, by placing the palms of the hands on the cheeks near the ears, 

and pressing strongly with either thumb on the corresponding carotid 

arteries“, ‘The pressure on the arteries prevents the flow of blood to 

the brain. Unconsciousness follows and finally death. The same result 

ensues when one throws from behind round the neck of the victim a | 

cord, a cloth, or, like the thugs, a silk handkerchief, and drags it forcibly } 

towards one. The victim cannot defend himself or cry out or make ~ 

any noise, he dies quickly bearing no other marks save those of stran- 

culation. If then the body be hung up, care being taken to place the 

cord approximately over the marks of strangulation, it will be almost 

impossible to prove that death was not due to hanging. A long line 

of medical jurisprudents has established that marks of strangulation 

inflicted on a living person are hardly if at all to be distinguished from 

those produced on a corpse, especially if death be very recent 002-100) 

Moreover the characteristic symptoms of death by hanging are also 

those of death by strangulation ; the bluish discolouration of the face, the 

froth on the mouth, the protrusion of the tongue, the erection of the 

penis, the increased secretion of mucus in the sexual organs of the 

female, and many other so called infallible signs". These signs may 

be absent in deaths of this nature and may be found in cases of death by 

other means 6-100) Tt must not be too precipitately concluded that é 

third person has intervened, for there are many instances of suicide: 

having attempted death in various ways before having recourse to th 

rope; it is not uncommon to find on the bodies of suicides by hangin 

marks of ineffective gun-shot wounds. In one case an old woman aft 

inflicting several severe wounds in the region of the heart, stopped tl 

hemorrhage, carefully washed away the traces of blood, and then hun 

herself“ | In another case an old man first gave himself several sevel 

ingly the Investigating Officer, in the case of one of these doubtful 
suicides 0101), must above everything seriously weigh all the exterior 
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circumstances of the affair. To begin with, he will read any farewell | 

writing that may have been left by the supposed suicide, without 

however deeming it a conclusive proof, and if possible will compare 

the handwriting with an authentic manuscript of the deceased. If it 

: be impossible to do that on the spot, he can at least see if the handwriting, 

orthography, and style of the document correspond with the education and 

_ culture of the deceased. If the document disclose any motive for suicide 

and it be easy to verify whether such motive be well founded, as for 

instance, financial embarassment, family troubles, bodily suffering, the 

suicide will appear less suspicious; but if no motive be disclosed or only 

‘such vague motives as disgust of life or fear of some unknown disaster, 

suspicion will be increased. It will be the same.if the terms of the 

document are such as to suggest some sudden mental disturbance not 

" existing beforehand. 
The Investigating Officer must not forget to verify whether or not ; 

_ the paper, ink, and pen with which the document is written belong to 

i the deceased. If they do, still that will not be a proof of suicide, for the 

_ murderer may have been able to write the false letter on the spot, after 

the perpetration of the crime; but if there cannot be found among the 

' possessions of the deceased paper similar to that of the document, and if 

the latter has been certainly written with another ink than those posses- 

sed by the deceased, the affair becomes very suspicious. It must be 
et aa By at eye! 4400 remembered that carefully disguised crimes of this nature rarely occur 

ymong very poor people, whose ordinary motives are robbery, succession 

OS Le ADO LR BEF. 
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iO property, jealousy, revenge; but such ingeniously contrived crimes 

e so to say the privilege of the better classes. One rarely finds in 

European countries such pretended suicides among the peasants on the 

ihrashing floor or in the open air, but in the bed-chamber or work room 

f the deceased, where it is possible to proceed to investigate on the spot 

nd find the paper, ink, and pen. While in India also the most ingen- 

ous crimes of this class are to be found among the better classes, in the 

Mansion, mutt, or temple, yet the primitive idea is common enough 

mong the lowest classes; and it is an ordinary device of the country- 

man to suspend the murdered corpse from a tree or throw it into a well. 

At the same time it can be established if there has been any robbery, if 

| he deceased left a heir, anyone in short who would profit by the death. 

The next step will be to examine the instruments of strangulation 

‘and the mode of its employment. It must be determined if the cord, 

bbon, strap, shawl, cloth, etc., employed is the property of the deceased, 
“5 81 

b> 
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if third parties had easy access thereto, and above all, whether the instru- 

ment of crime has been carefully chosen with a view to its special 

purpose. It cannot of course be denied that intending suicides frequently 

have recourse to instruments badly adapted to their object (as braces, 

weak cords, etc.) but this almost always happens when either they have 

no other means handy or act with such precipitation as to render a care- — 

ful choice impossible. This is notably the case with insane persons. 

But as a rule the suicide proceeds to choose his instrument with the 

greatest care and minuteness; he takes precautions that it is strong and 

safe, that the knot runs easily and rapidly, and above all, strange as it 

may appear, that the material coming in contact with his body should not — 

hurt the skin. It is for this reason that the suicide so often selects cloths, — 

shawls, thick and soft ropes, etc., very rarely is iron wire used 02-101), — 

In one case only, to the knowledge of the author, was a chain used for 

hanging and that was not a case of suicide. A woman passed a chain 

round the neck of her husband when dead drunk, threw the free end over 

a beam, and so suspended and strangled the unfortunate man. When 

she found suspicion rest on her, she hanged herself in turn, but selected 

for the purpose a soft handkerchief. In every case the Investigating” 

Officer must be careful to describe with exactness the instrument, whence 

it comes, its nature and size, and the mode in which it has been used, so 

that if at a later date suspicion should be aroused, he possesses a basis 

for further investigations. | 

It must be remarked again that the best means of observing import- 

ant details is to write down with scrupulous exactitude the description 

of how everything is found on the spot. So long as one only looks o: 

the scene, it is impossible, whatever be the care, time, and attention 

bestowed, to detect all the details, and especially to note various incon 

gruities: but these strike us at once when we set ourselves to describe 

the picture on paper as exactly and cléarly as possible. This point cai 

never be sufficiently impressed on the young Investigating Officer. It hi 

frequently happened that important circumstances have been overlookec 

which, as the dictation of the report was proceeded with, were notice 

and threw a flood of light on the affair. Naturally to obtain this resu 

one must proceed slowly and methodically. | 

It is easy to understand that one takes note of contradictions, omi: 

sions, improbabilities, when one reasons from the general to the parti- 

cular, from cause to effect, from preceeding events to succeeding, from 

intention. to action, Artists readily appreciate this when they recollect | 
f 
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that defects in a drawing are most easily and surely detected when it is 

looked at in a mirror. So here; the exact description of the surround- 

ings is so to speak the mirror in which all “defects of the situation” 

are reflected. But the “defects of the situation” are just those contra- 

_ dictions, those vmprobabilities, which occur when one desires to represent 

the situation as something quite different from what it really vs, and 

this with the very best intentions and in the purest belief that one has 

worked with all the forethought, craft, and consideration imaginable. 

But this is not always the procedure, especially in great crimes; 

there, with hardly an exception, the Investigating Officer can discover 

the ‘grand blunder’’, which the most experienced and crafty criminal 

rarely fails to commit“), Take an illustrative case. The scene was 

the room where a man was supposed to have hung himself; the Investi- 

gating Officer was sent for before the corpse was cut down; absolutely 

_ trustworthy evidence showed that nothing had been changed or dis- 

 turbed. The body was hanging in the middle of the room from the 

bracket of a chandelier, the feet about 18 inches from the ground and 

absolutely isolated from a chair or any other object. As far as seats 

“were concerned there were in the room, which was the office room of 

the deceased, only an office chair, two sofas and an ordinary chair. The 

office chair was as usual at the desk, the sofas in a corner beside a 

smoking table, and the ordinary chair was beside the office chair, covered 

ith books and papers. At first the Investigating Officer observed 

as extraordinary, but dictating his report, the idea suddenly struck 

him; ‘‘ But how did the man hang himself?” It happens often enough 

4 * persons attempting suicide by hanging remain standing upright 

while passing the cord round their neck and then let themselves fall 

- forward. See illustrations in Taylor's ‘ Medical Jurisprudence”’ 4th 
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Kdition Vol., IT. pp. 56, 57, 58. The body is then found in an inclining 

Osition, often on its knees, and sometimes almost lying down; but if 

the feet are separated from the floor, the victim must have attached the 

i) d to a nail, a bracket, top of a door, etc., while standing on a chair, 

st tool, box, etc., then passed the noose round the neck and leaped from 

he support, or kicked it away with his feet; and if the feet do not 

ouch the ground and there be no chair or other support near, the only 

¢ clusion is that another hand did the deed. So it turned out to be in 

this case. There was neither suicide nor murder. The old man, who 

Was an invalid, had been placed by his relations in charge of two ser- 

a nts, who went out one night toa ball without permission. On that 
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very night the old man had a stroke of apoplexy, dying alone and un- 

cared for. ‘To escape being taxed with their neglect, the two servants, a 

footman and a cook, resolved to pretend that the old man had commit- 

ted suicide; with the help of a long dusting brush they attached the 

rope to the chandelier, the footman lifted up the body and the cook put 

the rope round the neck. The,only thing they forgot, in their hurry to 

rob their master’s safe, was to put a chair beside the corpse. 

Above all things it is to be remembered that every complicated situ- 

ation does not point to murder. Some years ago the wife of a peasant in 

Galicia was found dead in a well. On the corpse being pulled out, the 

Magistrate noticed on the neck of the corpse strong marks of strangu 

lation. It was concluded that the peasant had strangled his wife and 

thrown her into the well, whereupon the man was arrested. Only after 
a 

some time had passed by was the true cause of the marks discovered. — 

The people who had pulled the corpse out of the well had been clever 

enough to put a noose round the neck and so drag it up. The woman — 

had without doubt in a fit of melancholy thrown herself into the water. 

Section vi—Bodies found in the water “, 

When a corpse is discovered in the water various kinds of guilty acts’ 

suggest themselves. There may be simply negligence, when for example a 

child is a victim of an accident for want of being looked after, ora person } 

falls from a bridge badly protected. On the other hand a person may — 

have been wounded and then thrown into the water, living or already — 

dead; and lastly the water itself is sometimes employed as the agent — 

of death. A person may be simply thrown into the water, or he may k om 

plunged under the water and held there until he has lost consciousness, — 

or till he is dead. This is the usual method when it is intended & 

represent a suicide. Questions of this kind present the greatest difti- 

culties. | 

There are no rules indicating the course to follow in such cases; al 

the more that there is generally wanting one important starting poir 

which we possess for the other kinds of death, namely, the position of th 

corpse after the crime. For, even when the person has been drowned im 

still water and left there by the murderer, the corpse, through eddies in 

the water, currents of air, and even animals living in the water, undergoes | 

such changes that there can be hardly any question of the “ setwa ic n 

remaining intact’. Besides, people who find a body in the water do not | 
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generally leave it there; they are always anxious to bring it to life again. 

When a_body is found on the ground it is easy to see if it has received a 

gun-shot wound in the head or a stab in the neck. One has only to touch 

it to see if it is cold or if the heart has ceased to beat; the merest 

amateur can conclude that the person is dead without in the slightest 

degree altering the position of the corpse, and the Investigating Officer 

can then find it in its primitive position. It is very different for a body 

found in the water; the wounds, the stoppage of the heart, the coldness 

of the body, can rarely be ascertained if the corpse be not taken out of 

the water ; when that is done the coldness of the body is attributed to the 

effect of the water; the wounds, slight or supposed to be slight, are 

assumed to be accidental,—and the consequence is that people frequently 

try to bring again to life corpses which already show symptoms of ad- . 

vanced decomposition. . It follows that on the arrival of the Investigating 

_ Officer the corpse is almost always found in a place of safety, and the 

Investigating Officer has to describe it as he finds it. This description 

» may be of importance afterwards, and should never be neglected, when 

- suicide is not absolutely certain. The wounds on the body, disarrange- 

_ ment of the clothes, appearance of the hands, mud or sand found under 

the nails, should all be ascertained and described. 

In forming a conclusion on suicide or accidental death one must not 

be too hasty and let oneself be led into a careless acceptance of any 

{ theory. Particularly dangerous in this direction is a decided con- 

_ clusion on the existence or absence of clothes. Thus for example a man 

“was poisoned in his home and died in bed. He was afterwards fully 

_ dressed by the poisoner and his confederates, with fur cap and winter 
ane AFR CREAN AARNE AMET ED RAS ANA FF i, 

coat, and thrown into a part of the river free from ice, so that the con- 

_ clusion was that the dead man had fallen into the water. 

; In the same way it is related in a newspaper that a young man was 

suffocated, then dressed in swimming drawers, and thrown into,the water, 

‘i 0 that the conclusion might be arrived at that the misfortune had 

happened while bathing. 
On the other hand the wounds that the unfortunate one suffers, 

senate 

ic living as well as dead, on jumping into the water, grating on stones, etc., 

/ and striking against objects, are often put down to murder, and the im- 

" pression of a shirt-collar or a cravat on the swollen neck of a body 

| that has been in foul water has been taken for strangulation. 

> _ It is so common as to be considered an almost certain test of suicide, 

t nat a Hindu woman before throwing herself into the water, draws her 
ea 
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cloth tightly between the legs and fastens it firmly at the waist, so as to 

prevent any indecent exposure of the person on discovery of her body. 

The same feeling renders it most improbable that a woman committing 

suicide in the manner suggested in the next paragraph would divest her- 

self of her clothing. 

One, however, should never be too ready to jump at the conclusion 

of suicide or accident. The following case is instructive on several 

grounds. One day there was found in a stream the corpse of a young 

peasant woman, perfectly naked; the season was the height of summer 

and everyone at first took it for granted that the young girl had been 

drowned while bathing. A post-mortem however disclosed that she was 

four months enceinte, when it was at once as rapidly concluded by the 

crowd that this was a motive for suicide. But the corpse bore on the | 

back and buttocks curious parallel marks of a deep red colour, present- 

ing all the characteristics of scratches made on a person during life, 

which showed that the deceased must have passed over some object 

bearing sharp points fixed at equal distances from each other, and that 

it had passed over this object while still in life. Exact measurements 

as well as a drawing of these scratches were taken, burial was delayed in 

case new comparisons might be necessary, and the borders of the stream — 

were followed in the direction whence the body had floated. Observing — 

attentively the stream and everything found in it, there was at last dis- — 

covered a piece torn from a garment, sticking on the root of a tree 

covered by the water. Other pieces were found attached to prominent 

objects. Meantime a policeman had established the identity of the 

deceased, and brought the mother before the Investigating Officer. It— 

was then easy to determine that the fragments discovered belonged to the | 

clothing of the young girl, that she was certainly not naked when she 

entered the water but that her garments were torn from her body by the 

strong current of the stream and the stumps of trees, etc., which were ~ 

very numerous. She was not in the habit of wearing shoes.* After 

having followed slowly and carefully the borders of the stream and 

fished up nearly the whole of the remains of her garments, the Investi- 

gating Officer came to the dwelling of the young woman, about fifteer 

* To say that foot-gear is the only thing a corpse does not lose easily through the action 

of water is inaccurate ;—the author has never been able to believe it is ever lost. Bodies often 

make horrible journeys especially in swiftly flowing mountain streams, over boulders and trunks 

of trees, and thereby occasionally lose whole limbs. But if the feet are kept intact, and if he 

corpse has on boots or shoes, not mere sandals, these are never lost; the foot swells, the 

leather shrinks, and so the foot-gear ‘‘ fits uncommonly tight.’’ "a | 
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hundred yards from the bank, without having discovered the obstacle 

which had produced the wounds covering the body. Meanwhile, it was 

ascertained from the mother that her daughter had a lover who was 

employed in a tan-mill, situated a little further up the stream; it was 

therefore presumed that the deed had not been committed beyond the 

mill; and indeed there was discovered just below it, a big wooden rake 

which was jammed across the mill race; this rake carried teeth sticking 

out several inches from the transverse axis, the latter being submerged in 

the water. The distances between these teeth were then measured and 

they corresponded exactly with the scratches on the back of the deceased ; 

it was therefore no longer doubtful, that she had fallen into the water 

above this rake, but at a very little distance above,—for the appearance 

of the scratches clearly showed that she was still alive when she passed 

over this apparatus. A little above this was the mill where the lover, 

' who without doubt was the father of her child, lived. It was proved 

that two days before he had sent for the girl to come to him and that 
from that moment she had never been seen alive. On the other hand 

| the young man could not be found in the mill, he had disappeared as 

soon as he learned that the body had been discovered. There remained 

no longer any doubt that it was he who had thrown the young woman 

into the water, not wishing to have the unborn infant fathered on him 

_ and intending to marry some other girl. 

Frequently there are other accidental circumstances which enable us 

to ascertain with precision, as in the case just related, the exact spot 

where the person has been thrown into the water; such are injuries or 

objects attached to the body which could come only from one definite 

‘place; other peculiarities can be discovered only by the most minute 

‘investigations and ingenious theories. Thus there is the case of a corpse 

ene PSAP SENS AAO E NPE 
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_ found in the water, whose clothes bore traces of oil which could come 

only from the parapet of a bridge about a league up the river, which was 

being newly white-washed. This single circumstance was sufficient to 

des d to the arrest of the murderer. 

The following is an interesting case, though it failed to lead to any 

Satisfactory result. A bailiff of the Court, so it was supposed, had 

2 been inveigled into a sham interview—near a mill-channel, when some- 

: one in revenge for some official act had thrown him into the water. The 

“only thing to be done was to determine the exact spot where the crime 

had been committed. The canal led to a paper-mill where a night 

Watchman had seen the corpse floating on the water; the watchman’s 
ee, 4 
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duty was to call the time every quarter of an hour, and he was standing 

near a passage window looking at the water, waiting for the clock to 

strike 10-45 p.m. ‘Thus he came to observe the corpse, and helped in 

its recovery. It was thus clear that the corpse arrived at the paper-mill 

at 10-45 p.m. The watch of the victim had stopped at 10-30 p.m. Two 

expert watchmakers were then called in, and made a long series of inter- 

esting experiments. One of them, when asked off-hand, said that a good 

watch, 7.e., one hermetically enclosed in a case in good order, would go 

for hours without stopping. The other said it would go only for a very 

short time unless the case were rendered specially impermeable by india- 

rubber or leather washers. Different watches were then taken, old works 

being placed in the cases, and were submerged in water; they all stopped _ 

in a few seconds, except two—an Englishman chronometer and a country — 

watch—both of which kept going for 12 to 15 minutes. The latter had 

a double case, made like a demi-hunter. The winding up key had been 

greased, and so was impermeable. Finally the watch of the dead man 

was cleaned, oiled, and set going; when submerged in water it also stop- 

ped in a few seconds. It was thus certain that the person had fallen — 

into the water just before 10-30 p.m., and that the body had been floating 

for a quarter of an hour when it reached the mill@™”, The drowned man, — 

it may be observed, had only very light summer clothes, which could not — 

prevent or delay the penetration of the water. Next a big sack was filled — 

with hay and sand, of a volume and weight corresponding to that of the 

human body. This sack was allowed to float in the canal for a quarter 

of an hour, an experiment all the more conclusive from the fact that the 

banks of the canal were straight and lined with wood; so that neither 

the body nor the sack could be caught and delayed by roots or shallows. 

body was seen, and that point fixed on as the place where it had been 

thrown into the water. At this exact spot indeed nothing was found to 

excite suspicion, but a very short distance farther up the grass on the 

edge of the water was found trampled down with every sign of a strug 7 

was found, which was missing from the coat on the body of the corpse 

It thus appeared clear that the person had been deliberately thrown intc 

the water, but the culprit was never discovered@™, . 

On general grounds the following points should be noticed in the . 

case of corpses found in the water. - = 

(1) The supposed external signs of death by drowning are very 
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deceptive and, if they prove anything, prove only that the body has been 

a longer or shorter time in the water. But for a body to remain in the 

water and the person to be drowned, are two totally different things. 

2. Again, the lowering of the temperature supposed to be observed 

on the corpses of drowned persons proves nothing. Every substance 

acquires after a certain time the temperature of the surrounding medium; 

and a human body which has been long enough in the water takes the 

temperature of that water; so if, as frequently happens in warm weather, 

the water is colder than the air, the body will also be colder than the 

air; and on the contrary, if a person were drowned in warm water 

which retained its temperature, the body would also remain warm, even’ 

after several days in the water. 

3. As to the extreme paleness which is said to be a characteristic 

sign of drowning, it has certainly been occasionally noted .by experts, but 

- most frequently it is non-existent. Also it is often found in corpses where 

— death has been caused from quite different causes. Hence this proves 

nothing. 
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4, It is the same with what is commonly called ‘‘ goose-skin”’, which 

is frequently found on the bodies of drowned persons, but also quite 

commonly in death from other causes, especially where death has been 

sudden. 

5. The mageration of the skin—the signs being bluish colour, thick- 

: ening, and corrugation, of the hands, the feet, and even the knees and 

elbows—is almost always present on corpses which have remained a 

‘sufficiently long time in the water, and proves nothing more than this, 

- a fact which except in the rarest cases can always be readily ascertained. 

If the point be whether or not a corpse has remained a long time in the 

‘water, the fact can evidently be proved by such maceration, though it is 

‘impossible to state precisely the period of submersion. 

On this point some curious observations were made by the author 

: during the Bosnian Campaign of 1878. In the first weeks of August, EMPL TENTEE A TL SEY AC RARE OH £0 eds HP! TI Gs 1 

in which period the most of the battles with the Turks took place, during 

‘the day the heat was tropical, while every evening, almost without ex- 

_ ception, there was a violent storm lasting all.night. As forced marches 

had to be made during the day and the night had to be passed in the 

3 ‘op en air without shelter, the soldiers remained sodden with moisture for 

bout a fortnight—during the day from perspiration, during the night 

~from rain. The result was a severe maceration of the hands, feet, knees, 

‘ | bows, and also round the hips, but that around the body was the most 

L- 98 g2 a 
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marked as the belt was very heavy—the men carrying a bayonet and two 

heavy cartridge pouches, and the officers, sword, revolver, and sabretache. 

This maceration, which was very painful, formed a constant subject of 

conversation and was found to vary without any apparent cause; some 

suffering in an acute form, others not at all. The conditions were the same 

for all, and it was found that the difference did not result from. the 

greater or less fleshiness of the individuals, nor from their colour, fair or _ 

dark: the only conclusion possible was that it was due to some peculiar. 

and hitherto unknown character of the skin. An exaggerated value 
must not therefore be attached to the presence or absence of this sign on 

‘a corpse found in the water; and too positive conclusions must not be 

drawn therefrom. 

6. Perhaps the strongest piece of evidence is the great contraction of 

the penis, or in the case of a woman of the breast-nipples. When this 

is found it must be admitted that the person has entered the water while — 

yet alive or perhaps immediately after death 4?» . 

7. A withered umbilical cord, which the water cannots often, leads to 

the conclusion that the body of the infant has been exposed to the air 

several days before being placed in the water; in water or damp earth 

the umbilical cord decays but does not dry up “2 , 

Section vii.—Injuries to Corpses. ° 

That a body after death is exposed to injuries is often the case. Of 

little interest to us however are instances where the ill-treatment of a 

corpse has been caused through so-called corpse-robbery, superstition, 

(Vampires, Werewolfs, etc.), post-mortem rape, or the taking away of 

parts of the corpse for study or scientific purposes. 

Two classes of mcidents may however be referred to as importa at. 

1. Injury to a corpse by taking away certain portions. Up to date 

the details of about ten cases "2 have been published, in all of which the 

murderer sacrificed his victim without any demonstrable reason. A pé : 

of the body or the clothes have been taken away, or scattered around, ol 

hung up; and any reason given for the murder is obviously untrue. A 

that can be said at present about these remarkable and important cases 1 

that they have to do with some superstitious motive of a highly-developet 

psychopathic individual. 

It must be remembered, as indeed we have seen, Chap. X, pp. 378-38 é 

that superstition in varied forms is still very widely and deepl: 
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spread among the common people. The normal person will accept a 

superstitious precedent only when the way it is arrived at is easy or not 

forbidden, as killing an animal, eating part of it, carrying a portion of it 

about with one, etc. If however the result can only be arrived at by 

criminal means, it is a different matter. Thus for example the normal 

superstitious person believes a man can fly or become invisible by eating 

the heart of a child, that he gains power in a Court of Law by carrying 

with him there the bones of a murdered person; but his fear of punish- 

ment prevents him procuring these means by a criminal act. But if 

compulsion arises, externally through great need or danger, or internally 

through illness, then the idea becomes too powerful, all bars are burst’ 

through, and the necessary crime is committed. These cases are impor- 

_ tant and occur oftener than is thought 2”, A conclusion as to murder 

' through psychopathic superstition may be arrived at when tio motive for 

_ the crime can be detected, and when it is proved objectively that a part 

at of the body or pieces of clothing have been scattered about or taken 

— away. 

: g 2. Not interesting from a psychological point of view, but practi- 

cally important, are injuries caused otherwise than by criminals. Injuries 

inflicted on a corpse by animals, as gnawing by ants or woodlice, and 

portions of the corpse torn away by foxes or dogs, etc., could not readily 

be imitated. Frequently it has happened that a corpse lying in the 

‘open air, for instance in a wood, has been shot by a sportsman taking 

rey ae eon th 4 DM a 
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it for some wild animal. This may easily happen with the corpse of a 

s icide, or of a person who has died suddenly and alone in a wood, and 

Jain there for some time. If such are found with shot-wounds, doubt can 

easily arise as to the cause of death. 

Section viii.—Poisoning. 

Here, more than elsewhere, we appear to be dragging the Investi- 

gating Officer beyond his limits and launching him on a perilous quest; 

but nevertheless many cases arise where it is of the greatest importance 

7 for him to have at least some general knowledge of the different poisons 

: anc the effects produced by them ; especially when he is obliged, without 

“Medical assistance, to make a domiciliary search in a poisoning case. 

‘The Investigating Officer may suddenly suspect poison and be compelled 

t0 act without waiting for expert aid. For the examination of witnesses, 

“moreover, he will find it useful to have some knowledge however slight, 
7a 
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of poisonous bodies; he cannot have an expert to sit with him and 
advise him; either in such a predicament the Investigating Officer would 

have to consult with the expert before every question and after every 

answer, or the expert would himself put the questions and so take the 

control of the inquiry out of the hands of the officer. Apart from: the 

impracticability of such a proceeding, the presence of medical experts at 
the examination of witnesses—often many in number—would be both 

embarrassing and costly. | 

The necessity of some elementary knowledge of this kind is all the 

more imperative in India, where poisoning, homicidal, suicidal, and acci- 

dental, is so rife. In the five years, 1896—1900, in Calcutta, the number 

of causes per 1,000 suicidal cases were; Poison, 554 (males and females 

about equal); Hanging (women in excess) 263; Drowning (men in excess) 

91: cuts, stabs, etc., 38; all other causes 54 (Lyon, p. 649) 9%. In 

India poisons have been studied and the art of poisoning practised from 

the earliest times; indeed it has often been carried to a pitch of refine- 

ment that would put medical Hurope to shame. One instance will 

suffice. “In a semi-historical legend of mid-India, it is related that the 

grand-father of Asoka, Chandra Gupta, a contemporary of Alexander the 

Great, sent to the latter monarch, in the guise of a present, a fascinating 

girl who was a ‘poison maiden’, fed on poison until she was so saturated q 

with venom that her embrace would prove fatal to an ordinary mortal; 

the mere conception of the idea of such a Borgia-like siren would imply ~ 

considerable familiarity with poisoning” (Lyon, p. 395). There are 

many cases of death by poisoning in India which are not in their intent — 

either homicidal or suicidal, and yet can hardly be called accidental; for 

there is an enormous employment of poisonous substances as aphrodisiacs, 

abortifacients, depilatories, sedatives, intoxicants, and exhilarants—to 

give Dutch courage. The use of poisons is greatly facilitated by the ease 

with which innumerable deleterious substances can be bought in every 

bazaar or gathered in every jungle. Many are used for various house- 

hold and manufacturing purposes, and are kept without the slightest 

pretence of care. Again innumerable poisonous substances are used im 

their medicines by native physicians, hakims, and vaidyans, as well as 

by the veriest quacks. Poisonous substances are also used largely fe 

cattle poisoning. Such considerations must greatly complicate the task 

of the Investigating Officer. On the other hand, it is simplified by the 

fact that the poisons in ordinary use are very limited in number. Sta-_ | 

tistics for homicidal and suicidal cases combined show that in Madras, 
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Bombay, and the Punjab, over 50 per cent., of the cases are arsenical; in 

the Punjab about 30 per cent., in Bombay about 16 per cent., and in 

Madras about 7 per cent. are due to opium. In Bengal the positions are 
; 

{ 
\ reversed, about 58 per cent. being cases of opium poisoning and only 30 

per cent. arsenical. This is due to the prevalence of suicide in Bengal, 

for which opium is everywhere the favourite medium. All other subs- 

tances follow far behind. In the Punjab and Bombay, datura comes 

third; in Calcutta, aconite;.1n Madras, mercury, with aconite fourth. 

The only other substances we need mention here are pounded glass 

and strychnia. <A great variety of substances both mineral and vegetable 

are used sporadically, generally for specific purposes, death being due to 

_ an over-dose or some other incidental cause. 

‘Pwo cautions may be added. First, it is only too well known that 

the symptoms of arsenical poisoning closely resemble those of cholera. 

- To detect the difference may be beyond the power of the Investigating 

Officer unaided by medical experts, but he can at least accurately record 

_ the symptoms, for without such accurate record the medical expert can 

- come to no trustworthy conclusion. In a solitary case, in a district free 

‘ of the disease, the presumption will naturally tend to poisoning; but 

' there is only too much reason to believe that a cholera epidemic is 

at times taken advantage of for the getting rid of troublesome or useless 

; velatives and friends. Secondly, the action of some of the vegetable 

poisons closely resembles that of the various ptomaines—ptomaines 

i? sither produced in the course of cadaveric decomposition, or introduced 

Bo nto the body through some fertile medium (see for references, p. 218, 

fe wte). It is true the common sources of ptomaine poisoning in Kurope 

b ee America, tinned provisions, sausages, etc., could rarely affect anyone 

a India outside the small body of Kuropeans, but there are other causes 

st as potent. Fish, often by preference rotten, is one. Again when 

ve consider the immense consumption of milk, the carelessness in its 

ise—often drawn from diseased or unhealthy cows, kept in open and 
‘often dirty vessels in filthy outhouses, drunk at times by preference 
a 

i 
i 

i 
a 
i wh en sour, we may well conclude that milk is responsible for a heavy 

iortality. Again grains frequently become diseased and spread disease. 

We may cite the historic instance quoted by Chevers how an attack of 

-called cholera in Lord Hastings’ camp in 1817 was traced to unwhole- 

me rice; and, so late as 1900, an out-break of severe diarrhcea in a 

sngal jail was traced to the maize in the food. 

‘In India the Penal Code gives comprehensive definitions which 
be os 
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prevent any technical discussions as to the meaning of “poison”. ‘Thus 

ss. 324 and 826 recite ‘‘ Any poison or any corrosive substance, . . . . or 

any substance which it is deleterious to the human body to inhale, to 

swallow, or to take into the blood’’; and see also sec. 328. 

It must not be imagined that in poison cases occurring in practice 

a start can always be made from the supposition that A has killed B 

with the poison X, which is luckily found in A’s house. Such a case — 

would be easily decided ; it will be sufficient to establish the identity of 

the poison found in the stomach of the poisoned person, with that which 

A possessed, and to be sure that the symptoms of B’s illness correspond 

to those ordinarily produced by the poison X. Under such conditions all 

doubts are removed. But it is not always so easy as that. Suppose, 

for example, that all that is known is that B has died under suspicious 

circumstances, that a post-mortem examination excludes the idea of a — 

natural death and shows symptoms of poisoning, although the doctors 

cannot on the spur of the moment state the exact nature of the poison, 

and further that A is suspected as the only person who could have 

poisoned B. A search in the house of A will probably have no result, — 

for the non-possession of a poison in such a case shows that it has been 

used, and consequently cannot be found again. Hence the Investigating 

Officer endeavours to prove by the depositions of witnesses that A was 

formerly in the possession of such a poison. | 

We know that it is, even when possible, troublesome and difficult to 

establish poisoning by chemical analysis or microscopic examination. 

The task of the expert is therefore much shortened when the statements 

of the witnesses give some indication of the inquiry that ought to be 

made; as for example, if it is possible to affirm that the suspected indi- 

vidual had been known to possess a certain definite poison. But when 

the Investigating Officer wishes to question the witnesses about mineral: 

and plants of which they may not even. know the name, then, if h 

wishes to lead them in the right lines, he ought at least himself to kno 

their external appearance. Of course he can get the necessary informa: 

tion from the expert; but, to be useful, such information should be full an 

complete ; and even then there will always be something wanting, f ‘al 

expert can never seize all the details which come out in the course of. F E 

inquiry. It is therefore far easier for an Investigating Officer once fe 

all to know something about toxicology, something about natural history 

and especially about the more important poisonous substances. He 

should examine the poisonous plants of his country, either fresh or dried; 
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he should observe the mineral poisons under their different forms, and 

he must do this not once but often, at regular intervals, for such details 

very easily slip out: of the memory and a mistake of this kind may lead 

to very serious consequences. It should be added that it is absolutely 

essential for him to know the different denominations of the different 

poisons in different countries. Poisonous plants in particular bear every- 

where different names and many of them have often even in the same 

district several denominations; besides it is important to have infor- 

mation on the effects which, rightly or wrongly, are attributed to 

_ poisonous bodies in the district in question. Popular beliefs are often 

_ very characteristic, and may, combined with other information, largely 

contribute to clear up poisoning mysteries. 

Thus in certain districts of Thuringia it is believed that the repeated 

drinking of a decoction of hemlock produces no symptom of poisoning, 

but that the individual to whom it has been administered is destined to 

' certain death with all the symptoms of consumption; so that in any 

" specific case if the suspected guilty person has told the witnesses that 

the deceased certainly died of consumption, while there are no other 

grounds for suspecting that disease, that alone would be a reason for 

- suspecting him of the crime of poisoning. A similar case occurred in 

| Bohemia. A man had poisoned with dried poisonous mushrooms the 

whole of a family of peasants. Among the victims was a daughter of the 

' criminal, who was a servant in the family. This circumstance was 

adduced in favour of the accused, but served only to corroborate the 

- suspicion against him when it was found that, in the part of the country 

tom which the accused came, it was an universally believed opinion that 

: poisonous mushrooms were perfectly harmless to young women. 

_ Besides such scientific knowledge, the Investigating Officer ought to 

mave at least an approximate idea of the effects of poisons, but this he 

F aan only acquire by careful study of some first class manual of toxico- 

ogy (1023-1029), Here only the most striking points can be noticed. 

fe 1. All cases of death are suspicious which follow a sickness of which 

4 he cause is unknown, presenting symptoms not agreeing with the usual 

Symptoms of a natural illness. Undoubtedly such an indication is very 

| ague and still further loses in value when it is remembered that the 

classic symptoms of poisoning, such as vomiting, diarrhoea, giddiness, etc., 

not necessarily accompany all poisons; and that on the other hand 

e sudden appearance of these symptoms does not conclusively indicate 

ase of poisoning. It is exactly the people who are circumspect, and 
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therefore the most dangerous, who know how to make use of a slow and 

creeping poison, producing only a sickness marked by long continued 

weakness without any of these alarming symptoms. 

2. An Investigating Officer should never neglect an opportunity of — 

being present at a chemical analysis made by experts—for example, in 

endeavouring to establish the presence of arsenic in the stomach. Not — 

until he has seen this done will he realize the difficulty and trouble he is 

giving them; he will also at fhe same time learn for future guidance 

what may reasonably be demanded of them and what are the limits 

of their knowledge. He will also learn that one cannot search for the 

poison, so to say, in the dark. Amateurs and even lawyers are often — 

found who imagine that to establish the presence of a poison by chemical 

analysis one can proceed as if one were looking for a lost ring in a bag of — 

flour, where you might also happen to find a pocket knife, a watch, or 

any other object that is contained in it. The chemist can, in general, — 

direct his investigations to one single poison or group of poisons alone, 

and if it is necessary to extend them to another poison or group, special 

investigation must be made for the purpose. If, for instance, a chemist 

after a careful and conscientious examination finds no trace of arsenic, 

that does not prove that the object examined does not contain ten other’ 

poisons, and particularly organic poisons. In a case of poisoning there- 

fore, even more than in cases of another nature, the Investigating Officer 

should endeavour to be in close communication with the experts, to com- 

municate every information he has on the matter, and to endeavour 1 

possible to have a conference between the medical men who treated the 

deceased, those who made the post-mortem, and the chemical examiner ; 

so as to decide in what direction inquries should be made, whether it 

necessary to call in the aid of microscopists or botanists, whether an} 

particular portions of the body should be preserved for further exami 

nation; and lastly, if, in view of the statements of the witnesses or othe 

indications, it appears necessary to start fresh inquiries. As a gene 

sible for him to do. 

3. When the least suspicion of poisoning exists conformably to1 

structions, the stomach and its contents should be removed by the near 

available medical man, generally in India an hospital assistant or apotl 

cary, and preserved for the purpose of putting them at the disposal 
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the Court and the Chemical Examiner. Then one should scrutinise 

on the spot, with the aid of the medical man and the assistance 

of a good magnifying glass, and without avoidable disturbance, the 

stomach and intestines, etc., to see if any plants, or fragments of 

plants, suspicious foreign bodies, etc., are to be seen. If there are, 

they should then be examined, to see if they are poisonous. Organic 

bodies in favourable circumstances offer little resistance to decomposi- 

tion, and always become very difficult. to detect after a few days, but 

if the medical men remove the stomach at the moment of the post- 

mortem and put it in water, or in alcohol, or dry it, for the purpose 

of preservation, they will perhaps have preserved the most important 

_ object in the whole inquiry. 

4. For the interrogation of witnesses before the examination of the 

corpse the following characteristic signs should be noticed, which if not 

altogether conclusive at least justify suspicions of poisoning. 

(a) In general, poisoning and particularly arsenical poisoning 

may be suspected when there are found vomiting, violent thirst, sensation 

of burning -in the throat, pains in the stomach, diarrhoea, and cramp in 

_ the calves of the legs, or some of these symptoms. Many believe that 

' the perspiration and respiration of persons poisoned by arsenic have an 

: odour of garlic, like that disengaged when arsenic is sprinkled on burning 

- charcoal, but it appears that this odour is found only in cases of chronic 

| poisoning. It has already been pointed out how closely the symptoms of 

' cholera resemble those of poisoning by arsenic, the Indian poison par 

excellence. Arsenic is largely used as an antidote to fevers of all kinds, 

as an aphrodisiac, in cases of rheumatism, gout, and syphilis, and ex- 

' ternally for skin diseases such as itch and eczema. It is also employed 

: or many industrial purposes, as in curing skins and gold-working; and 

preserving roofs, floors, and walls of buildings from the ravages of vermin 

and particularly white ants. For the latter purpose it is commonly 

mixed with tar and brushed into cracks and holes. The arsenious oxide 

or common white arsenic of the bazaars is that most commonly used for 

: ll these purposes—for homicidal employment, it is frequently mixed 

with coarse sugar and made up into a sweetmeat. It is sold either as a 

vhite powder or as a solid white mass resembling enamel; in the latter 

wm it must of course be pounded before use. Traces of pounding 

ould therefore be looked for. Red arsenic or realgar, and yellow 

isenic or orpiment, are also occasionally employed, generally mixed with 

} proportion of white arsenic 030-1034), 
| $3 
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(0) In poisoning by phosphorus there is pain in the 

stomach, vomiting, feeble pulse and collapse; in chronic cases there may 

be yellowing of the skin, and slight bleeding from nose, mouth, and 

bowels. The phosphorus for poisoning is ordinarily obtained from the 

ends of matches, and the phosphorus from sixteen matches has been 

found sufficient to poison an adult. | | 
(c) In homicidal and suicidal cases, mercury poisoning mostly 

takes the acute form. The agent is chiefly corrosive sublimate, or mer-— 

curic chloride—a white crystalline mass or crystalline powder sold freely 

in the bazaars. The most striking symptoms are those of irritant 

poisons generally, as a rule they come on more quickly than in the case 

of arsenic. Moreover while arsenic is almost tasteless, corrosive subli- 

mate has a metallic taste. 

, (d) Opium “980 as already pointed out, is the favourite me- 

dium of suicidal poisoning, and can generally be at once detected by 

the characteristic odour. Opium both in its solid form and as a decoc- 

tion is so universally used, especially as a febrifuge, and so familiarily 

known throughout India, that no Investigating Officer needs any des- 

eription of it. 

(e) Strychnine causes death by convulsions and immediately ren- 

ders the corpse rigid, a rigidity which sometimes remains for weeks 4047105), 

(f) Datura, the poison of the thugs, is still used mainly to — 

facilitate robbery, and that chiefly in the Western districts, where tra-_ 

ditions, even memories, of these daring depredators still exist. It has 

been pointed out that as datura is popularly supposed not to be poisonous . 

to death, the fatal result is due to the over-dose necessary to put the 

robber on the safe side. The datura seeds—whole or broken up—are . 

commonly mixed with sweetmeats or food, and whole seeds or fragments 

may consequently be found in the stomach or the remains of the meal. 

Great care must be taken not to confuse the datwra seed with that of 

the Capsicum or Chili, one of the most common ingredients of native 

curries. The seed of the tomato may also be mistaken for datura but is : 

in less common. use. Fig. 116 represents the plant bearing the seed | 

capsules, while Fig. 117 a and b show side by side sections of datura and — 

capsicum seeds. Chevers notes the following superficial distinctions. 

The one great distinguishing feature above all others is the form 

and shape of the embryo. If one of each of the seeds be divided by 

cutting parallel with ‘the flattened sides, the embryo of the capsicum 

will be found curved like the figure 6, while the end of the curve in the | 
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Fig. 117a—Section of 
Dhatura’ Seed enlarged. 

Fig. 119—Hyoseyanug Seed and 

Lengitedinal Section. 

Fig. 117—Section of Capsicum 
: (Chili) Seed enlarged. Fig. 118—Aconitum Ferox (Rovt). 

PLATE XIII. 
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Datura is “twisted” or re-curved, not. towards the down-stroke of the 6, 

but away from it, or towards the right hand. There are however, many 

minor differences of great importance when taken together; these may 

be contrasted thus »— 

Seeds of the Common or White 

Datura. 3 

1. Almost kidney-shaped, but one 

end much smaller than the other. 

2. Outline angular. cae 
3. Size, rather more than a quarter 

-of an inch long, and rather less in 

width. 

4. Colour greenish-brown when 

fresh, changing to yellow when dry. 

5. Attached to the placenta by 

| large white fleshy mass, which sepa- 

rates easily, leaving a deep furrow 

along half the length of the concave 

border of the seed. 

6. Surface scabrous, almost reti- 

culate, except on the two compressed 

sides, where it has become almost 

glaucous from pressure of the neigh- 

bouring seeds. 

7. Convex border thick and bulged, 

with a longitudinal depression bet- 

ween the bulgings caused by the 

compression of the two sides. 

8. When divided into two, by cut- 

‘ting with a knife placed in the fur- 

ow ob the convex border, the testa 

4 s seen irregular and angular in out- 

‘line, the embryo is seen lying curved 

and twisted in a fleshy albumen. 

id, 

wide dilatation of the pupils of the 

Seeds of the Common Capsicum. 

1. Kidney-shaped. 

2. Outline rounded. 

3. A little shorter and wider 

than the Datura. 

4. Yellow. 

5. Attached to the placenta by 

' a thin cord from a prominence on 

the concave border of the seed. 

6. Uniformly scabrous, the sides 

being equally rough with the bor- 

ders. 

7. Convex border thickened, but 

uniformly rounded. 

8. When similarly divided, the 

testa is more uniform in outline, 

the embryo is seen lying in a 

fleshy albumen, cwrved, but not 

twisted or re-curved. 

_ The taste of the capsicwm is pungent, while that of the datura is 

| The most distinctive external symptoms of datura poisoning 

are Peradiness, followed by drowsiness and muttering delirium, picking at 

ims ginary objects, sometimes wild and excited behaviour, but always 

eyes, while internally the brain is 
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congested, and so also frequently are the lining of the mucous membrane ’ 
of the stomach and intestines. | 

(9) Aconite, Aconitum ferox, though a long way behind arsenic 
and opium, is the third favourite poison in Bengal; it is so virulent that 
it is commonly called in Bengal “the poison” (Bish or Bikh), Ativarsa 
(Telugu), Nabe (Tamil). Aconite is one of those poisons of which the 

alkaloid, if discovered in the body, may be hastily mistaken for the 

cadaveric alkaloids of ptomaine' poisoning. For practical purposes the 

only test available is the physiological, 7.e., by taste, and it is stated by — 

the authorities that no other alkaloid has yet been discovered with the 

characteristic results of tasting this alkaloid namely, tingling of the lips 

and tongue followed by numbness. The root is the most active; it 

closely resembles horse-radish root, see Fig. 118, and as Chevers points 

out is sold very cheap in India. The symptoms resemble those caused 

by many of the ptomaines. We find irritation of the stomach with — 

vomiting, the membrane after death being of a highly inflamed red — 

colour. There is great muscular weakness, with dilation of the pupil of — 

the eye. Aconite is largely consumed medicinally for fever, cholera, and 

rheumatism. It is also a favourite medium for poisoning arrows, and also 

in war for poisoning wells and tanks and other sources of drinking water. 

(h) Carbolic acid and Phenyl, the most commonly used dis- . 

infectant of the present day, is a very ready instrument of poisoning. 

The skin where touched by the acid becomes white and the urine is 

coloured red or green. The odour of phenyl is known all over the world 

and is very readily recognised. It is also remarkable that the taste of 

phenyl] is not so disagreeable as one would think. Introduced in a small 

quantity into the mouth it has a particularly piquant flavour, recalling 

rather a strong and sweet liqueur—which explains perhaps the frequence 

of its use in cases of poisoning. 

(j) Prussic acid and all its combinations are recognised by th 

strong odour of bitter almonds; this odour can sometimes be distinctly 

felt in the room in which the corpse is found. 

(k) Atropine and all the forms of belladonna strongly dilate th 

pupil of the eye; sometimes this dilation is so great that the membr 

of the iris is reduced to a very narrow circular ring; besides, the perso 

poisoned will complain of this dilation which produces a very disagreeabl 

effect on the eye. 

(1) Nicotine is recognised by the well-known odour of tobacco juic 

The general symptoms of nicotine poisoning resemble those of datura. — 
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(m) Santonine is commonly used for extirpating worms, and as 

infants are extremely sensitive to this medicament, its absorption is at 

times followed by sudden death. In poisoning by santonine, the urine is 

yellowish green. : 

The use of other poisons such as sulphuric acid, oxalic acid, etc. , 19551060) 

is not so frequent as to necessitate more than a passing reference here. 

5. In cases of poisoning by organic substances generally, the medium 

cannot, as explained above, be readily detected by chemical or micros- 

copical analysis" ; but the absorption of organic substances has been 

frequently noted to produce brain affections, sometimes rising to furi- 

ous delirium. Such substances are cantharides, henbane “®) , hemlock, 

datura, belladonna, digitalis, absinthe, opium, haschish, and poisonous 

mushrooms. 

The effects of henbane or hyoscyamus, sometimes called Koh-i-bhang 

_ or mountain hemp, applied externally or internally should be noted. 

> Gizelt-Newin 8% describes how an old lady used poultices of hen- 

bane leaves for some disorder: two old servants, who had prepared the 

- poultices, began to quarrel during the evening without any apparent 

~ motive; soon they came to blows and finally the old lady herself joined 

in the affray with the greatest animation. This illustrates a common 

remark that persons under the effect of henbane poisoning are very fond 

of quarrelling and beating each other. It is also stated that decoctions 

of this plant produce violent accessions of rage, and even that the ancient 

Germans drank it before going to battle to give them courage. The 

‘Commissioner of Sind in 1894, (Lyon, p. 577), reports that the Baluchis 

smoke it exactly like ganja. “ But it is very powerful and makes them 

positively mad. Under its influence they strip themselves naked and 

“ dance’about like lunatics”. Illustrations of the seed, capsule and section, 
are given in Fig. 119. For historical notice see Drasche, etc., (191066), 

Among organic substances, cantharides, datura, and some others are 

strong erotics. 

6. In poisoning by Sulphuric ether and Chloroform,-in the case 

Teh AUNQUE FI BT A RA TL sia 0 LED OA earw “of women, phenomena similar to those resulting from copulation are 

~ sometimes produced; hence medical men have occasionally been falsely 

4 ‘accused of having taken advantage of women, while under the influence 

> f narcotic sleep. i 

_ 7. Pounded glass is not infrequently, perhaps less frequently now 

- than formerly, used both homicidally and suicidally. It is not a poison, 

though popularly believed to be so, but a mechanical irritant, and the 
- ) 
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more finely it is pounded the less likely it is to do harm to the victim. 

Hence there is some compensation in its use for homicidal purposes, for 

the poisoner, to avoid detection as soon as the food is taken into the 

mouth, is careful to pound it as finely as possible, and thus diminishes 

the risk to his prey. The glass is frequently the convenient glass bangle 

—a small fragment of coloured glass in the stomach must therefore 

rouse suspicion. An instance of attempted suicide by this means, 

prompted by jealousy, occurred in Madras while this page was passing 

through the press. 

8. In concluding this section, a primitive method for ascertaining 

the presence of arsenic may be described: arsenic poisoning is so fre- 

quent that the Investigating Officer constantly finds himself under the 

necessity of deciding, even at the moment of the post-mortem, whether 

the case be one of murder or not, and consequently if he should take 

further action in the inquiry. For example, the post-mortem proves 

the existence on the mucous membrane of the stomach of small red spots 

or lines, containing small white or yellow grains; the natural conclusion 

is that the substance is arsenic, but such suspicion is not sufficient for 

the arrest of anyone on so grave a charge as poisoning. Recourse should 

then be had to the following simple experiment, so simple that it should 

never be omitted. Take a glass test tube closed at one end (which the 

Investigating Officer should always have with him), remove from the 

mucous membrane one of these white or yellow grains, being careful to — 

leave sufficient for the purposes of the chemical examiner, dry it with 

very clean blotting paper or cigarette paper, and place it in the tube, 

heat carefully, holding the tube in an inclined position over a candle or 

spirit lamp. If the grain be arsenic, it will be vaporised; the vapour 

will be condensed and will be deposited on the cold portion of the tube 

as a white or yellow patch. This does not indeed absolutely prove that 

the grain is arsenic, but the probability is so great that the persons 

supposed to be guilty may be arrested without hesitation. Of course all 

this should be carefully recorded and the test-tube preserved intact. 

Section ix.—Abortion. 

“Tn a country like India, where the laws of society exercise the mo 

vigorous and vigilant control imaginable over the conduct of female: 

and where six-sevenths of the widows, whatever their age or position it F 

life may be, are absolutely debarred from re-marriage, and are compelled to | 
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rely upon the uncertain support of their relatives, it is scarcely surprising 

that great crimes should be frequently practised to conceal the results of 

immorality, and that the procuring of criminal abortion should, especially, 

be an act of almost daily commission, and should have become a trade 

among certain of the lower midwives or Dhaees’’. No one who has even 

superficially come in contact with the people, who is but acquainted 

with their ordinary terms of abuse, above all who knows something of 

_ what is revealed in medical practice and the proceedings of the criminal 

courts, can doubt that these words of Chevers“® are about as true to- 

_ day as when they were written. Cases of abortion or supposed abortion 

must inevitably come for final report to the hands of the medical expert, 

_ but here as in other directions the Investigating Officer must possess 

such elementary knowledge as will enable him to grasp the situation 

_ when he arrives first on the scene and collect and preserve for the expert 

patient, the expelled matter, and any suspicious mineral or vegetable 

debris lying about, should all be scrutinised with the most assiduous care. 

: At the same time great caution must be used. In the first place 

~ miscarriage may be perfectly natural or caused by accidental violence. 

Disease in the mother, mental shock, or even a pre-disposition towards 

_ miscarriage, may be the cause. Again, exceptionally violent exercise, a 

blow or fall, or even tight-lacing, may produce the same effect. Again 

the matter expelled may not be an embryo at all; a. blood-clot, a 

tumour, or other internal growth may be naturally extruded. In the 

latter case any suspicious matter will of course be carefully preserved for 

future examination. Further the Investigating Officer must remember 

that many abortifacients, and especially the minerals, as arsenic and 

Mercurial compounds, are employed as poisons and medicines; and 

therefore their mere discovery in a dwelling is no conclusive proof of 

abortion, though combined with other circumstances it may go far as 

orroborative evidence. 

In India a common, perhaps the most common, expedient, is the use 

f the “abortion stick’. Just as in Europe the discovery in a case of 

apposed abortion of a piece of prepared sponge, of a knitting needle, or 

Mf a vaginal irrigator, will at once arouse or confirm suspicion, so in 

ndia the discovery of an “abortion stick” or a portion thereof will 

justify the worst: assumptions. The stick is either a twig of the aborti- 

facient plant itself, or an ordinary twig wrapped round with cotton and 

covered with the abortifacient in the form of a paste: this is inserted 
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into the vagina and applied to the mouth of the womb. The stick must sf 

of course be sufficiently rigid, and care must be exercised lest it break 

internally ; cases are reported where pieces of such a stick have on a 

post-mortem examination been found inside the womb itself. 

The plants, the twigs of which are most commonly used for this 

purpose either in their natural state or dipped in assafoetida, are the 

Lal chitra, the Oleanders, and less commonly the Hwphorbias or milk | 

bush. The juice of these plants may also be administered internally as 

an irritant but the effect may be more dangerous to the patient. 

The Lal chitras commonly used are the Plumbago zeylanica (Chittira 

Mulam, Tamil) and the Plumbago rosea (Shivappu Chittira, Tamil). The 

former bears small white flowers, “ very clammy and disagreeable to the — 

touch’; the latter, rosy-scarlet flowers of moderate size. The’ blue- 

flowered plumbago, so common as hedge-rows in South India, is the 

Plumbago capensis. The active principle is called Plumbagin. Fig. 120 — 

is a representation of the Plumbago zeylanica. 

The white or pink sweet-scented oleander, Neriwm odorum Utioe: 

Hind.; Alari, Tam.) is frequently also used by women for suicidal purposes — 

and*also ignorantly for venereal diseases, so the presence of the plant does 

not always indicate criminal abortion. Its physiological action resembles 

that of digitalis. It is represented in Fig. 121. 

The yellow or bastard oleander, Cerbera thevetia, (Pach-chai- ae 

Tam.), Figs. 122 and 128; and the Cerbera odallam, Fig. 124, produce 

effects similar to the true oleander, and are used similarily. The Cuscuta 

reflexa is said to be largely used in the Punjab, Fig. 125. 

The juices of all these plants may be used as ingredients. of pastes or 

other preparations to be placed on the extremities of ordinary or cotton- 

wound sticks; in addition, the most common agents are Jequirity, mark- 

ing nut, madar, and, especially it is said in Bombay, xed lead. | 

The Jequirity or Indian Liquorice, abrus precatorius, (Gundamant, 

Tam.) has “red or white seeds, about one-third of an inch long and a 

quarter of an inch wide, having on one end-a black spot. They are usec 

as weights by goldsmiths under the name of rati (average weight, 

grains)’ (Collis-Barry, Vol. I., p. 521) 9™. f 

Madar, Calotropis gigantea and Calotropis procera (Hrukam, Tam. 

are almost alike; they grow every where, bearing rose and purple flower 

Cameron “ remarks, p. 488, ‘They are unquestionably handsome flowel 

ing shrubs, and nothing but their extreme commonness in the jungle 

and by the wayside excludes them from admission into the garden’ ¥ 
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Fig. 121 -Oleander Red, (Nerium Odorum.) 
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Fig. 128¢—Nut of Yellow Oleander— 
after Lyon. 
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d Fig.123b—Nut of Yellow Oleander— 
| after Lyon. 

; Fig. 122—Yellow Oleander 
_ (Cerbera Thevetia)—after Lyon. 
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Fig 127—Calotropis Gigantea — Root. Fig. 128--Marking Nut. 
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The milky juice or the root bark is extensively used for skin diseases, as 

a depilatory, a purgative, a cattle poison, an infanticide, and an aborti- 

facient. Fig. 126 depicts the stem, leaf, and flower, and Fig. 127 the 

root, of Calotropis gigantea. 

Marking nut, Simecarpus anacardium (Bilawa, Hind.; Sheran Kottai, 

Tam.) is shown in Fig. 128. The bruised nut is a strong irritant; it is used 

for disfigurement in infidelity as vitriol is in Kurope, and also by maling- 

erers for imitating wounds and for bringing false charges. Lyon ®), p, 494, 

says; ‘‘ marking nuts in the dry condition in which they are usually met 

with, are black in colour-and more or less heart-shaped, with a rough pro- 

jection at the base. ‘They measure, excluding this projection, in longest 

_ diameter from about 7 to 11-tenths of an inch, and weigh from about 25 to 

BS grains each. They have a thick cellular pericarp, the cells of which con- 

tain the irritant juice. Inside the pericarp is a large flat non-acrid kernel.”’ 

_ The oily juice of the bruised nut turns black when exposed to the air. 

Many other plants are also used as decoctions for this purpose. Of 
these the most dangerous is aconite already referred to under poisons. 

The most powerful and that generally sold in Indian Bazaars is the 

Aconitum, ferox, Bish, ‘the poison’, Vashnavi (Tam.) (see p. 660 ante). 
The aconitum napellus, very similar, is the common English ‘ monk’s 

hood’. Other species are also found ; all grown mainly in Northern India. 
The simplest physiological test is the unmistakeable tingling sensation on 
the tongue. The dried root, three to four inches long, is very like horse- 
radish, but the latter is lighter in colour and less tapering in shape; it 

also has straight rootlets. 
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Papaya seeds, carrot seeds, and croten oil are also used. 

Of the common European abortifacients the following are occasion- 
ally used in India: Savin (Juniperus sabina), Rue (Ruta gravoelens), 
Yew (Taxus baccata), Tansy (T'anacetum vulgare), and the grain fungus 
Ergot. Where there are specimens of these trees, and especially of the 
Savin, growing in the botanical gardens of European towns, they are 
generally found robbed of their young shoots and leaves by the many 
women desiring to use them as abortifacients. 

It will be sufficient for the Investigating Officer to aiake himself 
ucquainted with the appearance of the more common Indian plants 

which we have described or pictured, and, in suspicious circumstances, to 
make a careful search for twigs, leaves, roots, nuts, seeds, or portions 

ik ereof, which may have been carelessly thrown aside as useless. * 
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A list of German and French authorities on this subject will be found in Appendix I (0671088). 
84 



CHAPTER XVII. 

THEFT, 

Section i.—-General Considerations. 

In many cases the Investigating Officer strictly so called will not — 

have to trouble with the detection of thefts, this is the business of the 

police of the criminal investigation department; and yet it will often be 

a good thing for the Investigating Officer also to make certain inquiries — 

himself concerning thefts and thus contribute his assistance towards dimi- — 

nishing the number of those which remain undetected. What generally — 

happens is this; dozens of theft cases of small importance are disposed — 

of as a matter of routine without being probed to the bottom and when 

there comes along a theft of objects of great value committed generally 

by skilled thieves and with every imaginable refinement, we must frankly 

confess the Investigating Officer is not as a rule sharp enough to lead the. 

inquiry to a satisfactory result. 

It may besides be remarked that where a fairly large number of 

insignificant thefts is discovered, it is mainly due to the remarkable ~ 

silliness of the thief, that is to say, his incapacity for mastering his 

impatience to enjoy the subject-matter of his theft; if all thieves were — 

capable of preserving the produce of their thefts for some time, not ! 

touching it but waiting before enjoyment till the crime be forgotten, not : 

half of the thefts found out at the present time would be discovered. An 

old saying states, ‘When a youth steals he must needs buy something 

for his girl’; and this is so true as to make it evident that many © 

insignificant thefts can be discovered without any very great difficulty. 

Yet between these comparatively inoffensive thieves and the inte 

national burglar, who is a man of refinement and whose object is roll: 

of bank notes or boxes of jewels reposing in safes guaranteed proof agains 

burglary, which safes are situated in shops perfectly lighted and alway 

watched, there is not such a very great difference, and if the Investigating 

Officer would take the trouble to thoroughly investigate thefts of small 

importance instead of merely going through the usual and absolw sel f 

indispensable routine, if he would attempt to completely clear them uj 

he would not be slow to obtain self-instruction and be very soo 
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able to bring the most important cases to a satisfactory conclusion. 

It must not be forgotten that the high-class thief did not start with 

big and sensational thefts ; he commenced quite simply with thefts of 

small articles; and if to-day with the greatest effrontery and all possible 

cunning and so to speak under the,very nose of the authorities he clears 

out a jeweller’s shop, his first theft was probably of an old watch hanging 

in some open room where anyone might go, and quite unprotected ; and 

if the thief were asked the difference between these two thefts, he would 

say: “It is always the same thing; a little more information to be 

obtained, a little more reflection, a little more boldness, and slightly 

better tools: as for the rest nothing is changed ”’. 

_ Just in the same way as the thief educates himself by thefts of small 

importance, so the Investigating Officer should by their means familiarise 

himself with the manner in which the thief conceives and executes his 

thefts, so that when occasion arises he may know how to deal with more 

- important thefts. Apart from his professional duty which orders him 

e. 

; 

to concentrate all his energy even upon insignificant matters, the In- 

 vestigating Officer will soon find himself rewarded for the work which he 

_ has consecrated to this kind of problem by the ever increasing interest 

_ which he takes in it for its own sake. What are called “interesting 

_ cases’’, that is to say, those in which blood flows in streams, where 

it is a question of a theft of several lacs, or where the cunning of a 

- woman or betrayed lover plays a great role, are not so frequent, and if 

the Investigating Officer has not much luck, he may go on for a consider- 

able time before an “interesting case’’ comes along to break the monotony 

of his daily life. Now if he does not find the interesting side of his work, 

he will fall into a common place routine, and, when an “interesting case” 

does turn up, he will be incapable of attacking it with vigour and 

_ energy; when things arrive at this stage the whole service suffers from it, 

_and we have to complain of an Investigating Officer who goes on wearily 

‘and with endless routine; for it is indeed to such a routine that the 

Investigating Officer, who does not know how to seize the interesting 

‘side of his profession, must come. 

3 It is not rare to hear it said: “‘ All watches are stolen in the same 

Way”: in a general sense this is true, but any one who studies the 

~ motives for the theft, the preparations which have been made for its 

Ma complishment, the precautions which have been taken to hinder its 

’ discovery, the employment of the subject-matter of the theft, and the 

consequences of the crime, will not be slow to perceive, that, among a 
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thousand cases of theft there are not two alike; that facts which seem 

quite identical are really very different from one another, and that each 

case presents an interest of its own. The Investigating Officer who has 

attentively and minutely made a point of studying minor thefts, will 

start upon the study of important cases with just as much ardour and 

from their outside aspect at least will not fail to disentangle them. 

While treating in the following pages of some particular points concern- — 

ing thefts and different varieties of theft we have not endeavoured to reduce — 

these crimes to a single system, or even to indicate to people how to 

guarantee themselves against thieves; we simply desire to give certain — 

indications to the Investigating Officer as to what he should ask a witness 

or the victim of the theft, and upon important points what should be the 

object of his attention. He will doubtless find here many things he ~ 

knows already, but we have thought it as well to touch upon-certain — 

details for the benefit of those who for one reason or other are still — 

unaware of them 1085-1098), 

Section ii.—Thieves’ Scouts and Spies. 

Commencing with the facts preceding the theft the most important 

matter concerns thieves’ scouts and spies. Without going so far as 

Avé-Lallemant who sees a spy in every intruder entering a house, we | 

may yet say that strictly all may in fact be so. All sorts of persons in 

various capacities may make their business but an excuse for exploring ! | 

localities. Such are pedlars, beggars, cripples, infirm persons, the blind 

man who can see but is led about by a child, the child who weepingly 

relates the miserable circumstances of its parents, the bold youth who- 

asks, with malicious smile, a stranger stopping at an hotel whether his 

sister’s female cousin may come to see him, the timorous young girl 

who asks for his linen to wash and mend so as to enable her to support 

her old mother and her brothers and sisters, the commission agent who 

tenders his assistance, and the commissionaire who offers his services, 

the respectable old lady who changes a bank-note at a money-changer’s, 

the commercial traveller who unpacks his samples, the unfortunate 

orphaned daughter of an officer who comes for advice to a profligate 

and, in India, the bogus policeman who demands a plague certificate 

law touts, Eurasian beggars, hawkers and many others. This prelimi 

nary investigation is made from different points of view. It is first 

necessary to know the topography of the place, make sure of its situation, ; 
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get to know the neighbourhood, and decide whether the doors and 

windows shut and open favourably for the carrying out of the theft; 

a view of the premises must then be obtained by day-lhght so that the 

- thief may be able to find his bearings in the dark or by a dim lhght; next 

the places of entry and departure, the number of persons necessary for 

, the actual commission of the theft or to keep watch inside or outside 

- must be decided; particular attention has to be paid to the closing of 

- doors, windows, and almirahs—not forgetting the key itself. An expert 

thief can not only judge the quality of a lock by taking a rapid glance at 

“the key, but he can remember besides the size and shape of that key as 

well as a dozen others, and this so accurately that when the moment for 

action arrives he will only have to carry with him a very small number 

“of skeleton keys, thus finding the right one without much noise and 

without injuring the lock. 

: The most arduous point and consequently the most important in every 

- such exploration is the study of the ways of the victims both in their public 

and private life. The first difticulty is to collect information as to the con- 

nection existing between these persons and outside; particulars must 

' be obtained as to the number of persons in the house, how many servants 

‘there are, whether people sleep in the house and where or at what o’clock 

‘they go home, whether they sit up talking and drinking, whether they 

“are armed or are in communication with one another or outside (bells, 

‘telegraphs, and telephones). It is evident that a thief who has been but 

once inside a house cannot learn such things; but if several persons 

i slonging to the same band of thieves visit the house, for the same 

person never goes twice; if they watch the goings and comings from the 

| ouse and the time of lighting up and putting out the lights from some 

ighbouring point of vantage; if in an important crime one of the 

. lale members of the band makes the acquaintance of one of the female 

‘servants or, vice versd, afemale member with a man-servant—the thieves 

May obtain information upon many points, and if they know how to put 

wo and two together they are soon au courant with all they require to 
ow (1100), 

_ It is more difficult for them to find out the details of the private life 

he inhabitants of the house, details of a psychological nature which + 

ywever the expert thief considers to be most important. He seeks to 

ow whether the master of the house, his family, and other persons, 

orderly ; whether they regularly and scrupulously shut up the house, 
ee ae ome TT me ee ther they put the keys-in a safe place, whether they live freely 
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or economically, whether the people of the house are on good terms, 

whether or not they are intelligent folk; he will try to find out the 

character of the servants and whether the men of the house are timid or 

brave; all such details concerning the character and manner of living of 

the inmates are of the greatest importance. A thousand points are 

useful, such as whether the master gambles, or the mistress has a guilty 

liason, whether the daughter is a flirt, or the son short of money,-—the 

love affairs of the footman and the cook, the date the master receives his 

salary or dividends, what he gives his wife for the housekeeping, and 

how much pocket-money the children receive. 

It must not be supposed that this information is only sought for in im- 

portant thefts of rare occurences; an individual who desires to be taken 

for a particularly skilled thief—and this is the ambition of them all— 

practises the minutest researches in minor thefts, where indeed as in all 

things preparatory study is necessary. It must be admitted that too — 

little attention is paid to preparations precedent to thefts of no great — 

importance, it being supposed that the thief has merely entered the house, 

seized the first thing he could lay his hand on, and decamped. But even 

for insignificant thefts criminals make preparations of all kinds. And 

this is proved by the fact that while an enormous number of such thefts | 

take place but a relatively small proportion are detected. This would 

not be so if the plans had not been carefully laid and all the necessary ~ 

information most minutely obtained. It is just these preparations, these 

_ apparently inoffensive explorations which, in the hands of an experienced — 

and dogged detective, may bring about the discovery of the criminals. 

The Alagiries, one of the criminal tribes of South India, are adepts in 

the art of reciting the Vedas and, disguised as religious mendicants, 

gaining admission to the houses of respectable villagers: the situation 

of the bolts and the geography of the house is taken in at a glance; a 

faint scratch on the door-frames made with a piece of glass, which, like 

the Capemaries, they invariably carry, shows the position of the bolts and 

indicates the work of the “ Byraghi’’. The breach in the wall is made 

close to the bolt, sufficiently large to admit of a man’s arm being inserted 

and the bolt is drawn. This mode of house-breaking is known in othei 

parts of India as the “ buglee operation”. The instrument used is called 

by them the “kuchi or gadi-kol’’. It is ‘most ingeniously made and ii 

carried about by them on their begging tours. To the casual observer it #) 

is a musical instrument somewhat resembling the ‘‘ Vina”’ in shape; 

on a minute examination being made by an observant officer, it will be 
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discovered that the instrument is composed of two parts capable of being 

separated from each other, in one of which halves is encased a sharp iron 

tool about 12 to 15 inches in length, octagon shaped, and tipped with 

steel. 

When a theft of some importance has been committed it is the 

custom to start by first questioning the victim of it, then other persons 

who all affirm that the objects have in fact disappeared and that so far it 

has been impossible to find them; next the objects are described in a 

special circular, the police authorities being requested to make “active 

search ’’, and here the whole matter ends. The thief not having left his 

calling-card, what more indeed can be done? Such is the habitual 

formula of consolation. But the facts are quite overlooked that the 

culprit cannot have acted on the spur of the moment and that long 

_ preparations have been necessary which can themselves become points of 

departure for further investigation. Here again we take exception to 

the opinion of those who consider that the Investigating Officer must 

not make researches ‘‘ which are the duty of the police’’, or that such 

work is beneath his dignity. The duty of the Investigating Officer is to 

throw light upon the case and it would indeed be assigning to himself a 

rdle unworthy of his position if, abandoning the whole of the work to the 

police, he leaves to himself only the business of coming in afterwards, 

when they have made everything ready for him, to complete those for- 

malities connected with the accused and the witnesses, etc., specially 

prescribed by law to be his particular duty. Even when the criminal is 

_ unknown, the Investigating Officer should go through with and terminate 

his inquiry just as if an accused had been already brought before him ; 

he should make all necessary investigations and assure himself of the 

_ whole story of the theft so as to have every proof ready against the day 

when the thief may be discovered and arrested. Moreover the great 

' experience and high intelligence of the Investigating Officer should give 

f an impulse to the whole course of the inquiry and guide it in the right 

i direction ; the complete case will then be presented to the court as it 

j ought to be to ensure a fully satisfactory trial. 

‘7 Moreover an Investigating Officer when questioning the victim of the 

theft and the people of the house should spare no trouble to elicit every | 

"scrap of information about all details having any connection whatever 

with the preparations made by the thief; he should ask about people 

“who, recently or even at a distant date, may have visited the house, and 

ncerning all the parts of it they may have been able to observe, such 
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as,—the rooms from which things have been taken, the places where the 

thief has got in and out, and even the spot from where the above men- 

tioned persons have been observed. In most cases a negative answer 

will be the result, for these visitors, if they have had any approach 

to cleverness, will have endeavoured to prevent drawing any one’s atten- 

tion; and seeing that the theft has succeeded their end in view has been 

attained. 

The Investigating Officer has therefore no other resource but to 

question the witness, however intelligent he may be, just as if he were 

questioning a child: has he seen a beggar, a commissionaire, @ peon, a 

commercial traveller, hawker, or any other stranger going into the house, 

or has he seen people who come seeking situations in his employ, or 

observed children or young girls who have come into his house under 

some pretext or other, etc.; then he must pass to the personal relations 

of the master of the house, of his family, and of his servants, in order to — | 

help to clear up the matter. This cannot be gone through without the 

commission of some indiscretion ; more than once must delicate points be 

touched upon, points difficult to approach but which nevertheless must — 

be elucidated in the interests of the case. But we may say that, taking — 

them altogether, these delicate questions are not so difficult to deal with 

as is generally believed ; the Investigating Officer often only decides with 

repugnance and hesitation to put certain questions, and he is perfectly 

astonished to hear in what a simple and natural way he is answered. 

This is because in the office of the Investigating Officer people speak 

quite differently to the way they do at other times, and,—when the Investi- — 

gating Officer knows how to be precise and when the person questioned 

is aware that it is nothing but his keen interest in the case that makes 

the Investigating Officer speak as he does, that his questions are really 

necessary for the elucidation of the matter and that he wishes to know 

how to put together bit by bit the information that he receives in order 

to furnish a logical whole,—the witness speaks with the best grace in the 

world and even with a considerable amount of frankness. 

Having in this way found, after prolonged and troublesome research, 

a certain number of persons who may have some connection with the 

facts in question, the first precaution to be taken is to note them down 

carefully, and then reduce as much as possible their number; to do 

so there is no other way than first to eliminate all the persons who do 

not appear suspicious; this elimination ought to be made with the gre at : 

est circumspection; the statement of the individual questioned should, 
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never be alone relied upon, for the best spy is exactly that person who 

can put on the most innocent air in-the world. Only those persons 

therefore should be eliminated whose innocence is absolutely incontest- 

able, and the certainty of this innocence must be due to the private 

analysis of the Investigating Officer as well as other circumstances of a 

trust-worthy character. 

The Investigating Officer must then try to find out whether there is 

not a certain analogy in the behaviour of all those persons who have 

been noticed. This is an essential point. It must not be forgotten that 

in crimes of some importance, one person is not sufficient to obtain all 

the necessary information ; the first only explores the lie of the land in a 

general way; he seeks a good opportunity, and on the same day he 

turns up as a beggar, a commercial traveller, or canvasser, in a number of 

houses, and chooses such or such a one among them as the theatre of his 

exploits: but this first person does not minutely examine the locality for 

he does not know whether he will not find something better later on; it 

is just a voyage of exploration, and as the same person, as we have al- 

ready said, never comes twice to the same place, a second person is sent 

who endeavours to fix all the details and obtain all important informa- 

tion. It may be that this spy has neither the time nor the opportunity to 

study everything, and that many points at first sight insignificant assume 

- in the course of the subsequent planning some further importance which 

/ makes it indispensable to know more about them. In this case a third, 

a fourth, or even a tenth individual is sent, till the whole scheme is 

made as clear as possible. 

It is therefore easy to understand that the methods of such persons 

‘present certain points of resemblance, points which will evidently not 

escape an experienced Investigating Officer, who has to deal with an 

- accomplished fact, but which would not strike an outsider—especially 

1 before that fact was accomplished. The witness ought therefore to be 

' asked if he has not noticed, while observing the suspected individual, 

i any glances, any constant effort to arrive at such and such a place, any 

eo desire to remain in the house after the pretended object of the visit was 

~ definitely obtained or had encountered failure, or certain questions or 

peculiar turns of expression, etc. Often people are seen to arrive in a 

_ house one after the other who seem to have a certain resemblance in 

their dialect, attitude, costume, or some other mark of appearance, or are 

iitingnishea by their importunity or humility, who lower and hide their 

| ces to prevent their being seen and looked at, and who in-a word 

85 
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betray in some way or other that they belong, so to speak, to the “ same 

family”. | 
It is easy to understand that such inquiries are difficult, and this the 

more so because scouts never as a rule address the same person twice; 

they ask to see sometimes this person and sometimes that, to-day 

exploring one part of the house, to-morrow another, in such a way that 

their goings and comings do not draw suspicion towards them. The 

Investigating Officer will only obtain a satisfactory result by questioning 

all the people in the house and combining their answers. It is true that 

even when this result is arrived at, that is to say, when it has been 

settled and established that various suspicious persons have tried to 

approach the house, he is hardly at the end of his work; suppose he — 

knows, ¢.g., that under various dissimilar pretexts one man, two women, — 

and one child have been seen in the house, then, if at least an approximate & 

description of these people can be procured, the Police will be able to ; 

find out without great difficulty whether a family of this kind and num- — 

ber has been observed near the scene of the theft and at what spot it may 

be found. In all cases this band must be suspected of having taken part | 

in the theft in question and a starting point will be obtained for further 

investigation. 

It is always very difficult to find the beginning of the thread when — 

but a single person, or at most two, have been employed on the busi- — 

ness of exploration, for rarely in such a case can sufficient matter for 

their identification be obtained, but of this we may be sure that those 

thefts where but one scout has been sent out either are very insignificant, — 

or among those who have taken part in the theft there will be at least 

one person who has exact knowledge of the locality and the personal re- 

lations—such as is possessed by dismissed servants. In this case it is quite £ 

superfluous for the thieves to undertake a fresh investigation, especially 
where no great space of time has elapsed since the servant was dismissed ; 

a rapid examination is then sufficient to make sure whether any change 

has taken place. And here the Investigating Officer obtains a fresh clue 

which greatly lightens his task, for the thieves will send the person who” 

knows the place and can therefore most easily and rapidly carry out this 

work of verification. What generally happens is as follows :—an old ser- _ 

vant comes to his old master and asks his assistance in a matter + at 

will take some time. When they have parted on fairly good terms, he _ 

generally pretends to have lost his certificate of character to which he } 
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recommendation to a new place, or advice, information, or sometimes 

even assistance ; but in all.cases he will have sufficient time to make sure 

that everything remains as it was before, or on the contrary to notice and 

remember any changes that may have taken place. 

If the presence of some such old employé comes out in the course of 

the inquiry, he or she may very well be suspected of the theft in prefer- 
ence to anyone else; but a too natural precipitation must be guarded 

against and before taking extreme measures it will be as well to watch 

carefully. If however the enquiry points to no such scout, if it is certain 

that no previous exploration has taken place, and if on the other hand the 

. theft is one which could not be carried out without a previous investi- 

gation, there can be no doubt that among the participators in the theft 

must be a person who is aw courant with the habits of those in the house 
either through having served in it or in some other way. One must 

doubtless be sufficiently circumspect to decide the question whether there 

_ has really been such an incident as that described, for on the one hand 

_ it may have taken place so far back that the victim forgets it or omits 

to mention it, judging the date to be too remote; and on the other hand 

it may have been carried out with such precaution and so naturally that 

it has passed unperceived and no mention is made of it, in spite of all 

the perspicacity exercised by the Investigating Officer in his interro- — 
gation. 

Section iii.—Other Preparations for the theft. 

| The emissary sent by the thieves is not content with merely obtain- 

' ing information; the scope of his work is not settled for him in advance ; 
_ he ought on the contrary, without drawing attention to himself, to do 

4 all that he possibly can to render the operation more easy. Thus when 
leaving the house, he will as if by mistake go the wrong way; instead of 
_ going out by the principal entrance he will make in the direction of the 
back door or a side verandah, there to open a bolt, lift up a latch, push a 

‘box in front to make a step, make note of a passage-way, and in short 
| take stock of a number of details, almost imperceptible and apparently 
insignificant, but upon which will perhaps depend the ultimate success of 
the undertaking ; he will not miss a chance of stealing a key, or taking 

an impression of one, or at least copying the key-hole. Let us then 

distrust all those strange persons who have always something to do near 
' doors and in places where keys are hung up. 
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In the country, part of the business of the scout is to poison the 

watch-dog; he is therefore always furnished with some prepared sub- 

stance for that purpose. It is but exceptionally that one hears of 

watch-dogs who refuse to accept anything from strangers, and there are 

very few dogs who will refuse to be tempted by the bait of some dainty. | 

One has only to glance through the narratives of important burglaries 

committed in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to find, stereo- 

typed one might say, the mention of the fact that so many days before 

the theft the faithful and brave watch-dog, who would certainly have 

hindered the theft if he had been still alive, had unexpectedly, acciden- 

tally, or inexplicably, died. It is related in ‘“‘the Official list of thefts 

in churches, and burglaries accompanied by murder committed by a 

band of Jewish thieves’’, that these rascals, before committing their 

crimes used to poison the watch-dogs with nua vomica. Lipps Tullian, 

the prince of all burglars of all time, gives the following good advice:— — 

“ Keep a little watch-dog wside your house; a dog outside the house is 

no obstacle to an accomplished house-breaker’’. Now the poisoning of — 

a dog furnishes us with all kinds of clues; if the theft has not yet taken — 

place and the poisoning cannot with probability be attributed to some 

other person (such as a disagreeable neighbour, or a sportsman, when the 

dog is one given to poaching) we may expect a burglary in the near — 

future. In this case, as well as when the theft has been actually com- — 

mitted, after the poisoning of a dog, the Investigating Officer must 

turn all his attention towards persons who have been seen to occupy 

themselves with the dog; these are often, if not always, those people 

who seem to be the least offensive in the world: an old woman who 

kindly offers a piece of her dry bread to the dog when it barks at her 

approach, or a child who plays with the dog and runs away crying be- 

cause ‘the naughty doggie had taken its slice of bread and butter”; in~ 

such a case one has a chance of laying one’s hand upon at least one 

member of the band of burglars and the inquiry has some chance of 

being brought to a successful conclusion, The important thing in 

most inquiries is to find a tiny clue in the inextricable chaos of events. 
Once this is laid hold of we need no longer despair of disentangling the 

problem. ) i 

A very original procedure with regard to dogs consists in the employ- 

ment of bitches; no dog can resist a bitch in heat; even a dog that has 

been castrated will nearly always follow a bitch in heat. It is always 

possible to prevent a dog being poisoned by never letting it out without am | 
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muzzle, care being taken to submit it to this torture without interrup- 

tion; but against a bitch in heat there is no remedy at all, unless one 

keeps a dog so old as to be insensible to such things—but then such a 

dog is quite useless for anything. The bitch, whose period of heat must 

naturally be awaited, can only be made use of during the actual night of 

the theft; it is led in a leash and with the wind to the house where the 

dog to be incited is to be found. As soon as the latter scents the bitch 

he becomes harmless and tries to get near her; if he is at large he goes 

at a run and the person leading the bitch makes a half turn and goes off 

in the opposite direction to the house; the dog quietly follows the bitch 

and her master, who can when far enough away seize him and tie him up 

or kill him. If the dog is not free but tied up he will not bark at the 

approach of the bitch but will permit its leader, who must naturally 

advance with the utmost precaution, to come up to him without making 

a noise; this result attained the dog will be left with the bitch until the 

burglary has been committed, or if possible the dog will be unchained 

and enticed away with the help of the bitch and thus rendered inoffensive. 

It is therefore not a surprising fact that wandering tribes have so 

often bitches with them; doubtless as is affirmed by sportsman, bitches 

- are more attached to their masters, and are more docile and more easily 

managed; they do not so often go off by themselves but remain not far 

_ from the house, are much more equable in temper and regular in their 

i. habits; but all this is not a sufficient explanation why vagabonds are 

_ almost exclusively accompained by bitches; it must therefore be presumed 

that they are used, as we have pointed out, to lure away watch-dogs, and 

it is difficult to understand why bitches are so rarely used in the country 

to guard the houses. ‘The inconvenience caused by their having puppies 

is largely compensated by their usefulness as watch-dogs. 

t If then a burglary has taken place and it is concluded that the dog 

| has been drawn far away from the house in this manner, it is above all 

1 necessary to take stock of those wandering people who are in possession 

- of a bitch and have been seen in the vicinity of the place of the crime. 

It should moreover be remarked that the same result is often obtained 

" without actually bringing the bitch to the spot; these people sometimes 

content themselves with rubbing their shoes, trousers,-and clothes against 

q effect on the dog as the bitch would herself; the dog will not bark at the 

"approach of a person giving off this odour and will follow him wherever 

‘he wishes. The scout often has recourse to this expedient in order the 
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more easily to approach and explore the house and observe it at greater | 

length without being betrayed by the barking of the dog and so dis- 

covered by the inmates. When the Investigating Officer learns from a 

witness, naturally after long questioning on the subject, that, a short — 

time before the theft, he noticed a beggar on whose approach a usually 

vigilant dog has not barked but has run like mad to meet him, caressed, 

and jumped up upon him, and been loath to leave him, he knows of 

at least one person who has taken part in the theft. Especially is this 

means used by horse-stealers, who thereby are able to pacify the most 

ee ferocious dogs. | 

A quite up-to-date device employed in large cities is fo decoy away 

from his house or shop the person to be robbed, or even his whole family, 

by an anonymous or pseudonymous writing. Whether the communication L 

be the request for an important consultation, or for a tender rendezvous, 

or free passes for the theatre, depends on the person to be deceived. In 

any case the Investigating Officer will be careful in examining the docu- 

ment, as it shows an intimacy with the private circumstances and habits 

of the person addressed, and allows inferences to be drawn concerning 

the identity of the writer. 

Section iv.—Thieves’ equipment.” 

In the execution of his often hazardous schemes the thief requires all 

sorts of tools. It is easily understood that this is an important matter ~ 

for the Investigating Officer, for the discovery of such tools often consti- 7) 

tutes overwhelming proof against the person in whose possession they are — | 

found; no doubt a person who is arrested with the skeleton keys, pincers, | 

and files about him will at once make a bad impression upon us, but it is : 

rare to lay hands on such implements, for every thief of any experience 

at all takes care to get rid of such compromising articles, when he has no 

immediate use for them; but on the other hand there are many things 

necessary and even indispensable to a thief which he does not fear to carry 

with him, the more so in that they seem quite inoffensive and their use 

and importance is rarely known to outsiders. a 

Speaking generally we may say that all articles found upon ¢ 

suspected person, the use of which does not appear clear, ought to be 

considered suspicious. It is therefore impossible to give a list of com= 

promising articles and we must content ourselves with saying that those | 

* See also Chapter IX. (Wandering Tribes) and Chapter X. (Siperstition). 
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things which appear to be the most inoffensive may be the most danger- 

ous when it is impossible to determine their necessity and natural usage. 

In this way light slippers or short thick stockings found in a person’s 

house indicate that their owner is a thief who operates in hotels and 

who slips furtively about houses: in winter he finds it 

too cold to walk bare-foot or in ordinary socks. Long 

thin rods or large quantities of bird-lime betray the thief 

whose speciality is money deposited in charity-boxes in 

churches and elsewhere.* In India a long thin stick 

with half a cocoanut shell fixed to the end is commonly 

g employed to abstract grain from a granary through a hole 

in the wall,—one such nearly six feet in length, deposited 

in the Madras Criminal Museum, is depicted in Fig. 129. 

A piece of black cloth can be for no other object than to 

render the thief unrecognisable by masking his face. Only 

recently two London experts who broke into a house and | 

murdered an old couple for the sake of a few shillings 

were convicted mainly on the evidence of some old pieces | 

of black stocking. One of the victims had been able | 

before death to state that the thieves had their faces 

partially covered with black cloth, and on a search being 
made one of the masks was discovered under the murdered 

couple’s bed. Similar pieces of cloth were found in the 

house of the accused men and this practically secured 

their conviction. Every burglar or house thief is furnished 

with a piece of tallow, stearine, or candle to enable him 1 

if need be to find his way about in the dark places of 

- astrange house. Again the thief who foresees that he 

will have to break windows without making a noise, will take care 

Fig. 129. 

to be provided with some adhesive substance, e.g., cobbler’s wax, wax 

cloth, gum, etc., spread on paper or cloth, which he affixes to the window 

to be broken into.+ The pieces of glass then stick to the adhesive cloth or 
_ * This was known as long ago as the 14th and 15th Century and is carried on much in 

the same way to-day (1101). In the Graz Criminal Museum are several instruments of this 
kind in which, instead of pieces of whale-bone, splinters of reed were employed hidden in a 
bamboo used as a walking stick and to the eye harmless looking enough. Walking-sticks 

vhich appear to be tipped with a piece of black metal, really wax or resin, are also to be sus- 
pected, for with them small articles exposed for sale in an open window may easily be removed. 

Sometimes these sticks are made to lengthen out like a fishing rod or the leg of a patent 

amera stand, thus rendering them all the more Sengerons. 

+ Much in use is the well-known fly paper called ‘‘ Tangle Foot’’ which may be purchased 

il over the world. 
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paper, and the thief thus avoids the noise that would otherwise be made 
by their fall. Often a strong fish hook attached to a thread is discovered. 

This is used for throwing through open windows on a level with the 

ground to catch clothes, chains attached to watches, ete., which are then 

drawn out without difficulty. (See Chapter IX.“ Wandering Tribes”). 

Hqually suspicious are long sack-like pockets, carried more particularly by 

market thieves to hide stolen merchandise. Almost any object may be 

compromising: thus a signet ring furnished with little knives proves that — 

the owner uses the latter to cut open pockets of garments from the outside — 

and abstract pocketbooks ; odd gloves, especially if stuffed up, betray | | 

the railway, bus, and tram thief who wishes to conceal his own hands — 

which are occupied in stealing. A pick-pocket with an entirely false 
arm was recently arrested in a London bus. The papers found upon a 

suspected person are also very important, it cannot be too often repeated 

that such papers should be submitted to a minute examination; it 

often happens that the smallest piece of paper saves endless trouble; all 

addresses should also be noted, they often enable us to find out the 

names of accomplices, receivers, or even prospective victims of the thief ; 

finally we may mention lists of the markets or race meetings which — 

generally denote market thieves or card cheats. 

Section v.—Accomplices. 

Important thefts such as burglaries accompanied by sneaking en- 

trances or carried out by armed burglars, etc., are nearly always committed — : 

with the help of people who keep watch or mount guard: this is only 

natural and these watchers often furnish a point of departure for further 
investigation. Whoever commits a theft does an act compromising in~ 

itself, he must therefore take the utmost caution not to be seen; and as 

a matter of fact he is very rarely observed if his watchers are good ones; 

but the watcher himself has nothing reprehensible about his appearance ; 

he will no doubt try if possible not to be seen by passers by, but without 

directing all his efforts to this point; indeed he will often not hide at all 

but intentionally attract attention to himself; he will even pick some 

quarrel so as to get himself arrested for drunkenness or resisting t @ 

police, in order that he may give the comrade for whom he is —— 
watch a chance of carrying out the theft comfortably and quietly. Suc 

procedure is often met with and leads to mishaps as vexing as they 

are comical. } 
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Since a novice is not usually chosen for mounting guard it may be 

easily understood that he will not remain motionless at his post of obser- 

vation, nor will he march up and down like a sentinel ; he will seem to be 

coming out of a drink shop or bazaar, or going to or coming from a 

rendezvous, he whistles, hums, sings, stumbles about in walking, leans 

with his hat over his eye and discoursing to himself against some 

house or lamp-post, or he lies down in the middle of the road in the 

attitude of a man who is dead drunk: but as often as not, on the ap- 

proach of a person of suspicious mien, he wakens to his work and takes 

care to be in an easy position to get a sight of the newcomer, so as to 

find out whether he is dangerous and whether in consequence the alarm 

must be given. | 

This warning is of two classes: if the thief is merely to be invi- 

ted to be careful, use is made of a whistle, a smacking of the tongue, 

an unsuspicious cry, such as: “Hullo Tom!” or “Mary Ann, open the 

door!” or “Bill, fathead, are you coming?” etc.; or else of a ery 

indicating that all is lost and the best to be done is to take to immediate 

flight.” 

A common method used by the Indian Koravers, who mostly work 

on railways or at fairs and festivals, and nearly always two or three or 

more together, when a wary passenger or spectator is found closely 

watching his property so that it cannot be easily purloined, is to post 

themselves on different sides close to him and one of them, seizing a 

boy of their party, gives him a thumping, making the boy cry so loudly 

* The following are some of the words of warning principally used among South Indian 

Oriminals (1102), 

~ Valan, Mooli, or Nayi meaning Constable, Peratu keppathe meaning Do not give out 
 Pothalu ne Carpet or Can- your residence, 

vas bag or Shadayan irchitiippico ,, here is acloth, 
i bundle, take. 

— Polambi », Gold Jewel, Valan varachiran malai ,, The constable is 
— Vadayan ” sipiet rechutti varachuthu coming, con- 
— Vasare » Bring. ceal the jewel 
 Voru kuppu », Give arrack, by burying, 

— Kulambu 1» ‘Toddy, Mooli varachiran gen- ,, The constable is 
— Shadayan », Cloth, dile inchithikanayam coming, ef- 
rf », Children, karppetluengu cape by pay- 

( » Necklace, ing him the 
~ Varipudu , Leave him, rupees yo 
— Vangittuvanthan ,, Previously con- have, 

“ victed, 

; Do not tell. 
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as to divert the attention of the watchful spectator. Seizing the oppor- 

tunity of this momentary inattention, one of the Koravars makes away 

with the bundle or other article of property nearest to him. If on 

redirecting his attention to his things, the spectator spies the thief, he 

naturally runs in pursuit of him, leaving his other things inadvertently ° 

behind, which in their turn are carried away by the remainder of the 

gang present at the spot. Should one of the bystanders, happening to 

observe the Koravan, run and attempt to seize him, the latter flings 

the bundle in his face, takes to his heels, and thus eludes pursuit 1 , 

The attitude of the watcher towards an intruder depends, partly 

upon the circumstances in which the theft is committed, and partly 

upon his discretion and presence of mind; above all he must have a 
practised eye, so as to be able to recognise at a glance the relative 

importance of individuals coming to interfere; neither the merry making 

tradesman nor the student going home gaily singing will be judged 

worthy of any attention, it will be enough to make their presence 

known in some way or other; if he observes other people coming who at 

the time have no suspicion but who may become suspicious on seeing a 

light or hearing a noise as they are passing near the scene of the crime, 

he will warn his companions by a prearranged signal (a whistle, smack- 

ing of the tongue, etc.), to interrupt their work for a moment, to make 

no noise, and to extinguish the light, till the danger is passed; a second 

conventional signal will inform them of the moment when the coast is 

again clear. | 3 

When the person living in a house where a theft is going on comes 

back home in the nick of time, or when a neighbour or watchman comes 

along, and yet the danger is not quite great enough to give the signal for 

a general and sudden stampede, not only must warning be given, but also 

enough time must be gained to allow those working inside the house — 

to hide, or even to slip away with the booty already collected. The — 

watcher outside must for this purpose hinder intruders from advancing — 

and at the same time make enough noise-to drown that necessarily 

caused by his companions during their flight; he will himself accost the 

person who has come along or else will manage to be accosted by him ; 4 

he will ask the way, or the name of an hotel still open, or the time; he 

will request a light for his cigar, or will beg for help to get up, pretending — 

that he has fallen and hurt his foot; sometimes he will relate in a loud 

voice and with many details that he has a paralysed arm and has need of 

some one to help him on with his overcoat, remarking how chilly the night 
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has suddenly become. ‘Taking up another line he will draw the attention 

of the passer-by to something abnormal; he has heard a cry for help or 

groans, he has seen a glare in the sky, or the hooligans who infest the 

neighbourhood, or he has even met a mad dog, but all this in a direction | 

| calculated to make the stranger look or walk away from the spot where 

; his companions are carrying on their work. If he has courage and finds a 

7 suitable piece of waste land, he will play the drunkard, will give the 
| passers-by the benefit of a lecture under three heads, will launch into 

politics and criticism, will quarrel with those who for amusement take up 
the argument, then he will make it up with his adversaries and finish by 
offering them his friendship. And when this ‘rum cuss”’, for this is what 
he is in the eyes of passers-by, has at length taken himself off, his 
companions have also disappeared—with the booty. 

_ The author remembers how, as a student, he was going home one 

night with some of his companions, when the party was accosted by an 

old man who on some pretext entered into conversation. He prophesied 

the approaching end of the world and proceeded to prove it from the 

prophet Jonah. After a long talk the parties separated in a friendly way. 

Meanwhile about 200 yards distant from where the conversation took 

place, the Freemason’s Lodge of the town was broken into, and not 

only all the “working tools’’ stolen, but also the new tiled roofing ; 

much to the satisfaction of all the good catholics of the place. 

The cleverest watcher is without doubt one sharp enough to induce 

others to accost him; he looks about on the ground and declares to the 

sympathetic person who questions him, that he has lost a coin, his watch, 

or some other article, and, when the newcomer helps in the search, 

relates to him, not only everything concerning that loss, but the whole 

history of his life into the bargain. Another lies stretched upon the 

ground groaning so lamentably that the passer-by cannot help asking 

5K A, TAD ABTA SA bh Nh LTH Hn Pte eee ot ee Se oe ee 
him the reason for his doing so; then amid continual cries of pain he 

tells how he is suffering from a broken leg, strangulated hernia, or colic, 

until our compassionate soul goes off to find a doctor, who naturally 

| fails to discover the invalid. One day the proprietor of a house where a 

theft was going on returned home unexpectedly ; all at once the accomp- 

lice, who was watching near the front door and who had not heard the 

return of the master of the house in time, the latter wearing rubber- 

soled shoes, began to ring the bell like a madman. The master of the 

| house asked our friend what he wanted and the latter replied that his 

” wife had just been suddenly attacked with the pains of child-birth, that 
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she was suffering terribly, and that he had come to fetch the midwife 

who lived there; he was answered that there was no midwife in that 

house, that there never had been one, and that there never would be 

one, but our man refused to listen and continued to babble and bewail 

his fate, till the master of the house offered to conduct him to the dwell- 

ing of the nearest midwife; the offer was accepted with a thousand 

thanks and they both went off in haste to find her, and, when the master 

of the house got back home, bathed in perspiration, he was just in time 

to catch sight of the last of the thieves escaping from the house, loaded 

with much rich booty. 

Above all the approach of the police must be hindered ; but as it is not 

always easy to draw them into a conversation under some stupid pretext 

or ask some useless information from them, there is no other resource 

for the watcher than to attract the attention of the police to his own 

strange behaviour. If possible, he will do so in a way which exposes — 

himself to no danger; he will pretend some illness or make some impor- 

tant communication, etc.; if this experiment does not succeed or if the 

danger is very menacing, there is nothing else for him to do but to get 

himself arrested. Without doubt he will take care that this does not cost 

him too dear; he will therefore for preference pretend to be drunk, he 

will stumble about, sing, cry out, bang up against the policeman, in 

short he will do everything he possibly can to get himself arrested; and to 

make this arrest as prolonged as possible, he will try not to walk, will lie 

down, protest his innocence, ask pardon, but he will take good care to do 

no more than is absolutely necessary, that is to say, he will not go so far 

as to assault the policeman, for this would only have the effect of aggra- 

vating the offence and increasing the punishment. When he gets 

far enough away from the scene of the theft, his behaviour will get 

sensibly better, and when nearing the station-house or the police-court 

his drunkenness will have so far disappeared that there will be no longer 

any reason for keeping him in custody, and if, on the way, his custodians — 

have found him to be “a decent sort of chap”? and see that they have 

not got hold of an old offender or suspected person, they may let him 

go with a severe warning, cautioning him not to behave like that again. 

If the pretended drunkenness does not succeed, either because the 

police take no notice of it or it will take up too much time, the watcher — 
is obliged to have recourse to a misdemeanour which will bring about 

his prompt and certain arrest; the offences practised will be those gene- i 

rally committed by vagabonds when they desire to procure “‘ board and a 
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lodgings” for the winter, e.g.: insulting the police, disturbing public 

worship, or any crimes rapidly committed, and needing no preparation. 
The police may therefore safely not trouble about those small offences 

committed in words, such as insulting the police, the Courts, or the 

powers that be, especially if the words have not been heard by other 

people and it is impossible to discover the reason for their commission 

at the particular moment. If this reason is difficult to discover it is 
ae because it has been carefully and intentionally hidden, and the police 

constable would do well not readily to fall in with the wishes of the 

offender and assist him to fulfil the service with which he is charged ; 

he will then notice a hastiness on the part of the individual in question 

to commit some more serious offence, which will thus betray his desire 

to be arrested; the prudence of the constable thus warned must then 

be redoubled, and he will have every facility, while consenting to the 

desire of the criminal to be arrested, to keep his eyes open so as to find 

out what it is that the latter wishes to hide. In India, such accomplices 

have a ready refuge in “a night-case’’,—a bait which no Indian police- 

man can avoid swallowing with avidity. 

The following anecdote told of Count Sandor, a person well-known 

’ for his jokes and excentricities, proves how easy it is to get oneself 

arrested. About the year 1830 the Count made a bet with the Chief of 

| Police of Vienna, that he would get himself arrested without having 

) done anything in the least reprehensible. He disguised himself as a 

vagabond and drank in a disreputable drinking shop a glass of brandy 

which he paid for with a genuine thousand gulden note; ten minutes 

afterwards he was arrested. But if Count Sandor succeeded in being 

arrested without having comimitted any thing reprehensible, the expert 

swindler will succeed much more easily, as it costs him little when 
necessary to commit a real offence, if the success of the coup is worth it. 

FT ee eee er 
The lesson to be drawn from the preceding considerations is there- 

fore as follows; the police should not lose sight of the fact that the 
suspicious behaviour of a man may always have some connection with a 
guilty act which is being committed, and that this is all the more likely 

when the person in question, inoffensive as he seems to be, cries out on the 

“approach of a policeman on his beat or any outsider; he must therefore 

pay particular attention to what is going on. Doubtless, in many cases, 
| it will be impossible to prevent the watcher from carrying out his design, 

“especially when he sees the police first; and yet, even in this case, it 
would be a fault to be no longer anxious. Suppose that an individual 
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who is lying on the ground, whistles on the approach of the police, so 

as to inform his companion that there is danger; of course the effect of 

the alarm cannot be prevented ; but if, as is usual in large towns, two 

constables make the beat together, one of them can occupy himself with 

the person who has just whistled while the other will try to find out 

as far as he can whither the whistle was directed and whom it was 

meant for, in short, discover the place where the theft is being committed 

and take the necessary steps. If the policeman is alone it will nearly 

always be better to prefer the certain to the uncertain and make sure 

at all events of the suspected individual; then be can call for reinforce- 

ments to look after his capture while he himself goes off to discover 

the main case. In many instances a noise is sufficient to make criminals 

seek for safety ; it is better therefore at once to look after the individual 

arrested and the case will soon be cleared up. The sprained ankle will 

soon get well, the drunkenness will be found to be quite a pretence, no 

papers of identification will be found on our friend, and after an attentive 

examination he will be recognised as an old offender. One individual of the 

band being in custody, the search for the others will be simplified to a 

great extent. 

The role of watcher is best filled by a woman, particularly a girl of 

14 or 15 years old. A woman is more patient, more attentive, more 

cunning, and more reflecting than a man; she can count less upon bodily 

strength, quickness of flight, and personal courage, all of which qualities 

she is obliged to replace by an indefatigable attention, a straining of all | 

her senses, and an ability to take advantage of all circumstances— y 

qualities which naturally obtain for her this position. A woman is less ~ 

suspected than a man, she excites compassion and needs assistance and | 

protection; every man feels himself forced in spite of himself to offer 

assistance to a woman whom he meets alone in the middle of the night. — 

Moreover a woman can make use of a number of situations in which she 

has a chance of invoking someone’s assistance, situations which, thanks 

to her sex, she alone has at her disposition ; she is more easily exhausted 

by fatigue, has more frequent fits of feebleness, and is more often in need _ 

of help than men; she can be turned out of doors by her husband, can 

be overtaken by the pains of childbirth, may be obliged to wander with- 

out a situation and without shelter, and she may be exposed to all the 

tortures of hunger; and in addition she has at her disposal the whole ~ 

domain of sex. A woman, alone and in the middle of the night, — 

especially if she is young and as often as not, in the darkness of the 
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night, pretty, will nearly always succeed in stopping a passer-by and, if he 

does not accost her, she will know very well how to speak to him and 

make him stop. Nothing is more natural than to ask him a question, 

make a request, or utter a complaint in his presence ; nothing is easier 

than to get him to stop, if not altogether to turn him from what he is 

about; and if the woman pretends to be ill, unhappy, hungry, etc., there 

is no one brutal enough to quietly continue on his way. 

We have said that it is the young girl who succeeds best in this task. 

She will generally be met with crying discreetly, she is questioned with 

sympathy, and the little one then tells with sobs how she has been turned 

out of doors by her cruel stepmother and does not know where to take 

refuge; she will not go home where she has been so maltreated for any- 

| thing in the world; this very day she had been beaten so hard that her 

) body is all bruises; naively, she pulls up her sleeve to show the bruises— 

which however do not exist; she has them also on her legs, and, child- 

i like, she lifts up her little dress to just below her knee to show the marks 

_ of the blows. All this can but excite the interest of the compassionate 

a man: he has seen no bruises but he has noticed a nice, white arm and a 

i] well-rounded leg; and then the little one babbles so prettily; she is 

almost willing to accept the hospitality her new protector offers her for 

. the night, but all at once she changes her mind, for she has heard a 

slight whistle which informs her that the theft is successfully carried 

out ; she decides to look for a friend, and, presto! she is gone. , We all 

know these sort of stories, which are indeed more numerous than we 

; suppose, for people who meet with such adventures are hardly ever will- 

ing to relate them. 

A rather amusing story may be told in this connection. Two students 

: on arriving home in the middle of the night had just opened the front 

door and entered the lobby when they heard the most dreadful eroaning 

_ coming from the back garden; they at once ran to the spot from whence 

came the cries and perceived a woman on the ground, seemingly suffering 

from the pains of childbirth. Without leaving the students time to in- 

quire how she had got over the high hedge which surrounded the garden, 

she entreated them to lay hold of her arms and hands, adding that she 

had need of nothing else and was well aware of what it was, etc. After a 

Ww moments she declared that it was time to find, as quickly as possible, 

sc me woman in the house; hardly had the two students got up, when 

hree men rushed out of the door, the woman was also on her feet, and 

1 four, bolting across the garden disappeared through a hole previously 
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made in the hedge. The amazed students were soon able to find out that 

the first floor, whose tenant was in the country, had been broken intoand 

stripped. | . 

To keep guard in the interior of a house is the most difficult part of a 

watcher’s business. He must have self-possession and presence of mind 

to be able to justify his being in the house or even, when it is divided 

into flats, inside a particular flat. The most incredible examples of 

effrontery are met with on the one hand, and on the other of...let us 

call it credulity. A case may be mentioned where the actors were gipsies. 

A well-to-do peasant having carefully shut up his house had gone to 

work in the fields; on returning home to fetch something, he found, 

to his great astonishment, the front door open and a gipsy woman in 

the corridor who, on sight of him, began to blow him up for having 

left the house open; she added that she had visited the stables and found 3 

an animal very ill indeed. The peasant made in amazement fot the | 

stables and at the same time a gipsy escaped from one of the rooms and 

through the corridor, whence he made off along with the woman, carrying 

away the peasant’s money and watch. Of course there was nothing the 

matter with the animal. Evenin presence of the police the position of a 

woman watcher is much easier. It may be too much to say that women try 

to seduce them with their advances—that is exceedingly rare—but it is 

none the less true that a policeman, as much as any man, generally shows j 

more regard and compassion to a woman than to a member of the male ; 

sex. Without wishing to blame them, yet we must never tire of pointing | 

out to them by examples that a woman is as a rule a more cunning | 

scoundrel than a man, and in the present connection it would be as well | 

to suspect every woman, whatever her age, whom one meets alone in the 

middle of the night. Genuine cases of women suddenly overtaken with 

the pains of childbirth or illness, or who have been turned out of doors 

at midnight by an unsupportable husband or stepmother, or for some 

other reason, are exceeding rare, and in such cases the utmost prudence 

is necessary. 

The position of the Commissioner of Police and the Magistrate is 

quite different to that of the policeman on his beat. The latter can only 

discover the watcher when the theft has not yet been completed, for once 

all is over the watcher is no longer at his post. The police constable 

infers from the discovery of a watcher that a theft is going to be com- 

mitted in the vicinity about the same time—a theft of which he as yet | 

knows nothing; it is very rare on the other hand that an individual is, 
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brought before the Commissioner of Police or a Magistrate for watching, | 

or whose arrest is a certain indication of an as yet unknown theft. 

Usually the crime is reported and no one knows whether anyone has 

come across a watcher in the neighbourhood of the scene of offence; 

but if the question is not looked into, it may happen that the watcher 

for the entire band of thieves is lying at the Police Station for ‘ drunken- 

ness”, while the Inspectors and Investigating Officers are deliberating 

over a bold burglary and lamenting the absence of the least trace of a 

clue to the criminals. 

It goes without saying that in a big burglary other important investi- 

gations should not be dispensed with on the pretext of looking for the 

watcher, and this refers particularly to the inspection of the scene of the 

crime; yet an Investigating Officer is never so short of men as to be unable 

at once to allot one of them exclusively to search for the watcher. The 

latter always exists when the theft is one of any importance; and if it 

has taken place in a town or other frequented locality, the watching cannot 

be done without the watcher being seen by several persons; the essential 

thing therefore is first to find out the persons who have seen him. The 

most difficult case is where those persons who have seen or even accosted 

him are members of the police force, who are ashamed to confess that 

they have had the principal criminal under their hands. In this case it 

is the business of the superiors to let their subordinates understand that 

they have committed no fault in not arresting the watcher in question; 

if the latter is very skilful he knows how to pretend to be quite inoffensive, 

and it is not possible to arrest or even watch closely every person, merely 

because he or she is found in the street at a late hour of the night; but 

even if the watcher has been awkward, or his appearance so suspicious 

_ that the police ought to have been and were able to arrest him, and 

have refrained from doing so because duped by him, the best remedy, as in 

: all cases without exception, is to own up to the mistake which has been 

committed. This avowal will be all the easier since the fault will gener- 

\ ally be quite pardonable, for the watcher usually carries out his task with 

the greatest address ; and the only fault of the policeman in not having 

unmasked a person so little calculated to arouse suspicion is, that he has 

not acted with the most particular prudence and the greatest presence 

of mind. 

But when a police functionary has the confidence of his subordinates 

and when the latter are aware that the fault is not an unpardonable one, 

it sometimes happens that he learns from the constables of his division “ 
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that they have perceived such and such a person in the neighbourhood 

of the burglary on such and such a pretext. In the light of such in- 

formation the suspected individual must be arrested and a practised police 

constable, who has seen and perhaps accosted the man or woman, is 

generally able to describe him accurately; or he will at least foresee the 

possibility of discovering a reliable clue. | 

But if no constable has seen anything abnormal, it is necessary to 

find out—and as quickly as possible—whether a passer-by has observed 

anyone. ‘This passer-by need not of necessity be an habitué of the imme- 

diate neighbourhood in which the theft has been committed—he may 

have come from a distance; it is therefore indispensable that the circle 

of investigation be enlarged as much as possible—especially when an 

important theft 1s in question. fi 

In this as in all analogous investigations the Investigating Officer 

must proceed with much circumspection so as to avoid scaring people, 

who often imagine they are going to be made partly responsible for the 

offence; the main cause of the difficulty in finding persons capable of 

giving information about a theft is that, having an idea that they have 

not done their duty, they prefer remaining in the background to coming 

forward and making important statements. In the present case they — 

probably do not wish to appear to have been duped by the thieves, or — 

perhaps they imagine this fact alone has rendered them criminally liable, 

or it may be that they are too ashamed of having conversed with the ~ 

woman on the watch to say anything about it—yet another reason why 

a woman watcher is more dangerous than a man. 

So far we have only considered watchers employed in cases of burglary 

or sneak-thefts (7.e., secret introductions into houses); we shall now say — 

something about those met with in other branches of the profession. — 

Besides their réle of watcher they have often another mission as well, — 

namely to screen and divert attention from the actual thief, in short to — 

facilitate him in his work by all the means in their power. Let us here 

repeat that there is no graver error than to try, while in the midst of 

difficult investigations, to reach one’s goal right off and immediately lay 

hold of the criminal; one rarely succeeds at the start and it is generally ~ E 

by a detour that we obtain our first results, which then enable us to 

march straight ahead. No doubt this depends on the manner in which | | 

the theft is committed; the actual thief tries to remain as little in the 

foreground as possible, while the assistants and watchers can and ought q 

often to expose themselves for his sake, Hence we question the victim 
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of a pickpocket to try and find whether he has not noticed any individual 

brushing against him in a peculiar way, or touching him, or whose 

general bearing has been suspicious: the answers to our questions are 

generally negative and, if we are contented with these first answers, we 

have hardly any chance of laying hands on the pickpocket; the atten- 

tion of the victim must therefore be directed towards all persons who 

have been strolling near him, have accosted him, asked for some infor- 

mation, requested a light for a cigar, or who have rendered him any 

kind of service: these confederates may have drawn the victim’s atten- 

tion to some object or other, such as one of the beauties of nature (a 

rainbow or sunset), or a remarkable picture in a gallery, or perhaps some 

comical or dangerous situation in which third parties are mixed up. 

They may have seized him all of a sudden and drawn him to one side to 

prevent him from being run over by a carriage or overturned by a man 

with a bundle; if dirty they may have sympathetically brushed him down, 

_ they have asked him whether he has not lost his handkerchief or some- 

thing else, has not taken someone else’s umbrella by mistake, or forgotton 

his stick. All such questions are put with the object of assisting the thief 

a to touch and examine the person questioned, or else cause the latter to 

4 examine his own person, thus drawing his attention to that part of his 

_ body touched and rendering him incapable of feeling any other contact 

; effected soon after. ‘This requires some explanation. The human body 

¢ has a general sensibility, and a sensation already localised is easily confoun- 

ded with another analogous sensation effected on another part of the body, 

_ though, as a sensation, the latter has hardly any independent existence,— 

_ presuming this second sensation is not vigorous enough to annihilate the 

effect of the first. This psycho-physiological peculiarity besides being re- 

-markable in itself will explain more than one case of pocket-picking which 

“might otherwise appear impossible. These statements may be proved by an 

| ‘experiment which requires certain preparations. Two persons A and B 

_ plot to carry out the following on a third party, X. A all of a sudden 

gives X a blow with the elbow on X’s right side, excusing it by making 

some such explanation as “ Look’ “Stop”, etc. Soon after B will in 

less force than A. The most difficult part of the experiment is to dis- 

“cover the exact moment when B should strike; he will strike too soon 

if X’s attention is not sufficiently fixed on the point indicated by the 

A Dlow and cry of A, and he will strike too late if X has had time to 

“tecover from the blow and ery of A; to strike with profit B must seize 
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the exact moment when the sensation caused by A has reached its 

culmination. If the experiment is successfully carried out, X, when 

questioned as to what he has felt, will be sure to answer that he felt the 

blow and heard the cry of A and that he immediately afterwards felt 

a new sensation of that blow but harder or more prolonged; as to the 

blow given by B he has not noticed it as such. The effect of the blow 

given by B does not therefore produce an independent effect but becomes 

added to the effect of the blow given by A, although the former was 

given on the left side and the latter on the right side of the body. In 

practice the experiment is verified by the following example. 

One afternoon a gentleman had his inside coat and his overcoat slit 

open and his pocket-book containing a large sum abstracted from the 

breast pocket of the former; he had not felt the slightest contact and 

yet to make the slit, which was in the shape of a cross, the operator 

however skilful and circumspect he might have been must have exercised 

fairly considerable pressure. Moreover to get the pocket-book out, it 

must have been pulled with some force, for the slit was not sufficiently 

large to enable the pocket-book to drop out of itself. Added to this, 

that the gentleman had noticed nothing extraordinary, had been in no 

erowd, nor been run up against or elbowed about, in short nothing sus- — 

picious whatever had happened to him. At last after many questions he 

began impatiently to remark that he had seen something but it had abso- 

lutely nothing to do with the theft in question. He then stated that an 

old gentleman, exceedingly well dressed, who happened to be following 

him, had remarked to him with the utmost politeness, that he had stepped ~ 

in some filth; the old gentleman added that he had been following him 7 

for a considerable time and had noticed an unsupportable odour and this 

would be very disagreeable if our victim intended to pay any visit. The 

latter thanked the old gentleman and stopped to look at the sole of one - 

of his shoes, then, finding nothing, he raised the other leg to examine | 

his other shoe. At this moment the old gentleman seized him firmly 

by the arm and exclaimed laughingly “It is not easy to stand on one 

leg, you were nearly over just now; but I see you have nothing on that 

boot either; it must have been myself who has stepped in something 

and I have been laying it on your back—or rather under your feet!” 

The old gentleman laughed most heartily at this “‘amusing episode ~ 

and that very evening was arrested as an accomplice of the pickpocket. 

It was proved later on that the real thief had in slitting up the coat | 

naturally taken advantage of the moment when the “old gentleman “’ | 
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"had seized his victim by the arm on the pretence of preventing him 

from losing his balance and falling. 

The precedure of the pickpocket’s accomplice depends on the cir- 

cumstances under which he “operates”, and what chiefly characterises 

pocket-picking is that it is always, or nearly always, committed with the 

aid of a comrade. It is best to admit that a pickpocket rarely steals by 

himself; in most cases he is seconded by one or more helpers, either men 

or women. The railway thief has nearly always a woman with him. 

In Europe if he be a high class operator he travels first class and in ex- 

press trains, or he may appear to be a respectable old countryman who 

travels third or fourth class with the country folk, in both cases he will 

generally be accompanied by a woman who will occupy the victim with 

her looks, talk, or something even still more intimate. The procedure is 

nearly always the same. The most difficult part is the choice of a 

- victim; the latter ought to be well-to-do, not too intelligent, and not 

{ insensible to “a bit of fun”. The pocket-book must be a fat one, and 

_ visible in the left inside pocket, and with respect to this, every pick- 

pocket who wishes to live by his trade possesses an excellent eye. It is 

a mistake to suppose the railway thief only travels at night ; all detectives 

are aware that these kinds of theft take place as often by day as by 

‘night, for an expert pickpocket is not afraid of the light and he knows 

that travellers look after their valuables more carefully at night than in 

the day time. It goes without saying that the thief and the woman who 

- goes with him do not appear to know one another; one of them gets into 

the carriage first and looks about for the information mentioned above. 

If there is nothing tempting, he gets out again, but if business can be 

done he makes a sign to the accomplice to follow. It is generally the 
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man who gets in first, for it is easier for him to do the necessary explor- 

ing, to walk on the platform, look into the carriages, and get in and out 

of them if necessary. In the daytime they will do their best to be alone 
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in the carriage with their victim, at night on the other hand a number of 

"passengers does not worry them, for railway carriages are generally badly 

"lit and the thieves trust to most of the passengers dropping off to sleep. 

‘ ; As to the order in which the travellers sit, the real thief must at any 

price be beside the victim and the confederate who has to occupy the 

, Victim’s attention must be opposite him; the thief takes part in the 

_ conversation for some time and then drops off to sleep—but he takes care 

| to lose sight of nothing that is going on; he nearly always has a sham 

hand on the side next his victim; this false hand is joined to the real 
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hand on the other side and rests upon the knees, while the real working 

hand is hidden under the large folds of his cape or cloak and is ready to 

thrust out at the side at any moment; when the victim ig engaged in 

animated conversation with his vis-a-vis, the true hand of the thief begins 

to move; if this movement is awkward and is perceived by the victim, 

he is soon reassured on seeing the clasped hands of his neighbour who is 

beginning to snore. The theft once committed, one of the two gets out 

at the next station, and the one, who gets out first is always the person 

carrying the purse or pocket-book ; this is hardly ever the thief himself, 

for the latter endeavours as soon as the theft 1s completed to skilfully pass 

the pocket-book to his confederate, who of course is quite harmless in 

everyone’s eyes; indeed if the theft is discovered before the pickpockets 

have got away, the actual thief willingly allows himself to be searched, 

and his confederate is exempt from any suspicion, for how can people 

who are seated face to face and talking steal from one another? Asa 

rule the second cutpurse gets out at the same station, and nearly always 

under the pretext that the first has forgotten something which ought 

certainly to be given him. Naturally the train starts before he comes 

back. | 

When dealing with one of these railway carriage thefts the following — 

points should be borne in mind, especially during the examination of the — 

person robbed and the witnesses. g 

As a rule the former makes no mention of the thief’s helper, unless 

the helper was a man; when. the helper was a woman she is never 

mentioned; either he does not like to talk about a woman whose acquain- 

tance he has struck up in a railway carriage, or he does not think it — 

worth mentioning “as she did not know the person suspected”, or — 

‘“‘appeared to be so natural”’, or ‘‘she was so well bred that it is quite 

impossible to suspect her of the theft’’. 

Another way to recognise these people is that one of the two never 

tells his destination, for indeed he cannot get out before the theft has 

been committed; it is more often the actual thief who says where he is 

bound for—generally a fairly long journey—for he only follows the com- 

panion to whom he has passed the spoil under the excuse of giving him 

something he has forgotten. When the fact of the theft has been 

promptly discovered, it is often possible to catch the thieves by keeping 

watch at the two neighbouring stations, on each side of that at which 

they have got out; they never entrain again at the same place, but go on 

foot to the nearest station up or down the line, whence they take a train | 
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*back again, or perhaps in the same direction as formerly in order to make 

use of the rest of their tickets. | 
Mr. Mullaly™® gives an interesting account of the methods of train 

gangs in India. He states: 

“The railways are their most lucrative fields of work, and each gang 

has its particular beat: they seldom encroach on the hunting ground of 

_ others of their fraternity. Starting in a gang of 4 or 5, accompanied by 

women and boys, they occupy separate compartments—some disguised as 

traders, others as wandering minstrels—and the women, as eminently 

respectable travellers, occupy the compartments reserved for their sex. 

_ Adepts in the art of entertaining their fellow travellers, they soon learn 

for what purpose they are journeying, and when the unsuspecting trav- 

eller falls asleep, his jewels and valuables are taken; the Alagiri leaves 

the train at the next station, and the gang unites at a place previously 

if agreed upon, where the loot is divided share and share alike, with two 

portions for the successful thief. Night trains are usually selected, and they 

| are always to be found in special trains running for the convenience of 

' pilgrims and others attending festivals, when women are always decked 

out in jewels. An instance of their cleverness may be quoted from the 

| writer’s experience. A busy junction at night, where changing of trains 

> is necessary; two unsuspecting women are travelling and much distressed 

' at the confusion. A “respectable native gentleman”’ profers his assistance, 

"which is gladly accepted: he finds a compartment for the women and helps 

them in with their goods and chattels, and asks permission to accompany 

f hem: this is accorded, and he amuses the travellers with anecdotes. 

he elder of the women is the custodian of the jewels: she is therefore 

warned that the safest place for her to keep the bag containing the valu- 

5 E bles is under her head when she sleeps; this is unsuspectingly done, and 

‘in the morning when’ the women awake they find the bag ripped open and 

the contents gone: their civil friend, needless to say, has also gone. He 

‘was afterwards arrested disguised as a travelling musician, and told the 

2 yriter that for seven years he had been carrying on this lucrative trade”’. 

- A mass of interesting and instructive information as to these ubi-— 

qu itous criminals will be found in the little book on “ Railway Thieves” 

a D y Inspector M. Paupu Rao Naidu, Madras Railway Police. We here 

“quote a passage describing the methods of the Bhamptas. This tribe, 

§) apparently originally from the Deccan, is spread all over India, so that 
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‘“ Kach batch of men go to a station dressed in some sort of disguise* 

or in good ordinary clothes, taking a canvas or carpet bag, or at least 

a bundle with them, and purchase tickets for some place far or near. 

In their bag or bundle they invariably have one or two coloured turbans, 

two or three coats, a knife, a pair of scissors, a mirror, a chisel about six © | 

inches long and half an inch broad, a long tin-case of chunam, ‘‘ Vib- 

hoothi,” ““Namam* and “ Sreechwrnam,” to put on different marks on 

their foreheads, a string of beads and a few old cloths. They also carry 

trinkets such as rings, bangles, buttons, nose rings, etc., of very trifling 

value, which their females expose for sale on road-sides to show ostensibly 

to the public that it is their means of livelihood. They will make the 

other passengers understand that they are on a pilgrimage to Rames- 
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varam, Tirupati, Hampi, Jaganadham, Kasi, Haridwar, or any other 

religious place on the railway line in which they fix their game. They — 

look out for passengers also having bags which seem likely to contain — 

anything valuable, and they follow such persons into the same carriage, 

and, sitting near, endeavour, to enter into conversation, and ask them 

where they are going and at what station they intend alighting. After a 

time, when it begins to get dark, or if it is already dark, the other passen- 

gers begin to drop off to sleep. Then one of the Bhamptas, on the pretext 

of making them more comfortable, lies down on the floor, and covers him- — 

self with a large cloth under the pretence of going to sleep, while his — 

confederate, stretching his legs on to the opposite seat, spreads out his 

cloth, thus more or less screening the man lying beneath. This latter, — 

when all appears quiet, begins manipulating the bag he has spotted under | 

the seat, to feel with his hands if anything valuable is there, and if he can- | 

not succeed in getting his hand into the bag, he takes from his mouth a | 

small curved knife, which all Bhamptas carry concealed between their gun | 

and upper lip, and with that he rips the seams of the bag and takes ou 

what he finds. If the curved knife is not sharp enough to cut the strong 

canvas, he uses the other knife he has with him, and if the article spotte 

be a tin or wooden box, he makes use of the chisel in forcing it open, gel 

erally at the lock, and transfers the contents to his bag or bundle, or passt 

up what he had stolen to his confederate, and, at the next station, the tw 

get out of the carriage, and either leave the train altogether, or get in 

another carriage. Should there be any complaint of loss, they throw aw: 

the things out of the window.” They note carefully where the proper 

has been thrown out and, leaving the train at the next station, go back ¢ 

foot along the line, pick up the booty, and make off with it across country. 
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Train thieves carry little or no luggage; in the first place they have 

no need for any, and then their movements are freer when looking for 

their carriage, changing their compartment or place, and getting in and 

out of the train, etc. If the victim has some little acquaintance with 

_ and is a good observer of mankind and things, he will not have much 

trouble in noticing that these people seem suspicious. If they are in a 

carriage with country people they give themselves the airs of decent 

peasants, but their hands are in no way spoiled by work, their shoes are 

_ not those generally used in the country, and their knowledge as regards 

agriculture seems to be at fault; if they have set up to be extremely 

_ elegant it is still more easy to unmask them, for there is always one 

place where their elegance is threadbare. Every thing which comes first 

_ before the eyes is of course irreproachable: overcoat, waistcoat, watch- 

is chain, cuffs, tie, etc.; but the shirt, which is almost entirely hidden and 

only appears by chance, is of a doubtful whiteness; the stockings which 

— have come into view of a sudden leave something to be desired; it is the 

_ same with the boots and, what the clothes do not betray, the hands tell. 

~ No doubt, a person who can observe well enough to draw such con- 

- clusions has not much need of an Investigating Officer and the latter 

cannot teach him very much. ‘The only useful thing to be done is for 

the intelligent Investigating Officer to question the intelligent observer 

| with precision; so that the latter will communicate those observa- 

| tions which, without the questions of the former, he might omit to 

mention. 

A curious réle is that of the confederate of the thief who sneaks into 

the rooms of hotels when the traveller is asleep or absent; if the thief be 

caught in the act, he asks a skilful question in order to be taken for a 

person who has come there on business or has been suminoned for some 

good reason or other; perhaps he is a hairdresser, a cobbler, a chiropodist, 

- or it may be a dress-maker, midwife, etc. Now if the individual who has 

: come across the thief seems satisfied by the question or representation, 

‘the latter goes off slowly and with excuses; but if he persists in his 

"suspicions, speaks boldly and so on, the confederate cries out suddenly 

in the corridor :—“ Hallo! there, it is not there you ought to go, but 

| to room No. so and so”’. 

- When a theft is not to be committed at hazard but from a determinate 

1 individual who it is known in advance intends to stop in such and 

such an hotel, the confederate of the thief will also take up his lodgings 

n the same hotel, and, if possible, on the same landing ; he will then not 

88 
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only be in a position to find out all necessary information, but also if need 

be to effectively help the thief in some such manner as we have indicated. 

The réle of the confederate of a pickpocket is very difficult when the 

latter operates in the street and the bazaars; he must know how to © 

gather together a crowd, by drawing the attention of people to some 

object or other, or in offering himself as an object of curiosity for the 

passers-by: he will pretend to be ill, to have a fit of epilepsy, to be drunk, 

to be an idiot, or a madman ; he will pretend to have been the victim of a 

sudden theft, or he will trump up a quarrel with some one. When the — 

crowd has been got together it is easy to commit the theft, or at all — 

events easier than in ordinary circumstances. At the same time the 

confederate will lure the individual whom they have decided to rob by 

relating or showing or giving him something, or by warning him of 

some danger; if the thief has to beware of the watchfulness of third 

persons, of public officials, companions of the victim, or even the general 

public; the confederate will have to be his screen, that is to say, he 

will have to divert the attention of such persons, or put himself in such 

evidence as will effectually cover the operations of the thief. As regards 

this, the auxiliaries of the thief are at times capable of master-strokes, 

they seem to have the power to as it were double themselves, or, at least, 

make themselves appear to be twice as big as they really are. ) 

An amazing and pathetic story was recently told to a London Magis- _ 

trate. A decently dressed man, describing himself as a tailor, was charged — 

with attempting to pickpockets. The detective said that the prisoner 

had been seen leading a blind girl about 14 years old from the pave- 1 

ment towards an electric tram car, around which there was a crowd of | 

people. The prisoner was seen to “tap” the dress pockets of two ladies 

and then return with the girl to the pavement. He kept the man and 

the girl under observation for about half an hour, during which he saw 

them mingle amongst the crowd around a dozen or more tram cars. At 

last as an elderly lady went towards a car, the prisoner ran after her 

pulling the blind girl with him. Partly under cover of the girl he lifted 

up the lady’s cloak and put his hand in her pocket, but, looking behind 

him and seeing the sergeant, pushed the blind girl into a tram car and 

jumped in after her. The officer followed and arrested them. TI 7 

prisoner protested that he was a respectable man. But at the station the 

girl said that she knew her brother to be a pickpocket, adding that she 

did not know what he was doing that evening. Two skeleton keys 

were found upon him 108, ia | 
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The confederate must be particularly skilled in receiving the stolen 

article; there are naturally a thousand different processes; the article 

stolen passes from the hands of one into the hands of the other either 

quite simply or with a skill allied to conjuring; or, the confederate, 

following a settled plan, rubs up against the thief who thrusts the stolen 

articles into his pocket, or the thief drops the article to the ground, or 

better still lets it glide down beside his body, when it is nimbly picked up 

by the confederate. In this respect the Hungarian pickpockets are 

astonishingly skilful; they go over the frontier to visit a market, commit 

their thefts, and return back quietly into their own country laden with 

booty. One of these thieves used to wear at the end of his shoe a short 

pointed needle, which he thrust rapidly into the pocket-book let fall by 

his colleague and then, bending his knee, he would raise up his leg under- 

neath his long cloak and cleverly seize the pocket-book with his hand. A 

woman was skilful enough to withdraw at the right moment her foot 

_ from her shoe and seize the pocket-book with her bare toes; then she 

would lift up her foot under her dress and, with a skill which would have 

_ done credit to a circus, drop the pocket-book into a bag attached low 

down in the inside of her under petticoat; then she again thrust her foot 

into her shoe, the whole business being executed without the slightest 

help from the hands. Still cleverer was a young girl who wore stock- 

ings with the ends cut off, to enable her toes, which were as mobile as 

fingers, to protrude; she used to skilfully seize the pocket-book slipped 

_ down through his or her clothes by the real thief, and would then fold 

her leg, raising her foot so as to place the pocket-book between her thighs, 

_ where she held it by a strong pressure, which did not however prevent her 

from walking rapidly and without effort; she only came to a standstill 

on finding a favourable opportunity of withdrawing the pocket-book from 

its hiding place. For a long time the actual thief, a female, had been 

observed and suspected in the markets and arrested on more than one 

occasion, but there was no proof against her, no stolen articles being 

found in her possession. She used to arrive at the market from one 

side while her companion came from another, and when the woman was 

seized, the young girl, whom no one suspected, was already far away with 

the booty. 'The latter was only arrested thanks to a clever police constable 

’ who had often seen the Woman in the market and set himself to watch 

the persons constantly close to her; he noticed that the girl, while 

- generally remaining some distance away, never lost sight of her and 

even went up to her at a prearranged signal; finally he succeeded in 
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observing a stolen purse slipped on to the ground by the woman which 

was immediately picked up by the girl in the manner described. 

The task of the auxiliary of the shop thief is quite analogous to that 

of his comrade the pickpocket’s assistant. Thefts in shops and similar 

places such as open bazaars and markets, etc., are much rarer now-a-days 

than formerly. The number of thefts in markets has probably diminished 

because the owners of stalls and shops keep better watch and there are 

more police about than in the old days. As regards shops, there are 

generally more employés than formerly, which helps the watching of 

customers. When all the attendants in a well frequented shop consisted 

of the master and an apprentice they had too much to do serving their 

customers to be able to keep a look out for thieves. The introduction of 

cashier’s desks has also contributed to make the life of the shop thief a 

hard one. ‘The desk is usually placed at the back of the shop and a little 

on one side, so that the thief must turn his back to the cashier when 

facing the server and is consequently always in fear of being observed 

from behind. In shops containing such desks there are far fewer 

complaints of theft, but when they do take place, the thief is always 

accompanied by his confederate to distract the attention of the cashier, 

screen the theft, and take charge of the stolen articles. 

The most frequent and most important thefts are those committed in 

j 
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jeweller’s shops “110, There are always two thieves, one coming in a 

little later than the other. It can be easily understood how the shop- 
keeper, alone in the shop with a customer difficult to please, loses his head _ 

when he sees a second customer come in, who appears to be impatient and ; 

seems.as if he would make good purchases. One sees a jeweller who is — 

not perfectly at home in his business and hardly a man of routine, 

become quite nervous in such a case; he runs from one customer to the y 

other, then back again to the first, bangs his boxes and cases about, 

pushing them here and there, and does everything rather than properly — 

guard his valuables. It goes without saying that the first customer has 

taken care, before the arrival of the second, to mix up the articles, taking 

them out of their boxes and cases, placing them in a heap, and in short 

doing everything to prevent their being efficaciously watched; then when 

the second is already very impatient, he ends by selecting his jewels and _ 
has them addressed to his hotel, where naturally he will pay for them on 

delivery; at the same time he does not forget to steal all he can. Hardly ; 

keeps the jeweller out of breath so as to give him no time to immediatel a 
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check and arrange his jewels and so discover whether he has lost any- 

thing and what. If need be a third arrives while the second is still in 

the shop, and during all this time the thief gets the stolen articles safely 

away. | 

The time-worn methods of thefts from jewellers are well enough 

_ known—how a sickly, coughing purchaser drops his handkerchief on 

the jewels displayed, in order to remove one; how another lays a visit- 

ing-card with sticky stuff on the back upon a diamond; how a lady 

_ throws into the hat of a beggar who comes into the shop a coin, and with 

it some stolen rings; how Mr. T. buys, the salesman or commissionaire 

accompanies him to the door of his house, and has the door shut in his 

_face—these are things that are always to be read in the newspapers. 

How many thefts of jewels are effected is illustrated by a story which 

Griffiths heard at a great London jeweller’s shop“. He had, partly 

for amusement, a large brilliant lying apparently free, but in reality 

protected by an unbreakable, immovable, and practically invisible glass 
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plate. The jeweller assured Griffiths that it was incredible how many 

attempts were made to remove this jewel ‘lying about’’, and often 

in the most wily manner. A much favoured method is for a thief to 

appear in a shop and place a lump of wax or some sticky stuff underneath 

the projecting glass counter cases. He then asks to see many things, 

fixes his attention on something small but very valuable, catches it at the 

- right moment, and places it on the wax, which cannot be seen from any 

part of the shop. If the shopman misses the jewel, the thief allows 

himself to be searched; if followed in the street, he is quite sure that 

it is not on him. A few days later an accomplice comes to the shop and 

fakes the ring or other valuable away, unnoticed and without danger. 

_ The first thing to be done is to throw light on the concomitant 

circumstances of this category of thefts. 1t often happens that the victim 

of the theft has absolutely no idea which of the customers has robbed him ; 

before their arrival his stock was intact, and after their departure many 

hings were. missing. In such a case the fault is often committed of 

suspecting all but believing that only one is guilty. Hesitation and 

; iIncertainty is the result; suspicion is thrown upon all but only one can 

be arrested. Another idea, equally bad, is to allow the victim to nominate 

ne of the two or three customers as the presumed thief, because he 

eemed perhaps to be more awkward, or because he was not so well 

tessed, or because he discovered the loss of a jewel after his departure, 

id to be led into the mistake of tracking that person alone, though he 
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has already got clear away or at all events is no longer in possession of 

the stolen article. 

In such cases the important thing is always to find out what has — 

taken place before and after the theft. When the victim has related the — 

story of what he believes he has seen and has suspicions as regards some 

particular person the Investigating Officer is often contented with taking 

the exact description of that person and noticing the reason for which he 

has been suspected; while the essential thing is to find out from the } 

victim who was in the shop before the suspected individual, what he did, j 

and what was his mien, then who came in after the suspected individual | 

or at the same time. In this way a faithful picture of the whole case — 

will be obtained and precise information regarding the way the theft has 

been carried out and persons of whose participation in the theft there 

can be no doubt. 

Section vi.—The theft itself. 

As regards the theft itself a report must be drawn up as to the state 

of the premises, and if an Investigating Officer desires, with some chance ~ 

of success, to carry through the inquiry as it ought to be carried through, 

he should see the state of the premises as soon as possible after the 

commission of the offence. Unfortunately this inspection is often neg- 

lected, for reasons of convenience or economy, or if made, is carried out 

by lower grade police officials who are contented with a summary des- 

cription of the spot where the thief has broken in, the article stolen, and — 

the place where he has made good his escape; and as a rule the conclusion — 

of the whole report is as follows :—‘‘ No trace whatever can be found of ‘ 

the thief ”’. 

the thief has left the most important trace of his passage, namely, the 

manner in which he has committed the theft. Every thief has in fact 

a characteristic style or modus operandi which he rarely departs from 

and which he is incapable of completely getting rid of; at times this” 

distinctive feature is so visible and so striking that even the novice can” 

spot it without difficulty; but on the one hand the novice does not knoy | 

how to group, differentiate, or utilise what he has observed, and on th | 

other hand, the particular character of the procedure is not always s¢ 

easy to recognise. Only a practised, intelligent, and fervent observer is 

capable of distinguishing those traits, often delicate but always identical, | 
which characterise the theft, and draw important conclusions therefrom. | 
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| We have often heard tell that in such and such a district numerous 

' burglaries have taken place greatly troubling the population, or that a 

legion of pickpockets is infesting certain fairs, and, because in both cases 

“any clue to the thief is missing”’, nothing whatever is done, neither a 

; report as to the state of the locality is made nor even the victims of the 

pickpockets examined ; only the most indispensable formalities are gone 

[ through and there the matter ends. 

N Naturally, it cannot be supposed that the thief will be always captured 

even if a minute and intelligent examination of the scene of the crime 

be made in every case, but better results might be hoped for and the 

- continual turning up of the same facts avoided, if we resolved always to 

. make the necessary inquiries even in thefts of minor importance. 

Above all the Investigating Officer must learn to recognise, by study- 

ing previous cases of theft, the procedure of certain known thieves, and a 

kind of register should be kept, at least in those districts in which they 

_ generally carry on their operations. With the help of such a compilation 

it may be established whether or not a certain crime is characteristic of 

the usual methods of such and such a band, and if it is, the Investigating 

Officer will know how to proceed with the case. Secondly, quite a series 

| of crimes of which the authors are unknown may be attributed to one and 

_ the same person, the expert noting a common and permanent character 

- about them all. Finally, it often happens that a thief, who has been 

' caught red-handed in some theft of minor importance, is soon released 

after undergoing a short term of imprisonment; but if all the thefts re- 

_ cently committed in the district were carefully examined from the point 

of view of their method of execution, the same procedure may perhaps be 

found as that practised in the case for which our thief has been arrested, 

and he may be rendered responsible for all those crimes which bear the 

- same character. 

_ Keeping to the broad lines of thefts in general, it is natural to 

commence with what are called “specialists’’—and nearly all thieves 

are specialists now-a-days. Their speciality is due to various causes 

but is based on principles of general significance. In the first place, it 

‘is birth and upbringing that assigns each criminal his own particular 

ime; he who is by nature self-possessed, becomes a burglar; he who is 

fuick with his hands, becomes a pickpocket; he who has audacity and 

of ontery, secrets himself in houses. ‘“‘The coward thief must also live’, 

it has been said, and this explains why a member of a band of criminals 

vhose speciality is burglary leaves his comrades to become a bazaar 
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thief. But once a thief has become habituated to work in a certain 

manner—for everything requires study and practice—he sticks to it and 

learns no other. Competition produces analogous effects. When there — 

are already many thieves whose speciality is to sneak into houses, a new- — 

comer will find it difficult to earn his bread, for thieves of the same 

class object to new competition and watch with jealous care that no 

outsider intrudes within their domain. The most lucrative, but at the 

same time the most dangerous, branches are practised by the sharpest | 

and most courageous. Others must be content with inferior methods; — 

and if one among them be still young or less clever than his companions, 

and yet possesses certain gifts, he will have to choose somé branch which 

has as yet been scarcely exploited in the district or is indeed quite a new 

one. If he is a success, he goes on till he works it so extensively and so 

well that he has elevated it to the rank of a speciality. Chance also plays — 

a large réle in this connection, especially as regards individuals who, once 

honest, have become thieves by chance. The procedure that chance has 

presented to them, they preserve, as if there were no other way of carry- 

ing out a theft, and except in particular circumstances they do not lightly | 

quit that path on which they have once set out. | 

In this connection Lieut. Col. Sir Henry Smith, K.C.B., Ex-Com- — 

missioner, City of London Police, states @!:—“ Criminals, if they will 

pardon me for saying so, show a strange want of originality. The — 

“streets of London’’ have thousands of pickpockets: they began to pick — 

pockets, and they continue to pick pockets. The omnibus thief remains 

the omnibus thief; and the stealer of milk-cans steals milk-cans and 

nothing else. The stealer of dogs might surely diversify his programme 

by occasionally stealing a cat; but no, the feline race concerns him not: 

with a pocketful of liver, rendered additionally attractive by an admixture j 

of aniseed, he prowls about, annexing everything canine, from the lordl 

St. Bernard to the pitiful pug. With strange stupidity they frequent the 

same line of omnibuses, return to the same streets, and, till nemesis 

overtakes them, steal the same articles. In the higher walks of the pre 

fession these peculiarities are still more striking. The bank robber and _ 

the forger are fascinated by their own style of business. They nevet 

have an idea in their heads beyond bank robbery and forgery. The 

coiner is always severely dealt with; but whoever saw him take tot . 

less dangerous pursuit? The ruffian who robs with violence, uniformly — 

knocks his victim down as the slaughterer pole-axes an ox; the good” 

old-fashioned “stand and deliver” would in the vast majority of cases be | 
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quite sufficient, entailing possibly only six weeks or two months instead 

of five years or ten. ‘The murderer, should he escape capital punish- 

ment, immediately on the expiry of his sentence commits another 

_ desperate crime, and again puts his neck in jeopardy. Women have less 

7 scope for the exercise of their talents, and have fewer openings to choose 

_ from—baby-farming and decoying their younger sisters to ruin being the 

' most common, and with a good clientéle far the most lucrative.” 

Although the words of Sir Henry Smith are no doubt very true ina 

_ general sense they cannot be accepted without some qualification. Experi- 

ence shows that no thief confines himself absolutely to his particular 

_ speciality; the inveterate forcer of doors, breaker of windowbars, and 

_ crowbar expert will have no qualms about pocketing a gold watch that 

_ can be easily stolen; but as a rule the specialist will not depart from his 

_ speciality unless he is influenced by chance and necessity. 

This speciality is of several kinds, it may refer to the particular kind 

_ of theft such as burglary, pocket-picking, sneak thefts, etc., or it may 

| denote the particular way in which for some reason or other a theft is 

usually carried out; e.g., in a theft of money, the thief may be in the habit 

of leaving part of the money behind to make belief that it is a domestic 

theft, or it may be his custom to enter at the attics and lay hold of one 

of the hand bags generally put away there; he will hide the stolen 

articles in this and calmly go off with it in his hand; or he turns up as a 

workman sent by his master and goes off with anything he may find in 

the hall; or he comes to read the gas-meter; or perhaps his speciality is 

to conceal himself near houses in the country to try and find out where 

the farm people hide their keys when they go to the fields; or it may be 

he steals only soiled linen hung out to dry, or brass bolts and locks, or 
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mats in the entrance to houses, etc. 

_ Here some particular practices must be noted which, although they 

have no connection with the actual theft, may help in discovering and 

convicting the thief. At the bottom of all the methods there seems to 

de a trace of superstition, the thief having noticed that his enterprise is 

accessful whenever he proceeds in a certain way. Thus a very clever 

swel thief was in the habit of asking, in the jewellers’ shops where he 

intended to commit a theft, for an emerald necklace. A pickpocket of poteayer RRR ATL RAE AT) SE, Birt a, TEE ee ee ee ee eel 

nost irreproachable appearance invariably gave his profession, in the 

otels in which he stayed when travelling about in the interests of his 

uling as that of a traveller in Java wine. A poacher belonging to 

pper Styria who for many years committed misdeeds of all kinds and 
89 
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whose name was surrounded with a circle of legends, never showed 

himself, in his audacious expeditions, without an old ‘ black silk hat’ on 

his head decorated with a peasant’s plume two feet long; his face was 

also always blackened. A band of burglars greatly feared on the con- 

fines of Hungary was in the habit of leaving behind a rosary wherever 

a burglary had been committed. At the commencement of the nine- 

teenth century a great number of thefts were committed in London in- 

the following manner—the thief with the greatest possible impudence 

used to open’ with skeleton keys the houses of people who were absent — 

(generally for the summer holidays) and clear out all the money and ~ 

other objects of value he could find. No lock was too complicated for 

him, he opened and closed them without damaging them and apparently 

without the slightest difficulty. Apart from the astonishing boldness of — 

the thief he had another remarkable peculiarity : he left behind in all the ~ 

houses he ransacked a strange perfume, of great strength and persisting 

for months; it was always the same and could be recognised by no-one: 

the accounts tell us of the terror inspired ainong people who noticed this — 

‘thieves’ smell’ on their return home, for it signified a great loss; this — 

mysterious individual was never discovered; but it is more and more 

curious that this penetrating odour, known to all the London Police as 

‘thieves’ smell’, never betrayed the criminal either in the street or in 

any other place whatsoever. 

We must also consider in this connection, and it is perhaps the most 

important point in discovering a thief, certain tricks of the hand, ) 

knacks, or technical manipulations peculiar to individual thieves. These | 

knacks are innumerable in quantity and can only be discovered and 

grouped by attentive and detailed study. It may be noticed, for instance, — 

that in a certain district the watch dog has been poisoned before each | 

burglary and also that in every case the same poison has been used; or 

it is observed that the burglars always effect an entry by the ground floa 

window in such a way that it must be supposed that they have alread 

succeeded in somehow opening the window during the day time ar 

shutting it again to all appearance, thus enabling them to get in eas ] 

and noiselessly during the following night; or it may be found rat 

particular method is always followed in forcing padlocks, filing windo ) 

bars, or opening locks, with the object of diverting the attention of # 

person who is being robbed. 4 

The fact of being the only possessor of an instrument is also a vel 

distinctive sign. In England there formerly existed a sole individual, ' 
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who employed, in cutting open the pockets of greatcoats, a signet ring 

_ provided with little knives set on springs and perfectly hidden—an 

instrument now quite common among thieves. In the same way certain 

instruments used in breaking open safes “‘ guaranteed burglar-proof”’ are 

" first the property of but a single burglar, and are a great source of profit 

to him, until the day when others are able to obtain the same instrument 

and enrich themselves in like manner. | 

To gather in and utilise these particulars in a given case is partly the 

_ business of the detective police and partly of the Investigating Officer; — 

| every representative of authority must watch, and if necessary com- 

| municate his personal observations and deductions to the Investigating 

' Officer, whenever the latter has been unable to repair to the scene of the 

theft on his own account. It is in noticing such particulars that the 

' greatest difficulty les; for this, a broad and extensive view is necessary 

- which does not become absorbed in some particular point; for only he 

_ who has learned to dismiss from notice trifles of no importance is able to 

* appreciate details of real value; points of no significance and no precise 

character should be rapidly observed in passing, and a full stop be made 

only at essentials. An unskilled observer will examine attentively hun- 

dreds of broken padlocks and forced drawers and will find them all either 

_ entirely alike or else absolutely different from one another, according to his 

manner of looking at them; an intelligent observer, on the contrary, 

will also find them all alike or all different, but he will further notice one or 

“more common points of resemblance in a great number of them; and he 

will know how, with more or less rapidity, to arrange all such points into 

different groups each bearing a mark indicating one and the same origin. 

This done, these points or peculiarities must be utilised, that is to say, they 

must in turn be grouped ; for this it is necessary to have two categories, 

_ according to whether the particular observed belongs to a known 

person or not; we must then note, as regards the thief whose speciality is 

” known, the particular process he has used and register the cases where 

this process has been noticed. In this connection the person of the thief 

himself must be taken as a point of departure. But, if the thief is un- 

‘known, care must be taken to mark those particulars which strike us in 

yarious thefts; they are then grouped according to their nature, 2.e., their 
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particular character is noted, and they are then added to the list of all 

ther thefts bearing the same character. When a new theft occurs 

jhowing a particular feature we first look through our personal list and 

ry to establish whether it can be attributed to a known thief; if it can, 
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attention must in the first place be directed to that thief, and if the 

observance of the particular sign is accurate the thief will be found. But, 

if it is impossible to attribute the particular sign or feature which has 

been discovered to a known thief, we shall try to find out whether there is 

not an analogous precedent, and if it is determined that similar thefts 

have previously been met with, the authors of which have remained un-_ 

known, there is nothing else to be done but to register this new case in 

the same list as those others presenting the same character; if subse- — 

quently we have the luck to discover the author, either of one of these : 

old thefts, or of a new one belonging to the same category, a mistake — 

will hardly ever be made in rendering the person arrested responsible for | 

all thefts bearing the same characteristic signs. 

_ The importance and usefulness of this process are of the highest order ; 

it may seem at first somewhat futile and difficult to turn to practical use, 

but whoever has tried it soon perceives that the trouble given is largely 

compensated by the results obtained. It may also be noted that this — 

kind of research work is interesting and adds variety to the monotony of 

our daily work. 

A. Burglary and Housebreaking. 

1, GENERAL. 

In the following pages it is not intended to set out at length all kinds ; j 

of thefts accompanied by breaking in or out, which have been so well — 

studied by Hirt, Thiele, Avé-Lallemant and others, nor do we pretend to 

set out entirely new ideas; but simply to bring together facts known to ‘ 

all criminal investigators and abstract therefrom those points which are ~ 

worthy of notice in inquiries relating to burglaries and housebreaking. 

In Europe the Investigating Officer now-a-days hardly ever has to do 

with a real case of ‘breaking’, committed openly upon an inhabited 

house and where the thief is stopped neither by the noise that he makes 

nor the resistance with which he is opposed. Phin and his like used : 

to seize farms by assault, breaking in the doors with trunks of trees, eX- | 

changing gun-shots with the inhabitants, beating back in a lively skirmish 

any neighbours who came to the help of the persons attacked ; now im 

deed it is doubtful whether an Investigating Officer even in the country of ; 

the Carpathians—one of the most savage districts in Hurope—has ever | 

seen farms attacked in such a way. Many persons must have wondered ; 
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while walking through thinly populated districts why these kinds of 

assault do not happen oftener; everywhere ;there are lonely hamlets 

j inhabited by wealthy peasants, whose houses are often so far away from 

_ each other that even rifle shots would not be heard by the nearest neigh- 

bour; the master of the house goes off to the cattle market and the farm 

labourers go courting the girls, perhaps a league away. A band of 

‘merry men *, combined and resolute, would not have much difficulty 

in stripping the house, the more so as it would be easy for one of them 

to mount guard, so as to decoy away or stop approaching police patrols 

_ by some pretext or other: in short it is not at all impossible that the. 

Investigating Officer may even in our days have to deal with such cases. 

Here we are speaking of Huropean Countries. In India housebreaking 

_ dacoities are not at all uncommon, generally taking the form of “ torch 

light” dacoities; Investigating Officers meet with them every day. We 
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shall deal with those in another place; at present we confine our atten- 

tion to ordinary cases of housebreaking and burglary. 

Cases of breaking into uninhabited houses or houses inhabited by 

_ sleeping or harmless persons are frequent ; we have both cases of breaking 

from the exterior and breaking from the interior; by breaking from the 

interior we mean such breaking as the breaking of a closed cistern loft 

_ which is inside the building and into which the thief has secretly intro- 

duced himself by means of a ladder, or in some other way. The legal 

distinction in English law between housebreaking and burglary need not 

trouble us here; suffice it to say that, generally speaking, burglary is 

feloniously breaking into or out of a dwelling house during the night 

while housebreaking is feloniously breaking into any house or out-house 

during the day as well as the night. In India the various degrees of the 

offence are defined in the Penal Code, Sec. 441-462. In this Chapter 

we shall refer to all cases of breaking as housebreaking, stating where 

necessary, whether by day or by night. It will moreover be presumed 

that the housebreaking is for the purpose of theft. 

In each case of housebreaking it will be essential carefully to establish 

CAM TIO EN CRE ATT Bi» REAL TE ALI WAR HOI | AGL ges see. aed the condition of the locality and first of all examine all traces which the 

thief or thieves have left behind. And let us remember that no details 

must ever be considered too insignificant, or unworthy of the trouble 

of examination. Naturally foot-prints must be observed to see whether 

hey are made by the criminals or by others. If it is certain or probable 

lat they are made by the former, they must be guarded as much as 

ossible, without wasting too much time over them; unless of course 
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they are exposed to deterioration, as for instance foot-prints in the snow, 

etc., would be, or where they constitute presumptions of a grave charac- 

ter against an individual who is already suspected for other reasons. 

Next we obtain any other information such foot-prints can furnish us: 

from what direction have the thieves come, where have they got in, 

at what place have they got out, and—where have they posted their 

sentinels? This last must on no account be forgotten. If this work 1s 

carried out with care a mass of important points may, with a little luck, 

be at once established: such as, e.g., the number of thieves and the 

_number of sentinels, their sex, age, and even their origin—for the class 

— —_— 
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a of shoe permits us to draw conclusions as to whether a person hails from 

the town or the country. Doubtless these conclusions must not be 

drawn too hastily, for it often happens that certain persons wear, either 

by chance or on purpose, shoes which have nothing in common with 

their position in life. 

Not until this has been completed do we pass to the next important 

point, namely the place of attack. This is often characteristic of the 

whole case. Above all it must be established whether the point of 

attack has been chosen with care and skill having regard to the interior — 

arrangement of the house, to the carrying out of the theft, as well 

as to other analogous circumstances. This is a matter which cannot be — 

sufficiently studied for it will tell us if the thief was acquainted with — 

the habits of the family and the arrangements of the house, thus rendering — 

possible the elimination of a whole class of possible thieves. In a general ' 

way this is not difficult to do and is always possible; no doubt it must 3 

not be forgotten that certain particulars of a house are easily guessed i 

or can be picked up on a very rapid scrutiny. Thus the flats of new — 

town houses and also peasants’ houses in the country, at least in certain — 

districts, are constructed upon the same plan, so that a large number 

of particulars may be known without the slightest observation having 

been made inside the house in question. The bungalows occupied by 

Kuropeans in Indian towns and Cantonments are mostly built after a 

well-known model. The thief has but to complete with a little care what ~ 

he already knows in order to possess all the information he needs; the 

chimney will tell him where the kitchen is; a single glance will suffice | 

to know the way. in, and the way out, how the windows are shut, and the 

nature of the roof, etc.; he will distinguish the dining room from the way 

it is lit at supper time; a bed room can be recognised in like manner; there 

are a vast number of details an experienced thief can guess from outside 
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but, in spite of all this, the Investigating Officer will quickly find out— 

thanks to a little experience and attention—whether the thief really knew 

the exact arrangement of the house, or has taken his bearings approxi- 

mately with the help of some indicator, or was only able to observe and 

make a guess from outside, or has set to work with no information 

whatever. The consequences of these conclusions follow at once: when | 

it is certain that the thief has only had an approximate knowledge of the 

locality, it is necessary to establish, by questions ad hoc, if any one has 

been seen who has possibly been watching, or if the presence of any people 

having a suspicious aspect has been noticed roaming round the house 

seemingly to observe its character and position. No doubt it sometimes 

happens, though very exceptionally, that the thieves operate on astonish- 

) ingly little previous information. For example, burglars who enter and 

a stripe uninhabited villas near large towns during the summer holidays, 

iN only seek to make sure that the villa is really not inhabited; all they do 

; is to push a dead leaf into the keyhole and if next day it is still there, the 

villa is an empty one, and that evening a pantechnicon van turns up, 

ia upon which, the doors of the villa having been broken open, the thieves 

- load every thing that can be taken away; if a passer-by stops they request 

_him to help them to carry some heavy piece of furniture; they speculate, 

| and with reason, upon the laziness of the onlooker, who generally goes 

off, and they are relieved of a bothersome witness. 

It must therefore be settled whether the theft has been committed 

with skill and planning, or without such, or indeed simply because 

occasion offered. The last point as a rule is not difficult to recognise 

-and whoever has seen half a dozen burglaries can soon tell whether a 

theft has been committed with art or has been hurried over. The 

most significant thing to note with respect to this is a certain conscious- 

ness on the part of the thief of the end to be attained. An experienced 
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eee te ee ee ee ae eve enna ey a = thief avoids all useless work; he knows how precious time is, he knows 

how dangerous it is to remain with no object in a place, he is careful 

to make no more noise than is absolutely necessary, he husbands and 

‘does not vainly exhaust his forces. If he has become a thief, it is 

nearly always because he was too lazy to work and worry himself, and 
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these traits of character are manifested in all that he does. When it 

is noticed, for example, that the thief has first tried to break a window, 

4. ¢., that he has filed several bars or tried to tear away the grating, and 

liately and with absolute certainty be presumed that it is not the work 
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of one who has grown grey in the profession. ‘The latter takes care to — 

thoroughly examine his object and to this end possesses all the requisite — 

information. He distinguishes hard and good iron from that which is bad 

and soft; he recognises the quality of a door and the way its panels are 

set into the frame; he knows what is good or what is bad about the lock, 

the hinges, and the bolts; he can tell whether the bars of a window are 

buried deep in the stone and whether a wall may be pierced; and he can ~ 

tell at first sight whether he, himself or his boy will be able to get 

through a hole which already exists, or squeeze in between two bars; and — 

once he has recognised the weak point of a place and has decided to 

attack that point, to file here, and to cut there, he sticks to that place 

and does not give up the work once commenced. Perhaps he may 

be forced to completely renounce his burglary and be obliged to leave the 

work half done, but he will néver try to break in at another place: only — 

the inexperienced thief, the botcher, will attempt such extra work; the 

thief who is a past master in his art will never do so. It seems almost 

that a point of honour or perhaps even of superstition forbids him to 

give up what he has begun for the purpose of starting upon another task. 

It is somewhat curious that the thief often makes use, while breaking 

in, of some article brought from the house itself or even from a neigh- — 

bouring house; at first sight one is tempted to believe that this is the — 

procedure of a dilettante or of a person who is merely a thief by chance; _ 

it is difficult to get rid of the idea that some person or other of not very 

strict principles has happened to pass that way and has noticed a ladder — 

and made use of it quite by chance to get into the nearest house. But 

this is not as a rule the case and such procedure ought really to lead us | 

to suppose that the thief is a professional one; such a thief objects to 

walk long distances carrying some heavy object which is bothersome to 

himself, renders him suspicious in the eyes of passers-by, and moreover 

hinders his flight after the theft; the professional thief also takes good 

care fot to have in his house instruments the use of which cannot be 

explained and which may cast suspicion upon him. 

In this connection one often hears of the “accidental theft”, that is 

to say, where the thief chooses as the theatre of his exploits a house, in th 2 

neighbourhood of which he finds an instrument fitted to his purpose and 

easy to carry; when therefore after a case of housebreaking an instru- 

ment of this kind borrowed in the neighbourhood has been found, it is 

necessary in every instance to turn the whole of one’s attention upon that ; 

instrument. Before all, the instrument must be properly identified, ther 7 
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its situation before the theft, how it came to be there and whence it 

could be seen, etc., and lastly, we must try to find out how long it 

_ remained in that place; this last detail is of some importance, because if 

the instrument has really only been carried there on the eve of the theft, 

+ ég., in a coach house giving on to the road, the theft must have been 

: committed, quite accidently, by some one passing down the road; but if 

5 

: 

the article has been there for some time the first hypothesis is the 

likeher, namely, that the thief had every hope of finding the object in 

question still there when he wanted to make use of it. 

Another point to establish is whether any intruder has been seen 

busying himself with the article, looking at it attentively, or taking it in 

his hands; this procedure happens more often than one would think; 

in one case the thief himself, and not a more or less stupid auxiliary, 

entered into conversation with a peasant some little time before the theft 

_ and asked him whether a jack which he pointed out was always in the 

open stable, whether it did not rust lying there, whether it would not be 

stolen, whether people did not take it to make use of without his per- 

- mission; and, when he was assured that it was always there and it was 

never touched, the implement was subsequently made use of to prize 

open the bars of the windows of a house situated some distance away 

from that of the owner of the instrument. 

Since an implement found near by may be made use of, since a strange 

one may be left on the scene of the crime, or since there may be no 

_ trace of an instrument at all, the Investigating Officer must do every- 

thing he can to try and find out how and with what the breaking in has 

taken place. Natural though this point appears to be and important as 

it seems at first, it is none the less true that he often neglects to clear 

it up; it is also important in that it enables us to find out the particular 

procedure of the thiet; we may perhaps recognise therefrom the cha- 

_ racteristic manner in which a burglar goes to work, a new procedure may 

perhaps be discovered, and later, when we come across it again, we will 

remember to have seen it before. 
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We often discover moreover a technical process, common to quite 

 acategory of workers; we recognise the hand and skill of a carpenter, a 

joiner, a stone dresser, or a turner, etc., a skill which is often appropria- 

4 ted to the end sought after but which is often not so and which is 

turned to some other use; we remark a particular way of attack, of 

working, or of fixing an object, work which while seeming to respond to 

the aim in view yet denotes a certain knack ; we get the impression—this 
| 90 
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procedure shows the skill of a workman, but he is out of place here. The 

explanation is very simple; the accused has been in the habit in his trade, 

industry, or ordinary occupation, of working in a manner particular to | 

his class, and, when the day arrives when he must make use of his know- 

ledge to commit a burglary, he employs no doubt the same procedure. 

But this last point may be of some importance, it is therefore advised i 

that, in all cases where one of these characteristic methods has been 

noticed, experts should be examined one after the other until one is 

found who can give the information desired. Generally speaking the 

circle of workmen to be questioned will not be extremely large; first it 

must be determined whether the advice of a worker in wood or in metal 

is required; this done, it may be settled in the former case whether a black- 

smith, locksmith, or founder, and in the latter, whether a joiner, turner, 

: 
: 

cooper, or carpenter should be sent for ; generally the case will only require 

two or three different specialists who may be found almost anywhere. Ex- 

perience teaches that in this respect the ordinary workmen of the country 

are worth more than the skilled artisans of the towns; the latter are 

usually specialists who do not attack all kinds of work; they employ 

all sorts of instruments, machinery and other auxiliaries, often even with 

the assistance of workmen under them; but the country workman ~ 

is obliged to tackle everything that is brought to him; he himself 

does the whole of the job or a greater part of it, using old and ordinary ~ 

methods; he is therefore better fitted to reply to the questions put to him, 

he knows the usual way they work in his trade, and can say more readily 

than his comrade in the towns what idea the criminal had and what 

special knowledge he possessed. 

It must also be remarked that in this class of work recourse to experts 

should be had much more frequently than is usual; the men chosen by 

the Investigating Officer to be his experts, necessarily men of intelligence — 

of whom he can make use when need be, will learn something new every 

time they are called in to examine and make a report; they will fill up— 

the gaps in their technical education, and as time goes on will be better 

able to enter into the spirit of the Investigating Officer’s ideas; the latter 

will thus gradually bring together a regular staff of experts who, in the 

various cases that crop up, will place their best services at his disposal. — i 

Moreover, the experts will also lend their help in the subsequent 

investigations, for the thief is not contented with employing violence in 

order to get into houses but also employs it in order to break open safes, i 

almirahs, and other “closed receptacles’? (Indian Penal Code, Sec. 461 De 
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Here again we can clearly see the professional habits of the criminal; any 

one who has lost the key of an almirah and been obliged to have it 

opened by force must have learned that one has only to observe the work- 

man summoned for the purpose in order to note the difference between 

the various methods, according to the trade to which he belongs. The 

locksmith will attack the lock itself, the joiner the wood of which the 

almirah or table is constructed; the locksmith will open the lock with a 

a 5 eee Oe master key or, if that does not do, he will smash it; the joiner will try to 

* raise the top of the table or the lid of the cash box without touching the 

lock, or perhaps he will turn his efforts to the joinings of the planks, or 

try to pull out the nails which hold the hinges to the doors; in short, 

each workman works in his own way and, when a workman of one class 

has done a job, the specialist can immediately say what that class is. 

It is therefore necessary carefully to inspect, describe, and, if possible, 

draw and-.take mouldings of all the damage done by the thief to doors, 

windows, or any other object. The trouble of doing so must not be 

shirked, for if such information, obtained with so much difficulty, cannot 

be made use of at the moment, it may come in handy in some other case 

of perhaps considerable importance. For example:—a theft had been 

— committed in the house of an old widow, who was not very rich; the 

| thief had got into the house with the help of false keys, had broken open 

a box disguised as a seat, and taken therefrom a small sum of money. 

There was no clue to the criminal. The theft having been brought to 

the notice of the authorities, the Investigating Officer, went with a 

_ policeman to examine the scene of the offence; but with very small 

result. The box opened like a trunk, that is to say, by lifting up the 

lid; the lock was an old and rusty one and did not offer much resistance, 

_ the wood was also old and worm-eaten and in consequence sufficiently 

soft to receive the impression of the instrument which had been used to 

force off the lid; it was easy to ascertain that the thief had thrust in his 

instrument, which must have been a kind of cold chisel, quite near the 

~ lock, between the upper edge of the front of the box and the lid, and had 

exercised on the handle end of the chisel a downward pressure ; the iron 

was pressed into the front of the box at one place and the sharp end leant 

against the inside of the lid. An attentive examination of the impression 

made by the chisel in the top edge of the front of the box showed that 

the tool was not the same breadth over all its length but narrowed 

towards the sharp end—as screwdrivers generally are; it was also noticed 

that in the inside of the lid, where the sharp part of the chisel had rested, 
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one of the corners of the sharp edge was broken, for the mark was not 

straight but terminated at one end with a broken line; the picture of the 
instrument used could from this be easily reconstructed : it was known 

that the sharp edge was incomplete, a corner being wanting ; that it was 

now 38 mm. in breadth, while before the accident the breadth was 41 mm.; 

it was also known that the chisel was 54 mm. broad at a distance of 

99 mm. from its sharp end. All these measurements were accurately set 

out in the official report but it was impossible to discover the thief and 

the papers were pigeonholed. 

Sometime afterwards a big burglary was committed at a rich corn 

merchant’s in the same neighbourhood and a large sum of money stolen ; 

the most minute inquiry gave no positive result, but shortly a rumour 

got into circulation that a man well respected in the neighbourhood was 

the guilty party; he was supposed to have been seen hanging about the 

neighbourhood of the house where the burglary was committed, and he 

was said to be in a troubled condition of mind ever since; no conclusive 

proof could be given of his guilt; little by little the rumour gathered 

shape and substance, but the authorities abstained from: making an 

inquiry with respect to it, for, as we have said, the man was perfectly 

irreproachable and was well esteemed by all; nothing would permit of 

his being made responsible. The case was about to be forgotten, when, 

quite by chance, the policeman who had assisted at the examination of 

the scene of the first theft visited the individual whom rumour publicly — 4 

accused of the second; he had to talk to him about quite another matter 

and was on the point of leaving, when he perceived in the hall some # 

tools; he continued his conversation a few minutes longer, at the same | 

time observing the tools in question; among them was a large and | 

strong screwdriver, the sharp end of which was incomplete—a corner — 

was missing; the policeman carried off this tool on some excuse or other 

and a few minutes later the Investigating Officer and himself were 

measuring the screwdriver and comparing the measurements with those 

indicated in the old case; they were exactly the same to a fraction of an 

inch. This “respected’’ gentleman was very miserly, he kept no servant, 

and inquiries among the local tradesmen made it clear that the present 

owner of the tool had bought it long before the date of the theft com- 

mitted in the house of the old widow; our gentleman was therefore 

proceeded against on the charge of the first theft, and there being nothing 

now against such a course, he was also accused of the second; in the 

end he confessed to them both; in this way all the charges brought | 
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home to the perpetrator were due to the attentive examination i loco 

_ of the circumstances of a theft of absolutely no importance. 

; But not only must the damage done by the actual breaking be esta- 

; blished but also all traces, however insignificant, left behind by the thief 

; must be observed with the greatest attention ;. everything the thief has 

abandoned on the scene of the theft may be of interest: a garment, a 

tool, a bit of paper. All these objects should not only be noted in the 

7 usual way, but they must be examined, described, and compared, without 

a losing. sight of the fact that the accused may have placed them there to 

_ put the police off the scent. 

i It is moreover important to establish what measures have been taken 

by the thief to prevent surprise; it may generally be noticed that 

every thief has particular practices which, as we have already ex- 

, ‘plained, have an importance of their own with regard to other thefts 

e “committed subsequently. For instance one burglar used to stop all the 

_ clocks in the rooms in which he worked: perhaps he was very nervous 

and could not bear the ticking or perhaps he feared that the noise would 

prevent him hearing the steps of an intruder. It is a fact that in our 

own homes we hear neither the ticking nor even the striking of our 

‘clocks, while in other houses this often inconveniences us; it is there- 

fore natural that a thief may be influenced by the ticking of a clock in a 

room in which he is working. When later on the thief in question was 

captured, he was called to answer for all the thefts of recent date in 

which the clocks had been stopped, but, curiously, he was not the author 
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of all the thefts committed under these conditions, and it must be con- 
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luded that there were more than one of these ‘“‘ nervous” thieves. 

One important characteristic of a thief and a method of distinguishing, 

vhether he be a novice or an old offender, is the manner in which he 

'Covers his retreat: “It is easier to get in than to get out” say all 

. h ieves; or “one can always dispense with getting in, never with getting 

| Out ’—once you are in you must get out. As a general rule a thief of 

unning will not rely for his flight entirely upon the opening by which 
he entered; he will take care to reserve a door, a window, or some other 

at for escape should his presence be discovered: he will also secure 
inside entrance to the reom where he is carrying on his depre- 

dations, so as not to be disagreeably surprised by the master of the house. 
i this respect the methods of the gipsies are very significant; gipsies 

slong to the class of criminals who obtain information, with the 

eatest precaution and the greatest accuracy, before committing their 
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thefts ; besides, their nomadic life and habits of mendicity greatly facilitate 

their operations in this direction. Moreover a gipsy is not obliged to 

thieve in any particular house: he can do it in the next house or further 

off still, he hunts about, begging, telling fortunes, mending pots and 

pans, etc., until he finds the place that suits him best. He generally 

chooses, in a peasant’s house, and it is such houses he attacks ninety-nine 

times out of a hundred, a room where no one sleeps, but where there are 

almirahs full of clothes, linen, ‘and other materials, and where money and 

other precious objects are shut up; such rooms are to be met with in 

ee every rural district and also in large country houses; among the latter 

the gipsy chooses if possible a corner room on the ground floor, with 

two windows facing in different directions, the number of interior doors 

being of no importance to him ; he starts by tearing out the iron bars from 
& 

both windows, so as. to make sure of a free passage on both sides; he 

counts, and rightly, upon the fact that if discovered it will not be~™ 

on both sides at once; the people of the house or even outsiders will 

come in the direction of one window or the other, and he will either 
(. 

hear of their approach in the room itself or be warned by his confeder- 

ate on the watch, and will easily escape by the window which is not — 

threatened. 

To prevent surprise from the inside, gipsies practice another method 

which is quite peculiar to themselves ; it is necessary for them to shut a 

nmrranrawerm all price the inside doors of the room in whic 1 

(i calle they are committing their theft. First the 

/ | | 
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gipsy ascertains whether the key is on the in-— 

side of the lock or whether the door is furnished 

with a bolt; in the latter case he slowly and 

gently pushes the bolt; if the key is on the : 

inside he turns it with precaution till he can 

draw it out, then he plunges it into some oil 

which he carries with him and then locks th 

door, the oil thus preventing the key fron 

grating. If there be neither key nor bolt h 

has recourse to another method of closing the 

Fig. 130. door. For doors opening towards the outside 

he takes the following precautions :—he places transversely across ‘th 

door-frame a strong piece of wood which he ties to the latch as securely 

as possible. It is then impossible to open the door, or at least to open” 

it sufficiently to allow any one to get in, Fig. 130. But if the door ' 
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‘| opens towards the inside, he fixes it by a piece of wood placed slanting- 

: wise against the door; one ofthe ends of the piece of wood leans against 

_ the latch and the other rests upon the ground where it is held by a strong 

- gimlet driven into the floor, preventing the wood from slipping. A door 

_ closed in this manner can not as a rule be opened easily. 

we cannot explain why other thieves so rarely employ them, for they 

are very practical and an excellent guarantee against surprise. See 

— Chap. IX. See. ii. | 

As a rule other housebreakers are content with locking or bolting the 

: 
Such methods nearly always denote that the thieves are gipsies and 

7 

i doors, where this is possible; but if there is neither key nor bolt they 

t place large articles against the door, such as lumps of wood, poles, tools, 

' chairs, and the tops of tables, which fall upon the person wishing to 

-enter. The noise they make in falling, the injuries they may bring 

about, and the obstacles they place in the way of the intruder, give the 

, thief the necessary time to take to flight. 

2. ENTERING BY THE WINDOW. 

: We have now to treat of the methods of entering a house by force. In 

| the first place we must consider the window-bars, which are the point of 

a tack usually preferred by housebreakers. This is because a door as a 

ule is more solid and offers more resistance then a badly constructed 

~ window erating ; moreover people imagine that windows furnished with 

‘iron bars are perfectly secured and in consequence the thief is very 

yell aware that, having raised these bars, his work is over. He naturally 

chooses the easiest way to overcome them, that is to say, he will first. try 

te slip through; if he himself cannot succeed, perhaps his boy may 

‘be able to manage, and once in the house he will simply open the door 

' bolted from the inside and let his companion in. If it is impossible to 

open the door from the inside, this simple way of getting into the house 

will be far too difficult for flight and the boy will perhaps be caught in a 

ap; but if they can succeed in opening the door, they certainly prefer 

) make their first entry by slipping between the bars. 

' Speaking generally, a man can pass wherever his head plus the thick- 

Mess of his extended arm can pass, Fig. 131, at least if the formation 

‘Of his body is not abnormal, such as a particularly small head, very 

irge shoulders, or a very bulging chest. But as regards ordinary 

indow bars it may be said that every individual whose head alone 
\ 
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can get through is able to squeeze between them, for there is always 

room enough for his arm: window bars 54 inches or more 

apart are quite useless, for there are plenty of people | 

whose heads (including their ears) are no more than 

54 inches in diameter. And as there are many (generally 

children) whose heads are still smaller (often 5h inches), 

the distance between the bars ought never to exceed 

4% inches. This detail is also important from the point of 

view of the culpability of a certain class of people, for 

often the residents in the house and the servants are 

Fig. 181. accused of having committed a theft for the sole reason 

that it is deemed impossible that any one could have passed between the 

window bars; if however the bars are fixed more than 4% inches apart, it 

can always be said that an entrance may have been affected from outside. 

If it is impossible to squeeze between the bars, the entire grating of 

a , the window must be removed; the way to do so” 

| will depend, for the “accidental ”’ thief, on the ; 

Vh means at his disposal, whereas the experienced . 

: | ___@ ee criminal will chose his instrument with regard to J 

the difficulties to be surmounted. He will com- 

mence by attentively examining the grating which, ~ 

al Ew thanks to his skill, he will do in a few moments, | 
he will then be guided in his procedure by the | 

fig. 132. weak point of the grating; if it is solid and very, 

thick and well fixed into its frame, the thief will decide to only partially 

remove it, if he finds in it some fault furnishing a suitable point of attack. _ 

Several of these faults are indicated in Fig. 132. In the first bar the- 

rivet hole where the two bars cross and join is too large, and the vertica a 

bar is weak enough at that point to allow of two cuts being made, one 

on the right and one on the left in order to sever it completely in two. 

The second bar gets narrow at the bottom at the point where it is” 

embedded in the stone; this happens fairly often, especially when th 

grating is an old one, and is produced by the damp which descends to the 

base of the bars; this occurs most often when the window casing abo 

has become rotten and allows the rain to get through and run down th 

bars, and thus maintain a dampness of the part of the wall where the 

bar is fixed: it also frequently is found when the wall round the windoy 

is of stone, some of which is particularly hydroscopic, that is to say, com> 

tains saltpetre ; at this part of the wall it is always damp, and if a bar 
yy | 
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of iron be placed there it quickly rusts. The third bar presents a defec- 

\ _tive soldering in the iron: in order to solder two pieces of iron which 

have been warmed and softened, the same method is followed as in 

uniting two pieces.of wax warmed in the hand; but the iron is beaten 

with a hammer while the wax is only pressed with the hand. If-therefore 

the soldering is not carefully done, the iron not being hot enough or the 

hammering not strong enough, the joining of the two pieces of iron is 

not complete and by breaking a bar of iron thus soldered the work is 

considerably simplified, as it suffices to separate the parts soldered—the 

rest coming away by itself. i 

When the thief discovers such a fault he will not think of taking the 

- trouble to remove the whole erating. He will be contented with cutting 

through the bars at the feeble spots and folding them over at the fixed 

y) point, that is to say, they are folded back until they are in a position 

_ perpendicular to the grating, the middle bar being bent upwards, the two 

others downwards: and once a part of a bar is raised or lowered an opening 

is formed by which any one can get in. Formerly, when window bars 

used to be cut with big files or with watch springs made into saws, a 

difficult piece of work, this operation used to be considered quite a master- 

piece of burglary. Now-a-days the first criminal one comes across, per- 

haps hardly grown up, can do it; he has only to buy a few English files 

and some good fret saws: after that all that is required is to have 
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patience, to oil the instrument continually, and to prevent any noise by 

it ‘enveloping the iron in cloth, tow, or, better still, cotton wool; the iron 

however thick it be, if it is not of very excellent quality, will soon be 

cut in two. If the grating has no weak point but is not well fixed in 

the frame, neither file nor saw is employed, but an attempt is made to 

remove it entirely. Different processes are resorted to for this purpose ; 

the best known is to take a strong and long crow-bar which is passed 

under the crossbar and rested, as near as possible to the point of attack, 

upon a support such as two pieces of wood placed crossways, or even on 

a single block of wood ; a lever is thus obtained on the end of which one 
co} ‘the thieves sits so as to exercise sufficient pressure, and if the arm of 

he lever between the grill and the point of support is sufficiently short 

“im proportion to that between the point of support and the power, a con- 

iderable force is obtained which even a solidly constructed grating is 

nable to resist. 
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' The author has himself made experiments in this way upon the gra- 

ngs of the windows of a house in process of demolition; he employed 
3 91 

) 
| 
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the method just described as well as that of the jack which will 

be dealt with later on. The operation was found to be astonishingly 

easy. If, besides, it is done slowly and with precaution the noise which 

results is insignificant and is even reduced to a mere light cracking. It 

is only when the bars are, though well embedded in the stone, yet not 

very firmly fixed to the wall, that small pieces of stone or brick become 

detached and fall with some noise upon the ground. One of the thieves 

is then obliged to keep always near the window, to look out for these 

morsels, stop the work of his comrade operating the end of the lever, and 

carefully pick up the debris with his hand or some tool. 

Another method of forming a passage through window bars is to 

employ the jack we have spoken of above. The criminal has recourse to 

a jack when he knows that one (generally called a “coffee-mill’’) may be 

found in the neighbourhood, or when he supposes that this instrument 

will save him the trouble of having to remove the entire grating. Indeed he : 

can find lateral points of support for the jack in the bars themselves, which — 

will then be forced apart from one another, — 
i Ewe thus forming a sufficient space from him to get i 

through, Fig. 1383. The parts of the grating — 

which yield so as to give the bars their neces- — 

sary extension in bending, vary according to — 

the construction of the grating: sometimes it © 

_ is the iron itself which stretches, sometimes — 

ie the rivets which start, or sometimes the bars — 

— give way at the top and the bottom, or it may Fi 

Fig. 133. be that the horizontal bars work out of the : 

masonry, or several of these effects or even all of them may happen in 

combination; but the operation nearly always meets with marvellous — 

success. If the thief has to give up the idea of thus widening the space — 

between the bars, either because he cannot find convenient points of 

support, or because such a narrow opening appears too dangerous in the 

event of his having to take to flight, he will remove the whole grating. 

Asa rule the jack will not be high enough to reach from the ground to | 

the lowest cross-bar; but the thief will remedy this inconvenience by 

placing it on a stone or block of wood, or by leaning it upon a long | 

bean which he will rest against some fixed point, such as the foot of a” 

building opposite, or in the angle which a tree makes with the ground, 

or, more simply, in a hole dug to no very great depth in the hard soil; | 

he will thus obtain, so to speak, an extension of the jack. The only | 
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difficulty consists in keeping the jack and the beam exactly in the same 

plane, that is to say, to prevent them coming away at the place where 

the jack rests on the beam, the result being to throw the whole out of gear. 

The difficulty is generally got over by fix- 

ing underneath the point where the jack 

and the long beam touch, another beam 

_ to support them, and tying the whole to- 

gether with thin ropes or chains, Fig. 134 ; 

moreover if care be taken to guide the matt 

' beam with the hand, raising it and lower- Fig. 134. 

' ing it to avoid any displacement at the junction of the jack and the 

beam, then the jack may be counted upon to work properly, and after 

the operation the thief has but to get rid of the whole paraphernalia and 

_ leave the peasant who is his victim, and very often other persons as well, 

. completely amazed and unable to explain how on earth the grating was 

torn away. 

| 

| 

Besides the grating there are other obstacles to be overcome in order 

to get in by a window. In the first place there are, if the windows are 

folding ones, the flaps or shutters, persiennes, or jannals, which are some- 

times in front of and sometimes behind the grating, or even in exceptional 

cases on both sides of it. Here again there are different processes which 

depend nearly always on the particular construction of the window, 

those presenting the least difficulty are outside shutters, opening out- 

wards, for then the hinges are fixed on the outside and are easily 

accessible. The hinges in country houses are notoriously so weak that 

they can often be detached with the aid of an ordinary pocket knife. Once 

the hinges of the two folding doors are taken away it is easy to separate 
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the latter, except where the system of bolting is particularly complicated. 

But if the hinges offer considerable resistance or it is found impossible 

to remove them, or if the window opens towards the inside, then the 

attack is directed towards the window itself. The thief must naturally 

find out beforehand the system of fastening, and, as a general rule, he is 

informed on this point long before the theft; if the bolts are ordinary 

Ones, or any other fastening not particularly complicated is used, it is 

te atively speaking easy to open them; for this purpose a large hole is 

rilled with a gimlet at a suitable distance from the window-fastening ; 

in iron wire is passed through this hole, grappled to the bolt, and the 

window opens; this is not very difficult, for the thief can follow the 

irection taken by the iron wire by looking through the window. But 
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in the event of difficulties presenting themselves or the manner of 
fastening not lending itself to the employment of iron wires, there is 
nothing else for him to do but to break the glass; when the fastening 
will be easily reached. 

We have often heard it said that thieves sometimes cut out the 

window panes; the author has never seen this done and does not believe 

that a thief would bother with such work even if he has been apprenticed 

to a skilled glazier. Indeed, to cut out a window from its frame the — 

glass must first be cut with a diamond and then knocked on the whole 

line where the diamond has passed until the glass becomes detached and 

falls; but the thief will never make up his mind to create a noise by 

rapping the glass; and if, in a case of theft, we were to see a pane of 

glass cut in this manner, we should consider at first that the theft was a — 

sham one. Indeed the piece of glass may have been cut out at leisure © 

and replaced and then made to fall at the opportune moment, to make — 

believe that a theft has been committed from outside. 

Occasionally a pane of glass is removed by detaching the putty which 

holds it to the frame, especially is this the case when the glass has just — 

been put in and the putty is still soft, or, on the other hand, when the : 

putty is already old and has become friable and easily broken, through — 

being exposed to the heat of the sun. Putty is composed of chalk and : 

linseed oil, which, in time, oxidises and becomes incapable of resisting M4 

the effects of temperature, so that little is left of the chalk but a solid — 

substance of an earthy and friable nature; nothing then remains but | 

pieces of putty, dry, prism-shaped, having no force of cohesion, which can | 

be easily and noiselessly removed with a knife or chisel. But, as we | 

have stated, it is rare to find the putty quite soft or completely dried up, : 

and as a fairly long time is necessary to remove it, the thief is generally 4 

satisfied with breaking the glass. i 

Thieves usually perform this last operation in a marvellously skil- — 

ful manner. The noise of the falling pieces of glass must of course 

be taken into account; it is therefore necessary to prevent them from 

falling, and for this purpose they are stuck or gummed: a kind of” 

plaster comprised of a piece of cloth of the size of the pane of glass” 

and spread with a substance of a cohesive nature, such as birdlime, 

black pitch, grafting putty, wax mixed with turpentine, or even wi th § 

soot, or simply clay, or clay mixed with dung, or half liquid pitch, ete., i 

(see footnote p. 679) 1s spread over the whole window. When this is done, | 

some soft object is stretched over the surface so as to smother the noise 
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ensuing when the glass is shattered: for this a garment, towel, sometimes 

also grass, hay, or moss, etc., is used. When all these precautions have 

been taken, the middle of the glass is slowly pressed with increasing 

force till at last is smashes. As a rule the noise made is insignificant: 

the sound of the breaking glass is deadened by the pad, and the frag- 

ments remain attached to the plaster. If in spite of all noise cannot be 

avoided, the thief stops work to make sure that it has not been heard; 

if all is quiet in the house he can continue his operation and remove 

the plaster. | 

- Omitting special notice of window shutters, for what we shall say 

concerning doors will also be applicable to them, the thief will pay atten- 

tion to all the objects which are usually placed inside the room, such 

as bottles, vases, flower pots, and other articles, which common folk 

' especially are in the habit of placing on the inside window sill; still the 

| thief even takes care as a rule to exactly ascertain the existence and 

_ position of these objects beforehand, for, on opening the window, he 

_ may cause them to fall and thus lose all the trouble which he has taken ; 

if he has made certain of the presence of these disagreeable articles there 

: is nothing else for him to do but to try and reach them, pull them out 

through the broken window and throw them away. If he cannot reach 

' them all he may have to break another pane of glass or perhaps give 

up the attempted theft altogether. The curtains and blinds which are 

"generally seen in country inns and other places are also very disagree- 

able to the thief, for he cannot open a window noiselessly on which 

one of them is hanging, as they are generally made of stiff and well- 

dressed material. In this case he has to break a pane of glass near the 

" cord of the blind or curtain so as to draw it up. If the window frame 

is narrow, he may perhaps be able to reach the cord by passing his 

arm through the half-opened window as far as possible, and, if he fears 

the noise, he will sometimes cut off the blind crossways with a scissors or 

sharp knife. 

It is worthy of note that spring roller blinds are very distasteful to 

thieves as, when such a blind is down, the window cannot be opened 

without noise and an instrument must be introduced to release the catch 

of the blind or cut the cord. Care must also be taken to prevent the blind 

Springing up quickly and causing a noise. One method is to cut the 

Jind across the top, but then the top part of the window must be 

owered first, which is not always so easy. A thief as a rule avoids a 

window with a roller blind. 
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3. ENTERING BY THE DOOR. 

Breaking open doors and shutters is extensively practised ; the differ- 

ences between and the combinations of the methods used are very con- 

siderable, so that the subject can only be dealt with quite generally. As 

a rule doors are fastened in a more or less complicated manner and they 

present two points of attack for the consideration of the thief, namely, 

the surface and material of the door, and the mode in which it is secured. 

(a) Attacking the door itself. 

There are many other modes of breaking open a door than battering 

it in with the trunk of a tree, a heavy beam, or a crow-bar used like a 

ram. There are numerous ways of opening it without making a noise 

or attracting attention. The method most like those we have just been 

ee 

considering is to raise up the door by introducing a lever or wedge 

between the frame and the threshold; one of the parts of the door is 

bound to yield, the part depending upon its construction, if the force used 

is only sufficiently great: either the lock, staple, hinges, or the whole door 

will give way. No doubt this cannot be done without noise and proves — 

the criminal to be either extraordinarily audacious or sufficiently acquain- | 

ted with the situation to know that the noise will not attract anyone’s _ 

attention; he is aware that the house is untenanted, or that the residents 

are too far away from where he is working, or that-he knows them to | 

be fearful folk who will not budge in spite of, or because of, the noise. 

If the thief cannot raise the whole door in this energetic manner he 1 

attacks a part or parts of it. He chooses the hinges for i 

preference, if they are accessible from outside, that is to say, ~ 

if the door opens outwards. In towns and populous places Ny 

doors hardly ever open outwards for they are situated on 

the pavement and would encroach on someone else’s 

ground. But in the country they open outwards much ~ 

more frequently than is convenient, and the hinges are in — 

consequence also fixed on the outside; and if these hinges — 

Fig. 135. are not fixed as shown in Fig. 135 they may be removed | 

almost noiselessly by the first blockhead who comes along; to fix them 

properly it is necessary that the arm of the hinge be fixed to the doo - j 

post at point a, while the support of the hinge is strongly bolted at 6 by 4 

a screw passing right through the doorpost from one side to the other. ta 

| 
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If the thief cannot succeed in taking off the hinges he will attack the 

wood of the door (or shutter) and in this 

connection the manner in which doors are 

made, #.e., with panels, greatly helps him. 
Such doors have certainly their advantages ; 

they look well and there is little probability 

that the wood of which they are made will 

split or decay, but on the other hand they ¢ d 

seem to be constructed for the very purpose 

of housebreaking; they offer no serious re- Fig. 136. 

sistance—their manner of construction excludes any chance of solidity, 

_ Fig. 136. They are made by slipping the panels, the edges of which 

| are thinned down, into grooves in the four boards which form the frame. 

i! If then we take a section of the door from | 0 0 
_ etoe, Fig. 137, we can see that all panel \pert ae re. 

doors are particularly thin between the Fig. 137. 

frame and the panel itself, 7.e., at oo. We can all notice this on our own 

doors. It may be seen that the wood can be easily pierced at o with a 

knife, the blade of which is inserted in the direction of the grain of the 

wood. The two opposite sides of the panel can then be easily cut, slit- 

ting the wood gently; it is naturally more difficult to slit it against the 

_ grain since a saw cannot be used for fear of the noise: a gimlet is here 

resorted to and little holes pierced side by side —— 

in the wood, the spaces between them being 7} —o 

subsequently cut away with the knife: in Fig. | \ 

138 lines ad and bb’ are cut with the knife, 

lines a b and a’ b’ with the gimlet: having thus 

ut round the panel the thief can remove it and 

get in through the opening obtained; the weak- 

ness of such doors has been frequently noticed, » 
| 

especially in village inns, where people have: Fig. 188. 

been known to push out, in a drunken quarrel, the panel of a door by a 

“mere pressure of the back, a kick, or a knock with the head. 

_ At other times the thief attacks the cross-bolts which are fixed in 

' yarious ways and, all things considered, render excellent service: natu- 

rally they are useless unless the door itself is a good one; a door fur- 

lished with a cross-bolt cannot be lifted from its hinges or opened by a 

v aster-key, but if its construction be light it will offer no more resistance 

© either a gimlet or a knife than any door without bolts at all. In 
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addition the bolt must be fixed securely, not so that it may be pushed from 

one side to the other. Let us consider one of these systems of shutting 

up doors or windows. In the country the door is provided with a wooden 

bar of more or less strength which generally rests in a lateral hole in the 

wall and is slipped through two rings or guides and into a hole in 

the wall opposite the first mentioned wall. . For window shutters the 

fastening is made with a cross-bar which turns on a nail strongly driven 

in and hangs in a vertical position during the day-time. In India this 

method is also commonly used for doors: to fasten the shutter or door 

the bar is turned round the nail and fitted into a staple or hook in the 

opposite wall. To be of any use it is not sufficient for the door or shut- 

ters to be of solid construction, the bolt must also be well fixed; if not, 

all that is necessary to render the bolt quite useless is to make a small 

hole in the door; this hole must of course be made in the proper place 

and be a little larger than the lever that is to be used. It should be 

pierced just behind the bolt, and the lever—such as a thin bar of iron with 

a pointed end—should be placed with its arm or handle away from and its 

point towards the latch edge of the door ; the point of the lever is then dug 

into the bar or bolt and levered backwards and forwards, thus pushing the — 

bar back little by little; no doubt it only moves a fraction of an inch at a { 

time, but if the operation is kept up the bar will be withdrawn and leave © 

the door free to open. The same method is used for the bolt or bar — 

which turns on a pivot, the hole is again made exactly behind the bar and 

the same lever used, but instead of pushing the bar horizontally, a circular ” 

and upward movement is employed till it comes out of the staple or 

hook. This process is of course impossible where the bar is fixed by 

some means or other, as, e.g,, by a pin passed through the hook or staple, 

above the bolt, and terminating in a hole in the door frame. | 

All these methods are generally interesting from the point of view of — 

the police; as regards the Investigating Officer, they are very important, ~ 

for whenever a breaking-in has been effected in this way, he may presume 

that the thief has been in the locality before and ascertained that there © 

was a bolt, how it was fixed, and whether or not it was furnished with a 

safety-catch, etc.; a thief who does not know all this is also ignorant of 

the method of making the hole, and of how to use it when made. Of 

course we do not mean to say that he would have to take measurements 

of the place where the bolt is fixed; it is enough for him to look for 

certain indications which can be seen both inside and out, and to whi a 

he will direct his attention: suppose he notices, for instance, that the | 
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bolt of the door is about a finger’s breadth above the key-hole, he has 

_ but to draw a horizontal line to fix the whole position of the bolt; or at 

_ the window he may remark the pivot nail, which in all probability runs 

- right through the bar from back to front and ought consequently to be 

seen from outside; but the bolt when shut is horizontal and thus it is 

easy to find its position throughout its whole length. 

. In many cases, as when the bolts are small iron ones or the thief 

decides to attack the lock, or some reason or other renders it convenient 

_ to insert the hand inside the door, a larger opening has to be made. The 

method mentioned above for removing a door panel is 

generally followed, but the gimlet holes will be made 

| ‘in a circle and then joined up with the aid of a thin 

knife, thus obtaining a continuous circular section which 

| will come away and allow a hand or piece of bent wire 

' or other instrument to be inserted. In Fig. 139 

' the holes are shown drilled and the joining lines cut. Fig. 1389. 

That locks may be opened, bolts withdrawn, and safety catches mani- 

pulated in. this way may be readily understood, but what often appear 

incomprehensible are the smallness of the hole and the distance from it 

at which the thief can operate inside. It seems all the more remarkable 

‘when we remember that he can see nothing of the field of operations 

from outside, and cannot trust to his sense of touch, as it is with a wire 

and not with his hands that he works. 

Openings made with a gimlet or drill in this way furnish the Investi- 

gating Officer in every case with rich material for deduction; the place 

itself where the hole is made permits him to form an idea as to what the 

hief knew concerning the interior arrangement of the door. Upon 

xxamining this opening a conclusion can be formed either that the thief 

ad absolutely no knowledge of the interior aspect of the door, or that he 

ad an approximate idea of it, founded upon a rapid observation, or that 

le had an exact and complete knowledge of the situation such as 
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Only an old servant, friend, or even, as has happened, former occupier 

{ the house must have had. If the opening does not appear a success, 

‘the question must be asked what reason the thief could have had for 

aking it in that way rather than in some other manner. The examin- 

tion of this question, based as it is upon all the circumstances however 

aall, gives at times most interesting results, for it may be discovered, 

pexample, that the accused must have seen the inside of the door but 

ly from a very special point of view which has given him a false idea. 
92 
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Certain researches, if properly conducted, may perhaps be able to put 

us on the track of persons who must necessarily have considered the 

situation from that point of view. Finally the impression may be 

obtained from this inspection that the accused’s only knowledge comes 

from outside sources, such as descriptions and rough sketches, and he 

has thus obtained a false idea of the state of things: a discovery which 

will give the Investigating Officer a fresh point of departure for new 

investigations. | | 
~ In such cases it is above all important to have the scene of offence — 

attentively examined by experts, for the work of the thief will nearly 

always present some characteristic signs. It may perhaps be established 

what kind of instruments have been used by the thief, whether the cri- 

minal is a workman of a special class, what trade he belongs to, whether 

he had enough time for his work, whether he used a light, whether he 

employed considerable force, whether he proceeded with skill or origin- 

ality, and knew how to profit by certain advantages, as for example 

to avoid nails or other iron parts,—in short, it will perhaps be possible 

to discover a certain number of particular circumstances capable of — 

characterising the thief and bringing about his subsequent arrest. This — 

result appears to be more unreal than it 1s in fact, for it must not be- 

forgotten that these are not isolated points which have been determined 

but are very frequently corroborated by other determined points, noticed 

by some person or other who has been called in to give information, and | 

thus become more definite in form. ; 

Care must of course be taken not to heedlessly express. any opinion | 

which has been formed, or which one may have thought it possible - 

to form, nor to communicate it on the spot to people present, who will 
perhaps believe themselves obliged to agree with “ Mr. Investigating | 

Officer”, and immediately start about making a number of more or less” 

inexact observations, solely in order to be agreeable. We all know hoy 

often we have been led into error by such people animated by the bes 

intentions in the world; but we also know that if in such a case W | 

observe the state of the locality with attention, take the advice of expel t 

and hold ourselves in reserve before communicating to the witnesses - ih 

results acquired, if we then gather with care the opinions of these latter, 

and if we combine the information thus obtained, success can hard 

be missed. 

We may here cite a case where the thief had made such an opening 

as we have been discussing; the case is interesting from more than one 
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7 point of view, and at the same time the opening made was a larger one 

than the author ever met with before; it was not however made in the 

- door. A coachman of the name of Cr..., after many long years of work, 

j had saved a fairly round sum and hoped to live quietly upon it in his old 

| age. He was a bachelor of a distrustful nature, and his distrust increased 

when he learnt that, about the same time as he was retiring from his 

_ business, one of his old fellow coachmen had just been the victim of a 

' mysterious theft and had been despoiled of all his fortune. He rented, 

en the downstairs floor, a room which had only one door, he got the 

" two windows fitted with bars and shutters and the door with all kinds of 

bolts and locks, he bought a revolver, and at last thought he was safe. 

| As for his money he placed it in the savings-bank: in the day-time he 

| _ earried his bank book in the pocket of his coat and at night he placed his 

coat beside his bed still leaving the book in the pocket. Now Cr... was 

still in possession of an old carriage, a relic of his old business, stabled 

in the same house in which he lived. One fine morning, he was 

‘awakened by an individual who said that he had come to see the carriage 

' with a view to purchase. Avaricious by nature, Cr... hurried out to 

| show the carriage to the unknown purchaser, and finally both repaired to 

a neighbouring job-master to borrow a couple of horses to be attached to 

' the old carriage, for the purchaser insisted upon trying it. Cr... and 

| the purchaser drove about during the best part of the morning; the latter 

’ was satisfied and promised to return in the afternoon with his money 

t to pay for the carriage and horses to take it away. But hardly had he 

gone off than Cr... discovered that instead of his savings-bank book his 

pocket contained another one, similar to his own, but which showed a 

balance of only a single gulden. He went off to the savings bank, where 

he learnt that the whole of his deposit had been withdrawn about an 

hour before by some unknown person. Naturally the buyer of the 

arriage did not turn up in the afternoon and there was no manner of 

loubt that his story of a purchase and the trying of the carriage was 

mly a feint for the purpose of keeping Or... occupied and hindering him 

from discovering the loss of his bank book and at the same time giving 

jhe confederate of the ‘‘ purchaser” the necessary interval. At the out- 

st it was supposed to be a case of pocket-picking skilfully carried out by 

he purchaser himself who, it was supposed, must have removed the book 

om Cr...’s pocket during the examination of the carriage or during 

ae trial drive and then skilfully slipped or thrown it to a confederate. 

But an attentive examination of Cr...’s room gave other results. 

‘ 
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Under and towards the back of his bed, and in consequence invisible 

even to a person at some distance from the 

bed, a nearly square hole of fairly large size, 

having a diameter of about 16 ins., had been 

made in the floor. Following the process 

above indicated, a large number of little 

Fig. 140. holes had been bored beside one another and 

then joined up with a knife, so that two floor boards were each found 

to be cut in two places rendering their removal perfectly easy. The 

floor consisted of parallel beams about one yard distant from one another 

upon which were fixed strong planks which formed the floor of the room 

as well as the ceiling of the basement (Fig. 140 represents the ceiling 

seen from below). Underneath was a cellar used for storing vegetables 

which some unknown woman had hired, under a false name, about two 

weeks before the theft and where she had deposited some vegetables of 

practically no value. The thief must have hidden on several occasions — 

in the cellar, which was all the more easy as there were never’ many 

people in the courtyard, and then during the day time, when he heard — 

Cr... go out, have started making the holes; he doubtless worked noise- — 

Pil | weld I 

lessly and cautiously, for the room next to Cr...’s was occupied by a : 

tailor who was at home all day. When the hole was made the thief 5 

slipped one evening under Cr...’s bed, knowing him to be sound asleep, — 

and took a hold of his coat and changed the bank book in the pocket for 

another one; the false book was to serve to tranquilise Cr... in case i? 

looked to see whether his treasure was still in the pocket of his coat; 

as regards this point the thief’s speculations were correct. He had then 

withdrawn in the same way and had taken the precaution of rendering the 

perforated place as difficult as possible to recognise ; he had indeed placed | 

a screw in the lower part of each piece of wood, the screw carrying a — 

large fixed ring serving as a handle to open or shut the trap, and before 

replacing the two pieces of wood after having committed the theft, he 

had smeared their edges with wet clay, which on being pressed, whe ne 

the section was replaced, squeezed out and hid the cut surface. The 

thief hoped in this way that if by chance they looked under the bed—_ 

where it was fairly dark—the clay would be taken for dust and the | 

manner in which the theft had been carried out would not be discovered. . 

The lower part of the section was also easy to hide for there it was only 

necessary to pass the finger over the clay which was squeezed out ine 

order to make believe that there was only a dirt stain there. EC 
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As the description of the woman who had hired the cellar was known, 

as well as that of the self styled purchaser of the carriage, the thief was 

discovered and in the end confessed to having committed the crime in the 

circumstances indicated. What is still more interesting as regards this 

theft from a psychological point of view is that the thief pretended that 

he had buried the money; on several occasions he was on the point of 

indicating the place where it was buried, but yet never did so; he died 

in prison and this large suin of money (16,900 florins) was probably lost 

in the ground. 

(b) Attacking the lock. 

Ever since locks have existed people have attempted to open them 

either by force or by using false keys, and as the locksmith’s art has pro- 

_ gressed so has that of housebreakers made corresponding progress—when 

| necessary these gentlemen can rank as artists. 

But if the locksmith’s skill is such that it can only be attained as 

regards its highest flight by but a few even among themselves, e¢.g., as 

regards the manufacture of safes, the thief has to replace the professional 

skill which is not in his possession with craft and cunning. Let us take 

an example; when a safe, guaranteed fire and burglar proof, is sold, three 

similar keys are handed to the purchaser ; the first he himself carries, the 

second is enclosed in the safe itself, whereas the third is intrusted to an 

_ intimate friend or confidential servant; but it is certainly not the manufac- 

turer himself who makes these three keys but one of his workmen, and, 

whatever confidence we have in the latter, we cannot help supposing that . . — et eT Te ee oe ht 
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—— 

there may be a dishonest one among them; what hinders him from making 

: a fourth key like the others and keeping it for himself? And when he is 

in possession of a certain number of these keys it will not be difficult for 

him to find out, from packers and servants employed in the factory, to 

' whom these safes have been sold and whither they have been sent and, 

when he knows who are the purchasers of the safes of which he has keys 

in reserye, he will only have to obtain access to the house, as a servant if 

possible, or as a workman upon some job, such as a chimney-sweep, water- 

pipe man, gasman, etc.; or if he does not succeed in entering the house in 

this way, he goes courting the cook or the nurse, in short, he will be able 

to get at the safe “ guaranteed against burglary’’, and will know how to 

make use of his key to open it. We therefore advise that two safes be 

7 ought from different manufacturers, a small and a large one, and that they 

, b 2 placed one inside the other, in which case a fourth key will be useless. 
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But as often as not it is by strength and skill that the lock is forced. 

Let us first deal with padlocks; false keys are used 

much more rarely for padlocks than for fixed locks or 

locks screwed into doors, for force can be much more 

easily used with a padlock. In this case the thief has 

only to profit by the unheard of thoughtlessness of most — 

people. It may often be noticed that the “peak” or peg 

(a bin Fig. 141) is simply let into the wood without 

the two parts of the end at b being stretched away from 

one another or twisted round; it is ridiculous to attach 

Fig. 141. to such a peg a heavy padlock which serves for hardly 

any thing else than to allow a thief to get a good hold of the peg and 

pull it out. It often happens also that the hasp ¢ of the padlock is 

strong and massive and cannot be worked with a file, while the ring a@ of 3 

the peg is so weak that the thief need not even have recourse to a file but 

can cut it in two with the pincers; but if the peg is well fixed, if the 

stems are stretched apart and bent round, and if the iron of which it is 

made is strong, the thief tries to wrench the padlock off; and now 

the desires of the thief seem to have been foreseen, especially in the 

case of the padlocks called “American”, which are quite round and 

have a very high hasp. The work and manufacture of these padlocks are 

doubtless excellent, for the tumblers of the locks are made by a permuta- 

tion machine and it rarely happens that two keys are exactly alike; but: s 

these padlocks have the inconvenience of possessing an exceedingly long — 

hasp, so that between the ring of the peg.and the lock itself, that is to say, 

the inside of the hasp c, there is a large empty space into which it is easy 

to insert a bar of iron; it is then only necessary to twist the bar of iron 

and the padlock is broken. While on the subject we may also draw :: 

attention to another weak point in these padlocks; they are composed 

of two cylindrical capsules, one being set into the other, and it is in k 

the space inside that the lock system is situated. But the capsules” 

are frequently not riveted but simply joined at the edges, which are 

made to overlap one another. In such a case it is sufficient to knock 

all round the edges with a piece of wood, until the capsules become — 

detached from one another. This done, the mechanism is disclosed 

and the lock easily opened. In all cases the method employed should ~ 

be well noted, for it will generally betray the kind of thief and he | 

way in which he works, and will tell us whether or’ not he was well 

informed. ff ; 
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As regards locks fixed or screwed into wood much cannot be said. We 

all know how the ordinary lock of a door or almirah is constructed, and 

even if some of us did not know it, the sketch and the description which 

might be given would not be of very much assistance. The Investigating 

Officer who is ignorant of the construction of a lock is advised to get the 

first locksmith he comes across to minutely explain the working of a lock 

taken_to- pieces; for without some such knowledge he will find himself, at 

his first burglary, in much embarrassment, and will meet with insurmount- 

able difficulties. ‘The locksmith will also be able to show and explain to 
him the various false keys and skeleton keys. Fig. 142 shows a complete 

set of the different sorts of pick- 

locks, skeleton keys, etc., that 

are usually found in the posses- 

sion of a versatile burglar. For 
ordinary use he finds the tools 

shewn in the drawing all he 

: requires. But in practice the 

Investigating Officer must never 

forget that the fact that a thief 

_ has not a complete set of skele- 

_ ton keys does not prove that he is not a housebreaker and has not been 

in the habit of forcing doors. Indeed the skilful and experienced thief, 

- whom outsiders never represent without a bunch of false keys, is content 

_ with much simpler means: a bent nail, a piece of iron wire, and a knife; 

_the heads of the profession even pretend to be able to open strong locks 

with a piece of wood and a length of thread. When a thief wishes to obtain 

the highest regard of one of his comrades he says “he can open locks by 

Fig. 142. 

blowing on them’’, that is to say, with the simplest of means and in an 

_ extraordinarily short space of time (Avé Lallemant). On the other hand, it 

“must be confessed that a bunch of false keys and implements of a fine and 

delicate nature are often found in the home of a professional criminal : one 

set was as ingenious as elegant; it seemed no imaginable case had been 

unforeseen; the instruments were of the finest steel, the handles were 

of copper and of the most delicate workmanship, the screws were micros- 

copic, and the whole was enclosed in a velvet case. 

- Something similar is shewn in Fig. 143, which displays the working 

tools of a notorious London burglar. Such bags are commonly used by 

these people, for lawyers, doctors, and others, carry similar ones, so that 
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their possession is by no means remarkable. ‘Two things remain to be 
r 
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pointed out. If the thief succeeds in getting near the lock to be opened, he 

makes first a wax copy of the key-hole, then buys in the first ironmonger’s 
shop a common, suitable rough key of malleable iron, and files it until it 
fits the keyhole. Then the key is blackened with soot, carefally in- 

troduced into the lock, and lightly turned, so that the compartments of 

the lock are impressed on the sooted key-bits. Then the final act is 

fig. 148. 

rapidly accomplished. When, however, the question is whether a lock 

shall be opened by a master-key, then a man gains admission and examines 

the inside of the lock. This is covered with a dark layer of rust, thick oil, 

and dust, which are wanting only where the key rubs against the wards. 

When a master-key has been used, traces of it are almost always found, 

bright fresh scratches and cracks, which do not occur when the ordinary ~ 

key 9") is used. 

As for modern locks, which are often of fine construction, such as 

those of Chubb, Bramah, Newell, Ade, Hobbs, Fenby, Wertheim, Yale, 

Kromer-Schlésser, and all other locks of such kind, their mechanism 

is so complicated and so difficult to understand that it is useless to give a 

description of them, in as much as outsiders will be obliged in spite of all 

to call in the assistance of experts when necessary, for without them he 

will be incapable of obtaining any results whatever “, What the 

executioner of London said in his memoirs should be remembered :— 
4 
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“There is not a single lock in the world which cannot be easily opened, 

but the more complicated a lock is the greater is the mystification”’. 

And indeed it is very true that to open a complicated lock it is not always 

necessary to make use of very complicated instruments; it is asserted 

that the best of locks may be opened with a certain number of needles 

skilfully disposed and even by the vigorous jet from the nozzle of a pipe 

placed to the keyhole. The most approved method is to introduce into 

the keyhole fine moist thread, by means of a piece of wire, until it is 

nearly filled up, and all the tumblers are covered. Then a piece of wood 

in the shape of a chisel is pressed on the thread and the tumblers are 

pushed back. If this does not succeed, the thread is pulled out, and the 

_ same manipulation is tried a second or even a tenth time. 

a In ordinary Indian and even Anglo-Indian households every key opens 

i q every lock, so that burglars have little difficulty on this score. | 

| In many cases the thief does not attack the lock itself but some other 

_ part of the safe. If the bottom of the safe be screwed to the floor and 

© the top jut out a little, this is a help to the thief; he takes his jack, 

places it against the top, works the screw, and the safe rarely resists. At 

times it also happens that the manufacturers of safes are absolutely 
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: wanting in conscience. The following fact which comes from a reliable 

source is a proof of this. The owner of a safe, guaranteed against 

| burglary, had mislaid his keys: he sent for a skilled locksmith. The 

latter did not take the trouble even to look at the locks but started to 

i carefully scrape the varnish at the edge of the back of the safe; he soon 

brought to light a number of screws, which he took out, and then pulled 

out the back; the heads of the screws were only smeared over with some 

substance and then covered with varnish. But it is not always so easy to 

open a safe and, when necessary, burglars are equipped with the most 

derfect outfit. 

_ lately, the public press took considerable interest in implements used 

in breaking open safes on the occasion of an exhibition of these instru- 

- Inents organised by the Polytechnic Society of Berlin, and connected with 
> 

@ conference concerning electric apparatus destined to protect property. 

In one of the reports of this exhibition it was stated that a burglar who 

“Wishes to make a serious attack upon a safe guaranteed against fire and 

burglary ought not only to possess great bodily strength and technical 

skill but must also be, in a certain sense, a “‘man of considerable capital”, 

r the instruments which'he requires must be of careful workmanship and 

present in consequence a fairly considerable capital. ‘The days when 
+ 
; 
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the thief used to pierce a hole with an ordinary centrebit and then make — 
it larger with a cutter are gone. Now-a-days housebreakers’ implements 
take up little room and can be easily carried in a small handbag. The 
most important instrument is a folding lever, with which considerable — 
force may be applied. But in the meantime the manufacturer of safes has 
not remained stationary. In the first place, it was necessary to construct 
safes offering no hold to pincers or grapnels, hence they are cast in one 
single piece of metal; it was then attempted to make them proof against 
gimlet and file by using plates of steel, but as steel is not very elastic a 
blow of a hammer is sufficient to break it; so then manufacturers combi- 

ned plates of steel with plates of ordinary iron in order to render such blows 

harmless; but thieves in their turn made corresponding progress. The 

skilled thief is furnished with an oxyhydrogen gas lamp with which in 

from 10 to 15 minutes he can pierce a hole large enough to allow the © 

passage of his whole body ; it is true that heavy safes offer considerably 3 

more resistance and necessitate several hours’ work. Be that as it may, — 

the necessity having been recognised of finding other measures of safety, — 

recourse has been had to electricity. A Munich manufacturer has made 

an electric apparatus of safety-bells, upon the principle of the contact of j 

wires; these are enclosed in the safe itself, the wires passing through — 

holes, which unhappily are the most vulnerable points. An engineer i 

named Berg has devised another method; he places his apparatus upon 

the safe itself and establishes communication with bells installed in the | 

watchman’s room. ‘The advantage of this consists in the impossibility, | 

even to a clever electrician, of preventing the apparatus working, for as a 

soon as the slightest movement is given to the safe, as soon as a flame is 

brought to bear upon the electric wires which encircle it, or as soon as — 

the current is interrupted in any other manner whatsoever, the bells begin Al 

to ring and the presence of the thief is betrayed. j 

American apparatus depend on the mobility of mercury. In the safe 

is a shell filled with mercury, in which is dipped one wire of an electro- 

magnetic ringing-apparatus, while the other wire hangs just above the 

surface of the mercury. If the safe is now touched, pushed, shoved. 

bored into, or otherwise manipulated, then the level of the mercury alters. 

the second wire comes in contact with it, and the sounding apparatu 

becomes immediately active. The wires must be led through the back o 

In addition to the actual cutting of alarm wires, an arrangement of lever | 

connected to an ordinary working-current gives a sure protection. Aj 
. 
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soon as the thief alters such an arrangement in any way, destroys the 

_ battery, or breaks the conductor, the alarm at once starts, so that the 

: burglar by the very attempt to render the alarm arrangement ineffective 

betrays himself. | 

Hig. 144. 

= ©The principal tool is still the familiar crowbar; and it is true that in 

] “many complicated burglaries, especially where the burglars have been 

“frightened away, a crowbar is left behind. A ftance at Fig. 144 shows 
_ remarkable similarity among crowbars. Hence it is not strange that 

burglars, when alarmed, leave behind the heavy and not easily identified 

trowbar and take away with them only the small tools. 

_ Besides crowbars, we can distinguish between two different systems 

c burglary implements. One system is not intended to force the whole 

“safe, but only to make a hole large enough to reach inside and withdraw 

“the contents. For this purpose the so-called shutter-cutters are used, the 
4 

} a4 
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lower one being for small and the upper for large holes, Fig. 145. First 

a quite small hole must be made with a drill in the side or back of the 

safe. If the lower cutter is used, then the middle drill of the trifureated 

end is inserted in the hole, the head of the cutter is pressed to the breast, 

Fig. 145. 

and the handle is turned with the right hand. The two other prongs 

of the trifurcated end are sharp chisels that bite further and further into 

the steel plate and at last cut a circular piece out of it. If the upper 

cutter is used, the central borer is brought into the drilled bore-hole and _ 

the long handle is turned until the two end chisels have cut out a 

circular piece. 

In the second system leverage is used. Here also a small hole is” 

first bored with a drill, and this is made larger by the centrebit a in 

Fig. 146, with which the various bits f can also be used. The file ¢ lends 

a helping hand and projecting edges are removed by the rasp d. When” 

the hole is sufficiently large, the implement b with its steel jaws is brought — 

into use to seize and bend the edge of the plate at the hole. The length — 

of this implement ensures an almost irresistible leverage, and thus it is 
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Fig. 146. 

easy to rip open the whole side of a steel safe. Figure 147 shows the 

‘result of such work for which a burglar in Hamburg had no more 

‘than one hour. An experienced burglar said once: ‘‘ Never mind how 

secure the lock may be, a safe can be opened like a sardine tin’’.* 

Safes have recently been constructed of 30 mm. plates of which the 

~ steel is so treated by a special process that the outside is as brittle as glass 

and the inside as tough as iron. The outside cannot be bored and the 

inside cannot be destroyed by blows. Naturally even such plates cannot 

withstand explosives. 
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* The above déioription shows the danger of the key hole, ‘consequently the modern 

technique of safes turns on making keyholes smaller and more secure. 
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Fig. 147. 

4. KNTERING IN OTHER WAYS. 

Cases in which the thief enters neither by the door, nor by the 

window, nor by a hole made in the door or the floor, but on the other hand 

through the roof, as by descending the attic ladder, or climbing down 

the water pipe leading from the cisterns, are, it is true, somewhat rare, 

though without being so rare as is supposed. We lay stress upon this 

way of getting into a house, for, if the thief is a little skilful, he leaves 

no trace of his passage, no one paying attention to an attic or water- 

closet or bathroom door found open in the morning; and besides the 
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recognition of this method is important, as serving to explain a theft which 

for want of other indications may be laid to the account of the unfortunate 

domestics. Of the many false accusations concerning thefts, the greater 

number are laid against servants; we have all known many cases where 

articles asserted to have been taken by servants have been found again 

or stolen by other persons. This is a fact which is easily explained ; 

an article of value disappears, the servant knows the place where it 

' usually is, he has not been long in service in the house, and it is not 

| known what confidence may be placed in him; besides, the mind of the 

victim of the theft cannot understand how any other thief could have got 

into the room. It must therefore be the servant who has stolen the 

article and, if the Investigating Officer is not more inielligent than the 

i complainant, suspicion will continue to rest upon him or her; hence, if 

the thief has been clever enough to leave no striking trace of his passage, 

one can understand without difficulty the regrettable error that may be 

58 ARN) 1) 1S) AMA RS 
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committed to the prejudice of an innocent person. 

If then a theft remains unexplained, in the sense that the way in 

_ which the thief has entered the house is unknown, and suspicion falls upon 

servants of irreproachable conduct, the question must be asked, whether 

the thief could not have entered by the roof or the water-pipes. In a well- 

_ known criminal novel the plot is worked out on the hypothesis that a 

4 person who had been a chimney-sweep descended into the house through 

a large old-fashioned chimney, and got away by the same channel 

after having committed a big theft. Though told in a novel, the method 

‘is not impossible and it is astonishing that it is not met with more 

frequently. A clever and audacious Madras burglar, now spending the 

evening of his days in the Andamans, always entered by the top of the 

house. He operated on the biggest mansions, the ground floor verandahs 

and doors of which were always well guarded by armies of peons and watch- 

men; he always worked single-handed and never carried an implement 

of any kind. Being a man of great agility, he easily reached the top story, 

by means of the outside bathroom stairs, so common in Madras, rain- 

Water-pipes, parapets, etc. Here, the coolest part, were generally the 

bedrooms of the Dorai and Mem Sahib, windows all open, jewellery 

thrown off after a ball and toilet ornaments lying about. These rooms 

despoiled, he coolly worked his way downstairs, picking up any trifles as 

ae went, until he reached the ground floor, where he opened a door and 

“Made off. Any noise at this stage did not matter, as the startled servants 

‘always rushed into the house to catch the thief, who meanwhile was 
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making his way out of the compound as noiselessly as a cat. He was 

generally detected through his stupid dealing with the booty. 

Breaking into houses through the outer walls, though still most 

common with the mud structures of India, is less seldom resorted to in 

Europe, probably because walls are more solidly built now than formerly. 

Much more frequently we find the thief working through walls or ceilings 

from one house to another, the operating house being an empty one or 

rented temporarily for the occasion. If a wall has to be broken through, 

the job is comparatively easy, it is however a work of art to break 

through a ceiling. ‘This is done either from the next house, or from a 

loft in which the thief has concealed himself. -First “8 a sufficiently 

large piece, say about 20 in. square, of the floor is sawn through the ~ 

boards, or the boards are cut out, and then, with great care, a hole about 

the size of a fist is worked between the beams, and through this hole the 

plaster of the ceiling is carefully examined. Then an umbrella is fastened 

by its handle to a cord, dropped through the hole, and opened with the 

help of some previously arranged device. The most recent invention, 

whereby on pressing a small knob in the handle the umbrella opens i 

automatically, is well adapted for this purpose. Then the small hole is — 

slowly enlarged and the falling material is caught in the open umbrella, ; 

and so all dangerous noise is avoided. When the opening is large enough, 

the thief descends with the help of a rope. Most large thefts in banks — 

and jewellers’ shops are now-a-days executed in this way. | | 

The most detailed accounts of ultimately successful roof- and ceiling- | 

breaking are those of the Chevalier de Seingalt in his historic description 4 

of his escape, after eighteen months’ confinement, from Les Plombs, the A 

famous prison of the Doges at Venice. His ingenuity, audacity, and | 

caution have never been excelled by the cleverest modern housebreaker. 

B. Pocket-Picking. 

To treat fully of pocket-picking would only consist of collecting ~ 

together a considerable number of anecdotes, given by all biographers of 

thieves, and extracts from every imaginable newspaper. This would 

certainly be very good reading but not particularly instructive to the 

Investigating Officer. Hveryone knows the majority of the tricks of these ~ 

scamps, but to be acquainted with every device of this class of thief is a 

pretention impossible to realise; for of all the methods employed we | 

know only those which chance, clumsiness, or the confusion of a thie i 
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has unveiled to us. Most of these clever thefts remain the secret of 

the operators themselves, and many more will be invented and carried 

out in the future. Once a method is known and has been given publi- 

city, the experienced thief employs it no longer, but abandons it to the 

tiros of his art and thinks out a new one. And there is no doubt that a 

new one he will find, for the ranks of pickpockets include the most 

ingenious of men and the most intelligent of criminals. He who 

possesses neither manual dexterity, agility, presence of mind, keenness of 

glance, nor knowledge of men, will never make a pickpocket, for all these 

qualities are necessary in the profession; but if he does possess them, the 

most astounding acts may be expected from him. ‘The pickpocket who 

is a past-master of his art makes it a point of honour to show off his skill 

) to his colleagues, the public, and the authorities, and always to give them 

+ “something new’’, which we know nothing of to-day and very likely 

| will know nothing of in the future. 
When we peruse the exploits of celebrated pickpockets of all ages and 

~ all countries, such as Louis Dominique Cartouche, Sawny Douglas, John 

iG Hall, Reb Chassel, Tom Taylor, Joseph Weismann, Simon Flesscher, 

_ Jonathan Simpson, and also women* thieves, perhaps even more skilful, 

such as Gasners Liesel, Mary Howkins, Anna Hollandia, Debora Churchill, 

_ Anne Debouche, Clara Mayenbaum, and a host of others", we become 

convinced that they employ a new trick only a limited number of times 

_ and abandon it immediately on its becoming known. No doubt the general 

procedure remains always the same: the thief wears a distinguished and 

inoffensive appearance, observes his victim attentively, and tries to find 

. out which pocket contains his money—generally by looking through a 

” shop window where his prey is changing a banknote. Then he must seize 

the right moment, post a confederate in a favourable place, assure him- 

self of having free access to the pocket, and at last draw out the coveted 

~ article with the hand, which he always transforms into a kind of scissors. 

‘“‘ Scissors-making’’ according to Avé-Lallemant is either to stretch 

out the whole hand and form the scissors by keeping the first and second 

se ARTA EE GTO ye ees Pe wet woe te ee | 

- finger together on one side and the third and fourth on the other side 

‘as in Fig. 148a, or by stretching out the first and second fingers only 

and doubling the thumb and the third and fourth back into the palm 

’ of the hand, fig. 148). The hand is introduced into the pocket, the back 

* Women have a finer sense of touch, are more cautious, and have a keener eye than men; 

Moreover, and in this connection most important, they have smaller hands. At the same 

time, men, if sober, would be more suspicious of women hustling or accosting them in the 

94 
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of the hand being turned towards the victim and kept away from his body 

as much as possible in order to avoid any 

contact therewith. When the ends of the 

finger forming the blades of the scissors 

have reached the purse, they are opened 

so as to bring it between them ; the diffi- 

cult point 1s to seize the object with the 

‘scissors between the first phalanges, for 

the further the hand is thurst in the more 

dangerous the operation becomes, owing 

to the progressive enlargement of the 

hand. Yet the article must not be with- 

drawn too soon, for the purse may escape | 

from the ends of the fingers, the opera- 

tion come to grief, and the theft he 

discovered. It is the last stage that Fig. 148a. 

requires the most practice, but it enables the thief to seize a heavy purse 

with his fingertips as firmly as we can hold a piece of paper. It is for 

this reason that an old pickpocket advises a youngster to goin for pocket- 

picking only if he has long and tapering hands, and principally if the 

first and middle fingers are nearly of the same length, for then the 

extremities of these two fingers, having a delicate touch and being protec- 

ted by the nails, may be brought into contact with one another without 

it being necessary to bend the middle finger. At least this is what a 

Budapest pickpocket once told the author and he also asserted that an 

individual who did not possess these qualities could never become a 

‘first class pickpocket’, his hands must be like those of “an accoucheur 1 

or a pianist’, he must always keep them in good condition, preserve them : 

from rough work, and constantly rub them with fat, glycerine, vaseline, 

lanoline, or other grease. It is therefore recommended that the hands © 

of an accused pickpocket be inspected—especially when the theft has been 

carried out with unusual skill; it will nearly always be noticed that these 

gentry—like cards sharpers (see Chap. X VITI.)—have extraordinarily fine, 

straight, and delicate hands and very long fingers. The other qualities of 

a pickpocket mentioned above should also be attended to: he is nearly 

always distinguishable by his free demeanour, nimbleness, and keen- 

ness of glance—unless indeed he pretends to look foolish and awkward. ; 

Moreover on the streets a pickpocket is noticeable from frequently carry- 

ing a plaid to hide his arm and hand at work. 7 Fi 
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For subsequent investigations the Investigating Officer will do well to 

deal with everything that accompanies a case of pocket-picking: such as ; 

in cut pockets, look for little knives in a signet ring or bracelet: cut 

watchchains, small but strong pincers, hidden in a pocket knife; false 

hands placed on the knee, which the thief manipulates with his real 

hand ; or artificial mosquito stings which incite the victim to hunt the 

mosquito or other insect while the thief carries out his work. An 

individual is also worthy of suspicion if he acts awkwardly in taking a 

light from another person, or if he bumps against him, or brushes him 

down, or draws his attention to something or other, or has recourse to 

similar artifices. But all this will not go for much if the Investigating 

| Officer imagines that this kind of manoeuvre necessarily accompanies 

| every case of pocket-picking. The best thing for him to do is first to 

' consider everything, however unbelievable, as possible, to have the facts 

- related in every detail and without tiring, including all that has preceded 

_and followed the occurrence, and then try to discover the connection of 

_ each point of the story—however insignificant it may be—with the theft 

- itself and verify it from that point of view, and finally study minutely the 

_ person suspected and try to discover of what he is capable. Here again 

y the relation between the accused and the incriminating facts is of great 

importance. As to the question of confederates, what we have already 

_ said-must be remembered, that as a general rule all thieves, from the 

_ bazaar pickpocket to the expert railway thief, work with an auxiliary : 

i only the retired thief who is a past master of his art works alone and 

does not share his profits with another. 

The Investigating Officer will find it most useful to get a conjuror to 

show him the principal tricks of his art, and, in particular, the manner of 

changing and forcing cards. What the prestidigitator knows so also does 

the pickpocket, and if we remember the marvellous things the former can 

do we will the better understand what is within the compass of the latter. 

‘The conjuror will be able to teach him the most important point of his art, 

namely, to know how to seize the psychological moment: he draws the 

attention of the public to some more or less isolated object, such as a flying 

bird, a gunshot, a hat confided to another, and during this time he does 

what he wants to do—and the pickpocket acts in exactly the same manner. 
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C. Sneak Thefts. 

The greatest number of articles are probably stolen by sneak thefts. 

Good preparation, sang-froid, the faculty of seizing the propitious moment 

are necessary, aS well as presence of mind, to allow a good excuse to 

be found rapidly and naturally in the event of surprise. Among sneak 

thieves specialists may often be found, who by habit, inclination, or the 

recollection of the success attending their first theft, invariably operate 

in the same manner. ‘Thus one individual never stole except from the 

attics, an occupation he found most lucrative. In all his expeditions he 

employed the same method ; he preferred fine summer afternoons when 

people are generally out of doors; he would in flats go quietly up the 

stairs, carrying nothing but a bunch of false keys, and if stopped would 

ask for some-one named X. Otherwise he went right up to the attic 

door, quickly and skilfully opened it, and putting it on the latch to make 

believe it was shut would lean his stick against it in the inside, so that if 

anyone opened the door it would fall and warn him of the danger. He 

then examined the articles which are often most imprudently kept in 

the attics, such as linen, winter-clothes in summer, books, plate, etc. | 

He then chose a bag, bags being usually placed in the attics in towns, 

filled it with the best he could find, and came whistling down stairs as 
—- oo i 

slowly as possible. This is the usual procedure of people who sneak 

into houses; they pretend to be commissionaires, street porters, cleaners 
Or~ — 

of clothes, message boys, or beggars; sometimes, the sneak is a well- — 

dressed gentleman, a foreigner who speaks the language badly, a servant 

looking for a place, a nurse, a shopgirl, a midwife, or a well-dressed lady; — 

in short he appears under every imaginable guise. They open either the — 

first door they come to or a door explored previously; if they meet — 

anyone, they ask a question suitable to the character they represent, and 3 

if they see no-one, and find something to steal, they steal. 

If the thief works hotels he generally obtains some situation of a — 

temporary character in them so as to become acquainted with the habits ~ 

of the house, take impressions of the keys, or become familiar with other 

difficulties ; he then turns up later on, either as a servant with a letter in ‘ 

his hand, or as the well-dressed visitor of someone staying in the hotel, j 

passes people he meets quickly or haughtily, opens with his master key a 

locked-up room in an empty corridor, and takes everything he can lay his — 

hands on; if he comes in the morning while the traveller is still asleep, q 

he pretends to be a commissionaire, clothes cleaner, chiropodist, hair- 
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- dresser, etc., enters softly and never forgets to say “good morning” in a 

low voice, so as to appear harmless if the sleeper wakes up; in this way 

he reaches the bed-table, takes the watch and purse generally lying there, 

and goes off as he comes. These two classes of thieves have often caused 

_ much misfortune, in the sense that the thefts committed by them have 

- frequently been imputed to domestics, for the simple reason that they 

_ could be explained in no other way. 

: Thieves who work in shops hardly ever sneak into any but small 

) shops which at certain times, such as midday, are not well watched, the 

_ proprietor being in the back-shop getting his dinner. They open the 

| door, if there happens to be one, as quietly as possible, pushing back the 

| - bell with a stick, lay hold of the till or in default something of value from 

) q the stock, and disappear as softly as they have come. . 

1 Among this class are to be found some with such remarkable skill 

and audacity that the thefts they commit appear, at first sight, impossible. 

; We may mention some of the acts of a certain criminal to show that the 

Investigating Officer should never be misled by anything into saying that 
‘ 

a thing is “impossible”. The person in question was a Jewish sailor 

~ who had thrown over his occupation and now roamed about the docks, 

_where he had lived high for a time and then fallen into the lowest depths 

' of misery. One day he undertook a journey on foot from Trieste to 

| Hamburg—to see the world as he said—and was arrested on the way 

on the charge of having killed a man by suddenly compressing the 

carotid arteries with his thumbs, thus bringing about unconsciousness 

and death “, This individual, who was named M.W., had the most 

sinister face the author ever met with in his career. The suspicions 

against him were not weak but it was impossible to collect sufficient 

proof to convict him. During the inquiry, two of his fellow prisoners, 

y ho, though themselves grown grey in crime, began to find their com- 

panion too compromising, denounced M.W. as the author of a series of 

erimes, which they asserted that he had committed in a number of sea- 

ports and always by the same method of sneaking into houses. 

_ M.W. related to his companions that he first of all tried to find out 

when a respectable family was going to pass the evening away from home 

ut a ball, reception, concert, etc. On the given day he used to sneak into 

the house before the doors were shut and hide either in the house itself 

% in some chosen spot in the courtyard, and there await the return of 

s family and their retirement to bed. M.W. speculated on the fact that 

he people of the house, owing to their fatigue, would sleep soundly and 
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would neglect to lock away the jewels they had worn during the even- 

ing, which would be left lying about on the tables for the rest of the 

night. He then started to open the doors of the bed-rooms, which are 

generally closed by turning the key on the inside and leaving it in the 

lock. Now as skeleton keys cannot be employed while there is a key 

in the lock, the key must first be removed. To do this he used a small 

pair of steel tweezers of fine and special shape and construction, or tongs 

like small curling tongs with grooved steel arms, which he introduced 

from outside into the keyhole and with which he attempted to fix a very 

fine steel wire round the end of the key. This done he seized the head — 

of the key with the pincers and turned it until the key-bit came opposite 

the keyhole; he had then only to push the key towards the inside and, 

holding it by the wire, let it fall gently to the ground. If he failed to fix 

the steel wire, he had to push the key out and run the risk of the noise 

disturbing the people inside.* The door once opened, M.W. entered in 

his stocking-soles and, lighted by a small lantern with a dark-red glass, 

searched all the occupied rooms; he asserted that the redlight prevented 

the sleepers from waking. He was thus able to steal everything of value — 

and he said he always got a rich haul. It almost makes one uncom- 

fortable to think of this thief with his redlight gathering up in haste © 

valuables deposited by the people of the house then sleeping beside him 

and perhaps determined to use violence should one of the sleepers happen 

to wake up. ‘This story was at first taken for one of those old robber 

tales with which prisoners try to beguile the time and impose upon one-~ 

another. But the inquiry brought out that M.W. had been at least on 

one occasion convicted for a theft committed in the very way he had 

described to his fellow prisoners. It was impossible to find out the 

number of thefts for which he had escaped punishment, and it cannot 

but be thought that these latter must have been imputed to the servants — 

in many cases, for no-one could imagine so strange a manner of thieving. i 

It may be presumed that M.W. detached the steel wire from the key on ~ 

leaving the flat and replaced the key in the keyhole, so that there remained — 

no other trace of the presence of the thief than the unturned key—a 

detail which might very well pass unnoticed in the morning before the 
discovery of the theft. 

* Some burglars carry a collection of small cylindrical steel tubes of different calibres. 

These serve the double purpose of gripping the head of the key to be turned and pushing it 

outwards when turned. . 
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D. Thefts in Bazaars and Shops. 

This subject has been treated to some extent in the section dealing 

with thieves’ accomplices. Little remains to be said. All know how 

_ thieves steal from bazaars, and as regard shops, stealing from them is a 

much more difficult matter than formerly. The essential thing in such 

cases is to immediately search the house of the suspected person as well 

as the houses of persons who have recently visited there. This often 

_ brings to light regular depots for stolen property, a result often of great 

' value. No doubt it is difficult to find out to whom these goods belong 

| and when the thefts are from grain merchants it is quite impossible. 

One day when a big bazaar thief was captured, the authorities had the 

bright idea of holding an exhibition of the recovered property; it was 

) held in the Sessions Court, which happened not to be in use, and a list 

’ was published in the papers. Many tradespeople visited the Court and 

nearly all the stolen property was identified. 

E. Domestic Thefts. 

_ For many reasons domestic thefts are the most delicate of all thefts. 

As already stated on several occasions among numerous false charges the 

most frequent are, without contradiction, those brought against domes- 

’ tics, and we Investigating Officers must try to make amends for old sins 

thus committed by others. We do not say that servants do not thieve, 

and indeed the proceeds of domestic thefts represent quite a fortune, if 

we take into account everything that servants supposed to be “ most: 

1onest’’ make away with, such as small sums of money, food, cigars, 

u ticles of cutlery, pieces of cloth, and a great number of other trifling 

articles; but all that does not cause very great prejudice to a master, 

| md it is really impossible to abolish this “ancient custom’’. Our single 

im will be to try and repress those grave thefts to which all obliged to 

employ servants are exposed. 

i _ The denunciation of a theft committed by a servant, and the pre- 

: iminary investigations of the police, are generally of a very summary 

Yhature; such and such an object has disappeared; and it is certain from 

he circumstances of place and time that the theft cannot have been 

mmitted by an outsider; the servant has not been very long in her 

ace; she makes a bold denial; her boxes are searched without giving 

ly result, but she has had every opportunity of placing the stolen 
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articles in safety; so she is arrested and placed in the cells. The case 

seems quite simple but just because the only property of the poor young 

girl—her liberty and her honour—is in question, the most rigorous 

prudence must be used. 

As often as not the question is not asked as to wehiehbas the article is 

mislaid or lost, or whether the theft does not belong to those delicate 

cases where the criminals are no other than the children or wife of the 

victim; nor is it asked whether or not, after all, the theft could not have 

been committed by an outsider; and finally the Investigating Officer does 

not worry to find out whether or not the servant has had up to that time 

an irreproachable character. Because she has only recently entered into 

service that is no reason for saying that she must be guilty and, because 

she does the marketing and runs errands and thus has an opportunity of 

placing the stolen articles in security, that is in itself no sufficient reason 

for bringing any charge against her. There is, therefore, properly speak- 

ing, no reason to suspect’ her and in spite of this her arrest has taken 

place. And even if there has been some reason for suspicion, let us 

say the typical reason in such a case, that is to say the discovery in the 

servant’s trunk of the stolen article, or some article which does not appear 

to belong to her, action must not be taken too precipitately, for it only 

too often happens that other servants slip stolen objects into the trunks ; 

of their comrades through vengeance, jealousy, or envy. 

In a well-remembered case a nursery-governess of a wealthy family 

thus threw suspicion on the housemaid. ‘The governess was a young 

person of innocent and inoffensive demeanour and irreproachable beha- : 

viour. But she had a lover whom she suspected all of a sudden of not 

being indifferent to the charms of the housemaid, in whose room their 

secret rendez-vous used to take place. She therefore stole from her | 

mistress some jewels which she found not put away and hid them im 

the bottom of the housemaid’s trunk; she had then with extreme skil 

and without any suspicious insistance, awakened the suspicions of he: 

mistress, who, at length, searched the servant’s trunk and there fount 

the stolen articles. It was not till long afterwards that the truth cam 

out by the merest chance. We may add that this innocent creature. 

when arrested later for theft and slander was found to have syphilis. 

The surest method in a domestic theft is, as before, to check 4 y 

minutely as possible all the cireumstances in which it has been commit ied. 

The antecedents of the servant must be verified with as much care as 

the amount of the savings that he possessed on entering into service 5 
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his expenses should be controlled step by step; flirting among girls and 

drinking among men produce here much the same result. The passions 

are satisfied much more often with stolen money than with money 

earned with difficulty, and here such expenditure forms in many cases 

more overwhelming proof than other so called irrefutable conclusions. 

A love affair is graver for men servants than for female servants—at least 

when the latter are not old or ugly and the man is young and handsome; 

| for the lover has to spend money upon his girl and his wages are rarely 

] sufficient. We have already cited the old proverb known among pea- 

DM sie b Md 

santry :—“ When the farmhand steals the wheat he buys new slippers 

, for his lass’: attention must also be paid in such cases to the “ expendi- 

| ture’ of the lass as well as to that of the servant who is accused. | 

It must also be investigated whether the accused servant supports 

_ one or more illegitimate children; a servant’s wages hardly suffice for 

) her own expenses, and if she has in addition to pay board and lodging 

_ for her offspring the necessity for thieving is, so to speak, thrust upon 

her. It is a fact proved by experience that a cook who has an illegiti- 

mate child unknown to her master, regularly steals the tea and sugar, 

in rations, small, it is true, but daily, to help the person who is bringing 

; ; the child up and keep her quiet while awaiting the arrears of payment. In 

"such a case the times of absence of the servant should always be checked. 

They take place with astonishing regularity. They are usually for no 

ia purpose but to send the stolen articles to their destination. These pick- 

ings may be insignificant but end by mounting up to a considerable total. 

‘Ifa servant is suspected of stealing the house linen, the soiled linen must 

be taken into account. Some ladies have been quite comical when they 

have assured the author that they had absolutely no idea how their linen 

could have disappeared; “I counted”’, says a lady, “the sheets when I 

§ gave them to the washerman; he gave me back the same number. I put 

the same number into the almirah. I took therefrom every week the 
RNS) rere iw so % ’ ie 1A ANS 

number necessary for the usual changes; the account was always accu- 

rate, everything was in the best order, and yet here I am with so many 

‘sheets short’’; no doubt, but the soiled linen was counted only when it 

was given to the wash and the servant had only to steal it from the dirty 
ste be oaT, NUE SEROUS wets 

) 

clothes basket. Again it is quite incomprehensible how so many mis- 

‘tresses arrange their linen cupboard or almirah like a sanctuary and yet 

consider the soiled linen as if, so to speak, of no value. It is thrown, 

without counting or watching, into an unlocked box or basket and kept 

there, often for some time, either in an ante-room or up in the attic, as 
95 

_ 
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if it were another thing altogether from the clean linen. 'The servants 

profit by this negligence and hardly ever steal any but dirty linen, If 

the mistress of the house does not keep count and overlooks this point, 

the Investigating Officer should never forget it. 

In such a case it often happens that the Investigating Officer is 

obliged to check the knowledge of the mistress of the house of the farmer | 

or of the tradesman, and to draw his conclusions from the result of 

these observations. A servant only steals when he notices a detective 

watchfulness or insufficient knowledge which he can exploit, and if the 

Investigating Officer can establish such defects he has found at least the 

facts which have occasioned the theft or have rendered it possible. If 

the owner of the horse does not know what food a horse needs to look 

as he ought and do his work, it is not astonishing if the stable-man 

steals from his master when he discovers his ignorance ; and if the mis- 

tress of the house does not worry about the amount of flour necessary 

for the preparation of the pastry, she must not be astonished if the cook 

profits by her negligence; but the Investigating Officer ought to know all 

this and take it into account. } 

F, Thefts through superstition. 

In the elucidation of crime the question of ‘motive must never be lost — 

sight of and this rule is peculiarly important in the consideration of thefts 

through superstition. In the first place it does not do at once to declare — 

a theft from purely superstitious motives to be a crime. No doubt the — 

thief is a big fool but at the same time he may be acting in the utmost ; 

good faith, a perfectly honest man. At all events the influence of super- _ 

stition may be so great as to allow of his offence being considered purely 

a technical one. A good deal of discrimination is requisite in such cases. | 

The old proverbs, ‘“ Stolen bread tastes the best’? and “The neighbour’s _ 
)” though acknowledging the 

dishonesty of the statements contained therein yet savour a good deal of 

superstition, and if it could be proved that the bread or the grass was 

appropriated because of the proverbs, the heinousness of the thefts would — 

most certainly be mitigated. But a great many thefts take place purely 
through superstition and may be looked for in circles where crime does 

not usually exist". We have pointed out elsewhere that weapons 

used to commit suicide are often stolen for superstitious reasons, and im 

grass makes the cow give the best milk “6 

Catholic countries many a church has been broken into to obtain some 
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- Holy emblem deposited therein. The majority of such thefts however 

are connected with love-charms and the healing of illnesses. All over 

Germany it is believed that much stolen material is to be found in 

buildings standing on insecure or dangerous ground"#!®, According to 

Wuttke “™ girls carry stolen wood when consulting a fortune-teller. 

Warts are driven away with the help of stolen steak or herring (see 

_ p. 880). Stolen grass makes a horse strong and healthy. Stolen manure 

limproves the manure from one’s own stable when mixed therewith. 

Bands torn from the sacks in a mill will cure sprains “!. Many similar 

superstitions are well known to us but they are kept secret, so that if, in 

a certain case, no motive whatever can be suggested, we must ‘not lose 

| sight of superstition and pronounce the case inexplicable. 

Section vii.—Dacoity. 

When persons to the number of five or more commit or attempt to 

- comimit robbery, robbery being theft with violence, they are said in India 

to commit or attempt to commit dacoity. But though any five persons 

who join in committing robbery are technically dacoits, ordinarily speak- 

ing the word dacoit signifies one who, being a member of a robber band, 

generally of large number, makes his living by robbery. In India this 

| trade is a wide-spread and lucrative one, carried on under the very eyes 

of the police, who find this a branch of crime very. difficult to detect. 

| The gangs of dacoits are or ought to be well known to the authorities, but 

their operations are so sudden, the property they carry off is so difficult 

to identify, being usually cash or gold and silver which can be immediately 

~ melted down, and their chief frequently appears so respectable, being 

perhaps headman of some village, who never goes out himself but plans 
Operations and directs the gang, that to bring about their conviction is 
generally a most difficult task. Witnesses are either afraid to identify or 

- cannot in fact identify individual members of the gang, and as often as 
not the local policeman is unwilling to really bring about their total 

dispersal. His impulse is always to harry the local ex-convict or known 
- depredator (K. D.) or ne’er-do-well, while the professional robber is miles 

wway with his booty. } 

_ The methods of these gang robbers, and of the local police in their 

tempts to bring about their conviction, have changed little, if at all, 

uring the last 50 years. The records of the Superior Courts in 1854, 

or instance, point conclusively to the fact that then as now the local 
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policeman had too often no desire to track in a systematic manner the 

real robber, but preferred to trump up a case against any person of bad 

character, any alleged enemy of the victim, or anyone who for some 

reason or other was sought to be put out of the way. Out of 197 persons 

accused in 29 cases of dacoity in the Madras Presidency in that year, 

there were acquittals in no fewer than 21 cases, 186 accused persons 

being acquitted either by the Lower or Appellate Courts, whereas only — 

61 received substantial punishment. In one case we find the Appellate 

Court indulging in the following remarks. : 

‘The report of the Adigary, dated the 12th September, states that up 

to that time the prosecutrix knew nothing of the guilty parties. All her 

subsequent statements must be attributed to the instigation of the Head 

of Police. The Sessions Judge to be instructed to call the attention of the 

Magistrate to the conduct of the Head of Police, who, it is to be feared, 

induced the Ist prisoner to confess, led the 1st witness to make the state- 

ments he did,—and concocted the whole case; and even went so far as to 

suggest to the Subordinate Judge the propriety of obtaining the sanction 

of this Court to the 11th prisoner being allowed to turn approver.” 

In another case the Court remarked :—‘ The proceedings of the Sub- 

Officer of Police have been most dilatory. The 2nd prisoner was not 

examined by him till the 18th December, and the witnesses from 1 to 4 

on the 18th, 24th, and 25th, December. The 5th witness though a . 

material one, was left by him unexamuined.’’ 3 

In yet another case we find the Appellate Court judgment conclud- 

ing as follows. 

“There is no part of the evidence which can in my opinion be safely | 

relied on. There was no information to account for the earliest arrests. 

There was nothing to lead to the first confession obtained. The 2nd, ~ 

3rd, 4th, and 9th prisoners who were first apprehended were detained in — 

confinement without warrantable cause and unexamined for about twenty 

days, after which the Ist prisoner was taken up, also without due cause, 

and then confessions were obtained. These proceedings are calculated to 

throw much suspicion upon the operations of the police and prevent my 

having confidence in the evidence furnished to the discovery of the pro- 

perty produced with the prisoners and to its being what was stolen. I 

therefore concur with the Sessions Judge in acquitting the prisoners anc 

direct their release.” “ish 

Parallels to the above, selected at random from Madras Foujda: et 

Udalut Court Judgments, could be easily culled from the High and Chief ~ 
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Court records of to-day. Whether it be that, when such failures in 

detection occur, the police are in league with or afraid of the dacoits, 

or are too incompetent or too lazy to cope with the work of hunting 

them down, is not for us to say. If it were a case merely of inability 

to charge anybody, we should not feel justified in blaming them for 

anything but incompetence, and might acknowledge on their behalf that 

they are not so clever as those with whom they have to deal. But this 

_ is not so; they do profess to elucidate such crimes and they do bring 

| charges which in many cases turn out to be utterly lacking in foundation. 

The Investigating Officer has thus a double duty to perform. He has 

"not only to watch his subordinates and prevent them from shirking their 

) work or bringing charges against innocent persons, but also at the same 

| time to see the real offenders brought to justice. | 

General Hervey 1121) in describing the North of India dacoits tells us 

’ that many of them live in excellent masonry houses with underground 

" passages, arranged to facilitate escape and for storage of booty. ‘‘ They 

are well supplied with the best food and spirits, load themselves and their 

women with jewellery and are noted for their charity and hospitality. 

i But a curious observer might detect that a close intelligence was withal 

fa part of them all; that the eye is restless and watchful, the child is 

signalling something, the woman’s song is the voice of warning, whether 

by word or intonation; and that the man’s hang-dog look cloaks furtive 

‘glances which connect him with persons who are peering through the 

’ high thorn fences of the cattle yards which project from each dwelling, 

or with others who flit from window to window or terrace of their 

~ labyrinthine and subterraneous abodes.’ 

| In’ Southern and Central India these gangs of robbers frequently raid 

he country for months before returning to their head-quarters—generally 

some out-of-the-way village. The men of the village are, if not them- 

selves members of the gang, most often in its pay, and are only too ready 

to place every obstacle in the way of the police. If search be attempted in 

their houses they even show fight, the whole village, at times neighbour- 

ing villages, join in, and a hundred witnesses can subsequently be called 

‘to break down any case of rioting the police may launch against them. 

_ At the same time it must be recognised that great difficulties beset 

| the police honestly and strenuously endeavouring to obtain convictions of 

t og-dacoits. Sir H.C. Cox, Bart.,“ a high official in the Bombay 

Police Service, whose experience extends over many years, has aptly 

' itomised some of these difficulties. “A police official’, he says, ‘may 
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know the names of men who make their living by plundering in every 

direction. He may even be able to lay hands upon them; but what then? 

When caught, they were engaged in ploughing their fields, or other equally 

inoffensive occupations. Who is going to give evidence against them ? 

A search in their houses generally leads to nothing, for the stolen 

property is either at once sent to a distance, or else buried in a field until 

such time as the hue and cry may be over. ‘Then the villagers who have 

been disturbed at dead of night by a band of armed men, and made to 

disgorge their valuables, are, even if they wish to do so, at considerable 

difficulty in recognising the offenders, who may have painted their faces 

and otherwise disguised themselves. But even if they can identify 

certain persons as the robbers, what advantage is it to them to say so? 

If they do, they will in the first place be taken hither and thither by 

the police to attend searches in which their property may perchance be 

found. They will then be summoned before the magistrate to give 

evidence, and subsequently before the Sessions Judge, at the greatest 

possible inconvenience and loss of time and money. Then, as often 

happens, the Sessions Court does not consider their evidence sufficient 

for the conviction of the accused, and the dacoits are acquitted. 

“The next proceeding of these gentry is to set fire to the cottages or — 

haystacks. of those who have complained. The ordinary native is not d 

imbued with any great amount of public spirit. It is not wonderful, — 

then, that the people of any particular village which has been visited by 

dacoits should prefer to undergo their loss and be done with it, and either ~ 

insist that thay are unable to identify their assailants, or even combine q 

to say that there has been no dacoity at all. It is not likely, they think, — 

that their village will be entered again for a similar operation. Let*other 

villages take their chance. As for any thought of the people turning out — 

as one man, and capturing or driving off the dacoits, such an idea seldom ' 

enters their heads. On the few occasions when I have known it attempted, : 

it has answered admirably, for the dacoits have not much pluck to sustain 

them if they are resisted. But these occasional bursts of courage on the 

part of the villagers are few and far between; and it is not wonderful 

How, then, when a dacoity has taken place, are the offenders to be j 

satisfactorily brought to justice and punished? No doubt the rule usually : 

laid down, ‘‘ Keep the District quiet with armed patrols and get suspe ts 

bound over’’, is admirable; but this in no way answers our question. 

The time-honoured method of the subordinate police, “to beat the st 34 | 
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_.pect till he confess ’’, is not open to the Investigating Officer and must be 

rigorously discountenanced by him. But what then? Criminal statistics 

show us that the wholesale conviction of a gang of robbers is a most 

exceptional occurrence. The only advice possible for us to give is really 

q in the nature of a few hints, as follows :— 

1. Become acquainted with the habits and methods of working of 

the known dacotts of your District. 

; 2. Never make an arrest unless certain that independent testimony 

will be forthcoming at the inquiry and trial. 
3. Never forget that the women are deep in every plot. 

4. Be extra suspicious of the man who is away from home for 

weeks at a time, and have his movements watched, if possible. If 

| implicated in a case, he will subsequently attempt to explain his absence 

with the usual excuses—‘‘ away buying cattle at X”’, “‘ to a ceremony of 

his daughter at Y”’, etc., and he will have numerous witnesses and even 

postal and official documents to support his statements. But when he 

finds that he has been carefully shadowed for days before the offence and 

that his explanations will not be believed, things will look very black for 

him, and if he cannot be actually convicted on the substantive charge, 

enough will have been brought out to warrant his being bound over. 

5. Never forget that the headman of the suspected village, that is 

the village where the dacoits usually reside, may be the moving spirit 

in a dacoity and, if it can be managed in a lawful manner, have his 

house unexpectedly searched. 

6. Always remember that all the inhabitants of the suspected village 

"are usually throughly in league with the dacoits, and if any of them be 

ut forward by the village magistrate to give evidence, their statements 

must be treated with great caution, not to say suspicion. 

7. Ina prosecution, before calling any particular witness, be ex- 

remely careful to determine in what circumstances he has been brought 

orward. It is unfortunately a common practice of the police arriving 

ii the scene of a dacoity, on the villagers being unable to give any 

ndication as tb who have robbed them, to demand the names of their 

: nemies and, unless these have conclusive proof of alibi, immediately to 

4 rrest them. For reasons stated above, a complainant may be most 

“‘tnwilling to bring any charge against the members of the robber gang 

“known to frequent the neighbourhood, but he leaps at the chance of 

nplicating some of his particular enemies, whom no Indian villager is 

ithout, and does all in his power to assist the police in fastening the 
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offence upon them. If then the Investigating Officer discovers that the. 

persons implicated in a dacoity are enemies of the parties robbed, he 

must view the evidence of these latter with the greatest suspicion. 

8. It frequently happens that, though the real dacoits have been 

arrested, their conviction is impossible through want of evidence. As 

already mentioned, one of the band is frequently willing to turn informer 

and give a circumstantial account, not only of the perpetration of the 

particular robbery under investigation, but also of other dacoities in which 

it has been engaged. The Investigating Officer must therefore take care 

to obtain from such an informer a complete and detailed account of the 

dacoity. A bald and uncircumstantial statement will favour the defence 

more than the prosecution. : 

In illustration of this we here quote an account of the doings of a 

notorious band of Lambadi dacoits, which was broken up some years ago 

in Mysore. It is the narrative of a member of the band who turned ) 

informer. Any one reading it cannot but be struck with its apparent 

truthfulness. It is just such a narrative as this that will preclude any 

suggestion that the statement of an informer has been got up for the 

purposes of the case. This account is also interesting as showing the 

organised methods in which dacoities are planned and carried out. It is 

reprinted, by the author’s permission, from the excellent monograph ~ 

on the criminal classes of the Madras Presidency by Mr. Mullaly and — 

is in the dacoit’s own words 129), ; 

‘‘T was near Raidurga before the famine and belonged to Peru Naik’s © 

Tanda. During the famine, that is to say six or seven years ago, we | 

came to Mysore and stopped near Shicarpur. With us the members of | 

another Tanda, which was led by Bhann, also came and encamped nea 7 

us in Shicarpur. In Bhann’s Tanda also there were about 15 or 16 men. 

These 16 men belonging to our Tandas were convicted and imprisoned. 

for committing a dacoity in a washerman’s house there. Thence we left_ 

that place, and after having been for a month in a place called Mayigond, 

we came and encamped near Gorasamuddar in Chellakere Taluk. Bhann’ 

Tanda did not accompany us. A month after our encamping in Gorasa 

muddar, Hema Naik and Valu Naik came with their Tandas and encampe d 

there, the former with 40 and the latter also with that number of me 

Leaving the camp again, we came to a place near Kadarpalli in Chelli 

kere Taluk and encamped there. Thence again we sent away our Tands 

to Budipura in the Heriyur Taluk and 15 or 20 of us went away 1 

commit robberies towards Nonampully and Amarapur in Her Majesty | 
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territories. Within two or three days they joined the encampment in 

Heriyur. I did not go. Dongriya, and others (named) had all gone for 

that excursion. Thence we came and settled near Dindavar. Leaving the 

Tandas there, a party went towards Bellave of the Tumkur District, and 

after committing dacoities in two places returned within two or three days. 

I did not accompany that raid also. Thence we went near Huliyar—I 

mean the T'anda was removed. We stopped there a month and then we 

went to Tiptur—I mean for excursion only. A party went. I did not go 

even there. ‘There some cartmen and others were robbed. Thence we 

- removed the Tanda to a stream on the other side of Hosadrug. There is 

a Kanave called Bhutapanna Kanave near Huliyar. I had gone out for 

that raid. There we committed a dacoity, and again at Arsmangundi. 

Then again we changed our Tanda to Lokatolalu. We left our Tanda 

here and a party went away towards Kanakatte. There we committed 

a dacoity. I was then present. Then we plundered on the other side of 

Nagpuree. From there we went towards Duddu of the Hassan District. 

There is a road there from Tiptur, and in that cross road we plundered 

about 15 or 20 carts. From these raids we returned home to our Tandas. 

Then we changed our camp again to Kandwadi and ourselves went 

towards Berur and there attacked and plundered the marriage party. We 

returned from there. Thence we went away towards Bharamsagar near 

Vijiyapur. Leaving our Tanda there, we went towards Tiptur. I did 

| not go. A party had gone. Thence we went straight towards Huliyar—I 

mean we took our Tanda there. Leaving the Tanda there a party went 

towards the Sibi temple and there committed some plunders. I had not 

gone. Thence we returned home and once more went towards Amarapur 

and committed some dacoities. I was one of the party then. There the 

Tandas separated. Hema Naik’s Tanda quarrelled with us and went and 

encamped near Bharamsagar near Chellakere. My own and that of Velu 

Naik went away to the other side of Huliyar and there encamped. Hema 

_ Naik’s Tanda people robbed some people at Kyatekere near Chitaldroog. 

The Sircar people came to our Tanda in connection with that occurrence, 

and we (both the Tandas) ran away from there towards Munduge in 

_ Dharwar. There we stopped away. While we were there we committed 

two raids on Mysore. I had come once. It was at Kudlge and on 

another occasion near Harpanhalli. We had not come to Mysore. Cart- 

“men were robbed there. In one of those raids one of our men by name 

“Ramachand was killed. After this we went away towards Gajindragadu 

and thence to Golluck Mundrigi. There we stopped for three or four 
96 
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months and did not commit any robberies. We had gone to hire our 

bullocks twice or thrice. Meanwhile one 'T'oadi (a woman) brought news 

that Hema Naik’s party were near Gutti, having run away from Bharam- 

sagar. Shortly after Ramdas and four others of Hema Naik’s Tanda came 

to us. There they told us that Gola Naik had been caught at Chitaldroog, 

that some had run away towards Gutti, and that they came running 

there leaving their families near Kurnool. Ramdas offered to Peru Naik 

that if he gave him 10 rupees he would bring Hema Naik’s party and 

that they might then go somewhere for committing robberies. Within 

15 or 20 days he returned with all of Hema Naik’s Tanda, and there we 

all assembled together. We were all there for eight or ten days, during 

which time all the leaders conspired to commit fresh raids as their 

cattle and all property had been taken by the Sircar people and we 

started towards the Mulnad. But before this we of Peru Naik’s Tanda 

had gone towards Gudikote and there committed some robberies. 'There 

was Tota Naik’s Tanda there, and four or five of us came there. My 

own younger brother is Peru Naik and his marriage had to be contracted. 

Sola Naik said that the Sircar people were in our pursuit and that no | 

marriage was then possible. He said that if we came to the Mulnad he 

knew some Heggades’ houses there which he said might be plundered 

and that the marriage might also be celebrated there. Hema Naik was 

sent for and he agreed to send his party. As agreed we of the three 

Tandas that is to say of Peru Naik, Valu Naik and Hema Naik, came to- 

wards Mulnad. ‘That is to say, we left our T’andas near Bommenhalli 

and ourselves went on an excursion to Mulnad. Straightways we went 

to Shicarpur. There in the jungle some of our people were in advance f 

and others were seated under a tamarind tree, when three Brahmans _ 

were seen coming towards us. They were riding on ponies. They saw , 

some of us and came towards us calling out ‘‘ robbers’; we were about 

30 or 40 people. I too was present. A consultation was held, and it 

was decided that if we let these Brahmans go, they would go and raise © 

an alarm, and that our programme to commit depredations in Mulnad — 

would be spoiled, and that, therefore, all. the three should be killed. 

Seven or eight persons went and beat them. Some of this party (I mean — 

of our own) had a gandkatti, a sword, and some clubs. The three 

Brahmans were beaten with them and killed. Tuljya, Ratnya and 

Chandy Valya not here, struck them dead. Tuljya had the sword; Valya 

had the knife, and the others had clubs. The others also had surrounded 

them, but it was these four that cut and hacked the bodies. ‘Thence 3 
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we went straight on to Harikuppa. In the jungle there were left all the 

people. Peru Naik, Jaganya, Kala and Somla went and brought nine 

men of Tota Naik’s party including Tota Naik. Then near Harikuppa 

some women and others were coming in a cart which we attacked and 

plundered. I was present then. ‘Then we went away towards Muddem- 

koppa in the Shimoga road. In that road three or four Brahmans were 

coming along walking. Then a cart and some three horsemen came ; 

also a bullock man: all these men were robbed, and we went away into 

the jungles towards Kumsi. There we stopped for mid-day in the jungle 

and ‘Tota Naik brought news of the risal (treasure) cart. We all went there, 

surrounded and attacked the cart and plundered the contents. We found 

the risal money in it, which we carried away towards Shicarpur. Thence 

we went to Bommanhalli in the Dharwar District. There we had our 

_ cattle on which we carried rice. We concealed the money in rice bags 

+ and went away to Surapur. There we united with the other Tandas and 

_ were all together. The plunder was then distributed and the money was 

_ paid away according to each man’s share; each man got 300 rupees. 

» Valya and Tuljya took a hundred rupees more than others. These 

_ Tandas were separated at Sapur near Sarapur. ‘There were many people 

- inall the three Tandas. We thought people’s alarm will be raised and 

_ attention directed to our number. So we separated. Peru Naik’s Tanda 

went away on one side and the other two Tandas of Valu and’ Hema went 

- on the other. Tota Naik turned away from Shicarpur. There we stopped 

/ away and the Sirear people seized us there. This is all my story. We 

were brought thence to Shimoga, and I am here. Tota Naik, Jatrya, 

their sons, and others of Tota Naik’s party, joined us from Mulnad. 

‘These were not present when the three Brahmans were killed, but 

joined us after and were present during the treasure dacoities. Of 

the prisoners in court, none are of my Tanda, that is Peru Naik’s. 

They belong to Valu Naik’s Tanda and Valu Naik is himself the 12th 
prisoner. All these were present with us during our raids—some were 

going for some and others for others, but all and every one was taking 

part in the dacoities and living from the plunder which we used to 

get. Valu Naik was with us also. He does not go out himself to commit 

tobberies, but stays at home. When the treasure dacoity took place we 

had left him near Surapur or Gulluck Mundrigi. When our Tandas were 

Ra hak ay AE a TU Wt 

A AiR AE SERED SITE TI BS, BATT Pe ea de a 

) 

in this country he used to remain in the Tandas. He is the Naik of the 

’ Tanda, and as such the head. He would himself take a share in all the 

poil, send out his men, give directions for the commission of robberies 
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and concerting such measures. Of Hema Naik’s Tanda, there are Bada 

Balya, and 11 others (named). Near Bhalappana Kanave about 15 or 

20 cartmen were beaten. It was a party returning or going towards 

Chitaldroog. It was about daybreak when these were attacked. I do 

not know what the carts contained. Near Arsmangundi also we attacked 

and plundered 10 or 12 carts. In the former we did not get much 

money ; we got about 150 rupees. We got also some other clothes, ete. 

In the other we got about 300 rupees. Near Kanakutti it was all a 

pedestrian party going to markets. Near Najpuri in Tirupulli hills we 

plundered cartmen. Only a little money was found, but we got about 

ten seers of silver and three seers of gold. It was dark when we com- 

mitted this, and I cannot say whether there were any women in the > 

party, Near Doodda another pedestrian party, or rather two or three 

parties returning from the bazaar, were beaten and plundered. ‘There 

an Anchel runner was stopped. As he said he was Government servant 

we let him go. He was going to Tiptur. Pera was present and he had 

a gun and kodle when the three Brahmans were killed near Naji Bhagi — 

Pala. Pera took part in it and struck them dead. None of those — 

Brahmans recognised Pera Naik. I was sick in Shicarpur, and in fact 

had gone away to Hema Naik’s Tanda in Raidrug. I do not know if my 

brother Pera Naik was going to Cutcherry in that dhobies’ dacoity. It 

was in Raidrug that I had heard that my brother Lalla and my nephew ~ 

Beemla had been imprisoned. When we came to Ulleverthi from Bharam- — 

sagar and before that Hema Naik had come over to us at Handvadi. i 

We were giving him a share in the spoil and he took his share of all the | 

dacoities. In such Chor Tandas, Naiks take two shares, while the others _ 

take only one. They are the leaders and big men and have to be — : 

watchful of both the good and evil from the Sircar people. This is the ¥ 

recognized usage. All these three Naiks, viz., Peru Naik, Valu Naik, 

and Hema Naik, used to receive two shares from the very commence- 

ment. Hema Naick’s people were with us, and it is our custom that 

this big Naik also should be given his share wherever he might be. 

Hema Naik received 900 rupees in connection with the treasury remit- 

tance. He got it in Surapur.’’* | 

* The Investigating Officer in India should remember that Local Governments have power, ) 

with the permission of the Governor-General-in-Council to declare a tribe to be a ‘‘ Criminal 

Tribe’’. If this be done, its members come within the provisions of Act XXVII. of 1871 
(Criminal Tribes Act), which invests the authorities with very large powers of supervision, 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

CHEATING AND FRAUD. 

Section i.—General Considerations. 

If lawyers find a certain difficulty in understanding the nature of 

fraud because it is by no means easy to fix the exact line of demarcation 

between civil wrongs and criminal wrongs, the Investigating Officer finds 

quite as great a difficulty in carrying on his investigations into them; all 

the more that a great many frauds demand a mass of special technical 

knowledge. For such knowledge there are frequently no experts and, even 

when there are, their detailed report is of no good, for to compare the 

depositions, to understand every side of the question, the Investigating 

Officer ought to be himself an expert, and to catch at once the signification 

of every expression if he wishes himself to put new questions. Although 

the number of different kinds of fraud is very considerable, we can in the 

following pages deal with only a few of them. On the one hand we cannot 

enter in detail into all the knowledge necessary to the Investigating Officer 

to unravel the procedure of frauds. On the other hand we can hardly give 
——— i any other counsel than this, “ Instruct yourself in this branch of human 

io 

_ knowledge also”. For, if one man has deceived another in the delivery 

to him of cloth, glass, iron, wood, grain, the Investigating Officer himself 

— ought to know all about matters pertaining to cloth, glass, iron, wood, or 

. grain; and if it is a complicated business concerning a railway, the stock- 

‘exchange, or an inquiry in which special details have to be taken into 

account, it is the duty of the Investigating Officer conscientiously to 

‘instruct himself in these different branches of knowledge. In grouping the 

‘yarious classes of fraud of which we intend to speak, we have started from 

different points of view and have by preference dealt in the greatest 

detail with those concerning which little has as yet been published, c.., 

the falsification of stamps or seals, and those on which much has been 

|) written but in a form not suited to the wants of the Investigating Officer, 

¢.g., frauds in horse-dealing. We do little more than mention those 

Glasses the particular study of which presupposes special knowledge 

previously acquired, and the complete explanation of which can in any 

Darticular case be given to the Investigating Officer by his experts, ¢.g., 
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frauds concerning antiquities and objects of art; or again those on which 

sufficient information can be found in books, e.g., tricks with cards; in all 

other cases we cannot do better, as we have already said, than advise the 

Investigating Officer to seize every opportunity of instructing himself 

practically on all such questions: a day will come when he can put to 

profitable use the knowledge thus acquired. 

Section ii.—Falsification of Documents. 

A. Falsification of documents in general (1130—1140), 

Falsification of documents presents a wide field of activity for different 

experts and notably for the Investigating Officer. Many of the documents 

falsified are false passports, receipts for payments, passes for cattle or forest 

produce, etc., and, however small the importance of such papers may 

appear to be, they deserve the closest attention in the interests of public 

security ; for they are such as enable the State to exercise its right of 

supervision and which, at the same time, afford an opportunity to the 

Investigating Officer with the help of the false document to discover a 

criminal for whom he has been looking. The most important cases are 

falsifications of wills, falsifications, partial or complete, of acknowledge- 

ments of debts or other documents, which are due not to the bungling 

hand of the tramp or even of the vulgar professional forger, but to the 

refined art of the expert. A not uncommon case in India is to forge 

in whole an official document which is placed in some public record, 

either as a new document or in substitution of the genuine one; or the 

genuine document on the record is altered: then application is made — 

for a public copy of the document; the copy of course represents the h 

false document and may be used for many purposes without exciting 

suspicion. A case occurred recently where the original of a will in the | 

Probate Registry of the High Court, Madras, had been tampered with so — 

as to alter the interest of the beneficiaries, a public copy was then | 

obtained of the altered will, and was used for the purpose of raising © 

money. ‘Sale deeds of land and mortgage documents are also constantly 

produced in civil suits all over India. All such cases demand not only ~ 

the most minute and continuous study on the part of the Investigating ~ 

| Recourse | 

must be had to experts in handwriting, to chemists, to paper manu-- 

facturers, to botanists, to photographers; but the Investigating Officer 

Officer but also the knowledge of a whole series of experts. 

will be helped most of all by his own energy, his perspicacity, his gift of J 
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combination, his patience, and above all, by constantly keeping in mind 

that “great blunder” (grosse betise) which is almost inevitable in the 

greatest crimes and which the most expert forger rarely fails to commit. 

The author has seen a most important document which had been manu- 

factured with supreme skill; it: was really a work of art,—paper, writing, 

text, form, everything had been chosen by the hand of a master—and yet, 

incredible though it be, the forger spoke in the text of his “late Majesty 

Francis’, although the document was dated two years before the 

death of that Emperor. The forger, at the time of executing the false 

document, had been in the habit of hearing talk of the “late Kmperor 

Francis”’, this habit led him to put the word “late”? in the document, 

and this piece of stupidity led to the discovery of the fraud. Wélls, in 

his ‘ Principles of Circumstantial Evidence’ “, relates a similar case. 

A certain Alexander Humphreys, attempted in the High Court of Justi- 

ciary, Edinburgh, in the year 1839 to procure large sums of money, 

relying upon ancient documents. These documents were marvellously 

counterfeited, but it was discovered that one of them, dated 7th December, 

- 1639, had been signed by the Chancellor Archbishop Spottiswood, who 

had died on the 26th. November 1639. The forger, who had consulted 

the list of Chancellors, only knew that Lord Loudon, the successor of 

a Spottiswood, had not entered on his functions until 1641 and thought 

that Spottiswood had been Chancellor up to that time; he was ignorant 

_ that between the two there had been an exceptional interregnum of two 

ft years. In an important letter, which was the basis of a big suit, “ the 

date 18-12-1881 had been altered into 18-11-1881; the forger had over- 

) looked however that in the document the 31st of the month was referred 

to, which was in keeping with December, but not with November. 

= rae 
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A common blunder of this kind is when misspellings are found in 

the document which would not be likely to be made by the executant. 

A celebrated example of this occurred in America during the Presidential 

) campaign of 1880, in which a letter was published advocating the im- 

dortation of Chinese cheap labour and purporting to be written by 

Mr. Garfield who was subsequently elected President. Apart from 

‘certain peculiarities in the handwriting, the letter was at once detected 

and denounced as a forgery through three instances of bad spelling 

which General Garfield could never have committed; the words were 

‘ecomony ”’, “companys”, ‘“‘ religeously ” "®. 

_ What we have stated shows how important it is to examine from 

ery point of view the text of a suspected document, for the inconsis- 
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tencies, the tricks of style, the anachronisms, the transposition of per- . 

sons and events, constitute of themselves certain proofs. We may here 

recall certain forgeries and their discovery, which will not of course oceur 

under the same form to the Investigating Officer, but which, apart from 

their general interest, will show what trifles must be taken into account ~ 

and what methods should be employed, mutates mutandis, in modern 

cases. One of the most scientifically interesting forgeries was that by 

Wenzel Hanka, without any lucrative object, of the manuscript known 

by the name of Koeniginhofer Handschrift. He had manufactured with 

infinite trouble and undoubted ability poems in the old Bohemian Slay 

tongue, with the intention of endowing his country with a poetical 

treasure similar to that of other ancient nations. These Slav poems 

were so successful that for many vears they struck the whole world with 

astonishment and admiration, and even gave to Goethe the first idea of 

one of his songs, and yet all these poems are to-day recognised as 

forgeries. The colour employed in the design of one of the initial letters — 

of the text could not resist minute criticism of the exterior form of the 

document, for the chemist found in the letters, supposed to be drawn — 

about the year 1300, prussian blue, which was discovered only at the 

commencement of the eighteenth century by Diesbach. This discovery | 

was confirmed by the results of a critical examination of the matter, 

which showed that the linguistic form, the notions of law, and other 

conceptions in various branches of knowledge, corresponded to the point — 

of view of the year 1820 and following years—a point of view which ~ 

even to-day is past and recognised as inexact. But if in the supposed | 

poem of 1300 the linguistic forms, the social references, ete., are repre- | 

sented according to the ideas of 1820, and if it also proved that the forms 

and the real social manners of 1300 were very different from what we _ 

find in the manuscript, the latter cannot be authentic. For example in | 

one of the poems there is mention of drums, which it has been shown ~ 

were unknown at that period. Finally, after the death of Hanka all the 

instruments of fraud were found in his library, not only all the books ane 

little prepared himself to write his collection of poems. 

From this case we may learn, 
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successful only by good luck. In the preceding case no one certainly had 

the slightest idea of looking for prussian blue, but it was found by pure 

chance. A student of the History of Art, desiring to know what paints 

- were used in Bohemia in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, caused 

_ a chemical analysis to be made of all the colours found in the manuscript, 

and curiously enough discovered prussian blue. 

2. The results of the criticism of the matter of the document, such 

as were obtained in the Keniginhofer Handschrift, can also be obtained 

in the most modern fabricated documents. Just as in that manuscript 

- mention is made of drums which at that time did not exist, so in a false 

will mention was made of the name and date of birth of an infant who 

was not in existence at the date of the will. 

3. The examination of Hanka’s library shows how important it is 

to make in all cases domiciliary searches. We neglect too easily the 

making of new searches once we are in possession of the false document 

itself, and we lower the value of what remains to be proved by exaggera- 

_ ting the value of that which is already established. Too much importance 

eannot be attached to this point; when one has found a valuable piece of 

evidence one is apt to give it an exaggerated significance and to neglect 

the collection of other pieces of evidence which later on may be of - great 

value, if the fact which has been established turns out to be of less 

consequence than was thought. The objects found in the library of Hanka 

were not searched for intentionally ad hoc, for it was only by chance that 

they were found when his goods were sold by auction after his death: 

‘many controversies would have been spared if they had been looked for 

at the time, a proceeding always easy in a criminal investigation by 

domiciliary perquisition. | 

__ We may mention also the interesting way in which the discovery was 

made of the falsification of the manuscript of the songs called Wiener 

Schlummerliedes, which in 1859 Feifalik entrusted to the care of Professor 

Zappert “™, The microscope showed that the spots of grease on the 

parchment, which were the proofs of its antiquity and consequently of its 

authenticity, were to be found wnder the writing’). Another blunder 
almost comical in its nature was committed by a celebrated forger, the Greek 

)Simonides, who did not recognise the nature of an eye-hole in the parch- 

‘ment, a blunder which, hardly explicable in a cheat of his ability, led to 

—— — 
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the discovery of the forgery. Owing to the great value which parchment 
Jossessed in those days, people made use even of the morsels of skin which 

97 
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were the holes where the eyes should be. Now Simonides had amongst — 

his parchments a leaf with such a hole in it, which he used like the ~ 

others; as we have said, he mistook the nature of this hole and wished to 

pass it off as a subsequent deterioration in the manuscript, so as to give it © 

a greater appearance of authenticity. At the place in question there came | 

the word “animadverted,” there he wrote the first letters of the word 

before the hole and the last letters after it, so that it looked as if the 

middle of the word had disappeared through the wearing away of the 

parchment after the writing. This would have been altogether impossible 

if the manuscript had been authentic, for it was easy to establish with — 

absolute certainty by means of anatomy and microscopical examination 

that it was an eye-hole and nothing else. If then it was a hole of this 

kind it must have existed in the parchment always and, if the document 

had been really written at the time indicated, that is to say, if it had been 

authentic, the writer would have either written round the hole or jumped 

over it; in any case, he would certainly not have wished people to think 

that the hole was made later on; the forger alone who had not recognised 

the true nature of the hole could have acted in the manner shown by the 

document. 

An almost equal piece of stupidity was committed about the year 1830 

by a forger who fabricated a document pretending to date from the fourth 

century, A.D. The parchment of this document had really been gnawed 

by mice, making a hole in it. On the first page of the writing the forger — 

recognised the existence of the hole and continued the word on the other 

side of it, but when he came to the second page he forgot this and left ; 

out a part of the word, just as Simonides did. Thus there had been a 

hole when he wrote the first page and none when he wrote the second, a 

good enough proof that the document was false. In a recent case in 

Southern India a pro-note put in as having been made, stamped, and dated - 

in 1900, bore a stamp with the King’s head, which stamp did not of course ~ 

exist in that year. For Experts in Handwriting, (see p. 230).* : 

* In India it ought to be remembered that the word ‘‘ Expert’’ is defined in the i 

Act as ‘* One specially skilled.’’ If then a specialist consider himself to be “‘specially skilled ”’ i: 

would be as well for him not to assume any unnecessary modesty, but to say so at once; me 

wise he may find himself suddenly dismissed from the witness box by the Judge, as indee 

happened in a recent Sessions Case tried in Madras, where the expert seemed to waver as regar 

the word ‘‘specially’’. 
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B. Examination of False Documents. 

When the scrutiny of the contents of the document gives no result 

_ or only insufficient proof, we must have recourse to a critical examination 

of its exterior form. Most frequently the expert alone is capable of this 

task, he only knowing the various processes to be employed. But here 

again it may often be necessary that the Investigating Officer, far away from 

the help of experts, should rapidly form his own opinion on the matter 

_and come to the conclusion whether there has been a forgery or not. In 

_ this case he must either put his own hand to the work or have recourse 

, to experts having no speciality in this direction, such as doctors and 

a apothecaries. In such a predicament the first principle which must be 

religiously obeyed is to do nothing which could injure, much less destroy, 

| the document; in certain cases it may perhaps be permissible to make 

experiments on an unimportant corner of the suspected writing, or even to 

destroy a very small portion, but such experiments should be made only 

under the most exceptional circumstances and in every case of the kind 

+ two precautions must be taken. First, a certified copy of the writing 

) must be taken before anything whatever is changed, and if possible it 

should be taken by photography. Next, an exact statement must be 

made in the report of what has been done, so that the expert who will 

‘study it later on, as well as every magistrate before whom at a subse- 

"quent stage it may come, will know the changes which the document has 

undergone. The most harmless process, specially recommended in all 

suspected cases, is to examine the writing with the best magnifying 

glass available, and this examination should not be directed only to the 

‘suspected portion but should extend to the whole document, which will 

thus be verified by the magnifying glass word for word; when one is 

thus accustomed to notice with care the nonsuspected portions and the 

general aspect presented by the different types of writing, one is able 

om coming to the examination of the suspected portion to recognise the 

least difference, however insignificant, much more easily than if one had 

begun by an examination of the doubtful passage. 

When this examination is concluded, the work is all gone over again, 

‘but this time placing the writing over the glass pane of a window, 

30 as to observe by transmitted light what has already been seen by 

reflected light. A large percentage of forgeries cannot withstand such a 

scrutiny, if the magnifying glass be good and the process be conduct- 

ed with due care and attention. Of course, if it 1s a question of the SS AAAS ROLE CA AT TE A RE Pica nA Lives de eae 
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employment of different inks, the magnifying glass will not be enough, 

resort must be had to the microscope. With a high magnifying power 

the ink marks which, a moment ago, appeared identical, almost always, 

when they are made by different inks, present striking differences in 

colour and lustre. 

Another examination, which cannot in the slightest degree harm the 

original and at the same time gives admirable results, is by means of 

photography. Erasures by scraping, washing with aqua fortis, the use 

of different inks, many things which the eye of man cannot perceive, more 

often than not stand out clearly under the photographic test. A com- 

parison between the original and its photographic reproduction often 

reveals more than the longest and most expensive chemical analysis. 

Yet in many cases this analysis cannot be avoided “49, 

In another process the document is photographed and a number of 

prints taken from the negative each on a thin transparent film. ‘These 

films are laid one upon the other and pressed together so that the sum 

of the indistinct characters on each forms a copy which may easily be 

read. ! 

Photographic enlargements may also be employed with considerable 

success; indeed enlargements to 3600 times have been obtained; no doubt 

this is somewhat costly but at the same time it is very effective. 

If all this does not avail, then the chemist must be brought in, 

naturally in many cases he cannot be dispensed with. 

For such reasons and also to furnish the Investigating Officer with an — 

idea of what he may expect to get from his experts, we give a summary ~ 

of what has been written on this subject by Sonnenschein-Classen and 

other experts, information for the most part scattered about in numberless — 

special articles in scientific Reviews and Proceedings. 

In the first place, one must be able to distinguish paper of old manu- 

facture, on the surface of which is spread a thin layer of animal size, 

from modern machine-made paper, which is after a fashion sized through- 

out its whole substance. Pine resin is dissolved in soda and precipitated 

by alum; the acids of the resin are deposited with the alumina of the 

alum in a soapy mass; generally burnt starch is added, and the whole © 

mixed with the paper paste. These elements, then, have to be taken 

into account when we come to test the paper with reagents, as well as 

other constituents, such as added colouring matter, which for white or 

blue paper was formerly cobalt or prussian blue, but is now almost 

exclusively ultramarine. 
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It follows that erasures by scraping on paper sized only on the 

surface remove this coating of size; while on paper sized throughout, 

they make the surface rough or wrinkled. As it is difficult to write on 

such a surface, the forger must render it smooth again. This may be 

done mechanically by polishing the paper with a hard and close grained 

_ substance such as an ivory paper knife or the thumb nail, or by pouring 

or spreading on it various substances. For this a solution of gum, of 

gelatine, of resin in alcohol, of starch or of powdered sandarac, 7.e., the 

resin of the sandarac tree, the old fashioned “pounce” of the scriveners, 

may be used. But all these preparations when applied to the paper can 

| beeasily detected by the naked eye, and still more clearly by the magnify- 

ing glass, for the portion of the paper which has been polished or to which 

one of these substances has been applied, always presents a different 

@ appearance to the rest of the surface; this is specially visible at the 

borders between the portions artificially prepared and those remaining 

untouched. . 

: If the difference cannot be perceived optically, it will generally be 

sufficient to place one drop of pure water on the suspected portion, and 

another on that beyond suspicion. If the former portion has really been 

doctored or tampered with, the drops of water will behave quite differ- 

| ently ; the modes in which they will be absorbed or run about, will be 

notably distinct. To make more certain, or if it is desired to know 

_ what specific substance has been employed to white-wash the paper, 

| recourse must be had to chemical reagents: iodine turns animal glue 
brown and vegetable starch blue; gum arabic is dissolved by water and 

precipated by alcohol; the resins in general are dissolved by alcohol, and 

if a drop of the solution be placed in water, the latter becomes cloudy 

and milky. 

If old traces of ink with an iron base can no longer be distinguished, 

either by the naked eye or by the magnifying glass, they can occasionally 

be made to reappear by washing the paper with a solution of tannin. 

The salt of iron contained in the ink, while remaining invisible, has the 

property of penetrating more deeply into the paper than the writing 

itself. In this case, when the ink with an iron base has faded away, we 

- can spread on the paper sulphide of ammonia. ‘This forms a sulphide 

of iron, and the writing may become legible. 

Recently it has been recommended to wash over the erased portions 

with a 1/10 normal solution of nitrate of silver, and to place them for a 

‘short time in the direct sunlight, by means of which the characters come 

mee eT ee ee ee ABM, Sei SIA LS SRL 3 A aed Li ae GT 
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out clearly. Finger-prints may also be brought out in this way“, — 

This process should only be performed by experts. 

Besides erasure by scraping, a crowd of chemical products are 

employed to make writing disappear, some of which give excellent results; 

not only does the original writing disappear but it is often possible even 

to write on the same place. No doubt each ink must be treated in its 

own fashion and, if we would know the means employed by the forger to 

cause the writing to vanish, we must follow the same path as he has 

done. For this purpose we must ascertain the constituents of the ink; 

that known, no chemist will be at a loss what to do. 

The most important chemical products used to obliterate ink marks are. 

1. Oxalic acid; this is mixed with a little water, applied with a 

fine brush, and afterwards washed off. | . 

2. A mixture of equal parts of carbonate of zinc, common salt, and 

rock alum; this is boiled for half an hour in white wine in a perfectly 

clean vessel and applied with a fine brush. 

3. A mixture of equal parts of saltpetre and sulphuric acid dis- 

solved by heat and applied as before.* 

4. Any alkali mixed with finely powdered sulphur: this is enclosed 

in a small bag of very fine material, and the writing rubbed therewith. 

5. A solution of muriate of tin in double its quantity of water, 

applied with a brush and followed by a washing with pure water. 

6. Hypochlorite of soda and chlorine may be employed in the 

same manner. 

All these substances, which contain an acid, are dangerous for the — 

forger; they immediately decompose ultramarine and produce a yellow 7 

spot. Further it is easy to verify the employment of acids, by touching © 

the place in question with a piece of moist blue litmus paper, which, — 

where-ever there is a trace of acid, will turn red. If the acid has to all i 

appearance effaced the writing, it can be made to reappear by careful — 

painting with ammonia dissolved in water ; it may at times be necessary — 

to apply a solution of tannin immediately after the ammonia. Instead — 

of these a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium may be employed, but 

this must not be done to any spot on which ammonia has already been — 

spread. | 

As to different inks the following points may be noted. 

* This mixture, which is frequently recommended, destroys, as Dr. Dennstedt of Hambui 5 

has pointed out, not only the ink but also the paper. It should therefore, when used for ink 

only, be diluted with water. 
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--. Chinese ink is nothing but very fine carbon, and is therefore difficult, 

if not impossible, to remove by means of chemical reagents. But if 

Chinese ink be not of the first quality the writing or design on the paper 

may be removed by placing the paper, face downwards, on an empty 

pot, and directing, as long as may be necessary, a jet of boiling water on 

the back of the sheet. 

Ink made of logwood becomes red under the action of acids; it is 

difficult to efface, but the processes (2) and (4) above are often efficacious. 

Ink made of gallnuts dissolves and disappears under the action of 

acids diluted in water. This writing can generally be made to reappear, 

more or less vividly, by the application of ammonia. Chlorine and 

hypochlorite of soda cause these two last inks to disappear, and it is 

then practically impossible to make them reappear. 

“ Alizarine” ink is composed of a solution of indigo mixed with gallnut 

+ ink, which contains ferrous oxide. Under the action of acids dissolved 

) in water, the gallnut ink disappears, leaving the blue indigo, which can 

' only be effaced by chlorine or hypochlorite of soda. 

Modern aniline inks (usually aniline violet or soluble nigrosine, 7.e., 

in coal-tar black) have a special place of their own. Not very fast and 

easily altered though aniline colours be, yet they can in the case of inks 

- be readily fixed: When fresh, they can often be made to vanish by 

: simply washing the writing with water and alcohol, especially if a light 

- hand and blunt pen have been employed. A heavy hand and a sharp 

| pointed pen cause the ink to penetrate beneath the surface into the body 

of the paper, whence it is difficult to extract it. Generally after the 

_ lapse of some time aniline becomes so firmly fixed that it is difficult to 

_ remove. 

_ If the forger has sufficient time at his disposal he has only to expose 

the document written with aniline ink to the sun-light, which will 

completely efface the writing. Some years ago an official order written 

with aniline ink was stuck up on a public notice board exposed to the sun. 

Soon afterwards the whole order had disappeared and there remained on 

the paper no trace except the signature of the official, which had been 

written with a different ink. It must not therefore be forgotten that, in a 

‘document written with aniline ink, the failure of the chemical test proves 

nothing, as it is impossible to detect the action of the sun’s rays “1. 

_ The colour, generally violet, of modern rubber stamps is easily effaced 

by oxalic acid dissolved in water, or by superoxide of hydrogen; the 

former injures the paper only when used carelessly, the latter never does, 
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Even when inks identical in composition have been employed, the 

falsification can in certain cases be chemically demonstrated. This 

arises from the fact that the older the writing the more it penetrates into 

the fibres of the paper, and the more insoluble it becomes owing to 

dryness and the more complete oxidation of the contained iron. Hence 

greater resistance is offered to the action of the acids dissolved in water 

than in the case of more recent writing. If then we desire to test 

whether two specimens of writing on the same paper are of different 

dates—of course the difference must not be too slight—we must neces- 

sarily sacrifice at least one line of each of the two writings. ‘'T'wo are 

chosen as nearly as possible of equal strength and conveniently close to one 

another. They are damped with the acid solution, and the time each 

takes to fade or disappear is observed, watch in hand. If the difference © 

is sufficiently great, the more recent writing will disappear first. 

If writing has become illegible through being written over or obliter- 

ated “4% and it is desired to reconstitute the original text, the nature of 

the first ink employed must be determined as well as that of the second — 

used to strike out the original. If the inks are of different compositions, 

we employ a reagent which attacks the traces of ink attempted to be © 

erased or obliterated; if the same ink has been used in both cases and any 

time has elapsed between the first writing and the making of the obliter- 

ating marks this process is useless. In the latter case we must with extreme 

care and precaution apply some substance which will remove the top ink 

and seize the moment when the obliterating mark has, as far as possible, 

disappeared, while the primitive text has been hardly touched. This— 

result is best obtained either by the action of the vapour of the substance 3 

employed, or by soaking in it a small piece of cloth which is applied 

exclusively to the desired spot. In desperate cases, as for instance when 

the writing has been soaked in ink, the only resource is photography, in — 

a particular light and with special precautions. Naturally only specialists — 

of the first rank can successfully carry through this operation, fee the 

difficulties are always great. 

The work is proportionately easier, when we have to remove an ink 

writing superimposed on a lead pencil writing beneath. The characters 

traced in lead strongly resist chemical action, so that there is little danger 

of the lead pencil marks or design being damaged when the ink writing is 

chemically treated. It is mechanical action which has to be guarded 

against, for washing with the brush risks the effacement of the pencl 

marks, 
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If two writings are superimposed, and it is desired to know which is 

the’ older, one must almost always have recourse to the microscope. 

_ Sometimes the crossing of the writing is considerable, as when an 

- acceptance and signature are written across a bill of exchange—a very 

common case ; at other times the interference is slight, as when the lines 

_ are one above the other and parallel, so that the top and bottom loops 

only interfere with each other. Thus the tops of the /’s and l’s may be 

mixed up with the bottom loops of the y’s and g’s. The fact is that 

- every ink, on leaving the pen, deposits on the paper a minute mass, 

| which when dry remains on the spot touched in the form of a solid body, 

and this can be clearly detected under the microscope. If the two lines 

_ cross, the microscope shows us the upper and later one lying like a scale 

_ upon the lower one, so that it is often thus possible to distinguish between 

the older and the more recent writing. 

Iodine plays an important part in the discovery of written forgeries; 

> G. Bruylants has remarked that dry paper under the action of vapour of 

iodine comports itself differently from paper that has been damped and 

‘redried. The portions which have been damped assume a violet colour 

1 while those that have not been tampered with become yellow or brown. 

If the marks of lead pencil be rubbed out with bread crumbs, the 

portions of paper affected assume, under the action of vapour of iodine, 

a yellowish-brown or a brownish-violet tinge, in every case however 

of a deeper colour than that of the paper which has not been touched. 

When the paper is damped, the portions effaced stand out sharply 

defined against the ground-work, which remains pure blue. Portions 

erased by bread crumbs and treated with iodine have a uniform colour, 

but those effaced by gum show a tint of a darker colour. Vapour of iodine 

also discloses marks or depressions made in the paper by means of a blunt 

‘object, as a rod of glass, ivory paper cutter, or even the thumb nail— 

‘such marks stand out clearly of a stronger colour. By this process “15, 

‘we can render visible on the back of the paper pencil writing which 

has been effaced, reading it by means of a mirror. 

_ For the examination of inks for legal purposes and especially to 

determine their natures and the differences between them, Robertson 

‘ SR Ae 5 (LAPIS EI At BG ATT ALE ALS TRA 8 HR GA ATRESIA 8 ET PRG er ome Soh Daw 
‘and Hofmann “5”, the chemists, have prepared a very useful comparative 
‘ able (1152—1153) 

This table will not only facilitate the task of the professional chemist 

-) but will enable the Investigating Officer in country districts to undertake, 

in wrgent cases, the chemical examination of a document suspected by 
98 | 
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the medical jurisprudent or pharmacist. But we repeat that such investi- 

gation irreparably destroys a portion of the document. 

The process is carried out by filling several quill pens with the reagents 

indicated, making strokes across the letters and numbers to be examined, 

and observing the changes of colour produced where the ink and the 

reagent meet. 

The chief reagents given by the authors named are :— 

1. Solution of 3 per cent. of oxalic acid in water. 

BA MUIO- A OL AQ) +1)%,, of citric acid in water. 

are Do.w icof 2 ,, of chloride of potassium in water. 

4. Solution of one part of chloride of tin with one part of hydro- 

chloric acid in 10 parts of water. 

5. Solution of 15 per cent. of sulphuric acid. 

Geuepo,-2of 10 . ,, of hydrochloric acid. 

Ts MGs) Of:20) 0. «5; of nitric acid. 

8. Saturated solution of anhydrous sulphuric acid in water. 

9. Solution of 4 per cent. chloride of gold in water. 

10. Do. of one part of ferrocyanide of potassium with one part 

of hydrochloric acid in 10 parts of water. 

11. Solution of one part of thiosulphate of sodium with one part of 

ammonia and 10 parts of water. 

12. Solution of 4 per cent. of sodium hydrate in water. 

With reference to the examination of the exterior form of a document, 

it is well to commence by observing the nature, the composition, and the 

exterior appearance of the paper. The chemical“ constituents and — 

outward form of the paper, its water-mark “55-158 orease-spots, etc., : 

may often at the very outset reveal the whole nature of the affair. In 

such a case the paper must be sent to specialists (paper-manufacturers, 

microscopists, or chemists), who should be told all the circumstances and 

requested to throw any hght they can thereon. It is never useless to 

have recourse to them. 
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Section iiii—Counterfeiting Seals, Stamps, and Coins. 

A. Counterfeiting Employment Stamps (1151—1188), 

The forgery of seals of all descriptions is so extensive as to deserve — 

special study. Most commonly the seals forged are those of local — 

authorities whose duty it is to attest the certificates given by employers 

to their workmen and also, for criminal purposes, to imitate the seals and 

stamps used in public offices and large works such as railways, mines, 

etc.; in India, as every one acquainted with criminal cases knows, a very 

general system of forgery is believed to exist with reference to postal 

stamps upon envelopes and postcards. There is hardly a criminal case 

in which alibi is urged as a defence that the alibi is not supported by 

documents alleged to have been sent by the accused from some distant | 

place on the date of the offence. The most usual medium is the postcard, 

because it contains in itself the marks of despatch and delivery as well 

as the address and the communication; it is commonly said, and one’s 

experience tempts one to believe, that copies of the date stamps of any 

post office in India may be obtained at a very small price. Of course, 

by collusion with post office officials, genuine stamps may be used for 

the purpose, but it is probable that in the majority of cases specially 

constructed stamps are employed, and the careless way in which Post Office 

Clerks usually affix the stamps assists in making this kind of fraud success- 

ful. In a recent appeal heard in the Madras High Court from $8. Canara, 

among the “material objects’? in evidence were two postal stamps, one . 

showing despatch from a certain office on a certain date, the other receipt 

at another office two days later, the normal time. These stamps had | 

no relevant connection with the case, being in fact dated 1896, ten years 

previously; but the circumstances showed that their possession was not 

thought extraodinary by any one. The author has collected a consider- 

able number of seals and stamps, about one hundred in all, lodged in the 

Graz Criminal Museum, found on the persons of various criminals atl 

the time of their arrest, and by a comparison of these it is possible to. 

obtain an idea of the way in which they are made and employed. This 

collection of seals affords more than one useful hint. What strikes one 

first is the international character of this class of forgery; the stamps, 

‘although collected in a comparatively small magisterial area, never-the 

‘less bear the names of officials of all countries. It appears even as if the 

forger prefers the most distant countries, hoping that inquiries madé 

there will be more difficult; for the same object he generally chooses 
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names well known everywhere, as Simla, Karachi, Rangoon, Madura, etc., 

so that he can always pretend, if the answer is unfavourable, that the 

letter has not been sent to the real place bearing the same name. One 

finds also stamps such as the following, “Muller, Manufacturer of Hard- 

ware, St. Jean”’, or “of Newville’, or ‘Madura Paper Mill’, etc., Of 

course these stamps, the manufacture of which requires a great deal of 

trouble, are not intended to be used only once, on the contrary they 

afford for those who possess them a very considerable income. A tramp 

_ who possesses several or even one of these seals, and who can write a 

_ fairly good hand, gains much more in this way than by simple begging. 

At the same time he does not neglect, meeting either by agreement 

or by chance an individual who has not possessed for a long time a 

certificate of work, true or false, skilfully to draw the conversation to 

the hardships of life, the want of work, the police, and such disagreeable 

memories ; this soon unties the tongue of the other man. When the 
7 intimacy has become greater, the tramp tells what he is up to, and soon 

_ after his comrade is in possession of a certificate of work, fortified by a 

seal and a stamp. Of course the giving of this certificate is well paid 

i for, and it is this payment, as well as the danger to which their industry 

DA ALN aE TN ONS Nhe GB Re Ee BI Mee 

Ob BOB LBD, SI AYALA A0d 16 48, Reraelindy | ST doe 86 

_ exposes them, that leads the forgers to conceal so carefully their precious 

_ stock in trade. Generally they hide them in the back of the collar of 

_ their coat, in the lining of their boots, or in the hem at the bottom of 

their trousers. We even find now and then such seals possessing on 

_ the edge loops, for the purpose of being sewn on. 

Nothing is more easy than to procure ink for the stamps; very thick 

black ink, carriage grease, boot polish, or even the real colour of the stamp 

in the shape of aniline violet, coal tar, tannin black, diluted in glycerine 

and water, may all be used. The tramp with the real stamp colour in his 

possession invariably conceals it in a small boot polish tin, of which the 

label is carefully preserved so as to prevent suspicion; we have often 

_ been surprised to find in the collection of curiosities of a tramp whose 

| boots, red with age, could not have been blacked for months, a box 

bearing the inscription, “real brilliant boot polish, free from oil of 

: vitriol”. If one had only looked a little closer, the boot polish would 

have been found to be nothing else but stamp ink, and one or more 

cleverly constructed seals would have been found on his person. 

When it is remembered that the author’s collection of seals and 

stamps is but of recent date, that the district whence it has been collected 

is very restricted, and that in spite of all about one hundred have been 
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obtained, one can form some idea of the vast number of false seals in 

circulation and the still greater number of false certificates, for with 

each seal several certificates can be manufactured, which daily pass 

though the hands of the public and, to credulous eyes, appear authentic 

documents“), A sentiment of shame, however disagreeable, ought to 

orverwhelm us at the thought of the epithets these vagabonds must 

in their inmost thoughts bestow on us when we return them their 

books ‘found in order’, when there is not perhaps a single authentic 

attestation in the whole of them. Such a state of things should by 

every means be put a stop to, for the danger is certainly greater than 

is generally supposed. 

False certificates and stamps or seals are the great support of that 

cancer of society, vagabonds and tramps “16-16 ; for nothing helps them 

more than being able to obtain, with ease and safety, proof that they are 

really working men. The true tramp, who becomes so only from his 

hatred of work and love of idleness, remains a tramp, pure and simple, 

only until necessity compels him to be a criminal, and thus everything 

that helps the manufacture of tramps, goes to make a true school for 

criminals. Besides, false certificates do not only help the wayfarer in 

escaping the penalties of being a tramp or vagabond, but assist him 

directly in the commission of crime. They help—and.have helped only 

too often—to obtain a man a situation, which he apples for only with 

the object of committing some crime, and which is given him on the 

strength of ‘characters’, testifying that he has previously occupied a 

similar position and has “ given satisfaction”’. } 

Further, false certificates are useful, and perhaps most frequently i 

employed, to prove an alibi for the person in whose possession they are ; 

found. When a bond fide criminal has committed a crime and has — 

succeeded for a time in escaping from the researches of the local police, — 

his first business is to procure a workman’s certificate covering the — 

dangerous period, which naturally names localities far enough away from 

the scene of the crime. If he is arrested on suspicion, he boldly presents 

his certificates, and many Magistrates are foolish enough to accept them — 

as gospel. As for the Investigating Officer, his duty is to subject the 

documents to a rigorous examination, and, whenever his suspicions are 

aroused, to make inquiries of the establishment or household where the | 

individual is supposed to have worked, no matter how long it may be 

necessary to keep the latter under remand. 

Suspicion is always based on strong grounds. ‘The first and most 
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a important is that we have to deal with a true tramp, incapable of deserving 

a certificate testifying that he is a “faithful, hardworking, and honest 

workman’. Now one can always recognise a tramp, when one has had 

- under observation a considerable number of genuine specimens, paying 

| special attention to their appearance and behaviour. ‘The way they pre- 

- sent themselves, their gait, their external aspect, their hands showing ‘no 

traces of hard work, all the indescribable but characteristic atmosphere 

that envelopes the brotherhood, give them a demeanour so precise and so 

striking that it is impossible to confound the true tramp with the poor 

devil who, owing to bad times, has been really long out of work. Once 

suspicion has become certainty and one is convinced that a real vagabond 

- is caught, the first thing is to search him, to see if perchance he has any 

: stamps or seals concealed on his person, and next to make inquiries at 

all the places mentioned in his character-books, so as to verify the authen- 

ticity of his certificates. : 

Suspicion also attaches to certificates in which the employments are 

very dissimilar and the places at which the work has been done are far 

) apart. This means that the vagabond cannot choose a certificate for any 

_ particular work or at any particular place; he has to be content with 

what the forger who helps him is able to supply him with, ¢.e., with what 

is engraved on the seal possessed by that person; it results that the same 

‘individual appears to have worked ‘most satisfactorily’”’ in January as a 

| butcher in the north, in February as a miner 100 miles away in the 

south, in March as a post-maker in some other place, and in April he is 

back again in the north employed as an iron-worker. It doubtless often 

happens that a workman is obliged, especially in hard times, to work at 

a number of different trades which are, so to speak, strange to him, but 

yet there is a certain co-relation between these various trades, and more- 

over it is indispensable that the places where the pretended workmen has 

stayed have a sort of connection with our another and, when considered 

connectedly, form an itinerary in some shape or other. 

The simplest means of laying bare this fraud is to make a list of all 

the places mentioned, with the time the workman says he was at each, and 

then to trace out his movements on the map; this route will generally be 

only a series of detours and zig-zags. The man is then made to relate 

the whole of his journey, by heart. If he has really made it, he is able 

(0 relate it; if he has not done so, he is never able to do so; this we can 

26D AUREL ASE ACSI i SINEMA LIT EAA LAS) AI 5A AL LAE EN AE 

) 

affirm from long experience. ‘This method requires but about half an 

hour’s work, gives absolutely no trouble, and often brings the vagabond to 
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confess, when he sees that the matter is going to be gone into seriously, 

and that he is hkely to be kept in custody a considerable time while a 

correspondence is carried on, which in the end is bound to bring about his 

conviction. 

The fact that a seal is badly or defectively made or even mistakes in 

lettering (such as a letter being turned the wrong way, e.g., N for N, or 

S for S, is not sufficient proof of falsification “'8*-"8®), for many false seals 

are much better made than the seals of many provincial municipalities. 

A seal is always awkward when there is only the name of small Munici- 

pality without other precise designation. A distinction must here be 

drawn. When the Mayor of Little Pedlington orders a new municipal 

seal, he does not order the engraver to add the name of the county, for 

he supposes that everybody knows Little Pedlington. So if a municipal 

seal of a town with a rare name contains nothing else but that name, that 

is no reason for suspecting its authenticity. It is different however if the 

name of the place is acommon one. The Mayor of Newport is well aware 

of the trouble caused by the confusion in the post and otherwise of his 

Newport with other Newports, and he knows that the higher authorities 

require a more particular description of his Newport. When therefore 

he has a new seal engraved he takes care to add thereto, if not the name 

of the kingdom or country at least some characteristic designation, as, ¢.g., 

‘““Newport, Monmouthshire”’, or ‘‘ Newport, Isle of Wight’’, etc. Such 

a seal may be considered a genuine one; but it may be considered 

counterfeit when it has only the word ‘* Newport’’,—the more so if the 

owner of the certificate does not know which New port. { 

The falsification of a certificate 1s recognisable as well by the writing 

as by the spelling. It often happens that the signature of the employer — 

is in the same handwriting as that of the’ legalisation of the authorities, — 

or that one of them being forged arouses suspicion. Nothing is commoner — 

than for a master-workman who countersigns a certificate as the Mayor 

of the Town or, in India, as a Village Munsiff or Municipal President to 

write with a heavy hand and make mistakes in spelling; but it would be 

very suspicious if the chief clerk of a big business or an important 

municipality signed in such a manner. Spelling mistakes are especially 

common in forged certificates of large establishments, probably because 

their stamps have the preference owing to their “‘pompous’’ and fot 

that reason more convincing aspect. If therefore we find that a stam 

about as long as one’s finger which reads, e.q., ‘‘ Office of the Secretar 

to the Amalgamated Societies of Calico Printers of Great Britain and 
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Ireland” is placed below a badly written and badly spelt certificate 

signed by the ‘‘General Manager” and countersigned by the “Joint 

Cashier”, the whole document is false, however well the stamp may be 

Sonahartedert 

The immediate detection of false employment certificates is greatly 

facilitated by what are called ‘‘ Beggar-stamps’’ in use in many places 

and affixed to the last page of the character-books of people who have 

: received help on their journey. ‘These stamps usually carry an arrange- 

~ ment for changing the date and as a rule are made of rubber. They are 

very cheap and have ordinarily a date and inscription as follows :— 

_ Assisted at X....the......... 190...”’ These character books have as a rule 

many such impressions and when the owner forges a certificate of having 

worked for a certain time at a certain place it often happens that there is 

a stamp under the same date in his book. The consequence is that he 

was working at X.... at the very same time he was begging at Y.... It 

is a fact within hs experience of the author that the falsity of a Noni 

cate has on several occasions been detected in this way. 

If we consider for a moment the fabrication of false seals “8, we 

will find that they constitute from all points of view an extremely varied 

series. As regards their origin we find them in all continental countries 

and we often find seals of other countries in our own. In Germany, for 

instance, French and Russian seals are common, the latter probably are 

_ preferred because few persons are capable of reading the Russian charac- 

ters and those who can are unable as a rule to find out the names of 

_ the authorities to be written to. But the largest number of seals are, as 

we have already stated, without mention of a country, the counterfeiter 

ple hhh a A TRE TSA NTR eR LPT A Am SN _ having been careful to omit any description capable of determining the 

situation of the place in question. As regards the authorities from 

- whom the seals emanate they are naturally those whose business it is to 

give certificates of work, such as Municipalities, the Police Department, 

Sheriffs’ Offices, Collectors’ Offices, ete. It is only exceptionally that we 

find the seals of Law Courts which are as a rule placed on certificates 

attesting that an individual has been employed in a Court, as Copying 

' Clerk, Peon, or in some other such capacity. Besides these official seals 

must be mentioned the stamps of various associations, trusts, and other 

San AMA 

" AL LAP LMS LATTA RIE aS A RN HAN ’ big concerns such as factories, mines, foundries, agricultural associations, 

companies, etc. 

_ The materials of which the type or letter-press of false seals are made 

are also very diverse. Those least often found are metals, from which it 
99 
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may be supposed that forgers are rarely engravers by trade, for the latter 

would find no difficulty in fashioning the metal; we find on the contrary 

that the counterfeiters avoid metals as much as possible. Relatively 

speaking lead is the most frequently employed, care being taken to add 

thereto a certain quantity of zinc or tin to render it more durable. Wood — 

is commoner than metal, in particular lime-wood, ivy-wood, box-wood, 

and sometimes also lhghter woods which are easier to cut; but the 

material most frequently employed is steatite (french chalk such as used 

by tailors), which on account. of its softness is easily cut. Forgers may 

doubtless object to it on account of its great friability, for strong pres- 

sure easily breaks the letters. A material largely employed for making 

false seals is common slate. Its frequent employment in the construction — 

of school slates and in the roofing of houses places it at everyone’s disposal, 

and its consistency, though soft enough to enable it to be worked with 

ease, is at the same time sufticiently hard to prevent the letters being 

spoiled by strong pressure. The grain of the stone is uniform and fault- 

less, a very important factor. The portion on which the seals are 

engraved may be made very thin, thus enabling large numbers of them to 

be conveniently hidden away. ‘The manner of their manufacture is 

extremely primitive, at least when the work is done by people who are 

self-taught in the art of engraving. | 

The author has in his collection two seals cut in slate which were » 

seized in an unfinished condition upon two tramps, from which it is easy 

to see, especially with the aid of a magnifying glass, how the forger has 

set to work. These can be examined with greater ease, for in each case 

the engraving tool used was also found upon the person of the tramp. 

This tool consists of an ordinary sewing needle, the eye of which is 

embedded in the longitudinal section of a small piece of wood about the 

size of a pencil, which forms the handle of the instrument. The examina- : 

SS, | 

tion of other false seals seems to indicate that it is always this instrument — 

which is used by seal forgers, for it is easy to determine that the sunk i 

portions of all the plaques are scraped with a needle. The way in which — 

these seals are made appears to be as follows:—the necessary divisions, — 

such as those base lines which are curved in shape, are first of all traced 

with the compasses, which besides the engraving tool is the only instru- 

ment employed; then the isolated letters, ornamentations, figures, etc., 

are drawn in and little by little the whole of the space between the 

letters, etc., is scraped out. The needle no doubt detaches but very small 

particles of the stone at a time, but then there is no fear that such a | 
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delicate instrument will detach too large a portion and damage one of the 

letters. Experiments made by the author have convinced him that, given 

sufficient patience in learning, this work may be executed rapidly and 

easily. It is said that prisoners practise 1t to pass away the time in prison 

where a needle and piece of slate may easily be introduced. 

Nor is it only people moving about on the highway who handle false 

seals. The daily papers reported a short time ago the case of a rich man, 

- 2 master-butcher in Berlin, who had obtained a duplicate of the stamps 

of the inspector of butcher’s meat, and stamped the goods himself. When 

- one remembers that the examination of every pig in the cattle yard 

' costs a mark, and that the man sold each week on an average 200 pigs 

' to the butchers’ shops and the butchers’ market—it will be seen that his 

fraudulent gain, letting only one half of his pigs be examined, was about 

400 marks a month. 

It remains to speak of the means by which this dangerous trade can 

_ be fought. The best remedy certainly consists in not being too credulous, 

in having no fear of taking trouble, and in making the most minute investi- 

- gation on every occasion when the least suspicion arises of the authenticity 

| ofadocument. Another excellent expedient is to publish every known 

case of counterfeiting of this description in the papers and police gazettes. 

As each false seal is used more than once, and as a large number of 

books contain it, all attestations made with the same seal are of necessity 

| false when a.single one of them is false. Once it has been proved, e. q., 

that the seal of the ‘‘ Corporation of Madras’’ has been falsified, the 

papers should be informed of the fact with a description of the false seal. 

Information such as the following should be sent by the Investigating 

Officer :—‘‘F'abricated—the seal of the Madras Corporation, the fabrication 

is oval shaped, 12 inch long, 12 inch broad, well made.” If the muni- 

! 

cipality whose name appears on the seal really exists, an impression of the 

genuine seal should first be obtained and a description of it added to the 
SS, Bite Sih ial San oe he) 6S Lee he i, wur 

-anouncement. In the above case for instance we should add :—‘‘The 

real seal besides bears such and such an inscription, and is quite round.” 

If care be taken to make this publication in every case, and if it is 

sufficiently well circulated, in a short time not only will all the impressions 
AB AES Aik 1 AROMA MT he 4 
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made with this seal be discovered, but opportunities will at the same time 

be given to unmask a mass of other false seals and stamps. The character- 

‘book of a workman containing one manifestly false attestation most 

often contains several others. An honest workman is ashamed to make 

use of a false certificate even when perchance he has been for some time 
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out of work ; it is the professional vagabond who usually has recourse to 

such expedients and such a person is never content with a single false 

attestation. After some time he wants another, so that generally when a 

false certificate has been discovered in his book one will do well to distrust 

all the others init. If verified from the point of view of their genuineness 

some fresh falsification will probably be found, which when published in 

its turn will seldom fail to bring about further revelations, so that a single 

discovery will multiply in a sort of geometrical progression. Such dis- 

closures will only produce their proper effect if each case is punished 

with the severity deserved by such practices, the dangers of which cannot 

be exaggerated. 

The painstaking book of Franz Wurmann“®™© gives substantial assist- 

ance in the identification of false seals, for in it we find alphabetically 

arranged the facsimiles of a great number of official seals belonging 

to all sorts of authorities. If we havea suspicion about a seal, we have — 

simply to make a comparison to obtain a rapid proof of genuineness or 

falseness. Naturally such a book must be always kept up to date, every 

new seal struck being inserted from time to time. 

But the most radical means of preventing such falsifications is outside 

the sphere of an Investigating Officer and will only be mentioned here to 

round off the subject. It consists in public oflices seeing that their seals 

and stamps are really good and difficult to imitate. Anyone who has 

seen a number of seals cannot deny that not only the greater number of 

the seals of the smaller municipalities but also those of more important § 

bodies are so miserably executed that one would think they have come — 

out of the hands of a botcher. On the other hand the majority of false 

seals are so well made that they would serve as models for the former. — 

Doubtless the result would be of little value if the authorities are content — 

with the mere order that “‘all offices should have artistic seals’’ for the 

execution of such an order could not be properly checked. 

The only reform possible would be for the state to monopolise, so to — 

speak, the production of seals, making them itself and sending them direct 

to the authorities requiring them. They might then be put upon the same 

footing as coin with the same penalties for counterfeiting. | 

Whoever has had an opportunity of seeing a large number of false 

seals, document stamps, or bank-notes, etc., must know that a clever 

forger finds practically no difficulty in imitating artistically decorated 

letters with ornamentation and interlacing lines, etc. But there are 
certain things he is never able to copy, for instance human figures and 
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in particular the face and hands. ‘This especially applies to bank-notes ; 

everything is admirably done with the exception of the faces and hands 

of the persons or allegorical figures, etc., which are so badly executed that 

the work of the forger is immediately recognisable. If the seals are 

made by the state they should contain such figures. The seals should be 

made as large as possible for there is always room enough on an office 

table, and if the impression covers part of the writing on a document no 

harm is done—rather the reverse. The larger the seal the more artis- 

tical it may be made and in consequence the more difficult to imitate. 

That which under no circumstances ought to be any longer tolerated 

is the use of the present universal india-rubber stamp or seal which 

can be used only with aniline colours. If we bring an india-rubber 

) recht Ap aa CEA Be ABA LB EIR D CLEA SOMES SS PO 

‘stamp in conjunction with oil colours, the india-rubber becomes sticky 

and smudgy, and is spoilt in a short time, as oil relaxes the india-rubber. 

The impressions made by such stamps are easily copied. Press a fresh 

‘and well-inked stamp upon an elastic, thick, half-damp substance, as ¢.q., 

an apple cut in two, half of a potato, the white of a hard-boiled egg, half 

dry glue, etc; one obtains a clear negative copy of the seal, which is 

particularly good when one has previously damped the substance slightly 

with spirit. If one now prints the negative copy, from the white of egg, 

apple, etc., on damped paper, one obtains a faultless reproduction of the 

true print of the seal, and there is said to be no means of proving its 

spuriousness. A second and a third copy may be taken, although fainter. 

How dangerous however is this simple yet widely known means of re- 

‘ producing seals, need not be pointed out. There remains no alternative 

i but to banish the india-rubber seal from all offices and return to the old 

brass seal with oil colours. 

B. Seals on letters, etc. 

From the time gummed envelopes were introduced letters have 

seldom been sealed,* and ‘‘black cabinets”? have long since ceased to be 

iseful. Notwithstanding, the opening of sealed letters, especially slightly- 

sealed letters containing money or something of value, has in no way 

ceased. The capital of the letter thief is consequently considerable, and 

s a rule he is only detected when the circumstances of the forgery are 

* On that account it is worth knowing that the use of a light, soluble ink is the surest 

heans of preventing the unauthorized opening of letters. We close the flap part of the envelope, 

st it dry, and write slantingly on the gummed part of the flap the name of the sender with a 
lowing ink, such as aniline. If any unauthorized person desires to open the letter, the 

mummed part of the envelope must be wetted, when the writing will smudge. 
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known and consequently can be examined into. The commonest method 

of breaking a seal of lac and renewing it is to use gypsum or plaster of 

paris. A rim of wax is carefully made round the seal and a pulp of the 

best, freshly-burnt plaster of paris poured on the carefully oiled seal. 

When the plaster has set the negative is slowly raised, the seal is broken, 

and is afterwards renewed from the greased mould. The first impres- 

sion is generally successful, but it is usually impossible to make a second 

impression, because, as a rule, small pieces of plaster stick to the hot 

sealing-wax, so that the impression is spoilt. However the forger only 

requires one impression. Finally the little pieces of plaster which have 

stuck must be carefully removed. Under the magnifying glass these are 

generally found and betray the process employed. | 

The manipulation is easier when instead of plaster of paris kneaded | 

fresh bread-crumb is used. The paste is pressed firmly on, and the seal — 

taken up and dried with heat. We can easily obtain one impression in 

this way, but it is not as sharp as the original. _ 

Chemically or with the microscope traces of bread-crumb can be 

found attached to the seal. If the seal is not well washed the chemist 

can discover the use of bread-crumb with iodine. 

In the Black Cabinet of Louis XIV., the process was to place the 

letter with the seal upwards on an anvil, and on the seal a small lead 

plate was Jaid. Then with a hammer a sharp blow was given, which 

smashed the sealing-wax into a thousand fragments; but before doing — 

so impressed the seal on the lead plate. The lead plate could be used as _ 

a matrix as often as was desired. Such forgeries can be recognised in 

the impression, as the lead plate makes a mark round the seal on the 

paper of the envelope. 

In this direction it is interesting, and also in our case instructive, to 

learn how forgeries were done in ancient days “!~"®) Buoncompagnt, 

the Florentine,‘ relates that an Italian Abbot used to make seals, 

papal bulls, etc. of a peculiar, closely-knitted substance which he called 

cinericium. Joh. V. Schellendorf, a famous forger of the 14th century, 

used sulphur paste. Frequently impressions were cut in a peculiar style, 

and Innocent II]. gave special instructions in which he indicated the 

methods of forging the Papistical seal". The ordinary method with 

wax seals was to cut them off with a thin, hot knife and stick them on 

again. Genuine adhering double seals fastened to a false document wer 

cut in two with a horsehair moistened with turpentine and then rivet 04 

together again. 
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C. Coining. 

No useful purpose could be served by describing in detail the methods 

' of coiners. Indeed to do so would be opposed to public policy. The Investi- 

gating Officer must try to find out the origin of false coin on the market 

a 
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Fig. 149. 

ind if he succeeds he may light upon the coiner himself and the possession 

of coining articles will suftice to bring about his conviction. If any 

articles are found with him, such as depicted in Fig. 149, they will form 

7 yery strong evidence of the owner’s walk in life. In India coiners are 

mostly north countrymen and often work far from their native places. 

They rarely try to pass the false money themselves nor will they if they 

fan help it even carry any on their persons, but hire a cooly man or 
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woman for that purpose. It may be mentioned that it is a profitable 

business of coiners in India to manufacture their false rupees from 

genuine silver. Owing to the depreciation in the value of silver much 

more than a rupee’s weight may be purchased for a rupee. | if 

Figure 149 shows an assortment, from the coining implements de-— 

posited in the Madras Criminal Museum. a, a’ are ladles; 0, b’, b”, b’” 

are dies; c, c’, are clay moulds; d, d’ are tongs; e is a melting pot. | 

Kakir Coiners. The following account of Fakir Coiners is taken from 

Major Gunthorpe’s ‘Notes on Criminal Tribes’ ; these people are frequently 

found throughout India and the valuable information afforded by Major 

Gunthorpe will be found useful to those who have to deal with these. 
pests (1103) .__ , 

“This is a class of Fakirs (Muhammadans) who are by profession 

Goolburgha and its neighbourhood and the Sholapore District. Their 
‘ 

manufacturers and utterers of counterfeit coin. They come fror ; 

pir’ and preceptor lives at Satul Doodnec near Goolburgha. They wear 

beads round their necks, and their names invariably end with ‘Shah’ 

thus ‘Unen Shah’ and ‘Kadur Shah,’ and their costume is the same as. 

that of the ordinary fakir. Hindustani is spoken with a strong Canarese” 

accent and in the usual fakir style. In addressing, women, ‘Mai’ (mother) 

and men, ‘Data’, are uttered in a more than ordinarily cringing manner. 

The country is traversed by small gangs of from two to six, and boys, as 

a rule, accompany them. The Dekkan, the Central Provinces and Bera 

are the parts most frequented. Their homes are left in the beginning 

of the cold season, and the commencement of the monsoon generally 

sees them back. They put up at places usually frequented by fakirs, a 

Saints’ Tombs or in Fakirs’ houses in the vicinity of towns or villages 

The boys who accompany them are, as a rule, used for passing the flash 

rupees. Women never accompany them. All their goods and chattels 

are carried by themselves. When questioned as to the class of fakirs to 

which they belong, the reply is to the Mudaree class. When arrestec 

they exhibit no fear, but keep on protesting that they are poor mendi 

cants. 

“'he mode adopted for passing the counterfeit coin is almost invar 

ably the same: the victims selected are generally women. ~The fakir, ¢ 

one of the boys, says he has a number of coppers and is willing to git 

17 or 18 annas for the rupee, and that, being strangers to the part of tl 

country, they do not know the correct change. The offer is accep ‘e 

The coppers are counted out and the rupee is asked for. Taking it | 
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his hand the man dexterously changes it, substituting a counterfeit, and 

at once says the rupee is bad and he cannot take it; the victim, not sus: 

_ pecting anything, offers another, which is also treated in the same way, and 

so on until no more genuine ones are remaining, and the fakir gathers up 

his change, or perhaps, in the first instance, the coiner takes up his coppers 

and passes on. One of these men has been known to pass no less than 

eleven counterfeit rupees into a Tanda of Bungaras (Lumbddies) in one 

day. These coiners pass great quantities of false coins during their 

peregrinations. Large fairs are much resorted to for the purpose, and it 

is curious how rarely they are detected. | 

“The implements used for the manufacture of base coin are simple. 

A mould of earth, an iron spoon, a pair of pincers and a small knife 

constitute the lot. The mould is made of a kind of earth called by them 

‘Siddee Pait Muttee’. This is pounded very fine and worked to a proper 

_ consistency with water. A rupee is covered with this prepared earth 

~ and well pressed on all sides, and, to take the impression better, it is 

- further tapped all round with a flat piece of weod. A cut is then made 

- through it going along the edge of the rupee and a small hole made in the 

: side of the mould, wedge shaped, to admit of the melted metal being poured 

- in. A mark is also made across the cut mentioned above to admit of 

the mould being correctly fixed when ready. The lump of clay is now 

; _ wrapped over with several layers of rag. A thick coating of clay is put 

"over this again and the whole lump is put in the fire. When the mould 

7 is considered sufficiently baked, the outer layer of clay and the rags are 

_ removed, the mould opened, and the rupee taken out, and it is complete. 

_ The two pieces are put together and melted substance poured in (this is 

- generally pewter); the false rupee is taken out and perfected by the 

hand with the small knife, and is then ready for passing. The manu- 

"facture of false coin is carried on in lonely places, generally in jungle or 

waste lands. Counterfeit coin is carried in the lungotee worn by two or 

” three of each gang (the passers). The pockets for holding the rupees are 

attached to the inner side of the front part of the lungotee under the 

front flap and tied very tightly. 

_ “Ona man being searched, the lungotee is undone from the back and 

‘allowed to hang down in front, the inner part, being hidden by the front 

flap, escapes notice. 

‘These people possess always a leather bag, in which, on the march, 

| they carry their coining implements, and in addition some of the fine 

earth, loose, and some white metal. 

100 
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‘When halted all the implements are buried in the neighbourhood of 

their resting-place. These fakirs may readily be recognised by their 
extremely cringing manner and by their Canarese accent. 

“The only time all thei: implements are with them is when on a 

journey from place to place’. 

Section iv.—Horse Frauds. ‘ 

A. General. 

Probably no frauds are so common as those connected with horse- 

dealing and there are none which less frequently come to hight. Perhaps 

this latter fact is the principal cause of the former ; for nothing so much 

encourages crime as the slackness with which justice follows it. Add to — 

this that itis relatively easy to cheat in horse-dealing and that it is also 

difficult subsequently to prove that a defect discovered after a sale existed 

before it or, if it did, that the seller knew of it. Besides, the majority of 

people who require and buy horses think themselves connoisseurs and for 

that reason never willingly admit that they have allowed themselves to 

be duped. But the principal reason why frauds regarding the quality of 

horses are so rarely denounced lies in the fact that the denunciation 

generally comes to nothing, so that the victims of the frauds lose their 

time and trouble, reap only unpleasantness, and end by being laughed at. 

We can easily understand the reason. ‘The successful cheat is very 

~ eunning and very knowing; for this reason alone he is difficult to confute. 

On the other hand the Investigating Officer comprehends perhaps only 

one case in a hundred and experts on horse frauds are few and far 

between. 

The Veterinary Surgeon is able to point out the faults and illnesses — 

of an animal, but he probably knows no more than the man in the street 

what the seller has done to hide up these faults and pass off upon a buyer 

an old hack as an expensive horse. Cavalry Officers whose large experience _ 

enables them to give much information are seldom available as experts — 

and can only act as such in a private sort of way; and the person who ; 

really knows and would be capable of furnishing useful and precise ‘ 

enlightenment, such as the cunning dealer or jobber, takes good care not — 

to inform the court of the tricks he has so often employed and hopes — | 

often to employ again. To consult with him and ask him how the 

business has been done and how his colleague has taken in the unwitting” : 

buyer, would be too much to demand. 
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If then we no longer desire to allow people to be deceived under our 

eyes and to send them away with the shameful confession that we aie — 

- too ignorant and powerless to bring about the conviction of the cheat, 

_ there remains nothing for the Investigating Officer to do but to set to 

work himself to acquire at least enough knowledge to be able to question 

witnesses in an appropriate manner and to prepare materials which may 

be utilised by the expert who is called in. The fraud is intimately bound 

up with all the circumstances in which the sale has been made; it is 

then as to these circumstances that information must be obtained from 

the victim ; first, attention should be paid to the methods employed to 

"deceive him, for had he known them beforehand he would not have allowed 

himself to the deceived. 

It goes without saying that the reading of a few books or, with more 

reason, a few lines is insufficient to make one an expert in horseflesh and 

capable of standing up to individuals practised in the art of deceiving ; 

but the author believes it to be possible to give in this respect sufficient 

information to the Investigating Officer to enable him to question the 

victim ina fit manner. If the Investigating Officer has sufficient force of 

will to seize opportunities of obtaining information from one who really 

knows about the nature, structure, qualities, defects, and illnesses of a 

horse and to familiarise himself with the most important names of the 

-yarious parts of its body, there will be room to hope that he will not 

be so feeble and helpless when he has to do with a not too complicated 

‘case of horse coping. 

' In the following pages the author has made a resumé of the most 

" important points, gathered by him from the best treatises on the subject, 

‘im particular those of Wilhelm Baumeister (Dr. A. Rueff), Major von 

Tenneker and Dr. Lentin (“'The secrets of the Jewish Horsedealer 

Abraham Mortgens”’, etc.,) and also from communications made to him 

) during a number of years by those in the know. 

: First it may be said that real tricks understood only by people in the 

trade are not very numerous and can nearly always be discovered if 

the eyes are kept open. ‘lhe processes employed by the horse-dealer as 

a general rule differ little from those employed in ordinary life by the 

* merchant who sells some object or other, and one will not be far wrong 

nm affirming that the skilful horse-dealer who is able to extract a good 

price for a valueless article owes his success more to his knowledge of men 

than to his knowledge of horses. He observes his man, studies his 

haracter, intentions, and knowledge, receives him with politeness or 
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rudeness as he thinks fit, flatters him when necessary, and ends up by 
selling a horse for an enormous sum and in the midst of a torrent of 

words, without having employed the least little trick specially apper-— 

taining to the horse itself. 

When the Emperor Joseph II. forbade gipsies, by a decree (9th of 

October 1783), which had been already in force in Sweden since 1727, 

to deal in horses, he expressly declared that this prohibition was in no 

way induced by disgraceful methods employed to set off their horses to 

advantage but by the damage which they caused to people buying horses 

from them by deceiving them with talk, oaths, and protestations. If 

then methods are employed which are based upon general habits and 

peculiarities of disposition, there will be evidently no need for experts in — 

horseflesh, and it will be no longer possible to speak of criminal fraud ; 

a lie does not ordinarily come within reach of the arm of the law; a lie 

only becomes cheating when it is accompained with an act intended to 

lead people into error or serves to exploit an already existing situation. 

B. Special Methods Employed. 

Passing now to the special methods employed by horse-dealers, we 

have on the one hand those which are on the border line between dis- 

honesty and criminal fraud, and on the other those which exploit in an 

illicit manner an existing situation, and finally those which are really 

fraudulent ; to these must be added methods in which recourse to a — 

third party is necessary. 

Speaking generally it cannot be said whether any one of the methods 

cited should in itself be regarded as criminal, when the seller does not © 

draw the attention of the buyer to an apparent defect in his merchandise; — 

if he brings forward the article brushed up and in its most favourable 4 

aspect, if he knows how to show it off in such a manner that its bad ' 

points remain in the shade while the good ones are prominently displayed, 2 

if he does not cross the purchaser by contradicting him, but rather 

always gives him in the right, and tries to put him in good humour by ~ 

flattering him,—these may not be perfectly honest methods but they are — 

certainly not criminal, for the maxim of the law is caveat emptor—* le 

the buyer look after himself ”’ . 

Even if, by some artifice or Seaeer he for the moment brings out some 

quality which does not really exist or if for an instant he masks a grave 

defect which does exist, so that it cannot be seen in spite of a certain 
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amount of examination, still it cannot be said that a crime has been 

committed, for after all, it must be presumed that the buyer of a horse 

has sufficient knowledge for the purpose: vigilantibus non dormientibus 

- lex subvent. Kach case then must always be treated separately on its own 

merits, all that has taken place being considered, including the knowledge 

the seller has of the buyer, what the former has promised the latter, what 

" methods he has employed, in what manner the animal has been shown 

off, what questions the buyer has asked, how the different dodges have 

been worked together, what was the nature of the hidden fault or the 

artificially produced quality, and finally what is the connection between 

_ that fault or that quality and the true value of the animal. 

| There will be fraud when a dangerous sickness has been passed over 

in silence or hidden by means of artifice, but there will not be when for 

example a defect of colour in a good horse, for which the buyer has paid 

a reasonable price, has been hidden up. The buyer will perhaps allege 

_ that he would not have bought the horse if he had known of the defect 

in colour, but if he has got a good animal at a reasonable price what does 

it matter? We do not wish to make out that an Investigating Officer 

_ should awkwardly encroach upon the domain of the veterinary surgeon ; 

it is for the latter to make all technical examinations, but it is for the 

former to know what the injured individual should be asked and what 

ought to be brought forward to furnish the expert with material for his 

work. Thus the Investigating Officer should have sufficient special know- 

ledge to be able to explain to the individual who thinks himself cheated OD ie nod 

that the dealer has only employed methods which, to say the least, are 

not expressly forbidden by the law. Thus instructed the Investigating 
Pi en i a al gee CTT Officer will spare himself and others much trouble and annoyance. 

Si all 2 Sd a Oe (1) THE HORSE IS SHOWN UNDER THE MOST FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS. 

Every one who deals in horses or has one for sale is forced to arrange 

iis stable so that the anifnals show up to the best advantage. The dealer 

akes special care to have a well ventilated, well lit, and well fitted up 

table. The horses are arranged according to colour so as to produce an 

fgreeable impression, they wear white belly-bands and halters, are placed 

DAY HAE ES, AN EON I AS A I 
upon a slope higher in front than behind; when one enters the stable the 

10rse is excited by the noise of the whip, the clacking of the tongue, or 

m some other way, so that he starts forward and pricks up his ears, thus 

yutting on an alert, quick, and wakeful appearance. When the buyer 
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approaches a horse the dealer immediately seizes its head, holds it up, and — 

forces the horse backwards, so that the animal assumes the most advan- 

tageous position and appears straight backed, lengthy, and animated; at 

the same time the dealer tries to mask certain faults,—too high withers, too 

lofty an after-carriage, feet badly planted; in short the horse makes at 

first sight a relatively good impression and this is the impression that 

lasts. ‘The opportunity is also taken to hide up striking defects, such 

us an arched back, at least until the moment when the jool or saddle 

will hide it; the dealer places his hand on the back of the horse as if to— 

caress it and energetically digs his nails into its croup and, if the defect is — 

not too visible, the horse stretches itself out for a little while and holds 

itself up straight. Anyhow the buyer imagines that the horse has not— 

really got an arched back and that he is only making a “‘cat’s back”, as 

many horses do when rising and stretching. E 

If the purchaser consider the horse worthy of closer examination, thal 

dealer brings it if possible into a courtyard where the walls set it off to 

the best advantage by being newly whitewashed. It is placed with the bad 

side to the wall. If the buyer shows signs of going nearer, the horse is — 

passed to the other side but in such a way as to keep its good side still to 

the fore; the bad side is only shown rapidly in passing when the horse ~ 

crosses the yard. Advantage is moreover taken of the moment when the 

bad side is exhibited to make the horse rear so that the buyer has no . 

time to notice the defect in question. If the buyer expressly asks to see 

the other side, the horse is turned before him in the form of the figure 

eight, and placed against the opposite wall. If the head was first towards 

the north it now points towards the south, but the buyer in the middle o 

the yard is still facing the same side; he generally imagines he is looking 

at the other side for the head of the horse is facing the other way. This_ 

can be vouched for from personal experience. | 

In all positions taken up by the horse the attempt is made to place it — 

so that its hind feet are higher than its fore feet. This position gives it 

a fiery and lively appearance and has the advantage of completely hiding” 

the faults of the hind legs, such as stiffness, giving at the knee, etc. The 

weight of the body is thus brought on to the buttocks, the hind feet are 

thrown out to the rear and stiff, while the joints are tensely stretched 

and motionless. Ea 

This is the time when the dealer will have an opportunity of making _ 

any little corrections in the horse’s height ; as a rule he will try to make~ 

it appear taller than it really is, tall horses being more sought after than 
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small. Sometimes however he wishes it to look smaller, as when the 

‘ighe desires a small beast for some reason or other, but especially when 

he is selling a pair and of course wishes them to be of equal height ; for 

Pihis he will try to make the smaller one appear taller and the taller one 

i smaller till they seem about the same height. One method employed. is 

to stand the horse so that it appears longer and taller—this it is true can 

i 

i 
He 
; 
y 

only make a difference of a fraction of an inch; a better result is obtained 

by presenting the horse with or without shoes or calkins ; another fraction 

of an inch is gained or lost by walking the horse on hard ground or sand (in 

which latter it sinks considerably). All these artifices in combination 

produce their effect even before the measuring of the horse is begun. 

i In this operation the most difference is obtained, according as the horse 

1s measured straight up and down or slantingly, on the withers or by the 

side of them, as the tape is held slack or tight, or brought in the form of 

an arc over the fleshy parts of the shoulders, or is held straight up and 

down. No doubt the buyer assists at all these operations, perhaps even 

measures with his own tape for his own satisfaction, and yet the dealer 

in the midst of an avalanche of words succeeds in juggling away consider- 

ible inequalities. 

The horse having been measured it is next bitted ; it is a first principle 

of a horse-dealer never to use trappings which require much time to put 

nm, for then the buyer would have an opportunity to leisurely examine 

t e animal and make discoveries. The trappings should be simple, fit 
i dosely, and be always in the best order, so that they may easily go over the 

jh lorse’s head. The employment of any article manifestly used to mask a 

| lefect is avoided. A martingale, the object of which is to prevent the 
orse from prancing, is never used, nor a mirror-bit to prevent the 

orse putting out its tongue, nor a sharp bit when the horse is hard- 
houthed. During the few moments the inspection lasts the dealer knows 
her methods of preventing the horse from prancing, putting out its 

ngue, or being hard-mouthed ; he uses the whip, the spur, the thigh; 

the purchaser can do what he likes, but at present must not know 

‘that a martingale, mirror-bit, or sharp bit are absolutely necessary. On 

The other hand, when advisable, very large harness is used, with a hoisting 

trap, wither-bands, back-girth, and a breeching, to hide thinness, white 

arks, bare places, or suchlike defects, or, speaking generally, to make the 

2 appear more vigorous than it really is. If the buyer asks why this 

ness is chosen, he is told it is the latest kind, that it fits better, or that 

rses prefer it. 
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If the horse has an oriental appearance, it is set out in Hungarian | 

harness, decorated with plaits and fringes, half-moons, shells, bells, etc., 

which, added to the slightly oriental manner in which it holds its head’ 

and tail, gives it almost the appearance of an Arab. The hussar saddle, 

sometimes employed, is of some use, for it completely hides up a mule- or 

carp-back. This saddle is moreover placed as far back as possible; a 

horse cannot stand this for long, but it puts up with it during the short 

time the inspection lasts. A saddle placed thus gives a better appearance, 

and more liberty of movement. | 

The same applies to walking the horse without shoés; this may be 

done with no harm for a short time on the sand or peat of a riding 

school,—the horse will look very different on a hard road, heavily shod. 

If possible the horse is ridden with no saddle, but merely a horse-cloth 

We all know how well a circus horse looks with its horse-cloth of a loue 

colour bordered with gold and ornamented with gewgaws; the deale 

knows this and takes advantage of it. A horse too goes much more 

lightly and willingly under a soft covering than under a hard saddle; 

again to throw a horse-cloth over a horse is the matter of an instant, 

while to put on a saddle takes a fairly long time, thus giving the pur 

chaser an opportunity to study and criticise the animal. 

The time being now come to exercise the animal the same method! 

are employed as when it was shown in repose; the rider constanth) 

moves the horse about before the buyer so as to show only the good side 

the defects being kept well ‘‘on the other side’’; if, e.g., the horse 1 

weaker on the right side than on the left, the jumping and exercising 1 

done with the left side to the onlooker, and when the horse is goin 

forward it is always the right side to which the spur is applied. If th : 

horse shies readily the owner is well aware which eye is defective, fo 

horses often shy only to one side. In this case, care is taken that th 

horse sees dangerous objects only on the side on which it is least likel 

to shy. What is most to be feared in this respect is the buyer himsel 

who, to test the horse’s quietness, jumps about and makes a noise whem 

it passes, brandishing his stick or waving his handkerchief ; with a o0C 

rider the horse will not mind, and the purchaser will subsequently I 

astonished that an animal, so well behaved on being bought, takes frig 

at a sparrow and throws its rider. 

If the horse has a good fore-carriage, but a bad rear-carriage, 1t 

ridden forwards, i.e., jumping and prancing are carefully avoided ; in the 

contrary case it is just these exercises which are practised, for in them 
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the horse may still cut a good figure in spite of its front legs, trembling 

_ and knocked up; on the other hand trotting and walking the horse are 

avoided, for faults in the front legs would immediately be detected, 

_ whereas at a gallop only an expert could perceive them. The same may 

_ be said of horses which founder and have spavins; before the inspection 

_ they are trotted to warm them up and are then shown off at full gallop, 

_ which always looks well and in no way hurts the animal. 

: As regards horses possessing every imaginable good quality but show- 

ing when walking certain faults, such as uncertain pace, defective walk, 

_ feeble loins, etc., while being at the same time of good colour, elegant 

_ shape, and fine appearance, great care is taken to show them in repose. 

They dazzle by their grand aspect and the buyer finds pleasure merely in 

_ looking at them; the dealer lets loose a flood of words and walks his 

client twenty times round the animal, till the buyer thinks he has seen it 

sufficiently and either does not have it walked about at all or, when it is 

walked about, is still so captivated with its grand appearance that he does 

not notice its wretched gait. Later on, when he has had his fill of the 

beauty of the beast and wishes it to do some work, he comes and demands 

the services of the police. 

ath oy i) oe Sid OB A A 

Broken-winded horses are never shown after they have eaten, when 

their stomachs are filled and their lungs are oppressed. Horses which 

have vertigo are not taken in the sun, or made to wear a tightly girthed 

saddle or a strait collar. Slight illnesses of this kind are not noticed 
HALT REM TIRE MR RGAE 

at all when the horse is kept in the shade and loosely harnessed. 

_ a 

4 

arm of the law than the preceding, yet they may become illegal, when, 

joined to other expedients, they conspire together to constitute a true 

| fraud. The manner in which a dealer attempts to deceive a purchaser 

about the colour of a horse is based upon. physiological principles. 

hite mat harness transforms the unequal tint of a black horse into a 

colour beyond reproach ; black harness together with a blue horse cloth 

“makes a white horse, whose colour leaves something to be desired, as 

white as milk; a white-washed wall in the back-ground sets off the 

(2) UTIMIZATION OF CERTAIN PHYSIOLOGICAL CIRCUMSTANCES. 

Methods of this kind can no more be considered to fall within the 

‘colour of no matter what horse, and in the sun, a light bay horse when 

‘rubbed with a little grease is transformed into a beautiful golden chestnut. 

The same with a horse’s stature, for, when showing in harness, one 

“must make up for what has been lost in measuring. <A horse that is too 

101 
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tall will be shown bare back or attached to a very big carriage, while a 

horse that is too small will be given a high saddle or harnessed to a very 

low chaise. When two horses of different heights are harnessed together, 
the smaller is placed on the left and the larger on the right. This 

makes the difference in size hardly perceptible ; on the other hand if they 

are placed in the inverse position the difference appears twice as great. No 

one knows why this is so, but all drivers are aware of the fact, and every 

one who wishes to sell a pair of horses of unequal height takes advan- 

tage of this peculiarity. It may be added that the horse’s toilet also 

produces a considerable effect from this point of view; the harness ought 

to be plentiful and bright coloured; the impression produced by the — 

largeness of the two sets of similar harness causes the disappearance of — 

the small difference in the size of the two horses. The effect is still 

greater, when, by means of bearing reins and curbs, it is contrived that — 

the heads and the tails of both are levelled up; this also is a great help © 

in hiding other defects. 

Horses in harness are always driven in a figure of eight, under the 

pretext of showing the buyer everything ; it goes without saying that the 

dealer is not a bad driver, his business is to show off the horse in the 

most favourable aspect. If the driver is really skilful his equipage will 

never look better than when being turned in a figure of eight; this has 

the further advantage to the dealer of preventing the buyer from spot- 

ing and remembering the defects of the horse. It is particularly difficult 

to recognise a defect in one of eight legs in movement. Indeed it is 

difficult to distinguish the lame leg of a single horse, when seeing the : 

same side of the animal; it must therefore be much more difficult when ~ 

there are two horses of which we see a different side at each movement. — 

It is then impossible to say whether oné of the horses walks badly, does 

not place its feet correctly upon the ground, or even slightly limps. The 

fact that it is difficult to recognise a certain defect when two horses are 

seen together is often exploited to pass off a bad horse along with one 

which is better. The dealer knows how to place and praise up the good 

horse, so that it ‘“covers”’ the bad one or, at least, masks its faults; 

indeed our senses when under the influence of an impression which y 

strikes them forcibly lose a correct perception of smaller matters and do” 

not perceive them distinctly. K 

' 
re 
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(3) UTILIZATION OF CERTAIN PSYCHOLOGICAL CIRCUMSTANCES. 

Here is the sphere of that eloquence, perspicacity, and skill by which 

the dealer exploits the feeble side of the character of the buyer. People 

say:—‘‘of a thousand words said by a horse-dealer one only is to be 

believed and of that one but the half’. De Tennecker says:—‘ To pass 

_ off as good qualities in the eyes of the buyer a horse’s greatest faults is the 

characteristic of a consummate horse-dealer’’. He knows at least how 

to take away all weight from its faults; the age of the horse he wishes 

to sell is always “the best age’’, its colour is always ‘‘the most fashion- 

able’, even when the horse is a grey, marked in the most irregular 

as 

manner; its stumbling gait is always ‘“‘safest’’ even when it is quite 

_ insupportable to ride; the horse which shies at everything is ‘very 

_ young but extremely spirited ’—doubtless an old hack never shies. If 

the horse is obviously ill, the dealer pretends that it has been ill but when 

it is completely well it will look very much better; if it is lame, it is the 

fault of an awkward farrier who shod it badly yesterday. As for the 

colour of the horse, on clipping it will be the exact colour the buyer 

wishes. Hverything that is objectionable in the way it holds its head up, 

its habits, or its pace, is “ French and the latest fashion’’, and even if the 

- animal is a stargazer of the worst possible description, the dealer does not 

hesitate: “ Yes, unfortunately he comes from France where now-a-days 

they make the horses take up all sorts of bad habits, and they are speci- 

ally fond of this absurd carriage of the head; but if you like you will be 

able to cure the horse of it in a week”’. | 

_ If the dealer pushes things too far and the buyer becomes distrustful, 

’ there are always little dodges for giving oneself the air of ‘an honest 

+ man.” ‘The dealer draws the buyer’s attention to faults which the beast 
‘does not possess. Of course the dealer will never say that the horse is a 

stumbler, bolter, or rearer, for he would never risk frightening the buyer 

to that extent. But all of a sudden he will discover a very bad mark on 

its back which he has never noticed before; of course, it will soon be 

found out to be simply a dust mark or shadow: or he notices that the 

two horses seem to be of unequal height; though very well aware that, 

if measured, there will not be a fraction of an inch between them. These 

“honest” methods of a dealer by which he draws attention to a defect 

in his own beast, always gain the confidence of the trusting purchaser. 

But talking is not enough, the dealer must act. Thus we can always 

e in the stable a number of venerable examples which taken together 

suanw, wai 1§ 0 RO AL ES RAR he eames eee aaa eeaes ra 
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hardly make a good impression, hidden as they are beneath coverings and 

cloaks as if they were the most precious articles in the world. Naturally 

there are always plenty of people interested in these veiled horses who 

anxiously inquire whether they are indeed so delicate; “unhappily”, 

replies the dealer, ‘‘all the horses descended from the famous stallion 

Kohinoor are extremely delicate’”’. The buyer, who has never heard speak 

of this famous ancester takes care not to betray his ignorance and 

commences. to interest himself only in Kohinoor’s descendants. With 

a thousand precautions the coverings are taken off to obtain a glimpse of 

the horse: but in the open air it is kept carefully covered up, for this trick 

is only employed during cold weather, and our man finally buys “a pig 

in a bag” in the literal sense of the last word. 

No doubt the dealer will not act in this way towards all buyers; he 

must first know the people he has to deal with and his art consists in not — 

at once broaching the business in hand, but in trying to get some know- ~ 

ledge of the customer and discovering what he knows and what he wants. 

He will then act according to circumstances. Nothing is easier than 

to pass off the same horse as quiet and gentle or lively and mettlesome, 

and to exploit these-particular qualities. Let us presume that the would- 

be buyer is aman who is foppish and vain but a poor horseman; he will 

assure this gentleman that with his knowledge of horsemanship he ought 

to have a real devil of a horse, that unfortunately he has none at present 

that will quite suit him; will he in the mean time be content with a 

white horse which has every good quality but is a thousand times too 

quiet for him? no doubt, he adds, this is his worst fault but it is largely 

compensated for by a number of good points. The brilliant horseman 

asserts that he greatly regrets being obliged to take this “‘old mule”, but 

he takes it all the same; and if it should turn out not to be quiet and to 

be full of faults, he will always have the consolation of having been taken 

by the dealer to be “an accomplished horseman ”’. ! 

Speaking generally the dealer is never sparing of praises and when 

the buyer begins to examine the horse and attacks it like a midwife the 

dealer begins by saying “There now, I needn’t say a word. You under- — 

stand better than my old master, God bless him’’; and thereupon he © 

chatters all the more and points out the greatest absurdities. If the — 

buyer mounts the horse, he calls out his servants and asks them in a low — 

voice but so that the horseman can hear everything, to note the seat and — 

attitude of the gentleman so that they may “ profit by the lesson ”’. The 

horseman pays more attention to these praises than to the qualities and | 
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defects of the horse, and finally he pays for the praises as well as the 

horse. But, to give at least the appearance of truth to his talk, the 

dealer takes care to have excellent saddles in reserve, safe and comfortable, 

even family saddles on which it is easy to sit quietly. The buyer puts 

all this down to the good qualities of the horse. 

But it is above all at the time when the horse is being shown off by 

the dealer or his servants that it is necessary to deceive the buyer. The 

rider or coachman must be imbued with the idea that his business is not 

to parade his own skill, or train the horse, but only to show it off in 

the most favourable way possible. He will therefore never do what he 

/ wishes but what the horse wishes, while all his art will consist in making 

it be believed that the horse is doing what he wishes. If, consequently, 

_ the beast begins to gallop of its own free will, he will immediately help it 

i to gallop; he will let it gallop as long as it likes, and not till it begins to 

trot will he help it to trot; the essential thing is not to give the buyer 

time to see whether it was the horse or its rider that first thought about 

trotting. 

If the horse turns into the wall, the rider immediately allows it to do 

) so and cries out: “See how easy it is to bring him near the wall,—he 

_ doesn’t mind it a bit’. If the horse rears, jumps, or kicks, these are all 

little tricks of skill executed on purpose by the groom and the dealer 

standing by the purchaser says in a tone of reproach: “I don’t care 

about my grooms making him jump like that; even the quietest animal 

| may get into bad habits”. The buyer subsequently discovers to his dis- 

) may that the horse has already got the bad habit. 

The dealer pays special attention to experts who accompany the 

) buyer; he is most polite to them and tries to make them forget the real 

) object of their presence by telling stories and if possible expressing 

sentiments of gratitude towards them. In this way he will return a 

thousand thanks to the veterinary surgeon who accompanies the pur- 

chaser for some advice recently given him, he admires his perspicacity, 

) skill, and knowledge, and finds nothing to say about him that is not 

| _ agreeable. The veterinary surgeon is not insensible to these flatteries, 

“especially before the individuals who have brought him and are paying 

his fee, and finally the two buyers drive a strange bargain. 
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(4) FRAUD PROPERLY SO CALLED. 

We will now speak of all those manwuvres practised upon the 

actual body of the horse either to hide its defects or to give it points. 

They may as a rule be considered criminally fraudulent except when 

they are only methods of embellishment which increase the beauty and, 

in consequence, the value of the animal in a manner which lasts or which 

at least is easy to renew. And here again it is the whole manner in 

which the sale is carried out, the words pronounced and the promises 

made, which will guide us in deciding whether there is real fraud within 

the meaning of the law. The definition of cheating in the Indian Penal 

Code may here be bornein mind. The Code states that a person is said — 

to do a thing “fraudulently” if he does that thing with intent to defraud. 

Further “dishonestly”’ is defined as follows: “whoever does anything 

with the intention of causing wrongful gain to one person or wrongful 

loss to another person is said to do that thing dishonestly”. And 

‘“Cheating’’, a word practically synonymous with the word “fraud”, 

not itself specifically defined, is defined as follows: “ Whoever, by 

deceiving any person, fraudulently or dishonestly induces the person so 

deceived to deliver any property to any person, or to consent that any 

person shall retain any property, or intentionally induces the person so 

deceived to do or omit to do anything which he would not do or omit if 

he were not so deceived, and which act or omission causes or is likely to 

cause damage or harm to that person in body, mind, reputation or 

property, is said to cheat’. Some cases in which an action for deceit 

as a civil wrong will lie would not come within the definition, in that 

there mens rea is not absolutely necessary, but this work deals essentially 

with criminal matters, and we will not go far wrong by keeping to the 

above definition. 

In the following pages we shall discuss “embellishments’’, as the 

dealer taken flagrante delictu is fond of calling them, which are known to 

the author. ‘he examination, detection, and appreciation of these em- 

bellishments are naturally the business of the expert, but the Investigating — 

Ofticer should be also cognisant of all the tricks of the horse-dealer. | 

(a) Frauds relating to the age of the horse. 

The ordinary way of calculating the age of a horse is by its teeth, — 

and for this attention is paid to the marks, which are depressions in the 
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surface of the incisors between the folds of the enamel; depressions “1% 

which, during a certain period of the animal’s life, are black (carbonised). 

This carbon is worn away by degrees and when it disappears the best 

and most valuable period of the horse’s life is passed. It is therefore not 

rare for horse-dealers to rejuvenate old horses by artificial marks upon 

their teeth, burning them with a red-hot iron, or blackening with the 

help of sulphuric acid or some colouring matter. Inversely a young 

colt, which is not yet old enough for work is made older by a year by at 

the proper time extracting its first teeth; so that the buyer, instead of 

being prejudiced by the fact that the horse can do no work for a year 

and must be fed for nothing, knocks up the animal by making it work 

— 

é 

too soon. 

Nor is it rare for them to file a horse’s teeth. With age, the gums 

always recede more and more towards the jaws and make the teeth look 

longer. ‘Long teeth, old age”, says a proverb and this is an incon- 

venience which must be remedied by shortening the teeth. It is no doubt 

not easy to cut the teeth so as to make them correspond as before and 

~ conceal the fraud, but it is necessary for the horse-market, especially when 

frequented by country people, that the teeth be shortened. 

. The dealer also does his best to prevent the buyer thoroughly ex- 

| amining the mouth and teeth of the horse; to his end he makes it foam 

7 by artificial means, e.g., by introducing some soap into its mouth; it is 

then impossible to see the teeth distinctly under the mass of foam. 

_ Another method is to make the horse nervous at the mouth; to this end 

| the mouth is submitted to all sorts of cruelties, so that on being touched 

it fears fresh sufferings and will not allow its teeth to be seen. Most fre- 

) quently it suffices to file and burn the teeth to produce a fairly lasting 

’ effect, but at the end of a certain time the animal forgets the treatment 

* and it has to be renewed a little while before each auction. The horse- 

dealer is the more given to these tricks as there are many people who ask 

nothing better than to have a horse “quiet as a lamb but fearful of its 

mouth ”’; for on the one hand when the animal will not allow its mouth 

to be touched it is but a proof of its keenness, and on the other hand, the 

buyer is very satisfied that none of his acquaintances can look into his 

new horse’s mouth to make discoveries disagreeable to him. This fraud 

regarding the age of a horse is usually accompanied with another regard- 

ing the salt-cellars, or round pits, above the eyes. These salt-cellars 

| become deeper and deeper with age and when very deep usually betray 

advanced age. ‘T'o remedy this defect an incision is made in the 
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saltcellar, air is blown in through a small tube, a suture is made and 

the wound allowed to heal. This seems incredible but the author has 

been informed of it on several occasions by a trained expert who has 

himself at least twenty vehicles on the road; he has assured the author 

that he has himself seen many horses in the market thus “inflated”. 

No doubt the effect of this trick can only last a few days. 

(b) Fraud concerning the temperament of the horse. 

These kinds of frauds are closely connected with the foregoing and 

have for their object to give an old, lazy, and slow animal a young, fresh, 

‘ and alert appearance. Here before all comes what is called “ gipsies’ 

fire’. Every countryman knows how the horse brought to market by a 

gipsy is full of fire and spirit. but is the saddest and most miserable of 

beasts as soon as it finds itself in a new master’s stable. The usual 

method employed by a gipsy is to thrash the horse in the most unmerciful 

manner and then to mount in the saddle and gallop straight to the 

market. This bad treatment takes effect and the unfortunate animal 

remains frightened for at least an hour and has a lively and alert 

appearance. ‘They also give it large quantities of brandy or better a 

decoction of datura, which excites the sexual functions; the most played 

out mare then begins to dance and prance; there is no doubt that the 

effects of this treatment are very grave. : 

The saddle used by gipsies is different from nile saddles; it carries 

inside (under the pads) fine sharp points, which, on being pressed by the 

knee, dig into the body of the horse. The gipsy never ceases to state 

that he needs neither spurs nor whip to animate the animal. 

But the substance which works the greatest miracle is ginger or pep- 

per. Either the dealer himself or by preference the stable-boy is always 

furnished with some ginger (or pepper) which he furtively introduces into 

his mouth and chews.* At the moment the horse is being presented he 

takes a little of this paste, composed of ginger and saliva, upon the 

forefinger, and under the pretext of caressing the animal or lifting off ‘ 

its covering he adroitly introduces it into the anus of the animal. ‘The 

effect is superb; the sorry animal fills out, his depressed rump comes 

up, his laxness is transformed into keenness, his heaviness into lightness, — 

and the most stupid of animals appears to be intelligent and wakeful : 

but, more important than all, it holds up its tail. Now this is a primary 

* In India a chili is commonly used for the same purpose. 
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condition for a horse to look well and lively: a good carriage of the tail 

makes an ordinary horse into a race-horse. It is to give this fine carriage 

that. a horse’s tail is cut or put under rollers, operations which are easily 

dispensed with, at‘least to give an effect for a couple of hours, by the 

introduction of a little ginger into the anus. 

If the buyer complains that at the market the horse had a brilliant 

appearance, an elegant air, a noble step, and a lively temperament, and 

that it now has a miserable, used-up, common looking, and spiritless 

aspect, all that need be done is to reperform the operation of the ginger 

and the buyer will be amazed to see his horse become again like what it 

was at the market. But the employment of ginger may be recognised, 

for the horse, immediately after the operation, makes constant efforts to 

dung, and its tail is agitated by a peculiar trembling. 

For people who are more easily taken in the dealer even has a false 

tail in reserve which he joins to the crupper (the piece of leather which 

3 _ passes in a loop over the tail) with hard wax. In this way the horse not 
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only has a beautiful tail, but also carries it well. This can only be done 

with cart and carriage horses. 
Is it fraud to accustom horses to eat antimony or arsenic? The 

- question is a difficult one. It cannot be doubted that such drugs give 

the animals vivacity, vigour, and strong lungs; they make them lather at 

the mouth, and produce an extraordinarily brilliant coat; further the 

skin stretches and fills out and they appear well nourished and plump. 

_ But it is said that such horses are soon used up, that they easily succumb 

to illnesses, that they are unaffected by medicine, and that they soon die 

when the arsenic is stopped. But is the individual who by conviction 

or for other reasons feeds his horses on arsenic, absolutely forced to 

inform the buyer of the real cause of the fine qualities of the horse and «<= 

how it ought to be treated? We are inclined to think that in English 

law at least the maxim caveat emptor would protect the dealer. The 

| American practice of “doping’’, or dosing a horse just before a race, has 

been forbidden on the English Turf. 

(c) Faking the colour. 

There are various reasons for colouring horses. Firstly, horse-dea- 

lers try to render them unrecognisable even to their true owners. They 

attain this by rubbing the horse with a preparation of lead, a solution of 

' lunar caustic, nitrate of silver, or pyrogallic acid, Horses with irregular 
102 
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colouring are given a uniform colour. As a rule, people do not like 

horses with white feet, so the white part must be got rid off by artificial 

means. This artificial colour does not last at longest more than six 

months, when the defect will reappear. 

In the same way they try to hide up marks of use, 7.e., light patches 

spread over various parts of the body. ‘These patches are never indeed 

of much importance under the saddle, they are due to its frequent 

pressure and indicate that the horse has often been compelled to hard and 

awkward work; the same may be said of marks upon the chest and 

shoulders due to the pressure of the collar which prove the horse to have 

often been used for draught work. If fairly large white marks appear 

upon the sides the cause must be looked for in the use of strong liniments 

employed for combating some illness of the chest, which makes it prudent 

to distrust the horse’s respiratory organs. The artificial concealment of 

one of these marks of use gives the horse a much higher market value, 

especially if the mark indicates some real defect which can hardly be 
discovered in any other way. 

Finally certain old horses of dark colour have the misfortune to 

become fleabitten, ¢.c., white hairs appear in their coats and give them an 

old appearance even from afar. It is said that these hairs have the 

peculiarity of taking on colouring matter better than other hair; it 

suffices to rub them over with soap, ether, or potash, and then to wash 

them with a decoction of ground walnut shell; they become black and 

undistinguishable from the others. If for some reason or other, this opera- 

tion cannot be performed and the animal in spite of age is still of some 

value, the hairs are pulled or cut out one by one. The dealer sometimes — 

even does not go to the trouble of using chemicals, the effect of which lasts 

but a few months, but water colours are used. <A retired cavalry officer 

informed the author some years back, when spotted horses were the rage, 

that a foreigner calling himself a Russian sold at a market in Poland a 

four-in-hand of horses speckled in an extraordinarily regular way; but 

when next day they were washed down they became whites and bays! 

If white marks, white stockings, etc., are produced artificially so that 

they remain, it cannot be regarded as deception. 

Rapid and regular casting of the coat is a certain indication of the 

health of a horse; when a horse does not cast its hair regularly, it is given 

strong doses of sulphur, antimony, salt, or juniper berries. This treat- 

ment makes the horse appear to be healthier than it really is, but its 

health is really worse than before, 

a ae 
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Artificial marks are also branded on horses with hot irons. “ As 

long as iron and fire exist so long will we have horses of all breeds” say 

the initiated, and indeed it is astonishing to see with what facility the 

most derelict jades are purchased simply because the dealer has imprinted 

on them with a hot iron the mark of a celebrated stud. Certain disagree- 

: - able marks, ¢.g., such as the marks on army horses and casters, unlucky 

I marks, etc., are also said to be obliterated in this way though we cannot 

_ explain how this operation is performed. It is also said that new marks 

_ are burnt alongside the first and the whole branding is then passed off as 

that of some stable situated as far away as possible. 

(dq) Hiding defects. 

$ A good and healthy horse should have its mouth “fresh,” that is to 

i say, moist and foamy under the bit; if it be not, recourse is had to soap, 

_ pepper, and especially to chewed tobacco, substances which are skilfully 

it inserted into the horse’s mouth for a short time before it is shown off. 

If it is hard-mouthed, fragments of sharp glass are placed in the corners 

| of the mouth in direct contact with the bit, and the horse obeys the 

slightest movement of the reins. If it has the villainous fault of crib- 

_ biting, its incisors are strongly hammered to make them painful; or a 

small piece of wood is thrust in between the teeth, rendering them so 

sensitive that the horse gives up the habit for some time at least. 

If the horse be blind of one eye, without the eye being deformed, the 

defect may be hidden by the forelock of the horse, or by a false forelock 

| affixed to the forehead. It is even said that artificial eyes are sometimes 

used. 

Hanging ears completely disfigure a horse, this defect must be remedi- 

ed at all costs: so a frontlet is constructed in a special manner with rings 

of horse hair, which surround and keep up the ears: or again an operation 

is performed, wounds being made in the ears and allowed to cicatrise. 

The ears then stand up fairly well. No doubt the effect is not lasting, for 

| the cicatrice yields under the weight of the ears and these hang down 

worse than before. It is even said that false ears are used. 

There exists moreover a very grave fraud sometimes committed with 

regard to stallions, one of whose testicles has not descended into the 

testicular pouch. Castration is then only partially possible and an 

animal with only one testicle preserves all the qualities of a stallion. To 

hide this defect, a wound is made in that part of the testicular pouch, in 
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which the testicle would have been if it had descended from the abdomi- 

nal cavity in the proper way; the scar of the wound induces the belief 

that the horse is completely castrated ; the masculine appearance of the 

animal is explained by pretending that it has been cut very late when 

its character was already developed. Such a horse, sold as a gelding, 

often causes great mischief, for its qualities as a stallion may make them- 

selves manifest when they are not expected. Many examples are known 

of such stallions, after remaining quiet for a fairly long time, all at once 

breaking out on the approach of a mare in use. 

(e) Concealment of illnesses. 

_ We have already said that horses are never presented at a time when 

the presentation would make the discovery of illness easier than at other 

times (a broken-winded horse is not shown after it has eaten and « horse 

which gets the staggers is never sent out in the sun). It remains now 

to speak of methods the aim of which is to conceal illnesses properly so 

called. Such concealments can hardly be practised between one stable 

and another, for they pertain to latent defects of a nature to set aside the 

sale, so the stable would be always responsible; but they take place very 

frequently in horse marts, where one often picks up cheap a fine horse— 

plus a fine blemish. ! 

Among practices of this kind the most frequent consists in masking 

paralysis of the thigh or hoof by means of the whip, spur, or curb. 

Especially on soft ground (sand or grass) do these defects disappear, at — 

least for long enough to effect the sale of a valueless horse at a high price. — 

A still more dangerous practice is the anesthetising of horses. On 

account of its complicated structure and the accidents to which it is 

exposed through the ground, work, foolish treatment, shoeing, etc., the 

hoof of a horse is exposed to a host of painful maladies—often incur- 

able though very slow in action, which in time render the beast unfit for 

all work. And this inability to work must not be attributed to defor- 

mation of the hoof, or its want of supporting power, but to the pain the 

animal feels each time it puts down its foot. Now as the hoof contains — 

only nerves of sensation and not motor nerves, the nerves are cut above — 

the fetlock-joint and a portion entirely removed, so as to prevent re- 

connection of the extremities, and the disease seems cured, for the horse — 

can walk as before. No doubt the cause of the pain continues but the 

communication between it and the nerve centres being interrupted the | 
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horse does not feel the pain and can. use its hoof; but in a short time the 

disease makes such rapid progress that the horse is good for nothing in © 

spite of the operation. This fraud may be detected by trying with a 

needle whether the’ horse is still sensible to pain in the foot (e.g., at the 

crown) ; if it cannot feel needle pricks it is most certainly anaesthetised. 

Often also the horse’s tongue is burnt; no one cares to buy a horse 

which lets its tongue hang out, for, without considering the ugliness, the 

habit nearly always indicates some illness of the lungs or brain. To pre- 

_yent the animal hanging out its tongue, the latter is burnt with a hot iron, 

and for some time afterwards the horse keeps its tongue in its mouth. 

A really dangerous fraud is when the nasal discharge of the horse 

is suppressed ; this is often an indication of the gravest illness. Bad 

catarrh, the bastard strangles, the strangles, ulceration of the lungs, and 

even farcy and glanders, are often accompanied with nasal discharges. 

Every outsider even knows this and never buys a horse so afflicted, for 

, if the discharge is not serious but merely some passing ailment, this 

particular time would not be chosen for selling the horse. To hide up 

» this malady a “bung’’ of well compressed cotton-wool is taken and 

_ thrust as far up the nostril as possible to prevent the nose from running. 

’ No doubt this can only be effective during a short time and if the dis- 

- charge comes from one nostril only, for a horse breathes only by the nose 

and not by the mouth and if both nostrils were corked the horse would 

be suffocated. 

| When we consider how dangerous these illnesses are and also how 

- contagious (¢.g., farcy), we must agree that this fraud is all the more 

grave in that the illness thus concealed may infect and destroy number- 

less other horses. Farcy is also contracted by men, especially when 

in ignorance of the illness they do not take necessary precautions in 

approaching the horse. 

If the glanders, the strangles, etc., are dangerous by reason of the ease 

with which they spread, the staggers.is dangerous in that the animal 

afflicted with this complaint may, during an attack, wound and damage 

everything around it, especially when one has no knowledge of the 

illness, and for that reason has taken no precautions. Horses which get 

the staggers are particularly unsensitive in those places where horses 

cannot bear to be touched. Healthy horses make a nervous movement 

when a finger is placed in their ear and draw back the foot when touched 

upon the coronet (just above the hoof). Horses which get the staggers 

remain on the contrary perfectly still. 
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As these methods are as well known as the danger of the staggers 

itself, no one neglects before buying a horse to introduce the finger into 

its ear and tread upon the coronet of its hoof. But, when this sensibility 

is absent, it is artificially produced by rubbing the ears with very strong 

ointment. No doubt, this rubbing only renders sensitive the pavillion of — 

the ear, but the animal will not allow it to be touched and the desired end 

is obtained. ‘To render the coronet sensitive, the dealer has in the back 

part of the sole of his boot a needle or pointed nail with which he himself 

verifies the sensibility of the horse’s hoof, to prevent the buyer taking 

this trouble. The horse may very well be subject to the staggers but its 

hoof is not sufficiently insensible not to feel the point of the needle; it 

will certainly draw back the foot and the purchaser will rest easy. 

(5) EMPLOYMENT OF ASSISTANTS. 

No_ horse-dealer, however skilful, can do anything alone; he can- 

not succeed without the employment of assistants; all his men, from 

his most intimate confidant to his youngest stable-boy, can render him 

the greatest services but at the same time can do him the greatest harm. 

The skilled dealer therefore sacrifices no less time and trouble in training 

his employés than in training his horses. It is of the utmost import-_ 

ance that the groom should keep the stable spotlessly clean, be always 

at his post, and be able to do exactly as his master would do himself 

if he was not occupied with the buyer; on the arrival of the latter 

the grooms therefore station themselves on each side of the horses he 

looks at so as to hide the animals’ defects. The business of one is to 

calm the horse that takes fright, of a second to correct the curved spine 

of another horse, of a third, fourth, and fifth to prevent others from lying 

down or biting the manger, etc.; a sixth caresses one to prevent it from 

kicking when the purchaser is passing beside him; and thus the first 

visit passes off in a most brilliant manner. 

For showing off horses either in repose or in movement the dealer 

has special men; on principle he does not occupy himself with the horse; 

he “takes on” the buyer, watches and scrutinises him, tells him stories, — 

promises him mountains and marvels. Near the horse is stationed the 

horse-breaker or some other trusted person. Between this latter and the 

dealer, there exists a prearranged manner of talking whereby the turn of — 

certain phrases, which to the uninitiated appear the most inoffensive in” 

the world, have a very precise signification. When for example the dealer 
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_ says “ Bring the black horse, as he is’’, that means;—‘‘ This man under- 

stands nothing about horses, he will not notice that the horse has spavins, 

it is unnecessary to heat the beast, bring him out straight away, etc.’’ 

_ The same understanding exists between the breaker-in and the groom 

who holds the whip; the latter is the intermediary between the dealer 

and the breaker-in. If, for example, the buyer has expressed a fear that 

_ the horse turns into the wall, the dealer lets the man with the whip know 

this and the latter immediately communicates it to the breaker-in; it is 

| then the business of these two so to treat the beast that it loses all desire 

of turning into the wall. 

) It is also necessary to know whether the commands given by the 

- dealer to the groom riding the horse in the presence of a third party are 

given seriously or simply as a matter of form, and whether they ought 

to be obeyed or not. When for example a horse gallops badly and soon 

gets tired, the dealer will time after time order the groom to gallop; but 

_ the latter will not gallop or will-only gallop for a few moments and then 

let the horse trot in spite of all the raging and swearing of his master, 

who will express to the buyer his great regret at not being able to point 

) out precisely the most beautiful qualities of the horse owing to the 

. stupidity of the groom. ‘Do not whip the horse so much,’ Mortgens 

"makes his Jewish dealer say, “let him go as he likes, see how well he 

" goes”; but the stable-boys recommence to whip him, for they know very 

well the horse will not budge an inch without the whip. 

Besides those people the dealer employs constantly in his stable, 

there are yet others with whom he has relations unknown to the public. 

‘These are his touts who for a small reward tell every one about the dealer 

and sing his praises, especially if the latter does not often come to town. 

These touts attend the market, admire the horses, try them, and make 

offers. On the arrival of other customers the false buyers search their 

pocket-books and finally find that, much to their regret, they have not 

enough money with them to buy the fine beast, thus inciting the others to 

buy. These people pretend to be merchants, rich farmers, country gentle- 

“men, and sometimes even cavalry officers. These touts also serve the 

dealer by speaking of the high price and the strong demand for horses and 

in decrying other dealers, all the while pretending they do not know the 

particular man for whom they “ work ”’. 

Horse-dealers have also touts and agents among a class of men which 

exists in all localities who, through either dilettantism or ennui, busy 

‘themselves with horses, and, little by little acquiring the reputation of 
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connoisseurs, their opinion is considered to be authoritative. Hvery 

dealer, whether he be established in a place or merely goes there from. 

time to time, knows who these people are and tries to make their acquaint- 

ance; if he succeeds in opening relations with one of them—and this 

is not a difficult matter—he makes every effort to have a talk with him 

on a favourable day; he speaks at great length about his extensive 

business, fine horses, and especially his honest methods, and finally sells 

him, often at a great loss, a really good horse at a very low price. The 

capital he risks earns good interest, for the buyer thus served cannot do 

otherwise then sing the praises of the dealer whereever he goes. 

A trick employed by all horse-dealers and which may or may not, 

according to circumstances, be considered fraudulent, is to enter into 

relations with another dealer living in a distant place and exchange with 

him horses which neither of them can dispose of. Indeed a horse which 

is stationed for long in the stable of a dealer is practically unsaleable. 

Every purchaser imagines that the beast must have something wrong 

with it or it would have been sold; and so the longer it remains the 

longer it is likely to remain. All dealers have such horses which if 

exchanged will sell readily enough in a new stable as “newly imported”’ 

animals. 

A common method of the dealer is to get into relations with the 

servants of his clients, thus the more easily to deceive their masters. We 

know how certain people, especially elderly people, ladies, and people who 

know little about horses, allow themselves to be influenced by their 

coachmen and follow their advice, simply so as not to be condemned to | 

listen afterwards to their continual complaints and recriminations. ‘'T'o 

get rid of the horse the dealer therefore seeks to gain over the coachman 

or groom of a customer,—not often a difficult matter. This procedure 

throws a flood of light upon many a bad bargain. 

It frequently happens that dealers corrupt the servant of a person 

from whom they wish to buy a horse at an absurdly low price. The 

servant makes the master believe that the horse is ill and vicious and 

must be got rid of at any cost. For this purpose the servant inserts 

little pieces of soap between the teeth of the horse, not to make it foam 

but to make it lose its appetite, and after a few weeks it grows thin, lose 

its strength, and appears to be of no value. The horse once bought 

the soap is removed and in a little while the animal completely recovers. 

In the same way small pieces of needle are buried in the coronet of the 

hoof ; these completely disappear and the horse limps more and more, the 
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reason for its doing so remains undiscovered and finally, the owner of the 

horse is very glad to get rid of it at the lowest price; then the needle 

is removed and the horse recovers in a day or two. ‘These two methods 

are not only employed by unfaithful servants, but also by gipsies who 

sneak into the stables and afterwards turn up to buy the valueless horse, 

good only for knacking. 

In conclusion let us mention the method whereby a horse is made to 

SAE Sen 2 hs EE € Ree) OS PPR SRSA eee. _ refuse to go when drawing a heavy load up an incline. Pointed nails are 

placed in the inside of the collar well away from the shaft side. These 

nails dig into the horse’s skin, whenever it begins to pull vigorously. 

_ Now if a horse absolutely refuses to go on in spite of thrashing, it is unfit 

_ for any service in every country which is not quite flat. It goes without 

Lf saying that its owner seeks to get rid of it at any price. | 
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(6) HORSE AND CATTLE MARKS. 

Throughout India great importance is attached by natives to the 

-hairmarks on the bodies of horses and oxen. These are called crowns, 

"ridges, or feather marks according to their shape. Their position on the 

” body indicates to the superstitious native, and who among them is not 

superstitious? that the beast is lucky or unlucky. No purchaser neglects 

~ to examine a horse or ox for these marks and, at least in the South of 

India, attaches quite as much value to them as to the other points of the 

animal. ‘The dealer will find it exceedingly difficult to rid himself of a 

) horse or ox with a really unlucky mark, and it is a common practice to en- 

) deavour to obliterate such or to produce a sham lucky one. “In the 

Northern Provinces”’, says J.D.H. Holmes™'™®, “ owners and breeders are 

not so much guided by these superstitions, because by them the good and 

bad points of a horse are better understood. In purchasing cattle less 

stress is laid on these marks than in the selection of a horse. In purchas- 

ing a cow, her hairmarks are not at all considered’. Presumably her 

sacredness covers a multitude of sins. 

eee. 1) aie = 
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(a) Horses. 

According to Holmes the following marks are lucky :— 

. 1. A ridge, one to three inches long, situated between the throat 

and counter along the line of the trachea, is the most lucky mark a horse 

“can possess, (deobund or devumani=having control of evil spirits). 
1038 
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2. A mark like a lotus flower, but only lucky if situated on the line 

of the trachea, one or two inches below the angle of the jaw, (khanta=— 

neck ornament). 

3. Two crowns on the poll at either side opposite to one another, 

(masthak—=head). 

4. Two crowns on forehead situated horizontally above the inner 

canthus, (torwn—anklet) ; sometimes considered unlucky. 

5. A white mark on a horse of any colour but white or grey. 

6. Four white legs or pasterns are very lucky. 

7. White, dun, grey, piebald, or skewbald horses are very lucky. 

The following marks are wnlucky. 

8. A crown or irregular mark on the counter, near or upon the 

sternum, is very unlucky and is considered a sign of sudden death to the 

owner, (herdavel or herda). 

9. A crown on the forehead below the line of the inner canthus, 

(ansoodhai=— weeping). 

10. Two crowns on the forehead one just above the other, (beher- 

achad= breaker of water pots or chattri—umbrella). . 

11. Three crowns in a line or triangle. 

12. Three or more crowns in a row, (chulla=fireplace). 

13. A small crown under the chest above the girth, very unlucky, 

(gome=centipede). 

14. A large crown on abdomen between the sternum and the sheath, 

(gungapet). | 
15. One crown on one side of the neck and none on the other, or 

two on one side and one on the other side is most unlucky, (sépeen== snake). 

16. A crown on the withers, (peth sdpeen or hasthencode). 

17. Ridges running round the neck from the masthak marks (see 

3, supra), (janaza—coffin). 

18. The masthak marks (see 3, swpra) when not opposite are unlucky. 

19.. The khanta mark (see 2, swpra) when out of place. | 

20. A ridge directed upwards on the outer side of one or both forelegs — 

indicates that the owner will go to jail, (badi—fetter). 

21. A ridge directed downwards on one or both hind legs below the — 

hocks, (khortagad=peg driver). ; 

22. Teat-lke projections on the sheath of the male are unlucky, | 

(thanni= teat). 
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(b) Cattle. 
_ Lucky marks. 

1. A ridge of hair along the middle line of the back about its centre, 

(tamant) =the purchaser will acquire a large herd. 

2. ''wo ridges, one on each side of the brisket. A single hairmark 

on one side of the brisket is however most unlucky, (irattat-kavam). 

3. A crown on the forehead above the line of the eyes, (bhashicam 

sult)—the purchaser will soon marry or re-marry. 

4. A crown upon, in front of, or immediately behind, the hump, 

i. (gopura sult). 

5. A crown on the middle line of the back just opposite to the 

opening of the urethra. Regarding this the saying is that—‘“‘ the family 

| will either be reduced to ashes or swell like a river’. The hairmark is 

thus of doubtful signification. An intending purchaser rather than incur 

the risk of evil consequences will avoid the purchase. The ryots say 

that if a little earth be taken and rubbed on this hairmark the bullock 

will void urine, (ni sult). 

6. A ridge of hair on the hind quarters curving wp to the back is a 

i sign of coming prosperity, (erwpiurdn—ascending centipede). 

7. A hairmark on one side of the neck at a distance from the dew- 

lap. This is the most lucky mark but is rarely met with (lakshumi 

sult). 

Unlucky marks. 

8. Three crowns on the forehead arranged in the form of a triangle, 

(mukkanti sult or agni sult). 

9. Two crowns one over the other on the forehead, (kudat-mel- 

| kudai). 

10. A single hairmark on one side of the brisket close to the middle 
line, (ottai-kavam). 

11. Hairmarks on the fetlocks of either pair of legs, (vilangu 
suli—fetters). 

12. Two ridges of hair on the back on either side of the middle 
line, (padai suli). 

13. A ridge of hair on the hind quarters not curving upwards to the 

back, (irangupirdn). 
14. A ridge of hair on the haunch spreading out at one end like the 

| hood of a cobra, (nagapadam). 

15. A crown situated on the back between the points of the hips, 
 (tattu suliobstacle). 
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16. A mark on the side of the tail near the root, sometimes extending 

as a ridge over the back, (tudaippa sult). — 

Numbers 8, 9, 13 and 15 indicate disaster in undertakings. Numbers 

10 and 12 foretell death to the purchaser. Number 11 indicates that the 

purchaser will soon be in gaol. ; 

If a bullock has the root of the tuft of hair on the tail situated above 

the hock, or the horns hollow and with white patches or tops, or has cut 

only seven permanent incisors, it is unlucky. If it has white hair, skin, 

horns, and hoofs it is weakly and to be avoided. If a black bullock is not 

a rogue, it is of great value. A bullock spotted hke a deer is very lucky. 

If it cuts only six permanent incisors it is lucky. If a cow at the time 

of purchase voids urine, it is considered a very good omen, but if she 

passes dung it is a bad omen. The reverse is the case with a bullock. 

Section v.—Cheating at Games “!!%—119), 

A. General. 

Ever since they have been able to appreciate values, and that is long 

before the notion of money existed, men have gambled; and as long as 

men have gambled so long have they cheated. ‘Those who have devoted 

themselves to the industry of cheating, “chevaliers dindustrie”’, have at 

all times been the same and it is probable will always remain the same; 

intelligent, skilful, too lazy for honest work, too good livers to be able to — 

want, too conscientious to refrain from taking from others sums the 

magnitude of which is in proportion to the awkwardness and simplicity 

of their dupes. 

The card-cheat is called in most of the continental countries a 

“Greek’’, a word once commonly used to denote them in England also 

but now disappearing in that sense.* 

The word now commonly used in most English-speaking countries — 

for a card. cheat is simply “sharp’”’. This word has been employed in the 

most complete exposition of their methods published in recent years— 

Maskelyne’s “Sharps and Flats”; where he uses also the word “ flat ”’ 

to signify the person cheated. We shall for brevity use these two words 

in the same sense throughout this section. 

* Thackery uses it in The Newcomes, ‘‘He was an adventurer, a pauper, a black leg, a 3 

regular Greek’’—~—Chapter XXXVI. The word has its origin in the cheat Apoulos, a knight z 

of Greek origin who, towards the close of the reign of Lewis XIV., was caught in the very act 

of cheating at play in the palace of the Grand Monarque himself. He was sent to the 
galleys and the nation which gave him birth became from that time a by-word for swindler 
and black-leg (1198«), 
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It is not always easy to prove that a person is a sharp; it is often 

very difficult indeed to do so. If a witness asserts that he has seen a 

player make a suspicious movement, that is not much in the way of 

proof. If the accused person has won heavily and often, the case becomes 

stronger, and if marked cards and certain special pockets in his clothes 

are found upon him the proof is almost complete; but it will only be 

fully established by an examination of the antecedents of the indi- 

vidual. Rarely is this examination so necessary and rarely must it be 

pushed so far as when dealing with a sharp. Little regarding his past 

_ history will be obtained from the individual himself; he will relate 

romantic stories to make investigation difficult or even impossible. He 

_ proceeds in the same manner as those people who under false names pass 

_ their lives in prison as ‘‘unknowns”’; he has served before the mast, 

/ travelled, wasted his fortune, been a comedian, circus rider, tamer of 
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animals, could tell a tale of people in high stations if he liked, in short he 

has recourse to all possible subterfuges not to be obliged to confess that. 

he has been without work for so many years and yet has lived well, and 

always in the company of fools easy to cheat at cards. If an Investigating 

_ Officer succeeds in unmasking the man it will be easy to place him in one 

_ of those categories of cheats that every Investigating Officer comes across 

during his career. 

There is the sharp who works among the lower and middle classes. 

He is as a rule a man who in his youth was good for nothing, clever but 

incorrigible at school, a regular bad boy, up to all the tricks, living subse- 

- quently upon the savings of his old mother and other relations, delighting 

in performing nice little operations in borrowing and, finally, becoming the 

bully of some prostitute. Sometimes, when he is blessed with good looks, 

he is the paid lover of certain women and even levies blackmail. Balancing 

thus on the borders of crime he is not slow to enter the society of sharps, 

where he can make an easy income, live well, and, taking it all round, 

have a pretty good time, if he possesses the manual dexterity required 

for such a career. 

_ There is the sharp who works among the upper classes. He is nearly 

always the black sheep of a family who might have done well but has 

gone wrong through feebleness of character, laziness, and taste for an 

easy and agreeable existence. ‘The society in which he comes to grief, 

the success of his knavery, the profits he makes, and the moment of his 

‘discovery and conviction are all dependant upon his luck and his skill. 

Just as all sharps are like one another in their trade so they resemble 
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one another in appearance. Of course we do not contend that even with 

large experience one can pick out a sharp from a crowd of individuals, 

or that it is possible to say at once of a suspect whether he is a sharp or 

> not. But whenever we have to deal with the true sharp we will soon 

notice that he has the same airs, the same manner of presenting himself, 

the same look, and the same behaviour, as all the other sharps one has 

ever had occasion to see. Be he a cheat who works among the upper ten 

or be he one of those who works in the eating houses and drink-shops of 

the lower classes, is of no moment, all have at first a better appearance, 

are more elegantly clothed, have better manners, and a more confident 

bearing, than their professed walk in life would lead one to suppose, but 

at the same time there is something peculiar about them, the stamp of 

which does not seem quite authentic. In what this thing consists it is 

difficult to say, but all those who have often had business with such 

people are not slow to get the impression. They perceive that the 

individual is not what he pretends to be, that everything about him is 

fictitious and affected, that he is not perfectly natural, and that he is ~ 

always hiding something. | 

Let us further consider two things ; the glance and the hands betray 

the sharp. This glance, which they all have, has, especially when they 

do not think they are being watched, something particularly quick, 

penetrating, and piercing about it. Short-sighted folk are naturally unfit 

for the trade of a sharp, but those who have good eyes and whose 

existence and liberty depend upon their skill in observation and in noticing 

unobserved everything going on around them, get so accustomed to 

practising this glance that they cannot prevent themselves doing it even 

when .they are not at the card table but find themselves in a grave 

situation. A further peculiarity is that all these gentlemen train them- 

selves to see things at a distance or to the right or to the left without 

being obliged to turn the head—at least sensibly. To do this they bend 

the head a little, half-close the eye-lids to form a species of veil, and roll 

the eyes on all sides with lightning rapidity, and without any one sitting 

in front of them perceiving any strange movement of the head; thus the 

player has no suspicion that the sharp in front of him sees and observes ~ 

all that goes on around. 

When a sharp has to face the Investigating Officer he knows very well 

that this time the game is a very serious one and that those gifts by © 

which he has so often succeeded at the card-table, namely prudence, | 

perspicacity, sang froid, and self-possession, may draw him out of the fire ; 
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there is no great difference between the actual situation and that in which 

he has so often found himself; he therefore preserves his ordinary 

methods and rolls his eyes as usual. It only suffices for the Investigating 

Officer to notice a single one of these glances to learn with whom he has 
to deal. 

Not less characteristic than the glance are the hands of sharps. Just 

as the tramp does not possess the horny hands of the honest workman, 

_ so the card sharp has hands extraordinarily well cared for and manicured. 

' They must be soft, supple, skilful, and most sensitive. The sharp takes 

id great care not to do heavy work which would render the tips of his 

_ fingers rough and unsensitive. This delicacy of touch is absolutely neces- 

. sary to enable him to recognise marked cards. It is said that sharps 

_ make their fingers more delicate by treating them with chemicals or even 

a. by scraping them. The author does not know whether this is true or 

not; it is hardly likely, for the resulting scars would render the fingers 

more insensible than before. But this is certain that they rub their hands 

with grease, glycerine, cold-cream, and other similar ointments. 

| a 
| 
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B. Methods of the sharp. 

The manner in which card sharpers proceed has been described in a 

thousand books and newspaper articles as well as in special works, An 

anonymous work exists on the subject, the printer of which is unknown, 

entitled “The Cheat betrayed and all his secrets laid bare”. Important 
4 information can also be found in “The Card Conjurer” by C. L. Hoffmann 

| (Hamburg 1848) and in Avé-Lallement, already so often referred to. In 

France, a short time after the Revolution, a publication concerning 

cheating was published called “‘ Diogenes at Paris”. T'wo other French 

works exist discussing very minutely the ways of sharps: firstly that of 

_the conjurer, Robert Houdin, and secondly that of the late chief of the 

gaming police of Paris, M. Cavaillé. A most complete work is that of 

-John Nevil Maskelyne called “Sharps and Flats,’’ London, 1895, and also 

one of the best books from our point of view is that of a certain ‘‘ Signor 

_Domino”’ called ‘‘ Cards, Card Players and the Secrets of Card Cheats”, 

Breslau, 1886. The authors advise all Investigating Officers to read 

these last two books and intend to make several extracts therefrom to 

show what a sharp is capable of doing. 

In the first place the sharp, like the pickpocket, is able to do all that 

_ @ conjurer can do and if the latter executes tricks which we call “ pure 
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sorcery’ 1t may be very well admitted that the card sharper also per- 

forms many “‘miracles’’ of the same kind. The principal trick employed 

by a card sharper of this class consists in at the right moment, that is 

when he contemplates some manipulation, distracting the attention of 

the person he is playing with by some dodge. He lets a bird fly, a shot 

crack, or gazes earnestly in front of him. All watch the bird, the shot, 

or look where the sharper is looking. And during that time the artist 

can do as he pleases,—nobody takes any notice of him. The aristocratic 

sharp does not use birds or shoot, but he can make a noise, upset a chair, 

suddenly yawn loudly, etc.,—all are occupied with the noise, and during 

that time the sharp, also, can do as he pleases. How far this can be carried 

is shewn by a story that has lately been circulating in the newspapers. 

An elegant Tripolitan had determined to break the Bank at Monte Carlo. 

Here a directly dishonourable manipulation is really impossible, as for — 

such a purpose one would have to corrupt all the officials. That cannot 

be done, but one of them can be bought over, and this took place. Then 

a female accomplice came on the scene, an elegant lady who was so 

clumsy with her rouleaux of money that suddenly about 1,000 louis 

rolled from the table to the floor. 

Everyone was occupied in picking up the money, and by the time the 

lady had secured all safely, a second deal had taken place; arranged 

cards, with the help of the raking-in croupier, had been brought on the 

board, and in the course of the evening the people concerned won an 

immense sum. 

It is difficult to say where cheating goes on most; as a rule it goes on © 

where-ever games of chance are played. Above all it must not be believed — 

that cheating is only practised in gaming houses where several confede- 

rates bear down upon a single individual for the purpose of robbing him, 

the real sharp who works alone or with confederates tries to get into 

society where games of chance are played, and once there he begins to 

operate. For this he employs, says Signor Domino, seven elements, 

namely, faked cards, transferring, false cards, accomplices, the false 

shuffle, the forced cut, and passing. 

(a) “ Faking” cards consists in marking them in various ways: 

the borders of certain cards, e.g., the picture cards and the aces, are 

scraped with a sharp knife so that they become rough to the touch while 

the others remain smooth; at times the cards are pricked with a hot 

needle dipped in white wax, the wax corks the hole and makes it in- — 

visible to the eye but it can be felt with the hand; sometimes the backs — 
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of the good cards are rubbed with pumice-stone to make them rough 

while the others are rubbed with soap to make them more slippery. 

Another method is to draw on the backs of the cards certain marks which 

are uniformly coloured and which the sharp at once notices. 

In marking cards two principles are employed. Hither the cards 
have each a distinctive mark placed in the same convenient position, or 

the mark is identical in every case, the indication being given by the 
position which it occupies. Some systems are based upon a combination 
of the two principles; but all are developments of either one or the - 
other. When the mark, whatever it may be, is placed at the end of the 

card, it is of course necessary to mark both ends. . 

Some players use cards with bevelled edges; as there are four sides 
to a card and they may be cut straight or slanting, flat or round, there 

is no want of combinations. Many other methods of marking cards are 
employed which we cannot mention here. They will be found exhaus- 
tively explained and illustrated in Maskelyne’s admirable book. These 
processes can only be employed when the faked cards are already there, or 

can be substituted for the good ones unseen; otherwise the cards must 

be marked during the game, which is done with the aid of the finger-nail 

or of a ring furnished with a little point which easily pricks the cards 

unknown to anyone. | 

(b) Transferring is an operation which consists either in taking 

cards away from or in adding cards to a pack. Here the whole hand is 

used, the cards being taken between the ends of the fingers, which are 

slightly curved, and the palm of the hand. ‘The cards are hidden for an 

instant on the knee, or in horizontal pockets placed in the cuff of the 

sleeve, or in the back part of the trousers. 

(c) False cards are those which the sharp carries upon him to 

substitute for others if opportunity permits; thus the cards which are not 

marked disappear and those which are marked or arranged in a certain 

order take their place. For this operation the cheat must have, in addition 

to these pockets, much skill and boldness. He has also certain single cards 

in reserve, which he employs if their design is the same as that of the cards 

the others are playing with. 

(d) Accomplices. Like all other swindlers the card sharp has 

need of accomplices; these latter are especially useful when they do not 

play themselves ; the best confederate is of course the master. of the house 

who walks up and down the card room but if he is not avilable any 

spectator makes a good accomplice. The understanding is brought about 
104, 
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for example by means of the cigar; the confederate places it in the 

left corner of the mouth, in the right corner of the mouth, in the middle, 

he slopes it up, lowers it to the right, etc.; then he can play with his 

watch-chain, emit smoke, and so on; a large number of variations are 

obtainable in this way by which communications may be made. Another 

system of signalling sometimes adopted is to indicate the fact of certain 

cards being held by the position in which the cards are laid upon the 

table. The person signalling, having looked at his hand, wishes to let his 

accomplice know that he holds a certain card of importance in the game. 

Therefore, whilst waiting till the other players have sorted their hands, — 

he closes up his cards for the moment, and lays them before him on the 

table. The manner of their disposition will give the required cue, or, as 

it is called, “office”. The end of the cards farthest from the operator 

may be taken to represent a kind of pointer or watch hand, which is set 

opposite to some particular figure upon an imaginary dial, supposed to be 

drawn upon the table. Several cards can be indicated in this way, and for 

others additional factors can be introduced. For instance, the cards may 

be spread somewhat, the top card may project a little to one side or over 

one end, or the operator may keep his fingers resting upon the cards. In 

fact, the variety of signals is infinite. From the laying down of a cigar 

to the taking up of a glass of wine, from the opening of the mouth to the 

stroking of the chin, every movement, however simple and unsuspicious, 

can be made the means of cheating at almost any game. A code of 

signals to indicate every card in the pack, and no more difficult to decipher 

than the Morse Code in telegraphy, can be arranged by any one in five 

minutes. Indeed, the Morse Code itself can be used in connection with 

what the French sharps call “Le duce invisible’, a system of signalling 

to an accomplice by pressure of the foot under the table. In using this 

system care must, of course, be taken not to tread on the wrong person’s — 

toes. | 

Other accomplices there are whose duty it is to entice flats into the 

clutches of the real sharps. 

(e) The false shuffle is very important to the sharp. The sharp 

shuffles the cards in such a way as to lead everyone to believe they have 

been thoroughly shuffled, whereas in reality not one has altered its 

position. Maskelyne explains one method of false shuffling as follows :— 

“The pack is taken in two halves, one of which is held in each hand. 

From the right hand half about half a dozen cards are pushed off and 

placed beneath those in the left hand. Then, from the left hand, three 
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cards say are pushed off and placed beneath those in the right hand. This 

process is continued, always putting more cards from right to left than 

vice versa, until the whole pack appears to have been snuffled into the 

left hand. This looks exactly like a genuine shuffle. In fact, most persons 

upon having it explained to them will say that the cards really are 

shuffled, but it is not so. The effect produced is that of a simple cut.”’ 

It will be seen that this method of shuffling neutralises the cut 

which is in itself a most important thing to be done. The essential 

point is to note where the separation of the cards is made in the cut. 

Where a confederate cuts the thing is simple, otherwise the cut has to be 

‘forced ”’. 

(f) The forced cut may be accomplished by two processes. The first 

is to get the cut made in the place the sharp wishes. He relies, and rightly, 

upon the psychological phenomenon whereby we always do what takes 

the least trouble. He therefore slips into the pack a card which is larger 

than the others, placing it where he wishes the cards to be cut. If this 

does not succeed he seizes the cards and bends them in the hand length- 

ways to make a sort of bridge. In the first case the flat or confederate 

seizes the pack at the place where the larger card lies; in the second he 

cuts at the places where the cards begin to bend in opposite directions— 

and the cut is made as the sharp desires it. If this does not happen, the 

sharp neutralises the cut by placing the cards exactly as they were before. 

There are many ways of doing this; one is to pick up the bottom half 

_ with the right hand as though he were about to place it upon the other ; 

but instead of so doing, he deliberately puts it into his left hand. Then 

picking up the top half he adds it to the other in the position it originally 

- occupied. Another very simple method is to cross the hands, picking up 

the right half of the pack with the left hand, and the left half with the 

right hand. The two halves are then put together in their former 

order. The crossing of the hands tends to confuse the eyes and mind 

of the onlooker, so that he really does not know which hand contains the 

half that should be placed on top. This can of course only be done when 

playing with people who have not their eyes open and have no suspicion 

_ they are playing with sharps. 

(g) Passing. ‘This consists in drawing false cards from the 

pack. Less skill than self-possession is required for its accomplishment. 

The second or third card is got ready, drawn right out of the pack 

instead of the first, and laid on the table. It is difficult to say how this 

is done but it is hardly ever noticed when the cheat is at all skilled, 
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Besides card playing, properly so called, another card game or rather 

gamble exists which, in spite of its stupidity, is practised the whole 
world over; namely the three card trick. The sharp takes three cards 

generally a king and two others and throws them face upwards upon the 

table, or, as this game is usually played in the train on the way to the 
races, upon a travelling rug or newspaper. The sharp then takes the 
three cards and holds them lengthwise between the thumb and the middle 

finger, the back of the hand being turned upwards; he then takes one of 

them in one hand leaving the other two one above the other in the other — 

hand (say the left hand) with about a finger’s breadth of space between 

them ; this done he shows the bottom card he is holding in the left hand 

which is the king and asks the player to remember it well; he then turns 

the cards again, passes the right hand in which he holds the one card to 

the left, deposits the card on the table, passes the left hand to the right and 

makes belief to place the bottom card there, and, returning to the left, 

seems to place the top card beside the first. Then he slowly changes the 

places of the three cards while the player keeps his eyes always upon the 

card first placed to the right. If he gives the latter as being the king he 

is wrong, for as.a matter of fact the cheat has not let the lower card but 

the top card fall when his dupe thought he saw the bottom one go down. 

However foolish and simple may be this game, there are thousands of 

people who lose money by it. It is usually played with the help of a 

confederate who acts the stranger to the sharp and invariably wins, thus 

inciting others to have a flutter. 

A similar game, and one most popular with Indian conjurors, is that 

called Thimble-rigging, or ‘‘ Little pea, where art thou?” A pea or some 

such small object is placed on the table and covered with a thimble or 

half a walnut shell. Two other thimbles are placed beside it and the pea 

is rolled from one to the other. The flat has then to guess under which 

thimble the pea lies, but he never succeeds in doing so, for the pea is 

simply a little ball of wax which the sharp rapidly picks up with one of 

his fingernails. ~With such gentry it will be well to examine their nails 

to see whether one of them is particularly long. 

A similar trick is sometimes played with an endless chain thrown on 

a table in many coils, some simple, some complex. The person to be ~ 

deceived is invited to put his finger within one of the coils on the table 

and to bet whether his finger will remain free or be taken prisoner on 2 

pulling away the chain. This he can never guess, because the sharp — 

catches hold of the chain and pulls it according to the position of the 
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finger, so that he is always in the right. Undoubtedly cleverness is 

necessary and quick sight to know how the coils will run when pulled; 

if the sharp knows his business he always wins. 

Generally the chain is carried as a watch-chain, and accidentally 

. _ the conversation is brought 

| _ round to the game, and for 

_ want of something better 

the watch-chain is em- 

ployed. Sometimes a silk 

| pince-nez cord is used. 

| This is made wet before- 
i hand to run smoother and 

| he flatter on the table. In 

| this “game” incredibly 

large sums are sometimes 

lost, because the thing 

' looks so simple and each 

" person thinks he cannot ) A B 

make a mistake. Of the iat pica 
" many variations two are shown. The finger is placed on the table at @’ or 

a’, the sharp pulls the string downwards at 0 after the bet on “ caught”’ 

- or “not caught” has been made. In 4, Fig. 150, the finger is not caught 

by the string: in B the finger is caught. 

With dice especially there is a great deal of deception, all arising from 

_ some peculiarity in the dice that the sharper knows of, but which is not 

_ known to the person he means to dupe. With genuine dice it is difficult 

_ to deceive. Hither some edges of the dice have been ground away, or small 

| bits of lead have been introduced, or the dice are hollow and filled with 

sand or quicksilver, or short pig-bristles which stick to the table-cloth are 

) introduced into them. In short, with a little practice the sharper can 

manipulate the dice as he likes. If the dice are seized, it is easy to prove 

what is wrong with them on examination. If the corpus delicti is 

absent, evidence of guilt is hardly possible. 

Now-a-days dice throwing is dying out and it is unnecessary for us to 

discuss the varied methods by which they are loaded, manipulated, and 

thrown. For a complete exposition of the subject we refer the reader to 

Maskelyne (p. 229). | 

To explain all the methods of card and dice manipulation would 

require a volume to itself and it is not our intention to go into them fully; 
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all we can do is to give the budding Investigating Officer some idea of 

what is and can be done by sharps. If he has to deal with card 

sharpers—and sometime or other he will come in contact with them—he 

must make the subject a special object of study and we cannot do better 

than refer him to the books we have mentioned. 

Section vi.—Frauds relating to antiquities and works of art ‘!™, 

Speaking generally, it may be said that the most interesting fradulent 

processes are those relating to objects of art and antiquities. The objects 

in question are in themselves worth the trouble spent upon them; 

people who fabricate them are hardly ever common-place people, the 

sums which change hands in connection with them are often very high, 

and judicial questions connected with these cases, however interesting 

they may be, are still for the most part awaiting elucidation. The 

magnitude and number of these frauds are enormous. The taste for 
antiquities has in a short time developed immensely and continues to 
develop; the majority of objects of incontestable beauty are in hands 
which will not part with them, the remainder are broken or preserved 

only in part; the public never ceases to search for curiosities and anti- 

quities, old collecters continue to collect, new collectors start collecting, — 

dealers can no longer comply with the demand, prices are high, the skill 

of imitators increases, and in consequence when the authentic article 

cannot be obtained it is made to order. That it is fraud when a false 

article is sold for an authentic one at a high price there can be no doubt; 

the difticulty is to know where the fraud begins. 

An alteration, repair, or “ embellishment ’’, as people in the trade call 

it, is not in itself a falsification, and, especially with regard to antiquities, 

every falsification is not fraud. One must have spoken on the subject 

with collectors or be a collector oneself to be convinced that the jurist 

cannot help being allowed to make some concession in this respect to 

common opinion. A connoisseur or collector rarely leaves a fine antique 

in the condition in which he has received it. He cleans it, brings out the 

colours, alters repairs already made and not in harmony with the rest of 

the article, gums and glues broken places, and replaces missing parts, 

in short he tries to repair the object as well as he can to make it appear 

as valuable as possible. The pride the connoisseur takes in doing up a 

broken article is considerably greater than that he takes in having 

spotted, recognised, and bought it. Real connoisseurs are nearly always 
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_ good “renovators’’, confiding old objects of value to no other hands but 

their own. Of course they must know how to model, glaze, glue, paint, 

draw, engrave, cement, solder, and a thousand other similar things. 

What beautifulvand precious articles we find made out of old rubbish, 

having no value and no beauty! No doubt for this the “renovator ”’ 

must be a connoisseur of culture, knowing not only how to give an 

_ article shape and colour but also how to do so without changing its style; 

and restoring it so to speak instinctively, so that 1b has absolutely the 

same appearance as it had when new. 

An article thus transformed has evidently gained in value; this cannot 

be denied, but the gestion is, has it the same value it would haNe had if 

it had never been damaged ? and, to this question the only reply that can 

; be given is: No! Ignorant people usually say that an imitation has 

absolutely the same value as its original, if it makes the same impression ; 

if so, an imitation of the celebrated salt-celler Benvenuto Cellini plus the 

value of the metal would be equivalent to the original itself: which no one 

‘would dare to suggest. Moreover a perfectly genuine object has an 

» artistic and historical value which ignorant people cannot understand ; 

~ but if they would reflect that the history of a people may be read in the 

articles produced by it—given of course that these form an uninterrup- 

ted and authentic series as regards shape, colour, and material—they 

would be obliged to confess that the great value of an antiquity principally 

lies in its authenticity. An article which has been renovated may gain in 

value through being more beautiful but it loses in value through being 

| less genuine. | 
But the collector who has renovated an article with much art and 

care is free to say what he likes about the renovation in question. There 

are some collectors who are fond of showing what they have done, others on 

the contrary take care to keep it very dark. The latter course has certain 

inconveniences, especially as the article may pass into other hands and 

thus usurp a genuine character; now it is exactly this passing into 

other hands that is important from our point of view. With the sale 

of a renovated article, the buyer must be told what is restored and what 

is genuine, so that he may be able to value the article ; if the renovation 

is passed over in silence there may be fraud. Doubtless, here again, good 

faith may exist. The author has himself dealt with the following case. 

An article of which there only remained a small genuine portion had 

been restored, that is to say, it was almost entirely new; unfortunately 

the renovation had not implicitly followed the style of the old piece; the 
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first person into whose hands the article came in this state carefully 

removed the small genuine piece and substituted therefor a piece in the — 

very same style as the large portion which had been added by his 

predecessor. Now the second gentleman does not care to sell it and 

when he does decide to do so, he may not say that he has repaired it, and, — 

if the repair is found out, he will probably say that he bought the article 

as genuine, whereas as a matter of fact he was himself duped. 

The other side of the preceding question has reference to the buyer. 

Here again large concessions must be made to the customs of the times. 

People who would not hesitate to inform a shop-keeper that he has given” 

them back too much change or delivered to them merchandise of better | 

value than they have bought, have not the slightest scruple in buying 

for a song an antiquity of price from some poor devil who has no idea of 

its value. In this way, a large number of fine collections consisting of 

the most precious old articles are built up, and no one has ever thought 

of considering their procedure reprehensible, though they fall under 

section 197 of the Austrian Penal Code, and section 263 of the German 

Penal Code. How can a perfectly honest person be or wish to be a curio-— 
* 

hunter ? 1 

If prosecutions for frauds relating to works of art and antiquities are 

relatively rare in some countries, the reason is partly that people who have 

been made fools of do not like to become the laughing stock of others, 

preferring rather to keep quiet than lodge a complaint, and also partly that 

owing to certain technical reasons it is difficult to bring such a prosecution 

to a successful termination. Fit experts are difficult to find, and Inyesti-_ 

gating Officers who know something about the matter even more difficult. 

It is indeed no easy matter to take an interest in a subject which requires” 

deep study and complete detailed information. When he only so to spea =. 

“swims” on the surface, when he allows himself to drift aimlessly among 7 

the depositions of witnesses and the statements of experts, the Investi- 

gating Officer is only too happy to wind up such a troublesome cast 

without being obliged to enter very deeply into it. But if he desires to be 

conscientious and understand what he talks about and has to form ai 

opinion upon, he must take care to attack the subject beforehand, te 

obtain information from collectors or honest, intelligent, and well educatet 

curio-dealers and experts, and he must also read some special books upo: 

the subject which are unhappily far from numerous “199-1200, . | 

In the following pages the author is content to innumerate some of | 

the many articles which are falsified. ite 
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A. Prehistoric Objects. 

These objects are fabricated by the cart-load. The material is cheap, 

the skill required is very small, and prices are good. The articles made 

_ are principally stone weapons (arrow heads, hatchets, hammers), artistic 

_ articles (engravings on bone, stones, jewels, etc.), petrified objects, impres- 

sions, and even antediluvian bones. Many amusing stories are related 

_ about the facility with which learned men are taken 1 in by falsification of 

_ this kind. 

. B. Egyptian Antiquities. 

; For the fabrication of these articles a sort of domestic industry has 

7 grown up among the Egyptian peasantry and Arabs, an industry which 

can hardly meet the demand. Scarabs, idols, mummies of animals 

(made of glass paste and silicious clay) are manufactured in enormous 

quantities and sold at small prices; but in Europe these objects become 

very dear, though all merchants know their birth-place and sell them 

/ as genuine. As regards rolls of papyri, they are unrolled, cut up into 

: _ strips lengthwise, and re-rolled on wooden sticks which are hidden at the 

ends. Each stick is covered with but a single sheet of papyrus but 

appears to be a complete roll* ; from one roll many others are made, all 

- of them valueless. In this way Rameses, king of Egypt, in a black basalt 

of Thebes (which was nothing else than Antwerp shist) has. been sold 

| for a hundred thousand francs; the manufacture of the Rameses cost the 

- seller 1100 francs. An old Dresden doctor fabricated, out of the corpse of 

a beautiful young girl which he had purchased, the mummy of Queen 

_ Nitokris and sold it for its weight in gold; the fraud was only discovered 

when the mummy began to exude a disagreeable odour. 

C. Antique Pottery. 

The number of false articles among the vases and small figures we 

see everywhere now-a-days is incalculable. To get an approximate idea 

‘one has but to look at the numerous counterfeits collected together in 

_ the compartments reserved for the purpose in big collections. And how 

well made they are! The clay of to-day is the same as that of formerly 

and the baking is identical; chemistry furnishes us with colours quite as 

+ good as those of other days, and we have a sufficiency of models; and in 

| these conditions the real has to be distinguished from the false! The 

*Such scrolls are often to-day examined by Réntgen rays, which allow the piece of wood 

introduced to be clearly recognised. Consequently a roll of pasteboard is now introduced 

” which, under the rays, looks like several layers of papyrus. 

105 
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best experts are deceived. Every day, in the most carefully arranged 

collections, false Tanagra and Myrrhina figures are discovered. 

In this connection incredible things occur. Among many cases may 

be quoted as an example the falsifications of a simple village master 

mason, Michael Kaufmann of Rheinzabern, who for 40 years (1820— 

1860) deceived many French and German experts. He made Roman 

ware in immense quantities, plunged the learned in despair with his 

inscriptions, and discredited the Roman art trade with his flying tortoises 

and other attributes of the Gods; but his falsifications were only dis- 

covered after decades when they were brought to a standstill by his — 

making a Minerva with the royal Bavarian padded helmet, and the 

Roman Emperor, Antoninus, with Hessian boots and a full-bottomed — 

wig. But numberless articles from Michael Kaufmann’s manufactory are 

still considered genuine in French and German Museums, and the learned 

controversy over his inscriptions rages stil] 1202-1203), 

At one time old articles of pottery could be distinguished by their © 

great lightness: why they are so light we cannot say, but such is the fact. 

But the falsifier has now succeeded in giving the same lightness to his 

products by mixing a large quantity of meal, which carbonises in baking, 

with the potter’s clay; but the connoisseur comes along with his 

magnifying glass and discovers that the articles of pottery thus falsified 

are, owing to the carbonisation of the meal, much more porous on the 

surface than the antique. To prevent the connoisseur from discovering 

this, the falsifier proceeds as follows: before baking, he covers the yet 

unfinished article, composed as it is of potter’s clay and meal, with a thin — 

covering of pure potter’s clay wherever the surface is visible; the porosity — 

cannot then be discovered unless the vase be broken and the break 

examined ; but how can this be done? The same procedure is followed 

in the manufacture of Tanagra figurettes, now-a-days so much sought 

after. Moreover the lightness is increased by fine workmanship, which © 

of course makes them more fragile. 

But it is only when dealing with a real connoisseur that it is necessary — 

to use such tricks; for the ordinary commercial, who buys, collects, and 

brings home such articles, all such devices are superfluous; he takes” | 

such manufactured articles without hesitation and floods the whole 

world with them. And as all the falsifications are generally made with : 

the greatest refinement, one can understand the words of one of the 

greatest experts of the ceramic arts: “ For all articles of pottery there is : 

absolutely no sure means of recognition, we must trust to the place of 
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origin’’. Alas, yes, the place of origin! As if there too they did not 

deceive and dupe the world! Whoever wishes now-a-days to sell a well 

imitated article does not expose it in the shop of a merchant but places 

it in the ancient garret of some poor widow who swears that it has come 

_ down to her from her grandparents, at whose house she played with it, 

and she finishes by deciding to let it go for an enormous sum. Every 

_ day are such stories told and one can hardly help laughing when one sees 

the happy owner unfolding a certificate given him by the widow certifying 

that the jug sold to-day (here follows a detailed description of the jug) 

is a gift made by Count X...... to his nurse, the grandmother of the 

vendor. 
D. Glassware. 

Articles of glass are more easily counterfeited than articles of pottery, 

for glass changes but little even after a very long time, and even such 

small changes as tarnishing and iridescence (rainbow-colouring) are easy 

to produce artificially. Hither substances capable of iridescing are in- 

_ troduced into the matter used in the manufacture of the glass or the 

_ finished article is treated in a particular manner to obtain the “oldest ”’ 
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glass. Hven under natural influences, changes are sometimes produced 

which, instead of centuries, take but several years; in this way, we some- 

times find, among old stable windows, panes much more iridescent than 

the most beautiful lacrymal urns of ancient Rome. The amount of glass, 

- in imitation of the antique and middle ages, produced from the factories 

of Isola, Bohemia, and of Belgium, is inconceivable; in the factories 

themselves it is sold as imitation at a every moderate price, but once it 

is in the shop of the old art dealer it immediately becomes real old glass. 

In the old fortress of Rilgersburg there is a window in the Dining Hall 

on which are engraved the following words: ‘‘ Drinking commenced the 

17th May 1549 and was kept up until St. Vincent’s day and every day 

all became tight”’.* This little window has already been replaced many 

times and for each renewal a collector believes he has the real one. 

E. Old Coins and Medals. 

Coins have been falsified ever since they have existed, and as it is easy 

to imitate them perfectly it is not so surprising that many intelligent 

collectors have renounced the pleasure of collecting them, saying that it 

| is impossible to know what one has got. 

* Am 17. Marzi 1549 that das Sauffen angehebt und biss St. Vincenzidag gedaurt, und 

alle Dag ain Rausch gehabt. 
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The counterfeiter knows perfectly well that it is easy to recognise 

coins made by melting in a mould or covered by electroplating, so he 
strikes them from a die. Further he is not ignorant that in former 
times there were no steel dies, so he is careful to make his of bronze; if 

in addition to this he takes the trouble to shake the coins up in a bag 
and bury them for some time, no one is able to distinguish the real coins 
from the counterfeit. The sums fraudulently obtained in this way are 
very considerable. 

Particularly dangerous, under certain circumstances, is the art-coinage 

which often in an artistic fashion offers rare coins to collectors. In itself 

this is very useful, as not every collector can pay the enormous sums of 
money that are asked for some coins which he desires to have to perfect 
his collection. The honourable collector says openly which of his coins 

are imitations. If he dies, the whole collection is perhaps sold, and the 

genuine coins and imitations go together. In a recent law case for 

example, it was proved that to-day so many excellent imitations of the 

famous “‘ Keutschacher Rubentalern”’ of 1504, each genuine specimen of 

which is worth from 1200 to 1500 florins, are in were. that nobody — 

can tell a genuine coin from an imitation *. 

a a Se 

F, Jewellery in precious metals. 
et 

Such jewels should always be mistrusted ; really good articles of this 

kind are in the possession of rich persons or have passed into the museums { 

and other fine collections; as regards jewels of simple workmanship, they — 

have been melted down or else preserved, so that they cannot be called j 

articles of commerce ; if then a really beautiful jewel is found in the shops, — 

it is a jewel manufactured in pieces, being really a genuine article of very — 

simple workmanship which has been covered with ornamentation and — 

flourishes. The verification of the stamp, form, and chemical composition — 

can give no result because all these are genuine; and yet it is perhaps with 

this kind of article that falsification is most easily proved. It is indeed 

* This case is very instructive and if one may say so, very simple. A man obtained 

possession of a Keutschacher Rubentaler and on some plausible pretext was able to get a 
number of imitations of this thaler made in a well-known mint. Then he made impressions 

of the thaler in tinfoil and sent them to a number of well-known collectors of coins, asking if 
they had a similar coin for sale, as he had a commission to acquire one for 1100 florins.” 
Naturally all answered in the negative, as only 4 or 5 genuine coins of this sort exist. e 

man waited for some time, then he wrote to the same collectors under another name and 

offered them a Keutschacher Reubentaler at 700 florins. Most of them jumped at the offer 

with the intention of selling the thaler with a profit of 400 florins to the person who had ~ 
offered 1100 florins. The forger did a good business, and so there exist to-day four times a8 9 

many of these coins as before. 
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difficult to manufacture them without a model. No doubt the workman 

of former days knew how to harmonize with great skill the shape and 

ornamentation of the article. But the forger, knowing nothing of styles, 

- most often commits blunders. Even when he has excellent models of 

ornamentation of the period, but destined for an another shape, he cannot 

make them harmonize with the jewel. The real connoisseur, who would 

probably know better how to do it himself, can at once recognise the 

_ fraud and is at least able to say that the article is not entirely genuine. 

As regards real models which he requires to copy, the forger cannot procure 

them, he can only look at them and that is not much good to him. 

We would hasten to add that the Investigating Officer should here 

and in analogous cases really do something to avoid taking as an expert 

the first merchant he comes across; he must find a real connoisseur who 

loves the subject and has an extensive and deep acquaintance with it. 

Sir H.C. Cox tells of a common trick practised in India in connection 
with precious stones and jewels:—‘ Another ingenious method for the 

; appropriation of one’s neighbour’s money is for a sot-disant merchant to 
_ go round with genuine pearls and jewels which are for sale at marvel- 
_lously cheap rates. A would-be purchaser is much struck with their 

appearance, but, in spite of the favourable terms offered, his love of 

haggling causes a little difficulty in coming to terms. The salesman in 

the most confiding way offers to leave his wares till the next morning, 

_ telling his friend good-humouredly that when his wife has seen the pearls 

she will never let him part with them. In the morning there is another 

interview, and bargaining recommences. The ornaments are brought 

out. ‘The dealer takes them up, and begins to dilate upon their splendid 

qualities, when he raises a cry and says that false jewels have -been 

“substituted in the night for his real ones, and loudly demands justice. 

In the confusion that ensues he contrives to conceal in his girdle the 

original articles, and produces imitations which he has handy for the 

purpose. He yells and screams in the manner of the Kast, and shows 

the bystanders the sham pearls or stones, which are universally admitted 

to be made of glass. ‘The intending purchaser, overwhelmed at the 

charges brought against him, and terrified by threats of the law, is only 

too glad to come to terms, and lay down a lump sum in compensation 

for the alleged disappearance of the original jewellery. ” 
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G. Pictures. 

Everyone knows that pictures are falsified and that many painters 

make a trade of it. Numbers of suspicious canvases are sent to the 

academies and other institutes of art for an opinion as to their genuine- 

ness. Here all that is necessary is to remind the Investigating Officer 

that he ought not to stop his investigations in a case where certain signs 

seem to plead in favour of genuineness. The Investigating Officer will 

only too easily find himself being led into calming the complainant and 

ceasing his investigations if he thinks he is himself an expert and finds 

no reason for doubting the canvas. 

He looks at it from the front: the painting appears really good and old; 

the tone is gilded and browned ; but this tone is not the effect of age; it 

has been obtained with the help of a daubing of licorice juice; he sees a 

layer of old dirt, but it has been produced artificially with cinders and . 

gum. He turns the picture over: the canvas is quite old and brown with 

an old sale mark on it; canvas and mark are equally genuine, but a 

valueless picture was painted on it and the falsifer has copied a subject 

of high value over the old and worthless original. The mouldiness is 

artificial, the signature of the painter is false, the frame comes from 

another picture and thus in spite of its genuine appearance the whole is a 

forgery. In such a case a precipitate man is always dangerous. 

With regard to new pictures it may be said that forgers buy for 

preference, in the sales which follow the deaths of well-known painters, 

half-finished or discarded canvases and sketches, in order to finish them 

themselves and sell them as genuine. On the other hand it must not be 

thought that the existence of a copy 1s a certain proof of its falsity. Very 

celebrated painters often now-a-days paint to order, twice or even ten 

times over, a canvas which has caught on. The first copy goes to Germany, 

a second to England, a third to America; but it may happen that they all — 

meet in the same country and each owner possesses the original. 
Cases as numerous as they are interesting are known in which real 

experts have been taken in by false pictures; but it seldom happens to — 

an Investigating Officer to have to deal with one of these cases, although 

examples of this kind of fraud are so frequent. 

ge ee 

H, Artistic Engravings, 

Now-a-days these are especially forged by chemical photographic pro- | | 

cesses, and when the paper is well chosen and coloured with coffee or — 
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nicotine and the print is successful, the perfect expert can alone find 

out the deception. The risk must be very great indeed in the case of 

engravings which are rarely falsified. Happily the originals are for 

the most part in good hands so that the forgers find it difficult to get at 

them : but as we have said above, they attain their end in a round-about 

way; art institutes of the first rank publish photo-type copies of the 

best old engravings and sell them as imitations to people of artistic taste 

who cannot procure the originals; but when these copies pass to a second 

or third owner their origin is often passed over in silence and the helio- 

graph begins to circulate as an etching. 

I, Enamels. 

_ What can be done in this connection is well exemplified in the trial 

_ of Samuel Weininger, who falsified many precious articles in the famous 

collection of the Duc de Modena (1876-1877) 4%. These forgeries were so 

well executed that, after the case, they fetched a very handsome price. 

J. Articles of Earthenware, Stone, and Porcelain. 

These are much sought after for collections and decorations and in 

consequence are produced in great quantities. The falsification is difficult 

to detect, for the old manufacturers (such as Doulton) still continue 

to produce them after their old models and marks. Everything re- 

_ produced by unqualified persons bearing real trade marks is manifestly 

false. Among articles of antiquity which must be considered as false, we 

class every vessel which is “ discovered’”’ by the buyer: articles for sale 

are placed in peasants’ houses or in the homes of the lower middle classes, 

whose business it is to attract the attention of amateurs to them. It is 

this last operation that is delicate and requires savoir-faire. Domestic 

servants, merchants, and small tradespeople are employed and paid for 

their complicity ; ingenious little advertisements are sent out, etc., the 

discovery is then made to the amateur and his money is obtained. 

In the production of these counterfeits the same procedure is used as 

for silverware. Indeed as old baking, glazing, and generally speaking 

- old “timbre” are not difficult to imitate in earthenware and porcelain, the 

fabricator buys for preference genuine old vases, white or with but little 

colour in them, especially dishes and plates; these he decorates himself, 

sometimes with much real art, and then rebakes them. This mixture 

+ of the real and the artificial often looks very well and is difficult to dis- 

‘tinguish when, as often happens, the artist has done his work with taste, 
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K. Manuscripts, Books, and Bindings. 

Manuscripts are copied almost to perfection by trained craftsmen ; 

thanks to the progress of the industrial arts, the reproduction of the old 

impression offers little difficulty : skill and impudence are used in mixing 

the false with the true. Thus certain genuine. parts are often combined 

with imitated parts by photographic engraving, or various fragments 

which have had no connection with one another are united together and 

in a manner so skilful that the.forger often ends by not even knowing 

himself how he built up his work. One of the most ordinary contrivances 

is to take off the fine bindings from books of inferior value or but little 

sought after now-a-days and adapt them to books which are in demand. 

Another fraud is to add missing title pages to a book either by printing 

on blank pages with lettering corresponding more or less to those in the 

text or by gumming in a new leaf with another title altogether. In this 

direction the forger can go very far and whatever may be the skill of 

connoisseurs in distinguishing each separate letter in the book it often 

happens that they are not shocked by a title page which jars with the 

text. Often frontispieces (letters and vignettes) are drawn in with the 

hand by a chemical process, transferred to zinc, and then reproduced ; 

when the work is well done it is difficult to distinguish the fraudulent 

from the genuine impression. 

Here again care must be taken not to generalise one’s suspicions. 

One knows that the bands enclosing the various forms of a book used 

often in former days to be made of parchment, and this parchment 

carries sometimes precious inscriptions. Now, those who go in for — 

collecting, and especially book-lovers, search for these bands and find 

on them fragments of important documents or old poetry, etc. So to 

obtain these bands they take to pieces old books and bind them up again. 

The result is a book which has certainly depreciated in value while 

all the parts except the binding have remained genuine. 

L. Furniture and Upholstery. 

When some years ago old furniture began to be searched out and uti- 

lised, it was possible to procure easily and cheaply a complete and genuine — 

installation. But once the fashion became established and everyone wanted — 

to furnish their houses in the ancient style, fine old specimens soon became — 

priceless or impossible to discover. As always, industry and commerce 

hastened to find the remedy for the situation. Antiquities and ancient i, 

ae | 
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processes were studied; corners and nooks were searched for antique 

articles, which when found were restored, touched up, or imitated; and 

soon really genuine articles became rareties. These articles are seldom 

imitated well; to-day we have neither the same tools, the same material, 

the same dyes and stains, nor the same patience. In addition to this the | 

furniture of to-day is made by workmen and not by artists, as are pictures 

and coins, etc., and, in consequence, in tnis branch of imitation, faults so 

ereat are committed that it is astonishing to see men of taste allowing 

themselves to be taken in. Sometimes the process is the least intelligent 

that could be possibly used; the shopman who has perhaps discovered a 

really beautiful and genuine settee will take care not to leave it as it is. 

He will take it to pieces and insert a fragment of it into a certain number 

of new settees: one has the lid, another a panel, a third another panel, 

etc.; when the article is sold care is always taken to show the genuine 

; : portion and the buyer is made to be convinced by all sorts of demonstra- 

_ tions that the whole article is of as good character. This is the lot of 

nearly every article; the greatest care is taken to spoil the few genuine 

things which do exist. 

Material for imitation can be found on all sides; the destruction of an 

old house gives worm-eaten wood ; the dealer in bric-a-brac provides old 

genuine locks to which are added a new almirah; one old door hinge is 

enough, to copy, make a second, and put a door to them. An old piece 

_ of used cloth will serve to upholster a brand new chair : two old stove 

pieces will decorate the doors of an almirah; and two genuine old watch- 

_ hands are placed to works and case which have never been used before. 

When old material is absolutely not forthcoming, new is made: 

wood is prepared by hanging it in the chimney or cooking or maltreating 

it in other ways; it is then worked up. Sometimes even worm-holes 

_ are faked and filled with the excrement of birds. Edges are broken to 

be repaired. The velvet to be used in upholstering furniture is washed. 

The interior of almirahs is covered with paper torn out of old books. As 

regards iron-work it is rusted in acid, cleaned, and then, if necessary, 

handed to some countryman to whom the particular person who is look- 

| ing for old furniture for his home is directed. 

But the faults are not difficult to find for an attentive observer, even 

| if he is not an expert. The expert indeed scents the falsification from 

afar. As to the observer, who without being an expert has a good eye, 

he soon notices the want of coherence in the article asa whole. It is 

precisely this want of coherence which attracts his attention. It is 
106 
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manifest when, e.g., a settee which has already been used as a seat has ~ 

the lid ornamented with sharp edges ;—when an almirah whose exterior — 

is much used is lined inside with paper which although very old is yet 

well preserved and in no way damaged ;—when a wardrobe seems to 

have been much in use and the lock mechanism is in as good condition — 

as if it had just come out of the hands of the locksmith,—and so on. These : 

and other analogous mistakes, which are committed not through ignorance 

but through want of thought, may be discovered by any person who 

does reflect a little. 

M. Weapons (1205), 

Weapons are as exposed to falsification as furniture, and these falsifi- 

cations are recognisable quite as easily as the latter. What is missing in ; 

this kind of falsification is the minute, patient, and careful work, applied 

even to the smallest details. May be an expert will not recognise that 

a cuirass is false if he only looks at the principal parts, but if he exa- 

mines the nails, the pads, the thongs, and other details, he will clearly 

see that the whole cannot be genuine. The rust is produced artificially, 

as are also the bosses, the marks of usage, and the chasing, but the old 

rust caused by time bears another aspect to that which is artificial ; in the 

decorations something is wanting, namely the calm and patient care of the 

workmen of bygone times who used to work slowly and as humour took 

them. Whoever has seen genuine articles beside the false ones and has 

come to know their character, will almost immediately recognise them. 

Speaking generally we may say the expert in antiquities who pos- 

sesses a certain culture never finds himself in difficulties. If his special 

branch is furniture, lace, or porcelain, he will not fail also to recognise 

false weapons although they may require special knowledge. The illite- 

rate expert in antiquities sometime guesses things by habit, sometimes 

by instinct. But the statements of such men cannot be implicitly 

relied upon. 

N. Miscellaneous. 

Besides the above enumerated objects of importance, everything 

sought after by collectors is imitated. Old methods are employed in the 

weaving of cloth; ivory is softened in vinegar for the hands of the carver, — 

and subsequently hardened again in water. The lines of the carving © 

may be a little wrong but that is nothing: the article only appears more ) 

genuine. Finally the carvings in ivory are yellowed by smoke and 
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perspiration. Hudel relates that a Jew used to carve in this way pretty 

little ornaments in ivory which he placed inside the corset of a woman 

until they became yellow and old. As regards bronzes, production 

is an accessory question; everyone possesses the material; shapes can 

be remodelled and easily founded ; the difficulty is to produce the patina 

or green incrustation peculiar to old bronze; but that also can be 

counterfeited so thoroughly that it is often impossible to discover the 

fraud. Formerly the counterfeited patina could be removed with lemon 

juice; to-day patina is made which will resist all the lemon juice in the 

world. In the same way they used at one time to recognise bronzes 

obtained by the electro-metallurgic process by the holes produced by the 

_ points of contact of the conducting wires. Now-a-days these holes are 

carefully hidden by corking them with an alloy of nine parts of lead to 

- two of antimony and one of bismuth. This alloy expands on cooling so 

’ that no one will be able to see it if the white point is immediately 
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’ covered over with sufticient patina. 

Among instruments of music, the violin is the principal one falsified. 

It used to be thought that the secret of Amati, Stainer, Stradivarius, 

Guarnari, and other celebrated violin makers resided in the shape and 

| varnish of the instruments and that time had contributed much to 

augment the value. But shape and varnishing“® can be imitated, and 

as to time the wood can be dried. For now-a-days, no one believes any 

longer that by usage alone the atoms of wood in the instrument are 

disposed in a new and more favourable manner. Here again the micros- 

- cope has done good service and has pointed out that the violin makers of 

other days used only to employ wood grown in a certain way and of which 
the rings were superimposed in a particular manner ; this kind of wood is 

rare but it still exists and whoever finds it has but to well dry it in order 

to be able to make “old’’ violins “2071210, 

What else is falsified? The answer is everything that one buys : 

watches, locks, keys, lace, pewter dishes, cameos, playing cards, fans, arti- 
cles of wax, cut gems, objects of daily use, children’s toys, postage stamps 
may all be falsified more or less easily, put on the market, and sold. 
And to be frank we must admit that all this does not do honour to justice 
seeing that this shameless trade, remaining almost entirely unpunished 

seriously injuries the public morality. ‘If all this is allowed, why can 

one not do this or that?” Indeed, it is difficult to say why every fraud 

which is easy to discover, is punished severely, while on the other 

hand, grave frauds which have grown into a trade are left unpunished 
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unless it be that in the latter proof is difficult and dependent on special 

knowledge. People donot worry and makea fuss. It cannot be said not 

to be regrettable because it is often the case of an individual who seems 

to have nothing else to do but waste his money in this manner, for, 

apart from certain collectors who do not give themselves up to this occu- 

pation merely out of distraction, it must be remembered that falsified 

objects find their way into public collections, where they serve a serious 

end, and becoming the object of historical and learned work they may 

be the cause of the gravest errors. It is therefore not useless to elucidate 

these frauds. 

Section vii.—Caste. 

No work on Criminal Investigation in India would be complete with- 

out some mention of the caste system which binds and fetters Hindu 

Society, but adequately to deal with the matter would require several 

volumes and a more minute acquaintance with the subject than the 

editors can lay claim to. ‘There are besides many and valuable treatises 

on this, perhaps the most complicated and incomprehensible of problems, 

to which those desirous of really going deep into the question may refer. 

To give a descriptive account of the peculiarities and customs of even 

the principal races and caste divisions of India, would not only be beyond 

the scope of this work but would moreover be of little value to an Investi- 

gating Officer. Much of this must be learnt by him from practical 

intercourse with and work amidst the peoples of India. To reiterate 

what may perhaps be called a counsel of perfection, his eyes must be j 

always open, his ears must be ever on the alert, and his tongue must on 

no account refrain from questioning those he meets. Thus he will add 

to that knowledge of mankind without which no Investigating Officer can 

succeed. In this, books can assist him but little—he must rely on self- 

help. In the district to which he is attached be must acquaint himself 

with the types of that district and, when transferred to some other part 

of the country, if he meets individuals of those types, he will know their 

origin and be in a position to sum them up. 

In the light of these remarks it would be idle to say much on caste. 

Yet, as a starting point for young officers arriving in the country for the — 

first time, probably in total ignorance of the people, the following few — 

notes may be of interest. 

In the first place a clear distinction must be drawn between sect and 

caste. All Hindus worship Brahma, but not as such. They worship — 

ii i a 
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him as Siva and the incarnations of Siva, or as Vishnu and the inecar- 

_ nations of Vishnu. The innumerable sects of the Hindus all merge into 

one or other of the following main divisions :— 

1. Saivas worshiping Siva proper (Linga-Yoni symbol). 

5 Ganapaties worshiping Siva’s son, Ganesa. 

3. Saktas worshiping the Yoni or female form of Siva. 

(1) Dakshinachary-——right handed. 

(2) Varnachary—left handed (indecent). 

4. Lingaits worshiping the phallic or indecent form of Siva. 

(1. Rama only, 

1. Gokalies worshiping Vishnu as- 2. Sita only. 

(3. Both together. 

| (1. Krishna only. 

2. Ramanwas do. ‘do. -2, Radha only. 

\ (3. Both together. 
| II. Sauras (worshiping Surya the Sun). 

Caste is a different institution, wherein the distinction lies in the 

~ T. Sivites. 

II. Vaishnavites. 

; social status of the party apart from the particular deity he worships. 

The four main divisions of caste originally were— | 

: 
' 
= 

1. Brahmins or the priestly and educated classes. 

( 2. Kshatriyas or warriors or rulers. 
be 

'  Non-Brahmins.- 3. Vaishyas or traders or cultivators. 
| 4. Sudras or slaves. 

These are again divided and sub-divided into countless castes. 

Pariahs, are those with no caste at all. 

The distinction between sect and caste is thus clear. Sect defines the 

deity worshipped and religion followed. Caste defines the status in society 

held by the follower of a sect. What are usually spoken of as caste marks 

are not caste marks but sect marks. A Brahmin or a non-Brahmin may 

each wear marks of practically the same import, e.g., both denoting a 

follower of Vishnu. A man’s caste cannot therefore always be learnt 

from his forehead. The marks are those of the dieties worshipped and 

do not necessarily denote the status in life of the wearer. In practice 

however, we find that particular castes sometimes do have their own 

special deviations in the matter of sectarian marks, and if a man’s name 

be also known, we have a pretty good guide not only to his sect but to his 

caste, character, and in some cases calling. 

Sivite marks are: 

Two or more horizontal lines with or without a dot below or above, 
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or on the middle line, or with or without the oval or half-oval, typical of 

Siva’s eye, bisecting the line. Also by a triangle or any other pointed or | 

arched object having its apex or convex end upwards because Siva denotes 

fire which ascends. A crescent moon and the ¢trisula or trident also — 

indicate a Sivite. For the most common see Fig. 151, Nos. 1 to 7. 

Vishnavite marks are: a 

Perpendicular lines with or without a dot or circle between them ; 

or a chakra or disc, or an orange, shield, cone, or heart-shape, or similar 

form having its apex pointed downwards, as Vishnu denotes water which 

descends. For the most common see Fig. 151, Nos. 8 to 13. No. 8 1s 

affected by Brahmins. No. 9 mostly by money lenders (Sowcars). 

No. 11 is common to Chetties and Naidus. In Southern India a common 

— co...  —— 
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Fig. 151. 

division of Vaishnavites is into Vadagalais (U mark) Fig. 151, (No. 10) 

and Tengalai (Y mark) Pig. 151, No. 12. In the Y mark the perpendi- 

cular stroke at the bottom extends down the bridge of the nose. This 

stroke is wanting in the U mark. ‘The central stroke is red, the others 

are white. The two classes are far from friendly, their disqutes frequently 

leading to serious riots. After a death the centre mark is not worn till — 

after the tenth day ceremony. No. 14 is worn by women. 

The colour and extent of the mark depend upon the particular degree 

of piety of the individual. Brothers may have quite different tastes. 

One may wear a large and highly coloured mark while that of the other 

may be quite simple. Marks are usually coloured red, yellow, black, or 

even white. They are made with ashes taken from the sacrificial fires, 

cow-dung, Ganges earth, turmeric, sandle-wood, chunam, lime, or red 

sand. The powder is made adhesive by a size of rice water. ‘The 

Saktas frequently wear no mark at all. 

Apart from being able to locate the main division to which a Hindu 
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belongs little can be gathered from a forehead mark alone. No doubt it 

may be determined that he is a Sivite or Vishnavite, a Tengalai or 

Vadagalai, but this means little more than if in Great Britain it were to 

be said that a man belonged to the Established Church, was a Nonconfor- 

mist, a Baptist, or-a Wesleyan. In Southern India especially, sectarian 

marks are worn by practically all Hindus; the lowest Pariah sporting 

the most prominent and highly coloured. On saving a few rupees, the 

Pariah will call himself a Pillay, Naidu, or even a Mudaliar ; but he will 

wear just any mark he fancies, and who is there to say him nay ? 

__ A favourite method of disguise in India is the assumption of the 

garments, hair, and behaviour of the Fakir or Saniyasi. A long yellow 

robe known as an Ellore robe, a heavy ill-kempt beard, and ashes of 

sandle-wood covering the face, hide a multitude of sins. In a sensational 

case of double murder committed some years ago in Madras the criminal 

escaped in such a disguise and for many months wandered unmolested, 

indeed honoured and reverenced, all over the North of India. The 

search for the murderer was about to be dropped when, by the merest 

chance, an acquaintance, who was away from Madras on business, spot- 

ted him in spite of his disguise at Cuttack. It may be safely assumed 

that many criminals get safely away under this disguise. 

Perhaps in no country is impersonation so easy as in India. While 

this book is in the press there comes news of an almost incredible case 

in which it is alleged the pariah servant of one of the most important 

Rajahs visited a neighbouring Rajah, impersonated his master, and was 

right royally entertained. The importance of unmasking such imperso- 

- nation is pointed out on p. 105. 

From a man’s name, as we have already stated, his walk in life and 

district of origin may often be deduced, especially if he.be a countryman 

and not a dweller in the great cities. A name ending in Achary or Chary 

invariably denotes a Brahmin, either of Sivite or Vaishnavite persuasion. 

_ The surname* Jyengar always denotes a Vaishnavite Brahmin and Iyer 

a Sivite Brahmin. Asari is the accustomed surname of the artisan 

caste (goldsmiths, blacksmiths, and carpenters). The members of this 

caste consider themselves equal if not superior in rank to Brahmins. 

They wear the sacred thread and may be both Sivites and Vaishnavites. 

A large number have become Christians. A Chettiar or Chetty is a high 

caste Sudra, in most cases he will be well-to-do, often very wealthy indeed. 

Quite 90 per cent. of the native bankers and money lenders are > Chettiar s 

* The word surname is used ior convenience though these are not atrictly 8 surnames, 
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or Chetties. The well-known T'amil Nattu Kottat Chetties, the Scots of 

the Peninsula, are among the richest merchants in India. Their heads 

are shaved and their clothing of the scantiest. They have often fine 

houses magnificently furnished, opened only when a Collector or a 

Governor comes along, while the owner lives in a neighbouring go-down. 

The surname Mudaliar, one of the most common in Southern India, was 

formerly an honorific title for the headman of a Tamil village and stall 

is so used in Ceylon. It also in some quarters denotes the weaver caste. 

Now-a-days a Mudaliay may be almost anything by profession. ‘They | 

are high caste Sudras, generally well-to-do; they are both Sivites and 

Vaishnavites. A Naidu in Telugu Districts corresponds to the Mudalhar 

in Tamil. Now the name is found everywhere and its owner may 

belong to almost any trade or profession. Nair is the name of a peculiar 

race on the Malabar Coast, who follow the Hindu religion and claim to 

be of Sudra caste. They are frequently well educated, are good account- 

ants, and hold many public appointments. They are a good-sized, 

well-featured race. A Menon is alwaysa Nair. Nambutri or Namburi 

is the name of a very high caste of Brahmins in Malabar. A Pillaz is 

a low caste Sudra. Originally this was an honorific title given to men of 

the Shepherd caste. The name is frequently assumed by wealthy pariahs 

desiring to rise in the social scale. Reddy is a common surname, especially 

in the Telugu Districts. A Reddy generally worships Vishnu as Perumal 

(which name they frequently bear). The name is also a honorific title of 

a village headman in Telugu Districts. Mao or Row generally denotes a 

Brahmin though some Sudras also bear this surname. They are usually 

Sivites. The surnames Doss and Lal are common in Guzarati Districts and 

among Marvaries, a great money lending class who have scattered all over 

India. They generally wear mark No. 9 (Fig. 151). Lingaits are distin- 

guishable by the peculiarly shaped metal box worn hanging on a string 

round the neck or tied to the arm. They form the Canarese population of 

Kolapore and Mysore and are also to be found in the Ceded and other 

Districts. 

Mukerjee, Bannerjee, Chatterjee, Gangooley are the principal names : 

of Bengalee Brahmins. Bose, Ghose, Dutt and Mitra are those of Bengalee — 

non-Brahmins. 

em, 



CHAPTER XIX. 

ARSON. 

Section i.—General. 

The importance of the crime of arson is as great as the difficulties 

which beset the Investigating Officer in detecting it 0-123, Naturally 

he will search for traces of the cause of ignition and attempt to establish 

the place of outbreak of the fire, but in the majority of cases this will be 

no simple matter; crimes of this kind are usually carried out so as to 

leave few if any direct clues, and proof of criminality is far from easy to 

establish by circumstantial evidence. As a rule, the culprit has ap- 

proached the house on a stormy night, lit a match, and fired some 

inflammable portion of the edifice. The problem is still more difficult 
in the numerous cases where the criminal foresees that suspicion will 

fasten upon himself for some reason such as enmity or jealousy, and 
therefore takes the trouble of getting up an alibi in advance. So also is 

it in the case of the landlord himself, who, overwhelmed in debt, fires 

his own premises for the sake of the insurances. In these various cases 

the incendiary will do all in his power to prove that at the time of 

conflagration he was far enough away to make it impossible for the fire 
to be his work. To this end he endeavours to start the fire after the 
lapse of a certain time and, unfortunately, the means at his disposal are 
many; some are simple, others very ingenious “!224—1225)_ 

The most usual method is to light a candle, the bottom of which rests 

upon some hay or other inflammable substance. Before the candle 

has burnt down to the hay, the criminal has time to get well away and 

can prove that at the time of the outbreak he was, in the presence and to 

the knowledge of numerous witnesses, drinking in a distant house of 

refreshment, buying cattle at a market, or attending a ceremony. 

Another common method is to join together some strips of tinder to 

form a train of considerable length upon the floor, one end being inserted 
in a box of matches surrounded with inflammable material and the other 
set fire to. If the tinder has been well impregnated with a solution of 
saltpetre, its extinction is practically impossible by natural means. Such 
a solution is also employed to render any flaxen or hempen thread almost 
inextinguishable. 

107 
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An intelligent criminal makes ready use of a clock which raises a 

hammer at any desired moment; he arranges so that the hammer strikes 

some explosive substance, which in turn sets fire to some matches. If 

need be an ordinary alarm clock suffices, especially one which hghts 

itself. These latter are furnished with a spring, to the end of which a 

wax match is fixed; the spring is stretched and held by a catch. At the 

desired moment the mechanism moves the catch, and the spring is relea- 

sed, carrying with it the match, the head of which rubs along a rough 

surface and catches fire. The convenience of this arrangement to the 

sleepy head in the morning is in proportion to its danger from the point 

of view of house firing, for its employment requires little intelligence or 
‘ skill. We give two illustrations of the sort of ‘‘infernal machines” 

Fig. 152. 
that may be seen in considerable numbers at New Scotland Yard, London. 

Fig. 152 shows one dating about 1885 in which a little knife is set in 

motion by clock-work ; this knife cuts a stretched-out cord and this sets 

free a spring that strikes a lucifer capsule. 
A particularly dangerous and common method in America is to utilise 

an ordinary electrical bell. The sounding part of the bell is replaced 
by a thin balloon-shaped glass filled with sulphuric acid. The hammer 

strikes on the glass and breaks it, the sulphuric acid runs into a vessel 

placed beneath and filled with a mixture of, for example, chloric acid 
and sugar. ‘This produces fire that can easily be converted into a confla- 
gration. Thus highly insured warehouses can be fired in the night time 
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by an accomplice or even an innocent party ringing the bell, the owner 

being far away at the time. . | 

Fig. 158. 

In the case of the second infernal machine (fig. 153) the lid must 

be opened first. his puts the clock-work in the smaller division in 

motion and at once ignites the gunpowder or dynamite in the larger 

division, so that the person who opens the lid is killed, and the building 

blown up. 

In this connection a burning glass is frequently used. In some parts 

there exists a popular belief that the possession of a burning glass is 

forbidden by law, solely by reason of the fires it may bring about. In 

such a case the glass is fixed on a part of the roof where the sun strikes 

at a particular time, and is adjusted so as to direct its rays on some 

sulphur, pitch, matches, straw, etc. If the glass has been placed so as to 

receive the sun’s rays at say 8 a.m. the criminal can obtain 24 hours 

start, or even longer if the following days happen to be cloudy. 
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In an old record, the author came across on account of a fire caused 

by a burning glass. A miller’s boy had a grudge against a rich peasant, 

whose house was situated opposite the mill. The youth had left his 

situation at the mill, and nine months later the peasant’s house was burnt — 

to the ground at mid-day when everyone was in the fields. It was suspec- 

ted that this boy had arranged a burning glass on the roof of the mill for 

the purpose of setting fire to the house opposite. He must have chosen 

for the purpose the upper part of the granary which no-one ever visited. 

Apparently, with the help of a cord, he stretched a strong iron spring in 

front of a sky-light and stuck a ring of pitch round the end of it. Below 

the cord he then placed some combustibles and arranged a burning glass, 

so as to be struck by the sun’s rays at a particular time of year and 

at a particular hour. Everything ready, he had waited till that time of 

year had gone by, then placed the glass in position, and left his situation. 

Nine months later the sun again came round, struck the burning glass, 

and ignited the fuel. This set fire to the pitch and cord, and the latter 

breaking released the spring, which projected the burning pitch through 

the sky-light on to the thatched roof of the house opposite, which thus 

took fire and was burnt to the ground. The thing is not impossible and 

demonstrates how, with a little skill and ingenuity, most extraordinary 

things may take place. | 

In the majority of cases the action of the Investigating Officer is fet- 

tered by the fact that the corpus delicti is itself destroyed in the fire; but 

not always. ‘Thus on one occasion a farmer desiring to set fire to his 

large homestead for the sake of the insurances, employed the ribbon of 

tinder above mentioned. To make certain, he arranged two trains in two 

different parts of the building, as far distant from each other as possible. 

One of the two acted but the other failed, the tinder having gone out 

at one of the places where it had been sewn together. The portion of 

the house containing this latter was saved, and the half-burnt train dis- 

covered.* pe 

When everything is consumed it must not be forgotten to investigate 

whether the person suspected has in his possession, or has procured, 

articles which may be employed as fire-raisers (candle, tinder, alarm 

clock, burning glass, etc). Proportionately speaking, it may be stated 

that few fires originate in burglaries, and this must be borne in mind. 

* This is the case where the microscope established the culpability of the farmer by 

proving the thread with which the strips of tinder were sewn together to be from the same 

piece as that employed by him in mending his fur cap. See p, 207. 
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The many cases of fire caused by carelessness, stupidity, children, lightning, 

and spontaneous combustion, do not concern us here; but cases in which 

fires have been brought about from peculiar motives require notice. We 

must not be deceived regarding the many fires caused by young persons 

of undeveloped intelligence for which no normal explanation can be 

given. The author has himself had to deal with a case in which a boy 

of 13, remarkably well developed both in mind and body, four times 

in succession started a fire, in order, as he himself confessed, to see the 

new fire brigade turn out. A similar case was dealt with a short time 

ago in Leoben (Oberstelermark) in which a young man of bad repute 

caused seven fires, one after the other, three of which were attended 

with sad results, for the simple reason that he, as a member of the 

Volunteer Fire Brigade, had thereby an opportunity to distinguish him- 

self by showing promptitude, courage, and ability. 

An astonishing number of fires are caused by half-grown-up girls who 

suffer from an excess of home-sickness, and who endeavour by strong and 

acute excitement to relieve chronic nerve-irritation 4, 

Section ii.—Quasi-Spontaneous Combustion. 

The question of spontaneous combustion is of great importance to the 

Investigating Officer, for on the one hand it may bring about the gravest 

disasters and on the other it is often the origin of fires which seem to 

have been lit only by the hand of a criminal.. Combustion not accurately 

speaking spontaneous may be distinguished in a general way from spon- 

taneous combustion properly so called. The former takes place through 

_ the fortuitous combustion of diverse substances, of which no one can be 

_ considered, individually, as dangerous; the latter occurs when a body 

_ catches fire by virtue of its nature and without the intervention of any 

_ other body whatever. ; 

A. Through physical causes. 

Such causes are very numerous; we all know how a carafe of water 

has acted as a burning glass and set fire to articles resting behind it, such 

as table-cloths, curtains, paper, garments. The same effect has also been 

produced by photographic lenses, which is one of the reasons why they 

are as a rule kept covered up; metal plates, dishes, metal reflectors, etc., 

have also acted in this way by concentrating the rays of the sun at one 
particular spot. 
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To this category belong the numerous cases to be found in the 

daily papers: thus a carpenter was nailing a plank in a jute factory; the 

blow missed and the nail was projected into the machinery where it 

caused a spark which set fire to the jute. From New York we hear of 

a case in which a fire was caused by a fire engine. A small house was 

burning, the steamers were at work, and a jet of water penetrated a room 

of a neighbouring house where some lime and other inflammable materials 

were stored: the lime caught fire and so the house was burned. When 

Cleveland was elected President of the United States one of his partisans 

arranged a set-piece of fireworks in front of the house: a squib, describing — , 

a curve, fell down the chimney of a neighbouring cotton mill to the floor, 

where it exploded and set fire to the building. At Verona in a train in 

motion the axle of a carriage became heated and set fire to the grease. 

At the moment when the train was passing the points, this particular 

carriage became derailed and was precipitated with the flaming axle into — 

a huge oil reservoir: a violent conflagration ensued which destroyed a 

neighbouring factory. Here is an account given by a workman who 

witnessed it of the manner in which a fire broke out one day in a spin- 

ning mill, A flying beetle coming through an open window carried off a 

thread of flax in its flight; the insect passed close to a gas-burner, the 

thread took fire and fell upon a heap of flax, which immediately burned 

up. In this class of cases may also be cited the phenomenon observed 

by Dr. Hapke "130, whose work upon spontaneous combustion cannot 

be too highly recommended as a book to be studied by every Investi- 
gating Officer. He discovered that a spark might remain for weeks 
in damp cotton and then set fire to’ it.. It is also noteworthy that — 

decomposed dynamite may explode on a very slight shock, as for instance 
the closing of a door. All such cases should teach the Investigating — 

Officer not immediately to jump to the conclusion that it is a case of 

arson solely because a conflagration cannot at first be satisfactorily 
accounted for. | 

B. From Chemical causes, 

This class of combustion is brought about by the contact of certain ; 
substances engendering heat and fire. It rarely happens that combustion _ 
of this description is fortuitous, but it may be a terrible weapon in the — 
hands of a criminal. For this reason it would be ill advised on our part | 
to discuss it in detail; the Investigating Officer who desires to be well — 
instructed in the subject had better be informed thereon by an expert. — 
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But a few well-known methods may be mentioned as their use is already 

fairly common and well-known to criminals. For example we have liquid- 

fire, a solution the method of preparation of which is given in every 

chemistry book. If a piece of blotting paper be dipped in this solution 

and then waved about, the liquid evaporates and the remaining particles 

of phosphorus contained therein spontaneously catch fire from contact 

with the air. This solution appears to have been frequently employed 

by the Fenians and also was used to charge bombs during the American 

War of Independence. It is all the more dangerous in that risk remains 

even after the fire has been extinguished, since the phosphorus may 

burst into flame again at any moment. Metallic potassium also takes fire 

on contact with water and is sometimes made use of, whereas a mixture 

of chloride of sulphur with the liquid fire above mentioned catches fire 

on contact with liquid ammonia. Numerous other cases of fire similarly 

produced might be cited. For example, certain corrosive acids produce 

fire on contact with certain substances; suppose a flask filled with such 

an acid, corked, and suspended mouth downwards above one of these 

inflammable substances. The acid after eating away the cork, will drop 

upon the substance and ignite it. 

Section iiiit-Spontaneous combustion proper. 

The question of spontaneous combustion, properly so called, has been 

- much discussed. It is now generally accepted that all bodies are sus- 

ceptible of change from the solid to the gaseous state; while in the case 

of some the transformation takes place only at a very high tempera- 

ture, (1231-1239) with others ignition may occur at quite ordinary temperatures 

and thus cause disastrous conflagrations. Boyle (1860) has called such 

bodies “ Phorphoric” and Homburg, Béttger “© and others have drawn 

up long lists of substances possessing this property. 

From our point of view the important matter is to know the particular 

substances in every day use possessing this property of spontaneous 

combustion. This list will include all products of textile plants,—hemp, 

flax, cotton, and tissues, and thread, ropes, cords, etc., made therefrom ; 

but this only when these substances have been treated more or less 

heavily with oil, especially linseed oil “8”, The phenomenon also happens 
with fine carbon, especially coal-dust, particularly when the latter is rich 

in sulphur. Whether sulphur itself can cause spontaneous combustion 

is still a disputed point. Cases of spontaneous combustion are known 
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to have occured in turf, peat, wheat, guano, powdered bones, torrified 

grain, sponges, wood shavings, etc.; metal filings have even been known, 

when damped with oil, to become red-hot. Zinc-dust when wetted is 

specially prone to catch fire. In recent years benzine, now so much in 

demand, has been a considerable source of danger. The vapour of 

benzine when mixed with atmospheric air produces an explosive gas 

igniting at the ordinary temperature of a room. ‘Terrible accidents by 

burning have been thus caused “®), | 
Numerous cases of spontaneous combustion are cited by Collis 

Barry“), principally in Bombay. Of 26 cases given by him the majority 

were due to oil in contact with cotton, cotton-waste, rags, flax, jute, hemp, 

or saw-dust. Lamp-black and coal occurred in five cases.. Other cases 

show that woody-fibre impregnated with turpentine, a mixture of resin, 

turpentine and tar, damp raw cotton, damp esparto grass, damp grain, 

dry silk, dry wool, damp hay, lime, Bengal matches, and phosphorus, may 

all spontaneously ignite. A peculiar case is quoted by him at some 

length. A yellow paper lamp shade exploded, though nowhere near a 

flame. On examination it was found that the paper of which the shade 

was made contained chromate of lead as a colouring matter, A ready 

method of recognising such dangerous paper is given by Dr. A. Dupré in 

a letter to ‘The Times”? May 23rd, 1894; “The paper is set fire to and 

the flame then blown out. In the case of ordinary paper, it will be found 

that the glow along the burnt edge is very soon extinguished, whereas in 

the case of these chromate papers it continues until the whole is con- 

sumed, as is the case with ordinary touch-paper. I find that, besides the 

yellow-paper, pale-green paper also contains chromate of lead, and would, 

no doubt, be equally dangerous, and possibly there are papers of other 

colours containing the same material ’’ 4259), 

It has already been mentioned (see page 482) that paper which has 

been quite recently burned but not completely consumed, may sometimes 

recommence to burn on coming in contact with the open air. Care 

must therefore be taken, after a fire, before opening a safe which has 

been among the flames, to make sure that the interior is quite cold; 

otherwise papers of value enclosed therein and only half consumed may 

blaze up beautifully when the safe is opened. It may be noted here that 

the dust of grain, jute, and hemp may catch fire on a person entering 

with a light into a place where such substances are stored, or being 

worked up 0, 

We cannot leave the subject of spontaneous combustion without a few — 
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remarks upon what is called preternatural combustibility. Cases have 

been recorded in which the human body has exhibited unwonted inflam- 

mability and burnt away rapidly, the combustion being accompanied by 

the presence of much inflammable gas and the production of heavy grey 

- soot and an objectionable odour“. Charles Dickens, as everyone knows, 

made use of this alleged property of the human body in “ Bleak House ”’ 

and there mentioned the Italian Case of the Countess Carnellia Baudi 

(recorded by Bianchini), who was accustomed to bathe in camphorated 

spirits. One morning a servant entered the room and found a heap of 

ashes and the remains of her mistress on the floor, about four feet from 

the bed. The legs and arms were unburned and the head lay between 

the legs, the brain and back of the skull having been consumed by fire. 

There was a lamp on the floor, containing no oil and covered with ashes, 

and the wicks of two candles on the table were unconsumed, the tallow 

having melted. The bed was unburned, but everything in the room was 

covered with moist soot. Numerous other cases have occurred from time 

_to time in which death by spontaneous combustion is alleged to have 

taken place, but to-day the possibility is not allowed by the majority of 

medical experts. This subject should be approached by criminal investi- 

gators with the greatest caution. Indeed, as is pointed out by Taylor, 4) 

_ such a defence as spontaneous combustion might afford, would, if admit- 

_ ted, prove most convenient to assassins. After the commission of a 

: murder it would be the easiest thing in the world for the criminal to 

_ burn the body and ascribe the charred remains to spontaneous combustion. 

The question of the spontaneous combustion of the gases of the body 

may also be very embarrassing to an Investigating Officer. This combus- 
_ tion used to be very well known to the common people, who with its help 
_ tried to explain away numerous incidents of crime: they hastened to 
_ assert the victim to be a drunkard, that the gases of the spirits he had 

_ drunk had taken fire, and that he had perished miserably. For a long 
_ time such phenomena were accepted, until the usual reaction took place 

| and their possibility was denied altogether. Consequently many cases, 

| otherwise inexplicable, were unexplained or explained wrongly. 

The existence of inflammable gases in the stomach has been proved 

_ by medical men such as Drs. Francois, Kuhn, Popoff, Scott-Orr, Beatson 

Schulze, Arnold, etc.,"*” but it may generally be admitted that only 

gases escaping from the body by belching or otherwise can explode at a 

flame. Slight burns at the mouth and burning of the beard or moustache 
_ are all that observation has revealed in the majority of cases, but no 

108 
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CHAPTER XX. 

SERIOUS ACCIDENTS AND BOILER EXPLOSIONS. 

Section i.—General Considerations. 

In the latter part of this Chapter we shall offer some detailed infor- 

mation in connection with the explosion of steam-boilers, but, even in 

doing so, we treat that class of accident really as a type. The present 

general observations will be found equally applicable to a boiler explosion, 

a railway smash, a collision at sea, the collapse of a new building, or any 

other catastrophe of a similar nature, proceeding from preventible causes. 

In every case what has to be done is to find the preventible cause that 

has not been prevented, and the person responsible for that negligence. 

We should permit no shifting of responsibility, we must fix it on the 

proper shoulders; scapegoats cannot be tolerated. 

The first necessity in this connection is that the authorities should be 

awake to the danger and do all in their power to prevent similar accidents. 

So far as preventive precautions are concerned, there are plenty—some- 

times indeed too much and too many. ‘Take for instance the case of a 

boiler; the public tests may be too exacting and may even so weaken 

the boiler as to render it unfit for its work, the result being an explosion 

at an early date. Of course some negligence on the part of the atten- 

dants must be allowed for, but the fact remains that the boiler might 

have long done good work but for the injury caused by the Government 

trials. As to punishment, it is generally wholly insufficient; at least 

the instances of anyone being made responsible for culpable negligence 

in superintendence are so rare, that we can only ask why those acts of 

carelessness which are always, or almost always, the cause of such 

catastrophes are allowed to go unpunished. 

Any one of us who has been called upon to interpose officially in an 

accident of this nature, knows how things befall. When the disaster has 

occurred and the experts have reported to the authorities, the Investigating 

Officer will betake himself to the spot, but rarely will he hit the moment 

of the experts’ visit; it will be disadvantageous, indeed, for the Investi- 

gating Officer to waste time by summoning his experts in due form and 

awaiting their arrival. Once the report received, the Investigating 
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Officer ought immediately to start for the scene, leaving full instructions 

as to what arrangements (bandobast) should be made and as to summon- 

ing experts. 

If the Investigating Officer remains rooted to the scene of the catas- 

trophe, he is assailed on every side. The destruction is generally great ; 

dead bodies lie about; the groans of the wounded are heard everywhere ; 

the scene of the accident presents a terrible chaos; the whole is a spectacle » 

of desolation, disorder, and confusion. Then the proprietors of the works, 

the engineers, the traffic superintendents, the architect, the contractor, 

etc., are quickly in evidence and exhaust themselves in representing to 

the Investigating Officer, who of course knows nothing about it, that 

this disaster is the greatest chance that ever happened, or, if one of the 

attendant workman has been found dead, in throwing all the blame on 

the negligence of the poor devil. The flood of talk never ceases until the 

Investigating Officer, by some apt technical questions, shows these gentle- _ 

men that they have not to do with an absolute idiot. If this succeeds, 

they, change their tactics ; instead of talking nonsense to the Investigating 

Officer, they furnish him with inaccurate information, the object being to 

clear everybody, at least those still in the land of the living. But such 

explanations are not protracted; there is suddenly a great hurry “to 

clear away’, of course for the sake of safety; the Investigating Officer is 

assured that no delay is permissible, to avoid a fresh explosion, a flood, 

a fire, the fall of a wall, etc.; and as a last resort there is.the excuse of 

the missing, who may be buried in the ruins and must be rescued forth- 

with. | 

But in reality the object is only to withdraw from the eyes of the 

authorities and the experts the corpora delictt, the rotten sleepers, the 

flaws in a rail or girder, the defective pieces of boiler plate, the bad 

setting, the overweighted safety valves,—if indeed these are not wanting 

altogether ; at the least, it is hoped by these proceedings to obscure and 

befog the whole affair, so that the experts may be unable to pronounce a 

definite opinion as to who is responsible. There are of course, we admit, 

honourable exceptions where mistakes are frankly admitted; but they 

are rare enough. 

By far the most difficult problem for the Investigating Officer is as to 

what should be done when formal permission is requested thus to clear 

away debris ‘‘for the sake of safety’; on the one hand, the Investigating { 

Officer cannot take upon himself the responsibility of vetoing such ope- — 

rations which may be absolutely necessary, or at least advisable, nor on — 
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the other hand can he lightly consent to the disappearance before his 

very eyes of the evidence necessary to bring home the guilt to the proper 

quarter. If the Investigating Officer has good grounds for suspecting 

any such design, he should boldly inform those clamouring for “ clearing 

away ’”’ of his suspicions, and tell them straight that they will be held 

responsible for future developments, that a report will be prepared of 

everything that happens as it happens, and that the experts will be con- 

sulted later on as to this pretended urgency. In the majority of cases he 

will be told that these operations “are not actually so very urgent as all 

that’’, and need not be commenced at once. In the alternative, the 

measures announced must be carried out without fail. Hvery occurrence 

will be enshrined in a report and above all no object, even the most 

insignificant, must be permitted to disappear. The less the Investigating 

‘Officer knows about such matters the more incumbent is it upon him to 

frustrate any attempt at deception. He must also be on the watch lest 

anything be concealed or unnecessarily mutilated, so that any subsequent 

inquiry may be rendered futile or at least exceptionally difficult. If 

everything has been carefully recorded and no material objects have dis- 

appeared, the situation will not be over-obscured by this work of clearing 

away, and the experts will be able to form their conclusions almost as 

well as if they had been there from the start and had witnessed the 

whole march of events. As soon as possible, the Investigating Officer 

should interrogate, if only summarily, everyone who can furnish any 

information as to the occurrence, after having of course intrusted the 

surveillance of the scene of the accident to trustworthy subordinates. 

The Investigating Officer will do well not to commence his inquiry by 

examining managing directors, architects, contractors, engineers, and 

other special employés. Naturally one would wish to do this so as to 

possess a competent and enlightening opinion, serving as a foundation 

for subsequent questions: most convenient but far from prudent. We 

thus put ourselves in the way of starting with preconceived ideas; the 

well-informed and scientific witness always seeks to give the affair a sort 

of twist, and even at times tries to coach his subordinates as to ‘“‘ the 

real cause of the accident’’. When these subordinates in their turn get 

into the witness box, they cannot often distinguish between what they 

have themselves seen and what their ‘ boss” has told them they saw. 

These subordinates, assistants, workmen, chauffewrs, coolies, etc., 

generally desire to tell the truth and give valuable evidence, if not 

previously influenced; they should therefore be questioned first and 
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quickly. They are also naturally those who have actually seen happenings 

on the spot and can give most useful hints. Otherwise the catastrophe 

will generally come to be laid at the door of one of these very sub- 

ordinates. The primary cause, it is true, may often be brought home to 

one of these under-strappers; but the real question becomes,—lIs he the 

man truly responsible ? The Investigating Officer will have to find out, 

by his own inquiries or from experts, what the scapegoat had to do, 

what he was capable of doing, and how far he was competent to perform 

the task allotted to him. 

An inquiry of this kind thus differs much from that in which the 

Investigating Officer is usually engaged; many things must be taken into 

consideration to fix responsibility on the proper shoulders. Not un- 

frequently it will turn out that the man was over-worked, either through 

having to attend to his engine too many hours a day, or through having 

too many different things to look after. Again it may be found that 

while the employé was well trained for his work and had even passed 

examinations therein, he had not sufficient practical experience of this 

particular job, or was new to the engine and had not get learned its 

fancies and failings. Perhaps it may come out that the man has actually 

reported faults and that his warnings have been disregarded. Often 

enough the verdict is; “‘ Boiler explosion, want of water, fault of the 

engineer’, although the engineer may just before have complained of the 

deficient supply and been told to ‘‘mind his own business”. In all 

technical undertakings, mines, factories, steam-engines and boilers by 

land or sea, the blame is always thrown on some wretched cooly. The 

real cause should be looked for in insufficient staff, lack of training, 

want of supervision,—and at the bottom of all we find cheese-paring and 

false economy. ‘The most difficult and important task is entrusted to 

the cheapest workman. 

Thus the Investigating Officer has far from completed his labours 

when he arrives at a conclusion that a workman has made a mistake. 

He must discover who has set the man to the job, whether he was really 

qualified for it, whether his knowledge, intelligence, strength, working 

time, have not been exaggerated, and whether there has been sufficient — 

supervision. If the Investigating Officer can discover a gap and the ~ 

person responsible therefor—that is the guilty man. 
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Section ii.-—Technical Problems. 

Apart from these general considerations, we have deemed it useful, 

selecting boiler explosions as a type, to add a few technical details; the. 

same method of inquiry will apply, mutatis mutandis, to all serious catas- 

trophes of the nature now under consideration. 

Boiler explosions have one feature rendering them specially worthy 

of study; whether occurring in factories, railway trains, steamships, etc., 

. they are, despite the march of science, exceptionally frequent and singu- 

larly destructive. German statistics, extending over 11 years, give an 

average of one death and two wounded for each explosion. 

Our object is to assist the Investigating Officer in that critical 

moment when he is awaiting the arrival of the expert or interrogating” 

the witnesses and accused. We assume that he has at least some 

superficial knowledge of the mechanism and treatment of boilers. In 

this connection we have relied mainly on the work of Adolphe Peschka : 

‘‘Boiler Explosions and how to prevent them ”’,—an old work it is true, 

but still the clearest and most to the point we have come across. His 

thesis is that such explosions are not the effect of mysterious causes 

which we know not how to control; but really demonstrate the ignorance 

and gross carelessness of those interested. ‘‘The causes’, he says, ‘can 

be discovered only when we know the antecedent circumstances, what was 

the condition of the boiler, the level of the water, the steam-pressure 

just before the accident, in fact when we know everything about the 

boiler and have examined its fragments”. In support of this view, we 

may cite the report of the Manchester Steam Boiler Association,—“ It is 

difficult to imagine a case that cannot be explained by natural and 

well-known laws, and could not. have been prevented by well-known 

and approved methods’. 

Hence it follows at once that in every explosion some human agency, 

some man, is at fault; any a priori theory as to luck or unexplainable 

causes must be rigorously discarded ; it is also established that the cause 

can be determined, and that as a rule by very simple investigations. 

The above Association, which inspects and tests all the steam-boilers 

in England, gives the following as the primary causes of explosions: 

defects in construction, want of water, want of pressure gauges, over- 

pressure, formation of deposits in the boiler. EH. Schippe, of The 

Steam-Engine School, Dresden, thus classifies 168 cases investigated by 

him :—29 faulty construction: 9 bad or worn-out material: 48 deficiency 
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of water: 19 over-pressure: 49 weakness of the plates: 7 careless atten- 

dance: 6 incrustations: 2 explosion of a neighbouring boiler: 1 explosion 

of gas: 1 cause undiscovered. Other authorities, as Pawl Lagar and 

Richard Flimmer, suggest other cognate causes; but all agree on the one 

main point, that negligence and ignorance are the primary causes of all 

such catastrophes. 

Section iiii—Causes of Boiler-explosions. 

In dealing with these we must first dismiss those false theories which - 

ignorant and incompetent people are always pushing to the front to 

screen their own ignorance and incompetence. : 

A. False Theories. 

a. Theory of an explosive gas. This suggests that the water being 

decomposed by contact with the plates of the boiler, the disengaged 

hydrogen unites with the acid, forming an explosive gas, which catching 

fire from the plates of the boiler suddenly explodes. 

B. Theory of electricity. This is always propounded with a certain 

amount of mystery and is for that reason more readily accepted. The 

suggestion is that by the contact of the steam with the boiler plates and 

other metals and under other influences, immense quantities of electricity 

are produced ; hence the catastrophe. 

y. Theory of the spheroidal state. This theory depends upon the phe- 

nomenon, first recorded in 1752, that a drop of water on a red-hot metal 

plate preserves its spheroidal form, rotates on its axis, and evaporates very 

slowly ; as the metal cools, the rapidity of evaporation increases, and at 

last, when the temperature has been reduced to a certain point, the liquid 

suddenly evaporates in a mass. ‘This is now shown as a common school 

experiment, using an iron spoon. This phenomenon has been employed 

to explain boiler explosions. It was supposed that either through over- 

heating or calcareous deposits a bed of vapour is formed between the 

water and the walls of the boiler, so that the whole mass of water may be 

considered as a slowly evaporating drop. Assuming that then, from some 

cause or other, cooling—sudden or slow—supervenes, or that by some 

external shock the spheroidal form of the water is destroyed, rapid 

vaporization will ensure, followed by explosion. 

6. The theory of the cold water current. This theory assumes 

that, in certain conditions, a jet of cold water suddenly striking the hot 

boiler plates will cause vaporisation, 
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Arago was the first to point out the inaccuracy of all these hypotheses 

but the exertions of a long line of scientists has been necessary to complete 

_ his work, so tenacious is the grip of false theories once started. Colburn, 

Schwarz, Schafheutl, de Burg, Kirchwegger, Hermann, Oechlhausen, 

Biitte, and others have shared in this task ; yet we can date the general 

acceptance of true scientific theories only from the labours of Paget, 

(circa 1865). 

B. Admissible Theories. 

The following may be accepted as admissible theories, and it will be 

_ seen at once that none are due to so-called bad luck or pure accident. 

a. The chemical action of the fuel. 

8B. The chemical action of the water. 

y. The mechanical action of heat. 

6. The mechanical action of steam-pressure. 

a. Chemical action of the fuel. The simple heating of the boiler 

injures the iron but slowly; it is otherwise if through negligence the 
_ plates are heated red-hot. In the latter case the surface of the metal is 
transformed into a crystallized crust, composed of oxidized iron and oxide 

of iron; this crust falls off and at each successive over-heating the boiler 

is sensibly weakened. Further, when the coal contains white or yellow 

_ pyrites, the sulphur contained in the pyrites changes the surface of the 

iron into a friable iron sulphate, which accelerates crystallization. In 

every case, repetition of the over-heating must eventually end in a 
_ rupture of the walls of the boiler. 

Not unfrequently in boiler explosions we find portions of plate, thus 

| if often over-heated, breaking up under very feeble blows with a hammer. 

It must never be forgotten that, when a boiler becomes red-hot, the 

cause—always preventible—is want of water, the formation of incrusta- 

tions, or sedimentary deposits. 

B. Chemical action of the feed-water. The water fed into the boiler 

is for the most part transformed into steam, but the solid matters con- 

_ tained in it are precipitated to the bottom or against the walls, gradually 

forming a solid crust, called incrustation. Now this crust prevents 

direct contact between the water and the iron, and, being a very bad 

conductor of heat, :permits the iron to become red-hot. On the other 

hand the water, contained in this non-conducting envelope, requires the 

application of more heat. Partial exhaust follows, whence the water 

“may come in contact with the red-hot walls, and this partial but sudden 
109 
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cooling greatly injures the boiler. Naturally we find to-day all kinds of 

inventions to prevent this evil; but none of these can remove the solid 

bodies from the water, at the best they can substitute for the incrustation, 

when forming, a sediment which is not so destructive. Some present 

inconveniences of their own. Among the many devices are enarelling, 

apparatus for intercepting the solid particles, and countless compositions 

whose aim is to eliminate them. Of many the components are known, 

others are kept secret. The true cure is regular cleaning of the boiler, 

but the Investigating Officer will also do well to inquire if any and what 

preventive has been employed; and to make sure that there has been no 

negligence in its use. Solid substances are frequently contained in the 

water in considerable quantities, a matter of some importance in certain 

cases. The Investigating Officer should therefore, in every instance 

where there is doubt as to the cause of the explosion, secure for analysis 

a specimen of the water used. We may add that many authorities 

consider the presence of greasy substances in the water as most 

dangerous. The Investigating Officer should therefore take note of the 

presence of fatty or oily matters in the condensed water. 

Besides the risks to which a boiler is exposed internally there are 

others external. When the exterior walls are in direct contact with the 

atmospheric air, oxidation will naturally take place, but so slowly in 

practice as to be almost negligeable. But where the boiler is furnished 

with casings which favour the collection of water at certain points, 

this oxidation may become serious. The water thus collected comes from 

outside, but in certain cases the water escapes from the inside through 

defects in the boiler. In this instance there is continuous rusting and 

consequent weakening, all the more dangerous as it is concealed from 

view. 

y. Mechanical action of heat. Here the metallic envelope of the 

boiler is in continual movement, owing to alternations of heat and cold. 

The degree of heat from the fire-box cannot be always the same; currents — 

of air, opening of doors, etc., continually cause new contractions and ex- : 

pansions; this continuous action weakens the boiler, especially if the ~ 

walls be thick, as the exterior surface expands more than the interior. 

This is especially dangerous when the feed-water is so introduced as to” 

pass direct into the heated chamber; at the points so touched the _ 

metal will in time crack, leading inevitably to a rupture sooner or later. _ 

8. Mechanical action of steam-presswe. If the pressure of the 

steam in the boiler were always the same, the walls would be subject to — 
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a progressive but constantly equal expansion, so that there would be no 

risk of giving way at any point. But the pressure varies, owing to 

inequalities of heating, variations in water-supply, opening-doors, etc. 

Thus the same thing happens to the plates as occurs to a thin slip of 

white metal which’ we bend with our fingers, and which ends by breaking 

where thus worn out. 

But an explosion can occur only when the pressure has been suddenly 

increased by an enormous and rapid release of steam; this takes place 

when the pressure on the water is suddenly diminished, thus permitting 

great masses of water to be vaporised. We thus arrive at the apparently 

paradoxical conclusion that a diminution of steam pressure increases the 

pressure. The explanation is simple; water boils normally at a temper- 

ature of 100°C or 212°F, but the boiling point is raised by an increase of 

pressure, steam or other. Suppose then a mass of water has been heated 

to 106°C or 222.8°F without having boiled; the sudden lowering of the 

pressure will produce boiling and in consequence considerable disengage- 

ment of steam. 
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The steps are as follow :— 

(a) an opening ; 

(b) escape of steam ; 

(c) lowering of pressure on the surface of the water ; 

(d) sudden release of large quantities of latent steam ; 

(e) explosion. 

If it be asked how the opening is made, we can only say, in many 

ways: perhaps by the careless turning of a blow-off cock or safety-valve, 

_ perhaps by a crack or tear in the boiler; but the primary cause in every 

case will be carelessness or imprudence. Mee yee) Ne i ee we ee eee Te ade 
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The subjoined quotations from a judgment delivered in appeal by the 

Sessions Judge of Cuddapah District, Madras, on 1st October 1906, seem 

most apposite to the remarks in the first section of this Chapter. 
The facts are simple. The whole, or a considerable portion, of a mixed train was left stand- 

ing between two stations on the Madras Railway: According to the prosecution, the engine- 

driver, finding he had run short of water, uncoupled his engine and ran on to the next station, 

leaving his train on the line. According to the defence, the couplings broke, and the driver 

_ ran on with adozen waggons, believing his whole train was behind him. Whichever theory be 

true, the assistant station master supposed that the whole train had arrived and consequently 

gave the signal “‘line clear,’’ to the last station. This enabled the Bombay-Madras Mail to 
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pass, which running at a very high speed dashed into the portion of the mixed train left on the 

line. Several passengers and railway servants were killed. A Railway Board inquired, and as 

a result the head guard of the mixed train and the assistant station master were charged 

criminally. 

In his concluding remarks the District Judge says : 

‘‘The obligation imposed by Government on all Railway Administrations to hold a joint 

inquiry over eyery railway accident attended with loss of life is intended with a view to eliciting 

the cause and full particulars of such accidents with a view to framing rules to minimise such 

accidents. In this matter the joint inquiry held by the different heads of department of the 

Madras Railway Administration has signally failed. I cannot but describe their final report or 

judgment (properly speaking) as a most perfunctory piece of work. I will now proceed to lay 

down all the faults, which have come to light through this unfortunate accident, with a view to 

their attracting the attention of the Railway Board. 

‘‘The composition of the members of such a joint inquiry is primarily at fault. Officers, 

who have been engaged all their service in administrative and executive work, are suddenly 

called upon, fortunately on rare occasions, to sit in judgment and hold a judicial inquiry. 

They have probably never had occasion to take down evidence, and much less to weigh and 

appreciate the same. Had there been a Judicial Officer at the head of this Committee, I feel 

sure it would not have swallowed wholesale the cock-and-bull story ... about the water in the 

engine having run short. The result has been that ... the accused in these two cases have been 

made the scape-goats. It is somewhat remarkable that the Railway Police, with all the notoriety 

of the Police for getting at the truth of things, should have failed to get at the truth. I can only 

attribute it to sympathy and co-operation with the Railway authorities. The first recommenda- 

tion I would make is that such joint inquiries be presided over by a Judicial Officer of some 

experience, who is capable of weighing and appreciating evidence. 

“The next fault of the inquiry lies in the fact that none of the members ever dreamt of 7 

examining the couplings of the waggons which made up the mixed train. I feel sure that if 

the District Traffic Superintendent had examined the couplings of those waggons, he would 

have found that the train had parted ... 

“No. 4 mixed train was 188 minutes, or three hours and eight minutes, late in leaving 

Urampad. This constant and gross unpunctuality on the part of these mixed trains is the 

primary cause of such numerous accidents. Why are such delays caused? The desire on the 

part of the administration for economy, for better dividends for the share-holders, and less 

safety to the public. | 

‘“ The evidence of the Urampad assistant station master shows but too plainly that the 

Madras Railway is under-manned, and in consequence has to depend on an excessively over- 

worked station staff. In this instance, the man ... had at the time been on duty from sunrise 

till sunrise for four days. Is it then surprising that he should decline to answer Kodur when 

he heard the rumbling noise at the block signal, or when he heard (which he denies) the 

telegraph needle calling him. I, for one, would be thankful to have some rest after I had 
29 secured ‘ line clear ’. 
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Abbassi 444. 
Abdomen, wound to, 633, 638. 
Abdominal wall 615. 
Abortifacients 652, 663. 
Abortion 662. 
—caused by, 
— Aconite 665. 
— Arsenical compounds 663. 
— Assafoetida 664. 
— Ergot 665. 
— Kuphorbias 664. 
— Jequirity (Indian Liquorice) 664. 
— Knitting needle 663. 
— Lal chitra 664. 
— Madar 664. 
— Marking nut 665. 
— Mercurial compounds 663. 
— Monk’s hood 665. 
— Oleanders 664. 
— Papaya seeds 665. 
— Rue 665. 
— Savin 665. 
— Sponge 663. 
— Sticks 663. 
— Tansy 665. 
— Vaginal irrigator 663. 
— Yew 665. 

F | Absinthe 661. 
Accessories of guns 421. 
Accidental death 645. 
Accidents 859. 
Accomplices 293, 329, 342, 362, 399, 

402, 680, 753. 
— in card sharping 825. 
— of thieves 668. 
— Women as, in dacoity 759. 
Accuracy 21, 48, 450. 

- Accusations, False, 391. 
Accused 
— Antecedents and record of, 115. 
— Examination of, 109. 
— Insanity of, 322. 

We Acid 855. 
_ Aconite 653, 660, 665. 

Acoustical signs 344. 

Actualities 295. 
Advertisement 293, 787. 
Adyakatti 444. 
Affiliation 98. 
Age of horse 806. 
Alagiries 670. 
Alarm apparitus 738. 
Alchemy 382. 
Alcohol 489, 500, 546. 
Alibi 99, 100, 346, 759, 849. 
Alkali 774. 
Alliumbictarialis 386. 
Almanach de Gotha 307. 
Almirah 669, 718. 
Alms 329. 
Alphabetical cipher 599. 
Alruna 386. 
Alum 549, 772, 774. 
Ammonia 339, 774, 778, 779, 855. 
Ammoniacal vapours 429. 
Ammunition 434, 435. 
Amnesia 178. 
Anesthetising of horse 812. 
Anatomy 483. 
Angle-writing 606. 
Aniline ink 775, 781. 
— Colours 501. 
Animals, Imitation of, 344. 
Antelope 407. 
Anthropometry 501. 
— Bertillon system 272. 
Antimony 809, 810. 
— Brimstone of, 501. 
— Sulphur of, 472. 
Antiphrasis, Sign of, 597. 

Antiquities, Frauds relating to, 830- 
844. 

Anus 808. 
Aphrodisiacs 652, 657. 
Apoplexy 494, 616. 
Arangi 447. 
Arches (Finger-prints) 279. 
Ardlamont mystery 630. 
Arm, false, 680. 
Arms Act 408. 
Arms, Coats of, 307, 326. 
— Swinging of, 506. 
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Arrangement of room 729. 
Arrow 327. 
Arsenic 372, 413, 653, 657, 809. . 
Arson 20, 849-. 

Art, Fraud relating to, 830-. 
Artificial sickness 19 (see Shamming). 
Aruval 446, 582. 
Ashes 338. 

Assafoetida 664. 
Atropine 316, 660. 
Attack, Point of, in housebreaking 710. 
Attic thieves 705, 748. 
— Theft from, 753. 

Atzmann 389. | 
Austrian Penal Code 832. 
Auto-suggestion 179. 
Axe 589. 
Azote 436. 

B 

Baby-farming 705. 
Bacteria 478. 
Bahbudi 444. 
Baker, Sign of, 328. 
Ballistics 220, 408. 

Bamboo 418. 
Bandy legs 522, 525. 
Bank, Fraud on, 298. 

Banknotes 788. 

— Flash 50. 
Bar of door, Opening of, 727. 
Barrel 412, 417. 

— rings 413. 
— reflector 427. 
Baryta 481. 
Battle-axe 444. 
Bazaar thefts 698, 700, 751. 
Beard, false, 297. 

Bed-plate 413. 
Beggars 313, 329, 361, 668, 672, 678, 

748. | 
Beggar stamps 785. 
Belching 857. 
Bell 669. 
— of shop door 749. 
Belladonna 316, 660. 

Belly-band 797. 
Bengal matches 856. 
Benzine 500, 856. 

Bertillon system of Photography 265, 
269. 

— ,» Anthropometry 272. 
Bhamptas 695. 

Bill of Exchange 777. 

Bindings, Falsification of ancient, 840. 
Bird-lime 679, 724. 
Bitches, Employment of, in thefts, 676. 
Blackmail 821. 
Blind, Removal of, in burglary, 725. 
Blindness 316. 
Blood 551. 
— on body 575. 

— ,, boots 560, 576. 
— of children (superstition) 379. 
— on clothes 560, 576. 
— Colour of stains of, 189, 556. 
— Detaching of, 568. 
— of dog (superstition) 380. 
— Drop of, 563. 
— Effusion of, 615, 621. 
— Fingerprints in, 580. 
— on ground, wall, ete. 572. 
— on instruments and tools 577. 
— Microscopic examination of, 188. 
— Pool of, 560. 

— Preservation of—stains 586. : 
— Registration & description of, 564. 
— Remoyal of, 568, 576, 578. 
— Search for, 575. 

— Stains of, 135, 553. 3 
— in superstition 379, 380, 384, 389, 

405. 
— on table 558. 
— Venous and arterial, 192. 
— on wood 569, 579. 
Blood-hound 561. 
Blotting-paper 500. 
Blue, washing, 501. 
Bodily injuries 612. 
Boiler explosions 859—866. 
Bolt 723. 
Bolts of door, Opening of 727. 
Bone 635, 638. 
— Metatarsal, 530. 

— Sesamoidal, 530. 
Bones, Antediluvian, 833. 
Bones powdered 856. 
Book cipher 605. 
Books, Falsification of ancient, 840. 

Boot 485, 495, 697. 
Boot polish tin 781. 
Boots, Blood on, 560. 
Boots as hiding place 781. 
Botany 224, 766. 

Boundaries 465. 
Box. 

— Breaking open of, 715. 
— for packing 589. 
— Search of servant’s, 751. 
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Bracelet 747. 
Braces 642. 

Brahmin 845. 
Brain 638, 640. 
Bran 470. 
Branding of horses 811. 
Brandy 808. . 
Bread crumb 777, 790. 
Breech-loaders 412, 422. 
— shot guns 422. 
— rifles 431. 
Bridge, Sign of 462. 
Broken ground, Sign of, 462. 
Broken wind 801. 
Bronze, Imitation of old, 8438. 
Brook, Sign of, 462. 
Brush 500. 

Brush, clothes, 474. 
Buck-shot 413, 430. 
Buildings 471. 
Buildings, Sign of domestic, 463. 
Bullet 414, 437, 438, 636. 
— extractors 430. 
— guns 4238. 

- Bullock, Marks on, 820. 
Bully 821. 
Bundook 409. 

. Burden 493. 

— Fact of carrying, deduced from 
footprints 512, 521. 

Burglary 379, 384, 670. 
Burglary and Housebreaking 708. 
— Entering by window 719. 
— PA door 726. 

is other ways 742. 
Barke’ s Peerage 311. 

2 | Burning-glass 851, 852. 
— carafe as, 853. 
Burns 298. 
Burns to mouth, ete. 857. 
Burnt paper 338, 482, 856. 
— Preserving & Deciphering of, 478. 
Butt 433. 

~ Buttocks 798. 
Byraghi 670. 

C 

Calabar bean 316. 
Calibre 417, 425. 
Callosities 552. 

_ Calls and eries of warning 344. 
- Camera lucida 469. 
— obscura 469. 
Cancellation, Sign of, 597. 

Candle 679. 

— Use of, in arson 849. 
Cantharides 661. 
Cap (guns) 428. 
Capemaries 670. 
Capsicum seed 658. 
Carbolic acid 660. 
Carbon 436, 775, 855. 
Carbonate of zinc 774. 
Carbonic acid 436. 
Carbon oxide (monoxide) 436. 
Cardboard 470. 
Card cheat 327, 342, 680, 820-828. 
— cipher 608. 
—- reading 397. 
Cards 327. 
— false 825. 

— marked 821, 824. 

Carmine 501. 
Carotid artery 640. 
Carriage, marks of 551. 
Carter 589. 
Cartridge 423, 435. 
Carving letters in wood 341. 
Cast (fishing) 370. 
— of footprints 546. 
Caste 844, 848. 
Caste marks 846. 
Castles, Sign of, 463. 
Castration, of horse 811. 
— self inflicted 19. 
Cat superstition 380. 
Catalepsy 324. | 
Catarrh of horse 813. 
Cattle, Poisoning of, 652. 
Cavalry officers as experts 794. 
Caveat emptor 796, 809. 
Ceiling, Breaking through, 732, 744. | 
Cement 473. 
-— for footprints 544, 550. 
Cemetery, Sign of, 463. 
Central fire 423, 433. 
Certificates, Forged, 303, 782. 
Certified copy 771. 
Chain, endless 829. 
Chalk 464, 473. 
Changars 333. 
Change of system, Sign of, 597. 
Chapel, Sign of 463. 
Characteristics, Unchangeable, of the 

person 300. 
Characters 782. 
Charge of gun 4380. 
Charms 386. 
Charnamitra 381. 
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Chassepot 639. 
Chauffeurs 861. 
Cheating 765. 
Cheating and fraud 765. 
— antiquities and works of art 830. 
— at cards, 820. 
— Examination of false documents 

Til 
— Falsification of documents 766. 
— Horse frauds 794. 
Chemical action in boiler explosions 

865. 
Chemical analyst as expert 216, 768. 
Chemical examiner 656. 
Cherchez la femme 13. 
Child, Abandonment of, 383. 

Child-birth 687. 
Child (superstition) 366, 407. 

Children 328. 
— Abduction of, 366. 
— brought into prisons 337. 
— Illegitimate, 753. 
— as sentinels 363. 
— as witnesses 91. 
Chili 658, 808. 
Chimney sweep 733, 743. 
Chinese ink 452, 472, 7795. 
Chiromancy 402, 404. 
Chiropodist 697, 748. 
Chisel 696, 715. 

Chloric acid 850. 
Chloride of cobalt 338. 
— of gold 778, 779. 
— ,, iron 489. 
— ,, potassium 778. 
— ,, sulphur 855. 

— ,, tin 778, 779. 
Chlorine 774, 775, 779. 
Chloroform 661. 
Choke-bore 627. 
Cholera 653. 
Chromate of lead, 856. 
Chunam 846. 
Church, Sign of, 463. 
Cicatrices 163, 552, 811. 
Cigar in card sharping 826. 
Cinericium 790. 

Cinnabar 501. 
Ciphers, 591-. 
— Alphabetical 599. 
— Angle writing 606. 
— Book 605. 
— Card 608, 
— Count Gronfeld’s 603. 
— Count Vergenne’s 609. 

Ciphers, Deciphering 610. 
— Foot-rule 607. 

— General Trochu’s 603. 
— Julius Caesar’s 599. 

— Krohn’s 599. * 
— Lexicon 605. 
— Mirabeau’s 598. 

—- Multiplication 600. 
— Napoleon’s 602. 
— Numerical 598. 
— Puncture 608. 

— Seytal 609. 
—— Stencil or Blackline 606. 

—- Syllabic 604. 
— Thread-writing 607. 
— Word 604. 
Circumcision 308. 
Cistern, sign of 463. 
Citrie acid 778, 779. 
Clay 473, 546, 724. 
— in coining 793. 
— for footprints 550. 
— in pottery making 834. 
Clay pit, Sign of, 463. 
Clock, Ticking of, 717. 
— Use of, in arson 850. 

Cloth 721. 
Clothes 680, 697. 
— Blood on 560. 
— Hiding places in 781. 
— Microscopic examination of dust 

on, 212-214. 
Clue 392. 
Coachman 816. 
Coal dust 855. 
Coal tar, 781. 
Coat collar as hiding place 309, 781. 
Cobalt 338, 772. 
Cobbler 442. 
Cobbler’s wax 679. 
Cock, Crowing of, 344. 
Coffee 584. 
— gardens, Sign of, 463. 
Coining 791. 
Coins, Counterfeiting of, 780. 

— Falsification of, 835. 
Collection, of curios, ete., 832. 
Collodium 453. 
Colour, of horse 797, 803. 
— of horse, Faking of, 809, 810. 
— blindness 185. 

Colours 257. 
Combustion, Quasi-spontaneous, 853. 
— Spontaneous 855. 
Commercial traveller 672. 
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Commission agent 668. 
Commissionaire 668, 672, 748. 
Commissioner of Police 688. 
Communication in prison, 335, 345. 
Compass, Points of, 452. 
Complaints, False, 391, 395. 
Composite photography 262. 
Confession 52, 109, 116. 
— False, 117. 

— of gipsy 374. 
— under hypnotism 182. 
Confidence trick 400. 
Confrontations 336. 
Conjuror 747. 
Contour lines 470. 
Conveyances; Drivers of public, 12. 
Coolies (see messengers) 12, 861. 
Copper 338. 
— colour of horse 810. 
Copying (forgery) 246. 
Cords 855. 
Corn 495. 
Coronet of horse 813, 816. 
Corpse, Preservation of, 158. 
— Papillary lines on, 584. 
~—— Wounds to, 637. 
Corpses, Injuries to, 650. 
Corrosive sublimate 658. 
Costume 6738. 
Cotton 855. 
Cotton wool 502, 721. 
Counterfeiting 836. 
— coins 791. 
— employment stamps 780. 
— seals on letters 789. 
— seals, stamps, and coins 780. 

Cow, Hair marks of, 817. 

Cow dung 846. 
Cowardice of gipsies 356, 364. 
Cramp 384. 
Crib biting 811. 
Crime, Reconstitution of, 76, 77. 
Criminal Procedure Code, Indian, 

Section 4(k) & (lI)  ... 38 
157 ude sce 9 

159 ... 98 
164 ee wire, L1O 
209, 287) 
258, 289\ ° cELO,. el 
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Criminal Tribe 764. 
Cripple 494, 668. 
Cross, Sign of, 462. 
Cross-examination of witnesses 88,89. 

110 

Cross-projection 455. 
Crow 407. 
Crow-bar 721, 739. 
Crushing 616. . 
Cryptogram (see cipher) 591. 
Curtain 7265. 

Cutlass 443. 
~ Cuts, stabs, ete. 652. 
Cutting weapons 441. 

D 

Dacoity 298, 455. 
Dagger 330, 444. 
Dah 444. 
Damascus steel 417. 
Datura 384, 395, 653, 658, 808. 
Dead child’s bone 405. 
Deaf mutes 318. 
Deafness 317. 
Dealers’ methods 794. 
Death-watch 391. 

Decoy 678. 
Decomposition 657. 
Deer 495. 
Delirium 173. 
Dentist 186, 300. 
Depilatories 652. 
‘Detective police 707. 
Devil 368, 406. 
Dialect 305. 
Diarrhoea 653, 655. 
Dice 829. 
Dictated writing 237. . 
Digitalis 661. 
Dikatopter 469. 
Diplomatist as expert 593. 
Disguise 297. 
— as fakir 847. 
Direction, Line of, 517. 

Dirt 211, 623. 
Discoloration of face 640. 
Dislocation of hip joint 614. 
Divination 390. 

Dog, Barking of, 385. 
— Fat of (superstition), 380. 
— Poisoning of, 676, 706. 
— stealer 704. 
Domestic thefts 751. 
Doms 333. 
Door, Barring of, in theft 363. 
— Fastening of, 718. 
— Forcing of, 726, 

Documents, Falsification of, 766. 

873 

Cut, Forced, in card sharping 827. 
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Door, in theft 669. 
Donkey 380. 
Doping a horse 809. 
Doubling rupees 400. 
Dough 4738. 
— for footprints 550. 
Drawing 448, 643. 
— in relief 467. 
— on squared paper 467. 
Dream books 403. 
Dreams 173, 402. 
Drill 727, 740. 
Drowning 652. 
— Signs of death by, 649. 
Drum magic 395. 
Drunkard 857. 
Drunkenness, Signs of, 174. 
— Shamming of, 683. 
Dumb alphabet 336. 
Dust 211, 338. 
Dust, footprints in, 484, 497. 

Dwelling, Sketch of, 455. 
— Sign of, 462. 
Dyer’s marks 294. 
Dynamite 851. 

E 

Ear of horse 811. 
Earthenware, stone, and _ procelain 

.839. 
Eczema 657. 
Egyptian antiquities 833. 
Electric bell, Use of, in arson 850. 
Electricity 864. 
Electro metallurgic process 843. 
Embellishment 830. 
— in horse-dealing 806. 
Employment stamps, Forgery of, 780. 
Enamelling of boilers 866. 
Enamels, Falsification of, 839. 
Engineer 860. 
Engravings, Falsification of, 838, 840. 
Environs of house, Sketch of, 460. 
Epilepsy 173, 315, 318, 698. 
Equipment 143. 
— of thieves 678. 
Erasures in documents, Detection of, 

773. 
Ergot 665. 
Erotic powders 372. 
— sensations 661. 
Escape after crime 297, 362, 717. 
Kserine 316. 

Esparto grass 856, 

INDEX 

Etching 839. 
Ether 489, 810. 
Euphorbia lathyris 386. 
Euphorbias 664. 
Evidence Act, Indian, Sec. 32, 107. 
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Reapaes ation, Danger of, 16. 
Examination 

—of accused 109. | 
— ,, false documents 768, 771. 
— ,, gipsies 374. 
— ,, guns 428. . 
— Precautions during, 113, 114, piece 
— in theft 672. 
— of witnesses 52. 
Excrement 193, 383. 
Exhilarants 652. 

Expert 21, 53, 149, 494, 652. 

— Artisan as, 442, 714. 
— Astronomer as, 151. 
— Blacksmith as, 442, 714. 
— Carpenter as, 714. 
— Cavalry Officer as, 794. 
— Chemical analyst as, 216, 766, 768. 
— in curios, etc. 832. 

— Cutler, as, 151. 
— Definition, of 770. 

— Diplomatist as, 593. 
— in fire-arms 226, 408, 430. 

— ,, cases of fraud 765. 
— ,, 5, 5, housebreaking 714. 
— ,, handwriting 766. 

— Joiner as, 715. 

— in languages and dialects 305. 
— Linguist as, 151. 
— Locksmith as, 715. 

— Medical, 154. 

— . Jurisprudents as, 155. 
— Microscopists as, 187. 
— In Mineralogy, Zoology and Bo- 

tany 224. 
— Numismatists as, 151. 

— Paper manufacturer as, 766. 
— Photographer as, 766. 
— Physicist as, 219, 538. 

— Shoemaker as, 494. 
— Sportsman as, 495. 
— Turner as, 151, 152, 714. 
— In Weapons 441, 
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Expert Veterinary surgeon as, 794. 
—- Wood-earver as, 153. 
— examination of scene of burglary 

730. 
Explosive action \419. 
Explosion 858, 859 
Eyes 302, 316, 3238. 

— of horse 801. 

r 
Face, Description of, 301. 
— Reconstruction of, 161. 
Factory, Sign of, 463. 
Faking cards 824. 
Fakirs 792, 847. 
— as coiners 792. 
Fall 614, 616. 
False aceusation 743. 
— names 302. . 
Falsification of documents 766. 
Fat 387, 746. 
— of ehildren 379. 
— dog 380. 
Felt 436. 
Ferrocyanide of potassium 229, 774, 

118, T79. 
Ferule 486, 551. 
Fetichism 175. 
Field, Sign of, 463. 
Files 678, 721. 
Filter-paper 500, 563, 573. 
Finger nails, Microscopic examina- 

tion of dirt under, 211, 575. 
Finger-prints 774. 
— Advantages of, over Anthropo- 

metry 277. 
— in Blood 580. 
—— Chemical treatment of, 585. 
— on glass 439. 
— Illustrative cases 281. 
— Legal value of, 283. 
— Manner of recording, 287, 584. 
— Method of fixing, on glass 501. 
— Photography of, 255, 585. 
— Practical application of, 278. 
Fire 860. 
— outbreaks of, 849. 
Firearms (and see weapons) experts 

in, 226, 408, 430. 
— Ammunition used 228. 
— Determination of time of firing 

229. 
Fish hooks 370, 680. 

INDEX 875 

Fish as poison 653. 
Flat 710. 
— foot 497. 
— Theft in, 688. 
Flax 854, 855. 
Flint lock 410, 420. 
Floor, Blood on, 557. 
Fly paper 679. 
Foot 
— Angle of, 520. 
— of horse 798, 817. 
— Image of, 528. 
— Line of, 518. 

— Physiognomy of sole of, 496. 
— Wound to, 633. 
Farcy 813. 
Footprints 128, 131, 483, 552, 709. 

— Age from, 489. 
— of bare feet 488. 

— Cast of, 546. 
— in clay 502. 
— Contraction of, 538. 
— Deduction from, 512. 
— Experimental, 488, 528. 

— Fabricated, 528. 
— of horse 551. 
— Measurements of, 532. 
— Mould of 545. 

— Observation of, 484. 
— Origin of, 502. 
— Photography of, 255, 502. 
— Preservation and reproduction of, 

—  Dennstedts method 549. 
— General 539. 
—  Hodann’s method 541. 
— Hofmann’s ,, 544. 
— Hugoulin’s ,, 542. 
— Jaume’s - | 648. 
— Krahmer’s ,,_ 548. 

— Running, 493, 512. 
— Sex from, 489. 
— Single, 493. 
— in snow 548, 550. 
— step, Length of, from, 487. 
— The “Trace” 516. 

— Walking, 503. 
Foot-rule cipher 607. 
Footwear, Microscopic examination 

of mud on, 215, 216. 
Forelock of horse 811. 
Foreign Office 591. 
Forest, Sign of, 462. 
Forgery 208, 233-247, 766. 
— of seals, stamps, etc. 780. 
Fortune-telling 335, 361, 390. 
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Foundation sacrifice 382. 
Fracture of ribs 614. 
— of collar-bone 614. 
— of skull 615, 616. 
Frame (guns) 433. 
Fraud (and see cheating) 
— relating to antiquities, &c., 830- 

844. 
— relating to horse 794, 820. 
French Chinese ink 452. 
Frog, Croak of, 345. 
Frontispiece, Falsification of old, 840. 
Furniture, Blood on, 557. 

G 

Gallnut ink 775, 779. 
Gang robbery or dacoity 755. 
Ganges earth 846. | 
— water 400, 406. 
Garden, Sign of, 462. 
Gas, Explosive 857, 864. 
Gases of body 857. 
Gasman 733. 
Gelatino-Bromide Paper 272. 
Gelding 812. 
Geometrical Identification 288. 
German Penal Code 8382. 
Giddiness 655. 
— and shamming 322. 
Gipsy, 315, 688. 

— bearing 372. 
— Child-stealing by, 366. 
— Corporal characteristics of, 375. 
— cowardice 364. 
— datura, Use of, by, 385. 
— fire 808. 
— Employment of, 358. 

— General 353. 
— gratitude 367. 
— greed 365. 
— Homicide by, 365. 
— Horse theft by, 365. 
— Housebreaking by, 717. 
— illnesses 375. 
— instruments of theft, poisoning, 

etc., 369. 
— language 353. 
— magic 394. 
— Origin of, 385. 
— piety 368. 
— proverbs 377-378. 
— signs 332, 340. 
— stigmata 348. 
— superstitions 367. 

Gipsy, Thefts by, 360. 
Gimlet 729. 
Ginger 808. . 
Girl as watcher 687. 
Glanders 813. 
Glance of sharp 822. 
Glassware, Fabrication of antique, 835. 
Glass 438, 570, 584. 
Glass, Breaking of, 679. 
— Pounded, as poison 658, 661. 
Glass plate 479. | 
— window, Cutting and breaking of, 

724. 
Gloves 680. 
Glue 474, 789. 

— in reproducing footpritits 502, 543, 
550. 

Glycerine 746, 781. 
Gneiss, 573. 
Gold coin 405. 
Goose 370. 
— skin 649. 

Gout 657. 
Grain, Theft of, 679. 

— Torrified, 856. 
Grapnels 738. 
Grass, Theft of, 755. 
Grating, Forcing of, 720. 

Gratitude of gipsies 367. 
Gravity, Centre of, 507. 
Grazing-ground, Sign of, 463. 
Grease 746, 781. 
Greek 820. 
Groom 805, 814. 
Grosse bettse T67. 
Grooves of gun barrel 426. 
Guaic, Tincture of, 562. 
Guano 856. 
Gum 679. 

Gum-arabic 338, 474, 475, 479, 489, 
5970, 778. 

Gunpowder 486, 851. 
Gun, Bursting of, 631. 

Gunsmith 408. 

Gypsum 790. 

H 

Hair, 

— Absorbing properties of, 194. 
— Burnt, (talisman) 372. 
— Decomposition of, 200. 
— Deductions from, 198, 201- 203. 

— Distinction between various kinds 
of, 199. 

; 

1 

a 
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- Hair Microscopic examination of, 194. 
— Preservation of, 194, 197. 
— Superstition regarding, 389. 

_ Hairdresser 300, 748. 
Hair marks on horses and cattle 817- 

820. 
_ Hakasen system 347." 

- Halter 797. 
Hallucination, Posthypnotic 178. 
— Negative, 179. 
— Retroactive, 109. 

Hammer 442, 589. 
— (guns) 433. 
Hand clapping 345. 
— False, 693, 747. 
— signals 335, 343. 
Hands 697. — 
— of pickpockets 746. 

| -— of sharp 822. 
| Handkerchief, Blood on, 587. 

Handshaking 338. 
' Handwriting 48, 49. 
+ — Character, etc., of, 231-5, 240. 
) — Dictated and copied, 237, 238. 
' -— of deaf persons 318. 

) — Expert examination of, 230, 232. 
| — Experts in, 766. 
_— Forged, 239. 

_ -— of hypnotised persons 180. 
| — of the insane. 
| — Microscopic examination of, 205. 

— Peculiarities in, due to profession 
a and traits 236, 237. 
| — due to illnesses 236. 
| — of suicide 641. 
- —under unaccustomed conditions 
; 239. 
' Hanging 554, 562, 639, 652. 
Harness 799. 
Haschish 661. 
Hatchet 577, 589, 590. 

) Hatching 469. 
~ Hay 856. 
. Headman of village 759. 

Hearing 67-69. 
Heart: 639. 

| Hedge 465. 
| Hedges, Sign of, 462. 
| Heel 485, 507, 508, 514, 516. 

Height of horse, 798. 
Hemlock 655, 661. 
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| Herring, Theft of 380. 
Hills 471. 

INDEX 877 

Hindu names 847. 
Hinges 723. 

~ — Removal of, in housebreaking 
715, 

Hinges of door, Removal of 726. 
Hip 405. 
Home sickness 853. 
Homosexuality 174. 
Hoopoe 405. 
Hops 210. 
Horoscope 391. 
Hotel-thief 697, 748. 

— Confederate of, 697. 
Horse frauds 294. 

— Fraud properly so called 806. 
— Age of the horse 806. 
— Colour, Faking of, 809. 
— Concealing illnesses 812. 
— Employment of assistants 

814. 
— hair for removing seals 
— Hiding defects 811. 
— jools, Theft of, 371. 
— Marks on 817. 

— Temperament of the horse 
808. 

— Showing horse under most favour- 
able conditions 797. 

— Special methods 796. 
— stealers 365, 678. 

— Utilization of physiological cir- 
cumstances 801. 

— Utilization: of psychological cir- 
cumstances 803. 

House, Indian 457. 
House-breaker 328. 
House-breaking (and see Burglary) 

361. 
Humerus 633. 
Hunch back 300. 
Huntsman 344. 
Hurdles, Sign of 462. 
Hydrate of sodium, 779. 
Hydrochloric acid 339, 778, 779. 
Hydrofluoric acid 501. 
Hydrogen carbonates 436, 
Hypnotism 175. 
— Effects of, 179. 
— Importance of, in criminology 180- 

185. 
— Post hypnotic condition 179, 182, 

185. 
— States of consciousness, 177. 
— Suggestion 177, 178. 
Hypochlorite of soda 774, 775. 
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Identification, 

— of dacoits 755. 
= — by day-light 271. 

,, finger-prints 278. 
— ,, moon-light 271. 

— papers 303, 312. 
—s hy photographs 265. 
— Psychological method of, 310. 
Idols 833. 
Iliac bone 633. 
Illnesses of horses 813. 
— of witnesses and suspects 313. 
Illusions, Acoustical, 67, 69. 

— Optical 
— of the senses 63. 
— Tactile, 70, 71. 
— of taste and smell 71, 72. 
Image of the foot 528. 
Imagination 89. 
Impression (and see Footprints and 

Finger-prints) 451, 550-552. 

Incantations 388. 
Incendiary signs 325. 
Indian Penal Code Sec. 304A ... 408. 
— ... Secs. 324, 3826, 654. 
mete Be we >, | 441, 426, 

, 709, rid, | 806. 
India rubber 472. 
India rubber stamp 789. 
Induction in vision 61. 
Inebriate, Walk of, 525. 
Infernal machine 850. 
Informer 760. 
Injuries to corpses 650. 
Ink 478, 641, 773-779, 789. 
— Chinese, 452, 472. 
— Printer’s, 584. 
— for stamps 781. 
— Sympathetic, 338. 
Inn, Sign of, 462. 
Insane persons as. witnesses 172. 
Insanity 166, 169, 170, 642. 
— Contagion of, 173. 
— Shamming, 322. 
— Signs of moral, 174. 
Inscriptions 473-. 
Inspection of localities 123-. 
Instep 497. 
Instruments used in housebreaking 

716, 721-, 729, 736, 741. 
Insulting police 685. 
Insurance cases 633, 847. 

Intestines 657. 

Intestines Wound in, 635. 
Intoxicants 652. 
Investigating Officer 493. 
— His clerk 123-125. 
— Duties of, 3, 671. 

— Employment of subordinates by, 
10. 

— Essential qualities of, 20. 
— Equipment of, 143. 
— exaggeration, Danger of, in, 16. 
— The “Expeditious”, 46, 47. 
— General 1. 
— Knowledge of men by, 29-34. 
— Manner of constructing hypothe- 

sis by, 7. 
“Orientation” (Finding his bear- — 

ings) 84, 42. 
— Procedure of, 4-14. 

— Reconstitution of the crime by, 
54, 55. 

Iodine 773, 777, 790. 
Iridescence 835. 
Tron in ink 773. 
— Powdered, 501. 
— wire 642. 
Itch 657. 
Ivory, Imitation of old, 842. 

J 

Jack 713, 722. 
— Employment of, in burglary 723, 

137. 
Jackal 407. 
Jannal 723. 
Jequirity 664. 
Jewellery and precious stones 836. 
— Falsification of, 836. . 
Jewellers, Thefts from, 310, i 
Jimson weed 384. 
Jungle, sign of, 462. 
Juniper berries 810. 
Jurymen 42. 
Jutkas 12. 

K 

Kalikavatar 381. 

Kassler Earth 489. 
Kerosine 288. 

Key 327, 733, 750. 
Key-hole 741. 
Keys, skeleton, 669. 
Keyword 601, 610. 
Khoji 490. 
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Kinetic Energy 635. 
Knife 153, 444, 696. 
Knots, Peculiar methods of making 

153. 
Knowledge of men 29, 795. 
Kodali 441, 447, 582. 
Kodali-kutti 447. 
Koravers 681. 
Kortorar 356. 
Kuft work 417. 
Kukri 444. 
Kulikaikalams 407. 

L 
Lac 790. 
Lace, Imitation of old, 843. 

 Lal-chitra 664. 
Lameness 525. 
Lamp-shade 856. 

- Lance 444. 
_ Lands of rifle 414, 424. 
_ Language, Experts in, 305. 
_ Lanoline 746. 
| Latch 718. 

_ Lathis 615. 
_ Laundry marks 294. 

— Lead 809. 
_ ‘Leading 414. 

Leather 436. 
Letters 592, 604. 

_ — Order of frequency of, 611. 
— Sealing and opening of, 789. 
Lever 738. 

4 Lexicon cipher 605. 
- Licorice juice 838. 

Light 
_ — Magnesium, 258,558. 
 — Use of artificial, 557. 

Lightning powders 263. 
Lime 846, 854, 856. 
— water 473. 
Linen, Theft of 753. 

Linseed oil 339. 
_ Liquid-fire 855. 

_ Litmus paper 774. 
_ Lividity 320. 

- Loam 470. 
- Locality, Bump of 358. 
- Localities 

_ +— Examination of objects 128. 
- — Golden rule 130. 
— Inspection of 121. 

» — ,, in the open 136. 

— ,, Objective and substantive 
systems 137, 

Localities, Inspection of room 132. 
— Photography of, 255. 
— Report of, 131. 
Locks 706. 
— Attacking the, in burglary 733 
— Imitation of old, 841, 843. 
— Impressions of, 368. 
—- Picking of, 387. 
Locksmith 733, 735. 
Logwood ink 775, 779. 
Lombroso, School of 118. 
Loops (finger-prints) 279. 
Love charms 755. 
Lucky hour 407. 
Luggage of train thieves 697. 
Lumbadies 406, 760. 
Lunar caustic 809. 
Lungotee 798. 

M 

Maceration 160, 649. 
Machinery 264. 
Madar 664. 
Madras 458. 
Magic 401. 
— divining box 394. 
— lantern 260. 
— sieve 395. 
Magistrate 688. 
— and. see “ Investigating Officer 
— Village 589, 759. 
Magnesia 472. 
Magnesium light 258, 558. 
Magnifying glass 585, 771, 786. 
Maidan, Sign of, 463. 
Main de gloire 387. 
Mamooty 441, 582. 
Mandrake 386. 

Manure, Theft of, 755. 

Manuscripts, Photography of, 260. 
— Falsification of ancient, 840. 
Maps 39, 461, 469. 
— Ordnance, 470. 
— Relief, 470. 
— Survey, 470. 
March, Line of, 517. 
Mare 812. 

Marks of bullets 438. 
— on cattle 819. 
— of caste 846. 

— on horses 806, 817. 
Market thefts 699, 700. 

Mark master mason 326, 

Marking nut 664, 

? 
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Martingale 799. 
Mask 300, 679. 
Masochism 175. 
Match, Deduction from, 486. 
Matechlock 409, 410, 419, 420. 
Matrix 790. 
Meadow, Sign of, 463. 
Meal, In antique pottery making, 834. 
Measurements 450, 460, 467. 

Mechanical action in boiler explo- 
sions 866. 

Mechanograph 469. 
Medical Examination 308, 315. 

— Jurisprudence 157-. 
— Jurisprudent 498, 525, 612. 

ces _ role of, 157-187. 

Medium 392. 
Memory 
— Aids to 75. 
— Association of ideas 76. 
— Completing from, 452. 
— Conscious and unconscious acti- 

vity of, 74. 
— Loss of, 828-6. 
— Threefold function of, 72, 73. 

Menstruation 170, 179, 576. 

Mental pictures 126. 
Mercury 658, 658. 

— Fulminate of, 430. 
Message boy 748. 
Messengers 12. 
Metallic fouling 414. 
Metatarsal bone 530. 
Methods of aiming 435. 
Metric system 452, 465. 
Microscope 769, 777. 
Microscopic examination 187. 
— of blood 188. 
— clothes 214. 
— cloth, woollens, linen, etc., 205, 

425. 
— dust 211. 
— excrement 193. 
— hair 194. 
— hand-writing 205. 
— mud on footwear 215. 
— in other Medical cases 203. 
— of weapons and tools, 208. 
Microsecopist 535. 
Midwife 663. 
Milk 653. 
— as ink 338. 
Mineralogy 224. 
Mirror-bit 799. 
Miscarriage 663, 

Misletoe 405. 
Misspelling 767. 
Mistake, Rectification of, by Investi- | 

gating Officer 11. 
Modelling 469. 
Modus operandi 702. 
— of thieves 706. 
— powder flask 421. 
Monastery, Sign of 463. 
Money, Theft of 7085. 
Monument, sign of 463. ; 
Moplah knife 444. 
Morals, Laxity of, 383. ’ 
Morse alphabet 347. 1 
— code 826. , ’ 
Mortgage documents 766. . 
Mosquito stings, Artificial 747. 
Moss 436. 
Mould 473, 545, 793. 
Moulding 472, 715. 
Mouth of horse 807, 811. 
Mud, Footprints in, 484, 509. 

Multiplication cipher 601. | 
Mummies 833. | 
Municipality, Counterfeiting seal of, 

784-787. | 
Murder 24, 26, 206, 254, 288, 300, 

358, 383, 458, 477, 501, 554, 581,” 
588, 628, 631, 639, 644, 646, 651, 
705. 

Murder prayers and Masses 389. 
Muscle 633, 635. 

Muscular contraction 320. 
Mushrooms 655, 661. 

Mutes, deaf 318. . 

Mutt 641. | 
' Muzzle-loader 412, 420, 427. 

N 

Nail 211, 485, 614, 622, 623, ors. 
— of boot 534-540. 
— maker 327. 

— Marks on, 405. 

— parings 389, 
— Removal of blood on, 574. 
— Rusty 535. 
Nambudris of Malabar 309, 848. 
Name transformation 303. 

Names of Hindus 847. . 
Napoleon 236. 
— Cipher of, 602. 
Narcotic 384. 

Nasal discharge of horse 813. 
Needle fire 433. 
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Needle, gun 423, 437, 639. 
— Use of, in forging seals, 786. 
Negative facts, Notification of, 132. 

~ Negligence 859. 
Negro odour 361. 
Nerium odorum 664. 
Nerve-irritation 853. 
Net-glass 469. 
Newspaper 611. 
— reports 292, 309, 310. 
Nick-names 331. 
Nicotine 660. 
“ Night-case’”’ 685. 
Nigrosine ink 779. 
Nipple 429, 650. 
Nitrates 436. 
Nitrate of silver 500, 773, 809. 
Nitric acid 778, 779. 
Non-values (ciphers) 597, 599. 
North-West Frontier 432. 
Nose 301. 
Nostril 302. 

Numerical cipher 598. 
Nux vomica 676. 

0 

Oaths Act, Indian, 109, 406. 
Oaths, Superstitions regarding, 405. 
Objects hit by projectiles 437. 
Objectives, Wide-angle, 265. 
Observation, Causes of inaccuracy of, 
— Differences in natural qualities, 87. 
— Head wounds 82. 
— Strong feeling 78. 
Ocular demonstration 238, 24, 104. 
Office in card sharping 826. 
Ointment 546. 
Oleanders 664. 
Opal 390. 
Opium 653, 658. 
Optician 469. 
Opthalmoscope 317. 
Orchards, Sign of, 463. 
“ Orientation” 34. — 
Orifice of wound 634. 
Orpiment 657. 
Orthopaidist 300. 

 Osmic acid 500. 
Oxalic acid 661, 774, 775, 779. 

| Oxyhydrogen lamp 738. 

Pace, Abnormal, 525. 
— of horse 801. 

111 

Pace, Length of, 523. 
Packing 588. 
Padlock 706, 707, 734. 
Paggi 490. | 
Palace, Sign of, 463. 
Pallor 320, 322. 
Panchayet 578. 
Panel of door, Removal of, 727. 
Pantograph 469. 
Papaya seeds 665. 
Paper (and see Tracing), 
— Blotting, 473, 474, 500. 
— Burnt, 478. 

— Cast, 473. 
— Cigarette, 474, 570. 
— Filter, 500, 568, 573. 
— in forgery 247, 767, 772. 
— Packing, 588. 
— Piecing together of torn, 475. 
— Toilet, 473. 
Papillary lines (see fingerprints and 

footprints) 278. 
— ,» on hand 500, 581. 
— , on sole of foot 580. 
— , on big toe 580. 
Papyri 833. 
Paralysis 237. 
— of horse 812. 
— Shamming of, 321. 
Paralytic 494, 525. 
Parchment 769. 
Pariah-845, 847. 

Partnerships in crime 343. 
Passerby 690, 711. 
Passing, in card sharping 827. 
Paste 474. 
Paste-board in papyrus making 833 
Patch 424, 624. 
Pathological lying 108, 109. 
Paths, Sign of, 461. 

Patina, Imitation of, 843. 
Pawn shops 293. 
— brokers 299. 
Peat 856. 
Pederast 344. 
Pedlar 668. 
Penal Code, see Indian Penal Code. 
Penis 640, 650. 
Pentateuch 405. 
Pen 144, 464. 
Peony 386. 
Penis 650. 
Pepper 808. 
Perception 58. 
Percussion cap 421. 
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Percussion guns 410, 421. 

Percussion, System of, 423, 
Perjury 407. 
Personation of witnesses, 98. 
Perspiration 389, 500. 

Petroleum 473. 
Pewet 405. 
Pewter 793. 
Phenyl! 660. 
Phonetic communication in prison 

345. 
Phosphorus 658, 855, 856. 
Photographer as expert 766. 
PRoeaepey | 

“ Accidental’’, 253-254. 
— of accidents 249. 
— Amateur, 249, 250. 
— Bertillon system of, 265-269. 
— of blood marks 567, 581. 
— Colour, 257. 
— Composite, 262. 
— Comparison of photographs 268, 

269. 
— of portrait with portrait 269. 
— ,, < , accused 269. 

— ,, ‘, » person at liberty 
269, 270. 

» recollection 270. 
— of ‘documents OTL. 
— Employment of, 251-265. 
— Enlargements by, 261, 772. 
— Examination of photographs with 

magnifying glass 268. 
— of faces 266. 
— ,, finger-prints 255, 264, 581. 
— ,, footprints 255, 502. 
— Hints on taking photographs 

263, 264. 
— Importance of, 247-251. 
— Instantaneous, 66, 67, 483. 
— of latent marks 255, 476, 552. 
— Lightning powders 263. 
— Machinery 264. 
— Magic lanterns, 260. 
— Magnesium light, 258. 
— Microscopic, 258-260. 
— of manuscripts, etc. 260. 
— of objects in relief 264. 
— Recognition of criminals by, 265. 
— Reproduction and -reduplication 

272. 
— Retouching 268. 
— by Rontgen Rays 248. 
— of running 516. 
— of scene of crime 255, 

Photography of shamming persons 
257, 258. 

— of shining objects 264. 
— Size, format, tone 267. 
— of thought 250. 
— Untruthfulness of, 262, 264. 
— Wide angle objectives 265. 
— of wounds 255. 
Phthisis 380. 
Physicist as expert 219. 
Physiognomy 117, 118, 496. 
Physiology 221, 483. 
Pickpockets 298, 680, 691, 698, 703, 

704, 744-747. 
— Confederates of, 691, 698. 

Picottah, Sign of, 463. 

Picture charms and spells 389. 
— Faking of, 838. 
— writing 596. 
Pig 495. 
Pincers 678, 738, 747, 793. 
Pine resin 772. 
Pin-fire 423. 
Pistol 432. 
Pitch 724. 
— for footprints 549. 
— of rifles 426. 
Plaid 746. 
Plan 450, 464. 
— of dwelling 455-. 
— ,, environs of house 460-. 
— ,, house interior 453. 

Plank, Blood on, 500, 579. 
— Sign of, 462. 
Plants, Blood on, 568. 
Plaster 542. 
— cast 474. 
— of paris 5438, 790. 
Plumbago (Lal chitra) 298. 

— rosea 664. 
— zeylanica 664. 
Poacher 142, 425. 
Poaching 386. 
Pocket 680, 821. 

— -book 680, 692, 699. 
— -knife, Examination of dirtin,212. 
— -picking 337, 731, 744-747. 
— Search of, 592. 

Poignard 444, 
Poisoning cases 389. 
Poisoning 639, 651. 
— By Aconite 660. 
— ,, Arsenic 657, 660. 
— ,, Atropine and belladonna 660, 

661. 
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, Poisoning By Carbolic acid & phenyl 
660. 

— By Chloroform, 661. 
— .,, Datura 658. 
— ,, Henbane 661. 
— ,, Mercury 658. 
— ,, Nicotine 660. 

— ,, Opium 658. 
— ,, Phosphorus 658. 
— ,, Pounded glass 661. 
— ,, Prussic acid 660. 
— ,, Santonine 661. 
— ,, Strychnine 658. 
— ,, Sulphuric acid 661. 
— Sulphuric ether 661. 
i of cattle 652. 

— of watch-dog.676, 706. 
Poisons 203-205. 
Poison maiden 652. 
Police 

— Choice of, 41. 
— circular 671. 
— Commission, Report of, 1903-124, 

125. 
— Duties of, 671. 

— methods in dacoity cases 755. 
— patrols 758. 
— Rural, 40. 
— Sphere of, 8-11. 
Police and watchers 684. 
Pool, Sign of, 463. 
Porcelain 839. 
Porter 748. 
Portrait Parlé 276, 301. 
Post-cards 
-— Forgery of, 780. 
Post-marks, Forgery of, 780. 
Post-mortem 1, 157, 654, 662. 
Potash 810. 
— Protoxide of, 501. 
Potassium 8565. 
— azotate 339. 
— Hypermanganate of, 501. 
— Silicate of, 502. 
— sulphates and carbonates 436. 
— sulphurate 436. 
Pottery 833. 
Potter’s clay 470. 
Poultry stealing 370. 
Pounce 773. 
Powder 430, 436, 624. 
— horns 421. 
-— Smokeless, 418. 
Practices of criminals 296-349. 
— of Disguise 296. 

Practices of False names 302. 
— of Shamming 312. 
— ,, Signs and signals 324. 
Preconceived theories 14, 730. 
Preliminary inquiry (Sec. 159, Cr.P.C.) 

98. 
Preservation of parts of a corpse 158. 
— of pieces of bone 160. 
Press, Sphere of, 290. 
Pressure of steam 867. 
Preternatural combustibility 857. 
Prison, 

— breaking 457. 
— Phonetic communication in, 345. 
— Secret writing in, 338. 
— Treatment of gipsies in, 376. 
Procedure, of pickpockets 745. 
— in theft cases 702. 
Projectiles 437, 624. 
Promissory-note 770. 
Property, Pretended wrongs to, 19, 20. 
Prostitutes 12, 13, 821. 
Proverbs 377. 
Prussian blue 768, 772. 
Prussic acid 660. 
Psychic force 392. 
Psychology in horse dealing 803. 
Psychometric power 393. 
Ptomaines 653, 660. 
Pupil of eye 317. 
Pus 590. . 
Puncture cipher system 608. 
Pyrogallic acid 809. 

Q 

Quis, quid, ub, quibus auctlis, cur, 
quomodo, quando, 127. 

(Quail 344. 
Quarry, Sign of, 463. 
Quasi-spontaneous combustion 858. 

R 

Rag 436. 
Rahu-kalams 391, 407. 
Railways, Sign of, 461, 462. 
Railway thefts 342. 
— thieves 681, 693-. 
Ramrod 413. 
— tube 431. 
— plug 421. 
Range in shooting 634-. 
Rape 650. 
— Pretended, 18. 
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Razor 588. 
Reagent for finding blood 562. 
Realgar 657. 
Receiving 699. 
Recognition of criminals 265-. 
Reconstitution of the crime 54, 55. 
Recruits and conscripts 317. 
Register in theft cases 703, 708. 
Repair, when fraudulent, 830-. 
Report 643. 
Reports of crime 290, 309. 
Resin 679, 856. 
— for footprints 549. 
Resorcin ink 779.» 
Retouching of photographs 268. 
Retroactive hallucination 109. 
Revolver 412, 432, 624. 
Revolving chamber 433-. 
Rheumatism 657. 
Rice pounder 441. 
Rice water 846. 
Rifle-butt 415. 
Rifling 414, 422, 424. 
Rimfire 423. 
Ring, Signet, 680, 707. 
Road 465, 466, 486. 
Roads, Sign of, 461. 
Robbery from a corpse 650. 
Rods used for thieving 679. 
Roe 495. 
Roman-ware, Falsification of, 834. 
Rontgen rays 248, 833. 
Roof thatch 419. 
Room, 
— Description of, 132. 
— Plan of, 453. 
Roots 664. 
Ropes 855-. 
Rubber stamp 7.75, 789. 
Rubble pit, Sign of, 463. 
Rue seed, 665. 
Running 512-. 
— Mechanism of, explained 512-. 
— Photography of, 5165-. 
Rupture of internal organ 615. 
— of intestine 
— ,, liver 615, 616. 

Ss 

Sabre 443. 
Sacramental bread 386, 405. 
Saddle 800-, 805. 
Sadism 175. 
Safe 666, 737-744, 856. 

INDEX 

Safe, Breaking open of, 707, 714. 
Safety bells 738. 
— valve 860, 867. 
Sailor walk of, 518. 
Sale deed 766. 
Saliromania 175. 
Saliva 808. 
Saltceller of horse 817. 

— of Benvenuto Cellini 831. 
Saltpetre 436, 774. 
Salt spilling 390. 
Sand 846. 
— foot-prints in 546, 550. 
— sign of 462. 
Sandal wood 846. _ 
Sandarac 773. 

Sanotine 661. 
Sanscrit 354. 
Sanyasi 380-. 
Savin 665. 

Scale 465, 471. 
Scapegoat 860, 868. 

Scarabs 833. 
Scars 298, 348-. 
Scene of offence (and see localities), 
— Description of, 642. 
— Examination of, by experts 730. 
Schellac 473. 

Scissors making 745-. 
Scouts, sentinels & spies (theft) 362-, 

668. 
Scratches 622. 
Screw driver 716. 

Sculptors 472. 
Séance 392. 

Search 654. 

— of accused’s person 138, 309. 
— ,, dacoits houses 758. 

— in houses 1388-, 769. 

— lists 45. 
Seals, 
— counterfeiting of 780, 784. 
— on letters, Copying of, 790. 
— Material of false, 785. 

Seams 592. 
Searches in the open 140. 
Second hand dealers 299. 

Sect 844, 845. 
Sedatives 652. 
Seeing 68. 
Seeds 659. 
Seers 392. . 

Senses, Illusions of, 63-. 
Serajevo, Battle of, 359. 

Sesamoidal bone 530. 



Servant as accomplice in theft 674. 
— falsely accused 743. 
Sham illnesses and pains 312. 
Shamming, blindness, 316. 
— drunkenness 683. 
— catelepsy 324. 
— deafness.317. 
— epilepsy 318. 
— fainting 321. 
— insanity 322. 
— paralysis 321. 
— Photography of 257-258. 
Shamsher 447. 
Sharps and flats 820-. 
Shoe 528, 710. 
Shoemaker as expert 494. 
Shop thefts 700, 751. 
Shot 413, 414, 438. 
— bag 421. 
— Dispersion of, 627. 
— guns 414. 
Shots through glass 439-. 
Shrine, Sign of, 463. 
Shuffle, False, in card sharping 826. 

Shutters 723, 726, 728. 
Shutter cutter 739. 
Shying of horse 800. 
Sienna, Burnt, 489. 
Sieve 480. 
— spin magic 397. 
Sight of rifle 413. 
Signet ring 747. 
Sign-post, Sign of, 462. 
Sign of Antiphrasis 597. 

, cancellation 597. 
, change of system 597. 

Signs and signals 324-. 
— Gipsy 332. 
— Graphic 325. 
— in plans 461-463. 
— of recognition 341. 

+ — Hand 3285. 
Silk 856. 

- Singing in prison 347. 
Sivites 845. 

_ Skeleton 735. 
_ — keys 678, 735, 750. 
Sketch 464, 469, 564. 
— of dwelling 455. 
— ,, environs of house 460. 

— ,, portion of country 465, 
= ~,, room 453. 
Skin 614, 617-623, 633. 
— of horse 809. 
Skull 614, 615, 622. 

INDEX 885 

Slang of criminals 350-354. 
Slate 786. 
Slippers, Use of, by thieves, 679. 
Stopping power of bullets 638. 
Slumber thumb 387. 
Smell 71-,361-. 
Smoke 624. — 
Snake 407. 
Sneak thefts 370, 748-. 
Snow, Footprints in, 484. 
Soap 810, 816. 
— Use of, in horse dealing, 807. 
Soda 772. 
— water bottle 613, 617. 
Sodium hydrate 778. 
Soldering 721. 
Soldiers, Gipsies as, 357. 

Somatic functions 179. 
Somnambulism 173, 178, 
Soot 501, 736. 
Soporiferous candles 379. 
Sorcery (see superstition) 379-. 
Spark, Fire caused by, 854. 
Spavins 801, 815. 
Spear 444. 
Specialists 714. 
— in crime 703. 
Spectacles (in disguise) 297. 
Speed from footprints 502-. 
Spelling, Deduction of forgery by, 

767, 784. 
Sperm 590. 
Spheroidal state 864. 
Spies 
— Gipsies as, 358-. 
— Police, 13. 
Spiritualism 392. 
Spittal, Deduction from, 487. 
Splinter 614. 
Spoon 793. 
Sportsman as expert 495. 
Spring, Sign of, 463. 
Spring Root 386. 
Spontaneous combustion 855. 
Squared paper 467. 
Squip, Fire caused by, 854. 
Stabs 652. 
Stable boy 814. 
Stabbing weapons 441-. 
Staggers 812-. : 
Stallion 811. 

Stamps, Counterfeiting of, 780-. 
Stapedial bone 588. 
Starch 474. 
Stargazer 803. 
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Statements of case in tabular form 50. 
— of dying persons 106, 107. 
— Uncorroborated, 80. 
Steak, Theft of, 380. 
Steam boilers 859-. 
Stearic acid (wax) 542-. 
Stearine 453, 679. 
Steatite (french chalk) 786. 
Steep places, Sign of, 462. 
Stencil cipher 606. 
Step 
— of invalids 523. 
— Length of, 487, 523. 
— of old persons 523. 
— ,, railway men 523. 

— ,, soldiers 523. 
— ,, sportsman 5238. 

— ,, surveyors 523. 
Stereotyping 472. 
Stick 486, 589, 615. 
— Impression of, 530-. 
— spells 388. 
Stiff arm 298. 
Stigmata 179, 348-. 
Stillborn child 379. 
Stock (of gun) 412, 427. 
Stockings 697. 
— Use of, by thieves 679. 
Stolen articles, Description of, 293. 
mort m Recovery of, 699. 
Stomach, Examination of, for poison 

656. 
Stone seekers 380. 
Stove 478. 
Strangles 813. 
Strangulation 639-, 642, 645. | 
Straw 436. 
Street, Sign of, 461. 
Strychnine 658. 
St. Gumper leaves 405. 
Styles 245. 
Subordinates, Employment of, by 

Investigating Officer 10-. 
Suet for foot-prints 549. 
Suicide 629-, 634, 639-, 646-, 651, 

653. 
Sulphate of copper 779. 
Sulphur 436, 472, 774, 810, 855-. 
Sulphuric acid 338, 436, 580, 661, 

774, 778, 779, 807. 
Sulphuric ether 661. 
Sun and burning glass 852, 853. 
Superoxide of hydrogen 775. 
Superstition 379-, 407, 650, 712. 
— regarding cattle 819. 

Superstition regarding corpses and 
objects abandoned 383-. 

— Divination and _ fortune-telling 
390-. 

— regarding hours 391, 407. 
— Interpretation of dreams and 

chiromancy 402-. . 
— regarding oaths 405-. 
— ss objects carried 386-. 

— a omens 407-. 
— Treasure finding 398-. 
— and theft 705, 754. 
Surgical belt maker 300. 
Surprise, Prevention of, by burglar, 

718. 
Survey map 461. 

» signs 461. 
Swamp, Sign of, 462. 
Swell mobsman 310. 
Swimming bath 497. 
Swindler 310-312, 342. 
Sword 327. 

» arms 448. 

Syllablic cipher 604. 
Syphilis 657. 

T 

Tabar 447. 
Table of reagents for inks 779. 
— blood on, 558. 
— Top of, as weapon 614, 615. 
Tact, 1, 293. 

Tail of horse 809-. 
Tallow 679. 
Talwar 447. 
Tangi 447. 
Tangle-foot 679, 7 24, 
Tank, Sign of, 463. 
Tannin 774. 
Tannin black 781. 
Tansy seed 665. 
Tapestry 556. 
Tappal 447. 
Tar 856. 
Taste 71, 72. 
Tattooing 162 308. 
— Age of, 163. 
— on a corpse 168, 164. 
— Disappearance of, 164. 
— Importance of, 164. 
— when and where generally found 

164, 165. 
— for purpose of disguise 298. 
Tea gardens, Sign of, 463. 
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Technique in housebreaking 713. 
Teeth 135, 186-. 
— of horses 806. 
Temple, Sign of, 463. 
Temperature of corpses 649. 
Testicles 811. . 
Textile plants, Spontaneous combus- 

tion of products of, 855. 
Theft 391, 666-. 
— Accomplices 680. 
— from attics 748. 
— Bazaar and shop thefts 751. 
— Burglary and housebreaking 708. 
— Attacking the lock 733. 
— Entering by the door 726. 
a= » window 719. 
— Zs in other ways 742. 
— Dacoity 755. 
— Domestic thefts 751. 
— from flats 748. 
— by gipsies 361-, 369-. 
— from hotels 748. 
— Instruments of, 369-. 
~- Pocket-picking 744. 
— of poultry 370. 
-— Preparations 670, 675. 
— Scouts and spies 668. 
— from shops 749. 
— Sneak thefts 748. 
— through superstition 754. 
— Thieves equipment 678. 
Theories, Preconceived 14-. 
Thief 592. 
Thieves, Discovery of, by divination 

395. 
— smell 706. 
Thiosulphate of sodium 778, 779. 
Thimble rigging 828. 
Thorah 405. 
Thread 849, 855-. 
— writing 607. — 
Three card trick 828. 
Thumb 387, 586. 
Tinder 849. 
Tissues 855-. 
Tobacco 811. 
Toddy shop orator 399-. 
oe » sign of, 462. 
Toes, Use of, in theft 699. 
Tomato 658. 
Tools, Microscopic examination of 

stains on, 208. 
Tope, Sign of, 463. 
Touch 70, 71. 
Touts in horse dealing, 815. 

Tow 436. 
Trace 516. 
Tracks of criminals 465. 

Tracing and tracing paper 245-, 470, 
475, 479, 570. 

Traffic Superintendent 860, 868. 
Tramps 327-, 781-. 
Trail 516, 518. 
Train, Accidents to, 854. 
Transferring in cardsharping 825. 
Trappings of horse 798. 
Treasure finding 380, 398-, 402-. 
Tree 437, 463. 
Tree, Bsanch of, as weapon, 613. 
Trigger 433. 
— guard 413. 
Trisul 381. 
Trouser button 405. 
— flap, 309. 
Truss makers 300. 
Tumbler of lock 734. 
Tumour 668. 
Turf 856. 
Turpentine 472, 500, 563, 856. 
Tweezers for lock picking 750. 
Twilight conditions of mind 175. 
Tympanum 588. 
Typewriting office 475. 

U 

Ulceration of lungs in horse 813 
Ultramarine 772. 
Umbrella 744. 
Umbilical cord 650. 
Upholstery, Imitation of old, 840. 
Urine 338-, 389. 
Urns, Fabrication of, 835. 

Vv 

Vagabond 782. 
Vaginal irrigator 663. 
Vagus nerve 640. 
Vaishnayvites 845. 
Vampires 379. 
Vanadium ink 779. 
Vapours 322. 
Vaseline 746. 
Velocity 636. 
Venereal disease 664. 
Verdigris 429. 
Veterinary surgeon 794, 805. 
Village Magistrate 36, 589, 759. 
— headman 759. 
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Vineyards, Sign of, 463. 
Violin, Fabrication of old, 843. 
Virgin, Fat of, 379. 
— in superstition 405. 
Visions 384. 
Voice (disguised) 297. 
Vomit 655. 
Vowel cipher 599. 

W 

Wad 413, 421, 423, 436, 624, 627. 
— extractor 415, 430. 

Wale 309. | 
Walking stick 385, 418, 577, 679. 
Walking 
— backwards 526. 
— Dragged impressions in, 510. 
— image 517. | 
— Impression of foot in, 508. 
— Impulsion in, 507. 
— Mechanism of, explained 503. 
Wall 453, 457, 462, 473. 
— Blood on 570. 
Wandering tribes (see “ gipsy ’’) 353-. 
War Office 591. 
Warning, Calls and cries of, 344-. 
— Words of, 681. 

Warts 298, 380, 755. 

Watch 645. 
— chain 680. 
— Number of, 595. 
Watcher in theft 680. 
Watchman 682. 
Water 
— Bodies found in, 644. 
— - channel, Sign of, 462. 

— colours 464. 
— course 465. 
— ,, Sign of, 462. 
— Washing away blood in hot and 

cold 576-. 
Wax 389, 472, 542-, 573, 679, 701. 
— cloth 679. 
— for footprints 549. 
Weapon, 
— Ammunition 435. 
— Axe as, 618. 
— Bayonet 621. 
— Branch of tree as, 613. 
— Breach loaders 422, 431. 

— Broken glass as, 617. 
— Bullet guns 423. 
— Carriage crossbar as, 614. 
— Chisel as, 623. 

Weapon Construction and use of, 408- 
447. 

— Cutting and stabbing, 441-. 
— Fire-arms 408, 624-639. 
— Gimlet as, 621. 
— Hatchet as, 614, 617. 

— Imitation of old, 842. 
— Indian weapons 444. 
— Knife as, 617, 618-, 621-. 
— Mamooty as, 618. 

— Microscopie examination of, 208-. 
— Muzzle loaders 420, 427. 
— Objects 437. 
— Pistols 432. 
— Powder 436. 
— Projectiles 431. 
— Revolvers 432. 
— Scythe as, 617. 
— Shot guns 413. 
— Shovel as, 623. 
— Sickle as, 617. 

— Soda water bottle as, 613, 617. 
— Stick as, 617. 
— of stone 833. 
—— Sword as, 614, 671. 

— Top of table as, 614, 615. 
Weather 495. 
Weidmann’s ink 339. 
Well 644. 
— Sign of, 463. 
Whalebone 679. 
Wheat 856. 
Wheel, Marks of, 551-. 
Whistling 345. 
White metal 793. 
Whorls (finger-prints) 279-. 
Wig 297. 
Wind, Gipsy dislike of, 375. 
Window 405, 439, 453. 
— Breaking of, 679. 
— Entering by, 719-. 
— in theft 669. 
Window-bar 718, 719-. 
— Breaking through, 711-. 
— shutters 728. 
Winking 344. | 
Witnesses 577. 
— Adults as, 95-. 

— Boys and girls as 93, 95. 
— Children as, 91. 
— Examination of, 52-, 651-. 
— of, in theft, 672. 
—- Illnesses of, 313: 
— Imaginative, 89-. 
— Insane persons as, 172. 
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Witnesses, Lying, 97. 
— Reserved, 90-. 
— Shamming, 314. 
— Substitution of, 105-. 
— Surveillance of, 127-. 
— wishing to speak truth 57-. 
Witchcraft 384. 
Withered hand 298. 
Wood, Blood on, 569. 
— Lime, Ivy, Box, 786. 
— Sign of, 462. 
Wood facing 453. 
Wool 546, 856. 
Woolens, Microscopic examination of, 

205-. 
Women as accomplices in dacoity 759. 
— as pickpockets 745. 
— sentinels (theft) 363. 
— thieves 356. 
— as watchers 686-. 
Wounded person, Walk of, 525. 
Wounds (and see “ Weapon”) 

. — Appearence of gunshot, 634-. 
— by blunt instruments 442, 613. 
— at close quarters 624, 625-, 634. 
— from fall 614. 

Wounds by fire-arms 624. 
— on hand 559, 564. 
— on the head 82-, 442-. 
— Gunshot, compared with knife, 

627-. 
— Photography of, 255. 
— Post mortem and ante mortem, 

154. 
— Self inflicted, 18, 19. 
— by sharp instruments 615-, 617. 
Writing (see handwriting) 
anonymous and pseudonymous 

678. 
— in the air 336. 
— Secret, 591. 

— ,, of prisoners 338. 

Y 

Yataghan 443. 
Yew 665. 

Zine dust 856. 
Zoology 224. 
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APPENDIX I. 

SELECTED LIST OF AUTHORITIES. 

(The numbers correspond to the reference numbers given in the text.) 

CHAPTER I. 

Griffiths, Major Arthur: Mysteries of Police and Crime; LONDON, 

CASSEL, 1898. 

Felsental, Rudolf Yon: Aus der Praxis eines cesterr. Polizeibeamten : 

WIEN, MANZ, 1853. 

Gross, Dr. Hans: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. I, p. 244; 

(ROSCHER : Beduerfnisse der modernen Kriminal polizei). 

Kriminalistische Streifzuge; Betrachtungen eines unpolitischen Prak- 

tikers; BERLIN, SIGISMUND, 1894. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VIII, p. 233; Bd. XI, p. 1. 

Do. Kriminalpsychologie, p. 561; GRAZ, 1898. 

Krafft-Ebing, Dr. v.:| Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie; Srurra@art, 1897. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VI, p. 334. 

Oppenheim: Die traumatischen Neurosen, 2 Aufl.; BERLIN, 1892. 
Wichmann: Der Wert der symptome der sogen traumatischen Neurose, 

etc.; BRAUNSCHWEIG, 1892. 

Derblich: Die simulierten Krankheiten der Wehrpflichtigen; WIEN, 1880. 
Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. XII, p. 263; (Newxcke). 

Schmidt-Petersen: Zeitschrift f. Medizinalbeamte, 1902, Heft 16. 

Solbrig : do. do. do. 20. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VI, p. 209. 
Do. — do. do. Bd. I, p. 39; (KLAUSSMANN). 

Stirn, L. W.: Beitrege zur Psychologie der Aussage; LEIpzic, T. A. 

BARTTI, 1903. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VI, p. 209 and VII, p. 340. 

Griffiths: Mysteries of Police and Crime; LONDON, CASSEL, 1898. 

Juristisches Literaturblatt, (Oktober 1, 1893). 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VII, p. 163. 

Do. do. do. Bd. XII, p. 41; (LELEWER). 

Scipio, Sighele: Psychologie des Auflaufes und der Massenverbrechen 

(deutsch v. H. KURELLA); DRESDEN & LEIPzIG, 1897. 

Crother, Dr.: Medico-Legal Journal, XII, 4. 



25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

4. 

42, 

43. 

44, 

45. 

46. 

AT. 

48. 

49, 

50. 

51. 

52. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

il 

Goerres, Karl: Der Wahrspruch der Geschworenen und seine psycholog. 

Grundlagen. (Aus den juristisch-psychiatrischen Grenzfragen von 

Finger, Hoche und Bresler; Bd. I, Heft 2/3; HALLE, 1903). 

Geerres, Karl: Berliner Polizei und Verbrechertum ; LEIPZIG. 

Seefeld, Karl: Das Protokoll im cesterr. Strafprozesse; WIEN, 1889. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. VI, p. 358, (MEDEM). 

Do. do. do. Bad. V, p. 349. 

Do. do. do. Bd. VI, p. 331. 

CHAPTER II. 

Gross: Kriminal-Psychologie; GRAZ, LEUSCHNER & LUBENSKY, 1898. 

Stern: Beitrage zur Psychologie der Aussage; LEIPZIG, BARTH, 1903. 

Hoppe, Dr. J.: Erklarung der Sinnestiiuschungen; WURZBURG, 1888. 

Mayer, Dr. A.: Die Sinnestiiuschung u. s. w.; WIEN, 1869. 

Stricker, Dr. S.: Studien iiber die Assoziation der Vorstellungen ; 

WIEN, 1883. 

Leubuscher, Dr.: Entstehung von Sinnestiiuschungen ; BERLIN, 1882. 

Krafft-Ebing: Friedreichs Blittern, 1864, H. 2. (Angabe der alteren 

Literatur). 

Wundt, W.: Beitriige zur Theorie der Sinneswahrnehmung. 

Muller, G. E.: Zur Theorie der sinnlichen Aufmerksamkeit : LEIPZIG, 

1873. | 

Bose, K. G.: Uber Sinneswahrnehmung; BRAUNSCHWEIG, 1872. 

Hofler, A.: Psychologie; WIEN, 1897. 

Jodl, F.: Lehrbuch der Psychologie; StuTTGART, 2 Aufi., 1903. 

Sachs, H.: Die Entstehung der Raumvorstellung ; BRESLAU, 1897. 

Wundt, W.: Die geometrisch-optischen Tauschungen. 

Gross: Kriminal-Psychologie, pp. 237 & 579 ff. 

Lauterbach, R.: Die geometrisch-optischen Tiiuschungen, ete. 

Forel, A. & Vogt, 0.: Zeitschrift f. Hypnotismus; Bd. VIII, H. 5. 

Witasek: Natur der geometr. opt. Taiuschungen; LEIPZIG, 1898. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. I, p. 340. 

Wundt: Physiologische Psychologie, 3 Aufl; Bd. II, p. 305 ff. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd: I., p. 123. 

Do. do. do. Bd. XII, p. 287. 

Bleuler & Lehmann: Zwangsmessige Lichtempfindung durch Schall, 

etc.; LEIPZIG, 1881. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. III, p. 117; and Bd. VI, p. 366. 

Do. do. do. Bd. X, p. 170. | 

Do. Kriminal-Psychologie ; p. 340 ff. 

Forel: Das Gedichtnis und seine Abnormititen ; ZURICH, 1885. 

Diehl, A.: Zum Studium der Merkfahigkeit; BERLIN, S. KARGER, 1902. 
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67. 

- 68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72, 

73. 

74. 

715. 

76. 

717. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

il 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr, u. Krim.; VII, 123; (Dr. Orro Gross)’ 
Gross, Dr. Otto: Die cerebrale Sekundirfunktion ; LETPzIG, 1902. 

Dugas: Rev. phil.; Bd. 38; Junt, 1894. 

Soury, J.: do. do. 

Lalande, A.: Rev. phil.; Bd. 36. 

Bourdon : do. Bd. 37; 

Anjel: Archiv. f. Psychiatrie; Vol. VIII. 

Sander, W.: do. Vol. IV. 

Jensen: Allgem Ztschrft f. Psychiatrie; Bd. 25. 

Langwieser: Versuch einer Mechanik der psych. Zustiinde. 

Wiedemeister: Allgem. Ztschrft. f. Psychiatrie; Bd. 27. 

Huppert: do. do. Bd. 26. 

Gross: Archiv. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. V, p. 114 (Nicke). 

Ribots: Das Gedichtniss u. seine Stcerungen ; LEIPZIG, 1882. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. Krim.; Bd. XI, p. 340. 

Do. do. do. Bd. VI, p. 334. 

Frankl, ¥.: Der jetzige Stand des Rechtsfalles Ziethen; WIESBADEN, 

CHR. LIMBARTH, 1902. 

Forel, Dr. Aug. : Das Gedichtnis und seine Abnormiteten ; ZURICH, 1885. 

Dessoir, Max: Das Doppel-Ich; BERLIN, 1889. 

Jessen: Versuch einer wissenschaftlichen Begriindung der Psychologie ; 

BERLIN, 1855. 

Griesinger: Pathologie und Therapie der Psychischen Krankheiten ; 

STUTTGART, 1845. 

Exner: Entwarf, etc.; LEIPzIG, 1894. 

Jodl: Psychologie 11 Aufl.; STUTTGART UND BERLIN, 1903. 

Sander & Richter: Die Beziehungen zwischen Geistesstorungen und 

Verbrechen; BERLIN, 1886. 

Delbruck, B.: Allgemeine Zeitschrift fur Psychologie ; Bd. XI, 8. 57. 

Knecht: Ibid. 40, 1884, S. 584. 

Schlager: Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft der Arzte in Wien, XITT, 1857. 

Casper: Vierteljahresschrift ; 24, S. 319. 

Guder, Dr.: Die Geistesstearungen nach Kopfverletzungen ; JENA, 1886. 

Gross: Arch. f. Krim. Anthr. u. ‘Krim.; Bd. I, p. 336. 

Do. do. do. Bd. XII, p. 25. 
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